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Africa Maligned
While reviewing Craig Packer's book
Into Africa (September 1994), Lory Frame

steady stream of African ecologists insist-

own

study charismatic species such as wolves,

takes the opportunity to express her

toward what she

attitude

calls "unhealth-

inconvenient, frustrating Africa."

ful,

With reference

to corrupt bureaucrats

and

Marxist rebels, shortages of

politicians,
toilet paper,

and so on, she builds up an

mountain

lions,

and polar bears. Add

this the suspicion that if research

to

permits

snails of

modem Israel, I was reminded of

the legendary stone-eating shamir of ancient Israel.

Shamir (Hebrew

comndum) was

worm

for "sharp stone," or

the appellation given to a

or snail that according to Jewish

was used

hew

are granted, the scientists will disappear

lore

with the data.

stmction of Solomon's Temple in ancient

Fieldwork
difficult

get your data, and get out."

from

Frame

in

flagship national parks so that they could

image of Africa that reinforces the advice
George Schaller once gave her "go in,

—

camp

ing that they be allowed to set up

this

and

can be

in Africa certainly

to

stone for the con-

The shamir was

Israel.

essential for the

frustrations are inevitable, but

building of the temple because tradition

should not prevent foreign scientists

forbade the use of iron implements, sym-

making meaningful contributions

bolic of tools of war, in the constmction of

(a)

Temple

—

G-d and Peace.

extrapolates her experi-

toward improving the understanding and

the

East Africa to the whole of

management of African biodiversity and
(b) establishing good working relations

Thus, according to legend the ancient

Is-

and

re-

are large parts of the continent, especially

with government wildlife agencies. For-

sorted to

hew

the

and

eign scientists assist local students and sci-

stones for the Temple.

Firstly,

ences

in

which

Africa,

is

misleading, since there

in southern Africa, that are peaceful

have excellent
Park

infrastructures.

The

South Africa has research

in

that are the

PCruger

facilities

envy of ecologists working

in

Yellowstone and Denali. Zimbabwean
parks like

Hwange have always

hosted

foreign scientists, and the wardens and

rangers here go out of their
far, I

way

(often too

developing their

entists in

capacities.

By

scientists to

work on xenophobic

foreign scientists can

much more

some

make

life in

foreign scientists experience prob-

Africa

those that follow them.
T.

In "Desert Snails' Daily Grind" (Au-

Shachak describe the bizarre rock-eating
habits of the Negev's Euchondrus snails.
While reading about these stone-eating

is

not sur-

the U. S. Fish

and

Wildlife Service would respond to a

Comical Compounds
Just received your November issue and
Roger Welsch's column ("Stand-up
Chemist") brought back some memories
that I've had stashed away in a folder in

my

istry

me to an "organic chem-

quiz" that included

Moshe

few

CH3
CHS
CH3

that

you

Lawrence Simon
Westlalie,

then eats. Remarkably, the radula

does not "appear to contain iron or other
metals,"

making

it

an especially apt candi-

Phillip Katz, Esq.
Brooklyn,

New

York

There still seems to be a gap in our
knowledge about the snails of the Negev.
According to your article they turn
"about 800 pounds of rock into soil per
acre" per year, and 5 percent of the dry
weight of their feces

is

nitrogen. If

all

are doing to the rock

is

pulverizing

it

which

it is

mostly going

—800 pounds per

at 5 percent nitrogen

they

in the

acre,

would come

to

about 40 pounds. But the authors calculate
a transfer of "three pounds of nitrogen to

CHS
CH3

each acre

.

.

discrepancy

some of the sub-

Here are a couple

others.

of Eu-

uses to scrape the lichen-filled

it

it

salient features

radula: the tonguelike

to pass out as feces

CHS

stances your contributor enclosed, plus a

didn't reproduce.

rock

its

course of eating lichens,

desk for a long time. About 1974 a

friend introduced

organ

is

to

Rock of Ages

jects established in Africa. This

how

One of the more
chondrus

DU ToiT

gust 1994) Clive G. Jones and

Imagine

employing the shamir

Harare, Zimbabwe

lems when attempting to get research proprising.

raelites laid aside their iron tools

date for the legendary shamir.

JOHAN

exactly the reason that

officials,

pleasant for themselves and

think) to be helpful.

is

research

and analysis of data and stimulating local

Secondly, the smash-and-grab approach
to collecting data

own

sharing in the collection

the house of

tion or

each year."

.

is

I

can't

tell if

the

caused by missing informa-

bad arithmetic, so please

fertilize

our intellectual desert with an explanation.

Donald Forman

Hexamethyl
Chicken Wire

Berkeley, California

The value

Ohio

for nitrogen in snail feces

should read 0.5 percent. In removing zeros
before decimal points,
I

I

I

o

c
I

4
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AAA

Propyl
People
Ether

we

inadvertently

deleted the decimal point. Snails turn be-

tween 600 and 1,000 (average 800)
pounds of rock per acre per year
transferring a

into soil,

minimum of three pounds of

nitrogen per acre per year.

—Eds.
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View of Life

Tffls

Of Tongue Worms, Velvet Womis,
and Water Bears
Fresh evidence confirms the uniqueness of the Cambrian explosion

by Stephen Jay Gould
I

Yet these "minor" phyla

belong to a generation of students for-

mally educated,

measure, by the

in large

practice of rote memorization. Hence,

I

embody some

more than a

set

of variations upon themes

of the most fascinating problems of nat-

established during this

initial

and should not be ranked with

although some of these

little fillips,

ural history

explosion

—

|

j|

includ-

;|

know

the Gettysburg Address by heart

the

unknown and

the unloved.

They

are,

ing

human consciousness and insect flight,

|

who can

(and

learned

at

age

ever expunge the arcana

ten,

while who,

at

age

fifty,

of

first

minor only

all,

in the

sense of cur-

membership (few species

rent

alive

have had quite an impact upon the history

ji

ofliffe!

li

can retain the important items encountered
last

week). At least

for paleontologists:

know Lincoln's line
"... we here highly reI

solve that these dead shall not have died in

when Stephen Dedalus,

vain." And,

in

today); although some, brachiopods and

bryozoans

in particular,

dominated the

early fossil record of multicellular animal

Moreover, these groups are decidedly

life.

not minor in degree of anatomical distinct-

Joyce's novels, routes "on old Olympus's

ness, for they are as different,

topmost tops" into his stream of consciousness, I know that he is musing upon
the standard mnemonic for remembering
the names of cranial nerves in proper sequence front to back olfactory, optic,

next, as a fish

oculomoter.

record of animal

The minor phyla provide a key
Cambrian explosion because they
sent a potential exception

to the

ii

repre-

I

and softening.

J

enormously puzzling and

,i

contrary to preferred assumptions about

t'

This episode

is

one from the

the generally slow

clam from a

evolutionary change. Therefore, paleon-

and steady character of

;

—

.

.

Among the classical items of rote memtwo stand out

from a

fly

or a

sea cucumber.

tologists

The minor phyla must play

a crucial

role in unraveling the greatest of all

mys-

have sought (largely uncondo we act upon our deep-

est biases) mitigating

circumstances or

j

teries

surrounding the history and fossil

in these essays

life. I

have often written

about the "Cambrian ex-

arguments

that

might either diminish or

spread out the Cambrian explosion.

Among

such sops to our uniformitarian

more comwords in my mind as

preferences, none has been

for later utility to paleontologists like

encompasses the

mon

me

—

appearance in the

first

geological time scale and the

list

fossil

of animal phyla, the major taxonomic

di-

designs for animal

life.

cent study, the

ever based upon rigor-

^the

visions of

life in

our kingdom (some

twenty to forty depending on the version

you

learned).

Most of

my

fellow students

complain too much about the dozen
or so major groups, for everyone should
didn't

know a vertebrate from an arthropod from
a moUusk from an echinoderm, if only because we do encounter such creatures in
our daily lives. But for the larger number

—

of so-called minor phyla

the

unremem-

record of nearly

first

all

basic anatomical

According

to a re-

ously determined radiometric age dates,
this

episode lasted an astonishingly short 5

—

we
them on exams, and we

Since then, only one

prominent

Jones Beach ("nature" to

City kids).

6

Natural History
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York

tiny beginning interval? After aU, about

at all

How

—

building corals, secrete calcified skeletons

ning of the very next, or Ordovician, pe-

artifact

Cambrian absence may be

of our failure to find earlier rep-

resentatives.)

One might

great exaggeration that

argue without

530 million years

of subsequent evolution has produced no

1/95

this

new phylum with a

small colonial organisms, which, like reef-

an

at

how can you

phyla originated during

half the animal phyla contain no hard parts

couldn't recall

Park or

all

record has been added to

fossil

archives

riod and their

in Central

fication of ordinary possibilities, rather

the Bryozoa, a group of

life's

us had only contempt and loathing, for

never encountered them

—

claim that

surrounding the individual animals of a

(little

can hear the

lion years ago.

colony. (The bryozoans arose at the begin-

Priapulida

I

by a bevy of professors and read in
dozens of books than the following potential invocation of minor phyla to make
the Cambrian explosion merely an intensithan an exclusivity: "But

names

(comb jellies) and
penis worms)
^most of

—

stated

million years, from about 535 to 530 mil-

berable whatchamacaUits with such funny
as Ctenophora

•.'.

sciously, for thus

plosion," the extremely restricted time that

orization in early schooling,

;

and therefore have no

fossil record.

do you know that these groups
haven't been arising throughout the 530
million years since the Cambrian explosion? Moreover, most of these phyla contain very few species. Doesn't their rarity
indicate a potentially recent origin, leaving
little

time for their gradual spread and spe-

ciation?"

This argument

seems

is

not unreasonable and

particularly strong under certain

,

i

i

j
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Mouth
almost exclusively upon
brates

—

terrestrial verte-

a group that did not evolve until

well after the Cambrian explosion. Penta-

stomes also resemble crustacean arthro-

pods

in

a few important features. There-

J-

Haver, after Barlh and Broshears. 1982.

Invertebrates, by Richard C.

and Gary

J,

From

ons,

that either allied

circumstances. Consider, for example, the

and crustaceans

crabs),

and many other

gave them separate

marine forms). Three minor phyla

status

on

own, a

their

—

the

recent consensus had emerged for viewing

Onychophora, or velvet worms; the

these intensely enigmatic creatures as a

Tardigrada, or water bears; and the Penta-

phylum evolved from a crustacean stock
much later than the Cambrian explosion.

tionally placed near the arthropods be-

And

cause they possess a few key anatomical

if

the unique pentastomes could

why

not most of the other

plosion would then lose

its

exclusivity,

stomida, or tongue

worms

—

are conven-

feahires that suggest possible genealogical

proximity to

this greatest

of all groups. For

example, the most popular recent textbook
of invertebrate biology {Invertebrates, by

and the "phylum-making machine" of
evolution would continue to operate

Richard C. and Gary

throughout geological time.

chapter, under the heading: "Three Enig-

write this essay to present

phylum of small

site

point of view

plosion

is

—

that the

some

J.

Brusca, Sinauer

them an

Associates, 1990) grants

entire

Phylogeny."

These three phyla provide an excellent
case for testing the hypothesis that phyla

in effect than heretofore rec-

continue to originate throughout time, and

means five-mouthed, in reference to the
two pairs of limbs surrounding the true
mouth at the anterior end. In some species
the mouth resides at the end of a stalk

have been presented

Mouth

matic Groups and a Review of Arthropod

scope

and exclusive

in length to the surrounding

Cambrian ex-

even more extensive

membership the Pentastomida, or
tongue worms. (Their name literally

Hooks

and horseshoe

(crabs, shrimp, lobsters,

I

comparable

in-

and a range of hypotheses

freshly published data leading to the oppo-

—

with major subgroups of

Brusca, Sinauer

Associates, 1990. With permission.

case of a classic minor

far,

pentastomes with other major phyla or

minor phyla as well? The Cambrian ex-

Nancy

Arthropods constitute the largest phy-

lum by

sects, chelicerates (spiders, mites, scorpi-

lished group,

tetrapoda,

jargon.

fore, following a century of intense debate

evolve more recently from a well-estab-

The pentastome Cephalobaena
a tongue worm

by employment of
maximally fashionable machinery or

ideas of a science, not
the

ognized even by
lished in 1994

its

by

partisans.
in

in

These data

two papers, pub-

my German

paleonto-

Walossek and
Klaus J. Miiller, of the Rheinische
Friedrich-Wilhelms Universitat in Bonn.
Such long and technical articles on the
anatomy of small Cambrian fossils invariably fall by the wayside in public perception (while often creating a quite a buzz in
logical colleagues Dieter

the tiny circle of paleontological professionals).

Very few "science writers" from

the journalistic side have

much

patience

with the arcana of descriptive anatomy
(and professional traditions of jargonized
presentation contribute to the impasse as
well).

omy

Moreover, and more sadly, taxon-

and anatomy occupy the lowest rung

in the ladder of scientific status
Intestine

—an

old-

fashioned, albeit harmless and gentle, pursuit

more

suited to the eighteenth-century

days of Linnaeus than to the modern
world of molecular biology.
Yet the importance of a discovery
the impact and reforming

-Anus

The pentastome Linguatula
Nancy

J.

power of

serrata

Brusca and Brusca, 1990

in the

ideas

"modemity" of methodology em-

that the

Cambrian explosion

is

not so ex-

clusive as the fossil record, read literally,

might suggest

—

for they are usually dis-

ployed. Thoughtless adherence to fashion

cussed together and share

can blind us to the permanent value of

for putative origin in later geological time

things unnoticed or abandoned as outfour legs, thus giving the appearance of a

Royal Society of Edinburgh

lies in

expressed and theories thereby altered, not

Haver, after Sedgewick, 1888 From Invertebrates,

The newly discovered Heymoniscambria
scandica, a fossil pentastome lanafivm
the Upper Cambrian in Sweden

dated. Just think of such luminous

and en-

(small

all

modem membership

of hard parts, leaving

little

key features
and absence

opportunity for

five-pointed

star. The usual name of
worm" commemorates the more

during figures as Bach and Brahms, dis-

preservation of fossils); moreover, one of

"tongue

missed

the three, the Pentastomida, has been

species that resemble a verte-

antediluvian by a gaggle of forgotten

widely interpreted as an offshoot of the

devotees to the "latest" trends. Judge by

crustacean

common

brate tongue in miniature.)

Pentastomes are parasites, and they live
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in their maturity as hopelessly

quality and

engagement with

the central

We

line.

have known for the

last

few years
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A female

tardigrade, or water bear,

molts her egg-filled cuticle.
Nancy

J.

Haver, after Morgan. 1982.

Brusca and Brusca, 1990
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of phyla allow both groups to
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—
been of special experimental

of the 100 to 110 species of

interest to

The Sixth hitemational Symposium on

most

Tardigrada met in Cambridge, England,

August 22

to 26,

are terrestrial, although a

all

cies live

1994 (my heart warms to

on

fishes).

Like

many

pentastomes have a complex

the thought that even minor phyla can

moving from an intermediate

spawn such multiple and cosmopolitan
celebrations by their human devotees). At
this meeting, Walossek, Miiller, and R. M.

host.

Museum

Kristensen, of the Zoological
the University of

phylum

this

are obligatory parasites of vertebrates (al-

students of aging.

the

of

life

cycle,

to a final

Larvae bore through the gut wall of

where they mature

host,

first

eats this

moves

first

to their

When

another vertebrate

host, the

mature pentastome

infective stage.

Copenhagen, presented a

few spe-

parasites,

to the respiratory tract, either

by

and exploiting hosts
complex (in this case, the
arrangement of the stalked mouth

ing, attaching to,

are present and
five star

and two pairs of legs
the rest of the

body

at the front end),

is

but

secondarily simpli-

Pentastomes have, for example, no

fied.

intemal organs for respiration, circulation,
or excretion.

The

gut

is

tube, with a muscular

a simple straight

pumping apparatus

end, obviously useful in ex-

at the front

tracting the host's blood.

show-stopping paper entitled "A More
Than Half a Billion Years Old StemGroup Tardigrade from Siberia." They

crawling from the stomach to the esopha-

This extreme anatomical simplification

gus and boring through, or by tunneling

of ordinary organs, combined with elabo-

through the intestinal wall and into the

ration of highly specific devices for ex-

had found the

blood stream. The parasite then attaches to

ploiting hosts,

fossil,

and

first

indisputable tardigrade

this species

the verge of the

dated right back to

the lungs, nasal cavity or oral cavity

Cambrian explosion.

These specimens look

just like tardi-

grades and range from 0.25 to 0.35 millimeters in length (a middling size for

modem tardigrades). But the key to identification lies not in similar sizes or general

appearances, for such basic features can

be evolved by convergence in independent
lineages, but in a large

unique and complex

and striking

traits

set

of

found only

in

them, although

with paired hooks, or claws, that can be

ing them.)

Like

The pentastomes provided a much
ter potential case

among minor
said

—

—

I

to

understand

advance no case for lov-

range of available hypotheses spans nearly
all

conceivable solutions, with links to an-

nelids (segmented worms), arthropods of

one subgroup or another, and separate status (often joined with onychophores and
tardigrades) as the favored solutions.

In recent years, however, a consensus

had arisen

for allying pentastomes with

crustaceans of the arthropod phylum. Sev-

had presented evidence of
between larvae of pentastomes

eral authors
parasites,

pentastomes are

similarity

and a group of crustaceans known as
branchiurans. Fine structure of the exter-

the classic instance

specifies

complex

little

advantage for retaining the

features

needed for

life in

the

tougher external world). The specific or-

for continuing origin of major

example of

and sheltered environment of a host

phyla, one might even have

groups after the Cambrian explosion. All

Pentastomes

classical

nightmare in taxonomy. The

this general

and

diversity

difficult.

have long provided a

extremely simplified in anatomy (for the
safe

bet-

many

life's

we do need

clude a distinctive pitlike mouth, limbs

plate-shaped knobs between the limbs.

placement

forms, particularly

ecology, and

outer edges, and minute

makes the taxonomy of par-

theh- genealogical

from human eyes), by means of hooks at
the end of the two pairs of limbs surrounding the mouth. In this (now) permanently
attached feeding stage, the pentastome
uses its mouth to suck the host's blood.
(For most people, nothing in biology
sounds more, well, to use the contemporary vemacular, yucky than the life styles
of parasites; but such creatures do fonn a

These marks of genealogical

at their

and

into the evolutionary tree of free-living

major component of

withdrawn

asites,

pentastomes have even been reported

these fossils and in living tardigrades.
affinity in-

(some

gans of parasitic

life

—

the

means of

find-

nal cuticle
cells also
link.

Then, in 1989, a sealing argument

seemed

my

and morphology of the sperm
seemed to affirm a crustacean

to

friend

emerge from the laboratory of
and colleague Larry Abele, of

Florida State University {see L. G. Abele,

W. Kim, and B.
lar

E. Felgenhauer,

"Molecu-

Evidence of Inclusion of the Phylum

Pentastomida in the Crustacea," Molecular Biology

and

Evolution, vol.

6).

Abele

and associates used the most powerful and
appropriately fashionable technique of

DNA sequences (in the commonly used and highly informative molecomparing

cule 18S ribosomal

RNA)

in

pentastomes

and representatives of several candidate

—

segmented
for relationships
worms and all major groups of arthropods,

phyla

including insects, horseshoe crabs, milli-

pedes, and crustaceans.
tree reconstructed

The evolutionary

from molecular

tances revealed a closest

tie

dis-

of pentas-

tomes with crustaceans. These data led
Brusca and Brusca to argue

book
mids

in their text-

for "convincing cases that pentasto-

are actually highly modified crus-

tacean parasites."

Moreover, the current

Natwe abhoi
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ing a

vacuum

stomes in

life

of penta-

terrestrial vertebrates led all
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points. Thus, ichthyosaur paddles

dead ringers for

fish fins in external

be

found

form,

years,

but they are built of finger bones from a

and the eyes of squid and

terrestrial past;

more than 500 million
Walossek and Miiller conclude:

stability for

'"The long history of the group and

markable morphological

stasis invalidates

vertebrates, although so similar in final

any hypothesis of their evolution from

form, follow markedly different embry-

restrial

ological routes in their construction.

invade the land

We may be confident that Walossek and

re-

its

ter-

arthropods" (for arthropods did not

Cam-

long after the

until

potential errors in

the significance of this difference remains

unknown.
In other words, assuming that pentastomes

arose only 287 million years ago from
crustaceans, the rate of evolution for their

RNA

brian).

rRNA. Given the
making such estimates

ported for eucaryote 18S

is

nearly twice as fast as average

pentastomes

The existence of Cambrian penta-

rates calculated for other multicellular or-

because (as for their tardigrades) the simi-

stomes raises the obvious question of their

ganisms. This doesn't trouble them too

numerous, so detailed, and

original hosts, since terrestrial vertebrates

much

(as the

so pervasive. These features include the

had not yet evolved. Switching of hosts,
even from one phylum to another, is a

cause

RNA

Mullers specimens are
larities are so

basic

two

true

body plan of a globular head with

pairs of limbs suited for attachment to

behind. Fossils and

common phenomenon

body

parasites, so the

modems also share the

transition raises

a host, and a thin, tapering, wormlike

we

need

in the evolution

no theoretical problems,
want to know the potential

basic embryological design of '"segment

but

constancy," with growth in size through

candidates.

successive molts, but no addition of fur-

need not have been closely related

ther segments (as insects

pods generally do)

(The Orsten

in growth.

both larvae and adults, so

fossils include

even these

and most arthro-

details of

may

growth

be

in-

still

The

original

Beyond

this identity

growth, fossils and

of basic form and

modems

also

part for apparently trivial part.

match

Both have

on the inner edges of the
limbs; both can withdraw the limbs partially into their sockets; both grow a pair of

distinctive pores

papillae, or nodes, at the rear

end

sur-

Cambrian hosts

one prominent

tebrates, but

to ver-

group,

fossil

conodonts, has been enigmatic

the

average rate after

and only

their

mi-

287 million

preserved). But soft-bodied remains of en-

the average of

animals have been found in the

tire

latest

conodonts belonged
after all, as

Conodont

last

evidence indicates that
to the vertebrates

Walossek and Miiller suggest.

fossils are

common

in all

Cam-

rounding the anus. Such a suite of distinct

brian localities that have yielded penta-

and apparently minor features would not

stomes.

cmstacean

form and position.
Moreover,

in

one prominent

fossils teach us

something important by

revealing a structure

forms.

feature, the

The body of

unknown

modem

in

modem

pentastomes

and origin much

affinities

later

than the Cambrian? Molecular data have

won

such prestige over the

that

such a contention might seem indis-

putable

—

last

few years

yet the hard evidence of

Cam-

(behind the head) seems to consist of four

brian pentastomes seems even less subject

segments. But these divisions are not

to refutation.

marked by

1989 paper provides a lovely resolution.

clearly repeating structures in

—

each zone

the usual sign of true

segmen-

I

But close reading of Abele's

have often pointed out

how

of change, but to an

—

for the 10.8 percent

years,

530 rather than

1

works out

to just about

percent over 50 million

years! In other words, the molecular data

and the

fossil

evidence coincide and

move an anomaly

in the

in these essays

re-

molecular data

considered alone under the conventional
(and false) assumption of later origin for
the minor phyla.

The Cambrian explosion

But what of the biochemical claims for

evolve twice in such detailed similarity of

rate
all

difference, spread over

croscopic "tooth elements" are generally

decade and

—

which now
tums out to be almost certainly correct. If
the pentastomes really diverged from
crustaceans (or from some other group)
during the Cambrian, some 530 rather
than 287 million years ago, then the total
measured difference does not translate to
an unusually high

little

much

But they never even mention the obvious altemative hypothesis

oppor-

(for their soft bodies provide

sentence states) be-

last

error.

throughout the history of paleontology
tunity for fossilization

ferred.)

of

such a

to postulate

very

rates are subject to so

is

the key

event in the history of multicellular animal

The more we study this episode, the
more we are impressed by its uniqueness
and of its determining effect on the subsequent partem of life's history. The basic
anatomies that arose during the Cambrian
life.

explosion have dominated

tractions

imposed

more resemble

ever since,

life

—and with

sub-

for reasons that

may

with no major additions

the luck of the

draw than

theories strongly constrain (often un-

the predictable survival of superior lines.

ganglia are separated and repeated, but

consciously) our interpretation of data.

since pentastomes are so morphologically

(For this reason

The pattern of life's history has followed
from the origins and successes of this

degenerate (with no respiratory, circula-

vigilant

great initiating episode.

tation in several invertebrate phyla.

tory, or

Nerve

excretory organs), few other possi-

bilities exist

for crucial evidence of true

segmentation. In particular, the most indicative of all features

segment

—do

—limbs

not exist in any

on each

modem

pen-

we must be particularly
and probing as we explicitly con-

sider the consequences of our theoretical

preferences.)

leagues

—

this

one added (and highly

origin of
(I

fossils clearly disprove the fa-

vored hypothesis of later derivation for
pentastomes after the evolution of terrestrial

vertebrates.

Of the

pentastomes' pro-

can, therefore,

line

from Gettysburg, when Lincoln so

misspoke

in the first

phrase (a cruel nony

for schoolchildren forced to

memorize

against their will), but stated so truly and

—and which

eloquently in the second

ap-

preference for continuous

plies so well to the extraordinary influence

major groups. The last line reads
and then translate);

of successful Cambrian groups; "The

its

will quote verbatim

Thus, over a period of time very roughly esmillion years, the 18S
timated to be 287
rRNA of these two groups has diverged
about 10.8 percent, or about 1.9 percent per
fifty million years, a higher rate than the one
percent per tifty million years previously re.

These

presum-

the usual assumptions of evolutionary

fit

theory and

informative) feature.

it,

ably because later origin from crustaceans

on the second and third
body segments! In fact, one might say that
the fossils are entirely comparable to the

modems, with

solution lies in the last

but they didn't see

tastome. But several of the fossils contain
small, paired limbs

The

sentence of the paper by Abele and col-

I

only end with another well-remembered

.

worid will

little

note nor long

what we say here, but
what they did here."

it

remember

can never forget

.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the

histoiy of science

atHanwd

University.
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Go Figure
How I learned to stop worrying and love soccer
by Roger L. Welsch
I

my

once went

six years without balancing

The prospect of dealing
with all those numbers was so threatening
that, when my finances finally collapsed, I
ciieckbook.

just closed all the accounts

over

and

started

I'd consider that embarrassing, but

know

that

am

I

I

not alone. Americans hate

Bud may be

right:

we may

not like

num-

bers just lying there naked on a page, the

kind of numbers

we

associate in our sub-

magazines now have a
tics for

100 percent, Belgians 3

77 percent.

num-

Americans who don't know or care

statistics.

News

about the difference between a knuckle

box of

statis-

ball

psyches with the IRS, but
bers put into the form of

—Americans

percent, black labs 33 percent, pipe fitters

we

little

love

almost every page of print.

and a knuckle sandwich were dissummer's baseball strike

tressed about last

very

—Number of Americans who approve

nature should be incontrovertible, carry no

of the coverage of comet fragments bom-

the statistics of the

weight whatsoever with huge segments of

barding Jupiter: 40 percent approve, 40

the horror story went, sportscasters

you don't believe
me, next time you're driving on a freeway,
slow down enough to read one of those
speed limit signs. I know people who
would rather talk to their children about
sex than help them with a mathematics as-

percent disapprove, 20 percent recom-

be doomed

signment.

who want

numbers. Numbers, which by

the population, and

At

least that's

their

if

what I used to think. Last
a World Cup Soc-

summer I was watching

cer match on television with a friend

knows

way around

his

sports scene.

dance of

skill

the

who

because of the irreparable damage

game. For

mend using a comet-cam to get a better ac-

season Maury Spiegel has

tion shot.

record for left-handed shortstops wearing

—Number of Americans who want

re-

a glove with

two middle

set

an all-time

fingers

am

outside by catching the fewest pop-ups hit

number of congressional

by right-handed

tem: 36 percent;

who want

representatives

reform of the health care sys-

number of Americans

a congressperson's health care

system: 100 percent.

batters

their first year in the

named Boog

majors

course, for the short season of 1994,

there were so

few games

that

ut-

treme violence devoid of grace and nu-

chance to
this

was

sort out

it.

"Bud,"

the talk about

cer puts

it

how

at a

was going

my confusion,
I

said, "I

the

to be a
I

figured

understand

low scoring

all

in soc-

disadvantage in America,

but hockey does

all

right here.

What's the

problem with soccer?"

"No stats," my friend Bud explained.
"Huh?" I probed.
"No stats. Americans don't like sports.
They like stats. The problem with soccer
is

not that

it

doesn't have a lot of scoring,

and Americans
like statistics,

like scoring. Americans
and scoring generates lots of

stats."
It is

a curious contradiction for a nation
its ignorance, dislike, and
numbers and mathematics, but

notorious for
distrust of
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when

no one

caught any pop-ups by right-handed bat-

by the appeal of American
which consists of spasms of ex-

ance. If ever there

in

except, of

terly baffled

football,

on the

form of the health care system: 36 percent;

like soccer, an elegant

I

would

to saying things like, "This

American

and endurance, and

did to

it

all eternity,

T^R;^^K of tue urbm^i o'ukgle

The Archaeolog!

OF ri;

Join renowned Andean anhaeologhix

Thor Heyerdahl, Walter Alva, and others j'or
a conference at the Royal Tombs ofSipdn

& explore Peru with them on
named Boog playing

ters
tlie

their first year in

majors."

What does
the

really matter, after

it

all, if

1994 champions of the game win a

total

of twelve games as

is

NFL or 9,663 games like
NBA? The reason people
the strike

was

tics. It's like

that

was

The problem
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better already?

THE AMAZON BASIN

crave

regarding individual play-

the statisI

have

my

have not developed a canon of

no po-

We

need

elevate

its

we

ratios, pro-

portions, rates, contrasts, and

compar-

that set of stats to give the

and science and

sport an air of precision

ers.

statistics

all

For example, one forward from Spain

adherents from the role of "fa-

without scoring, a

1-800-368-2794

Worid Cup soccer player doesn't need 30
hours to score a goal." The article proceeds to examine this point, building a
beautiful chart based on the scoring of
players who were in the World Cup

—Samson

50 matches
52 minutes, 30

Siasia, Nigeria:

coaxed into being.

83 matches and

doesn't matter

if

an-

do or don't dance on the head of a pin;

the point

is

would be

if

to estimate

how many

there

they did.

You can imagine my delight therefore
when I discovered that one of my favorite
sources of information about the world of
science (or the world, for that matter). Spy

magazine,
In the

is

hard

at

work on

the problem.

September/October 1994

editors both

posed the

0-0. If

America

Cup, maybe
ing our

it's

slept

issue, the

problem with soc-

cer ("After 120 minutes, Italy

and

Brazil,

through the Worid

because we're used

teams score once

to see-

in a while")

and

took a giant step toward easing our ennui:

Two

statistics tell the story: (1)

•

EXT. 150

Of

the

and 40 goals, or

1

hour,

HEAVY DUTY

goals, or

64

goal.

1

States:

goals, or 5 days,

4 hours,

so on.

Add

a

few calculations

about the number of hot dogs sold at
games in Dallas and Seattle with chili and
those with relish, pie charts graphically

showing the gallons of beer consumed
game between the Germans and
the Irish compared with the volume of
during a

suds downloaded during a match between
the Saudis and French, and

maybe even

a

two

directly related to the

game, perhaps a

poll of television viewers

statistic or

quantifying preferences for uniform colors, and hey, now we're talking
And, one might add, mathematics.

Folklorist

farm

in

Roger

/WSMWT PROTECTION

L

S219
$267

16x8x8

20x1 0x8. ...$326
30x1 2x10. .$458
35x1 2x1 2. .$577
a part of an advertising test, Uniled Pacific w\\ send
Heavy Duty Instant Garages to
of the above size
anyone who reads and responds to this test before the
next 30 days. Each garage is constructed of extra
tough, 100% waterproof, high density fabric and has
reinforced, doubie-locl<ed stitched hems, electronicaily
weided seams, supported by a reinforced heavy duty
rustproof metal frame and Quick Lock™ Anchors, for

As

any

30 minutes per goal ("and counting").

And

PORTABLE GARAGE
10x8x8

seconds per goal.

206

games played in the qualifying round, 120
were shutouts, including 20 scoreless ties;

GIANT

games. For example,

—Jan Wouters, Netherlands:
day per
matches and 4
—Desmond Armstrong, United

gels

Wilderness Travel

of thirty straight

total

hours of scoreless competition.

from "dumb jock" to
"color commentator." We need numbers
for guys in tavems and bars to remember
and argue about. The good news is that
stats can be nurtured and molded and

natic" to "fan,"

It

July 4tli-9tli. 1995

has played twenty international games

"Surely," Spy observes, "the typical

issue."

tential statistics in soccer; it's just that

isons.

VILCABAMBA

were upset by

not that there are

is

CORDILLERA BLANCA
those numbers and

make you start to feel
But Spy knows that we also

ten years old, and

December 1944

CHACHAPOYAS

competition.

the percentage sign

subscription started in 1933. Uh, except
for the

to

CUZCO 6 MACHU PICCHU

they do in the

having to say, "Yep,

I

our specially designed tours

Now, see? Don't

every copy of Natural History I've received since

of the players qualifying for the
1994 World Cup (excluding goaltenders)
have never scored a goal in international

the case in the

messed up

it

44%

(2)

sports!

extra stability in the strongest winds.

DUTY PROTECTION:

INSTANT HEAVY
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docks, pools, government and industrial contracts,
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piei;e American and metric tool chest. Add $1S
handling and crating for each garage requested. Prices
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CA 91406. Or for fastest service from any part of the
specifically

trucks, boats, RV's. tractors,
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7
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lives
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on a
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Why I Will Continue to
Eat Com Smut
To fanners,

its

a

but to gastronomes,

blight,

it's

a delicacy

by Robert Sommer
When

I

spied huitlacoche on the

menu

of the elegant Cafe Beaujolais, in Mendo-

cuitlacoche.

and tasted

cino,

CaUfomia, the name looked familiar,

gritty,

but

could not recall whether

sually,

I

first in

in a

a

I

had read

it

guide.

When

questioned,

was a

quesadUlas

Davis, Califomia, where

and somewhat

agricultural region with tall

filling for

with a distinctive fungal quality. Viit

was a

dark, unappealing mass.

As an amateur mycologist,

book about Mexican cookery or

mushroom

It

rich, earthy,

the

major

I

consulted

guides to fungi. Most did

field

ing the country roads.

I

live, is a rich

I

com fields lindecided that com

smut must be available, especially from
organic growers at the local market,

whose corn
worms in the

typically contains green

the waiter described the dish as

not even mention U. maydis, a fungus that

crepes, containing chilis

Mexican
and mushrooms

first

and covered in mole, a chocolate-chili
sauce whose invention is credited to nuns
in a convent in Puebla, Mexico, two cen-

whitish growth and, after a few days, be-

smut.

comes

end of the sweet com season, I noticed a
few small galls on the com sold to me by

turies ago.

I

inquired

the

if

mushroom

in-

was com smut (Ustilago maydis).
The waiter recoDed and made an immedigredient

up

appears on the corn kernel as a
a bluish gray, grainy boil (growing

to three-quarters of an inch long) be-

fore mpturing.and releasing black "soot,"
as

do puffbaUs.

A

statement in one guide

tassels

and occasionally the

bluish galls, or boils, that indicate

One week

Jeff Main,

in

com

September toward the

one of the founders of the Davis

Fanners' Market.

have known Jeff for many years,

he retreated

mentioned U. maydis as a highly regarded
food item in Mexico, while another, David

and he

to the kitchen to consult with higher au-

Arora's 1990 All Tltat the Rain Promises

the following

a few minutes later to ac-

and More: A Hip Pocket Guide to Western
Mushrooms, featured a two-page color

week I made it a point to inquire about the smut when no other customers were around, assuring him that I

spread extolling the culinary properties of

was not

ate denial.

When

thority, returning

I

persisted,

knowledge that the chef had complimented my culinary knowledge and
confirmed that the major ingredient of
huitlacoche was what

I

had described.

then ordered and consumed
I

encountered

it

We

with gusto.

com smut as a menu

item

again in Mexico City, this time spelled

A

threshing machine

is

According

to Arora, U.

Washington State University Libraries
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maydis

so highly regarded as a food item in

Mexico

that farmers

ance of smut

welcome

in their

com

the appear-

fields.

about American farmers?

bums on afann outside Pullman, Washington,
many such explosions in the region.

flammable, smut dust caused

18

U. maydis.

1914. Highly

What

Since

I

tolerates

my

occasional odd query,

dissatisfied with last

week's

com

would like more of the same if
he had any. The next day, instead of a few
ears of infected com, he delivered ten
bushels to my doorstep. Having previously seen only a few bluish gray boils on
and, in fact,

E

or you, the story of Gevalia® KafFe
begins with this welcome gift.
Granted, the gift of a modem automatic-drip coffeemaker may seem
an extraordinary way to introduce you to the old world pleasures of Gevalia
Kaffe. For most people, the incentive of Gevalia's Ml-bodied, rich aroma is
enough reason to sample a steaming cup. But if you have not yet had the
experience, an elegant gift is an added enticement
one that will ensure that

—

your first taste of this fine coffee will be close to perfection.

A tradition of good taste
is

.

One sip of Gevalia Kaife

know an obsession widi perfection that began 140
years ago. The year was 1853, and in the Swedish
to

seaport of Gavle, Victor Th. Engwall founded the
still bears his name. He sought
goods and wares, among them the
highest-quality coffee beans from the far-off lands of

^- i\

import company that

w/ only the

^

finest

Colombia, Kenya and Guatemala.

From Sweden

to your door . Engwall's commitment to quality is a
proud tradition that lives on through his descendants' dedication. Up to
six varieties of the most select Arabica beans are blended, roasted, tasted
and tested. Once delicately balanced, they are vacuum-sealed in halfpound, golden foil pouches to preserve freshness, and are available in your
choice of Regular or Naturally Decaffeinated, whole bean or ground.
Gevalia is imported exclusively to the United States through our home
delivery service.

Your thank-vou gift. Order a

we

will include

trial shipment of Gevalia Kaife, and with
your free 1-4 cup automatic-drip coffeemaker (retail value

$39.95) featuring the European-style

filter

cone.

you

It is

it

our way of saying thank

for trying our special coffee. You'll

discover for yourself Engwall's obsession

A daring idea to blend the world's finest

For credit card orders,
please call 1-800-678-2687.

beans into a single cup has made Gevalia
Kaffe Sweden's most beloved coffee.

for the best.

A SWEDISH OBSESSION

an occasional

ear, I

had no idea wliat

witii such a large quantity, but

to

work quickly because

eating fungi

is

knew

to
I

do

had

the best time for

coche for the evening's dinner, plus
freezer bags.

The

usually before the spores

mature. Already,

many

of the smut boils

left-

overs, but Barbara also filled eighteen

dish

was dehcious, and

derful world of

com smut

my

Through

won-

the

had been

re-

connections with

had ripened, discharging clouds of black

vealed.

spores.

local organic growers, I could probably

Arora's recipe, the only one in

my

li-

had been borrowed from Diana
Kennedy's popular book The Art of Mexi-

brary,

can Cooking.

It

called for six cups of

com (as whole as pos-

obtain a continuing supply and turn a

grower's economic

liability into

an

asset.

Visions of organic farmers delivering baskets of

com smut

to

fancy restaurants and

Some

smut inwas responsible for the periodic
migrations of the Hebrews and other early
peoples. The ancient Greeks thought the
grain-destroying smut fungus Tilletia
caries was caused by solar rays that
authorities believe that

festation

bumed the grain after a period of rain.
Roman documents blamed smut for extendamage

sive

and for resultant

to crops

famines.

An

advance

in

smut contiol came as a

upscale produce markets danced through

result of the accidental sinking of a vessel

and four

my

loaded with wheat off Bristol, England, in

charred, peeled, seeded, and shced chiles

this

roughly cut smutted

sible to preserve the texture)

head. Perhaps

I

might have a role

in

which was soaked with

garlic

new product's development, becoming known as the father of smut.
I needed to know more about this deU-

cloves in three tablespoons of safflower

cacy's background, however, and so

At the next

smut kernels and

turned to the library at the University of

the brine-soaked wheat

California at Davis. Because Davis

caries,

poblanos. After frying two tablespoons of

chopped white onion and

finely

was

oil, I

chiles,

to

mix

in the

cooking the whole batch

minutes over

medium

and moist (but not

soft

fifteen

is

a

heat until tender

land grant institution with deep agricul-

and mushy). The

tural roots, its

only recipe ingredient that

I

lacked was

lent,

botany collection

excel-

is

and among the numerous volumes on

two tablespoons of epazote, or Mexican
tea leaves (which were to be added in the
last two minutes of cooking). I decided to

mycology, perhaps a dozen books were

proceed without them.

fect

was a dirty
business because some of them had rup-

Removing

smut

boils

Clouds of spore soot soon black-

tured.

ened

the

my hands and clothing,

sions of tiny

com

and

I

had

stalks rooting in

vi-

my

devoted to rusts and smuts.

An

estimated

1

,200 species of smut in-

plants, including almost all cereal crops,

plus beans and flowering plants such as vi-

and

hosts,

The smut fungi
of symptoms on their

dahlias.

produce a variety

sometimes affecting

roots, stems,

respiratory system

leaves, or flowers. For the corn

stuff.

genus, Ustilago,

from breathing in the
But I did manage to remove a goodly

quantity of bluish kemels, and

when my

few hours later,
she was amazed to find two vats of huitlacoche cooking away on the stove, and a
large bucket of com smut in the refrigerator. Not only did we have enough huitlawife, Barbara, returned a

have been

more than 350

identified, but U.

smut

species

maydis

harvest, they discovered that

was

free

from

T.

which they called bunt. The pracof dipping wheat seed into a brine so-

hundred

lution continued for the next
years.

hi 1750, the

Bordeaux Academy of Arts

its

Worid plant and
smut

its

host

is

relatively

new

to the literature since

dissertation

on the causes and cures of

wheat blackening." Mathieu
of the mint

at

Tillet,

master

Troyes, deliberately contam-

inated seeds with dust

from smut boils and

produced "bunted" wheat.

was unsuccessful

Tillet,

in similar

however,

experiments

trying to prove the infectious quality of

smut

boils in

hundred years

more than a

com.

Finally,

later,

Oscar Brefeld, rather

Tillet

neglect

New

saltwater, as seed

seem good for anything else.

than coating seed with smut spores as

books. Probably the reason for
a

didn't

rates

in

that

tice

it

most

no more than a paragraph or two

is

since

and Sciences offered a prize for "the best

more than 4,000 species of host

olets, gladioli,

1670. Farmers used the salvaged wheat,

had done, sprayed young

com plants

with U. maydis spores, causing the devel-

opment of smut

boils

on the mature

ears.

In the meantime, in 1807 in Montauban,

France, Benedict Prevost looked at bunt

records go back to antiquity.

spores under a microscope and identified

them

as a fungus.

He

then set about find-

ing suitable conti"ol measures. Visiting a

nearby farm, Prevost noticed peasants
soaking seeds in an old copper pot containing a mixture of sheep's urine, lime,

and water. Unimpressed by the urine and
lime mixture, Prevost immersed a piece of
polished copper into water containing
bunt spores, and the spores died.
the

same

results could

He found

be achieved with a

solution of copper sulfate.

The historical information on smut control

did not prepare

Zundel,

who

me

for the graphic de-

smut explosions. George

scriptions of

wrote the authoritative

trea-

The Ustilaginales of the World (published posthumously in 1953), first became interested in smut when he was a
tise.

boy working

at his grandfather's

farm. At

harvest time, he observed a black cloud

emerging from the rear of the threshing

Smut

boils ripen

Rob and

Melissa Simpson

20

on corn kemels and eventually release a cloud of black spore
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dust.

machine. His grandfather identified the
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"dust" as smut, which deformed

many

people, the response

was

negative.

well-educated people seemed to believe

study smut at agricultural school.

that

His research was stimulated by the economic significance of smuts. In 1918, U.
maydis destroyed enough com to equal the
entire crops of Indiana and Maryland
combined. Smut explosions, common in
wheat-growing areas of eastern Washington and Oregon and northern Idaho, had
sizable economic costs. In one county in
Washington State, Zundel reported nearly
300 large threshing separators exploding
and burning at harvest season due to smut

people were allergic to the spores, what

fires.

Static elecfi-icity and, occasionally,

sparks from threshing machines would ignite

smut

dust,

which was more explosive

than coal dust.

If

they did not explode,

smut was poisonous. But was

it? If

and Charles Stewart Holton, includes numerous anecdotal accounts of smut ingestion. F. J. Imhof in 1784, for example, con-

about regular consumption?

sumed "a considerable

Technical books on smuts and rusts
contain contradictory information about
their effects

upon humans and animals.

Accounts of toxicity of infected grain, particularly ergot

fungus on rye, go back to

mass poisonings

in the

Middle Ages and

are also referred to occasionally in the

twentieth century.

Some

of the earlier

anecdotal accounts, such as

J.

C. Arthur

and A. G. Johnson's 1900 report, indicate
that U. maydis caused hair to fall out and
limbs to atrophy. These authors also cite

large areas.

uted

on the damage
was anxious to
food. When I men-

In reading the material

caused by U. maydis,

move on
tioned

to its use as

its

I

culinary possibilities to other

detailed compilation, the

1957 volume Biology and Control of the
Smut Fungi, by George William Fischer

would happen? Could com smut be eaten
a few times without ill effects? What

emerged from the
threshing machines would be dispersed by
the winds as "smut showers" covering
large black clouds that

The most

Even

grain cereals. Intrigued, Zundel went on to

earlier testimony that

com smut

caused

abortion in cows. Various reports attrib-

human

respiratory ailments to

com

ustilaginism that

poisoning.

was caused by com smut

two weeks. He

a full

wound on

spores to a

had the
snuff.

hand and even
employ them as a

originality to

No

also applied the

his

iU effects of

any kind resulted

from these experiments." In 1896, a
farmer named Smith fed seven pounds of
com smut per day to his cows without ill
effects.

Reviewing

all

the evidence, Fis-

cher and Holton concluded that the fun-

on humans and animals
were "not clear-cut and irrefutable and
gus's toxic effects

that considering the scientific

by themselves, the

experiments

were

results of toxicity

predominantly negative."

smut, and in 1935 two Yugoslavian researchers identified a disease they called

quantity of the

spores before breakfast every morning for

Nevertheless, the absence of scientific
studies

on the

short- or long-term health

maydis was disquieting.
More mention of toxicity than of edibility
was made in the technical literature. Dis-

effects of U:

putes about edibility are, of course, not un-

common

in

mushroom
one

ible in
ity in

mycophagy, where

same

the

species can be described as edfield guide,

of uncertain edibil-

Some

another, and toxic in a third.

explanations for these differences are that

mushroom produces

the

idiosyncratic re-

sponses in different people, that regional
differences exist, or that different preparation

methods have been used.

Can
lar

I

recommend com smut

consumption?

for popu-

can vouch for

I

its

culinary aspects without qualification

non-

—

its

use as a darkening agent for skin and hair
in
art

China and Japan, for example, or as an

medium.

I

am,

finally, reluctant to be-

come an advocate

of

spite a freezer

of huitlacoche

flill

many unanswered

its

use as food

—

—

de-

as too

questions remain.

Needless to say, Mexican restaurants serve
huitlacoche regularly, and

it is marketed in
canned form without reports of untoward
effects. But like other mycophagists, I

make

a distinction between personal con-

sumption of food items and recommending these

same items

to others

under the

mantle of authority.

Robert Sommer

is

professor ofpsychology

and chair of the Department of Rhetoric
and Communication at the University of
California at Davis. His books include

Farmers Markets of America, The Mind's
Eye, and A Pracfical Guide to Behavioral

QCffKlJ;-

Research.
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Here are just a few of the great money-saving reasons to say "Hertz"
your rentals:
• 15% off U.S. Daily

when booking

Member

Benefit Rates
•

10% offU.S. Standard Rates

•

5%

CDP# 25940
Must appear on rental record

off U.S. Leisure

Rates

• Special international discounts.
Call Hertz for details.

AMERKAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY

UP TO $15 OFF A WEEKEND
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP
DISCOUNT and save an additional S5 per day. up
to $15 off. Mention this offer when you reserve
and rent a mid-size through full-size car (Class C,
D, or F) for a minimum of two consecutive days at
Hertz Standard or Leisure Weekend Rates. When
you arrive, present this coupon and your
membership card or Hertz Member Discount Card
for identification.

For reserratioiis and conpon details,
your travel agent or 1-80(M64-2210

call

Your American Museum of Natural History CDP# 25940 is the key to your year-round
Hertz savings. Be sure to mention this number when making your reservation. Then
present your membership card (your Hertz CDP# is printed on the card) at the time
of rental.

It's

that easy!

UP TO $1 5 OFF A WEEKEND RENTAL
IMPORTANT RENTAL INFORMATION
Weekend Rates

are available from noon Thursday through noon Sunday. The car
11:59 pm Monday. Thursday weekend rentals must be for a

must be returned by

minimum

If you're

planning a

weekend

trip,

use the

attached coupon to add to

of three days.

This offer is available at participating Hertz locations in the U.S. (except
Manhattan, NY). Advance reservations are required as blackout periods may
apply, especially during periods of peak demand. This coupon has no cash value,
must be surrendered on rental and may not be used with any other CDP#,
coupon, discount, rate or promotion. Hertz standard age, driver and rental
qualifications for the renting location apply and the car must be returned to that
location. Taxes and optional services, such as refueling, are not included and are

your membership savings!

not subject to discount. Call for details.

travel agent or call Hertz

COUPON EXPIRES 6/30/96.
Hertz rents Fords and other fine cars.

PC# 62080

For reservations and
information, call your
at 1-800-654-2200.

Hertz offers mountains
of savings

possibilitiea
AMNH members save
with year-round discounts

from Hertz.
(Y)t's a perfect time to plan a ski trip,

explore the outdoors or visit with
family and friends.

an even better

It's

time to take Hertz along for the ride!
(a)s an A^INH member,

15%

your U.S.

off

you'll save

rentals.

up

to

Plus you can

take advantage of special international

discounts

when you

rent in Canada,

Europe and worldwide. To receive
your savings, just make a reservation

Museum
CDP# 25940

and mention your American
of Natural History/Hertz

(printed on yovir

membership

card).

For additional savings in the U.S., ask

about using the coupon below or the

one enclosed

in this issue.

offers, you'll receive

With these

your membership

discount plus the value of the coupon!

(y)or

reservations

discount information,

and
call

specific

Hertz at

1-800-654-2200.

Free

One Car

Class Upgrade

Coupon

CDP# 2S940 Must

AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY

appear on rental record
Upgrade on a reserved Hertz daily, weekly or
weekend rental while taking advantage of your
membership discount. Make your resenation for
a compact 2-door through full-size car (Glass A,
B, C, D or F) and mention this offer. \\'hen you
arri\'e, present this coupon and your membership
card or Hertz Member Discount Card for

demand. This coupon has no cash value, must be
surrendered on rental and may not be used with
any other GDP#, coupon, discount, rate or
promotion. Hertz standard age, driver and rental
qualifications for the renting location apply and
the car must be returned to that location. Call for

identification. If a car from the next higher class
is available, you'll be driving it for the lower rate!

COUPON EXPIRES

For Resen'ations and Coupon
1-800-654-2210

details.

6/30/95.

Details,

Call

IMPORTANT RENTAL INFORMATION
Periodically, Hertz offers Promotional Rates
which give you added savings, but are not usable

Hertz rents Fords and other tine cars.
®RF.G. U.S. I'AT OFF. OIIERTZ

SVSTEM

INC, l99-t/396-94

with this coupon.
This offer is available at participating locations in
the U.S. subject to vehicle availability. Advance
reservations are required as blackout periods
may apply, especially during periods of peak

exactly.

PC#

5155.3
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Sandia Cienega,

New Mexico

by Robert H. Mohlenbrock
The rugged Sandia Mountains rise
abruptly east of Albuquerque, New Mex-

northern and southern borders, while
seepage from the bedrock creates areas of

several wildflowers, including blue beard-

extending from their 6,000-foot base

standing water throughout the year, partic-

rose geranium, and

ico,

Sandia Crest in just 2.7
miles and then tapering off somewhat
to 10,678-foot

more

gradually.

Because

it

faces the rays

of the hot afternoon sun, the steep western
side of the range is sparsely vegetated,

with

many

Many

bare patches of rock and sand.

and southem sections

Rocky Mountain

The squawroot

is

Mexican squawroot.

a six-inch-tall, stubby

by

of the cienega.

plant that, lacking chlorophyll, survives

Sandia Cienega is completely surrounded by forest. The rivulet on the
northern edge is lined with box elder, bluestem willow, and New Mexico locust. The

parasitizing the roots of pines and oaks.

Rocky
scrambles over some

viny western virgin's-bower, or

of the plants that grow there

gnarled piiion pines and

ularly in the eastern

tongue, scarlet beardtongue, white cress,

Mountain

clematis,

During the summer, yellowish flowers
form in the axils of its dull-brown scale
leaves.

north-facing slopes on the south

The

side of the cienega are

much more moist

yuccas, agaves, bear grass, sagebrush, rab-

rivulet is

The flowing water of the
home to the American brook-

and are densely forested with white fir and
Douglas fir. Understory plants include

bitbrush, snakeweed, and stunted

lime, a small blue-flowered aquatic that

white baneberry, red columbine, larkspur,

Chihuahuan Desert,
whose main expanse is farther south. The

belongs to the snapdragon family.

and mountain

eastern slopes, in contrast, are heavily

the rivulet

forested with conifers. Driving along the

Rocky Mountain juniper,

junipers,

choUa and prickly-pear cactuses,
asters

are typical of the

scenic

highway

up the

that snakes

east

of these trees.

The

(with

jumper

square-plated bark that resembles

pear on the west end, beyond the adjacent

gentle south-facing slope

its

is

beyond

forested with pinon pine.
alligator

side to Sandia Crest, one passes through

the scaly back of an alligator), ponderosa

several zones of vegetation, from semidesert at the lowest elevations to Hudson-

pine,

and Gambel oak. Beneath them grow

Several springs and groundwater seeps

Where

that

size

One

of the

common

wildflowers

is

Because of the

road, and picnic area, many weeds of
European origin have invaded the eastern

stand-

and western edges of the cienega.

Two

sow fliistle, and
prickly lettuce are common.
Where the cienega remains wet

kinds of

not take hold, and the marshes

do
form may range in

elder,

trail,

ing water remains throughout the year,
trees

box

disturbance created by the presence of the

slopes, giving rise to unexpected wetlands
forests.

trees are

quaking aspen, and chokeberry, with hop
tree the main component of the shrub
the starry Solomon's-seal.

emerge here and there on the eastern
midst of dense

The hardwood

road.

layer.

ian conifer forest at the crest.

in the

bluebells.

At the east end of the cienega, the wetland merges into hardwood forest that
overlooks a picnic area. Similar woods ap-

from just a few

square feet to several acres. In the western

brome

grasses,

United States, such mountainside marshes
are referred to as cienegas (from the Span-

throughout the year but not inundated, the
native species include a leafy aster with

The Sandia Cienega, about

blue flower heads that open during the aummn, mountain avens with flowers bear-

ish cienaga).

three acres in extent,

Road
to

located on Forest

is

ing five yellow petals followed by spheri-

190, just a short detour off the route

Sandia

Crest. It falls

tional Forest,

cal fruits that are soft

within Cibola Na-

rock cress,

which has constructed a

wheelchair-accessible
cienega's east end.

trail

(Clumpy vegetation

and standing water more than a foot deep

that

can make walking hazardous, so visitors
are encouraged to keep to the trail.)

that

feet,

San-

dia Cienega slopes very gently west
east.

Two

spring-fed rivulets form

to
its

A

wild lettuce, above, offers
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its

seeds to the wind. Opposite page:

Heliantlms blooms at the eastern end of

Sandia Cienega.
Photographs by David A. Ponton
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prickly, white

ing mountain goldenrod, and golden glow.
Golden glow is a five-foot-tall perennial

along the

At an elevation of about 7,600

tall

and

forget-me-not, fall-flower-

is

related to black-eyed

Susan except

does not have the characteristic dark
center of a black-eyed Susan and has
it

deeply lobed leaves.

Toward

the eastem

end of the cienega,

but extending westward along the north

Sandia Cienega
-'1
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in late summer, is a vine
grows over some of the trees lining

the cienega' s northern edge.
Robert

McCaw

Si

and south

sides,

standing groundwater

is

ideal habitat for woolly sedge, small-

smooth
grass,
grass,

flat-stemmed rush,

bulrush,

fruited

horsetail, bluejoint grass,

canary

marsh manna grass, water bent
and marsh bluegrass. These are all

native species that require wet soil and

often standing water for at least a part of
the year.

Nearly

the trees and wildflowers that

all

and in the
on the slopes near the
cienega are restricted to the western
United States. In contrast, most of the spelive in the pinon-juniper forest

Douglas

fir

forest

cies that live in the cienega or the adjoin-

ing

hardwood

forest

have a wider geo-

graphical distribution, with
far

away

some found

as

as the Atlantic seacoast. Plants

such as woolly sedge, bluejoint grass,
marsh bluegrass, manna grass, smooth
horsetail, canary grass, and American
brooklime are found

all

across the north-

em half of the United States and into adjacent Canada.

This phenomenon

—

that plants living in

wetlands generally have a broader geographical range than those living under

conditions

drier

—can

throughout the country.

planation

is

be

One

observed

possible ex-

wetland
by waterfowl or cling
feathers and muddy feet. Bethat the seeds of

plants are ingested
to the birds'

cause of the great mobility of waterfowl
species, the seeds are disseminated over a

wide

territory.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock. professor emeritus

of plant biology at Southern

Illinois

University, Carbondale, explores the bio-

logical

and geological

highlights of the

156 U.S. national forests.
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A DIMETRODON IS A DINOSAUI
(True or False)
The Dimetrodon featured here on .our striking black all

cotton

and embroidered on our cotton twUl baseball cap is
one of 230 specimens on display in our new Lila Acheson
Wallace Wing of Mammals and Their Extinct Relatives.
Adult shirt available in M, L, and XL {#125A)
t-shirt

$18.95, children's S(6-8), M(10-12)
andL(14-16) (#125B) $14.95
The cap with adjustable

backsu-ap {#125C) $16.95

Take an armchair tour of
our famous fossil collection.

To order, send
check or money order
to Members Choice

This ultimate behind-the-scenes
guide will delight dinosaur lovers
of all ages. Historical photos from
the

Museum's

Collection,

archives. Full color

American Museum

of the animals as they may
have looked when alive. Hardcover 144
pages {#125E) $27.00.
illustrations

of Natural History,
Central Park West
at 79th Street,

New York, NY 10024

* False.

Tht; Dhaelrodon was aclually

an early

relative

thai lived in

some 280

of mammals

North America

million years ago.

MEMBERS

CHOICE
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

or call toll free
1-800-437-0033
for

MasterCard

and Visa

orders.

Prices include shipping

and handling in Ihe U.S.

Where
A female

land iguana looks over

Femandina

Island's volcanic rim.

>

'
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Vulcan Lizards Prosper
On a Galapagos

island,

female iguanas lay

their

eggs inside an active caldera

De Roy

Text and photographs by Tui
Femandina

westernmost of

Island, the

the Galapagos group, remains one of the

world's most pristine habitats.

twenty-mile wide island

lai-,

is

The

circu-

actually a

young volcano, whose symmetrical dome
almost 5,000 feet above the Pacific

rises

Ocean and encloses a gaping caldera almost four miles wide and nearly 3,300 feet

One of the

deep.

world's most active vol-

canoes, Fernandina's major eruptions
evei"y

few years rearrange much of

A

land's stark landscape.

the is-

encoun-

visitor

marine iguanas, land iguanas, Dar-

ters

win's finches, and a host of other species

unique to the Galapagos that have survived

midst of Fernandina's con-

in the

stant geophysical change. Charles Dar-

who

win,

visited the

Galapagos a century

and a half ago wrote of the archipelago
"both

that

we seem

space and time,

in

be brought somewhat near to that

to

—

great fact
the

earth.

.

mystery of mysteries

that

.

One

.

is

beings on this

astonished at the amount

of creative force,

may

new

appearance of

first

if

such an expression

be used, displayed on these small,

baiTen, and rocky islands."
I

was

on

the

first

be-

raised in the Galapagos,

central island of Santa Cruz,

and

came

when

still

a

interested in volcanoes
girl.

Since

my

I

was

earliest childhood,

my parents, who were amateur naturalists,
had shared with me their inquisitiveness
about our islands. On June 11, 1968, when
was fourteen, my family watched a large
I

eruption on Femandina. which
eighty-five miles
recall the

I

vividly

huge columnar cloud of ash and

steam rising high
fanning into a
sonic

was about

from our home.

western sky and

in the

mushroom

booms and

shape. Powerful

gigantic lightning bolts

followed and continued throughout that
evening.

Some weeks

canologist

Tom

later,

ian Institution, during his
lands.

He

I

met vol-

Simkin, of the Smithson-

interviewed

first trip

me

to the is-

while gathering

first-hand accounts of the eruption
local residents.

Simkin

the entire caldera floor

almost one thousand

from

later repotted that

had collapsed by
tremendously

feet,

enlarging the space inside the dome. Infrasonic shocks

from

this

eruption had regis-

29

A major 1978 eruption created billows of
steam, right, as lava flowed into

Femandina 's
aquatic

life.

lake, extinguishing all

Below:

A

volcanic vent

spews molten rock inside the caldera,
altering

its

landscape.

on seismic instruments throughout

tered

Westem Hemisphere

the

with intensities

comparable to those from a major nuclear
explosion.

A couple of years later, I made my first
visit to the

creased

began

my

to

times in

rim of the volcano, which

in-

fascination with the place.

go there more

my

frequently,

I

some-

capacity as a professional

wildlife photographer

and several times as

a collector of field data for

As

volcanological team.

Tom

Simkin's

a resident vol-

cano enthusiast, whenever I heard of another eruption at Femandina, I would hurriedly

mount another miniexpedition to
Each visit involved a two-day

investigate.

boat

trip

and a long day's hike to the sumI would send Simkin my re-

mit. Later,

ports and rock samples.
I

was

also intrigued

and resilience of the

by the abundance
and

island's wildlife

their adaptation to the frequent reshaping

of their environment.

When

not riding

Galapagos hawks
soared on the updrafts created by the massive rock avalanches that rumbled down
the volcano's inner walls. Galapagos
doves and Darwin's finches plunged

thermal

air currents,

population that has been relatively undis-

endemic tomatoes, depending on seasonal

mrbed by humans or by introduced animals. They are large lizards, with males

availability.

And a huge population of land
iguanas dotted the sparsely vegetated
outer flanks of the volcano, where they

generally weighing fifteen pounds and fe-

nandina,

males about half that much. Although they

features

occasionally eat insects, land iguanas are

lava,

dug spacious burrows in the blanket of
volcanic ash left by the 1968 activity.
Although these reptiles live on five
other Galapagos islands, Fernandina's
land iguanas remain the only endemic

mostly herbivorous.

blithely into gaping crevasses to drink the

condensing water droplets from hissing
fumaroles.
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Among

cies of plants they are

the fifty spe-

known

to eat, Fer-

During several subsequent

of

its

I tried

visits to Fer-

to take in all the volcano's

—

the steamy vents, the cinderlike
and the widely fluctuating fortunes
bird populations. I was stiU unaware

that the iguanas, so familiar to

me from

nandina's iguanas tend to concentrate on

other islands, acted very differently here.

the buds, flowers, and leaves of wild

Nothing was known

moming

glories, nightshade, berries,

and

flieir

at that

time about

remarkable nesting habits.

On
clue.

a July 1974

A

large

visit, I

number of

spotted

my

first

iguanas, mostly

females, were pacing restlessly along the
caldera edge, although

On

I

made

eral fresh

as

1

had done before,

scent into the caldera

made my
itself.

first

de-

That was a

supported this

my

walls were unstable, and the thick layer of

ever,

iguana carcasses crushed by

What,

I

won-

1968 ash was constantly eroding.
reached the caldera

I

surrounded by

soaring rock walls that were continually

dered, were these lizards doing deep in-

avalanching,

side the volcano?

contrast

a family expedition in June 1975,

floor,

When

1

was

struck

by the dramatic

between the desolate moonscape

and the thriving community of

life.

What

ecosystem was a

260

siz-

feet at its deepest

point, so laden with mineral salts that

was

another, interesting find: sev-

little

able lake, about

rather precarious enterprise because the

landslides inside the caldera.

On

1

had no idea why.

a trip there the following month,

father

on the volcano rim

rather than remaining

unfit for
its

it

human consumption. How-

rich microscopic algal

soup sup-

ported myriad aquatic insects, which in
turn fed

some 250 white-cheeked

ducks

by

—

these birds

pintail

far the largest population of
1

had seen anywhere

in the

Galapagos. Although not a blade of grass

grew inside

the caldera, the air

was
31

Near sparse clumps of grass on

the

caldera floor, below, two female land

iguanas battle over a nesting

site.

oT^-rsfBtsss^ziTi

|v
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buzzing with dragonflies, while the shoreline

was laced with

webs of various

the

ground spiders, with lava lizards and indigenous snakes also in attendance. Less
than two years earlier, a team of marine biologists

had reported

that during a brief

eruption, a large lava flow

from a caldera

wall fissure had cascaded into the lake,
boiling and killing

What
first

all life

also caught

my

within

it.

attention

on

that

descent were the abundant signs of

land iguanas in the plantless expanses of
volcanic ash. Although

I

saw only two or

three lizards inside the volcano during

my

four-day stay, dozens of abandoned bur-

rows dotted the

flat

pans and dry

gullies,

which contained many crisscrossed tail
tracks. Etched in the rough, cindery bed of
fragmented lava, or

scoria,

I

even noticed

clearly defined pathways, resembling

game

trails, that

seemed

to lead

down

from the volcano rim. Puzzled, I thought
that the iguana population might have exploded during the brief rainy season, when

32
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some vegetation may have sprouted on

the

bare ash.

Twenty months later, I found myself inFemandina caldera again as a part
of a small team of researchers and volunteers collecting data and fresh lava samples from a new eruption. The molten rock
had again poured into the lake, raising its
side the

temperature to near boiling.

When

week after the

all

rived, a
life in

eruption,

I

ar-

aquatic

the lake had been destroyed.

The

which had multiplied so spectacularly in the last few years, were sitting
along the lake's steamy shoreline; with no
insects to feed on. the birds were collapsing from starvation. With a sense of deja
vu, I noticed the signs of heavy iguana
traffic and abandoned burrows, but had no
better explanation for the mysterious

pintails,

movements than before.
The following year, 1978, 1 made two
more visits to Femandina; the first, to document another large eruption, was in August. The lava had flowed inward, cover-

^.

.»

>

-

'I

After they bury their eggs,

left, females
guard them for several days, then climb

out of the volcano. Several females,
below, nest in a natural lava cave.

On

the

caldera floor, bottom, another female
buries her clutch of eggs.

^-<

ing
.-x

much

of the

flat,

stepped terrain where

the iguana buiTows

Two months

^B^!^.

inside
'HCf

his

—

this

and

time with

and

previous

visits,

clues, but this time
I

I

I

again found

I

lifeless. Still in-

trigued by the iguana signs

my

was back
Simkin and

Tom

group of volcanologists.

the mineral lake blue

had been.

trails

October,

later, in

I

had seen on

searched for more

found not even

tracks.

settled for helping the volcanologists

take temperatures and collect samples.

Four more years passed before I rein October

turned to the caldera floor,

1982. Despite a new, small eruption that

had

left

deposits on the rim, the floor and

the lake had been unaffected.

was a

rich

pea soup

color,

The water

and once again

supported a flourishing population of pintails.

Even more

exciting,

when

I

reached

saw an unexpected sight.
Dozens of Galapagos hawks were swoopthe lake shore

ing

..^.:

>

down

I

into the dry ravines, snatching

up iguana hatchlings as they emerged
from their nests. Although extremely wary
33
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and well camouflaged, the

tiny reptiles,

only about eight inches in length, seemed

chance of escape, since they

have little
had no vegetation in which to hide. Dashing from the meager shelter of one boulder
to the next, they seemed driven to reach
higher ground, although they would have
to

to travel several miles

and climb 2,950
would find any

vertical feet before they

plant cover. Purely

rived

34

when

a major

by chance,

I

had

ar-

wave of iguana hatch-
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ing
I

was taking

place. Probably the reason

had seen no hatchlings at

all

on

my

1978

ing resolutely across the vast, sunbaked
terrain.

Dozens milled about the rim,

was because the lava flow had destroyed most of that year's eggs.
Finally, in July 1984, when I once more

many scrambling onto

embarked on a rock-collecting expedition,
a spectacular event occurred. Even while I

side the caldera,

visit

was

loose hanging

boulders, which were often the

way

in the daily avalanches.
I

was able

first

to give

Now, from

to

in-

observe and

climbing the volcano's rim and outer

photograph a migration of hundreds of
gravid iguana females scrambling down

had noticed with growing excite-

the volcano's inner walls. Shortly there-

flanks,

1

ment a large number of female iguanas,
their abdomens swollen with eggs, trudg-

after, I

discovered their nesting grounds on

the caldera floor.

In 1974, Fernandina's mineral lake, rich
in

algae and small organisms, supported

a flock of white-cheeked pintail ducks,
left. Four years later, after a major
eruption, the lake

was completely boiled

away, leaving a deposit of dried
sediment, below.

finished nest.

She spent the

rest

of the day

checking every burrow entrance, incurring
the wrath of
for her

My
Mark
day

its

occupants in a vain search

exposed eggs.
fellow photographer and partner,

Jones, and

to gathering

I

devoted the following

rock samples for the vol-

canologists, then decided to spend an extra

day inside the uncomfortably hot caldera
to continue

^^

*i*

nesting

iZi^^

watching the lizards jostle for

sites.

To our amazement, when we
same site we had observed

returned to the

two days

earlier, virtually all the

had akeady deposited up

When

I

descended

to the first flat areas

where the steep walls leveled out into
boulder-strewn steps, the scene was mindboggling. A recent eruption had added
lava that was still hot, yet wherever the underlying ash was exposed, female iguanas
were digging, fighting, and searching for
nest sites. Their activity was frenzied despite the intense heat caused by the cooling lava and the tropical sunhght focused
within the bowl-shaped caldera. With

many

of the nests only one or two yards

females

to twenty-three

eggs about two and a half inches long, and

burrows. Gaunt and

by one excavating female
would land in another's burrow. Frequently, the large lizards gave openmouthed, head-bobbing threat displays,

had

occasionally culminating in aggressive

gilandy guarded their nests against any

apart, dirt flung

watched one female pursue a
with such vigor, riding on her back

chases.
rival

I

and biting her neck, that when the pair finally stopped some hundred feet away, the
winner was unable

to relocate her

own un-

refilled their

skinny, with black ash caked around their

worn to stubs, and their
abdomens wrinkled and shrunken, they vieyes, their claws

latecomers.

The synchrony of

the nesting

me nearly as much as the nesting
How could these reptiles from all

surprised
itself.

over the island time their arrival so closely
after

walking great distances across
35

below, preys on an

A Galapagos hawk,

iguana on Santa Fe Island, east of

Femandina. Within the caldera, hawks
prey mainly on hatchling lizards, not on
adults. Right: Hot volcanic ash rained

down on Femandina 's

eastern rim in

1988, killing lush vegetation

many

lizards alive.

and burying

An iguana succumbed

while trying to dig herself out

scorching, jagged lava and descending the
steep caldera walls?

During the period of

my

scattered ob-

servations, a definitive study of the biol-

ogy of Fernandina's land iguanas was
being conducted by a tireless German scientist, Dagmar Werner, hi 1977, she set up
a study

some

site

three miles

down

the

flank of the volcano and began tracking

hundreds of lizards, including thirteen that
she had fitted with radio collars. Amazingly,

95 percent of the females she ob-

served migrated to the caldera to nest, a
of up to nine miles, involving an initial
climb of more than 3,000 feet, followed, in

fiip

many

cases,

by an almost equal descent

the caldera floor. That

tance

known

of lizard to

to

its

is

to

the longest dis-

be walked by any species
nesting grounds.

Wemer's

radio-collared animals walked relentlessly

tween two and three days just to reach the
rim. Werner told me of her frustration as
the iguanas' radio signals were lost when
the lizards descended the caldera.

erage

it

month
round

On

av-

took her study animals just over a
to complete this extraordinary

trip,

with the eggs

left to

incubate,

In her published report,

Werner included

my observations of what took place inside
the caldera.

To

this

day no detailed

sfiidy

of nesting

behavior has been carried out inside the

volcano or on the caldera

floor.

culty in transporting supplies

The

diffi-

down

flie

on cloudy days, over difficult terrain,
pausing briefly every few minutes to rest.
When the sun became intense they sought

unattended, for three and a half months.

inner walls, the constant risk of landslides,

on the

and the absence of drinking water make it
a daunting venture. Why do the iguanas

shade to prevent overheating and took be-

around
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The remaining

5 percent nested

outer slopes of the volcano, especially

warm fumarole

areas on the rim.

invest such a disproportionate

amount of

energy traveling to the heart of the volcano
to lay their eggs? The losses to the iguana
population

—

not only in energy expendi-

season's reproductive effort.
Perhaps the temperature and dry cli-

entire

mate

inside the caldera, as

opposed

to the

coasts.

those females that nest on the volcano's

volcanic activity that lasted several thou-

where nighttime temperatures may
drop almost to freezing, compete heavily
for sites near high fumarolic activity,
where the ground temperature remains
above 86° F. But even so, land iguanas on

sand years and ended only

in recent times.

With the dense vegetation

that prevailed at

higher elevations

largely evident

young are immense. Repeatedly in the
last two decades, eruptions have taken
place during the critical three and a half

rim,

months between the early July egg laying
and the October hatching, wiping out an

humid

How might these unique nesting migrahave become established? Perhaps
Femandina underwent a prolonged lull in

outer flanks of the volcano, are ideal for

—

ing near the

hatching the eggs. Indeed, the majority of

from avalanches,
destruction of nests and adult females by
hot lava and ash, and hawk predation on
ture but also in deaths

other Galapagos islands succeed in nest-

tions

until the

(still

1968 eruption), the warmer, drier

regions of the sleeping volcano would

37
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During a rare social gathering,
Femandina 's land iguanas bask together
afternoon sun.

in the

have been the best places on the island for
nesting, since the rocky coasts lacked soft

sand. Because iguanas, like

may

reptiles,

some other
same

return to nest in the

area where they were hatched, the migra-

might have become estabdormant period.

tion pattern

,-»^^<i

lished during this long,

(Only a series of core samples can establish

whether

a plausible scenario.)

this is

In recent centuries, however, the high

seems to have
somewhat dysfunc-

level of volcanic activity

made

the migrations

tional.

Future generations of iguanas

may

eventually be forced to abandon the cal-

dera in favor of less precarious nesting
sites.

No one knows,

however,

how

long

it

might take for such behavior to change.

The most recent eruption of Femandina
was in September 1988. Without warning,
a blanket of scorching cinder and rocks

covered a large area on the rim of the volcano, stripping foliage and bark off trees

and baking many iguanas to death. At the

same

time, a

huge segment of the rim

col-

by a lava flow that disfigured the caldera beyond recognition. The
lake was completely buried and the entire
lapsed, followed

floor

covered by an enormous layer of rub-

ble, just a

few weeks before the main

iguana hatching period.

geology team a year

When

later,

I

joined a

nothing on the

caldera floor bore the slightest resemblance to what

I

had seen

in the past.

only reminder of former days

came

The

at the

lowest point of the caldera floor where one

-

t'

of two tiny ponds flourishing with algae
held one lone

Yet as

I

pintail.

walked

this eerie,

pock-marked

landscape plastered with baked lake sedi-

ment, signs of iguanas were everywhere,

and the

latest

wave of

hatchlings

was

al-

ready emerging. This delicate interplay

between island

life

and volcanic forces

brought to mind the other great Femandina mystery: a race of large saddleback
is known from only a single
specimen collected on the island in 1906.

tortoises that

Apparently, this species became extinct
less than a century

ago

natural conditions

on Femandina. So

entirely because of
far

the indomitable land iguana has escaped

such a

38
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Dinosaurs and Drifting
Continents
New fossil finds in

the

Sahara reveal how evolution goes with the global flow

Paul C. Sereno
As

waited in a small hotel in the 100-

I

plus degree heat in Niamey, the capital of

Niger, the expedition team

I

had assem-

bled languished in the Saharan oasis town

of Agadez, some six hundred miles to the
north. Equipped with six Land-Rovers and
a ton of dehydrated food and

more than

other provisions, the team had withstood a

grueling 2,000-mile desert crossing in
order to hunt for dinosaur

fossils.

But per-

mission to explore the remote desert areas

had been
istries in

weeks

stalled for

Niamey.

Two

in the

min-

years prior to our

had been engulfed in poand since then banditry had
become commonplace. With each passing
day, isolation and uncertainty more deeply
arrival, the area
litical Uirmoil,

eroded the confidence of the crew in
Agadez. Some had decided to head home
early, and one was seriously ill; an unprecedented strike had brought

air traffic

of

to a standstill, preventing the aiiival

cash needed to continue the expedition;

and the document that would guarantee
access to the field had yet to materialize.

The whole venture now looked like a
meticulously planned disaster. Under intense pressure, I left for Agadez in a
packed "bush"
tion that

The

I

cancel the expedi-

taxi, to

had spent three years planning.

cun^ent expedition had

three years earlier,

Museum

when

trip to Niger.

terested in fossil fish,
in dinosaurs.

I

its

origins

joined a British

Their party was

and

my

interest

in-

was

My objective was to explore

Cretaceous beds, estimated to be 130 million years old, that

were exposed

in

a

broad swath across the northem part of the
country. Discovery of dinosaur skeletons
in

African rocks of this age could lead to a

better understanding of dinosaur biogeog-

raphy and,

in particular,

how geographical

isolation influenced the late phase of di-

nosaur evolution on the continent of
Africa.

Toward

the end of the Jurassic,

some

150 million years ago, the earth's landmasses, which earlier had coalesced to

form the supercontinent of Pangaea,
began

40

to fragment. Gradually, the shifting
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Long-necked sauropods linger at a stream, unaware that
the thirty-foot-long predator Afrovenator (right

foreground)
Tltis

is

eyeing the youngster

reconstruction

is

the southern edge of the
Painting by
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in their

based on fossil

group

(left).

sites in Niger,

along

Sahara Desert.

Doug Henderson
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New fossils fi-om Afiica suggest
great landmasses, Laurasia

that as the earth's

two

and Gondwana, above, began

apart some 150 million years ago, a land bridge

to pull

iM^^

—

—

perhaps island stepping stones near present-day Gibraltar
still

allowed dinosaurs

roam between north and south. By
was truly isolated, and shallow

to

the late Cretaceous, right, Africa

seas covered the lowlands on most continents.
Joe LeMonnJer

comes from

the Patagonian bad-

the biogeographical puzzle lay there half

of the earth's plates pulled the northern

record

landmass, Laurasia, and the southern,

lands of South America. This area has

buried,

known

yielded large predators such as Carnotau-

a return expedition.

as

Gondwana,

apart.

Then,

at the

and

I

was consumed with plans

for

what are

terized by blunt forehead horns. South

Now, however, as I led the team back to
Niamey and wondered how I would dismande the expedition and get everyone

now the continents of Africa, South Amer-

American Cretaceous herbivores were

out of Africa, the romance and challenge

beginning of the Cretaceous, about 20 million years later, further
crustal plates

began

ica, Antarctica,

to separate

and Australia. The African

—and

continent

movements of

its

creatures

—

entered a

long period of isolation.
Just

how
is

not

dinosaurs responded to these

known

meat eater

that

in detail, but

pect that as the continents

became

we

sus-

increas-

ingly isolated, dinosaur faunas in different

geographical areas became more differen-

Many dinosaur subgroups from this

belongs to a

group known as abelisaurs and

also different
parts.

On

from

is

charac-

their northern counter-

the northern landmasses during

the Cretaceous, sauropods

gradual but profound changes in their

world

rus, a bipedal

—the

huge,

the elusive final

South America, however, almost

half the

all

of the

Cretaceous herbivores belong to a distinctive

One

world. Predators like Tyrannosaurus, for

narrow, cylindrical teeth.

pothesis suggests that a similar abelisaur-

North America and central Asia. Their

titanosaur fauna extended across all of

contemporaries, the horned dinosaurs

Gondwana

such as Triceratops, are even more localized, having been uncovered only in west-

America and Africa. The scarcity of fossils from other southem continents, however, leaves room for other scenarios.
This thought was on my mind on the
day in 1990 that I and my British colleagues stumbled upon a vast graveyard of
dinosaur skeletons, the bones poking

much

em

about Cretaceous

life in

the North-

Hemisphere, comparatively

known about

little

is

dinosaurs from this period

on the southern continents. The best
42
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The bedridden

his strength, the

cash arrived in the hand of a friend, and

example, are known only from western

While paleontologists have learned

team member regained

long-necked, quadrupedal plant eaters

period are found in only one part of the

em North America.

then our fortunes turned.

had largely given way to omithischians,
such as the homed and duck-billed dinosaurs and the tanklike ankylosaurs. In

group of sauropods known as titanosaurs, which are characterized by their

tiated.

of the Sahara seemed very remote. Just

recent hy-

prior to the breakup of South

above the desert

plain.

A cmcial

piece of

document authorizing our
The expe-

fieldwork finally materiahzed.
dition

began

to breathe

team regarded

new life. Yet about
rebom mission,

the

which included a military escort while in
and mshed, and they
headed for the airport.
Now a streamlined team of ten, we
drove north into the desert. We had less
than one month to relocate the skeletons
found three years ago, prospect new sites,
map and excavate what might amount to
tons of fossil bones, and somehow transthe field, as risky

port this load across the world's largest

where our transport ferry
was scheduled to pick us up.
We set up headquarters in the oasis
town of hi Gall. Drawing on my memory
desert to Algiers,

of the landscape,

some faded Polaroid

A

campsite in the open desert of southern Algeria was

one of many stops
across the Sahara

shots,

and the knowledge of a

we soon found

the graveyard

and with a subset of the crew

ond day

out,

we

bone about

fifty

Nearby were several
bones from the hind limb and, most exciting, a small claw from the hind foot.
The fourth day of prospecting brought
to light a second theropod site and a few

been washed away by river currents. The

more sauropod remains, more material

turtles,

On

our sec-

It

was a

five-

we

could excavate in our remaining

than

bones of a sauropod. The elbow joint was

time. First,

few minutes of
spirited digging, we determined that more
of the forelimb was below the surface. The
following day, part of the team began to

sauropod forelimb. Those bones led to a

and

after a

we

turned our attention to the

hind limb, which led to a pelvis,
a long

tail.

We

and

ribs,

followed the enormous

skeleton into the ground, carving a gaping

On the

we

excavate the sauropod arm, while the rest

hole around

of us, accompanied by a Tuareg nomad,

discovered a sharp break in the color of the

we found
scattered in many

drove to a distant butte. Here
fossil

bone fragments

places.

I

recognized one of the larger frag-

ments as the hip bone of a theropod, a
bipedal carnivorous dinosaur.
breathless as

I

I

was

thought of the significance

of finding Africa's

first

theropod skeleton

from the Cretaceous, and

I

had

whereas the bones on the

traces of the beast.

foot-long humerus, one of the forelimb

just visible,

treic

Niger

surrounding surface clay for any other

stopped the Land-Rover

yards away.

in

from 1990,

our bearings and spotted a large

to get

beds

local guide,

set out to ex-

plore the surrounding desert.

2,000-mile

in the expedition's

to the fossil

scanned the

sediments.

it.

A

wall of this hole,

dark brown layer repre-

left

side

river sediments also yielded evidence of

other creatures that had shared the sauro-

pod's habitat;

we found

bones, teeth, and

scales of predatory dinosaurs, crocodiles,

and

fish.

In

all,

we

excavated five

tons of fossil bones in just under two

weeks before turning our
first

theropod

attention to the

site.

The remains of the theropod and the cirits death were more difficult to assess. The few bones that were exposed on the surface were not articulated,
cumstances of

or connected to one another. But as

brushed back the sediment,

many

we

we

eventually

sented the floor of an ancient river into

excavated

which the sauropod had fallen. By taking
measurements down to this layer around
the skeleton, we touched the bottom and
sides of a giant trough. Most of the right
side of the skeleton had become mired in
mud near the bottom of this channel.

hand claws, numerous hand and foot

vertebrae, sickle-shaped

bones, and the bones of a long skull with

two-inch, blade-shaped teeth. These re-

mains lay inches above the

floor of

an an-

cient riverbed in rock stained puiple
blue.

and

Sauropod bones near the theropod
43
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skeleton indicate that these
lived in the
tor;

same

the other, the prey.

Fossil conifer
site

two animals

habitat: one, the preda-

wood

130 milUon years ago, the African dinosaurs

we had

discovered lived within five

degrees of the equator in a stable,
near the theropod

showed no evidence of tree

rings, sug-

gesting that the ancient climate

was not

warm

We

rivers.

returned to the original graveyard

proportions of the bones matched those of

we had

just unearthed,

several individuals of the

had changed since these bones were
buried. Carried by moving plates, Africa
had drifted east and north. Whereas today
the bones are situated in a desert some

We

cumstances of

seventeen degrees north of the equator.

seem
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and

we grew more confident that we had found

ographical position of this and our other

44

tilted

at

which the

suggested that the

graveyard had been

sauropods in

and

the sauropod

sites

bones were

buried instantly, as might happen

lakes,

the existence of ancient soils and shallow
the climate but also the ge-

largest

muds more than

The high angle

low

and outlined two of the skeletons. The

Not only

five feet thick.

environment with stands of conifers, shal-

marked by strong seasons or by periods of
drought. Our geologic samples indicated
lakes.

buried quickly by channel

same

species.

had no time to coOect the bones but
were able to get an impression of the

anangement of
to

the skeletons

their burial.

and the

cir-

These animals

have been swept into a river and

this

had been caught

if

they

in a flash flood.

With a metal tripod rented from an oasis
mechanic,

we

lifted the skeletal

blocks

them into a desert-worthy truck
that we had airanged to meet us on our last
day in the field. We left In Gall and headed
north, working our way across the desert,
and

slid

over the Atlas Mountains, and
port city of Algiers,

down

to the

where we loaded

the

vehicles and our six tons of fossils onto the
ferry.

Taken

to Paris

by

rail

from the

ferry

Team members Gabrielle Lyon, Didier Dutheil, and Jeffrey
Wilson, left, painstakingly brush sediment ftvm the remains
of
what proved to be a new species of carnivorous dinosaur
Below: Two varieties of desert transport pass at the foot of the
Grand Erg Occidental, an immense dune field in eastern Niger.
Photographs by Paul Sereno
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South America. The jaw
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we had collected

contained broad, spatulate-crowned teeth,

-^-^

a land bridge between Europe and

similar to those of Camarasaunis, a late

Jurassic sauropod

growth nearby of formidable oceanic bar-

from western North

America. These sauropods
trace

left little

or no

on other continents during the Creta-

ceous.

Our discovery suggests

that a lin-

This land connection between north
and south may have been severed at about
riers.

the

•%„

eage of these broad-toothed sauropods
survived into this period in Africa.
Similariy, the long skull of ourtheropod

bore no resemblance to South American
abelisaurs, but

had much

in

common

with

the skull of Allosaurus, a species that

airlifted

from Paris

Chicago, and

to

finally

transported

by truck

Museum

Toronto for cleaning. As they

in

emerged from
one,

we were

to the

Royal Ontario

their plaster jackets

one by

able to scrutinize our

new

bones and compare them with other specimens.

How

would

the

first

reasonably

same time

as the

southem continents

We concluded that before the breakup of Gondthemselves were pulling apart.

wana, there must not have been a

signifi-

cant interval of time during which

Gondwana was

finily isolated,

with no di-

thrived in late Jurassic times in western

and from the north. By
the mid-Cretaceous, some 13 million

North America. The forelimbs were pow-

years

erfully built with three-fingered

were able

hands

that

bore strongly recurved claws, and the long
landing in Marseille, the bones were then

Gond-

wana, near present-day Gibraltar, must
have existed at that time, despite the

tail

was

struts.

by overlapping, bony
named this new, thirty-foot-

stiffened

We

long predator Afrovenator, or "African
hunter."

traffic to

later,

to

many

dinosaur groups that

maintain a cosmopolitan dis-

tribution in the Jurassic

and early Creta-

ceous found themselves isolated on island
continents.

Once

the continents were isolated, their

dinosaur faunas diverged, each shaped by

The evolutionary

link

between the new

African dinosaurs and more ancient species to the north

nosaurian

was puzzling. One

bility is that this link reflects

possi-

a geographi-

connection between Africa and the

extinctions and evolutionary forces particular to

its

geographical areas. Thus in the

north, sauropods

waned and eventually

died out as the dominant herbivores, and

complete dinosaur skeletons from the Cre-

cal

taceous of Africa

north, a connection that

was severed by

into

movements during

the Cretaceous.

place as the main plant eaters. Theropods

from distant

flourished with the evolution of the line

Late

immense predators such as
Tyrannosaurus and smaller but deadly
carnivores like Deinonychus. In South
America, in contrast, sauropods, both nar-

fit

into the global

scheme of dinosaur evolution?
The sauropod did not support
that similar dinosaurs

Gondwana during
beast clearly

the idea

had inhabited

the Cretaceous.

was not

sauropod group

plate

all

of

Our

a titanosaur, the

common

at this

time in

Prior to this time, dinosaurs
parts of the globe

were quite

similar.

from the north, for example, were much like those from contemporary deposits in eastern Africa. Thus
Jurassic dinosaurs

duck-billed and

many

homed

dinosaurs evolved

different species

and took

their

leading to

45
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The mounted skeleton o/ Afrovenator,
or "African hunter,

" the first,

near-

complete predatory dinosaur to be

found fivm

the Cretaceous

of Africa,

displays the dynamic pose of a swift,

bipedal carnivore.
Hans Larsson

row-toothed titanosaurs and pencil-

known

toothed forms

came

were the dominant

large

Africa, the scenario
still

as diplodocids, be-

the dominant herbivores. AbeUsaurs

different.

meat

seems

to

eaters, hi

have been

Broad-toothed and narrow-

toothed saiiropods shared the role of large

herbivores with ornithischians, while

among carnivores, an allosaur-like
seems

to

have persisted

lineage

in Africa through-

out the Cretaceous. Afrovenator was

among the first of this carnivorous lineage,
which was

later represented

by the enig-

matic spinosaurs, large predators with

tall

back spines, known from fragmentary

fos-

found in Morocco and Egypt.
The biogeographical complexity

sils

that

arose toward the end of the age of dino-

may

saurs

tell

us something about

evolution works on a grand scale.
ticular succession

how

The par-

of dinosaurs during the

Cretaceous in westem North America
with duck-billed and

homed

dinosaurs re-

placing the elephantine sauropods, and

with tyrannosaurs succeeding the
losaurs

—may

al-

not be easily explained as

the ascendance of dinosaurs of superior

Were duck-billed and homed dinosomehow better than sauropods at

design.
saurs

consuming plants? Was Tyrannosaurus
the best-designed large predator of the

On landmasses such as South
America, ornithischians made no such
Mesozoic?

headway

against sauropods. Likewise, the

tyrant king

is

clearly only

one possible

outcome of theropod evolution on one
landmass. The line that led to Tyran-

nosaurus in the north has yet to be
recorded from Africa, whereas other, very
different large theropods, such as Afrove-

nator and the spinosaurs, evolved.

The new African dinosaurs do support
view that dinosaur evolution was influenced by global geographical events. A
the

study of dinosaurs on island continents
also leads to a deeper appreciation of evolution as an interplay

between large-scale
geographical and climatic events and
sheer chance.

more

The outcome may be no

predictable than that of a well-

planned paleontological expedition.
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To Catch a Colobus
Chimpanzees in Gombe National Park band together to
nearly a fifth of the red colobus monkeys in their range

by Craig B. Stanford
On

a sunny July morning,

I

am

sitting

on the bank of Kakombe Stream

Gombe
feet

in

National Park, Tanzania. Forty

my

above

head, scattered through

large fig trees,

is

a group of red colobus

monkeys. This

is

J group,

members

five

whose twenty-

have come

I

to

know

as in-

dividuals during several seasons of field-

Gombe

work.

red colobus are large,
monkeys, with males sometimes weighing more than twenty pounds.
Both sexes have a crown of red hair, a gray
back, and buff underparts. The highlight
of this particular morning has been the
sighting of a new infant, bom sometime in
the previous two days. As the group feeds
noisily on fruit and leaves overhead, I mull
over the options for possible names for the
long-tailed

infant.

While

my

watch the colobus monkeys,

I

attention

is

caught by the loud and ex-

cited pant-hoots of a party of

down

farther
to

the valley.

I

chimpanzees

judge the group

be of considerable size and traveling

in

my direction. As the calls come closer, the
colobus males begin to give high-pitched

alarm

and mothers gather up
and climb higher into the

calls,

infants

their

tree

crowns.

A

moment

later,

a wild chorus of pant-

hoots erupts just behind me, followed by a

cacophony of colobus alarm calls, and it is
obvious to both J group and to me that the
chimps have arrived. The male chimps
immediately climb up to the higher limbs
of the

tall

albizia tree into

which most of

the colobus group have retreated. Colobus

females and their offspring huddle high

in

the crown, while a phalanx of five adult

males descends

to

meet the advancing

ranks of four adult male chimpanzees, led

by seventeen-year-old, 115-pound Frodo.
Frodo is the most accomplished hunter of
colobus monkeys

one willing

at

Gombe

and the only
on several colobus

to take

males simultaneously
prey.

The

in

order to catch his

other hunters keep then- distance

while Frodo

first

scans the group of

keys, then advances

upon

mon-

the colobus de-

Time and again he lunges at the
colobus males, attempting to race past
fenders.

them and
48

into the cluster of terrified fe-
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kill

A chimpamee
monkey.
of their
are

reaches out in pursuit of a red colobus

Red colobus males

vigorously defend the

members

group from such attacks, but the apes, which

much

if enough

larger, are likely to succeed, especially

males hunt together

Craig B. Stanford
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Gerry

Ellis,

Nature Priotography

Gombe chimps spend much of the day traveling in search of
plant foods, below. If they encounter small antelopes, bush pigs,
or colobus monkeys, however, the apes often decide to hunt.
The preferred catch is baby colobus. Right: During a hunt of red
colobus, some chimps may wait below, in a good position to
catch any monkey that falls to the ground.
males and

infants.

Each time he

driven

is

back; at one point, the two largest males of

group leap onto Frodo's back until he
treats, screaming, a few yards away.

J

A brief lull

re-

in the hunt follows, during

which the colobus males run to one another and embrace for reassurance, then
part to renew their defense. Frodo soon
charges again into the midst of the colobus
males, and this time manages to scatter

them long enough to pluck the newbom
from its mother's abdomen. In spite of
fierce opposition, Frodo has caught his
quarry, and he

now

sits

calmly and eats

it

while the other hunters and two female

chimps

—

their swollen pink

rumps a sign

that they are in estrus, a period of sexual

receptivity

—

sit

nearby begging for meat.

The surviving colobus monkeys watch
nervously from a few feet away. Minutes
later,

the mother of the dead infant at-

tempts to approach, perhaps to try to res-

cue her nearly consumed offspring. She

is

chased, falls from the tree to the forest
floor,

and

is

pounced upon and

killed

by

juvenile chimpanzees that have been

watching the hunt from below. Seconds
later,

before these would-be hunters have

had a chance to begin their meal, Wilkie,
the chimpanzee group's dominant male,

down the tree and steals the carcass
from them. He shows off his prize by

races

charging across the forest

floor,

dead colo-

bus in hand, and then, amid a frenzy of

chimps eager for a morsel, he sits down to
share the meat with his ally Prof and two

eagles

females from the hunting party.

the presence of people.

Until Jane Goodall observed chim-

panzees eating meat

in the early

1960s,

they were thought to be complete vegetarians.

We now know

lar portion
sists

that a small but regu-

of the diet of wild chimps con-

of the meat of such

pigs, small antelopes,

monkey

mammals as bush
and a variety of

species. For example, chim-

even

—

are generally too shy to hunt in

if

predation

is

The

result is that

study

forest.

The chimpanzees roam across

a regular occurrence,

these hills in territorial communities,

alone

which divide up each day into foraging
parties of from one to forty animals. So
far, 1 have clocked in more than a thousand
hours with red colobus monkeys and have
regularly followed the chimps on their

researchers are not likely to see
it

above stream valleys lush with riverine

it,

let

systematically.

Gombe

is one of the few primate study
where both predators and their prey
have been habituated to human observers,
making it possible to witness hunts. I have

sites

spent the past four field seasons at

Gombe,

some 150 encounbetween the monkeys and chimps and
more than 75 hunts. My records, togeflier

daily rounds, observing
ters

panzees in the Mahale Mountains of Tan-

studying the predator-prey relationship

zania, the Tai' forest of Ivory Coast, and in

between the 45-member Kasakela chimpanzee community and the 500 red colo-

witii fliose

bus monkeys that share the same twelve

red colobus each year, or nearly one-fifth

Gombe

all

regularly hunt red colobus

monkeys. Documenting the effect of such
predation on wild primate populations,
however,
predators

50

is

extremely

difficult

—whether chimps,
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because

leopards, or

square miles of

Gombe

Gombe's rugged

terrain

of my colleagues, show that the
Gombe chimps may kill more than 100

National Park.

of file colobus inhabiting their range. Most

composed of

of the victims are immature monkeys
under two years old. Also invaluable have

is

steep slopes of open woodland, rising
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been the data gathered daily on the chimps
for the past two decades by a team of Tan-

others like

zanian reseaich assistants.

pact of chimpanzee hunting

One odd outcome
that

am

I

in the

of my work has been

unique position of Icnow-

ing both the hunters and
individuals,

which makes

theii-

my

victims as

research in-

triguing but a bit heait wrenching. In

Oc-

tober 1992, for example, a party of thirty-

chimpanzees encountered

three

study group,

The

J,

in

upper

my

Kakombe

main

valley.

will

it. I

seasons before

I

need several more field

can measure the

full

with their infants. At times, however,
twenty or more male and female chim-

on the monkeys have already emerged. One major factor that detennines the outcome of a hunt in Gombe

panzees forage together.

ing and

is

the

its

effects

number of male chimps

involved.

(Although females also hunt, the males are

more than 90 percent of all
Red colobus males launch a

the hunters

me. Nearly
were still

sharing and eating the meat they had
caught, while

I

the remains of

many

sat staring in disbelief at

of my study subjects.

Determined to learn more about the
chimp-colobus relationship, however, I
continued watching, that day and
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many

more male chimps hunt

tors as well.

blue

their
ity to

in

response to

chimpanzee predators, but their abildefend their group is directly propor-

ten or

little

hope of escape.

Hunting success depends on other fac-

responsible for
kills.)

When

together, they are

successful nine times out of ten, and the

colobus have

colobus

number of attackers and does
seem to be related to the number of defenders. The outcome of a hunt is thus almost always in the hands of the chimps,
and in most instances, the best the monkeys can hope to do is limit the damage to

right in front of

later,

to

on the Gombe

and torn apart
four hours

which males tend

red colobus, but several facts about hunt-

courageous counterattack

'

in

travel together while females travel alone

was devastating from the monkeys viewpoint. During the hour-long
hunt, seven were killed; three were caught
result

grouping pattem

im-

Unlike the shy red-tailed and

monkeys with which they share

forest (and

the

which are rarely hunted by the

chimps), red colobus do not flee the

mo-

ment they hear or see chimps approaching.

tional to the

Instead, the red colobus give alarm calls

not

and adopt a vigilant wait-and-see

a single group

member rather than

Chimpanzees have a highly

several.

fluid social

strategy,

with males positioned nearest the potential
attackers.

The alarm

quency and

calls increase in fre-

intensity as the

chimpanzees

draw closer and cease only when
chimps are sighted beneath the
the colobus

sit

quietly,

tiee.

watching

the

Then,

intently.

Despite its agility in the treetops, left, at least one individual in a
group offleeing red colobus monkeys is likely to be caught.
In Gomhe, successful chimp hunters are often approached by
others in the group, hoping for a share of the prize, below. Pieces

of meat are doled out strategically, mostly to

and sexually

allies, relatives,

receptive females.

Photographs by Craig B Stanford

hunt a colobus group one day while ignoring the

same group under seemingly

iden-

circumstances on another. One determinant is the number of males in the
chimp party: the more males, the more
likely the group will hunt. Hunts are also
tical

undertaken mainly when a mother colobus
carrying a small infant

because of the

and only

if

the colobus

the

chimps decide

to hunt

do

males launch a counterattack.

Gombe

is

visible,

chimps' preference

for baby red colobus, which

percent of

all kills.

probably

The

make up 75

situation

is

quite

where half of the

The monkeys' decision to stand and fight
rather than flee may seem maladaptive

chimp

kills are adult

colobus males (see

given their low rate of successful defense.

"Dim

Forest, Bright

Chimps," Natural

different in the Tai forest,

indicates that

hunt

in

when no

the exclusive explanation, but the implications are nonetheless intriguing.

chimps use meat not only for
they also share

hold

it

from

Whatever
fect

cause red colobus monkeys are harder to

my work

monkeys are most
be caught when they have been

Fleeing red colobus
likely to

feeding on the tasty
tallest trees, the

new

leaves of the

"emergents," which

rise

History,

catch in the

much

taller

canopy of the Tai

rain forest. Successful Tai

chimp hunters

also regularly share the spoils. In contrast,

each chimp

in

Gombe

appears to have his

allies

Meat

and withthus a so-

is

during a hunt as often as do Tai chimps.

chimps hunt cooperatively, perhaps be-

try to flee, the

with their

and even reproductive tool.
These "selfish" goals may help explain
why the Gombe chimps do not cooperate

nearly always pursue and catch one or

monchimps

the

it

their rivals.

Gombe

nutrition;

cial, political,

more of them.

keys scatter or

when

estrous females are pre-

of sex for meat cannot be

sent, this trade

meat

observed, however, that

sometimes

ually receptive female. Since hunts also

occur

September 1991). Christophe and
Hedwige Boesch have shown that the Tai

I

Gombe chimps

order to obtain meat to offer a sex-

the

for, their

chimps want the monkey

predation has a severe ef-

on the red colobus population. Part of
involves taking repeated cen-

suses of the red colobus groups living in
the different valleys that

form the hunting

range of our chimpanzees. In the core area
of the range, where hunting

is

most

in-

by chimps is certainly the
limiting factor on colobus population

own hunting strategy.
The single best predictor of when

tense, predation

become death traps because the
only way colobus can escape from attack-

Gombe chimps will hunt is the presence of

growth: red colobus group size in this area

chimps is to leap out of the tree often
into the waiting arms of more chimpanzees on the ground below.
One of my primary goals has been to

This finding, together with the earlier ob-

hunting range. The number of infant and

servation by Geza Teleki (formerly of
George Washington University) that male
hunters tend to give meat preferentially to

juvenile red colobus

swollen females traveling with the group.

panzee food.

above the canopy.

When

these trees are

surrounded by low plant growth, they

fre-

quently

—

ing

learn

why

a party of chimps will eagerly

one or more estrous females

in the party.

is

half that at the periphery of the chimps'

larly

low

in the

monkeys

is

particu-

core area; most of the ba-

bies there are destined to

become chim-
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in the Mahale Mountains of Tanzania also hunt
red colohus monkeys. The chimps usually kill adult colobus,

Chimps

such as the one here, by bashing the animal against a
tree limb or the ground.
Ferrero/Labat: AUSCAPE International

The proportion of the red colobus popu-

risen as the

number of hunters

in the

com-

by chimps appears to fluctuate
greatly from year to year, and probably

munity has grown.

from decade to decade, as the number of
male hunters in the chimpanzee commu-

have a dramatic

nity changes. In the early 1980s, for in-

percent of the entire red colobus popula-

lation eaten

stance, there

were

cent males

five adult

to learn if

where

number of colobus

Few

Phillip A.

primate populations are better

panzees of

Gombe

known

than the chim-

work, researchers have

spent countless hours making notes on the most intimate details

of the animals' daily

come from

lives. Extraordinarily

all this

valuable information

watching, but fieldworkers have been

by not always knowing who was related to whom. To
all Gombe chimps are identified and named by the re-

frustrated

be sure,

searchers, and

we can assume mothers

carry their

own

babies.

Establishing fatherhood, however, presents a problem, since a

female

may mate

with up to twelve males during her period of

in their

Gombe workers had no way to fill in the

chimp family

trees, for

gaps

determining paternity would

have required shooting darts into the animals and drawing blood
samples. Not surprisingly, the researchers categorically ruled out

such a procedure, which would have quickly undone
years spent gaining the chimps'

all

the

trust.

toll

then

risk their lives to protect the other

mem-

D

bers of their group.

On

closely related to one another than are females.

these males are related at the level of half brothers.

limited cooperation Craig Stanford observed

average,

The

sort of

among male

chimps hunting colobus monkeys at Gombe may have evolved
by kin selection: helping a relative with whom one shares genes
can be the next best thing, evolutionarily, to helping oneself. Ongoing genetic studies of relationships in this community will
eventually enable scientists to go back over the thirty years of
observations and test all sorts of ideas about the evolution of behavioral patterns.

Similar genetic studies of chimpanzee communities elsein Africa

may

also help us understand the significant be-

havioral differences between populations. Pascal

Gagneux

(a

Ph.D. student working with the University of Basel's Christophe

Boesch on the chimps of Ivory Coast's Tai Forest) is currently
Tai' chimp hair in Woodruff's lab. If male Tai' chimps
turn out to be even more closely related to one another than
Gombe males, Gagneux's work might explain why Tai' males
analyzing

To overcome this problem, we developed a noninvasive
method of genotyping based on DNA extracted from shed hair.
(DNA can also be obtained from homs, antlers, feathers, and
even feces.) To make use of this technique, however, we had to
go out on a limb, literally. Adult chimpanzees sleep alone in a

we focused on two mitochondrial gene sequences. To our surprise, we found that the chimpanzees of West

fresh nest of leaves they prepare in the trees each night.

Africa are genetically quite different from those in Central and

With

cooperate more

when hunting than

their

we

also investigated genetic variation

tions.

For

the

we watched

tlie

chimps make their nests,
and then returned the next

who was in which nest,
moming to climb the trees and search for hairs left behind in the
abandoned beds. After one month, we had hair from all individuals in the Gombe community.
took note of

Practicing forensic primatology sixty feet

weak
sults

up on branches too

to support a leopard is not for the fainthearted, but the re-

were rewarding indeed. By studying variation in eight nuwe found that Gombe males are significantly more

clear genes,
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popula-

DNA work suggests that
West African chimps have been separated firom the others for
1.5 million years
long enough to be regarded as a separate species by some authorities. If our result is supported by others,
then Natural History correspondent Jared Diamond may want to
change the title of his fascinating book about our own species
from The Third Chimpanzee to The Fourth.
East Africa (including Gombe). This

staff,

sites across Africa,

among chimp

this,

of the University of Oklahoma, and Jim Moore, of the University of California, San Diego, and the Gombe Stream Research Center

Tanzanian cousins do.

Obtaining hair samples from some twenty

help from our colleagues, including primatologists Janette Wallis,
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If they are,

where

sexual receptivity.
Until recently,

to 10

Morin

National Park. For more than thirty years,

starting with Jane Goodall's innovative

has

courageousness of the colobus males that

up

Africa are also taking a heavy

of red colobus monkeys.

per year has

Woodruff and

S.

now want

killed

Out on a Limb

Geneticists
by David

kills

in

chimps

an important limiting factor

living in forests else-

effect. I estimate that

tion within his hunting range. I

and adoles-

may

is

on wild primate populations and may also
influence some aspects of behavior. Meanwhile, I will continue to watch in awe as
Frodo and his fellow hunters attack my
colobus monkeys and to marvel at the

Frodo has single-handedly

community, while today there are eleven;
the

predation

Furthermore, a single avid hunter

Kasakela chimp

the

in

they will add support to the theory that

—

David S. Woodruff is a professor of conservation biology at the
University of California, San Diego, where Phillip A. Morin
completed his Ph.D. Morin is now at Sequana Therapeutics,
Inc.,

inLaJolla, California.
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Sentinels

of Stone
Rooted

ancient tradition, Inuit

in

signposts find a

new

life in

art

Text and photographs by
Fred Bruemmer
spent

I

fall of 1967 on
Hudson Bay with
studying polar bears. Our

summer and

Coats Island

in northern

some scientists
camp was near the remains of a

settlement

now extinct Sadlermiut, arctic inhabitants who had died out early this cenof the

tury

One

from a disease introduced by whalers.
day, contemporary Inuit walrus

hunters passing our

camp

in their Peter-

head boat gave me a lift to the north tip of
Coats Island and left me there to observe
the great
I

was

murre colonies.

fifteen miles

away from camp and

anticipated an arduous

cut by
still

many

walk along a coast

steep-sided valleys. While

puzzling what route to take,

I

noticed

on a nearby ridge.
saw
another caim inover
and
I walked
land, due south and half a mile away.

a cairn, or pile of stones,

From

it,

line of

me

to

I

saw

the next

caim and a long

them, strategically placed, leading

camp by

route possible.

most direct
had come upon

the easiest and

By

luck,

I

an ancient trail that had linked the Sadlermiut "s homes with the murre colonies,
which were to them well-stocked larders
of birds and eggs.
In hiuktitut, the language of the Inuit,
the cairns

An

I

had stumbled upon are known

inukshiik, or

humanlike stone figure,

stands on southern Baffin Island.

With two legs but no arms,
rlie

it

may

inform

savvy arctic traveler that a single

route leads out oftlie nearby valley.
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which
means "something acting in the capacity
of a man." (Inuk is the singular for Inuit).
In an empty land, an inukshuk seen in silhouette can look startlingly like a human.
Some consist of only a few stones and are
as inukshuit (singular inukshuk),

three or four feet

twelve feet

tall,

in height.

while others exceed
Traveling northward

1834 toward the Arctic Ocean on the

in

river that

now

bears his name. Captain

George Back, of Britain's Royal Navy,
was amazed to see "a man" looking down
from a high hill. Closer inspection revealed

it

to be a stone

man

"placed there

by the Esquimaux."
"Cairns of this type, which from a dis-

"They serve [as] signposts for the
Such inukshuit, however, often
had hidden meanings that eluded white

by umiak or kayak along
complex coasts of their realm. In the
1940s, while working in northernmost
Labrador, the Canadian archeologist
Douglas Leechman saw inukshuit "on

Barrens.

farers traveling

natives."

the

explorers.

Simeonie Aulaqiaq, an Inuk from Pangnirtung

on

the east coast of Baffin Island,

recently explained that "in the Baffin region, the traditional

shuk has

to

do with

meaning of an inuk-

An inuk-

direction

shuk on land with two arms and two legs

means

end of
two directions." An inukshuk with no arms but both
legs points toward a single-pass valley,
while an inukshuk without arms and legs
there

the valley,

"is

is

you

a valley, and

are able to

simply a guide for a

.

.

.

go

at the

in

hunter

.

.

.

when

m

mgn

iWMifrrifMiifii

many headlands

.

.

.

gazing steadfastly out

purpose is to serve
and an Eskimo knows the

to sea. Their principal

as landmarks,

shape and color of every one

in his district.

Should he be overtaken by fog or bad
weather he will often be able to save himself

from going astray by the timely

sight

of a familiar cairn."

The north shore of Hudson

Strait

seems

designed for the destruction of boats.
Sheer-cliffed headlands jut out into the

tance look like a man, are often found

you stand beside one of them, you should

sea,

deep

be able to see the same kind of inukshuk

bars the way. Storms are frequent, tidal

somewhere

currents fierce, and

wrote Heinrich
Klutschak, a member of the American
1878-80 expedition across the Canadian
58

in the interior,"
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in the distance."

Similar stone pillars guided Inuit sea-

most

and a maze of islands and skerries

"The Weather

Part, a stinking

for the

Fog," as the exasper-

row of crudely fashioned stone men. left,
could frighten caribou and keep them nmning in a line toward
hidden hunters. Below: George Hakungak, ofBathurst Met,

Strategically placed, a

wields his rifle in a shooting pit that was buUt by earlier bowand-arrow hunters. His father, Ekalun, met some of the explorers

who

visited the Arctic early this century.

tween two

islets,

or simply to

mark a place

knowledge of caribou behavior.
"The driving is started by the men giv-

itive

where he had camped.
Crossing Hudson

was

Strait in skin boats

risky and the Inuit thought

appease the

spirits

it

wrote the explorer Vilhjalmur Stefansson.

"A

"This generally makes the caribou restless

of sea and wind.

ated British explorer Captain
it

Thomas

and

em Baffin Island]

the long line of inukshuit "set

there

was a

special inuk-

to

Dorothy Eber. "In the old days people
from our side who were going to cross

ing to the character of the topography."

[Hudson Strait] used to go to the inukshuk
and give presents. They would say 'I give

the

summer of

at

whose camp

I

spent

1979. had mastered the in-

complex and dangerous
coast. Inukshuit helped. There were hundreds of them on strategic capes and
mountains, and he seemed to know the position and meaning of each one. Some, he
said, were made by the Tunit (the hiuit
tricacies

name

of

this

for a prehistoric people

known

to

this.

I

wish to return again.'

"

In 1965, Kiakshuk, the oldest

In his long lifetime of travel, the Inuk

Ooloopie Killiktee,

starts

shuk," the Inuk Peter Pitseolak told histo-

you

succinctly in 1631.

them moving slowly" toward
up from fifty
a hundred and fifty yards apart, accord-

long time ago near Cape Dorset [on south-

rian

James put

ing long howls in imitation of wolves,"

wise to

make a long sea voyage
made an inukshuk for good
ably they

left

man

in

were aligned

It

little

monuments

seems absurd

one on top of the

that

other, reaching

tion of only a foot, should

much by

into a line

two

stones,

an eleva-

be feared as

the caribou as actual persons, but

they always

that appears to

pens that the animals break through the

spirits

on the water."

Among their most important uses, inukshuit

of people.

luck; invari-

an offering to the sea

to insure their safety

noted, the caribou's "imagination appears
to turn all the

Cape Dorset (he died in May 1966), told
Brian W. Lewis, then principal of the Cape
Dorset school, that "when men were about
to

Frightened by the howling and the sudden appearance of humans, Stefansson

to funnel migrating

archeologists as the Dorset Culmre) and

caribou toward hidden hunters.

may have been

Some

of

be the

fact. It

seldom hap-

and usually they are driven at a speed
from five to eight miles per hour toward
the ambush."
fine

Among

the precontact Inuit "discov-

ered" by the 1913-18 Stefansson-Ander-

more than a thousand

these alignments are extremely ancient.

son expedition was a ten-year-old boy

years ago. Others were relatively new;

Curiously, these inukshuit are often just

named Ekalun.

remembered who had built them
and why. And some he had constructed
lamps could

would take
a very vivid imagination to see in them
any resemblance to humans. Yet they
worked, their efficacy based on the clever

be quarried, to indicate a safe passage be-

use of topography and expert, nearly intu-

built

Killiktee

himself: to identify the entrance to an inlet

where soapstone for

seal oil

small

mounds of stones, and

it

Fifty-four years later, I

lived at Ekalun's

camp

Inlet region of arctic

in the

Bathurst

Canada, sharing

his

months and, when he was in a
reminiscent mood, his immense knowledge of Inuit life and hunting techniques.
tent for six
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A

distinctively

shaped inukshuk high above Hudson

seired as a landmark for

or kayak.

A

Strait, left,

navigators traveling by umiak

Initit

squat inukshuk. below, stands near an old

campsite on Somerset Island.

many of them

to give

them a mop-headed

appearance.

by the people, the howling,
men, the caribou
rushed forward toward apparent safety:
the open defile with its hidden hunters.
Terrified

and the

lines of stone

The men

waited, tense with excitement,

until the caribou

were within a few

then shot them with their

them with lances.
The weakness of

feet,

bows or speared

the Inuit

bow made

the inukshuit-directed caribou drive essential.

and

Made

of pieces of driftwood,

fragile, the Inuit

bow was

brittle

ingeniously

carved and pegged together, backed with
plaited sinew cord to give

it

spring,

and

lashed with caribou or seal leather to give
it

strength.

But

it

remained an ineffectual

weapon compared with bows of other regions where suitable wood was available.
The longbow made of yew used by Engwin the

browsed. From there two long rows of

battle of Crecy in
200 yards and more.
The Inuk bow, said Ekalun (who was married before he had his first rifle), killed
from no farther than thirty paces.
Since the stone men and their purpose
remained immutable, such ambush systems were used for centuries and be-

inukshuit were arranged to lead the cari-

longed, in Inuit fashion, to

lish archers to

1346 was deadly

Caribou were essential to

They

Inuit.

provided food and, most important, the

Seven skins

best fur for arctic clothing.

were required

to dress a

man, a

woman re-

quired six, and a child four.

The

made every effort to kill caribou

for winter

clothing in

when

Inuit

August and early September,

the fur

was of optimum

quality.

when the caribou that had
summer on far-north tundra pas-

This was also
spent the
tures

began

their

southward migration,

which brought some herds

to elaborate

ing

caribou naturally bunched

and

at

all

the people.

shallow shoot-

Anyone could use it. When I asked Ekalun
(who found the white man's mercenary
ways deplorable) who could use the system, he said sarcastically: "Anyone who

ing pits with low rims of rocks were pre-

paid $500!" In the 1960s, the Canadian

bou

for

many

natural defile

miles, converging at

—

some

a narrow pass where the

caribou would be forced to proceed uphill
in

a thin

line.

And

finally,

pared for the hunters, usually

at the

top of

archeologist William E. Taylor,

Jr.,

exam-

the defile.

ined an "elaborate inukshuk system

The hunt began, said Ekalun, with boys
and young men circling the herd and driv-

tending over an area of about two square

...

ex-

miles" on southern Victoria Island in the

pillar-flanked

Much of it had been built
more than a thousand years ago by Dorset
Culture hunters. It was subsequently used

such inukshuk system, similar in concept

passageway, the caribou were kept trotting

by Thule Culture people and "by recent

and design to several others

forward and

Whenever they veered

their arms, flapped long strips

Copper Eskimo people."
Both Taylor and the American archeologist Moreau S. Maxwell, who studied
"inukshuit drives" on southem Baffin Is-

and screamed.

land, speculate that this type of hunt, apart

slowly, cautiously toward the en-

inukshuk systems that channeled the flow

ing

of animals toward waiting hunters armed

trance between the

with

bows and arrows or with
I

lances.

One

have seen

in

was twenty miles inland from
Ekalun's coastal camp, and he had hunted
there for many years, as a boy driving the
the Arctic,

caribou and,

later, as

a

man and

waiting for them in shooting

hunter

pits.

The traditional ambush required three
main elements. The first was an extensive
area of lush arctic meadow where migrat-

it

ments.

Once

toward one

in

uphill.

side,

two inukshuit
the

align-

women and children, hid-

den behind some of the inukshuit, jumped
out,

waved

of white caribou belly

fur,

" 'Hoo-hoo-hoo,' they howled, just like

wolves," Ekalun recalled. To
inukshuit

more

realistic,

make

the

people placed

lumps of sedge-covered sod on the tops of

Canadian Arctic.

from procuring food and furs

in their

prime, also had social importance. Inuit

camps

in

Canada, from the remotest past

until the 1950s, consisted usually of

about
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An

inukshuk commissioned as a sculpture for the international

airport in Toronto, below, links the Stone

Age

to the jet age.

Opposite: Placed near the northeast coast of Hudson Bay, a huge

inukshuk

may have guided past travelers

to the

mouth of the

Pan^niiiung River
twenty-five to thirty individuals, presum-

optimum number

ably an
port.

Men

for mutual sup-

normally hunted alone or occa-

sionally in pairs.

But the caribou drive,

Taylor observed, required the "co-operative action of a sizeable number of people

meeting

at least annually." It

said Maxwell,

may form

more people."

That was roughly
it:

time,

of bands

a virtually strucmreless aggre-

gate of 100 or

bered

was a

when "a number

how Ekalun rememmany

a joyous get-together of

bands from an area about half the size of
Belgium, the exchange of stories and gossip of an entire year, the thrill of the hunt
followed by mai-velous

feasts.

Once

Inuit

acquired guns, however, caribou drives

were abandoned. Most hiuit moved into
villages and towns, and the meanings and
messages of inukshuit that once served as
guides and beacons were gradually forgotten.

The stone men stood alone

empty

in an

land.

Since Canadian law forbids the disturb-

ance of archeological

moval of ancient

and the refrom the North,

sites

artifacts

inukshuit have rarely been

damaged or de-

and weight discourages pilfering and smuggling. But in
recent years, outsiders have coveted these
stone men as objects of art. Such a concept
stroyed. Their very size

is

alien to the Inuit. Puzzled but pragmatic,

they have nevertheless begun to build
inukshuit for money.

The

first

big commission

came from the

Toronto airport (now the Lester B. Pearson
International Airport). Since, as a plaque
states,

"these stone figures are

among

the

oldest transportation symbols" of hu-

mankind, they seemed an appropriate link
between the Stone Age and the jet age.

Three inukshuit, made of Baffin Island
granite, were assembled on Cape Dorset

Many

public and private commissions

now

stand on ele-

in the early 1960s under the direction of

followed and inukshuit

Kiakshuk. They were marked stone by

gant urban properties and near

and then shipped to
Toronto for reassembly. The main figure,
with an upraised arm and a powerful cubistic face that Picasso or Braque would

lic

have loved, was described by the British
art expert Charies Gimpel in 1967 as "the

Island,

stone, photographed,

best Canadian sculpture
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United Nations in

New

York and then

Summit in Rio de
summer of 1992.

the Earth

at

Janeiro during

many pub-

the

stands in a

strangely sylvan setting at the Ontario Sci-

Once guides to Inuit travelers, the
mgged stone men of the Arctic are now

made by

the dernier cri in elegant salons d'art.

buildings.

ence Centre

One

stone

in Toronto.

man

Another,

Kellypallik Pishuktie of Iqaluit on Baffin

was placed

hibition entitled

Masterworks,"

at

the entrance to an ex-

"Contemporary
first

displayed

Inuit

at the

Ekalun,

only

my

knew

old friend and mentor,
inukshuit in the wild,

have been amused, but

by

this transformation.

I

who

would

think also pleased
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It

has no backbone and doesn't

much Hke

look

a tiger, but this

colorful nudibranch, or sea slug,

does flaunt black stripes on a tawny
field.

A carnivore that silendy stalks

and feeds on other slugs, the "sea
tiger" will even attack members of
its own species. Both blind and deaf,
it

must follow a chemical

exuded by
large,

prey.

its

trail

Then, using

its

hooklike toothed radula to

pull victims into

its

mouth, the foot-

long predator swallows them whole.

This encounter between a small
sea tiger (about four inches long)

and a smaller blue-striped slug
occurred about fifty feet underwater
off Isla San Pedro Martk, in

Mexico's Gulf of California. Both
sea tigers and blue-striped slugs are
restricted to

warm Mexican

waters.

At first, the sea tiger slowly
approached its intended prey, far
left, until it was within striking
distance.

When

in position, the

hunter lunged at the smaller
invertebrate,
felt

left.

But the moment

it

the sea tiger's sawtoothed

radula, the blue-striped slug

was

stung into action. Rapidly bending
and unbending several tunes, above,
the intended

meal propelled

out of harm's

itself

way.—i?.M.
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At an earlier time of my life, before becoming domesticated and deskbound in
academia, I spent a fair amount of time
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leaped off exploding bridges, or rolled

book

down mountainsides. At
who hadn't landed in the hos-

dominated by brief physical
life

pital

gathered

pub where they

at the

laughed, hed, and played marginally sub-

on one another, never

they had

come

ttii

close

day or to the

to dying that

manage
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He

has spent

his professional career studying the physistress, specifically

how

steroid

hormones called glucocorticoids, which
are released in quantity during stress, affect the brains of rats.

brains isn't the half of

Why Zebras

But
it.

new book,

how chronic

can disrupt our digestion, damage
stiffen

our

arteries,

stunt our growth, devastate our sex

cripple our

immune

this subject

life,

some

would be about

appealing as a dentist with a dull
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it!
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Stress, the

illus.

Aging Brain, and the Mechanisms of
Neuron Death, by Robert M. Sapolsky.
The MIT Press, $55; 429 pp., illus.

stress's

many destioictive mechanisms. For

instance, he explains the

damaging

how

of overexercise by noting
try to

effects

he might

convince hunter-gatherers from the

as

twenty-six miles just for exercise.
gives us an understanding of

but

effects

may

accumulate

how

He

also

stress's

later in life and,

mize the

commonly

HITCHCOCK SHOES,

an appreciation of chronic

disheartening.

by physiologists,

isn't

only the sort of mental anxiety that

ZIP

it

new, and

perhaps most importantly, what psycho-

THE WIDEST SELECTION OF THE WIDEST SHOES ANYWHERE!

STATE

is

you would be wrong. The book is a pagetumer and is anything but depressing or
Stress, defined

CITY

What

explained by Sapolsky with witty

is

lucidity, is

excellent variety, styling and quality.
Available only through our

years ago.

presumably sane people actually run

think that reading three hundred and

pages on

fifty

You might

ably, hasten our aging rate.

in

new. Hans Selye, grand-

African savanna that in our culture some

EEE-EEEEEE, SIZES 5-13
it,

isn't

system, and, conceiv-

men's WIDE SHOES
men who need

This idea

father of stress physiology, developed

Don't Get Ulcers, Sapolsky

our stomach lining,

Extra width for

on

their effect

In his

gives us chapter and verse on
stress

The same hormones
become

the stress in their lives.

Iht iinlv rcstarcln t-sscl

ology of

stress.

stresses, the

dominated by

is

destructive in longer bouts.

what

way

right

of the

that are so adaptive in short bursts

Sapolsky, these bouts of boozy and forget-

!

I

chronic mental

nearly

were exactly the

modem human

of a

hazards of tomorrow. According to Robert

Sapolsky ought to know.
ivcl 65(1 mile?,

how

apparently giving a thought to

flight or

title

that while the life of a zebra is

is

night, those

to

on (he Ama/un River Trum Peru (hruugh
Colombia to Bra/il and back. Join biologist Caria
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muscles for

burning cars

ful relaxation

'

such as digestion or tissue repair,

tivities,

combat. Sapolsky 's point in the

lethal practical jokes

Academy

energy from immediately nonessential ac-

routinely dived in front of speeding trains,

Staff-Student ratio 1:5

For further inlormation contact

hormones

stress

to the appropriate

Two Sessions: June 20

to July 8
July 15 toJuly31

—

sharpen our senses, dull pain, and redirect

stuntmen. During the day, these maniacs

Island,

For High School students

manner

adaptive

associate with a visit

It is

we

by a tax

also any exceptional physical

demand on the body, such as fleeing from
a mugger or saving a child from drowning.
For

this sort

of physical

stress,

our bodies

are superbly designed to respond in an

and physical factors might mini-

logical

effects of stress.

For instance,

Sapolsky and colleagues discovered that

newborn

rats are gently

minutes per day during the
of their

if

handled for fifteen
first

few weeks

lives, their glucocorticoid levels

are lowered for the remainder of their
lives.

One

thing that sets Sapolsky apart from

most of

his colleagues in the field of neu-

American Museum

M

oi JNatural History
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In the Steps of

In the 1920s,

explorer

Roy

led a series of much-heralded

Chapman Andrews

July 20

August

-

7,

American Museum

Roy Chapman Andrews

expeditions into the Gobi Desert

1995

in

Mongolia. The Central Asiatic

Expeditions, as they were known,

produced some the greatest paleontological finds of the century.
In a re-creation of
toric journey, the

Museum
travel

Andrews's

his-

American

has designed a unique

program for

this

summer.

Traveling back into the Gobi, a
small group of participants will

roendocrinology
his lab bench.

is that

he

is

meet American

not locked to

Every year he ventures

tists

to

is

where he hopes

something about coping with

scien-

some of the sites
made famous by Andrews's origidesert and visit

East Africa to study stress in wild baboons. This

Museum

currently working in the

to learn

nal expeditions.

stress that

might be directly applicable to humans.

With the prejudice of

a field biologist,

think this annual experience gives

American

I

Museum

him a

of

Natural
History

perspective not frequently found in the

biomedical community: an appreciation of

Discovery Tours

the adaptive value of physiological traits.

He knows

that something can be learned
by observing how animals cope in nature.
In his study population, male baboons
have plenty of food and few predators.

Central Park West at 79th Street

New

York,

Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in

NY

10024-5192

New York

State

Their main source of stress seems to be
their

involvement in a male dominance

hi-

erarchy that seems to be equal parts psy-

Charles Darvs^in Slept Here!

chological and physical combat, what you

might expect

in a

of course,

level,

is

found among

lating the

dominance
good and bad cop-

related to

rank, but astonishingly,
ers are

all

the ranks. Corre-

behavior he observes with the

glucocorticoids he measures in the ba-

boons" blood, Sapolsky finds that the best-

coping males are socially perceptive
(quickly able to distinguish threatening

from nonthreatening social

situations),

proactive (quick to attack rather than procrastinate

when

the situation warrants),

changed
The response of the

social condi-

tions.

males

to a physical fight

to accept the

and adaptable

to

is

least-stressed

consequences of defeat or victory, and
once the fight is over to forget about it.
This was precisely what my stuntmen
friends

The Galapagos Islands

tough prison. Stress

were so good

at

—not

In

1

835, Charles Darwin developed

of the species

in

the

Galapagos

They were

satisfied

hundred and fifty-nine years later this magnificent archipela natural and environmentally pure as it was when Darwin
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tionally enjoyable read is that
'

is

an excep-

Sapolsky

is

so obviously thrilled with his subject. "I

am in

me the 1995
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book
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survived another day.
Part of the reason this
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about the past or worrying about the future.
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Also, because stress influences virtually
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every organ

we

have, he has a chance to

take us on a bodily

wonderful physiological

how

such as

tidbits,

voodoo death curse probably

a

works,

some

tour, explaining

how

to tell

whether impotence

fright

damaged,

it is

major news, not only

because hippocampal damage
in the

aging

Many

pus.

human hippocam-

the

thousands (maybe even mil-

major neurological disease of

Hons) of humans have taken synthetic glu-

but also because a

cocorticoids for decades, and unusual

—Alzheimer's—

sizable

damage

corticoids

number of Americans now

take

memory

impairment has

loss or learning

And

among

not been documented.

can lead to loss of bowel or

having a double knee replacement, Joe

laboratory rodents, the only proved

why

Namath, for instance, recently revealed
that he had been taking glucocorticoids

etary calories

regularly since the early 1960s. In addition

sociated with higher glucocorticoid levels.

chronic throbbing pain can be relieved by

a brief sharp pain

made me,

at least

tem-

porarily, reconsider the desirability of rub-

to professional athletes,

bing stinging nettles on an akeady painful

tis

area, as the villagers

I

work with

in

Papua

New Guinea do. Perhaps I'll even give it a
next

extensive

synthetic glucocorticoids regularly. After

bladder control. His explanation of

try

is

why

physiological or psychological, or

extreme

is

larly

last

Sapolsky also has a wonderfully
oblique and unpredictable

way

of explain-

book on stress, who
would have expected quotations from
Lady Chatterley's Lover and the poetry of
W. H. Auden, or a discussion of the physical stature of J. M. Barrie (creator of Peter
ing physiology. In a

arthri-

hormones, and

year a panel convened by the National

Institutes of

Health endorsed giving glu-

cocorticoids to

trip.

asthma and

sufferers also take these

all

—

method of retarding aging restricting diby 30 to 40 percent is as-

And

in

most behavioral measures, includmemory, the calorically re-

stricted rodents

perform better

These factors do not disprove SapolThere may be
memory problems

sky's hypothesis, of course.

on glucocorticoids and hippocampal damage, and
more theoretical ideas about how the hormones might be involved in normal aging,

subtle learning and

can be found in Sapolsky 's technical book.
Stress, the

Aging Brain, and

the

Mecha-

later in life

than fully fed animals.

expectant mothers in

details of his research

—

ing tests of

danger of giving birth prematurely.

The

yet,

with people on long-term medication that

have gone unnoticed. Also, the calorically
restricted rodents

may have some way

of

protecting their brains against the effects

of glucocorticoids and therefore have

good memories

the practice of grave-robbing led (by

nisms of Neuron Death. Sapolsky's pet hypothesis, explained at length, is that

a complicated route) to the now-discred-

chronic stress increases the hippocam-

if

medical practice of irradiating babies'

pus 's vulnerability to injury from other

about to be prescribed synthetic glucocor-

sudden infant

sources, and that the brain's cumulative

ticoids,

exposure to glucocorticoids over a

these

Pan)?

how
ited

He even

includes an anecdote on

throats as prevention against

death syndrome.

Sapolsky 's major personal contribution
to the scientific hterature

cerns

on

stress

con-

how exposure to glucocorticoids can

indirectly

damage

a part of the rat brain

which is involved
learning and memory, and how this

life-

time can lead to a number of normal
changes

we

associate with aging.

These ideas are controversial. Despite
the rat research and a

few anecdotal

ac-

called the hippocampus,

counts of accelerated cognitive decline in

in

victims of concentration

damage becomes
normal aging.

self-accelerating with

If the

human

brain

is

simi-

camps and

children with head injuries,

cious

little

we have

in

pre-

evidence that excessive gluco-

in their

dotage despite

But certainly,
numbers of pregnant women are

their glucocorticoid levels.

large

it

is

how

imperative to clarify

hormones affect the fetal brain.
This book wUl require real effort and
supplemental reading by readers not al-

ready fairly fluent in neurobiology.

who

ever, people

and the brain

est in stress

book

all

develop a driving

Howinter-

will find in this

the information needed to under-

The book is
most
medical issues, as you

stand the continuing debate.

much more

lucidly written than

books on technical

might expect, but the topic

is

both subtle

and complex. The mechanistic

details of

the stress response (so far as they are

known) remind me of a quip about quantum physics: "If you are not confused,
then you haven't properly understood it."
You certainly won't be confused by
Sapolsky's popular writing. Unlike most
scientists, who can beat the most gripping
topic into lifelessness, he enlivens what-

ever he touches. The real

we

test

of how

much

enjoy a book can be answered by the

question,

"Would you read

it

on a plane

the beginning of a vacation?" Indeed,

at

Why

Zebras Don't Get Ulcers would be a perfect airplane book.

Former

lion trainer Steven

an associate professor

Austad is now
Department

in the

of Biological Sciences at the University of
Idaho.

and

He

studies evolutionary biology

the biology of aging

and combines

laboratory research on opossums with
.J^^^oVi
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fieldwork on the arboreal marsupials of

Papua New Guinea.

The Competitive Edge
HOFSTRA is ranked in the top 10% of all American colleges
in nearly all

and universities

academic

criteria

and

resources.

THE DISCOVERY AND

ENRICHMENT
Our

1.3 million

volume

library is larger

than 95% of the r-*

dleg%

and

university libraries.

HAT MAKES YOU
UNIQUE,

pver 500

yearly cultural events,

from concerts to conferences,
,take place

IN

on our campus.

TOTAL HARMONY

WITH YOUR

ENVIRONMENT.

Call

516-HOFSTRA

for

mdre information.

Universe

Romancing the Mountaintop
by Neil de Grasse Tyson
know

I

that

I

am mortal

contact with the galactic bulge,

by nature,

must

I

first

my

submit, half a year in advance, a six-page

pleasure, the windings to and fro of the

proposal that outlines the planned obser-

and ephemeral; but when
heavenly bodies
earth with

I

I

trace, at

no longer touch

my feet:

I

the presence of Zeus, himself,

my

fill

vation, defends

stand in

tific

and take

its

worthiness as a scien-

and describes

in detail the

Claudius Ptolemy

time. Allocation committees parcel out

travel to

I

any of sev-

mountaintop observatories

eral

world

on curious objects in
trip takes me from

to obtain data

the universe.

Princeton,

in the

One such

New Jersey, to the Cerro Tololo

The warm

mountain winter, which intensifies as I
near the summit. I also keep a keen eye on
the sky for the giant South American condors, whose effortless ascent on the moun-

a quarter of the applicants for

tasted ambrosia, but I am no less seduced
by the offerings of the universe than was
Ptolemy in the second century a.d. Once

or twice each year,

one and one-half hour van ride up the
Elqui Valley to the summit of Cerro

more than

the mountain's largest telescopes are given

I

—

Tololo.

ever

I

—

up the coast along the
Andes to the observatory's headquarters
at La Serena, a night there, and finally a

Observing time is
awarded competitively, and, typically, no
requisite hardware.

of ambrosia.

have never met Zeus nor have

project,

bus ride north

time in blocks that are typically four to six
nights, but

may be

as short as two.

made for bad
can simply mean overcast
lowance

is

No

al-

weather, which

—

and snow

rain

storms are no worse.

A
run,

week
I

me

insulate

clothes

I

tain thermals portends a night of difficuh

observing.

Once on

the mountaintop,

have twenty-four hours

to

nocturnal inversion before

or two before the observing

prepare detailed coordinates, assem-

have brought

from the cold of the Chilean

I

complete the

my

date with

photons from the galactic bulge begins.

Or one can look

at

it

another way. The

Inter-American Observatory in the Andes

ble finding charts, and collect assorted

well-traveled photons began their journey

Mountains of Chile.

manuals and notes from previous observ-

near the center of our galaxy about 26,000

ing runs that will be useful at the tele-

years ago, rendering them contemporaries

The nighttime sky of
Hemisphere

the Southern

offers a different assortment

and orientation of cosmic objects from
particularly important to

30° south latitude
Tololo

—

—

plains about ordinary jet lag because the

26,000 light-years only to miss the

is

at

of my research involves the attempt to understand the structure of our Milky

Way

within about three degrees of the galactic
center.

Otherwise known as the "galactic

bulge,"

it

is

region that

billion stars

galaxy's

a slightly flattened, bulbous

is

For

own

The

puddles of

this reason, the ability to

vidual stars in our

re-

light.

observe indi-

galaxy provides

our best insight into the structure of all

spi-

ral galaxies.

easy

in-

In

time zone change

only helps.

to get to, but others require extensive

To come

Natural History
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in

cosmic

took only three

tor positioned in the focal plane

scope.

Most of
pletely

at

then

bus ride to the

Newark
comes a

airline tenninal,

one-half hour flight to
tional, a

International

fifteen-minute

a two and

Miami

Interna-

two-hour layover, a seven and

tele-

the photons miss Earth

and are

still

com-

speeding through

in-

Those I collect, howthose snatched from the photon

—
—

search.

D

tele-

terstellar space.

Long Term

And

tele-

scope and slam into the mountainside.

stream

Airport.

of the

can't help contemplating the fate

scope's giant mirtor. Imagine a journey of

ever

to

I

of the photons not collected by the

My pilgrimage begins with a foity-five-

are the basis for

The moment has

most of

arrived:

Time

my
is

re-

cher-

ished; clouds are despised: photons are

coveted.
ple,

The observatory

is

now my tem-

complete with a dome, a telescope,

and a dimly

lit

control

room with two

one-half hour flight to Santiago Interna-

dozen computer monitors

tional, a forty-minute

(hazardous) taxi ride

ously display updated information about

observatory guest house in downtown Santiago, an eight-hour layover, a

the telescope, the detector, the object

twenty-minute

data reductions, and the local weather.

to the

telescope sites are nearby and

travel arrangements.

70

this transformation, a

Parking Lot

billions blur into

Some

become nocturnal.

vert your schedule to

When observing the nearest

the brightest of their giant stars.

and

what you get when you

this is precisely

minute drive from Princeton

galaxies, one can typically identify only

maining

largest possible jet lag is twelve hours,

packed with more than ten
about 10 percent of the

—

total.

My

journey (much
no less drama)
days. We meet at a detec-

of Cro-Magnon.

A large pai1

because

and passes

midnight in June.

at

flight

directly

me

the center of our galaxy rises at

overhead

The

the trip.

shorter perhaps, but with

the location of Cerro

sunset, sets at sunrise,

Then comes

from Princeton to Santiago is 5,000 miles
due south. In June local time does not
change, which is not at all helpful when
you are trying to adjust to being awake at
night and asleep during the day. You will
never find an astrophysicist who com-

Hemisphere. This

that of the Northern

scope.

to the Santiago

(less

bus

hazardous) taxi ride
station,

a seven-hour

that continu-

being observed, the ongoing preliminaiy

Assisting

me

in the control

room

is

a

i
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125-

um

educational travel program in
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Reflecting
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Cruises and Tours give participants
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11,

1995

centers in the
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Each tour
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the natural world.
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September 25

-
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April 29
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July 26
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From $2,860

From

Israel

our com-

to further the educational

experience through
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$3,195

distinguished scientists and educa-

mitment

From $3,195

March
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American Museum exhibition and
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research
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renowned colleague and friend of mine
who is a pure theorist, which simply
means he does not necessarily know one
end of a telescope from the other. We are
two out of three collaborators on a project
to obtain original data on the heavy element abundances and the velocities for
thousands of stars, which will enable us to
decode some details of the history and

thought

him

My theorist

it

the

all

shaken out of alignment, and sev-

earth's air molecules, with a correspond-

ing 25 percent drop in atmospheric pres-

observer gods were upset because a pure

sure.

ground or the

cally

we conduct

extensive data reduction and

of some of the finest ground-based obser-

Not unlike evolutionary biolointerpret time scales from fossil

vations ever made. That mountains tend to

who

we

infer a

prescribed by the big

first

gas clouds

—and

the

first

genera-

—

formed from them were
composed of pure hydrogen and helium.
Most of the heavier elements came
created by supemovae, those rare,

tanic explosions of

massive

ti-

stars in their

Newton

1704

in his

trea-

there

optics:

Theory of making Telescopes could

would be

stars

formed. For each subsequent genera-

continued to

heavy elements

rise.

While some stars die shortly after they
bom, most stars live for many billions

are

we

when we observe

the

heavy-element abundance,

see a beehive mixture of

Stars,

is

begin

.

.

.

is a most serene and quiet
such as may perhaps be found on the
tops of the highest Mountains above the
Grosser Clouds.

An even better "remedy" is found in the
Hubble Space Telescope, which was lifted
degraded
image quality and poor resolution that the
lower atmosphere imposes on observainto orbit primarily to escape the

tions of all objects.
I

I

classical

tic

tory's

CD

final night

listen to

music

player.

of the observing

one of those bombas-

my

favorites

you might expect,

carries information about their velocity,

ates a

we can

onates in the telescope

derive useful information about

on the observa-

finales

(One of

is

end of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony.)
close the observatory slit, which gener-

I

stars also

end the

session as

And

from the

may be

sight:

the

light

Tremor; as

twinkling of the fix'd Stars.

Sir Isaac continued with telescopic fore-

to untangle the history of star formation.

because the

Bounds beyond

certain

in a perpetual

seen by the

By compar-

we can

at

which Telescopes could not perform. For
the Air through which we look upon the

Air,

METHOD OF PAYMENT

sound

that, as

dome

res-

with the

the mass, the gravity, and the origin of the

acoustic richness of your bathroom

bulge's structure.

shower, and

To draw

scientific

Dark

conclusions of high

I

emerge from the dome.
most coveted sequence

time, that

confidence requires data of high quality.

of observing nights

An

its

excellent night at the telescope re-

quires the very best seeing conditions.
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on

The only Remedy
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Natural History

escape Sir Isaac

from supemovae enriched the gas
clouds from which the next generation of
ejecta

number of stars with low heavy-element abundance with those of high
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the location

be ideal venues for cosmic inquiry did not

death throes. Loaded with heavy elements,

ing the
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is
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As
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and
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its stars.

multiple stellar generations.

Exp. date

above 40 percent of

among

ADDRESS

Visa

is

the earth's atmosphere

bulge from the heavy element enrichment

galactic bulge

MasterCard

optical telescope,

world's largest

tise

of years, so that

Card *

such as

this height,

Kea in Hawaii, home of the

history of star formation for the galactic

NAME

Check or money order

Mauna

mountain twice

tion of stars, the level of

and handling wilhin Ihc

These observing conditions dramatiimprove most astronomical data. A

Andes are geologically active. Regardless,
next time I may leave him at home.
At home, our offices are equipped with
powerful computer workstations where

later,

and Canada.

Cerro Tololo observ-

above nearly 25 percent of the

eral hours of data are corrupted. Either the

tion of stars

Price includes shipping

image becomes an

mere 7,000-foot mountain

atory) sits

the

U.S.A.

for con-

One conse-

As one climbs through the lower atmos-

ences a 6.5 earthquake, the detector's op-

bang theory for the origin of the universe,

Allosaurus Totebags

that a star's

(the elevation of the

evidence in sedimentary rock,

$23.50 each.

is

good

undulating blob of light on the detector,

that the top of a

gists

for

quence

is

astrophysicists.

observatory building, central Chile experi-

analysis.

Please send

bad for

is

Tololo. But five hours after he enters the

theorist entered sacred

totebag announces support for the
American Museum of Natural History
simply and elegantly in white on the
side pocket. (12" wide x 11" deep, with
4 " gussets)

dors

phere, the pressure drops exponentially, so

tics are

This classic blaclc all-cotton canvas

What

falling air currents.

would be a good
way to Cerro

I

idea to haul

THEAL1OSAURUS10TEBAG

however, the lower atmos-

phere can be a turbulent place of rising and

colleague had never been to a large optical
telescope, so

HISTOKV

heating and cooling of the

which seriously compromises observing
efficiency and data quality. For your own
safety, do not ever tell an astrophysicist, "I
hope all your stars are twinkling."

structure of the galactic bulge.

AMERICAN
MUSEUM OF
NATURAL

From uneven

earth's surface,

new

when the moon

is

near

phase, insures that at the end of an

observing run of more than four or five

days, twilight will contain the rising thin

moon low on the horizon, framed
dawn sky.

crescent

SEMINARS

layered colors of the

in the

When viewed from

a mountaintop, the

presunrise horizon light

when viewed from

is

as bright as

sea level, but the sur-

rounding sky, which has yet to be dissolved by dawn, is much deeper in its

The

darkness.

result is a stirring

sweep

from the rich remains of the night sky
overhead to the radiant twilight on the
eastem horizon.

my

With

piece of the universe

little

transferred to a high-capacity data tape in

my breast

1

pocket,

now

I

return

—

home

with

two backup tapes secured one in my
checked luggage, and one left behind on
the mountain.

But times change.

1

Princeton University's Department of

I

Astrophysical Sciences

'

is

part of a consor-

tium of five institutions (including the
University of Chicago, the University of

Washington,

I

,

State Univer-

and Washington State University)

that

own and operate a 3.5-meter telescope

at

'

New Mexico

sity,

Apache

New

Point.

Mexico. This

is

Israel

April 29

'

14,

1995

This specially-designed study tour allows participants to intensively

home of the National Solar Observatory. What makes the Apache Point

examine the many layers of history found in Israel through visits to
archeological sites, seminars, hands-on activities and excursions to

and constructed
lines

,

May

9,200-foot summit near the town of

telescope unusual
j

-

a

Sunspot,
I

through the Ages

is

to

that

it

was conceived

from independent control rooms

cated at each

member

room is in a
was carved

control

different ecological areas.

be run over Internet

space that

site.

lo-

The Princeton

specially outfitted
into the

department

basement. In principle, the only difference

between observing remotely
Point and observing

Tololo

now

Apache
at

Cerro

the length of the wires that con-

is

nect to the

For

at

on location

back of each console.

many

all I

types of observing projects,

need do

seconds from my
ment observing room. Yes, it looks,
smells, and feels like a real observing
room complete with a CD player and
subdued lighting. But as efficient as remote observing is, one cannot deny the ab-

—

sence of a mountain's majesty. For better
or worse,

when
"Back

I

I

suppose there will come a time

tell

my

Landscape of the Gods:
Ancient and Modern Greece

walk for about ninety
office door to the base-

is

May

,

13-28, 1995

This programs gives particpants an intensive look at Greek history
from the Bronze Age to the present through workshops, lectures and
excursions to ancient cities and towns, archeological

sites

and the

countryside.

grand-graduate smdents,

in the old days, the data didn't just

appear on our doorsteps.

We traveled great

distances. We ascended great mountains.
We met the universe and its photons face
to face."

an astrophysicist
who holds a joint appointment at the
American Museum-Hayden Planetarium
and Princeton University.
Neil de Grasse Tyson

American

Museum

of

Natural
History

Discovery Tours

is

Central Park West at 79th Street New York, New York 10024-5192
Tbll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York State
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by Joe Rao

A close conjunction of the moon and a
bright star or planet
sive sight,

and

this

always an impresmonth we have three
is

conjunctions gracing the predawn skies
within a five-day period.

By

Gordon Hempton
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The moon and Venus
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After sunrise, see
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you can keep both

if

moon and Venus

in sight

during the
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be rising out of the east-northeast at
about 8:30 p.m. local time.
Jupiter, like Venus, is a brilliant
will

morning

/ltk
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New York

free
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10024
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and

star

is

in the southeast as

twilight begins. For the

months of 1995,

first

eleven

Jupiter will be found

within five to seven degrees of the redhued star Antares, which the planet will

The

pass three times this year.

first

pass

occurs this month on the 23d; the others
will follow on June 7, with Jupiter in ret-

rograde motion, and on September 25,
after the planet has resumed eastward

A lovely crescent moon will be
found to the upper right of Jupiter on the
motion.

morning of the 26th.
Saturn glows yellowish white at magnitude 1.2 amid the faint stars of Aquarwest-southwest just
9:00 p.m. on the 1 st, but before 7:30
P.M. by month's end. Soon after sundown
on the 5th, Saturn can be found on a line
well below and slightly to the left of a
ius. It sets in the

after

Moon.

thin crescent

The Moon
EST;

is

first

new on

10:47 A.M.; full

quarter

the 1st at 5:57,

moon

on the 8th
on the 16th

is

is

at
at

A

new moon

second
11:59 pm., EST.
appears this month on the

30th

p.m.,

on the 23d
at

at

5:48

Earth

EST.

arrives at perihehon,

its

closest

on the
be only

point to the sun at 6:00 a.m., EST,

daytime.

month.

On

the 19th,

when

sun, will
91,400,000 miles away.

the solar

Mercury

the

The Quadrantid meteors will be vison the 4th. These
bluish white meteors, which streak from
ible to early risers

uary than

at

an area of the northeast sky near the end
of the Big Dipper's handle, are named
after the now-defunct constellation
Quadrans Murialis. This is a short-lived
display, not likely to produce more than

starts the

new

forty shooting stars an hour.

reaches

its

greatest elongation, east of

the sun. Fading rapidly, the planet
likely to

be seen

after another

Venus glimmers more
!\AiMS£RS"

Regumonth. As January begins. Mars

lus all

3:27 P.M., EST; and last quarter occurs

in the

$

Regulus. Watch

illuminate the dark portion of the lunar

glare and into the evening twilight early

TO ORDER send checkpr money order

star,

in brilliance relative to

A.M.,

The Planets in January
Mercury emerges from

Disc

the midst of a conjunction

is in

with Leo's brightest

4th,

ivailable

will

brightness in January

enhanced by "earthshine," the light reflecting off our planet, which will faintly
disk.

.-.i^X,~1

'"-'•

,

North Americans

have an excellent

than

jusly

--

slips just off to the

passing below Venus at a distance less

thunder
synch ro-

All

—

its

as it draws closer to the earth. Moving
westward among the background stars.

gibbous moon. (Spica, which is 280
hght-years away, emits as much light as
2,300 suns.) This conjunction may be
hard to see without a small telescope because the glare from the moon's sunlit
edge may obscure the star. Spica's reappearance, on the other hand, will be
spectacular, as the star springs into view
from behind the moon's dark edge. Its
sudden emergence should be easy to see
with the unaided eye, except perhaps
along the East Coast, where morning
twilight will already be well advanced.
Three mornings later, the moon now
will be positioned
a thinning crescent
off to the upper right of Jupiter. The most
eye-catching spectacle of all, however,
win occur on the morning of the 27th,

still

surf,

nearly double

Mars

side the occultation zone, but

rainforee

Venus on the morning of the 27th.
Mars, in the constellation Leo,

Spica, the brightest star in Virgo, disappears behind the bright limb of a waning

tunately,

iorning songbir^

.eon

occurs

of brilliant Venus. For South American
viewers, the moon will occult Venus in
much the same way it did Spica. Unfor-

lank a Include
epical

first

—

the globe

ircle

one

"

The

morning of the 23d, when

in the early

moon and

tacular pairing of the crescent

is

not

week.

brightly in Jan-

any other time in 1995. It
year at magnitude -4.4,
nearly thirteen times brighter than
Jupiter. All

month

it

rises in the south-

hour and a half before the
of dawn. Don't miss the spec-

Joe Rao

is

a meteorologist and a guest
American Museum-Hay-

east at least an

lecturer at the

first light

den Planetarium.

.

Carlos

lives in

Little

a

one-room shack in
Guatemala and
sleeps on the dirt
floor His family
cannot afford the
nutritious food or
medical attention
that he needs.

Melanie
a disease-

lives in

infested area of the

She

Philippines.

desperately needs
nutritious food,

medicine for her

asthma and a
chance for an
education.

Choose a boy or a
And become a
Now you

can sponsor a boy

like

Carlos or a

sponsor with no money down!
girl like

This sponsorship program

is

designed for Americans

are unable to send $20, $22, or

needy boy or

And

$24 a month

to help a

will receive;

a 3 1/2" X 5" photograph of the child you are helping.

•

two personal

•

a complete Sponsorship Kit with your child's case

and an updated photo from your

child each year.

history and a special report about the country

your child

Then

child,

ways

to

keep costs down

For example, your child does not write each month, but
a year from your child keep you in contact. And, of
to

I

provide so much:
•

emergency food, clothing and medical

•

a chance to attend school.

•

help for the child's family and community.

.

me

a photograph and case

help. If

I

decide to help this

Either.

wish

sponsor a child right now. Enclosed

Yes,

I

first

payment of $ 14. Please assign

to

list

me

Boy

a

D

OR, choose a

is

my

Girl

above.

who most needs my

help from

EMERGENCY LIST.

your

NAME
.

CITY
ZIP

made payable

to:

Children International®
.loseph Gripkey, Chief Executive

2000 East Red Bridge Road

help sponsor a child immediately

mark the "No Money Down" box

child

Please forward your U.S. tax-deductible check,

$14 a month:
Just

Giri

STATE

care.

A child needs your love!
for only

child's

send $14 a month.

Boy

prefer a

ADDRESS

Will you sponsor a child? Your $14 a month will help

how you can

will

Please send

who needs my

Either from the country

world.

is

few days you will receive your

difference!

$14 a month may not seem like much help to many
Americans, but to a family hving on an income of $1 .50 or
$2.00 a day, your help can make all the difference in their

Here

will

Thailand
The Philippines
Country preference:
India
Colombia
Dominican Republic
Honduras
Chile
Special Holy Land child program
Ecuador
Guatemala

your child just as often as you wish.

You can make a

1

in just a

history of a child

letters

you can write

box and we

List"

needs a sponsor.

kbvpl

News."

without reducing the help that goes to the child you sponsor.

course,

"Emergency

Sponsorship Application

where

I

for

and the

name, photograph and case history.
May we hear from you?

AU this for only $14 a month?

two

the

who most urgently

"No Money Down!"

— because we look

girl,

today and

lives.

issues of our newsletter, "Sponsorship

Yes

sponsor a boy or

care.

•

letters

to

Of course, you can send your first monthly gift of $14
we will immediately assign a child to your love and

3.

sponsorship program because for

mark

Or,

2.

select a child

girl.

yet, this is a full

$14 a month you

•

check whether you want
country of your choice.

Melanie for only $14 a month!

who

only $14 a month!

girl for

Kansas

City, Missouri

•

Box 419413

64141

A worldwide organization
in the

coupon.

.sen-ing children since 1936.
Financial report readily available upon request.

.___!

live Marl^t
Rentals

Education

Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS.

Free bookGallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202
available.
Lexington Avenue, Suite 314, New York, NY 10028
let

CORNELL UNIVERSITY Summer College
8942; Box 233, B20 Day

MASKS FROM PAPUA NEW GUINEA.
figures,

Tribal

4753 Summer

Set,

Rapid

BlackwaSD 57702.

City,

FAX 605-342-6249
and

Fossils,

Stone Tools,

Atlatls,

guages as

Dinosaur

CCA1 24.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATIQN/Forestry/Ecology Careers. Professional level home study for concerned inExciting careers in the outdoors.
Atlanta, Georgia.
I.,
(800)

PCD.

ature.

Free

DEPT NNA124.

AUOBS.

charge

List!

U.S.

Contact es-

tablished co-operative publisher with offices in USA
Europe. Call Pentland Press, Inc. 1-800-948-2786.

and

obligation.
lanta,

GA

Thousands
& America. Send wants. No

Out-of-print books.

in Britain

POB

Transatlantic Books,

Employment Opportunities
To $1000 daily! Overseas. Stateside. Free
ZINKVO, Box 585, Dearborn, Ml 48121-0585

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT
ucts at home. Call

toll

PAY!

15526-H

At-

bul-

environmental job openings throughout the
EOV RO. Box 788, Walpole, NH

letin lists

U.S. Free details.

NATURE AND EXPLORATION BOOKS:
Free catalog.

Harrell Books,

new.

old,

Box 425, Friday Harbor,

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology, Archaeology,
Natural History

and

related subjects.

Free catalogs.

The Hannum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore,

OK

73402-1505

PRE-QWNED BOOKS

-

All

subjects.

Send Stamp

PUBLISH WITH RUTLEDGE BOOKS. Become a
published writer by joining our quality publishing plan.
We will create, advertise, and market your book. Personalized service. Send for a free brochure today
Rutledge Books, Dept. NH1, Box 315, Bethel, CT
06801
subjects invited. Attractive books, publicity advertising, quality service, covering 5 decades of satisfied authors. Send for fact-filled
booklet and Free manuscnpt evaluation. Carlton
Press, Dept. NHM, 11 W. 32nd St., New York, NY
10001.

GOVERMENT FINANCE

your small business. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded message: (707) 449-8600. (LAI)

KNIT

dates.

Machu

Street,

New

brochure. Moriarty's,
(802) 253-4052

too (evolution
information.

etc.)!

F&R,

New

Haven,

DOG HOT SPOTS, skin lesions cures TOP (Tincture
Of Propolis). 2 fl.oz., postage handling $20.00 I.M.I.
1 1 17 SE Umatilla, Portland, OR 97202

free catalog of a full range ot buffalo products to:

Buffalo Products
POBoxl05l,Dept.NHl
Reno,NV89504

scientific fact

Fascinating book/organization. Free
Box 1281, LaCanada, CA 91012.

1-800.525-9730

'

PHONE CARDS FEATURING
money

Books

FREE CATALOG

offers

thousands of

publishers' overstocks, remainders, Imports and reprints. SAVE UP TO 80%
on yesterday's best sellers to titles
I
- you never knew existed. Over 40 subI Ject areas: Nature, Birds & Animals,
(Biography, History. Fiction, the Arts
and more, starting at $1.95. Write:
8

HAMILTON

Box 15-601,

Falls Village,

CT 06031

1

saving, collectible.

1/95

WILDLIFE.

Attractive,

limited edition prepaid

phone cards from nature photographer Mark Thomas.
Spotted Leopard, Harp Seal, endangered Florida Panther.
Each card has $10.00 Domestic/International
phone time. Great for travelers or gifts. Send $10.00
.50 S/H per card. Give quantity and description.
I.TC, 2455 E. Sunrise Blvd. #600, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33304 (800) 994-5994
-

Economical

AFRICA: Personalized

safaris in East

NY

Home

and Souithern
Box 49,

Safaris,

12457 1-800-724-1221.

NATURE EXPEDITION
virgin Islands under full sail aboard
the 131' schooner Hakvey Gamace

On board

naturalist, daily lectures,

field trips,

underwater trails, duty
one week J693,

free shopping,

Call S.A.I.L, Inc.

1-207-443-6222

ALASKA, SIBERIA: Truly unique 7-17 day small group
journeys, from wilderness kayaking, dog sledding, and
rafting, to lodge based sightseeing tours. Adventure
Alaska, color brochure: (800) 365-7057.

ALASKA WILDLAND ADVENTURES. How will you

plan

your Alaska vacation? Our informative 24-page
brochure describes how you can experience Alaska'a
most beautiful wilderness regions, see its famed wildlife,
and stay in unique, comfortable li>ackcountry lodge accommodations. Why just sightsee Alaska when you can
experience it? Call for free brochure: (800) 334-8730.

X

Galapagos
Islands!

cimall

islands!

groups on the best

Weekly departures from $1750!

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE.

Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our
Free catalog and our article
U.S. Navy collimator.
"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St., West

Coxsackie.

Natural History

New

-f-

I

AFRICA & EGYPT:

li:

CT 06525.

Miscellaneous

York,

r_AnierIca's biggest selection of

IN

rilla tracking, more. Also, unique tours in Egypt, Israel,
Turkey, Jordan, Syna. Free color catalogs. Himalayan
Travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

Display specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity guaranteed. Catalog $2. Bethany Sciences, P.O. Box

ThunderingHerd
accept

trip

IncaFIoils 510-420-1550
311 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

METEORITES— RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES.

10022.

YOU CAN BE A CHRISTIAN and

1

Mt. Tremper,

HATS, SWEATERS. Free
Box 1117N, Stowe, VT 05672

All

NH, 127 East 59th

60

Picchu option. Free brochure.

WOOL SKI

BUFFALO RANCHING makes good ecological

76

than any other Galapagos expedition.

Africa featuring Ranch/Private

Merchandise

sense for the American prairie. Please write or call for

I

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed
naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

Financial

LET THE

and evaluation. Rivercross

Publishing, Dept.

wildiife safaris in

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia. Kilimanjaro climbs, go-

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 50 years experience will help you to success. Send Manuscnpt or
outline for free information

Outstanding

Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Rwanda, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!
Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness. Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and snorkel
Darwin's "Enchanted Isles
Choice yachts, Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expeditions alive
with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife. Small groups,
expert guides, guaranteed departures. Free Brochures!
Special Interest Tours. Call (800) 525-6772.

ADVENTURES

3726-N,

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK!

I

ADVENTURE CALLING!

PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.
Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept. C671), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450.

CUSTOM

I

Tours/Trips

03608 (603) 756-4553

for

hundreds. Wiener, 130 Lakeshore 722N, No.
Palm Bch, FL 33408
of

I

Snorkeling, swimming, fishing, scuba. Bird watcher's
paradise. Brochure. Charles A. Turpin, Charlotteville,
Tobago, West Indies, Pan Caribe Tours (800) 5256896. Man Friday Diving Tel/Fax (809) 660-4676.

30333.

WA 98250.

NY

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEACH.

Assemble prod-

free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

GET

list

of Cortez.
Touch whales, packages available.
Free brochure (800) 999-BAJA.

"

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPO'RTUNITIES-Monthly
FREE SEARCH.
found annually

liter-

362-7070

institutions,

Recommended by AAZK &
illustrated witfi pfiotos.
AZAD. Only $10.00 from Willow Press, 6053 S. Platte
Canyon Road, Littleton, Colorado 80123; No shipping

DO YOU HAVE A BOOK TO PUBLISH?

Free cata1-800-722-6394.

savings!

,

dividuals.

in

50%

Institute,

(800) 362-7070 Dept.

Books/Publications
by

lan-

VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal care careers.
Home study. PC. D.I. Atlanta, Georgia. Free Literature.

A GUIDE TO AMERICAN ZOOS & AQUARIUMS,

Nearly

Audio Language

Call

71

do using same self-study

U.S. diplomats

cassettes/textbook.

Claws, books and posters. Send $2.00 for catalog:
Taylor Studios, RO. Box 1063, Matiomet, IL 61853,
(217)586-2047.

Darcy & Robert Folzenlogen; Covers 173

14853-2801

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF
log.

MUSEUM QUALITY CAST REPRODUCTIONS of Artifacts

NY

Hall, Ithaca,

LA PAZ, BAJA CALIFORNIA SUR. LaConcha Beach
Resort and Condominiums located on the beautiful
Sea

Masks,

and more from New Guinea. Large selection

of top quality pieces. Write for free stocklist.
ter Gallery,

High School

juniors/seniors earn college credit, explore careers.
June 24-August 8 phone (607) 255-6203; fax (607) 255-

NY 12192(518)731-2610.

International Wildlife Adventures
P.O. Box 891 D Greenville, MS 38702-0891

Direct Infoline: (800) 593-8881

.

Indochina
Also

Irjps lo:

Thailand,

Cali for Catalog:

800-642-27-

Indonesia,

Malaysia, Burma,

Papua

New Guinea

BROOKS

Wildlife Refuge.
remote wilderness unfolding the unique
natural history of the high arctic. Custom and scheduled
river and backpacking trips. Wilderness Alaska, ROB
1 13063, Anchorage, AK 9951 1 (907) 345-3567

Specialists in Southeast Asia

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND.
Akron

OH

Tours.

783P

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia; Tours, treks, wild-

COSTA RICA!

Authentic rainforest expeditions with author Milly Sangama. Swim with pink dolphins, make
blowguns. meet shamans at our remote lodge, from
leisurely to rugged we offer individual attention.
Women only trips available. SI 975 from Miami. South
American Expeditions 1-800-884-7474 (2932 Fairmont Avenue. La Crescenta. CA 91214)

The Amazon's

company

leading

for expedition travel, since 1 981
Individual atRegional references available. 1-800-262-9669
.

overland adventures. Huge selection. AffordFree color catalogs. Himalayan Travel,
112 Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901. (800)2252380, 24 hours.
life,

able rates.

AFRICA!

AMAZON!
In^tepmnjiureiours Mruiigruups

VaaCEHS

,

txcdleni value

P.O Bo.s91vNH. Ithag,

Um\.

N'\'

INDONESIA!

«l.
1-800-633-0299

COSTA RICA &

Central America.
National Parks,
birdwatching, rafting beaches. Weekly deparFree brochures. Terra Adventures. 70-15
Nansen St., Forest Hills. NY 1 1375. (800) 53-TERRA

Join a small group of naturalists and
photographers on a special voyage. Our comfortable
former research vessel will provide special opportunities for exploring in depth. January 30-February 14,
1996. Voyagers. Box 915-NA. Ithaca. NY 14851 (607)

257-3091.

tures.

P.O Box 3656-C12
Sonora,

same f me

at the

participate

in

a project dedicated to protecting

it.

CA 95370

Phone 61,2.2232811
GPOBOX4915, Sydney
Sydney

Fax

from
k

61.2.2232260,

The Hacienda is a shady oasis m the old silver-mining village
BATOPiLAS. between lowenng canyon walls and blue rivers.
GARDENS * 14 GUEST ROOMS * CHEF ON STAFF
Walk 10 ancient rums, lost missions, remote villages

and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and
lodge stays, and island resorts in
New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford
Track, Australia's Outback. Tropical North, and Great
Barrier Reef.
Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,
Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282.

New York.

COPPER CANYON LODGES

INTERNATIONAL

MACHU PICCHU

'800-633-4734

safaris,

BAJA'S NATURAL HISTORY.
Botany!

Geology!

Whale watching!
Personalized eco-

Pictographs!

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa
Rica,
1 1

40

—ALASKA
DENALI NATIONAL PARK

Join our annual 12-Day
whale watching/natural history cruise in February,
1995. Galapagos Travel. RO. Box 1220. San Juan
Bautista, CA 95045. (800)969-9014.

^ORKf
Interact with
scientists.

--N

on her mightiest

&Oays, Departs March 18

PO Box

67 Dt^nali NaU. Park,

St.,

Free brochures.
Forest

Hills,

NY

Discover dinosaurs, marine reptiles, or extinct mammals in western South Dakota with Museum of Geology researchers. Call 1-800-544-8162 ext.2467 for

more

information.

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA:
,

history tours,

Overland & natural

Amazon, Galapagos, Andean

Free color catalog.
2380.

Himalayan

Travel.

trekking.

1-800-225-

face lodge

Travel 650 miles on
the only research \esstl

inninir 9<l7-6«3-22y0 Willtir 6(13-675-2248

on the

AK 99755

GALAPAGOS-AMAZON.

Best choice of cruises: Luxury to Economy Weekly departures. Free brochures.
Terra Adventures. 70-15 Nansen St.. Forest Hills NY

'

>

Amazon

River

I'rotii

Peru through Culombi;i to
Brazil and back. Join biologist
C'aria Hanson, an experieneed

naturalist tiuide from Dillon, Colorado.
days, 7 nights. ()nl\ S16'>5 from Miami {we

guarantee best airfare add-on rates from other IS
the time of booking), plus $23 L'S departure

Galapagos
ger yachts.

Reserve.

Juan

Amazon,

Islands.

CA

comprehensive, profes-

and photo

Travel,

RO, Box 1220, San

95045. 1-800-969-9014.

tours since 1979.
Mainland
Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph Colley LAST Inc.
21133 (410) 922-3116
43 Millstone. Randallstown,

S1798 alNnduslve from Miami.

MD

ISLES, TURKEY COSTA RICA, Guatemala,
Honduras, Indonesia, Pakistan, India, Yemen, Jordan,
Syria, Egypt, Scotland, England, Ecuador, Galapagos,
Australia, New Zealand and many more. Small group
holidays for all ages. Call for brochure and itineraries.
Adventure Abroad 1-800-665-3998, 24 hours.

GREEK

INTERNATIONAL
EXPEDITIONS'NC

800-633-4734
-

(205) 428-r700

I

'

tours of the

Monthly departures/12 passen-

Galapagos

Bautista,

in

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

25. 1995

One Environs Park Helena. Alabama 35080

Specializing

sionally-led, natural history

ACEER Canopy

river- the

&

Nansen

Small, respected wilderness lodges in heart of
park. Mount McKinley view. Natural history,
guided hiking emphasis. Since 1951.

GALAPAGOS.
m '"^'^i

excitement while witnessing nature's greatest

spectacle

itineraries.

11375 (800) 53-TERRA

I

world renowned

Walkway System & Amazon Biosphere
Feel

departures/customized
Terra Adventures, 70-15
11375 (800) 53-TERRA

cities at

Expenerce a new dimension

rainforest conservation- the

Camp-Denali/north

& South America, Trekking the Inca
Patagonia.
Guaranteed

PALEONTOLOGICAL RESEARCH EXPEDITIONS

JAfiflAICA?
Personalised tours to remote locations seeing flowers, birds, history. .Ian
Robinson (809) 997-5798.

BAJA/SEA OF CORTEZ.

:v4INFOI^IST

with the California Native. Call 1-800-926-

for free newsletter.

EXPLORING

tours since 1966. Call Piet Van de Mark for Baja's
Frontier Tours' newsletter. (800) 726-7231

AMAZON

more

1-800-776-3942

Amazon.

Trail.

OsE D-vmoNS Park

Nature, Hiking

camping

92106 (619) 726-2228,

o)

Iexpeditions'"*

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:—

Diego, California

HACIENDA

Kenya/June 11-25. 1995.

Natural History & Ecotours in Australia.
Small groups, expert leaders, suit all ages and interests. Contact the Aussie specialist: Ecotour Travel,

Queen.

in (he bottom of a
remote Mexican canyon

15 days,S4298 all-inclusive

AUSTRALIA:

San

Pacific

VICTORIAN

Explore the dynamics of savannah,

and

1-303-278-

(619)224-4965

witness the richest wildlife spectacle on
Earth

EXPEDITIONS

Street,

renowned conservationists
for the most extraordinary safari ever.

Nanirahs! Guid^i

international

along Ba|a California
Gray whales, elephant
seals, dolphins, island, lagoon exploration: superb bird
photography 8/10 day expeditions December-April.
Pacific Queen/Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garrison

aboard the

Join world

Natural History TRrPS Worldwide since 1982

Escorting

600

Air Courier Association

JOURNEY WITH WHALES

WORKSHOP

800351-5041

weekly

8810

^AFRICA
SAVAKL^iAH

Costa Ricd'Belize'Mrica'Galapagos

GEO

INEXPENSIVE WORLDWIDE TRAVEL.
time-sensitive business documents.
flights

'

Safaris,

Off-the-tourist-track travel highlighting

the cultures and arts of this beautiful archipelago. Explore the "real Indonesia" on one of our small-group
adventures. We also offer custom itinerary planning
services. Brochure: Passport to Indonesia, Inc. 2731
Tucker, Los Alamitos, CA 90720 1-800-303-9646.

wildlife

ANTARCTICA!

hint CLus iacht Cniufs. 1 euud

(800) 777-8183

GALAPAGOS!

Cliffside

44313-5609.

AMAZONIA EXPEDITIONS.

INNERAMERICA EXPEDITIONS^

cari-

OPO

"The Hikers Paradise."
hiking, 1-4 weeks.

Trail

the 12 passenger

MV Discovery.
Call for our catalog.

AMAZON:

tention.

ARCTIC. Wolves, muskoxen,

Aboard

bou, moose, grizzlies, birds. Wildlife biologist guide. Operating 21 years. Brochure. Canoe Arctic Inc., Box 1 30C,
Fort Smith, N.W.T XOE
Canada. (403) 872-2308.

Moderate optional length Day
Drive.

Alaska

in

CANOE CANADA'S

3c>Lclet- A.a,A'eritrij,t-e5

Brochure. Alpine Adventure

RANGE-Arctic National

Small groups

tax includes international airfare from Sliami.
meals, entrance fees, research equipment, side trips

and more. Each cabin is outside with air-conditioning
and t>vjn beds. Local cre« members change - ;^
sheets and clean rooms daily. Three full
meals a day ser\ed buffet style. Cusco &
.

Machu

,

Picchii extension available.
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.
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Falling

Rut

into a

Oblivious to a mid-October

snowstorm, two Dall's sheep rams
lock horns in Alaska's Denali National

may

Park. While this pre-rut tete-a-tete

have an element of competition, these
rams, part of a group of three traveling in
search of ewes, are merely reaffirming

who's

who

in the hierarchy.

Even during

the height of the rut, Dall's rams

bighorn sheep

—

—

unlike

only occasionally engage

in head-battering violence.

The older ram stood

uphill with his

head lowered, and the subordinate, as

decorum

dictates,

initiated a ritual

approached and

of forehead rubbing.

After a few minutes he locked horns with
his superior

own head

and then gently moved

about, as

if

his

attempting to break

Although seemingly stuck together,
rams quickly disengaged and looked
around whenever something caught their

free.

the

attention.

The rubbing and hom-locking

continued for five minutes.
Valerius Geist, a biologist

who

studies

such behavior, speculates that the
subordinate

ram may be anointing

himself with oils from the dominant ram's
preorbital scent glands, located just

forward of the eyes. The

oils

may

then

help identify the subordinate as a familiar

ram, one whose status need not be
contested. Dall's rams have only a
relatively short time to mate. After they

reach breeding status (usually in seven to
ten years,

when

full swirl),

their horns

form ahnost a

they generally live only

another five years or so.

R. A.

Photograph by Craig Brandt
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SEND AN
ELEPHANT

At the American Museum
OF Natural History

(OR A DINOSAUR
OR SOME PENGUINS)

TO A FRIEND.
Expedition: Treasures from

park, Mclntyre dramatizes the conflict ba

125 Years of Discovery
As part of its 125th-anniversary celebration, the American Museum of Natural History has developed a special exhibition that
leads visitors on an "expedition" through

tween the

the

Museum.

tinuing daily throughout the year, visitors

—

equipped with a guidebook will leave
from a special "base camp" in the Hall of
Asian Mammals to explore the Museum
and learn about the historical and scientific
significance behind the objects on display.
An accompanying audioguide is available

dinosaurs, the

world's largest

land

mammal

or the lovable
penguins on a top
quality

cotton

50%

-50%

polyester T-shirt.

No shrinking.

Seven Years in the
Life of a Grizzly
grizzly bear clan in Alaska's Denali

T-Shirt

available

is

in blue with gold

and design.
Our Penguin Tlettering

Shirt
light

is

available in

blue with black lettering and design.

Any one

great as a gift or for yourself.
Non-members: $ 3.00
Adult S.M.L.XL
Boys/Girls 10-12, 14-16

Members
Sizes:

is

Price: $9.95

1

Elephant T-Shirt
Quantity

Size

$

Tyrannosaurus Rex T-Shirt
Quantity

Size

$

Penguin T-Shirt
Quantity _

^Size_

2.00

Postage and Handling

Tax

(if

(NY

applicable)

residents

$

add 81/4%

tax)

Total Enclosed

Make check

or

money

$
order payable and mail

to:

American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Money-back guarantee if not

satisfied.

Name
Address
City
State
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on Thursday, January

19,

by

For seven out of his fourteen summers
Mclntyre has followed the life of
Little Stony, from a playful cub to a fullgrown adult. In telling the story of a grizzly
and his family, as well as of the wolves,
Dall's sheep, caribou, and moose in the

and design.
Tyrannosaurus Rex

-Zip

Natural History

.
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The Monkey Wars
The use of primates for scientific researcfcl
has generated intense debate for decadesl
On Thursday, January 26, Deborah Blum,
science writer for the Sacramento Bee, wil
talk about the various aspects of the contrd

versy that she investigated in her recentlj
published book, The Monkey Wars, base
on a series of 1992 Pulitzer Prize-winnii

The lecture will begin at 7:00 p.^
Kaufmann Theater. Call (212) 76^

articles.

The Cochin Jews of

in Denali,

with silver lettering

Call (212) 769-5606 for ticket availability.

5606

tyre.

^

available in green

talk wil

7:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann Theaten

of twenty of the treasures. For information,
call (212) 769-4552.

National Park Service ranger Rick Mcln-

is

at

illustrated "passport" featuring descriptions

illustrated talk

T-Shirt

unhampered by humans. The

in the

National Park will be the subject of a slide-

Our Elephant

live

begin

for a $5.00 fee. Children receive a special,

A

expq

Fifty "treasures," selected

from the Museum's collection of more than
30 million artifacts and specimens, are
highlighted. Beginning January 14 and con-

King of the

rights of Denali 's visitors to

rience nature and the needs of wildlife

for information

and

ticket availabiliti

India
Ethnomusicologist Johanna Spector

h;

been documenting the history, material cu!
ture, and religious customs of the Jews ol
Cochin, who arrived on India's Malabar
Coast as early as a.d. 72. By the time hei
first film. About the Jews of India: Cochin.
was completed in 1976, many of the 4,0l
residents in Cochin had resettled in Israt

\

nl
Spector will talk about this prosperous, iin'
fluential, and peaceful group on Tuesday

January 31,

at

7:00 p.m. in the Main AuditO'

rium. Call (212) 769-5606 for ticket avail
ability.
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American Museum
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FAMILY ADVEimjRES
ToYAGE TO Lands of
Gods AND Heroes

-

STEROIDS

AND THE HAZARD OF IMPACTS

June 30

On Monday, January 30, Clark Chapman,

-

July

11,

1995

';nior scientist at Tucson's Planetary Sci-

ice Institute, will lecture

on the

reality

Thje,^editerraneai]i,;;Stecped in history, culture

and

nplications of asteroids colliding with the
irth.

The

slide-illustrated talk, part of the

);iiies.

Astronomy and Astrohysics," will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Haytn Planetarium's Sky Theater. Tickets are
Ties "Frontiers in

is

one

hia[gnificetiti-<^|

The Amegcan Mu.seum lias designed a special family cruise /*j
coMing summer -"a progiam suited to parents. grandparent^^J"'^

for this

and cH^i^n.-^ecompanied byMuseurri^

-T*.

l^

($6 for members). For information about
le Planetarium's Sky Show, Update: The
8

lecturen?, parti^sfeafits ,wi]l visit historic

-pla6&

"The Universe ReRecent Images from the Hubble
pace Telescope," and other Planetarium
^'ents, call (212) 769-5100.

in Italy,

nlverse, the exhibition

^eece and Turkey

such as

spectacular Santor-iai,. Crete's fjBttoui,

saled:

Minoan town of Knossos,

the acropjflJs at

Lindos on Rhodes and the ancient

Ephesus and Olympia, as well as

siDiGENOus Peoples Celebration
The Education Department's year-long
;ries, entitled "Unity Through Diversity,"
xamines cultural similarities and differnces in New York City's communities. In
inuary, programs will highlight indigenous
ultural traditions from around the world,
or a brochure and further information,
212)769-5315.

and mythology,

of the world's great treasure-troves of ancient sites and

sites

of

Istaiibul

and Athens.

call

Waterways of Russia

hese events take place at the American
luseum of Natural History, Central Park
79th Street in New York City. The
^aufmann Theater is located in the Charles
I. Dana Education Wing. The Museum has

July 15-26, 1995

#1 ^P^ > ^^

/est at

*Rw|sia's
tal city

pay-what-you-wish admission policy. For
about the Museum, call
212)769-5100.

two

greatest cities, magnificent St. Petersburg

of Moscow, are linked by

and the capi-

some of the most fascinating water-

ways in the world. This summer, a team of lecturers from the
American Museum will lead a special cruise for families that want to
immerse themselves in the culture of Russia. Along these waterways,

lore information

participants will find a land of quaint

onion-shaped

villages, churches with

.copulas, palaces

sc|nery.
'

ar^.,

American Museum's art treasures
are Joseph Wolfs watercolors, commissioned
in the 1860s by zoologist Daniel Giraud
the

an early scientific adviser to the
Museum. Selections fivm the Wolf collection,

Elliot,

an 1865 painting of Reeve's
left, will he on display at the
entrance to the Hall of Mexico and Central
including

at either

md'st irrtf^ortant cities

thi'^

Among

And

and spectacular

ajfchitecture

end are Russia's
-

centers for the

and culture for which

country are known.

American
l\/luseum of

Natural
History

Discovery Tours

oheasants,

America.
Beckea;

AMNH

Central Park West at 79th Street New York, New York 10024-5192
Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York State
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thirty-five years in the

Roy

where they discovered dozens of new
species of mollusks and fishes. De Roy
was schooled at home and began
observing plants and animals at an early

and

is

age, spending time in the
visiting scientists.

company of

She published her

first

portfolio of photographs at the age of

nineteen and became the
licensed

MasterCard and Visa ore ers.

TW De Roy

shown here on the caldera
floor of Femandina Island. When she was
two years old, her naturalist parents
moved from Belgium to the Galapagos,
(page 28)

first

naturalist

by the Galapagos national park

to introduce tourists to the region's

NATURAL

wildhfe. She

HISIORY

articles to
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now contributes

scientific

volcanology journals. After

recently

moved

New Zealand's

Galapagos,

to

De

Golden Bay on

South Island.

Nonetheless, she writes, "I have

come

to

regard the dynamic Femandina volcano
its

my spiritual
modem world

ever changing face as

home, where time and the
outside the caldera

Under her own

become

irrelevant."

imprint, she and her

partner of twelve years,

Mark Jones,

recently produced Portraits of

Galapagos, a book of photographs. For
more on land iguanas, she recommends

Dagmar Werner's

chapter in Iguanas of

the World: Their Behavior, Ecology,

Conservation, edited by A. Stanley

(Park Ridge: Noyes, 1983).

and
Rand

4

American Museum

^

of Natural History Ksp

THE DANUBE RIVER
FRONTIER OF CIVILIZATION
June 14-27, 1995

The Danube, Europe's

great "river of destiny," has been witness to cen-

human history under the Romans, Huns, Charlemagne, the
Hapsburgs and many others. Weaving its way from the Black Forest
turies of

the Black Sea,

it is

most magnificent
and architecture.

a lifeline of trade along

cities

grew and

which some of Europe's

flourished, leaving a rich legacy of art

This spring, a team of lecturers from the American
cruise
"I

always wanted to cross the Sahara,"

first

chance

in

1990 and wound up

a magnificent dinosaur quarry."

at

When he

returned to excavate that graveyard three
years

later,

Sereno and his crew got even

more experience crossing

deserts.

His

venture into the Sahara paid off with the

discovery of two

new

species of 130-

million-year-old dinosaurs, the
their

age to be found in Africa.

associate professor in the

first

of

Now an

Department of

Organismal Biology and Anatomy

will

will lead a

to

sure-troves of magnificent Gothic, Renaissance, baroque and rococo

says Paul C. Sereno (page 40). "I had

my

We

Museum

Nuremberg through Hungary, Austria and
explore some of the great capitals of Europe - trea-

from Budapest

Germany.

to

architecture.

Our

route will also take us through the heartland of

Europe, past rolling countryside dotted with lush vineyards, towering
cliffs,

medieval

Roman

ruins and

limestone
villages,

ancient castles. Join us for

an exciting voyage along
this centuries-old trade route

linking the great cities of

Europe.

at the

University of Chicago, Sereno received

from
Columbia University while studying
vertebrate paleontology at the American

his doctorate in geological sciences

Museum of Natural

from

fossils

more about

is

and

JNurcmberg

Prague*

History. In addition

to his interest in the evolution

dinosaurs, he

GERMANY

of

currently using evidence

DNA sequences to learn

the origins

Berchin,

Passau ^DHrnstein

and early

evolution of birds. Sereno

^'ienna

recommends

David Norman's Illustrated Encyclopedia
of Dinosaurs

(New

York: Crescent

Books, 1985) as the best general book on

For a comprehensive and more
technical source, readers can turn to The
dinosaurs.

Dinosauria (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1990), edited by David
Weishampel, Peter Dodson, and Halszka

Osmolska.

CZECH REPUBLIC

Kelheim

AUSTRIA
American

Museum of

Budapest

Natural
\^&fBm History

Discovery Tours

HUrVGARY

Central Park West at 79th Street New York, New York 10024-5192
Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York State
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social behavior

f^^'^'

better than

more

Craig Brandt (page 78) has enjoyed
photography since he was nine.

who was

mother,

explanations

her

based on feeding

photography when she gave

The

ecology.

work

Gombe

own right,

"My

a fine photographer in

traditional

my interest in
me my first

sparked

camera, a plastic Kodak Brownie, in the

have the

mid-1960s.

I still

has been

photograph

I

particularly

older brother sitting on the couch with a

poignant, with

smirk on his face because he didn't think

primate pitted

there

at

against primate.

Stanford hopes to

expand

—a

ever took

first

picture of

my

was any film in the camera." Brandt
grew up in Los Angeles, but frequent
trips with his parents to the Sierras and

his

research to the

evolution of

hunting behavior
in primates,

including humans.

Craig B. Stanford (page 48)

is

an

His favorite primates, however, are not
they are his two small

assistant professor of anthropology at the

hunters at

University of Southern California. His

daughters,

fieldwork on primates was
where he studied tamarins. For

in Peru,

him

his Ph.D.

primates, Stanford suggests

first

all:

who sometimes accompany

into the field.

For more on hunting

Geza Teleki's

Stanford traveled to India and

The Predatory Behavior of Wild
Chimpanzees (Lewisburg: Bucknell

Bangladesh to investigate ecological

University Press, 1973). The

influences on social behavior in capped

Chimpanzees of Gombe, by Jane Goodall
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1986), provides a thorough and intimate

at the University

of California, Berkeley,

langur monkeys. While working on the

was struck by how pressure
from predators and the need to defend
mates can sometimes explain primate
langurs, he

Fred Bruemmer (page 56) has
traveled extensively in the Arctic for
thirty-seven years, living for

many

months

at

camps.

Some of the people he met still

a time with Inuit in their

look into the lives of these close relatives
of ours.

books, The Narwhal:

Unicom of the

Arctic Sea and Arctic Memories:

Living with the Inuit, both published by

Key

Porter Books, Toronto. For

additional reading, he

recommends

had knowledge of Inuit life in precontact
times. From them he learned many details

Prehistory of the Eastern Arctic, by

about traditional hunting techniques,

Press, 1985).

Moreau

S.

Maxwell (Orlando: Academic

other paits ol the West gave
desire to get

away from

him a

it all.

In

lasting

1976 he

received an associate of arts degree in
forestry, but

when he

realized that his

including the use

bank account and

of inukshuit, or

incompatible, he decided on an

his college goals

were

stone men, in

apprenticeship in heavy equipment

caribou drives.

mechanics

A longtime

anywhere. In 1983, he married his wife,

contributor to

Robin,

Natural History

mountaineering course. For their

(this is his

Bmemmer most

honeymoon, they packed up their stuff
and went to Fairbanks, Alaska. They
never left. Brandt now lives in McKinley
Village, a small town just outside Denali

recently wrote

National Park.

about sea lions

wrench, he enjoys canoeing and hiking

twenty-third
article),

in the

September

When not wielding a
who

also enjoys

shortage of wildlife to photograph.

He

was taken with a Pentax 645 camera and
a 600 mm f5.6 lens.

also the author

Natural History

The

shot of the Dall's sheep rams in this issue

of two recent

84

he could take

whom he had met in a

with his wife,

("Rough
is

skill

photography. In Denali, they find no

1994 issue
Rookeries").

—a
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Mem

Discoveries and

meet

An
takes

underwater kingdom

me where my mind

has never gone before.

The water

So

is

warm.

so

clear.

i

Around every
just out of sight,

coral,

lie

new

discoveries.

New challenges.
The world up

there seems

so far away.

And yet

there's

an

untouched sandy beach
with a swaying

hammock just
Everything
to get to.

waiting.
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so easy

So easy

to enjoy.
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on Earth,
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Trina Barta, Cadillac Employee Volunteer

THE ENVIRONMENT

"Cadillac engineers are always

looking for ways to help protect our customers. But they're

also looking for

ways

to help protect the environment.

For instance, 75% of Cadillacs by weight can be recycled.

The

DeVille actually gets better fuel

some smaller

cars.

And

economy* than

as a corporate sponsor to

The

Nature Conservancy, we're not only donating money to

help preserve wildlife.

Our volunteers donate

their
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Flying Lessons from a
Flightless Insect
Can

winter stoneflies teach us

how

insects first took to the air?

by James H. Marden
By

Febraary of 1994, the sunshine

late

enough warmth to nudge
midday temperature a few degrees

finally carried

the

above freezing. After a seemingly

inter-

minable succession of severe storms and
record snowfalls, the brutal winter was
nally drawing to an end.

of spring in the

air,

fi-

With the promise

my

student Melissa

Kramer and I trudged through thigh-deep
snow to reach the shores of Bald Eagle
Creek

in central Pennsylvania.

come

to collect winter stoneflies,

the

first

We

had

some of

adult insects to appear each year in

this part

of the world. These stoneflies,

Taeniopteiyx burksi, spend a year living as

nymphs in the streams where
bom. Once they are fully mature (in February or March), the nymphs
metamorphose into their flightless, adult
form, leave the water, and crawl about on
streamside snow in search of mates.
The stoneflies' ability to complete their
herbivorous
they were

life

cycle at cold temperatures

is

unusual

among insects, but it was not the reason
we had ventured out through the snow. We
had come to see if these little-studied insects

might shed

curred

light

some 350

on an event

that oc-

million years ago, one

changed the way life evolved
on Earth: the evolution of insect flight.
When insects took to the air, they became
capable of traveling over land faster and

that forever

farther than any life

forms that preceded

them and of colonizing remote patches of
habitat. Flight allowed novel ways of interacting with the environment, which in
turn led to faster evolution and frequent
speciation. The end result is that flying insects are the most speciose life form on the
planet (roughly 60 percent of all living
species described by science). Robin
Wootton, of the University of Exeter in the
United Kingdom, has written

that

humans

must deal daily with the consequences of

Winged but flightless, an adult winter stonefly walks about on
snow in search of a mate.

streamside ice and

Photographs by James H. Marden
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Swiftly
their

this

to

is

no barrier

I

am

reminded of every time

mosquitoes biting

my

stateI

swat

ankles or see a

farmer spraying pesticides on a

But

winter stoneflies,

to

field.

February there were no mos-

in late

quitoes, just a

few

stoneflies walking

around on the snow. What could these
drab insects possibly teach us about the

The answer

evolution of insect flight?
that question

to

goes back to 1985, when

read a paper by Joel Kingsolver and

I

Mimi

winglets resulted in higher body tempera-

Vermont, has pointed out, the most primi

At a certain wing size, they argued,
selection for aerodynamic benefits, rather

tive extant

than thermoregulation, could have taken

over as the driving force behind the evolu-

form of thermoregulation.
Another key part of many

tion of wings.

puzzles

This study received widespread atten-

How

could insects

aerodynamic benefits
ability to glide

some

(for

to confer

example, the

nontrivial distance)

increases in the size of any

initial

there are

engage

to

in anj

evolutional!

the fossil record. Unfortunatel'

no

remains of the earhei

fossil

lem was now solved, with no reason to
study it any further (see "Not Necessarily
a Wing," by Stephen Jay Gould, Natural

evolved from aquatic ancestors that swai

cal,

in evolution.

is

insects (mayflies an

known

flying insects, but the existing evidenc

and colleagues told

Berkeley, that addressed a long-standing

have evolved wings long enough

me

winged

stoneflies) are not

that the prob-

tion,

History',

when

use

tures.

Koehl, of the University of California,

mystery

wliicli

skim across the surface to reach the shore.

profound evolutionary event, a

ment
at

moving water

wings

"|||

October 1985).

I

remained skepti-

however, because the Kingsolver and

suggests that flying insects
and/or

moved water over

flapping movable

may

ha\

their gills t

gill plates

on the

thori

and abdomen. Jarmila Kukalova-Peck,

Koehl model did not address how natural

Carleton University in Ontario, has lor

movable

championed the idea that insect win,
arose from movable gills, drawing suppe
for her hypothesis from development;

selection produced the muscles,

wing

joints,

and complex neuromotor co-

ordination that are just as necessary for effective flapping flight as large wings.

1

how a nonflying or glid-

anatomical, and neurological homologi

protowings would probably not have been

could not imagine

advantageous and thus would not have

ing insect could benefit from rudimentary

and living

given natural selection anything to act on?

versions of these features. Flight requires

been met with some skepticism, partly

Kingsolver and Koehl proposed that the

the simultaneous function of a suite of in-

cause

ancestors of flying insects could have used

terdependent anatomical and behavioral

aquatic insect could evolve into a

on the thorax (the middle
three body regions) to warm

between wings and the

it

is

insects.

gill plates

of fos

This conclusion h

difficult to picture

1:

how
flyi

tiny protowings

traits;

of an insect's

puzzle. Furthermore, Kingsolver and

intervening terrestrial stage.

themselves and thus walk faster and cover

Koehl perfomied

more ground. Their experiments with

physical models rather than real insects,

To my way of thinking, howev
Kukalova-Peck 's interpretation is the

ficial insect

6

models indicated
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arti-

that larger

yet as

long wings are but one part of the

their

experiments with

Bemd Heinrich, of the University of

one without losing

its gill

plates during

1

m

convincing offered to date.

And

gill

pi

t
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more dauntcomplex joints,
muscles, and neuromotor coordination
needed for flapping flight evolved. If these
features were abeady in place because anwould solve

origins

the even

how

ing problem of

the

cestral insects flapped their gill plates,

then

of the essential elements of a flight

all

motor would have already existed. In that
case, the problem could be reduced to fig-

how

uring out where and

from water

me for a number of years.
My father introduced me to fly-fishing
my early teens, so I had been an ob-

gnawed
in

the transition

to air occurred, a puzzle that

at

server of aquatic insects periodically

my

throughout

adult

However, ob-

life.

serving animals casually and watching

them

two very different

in detail are

and thus

things,

I

began

1985 to watch

in

newfound intensity.
appreciate was that adult

While the

revelation.

chilled students la-

bored to collect nymphs from the bottom

was surprised to find that
were walking about on
streamside snowbanks. What really
caught my attention was how these insects
managed to reach the snowbanks, for
many of them were emerging from their
nymphal stage in midstream, on bits of
sediments,

I

adult stoneflies

plants, rocks, or ice protruding out

water.
thirty

—

—

of the

To reach shore often fifteen to
feet away across fast-flowing water

they traveled atop the water surface in

much

same way

the

as an Everglades air-

aerodynamic thrust supplied by

boat, with

The arc of the wingstroke
was cut short by the water beneath the
body but was otherwise indiscernible
from that of a flying insect. All six legs
beating wings.

skimming velocity exceeded top
swimming speed even when we reduced

that

their

wings

to small flaps (25 to

30 percent

of their original length and area, a size

comparable
sil

low as 35°

tures as

output

to that of the gill flaps of fos-

and subjected them

insects)

to tempera-

when muscle power
minimal. As temperature and

is

F,

wing size were increased, surface-skimming velocity improved steadily. These
our hypothesis: surface

results supported

skimming, even with a rudimentary
motor,

is

and gradual selection for faster surface
skimmers could result in the evolution of
wings and muscles.
While these' experiments are valuable
as a demonstration of what is mechanically possible and evolutionarily feasible,
we don't know yet whether surface skimlarge

aquatic insects with a

maintained continuous contact with the

began

water. In this fashion, the stoneflies

ming

skimmed

burksi, is an ancient behavior that

Wliat

I

to

forms of many aquatic insects spend a

moving about on

great deal of time

water surface, and they do so
riety of

in a

the

wide va-

ways. Whirligig beetles swim

many

steadily along the surface,

mov-

our stoneflies, Taeniopteryx

in

date back to the very roots of insect flight

by walking or swimming underwater.

or has evolved from sti"ong-flying ances-

When

tors.

tossed these stoneflies into the

I

air,

The

loss-of-flight scenario

they flapped feebly while plummeting to

motorboats; water striders stroke grace-

the ground, thus demonstrating that they

Taeniopteryx were strong

cannot

the entire

fully along like

oarsmen; caddis

dle frantically with their hind

flies

pad-

and middle

legs, periodically rising off the surface to
fly for

the water.

Anyone

stream on a

sitting

the lab at

Now

the

tains

single family, that are

which appears

evening can

traveling on the

fly,

but was using an aerodynamically

powered form of semiaquatic locomotion.
Might this behavior represent a viable in-

it

lies

termediate stage for the transition between

in density

and

swimmers and fliers?
To answer this question, Melissa and

one goes from water

to

air.

Small aquatic animals that manage to

rise

set out to

up onto the water surface can move about

ming

much more

size, flight

rapidly than can subsurface
is

temperature).

here was a primitive insect that could not

hundredfold decrease

swimmers. Thrust

room

beside a lake or

water's surface rather than beneath

viscosity as

peratures (ajthough they can fly weakly in

still

required, of

determine

ability varied

muscle

In particular,

how

size,

I

surface-skim-

and muscle power.
to

know

if

fliers;

however,

known

(The remainder of

have originated early on

to

in the evolution

to be strong

this superfamily,

of stoneflies, are

all either

surface skimmers or their locomotion has

not yet been studied.)

At

present,

we

are examining features

of wing vein structure that appear to corre-

with changes in wing

we needed

would be

of the close relatives of

Nemouroidea superfamily cononly a few species, belonging to a

fliers.

observe dozens of other such examples.

in the

environmental tem-

if all

puzzle pieces were falling into place, for

warm summer

The advantage of

fly at typical

easy to infer

upon

a few feet, only to settle back

might

times faster than they could have

ing

little

about in frenetic groups like crazed

flight

an improvement over swimming,

even

late

with

stincture

of

flight ability in stoneflies. If

vein

can be used as a reliable indicator

flight ability,

then

we

will

be able to

make broad surveys of museum specimens and perhaps even fossils to determine how flight ability has changed dur-

course, and can be supplied for surface

stoneflies with very small

by either a hydrodynamic (watermoving) or an aerodynamic (air-moving)

muscle power (characteristics presumably

ing the evolution of stoneflies and

possessed by ancestral insects that

primitive insects in general.

mechanism. Evolutionary transitions between these two types of mechanisms are

tempted aerodynamically powered surface skimming) are able to skim faster

travel

fairly

common, for hydrodynamic devices
make passable aerodynamic de-

than they can swim.

wings and low
first at-

We also needed to de-

small increments in wing size

typically

termine

vices (picture a boat propeller being used

and muscle power cause steady improvements in skimming performance.

as a fan). Various animals, such as flying

and penguins, have made the

fish
tion,

and some

their

wings for both swimming and

birds,

transi-

such as puffins, use
flying.

This line of thought suggested that the

if

To produce wings of varying
scissors.

We

varied muscle

cles contract

my

ate considerably less

answer

to the

was
"how"
I

still

looking for an

question. Then, in

we

power by

re-

ducing the temperature, since cold mus-

water surface was the "where" piece of
puzzle, but

sizes,

simply trimmed the stoneflies' wings with

that

more slowly and thus gener-

Melissa and

I

power. Experiments

conducted during Feb-

March of 1994 showed

Februaiy of 1991, while teaching an ecol-

ruary and

ogy course

under optimal conditions, surface-skim-

that required students to collect

a sample of aquatic insect

stream

in central

New

nymphs from a

York
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State,

I

had a

ming

Such analyand
imprecise. They depend heavily on certain
untestable assumptions and the principlel
of parsimony; that is, the need to decidel
which among competing historical scenarios would have required the fewest evoluses,

however, are inevitably

difficult

we may never
how flight evolved in stone-

tionary transitions. Thus,

know
flies,

for sure

but the research

theless, for

ming

is

exhilarating none-

when we look

at

surface-skim-

stoneflies in the present,

we

be peeking a third of a billion years

mayi
intc

the past.

that

stoneflies could reach speeds of

about one and a half feet per second, and

Jim Marden is an assistant professor of bi
ology at Pennsylvania State University
University Park.
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Ghosts of Bell Curves Past
The mismeasure of man continues, as a current bestseller revives academic racism's old arguments
Stephen Jay Gould

I

know whether or not most white

don't

men can jump (ahhough

I

can

attest,

through long observation, that Larry Bird

—

oh Lord, could he play bas-

cannot

but,

ketball!).

And I

I

don't

much care,

although

suppose that the subject bears some

and marginal legitimacy

terest

in

an

in-

and has been the fundamental

theories,

maxim of govemment of every
or small.

The

nation, great

prejudices of country have no

other cause; each nation believes in

its

crude terms of color for his three major
groups).

own

neighbors, and very
often different parts of the same nation regard each other with contempt.
superiority over

yellows and blacks (Gobineau used these

No

one would doubt the

po-

tency of such ideas, and no one would

any claim

credit

in the interest

alter-

Gobineau was undoubtedly the most inacademic racist of the nineteenth

nate framing that avoids such biologically

political

its

Gobineau wrote only

that

of abstract truth and with no

agenda of advocacy

in

mind. Nonetheless,

meaningless categories as white and
black. Yet I can never give a speech on the

fluential

it

century. His writings strongly affected

ican translation, published in Philadelphia

subject of human diversity without attract-

such intellectuals as Wagner and Nie-

in 1856, as Dred Scott stood before the
Supreme Court near the brink of our Civil

ing

some

variant of this inquiry in the sub-

sequent question period.
version,"

I

I

hear the "sports

suppose, as an acceptable sur-

tzsche and inspired a social

known

movement

as Gobinism. Largely through his

on the English zealot Houston

influence

does no harm to point out that the Amer-

War, surely touched a nerve
times

—

^for

in parlous

Gobineau's distinctive notion

rogate for what really troubles people of

Stewart Chamberlain, Gobineau's ideas

of racial purity, and the danger of inter-

good

served as a foundation for the racial theo-

mixing, surely struck

will (and bad, although for other rea-

sons).

ries

The old days of overt racism did not engrandfather of

modem

Hitler.

Gobineau,

an aristocratic royalist by background,

academic racism,

matic career for the French govemment.

He

wrote several novels and works of his-

tive popularizer of anthropology in the

of the Persian

mode, wrote a long appendix to the
(his textbook. Types of
Mankind, written in 1854 with G. R. Gliddon, was the contemporary American
bestseller in the field). Lest anyone miss

in-

torical nonfiction (a history

the nature of supposedly inborn and un-

people and of the European Renaissance,

changeable differences among racial
groups, he laid it right on the line. The title
of the concluding chapter to volume one
of his most influential work, Essai sur I'inegalite des races humaines (Essay on the
"Moral and

Races), reads:

Intellectual Characteristics of

the Three Great Varieties."

Our concerns

have always focused on smarts and decency, not jumping height and susceptibility to

cardiovascular arrest.

And Gobineau

left

no doubt about

his

position:

became most famous for
work on racial inequality,
published between 1853 and 1855.
for example), but

his four-volume

Gobineau's basic position can be easily
summarized: the fate of civilizations is
largely determined by racial composition,
with decline and

idea of an innate and permanent differ-

ence in the moral and mental endowments
of the various groups of the human species,
is one of the most ancient, as well as universally adopted, opinions. With few exceptions, and these mostly in our own times, it
has formed the basis of almost all political
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fall

usually attributable to

dilution of pure stocks

by interbreeding.

racist

translation

the point of local relevance for this Euro-

pean

treatise, the translator

wrote in his

preface:

The aim

[of studying racial differences]

certainly a noble one,

and

its

is

pursuit cannot

(Gobineau feared

that the contemporary
weakening of France, largely to German

be otherwise than instructive to the statesman and historian, and no less so to the gen-

advantage, could be "traced to the great

eral reader. In this country,

variety of incongruous ethnical elements

composing the population,"
wrote

as his transla-

American
The white races (especially the dominant Aryan subgroups)
might remain in command, Gobineau
tor

The

strongly

and pervasive inequality, with enslavement of blacks and decimation of Indians.
J. C. Nott of Mobile, America's most ac-

comte de Gobineau

Human

home most

our nation of maximal racial diversity

terspersed writing with a successful diplo-

When

(1816-82), asked a similar question about

Inequality of

in

the

gender such squeamishness.
Joseph-Arthur,

espoused by Adolf

in introducing the first

edition of 1856.)

hoped, but only

if

they could be kept rela-

from miscegenation with intellectually and morally inferior stocks of
tively free

it is

particularly

and important, for not only is our
immense territory the abode of the three
best defined varieties of the human species
the white, the negro, and the Indian
to which the extensive immigration of the
Chinese on our Pacific coast is rapidly
adding a fourth, but the fusion of diverse nationalities is nowhere more rapid and cominteresting

—

plete.

Yet Gobineau needed evidence for his
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claims. (Note that

my

previous quotation

from Gobineaus book only
of

all

asserts a belief

people in innate inequality, not any

evidence that

this

common

impression

is

correct.) Therefore, in the last chapter of

his work,

Gobineau outlines an approach

to securing this necessary data for his

racism.

He

begins by telling us

should not frame the argument.
not,

how we

We should

he claims, point to the poor accom-

plishments of individuals in "inferior
races," for such a strategy will just backfire

as egalitarians search for rare

ally

is

benighted groups. Gobineau begins

by writing

(the quotation

long, and chilling, but well worth the

space for

its

reminder about "certainties"

of a not so distant past):

have endeavored
to show that ... the various branches of the
human family are distinguished by permanent and ineradicable differences, both
mentally and physically. They are unequal
In the preceding pages,

I

in intellectual capacity, in personal beauty,

and

in physical strength.

this conclusion, I

method which

it,

... In coming to

have totally eschewed the
unfortunately for the

is,

cause of science, too often resorted to by the

is

sionary's or navigator's journal,

wherefrom

appears that some Yolof has become a
skillful carpenter, that some Hottentot has
made an excellent domestic, that some Cafit

the

European peasantry, or

just perhaps

the lower reaches of the bourgeoisie

—

but

never, heaven forfend, even the worst of
the upper classes!)

How,
firmed

then, shall racial status be afif

arguments about individuals

have no validity? Gobineau

must

we

states that

imbued

find a measure, preferably

with the prestige of mathematics, for aver-

age properties of groups:

on the violin, or that some
Bambarra has made very respectable

Once

for

progress in arithmetic.

uals]

seem

fre plays well

exem-

plars of high achievement within gener-

his final chapter

and which, to say the least of
simply ridiculous. The discussion has
not rested upon the moral and intellectual
worth of isolated individuals.
I shall not even wait for the vindicators of
the absolute equality of all races, to adduce
to me such and such a passage in some misethnologists,

am

I

prepared to admit

—

—and

to

admit

without proof anything of that sort, however remarkable, that may be related of the

most degraded savages.
Nay, I go farther
than my opponents, and am not in the least
disposed to doubt that, among the chiefs of
the rude negroes of Africa, there could be
found a considerable number of active and
.

.

.

vigorous minds, greatly surpassing in
ity

fertil-

of ideas and mental resources, the aver-

age of our peasantry, and even of some of
our middle classes.
(Pervasiveness of prejudice does reside in

such arguments [about individme unworthy of real science.
Let us leave such puerilities, and compare, not the individuals, but the masses
This difficult and delicate task cannot be accomplished until the relative position of the
whole mass of each race shall have been
.

.

all,

to

.

nicely, and, so to say,

mathemaUcally de-

fined.
I was, I confess, prompted to reread
Gobineau by the current brouhaha over
The Bell Cuiye, by Charles Murray and

my
I

late

colleague Richard Hermstein, for

recognized that they use exactly the same

ineau, writing in his self-styled generous

structure of argument about individuals
and groups, although for quite a different

mode,

purpose, and the disparity within the simi-

the unconscious details. Note

ruler,

still

how Gob-

cannot imagine, for an African

any higher

intellectual status than

larity struck

Murray

me

as eerie. Hermsteiri

and

also claim that average differ-

ences in intelligence between racial
groups are real and salient (also largely innate and effectively immutable), and they
also insist that such group disparities carry

no implication

judgment of indihope to avoid a
charge of racism and secure a judgment as
upholders of human rights, for no black in-

^^ €@'sm^^

for the

viduals. In this way, they

dividual, in their view, should be devalued

because his group

is

innately less intelh-

gent than whites; after
individual

may

ber of his averagely
say that

I

all, this

be a rarely

particular

brilliant

dumb

race. (I

memmust

regard such an argument as

ther disingenuous or naive,

and

I

ei-

can't

view Mr. Murray as naive, given the realities of racial attitudes in America versus
our ideal hopes for judgment of

all indi-

viduals on their personal achievements

and attributes alone, and not by their group
membership.)

Gobineau wished to separate individual
and group judgment because he didn't
want the "reality" of group differences
blurred by the uncharacteristic performance of rare individuals. Hermstein and

Murray make

the distinction in a very dif-

ferent political climate; they

emphasize

the reality of individual achievement
(rather than

its

annoying confusion)

in

order to avoid (and fairly enough) the
"Really? I'm divorced
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and have

three children too!

charge of racism, while maintaining
something quite close to Gobineau 's atti-
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—
tude about group differences in

gence and the unlikelihood of
understand that

sure. (Please

I

intelli-

their era-

am

not try-

century. (As

am

I

explain in

much

do not view the

ing to besmirch Hermstein and

Murray by

ing and

name-calling from the past.

am

prise as inherently racist or devoted to ar-

I

not

at-

tempting to establish any indirect linkage
Third Reich

to the

blame Gobineau

—and

neither can

we

for Hitler's extreme us-

ages via Chamberlain. But

I

do

find

it

fas-

cinating that structures of ideas can be so
similar across the centuries, while thinkers

of basically consonant
size different parts of

mind

will

an entity

empha-

in the cli-

I

certainly

guing for immutable

The "Gobinist" version of mental

greater de-

my book

The Mismeasure of Man. I
not opposed to all forms of mental test-

tail in

enter-

human differences

ing

—use of

test-

the enterprise to argue for

innate and ineradicable differences in

general
groups

among human

intelligence

—

upon four

relies

sequential

and

must be

true

interrelated premises; each

must

for exactly the opposite intention has often

individually (and

been promoted

hold as well) or else the entire edifice col-

the

using tests to measure

in

improvement

that

good education can

1.

The wonderfully multifarious and
human attributes

multidimensional set of

we

of mental testing does undergird most ar-

that

guments about

must all

intellectual differences

mates of varying times.)

among human groups made

Gobineau, seeking his mathematical
basis for group differences in intelligence
and morality, was stuck with the crude and

tury.

Moreover,

emerge

directly

this

the linkages

lapses:

supply.)

Nevertheless, one particular philosophy

all

vemacular
upon a single, overarching (or

call intelligence in the
rest

our cen-

undergirding) factor of general intellectual

philosophy does

capacity, usually called g, or the general

in

from the cruder tech-

factor of intelligence (see

my

critique of

niques of body measurement that defined

this

measures of nineteenth-century
mainly shapes and sizes of
skulls and other body parts (for no supposedly "direct" assessment by mental testing
had yet been developed). For example,
Gobineau located black destiny in external

the subject in the nineteenth century

chapter 6 of The Mismeasure of Man).

sult

of well-exposed fallacies in the gen-

establish a hierarchy of differential intelli-

anatomy:

eral

argument and

of data to vaU-

gence. And, finally (for the social factor in

date the essential premises. But Hermstein

the argument), people's achievements in

direct

racist science

—

The dark races are the lowest on the scale.
The shape of the pelvis has a character of
animalism, which is imprinted on the individuals of that race ere their birth, and
seems to portend their destiny.
The
.

.

.

negro's narrow and receding forehead
seems to mark him as inferior in reasoning
capacity.

Moreover,
of

in a

manner so

characteristic

pseudoscience, Gobineau manages

this

every observation

to spin

in the light

of his

preconception about black inferiority.

Even

ostensibly favorable traits get rede-

ployed
tion.

in the service of racist interpreta-

On the supposed stoicism of blacks in

the face of pain, for example,
cites the

Gobineau

testimony of a doctor: "They bear

surgical operations

people, and what

much better than

would be

white

the cause of in-

supportive pain to a white man, a negro

would almost
the legs of

disregard.

many

have amputated

I

negroes,

who have

held

the upper part of the limb themselves."

Any white man would be praised for bravery, courage,

and

attributes this

supposed toleration of pain

by blacks

"a moral cowardice which

to

nobility, but

Gobineau

readily seeks refuge in death, or in a sort of

monstrous impassivity."

As measurement of bodies formed

the

crude and only marginally successful
(even in their
tific

own terms) devices of scien-

racism in the nineteenth century, so

has the more sophisticated technology of

mental testing
side, as

outside

about

16

it

—

—measuring

the subtle in-

were, rather than the indirect

set the basis for

human

most arguments

inequality in the twentieth
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in this sense,

Gobineau

to this particular hereditarian

theory of IQ.

I

thought that

this

philosophy

had receded from influence as a
failure

and Murray have revived
in its full

—and

we may trace continuity from

this

and original form

Cwve, and we must

joint re-

philosophy
in

The Bell

therefore return to the

historical sources of fallacy.

2.

in

notion and

its

mathematical basis in

The general "amount" of intelligence

each person must be abstractable as a

single

number

(usually called IQ).

ear ranking of people by

life,

and

A

lin-

IQ must therefore

their social ranks in hierarchies of

worth and wealth, must be strongly correlated with their
3.

IQ

scores.

This single number must measure an

.

most

inborn quality of genetic constitution,

ing our

highly heritable across generations.

World War

A

4.

person's

IQ score must be

stable

—

and permanent subject to little change
(only minor and temporary tinkering) by
any program of social and educational

in-

tervention.
In other words, to characterize

word

the four arguments in a

human

intelligence

(as a single

trine

is

must rank as one of

right

have

because his

validity,

ar-

and the

and humane

purely practical approach.

effort

test

little

In 1904. Binet

devised a

(counting coins, for example) and suppos-

was commissioned by

to devise a

way

He

based upon a hodgepodge of diverse

tasks related to everyday problems of life

the great fragedies of

twentieth-centur}' science.

the Minister of Public Education in France

is false,

had

particular needs.) Binet decided on a

to

ment and associated political agenda goes
belly-up. For example, if only the fourth
cial

inflexible; teachers

law!). Rather, Binet

these assumptions fails, the entire argu-

premise of immutability

and curricula

time to devote to individual students with

distortion of his wise

any of

schools, classes tended to be quite large

well in science than in constitutional

or two,

If

difficulties in nor-

mal classrooms suggested some need for
special education. (In French public

of original intent works even less

guments continue

must be abstractable

and effectively immutable.

itable,

The exposure of Binet's
original intent does not prove him right or
the hereditarians wrong (after all, a docI).

each of

number), rankable, highly her-

primary school whose

jingoistic years around

of identifying children

edly involving basic processes of reasoning (logic, ordering, coiTection), rather

than explicitly leamed skills such as read-

in

then so-

programs of intense educational reme-

may

diation

well boost, substantially and

permanently, an innate and highly heritable disadvantage in

—

IQ

just as

I

may

Jane Goodall raves

purchase a pair of eyeglasses to correct an

and

entirely inborn

—

fully heritable defect

"You

of vision. (The false equation of "herita-

will

be transported into

ble" with "permanent" or "unchangeable"

another

has long acted as a cardinal misconception

world— an

unforgettable

in this debate.)
I

The
I

book by a remarkable woman."

cannot, in this essay, present a full cri-

tique of

The Bell Ciine

New

Yorker for

(see

my review

November

in

Jane Goodall and her chimpanzees. Dian Fossey and her
Now, at last, Louis Leak>''s "third angel" brings to life
the more than twenty years she's spent studying, protecting,
and befriending the great red apes of the Indonesian rain forest.

28, 1994).

gorillas.

only wish to trace some historical roots

and

expose a stunning

to

irony.

The form

of argument about average intelligence

among

racial

groups

is

no different and no

"Spellbinding

more supportable than Gobineau's founding version. The major addition is a
change in methodology and sophistication
from measuring bodies to measur-

a must for those

.

natural world.

''K

—

But the IQ version

relies

upon

love animals

and the

%v ?

»iii
t¥

ing the content of heads in intelligence
testing.

who

— Elizabeth Marshall Thomas

as-

sumptions (the four statements above) that
are as unsupportable as the old hierarchies

of skull sizes proposed by nineteenth-century participants. In this light,

great insight

by

^V "K

invented this

—

first

dec-

the French psycholo-

Alfred Binet (who later became the

eponym of the
sity

man who

of mental testing during the

ade of our century
gist

iW*

we can gain

revisiting the philosophy

and intent of the
style

iS
.*«r

test

when Stanford UniverM. Terman imported

professor Lewis

the apparatus to
local version,

Binet

IQ

I shall

tirely

it

the Stanford-

test).

show

that Binet 's intentions en-

contradicted the hereditarian ver-

sion, for
tional

America, developed a

and called

he beUeved strongly

in educa-

My

Years with the Orangutans ofBorneo

remediation and explicitly rejected

any hereditarian reading of his results.
Ironically, the hereditarian theory of
(the imposition

IQ

of Binet's apparams upon

Gobineau's argument) arose in America,
land of liberty and justice for

all

(but dur-

EUDTEll.ljUlllSlS
At bookstores now (^^

Little,

Brown and Company

17

—
By mixing

ing.

together enough tests of

different attributes, Binet

might abstract a

hoped

that

he

child's general potential

with a single score. Binet emphasized the

rough and ready, empirical nature of his
with a dictum:

test

what the

tests are,

"It

matters very

little

so long as they are nu-

He only wished to identify children with special needs, so that help could

heritance.

be provided:
be able to measure the inwho is brought
order to know whether he is normal

Our purpose

Binet explicitly denied that his
later called

an intelligent quotient, or IQ,

German

the

test

psychologist

W. Stem

is

to

we

We

shall

shall neglect his etiol-

make no

attempt to distin-

establish or prepare a prognosis, and we
leave unanswered the question of whether

state.

"general intelligence." First of

name

all,

Binet believed that the complex and

multifarious property called intelligence

could not, in principle, be capmred by a
single number capable of ranking children
in a linear hierarchy.

He

wrote

in 1905:

scale, properly speaking, does not permit the measure of the intelligence because
intellectual qualities are not superposable,

The

and therefore cannot be measured as
surfaces are measured.

born quantity, rather than (as he intended)
a guide for identifying students in need of

would use the scores

as a cyni-

cal excuse for expunging, rather than aid-

troublesome students. Binet wrote of

ing,

such teachers: "They seem to reason in the
is an excellent op-

following way: 'Here

portunity for getting rid of

all

able.

We

even improv-

shall limit ourselves to ascertain-

ing the truth in regard to his present mental

the children

Finally, Binet took pleasure in the suc-

cesses of teachers

biological limits because he

knew

that

ill

had been consistently used as Binet intended, their results would have been en-

upbraided teachers

who used an

ment of irremediable smpidity

to

assess-

avoid the

How

I

quire:

ciple,

neither sympathy nor respect for
them, and their intemperate language leads
them to say such things in their presence as
"This is a child who will never amount to

anything

...

often have

I

he is not intelligent at all." How
heard these imprudent words.

In an eloquent passage, Binet then vented

and how

liorist

believed to be guilty, discovered in his
handwriting signs of a traitor or a spy.

Binet

felt that his test

could best be used

forms of retardation or
leaming disability. Yet even for such spe-

to identify mild

cific

and serious

difficulties,

Binet firmly

rejected the idea that his test could identify

causes of educational problems, particularly their potential basis in biological in-

1

8
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tests

testing

on

prin-

spin that Binet had foreseen and

decried did
tation,

become the dominant interpre-

and Binet's intentions were over-

Uimed and

inverted.

And

this reversal

the establishment of the hereditarian
occurred in America, not in
theory of IQ

—

student can "never" succeed as a result of

Europe. The major importers of
Binet's method to our shores promoted the

inferior biology:

biodeterminist version that Binet had op-

his anger against teachers

who claim that a

elitist

Recycliivg

ct>ir£(^

really too easy to discover signs of

in an individual when one is
forewarned. This would be to operate as the
graphologists did who, when Dreyfus was

IQ

only certain versions and philosophies). But the very innatist and antime-

France, Binet wrote:
is

ironic. If

do not oppose mental

nurmre, rather than inher-

backwardness

instruction.

tirely beneficent (in this sense, as I stated,

special effort that difficult students re-

They have

tragic

ent nature. Invoking the case then racking

It

leam

children with educational problems. Binet

and to assimilate

the smdent as unable, thereby producing

by

ac-

intelli-

telligence of a pupil: the capacity to

scores, they will cease trying and will treat

the result

say that the

such an interpretation (which the test
scores didn't warrant in any case) would
perversely destroy their aim of helping

Binet

based on misinterpretation of low IQ

we

gence of these children has been increased.
We have increased what constitutes the in-

also feared the powerful bias that has since

been labeled "self-fulfilling prophecy" or
the Pygmalion effect: if teachers are told
that a student is inherently uneducable

one

in this practical sense, the only

cessible to us, that

Binet eschewed any claim about inborn

did use his tests to

as genuine increases in intelligence:

who trouble us,' and without the true critical spirit, they designate all who are unruly, or disinterested in the school."

who

and provide needed help.
He defended remedial programs and insisted that gains so recorded must be read
identify students

It is

linear

Moreover, Binet feared that if teachers
read the IQ number as an inflexible, in-

help, they

must protest and react against
pessimism; we must try to
demonstrate that it is founded upon nothing.

guish between acquired and congenital [retardation]. ... We do not attempt to

an intemal biological property worthy of
the

We

this brutal

or retarded. ...

a momentous word. Some reseem to have given their moral

support to these deplorable verdicts by affirming that an individual's intelligence is a
fixed quantity, a quantity that cannot be increased.

this retardation is curable, or

—

What

cent thinkers

to us in

by dividing "mental
age" (as ascertained on the test) by
could be measuring
chronological age
scored the results

Never!

tellectual capacity of a child

ogy, and

merous."

when

—

§)

posed

—

—and

mous model of pitting

our time as The Bell CwTe.

falsely in

Consider the two leading
moters of Binet's scale

in

chologist H. H. Goddard.

pro-

initial

who

the mellifluous pairing of

translated

gument

view and the

ar-

or nature versus nurture in

words

that so

fixes this false opposition in the public

mind? Biology

not inevitable destiny;

is

education

is

not an assault upon biological

our extensive capacity for

educational improvement records a geStated in

its

boldest form, our thesis

is

the chief determiner of

human conduct

unitary mental process

which we

ligence: that this process

is

that

netic uniqueness vouchsafed only to hu-

a

mans among animals.
I was both heartened and distressed by a
recent report in Newsweek (October 24,
1994) on a Bronx high school comirdtted

is

call intel-

conditioned by a

nervous mechanism which is inborn: that
the degree of efficiency to be attained by
that nervous mechanism and the consequent
grade of intellectual or mental level for each
individual is determined by the kind of
chromosomes that come together with the
union of the germ

cells: that

it

is

but

little af-

fected by any later iniluences except such

may

serious accidents as

destroy part of the

mechanism.

Lewis M. Terman, who codified the
scale for America as the Stanford-Binet
test, held the same opinion, first on intelligence as a unitary quantity: "Is intellectual

bank account, on which we can
draw for any desired purpose, or is it
ability a

Walker's Bats
of the World
RONALD M. NOWAK
From

the African

long-tongued

to

bat of

Mexico and

Central America, this

complete guide to a fascinating,
and varied order of mammals,
based on the preeminent reference work
Walkers Mammals of the World. 423 blackis

a

beneficial,

and-white photos. $19.95 paperback

The Rise of Fishes

high expectations for disadvantaged

students.

Newsweek

500 Million Years

of Evolution

reported:

JOHN

for a specific purpose

vertible?"

Terman opted

bank account. He then

and incon-

for the general

stated his hereditar-

"The study has strengthimpression of the relatively

ian conviction:

ened

my

endowment over

greater importance of

training as a determinant of an individual's

among

intellectual rank

But Binet supplied
ments

his fellows."

Therefore, they contend, neither effective

creatures lived and developed describes the

schools nor a healthier environment can do

discovery of extraordinary fossil remains,

much

and explains the techniques used in their
interpretation. 300 color, 52 black-andwhite illustrations. $49.95 hardcover

tos,

Hos-

to alter a person's destiny. Yet, at

reading scores nearly doubled over two

The dropout rate is low, and attendance is high. About 70 percent of the class
of 1989 graduated on time, double the city's

This
beautifully
illustrated

history tells

years.

average.

Available al bookstores or from

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Hampden Station, Baltimore, MD 21211
To

ject to the headline for this report: "In

De-

fiance of Darwin,"

and to the

ment: "Today,

149th Street and the

at

initial state-

even

Ciine. the living legacy of America's dis-

Why

is

Darwin

the

in a

out.

But

I

that this school refutes the idea

is

a helpful device for

identifying children in
dictate

need of

aid, not a

of inevitable biology. Such aid can

be effective, for the
all,

testing: the

flexible.

We

human mind

are not

all

is,

above

equal in en-

editors used

human

flexibility,

not the

is

determinism

false theory of biology).

up (because

we

—

for if

we

give

accept the doctrine of im-

your

W6e shoes for
hiking

and

outdoor fun,

is

a

And Darwinism

not a statement about fixed differences,

ered the sources of

greatest tragedy

for

but the source and po-

tentiator (while genetic

mediated to a considerable degree, and the

its

Send

of fixed

but the central theory for a discipline

defines

Extra width

enemy of

dowment, and we do not enter the world as
blank slates, but most deficiencies can be
palling effect of biological determinism

quality.

3
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genetic limits. Biology

is

and

5-1

Excellent variety,

think that the News^^'eek

Binet told us, cannot be abstracted as a sin-

number. IQ

styling

it.

tough world, with most combatants

weeded

hereditarian interpretation. Intelligence,

gle

men who need

enemy and impedi-

"Darwin" as a stand-in for a
in telling us
blinkered view of "biology"

mental

for

FREE CATALOG.

(also a serious misconception) as struggle

Hermstein and Murray's Bell

tinctive contribution to

EEE-EEEEEE, SIZES

basis."

and ethically principled

refutation of

men's WIDE SHOES

Grand Concourse, a public high school for
at-risk children defies Darwin on a daily

today, can serve as a primer for the scientificaUy accurate

order, call 1-800-537-5487.

Wonderful news, and a fine boost to
Binet's original intentions. But I must ob-

ment? Perhaps News)\'eek only intended
the metaphorical meaning of Darwinism

his words,

LONG

the story of how these

the right argu-

all

—and

in opposition

A.

300 black and Latino students provide the basis for a strong retort to "The Bell
Curve." Richard Hermstein and Charles
Murray argue that IQ is largely genetic and
that low IQ means scant success in society.

TTiese

rather a bundle of separate drafts, each

drawn

fruit bat

to the v\Tinkle-faced

limits. Rather,

for intelligence as a single entity:

flexibility

—

of training

for the general use of his test, adopted both

the hard-line hereditarian

a supposedly fixed

and inborn biology against the

America. Psy-

Binet's articles into English and agitated

.

Why must we follow the false, dichoto-

the results continue to ring

evolutionary biology

—

human unity in minimal genetic distances among our races and
in the geological

...and more!

that has discov-

yesterday of our

com-

mon origin.

The Widest Selection

of the

Widest Shoes Anywhere!

Name
Address

mutable, inborn limits), but could have
helped, then

we have committed

the

grievous error of chaining the
spirit.

most

human

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the

University.

histoiy of science at

Hanwd

City

State

___

Zip

HITCHCOCK SHOES,
Dept.

72B Hingham,

INC.

MA 02043
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Pellucid Bayou, Mississippi
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock
During the Ice Age, which lasted from

eroded. Plants that

grow

in the river bot-

about 1.6 million to 10,000 years ago,

tom can

glaciers periodically scoured the northern

ridges, alongside upland species, provid-

portions of the North

American

continent,

grinding rock into tiny particles. This dust

was picked up by

the

wind and deposited

in the Mississippi floodplain as a fine-

grained soil

known

layers accumulated

ing a
I

also be

found on these nearby

much diversified habitat.

wandered onto

the loess ridges during

a pleasant mid-April day.
tulip poplars

were

Basswoods and

common

upland

trees,

thickest

along with American beech, southern

on the eastem side of

magnolias, occasional upland species of

as loess.

The

the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers,

oaks, and the evergreen

where the prevailing westerly winds encountered bluffs. Near Natchez, Missis-

In addition there were occasional trees that

sippi, loess deposits are as

feet deep, although

much

eroded

as thirty

in places be-

cause of continuous wind action.

About twenty-five miles

usually

grow

in

holly.

bottomland forests along

the Mississippi River.
Nuttall's oak,

American

One of

these

was

a pin oak look-alike with

larger acorns that

is

found only

in the

was also evidence that these two trees,
which many botanists consider the same
species, are really distinct.
I live in an area in southern Illinois
where both cherrybark oak and southem
red oak occur, but they are never found together. The cherrybark oak grows in wet,
bottomland forests, while southem red
oak grows in the dry woods found on

ridges.

A trained eye can easily tell these

two kinds of trees

apart.

The bark of a maits smooth

ture cherrybark oak, with

patches, resembles the bark of a cherry
tree (as the

name

implies), while the

more

broken-up bark of the southem red oak

is

of

forests adjacent to the Mississippi River

characteristically oaklike. Cherrybark

oak

Natchez, in Homochitto National Forest,

from New Orleans to southern Illinois.
Even more interesting to me was that on
the ridges above Sandy Creek and Pellucid
Bayou, I saw cherrybark oaks growing
next to southern red oaks. This was not
only an example of a bottomland species
growing next to an upland one; to me it

has leaves with five or seven lobes, the

ter-

east

deposits of loess form gentle ridges adja-

cent to Sandy Creek and

its

tributaries,

such as Pellucid Bayou. The original deposits are shallower than at

Natchez

about fifteen to twenty feet thick
cause the wind

is less

—but

be-

intense, they are less

minal one not decidedly curved; southem
red oak has leaves with three or five lobes,

with the terminal lobe strongly curved. In
addition, the base of a cherrybark

mns

oak leaf

nearly straight across, while the base

of the southern red oak leaf

is

rounded and resembles an inverted

The problem

very

bell.

that in classifying

is

plants, botanists prefer to rely

on repro-

ductive structures, such as the flowers and
the fruits. These parts tend to vary less

from individual

to individual than

do non-

reproductive stmctures, such as leaves.

For example, anyone

who has

ever exam-

ined the leaves of a northern red oak

knows

that no two leaves are exactly aUke.
However, the acoms of one northem red

oak are

identical to the

acoms of any other

northem red oak.

Most of

my

colleagues consider the

cherrybark oak to be a habitat-induced
variant of the

southem red oak. The acoms

of the two trees are very similar, with only
a few, seemingly minor differences. The
differences between the leaves and bark,

they believe, result

and bark of cherrybark and southern red oak, left and
right, suggest they are distinct species. Opposite page: The waters of Pellucid
Bayou flow through a fine-grained soil known as loess.
Differences in the leaves

Photographs by Stephen Kirkpatrick
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ences
I

somehow from

in the habitats

where the

differ-

trees grow.

have always been skeptical of

this, re-

garding the trees as two distinct species.
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The thick-petaled swamp leather flower blooms

in early

As

Other plants

walked along the ridge above Sandy

I

Creek,

I

came upon a large cherrybark oak

growing right next

to

an equally large

summer.

in the

hollow included a

white-flowered violet and a blue-flowered
violet;

climbing hydrangea and

bitter-

star vine

because of

its

half-inch-wide,

star-shaped, strawberry-pink flowers. Fi-

nally

I

came

to Pellucid

Bayou, beneath

southern red oak. The leaf and bark differ-

sweet (both are vines); and doU's-eyes, a

whose

ences between the two couldn't have been

member

colored loess of the stream bottom.

more

black-dotted, round, glossy white fruits re-

striking, yet the soil they

were grow-

ing in and their exposure to the sun
sentially identical. This did not

they were distinct species, but

view was borne

was es-

prove that
I felt

my

out.

Moving downslope from

the ridgetop,

I

of the buttercup family whose

I

I

could see the sandy-

Con-

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeri-

observed two very

tus of plant biology at Southern Illinois

semble the eyes of a porcelain
tinuing downslope

clear water

doll.

uncommon plants, a beautiful flowering
shrub known as the silky camellia and a

logical

vine related to the magnolia family called

156 U.S. national forests.

University, Carbondale, explores the bio-

and geological

highlights of the

observed umbrella magnolia, an Appalachian species with two-foot-long
leaves,

growing with American elm, sweet

gum, and hop hombeam. As
ther

down

I

walked

®

Little

Rock

into a ravine (locally called a

hollow) between adjacent ridges,

myself

far-

ARKANSAS

in lush vegetation.

I

found

Clumps of

Christmas ferns covered the slopes,

inter-

spersed with maidenhair fern (rare this far
south) and a plant
fetid trillium,

I

had never seen before,

an evil-smelling plant with

three rusty-maroon petals.

Pellucid

For

Bayou

visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

National Forests in Mississippi

100 W.Capitol Street
Jackson, Mississippi 39269

(601)965-4391

Gulf of Mexico
Joe LeMonnier
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Waves in the Forest
in the mountains of Japan and North America, the cycle of death and
renewal takes on a striking pattern

High up

Peter

J.

Marchand

The Japanese

call

unpretentiously,

it,

"the mountain with dead tree strips."

The

name is fitting, for the upper slopes of
Mount Shimagare are punctuated by crescent-shaped bands of bare, silver tree
trunks standing starkly against a backdrop

of dark evergreen foliage. The bands are

moving

lines of destruction,

sweeping

through the subalpine forests with an unstoppable force, claiming every mature

The sight is a common
one in the Yatsugatake and Chichibu
Mountains of central Japan, but it has
nothing to do with the industrial pollution
that seems to have plagued the forests of
central Europe and elsewhere. For as long
as anyone can remember, the bare strips
have been there, one following another
tree in their path.

like a

pounding

surf.

Curiously, whatever

was devastating the aging stands never
harmed saplings and thus never took the
whole

forest.

The only other place in the world where
this phenomenon is known is the northeastern comer of North America. Here
"the mountain with dead tree strips" might

be Whiteface in the Adirondacks of upstate

New

shire's

York, Lafayette in

New Hamp-

Franconia Range, Katahdin in the

wild interior of Maine, or any of a number
of northem Appalachian peaks stretching
the way to the Gaspe Peninsula in
Canada. The pattern everywhere is the
same: crescent-shaped bands of dead and
dying trees appear to advance through the
all

forest, leaving

wake. Behind

vigorous saplings in their
this

dieback front, the age

and height of these survivors gradually

in-

crease until the regenerating stand "crests"
at the next line of dead trees. Speeded up
by time-lapse photography, the dying and

regenerating forest would appear to be

moving in waves. Each
by perhaps 300 feet and,

crest is separated
in real time, takes

35 to iOO years to arrive at any given
pomt. This is the shortest cycle of natural
forest succession of

which I

am aware, oc-

curring both here and in Japan only in
high-elevation

fir

forests.

"Fir waves," as

were

first

literature in the late

26

we now

reported in the

label them,

modem scientific

1950s by Y. Oshima,
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The slopes of North Twin Mountain,

New Hampshire's

in

White Mountains, are

streaked with crescent-shaped zones in

which nearly every fir
thirty-five

years old

is

tree more than
dead or dyin^^.

—

H. Iwaki, and their Japanese colleagues;

in

Douglas Sprugel (then a
graduate student at Yale's School of
Forestry and Environmental Studies) dethe mid-1970s,

scribed the

phenomenon

At

none of these researchers un-

the time,

derstood

why

in this country.

the trees died as they did.

Surprisingly, these early accounts failed to
stir
tific

up much excitement within the sciencommunity, and little information fil-

down

tered

to the familiar level

of natural

waves continued to escape
recognition by hikers who often passed
history. Fir

through dieback zones in the high

right

balsam forests of the northem Appalachi-

Most dismissed the phenomenon as
blowdown, although even cursory examians.

nation would reveal that the trees die
standing and blow over only years after
their death.

My interest in fir waves, particularly in
mechanism of tree death and the perphenomenon over time,

the

sistence of this

stenmied largely irom

my

years of study-

ing timberline and the limits to tree growth
in the

northem Appalachian Mountains.

The subalpine balsam
zones

—growing

at

fir

in the

dieback

lower elevations and

in seemingly milder conditions than the

—

I was used to studying
often looked
more abused than any of my timberline

trees

far

subjects.
I

became

serious about

visiting the laboratory of
at

Oregon

fir

waves while

Richard Waring

State University.

As

I

browsed

through some Forest Service photo

files, I

happened upon something quite unexpected.

On

aerial

photographs of sub-

hemlock forests in the
Oregon Cascades, I saw circular patterns
alpine mountain

of gray that vaguely resembled the cres-

cent-shaped dieback fronts of a

fir

wave.

A

subsequent search through the scientific

Dieback of the mountain hemlock seemed
to be spreading outward in ever expanding
circles,

with vigorous regeneration occur-

ring behind the front. Here,

I

thought,

we

might have a model for wave mortality
fir

forests, in this case

A

with a

in

known cause.

collaborative research proposal with

Waring was not long in the writing. Our
initial working hypothesis was fairly
straightforward.

We

surmised that as the

onward and outward from
widening

infection, in

new

the focus of

circles, to

its

claim one

victim after another in the old stand.

Meanwhile, we hypothesized, decay of

back to
grew vigorously

the dead trees released nutrients
the soil and

new

of the circle, able to defend

in the center

now from pathogens

themselves
sorts,

saplings

of

all

including the persistent Phellimis.

couple of centuries

later,

A

soil nutrients

mountain hemlock stands matured, the

waning, the saprophagous fungus found

combined with

field investiga-

long-term sequestering of nutrients in the

weakness again, turned

tion, revealed that these

were localized

woody

tissues of the tree eventually de-

started the process anew. Like ripples in a

soil. The aging trees then were
no longer able to garner sufficient re-

pond, the successive rings of dieback radi-

fungal pathogen that was killing mature

My attention was

sources, primarily nifrogen, to produce the

and

immediately attracted by certain similari-

chemical compounds that would ward off

why

in the

invaders such as the Phellimis fungus.

cles, in the

Oregon and what was docuJapan and the Appalachians.

Hence, the small organism prevailed, the

literature,

pockets of Phellimis infection, a virulent

mountain hemlock trees.
ties

between what was happening

forests of

mented
28
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pleted the

stressed giant

fell,

and Phellimis moved

and

parasitic,

ated outward into the maturing forest
all I

had

to do,

it

seemed, was explain

they formed crescents, instead of

cir-

mountains of the Northeast.

So home

I

went, armed with

new

ideas

and methods for studying the metabolic

Kazuma

Anezaki; Nature Production

Fir trees on a nwimtain in Japan,

covered with rime

left,

are

one of several
natural factors that sometimes combine
kill the mature trees in the dieback zone
ice.

to

of a fir wave. Rime ice. below, develops
when atmospheric moisture fi-eezes on
contact. It takes

a heavy

toll

offir needles

exposed to strong winds.
Peter J

Marchand

relatively quickly.

winter day

One

crisp

decided, as

I

New England

much

for sport as

Mount Moosilauke

anything, to climb

in

New Hampshire and have a look at one of
my study sites. What I found when I got
was snowpack

there

crusted foliage

littered

not just a lot of individ-

groomed from

ual needles

with ice-en-

—

the

winter winds, but whole branch

canopy by
tips,

green

and healthy, broken off and lying on the

My

snow.

first

thought was that cold-fran-

red squirrels were zealously harvesting

tic

from the trees, but a
more reasoned inspection soon revealed
the abundant cones

the true culprit: rime ice.

Rime

ice devel-

ops as supercooled cloud droplets sweep
across the cold mountain forests and

upon contact and

freeze

is

a

common

oc-

currence in this part of the world, as well

On Mount

as in Japan.

Moosilauke, rime

was accumulating in the upper crown
of the trees and was apparently taking its
toll of fresh needles in the exposed
dieback zone of the fir wave, where the
wind was unabated and trees lacked the
ice

declining photosynthetic efficiency in the

dying
I

fir trees.

did,

however, glean two important

bits

of information from analyses of leaf surface area and

wood

production (a measure

of tree vigor) for individual trees in the
ing stands.
tion of
in the

One was

statistical

what our eyes were

ail-

confirma-

telling us: trees

dieback zone had fewer green nee-

dles than did healthy trees ahead of the ap-

and disease resistance of my ailWhile Dick Waring, and his col-

protection of a closed canopy upwind.

Anxious
ter,

to quantify just

might be

liage

lost in the

and not wanting

Ingrid Burke and

week

I

how much

fo-

course of a win-

to wait another year,

retumed

to the site a

armed with snow shovels and

later

By digging several six-footdown to the bottom of the snow-

efficiency

proaching wave. The second piece of

in-

litter

screens.

ing trees.

formation was that there was a high

deep

pits

incidence of incomplete growth rings in

pack and sliding our screens under the

leagues Kermit

Cromack and Pamela

Matson, worked out the details of the
hemlock stress cycle. I sought additional
expertise from William Reiners, Ingrid

Burke, and Jeff Foster, then

at

Dartmouth

College. With their help, and with a small

cadre of
initiated

tains of

my own

students,

groundwork

New

in the

confidently

I

White Moun-

Hampshire.

Our working hypothesis hit two snags
away. Bill Reiners showed that the

right

deep

the outer

wood of trees

in the

dieback zone

most recent years of the
trees" life). This reduction of growth had
nothing to do with differences in the ages
of the trees; that is, trees from relatively
young stands (thirty-five years old) were
apparently experiencing the same problems as trees from much older sites. So I
(representing the

reordered

my

questions: (1) If the needles

of dieback zone trees were

still

photosyn-

undisturbed snow,

we hoped

to catch dur-

ing spring thaw a sizable sample of the

green needles that had accumulated in the

snow that winter. Six months later we had
some preliminary estimates: a startling 20
percent of the exposed canopy, generally

branch

tips

with the youngest and most

productive needles, had been lost to the

rime

ice.

This represented a significant

loss of the carbohydrates that

had been

thesizing efficiently, but there were fewer

stored through the winter in the conifer fo-

Northeast yielded plenty of mineralizable

of them, what was going wrong? and (2)

liage,

was no shortage of

Why were trees in the dieback zone show-

tree alive

litter

of the cold forest floor in the

nitrogen (hence, there
nutrients),
gist

and a consulting

gave our trees a clean

forest patholo-

bill

of health (no

root pathogens). Furthermore,

I

was un-

able to turn up any convincing measure of

ing

symptoms of incomplete

or missing

growth rings several years before succumbing to the advancing wave?
The answer to the first question came

new

energy reserves that would keep the

and help support the flush of

needles that would soon follow. Fur-

thermore,

it

represented a reduction in

photosynthetic potential, both in the
spring before

new

needles aie functional
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Trees rocked by wind may suffer root
damage, especially where soils are
shallow and rocky. The damage opens the
ti-ees

up

to

pathogens. In time, the trees

may die and

topple over. Eventually, the

dieback zone of a fir wave
leaning

and fallen

is littered

with

and below.

trees, left

Photographs by Alan Briere

that

seemed

be coming from beneath

to

me. The next morning
tent to find, not far

I

my

emerged from

away, a sizable

fir

tree

its neighbors, its roots torn up
on one side. It dawned on me that what
awakened me in the night could have been

leaning into

very angu-

tree roots straining against the
lar

rock of the subalpine

right

under me.

I

soil

and breaking

immediately began exca-

is

of the root

that a portion

may

taken out of service. This

carbohy-

tree with sufficient

problem for a

is

be a small

drate reserves to replace the injured roots
(root turnover

But a

trees).

is

tree

an ongoing process in

many

with

infected roots

and low reserves, perhaps due
liage losses,

may

to

heavy

fo-

not be able to keep up

alone pro-

vating roots of upright trees, carefully

with the sloughing of roots,

tracing their tortuous paths through the an-

duce new bole, or trunk, wood.
How might this process of mechanical

cient felsenmeer (frost-shattered rock) that

held them.
dance,

found broken roots

I

some

fresh

So once
Burke and
Goulet,

I

from the

abun-

in

night's vio-

waves of dead trees? Resiniapparently abundant in soils

translate into
is

forests of the northern

again, with the help of Ingrid

throughout the

my

Appalachians, but there

student assistant, France

undertook to quantify something

hidden beneath

my

feet.

And my

analyses

told yet another story. Trees in the dieback

zone of the

fir

wave, which bore the

full

brunt of the wind, suffered significantly

damage than did

greater root

trees in the

let

and host response

injury, root infection,

cium

from past storms.

lence, others

and during subsequent growing seasons.

sue unsuitable for the fungus, but the
trade-off

suggest that

fir

it

no evidence

to

becomes concentrated

at

is

any one location, as does Phellinus
infected stands of mountain

the West.

What does appear

is stress,

and

this

hemlock

to

in

be concen-

wind-exposed

trated in these narrow,

bands,

in the

gives rise to the

the

mature stand only a short distance ahead

accelerated entry of Resinicium into the

following year by Jeff Foster in a more ex-

of the wave front. But that wasn't all. The
xylem, or woody vascular tissue, of the
damaged roots was noticeably discolored,

root systems.

Comparable

losses

were confirmed

tensive investigation at our

lauke study

site.

These findings could eas-

explain a reduction in

ily

the following

Mount Moosi-

wood production

summer or failure altogether

during marginal years to add complete an-

as

if

by an invading pathogen.

I

quickly

here

is

where

together

Tom

to

some

when

the

The

trees all start

canopy opens up owing

disturbance, and

fir,

favored by

frequent and abundant seed crops,

for a given leaf surface didn't necessarily

time he isolated and identified the fungus

gap quickly.

change, but less foliage meant less energy

Resinicium bicolor

The amount of wood produced

to satisfy the various

for

needs of the

example, production of

leaf

buds

—and wood

is

new

Resiniciwn

tree

roots or

a low priority rel-

ative to the tree's other requirements.
Still,

produce
isn't

one thing bothered me. Failure to

wood

doesn't

kill trees.

In itself

—

of any particular consequence

in the arid

it

trees

Southwest often show dozens

—

is

our

in

not a "big-tree killer" like

a relatively unaggressive

per acre, however, the competition for

Resinicium

is

down

the

species, subsisting for the

most

part as a

saprophytic organism attacking dead or-

ganic material on the forest floor. In

many
was

tering through

many

points of injury.

was doing

the host tree

itself in

by

its

sponse to the invader.

by productermed "wetwood" water-

Fir reacts to fungal infection

ing what

is

—

soaked, nonfunctional xylem. Bacteria
often proliferate in wetwood, removing

most of

the

oxygen and rendering

num-

scarce resources soon

The

trees

becomes

crowd each

other,

intense.

lower

branches get shaded out, and with time,

deal with problems of mechanical injury,

was more to it than a reduction in foWere scant energy reserves being siphoned off for some more pressing need?
The next revelation came during a midsummer night windstorm when I was
camped within a fir wave at one of my
study sites. Trees swayed violently around
me all night, and on more than one occasion, I was awakened by thudding noises

tems, tuming parasitic and apparently en-

hage.

it

the

re-

there

but

grow vigorously. With

ber of trees sometimes exceeding 5,000

And

widely distributed throughout the root sys-

I

floor they

amount of foliage relative to the inmass of the tree diminishes.
When the trees are young and vigorous,
they often have enough surplus energy to

of our front-line trees, however,

if

and

growing conditions

The young trees are
reasonably sheltered and have ample
moisture, and as light floods the forest

root and bring

is

stress,

its

the

which can enter one
whole tree, as in
the mountain hemlock stands of Oregon.
the fungus Phellinus.

it

symptomatic of

Initially,

fills

are relatively good.

trees.

wondered

of missing rings in their lifetime

the

Forest stands in wave-prone areas are

University of New Hampshire, and in little

nual rings.

all

fit.

essentially even-aged.

called in another pathologist, this time

Harrington, a root specialist from the

And

pieces begin to

the

tis-

the

creasing

such as tissue repair and replacement. As
the trees grow larger and have more Uving
tissue in roots, trunk,

and crown to provide

energy requirements become greater. Eventually, trees reach a
point where they can produce only enough
for, their total

31

Saplings within a fir wave are unharmed

and even

more sunlight

benefit as

reaches the forest floor and as decaying

up

trees release nutrients locked

wood for decades.

in their

from photosynthesis

maintain themenough to suffer
greater pressure from the wind and from
heavy accumulations of rime ice, the
selves.

Once they

to

are

tall

weather-beaten trees begin to lose foliage

and soon are barely breaking even

in

terms of meeting their maintenance needs.
If

down now and

a single tree goes

opens up a small gap
force of the

wind

canopy, the

in the

the exposed

at

canopy

edge increases. During winter, the

downwind

situated along the

gap lose

more

still

trees

side of the

foliage. In the

summer,

released from the stabilizing grip of the

deep snowpack, the

wind,

trees lean in the

back and forth against the

straining

tured bedrock beneath a shallow

frac-

and

soil,

systems suffer considerable

their root

abrasion. Enter the saprophytic-fungus-

tumed-parasite and the

compounded, with

tree's

problems are

more demand

still

placed on limited photosynthetic reserves.

The

tree responds to

injury

tliis

by taking

the root out of service, hence limiting

own

its

access to soil resources. In fact, the

more

tree often oveiTeacts, shutting off

root tissue than

was

now

under duress

the tree

is

actually

Losing foliage and roots

damaged. So
at

both ends.

an accelerated

at

pace, and in an environment where grow-

may be

ing conditions

with, the tree's loss
tree dies,

grows

marginal to begin
just too great.

is

and the opening

larger.

As

this

process

along the exposed edge, a

The

details

may

is

repeated

wave

is

the saine.

is

individual tree, the result

To

fir

The

canopy

bom.

differ in the forests of

Japan, but the outcome

astrous.

in the

is,

To

the

of course, dis-

the aging forest as a whole,

however, the process has a more positive
effect. Nutrients that

decades

have been tied up for

wood

in the

of the trees are re-

leased, sunlight reaches the understory

once more, and a host of other organisms
flourish before the

by the dominant

canopy

is

closed again

species. This process of

cyclic renewal has probably been going on
for as long as

fir

has occupied these

moun-

taintops, maintaining the subalpine forests

of Japan and the northem Appalachians

much

the

same

state

smce

last ice age.

32
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shortly after the
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tenor pan player in Port of Spain
Matthew Benson

Trinidad Pan
The upbeat sound of the Caribbean
was born in the Great Depression

steel

band

by Donald R. HiU
call these

Monday (Jouvay); the midnight robber,
who engaged rivals in bold talk a rap full

tuned metal instruments, and the percus-

of wonderful, alliterative speech; the

People outside of Trinidad
steel

drums, but Trinidadians

sive sounds they produce, pan.

them

call

For many

—

"pierrots"

who,

like the robbers,

would

a symbol of their Cre-

also speak in broad braggadocio as they

For others, it evokes the
warmth and joy of the Caribbean experi-

fought one another with whips; and the

Trinidadians, pan

is

ole culture.

ence

—

the people, the sky, the sand, and

the sea.

But when

Trinidad,

first

I

went

to live in

My complaint was not the same

as that

of proper middle-class Trinidadians, who,

during World

"brawling"

War

began

to resent the

young men from

the slums of

Port of Spain

II,

whose music and general be-

havior "gave fatigue" to respectable
people. Mine was more selfish and practi-

As an

cal.

ethnomusicologist,

I

was

inter-

ested in the old Carnival traditions, such as
those that

I

experienced while living in

nearby Carriacou, Grenada.

—
—

When I arrived in Trinidad after leaving
Carriacou in the early 1970s, only vestiges

of the old culture remained. The steel

modem

fancy masquerade

bands had, by then, aknost put an end
the older Camival, with

its

to

smaller mas-

querades, strolling musicians, and traditional skits that

had evolved since the be-

ginning of British colonial rule

at

the turn

These older Camival

activities

could be

"read" for important cultural information
history.

More

importantly, they could

be enjoyed simply for what they were; the
stilt walker (moko jumbie), who danced

on
34

stilts

starting at

come

that played their

along, sometimes fronting a group of mas-

queraders.

By

daybreak on Camival

Natural History 2/95

Camival could
managed, televised gov-

the early 1970s, old

be seen only

in

ernment competitions.

On the

streets.

Car-

nival-loving Trinidad rushed headlong
into the era of large, fancy

bands and

masquerade

steel orchestras that

played

set

pieces (road marches or calypsos for Carnival revelry) over and over again.

Eventually,

I

admitted that

Camival, havmg shed any

modem

this

relics

of British

colonial society, probably best represented
the society of the

new

nation of Trinidad

and Tobago, which became a commonwealth in 1962 and an independent republic in 1976, after having had a long colonial history as, first, a Spanish colony and
later, a British colony. Although Camival
evolved mainly under the British, some of
its

earliest features

Roman
slaves

were brought by

Catholic French planters and their

from neighboring

islands.

Camival

changed greatly after the emancipation of
the slaves in 1838 and again in the 1880s,

when

of the nineteenth century.

and

said to have

old-time calypsos, waltzes, and castillians

(Like all New

World Carnivals, those of Carriacou and
Trinidad and New Orleans's Mardi Gras
were pre-Lenten festivals influas well
enced by both Catholicism and a great
West African cultural heritage.)

bands and the

—
—

from nearby Venezuela

with great savoir-faire as they strolled

hated pan.

I

glorious string bands

it

was dominated by "jamets," or

"diamettres" (those
line"),

who

lived "under the

and the working poor from the

fringe districts of Port of Spain. This het-

erogeneous

lot

consisted of former slaves,

immigrants from nearby islands, and for-

merly indentured Africans

who

—

together

35

—

A

costumed steel band from the early 1950s, postcard below,

included old-fashioned

boom bass drums

Carnival masqueraders,

right,

engage

in

(at right). Traditional

a mock fight.

Royal Victoria

Museum. 1994

^•'"-

Courtesy U.

with East Indians, a few Chinese, and oth-

with a single, sharp blow). Lucretia, Peg

had come to the island as sugar cane
workers after slavery ended in 1838.
Many had moved to towns, risking an un-

Top, and Bullinder (a transvestite) were

certain future in order to escape rural

aimed at their opponents. Early big name
bands were the Tai-Pings, the Cocoa-

ers

—

Some

row
houses; each had only one door, which led
poverty.

lived in barracklike

to a shared yard with a single standpipe for

water.

These yards became centers for so-

cial gatherings.

Ethnic groups, such as Yorubas, Congos, and

gin

—

Radas

—

all

of West African

ori-

as well as trade groups, such as

their

female backers,

stick fighters with

who

bagged Devils, the Maribones (wasps),
and the Freegrammers. Stick

was
Camival
alty

routines sometimes went

engaging
battle

their competitors in

and developed

into full-scale riots

for Carnival but also for other special oc-

banned the calinda bands

the late 1800s until the

1940s, approximately sixty-five calinda
yards existed in two main areas of Port of
Spain. Calinda

is

a

name long

with a Caribbean dance but
to a ritualized fight, or

nied by drumming;

associated

may

also refer

"game," accompa-

it is

much

except that the combatants

hit

like

boxing

one another

After several confrontations, the British

new law was indifferently
drums gave way to bamboo

ground or

hit

with short sticks to

apparendy with West African
in the

make

Away from

pable of extracting an opponent's tooth

gal stick fight

to the present era.

in

the eyes of the au-

thorities, stick fighting

down

roots, are

West Indies and

first big names in stick
were One Man Biscoe and
Mungo the Dentist (who was thought ca-

Natural History 2/95

orchestras

mellow, percussive sounds. Similar bands,

Venezuela.
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enforced,

tamboo bamboo. HoUowed-out
bamboo tubes were struck against the

long), not gloves.

of the

some

called the

found elsewhere

Some

in 1883. In

areas outside the major towns, where the

with staves (about two and a half feet

fighting

beyond

song and

or incipient revolts against the British authority.

From

fighters' loy-

to their yard. In the 1880s, their

dockworkers and shop clerks, began to
form their own "calinda" bands, not only
casions.

supported the

songs and verbal insults

continued right

As

late as

1971

in

happened on an illeon Jouvay moming. Unfor-

Carriacou, Grenada,

I

S,

Army

f 77

fliii

Pan stands are wheeled through Port of Spain

s

principal peiforming area, below. Bottom, from

Growler
Abigail

Atilla the

left to

Lord Invader,

right: Trinidadian calypso singers

Hun. and Roaring Lion

in

1943.

Hadeed

tunately

—

or

can be brutal

maybe

—

I

fortunately since

it

had missed the combat

and could only enjoy the drumming and
singing as the stick fighters rested.

By

the

middle of the 1890s, Carnival in

Trinidad changed radically, as the nascent

—persons bom
—

Creole middle class

in the

West Indies of African, Middle Eastern, or
European descent and Asians began to
take over in the larger towns of Port of
Spain and San Fernando. Creoles were

sung

in Creole.

Although the British were

was the language of government and commerce.
French was spoken by most of the Creole
elite, Creole or patois by ordinary people,
and Hindi by East Indian laborers. Singing
a small minority, English

masqueraders, called chantwells, led each
social

union

nival group

in

parade and song as the Car-

danced

in the streets to the ac-

companiment of a string band. Masquerade bands seemed to delight in their

mainly Catholic and Afro-Trinidadian, but

Britishness, as did the chantwells in their

some were French,

Madeiran,

panegyrical use of the English tongue.

Syrian (a generic term for Levantine

Chantwells, for example, might dress as

Arabs and Sephardic Jews), Chinese, or of

Imperial South African soldiers and then

mixed descent.
About 1894,

Afrikaners in the Boer War.

twenty to

thirty

British,

sing of the British victories over the

masquerade band of
costumed people began to
the

component of the new Carniemerge
val. Called social unions and modeled
after the stick fighter bands, masquerade
bands named Royal Britannia, the lere
Belles, and the White Rose Band collecas a

tively portrayed a single theme.

Norman

Le Blanc, of the White Rose group,

for ex-

Camival costumes were assembled

in

yards or other convenient locations, re-

named "masquerade camps"
sion. There, the chantwells

for the occa-

and masquer-

aders practiced their dancing and singing

routines.

A

corner of the masquerade

camp was sometimes covered with
paulin or

sail

a

and called a calypso

tar-

tent;

ample, once dressed as a dashing courtier

more formalized singing competitions

of the Elizabethan Age.

took place in

name then associated with
newly composed songs in English,

Calypso, a
the

gradually replaced the old Carnival songs

this area.

style calinda

many
I,

the

bands

Although the older

still

performed for

decades, by the close of World

modem Camival

War

of fancy masquer-
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ades and calypsos was firmly established.
In the 1920s and early 1930s, calypso

became independent of the fancy
masquerade bands. In 1934, two of the top
tents

calypso singers, Atilla the

Hun (Raymond

Quevedo) and the Roaring Lion (Raphael
de Leon) went on a recording trip to New
York City, sponsored by Trinidadian businessmen. Although the first instrumental
calypsos had been recorded as early as
1912 and Trinidadian Wiknouth Houdini's
songs since 1928, Atilla and the Lion's

They search for employment, none can
be had
They start to drop down dead in the
street

Nothing to eat and nowhere to sleep

Our kindhearted employers,
Give us some work

popularized calypso outside Trinidad.

Soon, the newest songs of the season were
being recorded in

New

York

—

as well as

in Trinidad.

In the meantime, Trinidad

was experi-

encing the Great Depression, reflected in
the lyrics of a calypso song

by the Growl-

ing Tiger (Neville Marcano):

Anywhere you go you must meet
people sad

appeal

to do.

much better for
who could find jobs. Wages in the oil
fields were held at post-World War I levels
Conditions were not

those

until
visit

I

now to you

workers struck, and rioting swept

southern Trinidad in the late 1930s.

The Depression, however, forced a creon some urban young men
in and around Port of Spain
where many
of the calinda bands originated. New
ative idleness

—

groups of yard-based Carnival devotees

experiment with the bamboo

began

to

bands.

They augmented

the sound of the

bamboo by adding improvised

percussion

instruments, such as a gin bottle hit by a
Craig Duncan;
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Stock Photo

Pan tuner Bertie Marshall, below, uses an electronic instrument
to perfect the pitch of each pan. Left: The Casablanca Steel
Orchestra
style toy

in

Port of Spain. Below,

pan with wooden

nmllets,

A child plays an oldwhose ends are covered with

left:

cloth or strips of inner tubes.
Abigail

Hadeed

known
Band

Better

And

as Alexander

We know

(the bottle

and spoon), a brake drum

tapped with a piece of steel, and various
metal containers (including biscuit tins,
wastebaskets, and any other vessels that
gave off a loud sound when pounded by
steel).

The Newtown Band, located

in a bar-

rack yard in Port of Spain's enclave of

Woodbrook, was one of

the

new bamboo

Christmas 1939.

groups.

By

first

of these

they called themselves Alexander's Rag-

time

Band after the American film musical

released in 1938 and probably

shown

in

Trinidad in 1939 after Carnival. By
Christmas 1939, according to calypso

talalee levay"

as job molassie

quhar, applauded the zest of uneducated

And

people

it

decided to invade Port of Spain

So they marched down Town banner
hand

in

Town
Christmas night

when

the bands were

going around

They had

the bottle and the spoon and

biscuit-pan

in

Signed "Alexander Ragtime Band."

base and other

on the island as a
part of the lend-lease agreement with
Britain, and American and Canadian soldiers and sailors were introduced to cafacilities

lypso songs. With Trinidad's wartime
boom, calypso singers came into their

own, although the
courage

British tended to dis-

festivities.

to the Port of

Spain Gazette

band of about

150 strong was parading Duke Street
about 6:30 o'clock in the morning, jumping and shouting to music provided by biscuit drums, bottles and spoons. The police
intervened." This was one of the first altercations that collectively

became known

Trinidadian folklorist

the

who were

Canon Max

Far-

"normally shunned as

unwanted and undesirable." The

British finally

outlawed outdoor Carnival

altogether because of the war, so the ca-

The pan bands continued to evolve as
Trinidad became enmeshed in Worid War
n. The United States established a naval

for February 15, 1940, "a

Here the kind of song they sang

town, Belmont, or Gonzales) as they had
to the riots of the 1880s. Others, including

band
Bad behaviour and boboley band
But New Town boys changed the name

According

singer Roaring Lion's lyrics,

band riots. Some of Trinidad's
middle class reacted to the poor upstarts
(from the districts of Laventille, Newthe steel

the leggo was,

"Zhuway, zhuway

spoon

Ragtime

as

lypso

tent,

chestras,

which often included

became

steel or-

the primary venue for

Carnival activities.

With the Allied victories at the end of
World War E, pan bands were once again
legal,

and they flooded the

streets

of Port

Day in May
August. As Roaring

of Spain, beginning with V-E
1945, and V-J Day
Lion sang it:

V-J

Day was

in

a holiday

Black and white start to breakaway
Everyone jump in the bacchanal
Getting ready for the Carnival.

By the late 1940s and eariy 1950s, the
pans of choice were discarded fifty-fivegallon

oil

drums, which were plentiful in

oil-rich Trinidad.

Experimentation on tun-

ing the surface of the pan had been going
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Groups of up to one thousand or more
elaborately costumed dancers compete
to he judged the best masquerade

band of the year
DDB

Craig Duncan;

on

Stock Photo

One of the

since about 1939.

was

vators

Ellie

inno-

first

man

Mannette, a young

from Port of Spain's Woodbrook. After the
war, he annealed the drum's bottom,
pounded out a series of concave notes in it,
to about five or

and then cut the cylinder
six inches

high so that the

drum's base

oil

became the pan's melody-making
key pan

in the early steel

The

top.

band was the

"ping pong," a tenor instrument that could
play more than one octave. Several different schemes for arranging notes on the top

of the pan were developed but not stan-

was widely

dardized, although Mannette's

copied. In addition to the tenor pan, a cello

and a

of three bass pans were used.

set

Early in 1951, a group called the
Trinidad All Steel Percussion Orchestra

(TASPO) prepared

TASPO was

for a trip to England.

a smash hit in the mother

come of

country, and pan had

age.

As

people from outside Trinidad took note of
this surprising

development

in acoustic in-

strumentation, Trinidadians of

began
tion.

all stations

acknowledge their local invenSteel orchestras were adopted in Anto

and

tigua, Jamaica, coastal Venezuela,

elsewhere in the Caribbean. Soon,
orchestras

would be established

steel

many

in

countries throughout the world.

This brings us back

full circle to

love-hate relationship with pan. Pan

of the
to

last

is

my
one

of the great acoustic instruments

be created anywhere in the world

—

the

accordion, harmonica, and saxophone
being nineteenth-century invenfions. For
people like me,

by

real

who

like live

people in real time

—

sound made

as

opposed

to

canned, prerecorded, and overdubbed mechanical music

—pan

fills

the bUl nicely.

The full sound of a steel orchestra, playing
a road march by Lord Kitchener (Alwyn
Roberts)
^the greatest composer of music
for this joyful instrument
on the last

—

—

night of the last day of Carnival
lar

is

a singu-

achievement of human exuberance.

Just like highly electronic,

overdubbed

rock, reggae, and rap, steel orchestras can
totally

envelop a

listener,

producing a

heightened, but natural (acoustic), experi-

ence that

is

compelling and never to be

forgotten.
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Raid
In Australia's Ainslie Nature Park, adult white-winged choughs

tend youngsters
first

year of life

in the

group

may require

nest.

Raising a single chick through

its

the efforts of seven older birds.

C. A. Henley

.1

=.^^.

ii

br-

1
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the

Red-eyed Chicknappers
Kidnapping and adoption are extremely rare in the animal kingdom. Is the behavior of
Australia's white-winged chough an exception to an evolutionary rule?

by Robert Heinsohn
behavior, and ground-feeding habits

Fifteen large black birds, wings waving

and red eyes

flashing,

moved en masse

along the ground toward the enemy. Their

Chough family

whistles filled the air like battle cries.

shrill

do not disperse shortly

Upon

food, they help

a tree, the smaller group leaving

young

its

on the ground. Lined up on opposing
branches, the two groups proceeded with
their

wing-waving, tail-wagging displays,

an impressive spectacle

in

which the white

patches on their wings were shown off to
their fullest.

At the same time,

their red

and

eyes turned a deeper color of scarlet

seemed

to bulge as the conjunctiva be-

came engorged with blood. While this
treetop skirmish was under way, three
members of the larger group flew down to
the opposing side's

same

young and, using

displays, enticed one away.

the

The

unusual; juveniles

life is

The enemy was a neighboring group of
the same species, four white-winged
choughs that had just fledged two young.
meeting, both groups flew high into

make

them conspicuous in the woodlands and
farmlands of eastem Australia.
after fledging, but

instead stay with their families.

have begun

atives to raise

egy known

When they

master the skiUs of finding

to

flieir

parents and other rel-

subsequent broods

—a

strat-

to omithologists as coopera-

tive breeding.

Most other songbirds reach full adult
few months and begin breeding at
the latest in their second year, but choughs
size in a

take an extraordinary four years to mature

become competent

sexually and to

for-

Although they reach full skeletal
by their first year, young choughs con-

agers.
size

tinue to gain weight until their fifth year,

when

their

gonads become

oped. (They do

fully devel-

not get their red eyes until

they are adults.) Younger

members of the

adults of the small group were driven off
and made no attempt to retrieve their miss-

group can help with feeding young, but
they are incapable of raising a brood on

ing fledgling.

their

During

my

four-year study of white-

winged choughs (pronounced "chuffs"),

I

own. However,

terms,

it is

worth

in

evolutionary

their while to contribute

to the group's reproductive success.

By

duced what had happened when youngsters suddenly changed groups or disap-

members breed fliey can
insure that more individuals in the next
generation carry some of their own genes.
Another and more immediate advantage

peared following an intergroup

to helpers

observed four such "kidnappings"

at close

quarters. In fourteen other instances,

I

de-

battle.

helping family

is

that they gain experience in

Based on the social attentions shown the
captives, I had no doubt that the fledglings

such crucial matters as nest building,
recognition of danger, and caring for

were being actively recruited for membership in a new group. On one occasion the

young.

kidnappers started preening their detainee

to

immediately and were feeding it within
half an hour. But why would any bird in-

cal procedure

vest effort in unrelated offspring, espe-

—

—

when as in this case
won't become self-sufficient

cially

the

young

for about

eight more months? To understand why
choughs kidnap and raise unrelated

youngsters

human
look

—behavior
—

society

at their

rarely seen outside

requires taking a close

ecology and unusual social

The difficulty of finding food is central
chough social life. Foraging is a laborintensive activity (and a somewhat comifrom an observer's point of
view). The birds wander over very large

home

ranges in the woodlands, sifting the

slow-to-degrade eucalyptus leaf

to eight inches deep, often with

The

birds

seem

system.

ing leaf

White-winged choughs are crovv-sized
omnivores that live in social groups of

their long,

four to twenty individuals.
in

They

nest high

eucalyptus trees, but their size, group

litter

and

probing the soil in search of insects,
worms, and other invertebrates. A chough
may spend minutes excavating a cavity up

litter

no reward.

intent in their quest, toss-

and

soil in all directions

with

downward-curving beaks.
While moving through the sparse understory, they call softly

and continuously to

maintain contact with the rest of the group.
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Individuals often

let

out a harsh screech

if

themselves and their nesdings, and even

they find a worthy item, say a fat beetle

after the

and the younger group members
converge on them, begging noisily. Within

spends more than 80 percent of
coordinated foraging bouts.

the eucalyptus forest, a miniature, lu-

dozen black birds systematically fanning

narlike landscape of craters and scattered

out,

larva,

debris

is

a sure sign that a group of

young

fledge, the

The

combing and ripping up

floor,

and then

(if

—wings waving,

flying off

Younger birds have trouble deciding
where to spend their time digging. My re-

and uttering

search showed that first-year choughs

the Australian bush.

whisfle

—

is

the

an intruder

choughs has passed through.

group
its

sight of a

woodland

is

tails

still

time in

spotted)

wagging,

their shrill, piping

alarm

one of the great spectacles of

have very poor returns for the time they

Cooperative breeding occurs in only

spend foraging but that their efficiency improves steadily over the next three years.

about one percent of the world's birds, but

Older individuals have a

much

better idea

of which patches of ground are worth digging

in,

as well as the experience to

when

know

to give up on an unprofitable site.
During the breeding season, choughs
spend virtually the entire day feeding

is

particularly

Among

common

in Australia.

choughs, usually only one pair in

the group breeds.

more than

When

a group grows to

fifteen individuals, four or five

are generally fully mature helpers; the rest
are immafiare birds

between one and three

years old. Larger groups capitalize on havGraeme Chapman
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C. A. Henley

A popeyed adult chough,
begging young

in the

left, feeds

a scarab beetle larva to

communal nest high

in

a eucalyptus

A

chough collects mud to be used in
constructing the group nest. Below: After defending its young
from marauding neighbors, an adult chough, its back
tree.

Bottom,

left:

hunched, flies back

to its

own

group.

C. A. Henley

noted that cooperative breeders are most

sisted pairs continued to increase with

common

each additional helper.

tat

in

eucalyptus woodlands, a habi-

without distinct seasons and therefore

lacking the resource peaks

—burgeoning

fresh foliage and flowers and insect
flushes

—

that boost the springtime breed-

in a season.

Why individuals

should forgo

in early spring

A

consequence of

work
nest.

and fledge

weeks later;
grow very slowly and

in a helpless state about four
their flight feathers

low-yield habitat

the birds cannot fly properly for at least a

may be that although adult birds have little

month. The young then require feeding for

trouble supporting themselves in a euca-

another six or seven months, and their

this

may have

a difficult

time finding the extra food required for

two broods

Choughs hatch

ing efforts of Northern Hemisphere birds.

lyptus forest, they

ing extra helpers by producing

Unfortunately, the group's hard

does not stop when a chick leaves the

nestlings. This ecological reality

courage young birds

to stay

might en-

home and

needs are especially great during the cool
Australian autumn,

when

insects are not

make

abundant. The fledglings

a very

slow and partial transition to indepen-

home and

older breeders to recruit helpers. That

dence during

help others has inspired a lot of debate

Australian songbirds generally lay smaller

port

Many feel

clutches and have longer breeding seasons

young birds are simply constrained,
by lack of territory or mates, for instance,

than their counterparts in the Northern

and helpers have enough trouble feeding
themselves. Raising one young from the

breeding and instead stay

among

at

evolutionary ecologists.

that

from going
choice

it

alone, and that the next best

to help relatives raise their

is

young. Others theorize that in

many

cases

the birds have the option of dispersing, but

derive

some overriding advantages, such
from predators, by staying

Hemisphere seems to support this view.
White-winged choughs are certainly
constrained from breeding on their

own

while young, and even after reaching maturity

must have help from

entire four years of

much

others. In the

my study and also dur-

longer study by Australian or-

as protection

ing a

home.

nithologist Ian Rowley, not a single unas-

No one has
Australia

is

satisfactorily explained

a center for so

tive breeding,

much

why

coopera-

although some recent sug-

gestions are compelling. Australian ornithologist

of

New

Hugh

England

Ford, of the University
in

New

South Wales,

sisted pair of

choughs succeeded

in

fledging young; even trios failed. Nests

were

built

and eggs were

breeding pairs with

laid,

at least

could expect to bring a single
point of fledging.

but only

two helpers
young to the

The success

rate

of as-

egg

is

this period, for their life sup-

cut off in winter,

to the

when

the adults

beginning of the following

breeding season takes on average seven

choughs.

As

there are

no spare choughs

around (remember
home), aspiring
find their help

other groups.

group

to

floating

that they all stay at

first-time breeders

from within

One way

grow very

fifteen individuals,

their

must

own

or

to wait for the

is

more than
up
more. With some

large, say to

when

into factions of four or

it

will break

jostling for position, older helpers can

then

become breeders in a new group. Alformed within the group serve

liances

47

A group of adult choughs, below, hunts for laiyae and worms
in the soil.

Such food

compelling the birds
Right:

Red eyes

is

to

scarce in the eucalyptus forest,

spend many hours

blazing, adult

in daily foraging.

choughs perform

their wing-

waving display for a begging fledgling. On the ground, bottom
right, an adult bird feeds a youngster Immature birds often
take three years to

become

skilled at finding food.

Photographs by C. A. Henley

when the group splits, for
one very effective way of winning the loy-

breeders well

alty of other individuals

as nestlings

and

is

to care for

them

fledglings.

The majority of

helpers are recruited

southern winter, and they need three to

mud

four days to build an elaborate

high in a eucalyptus

tree.

dried nest

it is

is

finished,

diameter and

By

nest

the time the

about one foot in

may weigh more

tiian five

from within the group. Often the young

pounds. (Some are so perfectly round they

from previous years help to rear their siblings. With competition for allies within
the group so rife, however, individuals
also look outside for new recruits. For the
necessary extra help, the group must go in
for kidnapping. Battles between groups

look as though they have been turned on a

occur daily, both before and after fledging

young; small groups must constantly defend their young from the pirating activities

of their marauding neighbors. Kidnap-

ping can occur even before a youngster

can

fly

weU.

When

enticed away, the

flut-

tering detainee can be herded along the

ground, or
off.
I

Of the

its

parent group can be driven

fourteen "chicknapping" cases

was aware

of, six

young disappeared

potter's wheel.)

On

one occasion, one of

the smallest groups under
(it

my

had only four members)

surveillance

started nesting

two weeks before its neighbors. This early
start was not advantageous, however. The
group was repeatedly harassed by other
groups and often had to huddle around the
nest to prevent the opposing group from
landing on the rim and pecking at the mud.

The

nest

was eventually dislodged

young successfully

until its fourth breed-

ing effort.

Even though

I

destroying nests,

commonly saw choughs
it

wasn't until

I

saw an-

knew with

from their new group without a trace, three

other startling behavior that

returned (escaped?) to their original group

certainty that these birds actively

within a week, and five were alive and

delay each other's breeding.

with their

new group

group was located.

I

the last time the

observed three that

these helping at the nest.

eight choughs, they

not lim-

ited to

kidnapping raids; nests are also

geted.

Choughs begin nesting
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tar-

late in the

To

aim

to

get precise
I

had

been using a mirror mounted on a pole to
count eggs in nests. Once

is

I

data on chough reproductive rates,

had survived in their new groups for more
than a year, and I was able to watch all of
Aggression between groups

this

way, and the small group did not fledge

when

I

was

using this technique to study a group of

became

distracted,

and another group of five flew to the rim of
the nest. One individual, which I could
recognize as an aduh by

its

bright red eyes.

i
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proceeded to pick up the eggs in its beak
one at a time and toss them to the ground.
It destroyed three out of four eggs this way
before being evicted by the residents. Interestingly,

some

breeding birds

example

—

other cooperatively

—acorn woodpeckers,

also indulge in

egg

tossing.

for

But

One quick way
tion

is

to

reduce that competi-

to disrupt the progress of neighbors'

nests, thereby delaying their period of

peak resource use. Nest building, although
not a lengthy procedure, requires mud and
usually can take place only after heavy
rain.

A broken or destroyed nest may be ir-

such cases, the competition is between
individual breeding females within the

replaceable for long periods, and breeding

same group.

choughs post

in

Why

should choughs be so bent on the

destruction of their neighbors' nests and

eggs? Choughs

are not territorial.

Food

is

too sparsely distributed to be defendable,
so feeding ranges overlap, and nests

may

be built very close to one another. Having
another breeding group nearby places a

heavy drain on

when

total resources, especially

the rival group includes

nestlings.

demanding

may be

indefinitely postponed. Thus,
sentries to

guard the nest

protection against both predators and
other groups of choughs.
All the problems choughs face in raising young and competing with others are
ultimately linked with the difficulties they
have in finding food. Their time-intensive

and skill-dependent foraging appears to
have shaped their social behavior. And
their intense need for helpers, I believe,
has led to the extreme behaviors of kid49

Adult choughs face off prior to beginning their
spectacular aggressive displays.
A-

and

K- Tatnell

napping, egg dumping, and nest sabotage.

hung.

While my
many insights

flashing before

terns

was

field

research produced

into the

and ecology,

in getting to

choughs' social pat-

my

greatest pleasure

know some

animals are treated merely as numbers and
averages,

when

so

many

of the interesting

aspects of natural behavior are due to indi-

vidual differences.) Three choughs in particular are firmly etched in

my memory,

plunged about twenty

my

eyes,

by

feet,

when

again caught on a branch and

I

my life

the rope

was saved

my harness.
Finally, the thought of a

of the birds'

individual personalities. (Too often, I feel,

I

yeUow-banded

chough that I saved from certain death always makes me smfle. When he was only
a week out of the nest. Single-yellow had
and knocked himself out. I rescued
him and retumed him to his group. But as
fallen

I

watched

his inept antics, I realized that

He

identified

he might be a

blue-blue, the

had no concept of danger, totally ignoring
dogs and cats, but sounding a shrill alarm

by the colored plastic rings that I
placed around their legs. First is Bluefirst

chough I ever banded, a

breeding female that became so tame she

would take food from

my hand and let me

when he
rabbits.

spotted harmless pigeons and

During his second year, the breed-

count the nestlings under her without even

ers in his

a peck from her sharp beak.

mud

Second

who was

is

Green-green-orange (GGO),

aknost responsible for

Her group

my death.

off the ground.

near-fatal occasion, she flew at

flew over to investigate. Since

it

was not

me

with

I abandoned any hope that
chough was just going through an
awkward stage. Single-yellow was the

rim. After that,
this

best candidate I've ever seen for natural
selection

weeding out the unfit before they
their genes. But it was time for

can pass on

me

to leave the field,

and

I

don't

leapt back, break-

how

long he lasted in the chough's

my rope ladder

cult,

competitive world.

ing the branch from which

50

gave a great squawk of excitement, and

under his weight when he landed on the

I

I

fine

nest,

at least sixty feet

climbed to her
group's nest, GGO would fly at me furiously. Twice she knocked off my protective helmet, forcing me to abandon my
quest to examine her nestlings. On the
such vehemence that

Single-yeUow spied the

yet dry, the entire structure collapsed

GGO did not like nest ma-

rauders. Every time

group had just sculpted a

nest.

any

built their nests higher than

other group, consistently

liability to his family.
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know
diffi-

D

At the height of its performance, a chough, its scarlet eyes
bulging, repeatedly flashes its white wing patches.

,

In this westward

Andes mark

vimfivm

the space shuttle, the

the border between Chile

snow-covered

and Argentina. Daiwin

traversed the range via a high pass linking Santiago, Chile (light
patch near the center), with Mendoza in Argentina.
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The Andes' Deep Origir

o

Peering into the mantle, geophysicists are now able to detect the currents of rock
that shape the Andes and other major features of our planet

by Raymond M. Russo and Paul G. Silver
smf^^i

On

February 20, 1834, Charles Darwin

was taking a noontime

rest in a forest not

from the small Chilean coastal town of
Valdivia when the ground began to shake.

far

^1

The motion continued for two minutes,
and although he was able to stand up, the
sensation of the earth rocking beneath his
feet

made him

giddy

feel

—

as though he

were back aboard the Beagle. Twelve days
later, Darwin arrived in Concepcion, farther

up the coast near the epicenter of the
He was stunned by the utter devas-

quake.

had befallen the town. Only
had been lost, but nothing
was left standing. "It is a bitter and humUiating thing to see works, which have cost
men so much time and labour, overthrown

tation that

thirty-five lives

in

one minute; yet compassion for the

habitants
In

my

almost instantly forgotten.

is

opinion,

we have

in.

.

scarcely beheld

since leaving England, any other sight so

deeply interesting."

Darwin

also noted that shells of recent

marine species had been uplifted with the
land along much of Pacific coast of South
America. With the same insight that he
brought to the biological world, he concluded that "the elevation on this western
side of the continent has not been equable. ...

been

At several places the land has

lately,

or

still is,

bly and by sudden

rising both insensi-

starts

of a few feet dur-

ing earthquake-shocks; this shows that
these two kinds of

movements

are inti-

mately connected together."
Both the lofty peaks of the Andes,

above twenty thousand feet,
and the violent earthquakes that made
such a strong impression on Darwin are

many

rising

spectacular evidence of plate tectonics.

Since Darwin's time, the motions of the

dozen or so

pave the

thin, rigid plates that

earth's surface

have been largely worked

Recovering from a wound received
early in World War I, Alfred Wegener, a
out.

and explorer, developed
were once assembled in a single landmass called Pangaea and were now drifting apart. For lack

German

scientist

the idea that the continents

of proof, his work was not taken seriously,
but in the years following World War n,

new

surveys using a variety of
gies gave geologists their

technolo-

first

detailed
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Illustrations

look

at the

by Joe LeMonnier

ocean floor

—

two-thirds of the

was previously un-

earth's surface that

charted, hi a burst of creative insight

m the

mid-1960s, geologists realized that ocean
crust

was being created along
and as

lantic ridge,

outward,
it.

it

this

new

many

of the earth's features suddenly

made sense.
The earthquake Darwin experienced,
for example, resulted

the mid- At-

gence of two

crust spread

crash, the

from the conver-

plates: in the

Nazca

slow-motion

plate slid, with

some

re-

crust,

disappeared along a deep trench in

the ocean floor paralleling the Pacific
coast of South America.

Although the theory of plate tectonics
has explained a

carried continents along with

sistance (hence the violent tremors), be-

servable, buried

was

neath the South American plate and was

rior.

Meanwhile, the Pacific Ocean

being continually renewed as

floor

new

crust

was being formed and older crust was destroyed. With the plate tectonic revolution,

subducted, or forced down, into the
tle.

The descending ocean

den by the

fighter

man-

plate, overrid-

and thicker continental

the forces that drive

lot,

the plate motions have remained unob-

deep

From very

assumed

in the earth's inte-

early on, geologists

that the circulation of the

had

mantle

rock, flowing at a snail's pace in vast
gyres,

was intimately cormected

'

to plate

motions, but the nature of the relationship

remained murky.

Mantle Convection: Making the Earth Move

Nazca
marked a

In the case of the subducted

assumed

plate, geologists

that

it

region of sinking manfle and that

at least

some of the mantle was welded to the descending plate. The coupfing of plate and
mantle was presumed to be more or less
complete in most cases: where the mantie
went, so went the plates. Thus plate mo-

East
Pacific

Rise

Mid-

tions,

Atlantic

and

in particular the locations of

subducting slabs, were thought to be our

Ridge

best indicators of mantle motions.

Within the last few years, however, a
newly observed phenomenon caUed shear

wave splitting has allowed us to determine
the orientation of mantle flow using data

from waves propagating outward from
earthquakes. To test the technique on a
continental scale,

we

decided to study the

mantle beneath the Nazca subduction
zone along the western edge of South
Cut the earth

in half

mostly mantle rock.
iron core and
crust.

The

It

is itself

crust

is

and you will find

upward

surrounds a large

lost.

covered by a thin

divided up into about a

dozen plates which are
tion,

in constant

mo-

diverging along midocean ridges

and colliding along deep sea trenches.
The jostling of the plates, which produces most of the large features on the
earth's surface, is

caused by currents

deep within the mantle.
Despite the mantle's rocky composition,

it

flows

—

albeit at

a rate measured

—and heat

what
keeps the oceans of rock slowly chuming. Some ten to fifty mfies down, depending on^where you are, the mantle
gradually gives up its stored heat to the
rigid crust, which then conducts the heat
in inches

per year

is

As

is

America.

the mantle rock near the surface

first, it is

to the atmosphere,

slowly cools,

it

where

it

becomes denser than the

surrounding hot mantle and eventuaUy
sinks.

At

the

same

time, the deepest por-

tions of the mantle are

below by heat from the

warmed from

earth's core

and

by the steady decay of radioactive elements in the mantle itself. This deep
mantle rock becomes buoyant and rises
in an upwelling mass. These two
processes occur simultaneously in the
mantle, so that

it

We

chose the coast because,

a convenient place to put seis-

mometers (many subduction zones

has plenty of earthquakes and therefore
lots

of earthquake data to "illuminate" the

And finally, because the
motion of the two plates was particularly

mantle below.

is moving essenapproximately 2.5
inches per year, and South America is
moving westward at a tittle more than an

simple (the Nazca plate

tially

eastward

circulates in discrete

masses called convection ceUs, which
are shown above in generalized form.
(You can watch similar convection ceUs
form in a cup of hot, unstirred coffee
with milk, or better yet, hot miso soup
served at any Japanese restaurant.)

inch per year),

at

we

expected the mantie;

flow to be simple, too.
that the

We
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were confident

mantle beneath the Nazca plate

would be flowing from west to east, and
that it would be strongly coupled to the descending

slab.

Some 350 seismograms
54

are

deep under the ocean). Second, the coast

later,

we knew

of mantle flow beneath

that the orientation

Nazca

the descending

we had
tern

We

expected.

was not what

plate

found a varied pat-

of orientations, but most were paralthe curvaceous western coast of

lel to

South America and the subduction trench.

We

How

were flabbergasted.

those ideas

on

could

all

and mantle motions be

plate

wrong? Could the mantle be moving
largely independently of the Nazca slab,
often at right angles to the eastward motion

of the oceanic plate? After double-

checking our results and finding that they

were correct,

we

we would

realized that

—

need a new model of the mantle flow and
plate motions to explain what we were ob-

rection

serving.

impermeable

The westward motion of South America was the key to our new model. As flie
continent moves, it pushes the Nazca
trench and the entire subduction zone
westward before it. What if, as it is pushed
westward, the descending Nazca slab is
pushing the mantle out of the way like a
continent-sized snowplow?
If true, this model implies that the man-

into the mantle to depths of

tle is

way

is clear.

Be-

barrier,

angling

downward

400 miles or

more and extending the length of South
America's westem margin, we would expect the mantle to flow in any direction

necessary to escape the slow westward

push of South America.
But what we observed, mantle flow

ori-

ented parallel to the coast, indicates that
the mantle

under the slab does not move

downward with

not welded solidly to the descending

slab, but is instead free to

as long as the

cause the descending slab represents an

flow in any di-

pect that

it

is

the plowing slab.

We

sus-

prevented from descending

Mapping the Mantle Flow
We Ccin "see" deep inside the earth with the help of seismic
waves emanating from earthquakes (and the occasional underThe energy from such shocks is transmitted
which deforms briefly and snaps back into
seismic waves pass. When the waves arrive at the sur-

ground nuclear

test).

Because seismic waves generally

travel faster in cool

mantle

rock than they do in the warmer regions, these images reflect
temperature patterns in the mantle and can be used to infer con-

shown

and

easily through rock,

vection, usually with hot, rising regions

shape as

sinking mantle depicted in blue. But such images are rough and

face, they carry a great deal of information, not only

about which

path they traveled but also about the properties of the rocks

through which they passed.
delity

If the

waves can be recorded with

fi-

and interpreted with sophistication, they can reveal aspects

of the earth's interior in

some

horovicic, a Croatian geologist, used seismographic recordings

of the event, scribbled on a rotating
needle, to infer the upper

drum of paper by

a trembling

boundary of the mantle. He found

the crust beneath his feet extended only twenty miles

now know

ocean crust

that

is

that

down. (We

usually between three and four

miles in thickness, while the continental crust averages about

eighteen miles.

miles down,

The

lies

Gutenberg, a

thickest crust, extending as

much

as forty

beneath high mountain ranges.) In 1914, Beno

German-bom

ary of the mantle

where

it

little

about the direction in which the rock

is

cooler,

flowing di-

rectly beneath the plates.

To see such regional details, we make use of a curious phenomenon displayed by olivine, the predominant mineral in the
upper mantle, and a particular type of seismic waves called

detail.

shook the Balkans, and Andrija Mo-

In 1909 an earthquake

us

tell

in red

geologist, detected the lower

bound-

contacts the core at a depth of about

shear waves. Like other minerals, olivine vibrates from side to

waves

side as shear

pass, but because of the peculiarities of

waves

crystal structure, the

are often "split" in two, with

its

one

phenomenon known as seismic
means that the mineral does not transsame way in all directions). The degree to

traveling faster than the other, a

anisotropy (which simply

mit seismic waves the

which the waves are

split

depends on the orientation of the long

axes of the crystals relarive to the seismic waves striking them.

The

"polarization" of the twin pulses

is

similarly dependent. Be-

cause both of these effects can be measured

modem

seismographs,

we

at

the surface with

can determine the orientation of the

1,800 miles.

olivine crystals deep within the earth. This, in tum, can reveal

work revealed sharp physical and chemical
boundaries within the mantle as well. The uppermost layer ap-

which way the manfle is flowing.
At the high temperatures and pressures within the earth's
manfle, olivine crystals slowly change their shapes and orienta-

Further seismic

pears to be relatively rigid and welded to the crast to form the

A

more duc-

tion in response to stresses associated with mantle convection.

layer of mantle, called the asthenosphere, lies

below the

Over

plates, or hthosphere,
tile

plates,

and

at

forty-five miles thick.

a depth of about 155 miles,

mesosphere, the

which extends

some

solid, increasingly

it

passes into the

dense bulk of the mantle,

to the earth's outer liquid core.

In the 1980s, geophysicists began using seismographic net-

computers in an attempt to see more features in
Thousands of seismic waves were analyzed, using
tomography to generate something like a CAT scan of the earth.

works and

the mantle.

fast

lel

time, the long axes of the crystals align themselves paral-

to the direction of flow.

And because mantle convection is re-

ally the large-scale, organized flow of countless crystals, large

regions of upper-manfle olivine point in the

more or

By

less

behave seismically

same

direction

and

like a single, very large crystal.

determining the regional orientation of olivine crystals,

therefore,

we map the orientation of mantle flow and can
how it influences plate motions.

begin

to understand
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Evidence of mantle flow around South America can be seen

in

The southern tip of the continent is
right at Tierra del Fuego, and the Scotia Plate

the suiface topography.

The mantle under

the

Nazca Plate flows

east until

it

cuiyed

reaches the

subducted portion of the plate,

it

to the

pushed out into the Atlantic. In the
formed by the Caribbecm Plate.

Pacific coast of South America. There, blocked by the

pushes against the Andes and

north,

a similar feature

is

is

it can escape around
and southern edges of the continent.
Simultaneously, South America, the Nazca trench, and the
subducted plate are pushed westward by the Atlantic mantle.

then flows parallel to the obstruction until
the northern

deeper than 400 miles because an increase
in

mantle viscosity

vent the

flovi'

at this

may

depth

from descending

pre-

into stiffer

mantle, or a pressure-induced change in
the structure of mantle minerals,

occurs

which

may cause the top of
be much more buoyant than

at this depth,

the mantie to

the denser, lower mantle.

Our measurements of seismic

anisot-

ropy reveal only the orientation of the
mantle flow, not

direction. If

its

we know,

for example, that the orientation of the

flow

is

north-south,

we

cannot be sure

whether the direction of flow

ening and vertical
the

is

The

great

bend

in

probably also a con-

more slowly than

the

westward

by the

sequence of the great pressure; the leading

tions of the blocks are left behind

westward wandering of the larger
blocks.
The Lesser and Greater Antilles lag behind the movement of the Cen-

is

buckled inward in

response to the impact of manfle flow. Be-

cause the flowing mantie

is

extremely vis-

cous, the pressure beneath the

Nazca

slab

.

tral

.

.

American block, and

similarly the so-

may be transmitted backward to regions of

called arc of the South Antilles [South

the mantle beneath the unsubducted por-

Sandwich Islands] between Patagonia and
West Antarctica."
An important point that Wegener did

tion of the

Nazca

plate.

The

relatively

shallow ocean floor off the coast of Peru

is

that all the subduction

probably a result of the mantle billowing

not consider

up, floating the crust higher.

zones around the Pacific Ocean, the so-

From

this point

of high pressure

in the

is

called ring of fire, are retreating toward the

But once again, the motion of South
America resolves the problem. As the

mantle, the flow should diverge, heading

center of the Pacific Basin.

northward to Colombia and southward to

plates

continent pushes westward, shoving the

Patagonia, the

south.

drifting

Central and South America: "Smaller por-

edge of the continent

north or

is

uplift.

mountain chain

And

now

The oceanic

in the basin will eventually

be

descending slab into the oncoming flow,

indeed

the mantle backs up, especially near the

the Caribbean and Scotia Sea plates that

consumed by subduction, and the ocean itself will close. Seen in this light, the mantle flow around South America represents

middle of the coasfline, far from the edges
of the slab where the flow can escape. This

lie

north and south of the continent, the

a transfer of mantle from a shrinking Pa-

pressure buildup should occur beneath the

tion as

coasfline at the border of Peru

We

and Chile.

suspect that the pressure that the

flow exerts on the Nazca slab

is

transmit-

this is

tail

of South America.

what we observed; beneath

mantle flow resumes

The

it

its

east-west orienta-

moves around South America.

between the Caribbean
and Scotia Sea plates in shape, area, and
similarities

symmetry

—have

—

long intrigued geolo-

ted to the leading edge of South America.

gists.

And halfway down

The Origin of Continents and Oceans, he
speculated that the Antilles and the South
Sandwich Islands were moving westward

pressure

is

most deformed,
56

the coast,

greatest, the
in

where the

Andes

are the

both horizontal short-
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In Alfred Wegener's third edition of

cific reservoir to

voir.

A

a growing Atlantic reser-

decade ago, Walter Alvarez

geologist

famous

(the

for his impact crater the-

ory of dinosaur extinction) postulated that

such channelized flow was draining the
Pacific mantle.

The westward motion of South America,

"upstream" through the mantie flow-

ing around

it,

is

the best evidence

we have

mo-

be flowing westward, pushing the conti-

America and

But how does the mantle push the

nent and driving the Nazca slab backward.

tain chains

The Andes form because

coasts:

of deep mantle flow driving the plate
tions.

plate? Geophysicists
that

South America

have long suspected

(as well as other con-

of the continent

is

the leading

weaker and more

edge

easily

"By

Americas

the formation of the

moun-

running along their westem
the

westward

their anterior

drift

of the two

margin was folded

made

deformed than both the mantle beneath the

together to form the mighty range of the

of strong, cold mantle welded to the conti-

core of continent to the east and the Nazca

Andes (which

tinents)

has a peculiar deep "root."

nental crust east of the Andes.

We

specu-

may actually extend deep

plate

and

its

underlying mantle to the west.

and pushed

North America is probably propelled
westward by the same deep mantle flow

along by, deep mantle flow, rather like the

generated beneath the opening Atlantic.

keel of an iceberg. If this

Wegener had postulated

late that this

enough

to

root

be swept up

in,

is true,

then the

deep mantle beneath South America must

a connection be-

tween the motions of North and South

stretched

from Alaska

to

Antarctica) as a result of the opposition of
the ancient well-cooled
sistant floor

and therefore

re-

of the Pacific."

Wegener was remarkably prescient in
westem North

relating the deformations of

and South America, even though

his de-
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In the Argentine Alps, a high

mountain lake

is

nestled among

rugged peaks, some of which reach
more than 20,000 feet.
Nicholas Devore,

III;

Photographers/Aspen

formation mechanism, the resistance of
the "floor of the Pacific," has since

been

superseded by the recognition of long-

hved subduction zones. The connection
between the westward motions of North
and South America and the geology of the
Rocky Mountains is clearly indicated in
the similar shapes and great width of the
Rockies and the Andes. Like the Andes,
the Rockies are sharply bent. The range,
which follows a northerly trend through
New Mexico and Colorado, bends in

Wyoming
Montana

northwest trend from

to take a

north. Also, the Rockies are

widest and most deformed and uplifted in
this central region.

But the Rockies are a

much older chain than the Andes and have
since suffered several important tectonic

episodes that have obscured the

embayment

that

may have

telltale

existed along

western North America during their for-

A jumble of exotic terrains (some

mation.

of which resembled island chains such as
the Philippines)

were swept up and ac-

creted to the western edge of North
ica as

Amer-

advanced. The Basin and Range

it

much

province, comprising

of the south-

western United States, formed as subduc-

North AmerSan Andreas fault
system, a narrow corridor along which the
Pacific and North American plates slide
tion ceased beneath western

Even

ica.

later, the

past each other, developed in Cahfomia.

As

seismic waves ripple through the

earth, they give us

new

insight into the

mantle forces that ultimately cause the
tremors.

Our initial observations of mantle

flow beneath the subducted Nazca plate

have already explained such intriguing
features as the symmetry and motions of
the Caribbean and Scotia Sea plates relative to

South America, the bend

dean mountain chain

in the

An-

(as well as its great

elevation and width), and the anomalously

shallow water depths of the Pacific Ocean

over the Nazca

we

can

least

finally

some

plate.

show

Most

that the

plates are driven

importanfly,

motions of at

by an active

mantle, and that flowing rock deep in the
earth

is

responsible for the large-scale ge-

we observe on the North
and South American continents today. D
ological features
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Science Lite

Heavenly Messengers
Mother Nature

Is

by Roger

trying to

I

I

think we're about

our comeuppance. After millennia

much having our way with

of pretty
ture,

us something?

Welsch

L.

Don't look now, but
to get

tell

have the uneasy feeling

has had about

all it's

na-

that nature

going to take and that

number of birds

in the air

and the number

of people on the ground, a certain number
of human heads are going to be pooped on

by

birds. I

have surveyed the

and while even the most careful

we're in for some unpleasant times, hi part

and chroniclers make no note of

I'm talking about the ways

it is

which our
tamperings with nature carry with them

A

certain negative effects.

nuded of

landscape de-

forests or jungles or grasses

its

doesn't just

in

sit

As we can

there smiling.

see happening right before our eyes again

and again, the consequences include such
unpleasantries as raging

fires,

mud

slides,

dust storms, and shopping malls.

There are also

killer

ifornia (where they are

known

as involun-

it,

tory,

recall

slayers, has

been

with particular pleasure and

awe

—some of you may have ask
your parents
grandparents what
phrase means — when my
and
to

or

this

father

were working
bird

in

pooped on

tary manslaughter bees), fire ants in the

berry season.

I

I

our Victory Garden.

his head,

and

it

seemed funny

to

attrib-

random accident. Increasingly,
sure. Not long ago I was speaking at Swedish Days in the little town of
Stromsburg, Nebraska. The day was
pleasant, and so the gathering was held
outdoors. The fellow in charge asked me
what he could do to make me comfortable
as I spoke, and I said that I would like a
cup of ice and soda, and laughed, "Maybe
you should get a cover on it so a bird
doesn't poop in it while I'm speaking!"
Hahahaha. Well, the guy forgot the
cover, and sure enough, I was standing
there talking with the cup in my hand, saw

planes flew.
I

things that

about the situation was that Pop

uted intent and prejudice to what was

surprised from an ether in which no air-

the time

One of the

me

think

I

everyone, from popes and kings to

plowmen and mammoth

ing quietly, "For the rich, you sing."

diarists

altogether likely that throughout his-

next

bees invading Cal-

literature,

brow, only then looking skyward and say-

A

was mul-

expected Dad, standing
the world like Gor-

clearly a

I'm not so

South, Lyme-disease-bearing ticks in the

there looking for

North, rabid skunks in the West, disease-

bachev, to explode in fury, but without a

a flash of something pass inches from the

carrying mice in the Navajo Southwest,

word he pulled

president-attacking rabbits in the South-

his

end of my nose, and felt the slightest tug of
weight in the cup in my hand. Now, if you

east,

for

his big, red kerchief

back pocket and mopped

from

his stained

more than tit
think Mother Nature has drawn

and on and on. This

tat. I

all

is

some conclusions about how

things are

going, and this mother ain't the least

little

happy.

bit

Take

birds.

Who

has not lounged pros-

the

on lawn or couch and contemplated
wonder of flight and song provided us

by

gentle,

trate

wing-ed fowl? (Birds have

al-

ways had this innate ability to make
human beings talk goofy.) I have been
pecked by
but that

is

mad hens and goosed by
in the nature

goose. Neither

am

I

geese,

of the hen and

talking about

Guinea's pitohui,

known

bish bird, which

is

New

to locals as a rub-

not only poisonous to

eat,

but poisonous to touch! (hi

ion,

any bird

my

opin-

that is called a rubbish bird

and has been given a moniker

that for all

the world sounds like a watermelon-seed
spitting contest has every reason to be
toxic.)
I

am talking about birds in general. And

a specific behavior.
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suppose, given the
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The nest led researchers to believe the birds
had been raised in captivity.
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was

believe that sequence of events

cidence, then
I

R

me

let

was standing on

Rod

comer of

the

Schulling once.

(I

14th and

my

Nebraska, with

in Lincoln,

coin-

try again.

friend

provide the precise,

factual details to stress that the events to

be

described are not the product of a rich

And a bird

imagination or faulty memory.)

his head, as often happens.

pooped on

Not

"as often happens" in the sense of "as
often happens to anyone," but with the

meaning "as often happened in those days
to Rod Schulling." Birds had it in for Rod,
and I'd
of you

my case

rest

would

right there, but
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sales lax

mumble, "Coincidence,

still

coincidence."

We
up

insult off (I

laughed the

enthusiastically than Rod),

more

on the wire

at the bird

and expressed some

perhaps
looked

I

thirty feet

above

sort of admiration for

aim and judgment, and we
moved about twenty feet along the curb-

the bird's

ing to resume our conversation.

And

Rod was

blootch!

hit again.

I

looked up, this time more in wonder than

amusement, and

same
feet,

and

said,

time

this

geously skyward.
that bird

"Rod,

We moved

bird."

I
I

think

it's

my

eyes coura-

not kidding you,

hopped along the telephone wire,

Rod

I

sug-

gested that for the sake of science

Rod

stopping directly over

stand

still

we could

so

again.

continue the exper-

iment, but he declined. Nonetheless,
think the pattern
precisely

what

My own
is

is

is

only mine, but

my

hit

dom

chance.

self.

But while you're thinking, don't look

Folklorist

farm

in

around. Judge for your-

need

is

Roger

L
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was clear: that bird knew
was doing.
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The Living Museum

Balinese Imaginings
Paintings collected by anthropologists in the 1930s reveal the
pervading anxieties of an Indonesian people

by Hildred Geertz
In the early 1930s,

who were

two European

artists

living in Bali, Walter Spies

and

Rudolf Bonnet, persuaded several of their
Balinese acquaintances to try their hand at

They provided

painting.

young men

the

with paper, pens, and brushes, and later

Westem

helped market their paintings to

bought these up eagerly,

travelers. Tourists

so the young

men created more and taught
new craft as well. They

their friends the

drew tropical landscapes of rice paddies
and volcanoes, Hindu festivals, stylized
all the specdances, and busy villages
tacles that foreigners saw and enjoyed.
They also observed one of the defining

—

rules of tourist
tional

em

art,

cigarettes.

and automobiles

even then, familiar

complex psychological

and they quickly decided to make
a side study of the paintings and their mak-

landers. Their

tention,

hoping thereby

ers,

to gain additional in-

sight into the inner feelings of Balinese.

During the period of

1936

their research,

from

to 1938, with a brief visit in 1939,

Mead

Bateson and

collected 1,288 pic-

of which 845 came from the village

tures,

The people of Batuan may have
were

the anthropologists

kind of

Mead

tourist,

felt that

just a different

but since Bateson and

learned their language and insisted

The

West-

exhibition

Images of Power:

Balinese Paintings

ing the nature and formation of Balinese

features

character Mead, an American, and Bate-

pictions of folktales, dreams,

Gregory Bate-

arrived on the

is-

New

out a theory of

and

human

good

1930s. Following

personality types

gagement

case of their theory.

test

who was

and

at the

its

opening en-

American Mu-

North America

society,

on

still

some

and myths

pictures illustrated, the artists

that

were

1994). Exhibition organized and circulated by

EducArt Pro-

jects, Inc., Davis, California. Original paintings in the collection

of Lois Bateson; photographed by Philip
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Smith.

nu-

could talk

I

paper, pen, and

tional art

forms

was
that

pean genre. Westem

made

little

in their tradi-

resembled
artists

this

Euro-

saw a painting

to stand alone, sharply

dramatic dance performances take prece-

new

sources of images and sto-

them

for projections of un-

Bali-

by Hildred Geertz (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press,

made

artists

paintings from a Freudian point of view,

ries.

their cultural heritage

conscious wishes and conceptions of bodImages of Power:

Some made

Since they intended to analyze the

scrutinizing

Ihe exhibition catalog.

to build

from the life around it, hanging on
a wall. But most Balinese artworks are
elements in rituals, in which musical and

from the lowland

Made for Gregory Bateson and Margaret Mead.

Batuan

to

Making drawings with
1930s, for there

for ever

Adapted from

went

contexts in which they had worked.

in 1996.

told the folktales

in Ubud, where they stayed for two
months. Spies was quick to introduce
them to the new Balinese paintings. Those

nese Paintings

I

alive in 1981, so

as something

at-

Mead wrote lit-

no more than one crude and simple picture. Some were children, copying the
work of thek elders. But a core group of

cut off

Batuan

that

their study of the painters of Bali. In

themes and ransack

village of

and

not hold up.

probably stimulated to portray complex

home

any

generalizations of national character did

volcanic massif to Spies's

village

that in

cal functioning varied greatly

they at once motored over Bali's central
hill

showed

no matter how small, psychologi-

brush was foreign to the Balinese in the

on being

Mead disembarked,

many

with them and study the social and cultural

for help in locating a suitable site for their

Bateson and

held by

still

out of favor with professional

anthropologists in the 1960s. Systematic

were

travel to

graphic study of dance and drama in Bali,

When

fell

commonalities in

merous paintings and, over the period of
study, exhibited considerable growth in
skill and originality of vision. Ten of them

Australia and Japan and retum to

They con-

doing an ethno-

fieldwork.

premise, although
people,

to

about twenty-two serious

artists cre-

seum, the exhibition will

had decided, would provide a

tacted Spies,

novice

ated for the anthropologists in the

their relation to cultural differences.

Bali, they

owing

childhood experiences. This

seventy-one different people.

more than one hundred de-

spiritual lore that

had met while doing
Guinea and had worked

son, an Englishman,

research in

their early

on their research. Their collection of Batuan art includes paintings and drawings by

land with plans to spend two years study-

Mead

configurations,

1981, therefore,

Made for

Gregory Bateson and Margaret

to the Balinese.

In 1936, anthropologists

group, or culture have similar personality

In the end, Bateson and

that were,

the

premise that people within a nation, ethnic

tle

Mead will be presented at the
American Museum of Natural History from February 3 to May 3. It

son and Margaret

portrait of the is-

work was based on

studies of individuals

of Batuan.

depicting only a tradi-

world and not the

clothing,

tracted the anthropologists' particular at-

ily

processes, the anthropologists tried to

avoid influencing the painters.
In their

book Balinese Character

(1942), Bateson and

Mead

presented a

dence.

The few Balinese paintings
had been made

isted at the time

that exto con-

tribute to ritual activities, primarily as

cloth hangings in temples.

The people of

the island call their reU-

gion Balinese Hinduism

—

it

is

a blend

Balinese in the background wave goodbye to Gregory Bateson and Margaret
Mead, who are shown traveling to a new research site in New Guinea
(foreground).
I

Ketut

The painting was a going-away present for

tlie

anthropologists.

Ngendon
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Surrounded by tormented souls, the
mythic Hindu hero Bima battles the
demon guardian of Hell for permission to

of Indian Hinduism and indigenous
cosmological conceptions, with important

bom

influences from Tantric

Buddhism and

free his parents spirits. His mother and
father suffer in a caldron of boiling oil

even, indirectly, from Islam and Christian-

The father's crime, as a
hunter, was to have killed a Brahman
priest disguised as a deer.

have studied,

{upper

I

MadS

left).

ity,

hi fraditional temple hangings that I
stiff figures are painted in a

—
—on a white ground. Faces

limited range of bright colors

and gold

red, blue,

are

presented in a standard three-quarter view,

Djala

and there

is

no

differentiation

between

foreground and background. Single trees
stand between ornately dressed person-

fid.

N ATiiR Ai

.

History 2/95

ages, and the white spaces

and

between people

trees are filled in with little teardrop-^

like motifs representing

air.

The

stories in

temple hangings are primarily myths from
the heroic age of the Mahabharata and the

Ramayana, Hindu epics from

India.'

Scenes from several different episodes in a
story are separated by decorative borders.

Freed from

new

art

style.

ritual responsibility, the

did not draw directly on this oldei

(Furthermore, there were few exam-

ples of traditional Balinese paintings read-'

-

available for the novice painters to

ily

study because by the 1930s most temple

older temple hangings with imported,

The

ORIGINS OF LIFE.

paintings of

1930s have agile figures moving about

:the

in naturalistic settings. Architectural

forms are drawn

•

Kenya & Tanzania

•

Galapagos Islands

in three-dimensional per-

spective,

even when the picture

tsistently

organized from a single view-

is

AUDUBO M

AHDTHE

congregations had already replaced their

brightly colored fabrics.)

THE ORIGINAL ART OF

DISCOVER WILDLIFE

not con-

point.

Jvenyon Oppenheimer,

Most of these drawings are highly deand have repeated, rhythmic patterns of leaves and human forms spread

specializes in the original art

tailed

Audubon. We ofFer a large selection
of all collectible editions, including:
• Havell Edition, c. 1830
• Bien Edition, c. 1860
• Imperial Folio Quadrupeds,

J.

over the entire paper. This style mirrors
the strong patterning in Balinese textiles

and temple wall carvings.

I

believe

it

is

based on a general Balinese value, what

rame and I call copiousness. The
Balinese word also connotes plenitude, or
a busy, crowded sociability, or excitement

c.

they call

and fun.

they used color, the Batuan
used a palette much wider than the

artists

most of their paintings
white.
The reliance on
and
black
are in
black and white may have been suggested
by the European artists who encouraged
them or may have resulted from their
traditional one, but

ipoverty, for they

color paints.

isive

Get

new

insights into

life in

on an expedition with Park

•

the wild

a leader in ecotourism for 25 years.

Our

•

The consequent "dark-

^traditional

cannot be traced to

Balinese pictures or to

some

general Balinese value or personality
characteristic, since Balinese taste

favors bright colors.

Whatever

Our knowledgeable staffwelcomes
any questions pertaining to Audubon

conduct trips for the zoological
Columbus, Lincoln Park,

societies of

prints. Call

and
brochure and

or write for a free brochure

Philadelphia, Atlanta, Indianapolis

many more.

For a free

Kenyon Oppenheimer,

our zoo program, call
800 223-6078. In NY, 212 765-4870.

style, the

inc.

details of
1

1357 N. Wells Street, Chicago, IL 60610

312-642-5300

•

FAX

312-642-5175

EstaUhhed 1969

American Museum of Natural History

SOUTHERN AFRICA
An

their rea-

sons for developing their dark and

monochrome

always

and Second

Amsterdam and Abbeville

could not afford expen-

jness" of the pictures

First

Facsimiles

every step of the way.

We

1845

Octavo

Editions

East Tours

expert naturalists and guides escort you

When

Inc.

of John

Historic Safari by Train

Aboard the Pride of Africa

moody

Batuan painters

September

2-18, 1995

found that the works sold, and they contin-

ued

to

develop their

art

within this mode.

Although the Balinese

artists

were

stimulated by the nahiralistic paintings of

European mentors, for the most part
they did not choose to depict the extemals

their

of Balinese

life.

Rather, the artists grap-

pled with dangerous, invisible, supernat-

and powers that, for them,
were concealed under the surface of
things. Since in Bali one of the main ways

ural beings

of speaking about such matters
storytelling,

.

many

is

Southern Africa

is

a region of remarkable diversity: rugged

mountains give way

to lush

steep gorges covered with rain forest; and tremendous herds of
the savannah.

At every

September, the American Museum
journey through southern Africa aboard the beautifully restored Edwardian
train, the Pride of Africa. While taking

one back

through

J

we

and mag-

nent on the verge of change.

American

Museum of
Natural
iiKiriB History

Discovery Tours

of Balinese imaginations.

with disaster and suffering (such as

will also enjoy the

nificent landscapes of a vibrant conti-

appreciated,

As personal documents, many of the
Batuan paintings reveal a profound con-

cem

time to an elegant age of

diversity, wildlife, culture

the paintings are emotionally charged
'records

in

train travel,

of the pictures were

As Bateson and Mead

game roam

evokes the mystique of yesteryear. This
of Natural History will lead a remarkable

turn, Africa

drawn from folktales, shadow puppet
shows, and the popular dance-dramas.
iAnd many pictures went further, portraying sorcerers, demons, and malevolent
spirits.

and majestic

farmland and vast plains; waters thunder into

BrPark West

at 79th street

New

York,

Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in

NY

10024-5192

New York

State

crop failure, illness, theft, and gambling
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harm, heal, protect, or benefit

ity to

indi-

viduals or communities through a special

kind of spiritual power, sometimes

re-

by Balinese as sakti. These techniques might be called sorcery, but that
English term seems too narrow. When
Bateson and Mead asked their Balinese
ferred to

assistant,

Made

I

Kaler, to define sakti, he

wrote: "The meaning of sakti
to prevent

added

power

that this

weak

is

the ability

anyone from defeating you." He
hidden in some

is

part of the body, such as under the

tongue or between the eyebrows, and
if

that

an enemy finds out where the sakti

is

hidden, he can defeat you.

The Batuan
sometimes
other.

men,

pictures portray holy

and witches,

priests, kings, warriors,

in violent conflict

with one an-

The images portray

terror and

courage, defeat and victory, war and
peace, weakness and strength. Their

stories

and myths but

also,

by implication,
For the Bali-

the world of everyday

life.

nese, this "real" world

is

pervaded by

visible spirits, both malevolent
olent, all in

in-

and benev-

combat with one another and

human

with

set-

merely the magical worlds of

tings are not

beings.

hideed, the line between story worlds

and the

world

real

is

never clear in

Bali.

Actual encounters with demons and sorcerers, miraculous cures, strange deaths,

and mysterious visions

in the night are the

hushed conversations, as are
unexpected prosperity and sudden
stuff of daily

poverty.

Any

disaster or

sudden good

for-

tune immediately becomes food for speculation about

its

lung disease

is

A chronic, wasting

cause.

thought to be the work of

mean-hearted neighbors, helped by
cerers

An

who

sor-

pretend to be kindly healers.

unusually rich harvest might be ex-

plained by the prior discovery of a ring in

a rice

placed there perhaps by a

field,

benevolent

spirit.

"fairy tales" as
fictions

In a scene from a Balinese stoiy, the
beautiful

an ogre

in

order to rescue an

abducted princess. Meanwhile the hero's
lazy elder brother (upper

tamarind
Ida

left)

tree.

Bagus Nyoman Sasak

cowers

in

a

sorcery by fellow villagers and the dread

Strong evidence that the themes of

strange to

most Balinese.

much

these paintings were closely related to fear

horrific

of other people's malevolent potency ap-

works vividly portray this pervasive anxiety, normally hidden behind a happy

pears in an unusual set of iUustrations by

fafade of courtesy. Tlie usual idea of Bali

vited Ida

of godly or ancestral wrath governs
of everyday

life.

These sometimes

balanced equanimity

is

given a jarring

artists. Bateson and Mead inBagus Made Togog to illustrate
his own dreams and to dictate an account
of each one. They may have intended to

one of the

challenge.

perform a Freudian analysis of his dreams,

At the same time, the paintings tell
about the fonnidable powers that healers,

but they never did so.

and kings have for averting or curing such afflictions. They have the capac-

stead have studied their manifest subject

priests,

Natural History 2/95

about never-never lands where the

impossible can happen would be very

as a paradise of contented sensualism or

66

Western notion of

Anyone who has lived in Bali for
any length of time knows that the fear of
losses).

and delicate yoittli Gvantang

fights with

A

merely delightful or scary

to search for

matter,

I

have not attempted

concealed meanings, but

which

itself

reveals

much

in-

about

—
and conscious concerns.
dreams are about demonic

)gog's daily life

Many

of his

and the dreamer's

;ings

them through

lish

ability to

van-

own inner mystical

his

ength. In at least one case Togog dreamt

become

receiving spiritual training to

a

Any

hers.

would assume

earns

own

his

1980s,

)gog

at

when

leaves, the artist

compe-

talked with

I

length about past events in his

he sometimes hinted that he had

"e,

depicting his

were signs

increasing mystical

nce. In the

left,

a boy uncovers a
demon. Below: In

dream of a

who

that they

stone at night,

harming
had such

rcerer capable of healing or

Balinese

Lookingfor
crickets under a

tree

with daggers for

included himself
(at right).
Ida Bagus Made

Bala

re-

ived the gift of sakti, but never said so

Although he was not renowned

Lplicitly.

a master of sakti, one of his sons was.
Ironically, these

young men who were

ustrating their fantasies about acquiring

power

e

to

harm or help

their fellows
Ida

Bagus Mad6 Togog

/ed in a colonial situation in which they

Some

ere essentially powerless.

who

ngs,

reigned in Bali until this cen-

each one endowed with, or with ac-

ry,

the mystical

!ss to,

ne

of the

they illustrated are of their former

les

er kings

power of sakti. By the

were made,

all

those for-

were considered

to

have

the pictures

lost

mystical power, as proved by their

;eir

jfeat

by what were considered

jally

weak

But sakti

is

Western

)Ual

to

be

spir-

foreigners, the Dutch.

not merely "power" in the
political sense

of the word,

ather, sakti is the capacity to join in the
lortal

combat of the competing forces of

le

universe in order to secure an envelope

F

safety around oneself

I

The

!ne.
'lis

and those near
all

had

many

oth-

greatest Balinese kings

mystical potency, but so did

even commoners.
The Batuan pictures, taken

against the

ackground of Balinese culture

in general,

s,

ave suggested to
ose of

all

me

that an inner pur-

Balinese rituals

is

the mobiliza-

Temple ceremonies are cared out largely by local communities and
imily groups, and involve works of
lusic, drama, dance, costume making, litrature, painting, and sculpture. They aim
on of

)

sakti.

build protective walls and attract spiri-

guardians against the predations of

lal

lose

—^humans,

as well as

nonhumans

'ho can use their magical potency to afict

others with dire suffering and death.

Uldred Geertz, a professor of anthropolgy at Princeton University, is curator of

"Images of Power" and auof the exhibition catalog. She is ciirmtly working on a book about the social
le

exhibition

wr

istory

nd

of Balinese paintings of the 1930s

their philosophical

and

spiritual im-

lications.
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Gut Thinking
by Michael

how

Figuring out

done

Gazzaniga

S.

isn't easy.

I

the brain gets

job

its

have often thought

that if

were placed on the
same scale as that of the brain scientist, we
would have a better appreciation of the
magnitude of the problem facing those
the task of the physicist

gap

trying to bridge the explanatory

that

hundred years from now,

I

am

sure

guardians of scientific ideas will shudder

what

contemporary

of Columbia University, has also invoked

who don't try to articulate the im-

ing emotions. Schachter called attention to

portance of what they are doing. Damasio,

the fact that patients with severe spinal

for those

senting us with a clear view of how reason

is

to

be congratulated for pre-

12 billion neurons and 10 trillion intercon-

and emotions

nections called synapses. Figuring out

sions, our beliefs, our plans for action.

they

work

all

way we

physicist

would

Damasio, a distinguished behavioral

think and

Neurology

do.

how we
I

am

University of Iowa Hos-

The Society

for

Neuro-

Descartes' Error: Emotion, Reason,
AND THE Human Brain, by Antonio R.
Damasio; G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1994: 312
pp., illus.

more than 22,000 members and continues
is

a regular

injuries that prevent certain

it

hard to feel the
;

psychologists, such as Paul

Ekman, of the

University of California at San Francisco,

Carroll

Izard,

of the University of
'

University, have also pointed out the im-

portance of peripheral input in triggering

emotional experience.
rightly observes that in

most

situations involving real-life decisions,

the brain scientists in this country, boasts

meeting

—
—found

ing the brain

Damasio

science, the organization that represents

to grow. Their yearly

cord injuries

kinds of sensory information from reach-

Delaware, and Robert Zajonc, of Stanford

not sure the

tackle such a problem.

the brain.

at the

the viscera as being important in generat-

"heat" of emotion. Over the years, other

neurologist and head of the Department of

Nonetheless, legions of scientists are at

work on

produce our deci-

supposed

to help us understand

feel the

interact to

as independent entities
all interact is

psycholo-

recently, psychologist Stanley Schachter,

ior.

and then how they

line of

with William James. More

scientists are of-

all

however,

how

gists starting

up as ideas for how the brain works.
Worse will be the contempt they will feel

at

fering

exists

between neural process and behavThe human brain has something like

been espoused by a long

people do not have enough time to think
pitals

and Clinics, has made major

contri-

how human

through

all

and cons in a totally
At some point, most of us go

the pros

potpourri of reports and lectures on the

butions to the study of

function of the brain in everything from

tients are

with a feeling. In spite of their cool rea-

are

changed by naturally occurring
brain lesions. He writes that he has always

these species, as are mole-

been particularly fascinated with the be-

frontal lesions

pa-

logical way.

[

the sea slug to the

studied in

all

human. Neurons

cules feeding the neuronal function, as are
ion channels in the

membranes of the neu-

rons, as are ions themselves.

are followed

Nerve

tracts

and compared according

to

havior of patients

who have

sions of the orbital or medial prefrontal
cortex.

While

still

able to intelligently per-

fomi a variety of cognitive

their consistency or variety across species.

tients are not able to

Lesions are created in animals' brains to

powers

see what specific dysfunction might arise.

Damasio,

made

Single-cell recordings are

clues as to
crets.

Too

entists

how

the brain encodes

often, all of this

who

is

are not looking

current experiments.
portant

work

that

derstanding a

to gain

They

may be

its

se-

done by scibeyond their

are doing im-

helpful for un-

number of disease proc-

esses, but they are not

doing

it

in the

context of a larger theoretical framework.
In writing Descartes' Error: Emotion,

Reason, and the

Human

Damasio has entered

who

Brain, Antonio

the ranks of those

attempt to go beyond their

own

ex-

perimental efforts to try to articulate a

broader vision of

68

how

the brain works.
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A

suffered le-

apply these mental

to real-world
this

means

tasks, these pa-

problems. For

that those

who

argue

soning capacity, patients with ventral pre-

do not seem able

to access

their visceral feelings and, as a result, they

stumble around making inappropriate decisions.

Damasio argues generally

that

psychopathic and sociopathic personalities

might actually suffer from mi-

croanatomical changes to the regions crucial for the integration

of emotion and

seem unable

that "cool" reason is the basis for rational

reason. Since such people

human

Some-

have feelings about right and wrong, good

our emotive

and bad, Damasio suggests they may indeed provide living evidence for his so-

cognition must be wrong.

how, somewhere

in the brain,

capacities are integrated with the ability to

and somehow the union of these
two dimensions of mental life yields normal cognition.
Damasio presents his notion in the form
of what he calls the "somatic marker hy-

think,

to

matic-marker hypothesis.

Of course, the

long

list

of scientists

who

have been intrigued with the emotional
and rational role of the viscera have al-

responses help guide the cool products of

ways faced a conundrum. How do the viscera know which thought to go with,
which cognitive process to cue? While
most agree that the somatic response is
important in emotion, how it works is one

As

of the mysteries of cognitive-emotional

points out, related ideas have

interactions. In terms of the emotional ex-

pothesis." In brief, he postulates that

a

human

is

confronted with a problem or a

decision, somatic

the rational

Damasio

when

mind

—bodily

or visceral

into proper action.
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perience

itself,

the "felt"

emotion

it

is

researchers believe

not experienced until

is

processed cognitively.

hi telling his tale,

Damasio

views and asides and

example, against

tions, for

many
He cauthose who

offers

never dull.

is

think understanding a single neuron will

help elucidate the problems of

how

neural

networks interact to produce behavior and

He

cognition.

scorns those

who

think that

by understanding how emotional

re-

we

are

sponses are triggered in the brain,

somehow
like love

lessening the beauty of things

book
body and
Descartes' error was to
that the mind was some-

and poetry. In

gives his reasons for

mind

are linked.

think otherwise

how

—

short, this

how

the

not part of the body.

Damasio

frequently falls short in link-

ing his ideas to the existing literature on
these themes, however. His idea about the
relation of time to logical decision
ing, for

mak-

example, has been articulated in

different terms

by

who

telligence,

scientists in artificial in-

refer to

it

as the "frame

problem." Marvin Minsky, of MIT, has
written eloquently about this, as has
British philosopher Willard

whole issue of a

Quine on the

priori constraints. In

short, these authors

have argued that

throughout millions of years of evolution,
the brain has accumulated devices for fo-

cusing and processing information
confronting a

new

challenge

tems do not have time

—

to solve

when

brain sys-

new

prob-

Likewise, the tension that exists be-

tween emotion and reason has been extensively studied

proposed

In J 848 the skull of railway worker Phineas

by economists, who have
models that account for

language functions, but damage to the prefrontal cortex impaired his ability
make appropriate personal decisions and tofimction socially.
Hanna Damasio;

University of Iowa

way humans come to a deciSome beheve it is highly rational;

No general theory exists
how the brain works certainly noth-

for our thinking.

sion.

as to

others do not. Finally, Damasio's aside
is

on

offered without reference to

ing for the brain

—

is

as detailed

and elegant

The

as the theory of natural selection.

memory

feeling.

Those of us

cites."

Dozens upon dozens of neuropsy-

chological models have been put forth on

how

brain

have been studied for more than a century

tain kinds

Richard Dawkins has examined altruism

and represent one of the central issues

ior

and finds

neuroscience, but these studies have
yielded no agreed-upon suggestion
or

selfish

genes creating unselfish

individuals in order for genes to survive.

mechanisms involved

in

in

—

—

the frontal lobes serve to inhibit cer-

Now

synaptic connections.

misses a fundamental insight offered by

beautiful science can be

done on how

sin-

We know

evolutionary biology.

gle neurons respond to stimulation

and

going on

Although molecular approaches

to

neu-

roscience have provided us with vast insight into neuronal function,

Damasio

is

right to observe that molecularly oriented

neuroscientists sound

presumptuous

in

more than a

little

speaking about the mind.

stores

the brain

and retrieves information. While

may even change

their firing threshold as

the result of experience,

no consensus has

Nowhere is the paucity of ideas in the
more apparent than when it comes to

how

with a very limited theoretical framework

tioning such as language, thinking, and

2/95

the brain enables higher-order func-

frontal lobes

level.

of that for

in-

call that shot if necessary.

in the frontal lobe at the cellular

We know that untold numbers of de-

cisions are being

ities

Is all

untold numbers of events are

made

inhibit this or that?

brain live in glass houses and are dealing

Natural History

neurons could

phone number.
field

The

motor response? Surely a few

ment.

at as to

the other hand, all of us studying the

70

hibiting a

how such cellular
mechanisms determine why I remember a

been arrived

it.

contain billions of neurons with trillions of

even plausible idea

how

of motor and cognitive behav-

think about

Damasio has offered other, more proximate physiological explanations and

as to

in the brain business

glibly use terms such as "inhibits" or "ex-

major biological theories about the evolution of social behavior British biologist

On

to

intricate

the bizarre

altruism

Gage was pierced by an iron bar in
intellect and

an accident. Gage recovered physically and retained basic

lems from scratch.

Can brain

at

any given mo-

theory characterize activ-

by simply claiming they collectively

Other definitional problems come up.

I

some colleagues, for example, on what they meant when they
claimed the brain was plastic. These were

recently polled

American Museum
killed

working

scientists

of Natural History

who liave made

lajor contributions to the field. Yet all of

lem gave
on.

different

answers

to the ques-

When someone remembers some-

ling, is there a structural

I.natomical

Or

Ipses?

—change

—

or discrete

neuronal syn-

in

functional change,

is it

which

Vould simply reflect reprogramming of
pattern of neuronal discharges in the
Iie

system?

I.ervous

No one really

some would argue

eed.

.

hange
/laybe,

maybe

In-

change as well,

a structural

is

knows.

that a functional

not.

And, of course, what constitutes an exilanation? For some, to say information
'Onverges at a particular point in the brain
5

enough

to justify the data as offering

:xplanation. Others

Some

'iext.

an

wonder what happens

like to say

mental disease

is

ICELAND, GREENLAND

aused by neurotransmitter disorders.
j)thers would argue that having a neuroransmitter disorder does not explain
.

& HUDSON BAY

why

person with schizophrenia might think
is

lie

The

I

result of this current lack of agree-

about basic mechanisms and facts

Inent

inds those trying to produce coherent the-

about the brain hard pressed. The

)ries

'arious offerings in recent years

have had

do with one another. They
ome off somewhat by necessity as ad
loc, built as they are on each individual's
'ery

little

During the short summer months when the grasp of winter loosens,
northern Canada. Greenland and the frigid seas around them literally
explode with

life.

Polar bears, seals, walruses, caribou,

Biologists and linguists are far

more

mccessful not only in reporting their findto the general public but also in pre-

musk oxen,

whales and a host of seabirds gorge themselves on the abundant food

to

;xperience with brain research.

ngs

August 9-25, 1995

King of Siam.

the

in preparation for the

long winter ahead.

This summer, a team of lecturers from the American Museum of
Natural History will lead a voyage of discovery from Iceland to

Hudson Bay aboard

the expedition ship. Alia Tarasova. Following

routes once sailed by Vikings and Arctic explorers,

we

will visit

;enting a larger context to their scientific

ancient Norse and Thule villages built on flowering tundra and

;ndeavors. Stephen Jay Gould's writings,

majestic mountain landscapes.

IS

well as those of Richard

Dawkins and
examples.

isteven Pinker, are notable
Fheir offerings are not ad

draw upon one of
agreed upon theories of history,

hey are able
p'eat.

hoc because

to

the

I

we

search for wildlife

among

the

pack

explore fjords and bays choked with icebergs in

ice

and

ice floes

ruled by the forces of nature.

"""^77^

remain hopeful

that a

,-3'*K^SS\
gykjavik

heory of brain function will someday be

demand the attention of
The very topic is
of much of brain and cognitive

venerated that will
ill

it

mind-brain
the core

science

and the emergent field of cognitive

Tiade in all these areas of research

Damasio has made

:ontribution to this ongoing

and

will

a superb

and exciting

endeavor by recognizing the links between the body and mind, emotion and
reason.

Michael
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S.
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Universe

The Size and Age of the Universe
by Neil de Grasse Tyson
This past
to the

fall,

news accounts revealed

world that the Hubble Space Tele-

maintained that planets orbit the sun in

was wrong, but

perfect circles. This detail

galaxy

spiral

Ml 00,

which

near the|

lies

center of a cluster of thousands of galax-

spread over twelve degrees of the sky

scope had measured the age of the uni-

the basic idea that planets orbit the sun

ies,

verse, which, by the way, turned out to be

was correct. Subsequent fine-tuning by
Tycho Brahe and Johannes Kepler led to a
more correct description of the planets in
their elliptical orbits. Brahe was a wealthy
sixteenth-century Danish astronomer
whose private state-of-the-art observatory,
built by the king of Denmark, enabled him

in the direction of the constellation Virgo.

somewhat

age of the oldest

less than the

our galaxy. While these results

stars in

may raise an eyebrow or two, they are neither new nor so controversial as you might
suppose.

one camp of astrophysicists were to

If

claim the universe was fifteen thousand

camp claimed it
we would have a dis-

to

measure planetary positions with un-

This Virgo cluster

among

stars

Virgo

is

tances to

German-bom astronomer who

ther

—

this

would

be bad. Fortunately, no such dilemma exists.

But

in the universe, quantities

such as

from Brahe 's data the

first

predictive laws

of planetary motion. But even ellipses
don't

energy, luminosity, size, distance, and

that

time scales span dozens of powers of

tell

the

whole

story.

Today we know

because of the collective gravity of all

size

if

its

members. The distance

to

a crucial step because the dis-

many clusters that are much faraway have been estimated with meth-

precedented accuracy, and Kepler was a

crepancy of six powers of ten

its

not impossible, time measuring individual

was

derived

the nearest of

vations an extraordinarily challenging,

years old while another
fifteen billion,

is

Group of galaxies, but it is far
enough away to give ground-based obserto our Local

ods that invoke the distance to the Virgo
cluster itself as a yardstick.

The Holy Grail
ladder

is

the

at the

top of the distance

Hubble constant, a measure

ten.

other objects in the solar system, the path

of the universe's rate of expansion. (The

Knowing

this, if

of a planet's orbit around the sun wanders

astrophysics

surements

fall

two independent meawithin only a factor of two

slightly

or three of each other,

we have

cause for

celebration.

Similar reasoning also applies to ideas.

Along
idea

the steps of scientific progress, an

may

be correct in concept, yet wrong

from what Kepler's laws would

sured that

community has wisely inamong the projects competing

for the time slots

predict.

on the space

observations that lead to an estimate of the

the attempt to

Hubble constant will be given priority.)
Edwin Hubble started it all in 1929 when

challenges in astrophysics

is

derive reliable distances to objects in the
universe. In

what

is

commonly known

as

he made the seminal discovery that the

in detail. Unfortunately, this is not widely

the distance "ladder," there exist steps that

cession velocity of a galaxy

not for want of

allow us to estimate distances sequentially

tional to

from nearby

proportionality K.

appreciated, although
trying.

(The

it is

Asimov addressed
one of his more popular es-

late Isaac

telescope,

Without question, one of the greatest

stars to distant galaxies. In

its

is

re-;

propor-

distance, with a constant of

The

K

Hubble constant,

became known
which

H

the interest of honesty, however, the dis-

as the

Relativity of Wrong.") Perhaps

tance ladder might better be termed the

came

the notion conflicts with

many of our
from childhood. If
you asked a child to speU "cat" and the result was "kat," the answer would no doubt
be marked wrong on an exam, but it is

distance "house of cards," because the re-

of Hubble, the orbiting space telescope

residual expectations

liability

clearly a better approximation of the truth

distance ladder are Cepheid variable stars.

than "xyq." The kat version ought to get

(The Cepheids are

rare,

giant stars

ten thousand times the

the subject in
says,

"The

at

least partial credit.

Most

scientific pursuits follow se-

quences of partial

steps,

each more closely

approximating the ultimate truths of the

—whatever

universe

those truths

may

be.

Nicholas Copemicus, the great Polish as-

tronomer of the
centuries,

is

fifteenth

and sixteenth

generally credited with restor-

ing the heliocentric (sun-centered) view of

the solar system. His model, however,
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of each level depends

critically

on

the reliability of the previous, presumably

more

secure, level.

Among

the

more secure rungs

—with

in the

very luminous red

—whose

inward
gravitational pressures and outward thermal and radiative pressures have temporarily fallen out of balance. They are
luminosity of the sun

named

for

be-

the standard symbol. Also in honor

was named

Hubble Space Telescope,
naming
asfi-onomical spacecraft after famous dead|
astronomers. For a measured recession velocity of a galaxy, the Hubble constant
prescribes the distance from the Milky
the

thus maintaining the tradition of

Way.

The

inverse of the Hubble constant pro-

vides a measure of the age of the universe

by mathematically "turning back the
clock." For example,

if

a car

is

110 miles

variable star of this variety,

away (the distance), and you time it to be
moving away at a law-abiding fifty-five

was discovered.) Recendy,

miles per hour (the recession velocity),

Hubble Space Telescope discovered
and monitored Cepheid variables in the

how long ago the car was in the spot where

which

after

the

Cepheus, the constellation in

first

delta Cephei,

the

then simple division will estimate for you

^
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you are standing. While in the car, you
would normally read the speedometer to
learn your speed. But the highway patrol
officer hiding in the bushes has ways to
learn your speed without the benefit of a

peek at your dashboard. Police use a
Doppler radar gun, which computes your
cars speed in the same manner that astrophysicists compute the speed of galaxies.
The cars speed is derived from the wave-

Except for some

early,

extremely high

estimates, including that of

Edwin Hubble

Cepheid's light variation
lated with

its

is

tightly corre-

average luminosity. In the

himself (based on a mix-up in the Cepheid

early twentieth century, a Harvard as-

luminosity scale), the measured value of

tronomer, Henrietta S. Leavitt,

the

Hubble constant has consistently
fallen between 40 and 100 kilometers per

this

second per megaparsec, with contempo-

dwarf galaxy. To the delight of asfi-ophysi-

rary values accumulating between 65 and

cists,

85.

The range

translates directly into our

behavior

in the

first

noted

among twenty-five Cepheids

Small Magellanic Cloud, a nearby

the period (which

is

easy to measure)

allows you to derive the luminosity. The

when combined with

mea-

uncertainty of the universe's size and age.

luminosity,

length shift in the return signal just as a

Aside from being a number that one might

sured brightness (which

derived irom the wave-

chat about at a cocktail party, the actual

measure), gives you a reliable distance to

unimpor-

the star through a simple formula. If you

galaxy's speed

length shift of

For nearly

is

its

all

emitted

galaxies in the observable

to distance.

tant.

The

real curiosity is its age,

which

are one of those

found to

impacts heavily on our understanding of

mous, note

What does this

galaxy formation and star formation. If the

celebrities

universe, the recession velocity

be proportional

size of the universe is relatively

light.

is

look like? Nearby galaxies recede slowly

universe

and distant galaxies recede quickly, which

know how

is

"too young," then

we do

not

Rising hopefuls in the category of stan-

dard candles are supemovae, which shine

short times available during the early

at typically millions

epochs of the universe. Even worse than

ity

exposing

much

adopted to describe the scene

own Milky Way

When you

of the universe.
metic that

is

no

different

perform

need

to

know

beginning.

A

was

when

the

—

in the

younger universe, while a

low Hubble constant implies a

larger,

galaxies, quasars,

Because of

star clusters in

that are

our

somewhat older

—a decidedly un-

itself

all

if

greater distances.

is

some hope

that their

novae as the best available standard candles in the universe

their high

and predictable

luminosity, Cepheid variable stars

make

useful "standard candles" for estimating
the

At the moment,
peak luminosity is constant from one exploding star
to the next, which would crown superthere

Hubble constant and the age of the

verse. Standard candles,

when

uni-

they are

found, are cherished in astrophysics for
they are our only reliable yardsticks.

On

and thus secure an

unimpeachable rung on the distance

and you never know where, the next

To derive an

accurate age of the uni-

verse also requires knowledge of the cos-

and the horizon of the

Cepheids expand and contract while the

mic mass density, a disturbingly uncertain
number even by astronomical standards,
Taken together, the mass density and the

reckoned in parsecs.

you were

A

is

the distance a

to

observe

its

stars

themselves increase and decrease in

luminosity. Fortuitously, the period of a

lo-

by an angle of one arc second

as

Earth orbits from one side of the sun to the

other Nearby stars exhibit large shifts
while distant stars exhibit correspondingly
shorter shifts against the background sky.

As

a phenomenon,

the shift

ger

at

it is no different from
you see when you hold your fin-

arm's length while looking at

it

with

one eye and then the other The finger appears to shift from side to side.
For handy reference, the nearest
system to the sun, alpha Centauri,
1.3 parsecs

is

star

about

away. The nearest galaxy that

resembles our

own

spiral

Milky Way, the

Andromeda galaxy, is about 700 kiloparsecs away. The nearest quasar, 3C273, is
about 600 megaparsecs away. The edge of
the observable universe, the horizon be-

yond which information cannot reach us,
is about four gigaparsecs away. The prefix
kilo is shorthand for one thousand; mega,
for one million; and giga, for one billion.
74

su-

pernova will explode.

cation shifting against the background
stars

lad-

der Unformnately, to be effective they
first must be discovered, which depends
on how diligently the sky is searched and
monitored because you never know when,

months, the outer gaseous layers of the

parsec (3.26 light-years)

would be

discovering that

of times the luminos-

of Cepheids, and are thus visible over

stars,

For no special reason, distances to

star

is

time scales that range from days to

older universe.

universe are

some

pleasant situation.

same place the
high Hubble constant im-

plies a smaller,

dicate ages for

than the universe

can estimate the time in the past
entire universe

ignorance

arith-

Hubble constant), you

the

this

well-tested theories of stellar evolution in-

from what was

applied to our law-abiding car (you just

of Cepheid

galaxies were produced in the

hand grenades,
bombs, and even fireworks all behave in
the same way. For this reason, it is no accident that the term "big bang" has been
at the origin

list

find Polaris, the North Star.

the precise signature of an explosion:

is

the exploded parts from

the

also easy to

who tracks the rich and fa-

that within the

we

is
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"Do you have

to

read Andy Rooney when I'm tiying to read Stephen Hawking?

;

!

ubble

us whether the universe will

tell

ipand forever

one day

upse

"big chill" or col-

in the

in the "'big squeeze."

There

Celestial Events

by Joe Rao

that these are profound numOur understanding of the fate of the
jniverse rests upon them. We should

no doubt

;rs.

be surprised that tremendous

lerefore not

liedia attention

is

given to every

new

leasurement of the Hubble constant.

Using space telescope measurements of
Cepheids

iie

in the

Virgo cluster,

Wendy

I'reedman, of the Carnegie Observatories,

nd collaborators calculated a Hubble
onstant of 80 ± 17 kilometers per second
megaparsec.

er

the

lat this is
if

One can

safely proclaim

most secure measurement

Hubble constant ever obtained. The

the

however, with

alue,

incertainty, falls

honest interval of

its

comfortably within

cores of previous (although less certain)

;round-based measurements.

The estimated mass density of the uniranges from a small fraction of the
ritical amount needed to ultimately arrest
he cosmic expansion (as inferred from

i

I'erse

i)bservations) to the critical density itself

If you've ever wondered which astronomical object has been photographed
the most, you may be surprised to leani
that it is not the sun or the moon, but
rather Mars. From 1905 through 1964,
E. C. Slipher, of the Lowell Observatory
in Flagstaff, Arizona, took almost
200.000 photographs of this intriguing
planet. In 1956 alone (a year when Mars
made a particularly close approach to
Earth ), Slipher took 37,000 photographs.
The best times to photograph the planet
are during oppositions, when Earth and
Mars line up on the same side of the sun,
and near their closest approach to one

another.

Martian oppositions occur roughly
every twenty-six months, and one is
coming up on February 1 1 when the
planet shines at a magnitude of -1 .2, and
when we will be almost 63 million miles
from it, about as far away as we can be
during such an alignment. Nevertheless,
Mars will be almost as bright as Sirius,
,

wished for by many

as

Across

theorists).

Hubble constant of 80 proa universe that is anywhere from

his range, a

vides for

down

ibout 12 billion

For some people,

)ld.

ress

because the

latest

to 8 billion years

this is

estimate for the age

the oldest stars in the

)f

ibout 14 billion years.

"How can

cause for dis-

I

Milky

can

still

stars in the universe

Way

is

hear

it,

be older

han the universe itself?" Well, they

To confimi or refute the re:ent measurements, we must continue to
lerive the Hubble constant for many more
ialaxies in the Virgo cluster, and for

|>houldn't be.

galaxies that are

5tellar

models

ages

(

to see

We

stellar

whether younger

10 to 12 billion rather than 14
possible for the oldest

billion years) are

Maybe

tomorrow or next week,
one day there will emerge a closer ap-

tars.

but

farther away.

"push the envelope" of

iiust also

evolution

much

not

proximation of the truths of the universe.

For now,
marvel

I

at the

do not wallow

ferent estimates.

hyperbole,

is

I

I

dif-

Because behind the de-

bates, the controversies,

the size

in despair.

agreement among very

and the headline

rejoice in having

some idea of

and age of the universe

—even

if

it

just to within a factor of two.

Neil de Grasse Tyson

is an astrophysicist
a joint appointment at the Hayden
Planetarium and Princeton University.

with

His recent book Universe
is

available from

Down

to Earth

Columbia University

the brightest star in the night sky.
last really

The

favorable opposition (they
at intervals of fifteen or

tend to repeat

seventeen years) was
1988,

when

in

the red planet

million miles away.

Mais oppositions

September

was about 36

The reason

are not equal

is

that all
that the

planet has a highly elliptical orbit, and
the best oppositions occur

when Mars

is

month.

but this distance
28th.

Mercury

is

left)

of Venus,

nearly halved by the

will

be shining eight

moon diameters below and to the right of
the thin crescent moon on the 27th.
Venus

shines brillianriy in the dawn,

although not quite as brightly as last
month, and it sinks about five degrees
closer to the horizon. For the rest of the
year, Venus seen through a telescope
will look like a very small, featureless
gibbous moon. On the moming of tlie
26th, you'll see a beautiful crescent
moon above and to the right of Venus,
and if you're using a good telescope,
you'll find Venus lying less than a degree
north of the bluish Sth-magnitude planet
Neptune, currently the farthest planet
(until 1999) from the sun.

Mars reaches opposition on the 1 th
and provides a striking sight to the right
(west) of the sickle of Leo. Thirteen
hours before it anives at opposition, it
1

will reach

its

closest point to Earth in

The time of opposition and closest
approach do not coincide because at the
time of opposition, the paths of the two
1995.

planets are not parallel but are converg-

ing slightly.

Jupiter, well to the left (west) of
Venus, appears as another brilliant moming "star," and rises three to five hours
before sunrise. By dawn it is in the south
neariy at the meridian. Tlie bright red-

closest to the sun.

This

degrees to the east (lower

Mars

rises

in

the

dish star Antares

is

about six degrees

east-northeast at sunset and takes all
night to cross the southern sky. It will be

below and to the right of Jupiter. The
moon, just past last quarter, will be visi-

high in the south at midnight and will appear as a bright yellowish orange "star"
to the right of the sickle-shaped pattern

ble just to the east of Jupiter as they rise

of stars that outlines the mane and chest
of Leo, the Lion. A good telescope will
show the white north polar icecap and a
few dark surface areas, such as Syrtis
Major, an extensive plateau near the

Martian equator.
The next favorable opposition will
occur in August 2003. So, as you admire
Mars these frosty cold February nights,
try to imagine yourself gazing at it on
some warm late-summer evening eight
years hence, when it will appear to shine
more than four times as brightly as it
does now.

The Planets
Mercury

in

it

the sun's glare.

The Moon
A.M.,

is at first

EST, on the

quaiter at 7:54

7th; full

moon

is

on the

15th at 7:15 a.m., EST, and last-quarter

moon is on the 22d at 8:04 a.m. There is
no new moon this month, the first dme
such a circumstance has occurred in
February since 1957. Compensating for
this lack were two new moons in January; there will be two more in March.
that

February

pulls out of the sun's glare

and should be visible by
that date,

on the moming of the 23d.
Saturn, shining like a first-magnitude
star, is low in the western sky and sets
about two hours after sundown on the
1 St. Look for it on this night far to the left
(east) of a skinny sliver of the moon. By
midmonth, Saturn is swallowed up by

will lie

the 12th.

On

some twenty-seven

Joe Rao

is

a meteorologist and a guest
American Museum-Hay-

lecturer at the

den Planetarium.

Press.
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scheduled river and backpacking trips. Wilderness
Alaska.

POB

113063. Anchorage,

AK

South America. Trekking the Inca
Guaranteed
Patagonia.
departures/customized itineraries. Free brochures.
Hills, NY
70-15
Forest
Nansen St..
Terra Adventures,

11375 (800) 53-TERRA

99511 (907)

345-3567

CANOE CANADA'S

ARCTIC.

ALASKA WHALES

Wolves, muskoxen,

Ai featured on NBC, ABC, National Geographic...
Explore Aloslta

yacht. P.O.

Truly unique 7-17

ALASKA WILDLAND ADVENTURES. How

COSTA RICA &

National Parks,
Central America.
wildlife birdwatching, rafting beaches. Weekly deparFree brochures. Terra Adventures, 70-15
tures.
Nansen St.. Forest Hills, NY 1 1375. (800) 53-TERRA

it?

will

Box

NEW ZEALAND. 6 night Astronomy tours, new to marSouthern Cross Tours. 10

New

Zealand.

Tel.

more

1

more

with the California Native. Call
140 for free newsletter.

1

Costa

-800-926-

Best choice of cruises: Luxury to Economy Weekly departures. Free brochures.
Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY
11375 (800) 53-TERRA

Wilderness, wildlife. Guided adventures for adults,
families, groups. Box 713-H. Greenville, ME 04441
(207) 695-3663.

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND.

"The Hikers Paradise."
Moderate optional length Day hiking, 1-4 weeks.
Brochure. Alpine Adventure Trail Tours. 783P Cliffside
Drive, Akron OH 44313-5609.
Join a small group of naturalists and
photographers on a special voyage. Our comfortable
former research vessel will provide special opportunities for exploring in depth.
January 30-February 14,
1996. Voyagers, Box 915-NA, Ithaca, NY 14851 (607)

ANTARCTICA!

GALAPAGOS CRUISE

LINE. Traditional cruises of
Danwin's famous archipelago at reasonable prices. For
a free brochure, call 1-800-448-2624.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

tours since 1979. Mainland
Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph Colley LAST,
21133 (410)
Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD

information.

ALASKA^
DENALI NATIONAL PARK
Camp-dbnali/north

face lodge

Small, respected wilderness lodges in heart of
park. Mount McKinley view. Natural history,
guided hiking emphasis. Since 1951.
Siiiniiur

W

inlir ft()3-675-2248
67 Denali Natl. Park, AK 99755

V07-6K3-2290

PO Box

Costa Rica-Belize#ica-Galapaoos
First Class

Yoihl Cruises, Tenied Safaris. Naturalist Guieies

GEO
800351-5041

EXPEDITIONS

P.O. Box 3656-C12
Sonora,

CA 95370

6)

Ecotours of the parks

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA:

Overland & natural

history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean trekking.
1-800-225Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel.

EnnMMzzm
Natural history wilttemess float trips on 3 selection of the finest
British

Columbia and Yukon

rivers.

Each a unique experience

highlighting a different combination of landscapes, waters and

ecosystems. Sunny forests, f)ords and canyons Glaciers,
wildtiowers & grizzlies Musk ox, narwhal & gyrfalcon in the Arctic,

CANADIAN RIVER EXPEDITIONS • 1-800-898-7238
HI 9571 Emerald Dr, Whisller. BC, Canada VON 1 B9 (604) 938-6651
,

922-3116

257-3091

Natural History Trips Worldwide since 1982

Inver-

2380.

GALAPAGOS-AMAZON.

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada.

St.,

and Preserves of Costa Rica, tvlichael Snow, Apartado
73, Siquirres, Costa Rica. FAX 01 1 506 768-8229.
Rica,

Xcl^

Chapman

0116432178717.

Discover dinosaurs, marine reptiles, or extinct mammals in western South Dakota with Museum of Geology researchers. Call 1-800-544-8162 ext.2467 for

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON.

800-642-274

since 1976

PALEONTOLOGICAL RESEARCH EXPEDITIONS

Indonesia
trips to: Thailand.

CA 93924

intersea Research. Inc.

cargill.

Call for free brochure: (800) 334-

Surma, Vietnam, Laos,
Cambodia, F^pua New
Guinea
Call for Catalog:

on an exlro-

1106E, Carniel Valley,

SMALL GROUP (maximum

Also

wrth wholes

(800)691-8222.

ket.

you
plan your Alaska vacation? Our informative 24-page
brochure describes how you can experience Alaska's
most beautiful wilderness regions, see its famed wildlife, and stay in unique, comfortable backcountry lodge
accommodations. Why just sightsee Alaska when you
can experience
8730.

and work

ordinory 10 day expedition aboard o classic 126'

Canada. (403)872-2308.

day small group
journeys, from wilderness kayaking, dog sledding, and
rafting, to lodge based sightseeing tours. Adventure
Alaska, color brochure: (800) 365-7057.

ALASKA, SIBERIA:

CA 94608

TIBET THAILAND, VIETNAM, Cam-

Amazon.

Trail.

XOE OPO

caliilo;^.

Emeryville

MACHU PICCHU &

BROOKS

caribou, moose, grizzlies, birds. Wildlife biologist
guide. Operating 21 years. Brochure. Canoe Arctic
Inc., Box 130C, Fort Smith, N.W.T

(SOO) 777-S1S3
&?//

INDIA, NEPAL,

St.,

Box 915-NH. Ithag. m' 14831. l-800-633-fl299

AFRICA: Personalized

12457 1-800-724-1221.

311 -N 63rd

ISLES. TURKEY COSTA RICA, Guatemala,
Honduras, Indonesia, Pakistan, India, Yemen, Jordan,
Syria. Egypt. Scotland, England, Ecuador, Galapagos,
Australia, New Zealand and many more. Small group
holidays for all ages. Call for brochure and itineraries.
Adventures Abroad 1-800-665-3998, 24 hours.

1592.
safaris in East and Southern
Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris. Box 49.

510-420-1550

Inca Floats
1

trip

Picchu option. Free brochure.

GREEK

I

I

Machu

bodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife, overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable rates.
Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel. 112 Prospect
St.. Stamford. CT 06901. (800)225-2380. 24 hours.

'

wildlife/gorilla safaris to

You, 9 other adventurers; and our licensed
naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands-

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:—

^B COSTA RICA!
AFRICA!
AMAZON!

ADVENTURES:

AFRICAN

AFFORDABLE

GALAPAGOS

AUSTRALIA:

VICTORIAN

GALAPAGOS.

Specializing

in

comprehensive, profes-

sionally-led, natural history and photo tours of the
Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/12 passenger
yachts. Galapagos Travel, PO. Box 1220, San Juan

Bautista,

CA 95045.

1

-800-969-901

4.

Video

URBAN BATS-FRIEND OR FOE?

World's Largest

Urban Colony Of Mexican Freetails. Spectacular 22
Minute Video, $19.95 + S/H. 1-800-697-2391.

Rates and Style Information
$4.05 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified is
$440 per inch. Advertisements must be prepaid. Rates
are not structured for agency or cash discounts. Advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money order to: The Market/NATURAL
HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th St., New
Direct any written inquiries to
York, NY 10024.
Eileen O'Keefe at the above address. Please in-

clude your personal address and telephone number, issue preferred, and suggested category.
Deadline 1st of the month, two months prior to
cover date.

—
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At THE American Museum
-

MAINE
ISLAND

OF Natural History

ECOLOGY
Marine Biology.
Botany & Ornilhology
pristine Maine Island
For High School students
with a genuine interest
in Environmental Studies

on

Staff-Student ratio

15

Two Sessions: June 20

to July 8
July 13 to July 31

For further informalion conlaci

Maine Island Ecology

Academy

of natural Sciences
1900 Benjamin rrankJin Parkway
Philadelphia, FA 19103 1 195
(215) 299-1060

Images of Power
"Images of Power," an exhibition of
103 Balinese paintings collected by Margaret

Mead and Gregory

Bateson in the

from Friday, February 3, until Wednesday,
3. While they were living and working in the village of Batuan, Mead and
Bateson collected more than 1 ,200 paintings and sketches depicting myths, burial
rites, and all aspects of village life. The ex-

1-800-368-0077

Players, an ensemble o)

sent four international folktales

wiU pre
on Satur-

day, February 25, for children betweei

and ten years of age. Two performances will be given in the Kaufmann The

fessor of anthropology at Princeton Uni-

ater, at

versity,

will

peasant

artists

how

describe

Balinese

Kaufmann

five

5606

1:30 and 3:30 rm. Call (212) 769-

for ticket availability.

learned their techniques.

will also explore

CaU

(212) 769-5606
for tickets and information.
Theater.

close-up, In a Tundra

PO Box 1637
Vashon,WA 98070

The Shoestring

eight actors and a percussionist,

hibition's curator, Hildred Geertz, a pro-

years later. Her talk will take place on
Thursday, February 2, at 7:00 rm. in the

fMmm

The Shoestring Players

May

how Mead and Bateson persuaded the painters to allow their
works to be collected and will describe her
own association with these artists fifty

Journey with us to Churchill, MatTftoba
view & photograph the Great White Bears,
Buggy® or our Tundra
Bunkhouse Lodge. Oct Departures, from $1795

long series "Unity Through Diversity.'
For a brochure and further information
call (212) 769-5315.

1930s, will be displayed in Gallery 77

She

to

part of the Education Department's year-

Black History Month
In February, the Museum

IN

Poland

World War II, more than 3.5 mil
Jews lived in Poland. On Thursday
February 23, Samuel Gruber, director o)
Until

lion

the Jewish Heritage Council of the

Monuments Fund

Work

will talk about aspect;

of their culture that have survived.

A num-

ber of historic Jewish sites in Poland have
been protected and preserved, including
will

be cele-

brating Black History Month. Demonstra-

American, and
Afro-Caribbean music, dance, and theater,
along with lectures, wUl be presented as
tions of African, African

Jewish Cemeteries and Synagogues

the

restored

Tempel Synagogue

ii

Krakow. Gruber 's slide-illustrated tall
will be given at 7:00 RM. in the Kaufmani
Theater. For information and tickets, cal

(212) 769-5606.

Expedition, Adventure Cruising,
Freighters & Cargoliners
From Inexpensive

to First

Class

TravlTips Cruise & Freighter Travel Assn.
P.O. Box S80218-B5, FLUSHING NY 11358

Toll Free (800)

872-8584

Travel 650 niiles on the only researcli
on the Amazon River from Peru

vessel

through Colombia to Brazil and back. Join
JoAnn Ginal from Colorado State

logist

University. See pink dolphins, tropical butterflies and
exotic flora
fauna of the rainforest. 8 days. 7 nights.

&

Only $1695 from Miami (excellent airfare add-on rates
from most major US cities), plus $23 US departure tax
includes international airfare from Miami, meals,
entrance fees, research equipment, side trips and more.
Each cabin is outside with air-conditioning and twin
beds. Local crew members change sheets and clean
rooms daily. Three full meals a day served buffet style.
Explore the tropical rainforest, native \illages, and exotic
wildlife of the Amazon!
Cusco & Machii ,'-^^^,\
Pkchu extension available. This trip is open
to the public.
^

JUNE

10 -17, 1995

AMAZON RIVER
AKL 0\

,\

KKSKARCH VkSSKL!

INTERNATIONA
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M

The Museum's habitat group of nesting peregrine falcons was created nearly ninety years
ago by ornithologist Frank
Chapman, who made the institution's bird collection one of
the finest in the world. Chapman was the first to base dioramas on actual sites, like this one
on the bluffs of the Palisades along New York's Hudson River The display is one offifty
featured in the Museum's 125th-anniversaiy "Expedition" tours.

M

AMNH;

Beckett/Chesek

.

American Museum

of Natural History

NATURE AND CIVILIZATION
IN THE MEDITERRANEAN
SICILY
Out There

in the Universe?
Sky Show, "The 10 Most Asked
uestions About the Universe," opens
'hat's

TO PROVENCE

July 17-31, 1995

A new

Among the quesposed will be: What is a black hole?
there life elsewhere in the universe?

'ednesday, February 8.
Dns

oes Planet

X exist?

Tuesday, February 21, at 7:30 p.m.,
ermeth Mighell, an associate research

On

;ientist at

Columbia

University, will talk

bout the formation

and evolution of

warf galaxies. This slide-illustrated lecire is part of the "Frontiers in Astronomy
nd Astrophysics" series. Tickets are $8
56 for

members). Call (212) 769-5900 for

^formation about

Planetarium events,

all

.icluding the current exhibition,

Jniverse Revealed:
tie

"The

Recent Images from

Hubble Space Telescope."

Jrom Projectile Points to
Vtom Bombs
On Thursday, February 16, Archeolo;ist Daniel J. Lenihan, chief of the Na-

Park Service's Submerged Cultural

ional

Resources Unit, will talk about his underwater explorations at Pearl Harbor. In adiition to

;ludes

describing his research, which in-

mapping

the U.S.S. Arizona and

ighteen other ships sunk in the surprise

Lenihan will discuss the
ihips that were sunk at Bikini during the
atom bomb tests of 1946 and his explolapanese attack,

of shipwrecks in the Great Lakes.
His talk will take place at 7:00 p.m. in the
Kaufmann Theater. For ticket availability,

The Mediterranean

is

a melting pot of cultures and traditions

greatest seafaring civilizations of the West.

from the

But tremendous geologic

processes have also helped to shape the Mediterranean and

The American Museum of Natural History has designed a

its

history.

special

Mediterranean cruise focusing on the relationship between nature and
civilization.

We

will visit islands created

by tremendous volcanic eruptions that evolved into lush,

ration

call

(212) 769-5606.

human

populations could thrive, as

eruptions buried whole cities

Three hundred million years

after verte-

colonized land, some

mammals

returned to Tethys, a sea that stretched be-

tween what are

places where

well as places where such

Whales of Tethys
brates first

fertile

now Spain and

Indonesia.

Phihp Gingerich, professor of geological
sciences and director of the Museum of
Paleontology at the University of Michi-

about the evolution of
whales, based on his cetacean fossil finds
in areas once inundated by Tethys. His
slide-illustrated lecture will be presented
on Thursday, February 9, at 7:()0 rm. in
the Kaufmann Theater. Call (212) 769gan, will talk

under layers of ash and
puiTiice. In addition to the

magnificent

cliffs,

volcanoes

and spectacular coastlines
this region,

excavated

we

in

will explore

cities,

Roman

ruins

and medieval towns. Join us
aboard Le Ponant, a 32-cabin

French yacht, as

we

explore

the western Mediterranean.

5606 for information and tickets.
These events take place

Museum of Natural
West

at

at the

79th Street in

New

York

City.

the

For more information about
call (212) 769-5100.

Museum,

Museum

The

Kaufmann Theater is located in the
Charles A. Dana Education Wing. The
Museum has a pay-what-you-wish admission policy.

American

American

History, Central Park

I

^^11

of

Natural
History

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th Street New York, New York 10024-5192
l\)ll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York State
79

The Natural

Moment

School

Days
Just off the sandy ledges ringing

Sipadan Island, near Borneo, undersea
cliffs plunge some 2,000 feet into the
depths. Against this deep-blue
background, a school of bigeye trevally,
an Indo-Pacific species of jack, forms a

moving

circle

some

thirty feet

surface. Sleek, streamlined,

below the

and a foot

or two long, jacks are predators. At

dawn and

dusk, and perhaps on the

brightest moonlit nights, they hunt

down schools of small, herriinglike fish.
By day, jacks tend to school in a
and can themselves
Should a barracuda or

leisurely fashion

become

prey.

shark approach a loose-knit school, the
jacks cue into the movements of their

neighbors and instantly
formation.

Amid the

into circular

fall

^t

swirling silver, a

predator has a hard time zeroing in on a
single

tail

or

fin.

Watching the school

over several days, photographer-marine
biologist Norbert

Wu had a rare

opportunity to witness an attack:
large barracuda

"A

had been hovering near

the edges of this school, waiting to pick
off a straggler. It darted in, but was

chased oif by a wall of angry jacks,
nipping and biting. Only then did I
notice the

many

scars and

the baiTacuda, proof of

wounds on

previous
attempts to prey on individual jacks,
its

and proof of the school's ability
defend itself."—/. R.

to

<§*^'--^-

Photograph by Norbert

Wu

~^ i^&.

".

/
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mARGOYLES

Authors

were created to

ward

off evil.

Our

replicas

of Medieval designs

make charming
accents

in

the

home

or garden.

FREE Color Catalogue
of European sculpture,
architectural artifacts

and imported

As

tapestries.

1.800.525.1733

of Massachusetts, an experience to which

Extension N750

DESIGN TOSCANO
17 E. Campbell

St.,

Marchand (page
much of his time in the woods

a child, Peter J.

26) spent

he attributes his hfelong fascination with
nature. High-elevation forests held

Dept. N750, Arlington Heights, BL 60005

particular interest for

him and eventually

led to his doctoral studies of timberline
in the Northeast

and

to investigations of

climate and timberline in the mountains

Rare
Over 150

woods from
India,

Wood Egg

Collecting

different

afterward, he strayed into alpine tundra

Africa,

Mexico,

habitats, studying plant adaptations to

Brazil,

Middle-East, Asia,

of interior Alaska. For a few years

USA.

disturbance, but he eventually

came back

^

Send Sl.QQ for brochure & price

list

WOODS OF THE WORLD,
897-B North Bend Rd., Cincinnati,

to the subalpine forests

INC.
OH 45224

of the northern

Appalachians and the collaborative
research effort he reports on in his
article.

Marchand now

—

desert forest

lives in a high-

the pinyon-juniper

woodlands of northern Arizona. For

THE POKE BOAT*
ITS EVERYTfflNG \p^( ANOE ISN'T.
It

22

vi/eighs only

pounds. You con
buy more than

a canoe.

more on

the inner workings of

England

forests, readers

606986-

take a look at

2336

Club Books, 1987).

Woods

1

-800-234-5252

Call this

toll

to give the

free
gift

number now

of Natural

to

Marchand 's book North

(Boston: Appalachian Mountain

"When people
tell

New

might want

them

ask

me

what

the tape recorder,"

I

play, I

Donald R.

has been a professor of anthropology and

Africana and Latino studies

at the State

Hill (page 34) says

by way of explaining

University of New York College at

his musical ability.

As an undergraduate

Oneonta. Earlier, he did a three-year

at

Pomona College

sometimes spent

in the late fifties,

less

he

time in the

in the Education

stint

Department of the

American Museum of Natural

History,

magazine and
Membership in the American

classroom than on the road recording

running

country music, blues, and jazz. After a

program. "About twenty-five graduated

Museum

year in Korea as an

History

of Natural History.

Army

linguist. Hill

before

it

its

minority curatorial training

folded, and

many went on to
museum world,"

went on to eam degrees in anthropology
and folklore from San Francisco State

he says proudly.

and Indiana Universities. Since 1978, he

he dips into his collection of seventeen

become important

thousand

RUSSIA

in the

When Hill isn't teaching,

78-RPM records and works on

such projects as making a
steel

CD of early

band music and editing

grandmother's diaries.

Hill's

his great-

1994 book.

Calypso Calaloo: Early Carnival Music
Perhaps, the most beautiful of all

in Trinidad,

Russian art. Each masterpiece is
individually hand painted in
exquiste detail by a Russian min-

Stephen Stuempfle's The Steelband

iaturist in centuries-old tradition.
I

all

price ranges. Start your collection.

RUSSIAN COLLECTION
Dept 133, Rt

82

16,

Movement: Local

Selected by our people in Russia.

You save
because we're direct importers. Send or phone (603
356 7832) for photos of avail, boxes. $3 MC, Visa.
In

RRl, Box

5, Intervale,

Natural History
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NH 03845

was published by University

Press of Rorida. Other books on pan are

i\.

and National
and Tobago

Creativity

Identity in Trinidad

(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, in press)

and George "Sonny"

Goddard's Forty Years

in the

1939-1979 (London: Karia

Steelbands:

Press, 1991).
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VOYAGE TO THE LANDS
OF THE VIKINGS
Denmark

•

Norwegian Fjords

July 26

-

Shetlands

•

August

10,

•

Orkneys

•

Scotland

1995

Robert Heinsohn (page 44) was out
/alking in the countryside near Canberra

'ne day,

when

a chance encounter with a

joup of black birds with red eyes
hanged his life. "They started their
'ving-waving, eye-bulging trick," he
'

ecails,

"and

I

was hooked." His
choughs

ascination with white-winged

Heinsohn to earn a
from the Australian National

eventually led
loctorate

The Vikings, Scandinavia's master shipbuilders who plundered and
Europe and the British Isles from the 9th to the 1 1 th
centuries, also crossed the North Atlantic to Iceland, Greenland and
North America. Raiding cities, towns and remote villages, they left
their mark peoples and places throughout western Europe and the
settled coastal

North Atlantic.
Sailing in their

and begin a career in
;volutionary ecology. Supported by a
Jniversity

wake along a

traveled Viking route, a

well-

team of

lecturers

from the American

University of Minnesota,

Museum

will lead a cruise this

leaded to Africa, where he studied young

summer aboard the deluxe Silver
Wind from Scandinavia to the
British Isles. Our route will take us

Dostdoctoral fellowship

from the
Heinsohn

j

lions in Tanzania's Serengeti

National

Park. After three years there, he returned
to

Australia,

where he works on

the

of

conservation biology of the endangered

to the spectacular fjords

glossy-black cockatoo and encourages his

Norway, coastal

students at the National University to

founded and raided by the Norse-

study choughs. Heinsohn

is

not the only

men and remote

naturalist in his family; his father is a

zoologist, as is his Scottish wife, Sarah,

whom he met when they

cities

and towns

islands replete

with ancient archeological

j

!

of Natural History

sites

and Viking

ruins.

were both

observing lions in Africa. She

Join us for an unfor-

now

studies kookaburras in Australia.

gettable journey in

For

the North Atlantic.

more information on choughs and the
social behavior of animals, Heinsohn

recommends Ian Rowley's Bird Life
(Sydney: Collins, 1974) and Robert
Trivers's Social Evolution

(London:

Benjamin Cummings, 1985).

SHETLANDS
Lerwick^

American

Museum of
Natural
iHistory

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th Street New York, New York 10024-5192
Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York State
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which he
on the tectonics

University. His dissertation,
finished in 1990, focused

m

of the Caribbean, particularly along the
coasts of Venezuela
is

and Trinidad. Russo

currently finishing a postdoctoral

fellowship at the Department of
Terrestrial

Magnetism of the Carnegie

Institution of

He

Washington.

will

soon

be moving to the coast of southem France
where,

at the

Laboratoire de

Tectonophysiques in Montpellier, he will

do

further research

on how seismic waves
Russo

travel thi"ough various minerals.

began

his studies of the mantle flow

beneath the Andes with Paul G. Silver,

who

suggested that they take on the

first

South American project.

bom in seismically

shown standing next to

who was
Los Angeles, is

Silver,

active

a solar-powered

seismic station, one of many he and his
colleagues have set up in the Bolivian

Andes. Silver

A native of New York City, Raymond
M. Russo

(page 52) rests atop a ridge in

jazz

drummer

New Zealand's Southern Alps, one of

going on to

many

now

tectonically active areas he has

earned a B.S. in

first

psychology, then did a six-year
in

eam

stint as

a

American Geophysics Union in San
Francisco, Russo and Silver presented

is

evidence that the mantle flow

San Francisco before
a B.A. in geology.

a senior staff scientist

He

at the

explored. While an undergraduate at

Camegie

Brown

magnetism department, where he has
worked since earning his Ph.D. from the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography at
the University of California, San Diego,

University, he

was drawn

into

geophysics by the school's strong
planetary science department.

on

to

eam his M.S. and Ph.D.

He went
in

geophysics from Northwestern

in 1982.

Institution's terrestrial

At a recent meeting of the

is

forced to

go around ocean crust subducted along
trenches skirting eastem Australia

—

what they found alonj
the Pacific coast of South America. For ai
situation similar to

more technical account of how they
mapped the mantle flow, read their article
in Science (February 25, 1994).

While photographing the
schooling jacks that appear
in this

month's "Natural

Moment," Norbert Wu
(page 80) says he "became
entranced by the endless
wanderings of this school of
fish and spent hours
between dives swimming

over, under,

and aiound the

school, trying to capture the

sense of motion on film."

He

took

this

shot while

underwater

swimming over a

2,000-foot drop-off just off

Sipadan Island, twenty
miles off the coast of

Borneo. Using Kodachrome

64 film

in available light,

he

captured the swirl of fish

with a Nikonos

V camera

and UW-Nikkor 15
lens.

mm

Wu is the president of Mo Yung

to

multimedia educational programs.

photographs and a text that encompasses

Productions, a stock photography library

Wu's

of both underwater and topside images.

(Southport:

Currently, he

Associates, 1994). This large-format

and Wu's experiences with marine life,
"ranging from giant sperm whales to

pubUcation contains 260 color

tiny gobies."

wildlife

84

and

is

is

specializing in rain forest

a producer and consultant
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silk-

spinning apparatus-^or about

380

million years. Their

evolution
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venomous fangs. But above all,
spiders are remarkable for

Stephen Jay Gould
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Hornets or Yellow Jackets?
The nest shown in "Hidden Assets"
("The Natural Moment," December 1994)
appears to be typical of hornets and certainly not, as stated, of yellow jackets.

Both hornets and yellow jackets build
nests of paper, which they form and process from natural materials; hornets, however, almost invariably build their nests in
trees or attached to

some

object above the

ground, while yellow jackets construct
their nests in cavities, hi winter, a hornet

nest in a deciduous tree
easily seen

is

conspicuous and

and attacked by birds and other

foragers.

small, about one-quarter the size of hor-

The

ment"

insect

shown

in the

nutcracker in the photograph

beak of the
is

much

too

large to be a yellow jacket.

Of course,

the terms "hornet" and "yel-

low jacket" are

the ac-

Mo-

Moment" could be termed

a hornet,

it is

indeed a yellow jacket.

text.

The U. S. Department of Agriculture's
handbook The Yellowjackets of North
America North of Mexico notes that al-

Corn Smut, North American Style
I found the article "Why I Will Con-

though

of great

in the

United States the term "hor-

commonly

applied to two large

tinue

To Eat

Com

Smut" (January 1995)

interest, especially

because the

species (Dolichovespula maculata and

Hopi people (whose reservation is near
Homolovi Ruins, which they consider a

Vespa crabro)

sacred

net"

is

in the

subfamily of yellow

site) also

value

com

smut.

ing yellowjackets," only species in the

book Hopi Cookery, Juanita
Tiger Kavena writes of fried nanha (a com

genus Vespa (of which

smut recipe)

jackets "and sometimes to

V.

all aerial-nest-

crabro

is

the

only North American example) are hornets.

Also, yellow jackets are relatively

nets.

swarm of readers who questioned

curacy of our December "Natural

James Carpenter, of

the

American

Museum's Department of Entomology,
adds that

V.

crabro, an introduced hornet

species, does not build free-hanging nests

but nests in hollow logs and tree cavities.

Thus, w.hile

in

popular parlance the

wasp pictured

in

December's "Natural

In her

it

that "older

Hopis considered

a real delicacy but few younger Hopis

it. The children do play with
[com smut] out in the com fields, however, by chasing one another and smearing

have eaten

it

on those who get caught."

Karen Berggren
Homolovi Ruins

State Park

Winslow, Arizona

common names and may

have different connotations

in different

places.

Alexander J. Sulzer
Bowden, Georgia

the editors reply: The common perception that yellow jackets nest only in cavities

or in the ground, while hornets build

nests above ground,

was expressed by a

Michael Quintoi

4
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Predator Versus Predator
In the Yukon,

when

the going gets tough, the tough get eaten

by Mark O'Donoghue, Elizabeth Hofer, and Frank
As

the coyote trotted across the gravel

road in front of us,

admire

We

its

we slowed our

car to

tawny coat and graceful

gait.

ended

in

I.

Doyle

two long bounds and a

fur and flying paws.

flurry

We slammed

brakes and backed up the

car.

of

on the

The coyote

we

ran off into the forest, leaving behind the

went about our work, since they are fond
of using roadways to expedite their travel

revealed that the coyote had broken the

and hunt voles. But something was

neck of

frequently observed coyotes as

differ-

victim, a

young animal weighEven so, the

these studies

how

is

to gain

the food

an understanding

web

about

lynx was

two-thirds the size of the

coniferous forests of the north works, that

in-

coyote and quite capable of putting up a

Halfway across the road, the coyote

good fight. Was this incident a fluke or an
example of a regular, although seldom ob-

is, what determines how many predators
and how many herbivores there are and of
what species.

cautious attention to
their vehicles, this

human

intruders

animal kept

its

and

gaze

tently fixed straight ahead.

abruptly broke into a full-bore charge that

lynx rests by the remains of a red fox

Susan Antpoehler

6

its

lynx. Careful examination

ing only about fifteen pounds.

ent this time. Instead of the coyote's usual

A

body of a dead

For the past eight years, we have
worked in the southwest Yukon Territory
as a part of the Kluane Boreal Forest
Ecosystem Project, a collaborative research effort by biologists from three
Canadian universities. The broad aim of
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it

at least

served, predatory behavior?

has killed and been feeding on.

The

in the extensive

studies have focused

on one of the
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homed

most conspicuous features of northern

of lynxes, coyotes, great

ecology, the ten-year population cycle of

goshawks. These ups and downs

owls, and
in

preda-

learn can drastically affect the interactions

numbers (well known to trappers, native peoples, and other residents of the

among

north) are a focus of our

the

snowshoe hare, a cycle

that

we were to

Along with

the hare's predators.

red squirrels and voles, snowshoe hares

most abundant plant-eating mamof Canada and

are the

mals

in the boreal forests

Alaska.

many

They

are also the staple food of

predatoiy

mammals and

birds, in-

cluding lynxes, coyotes, great horned

Throughout

owls, and goshawks.
gion, the
tically

number of hares

this re-

fluctuates dras-

over time, with populations reach-

ing peak densities every eight to eleven
years.

These

high points are followed

crashes in which hare numbers

may

by
de-

one three-hundredths of their
highest levels. We know from fur company records that this cycle has been going
on for as long as records have been kept,
but there is still no widely accepted explanation for why it happens. Both predator-prey and plant-herbivore interactions
have been proposed as the principal mechanisms generating the cycle, and part of
the research objective of the Kluane Procline to

ject is to untangle these hypotheses.

Whatever the cause of

the

bust snowshoe hare cycle,
takable impact

on the

it

boom-and-

has an unmis-

hare's predators. In a

study in central Alberta that spanned three
cyclic peaks

from 1961

to

1982, Lloyd

Keith, of the University of Wisconsin, and
his colleagues

documented

numbers rose and

fell,

that as hare

so did populations

tor

the

Kluane

trating

Project.

own research with

We have been concen-

on a 135-square-mile study area

in

a broad, forested valley, keeping track of
radio-collared lynxes and coyotes and fol-

lowing fresh tracks in the snow.

We

also

follow radio-tagged owls, hawks, and
other birds of prey year-round and monitor nests in the

summer.

Snowshoe hare populations at Kluane
at about 450 animals per square

longest of these migrations, most likely

undertaken

search of better hunting

in

grounds or mating opportunities, was
more than 500 miles as the crow flies.
The next winter, hare numbers were at
their lowest. We began the 1992-93 season monitoring nine lynxes; by April,
none were alive in our study area. And this
time, the lynxes were not migrating; they
were dying close to home.
The first to go, in late November, was
an old friend an adult male first captured
in 1982, making it at least eleven years old
and a survivor of one full hare cycle. This

—

—

good condition and eating

peaked

animal

mile in 1989 and 1990 and then declined

well (the remains of three red squirrels

rapidly during the next

two

winters. In the

spring of 1992, there were only about sev-

The lynx popplummeted during this period,

were found
killed

in

still

in its

by a wolf.

stomach)

—had been

We were surprised by this

enty hares per square mile.

unusual predation; incidents of predators

ulation also

preying on lynxes have not been widely

going from an estimated sixty to

fifteen.

Did these animals leave our area or
and if they died, what killed them?

Our

die,

radio collars gave us a clue as to

what was happening. At the beginning of
the winter of 1991-92
when hare num-

—

—we

reported in the scientific literature, and

we

assumed many of our animals would simply starve when hare numbers dropped.
However, the unusual was soon to prove a
pattern in this difficult winter of harsh

weather and scarce food.

started

December and January were very cold

monitoring the radio signals of fifteen of

and stormy months. Temperatures dipped
to -50° F on several occasions, and there

bers were

still

the fifty lynxes

By

fairly

we

high

estimated were in the

them were still
two had died, and another six had
disappeared from our study area. We
area.

spring, seven of

alive,

learned the fate of several of these missing
later, when collars were retumed
by trappers in Alaska, British Columbia, and the Northwest Territories. The

animals
to us

were week-long stretches of frigid temperatures, stiff north winds, and blowing
snow. The deaths of two lynxes during this
two-month period testified to the harsh
conditions. We found the mostly consumed remains and radio collar of a female under a mound of snow. Fresh blood,

way

a second set of lynx tracks, and the

was cached under

the carcass

told us that our female

one of her own kind.

had

A

snow

the

fallen prey to

post-mortem ex-

amination of the color and consistency of
the
this

marrow

in

her leg bones revealed that

female had been malnourished. An-

other lynx, a young male,

range in

He

home

left his

January but never made

late

died from starvation five days

it

far.

later,

about five miles northwest of his usual
haunts.

Few lynxes were in good enough condimake the long-distance moves we
had observed the previous winter. Two of
tion to

our radio-collared animals

female

—

left

ranges and

—

a male and a

their established

moved up

the alpine area of the surrounding
tains.

home

several miles into

moun-

This took them out of the dense

thickets of spruce forest,

good year

—

where

—

in a

hares are abundant, and into

the treeless ridges of willow scrub.

We

speculate that in a last ditch effort to find

food, these lynxes had
"Relax! I'm going to plant another one.
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mountains

in search

moved up

of ptarmigan.

the

U

'^'

A.-

"Say something dirty into his radio

We

Neither animal was successful.

found the scattered remains of the female
about three weeks after she
range. Fresh blood, a

left

home

her

chewed-up

collar,

and tracks provided strong evidence that
she had been killed

by a wolverine.

A cou-

weeks later, we found the chewed
collar and some fur and blood from the
male, with wolf and wolverine tracks
ple of

example, are year-round residents of the

male goshawk scattered underneath the
nest tree, along with four great homed owl

hawks

feathers. Shortly thereafter, Christoph

they are plen-

Rohner, an ecologist from the University

killing other birds of prey.

other studies of lynxes in northern

Canada have also concluded

boreal forest. These large forest

when

feed heavily on hares

The number of nesting

tiful.

goshawks

pairs of

population changes, declined from eight
in

1990

to

one

1992. Lloyd Keith found

in

a similar pattern for

goshawks

that

when

zone suggest

may have

that

some of

flown south as

We know

dropped.

on

tagged birds, however, that

their fellow carnivores.

Brian Slough,

of the Yukon's Department of Renewable

stay put,

Resources, confirmed two cases of lynxes

when

killing other lynxes,

and one of a wolver-

ine killing a lynx during the winter

1992-93,

when snowshoe

Kim

Territories,

of

hares were in

Poole, of the Department of

Renewable Resources
killing

for

our study area, a mirror of

in

times are rough, predators sometimes feed

decline.

Goshawks,

in Alberta.

Raptor censuses south of the boreal

nearby.

Two

collar.

in the

Northwest

found an instance of one lynx

another during the same period.

which

is

goshawks
hare numbers
the

from following radio-

many

elect to

a risky choice in winters

hares are scarce. Since 1990,

we

have found the remains of eight adult
goshawks in our study area. We have not
always been certain why these birds died,
but in four instances, we have good evidence
tors.

that they

In 1992,

were

we

killed

by other rap-

discovered the remains

of a two-year-old female goshawk strewn

along with some

of British Columbia, discovered what was
left

of a leg bone belonging to an adult fe-

male goshawk

in

one of the owl nests he

was studying about

a thousand yards

away.

The lynxes and foxes and

raptors of the

Canadian north woods are not the only
predators to turn on one another. In

Tim Caro and his colshown that predation by

Africa's Serengeti,

leagues have

and hyenas

lions

of death

is

by

far the largest cause

Among

in cheetahs.

smaller or-

ganisms, such as arthropods, interpredator
predation

is

often the norm. In freshwater

nymphs

streams, dragonfly

frequently

prey on the young of smaller dragonflies.

And

predator-prey relationships

flop, as, for instance,

from

may

flip-

when animals grow

larval to adult stages.

may have farhow natural communi-

Both of these researchers also found other

over the forest

dead lynxes that had been scavenged and

breast feathers of a great

perhaps killed by other predators. Trap-

gesting a struggle. Only about half a

ties function.

observations and native oral tradition

pound lighter than the owls, goshawks are
by no means easy prey. But there was
other evidence indicating that an owl had
fed on the hawk: some of the goshawk
feathers were pinched and tom near the
base, and there were owl droppings on the
ground nearby. At the same time, an adult
female owl was sighted 200 feet from the

example, does

kill site.

one thing, though: the better we under-

pers'

support the notion that cannibalism and
predation

among

when hares

predators often occurs

are scarce.

Lynxes are not always the victims
predator-predator encounters. In
ber 1992, while following the
lynx,

in

Decem-

trail

of a

one of our trackers came upon the

partly eaten carcass of a red fox.

Tracks in

floor,

homed

owl, sug-

when snowshoe

This kind of predation
reaching effects on

When lynx turns on lynx, for
this take

cline?

in the boreal forest,

voles? With
tions,

all

such as squirrels and

we are certain that we will be testing

our ideas about the boreal ecosystem for

many

seasons to come.

like that in the

eleven monitored goshawk nests failed to

we realize how complex

ing

produce fledglings. In contrast,

its

gists

prey. In neighboring Alaska, biolo-

described thirteen cases of lynxes

failed, all

ported two such cases in the Yukon.

In 1991, for example, a

Over the past eight years, we have also
documented forty-five cases of raptors

ing an active

because of predation

goshawk

week

nest,

We

have leamed

stand even a relatively simple food web,

northem

forests, the
it

really

more

is.

in the fol-

lowing two years, four out of eight nests

preying on red foxes; Brian Slough re-

de-

these unanswered ques-

hares were most abundant, only one of

In 1989 and 1990,

its

And what is the effect on other prey

snow showed that the lynx had surcoming over a knoll and
taken fourteen long bounds before catchthe

prised the fox

pressure off the

depleted hare population and slow

at the nest.

after locat-

we found

the

nest silent, with the remains of an adult fe-

Mark 0' Donoghue
tor,

is

the field coordina-

Elizabeth Hofer the predator biologist,

and Frank I. Doyle the raptor biologist for
the Kliiane Boreal Forest Ecosystem
Project.

VIEW OF

THIS

by

volution
A

stroll

LIFE

through the Museum's new fossil mammal halls teaches
is not linear but branching

the visitor that life's history

Stephen Jay Gould
George

Gamow

Think of the great dramatic conflicts between women and sinister forces Fay
Wray and King Kong, Sigoumey Weaver
and the Aliens, or even, if your tastes wander to culture in the canon, Portia and Shy-

theories

lock (even more disturbing, in

sizes or great speeds

beyond our experi-

important theory or institution in our lives.

quantum

tiger hunt, for ex-

The power of canonical icons

—

its

anti-

semitism, than gorillahood or parasitic

and unredeemed by

alienation,

Portia's

status as the strongest feminist in the

group). But

I

still

genre, for Raquel

cast

my

vote, in this

Welch and the antibodAs part of a scien-

land),

and quantum

by granting them control over

or-

human activities at the scales and
times of our own bodies, rather than at tiny
dinary

ence. (His

ample,

a lovely exercise in frustration,

is

of murderous antibodies

who

identify her as nonself and

merely

their

in-

correctly
try to

do

appointed job.

to call canonical icons, or

standard images that automatically trigger

a body of associations connected with an

is

greatly

enhanced by our highly sophisticated neu-

the best.)

ences in form.

'

write this essay to praise the newly

I

ums

and

body, Ms. Welch

best be appreciated in study-

I like

distinguish images based

walk" and then must stiuggle with a horde

to microbial size

human

may

ing what

rological capacity to abstract, process,

leaves the vehicle for an internal "space

team reduced

culture,

spectrum of tiger positions and hope for

opened halls of fossil mammals at the
American Museum of Natural History.
(One should be properly leery of encomi-

tific

jected into a

encapsulators of central concepts in our

as gunners can only fire at a probability

Fantastic Voyage.

ies in

beautifully illus-

trated the arcana of relativity

published in house organs, for the

same museum publishes
but

I

am

this

magazine,

a cussedly independent soul, and

—and

a financial freelancer in this context

my criticisms.) I admire

on small

and

differ-

We are particularly good at

simple shapes with defining features and
clear symmetries

—hence

the skill of the

knowing that we will all recognize a famous figure by exaggeration of
one or two key traits.
As I write this essay in December, I
think of two simple shapes in bilateral
symmetry (the branched menorah as a

caricaturist in

Welch and the antibodies because she embodied a small but distinguished genre of pedagogy that I find

the hall because

chesspiece strategy of pedagogy in teach-

symmetry

particularly effective in using the visceral

ing us about evolutionary trees by organiz-

points and of Bethlehem with five) and

human

ing the entire hall as a central trunk and set

consider the power of such simple im-

I

give the nod to

to grasp the cerebral: scaling a

down in
concept by moving
being up or

order to illustrate a
the

body

directly

through a process or phenomenon.
for example,

been a pawn

I

have,

(literally) in

—

a

1

will also discuss

of,

branches

finally

succumbed

sweep of a
same diagonal.

siastical

the

hall

of mammals violates our

tra-

ditional picture of life's history, thus illus-

mode

an unusual scale (large) and

(visceral) a favorite

theme of these

(for

I

remember

ture

just

we may

march

how

as easily be

disturbing a depar-

from canonical iconography can

stake in the matter,

I felt

visceral distress

distant bishop along

history of science: the central role of pic-

Byzantine imagery. Distress then

I

raphy "s

know

ing through conidors shaped as vena cava

tion often requires,

and
and

image

modem

ence writing {Mr. Tompkins
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popular
in

sci-

Wonder-

to

embody

above

are visual animals, and
pictorial or

all else,

a

new

a novel theory. Primates

we

think best in

geometric terms. Words are an

evolutionary afterthought.

The power of

pictures, as

first

the beardless Jesus of
trig-

—another source of iconogpower— and
we

cal

I

recalled that

absolutely nothing about the physi-

appearance and, for that matter, pre-

ciously

little

about the actual existence of

the historical Jesus. Yet a

tall,

gentle,

bearded Caucasian savior has supported
the prayers

epitomes or

saw

gered thought

straining our thought. Intellectual innova-

rooms modeled as auricles
ventricles. Examples can also become
more abstract but shaped to the same end.

be.

For example, as a Jew with no particular

when

aorta, into

And

into battle).

essays and an important principle in the

and other forms of visual

six

evoke emotions of great depth

led to tears as to a

representation in channeling and con-

10

to

to the eccle-

tures, graphs,

an

agery to provoke immediate recognition

Similarly, museum exhibits on the heart
may treat each visitor as a blood cell mov-

In a great classic of

David with

(the star of

and even danger

new

tree as

isosceles triangle) and another in radial

and then

trating in

and

then, so to speak, plac-

hemisphere and the Christmas

by walking. Moreover, the chosen
geometry of evolutionary organization in

doggedly forward, shpped cleverly on a
color,

human

learn

this

diagonal to murder a brother of another

—and

follows the

ing our brains in our feet and letting us

game of chess and I really did
understand the game better after 1 moved

very large

it

and intentions of billions.

All scientific theories call

upon canoni-

FOR DINO
OF ALL HG
"Enlivened by fresh anecdotes, fascinating
snippets and illustrations from the
museum's archives." — New Scientist
With this beautiful,
stunningly illustrated

volume

you'll

be drawn

in

to the excitement of

exploration and the
anticipation of discovery

as you meet the American

Museum

of Natural

hunters—

History's fossil

both past and present—

who unearthed these
intriguing fossils.

a

thrilling

It's

also

journey

through one of the
world's most

beloved

where

institutions,

you'll learn

some

about

of the

most phenomenal
creatures ever to
stalk the Earth.
Hardcover, 144 pages
To order, send check or

Members Choice

money order for $27.00

Natural History,
New York, NY 10024 or
for

call toll

MasterCard and Visa

3^^ SIMON

to

American Museum of
Central Park West at 79th Street,
Collection,

&

freel-800-437-0033

orders.

SCHUSTER

cal icons for their illustration (and, often,

even for

my

their definition), but

field

of

the ladder of progress

and

tells

the

same

sil

amphibians, then reptiles

fishes, then

mammals, and

(including dinosaurs), then

false tale.

sensitivity has

icons for evolution can only be corrected

human mammals.
All the fossils may be in temporal order,
but what a peculiarly biased set of

been heightened because all canonical
icons in my profession have presented the
same encompassing, but fallacious, view

by developing and popularizing a more

choices! After

accurate picture. Trees rather than ladders

away

based on social traditions and psychologi-

be drawn restrictively to support the cen-

evolution and the history of

life

has been

my

more dependent than most, hence
theme.

terest in this

cal

hopes

—namely,

My

in-

the idea of progress as

—

If fire

must be fought with

then this

fire,

great fallacy at the core of our canonical

may also

bring us part of the way, but trees

tral

fallacy of predictable progress.

How,

finally

go

invertebrates didn't

all,

or didn't stop evolving once fishes

arose.

And

fishes didn't stagnate just be-

cause one odd lineage crawled out on

The most important event

land.

of

in all

we draw a tree differently, to em-

vertebrate evolution (at least as recorded

the fossil record. Exposure and correction

phasize the genealogical connections that

by number of modem species) must be the

of such iconography therefore assumes

define evolutionary relationship, while es-

rise

special importance for paleontologists.

chewing the conflation of upward growth
with progress and avoiding the implication that trees always spread out toward
more and better as they grow up. This

bony

an organizing principle

rather than

The canonical icon of life's

on

history pre-

sents a series in linear order, starting with

something deemed primitive and old and

Homo

ending with

sapiens. These linear

may take many forms:

arrays

a vertical se-

quence of increasing complexity (the

mous

human

order from stooped ape to upright
(the literal

"march of evolutionary ad-

vance" always depicted

—

have seen

I

right to left); a

as

left to right,

read, although the only Israeli
that

infa-

ladder of progress); a horizontal

we

—

runs

sequence of exhibits as

walk down a rectangular museum

hall;

we
or

the order of chapters in a conventional

mals

first

and

mam-

last.

As

a

first,

and surely welcome, correc-

can

search for a
task,

be

no

new iconography

little frill

an

to

is

no minor

effort that

can only

mode. Icons are

fulfilled in the verbal

new

search for fundamentally

representa-

one of the most important

tion is

efforts a

of the Teleosti, or so-called higher
fishes, for

more than half of all

living

vertebrate species are teleosts. But this
great group of fishes arose and spread late

time during the reign of

in geological

dinosaurs on land
is

either not

space

little

primary molders of our thoughts, and the

—so

shown

at the

event

this cardinal

at all or relegated to a

"bad" end of the

hall.

In other words, temporal order

is

not

construed as a set of representadve samples for all animal groups through time,

but as a sequential tale of the most pro-

scholar can make.

example

a recent Pepsi ad

textbook, with protozoans

then,

Several of us have tried to develop

new

icons to record contingency and unpre-

moment, with

gressive organism at any

superseded groups dropped forever once a

of Nat-

new "ruler" emerges.
The other major organizing principle
follows much the same scheme, but

ural History for carrying the task further in

doesn't even try to present a defense in

the unusual context of an exhibition hall.

terms of temporal order. This second

dictability as central

of

But

life.

I

write

themes

now

leagues at the American

in the history

my

to praise

Museum

col-

Just as paper provides a substrate for a

egy just announces

that life will

strat-

be pre-

another iconographic rea-

museum's exhibit on the history of life
record the same biases. Most museum

sented as a modem morality play of movement from lower to higher. Dinosaurs
come before mammals (even though both
groups arose at the same time and mammals lived throughout the dinosaurs'
reign) because dinosaurs were dumb, lum-

drawn

halls are rectangles with a preferred linear

bering, and primitive; while

with their own, more subtle set of geomet-

flow of visitors in one direction along the

come

major

orate justifications

tive often

advocated in these columns,

we

variety of icons that

embody

the central

—

can switch our icon from ladders to trees

fallacy of predictable progress

and gain accuracy while shedding some

marches, cones of increasing diversity

prejudices.

But

this basic topological shift

does not solve the problem of progressivist bias for

son: trees have conventionally been

devices for depicting evolution as con-

ric

The

tinuous advance.
tionary bush
diversity,"

is

a

traditional evolu-

"cone of increasing

an inverted Christmas tree with

a central trunk of

common

few branches near

ancestry, just a

the base, with each as

the primitive precursor of later flowerings,

and steady increase

in

both number of

branches and horizontal spread into a verdant canopy at the trees summit.

Upward

most evolutionary
means movement from older

trees,
to

only

younger

does the space of a conventional

axis. All exhibits

on the history of

life that I

have ever seen

anywhere

in the

in

any

museum

—and

both,

however unconsciously and often without
explicit signage,

embody

the bias of

of the

scheme simply organizes
in temporal order: oldest at one end
hall, youngest at the other. Such a
favorite

scheme would not necessarily

(really

should not) record the bias of progress, for

young does not mean

anatomically complex, and bacteria

branches versus dirty and gnarly roots; the

since

brain versus the bowels; heaven and hell;

order records the bias because

Valhalla and Nibelheim)

exhibits construe arrangement

—

so up on the

more progressive, and the tree of life, when drawn
as a cone of increasing diversity, mimics
12
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how an

alternative

and

challenging iconography might be constructed,

I

am

reminded of the stunning

impact that a simple device

When

in a fine

book

brate paleontology as a graduate student,

One

geologically

usually conflated with

In imagining

given, but do

line).

ing organisms.

good and bad in our
mythology (beautiful flowers on thin

is

may be

once had upon me.

down

tree

mammals

because they are us (more elab-

progress as a central principle for arrang-

periods of geological time, but up and
also stands for

last

not doubt this bottom

world organize the space

provided in one of two ways

fossils

growth, according to the cap-

tions for

so, too,

ladders,

rule the

we used Ned

I

studied verte-

Colbert's classic textbook.

The Evolution of Vertebrates.

I

shall

never

forget the disturbing sequence of his chapters

on mammals. He devoted a section

to

each of the twenty or so mammalian orders,

and he presented them

in linear se-

still

quence as books must do. But he treated

world today, as they always have

primates, including humans, fifth rather

life's

beginnings. Rather, temporal

museum

by time

in

such an oddly restrictive and grossly distorted way.

They begin with an alcove of

invertebrates, followed

by a display of fos-

than
rise

of

last.

In other words, he discussed the

of australopithecines, the emergence

Homo

erectus,

and the interactions of

Cro-Magnon and Neanderthal

in

Europe

before he discoursed on the evolution of
pigs, elephants,

and sea cows.

was discombobulated and thrown

I

confusion
think

but then

at first,

—and

I

into

started to

who

praise be to any scholar

can so provoke a neophyte out of his
field's

ways

conventions.

Why

treated last? After

are
all,

humans

al-

we
mamAnd we

although

arose late in geological time, other

malian groups emerged

still later.

by any a stretch of anatomical

are not,

imagination, particularly far along the se-

quence of mammalian branches, for
still

many

sport

mammalian

original

tures that later-branching

groups

lost (in-

cluding five discrete digits on each
foot, all
I

we
fea-

hand or

with nails retained).

He had arranged

his chapters

brilliant.

by order of

branching, not by later degree of anatomical

in

"achievement" (usually misinterpreted

human

terms). Primates

early in the history of

comes near

chapter

had branched

mammals, so

the beginning

praise for the intellectual concept behind

sanctorum of my youth.

have actually done

my

father at age five

then to dedicate

my

visited with

I first

and decided

their

—no

studies,

New

York for undergraduate
but retumed to do my Ph.D. work

left

Museum. I loved the old halls, but
become shabby and outdated. So
not lament when they closed a few

at the

they had
1

did

rest

of the world

The fourth

much

floor of the

but this

it

in

the big "it," the

"it").

My colleagues have ordered all

the fossils into an unconventional icono-

They have

progress.
at

late

along the tree of

new scheme

new icon
we can perambu-

created this

gigantic scale, so that

life

and absorb the

visceraUy by walking, rather

than only conceptually by reading. They

and arranged

all

the fossils in terms of

must wait a while for the renovated
dinosaurs, but the two halls of fossil mammals reopened in 1994. I do not love

cess" or "advancement." Groups that

everything about them.

even

miss the cases

I

crowded chockablock with

titanotheres.

their

branching order, not their

later "suc-

branched early appear early in the
if

hall,

they later diversified to a dominat-

ing degree (rats and bats) or generated

we

lin-

regard as particularly com-

while, for the restored murals of Charles

eages that

R. Knight, with their beautiful bright col-

plex or advanced (primates). Sea cows and

ors rescued

from overlying layers of var-

Days

grime and smoke,

for

1

can only make
after at

all
I

my

ambiva-

offer unstinting

at the

end of the

Since

this

essay extols iconography,

SOUTH

PROBOSCIDEANS

MARSUPIALS.

AND

AMERICAN

AND

OF

HULTITUBERCUIATES.

ARCHONTANS

UNGUIATES

DESHOSTYLIANS

HAN MAIS

AND

CARNIVORES

CETACEANS

ARTIODAOYLS

it

would be fatuous of me to praise this innovation with words alone. So consider the
diagrams in the guide pamphlet that the

HONOTREMES,

SURES

horses

beginning.

REUTWES

INSECnVORES

hall:

are in the middle, and primates near the

"New

Old Knights," Natural Histoiy,

lence on certain points,

elephants are

EXTINO

EDENTATES

is

have, in short, taken Colbert's radical idea

October 1993). But for

good.

American Mu-

—

doing.

Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel (see

and the

such a context

years ago for a thorough rethinking and re-

comparison with before and

not do themselves

never to use such indistinct words as

graphic tree that fractures the bias of

then

organ to an unprecedented degree that, ul-

may

colleagues

(writers are trained

childhood, right to the end of high school.
I

achieved in elaborating one particular

or

it

only

nish,

may

I

My

the entire presentation.

went back to the dinosaur and fossil mammal halls almost monthly throughout my

matter what certain peculiar primates later

timately,

right

paleontology.

life to

We

then realized what Colbert had done

and his simple device was truly

seum of Natural History was the shrine,
magic place, the sanctum

the principal

PERISSODACHLS

SIRENIANS

(EXnNCT)

TRICONODONTS

The floor plan (bottom) of the American Museum's nevi' fossil mammal
and the branching cladogram (top) on which it is based
Mammals and

Their Extinct Relatives:

A Guide

to the Liia

halls

Acheson Wallace Wing: AMNH
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Museum distributes to visitors. Note that a

mother or are retained inside the mother

central dark line indicates the preferred

until the

route of passage through the two halls de-

Mammals and Their Extinct

voted to
atives.

Major branching

one through

six,

points,

Rel-

numbered

appear along the line

in

temporal order of events during the history
of mammals and their ancestors.

The technique used

to identify these

key branching points follows a theory and
philosophy of taxonomy
tics

—

that has motivated

leagues

at the

—

called cladis-

my

most of

Museum

col-

during the past

twenty-five years, stimulating a fine body

bom. The watertight
the egg is called the amis

and horses belong to a group called amniotes. Only kangaroos and horses produce milk for their
young and have three bones in their ears to
conduct sound vibrations. So they are more
closely related and belong to a group within
amniotes called mammals.
nion, so lizards, kangaroos,

We

might continue by using the

centa to group horses with

all later

pla-

mam-

mals and to place kangaroos on a prepla-

A

walk

in

suggested order through the

nested hierarchies based ex-

Museum's two halls of fossil mammals
becomes an excursion along the main

on

their order of branching. (I

route of the cladogram.

organisms

am

quite agnostic about

should say that

I

this theory, so

do not write as a

The new,

I

shill.)

treelike icon constructed

A sequence of six

node defined by

supials before the evolution of placentas.

The

exhibit walks visitors through

that define a

genealogy of branching, not a

ladder of putative advance.

The synapsid opening. Late in the Pamore than 250 million years
ago, a group of reptiles developed an
1

.

leozoic era,

openmg

in the skull

behind the eye socket.

This feature apparently evolved but once,
all

subsequent creatures with such an

opening share a unique genealogical heritage with the

evolved

this

common

all

first

pos-

sess this feature (muscles that close the

lower jaw attach

to the skull

temporal order of branching and estab-

opening), as do

topology

groups formerly

members of ancestral
placed among the rep-

lishes the genealogically defined

(early tetrapods, such as

common by

mammals

key shared-derived characters marks the

tiles.

since the last branching point and have

ancestor that

opening. All

groups. Lineages that branch off before

arose

mam-

malian history according to six features

sequential branches on the
traits that

that character

my example of monotremes and mar-

of nested groups within more inclusive

is

cladogram are defined by
been held in

as in

called a cladogram.

these branchings

The major,

from

fore the

and

cental branch.

in

of important research. Cladistics classifies

clusively

embryo
membrane inside

the acquisition of a

new

shared-derived

character appear, in the exhibition hall, be-

sails

around

this

For example, the famous pelycosaurs

on

Dimetrodon, with

their backs, featured in all kiddie

plastic "dinosaur" sets

from cereal boxes)

subsequent

lineages on this branch of the tree (such
traits are

—

called shared-derived, or

if jar-

gon attracts you, and this field has invented the most God-awful argot
synapomorphic, which means the same
thing).

For example, the

earliest

mammals

did not form a placenta for their embryos

and some

modem groups

—

the egg-laying

monotremes (platypuses and echidnas)
and the pouch-bearing marsupials
offshoots of these preplacentals.

—

The

are

pla-

centa evolved after monotremes and marsupials branched off the

mammals

subsequent

placenta

is

main stem, and

all

bear placentas. The

therefore a shared-derived

character of later

mammals, and mono-

tremes and marsupials therefore achieve

Museum's hall,
must be placed before the branching point marked by acquisition of the

their early position in the

for they

placenta.

To

illustrate

how

sequences of shared-

derived characters can be used to build an
icon of nested branchings based solely on

temporal order of bifiarcations, and not on
perceived progress or increasing complexity, let

me

cite the

example presented

in

the visitor's pamphlet:

Sharks, salamanders, lizards, kangaroos,
and horses all have a backbone composed of
vertebrae and belong to a large group called

Of the animals mentioned, only
salamanders, lizards, kangaroos, and horses
have four limbs. So they are more closely
related and belong to a group called tetrapod, meaning four-footed. Within tetrapod,
vertebrates.

lizards,

kangaroos, and horses develop in

water-tight eggs that are either laid by the
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Recent excavation by archeologists

in

Mexico disproved the Aztec Calendar Theoiy.

are synapsids

and therefore genealogically

among

noceroses, and tapirs

the perisso-

not define branching points because they

By

dactyls, or odd-toed hoofbearers; cows,

evolve within a single group. Cladists

placing pelycosaurs at the foot of the

pigs, sheep, goats, giraffes, deer, an-

like

closer to

mammals

mammal

than to dinosaurs.

members of

hall, as

the

first

branch following acquisition of the synapsid

opening,

we do

not stake a claim for

progress or greater com-

their superior

plexity (I suspect, in fact, that true dinosaurs
tures

were markedly more capable creain all important functional ways) but

only affirm the genealogical link of pelycosaurs to

all

2.

Middle ear bones. The two bones

articulate the reptilian

that

jaw decreased

in

and moved into the middle ear in
mammals, where they joined the stapes
size

(or stirrup, the

phenome-

in the

enough, but the

new

icon grants unique-

bearing ancestors, despite their later loss

And yet,
much of the fascination for evolution among members of
the general public and among speciaUsts
as well. We really do want to know what

of this feature for obvious reasons of

pelycosaurs did with their

aquatic adaptation).

toothed tigers with their teeth, narwhals

nally diverse group of artiodactyls. or

ness no space and no picture.

even-toed hoofbearers: a group of distinc-

such features epitomize

and extinct South American forms;
and whales, which evolved from hoof-

tive

As

sails,

saber-

a final

with their single tusk, duckbills with thek

shared-derived character, eye sockets

duckbill, armadillos with their armor, and,

move forward on

dare

other synapsids. including

mammals.

and many others

telopes,

may

and acknowledge such features well

Eye sockets near

6.

near the snout
nealogical

—

the snout.

the skull to a position

a feature defining the ge-

of elephants to sea cows and

tie

say

it,

Consider the enormity of the concep-

embodied

new

humans with

me up

those damnable

writing essays at

four in the morning five days before

And we want

Christmas.

their relatives.

only hearing bone in rep-

I

brains that keep

understand

to

sustained trends within groups: what
about the famous story of fewer toes and

to become the malleus and incus
(hammer and anvil) of our middle ear.

mal

This highly distinctive feature, ascertain-

humans used

able in the fossil record, defines the branch

conceived as a pinnacle of progress and

ing brain size in

humans? Again,

point separating true mammals from their
ancestors. In the new hall, monotremes

complexity, and defined by a criterion of

have

because transformations

and marsupials branch off here because

now

they evolved the three ear bones (feature

with elephants, a unique feature that

two), but not the subsequent placenta (fea-

evolved

ture three).

major groups of mammals by

tiles)

As

Placenta.

3.

discussed above, the

marsupials branched off, and

mammals

subse-

all

possess this shared-de-

rived character. In the hall, edentates

and armadillos) branch

(sloths, anteaters,

off here because they
ture 3)

have placentas

but not feauire 4.

The stirrup-shaped stapes. In

4.

and early mammals, the stapes
rod.

(fea-

But

is

reptiles

a simple

later on, at this fourth bifurcation,

a hole evolved in the stapes (an important

blood vessel goes through

sequendy evolved

it),

mammals

and

all

sub-

possess such

a perforated (or stirrup- shaped) stapes.
this

key conceptual position

stapes, but

number

in the exhibi-

in this

icon based

to

—our

occupy

the

end of the

hall,

late in a

sequence defining the
their order

I

—

literally

new

icon

breaking the

true to the

essay: that

icons

all

street:

tit

for

new

tat:

icon

progress, but

hoist

may
it

by

are

inadequate

on a two-way

one's

own petard.

dispel the prejudice of

also introduces a host of

let

me not carp. What

human
pains?

We

formed and without growing
and

are, after all, evolutionists,

we do believe

Aristotle

know" valued

ory, carefully balancing all legitimate con-

and

—

note the parochial key to

a conceptual revolution

—

primates. Thus,

fossils are properly

housed

at the

beginning of the second hall, in the appropriate position of their

genealogical

branching, and not at the apex of the icon,

end of the

The hoof. At a later point, toes coaform hoofs in the ancestry of

lesced to

groups. Thus, the

major hoofed orders occupy
central area in the

mittedly

second

this large

hall (horses, rhi-

vital

advocacy of one ad-

criterion:

temporal

sequences in branching order as the only
proper

way

Two

in the

the linkage of cogita(the peripatos

was

the

Lyceum). And Emer-

son made the same connection in his famous plea for a distinctively American
excellence: "We will walk on our own feet
... we will speak our own minds." Let us,

among

then, praise the large scale of this delight-

features of evolution, considered

exercising the historically prior and

to depict relationships

organisms.

ful

attempt to

stir

our mental machinery by

important by most professionals (myself

equally fundamental change that

must be marginalized, if not ignored outright, by cladistic icons: unique
features evolved by single lineages and
trends within groups that do not lead to
further branching events. Unique features,
called autapomorphies in the jargon, do

human

included),

story.

mammalian

cerns, but a zealous

covered walk

and change.
were called
"master of them

in imperfection

The followers of

and ambulation

including carnivores, ro-

liberating re-

endeavor, ever intruded upon our

history fully

tion

this bifurcation,

subsequent

But

that

pluralistic the-

by spa-

vision, in scholarship, politics, or any

philosophy of systematics. For cladism

accommodating or

interests

most fascinating phenomena.

peripatetics because the

is

up now de-

stirred us

based on the exclusivism of cladism as a

quence. Several major groups diverge at

5.

later

marginalizing some of evolution's

not an

or the

line in the

tially

thereby secure their location in the se-

human

must be placed off the main
comers and alcoves devoted to
change within branching lines. The

single groups

theories and

earlier,

we

for attributes of

from our legitimate

and of introducing new (often suband unrecognized) biases of their own.
cliche:

within the

—

iconography that

icons,

Choose your

mammals

tracts

are therefore capable of both breaking the

conceptual locks of

of

hall

this

theme of

embody

new

—

as the central feature of life's history

must remain

Moreover, and especially, such unique
features and trends can only be treated in
(literally) peripheral positions

strongly praise this

iconoclasm

its

within their system.

without subsequent feature

branch off and

cladists

have no iconographic representation

unfortunate restrictions and distortions

5 (the hoof),

dents, bats,

to say

little

whales and increas-

occurring on a single line of a cladogram

exalted brains. Sea

conceptual lock imposed by the old
canonical drawings, all based on progress

This

horses? what about

cows

While

tle

among

loss of hind limbs in

cavort at the end because they share,

of genealogical branching.

for

higher teeth

with a stirrup-shaped

mammals

tion, all

At

shift

a novel criterion for ordering groups:

dominion

monotremes and

placenta evolved after

quent

on

made

evolution possible: upright posture

and bipedal locomotion.
Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and

the histoiy of science at

Hanwd

University.
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INFINITE

Bloody Ships,
Borrowed Letters

Blueprints,

and

ways

All inventions, from warships to alphabets, spread in one of two basic

byJored Diamor^d
"There seems

to

be something wrong

with our bloody ships today." Even

if

un-

ready have their

At one extreme

Vice Admiral Sir David Beatty was under-

print copying," or

Poor Beatty had

two of

just

watched

lies

the option of "blue-

detailed design, as the Japanese did to con-

extreme

lies

you

German naval

Battle of Jutland in 1916. Japanese Vice

little

Admiral Nobutake Kondo's emotions

reinvent the details.

his

own two

battle cruisers

after

were similarly

struct their battle cruisers.

(like

try to

lution

but were probably similar to Beatty 's.

The varying

designers) receive

the basic idea

and have

You know

that

it

to

can

be done, and you are thereby stimulated to

1942 were not recorded,

in

At the opposite

"idea diffusion," by which

more than

dispatched by American warships off
Guadalcanal

and

modifying an available

newest and most prized battle
blow up within minutes of being
shelled by German battle cruisers at the
his

cruisers

built

do

it

yourself, but your eventual so-

may

not resemble that of the

first

and Japanese battle cruisers
methods by which technology can spread.
About 1905, British naval designers got

decompose a continuous utwords, syllables, or
phonemes; and how to recognize the same
to

into

sound through

all

our normal variations in

speech volume, pitch, and speed. Some-

how, the

first

scribes achieved

ample of someone else's final result to
guide their efforts. The task was evidently
so difficult that

all

other literate peoples

since then borrowed, adapted, or were at
least inspired

by existing writing systems.

Today, missionary linguists, trained by

tute

the Soviet Union's building of an atomic

fied

bomb was

New

(by spies) or idea diffusion (from the drop-

Summer

Insti-

of Linguistics, are working on modi-

Recent historians have debated whether
the result of blueprint copying

all that,

without having in front of them any ex-

organizations such as the

inventor's.

German,
illustrate two

fates of British,

how

bols;

terance

derstated, the disappointment of British

standable.

own model

working?

Roman

alphabets for hundreds of
Guinean and American Indian lan-

guages. They are blueprint copiers, as

engines while scrimping on armor. The

have been raised about wheels, pyramids,

of these so-called battle cruisers was

steam engines, and even the development

were the government linguists who devised the modified Roman alphabet
adopted in 1928 by Turkey. In a few cases,
we even know something about the blueprint copiers of the remote past. Russia's

of writing systems

Cyrillic alphabet, for instance,

the idea of building battleships that
faster than

method was
first

launched

any then
to install

were

in existence; their

enormous turbine

and Britain permitted

in 1908,

her then-ally Japan to copy the British
blueprints. Naturally, though, that offer

was not extended to Britain's arch rival
Germany. Instead, nothing more than the
basic idea diffused to the Germans, who
had to work out all of the details themselves. As it tumed out, the German design provided for more armor than the
British or Japanese prototypes had. Thus
the British, rather than the German, battle
cruisers blew up at Jutland.
Such courses of events generally recur
in the history of

Someone
use.

How

technology and ideas.

invents something and puts

do you, another would-be

it

to

user,

ping of the American
project

was

—a

As

far as

16
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al-

de-

is

scended from an adaptation of Greek and

we know, on

only two occa-

Hebrew

letters

devised by Saint Cyril, a

sions in history have people invented writ-

Greek missionary

ing entirely from scratch, without any

century a.d.; modified Cyrillic alphabets

available

models for blueprint copying or

idea diffusion. Those twin inventions were

achieved by the Sumerians of Mesopota-

mia somewhat before 3000 B.C., and by
the Zapotecs and/or Olmecs of Mexico
just before 500 B.C. (I'll say later why I'm
not counting ancient Chinese and Egyptians for the moment.)
Inventing a writing system must have
been incomparably more difficult than
adapting one. The first scribes had to figgranted:

people

subject full of fasci-

nation and mystery.

own

that other

Hi-

feasible). Similar questions

ure out things that

knowing

at

roshima, which convinced Stalin that the

then design something similar for your
use,

A-bomb

how

we now

to represent

take for

sounds by sym-

to the Slavs in the ninth

were created for many

tribal

languages of

the former Soviet Union.

Much more

often,

about the individuals

mous
still

we know
who

alphabets of the past. But

compare

forms which

as models. That

fa-

we can

later ancient alphabets

earlier ancient alphabets
letter

nothing

devised the

with

and deduce from

earlier alphabets served

is

confidence that the

how we can say with
Roman alphabet was

adapted in the seventh century B.C. from
the blueprint of the Etruscan alphabet,

adapted in

tum

in the eighth

century B.C.
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500 miles from nowhere,
it1l give you a cold drink
or a warm burger.
.

NASA space flights

mspired

this portable fridge that

outperforms conventional fridges, replaces the

ice chest

and alternates as a food wanner.

By Charles Anton

.

No more! Now

ecognize the ice cooler in this picture?

spoiled food.

Surprisingly enough, there isn't one.

good cooland one or iwo seasons
of buying ice, (or about five

What you

see instead

is

a Koolatron,

an invention that replaces the traditional ice

and its manv limitations, with a technology even more sophisticated than your

for the price of a

er

cooler,

family restaurant meals),

home

advantages of home cooling are available for
you electronically and conveniently.

fridge.

And

far better suited to travel.

What's more, the innocent looking box before you is not only a refrigerator, it's also a
food warmer.

NASA

all

Think about your last

the

The

refrigerator

You're cruising com-

Tire secret of the

from outer space.

Koolatron CooieriWamier

mode, the Koolatron reduces

fruit,

and

compressors. Their re-

coils,

in

tlte

loud

conven-

outside

temperature by 40 degrees F. At the

them to discover a miraculous
solid state component
search led

suntch of a plug,

going up

to

it

becomes a food warmer,

125 degrees.

called the thermo-elec-

module.
Aside from a small
fan, this electronic
fridge has no moving

Tight
sealing

tric

wear out or
break down. It's not
by

fridges to

lighter

adapter

plastic

power of a
pound block of ice.

the cooling

From satellites to station wagons.
been proven with more than 25 years of use in
some of the most rigorous space and labora-

And

make

Koolatron is the first
technology avail-

this

able to families, fishermen, boaters,

and hunters-

Home
since the

in fact

campers
anyone on the move.

refrigeration has

come

a long

way

box and the block of
ice. But when we travel, we go back to the
sloppy ice cooler with its soggy and sometimes
days of the

ice

it

and another expensive
restaurant

bill.

are

It

can go

because there

no temperamental

compressors or gasses,
the Koolatron works

under

all

up and plug

it

in.

On motor

plug your Koolatron into your cigarette
it will use less power than a tail light.
If you decide to carry it to a picnic place or a
fishing hole, the Koolatron will hold its cooling capacity for 24 hours. If you leave it
plugged into your battery with the engine off,
trips,

consumes only three amps

of power.

>»

in 72 hours.

We

risk free.

it

guarantee your

^^^^ft^^^
>t
^d^H
I^^|
^B^

satisfaction with

With the Koolatron
you eet our complete "No Questions
A I
A" an day
A
Asked

30

money-back guarantee. Plus you get

^^^^*J^!f/
The

versatile Koolatron

^^^^ '" i^<> sizes.

avail-

is

Vie P24A holds

30 quarts and the smaller P9 holds

'"'" I""'"adaptor

'""'"' '"'
use "f
them in your

'^"

lets i/on

rec room, patio

omwtel

room.

Viey plug into any regular outlet.

a full one year manufacturer's limited warranty. If

to 125 degrees.

lighter;

it

Most orders

are processed with-

any product from
Comtrad Industries.

circumstances, even
upside down. Empty, the large model weighs
only 12 pounds and the smaller one weighs
just seven. Full, the large model holds up to
40 12-oz. cans and the smaller one holds six.

Just load

pricing.

valuable vacation time

perfectly

Thermo-electric temperature control has no\s'

this

special promotional

Try

And
High
impact

book, actually delivers

manufacturer to

.

advantage of

fresh and cold. Everybody helps themselves
and you have saved

The

tory applications.

is stocked with
sandwiches, cold

drinks, fried chicken.

up

governing module, no
bigger than a match-

10

to stop for a

snack. But your Kool-

baby's bottle.

home

fail).

want

the

casserole, burger or

tilting, jar-

ring or vibration (situations that cause

kids

it...

Hot or cold. With the
switch of a plug, the
Koolatron becomes a
food warmer for a

parts to

tor at the introduc-

tory price of $99.

atron

bulh/ piping

motors and compressors used

Koolatron refrigera-

Call today to take

tional refrigeration units. In the cool

a miniature thermo-electric module that

Comtrad is bringing this offer
you directly, you save the cost of middlemen and retail mark-ups. For a limited time
only, you can get this advanced, portable
to

You guessed

bulky than traditional

is

Limited time
offer. Because

stops or restaurants.

effectively replaces

affected

your car

along a busy interstate
with only a few rest

tough demands,
scienrists had to find
something more dependable and less
el's

just got

awa\- niceh' on your long-awaited vacation.
fortably in

inspired portable refrigerator.
Because of space trav-

refrigeration coils

You

trip.

you

are not satisfied for

any reason,

just

return the product for a complete refund.
Koolatron (P24A)
Koolatron
Optional

$99 $12 S&H

holds 30 quarts

(P9) holds 7 quarts

AC

Adapter (AC

10)

Please mention promotional code

For fastest service

call toll-free

$79

$8

$39

$6

S&H
S&H

022-NH-1108

24 hours a day

800-992-2966
To order by mail send check or money order for the
total amount including S&H (VA residents add 4.5%
sales tax). Or charge it to your credit card by enclosing your account number and expiration date.

"^INDUSTRIES
2820 Waterford Lake Drive Suite 106
Midlothian, Virginia 23113

American Museum

of Natural History
from a western Greek alphabet, itself
adapted by the early eighth century B.C.
from the Phoenician alphabet.
Every time that an existing alphabet

The Ancient Silk Road
Through China and Central Asia

served as a blueprint for a different language, some problems arose because no
two languages have exactly the same sets

By Private Train
September

of sounds.

11-30, 1995

letters

represent in the lending language

do not

/

_

Dzambul.

.Altpo

as to
Almio Ata

was

Bukhara

•

TiisKkent
,.

^"liidrkahd

Liuyuan :

CHINA

as useless to ancient

modem

English-speakers because

it

represented a guttural consonant missing

.turfan.

in

UZBEKISTAN

The Greek
Romans

exist in the borrower.

letter chi

KAZAKHSTAN

Some inherited letters may sim-

ply be dropped, since the sounds that those

Jiayuguan
"

"""huang

'

both languages. The reverse problem,

the need to devise letters to represent

•Beijin^!^

sounds present in the borrowing language

\i^„^

but absent in the lending language, has

been solved in several ways. Sometimes
an arbitrary combination of two letters is
used. For example, the English sh repre-

*Xi'an

sents a sound absent in Latin and Greek,

Beginning

in the

second century B.C., great caravans of merchants traveled

by lonely desert tracks and

know

as the Silk

lofty

mountain passes along what came

to

be

Road. Exchanges of philosophy, religion and technology

the ancient capital of China, to the doorstep of Europe.

Museum

of Natural

umlaut

History will lead an epic overland journey by private train retracing the
fabled Silk Road.

We will travel from Imperial China across the steppes of

such prob-

linguists solve

lems easily because they can draw on

Samarkand and Bukhara, cities as old as
Babylon and Rome. Our specially chartered trains - the China Orient

academic

training, as well as

mulated experience of

Express and the

their predecessors.

spectacularly botched efforts.

caravan

example

carrying us from

is

Greece.

remote

been some

My favorite

the evident blueprint copying

that led to the Linear

oasis to oasis, exot-

their

on the accu-

In the past, though, there have

Russia - will form a

ic city to

let-

0.

Nowadays,

Central Asia to the bazaars of

modem

by inventing a single new

Our medieval ancestors also invented new letters when they created 7, u,
and w. Alternatively, a distinguishing
mark may be added to an existing letter,
such as the Spanish tilde H or the German
ter for sh.

transformed every culture along the great route, which stretched from Xi'an,

This September, a team of lecturers from the American

but Russians and other Slavs found a simpler solution

B

writing of ancient

One would have

to search

hard

through the history of technology for more

outpost in a land

flagrant proof that an inappropriately

replete with cultural

copied blueprint can be beautiful in con-

treasures created

cept but miserable in practice.

over the

last

two

Linear

B

refers to the writing

system

employed between about the fifteenth and
thirteenth centtaries B.C. by the Mycenaean
Greeks, whose siege of Troy was immortalized by Homer and whose royal tombs
at Mycenae were rediscovered by Schliemann. At that time, many of the writing
systems in the Near East were compli-

millennia. Join us
for an exciting

adventure.

cated and inconsistent mixtures of signs
for syllables

American

Museum

of

Natural
History

Discovery Tours

rules specified

B was

logical, consistent, and neat. Apart
from logograms (signs for whole words),

core was a set of about ninety signs for

syllables.

York, New York 10024-5192
Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York State
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New

how to represent syllables
own sign. In contrast, Linear

written signs, or

lacking their

its

Central Park West at 79th Street

and for whole words. No
which spoken syllables had

els a, e,

i,

These represented the
o, u,

five

vow-

plus most possible combi-

nations of each of twelve consonants (d,j,

k,

m,

n, p. q.

s.

r,

w. z) followed by each

t.

ear

A disappeared and Linear B appeared.

of the five vowels. For instance, there

The Minoan language probably lacked aU

were separate signs for da. de. di. do. dit.
ka. ke. ki. ko. kii. and so on. Consistent

those sound distinctions ignored in Linear

how

rules stipulated

to write syllables not

represented by a single sign.

B. and the conquering Greeks apparently

adopted as a blueprint, with only minor

was

modifications, a system that

well-

Unfortunately, this beautiful, logical

suited to the Minoans. (Perhaps the trans-

system was lousy for writing the Greek

formation from Linear A to Linear B was
accomphshed in a single night by terrified
Minoan scribes, still surrounded by the

language.

ignored the fact that Greek

It

had aspirated consonants (ph,

kh) and

th,

corresponding nonaspirated ones
voiced consonants

(b. g)

(p.

k).

t.

and correspondand

(/

r).

dered by their Greek conquerors to

two

keeping accounts in Greek, rather than in

Minoan, before sunrise the next morning.)

of syllabic signs covers p. ph. and b in-

set

discriminately, another

other

other

lumps

/

and

an-

th.

lumps g with k and kh, and still anlumps / with r. We know how

we

confusing

find

it

when some Japanese

people speak English without distinguishing

from

/

r.

Imagine the confusion

same while

alphabet did the

if

our

similarly ho-

mogenizing the other consonants!

It's

as

if

If this interpretation is correct,

two of

we owe

the greatest masterpieces of litera-

ture to this botched attempt at blueprint

UnepoWed island beaches,

copying. The Iliad and the Odyssey.

inland back bay waters, nature trails,

whose unique character as oral epic poetry
depends upon their having been composed
by

bards for

illiterate

and a variety of outdoor

illiterate listeners,

could never have arisen

Affordable accommodations.

Homer and

if

to spell "rap," "lap," "lab,"

and

For your free Vacationer's Guide,

Mycenaeans other than palace accountants

to read

and

these omissions. Linear

most straightforward option

did not record consonants at the end of

ting technology, that option

words, nor did

it

write.

While working from a blueprint

"laugh" identically.

Compounding

had been able

record

/,

m.

n.

r.

when

s

they preceded another consonant, even

unavailable. Blueprints

or

may

be unreadable

is

1-a00-533-4753,

sometimes

someone not

common

though such syllables were

in

The only types of syllables that had
their own signs were syllables consisting
of consonants (C) followed by vowels (V).
Greek.

may

somewhere

FLORIDA'S FLORIDA

al-

such

knowledge

CCV

something

common

syllables that are

in

technology.

their

own

someone has achieved

that

may

inspire others to devise

routes to a similar outcome.

resorted to tricks: write

A striking American example is the origin of the system, devised in Arkansas in

Thus, the

+ CV, and write CVC as CV.
syllable tri was written by the

sign for

plus the sign for

the syllable

Sequoyah, for writing the Cherokee lan-

pos was written by the single sign for po.

guage. Sequoyah, a blacksmith, observed

B

Greek, Linear

CCV as CV
ti

ri:

ignoring the final s: and the
tripos, as a result,

signs for

ti. ri.

was

Greek word

written with the

and po. That's as

if

we were

Linear

B had

so

many

about 1820 by a Cherokee Indian

that white people

and

that they derived great

buiU-in ambigui-

have wanted to write love songs

keep track of

Andromeda" came out

if

"Plato

"Pa-ra-to ro-

ve A-no-do-ro-me-da"?

How

advantage by

operations of those marks remained a

mystery

it

who wrote

loves

paper,

using those marks to record and repeat

was used only by accountants,
little more than lists of goods
and tenants. Not surprisingly, no literary
trace of Linear B has survived. Would you
ties that

made marks on

named

lengthy speeches. However, the detailed

to write "sprinter" as si-pi-ri-ne-te.

him because (like most Cherotime) Sequoyah could neither
speak nor read English. He began by devising an accounting system to help him
kees

to

at that

his customers' debts,

A clue is that more than half of the syllabic

language, even though he did not

did the glorious civilization that

B

are identical or similar to

syllabic signs of Linear

A, the still-undeci-

phered writing system previously used for
the

Minoan language. Mycenaean Greeks

conquered Crete about the time that Lin-

cutler!
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for transmitis
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call

we were

B

or-

start

One

ing voiceless ones (p, k), as well as

separate liquid consonants

bloody bodies of their compatriots and

represent the

principles of English writing.

know the
He again

pictures, but gave them
up as too complicated and too artistically
demanding. He next began to invent sepa-
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came

when he had coined

dissatisfied

thousands of signs and

\^

Jol

It

Jl

/j

still

needed more.

Sequoyah realized that words
were made up of modest numbers of recurring sounds
what we would call syllables. He initially devised 200 syllabic
signs and gradually reduced them to 85,
most of them for one-consonant, oneFinally,

—

October 5-24,1995

vowel combinations.

One source of the

signs themselves

was

an English spelling book given to Se-

Ancient Landscapes and Capitals

quoyah by a schoolteacher. He practiced
copying the letters, and about two dozen
of his Cherokee syllabic signs were taken
directly from those letters, although with
completely changed equivalences, because Sequoyah did not know what they

Since the days of Marco Polo, adventurers and travelers have been drawn to

represented in English. For example, he

China, a land of timeless natural beauty and a 4,000-year-old cultural her-

chose the shapes D, R,

"T^

itage. Join a

team of

lecturers

from the American

Museum

Cherokee sounds

of Natural

History this October for a special land trip and three-day Yangtze River
cruise.

Among the many

of Xi'an, Guilin's inspiring landscapes and the

$5,350 round-trip from

New

Central Park West at 79th Street

New

York,

Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in

NY

respec-

for the

sound

se.

He coined

other signs by modifying English letters

Museum

and by inventing completely new shapes.

of

Discovery Tours

York.

ni,

American
Natural
>!£«>* History

exquisite gorges of the Yangtze River.

and

while the shape of the numeral 4

was borrowed

highlights will be the

treasures of Beijing, the archeological marvels

Price:

tively,

h to represent the

b,

a, e, si,

10024-5192

New York

State

Sequoyah's syllabary is widely admired
by professional linguists for its good fit to
Cherokee sounds and for the ease with
which it can be learned. To convince his
skeptical fellow tribespeople,

Sequoyah

staged a public demonstration at which

one Cherokee spoke a message to one of

American Museum of Natural History

Sequoyah's pupils,
left

ARCTJC DREAMS
A Norwegian Coastal

the room.

into the

skeptics

who wrote it down and

Then a

different pupil

room and read

were astonished

that pupil after

pupil could read the message that they had

Voyage by Mail Boat

never actually heard themselves.

July 15-26, 1995

Within a short time, the Cherokees
achieved almost 100 percent

Hurtigruten, Norway's century-old

mail boat system,

is a lifeline

Museum

by

for

The American

sea.

literacy.

They raised funds, bought a printing press,
had Sequoyah's signs cast as type, and
began printing books and newspapers.

coastal villages and towns that are
accessible only

came
The

the message.

Sadly, the Cherokees' hteracy did not dis-

has reserved space aboard

suade the U. S. government from forcing

one such mail boat, the comfortable
M.S. Richard With, for an extraordi-

them

nary and unusual voyage this summer.

to Indian Territory

Cruising along one of the world's most

Georgia troops stormed the Cherokee
newspaper office and hauled off the print-

magnificent coasts,

we

will see stun-

ning fjords carved by glaciers, lofty

snow and

ice, as

lages.

Our voyage aboard

this

The Cherokee

syllabary remains the
example of a writing system
that arose through idea diffusion. We
know that Sequoyah received paper and

visit places off the

Norway

as very

few

working

- an

American

opportunity to

Museum of

beaten track and to see
tourists ever do.

(now Oklahoma).

best-attested

well as

ancient cities and remote fishing vil-

vessel will be an adventure

along with other Indians of

ing press.

mountains, deep sea channels, dramatic islands,

in 1838,

the southeastern United States, to emigrate

I'Ss'Hff

Natural
History

Discovery Tours

other writing materials, the idea of a writ-

ing system, the idea of using separate

marks, and the forms of several dozen
marks. But because he could neither read
nor write English, he acquired neither de-

Central Park West at 79th Street
Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212)

New York, NY 10024-5192
769-5700 in New York State

tails

nor principles from the existing writ-

ing systems around him. Surrounded by

alphabets that he could not understand,
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Near Eastem sohad just happened to hit independently upon the idea of writing within a
few centuries of one another. I suspect that
the Egyptians, Elamites, Minoans, and
Hittites received the idea from the Sumerians and their successors, but made no use
of a blueprint and instead worked out the

rein-

systems. Didn't they also invent writing

those Mediterranean and

vented a syllabary analagous to those of

independently? The unique forms elimi-

cieties

Minoans and Mycenaean Greeks.
With this well-documented example,
we can conclude that some ancient writing
systems are also likely to have arisen

nate the possibility of origins based

Sequoyah instead independently
the

eliminate explanations based on idea diffusion, because

we have

through idea diffusion, although

sign forms while

Egyptian hieroglyphs

—which com-

details for themselves.

As

for Chinese writing (of

which

the

bined syllabic signs with word signs

first

five

suspiciously appeared in nearly full-blown

The idea of

form about 3000 B.C., at a time of intense
trade between Egypt and Sumer. Sumerian writing, which had the same arrange-

1300 B.C.), it too has unique local signs
and some imique principles, and China
lies thousands of miles east of Sumer. Yet

an alphabet of

fifteen consonants.

some

borrowing the idea of writing.

from about the fourth cen-

tury A.D. constitute

just seen that

Ogham) designed new

characters used in Ireland and parts of

vowels and

we've

writing systems (such as Cherokee and

no direct or detailed information about
what happened. For example, the Ogham
Celtic Britain

on

blueprint copying. However, they don't

an alphabet had been familiar to the Celts

preserved sample dates from about

with between one and five other lines ar-

Iran, Crete,

and Turkey (so-called proto-

writing was established in India, halfway
between Sumer and China, by at least
2200 B.C. Did China remain truly unaware
of Indian writing for at least 900 years and
reinvent writing completely independently? Or does Chinese writing, which

ranged perpendicularly above, below, or

Elamite writing, Cretan pictographs, and

remains unsurpassedly original among

hieroglyphic Hittite, respectively) soon

writing systems in

for nearly a
tact

with

thousand years, through con-

Rome and

Yet the forms of the

eties.

Ogham

world. They consisted

across the

main

line.

Some Celt who had evidently

after the rise of

sig-

way

to put the idea into practice.

Although the ancient Sumerians and
Mexicans may have been the sole peoples
to invent writing independently, the Egyptians

and Chinese invented /o/7?i5 of

S

-

,

battle cruiser

design ironically

receiving the

illustrates,

bare idea without the detailed blueprints

may sometimes result in a better product.
Jared Diamond

trade partners.
It
if,

would be an astonishing coincidence

after millions of years

of

t

-.

-

.

illiteracy, all

is

a physiologist and evo-

lutionary biologist at

UCLA

Medical

School.
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constitute yet another ex-

distinctive sets of signs not
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art,

writing.

writ-

.4

gration into

writing practiced by their neighboring

ing that certainly are unlike those of other

/,5jr

Sumerian and Egyptian

While each of the systems used
borrowed from
Egypt or Sumer, the peoples involved
could hardly have been unaware of the

seen or

heard of other alphabets figured out a
novel

in-

dependently designed writing systems in

instead of a line

system of hand

centuries. Equally suspicious is the

appearance of several other, apparently

in

These forms suggest

origin in a five-finger
nals.

many

letters

resembled those of no other alphabet
the

ment, can be traced further back over

other alphabetic soci-
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THIS L7\ND

ivicniqan

es,
by Robert
Forests of oaks and pines

now cover the

sandy uplands on either side of the
Menominee, a river that fiows along the
border between Michigan and Wisconsin.
But when John MuUett and other government surveyors explored this area in 1848,
they described

much

of

as "burnt

it

more

Michigan botanist

snowberry.

Among

the wildflowers

forest floor are such

on the

woodland species

as

Virginia anemone, pussytoe, lousewort,

and arrow-leaved

aster.

But along

forest

edges in the vicinity of Shakey Lakes, a
cluster of lakes

on the Shakey River, Hen-

son found an occasional plant of big

likely, tree-

bluestem, sand dropseed, western sun-

studded savanna that had been subjected
to periodic fires. In the past

shrub layer of hazelnut, huckleberry, and

saw

plains." This phrase suggests that they

areas of open prairie or,

Mohlenbrock

H,

few

Don Henson,

flower,

years,

species

a former

forests.

and rough-leaved blazing

more

—aU

fires

the region for half a century.

scattered trees, savannas require periodic
fires.

Otherwise trees encroach upon them

and they give way to

Savanna

forest.

fires result naturally

lightning strikes. In addition,

species were most

com-

from

human

groups aware of the benefits of periodic

bums have

learned to set

propitious times of year.

The savanna

student of mine, has helped resurrect this

star

indicative of savannas than

had been suppressed in
To retain their
characteristic prairie grasses and prairie
wildflowers growing beneath patches of
cause brush

Menominee River
home and passageway
the

fires at the

most

The land along

served as a major

on some of the land belonging to
Michigan's Escanaba River State Forest.
Henson 's involvement began about ten

mon where

ence might have been that seeds had

habitants probably burned the savannas

years ago,

when he came across a 1905
Michigan compiled by W. H.
Beal. The book mentioned that the prairie
pasqueflower grew in the region near the
Menominee River. Then Henson discov-

blown

regularly every spring and

flora of

in the disturbed roadside soil.

have done so

conceivable, although the nearest savan-

preferred

nas are more than one hundred miles

burning

away, in central Wisconsin. But the histor-

effort to destroy

ered that there were collections from the

ical

habitat

early 1930s of prairie plants
vicinity of Stephenson,

the area.

These

from the

one of the towns

collections,

in

which had

the forest.

in

country roads had penetrated

One

explanation for their pres-

from elsewhere and germinated
This was

documentation, including the

testi-

mony from the nineteenth-century surveyors,

suggested that savannas had existed

locally.

They could have disappeared be-

for Native

Ameri-

cans since prehistoric times, and these

to

fall.

in-

They may

improve the habitat for

game animals. In addition, the
may have been a kind of cleanup
decaying vegetation

at-

tractive to various pests, including insects.

The savannas were probably mainway for thousands of years,

tained in this
until

European American pioneers forced

been made by Carl Grassl,

the Indians to vacate the

included such prairie and

area.

The new

savanna species as big

began

to turn

bluestem, prairie pinweed,

area into farms and tree

and oval-leaved milk-

plantations.

weed. His

the growth of trees,

by these
began

interest

finds,

piqued

Henson

was

to explore the area

forests

around Stephenson.

At

first,

settlers

some of

the

To enhance

suppressed,

began

fire

and

to replace

the savannas.

Henson ob-

Persuaded

that the re-

served what everyone else

gion around Shakey Lakes

sees

mile of upland forests on

had been savanna at one
rime, Henson discussed

sandy ridges. The predom-

his

there

—mile

after

findings with the
Michigan Department of
Namral Resources. In the

inant trees are northern red

oak. Hill's oak, jack pine,

and large-toothed aspen;
beneath them grows a

spring of 1988, after con-

siderable
Prairie grasses

grow

in after

an experimental

hum

in

a Michigan forest,

above. Opposite page: Harboring a grasshopper oak leaves frame
the fading

blooms ofwildbergamot.
Robert Doepker
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negotiations

Joe LeMonnier

Shakey Lakes
For

visitor

information write:

Escanaba River
State Forest

6833 Highway
41 and

2,

M35

Gladstone, Michigan
49837
(906)786-2351

The Division of Forestry

with the Michigan Division of Forestry,

uncertain.

which manages some of the area around
Shakey Lakes, and other interested groups
and individuals, the Department of Natural Resources carried out two experimental bums of thirty acres each near Shakey

under pressure to convert part or

Uttle

acreage to red pine plantations for future

and two kinds of narrow-leaved

brown-eyed Susan;

Since 1988, Henson has recorded more

its

with

its

June grass, big bluestem,

appeared are Indian grass, witch grass,

bright purple flower heads appear

fires

prairie

pussy willow, a four-foot-tall

Hill's

shrub and one of the few willows

suddenly abounded where

that live in dry, rather than wet, soil.

low areas in the savanwhich Henson calls swales, reenough water following rains to

previously they had been scarce.

In confi-ast,

Arrow-leaved

violet, spicate lo-

nas,

belia, large-flowered ground-cherry,

tain

and

scarlet Indian

savanna

plants

recorded from

this

paintbmsh

never

—

support moisture-loving plants. In

all

weUands grow sedges
and rushes, including the rare

before

these small

region of Michi-

—came up and bloomed.

gan

Vasey's rush.

The savannas'

Apparently seeds of the savanna
plants
soil

had been lying dormant

fected the animal

in the

beneath the trees for decades,

and the

asters;

bird's-foot violet, with

Here and there across the savanna, the
have provided suitable habitat for the

the additional grasses that have

bluestem, two kinds of sun-

flowers, and the
thistle

of

woolly leaves; and wild bergamot,

in late July.

Among

list

orange hoary puccoon,

cleft leaves;

than one hundred prairie species from

whose

uncommon

The

rice grass.

includes smooth aster

timber production.

Shakey Lakes savannas, some of them ex-

after a rain.

now

wildflowers

ceptionally rare for this part of Michigan.

Before the

do

and two kinds of

is

of this

summer ended, savanna spepopped up as rapidly as mushrooms

Lakes.

cies

all

fires

gers, eastern

away many of

life

as

weU. Bad-

hog-nose snakes, and

fox snakes have become more com-

helped their germina-

mon.

tion. In addition, since the fire killed

or cleared

restoration has af-

If

enough savanna areas can
may some-

be reclaimed, naturahsts

the trees,

leaving only occasional specimens

day be able to reintroduce the

of oaks and pines, the savanna
plants that germinated received ade-

prairie chicken, a flightless

quate sunlight to flourish. In some

1960s.

where the burning destroyed
all of the trees, huge stands of big
bluestem became dominant.
During the last several years,
more potential savanna areas
around Shakey Lakes have been
bumed. Currently, Shakey Lakes savarmas consist of between 43,000
and 54,000 acres. But the future is

these birds

areas,

is

the nearest colony of

found north of Madi-

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor
emeritus of plant biology at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale,
explores the biological

and geologi-

cal highlights of public lands, especially the

hoaj-y puccoon, with

its

woolly leaves,

of the first prairie flowers to bloom
Dick Scott; Visuals Unlimited
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Today

son, Wisconsin.

Orange
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grouse

not seen in Michigan since the

is

one

in the spring.

156 U.S. national forests.
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fifty
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Dodo was
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years later

Museum's
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with
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to best reveal the star.

its

red blanket

is

thought to be a symbol of the

Inka

ruler's authority.
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Relying on absolutely no information
all, I

would guess

that as

at

many American
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L,

ing programs, whatever their faults, have

more

patience.)
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homes have dictionaries as Bibles. Even
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Everyone loves the Indian Head
penny, but how many can claim to
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whatever the dictionary says must be
There is no appeal from a dictionary.
(Probably ffcwer people challenge the
word of a dictionary than bend the Word

right.

of the Bible.)

You would

think that given this official

arbiter of language, this irrefutable author-

words would have

and heavier than

stayed put. But they haven't. Language in-

later

bronze U.S.

The Indian Princess (Liberty) design was immediately
acclaimed by the American public,
but due to a shortage in commerce
comparatively few were saved. The
cents.

reverse bears a unique one-year
laurel (civil) wreath, replaced in

1860 with an oak (military) wreath
and Union shield on the eve of the
Civil War. Your special introduc-

ity,

the

sists

meanings and spellings of English

on varying and changing. Even the

homogenizing influence of the mass
media can't prevent it. Although television
and radio come into every home, with
every voice speaking the same words in
the same way (except for country-western
music stations, where even folks from Detroit sound as if they were raised on grits),
language breaks
pers until
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like

me

grade pa-

"Please note: 'A

lot' is

I

readily

not the English teacher

but the students (and the farmers and street

who

more

are

in tune with the natural

processes of language.

may

It

be "a lot"

me and it may be "all right" for most of

for

you, but

I'll

bet that before the end of the

be

of the day as

listed in the dictionaries

"archaic" or as "a less preferable altema-

while the current perversions will be

tive,"

"standard." (If I'm wrong,

grandchildren will,

I

my great-great-

know, be delighted

two

to

pick up the tab.)

The

inevitable changes in language

necessarily begin as mistakes, anomalies,

mongrelizations, dreadful abuses, impossible distortions, idiotic affectations.

And

then, before long, there they are

^the

very

forms being defended by old fogies

like

My

me.

example

favorite

is

—

the current

not a complicated idea for me.

means
Sunday

.

.

.

uh, next. This

is

Friday.

Sunday. So when and

is

next suddenly

(it

is

To me, next

seems sudden

to

Next

why

did

me) get

complicated? Now,

suspect

day," there's this ruffle of confusion, and a

you are perhaps operating under a false
linguistic analogy with 'already,' which is

whole script of questions to determine
which "next Sunday" I'm talking about.
"Do you mean this Sunday? Or next Sun-

'all right'

'a little'

and

'a few.'

rather than 'ahight.'

I

quite another issue. Please correct your

paper and resubmit

it."

Instead

"How many times do I
you dumb boogers that 'a
with

we explode
have to
lot'

this straight or get

off of this planet."

is

out of

class, preferably out of this school!

3224

it is

And it's

words, as are

words! Get

Serving collectors for 21 years.

Natural History

as,

that

confusion over the word "next." Next

free.

we eventually become so agiwe no longer write such diplomatic

good-quality original is just $19,
3 for $55 or 5 for $89. Order
in

down and

settled

Old English teachers

tory price for a certified-genuine

moments, however,

In calmer

next century, our current formulations will

was phased out in 1864 when
hard nickel became a critical Civil
War armaments metal. It's thicker
cent"
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tell

two

my

Maybe

(Computer spell-check-

when

I

say "next Sun-

day?"
I

think

I

the nearest

now.

And

said

it:

Sunday
I

"Next Sunday." That's
to

where we are

right

ask again, "What's compli-

cated about that?"
Actually, there's a lot (two words)

com-

"A must for everyone interested in
understanding the
The

richest

human

story....

and most comprehensive

account to date of the thrilling quest to
discover our ancestors."

—DON JOHANSON

"Tattersall... tells this,

the greatest

story ever told, beautifully.
The Fossil Tmi/will prove to be a

lasting

contribution to our understanding of

human

— NILES ELDREDGE

origins."

THE
FOSSIL

TRAIL
plicated about that.

wrong.

It's all

It's

one

of those terrible linguistic perversions

some other English teacher ranted and
raved about in the distant past.

how we compare

things

—

You know

How We Know What We Think
We Knoti' AboMt Yluman Evolution

IAN TATTERSALL
$25.00, 2S8rp.

cold, colder,

coldest; hot, hotter, hottest; close, closer,
closest. Well,

an earlier (Middle English)

way of saying "close" was "nigh."
least,

means now but

didn't

near.

It

call

1-800-451-7556

meant what near
used to mean. Near,

At

meant

At bookstores everywhere. Or

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

it

or rather ner, used to be the comparative

form of nigh. So, nigh meant close and ner

meant

"closerer."

we

when we

closer. Therefore, today,

say "nearer,"

we

are actually saying

And when we

say "nearest,"

are actually saying "closerest."

It gets worse. Or worser, depending on
how you feel about linguistic liberation.
The superlative form of nigh was

eeek!

—

next. So, instead of "close, closer,

closest," speakers of

Middle English said

something close

one might

(or,

to "nigh, near, next."

Our

say, nigh)

current confu-

—

Sunday the idea that it
Sunday after all
would be enough to give a decent Middle

sion over next

may

not be the nearest

Englishman the fantods.

Now, there's a great word
word that never made the
grade in English, except with Mark Twain
(which one could certainly argue, is mak"Fantods."

a perfectly lyric

ing the grade in a big way).

Language, we

can see, defies not only convention, regu-

conservatism, and logic but can't

lation,

be small. But the Bose° Acoustic Wave* music system is definitely an
The unit holds a compact disc player (or cassette), AM/FM
radio, and Bose's patented acoustic waveguide speaker technology. And produces a rich, natural sound quality comparable to audio systems costing thousands of dollars. We know, that's hard to believe. So we're ready to prove it.

It

may

overachiever.

Call or write

direct

even spot a good word

down

the pike.

It

really

is

when

it

comes

enough

to give

now

for

our complimentary guide to this award-winning system.
"
itself, it is only available

M^MW-^m^—

Because, like the system

from Bose.

Better sound through research^

you the fantods.
State

Folklorist

farm

in

Roger L. Welsch

lives

on a

tree

Call 1-800-898-BOSE, ext.

W175.

Zip

The Mountain,
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Spiders! an exhibition highlighting spider

and behavior,
American Museum of Natural

diversity, ecology,

will

be

at the

History from Friday,

Sunday, June

4.

March

17 through

Arad

inomama
by Robert Jackson

A

camouflaged crab spider ambushes a bee that has
landed on a flower to sip nectar A female moth emits a
chemical signal, orpheromone, to attract males, but this is
not necessarily safe sex, because a bolas spider produces a
similar chemical attractant, luring male moths to their
death.

A jumping

spider approaches

on the

fly's

its

prey, a

backs off because markings

tephritid fly, but then

wings give

it

the appearance of an-

Some

other jumping spider.

species of spiders

and avoid eating them.

story of the spider

in

is,

many ways, an inback

to the

mid-

Devonian period, almost 400 million years

be justified

by

floating

on

spiders, courtship is

in calling

from

silk balloons.

an exchange of

signals sent vibrating across the silk lines of their

webs or

nests,

which become extensions of

the

court-

linked to

silk.

open at a gonopore on
the underside of his abdomen, his copulatory organs are on his palps, at the front of the body. To
transfer sperm from gonopore to palps, the male
first deposits it on a small sperm web, then, with
his palps, absorbs the sperm from the silk.
There are other themes in spider evolution. As
testes

a rule, spiders use their fangs to inject
a rule with

some

venom

eyes, a cephalothorax instead of a separate head

into prey, but this

and thorax, and an extra

exceptions. For example, small web-spinning

of legs, spiders are a

set

different kind of animal. Their story is
just

an adjunct to the insect

story. It

a story with a recognizable theme

an animal can do with
can make

domens

silk,

silk

but

all

silk.

more than

seems

to

to see

what

—

Only a few

be

insects

spiders have in their ab-

glands connected to spigots on

fin-

Many
an area

spider-insect interactions take place in

built

—a web. Spider webs may be

of silk

Recently discovered in

large or small; single-line or multiline; sheets,

northeast Spain, this 138-

funnels, orbs, and

million-year-old fossil spider

nonsticky

was

for catching insects.

Many

that intercept insects

walking on the ground, on

many

other shapes; sticky or

—a kaleidoscope of

different designs

spiders build

tree trunks, or in vegetation.

evolved wings and took to the
after

them with

Using

silk

aerial

is,

When

air,

webs

insects

spiders

went

webs.

more than web
those that hunt on

for the spider,

—

many species
move or by ambush have dispensed with
web building altogether. When they go on a

building, and
the

—

is

spiders called uloborids

wrap up

tightly in silk that they

have

venom

interesting

their prey so

lost the

need for

glands to immobilize their victims. Other

examples include Diores, a termite-eating spider
armed with poison-producing glands on its front
legs,

and scytodids, spiders

that spit a gluelike

substance that fastens their prey to any surface.

gerlike appendages called spinnerets.

early Cretaceous.

For many

lair

life is

But with no wings, no antennae, no compound

skills of spiders
were well developed by the

mother "s

ship begins, the spider's sex

may

eggs

their

Although the male's

quency with which these eight-legged bugs find
their way into entomology journals and courses.

web-weaving

wrap

routinely

terward. Given the interlocking evolutionary

ders as honorary insects, judging from the fre-

threads were

They

and some juvenile spiders have even used

paths taken by these two groups of similar-sized

professional entomologists sometimes see spi-

silk

to lay eggs.

Even before

both the spider and the insect just "bugs." Even

manipulate

and

spiders' sensory apparatus.

arthropods, people

found, indicating that the

a silk dragline

nest to rest between hunting expeditions, to molt,

their

ago. with spiders appearing on the scene soon af-

to

trail

spiders retire to the safety of a silk

the material to achieve flight; they disperse

dle

needed

Many

probably evolved because most predators find

The

special clavt's

along.

in silk,

sect story. Insects" origins trace

delicately preserx'ed

hunt, these spiders routinely

look remarkably like ants, a deception that has

ants distasteful

between layers of limestone.
At the end of each leg, the

EJI

Still

other oddities include spiders that have

evolved alternative modes of transportation,
some swimming to catch prey underwater and
otiiers that flee

from danger by turning

into liv-

ing wheels.

Most

spiders have extremely poor eyesight,

but there

is

a major exception, the jumping spi-

ders, or salticids.

The unique complex eyes of
them visual abilities unsur-

these arthropods give

passed by any insect of comparable size. Some
jumping spiders, for example, routinely use their
keen eyesight to leap and intercept flying insects
in midair. A male jumping spider no more than a
fifth

of an inch in length can use his eyes to dis-

Paul A. Seldon

29

own
much

The

tinguish between an insect, a female of his
species,

and a

as a foot

rival

male

at distances

away and respond

of as

appropriately by

stalking the insect, courting the female,

timidating the rival with a threat display.

and
I

in-

have

watched jumping spiders spot motionless prey
and threaten their own image in a mirror. When

exposed

to

images of mates on a television

screen, they will reply with courting displays.

30
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salticids are

my

in their behavior, they

dom

that spiders are little

driven automatons.
tia,

favorite spiders because,

defy the conventional wis-

The

more than

instinct-

ultimate salticid

is

Por-

a genus of tropical jack-of-all-trades spider.

To catch

its

prey, Portia can build webs, but

it

also hunts without them. Often the spider will

even enter the web of another spider and capture
it.

These extraordinkry

raids demonstrate the spi-

For example, there
are some webs that Portia prefers to enter from
the top. If it spots such a web from below, a pass-

der's problem-solving skills.

ing Portia looks around, then takes an indirect
route through the vegetation to reach a point

above the

web

—even when

this

means

initially

manipulate the resident spider, often varying and

combining these signals by trial and error to
slowly coax the prey closer before attacking.
Insects and entomologists are far more numerous than spiders and arachnologists, but
there are probably few animal groups with devo-

more

enthusiastic than the spider's.

going away from the prey and venturing where
the prey is temporarily out of view. Once in the

tees

web, Portia uses vibratory signals to deceive and

zine and see why.

articles

assembled

in this section

Read the

of the maga-

Not

limited to insect prey,

many spiders hunt one
another The Australian

jumping

spider, Portia

fimbriata,

shown here

feeding on another arachnid
species, vibrates other
spiders'

webs

to lure their

occupants into the open
before attacking.

It

has even

learned to mimic another
species' courtship display,

thereby enticing mate seekers
into its clutches.
Roben

R.

Jackson
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more numerous than

are almost fort)' times

Webs of

the

primitive orb-spinning spiders.

But the newer

have another, more subtle,

silks

my

property that attracts

interest:

they contain

various proteins that render them translucent.

wanted

Deceit

to

know

I

a relationship existed between

the different light-reflecting properties of the
silks

and the

trap insects.

Much more

if

than passive sieves to filter insects fi'om the
atti'act the spider s prey

because the different proteins

encoded

in a spider's silk are

air,

used to

strategies that the spiders

And

many orbs are fine-tuned to

DNA, I hoped to leam how

by Catherine L. Craig

pattem of evolution

tion of the proteins in silk

in the animal's

the molecular evolu-

might be linked

at the level

Better silks to catch insects

to the

of the organism.

would lead

more

to

successful species of orb spinners.

As

the boat speeds along the

Panama

Canal.

dominated the
dr>'

forest

Now

season.

it

is

measuring and comparing the reflectance of spi-

June, early in the rainy sea-

der silk spun by a range of species. Because reflectance determines visibility,
this

where

the Smithsonian Institution's Trop-

Research Station

is

located.

I

can see a blur

of blue-violet dotting the shores of the cove, and
as

we

pull into our slip, the vibrant

hues become

distinguishable as the last of the trumpet-shaped

jacaranda flowers dropping into the water below.

my

The distant blur of colors draws
from afar: the shapes and patterns
to discriminate

attention

me

that allow

between flowers and plants

at

short range are just the sort of visual information
that

many

food.

how

My

—

particularly large orbs

By

however.

have begun

to see a

visual

level

itself.

of com-

plexity in a web's design. All spiders produce
silk,

but the proteins that form silk threads vary

considerably

in their

molecular makeup and

serve a variety of purposes.

strength
in the

and flexibility. Used

arms, such silks
orbs possible.
David Overcash

make

tarantula Antro-

large

and the

fields

also

such as open

light,

forest understory. Finally,

I

fol-

lowed up with field studies to see how insects responded to different types of webs. Did variaand pattem of the

tions in visibility, color,

affect the insects' ability to detect

webs? Were

the

more

silk

and avoid

recently evolved silks in-

deed superior?

One

spider that

became a focus of our

southem

in

webs

that are often so

commonly

The

adds to

it

wide

found from southem

is

Florida.

yellow pigments that

studies,

in a

spider produces
its silk,

resulting

yellow that the spider

called the golden orb weaver.

is

Be-

cause the yellow pigments mask the natural re-

make

flectance of the silk and
ible,

one might expect

poorly

lit

forest sites.

the

to find

The

webs more vis-

yellow webs

in

silk in these forest

webs, however, were only faintly pigmented,
at all, leaving

if

them almost translucent and prac-

webs

areas had the most pigment, and were therefore

used

to line the walls
its

silk

of the spider's burrow

eggs. In contrast, spiders in the su-

the

most conspicuous.

orb weavers from one

perfamily Araneoidea. the most evolutionally

that they adjusted the

advanced of the web spinners, produce up

silk

to

The type of silk they

When we moved
site to

the other,

amount of pigment

gesting that the golden

webs

are

ing" insects that ride the wind.

duced by non-web-spinning

the

silks

of several proteins working together (as in

made
mod-

and

flexibility to the

web. While these orb spin-

ners retain the ability to produce "old" silks spun

by more primitive spiders, their "new" silks
allow them to construct exceptionally large
webs. This

may

be the reason araneoid spiders

in their

meant to be seen

safety lines during travel are similar to those pro-

however, the spiders use a variety of

golden

we found

according to the changed light levels, sug-

and are much more than passive

species. In the orb,

open, suitny

in

use to wrap their eggs, spin retreats, and lay

em composite materials) to lend greater strength

web's fiwne and radial

with differing levels of

tats

We

spiders in habi-

tically invisible. Instead

eight different kinds of silk.

with remarkable

webs spun by

comprising just two different proteins. The

and encase

silks

The

silk in

diatus. for example, spins a single kind of silk

is

groups

compared

Brazil to
spi-

—have always

new

more effec-

variety of habitats and

taking a closer look at the silk
I

thought that

same

held the interest of naturalists and laypersons
alike.

we

silks

Nephila clavipes. spins large orb webs

Because of their remarkable engineering,
der webs

make some

focused on

is

spiders might incorporate these

property might

tive than others for trapping insects.

pollinating insects use to find their

research on the island

cues in their webs to capture insect prey.

because they have evolved

started in the laboratory,

I

canopy during the previous

new. green leaves. As we near Barro Colorado
ical

successfiii spider

of Washington, and

son, and the canal's banks are a patchwork of

Island,

An orb web sags under the
weight of morning dew. Orb
weavers are among the most

My colleague Gary Bernard, of the University

I

recall the riot of }'ello\v Fotecia flowers that

filters "strain-

We

wondered if
webs could actually attract prey.
To test this idea, my students and I studied

how the stingless bee Trigonafluviventris, an insect commonly trapped by golden orb weavers,
webs and unpigmented ones in
We marked the bees
and trained them to drink from small dishes of
sugar water that we set out for them. The bees retumed to the sites daily, giving us the chance to
reacted to yellow

various light conditions.

33

webs that we had collected
The webs were placed so that they

test their reaction to

had

in hoops.

there

bright light, however,

would run

the gauntlet

We

web while waiting for a

attracted to the yellow
James
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silk.

Bruce Coleman.

Inc.
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type because

we found

a

marked

that bees reacted similarly to pigsilks in

dim light. They

differ-

response to unpigmented webs

and yellow webs. All the bees were caught

unpigmented webs the

first

up

in the

webs

ended

They learned
bees seemed to have

a second time.

quickly. Surprisingly, the

in the

time they encoun-

tered them, but after escaping, they rarely

found

mented and unpigmented

flower-seeking bee to be

in the bees'

web

light for the siUc to reflect. In

ence

spiderless, the trapped bees could es-

again.

golden orb weaver tends to

little

webs were

bees often returned and

its

was

blocked direct access to the food. Because the

cape after several seconds of struggle. These

A

difficulty seeing either

trouble learning to fly around the yellow web,

which was more visible. Many were caught
more than once. We concluded that because yellow is a color common to many flowers that attract bees, it was actually attracting them to the
webs. Perhaps the golden orb weaver's ability to
adjust the reflectance of
habitats enables

silk to a variety

its

and therefore accounts for

locally abundant,

of

on whatever insects are

to feed

it

its

exceptionally broad distribution.

Since bees are drawn even
violet flowers than to

why some orb weavers

didn't spin

We

or other floral colors.

groups of bees to forage
this

more

strongly to

we wondered

yellow ones,

webs

in violet

trained additional

at the

sugar dishes and

time blocked their paths with webs tinted vigreen, yellow, red. and white.

olet, blue,

We

found that yellow webs caught more bees than

any other, suggesting that the golden orb weaver
has evolved to produce

webs

in the

color that the

bees have the most trouble learning to avoid.

•%s

The

bees, however, rapidly learned to avoid the violet

—so

web. Even though bees prefer violet flowers to

decoration from day to day

yellow ones, this experiment suggests that bees

varied

can associate violet with danger as easily as they

remained constant. Apparently, the spider's

can with a nectar reward.

novations interfered with the bees" ability to

Our

studies of another spider,

tata. a large

Argiope argen-

orb-spinning spider often called the

Argiope and distributed as broadly as the

silver

—

the

learn and

number of

remember

that the patterns

day

insects trapped each

web

the

locations.

ducted further studies and found that

if

We

in-

con-

stingless

bees learned to avoid one of our decorated webs

one

golden orb weaver, suggest that these spiders

at

take advantage of an insect's ability to recognize

avoid other webs that they encountered with

Once an

patterns, as well as colors.

been drawn to a flower by
trasting stripes or
it

its

insect has

bright color, con-

chevrons on petals often guide

to the nectaries.

Many

such patterns

reflect

only in ultraviolet light and are therefore invisible to us,
easily.

but most pollinating insects see them

Others have shown that honeybees can

site, this

had no

effect

on

their ability to

Many

patterns that vary

and

silk tufts

The

silver

therefore

wondered

avoid webs.

Argiope uses nearly invisible

similar to the

unpigmented

silks

silks,

of the golden

web in the
dimly lit forest understory, it spins webs in
brightly lit sites where they are hard to see. One
part of the web is conspicuous, however. The
orb weaver, but instead of building

its

spider decorates the trap with bold, zigzag patterns that strongly reflect ultraviolet light.

patterns are usually located in the

These

middle of the

web and form a cross (although one or more
arms may be missing). Each night the spiders

new web and produce a different silk deSometimes they will skip a day and leave

web. These patterns

may communicate different kinds of information

source of ultraviolet
tufts

may

is

For

the only natural

UV-reflecting silk

light,

suggest open space to insects navigat-

ing through dense vegetation.

Regardless of the message that colorful webs

and decorative

silks

communicate

to insects,

both the golden orb weaver and the silver Ar-

giope have evolved hunting techniques that

make

use of the ways insects perceive and proc-

ess visual information.

have

As

difficulty evolving

a result, insects

may

an effective defense

against the orb spirmers. If bees see the decorative silks

spun by the silver Argiope as similar

in

color and shape to the grass flowers from which

may

spin a

they gather pollen, they

webs

diffi-

sign.

cult to avoid. If natural selection favored

bees

the

web undecorated.

To

find the

that learned to avoid the spider

web

patterns,

see what effect this had, we decided to decwebs ourselves, using a variety of patterns

then these bees would also avoid grass flowers

we collected from other webs. We found that if
we used the same pattern two days running, the

same goes for insects attracted to yellow flowers.
Thus the need to use color and pattern to find
food must outweigh the risk of being captured by

orate

number of insects caught the second day always
dropped. But if we changed the orientation of the

trouble avoiding the web.

dispersed throughout the orb or on

the frame that supports the

to insects with different foraging behaviors.

We

can recognize and
remember patterns have
that

from zigzag

example, because the sky

this ability to

the design daily, even bees

crosses and doily like designs to horizontal bands

and patterns, a faculty that helps them remember
whether bees used

design attract insect prey.

Because the spiders change

other orb-spinning spiders decorate

webs with

even discriminate between the different shapes

the location of flowers.

and the
web

zigzag pattern of its

Brian Kenney

identical zigzag patterns.

their

The brightly colored body of
the silver Argiope

and miss out on a valuable food source. The

a spider.
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dune,

spider
Revolutions

its

archenemy, a pompilid (or spider) wasp

searches in vain for

its

quarry,

which has sud-

denly disappeared.

when David Hughes and Anthony

In 1977,

Bannister
ior in the

first

filmed the wheel spider's behav-

Namib

postulated that

Desert of southern Africa, they

it

might allow the spider

cape attacking wasps. Wondering

if

to es-

predators

could really be the impetus for the evolution of

In the barren dunes of Africa s
invented the wheel

Namib Desert, one

spider has

this

unusual

more about

mode

of travel,

Wheellike locomotion

by Joh Henschel

golins,

I

decided to leam

the spider.
is

rare in nature. Pan-

hedgehogs, armadillos, and

pill

bugs

may

tumble downhill when they curl up into protective balls, but their spherical bodies roll without

A strobe of sky-blue alternating with dune-red
flashes past the spider's eyes twenty times a sec-

ond

as

it

hurtles

neatly tucked

outward

to

down

in,

a dune. With

circle, the spider

down

slope with tremendous speed.

downhill spin.
Photographs by Michael and
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eight legs

so that one set of joints points

form a

an upright wheel, rolling

To make a quick getaway
from sand dune predators,
the wheel spider folds up its
eight legs and goes into a

its

has

become

the steep sand

Near the top of the

orientation and are thus not proper wheels.

Snakes

that take their tails in their

mouths, be-

coming hoops, remain in the domain of myth,
but looping stomatopods (small, shrimplike
crustaceans found in intertidal zones) exist. They
somersault backward when stranded, turning
like bulldozer treads. Besides that, Namib dune

spiders are the only animals

than ourselves

—

—other

we know of

that purposefully

and readily

use a planar wheel for locomotion.

Of course, wheels

and calculate the number of revolutions and
speed of the spider. With the help of gravity, the
one-half inch spider can accelerate to speeds of

with axles are ruled out in

1

.5

to 5 feet per second.

The average of twenty

multicellular animals because such a rotating

revolutions per second that

organ would be severed from the body's nutrient

spiders

supply. This limitation, however, does not rule

sedan travelmg

out wheels without axles, like tires

from a

car.

removed

But wheels work best on roads.

On

ground yields under the
object, slowing it down. And

natural terrains, soft

weight of a rolling

obstacles greater than a wheel's radius

would be

the

same
at

measured for the
wheel of a

I

as that for the

137 miles an hour.

On

slopes

greater than fifteen degrees, the speed increases
as the spider rolls. Li the fastest rolls
the spiders

made

I

measured,

forty-four revolutions per sec-

ond. Large spiders turn

more

slowly, and heavy

females carrj'ing eggs in their abdomens are un-

balanced and topple

absolute barriers.

One of

is

As

easily.

few natural places where wheels
might roll freely is across open desert sand, especially if it is steeply sloping. With hundreds of

suggests, the wheel spider

square miles of regularly spaced, high dunes, the

white to bronze. To escape the scorching heat of

Namib Desert

an ideal place for an animal to

the

mode of travel. Weighing little,

in the

the

is

have evolved this
the

wheel spider makes almost no impression on

the sand, but its barely discernible tracks

me

to

allowed

measure the circumference of the wheel

its

specific

name Carparachne aweoflava
is

a beautiful golden

yellow, although individuals

Namib

may

vary from

Desert, the spider shelters in a burrow

sand during the day and hunts for insects

on the surface at night. To prevent the walls of its
burrow firom collapsing, the spider pushes its
very long spigots

—

fingerlike projections at the

A female pompilid wasp digs
a hole

to

bury a wheel spider

that she has paralyzed with

her

sting.

She

will inject

a

single egg into the spider's

body, which will provide live

food for

the wasp's

developing offspring.

tip

of the spinnerets

—deep

binds the loose grains with

sand and

into the

silk.

In this way, the

more than a yard

spider can dig angled burrows

dune face and seal them shut with a
trapdoor also fashioned from silk.
Depth provides safety from most enemies. On
the surface, wheel spiders may occasionally encounter lizards, dune larks, large, voracious
dancing white lady spiders, or cannibalistic
deep

into a

own

neighbors of their

species.

Wheel

spiders

can escape by dashing into their burrows, where

from

ease: a palpimanid, or hook-footed,

spider, will patiently sit

on the trapdoor of a

wheel spider burrow, dangling
legs into the burrow.

its

When the

enlarged front

wheel spider tries

palpimanid, the smaller intruder

to evict the

grabs the resident, killing and eating
spot. Neither the

it

on the

burrow nor wheeling protect

the spider in this case. Foitunately for wheel spiders, their habitat contains

few palpimanids.

Pompilid wasps are also specialized spider
hunters, and they are
fields. (I

more

plentiful in the

dune

found an average of about seven of

these conspicuous black wasps per acre.)

A

is

sand, often stopping

to scratch holes. Occasionally, they dig a pit,

only to abandon

it

and move on;

after a

few min-

some distance and resume their
search elsewhere. Sometimes they imbibe
utes, they fly for

flower nectar or grass sap from isolated clumps

of vegetation

When

to replenish their energy.

a female pompilid wasp detects a spi-

der burrow, she digs several tentative holes in the
vicinity.

to

Sometimes she enters the burrow, only

be kicked out by the spider. These

mation on the spider's
treat,

initial

ex-

may provide the wasp with vital infor-

plorations

size, the

depth of

its

re-

and the exact position of the burrow within

the sand. If the

—

of the hunt

wasp embarks on

extracting the spider

of energy. The

the next stage

—she

will ex-

pend a

lot

soft,

unconsolidated

sand

which the spider prefers

to live collapses

in

into the wasp's excavation, so that the hole

widens out into a cone. The deeper the hole

male pompilid wasp captures a spider by first
immobilizing it with her sting. She then buries
the paralyzed spider temporarily, while she

ten

more work

it

gets,

To dig a six-inch hole
wasp must move about

involves.

on a shallow slope, the
pounds of sand, or 80,000 times its own
weight. The wasp can do this, but no more. On

more sand

searches for a suitable place in stable sand to dig

steeper slopes,

a long, narrow hole. She then returns to the spi-

can be excavated. The steepest possible slope on

exhumes

—

to the

it,

new

and drags

—

it

often hundreds of

hole. Placing the spider into the

cool, slightly moist depths of the hole, the female

lays a single egg in

its

body.

When

the parasitic

loose sand

is

33 degrees;

slips into the hole than

This

is

builds a new, initially short burrow.

emerges

walls

exactly the part of the dune the spiders

times collapse.

it

its

are supported as they are in a sUk-lined burrow.

host.

adulthood,

digging

at this angle,

any hole becomes impossible, unless

wasp lai-va hatches a few days later, it will consume the still-living spider and go through all its
hfe stages nourished by the tissues of its spider

When the wasp reaches
3/95

Female wasps spend 75 percent

task.

They meander over the bare

the

feet

Natural History

no easy

fe-

der,
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in its turn, to

of their active time searching for wheel spiders.

only one predator seems to be able to extract

them with

sandy tomb to mate and,

its

hunt for more spiders. Capturing them, however,

choose for their burrows. Because of the
ity

instabil-

of the sand, however, spider burrows some-

burrows

I

When

this

happens, the spider

Of

the 114

examined, 5 percent were so short that

were vulnerable

the occupants
If a spider is

to

excavated by a wasp and

wasps.

ing that spider physiology doesn't vary greatly

lucky

from one species to another, I can only infer that
for wheel spiders, too. resting is essential.
For the wheel spider another disadvantage of
running is the ease with which the wasp can follow it. Wasps can fly above their quarr>' or follow
its trail on the ground, probably using their an-

is

enough to escape the predator's immediate sting,
it has nowhere to hide on the bare surface. Fight
or flight are

its

only options. The spider has an

impressive threat display.

It lifts

itself

high on

its

some feet toward its opponent, and
points its abdomen up. Then suddenly it drops
low and shifts its legs. These alternating movelegs, raises

ments give the appearance of a curious dance.
(The wheel spider's cousin, the dancing white
lady spider,

was named

for

its

similar display.) If

touched, the wheel spider instantly embraces and
bites its foe.

or

Although harmless

humans, the wheel spider's

to birds, lizards,

bite

can be

insects or other spiders. This strategy

is

it

by

flying

may be the

When

it

wheels, the spider can maintain a

high speed over a long distance without expend-

much

energy, and the

ing

faint for the

wasp

to

can resume running.

A minute is needed to cover

leaves

The

I

is

too

outline of

limits the direction

relatively safe in

seconds before they

it

the revolving spider disappears in a blur.

though topography

must stop

to rest for several

trail

follow easily.

tance the wheel travels.

sting.

a gentle slope,

a wheel spider can

steep slope.

The spider's safest option is to flee.
Wheel spiders can sprint, but not far. After
running six feet in less than two seconds, they

its

On

way

from a wasp, but it is an inferior
method of escape compared with wheeling on a

fatal to

wasp can simply
away or can counterattack with

trail.

onl)'

try to flee

useless

against wasps, however: the

avoid

tennae to ""smell" the

running

Even

and

dis-

have never seen a wasp

catch a spider that wheeled.

By

living

on a steep slope, the wheel spider is
its burrow and can also escape

during vigorous exercise, wolf spiders rapidly

Those that settle on shallow slopes to
wheel spider neighbors, or that
remain at the bottom of the slope after having
wheeled, risk facing their most common and persistent enemy. The ingenious, specialized hunting method of the pompilid wasp may be the se-

deplete their supply of energy-transferring mole-

lective force that

thirty feet,

can be
sity.

fatal.

Ken

Cross

cules

and resting when

in

its

Resting, however,

foe

is

so close by

may be

a neces-

Prestwich, of the College of the Holy

Worcester, Massachusetts, found that

(ATP) and then need

to recuperate.

Assum-

effectively.

avoid

territorial

paced the evolution of the

spider's revolutionary

method of escape.

Their large size allows wheel
spiders to

ambush small

vertebrates, such as this

web-

footed gecko, another

common inhabitant of the
Namib Desert's dunes.
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still

remain in the silken case

throughout the winter.

When they finally emerge

second

Dancm2 in
the
by Paul

J.

March, juveniles of both sexes live solitarily
for a time and seek out sites for their own domed
webs. After growing through five or six addiin

Dome

Males are lured by food and sex
and deadly brawls

fional molts, the spiders reach sexual maturity in
late June.

but not until mid-August will all females reach
adulthood. Most males have died off by the end

of the summer; the females commonly live into
the autumn during their one-year life span.

Upon becoming

Watson

lifestyle

best time to see the

webs of

my Montana

dome

spider at

after a

summer dawn, when the

study

the Sierra
site is just

sun's rays stream

a low angle through the undergrowth. Within a
150-foot radius of my cabin at the Flathead Lake

at

Biological Station, perhaps 300 female spiders
spin their glistening dome webs between low,
leafless branches.

Webs

are usually four to six-

teen inches wide, with a characteristic dome
structure one to three inches tall near their cenday, the spiders clean, renovate,

Each

ters.

and

enlarge their webs, giving meticulous care to the
dome. The undersurface is their living space,

where they annually reenact a silent, ancient
drama of sex and combat.
My study site is on a sm'all, forested peninsula
that juts into an enormous glacial lake. The cool,
shoreline location harbors a dense spider populaswarms of insect prey, such as

tion, as well as

mayflies, caddis
toes, that

begin

flies,

gnats,

life in

midges and mosqui-

the lake

and

its

many

in-

flowing streams. For more than a decade I have
come to this forest of ponderosa pine and Dou-

with

understoiy of honeysuckle, rose,

glas

fir,

and

ninebark, to study the Sierra

its

dome

spider's

intricate reproductive life.

At

first

glance, the female appears to lead an

easy existence nesfled within the relative security of her silken labyrinth, quietly waiting for

prey and for wandering males to find and court
her. But although she is visited by ten to twenty
eager suitors over the course of the summer, she
typically mates with only three or four. And of
these, often only

one male will

of her brood. Other males

may

sire the

majority

share in fathering

perhaps 20 to 30 percent of her offspring or none
at all.

wondered why females typically mate with
several males, and how they select which will
I

sire their offspring.

In September and October, the female spider
produces a silken egg case, in which she lays 20
to 100 eggs, depending on how successful a for-

ager she has been. Afterward, she binds the
whole mass in silk. When the eggs hatch thirteen

days

later, the spiderlings,

stay within the egg case.

Natural History

Most males mature within a two-week
some females,

period early in the summer, as do

into erotic contests

The
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stage, but
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known

as

first instars,

They soon molt

to a

sexually mature, the male's

changes completely.

He abandons web

building and begins to search for females on
their webs. The males are not only looking for

mates; they are also searching for food. Without
a female's web in which to capture insects, the

nomadic adult male has no way

From

late in

to eat.

her final juvenile instar and

throughout adulthood, a female Sierra dome spider can expect a new male to visit her web every

Such visits often last for eight
ten hours, and sometimes even as long as two

two
to

to three days.

to five days. Staying in the female's

web enables

males to capture prey, find refuge from predators, and with effort and luck, copulate with the
resident.

But such

visits are

problematic for a female.

Her ability to reproduce depends on a rich diet,
and a nutritious yolk must be provided for each
of her eggs. Yet visiting males
three-quarters of

male

all

may

gobble up

trapped prey. Unless a fe-

arrives near a struggling insect well before

and the prey is small enough for her to
carry off easily, the male will promptly grab and
consume it himself. Whether they mate or not,
the male,

their genitalia

have a close lock-and-key

away from

making it impossible for him to
becomes uncooperative. Frequent

copulating can increase the female's vulnerability to

predators, even though her

startled

and

shifts

even

mate.

A

male's delicate pedipalps, which in-

bizarrely shaped plates joined
If

by

many

pliant tissues.

nearly a minute

—

tween the male and female parts

is

necessary, as

is

plenty of time for even the

most cautious predator

The vigor of

to seize them.

a female's offspring

if

she selects

males as

fit

more

is

probably

sires.

From

a

suitors that visit

the female, the better her chances of meeting

high-quality males. But
vigor?

A

female cannot

how

test

them aggressively because

to

judge male

males by engaging

all

males can easily

beat her. At the saine time, she needs to address
the

problem of males stealing her prey.

One

a female suddenly twists about or attempts to

uncouple too quickly, the male organs can be
damaged. Continuous, precise alignment be-

pak

mating

posture, unlocking their sex organs can require

wasps and

clude the copulatory organs, consist of

provides a

slightly out of the

genetic perspective, the

to

web

vibratory early warning system. If the

increased

birds.

dur-

her,

retaliate if she

males commonly linger to eat and enjoy the
web's protection from such daytime predators as

Although Sierra dome spider males are
stronger, larger, and more aggressive than females, they are physically unable to force them

fit

ing copulation. During intromission, the male
sits above the female with his fangs directed

by

tactic for dealing

with these issues

the female just before she

pitting

male

more than

suitors against

five

is

used

becomes mature:

each

other.

Females

days from maturation stringently

A

large fly has blundered into
a female dome spider's web,
but a visiting male has

beaten her to the prize. The
female, at

left,

tentatively

pokes the male for stealing
her dinner, but stops short of
attacking him.
Photographs by Paul Watson
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avoid close contact with
five

all

males. Then, two to

days before reaching sexual maturity, she

begins to advertise her upcoming

final

molt by

Combat between males
not to

show up during

staying close to any visiting male and allowing

tisement period, she

him

bad

to

probe her body with his legs and pedi-

young female avoids him, the male
will depart within a few hours, leaving the female alone until the next male arrives. However,
when a male finds a receptive young female, he
attempts to win and maintain exclusive possession of her body and web until she matures.
Guarding by the male is therefore constant. No
palps. If the

male leaves the web of a receptive immamre female unless he is forcibly kicked out by a rival.
The resultant fights between males eventually
lead to a well-tested "champion" on the web.

This male becomes the female's
partner and usually fertilizes

males

that

come

first

mating

more eggs than any

This mate selection

tactic requires

many

con-

tinuous days of male presence in the web;

though

comes

this

means heavy

not a fail-safe

A

lot.

web

the

young female's adver-

may get merely the best of a

located near the edge of a popu-

draw fewer males.

lation will

female mamost males
fights or by

If the

tures late in the breeding season,

may have

al-

looting of the larder,

it

test

happen

already been killed in

predators.
If

combat between males

is

not an economical

method
and

option, the female adopts an alternative

for selecting males with stamina, vigor,

physical coordination: she chooses the best cop-

A suite of adaptations allows her to sepa-

ulator.

from

rate the sex act
First,

fertilization.

already mated females often attempt to

persuade unwanted males to depart by a forceful,

rhythmic

web

plucking that signals she

is

not in-

terested in sex. If the female web-plucks,

him.

after

is

for the best sire, however. If strong males

males

curtail their visits

others leave immediately.

they

sist;

may want

by two
Still,

some

to three hours;

many males per-

the web's protection

from

damaging to
the female's production of eggs. Female spiders

predators or need food so badly that the female's

normally fast just prior to molting, so the excess

circumstances, however, a female

food consumed by guarding males during their

tion

just at the time that is least

several days of

combat

is

less of a loss.

Dome webs are supported by

in

a network offine threads that
are difficult for a flying insect

male begins advertising seems

How far

advance of sexual maturation and fasting a
to

fe-

depend on how

means that
means that

Under these
makes copula-

sexual receptivity does not matter.

and courtship so demanding

that the

male

is

unable to compete with her for prey.

A

male's pedipalps are not connected to the

sperm-producing organs; he must

build a

first

Alerted by the vibrations, a

behavior seems to have evolved as a trade-off be-

sperm web, ejaculate onto it,
and then draw the semen into his small copulatory appendages. When male Sierra dome spiders enter female webs, their pedipalps are
empty. When a pair has been copulating for
some time, the act is interrupted so that the male

spider rushes over along the

tween foraging costs and the genetic gain of hav-

can

dome's underside,

ing

to see.

When a fly or

mosquito

dazed, onto the dome.

prey, then pulls

it

web. Because the
sticky, the

is

nourished; a longer period

more food is sacrificed, but it also
more males will have time to find the web and

hits this

superstructure at full speed,
it falls,

well she

bites the

contend for

her.

The timing of an immature

many males

vie for

through the

their first mating,

web

fights

is

not

spider must seize

the insect quickly or

it

will

recover and escape.

first

female's receptive

mate

between males

is

After

females never again rely on

his organs with sperm.

fill

Although matings
semination

that eventually result in in-

may last two to seven hours, sperm is

sires for their

transferred only during the final thirty to forty

upkeep of a male

minutes. Thus, most of the time spent mating

no longer affordable, as he uses up most

consists of intromissions that cannot result in

to

determine

offspring. Perhaps the constant

guard

status.

silk platform, or a

of the available food.

—hundreds

sperm

transfer

of brief couplings

performed continually over several hours. Each
intromission

is

followed by withdrawal of the

pedipalp, grooming

it

with the mouthparts, one

to five

seconds

among

males); and then reinsertion of the

rest (a crucial area

of variation

same

or the opposite pedipalp. Males strive to achieve

high rates of coupling and uncoupling, and vary
substantially in energy use during copulatory
courtship. This

some males,
rise to

summer we discovered

seven times the resting

as hard as a spider

Both body

that, in

the working metabolic rate could

size

rate.

This

is

about

can work.

and intromission

rate

during

copulatory courtship influence the fertilization
success of secondary mates (those

who become

the second, third, or fourth mates of the female).

The female chooses a
which

sire for large

my current research

body

size,

suggests predicts the

brute sfi-ength and metabolic efficiency a male

can pass on to his offspring. But she also chooses
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summer. (The spiders do not mate at night.)
and monitor

those that demonstrate high copulatory vigor,

tire

which seems

We see all the males they mate with

to

be associated with their speed

summoning high energy

in

for fighting or capturing

Copulation

their foraging success hourly. Finally,

the successful

difficult prey.
is

consistently

male, but requires

little

demanding

for the

activity of the female.

Consequently, she can remain more alert to cap-

which requires much quicker responses than the male can muster during mating.

males immediately

we

collect

after copula-

and super-

tion, as well as the rejected suitors,

them in liquid nitrogen. Eventually, we do
same with the female and her offspring.

freeze
the

ture prey,

In the laboratory,

we

analyze subtle, heritable

variations in the structures of the spiders' meta-

Since each intromission by the male lasts only

bolic

two

each individual. Using these biochemical mark-

to three seconds,

females can dash off to

enzymes, noting those

ers,

we can

females take only 30 percent of the web's prey

that

each male has

during other phases of courtship, during copula-

many

capture prey in the midst of copulation.

tion they

can grab as

much

as

While

80 percent. Fe-

males that do capture prey during mating seldom

lized

different

sired.

trolling fertilization

of the eggs.

How

can

we

know whether females retain the sperm of one
male or many, and which males end up being the
sires
I

of her brood?

arrive at

my

the beginning

study

site

all

visits

every

web every

spiders' behavior,

uti-

ujfto

do

an egg-

liattlefov

laden female (topmost
spider). Sexually

mature

females that remain unnuited
for a least a week will soak
the

weh

with a male-

attracting chemical. In this
case, the first
the

the

male

to enter

dome had begun
web silk in an

to tear

unsuccessfid attempt to

prevent other nudes from
finding the female. She will

have

to repair the

hunched

silk at top right.

little

coop-

good deal of conflict. Females set
up a situation in which males compete with one
another to perpetuate their genes and for their
very Uves a contest it would be in their interest
to avoid altogether. Females have evolved the
equipment to dominate the ultimate decision as
to which males will sire the spiderlings. And in

—

demand

ship,

which simultaneously

daylight hour for the en-

how

males, with their

Much of the Sierra dome

however, involves

their

Then we select forty or fifty
webs and mark them. One of us

tell

sperm

any sexual species, males and females must

at

ders are immature.

females on their

In

the spi-

with two assistants

of the summer, when

their

by the female, and which one she has cho-

eration and a

her brood by opening or clos-

can even

sen to be the principal sire of her brood.

dissections suggest that a female "chooses"
sires

We

males have had

cooperate to reproduce.

ing off her sperm-receiving ducts, thereby con-

unique to

estimate the percentage of offspring

show any interest in resuming copulation until
their meal is consumed.
Although more work is needed to be certain,
which male

that are

Two

pcdipalps extended, square

for long, arduous copulatory court-

duces his ability

tests the

to steal prey, the

male and re-

females have

evolved an elegant solution to the dual problems
of

sire selection

and foraging

efficiency.
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strength,

Samurai

most

likely to gain a

to

mate

grossly exaggerated fangs, are kept crossed during

much of the

and the

fight,

forest leaf on the slopes of

Spiders

chance

with any nearby females. The swords, actually

Philippines. After a

the battle

is

in the

few minutes, the smaller

male backs away and runs

When

battlefield is a rain

Mount Mikiling
off.

over, the males retract the

swords, folding them under so they are protected

do battle with rivals,
"swords" make awkHwd weapons for killing prey

Male jumping
but their

spiders are always ready to

beneath their oversized chelicerae

—

the stout

mouthparts that spiders use to grasp their prey
while they feed. Like the medieval knight's
clumsy weapons and heavy, protective armor,

by Simon Pollard

the spiders' elongated mouthparts appear to

quite a burden

Like knights from tlie Artiiurian legend, two
male jumping spiders maneuvering for battle unsheathe a pair of long swords and approach each
other with fixed stares. The brief clash, which involves much pushing and shoving, is a contest of
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when

be

not in use. Almost half the

length of the spider's body, they

seem

to

be

handicaps to survival and, consequently, evolutionary enigmas analogous to the

enormous

antlers of the extinct Irish elk.

Similar male

traits

can be found

in various

species throughout the animal

kingdom and

are

usually exaggerated forms of structures found on

plataleoides. the diminutive knights on

females. Presumably, these ungainly structures

spider known. For this reason,

have evolved because their costs are outweighed

vestigate

by the increased reproductive success
bring. In the case of these spiders.

that they

Myrmarachne

plataleoides. the large fangs have a practical

function in battle and
tive to

may

also be

more

attrac-

females selecting their mates on the basis

Jumping

spiders, the largest family of spiders,

have excellent eyesight and perform elaborate
courtship and threat displays, often characterized

by

ritualized

body postures and

that

it

is

decided to

in-

These spiders had already

attracted consider-

able attention because both the males and fe-

males convincingly mimic weaver ants and are
always found with ant colonies. Witii a couple of
its

cephalothorax and ab-

domen), M. plataleoides creates the illusion of
having the head and pinched thorax of the
weaver ant. The spider holds up its front pair of

not surprising

waving antennae, and
two dark spots on the spider's sides mimic the
weaver ant's large compound eyes. Only its be-

from

havior betrays this arachnid in ant's clothing. In a

leg waving. Be-

cause they communicate mainly with visual cues
in face-to-face encounters,

I

what the costs might be of sporting
these extraordinary weapons.

extra constrictions (in

of fang size.

Mount

Mikiling. are probably the most extreme of any

males evolved secondary sexual

traits

legs to simulate the ant's

mouthparts and other facial structures. Although

procession of ants traversing a plant,

a number of male jumping spiders have evolved

spiders

horns and tuskhke ornaments, those of male

M.

by looking

I

pick out

for antisocial "ants" that are

facing opposite the flow of

traffic.

The

spiders

In a battle for a nearby

female, two male

Myrmarachne

plataleoides

wrestle with locked fangs.

The spider with

the largest

fangs usually wins, but

in this

case they are closely

matched, leaving the

outcome uncertain.
Simon

Pollard
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would be

ficient to inject prey. It

like

having a

very small syringe with a long needle. In comparison,

when an

adult female catches an insect,

she unfolds her fangs, jabs them into the victim,

and

injects

venom via a pair of ducts terminating
Once her prey has been immobi-

at the

fang

lized

by the

tips.

toxins, she uses the fangs as can

openers, to puncture and tear open her catch.

Consequently, males have to

and stab

it

sit

to death with their fangs

far less effective than injecting

on

—

their prey

a technique

venom. Arach-

nologist Robert Jackson, of the University of

Canterbury in

New

Zealand, has observed that

from beneath these spiand subdue butterflies often look as though they have been
tarred and feathered because they become covered in butterfly scales as they sit on the struglarger prey often escape
ders.

Males attempting

to attack

gling insect and repeatedly stab at

A convincing ant mimic,
M.

solitary

a

plataleoides

carry pheromones, chemical

compounds

trick the ants into thinking the interloper is

that

one of

spider clings to the underside

them. Ants tend to ignore the spiders. The only

of a leaf swcmning with

benefit of the relationship goes to the spider,

weaver ants. This spider,
either a female or juvenile,
lacks the oversized fangs of

for protection; birds

adidt males.
Mark

Moflett;

Minden Pictures

which has undoubtedly evolved its ant mimicry
and other predators rarely
eat ants because they bite, sting, and taste bad.

Immature male and female M. plataleoides
tell apart. But during the male's
final molt, he undergoes a dramatic metamorare difficult to

phosis reminiscent of the special effects in a hor-

which a person's

ror film in

skull elongates

and

changes into that of a werewolf. The new che-

by 50 to 70
and they are rotated 90 degrees from the
originals, so that the fangs open downward inlicerae increase the spider's length

percent,

stead of to the sides.

At

first,

I

wondered

if this

transformation

might make the male spiders look

less antlike.

This question was largely answered when
reached

what

I

down

into a sea of ants

I

and plucked out

thought was a male M. plataleoides, com-

huge chelicerae. Upon closer examiit turned out to be a weaver ant

plete with

nation, however,

carrying a smaller worker in

Weaver

ant workers

come

in

its

mandibles.

two

sizes; large

ones that forage for food and smaller ones that
care for eggs and larvae inside the nest. Large

workers commonly carry smaller nestmates be-

tween different parts of the extended colony. The
spider's unusually large mouthparts therefore

don't spoil

its

ant-mimicking

illusion.

But a male's elongated fangs do prevent him
from hunting in normal fashion and are a real
handicap when he has to

eat.

When an adult male

acquires his elongated fangs, he loses the ability
to inject

venom. The poison ducts become dys-

functional, ending long before they reach the

fang

tips.

have

to

To reach

be about

all

five

the way, the ducts

would

times longer than those in

females. At this length, the pressure produced by

squeezing the

venom glands (located behind the
venom would be insuf-

eyes) and the amount of
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Having subdued

his prey, the

it.

male has the

added problem of consuming his meal with his
ungainly weapons. A female feeds through the

their length.

holes she has torn in her prey with her fangs.
After liquefying the exposed tissues with diges-

move

tive

enzymes from her stomach, she sucks out

the nutrients. Careful observations of males

feeding in the laborator}' revealed a
ent technique.

Because

much

differ-

theu- fangs are so long,

I

watched one male repeatedly wipe

a fang against the ground in an attempt to rethe

head of an unfortunate

butterfly.

Because the males often live for several
months after their final molt, the challenge posed
by hunting in this awkward manner is significant.

Unlike males of

which feed

little

many

spider species,

upon reaching maturity, M.

males have to push them through both sides of
the prey's body so that the tips reemerge near the

plataleoides males need the energy that prey

mouth. The male can then suck nutrients from
the holes where their fangs have poked through.

for mates. Nevertheless, sexual selection has

It's rather like drinking fruit juice from a carton
by pushing a straw up through the bottom until it
pokes out the top to make an opening. Not only

do males take longer to feed compared with females, but because the prey is punched full of
holes,

much

of the food

is lost.

After a meal, the

male's fangs often resemble grisly shish-kebab
skewers, with body parts of insects stuck along

provide to continue batthng rivals and searching

produced a huge diversity of flamboyant structures and behaviors that allow males to outcompete rivals and impress females.

While these

often bizarre structures appear incongruous from
a survival perspective, the reproductive benefits

of ha\ing them outweigh their costs. And, presumably, that

is

why

tiny

male jumping spiders

continue to jostle and wrestle with ungainly ar-

maments.

Unable

to inject

adult male
kills its

M.

venom, an

plataleoides

prey by stabbing

it

Covered with
scales after subduing a
butteify. this spider draws
repeatedly.

victim to

its

mouth

to feed

its

—

an awkward process for a
creature with oversized

fangs.
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bols of the

Trade
Spiders have evolved a few surprising ways to

kill

Spiders have a remarkable array of adaptations for capturing

and immobilizing

prey.

Many

species secrete a liquid that imparts a stickiness
to

web

plate

silk.

on

Others exude minute threads from a

their

abdomen called the cribellum,

rake

these out with a special brush on their legs, and

use the fibers to coat the
the

web

much

thicker threads of

structure. Cribellar threads

have a tacky

property that insects can't easily escape and that
scientists

have never adequately explained.

The spitting spider of the genus Scytodes has a
weapon that allows it to hunt away from its web.
An enormous gland behind its eyes is divided
into two compartments: one contains a toxin; the
other, a gluey substance. The spider contracts the
latter and a stream of
from the animal's fangs.

muscles surrounding the
glue

is

rapidly ejected

Sprayed out

An African

sand-dwelling

spider, Diores termitophagus,

has approached

its

termite

prey from behind and

brushed

it

with front legs

equipped with poison glands.
After shivering

and twitching

for several minutes, the
termite dies,

and the spider

begins to feed.
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in a zigzag pattern, the adhesive

Scytodes, a spitting spider

found in the Philippines, has
ensnared another spider with
a gluey substance sprayed

fivm

its fangs.

forms a net that fixes prey to the leaf or twig it
happens to be traversing. Robert Jackson, of the
University of Canterbury, in New Zealand, and

p

his graduate student Daiqin Li
j\-^

;

have been study-

ing "the behavior of Scytodes in the Philippines
and have found that this formidable predator

feeds primarily upon jumping spiders.

When

encounters the devious Portia, however,

it

it

spits

is one jumping
draw close to Scytodes without
and it routinely subdues and de-

primarily in self-defense. Portia
spider that can

being detected,
vours

r

A

its

spitting adversary.

termite-eating spider with highly special-

ized equipment for paralyzing prey

^ %

is

Diores

ter-

mitophagus, a southern African species recently
described by Rudy Jocque, of Belgium's Royal
Central African Museum, and Ansie Dippenaar-

i

Schoeman, of the Plant Protection
Pretoria.

constructs from sand and pebbles; by

shelter

it

night

hunts termites.

first

7^

By

it

^^

Two

glands just below

knees contain a powerful toxin that

leased

upon contact with
it

its

is re-

prey.

This chemical weapon

termitophagus that

^*'^*^:

Institute in

day, this spider rests in an igloolike

is

so important to D.

holds onto

it

even

in the

face of death. Unlike other spiders that, in their

juvenile stages, can voluntarily "amputate" their
legs to escape

from predators, D. termitophagus
limb below the

sacrifices only the portion of the

knee.—/?. A.

'Sy.-J^
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An

Despite their tiny
tant role in soil

size,

they perform an impor-

ecosystems, consuming large

quantities of springtails

and mites.

The earliest fossil evidence we have of a spider comes from Middle Devonian rocks some

Abund^ice

380-million-years old, found near Gilboa,

York. That

fossil, a single spinneret

New

from a

spi-

abdomen, complete with spigots at its tip,
shows that silk spinning is at least that old. Abdominal spinnerets and their associated silk
der's

of Spiders

glands are unique to spiders; also unique

is

the

presence in males of highly modified, complex
structures

on the pedipalps

(the leglike structures

near the mouth) that are used to transfer sperm to

400 million years of evolution, spiders
have conquered almost every habitat

After nearly

the female.

The

details of those

complex

palps,

and the coiresponding structures on the female

abdomen

by Norman Platnick

that interlock with the pedipalps dur-

ing mating, are the primary features used to distinguish one spider species

Wherever you sit as you read these lines, a spider is probably no more than a few yards away.
Of all the organisms with which we share this
planet, spiders are among the most diverse.
Some 36,000 species, belonging to more than
3,000 genera and 105 families, have already
been described. Even the most conservative estimates suggest that an equal number of species
remain

to

be described. Thus, spider species

probably outnumber aO vertebrate species com-

some

bined. In

parts of the world, as

percent of the spider fauna

is

much

as

unknown; only

80
in

northern Europe and the northeastern United
States are the species relatively well cataloged.

Diversity aside, spiders are often the domi-

nant nonvertebrate predators in fields and
forests;

even though they depend on insects for
can be astonishingly abundant.

their prey, they

The

late British

arachnologist

W.

S.

Bristowe es-

timated that a single acre of grassland in south-

em

late summer, conmore than 2.25 million individual
spiders. That startling number may seem at odds
with our ordinary perceptions, but the vast ma-

England, sampled during

tained slightly

jority of those individuals are quite small, less

than two millimeters (a tenth of an inch) long,

and thus easily overlooked by casual observers.
those individuals

If all

would combine

the silk

they spin in one day into a single, continuous
thread, that line could circle the equator, and the
silk

spun

in nine

days would reach the moon.

Collecting the smaller spiders requires special

techniques such as Berlese sampling, in which
forest leaf litter

centrate

is

and moss are

sifted,

and the con-

then spread out on screening over a

funnel. Heat

and rays from an elecnic

light

bulb

suspended over the screen drive the spiders (and
other soil organisms) through the screen and

down

the funnel,

where they can be collected

a jar of alcohol at the funnel's

tip.

in

The seldom-

seen spiders collected in Berlese samples are
often so small that even a hundred specimens

may
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fill

less than a quarter inch in a small vial.

from

another.

Since Devonian times, spiders have

come

to

occupy almost all conceivable terrestrial habitats. On high mountains such as Everest, they
have permanent populations living

at

an eleva-

where they are the only
predators in a community otherwise consisting
of small flies and springtails that live on windblown vegetation. These spiders show no obvition of 22,000 feet,

ous anatomical adaptions to their extreme envi-

ronment, but are probably active only on sunny

phistiids are

days (when temperatures on the rock surface can

other spiders by the series of plates covering the

exceed those found

at

lower

spending

altitudes),

top of their abdomen, remnants of the body seg-

and cloudy days in silk cells spun
under rocky debris (where they remain active

pions.

even under the snow

evolved groups of spiders, including a unique

the nights

in winter).

Other spiders abound
deed, on

in the Arctic and, in-

continents except Antarctica.

all

Cave

mentation found in related animals such as scor-

They

also have featiu^es not found in

movements and provides

their leg

our best clues to what the

equipped with greatly elongated legs

have looked

that in-

crease the animal's sensing range in the dark, are

make

common.

up

Several species have invaded the inter-

zone, surviving daily submergence inside

and feeding on the amphipod

silk-lined retreats

crustaceans

common

on beaches.

Many

species

prey on the surface of freshwater ponds and
streams, and one species in Europe even lives in
freshwater, filling a silken "diving bell" with air

bubbles brought
species have

down from

become

the surface. Other

kleptoparasites, living and

feeding on the webs of (usually

much

larger)

During
sified into

their long history, spiders

two suborders, which are

represented in the

modem

fauna.

have diverdifferently

One

suborder,

earliest spiders

like. Liphistiids are

silken trapdoors; in one genus, a series of

rim of the burrow. Passing insects
lines,

detect and locate

its

from the
over the
to

prey with great accuracy and

speed.
All other spiders, Opisthothelae, are divided
into

and

two

infraorders,

their relatives)

typical, spiders).

some 2,200
in the

mygalomorphs

(tarantulas

and araneomorphs ("true," or

The mygalomorphs comprise

species of mostly large burrowers.

the relatively

few mygalomorphs found

United States are the "purseweb" spiders,

one of the most primitive mygalomorph groups.

These animals spend

their lives inside a silken

tube, laid horizontally in leaf litter

of the family Liphistiidae, "living fossils" re-

tending up the side of a

China, Japan, and Southeast Asia. Li-

trip

and resultant vibrations allow the spider

Mesothelae, contains only the forty-odd species

stricted to

may

burrowers that

to eight "fishing lines" radiate out

Among

host spiders.

more

sensory system on their legs that allows them to

keep track of

forms, which are often blind, unpigmented, and

tidal

'

immediately distinguishable ftom

of the tube

is

tree.

The

and often ex-

outside surface

well camouflaged with bits of bark

A Malaysian
spider, with

liphistiid

its

distinctive

segmented abdomen,

is

nearly indistinguishable fi-om
spiders of the Carboniferous

period,

300

million years

ago. This group of "living
fossils"
J.

A.

L.

is

limited to Asia.

Cooke; Oxford

Scientific Films
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and

When

dirt.

an unsuspecting insect walks

across the tube, the spider impales
fangs, cuts a

in the tube,

slit

Mygalomorph

inside.

with

it

its

and drags the prey

species generally have

very small distribution ranges; a young trapdoor
spider,

when emerging from its mother's burrow,
move only a few inches before starting

their species indicated that the geographical sep-

between the genera, and among the spe-

arations

cies groups within them, generally correlate with

movements over

continental-scale tectonic
past

1

the

80 million years. The southern genus ap-

parently diverged from the northern one

when

spend the

Pangaean supercontinent was divided into
Laurasia (modem Eurasia and North America)

The most widely known mygalomorphs, of

and Gondwanaland (modem Africa, India, Australia, South America, and Antarctica). The stud-

will often

burrow

to construct the

in

which

it

will

rest of its life.

course, are the large, hairy tarantulas

much

fa-

vored by pet owners and Hollywood producers;
their reputation as dangerous,

in

vastly

is

ies

generated a prediction that the southern

genus should be found

in India,

even though no

specimens were then known from that subconti-

was

spiders, tarantulas

do

nent; the prediction

most cases the venom has

lit-

three species have since been described

overblown. Like almost

have venom, but

however,

the

all

later

confirmed, and

from

be han-

One implication is that some spider species may be as much as 80 million years old!
Their lengthy history and small ranges mean

dled carefully, however, as they have urticating

that spider species are potentially very useful,

fle effect

on humans

(it

marily to be effective

has evolved, after

at

subduing

New World tarantula species
on

hairs

their

abdomen.

insects).

do have

When

to

pri-

all,

Many

disturbed, they

use their hind legs to scrape the hairs into the

air,

India.

both for setting conservation priorities and for
"bioprospecting." For example, to a forest

man-

and the barbs on these hairs can inflame skin and

ager in Chile faced with the problem of deciding

eyes. In nature, the hairs provide a defense

which

against small rodents that might try to enter the

should be protected, the most informative group
of organisms will be the one that has the largest

spider's burrow.

The

true spiders also

comprise two lineages

with very different representation in the
fauna.

One

States.

cies.

in

The other

true spiders

modem

lineage consists of only the hypo-

chilids, a primitive

by one species

—

have

in the
all

United

the other

are called lamp-

webs they construct under shaded rock

overhangs. These webs are circular and

much

fifty

more

or

the

most informative

groups, for example,

different species (mostly

still

undescribed) found only in certain parts of the
country.

Because each species can have different
silk, the potential economic value of

venom and

one of those species

oms

may be

large.

Spider ven-

are increasingly being used in neurological

top (where the spider hangs

research (primarily as blockers of nerve impulse

bottom. The species

transmission across synapses), and spider silks

under the rock) than

at the

are widely disjunct: five are found in the

Ap-

palachian Mountains from southern West Virginia to northern

may be among
Some

that spiders

China and ten

lineage contains

^more than 33,000 described spe-

at the

species restricted to separate

areas within Chile. Preliminary indications are

organisms available.

The American hypochilids

narrower

number of different

group of spiders represented

shade spiders because of the shape of the peculiar

can be logged and which

forest areas

Alabama, two

Rocky Mountains, and

in the southern

three in California. Stud-

are actively being investigated

by

scientists in-

terested in synthesizing fabrics that are as light-

weight and strong as spider

silk

(which has a

greater tensile strength than steel threads of the

of their interrelationships by Kefyn Catley, a

same

size).

American Museum, indicate that the Rocky Mountain species are the
most primitive members of the genus, and the
Appalachian forms the most evolved. Catley sur-

make

parachutes and bulletproof clothing. Most

mises

mated

ies

student working at the

that the east-west disjunction within the

some mygalomorphs, millipedes, and salamanders) dates back
several miOion years to when deciduous forests
disappeared from central North America. The
hypochilids (wliich also occurs in

small ranges and populations of
hypochilids

may

some American

imperil theu- future.

Such studies of the

Such synthetics could be used

important, of course,

is

to

that without spiders to

help check the growth of insect pest populations,

we might have
that the

little left

to eat.

Bristowe

esti-

weight of insects consumed by

spiders annually in Britain exceeds the weight of
the

human

inhabitants! Spiders are used to help

control insect pests in

some crop

fields,

such as

most spiders will consume anything they can capture and are therefore not ideal

rice paddies, but

for controlling specific pests.

interrelationships of spider

With

their high local

abundance and

diversity,

species often reveal correlations with past geo-

spiders provide an endless source of fascination.

and ecological changes
have affected the areas they occupy. For example, one ground spider subfamily contains

The next time you see a spider, whether a dullcolored cobweb builder or a brightly pattemed

Highlighted by a heavy

jumping

morning dew, orb webs hint

logical, geographical,
that

just

two genera, one

ica, the

other in

and North Amertropical America, Africa, and
in Eurasia

Australia. Studies of the relationships

among

may

spider, don't kill

find that

its

—watch

it

it,

web-building behavior,

capturing techniques, or

its

for
its

you

prey-

courtship antics offer

a compelling glimpse of a seldom-seen world.

at the

Natural History 3/95

in this

patch of the

Florida Everglades.
Robert
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Decorations adorn a camel

in

northwest India.

Camels in the
Land of Kings
The Raikas of India,

traditional suppliers of camels,

find their herds are dwindling

by Use Kohler-Rollefson
In February, against a backdrop of sev-

Perpetually involved in internecine battles

hundred camels spread out to graze,
five turbaned men huddle beside an impromptu campfire. Passing around a clay

between

pipe, they discuss the outcome of the previous fair in Pushkar, the west Indian town

batteries of

eral

where each November they sell their annual crop of young male camels. Even the
batch of fluffy baby camels playfully darting around does not distract the men from

their desert

kingdoms or

in re-

pelling invading Muslim forces, the ma-

harajahs used camel corps and relied on

pack camels

to provide logisti-

cal support in their arid territories.

The Raikas were one of many

castes

that provided specialized services to the

Rajputs in exchange for theu" protection.

When

India gained independence in 1947,

was dissolved, and most

their

the feudal system

their

of the royal camels became the property of
the Raikas. The military uses for camels

gloomy thoughts. One, a younger
man named Gautamji, finally summarizes
predicament for me:

Only fifty years ago we had
10.000 camels so many that we never

Look

at us.

—

even cared when we

one in the jungle.
Twenty years ago. there were 5,000. Now.
only about ,000 camels belong to our village. Ten years from now, or even sooner,
lost

1

we

will

have no more camels.

The men
Hindu

are Raikas,

have dwindled over the years, but
security forces

still

boundary with Pakistan. Fortunately for
the Raikas, however, a new purpose for
camels developed: they came to play a
crucial

economic

role as draft

power

In the past forty years, the

members of

a

caste that specializes in breeding

hidia's

use them to patrol the

camel

livestock.

the states of Rajasthan and Gujarat.

goats,

eled on

While they also keep sheep,
and cattle, the Raikas are renowned

as experts in

camel breeding. Inhabitants

cart

has quietly revolutionized transportation
in many parts of westem India, notably in
the oxcart, the

Mod-

cart is con-

camel

siderably larger and equipped with used

go any-

of the state of Rajasthan, "the land of

airplane tires that enable

kings," many of them take pride

where, regardless of the condition, or even
the presence, of roads. Ownership of a

in their

centuries-old heritage as caretakers of the

to

it

cart for hauling loads provides

camel breeding herds that the local maharajahs once maintained to insure a sup-

camel and

ply of the animals for warfare.

people. In India's arid west, camels repre-

Rajasthan's bleak landscape

with forts and

is

dotted

palaces that testify to past

a decent livelihood for

thousands of

sent an indispensable source of energy that

saves the cost of imported fuel.

The market

for camels

is

still

going

glory and heroism. Before independence,
the region, which includes the harsh Thar

strong, but the Raikas,

Desert in the west, comprised several
kingdoms. The rulers, who belonged to

suppliers of camels to farmers and smallscale transport entrepreneurs, are pes-

the Rajput warrior caste, were

known

for

their courage, preferring death to defeat.

who

simistic about the future.

simple.

As

are the

main

The reason

traditionally practiced,

is

camel
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breeding relies on access to large expanses
of open, often communally

owned

of the Raika camels are

once amply available for grazing under

hunger has resulted

the formal control of village councils.

tility.

Within the span of

this century,"

however,

Rajasthan has witnessed phenomenal population growth, with the

now

teetering

on

the brink of starvation, and their chronic

land

Thar Desert now

in a

drop

in their fer-

Under optimal circumstances,

camels are slow reproducers, a female giving birth to one calf every

RaLkas traditionally

sell

two

years.

off only the

The

male

deemed the most densely populated desert
in the world. The consequent expansion

calves, keeping the female calves to re-

and

gard as an ancestral legacy. At best, there-

intensification of crop cultivation is

one of the factors responsible for eliminating pastureland. Furthennore,

Raik as'

traditional

some of the

summer pastures

in the

Aravalli Hills, east of the desert, have been
listed as nature reserves,

them has been

and access

to

drastically curbed. Al-

though partly denuded of its dense vegetation, this ancient

range

still

harbors con-

siderable wildlife, including wolves,

and a few tigers.
With grazing land scarce,

plenish the breeding stock, which they re-

fore, they

can hope to have one male calf

to sell per year for every four breeding fe-

males. But
for

many

the majority

the situation

is

far worse,

delay in sexual maturity, suffer abortions,
or die. Reluctandy departing
the Raikas are
the females.

now

These

from custom,

also selling off some of
factors,

combined with

the loss of animals due to disease, have led
to a drastic

jackals,

now

of the females experience a

drop

in

camel holdings.

In addition to their

economic woes, the
Brian A. Vikander
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their camels, left, at the annual fair in Pushkar,
where
camels are bought and sold. Below: Vendors exhibit
left,
camel harnesses and decorations at Pushkar

Owners display
bottom

Raikas complain that while they were

once respected members of the larger
community, they are now harassed whenever they show up with their herds. They
are bullied by forest officials and even driven away by landowners, who once welcomed them with gifts of food and tea for
the fertilizing manure the camels left on

from

their

Hindu

the Raikas use
restric-

make it difficult for them to see a
way of solving their current dilemma. To

tions

In addition, the Raikas are

nowhere

near exploiting their herds' potentials for

This has to do partly with the social
organization of herding. Unlike other
camel pastoralists, who travel as a group,
cally.

following a nomadic lifestyle and Uving in

mobile dwellings, the Raikas
colonies at the outskirts of vil-

begin with, they follow an absolute taboo

tents or other

against the slaughtering of camels and the

reside in

consumption of their meat, something
that, to my knowledge, does not exist
among any other camel pastoralists.

lages.

at a recent

conference that dealt

with their problems, the Raikas learned

camels are a popular source of meat

parts of the

a holdover

the Raikas milk their camels only sporadi-

by the limited way in
their camels. These self-imposed

that

may be

heritage.

pastoralists in

which

When,

to Islam only in recent

centuries, this attitude

have always been struck

Having studied camel
I

Muslims converted

milk production. For African camel pastoralists, camel milk is often a staple. But

the fields.

other countries,

adamant about it. "The camel is our best
friend— why should we kill it?" one Muslim commented. Since most of India's

in

Arab world, they sought, unon the ex-

Women,

children,

and older

men

permanent houses.
able-bodied men accom-

stay year-round in

Only some of the
pany the herds on migration, when they
need to search for pasture.
Often traveling more than 100 miles,
the herdsmen take no cooking equipment

—

their entire gear consists of a

sucessfuUy, an immediate ban

with them

port of camels to those countries.

blanket, a rope, and a clay container used

This uncompromising attitude may
have rubbed off from the taboo regarding
in the Raikas' Hindu religion. The
Muslim groups take the same stance,
however, although they may be less

cows
local

as a milking vessel. Often they subsist al-

most exclusively on camel milk for weeks.
But because a herd of 100 animals can be
managed by about four men, only a few of
the camels need to be milked.
57
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India's

Border Security Force, below, uses camels to patrol the Thar Desert,
A camel herd passes before the

which overlaps the boundary with Pakistan.

Aravalli Hills, right, a traditional grazing area that
reserve.

is

now mostly a

Raikas camp with their camels and goats, bottom

nature

right.

Doranne Jacobson

While

it

is

common

among

practice

their use of

camels should not be regarded

The taboos once

other camel-oriented cultures to sour

as inherently irrational.

camel milk, the Raikas maintain

served the Raikas well, given that the

must be drunk

that

milk

fresh without heating, and

they refer to various gods and saints

who

herders' express purpose

the

maximum number

was producing

of transport ani-

prohibited the manufacture of curd from

mals. Exploiting camels for milk would

camel milk. Thus they take no advantage

probably have resulted in longer birth

of the possibilites for processing camel

tervals

milk into longer-lasting products such as

young camels. But the

cheese or ghee (clarified butter). Occa-

may now

sionally,

however, they make kir

(rice

pud-

ding) or condense the milk of newly lactating

camels into an invigorating

tonic.

Milking, other than for immediate con-

sumption,

is

also discouraged

by a Raika

and a higher mortality

in-

rate in the

traditional taboos

prevent the Raikas from adapt-

ing to changing circumstances.

camels given

Shedding old views will be difficult,
however. For the Raikas, camels represent

the bridegroom

more than

The group's

utihtarian objects.

association with this animal

is

an essential

caste rule that the milk of their animals

part of

should not be sold. The feeling

mythology. Lord Shiva, one of the three

is

that

one

should not profit from milk, and that ex-

Raika

identity.

According to

cess milk should be given to the needy.

Hindu pantheon, created

"Selling milk

pressly to look after camels.

dren,"

I

is

was once

like selling

told

your chil-

by a Raika

elder.

Utihzation of the products of the dead
animal, such as leather and bones,

taboo for the Raikas and

left to

is

also

members

God

principal manifestations of

their

in the

the Raikas ex-

have many

I

Raikas to their camels

all

lump of clay. She then beseeched Shiva

matched by

aspects of camel breeding and

ment.

As

is

with the

a

is

the

depth of their traditional knowledge about

ing story in which Parvati, Lord Shiva's

camel from

And

sits

wooden arch erected for the occasion.
The strong emotional attachment of the

toralists, the

first

groom's family.

on a camel during critical parts of the marriage ceremony and,
from the animal's back, touches the

times listened to renderings of the touch-

wife, playfully shaped the

to the

the prerequisite for

manageall

pas-

Raikas are intimately familiar

terrain, the seasonal availability

of pasture, and the properties of forage
plants.

Although the herdsmen are

illiter-

of lower castes. The Raikas do shear their

to breathe life into her toy, but the living

ate,

camels for wool on the occasion of the an-

camel proceeded

of trouble.

camels' pedigrees and can recite the an-

nual festival that marks the transition from

Implored by Parvati to stop the nuisance,

cestry and life history of each individual

the cold to the hot season.

The wool

is

spun by the men and then handed over to a
caste of weavers and leatherworkers,

who

weave it into blankets.
The restrictions the Raikas place on
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to cause a lot

Shiva then created the
piece of his

own

The camel

is

first

Raika from a

skin and his sweat.
also an essential

compo-

The

bride's

nent of a Raika wedding.

dowry includes

a

number of female

they keep careful mental notes of their

animal they own. They conceptualize their
breeding stock as representatives of certain

female bloodlines

lar qualities.

known

for particu-

Stud camels are carefully

se-

lected for desired traits, including the

performance of their female relatives. To
avoid inbreeding, the stud camels are

changed every four years.
For observers from a Western culture,
in

which farm animals are often regarded

as unpredictable

cordingly, the

and are restrained ac-

way

the Raikas supervise

and control the movements of hundreds of
camels without any visible effort

is

partic-

Much is done by voice,
command can suffice to sep-

ularly impressive.

and a simple
arate

mothers and young into two different

groups.

The Raikas

male animals
and more
case of

in

less in

distinguish their fe-

terms of milk yield

terms of easy milking. In the

some camels, anybody can

just

walk up and milk them, while others have
a close relationship to a particular herder

and can be easily milked only by him.

Many

will not yield their milk unless their
young are nearby, but some will comply

when

talked to in a sweet voice.
Use Kohler-Rollefson
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A camel cart with

is used to transport goods. The need for
main demand for camels in northwest India.
Opposite page: An ornately shaved camel sits in front of the carved stone palace
atJaisalmer The palace is a reminder of the region's royal past, when maharajahs

rubber

tires,

below,

draft animals currently creates the

vied for political control.
Use Kohler Rollefson

The market had

beginnings about

its

twenty years ago when some Rebaris

members of a
Raikas
their

—

caste closely related to the

milk from a few of

started selling

camels

owners of tea

to the

stalls.

Their desperate attempt to break out of
poverty paid

They

off.

established exten-

sive customer networks
their herds accordingly

supply enough milk to
In India, milk

of

tea,

is

and expanded

and

still

fulfill

the

could not

demand.

an essential ingredient

but also in the Rebaris' favor were

the advantages of their product over the

competition.
erally

The numerous tea shops gen-

have no refrigeration, and because

camel milk can be kept longer without
going sour, it wins out over cow and buffalo milk.

It is

also cheaper. Fear for their

market share even induced some cow and
buffalo milk sellers to stage a protest and

Another important component of the
Raikas' indigenous knowledge is animal
health maintenance.

guish a long

list

The Raikas

distin-

of diseases for which they

The Raikas'

traditional

strike against

knowledge and their aptitude in handling
and managing camels are invaluable as-

was a human

sets,

yet these will be

have an array of treatments. The scourge

if

of camel breeding

cupation.

is

trypanosomiasis, a

body of

large

doomed

to oblivion

camel breeding becomes an obsolete oc-

How can the Raikas adapt to the

camel milk, charging

that

it

health hazard. In line with

scientific findings,

however, a number of

local authorities supported

camel milk as

being of good nutritional value.

As news filtered back to the Raikas of
handsome profits being made from

parasitic blood disease that resembles

decrease in pastureland? With more in-

the

human

malaria. Transmitted by biting

vestment, particularly in terms of better

camel milk

prevalent especially in years

veterinary care and provision of fodder,

reconsider their staunch resistance to such

with above-average

rainfall. The Raikas
from the smell of the
a method that has been

the productivity of the herds could be in-

ventures.

can diagnose

creased. But such inputs are expensive and

list

seem beyond the relatively meager incomes that can be made from selling male

tradition

ing a blood smear under the microscope.

camels.

governmental organizations with which

Unfortunately, while the Raikas have sev-

Because the Raikas have placed so
many cultural restrictions on camel utilization, I was not particularly optimistic
that they would find a solution to their
quandary. I could not expect them to break

am

flies, it is

camel's urine

it

—

deemed equivalent in accuracy

to

examin-

none of
them cure it, and modem therapeutics are
beyond their financial means.
For camel pox, which afflicts mainly
young animals, the Raikas have developed
a simple, effective vaccination. They take
a sample of the blistered skin from an infected animal, mix it with water, and then
eral treatments for this disease,

rub

it

into shallow incisions in the nose of

the animal to be protected. For chronic
diseases,
"firing"

Raika animal healers resort

—they apply a heated

to

iron to pre-

scribed or affected areas. Firing

is

an ac-

Natural History 3/95

and have requested support in
economic transition. Two non-

the

and have launched the Camel Husbandry
Improvement Project, or CHIP, to investigate how camel breeding can once again

production. Yet sometimes

mains

—

cially in India

—and espe-

extraordinary things hap-

pen. Not long ago,

my

milk being sold

some remote

Ruparam Raika, heard rumors about camel
in

field assistant,

areas of

southern Rajasthan and the adjoining state
of

Madhya
I,

Pradesh.

along with

my

Soon

after,

Ruparam

long-time interpreter

I

involved have taken up their proposal

Raikas what the camel cart did earlier

and adopted brother, Hanwant Singh,
made a trip to the area in question and discovered a thriving camel milk market.

60

making

ductive animals or commercialize milk

medicine, especially with horses, because

and thus promote healing.

They have already submitted a

of camel breeders willing to break with

become economically rewarding.
Whether camel milk can now do

and

thought to increase blood circulation

long to

with their traditions and slaughter unpro-

cepted practice in Western veterinary

it is

sales, they did not take

to

be seen.

production

is

A

for the

prerequisite for

re-

mUk

a better fodder supply. The

options that need to be explored are pur-

chasing supplementary feed, rehabilitating

communal grazing grounds, and reopening some of the forest areas in the Aravalli
Hills to grazing.

For the sake of the eco-

nomic health of the Raikas, the survival of
their camels, and the perpetuation of their
traditional knowledge, I hope solutions
can be found.
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also fine-tuned their
lifestyles

as

over time

environments

have changed.

challenges

Few
were

more far-reaching than those presented at
the end of the last great ice age, and no response could have been more successful

though, the illustrations and photographs

than that of the hunters and gatherers of

'
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enthusiasm

adapted

fine array of maps and time-charts accompany the text and clarify the often complex
but always intriguing story. Inevitably,

are

what capture both our eyes and imagi-

nations.
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the sounds of a spoken language.

The

Mesopotamians were content to keep their
documents on cumbersome clay tablets,
while Egyptians and Chinese developed
papyrus and paper, respectively.

The power of human imagination
graphically illustrated

on page

after

is

page

of these volumes, not least

in the depic-

tions of mythical creatures

and supernat-

Whether supernatural images
were painted in caves in southem Europe,
etched on the rocks of Scandinavia,
sculpted from stone in ancient Egypt, or
carved from wood in North America, they
ural deities.

common human response to
contemplation of the unknown. And

represented a
the

monumental temples and tombs of the
Aztecs and Maya, the Egyptians and
the

Mesopotamians, and the ancient Khmer of

Cambodia

mon

all testify to

response to a

a peculiarly

com-

human dilemma: how

to reach out to the gods.

When we

look

at

structures of the past

some of

the great

and contemplate the

immense labor that went into building
them, we are reminded of the roles of both

individual leaders and the masses that fol-

lowed them. In the case of the
tian

of

first

Egyp-

pyramid, history preserves the name

its

is still

designer

—Imhotep—whose genius

recognized and venerated millennia

after his death.

But many of the key steps

"games." In volume 3, Old
World Civilizations: The Rise of Cities and

gladiatorial

States,

which covers these

societies,

such

practices are not discussed. According to
the authors contributing to

World and Pacific

volume

4,

New

Civilizations: Cultures

forward

in human progress were made by
men and women who will forever remain

of America, Asia, and the Pacific, cannibalism, slavery, and human sacrifice ap-

unknown and unsung. That these steps
were taken not once but many times in dif-

pear as relatively

ferent eras

and different places

an im-

is

ter

new

traits in

the charac-

of humankind, beginning in the second

millennium a.d. Perhaps the authors and

portant message in The Illustrated Histoiy

editors are

of Humankind.
But this observation raises

such readings and interpretations of the
in

my mind

the question of the darker side of
ity.

A

human-

general tendency of the series as a

humankind as essentially decent folk, a view that I'm inclined
to share myself. But as a prehistorian, I'm
aware of the evidence from Knossos for
possible ritualistic cannibalism about
1300 B.C. and of human sacrifice at
Arkhanes about 400 years earlier. I'm also
aware of the savagery with which the Assyrian army treated conquered peoples,
and I know about Roman slavery and
whole

is

to present

assuming

that before that time,

human behavior

clues to

are difficult to

document.

"The

past

is

a foreign country; they do

things differently there," wrote L.

P.

Hart-

The Go-Between. But is it? And do
they? Throughout the pages of The Illustrated History of Humankind, many imley in

ages will appear strange, unfamiliar, and

foreign

—

Peru, the

the lifestyles of the Incas of

Minoans of

Crete, and the

Mau-

ryas of northern India are different from

twentieth-century Western society.
are the

more

So too

exotic present-day societies

described in the

and

fifth

final

volume of

the series, Traditional Peoples Today:

and Change in
The Nagai of Assam,

Continuity

the

Modern

Lapps of
the European arctic fringe, the Malagasy
of Madagascar, and the Badui of Java reWorld.

veal just as

much

the

diversity as the hunting

and farming peoples of the past (depicted
in volume 2, People of the Stone Age:
Hunter-Gatherers and Early Farmers).
Yet their very survival in a world dominated by industrial states

common

is

testimony to a

ingenuity, imagination,

ativity that

and

cre-

has enabled them to adapt to a

changing world and still maintain their traditions.

As David Hurst Thomas

writes in the

preface to the final volume, these people
survive "not as living fossils but as living

human past." They
make the past that much more comprehenlinks to our long-term

sible.

And

if

the past

eign country," then
a better or

more

it

still

remains "a for-

would be hard to

authoritative

find

guidebook

by which to explore its many fascinating
pathways than The Illustrated Histoiy of

Humankind.
Keith Branigan

is the head of the Department of Archaeology and Prehistoiy at the
University of Sheffield. The author of
twenty books, mostly on Aegean prehistory and Roman archeology, Branigan

currently runs field projects in eastern

Crete and the Outer Hebrides.

Used for offerings, an Inca stone container was can'ed in
John Bigelow
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the form of an alpaca.
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History, as it is written, has its fair share of detractors. Voltaire called it "the lie that historians agree upon."

Henry Ford, as loquadous as

ever,

called it "bunk."

But history as

it is

small truths of daily

seen, touched, and felt is an altogether different story. Historic sites present the past not as a grand political arena but as the

life.

Walking the overgrown roads of andent abandoned dties, the visitors can weigh for themselves the hardships of daily

life,

the engineering feats, and the power of invention. In restored towns and mansions, they can follow myths back to their historic source, imagining
the rattle of cups and the swish of ladies' silks as rich colonists sat down to tea. And in the great museums, they can see history, not through the
distorting lens of

Since
thy,

many

someone

else's analysis, but in a gold earring, a drinking vessel, or a child's battered doll.

of the world's greatest historic sites are already well known. Natural History has collected

some

of the less familiar, yet no less wor-

examples that echo one significant period in their country's past.

perience re-creations of wild-west dramas, ride the narrow-gauge
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The Inside Passage, Alaska

In

1896 the Seattle Post-Intetiigenda carried a front-page

ticle

about

a

ar-

ton of gold arriving by ship from Alaska,

railroad,

pan for gold, or

stroll

through the

seum housed

in Alaska's first granite building.

retire to their

room

in

Trail of '98

Mu-

At night they might

the Skagway Inn, a former brothel in the

heart:

of the historic district.

thereby launching the Last of the great North American gold
rushes. Thousands of fortune seekers headed north, turning the small

town of Skagway, eighty miles northeast of Juneau, into

Tasmania, Australia

"a nest of

ants taken into a strange country and stirred up by a stick," as pio-

neer John Muir put
thirsts,

rings

—

it.

More than eighty saloons slaked prospectors'

"painted ladies" assuaged other appetites, and gambling
like

"Soapy" Smith's— took whatever gold was

Today Skagway may be
tized,

but

towns

in

it

sleepier, better painted,

remains the most peri'ectly preserved of

left over.

and more saniall

the gold rush

southeastern Alaska. Modern visitors can walk down the

shaded boardwalks, past the old storefronts, catching the occasional
glimpse of a parasol twirled by a lady (no longer painted)
dress. In the Klondike Gold

A-2

Rush National Historic

Park,

n early chapter in Australia's raw
tells of

and colorful story

ship-loads of British convicts deported to

.the east coast to serve out their sentences in grueling conditions. Those interested in reading

between the

lines

should travel south to Port Arthur just southeast of Hobart on the

Tasman Peninsula.
Between 1830 and 1877, some 12,500 "multiple offenders" were

in period

sent to Port Arthur as cheap and dispensable labor essential to the

they can ex-

thriving of Britain's colonial machine. The penal system of that time
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and sealion rookeries.
The story of the islands' colonization

Shore excursions by
zodiac

to unfold just eight miles out of the

xtk

Qualified historians and

'

Wanganui as the

accompany cruises.
Lectures and library on board.
naturalists

6-29 day expeditions,

Upokongaro.

built in 1877, with its curious steeple over-

Nov 95 - Maich 96

priced from $4697 pp.
Book Early! Space Filling Fast!

looking the

river.

monument

lies

Upstream from this religious

a secular site, illustrative of

the colonists' more temporal concern, Buckthorpe's Redoubt

SOUTHERN HERITAGE
for hostile Maori

EXPEDITIONS

—

a

lookout post to watch

approaching from the north.

Driving a few miles along the route, which

(800) 351-2317 (CA)
(800) 351-2323

town of

Here stands Saint Mary's Anglican Church,

Voyage log included.

1

visitor enters

starts

(USA)

is

as scenic as any in the North Island, you arrive at

Atene (Athens), where an old meeting

house hints at

Marine

a

former settlement. This

good spot to park the car and set

is

a

off along

the Atene Skyline Walk, which takes between

c/ J

/ y

six to eight

hours round-trip.

The Maori village of Jerusalem along
the Wananui River

Expedition Cruising
-to-

The Arctic from $2395
Iceland, Greenland &
The Northwest Passage

seum follows

from archaeological treasures to flora and
fauna.
first

including flights

but even richer theme,

and the National Museum contains everything

-a}7d-

Antarctica /ro;n $2995

a similar

Now you

are prepared for the field trip,

to Turrialba (40 miles east of San Jose)

by rental

car,

then on to Monumento Nacional

Guayabo. Hugging the side of a volcano and
carpeted with misty rain forest, the park pre-

Voyages aboard

small, comfortable

research vessels with naturalists

and Zodiac excursions.

sents history in the
sites,

raw— fifty

excavated

including plazas cut out of the forest, a

collection of ancient bridges, aqueducts,

(800) 263-9147

roads,

or see your travel agent
glyphs

monoliths,

— hinting at the

and
city's glory

petrodays prior

to the fifteenth century and waiting to be

discovered by keen-eyed visitors hiking the

paths that Lace through the vegetation. The
best time to visit

is in

the dry season, JanuPlaza las Delicias, Ponce, Puerto Rico

ary through May.
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sites

serving of a visit than its higher profile sister.

turn from the colonists to the world of the

Originally a sleepy southern town. Ponce

As the road cuts further inland,

native

inhabitants,

the

Maori.

its

Korinti

(Corinth) used to be one of the largest Maori

sprung up

in

the early 1800s as a prosperous

port and cultural center

a legacy

marked by

and sugar. But

two splendid carved houses. And

in Operiki

fell

settlements on the

pa,

river,

huge eartihworks

tility

recall stories of

between neighboring Maori

the hos-

tribes,

of

made

in the 1930s,

its

firehouse. Only a few minutes walk away, the

modern Ponce Museum of Art houses an ex-

by coffee

tensive collection of big-name art from both

when the bottom

Europe (mostly Italian baroque and pre-

rich

out of both crops. Ponce was frozen

in

time. Today more than half of the city's 1,000
historic sites

cathedral and the glaring black and red of

have been restored to their

for-

Raphaelite) and the Caribbean. The
of Music (once a private

home

Museum

of one of

Puerto Rico's most regarded architect, Bertoli

now

primitive siege machines, and of a variation

mer grandeur. The main streets are

on the Trojan Horse bait-and-switch tech-

replica

gas-lamps and trimmed with locally-

land's

music a heartbeat from the African-in-

nique. But the high point of the journey

quarried pink marble. The tree-lined Plaza las

spired

bomba

is

surely reaching the tiny village of Jerusalem,

Delicias (Plaza of Delights)

the center for Maori in the Wanganui hinter-

classic square

land

made famous by the philanthropy

of

is

lit

by

a charming neo-

dominated by the blazing-

white facade of the seventeenth-century

Calderoni)

charts the evolution of the is-

to today's salsa.

Greek-revival Teatro

la

And

there's the

Perla, a theater for

evening concerts and plays that allows

visi-

tors to tap into the island's cultural pulse.

Mother Mary Joseph Aubert (1835 to 1926).

F*once
Puerto Rico

San

Juan seems ever

light. It's

in the spot-

the capital city where

the modern nudges up against
the
nial

old— a

living

museum

of old streets, colo-

facades and historic sites

like

the impos-

ing fort of El Morro and the charming house

and gardens of Ponce de Leon. But across the
island stands Ponce, the "pearl of the south,"
a city different

and perhaps even more de-

MOST

S^

CRUISES

EXPAND YOUR WAIST,
OURS EXPANDS YOUR

MINQ

Any

^^^
teas.

cruise can

you up

But only ours has a special addi-

menu. Education. World

tion to the

Explorer Cruises
cruise.

to learn
off.

tours.

is

no ordinary Alaska

With expert lecturers and

12,000 volume

as

fill

with buffets and afternoon

library,

we

about Alaska aboard as well

Choose from over 40 optional

From helicopter
learning a

fields to

Ketchikan.
ports of

In

call

flying over ice

little

14 days

we

Tlingit in

more

visit

and spend more time

each port than any other cruise
Live

the

experience

without changing
that's not to say

start at just

• Ketchikan

THE

•Juneau

• Seward

a

firsthand,
suit

size.

you couldn't

in

line.
all

But

Prices

$2,495 per person.

1-800-854-3835

World Explorer

a

offer lots

Call

for a free brochure.

Cruises
• Sitka

• Vie

UNCOMMON ROUTE TO ALASKA
• Skagway

.yaldez

•Glacier Bay

«NX,„„gell
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Advertisement

ARCHAEOLOGICAL

the Elbe,

,,Oanube,

fA

f'

DIG
IN IRELAND
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//,no^ -suo"^
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#
Combine

your Irish holiday
a two-week hands-on
archaeological experience.

..*^^°"

V'\,

anil.

with

" \''--M'cm

.A^°^^-

X^

Professor Gfiran Burenhult of the
University of Stockholm, General Editor
of the Landmark Series from the
American Museum of Natural History
The Illustrated History of Humankind", invites you to participate in the
Swedish archaeological excavations at
Carrowmore, Co. SUgo, Republic of
Ireland. The Stone Age cemetery of
Carrowmore, located in beautiful Yeats
Country, boasts some of the oldest
stone-built monuments in the world. No
experience needed. Course includes field
education, lectures, and excursions to
famous sites. Advanced courses in field
methodology also available for students
of archaeology. Price: 1.960 US$ + travel
and accommodation in B&B or hotel.
Excavation periods: July 10-21 and July
31 -August 11, 1995.

A

M^""

castles

ani^^"

^^t.3
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UM*'
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Take a 7 or

11

day river cruise tnrougn Austria,

Soutn or France rrom Marcn
Germany
to November. Lall your travel agent, or call
1-800-221-8200 lor a tree trocnure including
or tne

©

„

full details.
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CUNARD

39M
The former Siamese capital
of Ayutthaya

EUROPAMERICA
RIVER CRUISES

Charlotte

Amalie

Thailand

For more information, please write
to Prof. Goran Burenhult, Dept. of

Saint Thomas,

Archaeology, University of Stockholm D8, S-106 91 Stockholm,
Sweden, or fax int. -f 46 + 451 631 95.

|he traveler

who goes

United States Virgin Islands

to Thai-

land in search of history never

has far to look. The modern

Bangkok alone presents a world of op-

for the cocktails-by-

from tiny back-street temples ablaze

-.;_„. the-pool, tend to over-

with candles and fragrant with incense to the

look the Caribbean's historical dimension. But

Grand Palace, an explosion of gold and opu-

for

capital
tions,

Galapagos

lence. But nearby

Siam
a

is

Ayutthaya, a capital of

for four centuries (until

UNESCO World Heritage

1767) and now

when the

East

was opening up to interna-

tional trade. Today you can see the results in

all-inclusive lour
•

backstage

look behind the curtain, the

is filled

with blood-thirsty pirates,

gracious living on sugar plantations, and du-

nial

appetites— a history

illustrated by Char-

lotte Amalie.

Charlotte Amalie

the capital of Saint

is

the Historic Park, the core of the old state

Thomas, the most active and developed of the

that once spread out as far as the Malay

three U.S. Virgin Islands. Yet even here in this

Peninsula to the south and to
•

who

those

eling European nations with insatiable colo-

Site.

Ayutthaya represents Siam's glory years

10-nighf

any Americans, longing

Myanmar

(for-

bustling port, the island's past

is

poised to

Air to/from USA/Quito/Galapagos
7-night cruise aboard the 2,573 ton

MV Ambasador
•

3 nights Quito hotels
•

•

Transfers

City tour of colonial Quito

$2,595 inside cabins.

$3,065 outside cabins.

merly Burma) in the north. Here brick path-

snare the imagination. On Synagogue Hill

ways lead past sculpted

and

stands the oldest synagogue in continuous

limbs of the gods staring out of the moss.

use under the American flag, dating back to

Huge wats,

solid pyramidlike structures, force

way up

their

walls, with faces

into the sky like eccentric wed-

ding cakes. One of them, Vihara Phra Mongkol

1833.

It

houses Torah

turies old and

a

scrolls

over two cen-

menorah made

in

the

eleventh century. The Jewish congregation on

$3,485 outside deluxe cabins.
Bopitr, contains

one of the largest coated-

Saint

Thomas celebrates

its

bicentennial next

Per person, dbi occ.

bronze Buddha images in the country. At anCaJl

year. Even earlier is Fort Christian (1680), the

212-581-0100 or
other,

Wat Ratburana, dozens of gold

artifacts

Danish fortress with heavy brick and rubble

1-800-448-2624
were discovered
Galapagos Cruise Line,

in

1958 and put on display

the Ayutthaya National Museum.
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in

walls and a

dungeon that now serves

a

more

museum. The

five-

Inc.

salubrious

purpose— as

a

KOMODO DRAGONS
P

Let

&

mysterious

Spice Island Cruises take you to magical Lombok,

Sumbawa and Komodo, home

of the prehistoric

dragons.

8 and 14 day expedition cruises aboard the Island Explorer

7,

and Spice Islander

-

3 and 4 day itineraries aboard the Bali Sea

Dancer.

Leave exotic Bali to explore the unique cultures,

flora

and

fauna of these little-known "Islands of Indonesia".
For more information

call

your travel agent

or:

Esplanade Tours

581 Boylston

Street,

N, Boston,

MA 02116

(800) 426-5492
story Skytsborg Tower on

(1678),

is

Government

rumored to have served as

Hill

ESPLANADE
TOUKS

a hide-

out for the scourge of the shipping lanes, Ed-

ward Teach

(a.k.a.

P

Blackbeard), the original

& O SPICE ISLAND CRUISES
US

General Sales Representative

walk-the-plank pirate. And a reminder of a

more

civilized period can

be found in Govern-

ment House, the elegant home

of the island's

Charles Darvs^in Slept Here!

governors since 1876.

Andrew

Bill is a

free-lance journalist

The Galapagos Islands

based in New York and specializing
in travel

and design.
•

For advertising information, contact

Ted Dolan at 212-599-5555.

In

]

835, Charles Darwin developed

of the species in the

Galapagos

his

study of the evolution

Islands.

One

hundred and fifty-nine years later this magnificent archipelago is a natural and environmentally pure as it was when Darwin
conducted his research there in the middle of the nineteenth century.
Join us on the finest yachts and cruise ships sailing in the
Galapagos Islands. Visit a "living zoo" with
no bars to keep the wildlife in or humans
"out". Step bock into time and
experience birds and wildlife
that ore totally fearless

of

man.

The Galapagos Islands,
a truly unique travel experience.

TTim airline

of Ccuader

me the 1995
Galapagos Islands Brochure.

YES! Please send

HOUOAYS. LTD.
"THE

GMM>AGOS ISLAND PEOPU'
733 Summer Street
Stamford CT 06901

Seventeenth-century Fort Christian
in Saint

203-356-9033
1-800-732-6247

NH

Name
Address
City
State

Zip

Thomas
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Advertisement
and Cultural
Expeditions

Wildlife

38 areas worldwide - free catalog
Amazon • Costa Rica • Alaska • Galapagos
Chile

•

Easter Island

•

Belize • India

•

Africa

Nature Expeditions International
Box 11496 NH, Eugene OR 97440 • (800) 869-0639

Journey witti us to Churcfiill, MantTobcT
view & photograph the Great White Bears,
close-up, in a Tundra Buqqy® or our Tundra

to

ANCTUARY OF THE AMERICAS

OSTARICA

for a free brochure

llA/:ij

Explore Costa Rica with internationally
renowned, expert naturalist guides.

a

1

R u

1 E

fl

1
1

N A

call

1-800-368-0077

IfPlWl/f/m
'

PO Box 1637

'

Voshon,

L

WA

98070

(Jhoj

800-633-4734
One Entoons Park, heuna Al35080

kumm
THE INCAS ARE BACK!
Expedition, Adventure Cruising,
Freighters tf Cargoliners
Join 70 to 140 like-minded adventurers for voyages up

Amazon, Orinoco, to Antarctica, the Galapagos,
Baja or Costa Rica. These are just some of the
unusual cruises you'll fiear about as a memt>er of
TravLtips Cruise & Freighter Travel Association. We
the

lara iiiours

Toll Free... credit

card orders accepted.

Toll Free (800)

872-8584

Sailirr^

^

Adventure Center, (510)654-1879 or
TOLLFREE 800-227-8747

its circular route,

stopping

telL

ploration an(J relaxation are hartd to

same

place. But those

you, ex-

fintj in

the

who have taken one

of

the worW's great cruises have found a solution.

The most focused itineraries are

from

far

passive boat rides— all conga lines and chain-

led

by English-speaking guides.

many

on dozens of different

itineraries, with at least

three ships concentrating on the Mediterranean during the

summer months.

Italy leg, sailed by the

Cunard Princess

six

times a year, either starts or ends (depending

on which way round you take

it)

in

Piraeus,

612 N, Michigan Ave., Chicago IL606n
Ph: (312) 649-9160 FAX: (312) 649-6840
^^"^Specialists in travel to Australia and New Zealand

^

Copan. The cruise runs from November 26,

Second World War battleground of
Docking at Ashdod in

El

Israel, trips

Alamein.

1995, to March 31, 1996.

leave for

Jerusalem and the ruins of Masada overlooking

the Dead Sea. Then

back to Greece

it's

(Rhodes, Crete) before ending the trip

in

Venice.

World Explorer
World Explorer specializes in Alaska.

call— more than any other cruise

Regency
Regency gained

line plying

summer

leave

from Vancouver between May and August and

a reputation for its Central
it

pioneered the

Panama Canal. Now

furt:her

It sails a

14-day journey linking nine Alaskan ports of

these waters. Eight sailings each

it

has

by inaugurating the in-

head

noriih

with stops at ports such as Sitka—

where Alaska's Russian influence shines out of

domed churches, and where the
flavor

comes out

native Indian

in cultural folk

dances and

dustry's first cruises from Cozumel. For those

one of Alaska's most beautiful totem pole

interested in the history of this region, one of

parks. In

the most exciting cruises

rewound to the gold rush days, and the fron-

is

the 7-day Land of

the Maya tour.

The 11-day Greece, Turkey Egypt, Israel and

etc....

DESTINATIONS DOWNUNDER

croaching forest; and the incredible site of

gone one step

ships zigzag around the world

^=-

expert local guides

Museum) and the

partial transit of the

Cunard's

DAYS, Small groups,

the mighty city of Tikal, walled in by en-

American itineraries when

Cunard

7-19

Alexandria, where excursions fan out to Cairo

com-

bining on-board Lectures with shore excursions

Hiking, Photography, Nature, History, Culture,

at Kusadasi

eating days aboard. Instead they encourage
active participation in their destination,

Spectacular tours willi

•

to see the ancient city of Ephesus, then on to

(the Pyramids, The Egyptian

As any hartJened lantJ-traveler will

first

NATUREWATCH NEW ZEALAND!

•

Mobile Tented

Safaris to Luxury Fly-In Camps affordable prices, years of experience

on

Ecotour Expeditions 800-688-1822
P.O.Box 381066, Cambridge, MA 02238

»••*

Namibia
i*'.^^
South Africa

WILDLFE SAFARIS:

$15 One year, $SS two years
TravlTips Cruise & Freighter Travel Assn.
P.O. Box 580218-B5E, FLUSHINO NY 11358

Free Catalog

1-800.327.0080

Botswana
Zimbabwe

magazine, reference edition, invitations to unique
cruises at discount rates, exclusive reservatiops
department & morel Send checic, money order or call

of the great

Ecuador, and the Galapagos.

^^^^
FOB COLOfl BROCHURES CALL

—

in the footsteps

us also about Costa Rica, Brazil,

Galapagos, ond the Afflozon.

most carrying no
more than 12 passengers travelling all over the
W(orld. Membership incudes: bi-monthly TravLlips

Follow

naturalists in magnificent rainforest. Call

.,^

authenfic four programs to Peru,

are also specialists in freighters

—

_r

The most complete and

on

tier spirit lives

Sailing aboard the 400-passenger Regent
Spirit,

Skagway (see

travelers are led on escortied visits to

trict

with

its

earlier

mention) time

is

in the preserved historic dis-

boardwalks and saloons. In the

town of Wrangell, the

startling

point for the

the finest archaeological treasures of the lost

gold-hungry on their way down the Klondike

Mayan

countries— Hon-

Trail,

Among

ther to the Shakes

civilization in three

history takes the visitor back even fur-

Community House

the port of Athens. After a day touring the leg-

duras, Guatemala

endary sites of the Greek capital

land excursions, highlights include Altun Ha

rounded by totem poles and eight thousand

(famous for

year old petroglyphs.

like

the

Acropolis and the Pariihenon, the ship leaves
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its

and

Belize.

the many

jade sculpture); an overnight at

sur-

ij

ABSOLUTE

I

CRUIU
NAUUAII

Travel to Asia's
Most Exotic Destinations

On

Travel

Marketpl

an American Hawaii cruise you'll
P/ipiifi .Vi'ic

travel to five different ports

CAMBODIA
IMDIA • riEFAL • TIBET • BHUTAH
mDOMESlA • MALAYSIA • CMIHA • BURMA

TMAILAMD

•

VIETNAM

•

LAOS

•

choose from over 50

islands. You'll

shore excursions.

(800) 736-8187
all

ABSOLUTE 627-4090
ASIA

And

the history, beauty

island paradise. For

627-1950. Tax (212)
180 Varick Street, MY MY 10014

(212)

call

G".

on four

you'll e.\pericncc

&

Explore

culture of this

a free

brochure

Papua New Guinea

I-800-944-S399.

E"l>editionarv
Sepiki River

&

causes aOoa'd 'he doluxe Me/anisian Discoverer

to Ihe

TfoDfiafid lslan(3s in combination wilh ovefl;ind adventures.

SCUBA DIVING • FLYING SAFARIS • DELUXE LODGING

<;alapac;os!

|l

c:osTA kic:a!
AFRICA!

AMAZON
Joii

(W

to

see Papua

New

Guinea.

302 W. Grand Ave,, Suite lOB
El Segundo. CA 90245
310/785-0370 FAX: 310/785-0314

COSTARICA HONDURAS
VENEZUELA GUATEMALA

r

Hisloi7&Ph5o^ipliicTripI/J^^^|
a group or design a fm%s trip of vour om.
j, §\,

H/

The only way

BELIZE

In-deplh Natural

WflGEBS

Melanesian Tourist Services

Sec your trnvol agent Tor
specials on rhc S.S.Consritut

,

,

"p.O.Box9l5-NBjiha^w"l485"l. l-«)0-633-0299

Travel with a respect for native
environments and cultures

BEST of BELIZE and BEYOND...

800-735-9520

IHINKOFUS
AS YOUR
YE1I0W RAGES

415-884-2325

TOIHEmRlD.
adventure with us,

Start your

The Aidventure
worldvi/lcie

Travel Alliance,

a

association of outfitters

•

and guides. After all, your adventure
should be traveling the world,
not figuring out where to go.

•
•

CALL: 1-800-836-4675
S2.00 Per Minule, average

'tl994 Fantasy A<Jventur&s Of Earth. Inc
N.Y 10540-0358. Intemet; 74754,676

TRAVEL AGEMTS,

Remote Tropica! Reef

Diving Research Certificate

Oceanic Society Expeditions
Fort Mason

VISA & MASTERCARD.
PO. Box 368, Uncolndale.

length 3 minutes.

call

Snori^eling

Dolphin Research

Cei-jter,

San Francisco,

@CompsefvaCOM,

Building E

CA 94123

(800) 326-7491, FAX (415) 474-3395

CAa FOR SPECIAL SERVICES.

Exotic Destinations Response Offer

t
You can contact

atJvertisers directly or use this

coupon to request information from the advertisers

listed below. Circle the

number next to

the items for which you wish to receive information and mail this form to: Natural History, P.O. Box 1810, Riverton, NJ 08077-9812.

1.

Absolute Asia

10. Esplanade Tours

20. Oceanic Society Expeditions

2.

Adventure Center

11. Fantasy Adventure

21. Sea Air Holidays Ltd.

3.

American Hawaii Cruise

12. Galapagos Cruise Line

22. Southern Heritage Expeditions

13. Galapagos Network

23. Tara Tours Inc.

4. Belize Tourist

Board

5.

Best of Belize

14. International Expeditions

24. Tourism Authority of Thailand

5.

Carrowmore, Ireland Dig

15. Joseph Van Os Photo Safaris

25. TravLtips Inc

7.

Cunard Royal Viking

16. Marine Expeditions

26. Voyagers International

8.

Destinations

17. Melanesian Tourist Services

27. Wilderness Travel
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Ecotour Expeditions

18. Nature Expeditions International

27. World Explorer Cruises

Down Under

19. Northwest Territories
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The

by
I

am

by students whether
bowls will flush clockwise or

often asked

their toilet

Force

Coriolis
Neil

de Grasse Tyson

circumference of nearly 25,000 miles,

which corresponds

to a

speed of more than

By

counterclockwise in the Southern Hemi-

1,000 miles per hour.

sphere. This would, of course, be impor-

grees north, the latitude of New York City

you were ever kidnapped and blmdfolded and dropped off in
a strange land. If we assume a commode
of conventional size, then this "toilet bowl
test" will fail because the answer lies in
the manufacturer's design. But if your toilet bowl were a few hundred miles in di-

and the American

ameter, then the Coriolis force of the rotat-

hits exactly zero miles

forty-one de-

But during the joumey,

ward speed

take the low, which

end up

its

greater east-

will enable the cloud to over-

east of

its

is itself

in

motion, and

Another

destination.

'

tant information if

ing Earth

would

easily

overcome

the

random water currents and force the bowl
to empty its contents in a counterclockwise swirl. If you had Southern Hemisphere friends with an equally large

toilet,

then theirs would indeed empty in the op-

circulation within oversized flush

toilets is

of Natural

History, the circumference traveled

is

only

about 19,000 miles, and the west-to-east

speed

is

approximately 800 miles per

As you

puffy cloud that
also tend to

is

north of the low wiU

move toward

the low, but will

naturaUy lag behind and end up west of
the system.

To an unsuspecting person on

continue to increase in Earth

Earth's surface, these curved north-south

latitude (north or south of the equator),

paths would appear to be the effects of a

your west-to-east speed decreases

mysterious force (the Coriolis force), yet

hour.

poles. (For this reason,

per hour

most

until

it

at the

satellites are

launched as close to the equator as possible,

enabling them to get a good "run-

ning start" in their eastward orbits.)

no

true force

When

was ever

at

work.

puffy clouds approach a low-

pressure system from

all

motion, better

known

as a cyclone. In ex-

treme cases, you get a monstrous hurri-

Hemisphere and a meteorological lowits north. The

cane with wind speeds upward of a hun-

in the

cloud will tend to

move toward

the low.

dred miles per hour. In the Southern
Hemisphere, the same conditions

will cre-

ate a cyclone that spi

a natural con-

sequence of motion on

rals

the surface of an object

in the military

that rotates.

you

directions,

get a merry-go-round of counterclockwise

Northern

Imagine a puffy cloud

pressure system directly to

posite (clockwise) direction.

The

Museum

We owe

clockwise. Thosf

who tar

get missiles and ar

know

our detailed under-

tillery shells

standing of the effect to

about the Coriolis forcf

the French engineer

and normally

and
mathematician
Gaspard Gustave de
Coriolis, who, in 1835,

the appropriate correc
tions

needed for accu
an embarrass

ing military

mechanics

World War

in a rotating

is

an

excellent

place
to
demonstrate why the
origin of the Coriolis

Our

ol

English'

I,

battle cruisers

Earth's surface

ple.

moment

engaged
two German warships

reference frame.

is

calculatf

racy. In

described the laws of

force

al

at a

range of nearly ten

miles near the Falkland
Islands in the Southern

Hemisphere

relatively sim-

planet rotates

—

but they

forgot to reverse their

on its axis approximately once every

Coriolis

correction.

Despite this and other
j

twenty-four

hours.

The Great Red Spot is a high-pressure anticyclone that has been raging on
Jupiter for more than 300 years. It is the solar system's most dramatic

Over

that period, ob-

jects

on the equator

display of the Coriolis force. Three of Jupiter's

travel a circle with a

image taken by Voyager
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moons are
1.

visible in this

gunnery problems, the
English eventually

won

the battle with about
sixty direct hits but not

I
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In high school

I

Coriolis force, but

I

tunity to test

it

atmospheric dynamics where
ally

knew

all

about the

all

rotation-

induced cloud and weather patterns

are correspondingly enhanced. In the

most

cream,

is

generally attributed to various

concentrations of phosphorus and sulfur

compounds. Close-up images from

the

never had the oppor-

striking display of the Coriolis force in the

Voyager flyby missions of the

on something as large as a

entire solar system, Jupiter lays claim to

revealed a maelstrom of colorful curlicues

swimming pool until the summer after my
junior year when I worked as a lifeguard.
At the midsummer cleaning, I carefully

the largest,

most energetic, and longest-

at the interface

of the Great

late

1970s

Red Spot and

an anticy-

the surrounding atmosphere. There were

clone that looks like a great red spot in

also strikingly resolved horizontal "belts"

lived storm ever observed.

It is

upper atmosphere; we

The water funneled
clockwise. The
in the "wrong" direction
last time I checked, I was life-guarding in
Earth's Northern Hemisphere, so I was

Jupiter's Great

Red

Spot. Discovered in

and "zones," interlaced with countless
smaller cyclones and anticyclones, which

the mid- 1660s

by the English physicist

give Jupiter the appearance of an archeo-

tempted

ture has persisted for

opened the drain valve

to the pool

served the circulation.

and ob-

—

to declare the Coriolis force a

hoax. But a fast back-of-the-envelope cal-

Jupiter's

call

Robert Hooke and, separately, by the

it

Ital-

ian astronomer Giovanni Cassini, the fea-

But

it

was not

more than 300 years.

until the twentieth

century

Big Mac hambun included. Above all else, however, the Voyager data posed renewed
theoretical challenges. They resolved Jovlogical cross section of a

burger,

down

culation verified that the dif-

ian features

ference in Coriolis velocity

miles in diameter

was a mere

across the pool

half inch per minute. This

ingly small

to twenty

—

astonish-

when one remem-

bers Jupiter's size relative

is

to

Models of cosmic
phenomena are often clear

slow.

The water currents from
somebody just climbing out

Earth's.

of the pool or even a gentle

and tidy

breeze across the water's sur-

outside of the limits in which

face

would
and

easily

swamp

they were formulated.

the

would end up
clockwise half the time and
effect,

To demonstrate

comes along,
many models

some

would

dump

would

security.

The

So

I

my

Whatever else a model oi
atmosphere is de-

job

Jupiter's

signed to explain,

didn't.

near

air circulation

a

high-pressure systems, which
are inelegantly

cyclones,

is

known as

On

of our cyclone.

Earth,

these high-pressure systems

should

it

Because they must travel farther around Earth's axis every
tM'enty-four hours, regions near the equator move west-to-east
faster than regions near the poles. Consequently, Northern
Hemisphere clouds drawn toward a low-pressure system will

friend because they typically

overtake

The surrounding

it

if they

are to

its

south

and lag behind it

if they

are

its

Red

longevity,

its

distinguished size, and that

An

an anticyclone.

is

model would be able
count for
tion

to its north, resulting in the familiar counterclockM'ise

as

account for basic

Spot, such as

are the astronomer's best

repel clouds.

minimum

properties of the Great

anti-

a reverse picture

the

universe.

15,000 cubic feet of

water and diminish

are freshly invented,

deeper understanding of

pool dozens of

times. But each try

for example,

are discarded,

But jumps in resolution have
always been followed by a

have required emptying and
refilling the

When

resolution

others are modified, and

the in-

significance of the Coriolis

force on this scale

image

higher

I

counterclockwise the other
half.

until they are tested

on

all

il

ideal

to ac-

atmospheric moi

Jupiter.

The

tools

available to the theorist

are,

is

Newton's laws of motion

asi

so without the benefit of

explained by the Coriolis force. Low-pressure cyclones in the

adapted to the properties

ol

clouds as tracers. The circula-

Southern Hemisphere, for analogous reasons, rotate

air still circulates, but

it

does

circulation of a cyclone.

The deflection from a straight path

around low- and high-

tion

known

pressure systems,

known

clockwise.
Dennis Davidson; Hayden Planetarium

as

—

otherwise

as fluid mechanics.

Although

geostrophic winds, presents

little

is

knowr

about the structure of Jupiter':

us with the paradox that the Coriolis force

move

gases and liquids

that the

modem

interpretation of the Spot

underlayers, contemporary models

dC|

as a raging storm

capture the basic feature of the Great Rec

pressure (isobars), rather than across

was supplied by the
Dutch-bom American astronomer Gerard

them.

Kuiper.

ceives from the sun and has enormous

tends to

Now
1

along lines of constant

air

imagine,

if

you

will, a place that is

,400 times larger than Earth, has an equa-

torial

speed that

as fast,

is

about twenty-five times

and has a deep,

mosphere. That place

where a day

lasts just

is

78

Earth, but

its

over the years.

size
It

is

bigger than

and shape have varied

lives in Jupiter's southern

thick, colorful at-

hemisphere and rotates counterclockwise,

the planet Jupiter,

which immediately

nine hours and

six minutes. Jupiter is a

The Great Red Spot

fifty-

cosmic garden of

Natural History 3/95

tells

us

we have

a

Spot. Jupiter radiates

terior

more heat than

re
in,

thermal reservoirs that can drive

atmospheric flow patterns.

One

source

iti

it

the radioactive decay of trace elements

while another

is

the leftover heat fron

Jupiter's initial contraction

from a proto

high-pressure system. The coloration,

planetary cloud to a planet in the

from orange red

solar system.

to a barely visible pale

it

The

earl;

sustained source of en

rg\ for the

.ipped

icanes are partly driven

ondense out of the

its

Earth, hurlatent heat

when raindrops

A

similar

mecha-

in Jupiter "s

atmos-

air.

may dominate

)here as

gases condense toward

The Spot has

interior.

lid

On

by the

eleased to the atmosphere

lism

ICELESTIAL EVENTS!

Spot could also (or instead) be

from other sources.

its liq-

by Joe Rao

also been

ibserved (and successfully modeled) to

upon

line

smaller, turbulent eddies in

This cannibalistic behavior

'icinity.

its

yet

is

mother source of energy. Clues to the

when

leeper cloud layers will be gained

he spacecraft Galileo passes Jupiter

(in

December 1995) and parachutes

a

niniprobe that will measure temperature,

composition, wind speeds, and

lensity,
^lectrical

storms as

it

descends through the

)uter atmosphere.

For now. there

those rare occasions
is

no reasonable hope of

lescribing every one of Jupiter's surface

A

eatures in detail.

proach

is

more

realistic ap-

an atmospheric

to construct

Tiodel that provides a statistically equivaent picture of Jupiter's surface features. In
3ther words, a

proximate

all

model of a Big Mac can apBig Macs even though it

may not look like any one in particular.
One nagging problem with models that
'always produce a single, sustained anticy';lone

is

[northern

the blunt reality that Jupiter's

hemisphere

Red

[Great

devoid of a twin

is

Spot. Clearly,

if

models show

big spots are inevitable, then the north

'that

ought to have one. too. Elsewhere

to

iSpot.

what

is

called Neptune's Great

Like Jupiter's Great Red Spot,

given

Dark
it

is

a

southern hemisphere anticyclone of epic
proportions without a twin in the north.

This

is

may

a problem that

require an as-

yet-unexplored north-south asymmetry in

both Jupiter's and Neptune's internal

One way to create such an
asymmetry would be a cosmic collision.
The July 1994 encounter between Jupiter
structure.

and the dozens of crumbled comet parts
from Shoemaker-Levy 9 left visible and
sustained scars
surface.

on

Jupiter's outer

The long-term

gaseous

effects of this

im-

pulse of deposited energy remains to be
seen. Will the scars
tures

among

form

new strucOr will the

stable

the cloud tops?

scars dissipate completely into the

atmos-

phere? For the moment, feel free to con-

when

it

eclipses the

is

only one-eleventh as

is full.

in March
very close to the east-southeast horizon on the 1st at about forty-five
minutes before sunrise. Look for it 15 de-

Mercury

is

grees to the lower

left of Venus. Binoculars
be necessary, especially for viewers in
the northern United States, where the bright
morning twilight will interfere with viewing
after the first week of March. Observers in
the South should watch for the close approach of Mercury and Saturn on the 26th;
the smaller planet shines four times as
brightly as Saturn and passes just below and
to the right of it.
Venus is unmistakable at magnitude -A,

may

planet

dimly

it

The Planets

but

moon

when

bright as

the crescent appears to enclose a ghostly

night side of the

moon

quarter, the

Within a day or two, however, the
moon makes its first appearance as a delicate, thin arc adding beauty to the western
twilight. With each passing night, it moves
away from the sun, setting and rising about
fifty minutes later.
For nearly a week after the new moon,
sun).

is

rather

low

in the

predawn

now ahead of

is

Earth

sky.

The

in its orbit

illuminated by light reflected from the earth.

around the sun, but its twenty-two-mile-persecond motion is only slightly faster than

The

Earth's eighteen miles per second.

bail, as the

is

tilt of the crescent depends upon the
season and latitude of the observer. In late
winter and early spring, for example, a line

drawn between

the cusps of the crescent

nearly horizontal. Because the

cup

bles a

that

called a "wet"

Each

in the

solar system, the Coriolis force has
'rise

For the second time this year, we have
in a month, a byproduct of
our calendar's being out of sync with the
lunar phases. (About twenty-nine and a half
days elapse from one new moon to the
next.) With the first new moon occurring on
the 1st at 6:49 a.m., EST. this month is as
good a time as any to follow the regular progression of the moon's phases. A few rules
will help. When new, the moon is passing
close to the sun. so we can't see it (except on

two new moons

is

moon resem-

might hold water,

it

is

often

moon.

night, the illuminated portion of the

lunar surface brightens and spreads from
right to left until the

—

moon forms

a neat half

which occurs on
At this
moment, the lunar tenninator (the edge between day and night on the moon) appears
more or less straight. If you have a small
telescope, this is the best time to watch the
effects of the sunrise on the moon. As the illumination of craters and mountains
changes, the shadows they cast move across
the lunar surface, changing its appearance.
Because the moon may be below the horizon, you can't always see a straight tenninator on the moon when the almanac predicts
disk

first-quarter phase,

the 9th this

first

month

at 5:

quarter. This

moon

15 .a.m., EST.

month

the first-quarter

below the horizon for observers in
New York, so on the evening of the 8th, the
moon will still be a crescent with a concave
terminator; on the 9th, it will already be gibbous with a convex terminator.
Similarly, on the calendar date of a full
moon, the left or right edge may appear
is

As seen

from Earth, Venus will take about seven
months to pass behind the sun. A waning
crescent moon will pass high above Venus
on the mornings of the 27th and 28th.
Mars is above the northeastern horizon at
dusk and is visible for most of the night. Just
past opposition. Mars begins to fade. Starting the

month

at a distance

of 65.9 million

miles and magnitude -0.9. the planet will
have dropped to magnitude -0.2 by month's
end. as the separation between Earth and

Mars widens

to 82.8 million miles.

Jupiter shines prominently in the southem sky at dawn. On the morning of the 22d,
look for Jupiter below and to the left of the
waning gibbous moon.
Saturn is in conjunction with the sun on
the 6th,

when

enters the

it

morning

sky.

servers in the southern United States

Ob-

may

catch a brief glimpse of the planet as early

March

when

appears as a yellowish
magnitude, rising above
the east-southeast horizon about forty-five
minutes before sunrise.
The Moon is new on the 1st at 6:49 a.m.,
as

26,

white "star" of

it

first

EST; first quarter is on the 9th at 5:15 a.m.,
EST; full moon is on the 16th at 8:26 p.m.,
EST; and last quarter is on the 23d at 3:11
P.M., EST. A second new moon in March occurs on the 30th at 9:09 RM.. EST.

shaved off. This month's full moon
above the horizon for observers in the
eastern and central United States (8:26 p.m.,
EST, on the 16th), but next month it will be
below the horizon for most observers. (Full

The vernal equinox takes place at 9:14
EST. on March 20. Spring officially begins in the Northern Hemisphere and autumn starts in the Southern Hemisphere.

with a joint appointment at the

moons

Joe Rao

Miiseum-Hayden

west.)

sider the

new blemishes

to

be extra ingre-

dients in your hamburger.

Neil de Grasse Tyson

Princeton University.

is

an astrophysicist

American
Planetarium and

slightly
is

rise in the east as the

When

brighter than

full,
it

the

is at

moon

sun sets
is

in the

considerably

any other phase. At

first

P.M.

is

a meteorologist and a guest

turer at the

lec-

American Museum-Hayden

Planetarium.
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Ext.

6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES-Monthly

bul-

environmental job openings throughout the
U.S. Free details. EOV, RO. Box 788, Walpole, NH

letin lists

03608

(603) 756-4553

GET

PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.
Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept. C500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450.

671),

3306,

LLC, NY

11103.

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE.

Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our
U.S. Navy collimator. Free catalog and our article
"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St., West

Coxsackie,

NY

12192(518)731-2610.

Financial

Rentals

LET THE GOVERMENT FINANCE your small business. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded message: (707) 449-8600. (LAI)

LA PAZ, BAJA CALIFORNIA SUR. LaConcha Beach
Resort and Condominiums located on the beautiful
Sea of Cortez. Touch whales, packages available.

I
'

I

I

HAMILTON Box

home.

SAVE WILD LIFE AND PROTECT YOURSELF.
Amazing, new, ultrasonic device saves animals from
getting hit by cars. Guarantee, send only $15.95 +
3.50 S&H to EEA Enterphses, Dept. NH4, RO. Box

I

Nature, Birds & Animals, Travel, Photography, Bloaraphy, History and more. Write for

I

Overseas. Stateside. Free

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT
ucts at

PUBLISH WITH RUTLEDGE BOOKS. Become a

daily!

ZINKVO, Box 585, Dearborn, Ml 48121-0585

Free brochure (800) 999-BAJA.

FaMs VNIage, CT 06031
|

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEACH.

Merchandise/Gifts

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 50 years

experience will help you to success. Send Manuscript or outline for free information and evaluation. Rivercross
Publishing, Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, New York,

NY

10022.

MUSEUM QUALITY CAST REPRODUCTIONS of Arand Fossils, Stone Tools, Points, Dinosaur
Tracks, Archaeopteryx and more. Send $2.00 for cata-

tifacts

log: Taylor Studios,

RO. Box 1063, Mahomet,

61853,(217)586-2047.

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no

San

BUFFALO RANCHING makes good ecological

^£!i^V
^

Thomas?

Woods Hole

Are you the next

Bermuda Workshop

Writing, Charlestown,

MA

Tours/Trips

sense for the American prairie. Please write orcall fot
ftee catalog of a full

Education
Lewis

IL

obligation.

Out-of-state Book Service, Box 3253J,
Clemente, CA 92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

BERMUDA SCIENCE WRITING.

Snorkeling, swimming, fishing, scuba. Bird watcher's
paradise. Brochure. Charles A. Turpin, Charlotteville,
Tobago, West Indies. Pan Caribe Tours (800) 5256896, Man Friday Diving. Tel/fax (809) 660-4676.

April 3-10.

'

range of buffalo products to:

ThunderingHerd
BuffaloProducts
POBoxt051,Dept.NH3
Reno,NVe9504

02129 (617)

1-800-525-9730

242-3752

ADVENTURE CALLING!

Outstanding

wildlife safaris in

Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Rwanda, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!
Cruise, camp, hike, or paddle the jungle wilderness.
Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and
snorkel Danwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts,
Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expeditions alive with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife. Small
groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures. Free
Brochures! Special Interest Tours. Call (800)525- 6772

Costa Rica-Belize-Africa-Galapagos
Natural History Trips Worldwide since 1982
First Class Yarbt Cruises,

Tented Safaris, Naturalist Guides

GEO
800351-5041

ADVENTURES

EXPEDITIONS
IN

P.O. Box 3656-C12
Sonora,

AFRICA & EGYPT:

CA

95370

Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia, Kilimanjaro climbs, gorilla
tracking, more. Also, unique tours in Egypt, Israel,
Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs. Himalayan
Travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES:

wildlife/

Southern Africa. Also tours to
Vietnam, Cambodia, Burma, Nepal, Egypt. Call
Wanderlust Adventures in Denver at (800) 572-1592.
gorilla safaris to East,

ALASKA, SIBERIA: Truly unique 7-1 7 day small group
journeys, from wilderness kayaking, dog sledding, and
rafting, to lodge based sightseeing tours. Adventure
Alaska, color brochure: (800) 365-7057.
ALASKA! Spectacular
sea

otters, seals,

A Peruvian sells medicinal plants and herbs from the Amazon Basin
Alison Wright

80
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coastal mountains. Tide pools,
whales, bald eagles, puffins, seabird

Salmon, trout, halibut fishing. Hiking trails to
glaciers, lakes, mountain peaks, thru old grovirth forests.
Naturalist guides. Canoes, kayaks, rowing hulls. Exquisite log lodge, cozy chalets in peaceful cove. Elegant
meals. 1 2 guests only 25 years of service. Seasonal remote camps also - in McNeil River Brown Bear Refuge.
Write for brochure. Kachemak Bay Wilderness
Lodges, Box 956, Homer, Alaska 99603 (907) 2358910, FAX (907) 235-891 1
rookeries.

BROOKS

Indonesia
Al^o

RANGE-Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
Small groups in remote wilderness unfolding the
unique natural history of the high arctic. Custom
and scheduled river and backpacking trips. Wilderness Alaska, FOB 113063, Anchorage, AK 99511

ifips lo. Thailand,

Burma, Vietnam, Laos,
Cambodia, fepua New
Guinea

^^^^

^^^^

:^a.^cr»^^u.t- es

Travel for Artists, Designers.
colleagues, art schools, studios, mu-

Chinese
seums. Explore Guangzhou, Xiamen, Shanghai,
Suzhou, Beijing. Ivlay 26 - June 27. $3900. Apply:
Visit

,LASKA WILDUVND ADVENTURES. How will you plan
our Alaska vacation? Our informative 24-page
fDChure describes how you can experience Alaska's
lost beautiful wilderness regions, see its famed wildlife.
jid stay in unique, comfortable backcountry lodge ac-

Carolyn Bloomer. Ringling School of
0995.

Art. (813)

351

-

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa
Rica,
1 1

40

more

Call for free broctiure: (800)

iLLAGASH CANOE TRIPS,

tvlaine

with the California Native. Call 1-800-926-

for free newsletter.

Guided adventures
Box 713-H, Greenville.

Vilderness. wildlife.

for adults,
IvIE

—ALASKA

(800)777-8183

,

& BOLIVIA

May 20 to June 4, 1995
Join enthusiastic group to Colonial Lima. Nazca Lines.
BaJlestas Island. Mactiu Picchu, Lake Titicaca, Tiahuanaco

La Paz. and much more! Deluxe & first dass ace.,
most meals, taxes, air & ground transportation within Penj
& Bolivia, and air from Miami. Price: $3,21X1 p/p dbl room.
For fme brochure and morB irrformatton call
(408) 251-1597 or
FRIENDLY TOURS & TRAVEL
1 -(800) 251 -961
ruins.

DISCOVER PERU! Andes & Amazon
Rainforest

National Park &
Research Center, Inca Trail to

Tambopata Macaw
Machu Picchu Trek, and More! Small Groups, Expert
Guides, Private Itineraries Available. Southwind
Adventures. 1-800-377-WIND

EXPLORE MOUNTAIN PEAKS, wild rivers, desert
canyons, ancient Indian ruins and relive the frontier
spirit. Since 1926. New Mexico based summer expeditions for

boys and

girls,

SOLAR ECLIPSE,

INDIA! On the 24th morning, following Divali, the festival of lights, a total eclipse. The
"corona" is a 36-person luxury tour (October 14-29,
1995) of India's historic wonders, led by professors of
Astronomy and Indian studies. Call Oldenburg (212)

927-0422.

ages 11-17. Cottonwood

Gulch Foundation, 1-800-246-8735.
Travel 650 miles on
the only research ves.sel

Silk

Road

Disthiclwc Journeys lo Asia. Africa,
the Americas, F.iiro/K; 6~ Aiilarctica

INNERASIA EXPEDITIONS,-,
(800)777-8183

I

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:-and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and
:amping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in
New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford
Track:
Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and
Great Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box
3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 6877282.

Call for our catalog.

Nature, Hiking

COPAN, Bay

Islands,

and Costa Rica

exceptional tropical paradise vacations
(800) 552-3419, (218) 847-4441.

Great Trips

-

I

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

tours since 1979. Mainland
Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph Colley, LAST,
21133 (410)
Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD

922-3116

GALAPAGOS.

Specializing in comprehensive, profesnatural history and photo tours of the
Islands. Monthly departures/12 passenger

I

I

Summer is the dry season in the Amazon.

Galapagos
yachts. Galapagos

CA

Travel.

Fr.w EL ON

Overland & natural
Amazon, Galapagos, Andean trekking.
Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. 1-800-225-

history tours,

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60

WORKSHOP

31

1

trip

Picchu option. Free brochure.

Incj Floats
1

-N 63rd

St.,

510-420-1550
Emeryville

1

,i^

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA;

You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed
naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

Machu

Research VesselI

701Alk^.l,-e00->22..525

GALAPAGOS
dates.

,\

INTERNATIONAL JOURNEYS,

RO. Box 1220, San Juan

95045. 1-800-969-9014.

I

AMAZON RIVER

sionally-led,

Bautista,

AFRICA
SAVANNAH

ontheAniazon Riverfrom
Peru through Colombia to
Brazil and back. Join biologist
Roger Harris from the University
of Oregon. 8 days, 7 nijjhts. Only
$1795 from Miami (Excellent airfare add-on
rates available from most major IS cities), plus
$23 US departure ta.\ includes international
airfare from Miami, meals, entrance fees,
research equipment, side trips and more.
.Accommodations are comfortable, clean
outside cabins with air-conditioning and
'
twin beds. Three full meals a day served
buffet style.
Cusco & Machu Picchu ^"d
"*^extension available. July 1-8, 1995
'

Join a small group of naturalists and
photographers on a special voyage. Our comfortable
ormer research vessel will provide special opportunity
or exploring in depth. January 30-February 14, 1996.
v/oyagers, Box 915-NA, Ithaca, NY 14851 (607) 2573091.

-

face lodge

Siiinimr 907-6S3-22'i() Whitir 6(13-67?-224S
1 67 Denali NaU. Park, AK 99755

Adventures,

Canopy Walkway, Manu

ANTARCTICA!

BELIZE, TIKAL,

Camp-Dbnali/north

Small, respected wilderness lodges in heart of
park. Mount McKinley view. Natural history,
guided hiking emphasis. Since 1951.

Call for our catalog.

$1975

irom Miami. South American Expeditions, 2932 Fairjnount Avenue. Suite 5, La Crescenta, CA 91214
i800) 884-7474.

PERU

Inver-

DENAM NATIONAL PARK

INNERAMERICA EXPEDITIONS,,

Autfientic rainforest expeditions are led by
iarvard scholar Tom McGee and auttior l\/lilly
jangama. Swim with pink dolphins, meet shamans at
lur remote lodge. From leisurely to rugged we offer intrips available.

Southern Cross Tours, 10 Chapman St,
New Zealand. Tel. 01 1 64321 7871 7.

the 12 piisscnger

MV Discovery.

AMAZON:

Women-only

(510)671-2993.

cargill.

Alaska
Aboard

04441

207) 695-3668

jividual attention.

NEW! GAU\PAGOS, ECUADOR, MACHUPICCHU.
discoveries. Best
yachts. Guides, Prices. Also Costa Rica, Patagonia,
Belize, and more. Forum Travel, (510) 671-2900. FAX:

ket.

and Canada.

1-800-776-3942

NEW ZEALAND. 6 night Astronomy tours, new to mar-

334-8730.

amilles, groups.

COPPER CANYON LODGES

Seven Classic or unusual nature

ommodations. Wliy just sightsee Alaska wfien you can
it?

The Hacienda is a shady oasis in the old siiver-mining village
BATOPILAS, between lowenng canyon wails and blue rivers.
GARDENS * 14 GUEST ROOMS * CHEF ON STAFF
Walk to ancient ruins, lost missions, remote villages

of

CHINA: Professional

Specialists in Southeast Asia

(xperience

HACIENDA

in the bottom of a
remote Mexican canyon

(907) 345-3567

Catalog!

800-642-2742

3oL<icT

VICTORIAN

CA 94608

2380.

WILD AND BEAUTIFUL INDONESIA!

Nature and

Cultures of the Indonesian Archipelago. Comfortable
Sea Safaris, Discovery Ecotours, Adventures. Biweekly departures. Forum Travel, (510) 671-2900.
FAX: (510) 946-1500.

renowned conservationists
for the most extraordinary safari ever.

Join world

Explore the dynamics of savannah,

witness the richest wildlife spectacle on
Earth

and

at the

same time

participate in

a project dedicated to protecting

it.

Kenya/June 11-25, 1995.
15 days,$4298 alHnclusive

from

GREEK

ISLES,

RICA,

INTERNATIONAL

800-633-4734
Alabawa 35080

Rates and Style Information

India,

Syria, Egypt, Scotland, England,
Ecuador, Galapagos, Australia, New Zealand and
many more. Small group holidays for all ages. Call

brochure and itineraries. Adventures Abroad
1-800-665-3998, 24 hours.

for

$4.05 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified
is $440 per inch. Advertisements must be prepaid.
Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.
Advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-

TIBET THAILAND, VIETNAM,

TORY'S discretion. Send check/money order to: The
Market/NATURAL HISTORY Magazine. Central Park
West at 79th St.. New York, NY 1 0024. Direct any writ-

Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife, overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel,
112 Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901. (800) 2252380, 24 hours.

ten inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe at the above address.
Please include your personal address and telephone
number, issue preferred, and suggested category
Deadline 1 st of the month, two months prior to cover
date.

New York.

MPEDITIONS^
Hel£H*.

COSTA

Yemen, Jordan,

INDIA. NEPAL,

-

TURKEY,

Guatemala, Honduras, Indonesia, Pakistan,

—

—
:

AT THE AMERICAN

a peregrine falcon, a red-tailed hawk, a
cormorant, and a giant hissing cockroach.

Spiders!

An

Spiders evolved

March

at least

17, in

The

Gallery

380 million years

ago, and to date an estimated 36,000 species

have been

identified.

Among

the topics of

the exhibition will be spider diversity

presentation, for ages five and up, will

:30 pm. in the

rarely presented outside of Korea. Tickets

:30 a.m. and

take place

at 11

Kaufmann

Theater. Call (212) 769-5606 for

1

information.

and

Women's History Month
In March, the Museum

range of habitats; the dangers and benefits
of spiders to humans and a balanced ecosystem; spider behaviors, such as courtship,
mating, and feeding habits; web architecture and spider defensive tactics; and the
folklore, literature, and legends associated
with spiders. The exhibition will run
through Sunday, June 4. In conjunction with
the exhibition, spider researcher and photographer Simon Pollard, a zoologist from
the University of Canterbury, New Zealand,
will give a slide-illustrated talk on Tuesday,
March 21, at 7:00 p.m. Tickets are $12. For
information, call (212) 769-5310.

A demonstration
of Korean musical instruments and dance
will be given on Tuesday, March 28, at 7:00
are $8 ($6 for members).

p.m.

will celebrate

Women's History Month. Demonstrations,
and other programs will be presented as part of the Education Department's year-long series "Unity Through Diversity." For a brochure and further
information, call (212) 769-5315.

Admission

is

free for the

first

300

people holding a concert ticket. Call (212)
769-53 15 for more information.

lectures,

Classical Music and Dance of Korea
A ten-member ensemble of master musicians and dancers from the Korean TradiPerforming Arts Centre/Seoul will
perform on Wednesday, March 29, in the
Main Auditorium at 7:30 pm. The program
tional

Toward the Arctic Ocean
AND THE North Pole
Kenneth A, Chambers, author, lecand scholar of polar

turer in zoology,

history, will talk

HISTORY

will include ancient Chinese court dances
and ritual music, classic works from Korean
Confucianism, and processional music

tor,

exhibition exploring the worid of spi-

ders will open Friday,
3.

MUSEUM OF NATURAL

Chilean Festival
Mission of Chile
United Nations, the Education Department will present a minifestival of films
and performances that celebrate Chilean
culture and reflect the country's social, political, and environmental conditions. Featured will be jazz and contemporary folkIn conjunction with the

to the

by Grupo Congreso on
Wednesday, March 8; rock folklore music
by Los Tres on Sunday, March 19; and a
film festival from Friday, March 24,
through Sunday, March 26. Tickets
are $5 per program ($4 each for two
or more programs). For a complete
lore

music

schedule, call (212) 769-5315.

about arctic explo-

on four consecutive Wednesday evenings at 7:00 pm. in March.

ration

Voids in Space
Stephen Gregory, a professor of
astronomy at the University of New(
Mexico, will give a slide-illustratec
talk on Monday, March 13, on thf

His lectures cover the following topics: "Northern Seas and Arctic Explorations" on March 1; "In Search of
the Franklin Expedition" on March 8;
"Amundsen and Ellsworth Conquer
the Arctic" on March 15; and "Ringing the Pole
The Northern Sea
Route's Northeast Passage" on March

subject of voids in space. This lectun
is part of the "Frontiers in Astronomj
and Astrophysics" series and begin:
at 7:30 pm. Tickets are $8 ($6''fa
members). Call (212) 769-5900 fo
information about all Planetariun

—

22. Tickets for the series are $30. Call

(212) 769-5310 for information.

Sky Show "Th(
Most Asked Questions About th<

events, including the

Sacred Deeds; Native American
Land Conservation

Universe," and the exhibition "Thf

Native American attitudes toward
land and private ownership
their

Universe Revealed: Recent Imagei
from the Hubble Space Telescope.'

10

—

implications and associated issues
will

be the subject of a

talk

Clarence S. Bement:
The Consummate Collector
In 1900, Museum trustee J. Pierpont Morgan, Sr., presented the Museum with Clarence S. Bement's

by Ronald

McNeil, a member of the
Hunkpapa band of the Lakota Sioux
Nation and president of the American
Indian College Fund. The talk will be
presented on Monday, March 20, at
7:00 PM. in the Kaufmann Theater.
S.

Tickets are $12. For information, call

mineral collection: 12,300 specimens, including 769 varieties of minerals and 500 meteorites that were

(212)769-5310.

collected in the years after the Civil

War.

City Animals: Fact and Myth
On Saturday, March 11, naturalist
Bill Robinson will introduce some of
the wild animals that have at times

made

home

New

York City.
Among the "residents" will be an
opossum, an eight-foot-long alligatheir

in

A robe ofjingling snail shells worn by a Yoruba
masquerader creates comic relief during serious
ceremonies. The robe, on display in the Hall of
African Peoples, is one offifty treasures featured in
the

Museum' s I25th-anniversary "Expedition"
AMNH:

82
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Beckett/Chesek

tours.

On Wednesday, March

8, at

7:00 PM. in the Kaufmann Theater,
Joe Peters, senior scientific assistant
in the Department of Mineral Sciences, will talk about

show

Bement and

slides of the collection's high-

lights. Call

mation.

(212) 769-5606 for infor-

'

American Museum of Natural History

THE UNDISCOVERED GREEK ISLES
September 23 - October

7,

1995
I

The Jewish Community
OF Bombay
The 1978 film About the Jews of India.
Shanwar Telis or Bene Israel portrays a
6,000-member Indian Jewish community in

Bombay

I

that subsequently emigrated to Is-

rael. Filmmaker Johanna Spector will introduce the forty-minute film on Wednesday,

March

22, at 7:00 p.m. in the

rium and

Main Audito-

answer questions

will

after

its

screening. For ticket availability and other

information, call (212) 769-5606.

Geology for Travelers
Tuesday-evening lecture
Sidney S. Horenstein, geologist and
coordinator of environmental public proIn a three-part,

series,

grams

Museum,

at the

will introduce

some

fundamental concepts in geology and suggest how to apply them when traveling. The
subjects of his talks are "Basic Geological
Principles" on March 21, "Landscape Classification"" on March 28, and "Geological
Structures"" on April 4. Tickets for the series
are $25. Call (212) 769-5310 for infonmation.

Aegean Sea

are hundreds of islands,

many

whitewashed towns,

fruit groves,

Byzantine churches dot islands
This

fall,

the

Greek and Roman

now

Dean of Science from

rarely explored

the

ruins and

by

travelers.

American Museum of
Queen

Natural History will lead a cruise aboard the deluxe

Mankiller:
1977,

In

A Chief and Her People

Wilma Mankiller became

woman

first

the

elected to preside over the

Cherokee Nation.
7:00 P.M. in the
talk

Scattered throughout the

of which are associated with Greek legend and history. Enchanting

On Tuesday, March

28, at

Main Auditorium, she

will

about her people and her efforts to in-

still

the spirit of

community

self-help in

them. Call (212) 769-5606 for ticket availability and information.

Odyssey on a voyage of re-discovery
islands that were of great impor-

—an opportunity

to visit

tance in antiquity and today

charm rarely found on
well-known islands. Join us for
an unusual voyage to some of

retain a

Greece's "undiscovered"

isles.

Mountain Wildflowers
of the North

Complex

orchids, colorful

lilies,

dwarf

cushion plants, and
other wildflowers of the North will be the
subject of a lecture series given twice in
arctic creepers, ancient

March by William

Schiller, lecturer in

botany in the Education Department. The
first program, four consecutive Thursdayevening talks, begins on March 2 at 7:00
P.M.; four consecutive Monday-afternoon
talks

begin on March 6 at 2:30 rm. All lecbe presented in the Blum Lecture

tures will

Room. Tickets

for the series are $30.

For

in-

formation, call (212) 769-5310.

These events take place

at the

American

American

Museum

Museum

of Natural History, Central Park
West at 79th Street in New York City. The
Kaufmann Theater and the Blum Lecture

Discovery Tours

Room

are located in the Charles A. Dana
Education Wing. The Museum has a paywhat-you-wish admission policy. For more
information about the Museum, call (212)
769-5100.

o1

Natural
History

New York, New York 10024-5192
462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York State

Central Park West at 79th Street
Toll-free (800)

83
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Taking a break from his desert

North Carolina State University
in

Raleigh

in 1968,

and eight

fieldwork in Israel,

(page 36) tours

zoology

Originally, Henschel's

University of

at the

California at Berkeley. Jackson
will travel just about

anywhere

interest

to

study a spider that interests him,

and because he finds there

is

no

such thing as a boring spider, his
research has taken

him

to every

Currently, he

River

in the

special section

who

biology

at the

in 1981,

large

Ph.D.

University of Cape

Town

he developed a fascination for

mammals.
at the

In

1986 he completed

his

University of Pretoria, where

his thesis

on the socioecology of
by

the spotted hyena. His interest sparked

an associate

a television documentary showing a

wheel spider cartwheeling down the

New Zealand. He is

studying spiders that hunt

desert dunes, Henschel then

embarked on

another phase of his careen The next

other spiders, trying to figure out

seven years Were spent in the Namib, in

how

fieldwork combining his interest in both

they use mimicry to lure

their victims to within striking range.

deserts and spiders. Henschel

Next, he plans to travel to East Africa to

a zoologist at the University of Wiirzburg

introduces the

study social jumping spiders. For a great

in

inft-oduction to spiders, Jackson

enjoys playing the violin and helping

on spiders

in this

month's

bom in North Carolina but
now calls New Zealand home. He

Spiders (Cambridge: Harvard University

completed his undergraduate degree

Press, 1982).

issue,

but after

completing his master's degree in marine

for spiders in

background, Robert R.

Jackson (page 28) hunts
the brush. Jackson,

scientific

life,

University of Canterbury, in

now
exactly

Jemsalem.

main

professor of biology at the

Christchurch,

New Zealand's Waimakariri

is

sites in

was underwater

he wrote

continent except Antarctica.

With

Joh R. Henschel

years later finished his Ph.D. in

was

at

recommends Rainer F.

Germany.

When not in

is

currently

the field, he

Foelix's Biology of

As

a zoology major

of Montana, Paul J.

at the

University

Watson (page 40)

studied mostly vertebrate animals; he

For Catherine L. Craig (page 32),
spiders have never been something to
insists that spiders are more
humans than we are of them:
"A spider's first impulse when something
larger comes along is to stop moving and
hope it goes away." Craig was originally
fear.

She

afraid of

attracted to spiders,
particular,

because of

their diversity,

webs.

and orb-weavers

in

their bright colors,

and the beauty of their

A native of California, she

completed her undergraduate degree at
Stanford University, her master's degree
at the

University of California at

Berkeley, and her Ph.D. at Cornell
University.

biology

between

An

associate professor of

at Yale,

Craig divides her time

that institution,

where she

maintains a living collection of tropical
spiders in her laboratory, and the

Smithsonian

Institution's Tropical

Research Station on Barro Colorado

who want
leam more about webs, she
recommends a book by H. W. Levi and
L. R. Levi, Spiders and their Kin (New
York: Golden Guide Series, Golden
Press, 1969). Her favorite work of fiction,
which gives very good accounts of how
spiders weave their traps, is E. B. White's
Charlotte's Web (New York: Harper and
Row, 1952).
Island in Panama. For readers
to
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never expected to end up studying an
arthropod,

let

alone a spider. In 1980,

however, he took an animal behavior
class with Allen Stokes at the University

of Montana's Flathead Lake Biological
Station. Students

were asked

to describe

prey-handling behavior in the Sierra

dome

spiders that abound in the area, and
Watson became hooked on the creatures.
"I happened to throw a few flies into
webs harboring both a male and female,"
he recalls, "and became intrigued by the

American Museum of Natural History

UNDISCOVERED ISLANDS
OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC
French Polynesia,
Marquesas, Tuamotus

& Easter Island
colleagues with computer problems. For
those interested in

why more

have not evolved the

animals

ability to roll,

September 25 October 17, 1995

Henschel recommends Stephen Jay
Gould's "Kingdoms Without Wheels"

March

{Natural Histoiy,

1981).

Over

the centuries

been lured

many have

South Pacific

to the

by the beauty,

tranquility

remoteness of

its

and

islands.

Settlers, explorers, adventurers, scientists, artists, writers,

poets
*'>'':>.

_

—

the illustrious

notorious

—have

all

and the

sought

inspiration here.

^Zs0

This September, the American

Museum

of Natural History will lead a cruise in the South Pacific

aboard the expedition vessel. World Discoverer. Following

wake of such well-known
Heyerdahl's

raft,

Kon

Tiki,

vessels as the

we

HMS Bounty,

in the

and Thor

will visit ancient archeological sites

and megaliths, remote volcanic
islands, coral atolls rich in birdlife,
'

i

,

intersexual conflict over prey,

male usually got

which the

to eat. Naively,

had

1

expected more chivalry from the male."

coral reefs teeming with colorful fish-

Tahiti

es, historic sites

Fakarava

That experience, and Stokes's

encouragement, led Watson to complete a

Raroia

doctorate at Cornell University, where he

Hiva Oa

dome

studied the Sierra

spider's sexual

system and the reasons that females mate

more than a
decade's work at the Flathead Lake
Biological Station, Watson now teaches

and charming island

villages. Join us for a

voyage among

some of the lesser-known

islands of

the enchanting South Pacific.

Tahuata

with several males. After

the animal behavior course there.

also

worked

as a

He

has

NATO postdoctoral

UaPau

UaHuka
Fatu Hiva

fellow at Oxford's zoology department

and

is

currently a research assistant

professor at the University of New

Mexico. Watson uses spiders to study
such problems as

how nonrandom mating

I

Pukapuka
Pukarua
Marutea

of females affects the viability of
offspring and

how

stress or malnutrition

can generate asymmetry in animal
bodies. For further information

on the

general biology and behavior of spiders,

Watson recommends Spider
Communication: Mechanisms and
Ecological Significance, edited by Peter
N. Witt and Jerome S. Rovner (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1981).

Pitcaim

American

Henderson

Museum

of

Natural
History

Ducie
Easter Island

Discovery Tours

Centi1HBH^nHi^9th
Toll-free (800)

Street New York, New York 10024-5192
462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York State
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—
Photographed while collecting spiders
in Chile,

Norman

Platnick (page 50)

became an arachnophile

as an

Simon Pollard

ol

on spider feeding mechanisms and secondary sexual
traits in jumping spiders.

southern West Virginia. There he met his

of the macabre. In the

interested in

University

nation with spiders to a

well-developed sense

who was

at the

Canterbury doing research

undergraduate in a small college in
wife, Nancy,

Zealand

(page

44) attributes his fasci-

field

On occasional

and laboratory, he

trips to

loves to catch these

North America, he likes to

arthropods extensively in the

arachnids eating

take detours to Southeast

Appalachian Mountains. But Platnick

very behavior that gives

Asia to collect and photo-

them

graph rain forest spiders.

millipedes, and the

two collected

usually returned to the lab with far

more

their

—

the

bad name.

After earning his M.S.

On one

and Ph.D. from the

he stopped off in the

University of Canter-

Philippines to photograph

bury, in Christchurch,

the

jumping spiders that
accompany his article.

New Zealand, Pollard
completed postdoctoral fellowships

at the

University of Virginia and the University

of Alberta.

He

is

now back

in

New

first

close encounters with camels in

them and somehow
He earned his Ph.D. from
Harvard University's Museum of
never stopped.

thereafter she

in

1990 began

S. L.

American Museum's
entomology department for more than
two decades. His fieldwork, concentrated
on South Temperate Zone faunas
especially those of Chile and New
Caledonia is reflected in his 220-some
publications on spider systematics,
phylogenetics, and biogeography. As an
adjunct professor at Comell and the City

whose permanent residence is
in Ober-Ramstadt, Germany, is
currently a Humboldt Research

University of New York, he advises a

additional reading, she

—

coterie of graduate students

China, Sri Lanka, and Peru.

from Wales,

first

in the

Sudan and then among the Raikas in
India. Her photograph, which shows her
with her camel, Mira, was
taken by portrait photographer

Comparative Zoology and has been a
curator in the

p.m.

Man, by Hilde GauthierI. Dagg (Chicago:

and Anne

York: Guilford Publications, 1990).

at Jodhpur University,
She is the founder and
president of the League for
Pastoral Peoples, an advocacy
and support organization for
pastoralists worldwide. For

Fellow
India.

recommends The Camel:
Evolution, Behavior, and

Its

For years, Morris brought his

After twenty-three years as an

City,

New

York

Arthur Morris (page 84) became a

full-time freelance photographer

headed

to Florida to

pursue his

and

month's "Natural

Moment" was

the Venice rookery, a

taken

slides of

birds into the classroom, and he has

designed innovative nature programs for
children.

new

He

is

the author of Bird

Photography Basics, a how-to booklet

career and favorite subjects, birds. This
at

renowned spot

published by Bird Watcher's Digest
Press. Morris says that there

is

"nothing

complicated" about his approach to

among Rorida

nature photographers.

nature photography. "I shoot only wild,

Situated near a

highway and a shopping

free,

area, the site

still

attracts

waders, like the

great blue herons pictured

Morris
Birds

3/95

Pilters

7:00

Raika. Kohler-Rollefson,

elementary-school teacher in

Natural History

Relationship to

at

"Wandering with India's Rabari," by
Robyn Davidson (National Geographic,
September 1993); and The World of
Pastoralism: Herding Systems in
Comparative Perspective, edited by John
G. Galaty and Douglas L. Johnson (New

Soon

Hanover, Germany, and

in trying to identify

American Museum

Tuesday, March 21,

University of Chicago Press, 1981);

in Jordan.

researching camel pastoralism,

spiders than millipedes; he got interested

scheduled to give a slide-

1979, while doing archeological field-

medicine from the Veterinary College of

f.

is

illustrated talk at the

work

received a degree of doctor of veterinary

A

Pollard

oil

Use Kohler-Rollefson (page 54) had
her

of his recent forays,

is

As

on

their nest.

and unrestrained birds without
For the

flashes, filters, or set-ups."

photograph of the great blue herons, he

the founder of the organization

used a Canon T-90 body, an 800

mm lens,

Art/Instructional Photo Tours.

and Fuji Velvia film pushed one

stop.
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Return to Nuku Hiva
As a Pacific island leaps

into the future, archeologists

probe

its

past

by Robert C. Suggs
The passenger freighter drops anchor in
the cakn bay of the Taipivai valley, on the

southeast

comer of Nuku Hiva, a rugged

made

great advances since 1958, but

to sleep

they are nothing compared with the

cuisine,

has

changes

in

Marquesan

daily

life.

Progress

volcanic island in the Marquesas archipel-

in interisland transportation tells the story.

ago of eastern Polynesia. With

In 1958,

its

cliff-

walled valleys and bristling peaks and
ridges, this island

two

visits

was home

to

me

during

between 1956 and 1958, when

I

an international archeological team that

new

excavations

at a

beach

is

site

Once more

it

late

Louis Tapoto-

followed a mutable and totally

secret schedule. Passengers, livestock,

and

cargo jostled for space on the ship's worn
decks.

By contrast,

the Aramii,

which now

brings our advance party and equipment to

Nuku

dune for answers to
our questions about how and when prehistoric seafarers explored and settled the farflung islands of the Pacific.

carries passengers

we'll dig beneath the

The world of Polynesian archeology

On Nuku Hiva's

nortli cuast,

Anna

E.

4

Nattirat HisTnpv d/OS

Zuckerman; Envision

library

A

serve as

fine little

on Polynesian archeology and an-

thropology

is

maintained for passengers'

sengers, cargo, and tourists, the regularly

Skippered by the

Germanbuilt 345-foot passenger freighter, whose
two expert Polynesian captains make use
of satellite navigation gear The Aramii

that I discovered years earlier.

guides for excursions ashore.

the Tahiti-Marquesas run for half a cen-

farerani,

beginning

Nuku Hiva

left

who

reference. In addition to delivering pas-

American Museum of Natural History.
I had hoped to return sooner, but this is my
back, this time as a consultant to

I

wooden copra schooner

tury.

first trip

wife and

of well-edu-

staff

cated, multilingual hostesses

that sailed

foot

carried out archeological excavations for

the

my

aboard the Tiare Taporo, a venerable, 113-

on the afterdeck), has excellent

and employs a

Hiva,

is

a sturdy,

steel,

and crew

in air-condi-

tioned comfort (although locals

volcanic peaks overlook Hatiheu valley.

still

prefer

scheduled Aranui has opened up the entire
Marquesas archipelago to the influences
of the outside world.

As an

extra benefit,

doctors and nurses accompanying the
cruises often provide medical assistance to

inhabitants of remote valleys.

We

board a thirty-foot whaleboat and

head for shore. Beside
former

star

of

my

TeLkitekahioho,

come

me

sits

a friend and

digging crew, Hu'uveu

who has

since risen to be-

assistant cargo master on the

Aranui. As

we

slide

into the dock,

vJreece

has

5000 years

of

At almost every turn,

history!

you'll delight in the architecture

of

different

enduring

Hear

eras.

monuments

of

the

stand

Greeks

classical

the

Byzantine churches and

Roman

arches. Within the ruins of an

Greek

ancient

temple,

a

mediaeval church may emerge

and

modernity

simple

reflected

in

the small

is

houses

SOUNIO ATHENS

overlooking

the

picturesque

harbors of the Cycladic Islands.

In

Greece
Your

you won't only discover classicism,

own,

historic

special

discoveries await you

in

Greece.

but also modernism.

GREECE

Makes your heart beat!
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,

Joe LeMonnier

in

1956, following up on a tip from a Mar-

quesan,

who

me

told

the late 1940s

wave

that a tidal

the

path,

much more

than pig

bones awaited: the wave had cut into the

OCEAN

L

end of the

in

At

the face of the Ha'atuatua beach dune.

PA C I F IC

in

had exposed "pig bones"

edge of a huge archeological

which

site,

extended along the entire 800-yard length

we

of the beach and, as

later

found, 550

yards back to the hibiscus grove.

The windblown dune

^^o^^^^^i^

<2^i^^^^

face

was

littered

with the debris of ancient habitation.

Ruins of a ceremonial structure, with
pavements and burials (the "pig bones"),

Samoa
Tahiti
Fiji

o*"'

lay in the central dune, surtounded
Tonga

by

re-

^-Vvi, ,

mains of dwellings. This was an archeologist's

New

.,

-/i

L-v '.-..;.

J

Marquesan

X)

<?

When

I

last

saw him, Pukiki ("Red") Vaia'anui was a

now

quiet, contemplative three-year-old;

he's a

220-pound French

JVIarine veteran,

time the team leaders have arrived from
Tahiti, landing at
airstrip.

They

Nuku

new

Hiva's

are Barry Rolett, of the Uni-

versity of Hawaii, and Eric Conte, of
Tahiti's

French University of the

(In 1958, aircraft

Nuku

the family that hosted

my

On

Hiva's history;

the trucks again,

we make

our

way

up the Taipivai

willing subject of my only fling in the area

valley of Hatiheu.

of emergency dental surgery (the extrac-

other ridge and reach our base, a well-ap-

was

successful). After thirty-five

me!
While other members of the team store
our gear, Pukiki and I bump up the valley
in his big truck to visit another sister, Henyears, she has finally forgiven

riette Ta'aviri,

with

whom

we'll stay for a

few days. In 1958, horses were the main
form of transportation, and the only motor

Along

whether I'm

still

(Marquesan marriages are

ran at

all.

Now the
More

area

inno-

vations appear up the valley road: a neat

mayor's office and a

modem

post office,

complete with pay phones operated by
"smart cards" that link Nuku Hiva via
world.

For a few days we roam the dense bush
of the Taipivai valley, exploring

some of

that she

promise

wife, Rae, a registered

engage

in

1957 and

Hiva's remote valleys.

I

to bring her next year. After de-

termining

my

it's

time to

in procreational prestige

games:

How many

marital status,

My

etable fiber,
sites like

wood finishing.
wood and veg-

also used

which had decayed

in

dry guano caves on the arid west coast of

Nuku

Hiva, where excavations produced

drinking gourds. Theirs

was a remarkable

maritime culmre that exploited not only

such transportable root and tree crops as
breadfruit and yams.

Emerging from the grove into flie brilmorning sunlight of the dune, I look
again at what must be one of the most
liant

beautiful archeological sites in the world.

Ha'atuatua's gently curving beach, beaten

by trade-wind-driven surf, is wedged in
between steep, rocky cliffs and ridges.

many Marquesan males.
From our base camp

and tuatua means "sharp ridge"
in

Anaho

valley,

aware

just a half-hour hike over a

low ridge

to

old beach site in Ha'atuatua valley, on

I'm no longer on good terms

trunks of the shady hibiscus grove that

with the coconut cream used as a standard

covers the western end of Ha'atuatua val-

sauce on virtually

ley. I

descended

open

Ha'atuatua but survived in bone-

cliffs

Nuku Hiva's uninhabited northeastern tip.
From the crest, the familiar path meanders
among the mudholes, roots, and fallen tree
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The Polynesians

in

my

foods, but by that

stone adzes of various types and sizes; and
coral rubbing stones for

name

French-dubbed Dynasty and The Simpsons on Henriette's satellite TV and eat
like (Marquesan) kings. I soon become

all

and sea urchin spine

used to shape and polish these hooks;

These

During the frequent downpours, we watch

that

triangular coral files

com-

three cannot

it's

I

recovered were

pete with the twenty-plus offspring of

kids?

excavated in the 1950s.

the sites that

I

animals (pigs, dogs, and chickens) and

didn't you

revered for the medical care

Nuku

the artifacts

the ocean's resources but also domestic

provided to the populations of

several of

Among

disbelief

is still

with powerful trucks.

who joined me briefly at

Ha'atuatua in 1956.

pretty fragile),

who accompanied me

was

friends con-

married to the

Why

then disappointment:

My

my
late

mats, nets, fishing lines, loincloths, and

same person. Affirmation evokes

bring her?

the

valley.

Marquesan

the way,

stantly ask

scale an-

camp on

1958,

second gear

satellite to the entire

pointed missionary youth

Anaho

we

foot,

nurse

11

if it

On

a broken-

down World War

—

valley,

jeep that only ran in

vehicle in Taipivai valley

is filled

go through the pass
over Nuku Hiva's east-west volcanic
spine, and descend into the north coast

shores of the

Harry L. Shapiro,

files

months so many
years ago, including a sister who, at the
age of about nine, was the desperately unfor several

The bones were of great interest to
mentor at the American Museum, the

various shapes and sizes; stone flake tools,

now Air

Tahiti flies a twice-a-week schedule.)

tion

sample

had appeared only three

perous storekeeper. He's brought other

me

to collect a

beautiful mother-of-pearl fishhooks of

times in

wife and

and

Pacific.

Taipivai valley's police officer, and a pros-

members of

culture

of prehistoric Marquesan skeletal remains.

Hu'uveu points out the head of my welcoming committee, a hefty, red-headed
Marquesan: "That's Pukiki."

dream: an opportunity to study both

the material and spiritual sides of ancient

this path for the first

time

probably gave Ha'atuatua

—Sharp

Ridge Bay. The

Huka

its

Marquesan: ha'a means "bay"

flat,

Island floats

Picturesque

it

may

conical bulk of

Ua

on the eastern horizon.
be, but the Ha'atuatua

dune also swarms with clouds of tiny,
blood-sucking nono flies, which enthusiastically and immediately welcome me
back. It's probably been a long time since
they dined on Old Yankee.
The results of my early excavations at

We

site.

search unsuccessfully for addi-

we recover
many other interesting artifacts: a harpoon
made of a human leg bone, adzes, fish
hooks in many stages of manufacture, and

tional reddish potsherds, but

debris from the manufacture of stone
tools.

The stone

exotic material

debris includes possibly

—black

obsidian, phono-

and yel-

(a greenish volcanic stone),

lite

many of our excamuch as six feet, we

lowish chert. Although
vations go

down

as

continue to find bird bones and stone
flakes.

hi the evenings,

we straggle back to our

Anaho camp, which is presided over by Te
Hono ("Mom"), a little woman whose radiant smile cloaks an ability to control

Marquesan males with a mere
we swill ice water
with flavored sugar symp and gorge on
Mom's latest pastries, before cleaning up
large

glance. Dehydrated,

Exposed by a

an archeologuul sue

tidal ivuve in ilw iy4Us.

in

Ha'atuatua valley revealed an ancient Marqiiesan maritime society.

for her dinner.

Danee Hazama

Today, as

in the fifties,

quaintance with their
Ha'atuatua were exciting,

who

at least to

those

believed that eastern Polynesia, the

were thought

have

to

settled the rest

eastem Polynesia. Evidence of early

of

set-

Marquesans' ac-

own

and

get excellent questions

in-

tlement in the Marquesas called these as-

to learn,

sumptions into question. Were the Mar-

when

samples collected from deep beneath the

quesas, rather than Tahiti, the "real"

Hatiheu school. They even want

eastem homeland, or were there

plain the carbon- 14 dating method.

pavement

in particular,

in the

had only been

ceremonial area and from

the northern habitation area gave dates of

at least

two eastem homelands?

list

2,225 and 1,850 years ago, respectively.

Thirty-five years of fieldwork in Poly-

of samples produced dates be-

nesia has provided substantial support for

Another

set

tween 1,300 and 1.000 years ago. In the

Nuku

remains of a structure in the ceremonial

the controversy.

we

area

also recovered several potsherds

—

Hiva's early dates

—without muting

Today we know

that the

little

about archeological findings, but are eager

habited for a few centuries. Carbon- 14

Marquesas

comes

past

mainly through legends. They know

I

I

lecture the fifth

the help of

tor>'

some

and sixth grades

me

in

to ex-

We en-

pupils in our labora-

work.

After six weeks our excavation season
is

over (two more seasons are planned).

On

—

July 14

Bastille

Day

—we pack our

ancestors of the Polynesians arrived in the

gear in last-minute chaos and set out on a

Nuku

prehistoric

islands of eastem Melanesia about 3,600

chartered dive boat for Taioha'e,

eastem Polynesia. Subse-

years ago and were established in the

Hiva's main valley, to begin the long

quent analysis of these shards revealed

Fiji-Samoa-Tonga region by about 3,200

may have been made

years ago. Their characteristic decorated

home. We won't know for a while what
we've contributed to answering the "how"
question of eastem Polynesian settlement
because the mass of data and artifacts col-

from well-made pots
pottery found in

while some

that

from

the

first

local clay, others contained minerals

suggesting an origin in

in

Fiji,

eastem

Melanesia, 3,000 miles to the west.

voluminous Ha'atuatua

The

artifact collection

included a group of adzes, ornaments, and
scrapers that also

seemed

to display west-

em Polynesian or Melanesian

influence,

if

not origin.

The

early dates and artifacts with west-

em Polynesian
tics

seemed

or Melanesian characteris-

to indicate the possibility of

direct contact with, or settlement from, the

west. This

was heresy

the archeological

in

some

quarters of

community, where con-

cerns for "turf" resemble those of a typical
street

sumed

gang. Previously,
that

it

had been

as-

about 1,000 years ago, people

from western Polynesia colonized a single
eastem Polynesian homeland. This homeland, the

Hawaiki of

their legends,

was

generally believed to have been Tahiti, or
the Society archipelago.

From

there they

pottery

is

after the

known

as Lapita ware,

Melanesian

described. Possibly,

site

where

some of

it

named

was

first

these people

lected require detailed study.

We

suspect

may

soon began to explore eastem Polynesia.

that the settlement of Polynesia

Considered against

more complicated than anyone has

this firm

chronological

framework, the early Ha'atuatua dates
aren't unusual. Subsequent digs in the
Marquesas have produced additional early
from 2,150 to 1,700 years ago,
bolster those from Ha'atuatua.
dates,

As we

mill around

to

be
as-

sumed, with both eastern and western
Polynesians sailing helter-skelter, for vari-

ous reasons,

all

over for many centuries. In

such a situation, trying to identify homelands, or

on the Ha'atuatua

trip

even a homeland area, may be
may distract from the more

hopeless, and

dune, feeding the nono. laying out our

important work of tracing more fine-

we

grained trade or migratory connections.

the details of

But Ha'atuatua surely holds some of the
answers, and we look forward to unlock-

grid,

and opening our

are mainly

how

the

moves
pass,

to

we

initial test pits,

concemed with

made their final
eastem Polynesia. As the days

first

pioneers

find

and open

my

ing

more

secrets buried in the dune.

old trenches,

them with our many new test
expose a large section of midden

correlate

Robert C. Suggs's earlier experiences

pits,

Nuku Hiva
books and

(refuse) for minutely controlled excavations,

and make stratigraphic cuts

in the

faces of riverbanks that cut through the

in

are chronicled in numerous
articles, including

Worlds of Polynesia.
dria, Virginia.

He

lives in

Hidden
Alexan-
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Left Snails
Were

and

early conchologists choosing sides

when

LIFEI

Minds

Right

they held the mirror up to nature?

by Stephen Joy Gould
What immortal hand
Could frame thy

fearful

the bottom, then

we

call the direction

of

coiling right-handed if the aperture lies to

William Blake's familiar inquiry about
the creation of tigers raises a vital question

we may pose

that

poet's intention

metaphorical.

our

ticularly

literally,

although the

may have been more

Why

own

does symmetry, par-

bilateral style

images around a central

axis,

In India, for example, the conch shell

the aperture (or opening for the body) at

or eye

symmetry?

of mirror

predominate

among animals of complex anatomical design? Why do we come in equivalent right
and left halves? And why do we get so fas-

the right of the axis of coiling

view the specimen face

handed

if

to face,

when we
and

left-

the aperture lies to the left of the

axis of coiling. (All this should be

clearer in the illustration

words I can supply.)
But this naming is

much

below than in any

Turbinella pynim

in the

truly arbitrary, for

know nothing about apex up and
aperture down (in life, most snails carry

venerated as a symbol

form of

his

most celebrated

avatar,

Krishna, blows his sacred conch shell to
call the

army of Arjuna

The

into battle.)

exceedingly rare left-handed specimens of

and
But
Hindus interpret the apex as the bottom of
the shell and therefore call this rare form

this shell are particularly treasured

used to

snails

is

of Vishnu. (In the Bhagavad-Gita, Vishnu,

sell

for their weight in gold.

right-handed. Perhaps they treasure these

more or less horizontal to the
ground). If we draw the specimen apex

rare shells because only these specimens,

more of function than overt form, that
loom so large in our culture: the predomi-

down

sion,

have always done), then the apertures of

ness in

nance of right-handedness and the

right-handed specimens open to the

thropomorphic

cinated by the minor departures, usually

differ-

ence between "right" and "left" brains?

their shells

(as

French

scientific illustrators

left

of

match the

human

few major groups of
organisms do not present a
try,

including

dominant handed-

beings (and,

I

suppose, an-

deities).

from the bilateral paradigm if only they honored
an even more inclusive
symmetry by growing right
and left-handed spirals in
ture

symme-

my own

style of

A purist might forgive snails for depar

the axis of coiling.

A

basically bilateral

of an arbitrary deci-

in the Indian version

Axis of Coiling

Axis of Collins

fa-

Apex

vorite subject for research,

the gastropods, or snails.

equal numbers. But

The

remain twisted and awry on

soft

body of a

snail is

when

tolerably bilateral

snails|

this criterion as well

—

for:

pulled from the shell and

right-handed shells vastly

stretched out, but the animal

outnumber

body in a shell
by winding a tube in

houses
built

lefties

in the sacred

this

not only

conch of India

but in virtually

all

species:

and groups. Right-handed

one direction around an axis
of coiling. The snail shell

shells are called dextral,

may

from

most
familiar nonbilateral form
therefore be the

among "higher"

A

wound

around a vertical axis
ther of

two
If

in ei-

we

Apertui

ure

majority to honor their pre-
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is

dexter-

ous, not to mention "cor-

hold a snail in

our conventional position,

10

a

vented by the right-handed

dominance. Right

left-

with the apex at the top and

by

host of prejudicial terms in-

directions, des-

ignated as right- and

handed.

ized in our language

animals.

tube can be

the Latin dexter, mean-|

ing "right," and memorial-

rect" in

Left-handed

Right-handed

many languages—

awright buddy. The law, by
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is droit in French and Recht in
German, both meaning "right." (The language poHce will never regulate these es-

the way,

says, but

it

remains

fair

and historically

in-

teresting to point out that the "rights of

man," noble

may

as the sentiment

be,

em-

body two linguistic prejudices of unfairly
dominant groups.) Left-handed shells are
called sinistral, from the Latin sinister,
meaning "left" also denigrated in our

—

least quote,

same

for the rest of the essay, use

this

terminology by calling right-handed

shells dextral,

can't help

our

and

lefties sinistral. I also

wondering

initial arbitrary

if

we

make

decision to call a

apex "up" because

snail's

didn't

this orientation

would then allow us to designate this overwhelmingly more common direction of

to the

published in 1681 by one of Britain's finest

physicians and zoologists, Nehemiah
Grew: Musaeum Regalis Societatis, or a

ists in

Form,

D'Arcy Wentworth
book On Growth and

natural history,

Thompson (from his
first

published in 1917 and

The

vig-

run of shells,

anatomy of stomachs and

and

all

the world over, in the past

one direction of twist is
so overwhelmingly commoner than the
in the present,

other,

no

man knows."

coiling

—namely,

Let

me

nore the appendix, with

the history of illustra-

begin with a figure that

I first

considered both anomalous and amus-

The plate reproduced below
from a famous work in natural history.

although a few

mens have been found

and

stretched out

Note

(They did

guts.

we

its

will ig-

remarkable

il-

one of these

shells are

Grew's engraving. The excep-

shown

tion,

circling the pages.)

that all but

sinistral in

ally dextral.

at the

Has

bottom,

is

convention-

the world fijmed?

modem

ingly in error.

our

is

conchlike shells)

spelling (a

—and

Those

"whelk"

shells are labeled "wilk," or

common name
nearly

in

for

whelks

all

shown
The exception, drawn dextrally,
the story away by the name im-

are dextral, including the species

here.

vast majority of forms

subjoyned the comparative

is

love long tides back then, and

directionality in

tions for snail shells in zoological treatises.

artificial

lustrations of vertebrate intestines, all

This essay, instead, shall take another

tuming on the subject of

and

belonging to the Royal Society,

rarities

whereunto

coiling as "right."

tral shell,

still

description of the natural

orously in print): "But why, in the general

languages as sinister or gauche, a French
lefty. I shall,

on the same subject and

point, that greatest of all prose styl-

grow a dexSiJiuire

sinistral speci-

Wilk

gives

Wilk

printed above: "Inverted

Snail." In

most species.
For example, in Cerion, the West hidian
land snail that forms the subject of my

other words, the shell labeled "inverted"

own

tion of the unusual. (At least "inverted"

in

technical research, only six sinistral

named according

is,

in life, a rare sinistral

to

an old tradition for derogatory designa-

specimens have ever been found, out of

seems milder than "perverted," as

millions examined (while, as stated above,

con peiyersum.)

a lefty Turbinella in India was literally

worth

its

weight in gold).

A

grow exclusively or predominantly
tral shells,

Loiia 'Sauare

Wilk

from these rare

his fellowship with snail

by giving

men

the history of Ulustration, for

—

them names to match their apostasy as
in Busy con contrarium or B. peiyersum.
the technical

printed his snails in

mirror image from their actual constitution.

We often exact a

sinistrals

Grew

Busy-

I initially assumed that Grew had
committed a simple error and laughed at

sinis-

but related species of the same

group are usually dextral.
price

Obviously,

few species

in

making

the

same mistake

throughout

we

current version, an offspring of

monikers variously awarded

technology, a snail

may

are

still

today. In the

modem

appear with

re-

most common sinistral species of
northem Atlantic waters. A few groups of

versed coiling because the photograph has

species (notably the family Clausiliidae)

turned over before printing.

are predominantly sinistral but, again,

paying explicit attention will notice the

to the

been made from a negative inadvertently

all

closely related lineages are dextral. In

error, but

we

short, dextral snails greatly

something

this global slip

(at a far

predominate

higher frequency than

fallible

human

wrong

directly attuned to the issue of

and lineages within larger groups.

this point, astute

"Why? What

if you

Any

and inquisitive

you

readers will be asking the obvious questions,

let

—

by for a reversed snail doesn't look grievously

viduals within a species, species within a

At

expert

mortals often

righties versus lefties) at all levels: indi-

lineage,

Any

his

gory.

conceivable advan-

don't have your eye and mind

professional snail
list

A

of embarrassments

dear

symmetry.

man can

late colleague,

give

in this cate-

one of the

world's leading experts on snails, pub-

tage does dextrality hold over coiling in

lished a beautiful

the other direction?"

photo of reversed shells for the cover of

I

can only report that

these inquiries are both appropriate and
fascinating

—and

that

about the answers.

(I

his popular book.

these years of hiding such a shameful se-

as-

I'm sorry

to

wimp
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I

my own

first

snails included several

an illustration from Nehemiah
Grew's 1681 volume, only the

In

out on

bottom snail

can

the right.

at

wonderfully unburdening after

cret) that

entirely equivalent in

such interesting questions, but

2

also admit (and

would not even

only a historical legacy of what happened

1

must

how

functional terms, with dominant dextrality

to arise first.)

I

we don't have a clue

sume that the questions should be posed in
terms of putative advantages. The two

modes might be

wraparound dust jacket

is

shown

coiling to

all

publication on

photographs of a

newly discovered protoconch (embryonic
shell) of an important genus
all published from reversed negatives. (I received
the sweetest and most diplomatic letter
from a colleague asking me if these dex-

—

i,
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I

on

along; perhaps Grew
provided
all
the

such an important finding, or suggesting

sketches on a single

had

tral shells really

me

and urging
that

sinistral

protoconchs

to publish separately

maybe, just maybe,

I

had made the old

error of reversed printing.) Baseball play-

ers

make

a proper distinction between

(without

sheet

the

words), and the printer

then erred in pasting

upon

physical errors, which can happen to any-

the sketch

one anytime and should engender no
shame, and mental errors bonehead
judgments, forgetting the rules which

plate recto rather than

—

—

should never occur. Ordinary and honorable errors of fact are unavoidable in science, a field that thrives

on

self-correction,

and properly defines its own progress by
such improvement. I have never written an
essay,

and never

logue of a physical

backward

snail

without this ana-

will,

is

But printing a

error.

No

a mental error.

ex-

(I

my

for

thoughts about

first

Grew's mistake. But as soon as
bered a scholar's

I

obligation

first

oneself from judgment within a

remem-

—

to

smug

am

assuming that engravers worked by affixing a sketch, drawn
on transparent paper,
directly onto their plate

and

carving

then

But we should also
consider a hypothesis
dif-

ferent kind. Perhaps

we

should not be so

quick to assume, from our arrogant preof the seven-

theme about science and human perception that could convert such a trivium (the

error at

depiction of snail coiling) into a decent

life

and

—

aUy comrriitted by

modem

photography.
il-

immediately realized that the issue could

lustrations are not errors at

sentations of a convention then followed

il-

lustration in pre-nineteenth-century trea-

—

on

metal

print-

plates,

require the initial produc-

tion of an inverted image.

That

is,

the en-

I

shall

defend

this

native in concluding

saw Grew's

simply stored

placed atop the inked plate before pressing

must have labeled

printers

know

all

this rule perfectly well;

nothing could be more fundamental to
their

work.

who wants

to en-

my

essay, but

when

mistake," for
bility that

I
I

subject for an essay.

this little "fact"

I

their

book,

away

in

this

purchased a copy of

I

favorite

among

personal

Michele Mer-

in natural history,

Metallotheca. Mercati (1541-1593),

cati's

director of the Vatican botanical garden,

also

I

my
I

item "Grew's funny

never considered the possi-

became curator of the papal collection

of minerals and fossils organized under
the aegis of the imperial

pope Sixtus V,

whose taxes impoverished

the papal lands

while building

Rome

love the man's

name

reversed snails could be any-

guy named

however committed.
primary virtue and utility, such

tury figure,

can lurk in the brain (wher-

files

my

beautiful and important

had

thing but an error,

As

A few years after my reading of Grew's

first

of oddities in natural history.

file

mental

Therefore, a printer

;

works
alter-

plate about ten years ago.

mental

to print, will receive the figure in

but repre-

more generous

not considered this solution

into his metal plate, so that the paper,

down

all,

and now abandoned.

graver must carve a mirror image figure

proper orientation. Needless to say,

ever and however this remarkable organ

in splendor. (I also

—

the fifth instar of a

"six"; Sixtus

I,

a second-cen-

was the sixth bishop of Rome
Peter and took his name accord-

after

ingly.)

Mercati prepared a series of gor-

geous engravings for a catalog of the Vati-

can collection, but

work never

grave an ordinary dextral shell must carve

stores

image upon his metal plate.
Clearly, Grew's printer drew the snails
onto his plate as he saw them, rather than
reversed
and the result is an inverted
image in the printed book: ordinary dex-

ing one's thinking and planning in any

appeared in his lifetime (perhaps because

manner The
ing for some

the plates

a sinistral

—

tral snails
tral

look

sinistral,

and the lone

sinis-

looks like a conventional dextral.

But how did

this

happen? and why?

This oddity cannot be the result of a simple fool's error of the baldest kind, for the

engraver surely

have etched

knew

his Riles

and must

and numbers

in

proper reversed order onto his plate, for

all

his letters

writing and numeration

is

correct in the

Many scenarios suggest
and we do not have enough
decide: perhaps Grew sup-

such information) without disturb-

files just

would, for

into

this reason,

Sixtus

V died unexpectedly
hung around

in 1590).

But

in the Vatican's

vast storehouses for nearly a century and a

M.

half, until J.

professional reasons, to pictures of snails.

plates of fossil snails in a chapter called

Thus,

my "Grew

mistake"

file

has been

accessed quite a few times during the past

themselves,

mind, and

I

I

never had any project in

had devised the wrong prelim-

inary conclusion about Grew's reversals.

took three or four random repeti-

plied his printer with sketches already re-

In fact,

it

versed but forgot to pass this information

tions to

make
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(I

them

this

defend such ancient practices as rote
learning for the basic chronology of
human history and for reading the classics,
particularly Shakespeare and the Bible,
with a view to memorizing key passages.)
I love antiquarian books in natural history,
and my eyes do inevitably wander, for

decade. But

14

hang around, wait-

trigger to transport

consciousness.

printed version.

evidence to

i

\

Perhaps the reversed shells of Grew's

not be so simple. All media for printed

engraving

my own

to perceive the larger

must have been making an
par with boo-boos still occasion-

so far as possible, into the

ing,

and

sent, that these "primitives"

self,

lithography

initial error,

teenth century

times of a person under consideration

—woodblock

thy topic, to force a revision of

pre-

considered better, and to place one-

of natural history

sinistral in

drag

sent,

tises

shown as

Dextral-coiling species are consistently

a 1719 edition ofMichele Mercati's Metallotheca.

through.)

of a fundamentally

cuses possible.

So much

the proper verso.

his

the subject explicit as a wor-

Lancisi finally published

them, along with Mercati's text and

new

many

engravings, in 1719 as the Metal-

lotheca. (if a. bibliotheque

a metallotheqiie

is

is

a library, then

a collection of metals

and other objects of the mineral kingdom.)

The Metallotheca contains numerous
Lapides Idiomorphoi (or stones that look
like living things

many

—

Mercati, along with

sixteenth-century scholars, did not

interpret fossils as remains of

organisms

but as manifestations of "plastic forces"
inherent in rocks). In
in the presence

all

plates

—

so

we are

of a conscious generality.
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not an individual error

pear as

dextral snails ap-

engravings.

sinistral

But assumptions die hard, even
founded on anything sensible.

if

never

couldn't

a simple error any

call reversed printing

more, so

I

opted for the next line of de-

I

fense within the bias of progress:

sumed

as-

I

such indifference to nature's

that

must represent a curious

factuality

ar-

chaicism of the bad old days (for Mercati

goes

way back

to the sixteenth century)

and thus not worthy of much
Again,

attention.

I

intellectual

stored the observation

on the back shelves,

my

of

in the stacks

mentatheca.

More random encounters
have

finally

have noted

tion, for I

my

shaken up

since then

false

assump-

sinistral illustrations

of dextral shells again and again in works

published before 1700. hi

fact,

almost

all

from this period are reversed, so we must be observing a consnail illustrations

scious convention, not an occasional error.

By contrast, I have

almost never seen a

re-

versed illustration in works, say, from Linnaeus's time (early to mid-eighteenth cen-

onward,

tury)

except

as

and

real

infrequent errors. Therefore, and interestingly, the

obvious hypothesis that photog-

raphy ushered in the change must be
I

simply do not

know

(but

love to have the answer)

false.

would dearly

why a convention

of drawing snails in reversed coiling
yielded to the conviction that
depict

To

them

as

shorten

we

see them.

my

chronicles of personal

discovery,

two further examples

convinced

me

drawn
pose.

finally

that older illustrations

snails with reversed coiling

I first

should

we

—

the

Musaeum Metallicum

Scilla.

Gesner ( 15 16-1565), wrote the great com-

test

case because he

pendia that pulled together

a leading figure on the seicento in Sicil)

can

by the

Italian namralist Ulisse

Aldrovandi (1522-1605), who, in compefition

with his Swiss colleague Koru-ad

knowledge about animals

modem,
reality,

rences.

story

human

My

all

available

—ancient and

and observation, myth and
use and natural occur-

edition of Aldrovandi's

posthumous work on
1648 and illustrates all

from

fossils dates

snails as sinistrally

source

still

I

therefore consulted

my

in late-sev-

enteenth-century paleontology,

sinistral

Metallicum, by

De

Marine Bodies) by Augustino

rified

(my

Cor-

published his work in Italian in

sixteenth-centiay Italian naturalist Ulisse

Scilla

the 1690s).

Natural History 4/95

Scilla

Latin edition dates from 1747, but

Aldrovandi

16

standard sources and noted

are en

artists all

image from

snails in mirror

first

I

decided on Scilla as a

final

i

drev

their natura

occurrence, they must have been follow

making an error.
But why would earlier

com-

doesn't

poribus Marinis Lapidescentibus (On Pet-

shown with

all

sinistral coiling. Clearly,

ing a well-accepted convention of

special expertise.

Musaeum

graved with

plates. All hi

and

time, not

copy of one of the great works

dextral snail,

own

his

snails are dextral species,

species.
If the standard

coiling in

and he engraved

was a painter by trade

coiled, although the figures depict dextral

pletely convince, then seek an author with

A

a volume on fossil snails

in

by seventeenth-centuiy paleontologist Augustino

(an-

other account of a major fossil and rock
collection)

Dextral snail species are depicted with left-handed coiling

consulted as close to an "offi-

cial" source as the sixteenth century

provide

had

on pur-

th(

centuries hav(

adopted a convention so foreign to ou

own

practices?

lusfi-ators

in

Why

would these older

have chosen

mirror image

to depict

when

il

specimen

they surely knev

the natural appearance of these shells? Die

they devise this convention in order

make

life

t(

easier for a profession foundec

on the principle

that

one carves

in order to print in the

desked

in revers(

orientation'
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But

if so,

what aid could be provided by

the convention of printing snails in re-

verse?

I

suppose

that

an engraver could

then paste a picture directly on his plate

and cut through with maximal

visibility

(whereas the usual technique forced him
to invert the

drawing before affixing

making him view

the plate, thus

to

it

the sketch

The
that

key, in this case, lies in realizing

an apparent error in past practice rep-

now

resents a convention,

foreign to our

concepts but evidently pursued for con-

We

—
my

side-down?

(If

pare the

moon on a clear night with the

full

photograph

Modem

in

you doubt

com-

claim,

your old astronomy

text).

astronomers, of course, are no

overcome one obstacle in strivview the past more sympathetically

more fools than the old snail illustrators.
They present photographs upside down to
match what one sees in conventional re-

(thereby gaining insight into present styles

fracting telescope. (Or, rather, they print

scious reasons by our predecessors.

must

still

ing to

We

might understand

through the backside of the paper; but pa-

of thinking).

that

the photos as they are taken through such

pers of adequate transparency must have

printing snails in reverse represented a

telescopes. Is this convention any different

convention, not an error, but

from carving a

wonder
imposed any

been available, and

Or

the usual

hold (via

changing conventions must record a path-

paper image in reverse?)

and then paste

copy onto the plate?

We

this

If

a convention permitting reversed print-

to greater

accuracy in representation.

might, for example, hold (in utmost

naivete) that our predecessors once

what they wanted

drew

we now

would allow engravers to omit a timeconsuming step).
Whatever the reason, the very existence

photograph what actually

Two

arguments should convince us that

of the convention does,

think, teach us

history

something important: the conceptual

tion to

marks no path from stilted convenraw accuracy. First, I have talked

world of pre-eighteenth-century zoology

with

must have accorded

and

ing

I

importance to

little

the orientation of a shell.

These men were

not stupid, and they were not primitive. If

we

they were willing to sacrifice what
call

"accuracy" for some gain in

ease of production (or for

now

some other rea-

apparent to us), then they

many

all

to see,

whereas
is.

professional photographers,

recognize as a canard the old claim

lift

that

keeps

—

thoughts on this issue and precluded any

movement toward a proper solution after I
had made my initial and accurate observations

—

lamentable habits imposed

lies in

by the twinned biases of progress and objectivity.

We

assume

we now do

that

moon, we cannot see features of other
moons and planets with our naked eye,

styles of prevarication less possible. (In

direction of coil as unimportant for illus-

I

tration

—and

showed how one pioneer eugenicist doc-

would

also like to

tored his pictures of supposedly retarded

change from an accepted convention to a

The Mismeasure of Man,

to

make them look more

in looking at

fooled.

The greatest impediment to such recovone that infested my own first

benefit, for with the exception of our

my book

no one today, with a

scholars going.

exists in the sky)

it

would not be worth the gain. In fact, one
might argue that reversing the photo
would sow confusion rather than provide

as seen through refracting telescopes

change

vides the kind of intellectual

dering the object as

be-

lifetime of experience

good photographs, would be

But he got away with

his ruse in

that

is,

upside down.

must suppose

I

I

like to know why. I
know what triggered the

would

no-no.
shall not, either in this

I

forum or any-

where, resolve the age-old riddle of episte-

mology:
ties"

how can we "know"

of nature?

I will, rather,

the "reali-

simply end

1912, for few people then had enough ex-

by restating a point well recognized by
philosophers and self-critical scientists,

and retouching represented an accepted art
for repairing crude shots in any case.) But

but

all

too often disregarded at our

peril.

Science does progress toward more ade-

make

quate understanding of the empirical

manner of fooling around with photos
ever more possible and elaborate (just

"out there" for us to capture as our tech-

other technological improvements
all

think of

Hanks

and

Woody

as Forrest

Allen as Zelig, or

Gump,

Tom

artificially incor-

world, but no pristine, objective reality

nologies improve and our concepts
ture.

The human mind

is

porated into the great events of twentieth-

instrument and a fierce impediment

century history by trick photography).

the

and leaming to view the world more accu-

Who
Why

can balance the gains and losses?

servation and understanding. Thus,

speak of these changes as gains and

will

therefore interpret our prede-

cessors, especially

from

ours, as

and lacking

when

their

views

differ

weighted down by biases

—

in data

in short, as pretty

darned incompetent compared with

We

therefore

and

we view

us.

do not take them seriously,
from us as

their differences

crudity and error. Thus,

we

cannot under-

stand the interesting reasons for historical

changes

in practice,

and we cannot recover

the older systems, coherent in their

own

terms (and often based on a fascinatingly
different philosophy of nature), that

the earlier procedures so reasonable.

1

8
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made

We

losses at all?

have not dispensed with

conventions for accuracy;

we have

only

adopted different conventions.

Second
that

—and

the clinching

made me decide

we have

not,

argument

conventions for reversed

mind must be interposed between obalways "see" with the aid (or

ment) of conventions. All observation
partaership between

mind and

we

detri-

nature,

is

a

and

all good partnerships require compromise.
The mind, we trust, will be constrained by

a genuine extemal reality; this reality, in

to write this essay

even today, abandoned

ma-

—and

our improvements record increas-

We

lies

both an amazing

ing objectivity in shedding old prejudices

rately.

that

the old snail illustrators also regarded the

perience to recognize a doctored photo,

things better than at any time in the past,
that

re-

and therefore know these bodies primarily

nighted. His retouchings are so crude that

pro-

from

(thus ren-

gave us objective
where only subjective drawing
reigned before. Technological improvements in photography do make older

hints as this small, but previously unnoted,

a practice of illustration

down

fracting telescopes upside

precision,

people

in

Clearly, astronomers feel that the trou-

ble taken to print photographs

that their technology

must have held a notion of accuracy quite
different from ours. The recovery of "fossil" thought pattems from such intriguing

ery

onto an

did engravers mechanically copy

way

son not

it

engraving plate and then producing the

in reverse orientation

would

one sees

snail as

the bias of progress) that the history of

an original figure
so,

still

great hard-

technique really
ship.

if

I

all

illustration. In

turn,

must be conveyed

to the brain

equally imperfect senses,

all

by our

jury-rigged

one highly prestigious and technologedge" field continues to
present upside-down photographs, just as

and cobbled together by that maddeningly
complex process known as evolution.

our forebears drew their snails right to

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

fact,

ically "cutting

How many

left.

readers realize that conven-

tional photos of moons

and planets are up-

ogy,

and the

University.

history of science at
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natural grandeur and glorious unpredictability

—and who

agree that nothing

,

,

.

,

—

hut cmiy to pique your

to

cover every detail

waiting beside the road.

interest, hinting at the extraordinary pleasures

the

quite so fulfilling as the act of

second group we have mapped out a collection of great drives All are loops begnning and ending in major

about a week and aR squeeze a different concentrated flavor from the U.S. They are not designed

freedom and surprise

is

who yearn for

—

that

Bon

cities;

aR take

would curtail your

voyage!

SOUTHWESTERN CIRCLE
Albuquerque

• • •

ew Mexico was painted with

a

unique palette of contrasting colors:

walls,

white mountain

rich green
sky.

smooth earth-brown adobe

firs

gaudy sunsets,

light,

silhouetted against

an inky blue

And against this background the violence

of the past (Spanish conquests, Indian wars,

Santa Fe •

fascinating

mix of two

ish colonial

• ••

—

that surface

Mountains, bridging gorges and crossing the

the past releases you, there are galleries,

you busy

for at least a

couple of days.

Motoring north again toward Taos, the

wild west notables) contrasts with the peaceful

winding road passes a scattering of Pueblo

harmony

dian settlements, built out of the earth in

of the present (Pueblo

life, artists'

communities and quiet towns).

As
leaves

scenery goes, 1-40

Trail,

wooded

threading

its

way through

peaks, and a series of old min-

ing towns that have

become

thriving

communities. Waiting up ahead

A-2

It

Albuquerque and heads north on the

Turquoise
mesas,

sculptural

hard to beat.

is

is

artists'

Santa Fe, a

Indian

come
self

and pastel-toned

crafts

and

tiques,

In-

The

air

is

crisp,

sky a thin wedge of blue as you head

the

down

again through Cimarron Canyon, recalling

such American myths

as the

Earp bothers and

Jesse James.

Traveling east toward Springer, the road
drops

down

to the prairies, putting another

where

piece of the historic jigsaw into place. Fort

Union, near Waltrous, was built only 150 years

visitor.

simplicity,

Then comes Taos

it-

beautiful streets are lined with bou-

yet

10,000-foot Bobcat Pass.

traditional performances wel-

the passing

its

Albuquerque

climb into the wilds of the Sangre de Christo

jewelry workshops, and cultural performances
to keep

• • •

—Span-

historic forces

and Pueblo Indian

Watrous

many churches and museums. And

in the

when

Cimarron

• •

remain

faithful

to

its

seventeenth-century origins. Nature takes
center stage again as you leave the

town and

ago to deal with the "troublesome" Indians.

Pecos National

Monument

reveals a

more

peaceful solution, the ruins of two missions
built

by Spanish Franciscans. Then

through Alameda to Albuquerque.

it's

back

^4iM?^

photo

b\'

Mark Nohl

.-1

woman

of Taos Pueblo bakes bread in a tradittcmal eurthen oven.

She bakes the bread of her ancestors
from a centuries-old recipe.
J_i\TiRY morning, Crucita Romero

rises

before the sun to

bake the day's bread. Like her mother and her mother's mother, she
kneads the dough, forming

them

in

it

baked bread,

you'll

been preserved here for

Quiet dramas

like this are

centuries.

many wonders

of

New

Mexico. Call 1-800-545-

Department of Tourism,

to the New Mexico
Room C560, 491 Old Santa

New Mexico

87503, for a free Vacation

hills.

played out every day in the nine-

As you savor the

has

2040, exL C560, or write

teen pueblos of New Mexico, each one a glimpse of less complicated times.

life

Native-American pueblos. They're just a few of the

into perfect loaves. Finally, she bakes

an homo or earthen oven warmed by burning cedar

gathered from the surrounding

understand why the Indian way of

taste of Mrs. Romero's

fi-eshly-

Fe

Guide

Trail,

Santa Fe,

to plan

your journey to America's Land of Enchantment

* NEWMEXICO
AMERICA'S LAND OF ENCHANTMENT

Mavertisement

NEW ENGLAND

OLD FASHIONED
Boston

• • •

White Mountains

•• •

Albany

•• •

• • •

Newport

Fort Ticonderoga,

New York

Providence

Boston

• • •

his route links the three distinct
facets of

New England.

It

traces the

early colonial days leading

Revolutionary

War

up the

then winds around granite

outcrops and forested valleys in two mountain
ranges,

and

finally runs past

white picket

and high-spired churches

fences, country inns,

of Norman Rockwell-style Americana.
Start the drive in Boston, the colonial tin-

War

derbox that sparked the American

of In-

dependence. Only 15 miles outside the
pull into the

Minute

Man

city,

National Historic

Park where two visitor centers and

sites

mark

the skirmishes (including Bunker Hill) fought

on April

19, 1775, that

began the

War of Inde-

pendence. From there, weave into the White

Then

it's

back again into nature, dipping and

climbing south on 100, west on

until

you reach Rutland and

Norman Rockwell museum

the

2,000 painting^.

containing

you enter

New York State

and a

different slice

— Fort Ticonderoga,

built by the

cut River, stop at Cornish for a visit to the

of history

house of the sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens

French in 1755,

its

delightful garden

and

fine

on

museum

now

restored

Lake City

w

•• •

and housing

Jackson

• • •

Then

it's

Island's capital. Provi-

an entire

when George Wash-

iiigton slept here (really).
is

on show

creme de

A different

social

creme of the nineteenth-century

la

social set built their vainglorious

"summer cot-

tages" (in reality vast mansions) side

Bellevue Avenue.
beach,

golden

Newport, where the

in

If

fine. If not,

you have time

by

side

on

for a bit of

Boston awaits your return

just to the north.

WYO
• • •

Yellowstone

a

A fast drive east

of memorabilia.

1-90 brings you to Sturbridge,

THE WILDS OF
Salt

in the 1800s.

Street recalls the days

era

Crossing Lake Champlain at Burlington,

Highway.

(1848 to 1907) with

life

Rhode

efit

and awe-in-

concert schedule (mid-June to mid-August).

to

dence, where the "mile of history" around Ben-

Kancamagus

As you head down the side of the Connecti-

re-creating

down on 95

Green Mountains

tiny villages

its

town

again on 7 and 30 through the splendor of the

spiring natural beauty, along the

Mountains, with

and north

9,

Rock

Springs • • • Salt Lake City

v^ r^ ri

yoming's natural beauty
mingles with the

myth of the

American West, coloring

our imagination with expanses of prairie,
craggy mountainsides torn by raging rivers,

and

tunity to see perfectly preserved flora, and

fauna excavated from Fossil Lake.

pened only

yesterday.

Day One

you leave Salt Lake City and drive east on 1-80
to Evanston, then north to
is

Fossil Butte

A-4

Kemmerer. Nearby

National Monument, an oppor-

Day

Four, take

Highway 287 over the

new National Wildlife Art Museum and an

the largest herd of Rocky Mountain bighorn

On
to

of this 1,200-mile circuit starts as

On

dramatic Togwotee Pass to Dubois for a look at

afternoon rafting

small towns where history seems to have hap-

followto

ing day, set off for Jackson for a

the

The

elk and bison.

down

Day Three,

morning visit

sheep in the country. Driving on to Ther-

the Snake River.

travel just

Grand Teton National

north of Jackson

Park, with

its

awe-

inspiring range of peaks. For a different natural

display drive
Faithful
tures

on

to Yellowstone to see

—and other

geysers

—and walk the many

and thermal
trails in

Old
fea-

search of

mopolis via Highways 26 and 20, you will
travel

through

Wind

River

Canyon

before

ending the day with a relaxing mineral bath in

Hot

Springs State Park.

The next
191 toward

day, take

Rock

Highways 798, 28 and

Springs, stopping along the

'«3aisssiesBiawi«KS6ffiis:-v:'Kii:a::.

Hertz offers mountains
of savings

possibilities.
"^

AMNH members save
with year-round discounts

from Hertz.
(Y)t's a perfect time to plan a slu trip,

explore the outdoors or visit with
family and friends.

an even better

It's

time to take Hertz along for the ride!
(a)s an iMVINH member,

15%

off

your U.S.

you'll save

up

to

you can

rentals. Plus

take advantage of special international

discounts

when you

rent in Canada,

Europe and worldwide. To receive
your savings,

just

make

a reservation

Museum
CDP# 25940

and mention your American
of Natural History/Hertz

(printed on your

membership

card).

For additional savings in the U.S., ask

about using the coupon below or the

one enclosed

in this issue.

offers, you'll receive

With these

your membership

discount plus the value of the coupon!

(fJoT

reservations

discount information,

and
call

specific

Hertz at

1-800-654-2200.

Free

One Car Class Upgrade Coupon

GDP# 25940 Must

AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTDRY

appear on rental record
Upgrade on a reserved Hertz daily, weekly or
weekend rental while taking advantage of your
membership discount. Make your reservation for
a compact 2-door through full-size car (Glass A,
B, C. D or F) and mention this offer, \\^^e^ you
arrive, present this coupon and your membership
card or Hertz Member Discount Card for

demand. This coupon has no cash value, must be
surrendered on rental and may not be used with
any other CDP#, coupon, discount, rate or
promotion. Hertz standard age, driver and rental
quaiil'ications for the renting location apply and
the car must be returned to that location. Gall for

identification. If a car from the next higher class
is available, you'll be driving it for the lower rate!

GOUPON EXPIRES 6/30/95.

For Reservations and Coupon
C:U1 1-800-654-2210

details.

Details,

IMPORT.VNT RENTiVL INFORMATION
Periodically, Hertz offers Promotional Rates
which give you added savings, but are not usable

'

Hertz rents Fords and other ftne cars.
®REG.

U.S.

PAT ore. eUERTZ SYSTEM

INC. I'^9^/39(l-')l

with this coupon.
This offer is available at participating locations in
the U.S. subject to vehicle availability. Advance
reservations are required as blackout periods
may apply, especially during periods of peak

exactly

PC# 51553

Advertisement
way

to hike

around Sinks Canyon (where a

river sinks into the earth),

and the ghost town

of South Pass City, grandly

named

in the

throes of gold fever.

On Day
Springs

from Rock

Six, travel south

on Highway 191

to

Flaming Gorge

Recreational Area, then on to Vernal, the

gateway to Dinosaur National Monument, to
see paleontologists at
silized

bones from the

work exhuming

fos-

Jurassic era.

Finally take 1-80 west to Fort Bridget,

which dates back

to the fur-trapping days,

and

continue on to Salt Lake City.

Mammoth Hot

Springs,

Wyoming

lUST DESERTS
Phoenix

•••

Grand Canyon

his route unlocks the glories of the
desert,

with

its

• • • Petrified Forest • •

planted in the desert

floor.

•Tucson

Continue south to

desert

•• •

Phoenix

and woods on U.S. 60 you

runs the gamut

scenic road that meanders past logs that have

Boyce Thompson Arboretum. The route then

It

tumed.to stone. The Rainbow Forest

literally

armies of Saguaro cacti and livid poppies that

Museum explains

spot the desert after the rain, to desert uplands

the

phenomenon.

Driving through the town of Globe through

leads

down

National

Monument and

first

the best spot

day in Phoenix,
flora

the Desert Botanical Garden;

is

southwestern Native American cultures,

visit

the Heard

Museum. The next day, pick up

the car and head north

on

Montezuma

1-17 to

Castle, the twelfth-century ruin of a five-story
cliff

Then

dwelling.

mountains to

it's

off again,

Flagstaff, ideally

Crater Volcano National

and a half before

through the

reaching Sunset

Monument ^an hour

sunset. Put

on hiking boots

and find a lookout for the sunset and watch the
volcano's ruddy soil change color with every
passing minute.

Navajo

The next

territory for

est natural sight

what

day, cross
is

over into

perhaps the great-

—the Grand Canyon.

on earth

Incredibly the natural wonders continue.

Retrace Route 64 back to 89, then branch off
right toward

Monument

Valley and the

Navajo Tribal Park, stopping to
cals live

and

to

wonder

columns that look

A-6

as

see

how the lo-

at the vast

sandstone

though they have been

the Casa Grande

ruins before returning to Phoenix.

Indian settlements.

through a museum or two. For

the

into Tucson. Stop at the Saguaro

with rocky outcrops, volcanoes, and ancient

for

to

the scenic

and bright sunsets.

Plan to spend your

come

the Petrified Forest and drive the 28-mile

from arid lowlands, with their assembled

strolling

will

Queen Creek Canyon and

sea-like tranquillity

Saguaro National Monument, Arizona

C1W-)

St'J VC'oricJ. Inc

Bein^ stranded on

a deserted

beacn

seems very romantic.
Unless you're tnree nours
Hours

after her birth, a violent

pup from her mother. She
Unable to survive

in the

storm separated

u-as hungry. Defenseless.

pup on

Cupid. Back

at

Sea World's animal care

facility,

medical attention, food and love she needed to

we found
harbor
feel

later,

knew

good knowing her

it

And

scared.

named

her

Cupid was given the
live.

she svas strong enough to return home. So

a beautiful stretch of Pacific

seals. 'We

harbor seal

collected the

Valentine's eve. Appropriately, they

Three months

this

ocean, she beached herself.

Our Beached Animal Recovery Team gently
helpless

old.

was the

life in

Ocean frequented by

perfect

match

for Cupid.

the ocean will be a lot

fellow

And we

more romantic.

SeaW^rld
A

pleage ana

a

promise irom tne Anneuser-Buscn Companies.

^^lifr^S^^

:^^rl
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THE APPALACHIAN LOOP

48 Miles
Long.
400 Miles

Washington D.C.
Winchester

of

onnecting

Coastline.

many

• • •
• • •

of the most scenic

spots in Virginia

and North Car-

olina, this 1,200-mile route takes in

It's

amazing the number of won-

derful things that are tucked

Washington D.C.

Drive,

ways

one

ot the

most spectacular scenic high-

in the country.

Take

in the beauty of the

Shenandoah National Patk

before leaving the

the raw beauty of the Skyline Drive and other

Blue Ridge Parkway at Waynesboro.

escarpment drives,

Staunton, pick up 1-81 and take

historic

towns

like

it

At neatby

south before

mto

the tiny state ot

Kjijoi

Asheville • • • Lexington

Asheville, and silvery rivers

hemmed

gorges. Hikes, canoe-descents

and

in

hy

turning at

Max Meadows

to rejoin the Patk-

l,MANr>

Rhode

Island.

To

experience them
firsthand, call

1-800-556-2484.

Or

write RI

Tourism
^;-

Dept.

Div.,

NHM,

7 Jackson Walkway, Providence,

RI 02903.

specialized

museums coinplement the beauty of the open

at

Fancy Gap.

Ttaveling south for 190 miles (now through

North Carolina), you wind up steep

road.

Where
D.C.

way

itself,

better to start than

home

to

museums. After the

Washington

some of the worlds
city's

finest

urban attractions

it's

time to head for the opposite extreme along

I-

66 west toward Front Royal and the Skyline

passing scenic ovetlooks, small museums, and
Linville Falls before arriving at the popular

mountain

resort of Asheville.

are the Biltmore Estate, a

that was once

Rh£DE
Island

In Celebration of Our
Natural World...
Try an uncommon vacation this
year.
Rediscover a bit of
yourself in the unhurried pace of
Atlantic Canada. Regal Tours
has packages to celebrate our
natural world.

Whalewatching~Bird
Watching ~ Tidal Bore Rafting
Horseback Riding~ Drive the
Cabot Trail ~ Explore The
Ovens Seacaves ~ Boat Tours

Box 44208, Bedford,
Nova Scotia B4A 3Z8

P.O.

CANADA
1-800-565-2777
(902) 861-1066

grades,

Great Smoky Mountains

home

Two

must-sees

250-room chateau

to the Vandethilts,

and

Advertisement
ItS amazed
"you CAN FOR*

WHEN you're
''MAKMG
A MEMORY.

5-

Those

interested in a

The Volcano Isn't the
Only Hot Spot

add-on to

On Hawau's Big Island

leisurely

the scenic loop should
consider North Carolina's Crystal Coast,

Close to mighty Kilauea, historic
Hilo

is

hometown

to waterfalls,

On

a very special xtrctch of our coastline,

it

s

easy to

tropical greenery, great restaurants

and

places to stay. Call
forvet the worries voii've

left

behind at a place you'll

stretching along the Southern

Outer Banks from Cedar
land to Cape Carteret.

Coast

is

best

known

Is-

l-SOO-EIILO-DAY

for

its

for

more information on

charter fishing, seafood restaurants and

the historic town of Beaufort. Just 45

minutes away up the Neuse Ri\'er

town of
toric

New

home

Bern,

A

Tryon Palace.

aili'entur

is

atiSorth Carolina's, Crystal Coasl.

fflLO

For MORE INFORMATION AND

Hawaii's Most Surprising Destination

the
c/o Destination Hilo

to the his-

guided tour of

A FREE. NEW VACATION GUIDE.
CALL i-SocvSUNNY-NC.
(78G-6962)

P.O. Box 1391
Hilo, Hawaii

North Carolina's

CFYSIALCiiCOAST

96721

governors prior

this residence of royal

to

always remenwcr. Experience a nevcr-enJin^

The

1770 (when North Carolina became

Along The Southern Outek Banks

Destination«Hilo

JTjEBKjJSjflnD

a state) carries the visitor back through

the centuries.

The

meticulous recon-

rooms including

struction covers 19

the council chamber, presided over by
a portrait of

King George

the book-lined library,

III

himself,

mlormation to
.rnougn inlc
JUvnoueii

and two other

buildings from different periods.

plan
)lan io,ooo
(

Chimney Rock
Parkway
will curl

to the southeast.

at Asheville

vVe

Wyoming vacations.
W^
11

settle lor

one.

)

Leaving the

along 1-40, your route

up through the Great Smoky Moun-

tains to Jefferson City

and

1-81.

Take 1-77

north at Wytheville through Jefferson National Forest to the

New River Gorge National

Park. If a rafting trip has ever crossed your

mind,

this

is

the place to indulge yourself. Sign

up with one of the better outfits such as Class

VI based

in Lansing.

Refreshed and ready,

Our Vacation
it's

the drive through heavily

back

in the car for

wooded mountains

from White Sulphur Springs to Lexington,

home

to several historic

museums, and back

again to 1-81. This road will take you north to

Winchester. From there

hop back

it's

Guid-e can

show you everything there

is

to see

you'd like a copy, write to: The Wyoming
Division of Tourism, Dept. 542, Cheyenne, Wyoming
82002-0660. Or you can give us a call at 1-800-225-5996.

and do

in

Wyoming.

If

.

Wyoming
Like no place on

eartn.

an easy 60-mile

to the capital.

A-9
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THE WEST TEXAS TOUR

"The Red Coat Trails

San Antonio

The Last, Best

Guadelupe Mountains

Wilderness

Explon' OIK

Big Bend National Park

• • •

• • •

San Antonio

of Cnnado's few iingtaciatai

landscapes. Cypress Hills Inlerprovincial
Park,

an island of high

and mountain-like

pine forests

hills,

and fauna

flora

...

in

the midst of the prairie. Hike the badlands

and

buttes in Grasslands National Park,

one of North America's
virgin prairie,

last

preserves of

untouched by the plow. Veer
Discover a wilderness

off the beaten path.

you never knew

where the sheer

existed,

breadth of land and sky

Only the Red Coat

will

fill

your

soul.

can take you

Trail

there!

Call for your free
Red Coat Travel Kit

The Red

(306)

295-3239

Coat

Trail

EXT.

10

Highway Association

Big

Bend National Park, Texas

The Abchaeology of Peru
Join ituowned Andean archaeologists
Thor Heyerdahl, IValterAlva, and others for
a tonference at the Royal Tombs ofSipan

around the

mous Big Bend National

western region of Texas scratches

bottom of Texas along

away

Grande. The Park

his 1,250-mile loop

at the SLirface of the state to re-

veal the soul within.

It

climbs to high peaks

and drops down through the desert ecosystems
to the

bed of the Rio Grande.

It

cuts through

the strata of border history and links up the

to

your

first

day,

&f explore Peni with thtm on

om specially designed tout s to
CUZCO 6 MACHU PICCHU

in the

Rio

activities,

such

as hiking the three-iTiile trail to Lost

Mine

Peak, horseback riding, or even rafting the
river itself

And when

you have had your

fill,

follow the border west from Lajitas along the

Scenic Byway that climbs sharply over passes,

plunges into valleys and passes Fort Leaton

to a lot

fortress that

more

Crockett and

Bowie defended against Santa Anna almost
(but not quite) as they did in the movies.

The

State Park, a restored Spanish fortress.
sidio,

At

Pre-

take U.S. 67 north to Marfa and Fort

Davis, with

its

restored frontier outpost.

The

road then curls up through rangeland and

Head

CHACHAPOYAS

next morning, pick up the route (1-35 south to

mountains before reaching

CORDILLERA BLANC A

U.S. 57) via Batesville LaPryor to Eagle Pass.

then pick up

Then go on

beautiful road that runs along the Sierra Dia-

V

I

L

C

A

B

A

M

B

A

THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

THE AMAZON BASIN

July 4tli-9th, 1995

Wilderness Travel
1-800-368-2794
A-10

bend

interest.

know San Antonio, home

than the Alamo, the

a

many

spend a few hours getting

main points of scenic and recreational

On

offers

Park, nestled in the

•

EXT. 150

to

Del Rio (U.S. 90) via Nor-

mandy and Quemado
Canyon
is

to take in the

Rough

Recreational Area. West of Comstock

the Seminole

Canyon

Historic State Park.

Continue west on U.S. 90

via Langtry to

MaratJTon, then strike south on 385 to the

fa-

blo Wildlife

SR

1-10.

54, a quiet

west,

and incredibly

Management Area and

into the

Guadalupe Mountains National Park. Angle

down through
it's

Pecos back to

just a straight

Antonio.

I-

10.

From here

322-mile road back to San

SOUTHERN SPICE
New Orleans

ere

Montgomery

• • •

a drive saturated with the

is

War

past Civil

sites,

and rhododendron.

ton

explains the famous siege of 1863 in which

weaves through cot-

It

chronologically and literally to the Vicksburg

charming

woodlands, and along the banks of

fields,

New Orleans

• • •

National Military Park where a 16-mile drive

It

antebellum homes, and towns bright with azalea

Jackson

leads

Old South.

flavor of the

• • •

17,000 Confederate and
killed.

From

there,

it's

Union

were

soldiers

south to Natchez on the

languid Mississippi to wallow in the slow-

paced atmosphere of the Old South.

the languid Mississippi.

In Louisiana, our rood, music and
Before picking up the

many

In Natchez itself

take a day to ex-

car,

of the antebellum

woras are
plore

New

Orleans on

foot.

Aim

Gar-

for the

homes only open

their doors

from March

time.

checkered by elegant homes and

April 5 and from October 6 to 26. But there are

laced with cobblestone sidewalks. After a

plenty of restored plantation houses in the

den

District,

Ana

teiore.

lunch,

the picturesque streets of

stroll

the French Quarter, soaking up the atmos-

Antonys Garden and,

phere in

St.

Bourbon

Street jaz: bar.

Dauphin

offcast along the coast road to

an Audubon

finally, in

The next morning,

bird sanctuary'.

On

a

set

area, including

and Federal

Rosedown

(filled

(now

a

and Nottoway

(at

White

From

a gentle drive along the

Island,

sion,

it's

river

back to

its

this

banks

roses.

Move on up

to

Montgomery, stopping

Old Alabama Town where Shakespeare's
are performed at the State

its

vember

August.

ti)

Tuscaloosa, the

abama with

Its

The next major

home

plays

stop

is

conditioning and twin beds. Three full
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Caterpillars Roll Their
Folding and bending leaves hundreds of times their size, moth and butterfly laj-vae
build shelters in the'trees before they graze on the greeneiy

by TeiTence D. Fitzgerald
tiny, iridescent

ous to them. The leaves of St. John's-wort,

motli, the cherry leaf roller begins its life

for example, contain hypericin, a toxin

Destined to become a

as a

legless leaf

flat,

miner

in a black

that is activated

on

by

sunlight.

that feed

scissorslike mandibles, the insect tunnels

the sun's catalytic rays.

tree.

within the leaf for a

week

or so and then

into a caterpillar pos-

metamorphoses

sessed of legs and a spinneret.

within the

Somewhere

complex of neurons

that in-

Leaf

rollers

can do so only be-

this plant

Feeding on sap that oozes
from the plant cells it slices open with
cheiTy

cause the walls of their shelters

filter

out

Although we knew something about the
form and function of leaf shelters, we

knew comparatively
ter-building process.

little

about the shel-

How,

for example,

struct this caterpillar's behavior, a pro-

are the cateipillars able to generate the

on, diiecting and monitor-

forces needed to fashion these structures?

gram switches

The creature chews
leaf and moves actively

ing a building process.
its

way

out of the

about on the surface, appearing to assess
the leaf's features salient to the task that
lies

ahead

—

constructing a shelter by tying

the leaf together with

tually every

many
we reviewed the

shelter builders manipulated leaves

silk.

and early summer,

In late spring

my attention and
Clark soon
Karen
that of my colleague
behavioral
the
began
to
study
we
after
ecology of these creatures. Impressed by
the skill and apparent ease with which

This question attracted

in vir-

comer of the world, caterpilwork rolling, folding, and

times their size and mass,
scientific literature

and found

that the

lars are busily at

forces generated during the shelter-build-

tying the leaves of trees and plants. In the

ing process had not been previously mea-

northeastern United States, leaf-shelter-

sured. Moreover,

building cateipillars are particularly abun-

exactly

dant on chen-y, maple, oak, and poplar

duced. Although

trees;

but one species or another

may

be

plant. Al-

found on almost any kind of

though the caterpillars are often small,
cryptically colored,

and short-lived, the

how

no one had determined
were pro-

the requisite forces

we knew

that the cater-

needed to produce forces of substantial magnitude, we were both

pillars

surprised and delighted

eventually

showed

when our

studies

that for their size, leaf-

shelters they create are almost al-

shelter-building caterpillars generate

ways conspicuous and endure long after
the occupant has departed. In some years,

forces greatly exceeding those previously

compact

shelter builders

may

be remarkably abun-

reported for any insect.

A

newly transformed cherry leaf roller
measures barely one-fifth of an
inch and weighs under one ten-thousandth

have seen large cheixy trees in
which every new leaf the tree produced

cateipillar

was quickly taken over by a leaf roller
Leaf shelters protect residents from

of an ounce.

predators, but they serve other purposes as

easily

dant.

well.

I

On

sunny days, the shelters

act as

miniature greenhouses, trapping air that

moister and wanner than the outside

is

at-

manipulates

By
is

comparison, the leaf

it

a huge structure that can

weigh 150 times

much. To put

as

this in perspective, the task of the caterpillar in

converting

its

leaf into a shelter

is

roughly equivalent to that confronting a

150-pound human charged

mosphere, and thereby creating a micro-

six-foot-tall,

climate conducive to the rapid growth and

with manipulating a 100-foot-long object

development of the resident

that

cateipillar.

Some species construct shelters
cal,

open-ended leaf

rolls that

with verti-

function as

weighs nearly eleven
most remarkable is that the

tons.

What

caterpillar

is

ma-

nipulates the leaf entirely with strands of

(each approximately one-fifti-

chimneys. These tubelike structures set

up

silk so fine

convection currents that draw fresh

air

eth the diameter of a

human

hair) that they

through the shelters, preventing them from

are virtually invisible to the unaided

overheating on hot, sunny days. Leaf shel-

human

ters also

on plants
30

some caterpillars to feed
would normally be poison-

enable
that
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eye.

began the study, we took a
broad approach, making general observa-

When we

Own

Weakening a black cheny leaf by
chewing holes
caterpillar

in its midrib,

known as

the

a

cheny

roller (actual length, one-fifth

inch) rolls the blade into a tube,
that

may

take hours,

left. It

leaf

of an

a task

then seals

the ends of the tube with silk, below,

before beginning to feed.
Both photographs by

T

D- Fitzgerald
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—

tions of

some twenty

or so species

we

lar

has assimilated over the long haul of

Caloptilia serotinella, particularly im-

The dozens of wounds the cateipillar
inflicts in the midrib weaken the structure
substantially, making the job of rolling

pressed us with the apparent ease with

that

found

in trees near

upstate

New

York.

our college campus

The cherry

in

leaf roller,

which

time.

much easier.
Exactly how is

able to manipulate

tightly sealed shelters.

vestigators reported that shelter-building

If the

cherry leaf roller finds

tip

and begins

it

its

natal

stations itself near the

to roll the leaf into a tube.

When it has completed the rolling phase of
construction,

which may take hours, the

cateipillar closes the

ends of the tube and

caterpillars

the cherry leaf roller
its

leaf?

somehow

Some early

in place

with

silk.

led us to reject this theory. Others sug-

gested that the silk dries after

it is

surfaces to which

scenario seemed plausible,

the caterpillar stops periodically dur-

ing the rolling process to

chew

holes in the

rigid midrib that runs the length of the leaf

This rib

is

a major source of resistance to

rolling, a fact that the brain

32

of the caterpil-
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spun and

shrinks in the process, pulling together the

But more than this is involved. In a
marvelous display of evolutionary wis-

dom,

bound

Our observations

feeds sequestered within the sealed structure.

in-

physically pulled

the surfaces of a leaf together, then

them

less than half the original length.

nomenon, known

to

This phe-

as supercontraction,

was

some

spi-

reported to be a property of

first

der

it accomplished the seemingly Herculean task of converting leaves into

leaf acceptable,

ameter but to contract almost instantly

silks.

When we

discovered that caterpillar

silk also supercontracted,

that leaf-shelter builders

it

occurred to us

might be hamess-

ing the energy of supercontraction by wetting their silk after

it

was spun. But

after

many hours of observation, we concluded
that this was not the case. Moreover, when
we measured the forces generated by the
supercontraction of wetted silk, we found
be inadequate to the task of ma-

While this
we soon

nipulating a leaf. If neither drying nor wet-

learned that newly spun caterpillar silk

ting of silk nor direct manipulation of the

showed no tendency to shrink, no matter
how long it was allowed to "dry." Quite

leaf

the contrary

we found

—and

it is

attached.

to our initial surprise

that wetting causes the silk of

shelter-building caterpillars to swell in di-

them

to

was involved, how were

caterpillars

generating the forces needed to build their
leaf shelters?

discovered,

is

The answer, we eventually
that the caterpillars impart

minute amounts of potential energy

to

T. D,

Fitzgerald

With columns fashioned fivm hundreds of silk strands, a
left, shapes a feeding shelter As laivae.

poplar leaf roller

many moth and butteifly

species speciaUze in rolling, tying, or

folding the leaves of a single tree or plant species. The rolled
oak leaves on the branch below reveal the presence of the

green oak

roller, the caterpillar

Stephen Dalton;

NHPA

of a European moth.

I

purpose of manipulating leaves, however,
is

that the

newly formed strand

is elastic.

This enables the caterpillar to transfer energy to

down

it

by stretching

again. If a

ilieir

by stretching them as they are

strands

spun out.

and

store silk

proteins in a pair of elongated

abdominal

Caterpillars synthesize

When

glands.

needed, the proteinaceous

liquid mixture passes
neret.

Some

form a

of the

fiber;

over the

fiber.

through the spin-

silk proteins align to

others form a sticky coating

The

liquid silk

is

not pushed

through the orifice of the spinneret, like

dough through a cookie press, but
from the spinneret as needed.

To

fix

pulled

is

a strand of silk between two

points

on a

ing

spinneret to the leaf, tacking

its

leaf, the larva starts

the sticky surface of

its silk. It

by touch-

then

down

lifts its

body and swings rapidly away from the

at-

tachment point, pulling a long, continuous
strand

from the spinneret. As

it

is

drawn

through the spinneret, the liquid silk gels

and emerges as a
most important for the

irreversibly, loses water,

dry strand.

What

is

before

it

is

tacked

newly fastened strand

is

away from the
a stretched rubber band would. Thus

cut in the middle,

cut as

it

it

snaps

nonstop cadence from one leaf surface to
after strand of silk.
ity

camera

fitted

with a microscope lens,

tenths of a second to

nuscule contractile force along

to glue

its

axis.

many

the activ-

it

draw a strand from

and two-tenths of a second

down. During nonstop spinning

blitzes, lasting

an average of seven min-

down

strands spun during the shelter-building

utes, the caterpillars laid

process enable the caterpillars to manipu-

the rate of about 100 per minute,

late leaves.

pended nearly three

Just

how much

force can a caterpillar

generate by stretching silk?
this,

we

arranged for caterpillars to spin

strands of silk between
leaf,

To determine

two points on a

one of which was fastened

to

an im-

we

determined that they required only fourtheir spinnerets

contractions of the

By recording

of the spinning caterpillars with a video

each strand a caterpillar spins exerts a mi-

The cumulative

gap with strand

the other, bridging the

feet

of

strands at

and ex-

silk.

Calculations based on caterpillars spin-

ning in our tensiometer showed

that,

on

average, each strand exerted a one ten-

thousandth-ounce force on the
this

leaf.

caused an unrestrained leaf

to

While

move

a

movable surface and the other to a weight
situated on the pan of a highly sensitive

mere

electronic balance. Contraction of the

spinning bout advanced the leaf into the

strands spun
this

between the leaf sections

in

simple tensiometer acted to displace

the weight upward, allowing us to quantify the

forces involved.

When

spinning in our tensiometer,

rhythmic spinning behavior characteristic
of shelter builders. Stationed

tween the end points of their
the caterpillars

swung

hundreds of strands

roll

midway

silk

be-

columns,

their bodies in a

laid

down

during a

about one-fifth of an inch. The cater-

pillars

altemated bouts of spinning with

periods of
ing,

cherry leaf rollers adopted the fast-paced,

three ten-thousandths of an inch, the

rest,

feeding, midrib weaken-

and apparent inspection, completing

their shelters in four to ten hours.

Although leaves ordinarily yield under
the force of stretched silk

—so

that only a

dozen or so of the hundreds of strands
spun during a spinning bout are simultaneously taut

—

leaves in our tensiometer re-

33

Satoshi Kuribayashi; Nature Production

Shelter builders, such as the skipper caterpillars below
silk from

emerges, the silk
point.

A

and right, exude

a spinneret near the mouthparts. Sticky and elastic when
is

tacked to the leaf and pulled

away from

caterpillar harnesses the contractile energy of a newly

strand to manipulate a leaf that

it

it

the attachment

produced

could not otherwise move.

Pholographis by Hiroshi Ogawa; Nature Production

sisted all efforts of the caterpillars to draw
them together. This allowed us to determine just how great a force the cherry leaf
roller

was capable of generating. Caterpilcolumns of silk having thou-

lars created

sands of strands,

By

all

simultaneously

taut.

pulling in unison, the strands enabled

individual cateipillars to generate as
as a four-tenths-ounce force

small a caterpillar and

needed

to roll

—huge

many

much
for so

times that

even the most stubborn of

leaves. This force

is

approximately 4,000

times greater than that which would be exerted were the caterpillar to displace the
leaf

a

by a force equal to its own weight. On
scale this would be the equivalent

human

of a person of average weight exerting a

300- ton force!
It is

scale

34
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not,

from

however, entirely

caterpillais to

fair to

up-

humans. The rel-

much

Archips cerasivoraims,

live in colonies

ative strength

of a large animal

less than that

of a small animal. This

is

containing up to several hundred individu-

because the strength of an animal

is

als.

true

is

proportional to the cross-sectional area of
its

muscles, while

its

rate proportional to

mass increases

its

volume. Thus, as

animals grow, their mass increases
faster than their strength.

with the mass of a

at a

A

much

caterpillar

human would

lack the

The

caterpillars colonize

small

chokecherry trees and form the nucleus of
their nest

As

their

pillars

by tying together a few

demand for food grows,

poke

leaves.

the cater-

their bodies out of the existing

nest to attach stretched strands of silk to

nearby leaves, which are slowly drawn

many

in.

strength needed to energize each of a suc-

The

cession of thousands of giant silk fibers

together allow Archips caterpillars to gen-

were they to
ergy needed

the potential en-

erate forces that greatly

produce such a relatively

solitary shelter builders.

exist
to

—with

large, total contractile force.

Smallness

empowers caterpillars.
The forces that we measured for the
cherry leaf roller are by no means the
largest that leaf-shelter builders generate.

Most

shelter builders live solitary lives,

but some, such as the ugly nest caterpillar.

efforts

of

individuals spinning

fort, the caterpillars

already

know

that insects

can

lift

heavy

loads for their size and jump very long dis-

An

tances.

a pebble

ant, for

example, can transport

more than

fifty

times

its

weight.

A honeybee can pull a load that exceeds its
weight by a factor of twenty, and a flea can

broad jump about 200 times

length. In

its

one study, a beetle wearing a specially designed harness was able to lift 850 times
its

own

weight!

The

feats of all these in-

exceed those of

depend on a single, massive force
generated directly by muscle contractions.

By

The

concerted ef-

can draw entire

sects

larvae of leaf-shelter-building cater-

pillars

would

find themselves no

match for

in a contest that de-

branches together, and by the time they

any of these insects

have finished building their nest, the entire

pended on brute strength. But by storing a
small amount of energy in each of a large

top of a sapling

How

may be

do the forces

tightly

bound.

that leaf-shelter-

building caterpillars generate compare
with those measured for other insects?

We

number of

silk strands,

even the smallest

shelter-building caterpillar can exert a cu-

mulative force that

—on a per

unit,

body
35

William E, Ferguson

A row offeeding shelters,

right, built

by caterpillars of an unidentified

a leaf in Malaysia's Gomhak Valley. Leaf-rolling
caterpillars, virtually worldwide in distribution, also create shelters by
tying leaves together and by binding whole branches offoliage into tents.
Below: A silver-spotted skipper, native to the American Northeast, has
species, border

bound together

the leaflets
Norm Thomas; Photo Researchers

mass basis

—

of a black locust,

which

greatly exceeds that

any of these insects

able to generate

is

food plant.

not manipulate leaves but spins a loose

—

web of silk

shortens by only 10 percent.

Thus, the extreme extent to which the

through sheer muscle power alone.

Although our studies show

its

that leaf-

of leaf-shelter builders shortens

silk

when wet-

shelter-building caterpillars manipulate

ted probably represents an adaptation to

leaves by harnessing the forces generated

the shelter-building process.

by the axial retraction of stretched

extreme shortening of

when

it

is

silk,

silk that

the

occurs

wetted also appears to con-

tribute to shelter building, but in a

more in-

During the leaf-rolling
process, the tension on load-bearing
direct fashion.

strands

is

gradually relieved as

new

strands are added and the older strands

As

eventually slacken.

drawn

damp

into the

the strands are

of the

interior

roll,

they absorb water and sliiink instantly to a
fraction of their original length.

The

super-

contracted strands bind and secure the
structure,

making

for the leaf to

apart

intent

upon

mining and rolling a
out.

Although Karen Clark and

question of

how

the caterpillar

many

manipulate a leaf

derived

I

we remain

times

is

its

able to

size

and

by

the broader

scope of the insect's behavior.

How are in-

mass,

intrigued

seemingly intelligent action? Does the

we found

that

when

wet-

that of species that

for other puiposes.

The wet-

nervous system render

mindless automaton or does
cateipillar with at least a

—

though

in its

is

ample, contracts instantly to about one-

behavior

length,

Euonymus caterpillar

whereas that of the

—

a species that does

Natural History 4/95

it

it

a

provide the

glimmer of con-

sciousness and awareness of task? Al-

question

36

and the machin-

considerable satisfaction in addressing the

ted silk of the cherry leaf roller, for ex-

thii^d its initial

leaf,

ery and materials needed to carry them

caterpillar's

of leaf-shelter builders short-

theii' silk

this

package are the instructions for both

system of the caterpillar translated to

ened much more than
used

tiny

ani-

unrolled or to be pried

capturing the resident.

ted, the silk

summers, I cannot help but view the
mal as an evolutionary triumph, hi

structions that are stored in the nervous

by some small predator

Interestingly,

observ-

in

virtually impossible

it

come

Having invested many hours

ing the cherry leaf roller over the past four

and

is

more general form

—

this

as old as the study of animal

itself,

among

it

the

nature's secrets.

remains unanswerable

most peiplexing of all of

D

-

I

Photographs by Mitsuaki Iwago

A male

Rd

red kangaroo rests in the Australian outback.
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angaroos, the Kings of Cool
Champions

at dissipating heat in the desert, these marsupials have the jump on

most large mammals

by Terry Dawson

A mob of red kangaroos hopping
grasslands

flat

pow-

and gracefully across Australia's

erfully

an unforgettable

is

Although the kangaroos and

sight.

their "out-

back" ecology have long intrigued biologists, the large

tions to

its

marsupial's special adapta-

severe, arid environment are

becoming known.
The red kangaioo, which

just

plains throughout Australia,

inhabits dry

is

a large spe-

marked differences between the
sexes. Males are generally a rich, rusty
brown. Females may be similarly colored
cies with

but are often a

smoky

blue and are there-

fore called blue-fliers.

through most of their

Both sexes grow
lives, and males

reach 175 pounds, sometimes 200 pounds
or more, in areas where restrictions on
full size. The
commonly weigh

shooting allow them to reach

much

smaller females

about 50 to 65 pounds, with a few individuals reaching

more than 85 pounds.

Given the extremely harsh climate
which they

live,

ingly long lives
years

—and may

their twenties.

in

kangaroos lead surpris-

— as

still

much

as thirty

be breeding when in

The outback

takes a heavy

on youngsters, however; only after a
sequence of rainy years has produced lush

toll

forage do

many

survive to join the adult

population. In very dry years, virtually

all

young die before entering the pouch; even
in moderate years, most do not survive
much beyond weaning. Many desert

mammals go

through such

boom

or bust

population cycles, in which the few survivors of a severe drought

become

the

base of a rapidly recovering population.

Red kangaroos'
dry,

adaptations for

open country are surprisingly

life in

recent.

Fossil evidence suggests that they de-

scended from ancestors allied to the euro,
or inland wallaroo, within the past million
years, while other kangaroo species have
fossil histories dating

back

in the

milUons

of years. But despite the species'

late

emergence, the special adaptations of red
kangaroos to arid conditions have given

them dominance

When

in the outback.

they have to

move

quickly, red

kangaroos can sustain speeds of

fifteen to

twenty-five miles per hour for several
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may approach

.

forty miles per

bushes) for many years. Although they oc-

are. Familiarity

hour for short bursts. For this reason, zool-

casionally travel considerable distances to

outweighs any advantages of a nomadic

miles and

ogists long believed that the

kangaroo's survival was

key

its

to the red

capacity to

cover large distances rapidly, enabling

it

to

exploit widely scattered resources.

on the

speed when necessary, red kangaroos are
rather sedentary

and

territorial

animals. If

they survive adolescence, individuals establish small

home

ranges of about 2.7

square miles for females and 3.9 square
miles for males.

A male's home range may

vored resting

40

sites

their

home

bases.
the animals with a

in the vast, dry out-

A viable territory generally includes

some productive grazing
shade

trees,

and access

land, a stand of

to a reliable

water

source within ten miles or so. Kangaroos
get to

resources far

existence.

As

need to exadequate nutrition from sparse
patches of dried-out grass. During dry
years, they live almost entirely on such unpromising fare, which is largely made up
of cellulose and lignin, structural carbohydrates that are not amenable to normal enzymatic digestion. Thus like many other
mammalian herbivores kangaroos have
grazers, red kangaroos

tract

measure of security
back.

known

know

their

home

ranges intimately

and can find the best food and shelter
whatever the season. Generally, they feed
on grasses,

plants,

and humans are

and shrubbery. Dingoes

their

main predators,

al-

—
—

evolved a specialized digestive system to
process this fibrous material.

Microorganisms

—

specialized bacteria

and some fungi and protozoans

—Uve

in

though eagles and foxes occasionally take

the "fermentation vat" of the kangaroos'

set-

young ones.

In dingo country, red kanga-

use one or two fa-

roos need to

know where

predators might

expanded foregut. (Ruminants, such as
sheep and deer, have independently

what the feasible escape routes

evolved similar systems.) In red kanga-

overlap those of several females.
tled, individuals often

food during droughts, most red

Such bases provide

Research at the University of New
South Wales, where my colleague David
Croft and I work on red kangaroos, has
helped to debunk that idea. We have established that although they can pour

find better

kangaroos eventually return to

with

Once

(clumps of trees or
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lurk and

Using his strong

male red kangaroo (at
of nearby
adolescents and females. Below: Kangaroos visit a water hole.
Although they can go two weeks without water, they will risk
danger for an occasional drink, usually at night.
Left:

tail

for support, a

right) stretches to hisfiill height, attracting the attention

the day resting. Oddly, slow

energetically

hopping.

more

When

use their thick

movement is
them than

costly to

"walking,"" red kangaroos
tails as

an "extra leg,"

which takes a good deal of energy. However, once they start hopping, energy costs
stabilize, at least initially.

mal progression of

And at their nor-

fifteen to twenty-five

miles per hour, they use less energy than

do most running animals. Although
roos, this fermenting vegetation

may

make up about 10 percent of the animal's
total body weight. Since there is virtually
no oxygen

in the

chamber, the microor-

direct

above that have been reported. While we

small fatty acids, can then be re-

From

don't yet understand

how

red kangaroos

can achieve so much power and speed

we suspect

dry,

poor feed, the microogan-

while spending so

isms can also

make "all necessary vitamins

that they are using the principle of the

and convert diverse nitrogen compounds
into usable proteins; they also

the toxic substances

found

break
in

down

common

desert plants. In emergencies, the large,
fluid-filled

chamber may

also act as a

little

energy,

spring, storing energy for each
elastic recoil

Ugaments

hop

of the massive tendons and

in their legs, tails,

and backs.

Despite their abihty to travel so
ciently, red

kangaroos living

home

in

water reserve to keep the kangaroo from

country rarely set up

drying out.

than ten or fifteen miles from water.

A

low resting metabolic

eral characteristic

they

may

be, red

rate is a gen-

of marsupials; fast as

kangaroos spend most of

in the

effi-

harsh

ranges more

They

To conis

es-

the risk of encountering predators that

may lie in wait at unfamiliar water holes.
Red kangaroos drink much less often
and use less water than other large mammals

in the Australian rangelands. In

plains, the

thirty-

under dry

Conserving water also cuts down

Their upper limits seem to be about

plants" energy; the

absorbed and metabolized by kangaroos.

sential.

With

speeds

trip

require at least a

serve precious energy, nearby water

higher speeds of which they are capable.

not yet available,

round

still

day"s worth of intensive foraging.

tralia's

is

five to forty miles per hour, but

tritious,

conditions would

we think they
become even more efficient at the much
evidence

ganisms use only a small amount of the
excreted remainder, nu-

travel, a thirty-mile

Aus-

outback, they frequently inhabit

some of the same

areas

where sheep graze.

their special adaptations to these dry

kangaroos have a major advan-

tage over livestock: they need

much

less

water and food. Their lower metabolic rate

and more economical form of locomotion
requires less energy, and they usually

do

not compete with sheep for resources.

Sheep drink twice a day during summer, but

we found that red kangaroos gen-

erally drink about

parative study

group

fitted

kangaroos.

once a week. In a com-

we

did one summer,

numbered

We

collars

on

fifty

my
red

caught them by using a

one-way gate on a fenced-in water

hole,

then observed which ones returned during

two weeks. None returned

drink infrequently and presumably could

the next

go much
hopping

drink in less than three days, and a third of

farther to find
is

water But while

an energy efficient way to

the animals

to

went for more than two weeks
41

Although
reenter

manage

this joey

its

seems too large

mother's pouch,

it

can

to

still

Youngsters do not

to get inside.

permanently vacate the pouch

until they

are about eight months old, and they
continue to suckle for four more months.
Most, however, do not survive for long
after weaning.

between visits to the water hole. Another
finding was that red icangaroos used only a
quarter of the water used by sheep.

Red

kangaroos specialize in selecting greener,
moister vegetation, which can provide

much of their

water needs. Unless there

is

a severe drought, during the cooler twothirds of the year they

can meet

their

water

needs solely from feed.

Among the red kangaroo's many physiological adaptations to

its

habitat

is

the

ability to excrete salts concentrated in

urine, thereby losing

little

water. Urea, the

waste product of protein metabolism,

is

absorbed from the urine and passed back
to the foregut. This process not only al-

lows the urea

to

be recycled into usable

protein but also results in further conser-

vation of water. Relatively dry feces are
also produced via an elongated large intestine

and rectum.

When conditions are relatively cool and
dry,

much of the

animal's water can be re-

tained. In hot weather,

however, some

water must be used for cooling. Red kangaroos can lose heat economically through
panting, sweating, and licking.

Among

mammals, desert red kangaroos are champions when it comes to dissipating excess
42
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A mob of kangaroos hops across an arid Australian plain; a
large adult can cover thirty-three feet in a single jump.

:0,-^

A

red kangaroo, below, peers fivm behind a shade

Most adults' home

tree.

ranges include a clump of trees to provide relieffivm the midday sun.
Opposite page: Using his short but dexterous upper limbs, a male

kangaroo scratches and grooms himself with

his sharp, pointed nails,

leaving visible furrows across his red fur

such dry, hot conditions, a

human would

require at least ten quarts of water a day,

but red kangaroos can easily get by with

one drink of two

week

to three quarts every

By hunching up under

or two.

a

desert tree or shrub, with

its

pulled forward between

legs, the ani-

its

large

tail

mal reduces the surface area exposed to
the sun. Blood flow to the surface of the
skin (except to the forelegs)

down on

is

also shut

hot days, further increasing the

body's insulation.
red kangaroo's existence threat-

Is the

many

ened, as has been the case with so
Australian native

seems
In

Generally,

be comfortably holding

to

some

mammals?

its

areas, like the rangelands

it

own.

where

sheep graze, red kangaroos have actually
benefited from

human

intervention.

Sheep

ranchers have put out watering troughs in
isolated areas, confi^olled predators (espe-

minimum of water loss.
the most common method

heat with a
Panting

is

used by resting red kangaroos to cool

off.

kangaroos

is that,

unlike other

they stop sweating the

when

ceases, even

their

moment

is still

area in the nose, so the heat-carrying blood

imal will drop fluid from

at

a

much

higher rate than

When conditions have gone from
cool to hot, we have measured an increase
usual.

in

blood flow to a red kangaroo's nasal sur-

high. Switching off sweating to fall

back on panting saves a

lot

nasal glands onto

the moisture

its

mouth and

forearms and spread

by wiping and

—

helpful to red kangaroos. In

lusher areas of

licking. In

is

its

some of

the

range, however, the red

being displaced by two spe-

cies of gray kangaroos,
in the wetter coastal

which originated

and forest regions.

Because gray kangaroos are profligate
their

in

water use compared with red kanga-

very hot weather, these glands work over-

roos, they can thrive only in areas

time. Until thirty years ago, kangaroos

watering troughs have been placed for

(and

Kangaroos also sweat, but only when
exerting themselves. When moisture

efficient in regulating their

becomes

its

and cleared scrub to promote the growth of grass ail of which are

cially dingoes),

kangaroo

of water.

In a third strategy to reduce heat, the an-

faces of sixty-six times normal.

evaporates, the skin surface

exercise

body temperature

They can adjust their rate of evaporation
by varying the air flow through their nostrils. Excess body heat is lost from a small
has to flow

mammals,

all

tures

was

by

where

marsupials) were thought to be in-

sheep. With provisioned water, the grays

body tempera-

can range more widely and gather more

this

small,

method. Since the licked area

how

could

it

play a significant

food. Because they give their

young much

longer parental care (eighteen months

cooler than the body core, and the blood

role in heat loss for this fairly large ani-

compared with twelve months

transports heat outward to lightly furred

mal? The problem was solved when we
found a superficial network of fine blood
vessels under the fuired area of the fore-

kangaroo), a higher proportion of the

arm, precisely where the kangaroo spreads

prevented gray kangaroos from penetrat-

surfaces

(tail,

legs, foreanns,

ders) for dissipation.

While

and shoul-

method is
more heat,

this

effective, cool skin attracts

which requires more sweat.

its fluids.

Panting saves water because the dense,

much of the kan-

reflective fur that covers

garoo's

ing

m

body insulates it against heat comfrom outside. Prolonged hopping,

however, raises the metabolism to more
than twenty-five times the basal
siderable heat

is still lost

44

flow just beneath these surfaces show that
licking

is

indeed an important extra mech-

anism for losing

young

are likely to survive. Their

dependence on ample water, however, has
ing into the central deserts.

Regulated harvesting of red kangaroos
has had

When

little

effect

on

older animals are

their numbers.
removed at the

by wildlife authorities,
more of the youngsters tend to survive and
replace them in the population. With large
level permitted

heat.

The kangaroos' behavior

also helps

summers. Air temperatures that reach
more than 1 10° F, plus a bright sun beating
down, can result in effective environmental temperamres exceeding 140° F. Under

unique feature of

Natural History 4/95

blood

conserve water during the extremely hot

extra oxygen, but sweating then kicks in as

A

in local

Con-

tory tract as the animal pants heavily to get

an auxiliary system.

warm, marked increases

respira-

rate.

from the

When the kangaroo becomes too

grays'

for the red

areas of

its

range being

set aside for na-

tional parks, the red kangaroo, with

its

su-

perior adaptations to dry country, appears

secure for the present.
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Serpent's

snake' s forked tongue keeps itfi-om winding up on the

by Kurt Schwenk
On
amid

a

windswept California

hillside,

the parched grass and live oak, a

western rattlesnake waits. CoUed beneath
a rock overhang,

its

scaly skin and

muted

tones blend with the grass, earth, and
stone. Lidless eyes stare, transfixed; the

movement

snake's only

the occasional

is

flicker of its forked tongue.

Ever vigUant,

a ground squirrel hesitantly approaches in

search of food. Imperceptibly, the snake's

body

tenses, slitted pupils shift, the accor-

dionlike folds of the front third of

its

body

—moving,
stopping — draws

prepare to extend. The squirrel

moving,

stopping,

When

nearer.

the squirrel

is

within reach,

the snake straightens explosively, hurling
itself at the still

As
tween

it

unaware animal.

traverses the short distance be-

and the prey, the snake opens

itself

mouth and erects its formidable fangs.
Too late, the squirrel sees the snake and
its

stares death in the

backward by

mouth.

It

is

thrown

the impact of the snake's

head, impaled by the fangs, and poisoned

deep within

its

core.

The

rattlesnake re-

leases the squirrel and, after the concentrated fury of

attack,

its

unconcerned as the
panicked flight. The

seems strangely

squirrel runs off in

soon slows,

squirrel

bound has pumped the poison farther and farther through its system. A
witches' brew of enzymes and other compounds, the venom has already begun the
process of digestion within the body of the
squirrel. Now, fifty yards away, the
for each

doomed animal

seeks refuge within the

hollow of a

where

log,

its

labored breath-

ing soon ceases.

Slowly

at first, the

snake moves

off. Its

tongue extends and retracts constantly,
oscillations a blur.

With each

flick,

its

the tips

of the forked tongue splay, and just before
their retreat
tly

back into the mouth, they gen-

brush the ground. With no hesitation,

the rattlesnake glides through the grass

and among the stones, moving directly toward the hollow log, as if it had known all
along where the squirrel would go. Only

once does the snake pause, swinging

its

head back and forth while flicking

its

tongue.

ground

48

Tongue

Then

it

to the log

again

moves along

and the

still
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the

warm body

wrong

side of the tracks

Pre\'s eye view of an Afi-ican bush viper sampling
Brian Kenney

tlie

air with

its

tongue

of the fallen squirrel. Nudging the body

with

its

snout, the snake finds the squirrel's

head and begins the long process of engulfing a food item nearly half

its

own

with our hapless mammalian cousin, we
must admire, however grudgingly, a

amazing

snake's

ability to locate, identify,

dispatch, and then relocate

its

furry victim.

finding food to locating potential mates.

At center
markable
feared

—

stage in this

little

drama

is

a re-

organ as mysterious as

it is

the serpent's forked tongue, a

weight. Mobile jaws pull the snake's

Pitted against the prey are the snakes' di-

symbol of malevolence and deceit. Images

mouth over

verse sensory systems: acute vision in

of forked tongues appear

most species and color vision

some;

graphic scripts of Mesopotamia and

the squirrel's body, like a

glove over a finger,

and a

final,

until, at last, peristalsis

sinuous curve of the snake's

neck push the squirrel into the snake's
stomach, where the process of digestion
will continue. Activity of the

venom

in-

sures that the squirrel will be digested before

it

can putrefy and poison the snake.

Safe within the log,

mands

its

satisfied, the

modest energy de-

snake will not hunt

again for several weeks or months.

This drama

is

or another, around the world by almost

3,000 species of snakes.

may be
50

And

while

we

predisposed toward sympathy
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in ancient picto-

particularly sensitive to

China, petroglyphs of East Africa, and the

low-frequency sounds, such as ground-

religious iconography of cultures as di-

bome

vibrations; the chemical sense of

verse as the Aztecs, the Siberian Altai, and

smell;

and

hearing that

in

is

some

species, such as rat-

tlesnakes and large constiictors, heat re-

tant

the Sumerians of Babylonia. Early naturalists,

such as Aristotle, discussed the

most impor-

forked ophidian tongue. Indeed, snakes

and exquisitely sensitive sensory

and their forked tongues are so deeply embedded in our collective psyche that I was

ceptors.

However, by

mode employed by
and

enacted daily, in one form

in

less familiar

smell,

known

far the

all

snakes

is

another

chemical sense akin to

as the vomeronasal system.

Snakes inhabit a world richly textured

in

chemical cues that guide the animals in the

most fundamental

activities

of

life,

from

surprised to leam that an obvious question
had not been fully answered why are
snakes' tongues forked? Such questions
are the bread and butter of evolutionary
morphologists like me, and as someone

—

John Cancalosi

Having injected a wood
forked tongue

rat with

to follow the trail

venom and then used its own sensitive
of the fleeing but doomed animal, a western

diamondback rattlesnake opens wide to swallow its prey, left. Below: A
nonvenomous gray rat snake seems to grin as it stretches to accommodate a
bird egg. The dark opening at the base of the snake's mouth is the glottis
(the end of the ti-achea). While eating, the snake retracts its tongue into a

.-^

sheath beneath the trachea.
Jim

"^

Merli;

Valan Photos

»*rn

always

else to stuff them, since they are

groveling on the ground, or in caverns of

Many

the earth."

tongue

omous

are

convinced that the

a stinger, particularly in ven-

is

species,

and others claim

witnessed the capture of

tongue

tips.

during the

The

first

flies

to

have

between the

reigning scientific view

part of this century

was

that

mechanism,

I

thought that
it.

I
1

should

know

the

learned not only

about snakes but also something about the
nature of scientific progress.

Unlike the rather obscure bits of
anatomy that I usually ponder, the conspicuousness of snake tongues has

made

squirrel, is based less on science than on
anthropomorphism. But unlike us and
even their lizard kin, snakes lack taste
buds on their tongues and are singularly

depauperate in gustatory pleasure.

And al-

symmetry ex-

appreciate the

I

pressed in Hodiema's hypothesis (two
nostrils,

two tongue

tips), I

have spent a

of time watching snakes, and
seen one with
its

the stinger

its

nostrils

tongue

I

have never

blocked with

in its nose.

lot

dirt

Likewise,

and flycatcher ideas are with-

doubled." Hodiema, a seventeenth-cen-

out basis, and the frequent flicking of the

tury Italian naturalist, thought that snakes

tongue into the

used the

ground nor object, belies

dirt

tips

of the tongue "for picking the

out of their noses, which

would be

apt

is

found

in

two

Named

Jacobson's organs after

their discoverer, they are

now

usually re-

ferred to as the vomeronasal organs, or

VNO. These small, bulb-shaped structures

nor with

were

the key to tongue flicking

develop as an offshoot of the nasal cavity,

idea, like

snakes "a twofold pleasure from savors,
it

on the function of the

our sympathy for the

totle's

though

being as

ideas

function can no longer be accepted. Aris-

them a source of speculation over the
years. Recorded inquiry into their function
begins, as for most things scientific, with
Aristotle, who reasoned from the basis of
his own tongue that the fork provided
their gustatory sensation

new

forked tongue. Experimenters showed that

mouth.

plausible, explanations of forked tongue

answer. In finding

were revealed and led

flicking in snakes
directly to

first sci-

of tongue

snake's snout just above the roof of the

tactile

anatomy, function, and evolution of
tongues,

entific clues to the function

tongue were part of a

Unfortunately, these colorful, and even

(I liesitate

the United States

tiny organs that lie side-by-side in the

to admit) in the

specializes

Germany and

in

during the 1920s and 1930s, the

tongue flicking and the delicately forked
giving snakes a sense of fine touch.

who

In a series of elegant experiments con-

ducted

tile

organ.

air,

contacting neither
its

role as a tac-

becoming

isolated

from

it

separate connections to the

openings

Each

in the palate.

VNO contains its own small patch

of sensory
that

cells.

These

connect them

cells

the bulb that

is

have nerves

to the olfactory

the brain, although not to the

cells

and forming

mouth through

bulb of

same

part of

connected to the sensory

of the snake's nose.

What

the experi-

menters discovered was that tongue
deliver chemical particles into the
that

make

their

way up through

ings and into the

sensory

cells.

VNO,

flicks

mouth

the open-

stimulating the

This equips snakes (and

their close cousins, the lizards) with a

chemical sense similar to smell, but

differ-
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All snakes, including the

some

lizards,

Inc.

nonvenomous hognose snake, below, and

such as the Dumeril's monitor

lizard, right,

use the

of their forked tongue to follow scent trails of
prey or potential mates. Providing a sort of "stereo smell" the
sensitive tips

tips

enable the animals to stay on track.
Harry

W

Greene

ent and distinct. Although

many mammals

and other vertebrates also have a
that they stimulate through various

we humans

VNO

means,

are as lacking in this

vom-

eronasal sense as snakes are in taste.

Although

it

was established

Medical Center

in

Brooklyn, have experi-

mentally verified these findings.

Film and X-ray studies have provided
further evidence,

showing

that the

tips are not inserted into the

that the

that

—

at least in

snakes

tongue

VNO

— pads on

and

the floor

tongue delivered odor particles into the

of the mouth, and not the tongue directly,

mouth, the mechanism of particle transfer

probably deliver the scent particles to the

VNO

to the

1920s,

remained unknown. In the

some German researchers sug-

openings in the palate.
tracted into

its

sheath,

As

the tongue

its

tips

is re-

brush along

gested that the slender tips of the forked

pads in the floor of the mouth. These pads

tongue must be inserted into the openings

are then elevated

of the

VNO,

rectly.

This hypothesis was so elegant that

delivering scent particles di-

was almost immediately accepted and
eventually became dogma.
The only problem with the theory is that
it is contradicted by the evidence. Some of
the earliest experiments, performed by
German workers in the 1930s, demonit

strated that snakes could deliver particles

to the

VNO

even when

their

tongue

tips

had been surgically removed. Later that
same decade, German and American re-

palate and

As

and pushed against the

VNO openings.

from

us, like the proverbial red herring,

namely, sampling

their true function;

those scent particles from the air or the

strong as the evidence against

it

has

ground

in the first place.

been, the tongue-in-VNO explanation of

Like paired ears or paired eyes, a forked

forked tongues has had a significant im-

tongue could provide a kind of "stereo

pact

on

modem studies of snake and lizard

chemoreception and can

some

textbooks. Such

still

is

be found

the

in

power of

dogma.

A

firm believer in the fruits of the un-

treated to

points of

my

I

one of die creative high

professional career one day

me why

only the presence of some

chemical but also
true, the

conscious mind and nonlinear thought,

was

smell" that would give snakes the ability
to sense not

its

were

location. If this

snake would have to be able to

sample scent
points (via

its

from two different
two tongue tips) and assess

particles

whether there was a difference in the
strength of that chemical on the left side
versus the right side. This ability would be

searchers pointed out that most lizards

when

have only notched tongues with blunt

have forked tongues. In that moment,
years of miscellaneous thought on tongues
and the VNO suddenly seemed to gel and
the answer to his question became clear.

particularly useful for following pher-

as effectively as snakes. Recently, Brent

What

idea.

Graves, of Northern Michigan University,

centrating

and Mimi Halpern, of the Downstate

scent particles to the

tips,

hardly capable of being inserted into the
tiny

openings of the

flick their

52

VNO,

yet they too

tongues and stimulate the
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VNO

a colleague asked

I

realized

was

snakes

that the years of con-

on how forked tongues deliver

VNO had distracted

omone

my

by other animals.

trails left

office,

where

I set

ing task of supporting or refuting

What
not the

I

I

my new

discovered shocked me:

first

to

have this

ran to

about the painstak-

idea. Indeed,

I
it

was
had
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been proposed independently two times

in

back and

forth,

and tongue flicked
and resumed

until

it

its travel.

spread their tongue tips far apart just as
they touch the ground, apparently to

max-

the previous thirteen years. In the first

relocated the

case, Walter Auffenberg, of the University

Both Auffenberg and Ford proposed that
following scent trails was the function of

ence

the forked tongue for finding both food

When

and mates. Mimi Halpem and her colleagues had already shown that the ability

blocked, a snake attempting to follow an

of Florida (now emeritus), had intuited the
theory during the course of his classic

Komodo

study of the
sia,

dragons of Indone-

fork-tongued lizards related to snakes.

He observed
ity to

the lizards' remarkable abil-

follow invisible scent

animals,

all

trails

of prey

the while flicking their deeply

trail

to follow scent trails

is

a hallmark of snake

I

odor

tested these ideas,

I

found

that

were consistent

chemical strength between

in

access to the

tumed

trail

strong,

simply

chemosensory biology.

When

imize the likelihood of picking up a differ-

consistently toward the

unblocked side

made

How

sides.

VNO on one side was

—and

as a result,

a circle.

might

this

remarkable organ have

evolved? Tongues are composed of soft

forked tongues. Similarly, Neil Ford, of

virtually all observations

had studhow male snakes follow pheromone
trails left by passing females. He noted
that the tips of the forked tongue would

with the trail-following function of forked

tissue, so fossils are

tongues. Indeed, the earliest experiments

isons

involving surgical removal of the forked

provide indirect clues to evolutionary his-

spread far apart and brush the ground be-

deficit in the treated animals: loss

the University of

Texas

at Tyler,

ied

fore being retracted.

As long

as the tips

stayed within the confines of the

snake
tip

moved

directly along

it.

When

overstepped the edge of the

snake turned back.
trail,

When

the snake stopped,

both

trail,

trail,

the

one
the

tips left the

swung

its

head

tongue

tips

had shown only one behavioral

ability to follow trails.

The brain

of the

circuitry

of the vomeronasal system in snakes

is set

up to provide the ability to compare chemical signal strength from left and right
sides. Slow-motion films revealed that
both snakes and fork-tongued lizards

tory.

among
Since

of little help. Compar-

living species, however,

all

living snakes

can

have forked

can be leamed by examining them alone, so I began by comparing

tongues,

little

snakes to their closest living relatives, the
lizards.

We now

believe that snakes

evolved directly from a group of fizards
whose modem members include the Gila

monsters of the Southwest and the moni-
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Its

heat-sensing pit clearly visible, a black-tailed rattlesnake spreads

tongue

tips

wide and stares ahead,

surroundings. Their diverse senses

all

senses acutely tuned to

make

snakes,

venomous or

it,

causing

its

its

not, formidable

predators. The emerald boa, right, having surprised an unfortunate

parakeet and constricted

Inc.

Amazon

rapid death by shock, hangs fivm

its

a branch while embarking on the lengthy process of swallowing.
Joe McDonald

Old World. Within that
tongues ranged from

tor lizards of the

group,

found

I

that

only slightly forked to the snakelike
tongues of the monitor lizards. By widening the comparison to include

all

and considering an evolutionary
this larger group, I

lizards
tree

of

discovered that deeply

forked tongues had evolved at least one
other time, in another group of lizards.

Adding information from behavior and
ecology to the analysis,

I

found a tight cor-

between the presence of a forked

relation

tongue and the ability to follow scent

and

trails,

that

each time forked tongues

evolved in lizard/snake history, so did the
behavior of searching widely through the

environment for food or appropriate am-

bush

sites.

Lizards that do

simply waiting for food to

searching,

little

come

to

them,

lack forked tongues.

Returning to our rattlesnake,

now

appreciate

its

While exploring

its

snake frequently flicks
point,

it

we can

more

abilities

fully.

environment, the
its

tongue. At

some

crosses a pathway used by small

mammals and other animals. Among the
many scents it detects is the odor of a female of its own species, but the rattler disis not in mating condition
and therefore not worth following. It next

cerns that she

detects the fresh scent of a desirable prey
species.

(Gordon Burghardt, of the Uni-

versity of Tennessee, has

shown

that

most

snakes have an innate ability to discriminate prey from nonprey.)

search ended,

Its

the snake chooses a hidden spot within
striking distance of the trail

and awaits

its

next meal. The passage of a hiker and then
a fence lizard

elicits little interest

other

than a flick or two of the tongue, but the
arrival

of a squirrel triggers

its

predatory

squirrel go.

By

releasing the squirrel,

needn't fear any retaliatory bite, and
let

the squirrel's

own muscle

instincts.

and circulatory system

The rattlesnake's strike results from the
complex interplay of visual, chemosensory, and thermal cues emanating from the
squirrel. At the moment of impact and envenomation, the rattlesnake learns the

gestive

scent of this individual animal, which

squiiTcl's fur direct the

it

it

it

can

contractions

distribute the di-

venom. Now, with the use of

its

forked tongue to monitor the chemical
trail left

by the

squirrel, the

tracks the animal to

its final

within the log. There,

tactile

snake easily
resting place

cues from the

snake to the head

large a meal,
for

it

wifl not

have to feed again

many weeks.

These

skills are

applied by

venomous

and nonvenomous snakes. In each case the
forked tongue plays an essential

many ways,

the tongue

role. In

and the tremen-

dously sensitive vomeronasal system

it

serves are the essence of being a snake.

The forked tongue symbolizes,
ity,

not duplic-

but evolutionary success, for this mar-

may have

will then prefer over all others, as discov-

for easier swallowing of so large an ani-

vel of engineering

ered by David Chiszar and his students

at

mal. Being ectothermic (cold-blooded),

snakes become what they are today

the University of Colorado. Hence, the

the snake needn't squander calories on

of the most successful radiations of land

snake

generating body heat, and having eaten so

vertebrates alive
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Shouldering his bow, a Yanomami teenager goes hunting.
Nick Nichols:

Magnum

The Yanomami
Keep on Trekking
In Amazonia, a break fi-om gardening

makes for a balanced diet

by Kenneth Good
Be kuami\ "They are not home!" I remember my disappointment as I arrived at
empty

village after

empty

month-long expedition.

had

I

on

village

my

started out

from the Yanomami community of Ha-

on

supiweteri,
the

the upper

Orinoco River

in

Venezuelan Amazon, with the goal of

reaching the banks of the Parakeet River,

miles to the south.

thirty-five

It

was 1976,

the

second of twelve consecutive years

that

I

their

would

strongest
gear,

with the Hasupiweteri

live

changing locales.

and

young men had

and

at

five of their

set oft'

with food.

gifts to contact the scattered in-

land villages.

had ever

I

No

made

the hilly terrain

nonindigenous outsider
through

this trip overland,

covered with dense

forest,

although one group in the area had been

once by helicopter. None of the
Yanomami from my community had penetrated that far either, although some had
reached the closest villages and knew by
word of mouth of the others.
visited

We

had spent three days pushing along

we would arrive, and as is
Yanomami custom when visiting another village, we stopped to bathe.
After a brief, refreshing dip we hurried
down the trail until we anived at the vilstream before

familiar with them. But

the

my

lage gardens. Bananas and plantains in

various stages of growth

nine-tenths of the well-tended vegetation.

Off

to

plants.

and a couple of avocado

we were

hundred yards,

were the

communal

best-constructed
seen. But

it

largest

shelters

I

The Yanomami

are

we began

the last

ascents in the rolling hills to the
nity of Ashitoweteri.

destination,

guides told

commu-

As we neared our

my excitement peaked. My
me we had reached the last

guides heaped scorn on our absent hosts,
calling

them peccaries

days foraging

for spending their

in the forest.

Another frustration of arriving at an
empty village is missing out on a good
meal. When one travels lone distances

what anthropolo-

though a large and important part of
diet consists

their

of foods from hunting and

grow

gathering, they also

plantains and

bananas, using simple tools and a clearing

technique

known

as slash-and-bum. Their

crops enable them to live a more sedentary

who

than full-time hunter-gatherers,

food as

their

becomes

it

available in the forest. Their communities

are larger and their

homes and personal
So where

possessions are more elaborate.

were the horticultural Yanomami of
Ashitoweteri when I arrived to pay my
repects?
I

realized that there

was only one thing

wayiimi. a trek in which the entire

the garden

home,

gists call horticulturists, or gardeners. Al-

Who

Beyond
of numerous

at

were shared by

had

they could be doing: they were on a

to reclear this snake-

feelings

and

planting their gardens in virgin forest.

would want

my

was empty.

have to follow

infested tangle of thorny brush?

no one

my Hasupiweteri friends. While I wailed, "Why
do they have to go trekking now?" my
and

out of the gardens

and standing before one of the

life

always

trees

could not contain

only other visible crops. After several

One day out, we had visited
the first village, but after that we had encountered no one. The third day had been
especially difficult, as we chopped and
hacked our way through an old, abandoned garden during a torrential downpour. I realized then why the Yanomami
are "pioneering horticulturists,"

we saw a few ohina root
Some cotton bushes

one side

and manioc

little-used trails barely visible to the inex-

perienced eye.

made up about

I

frustration at finding

munity packs up
the

communal

est in

its

shelter,

and takes

one or several groups

gather wild foods.
the treks.

It

I

already

takes at most a

residence with the

com-

possessions, abandons
to the for-

to hunt

and

knew about
few months'

Yanomami

to

become

A Yanomami hunter
a

bird.

Game

is

takes aim, probably at

a chief source of protein.

Viclor Englebert
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Ripe plantains, below, the Yanomami's main cultivated crop, are
right, a family's

peeled for a feast. In the communal house,

hammocks are strung close together so that they can share
heat from their hearth during the cool night. Bottom right:

Women

the

carry manioc from a garden.

Kenneth Good

across the forest, the intermittent stops are
critical for

we were

keeping up energy

levels.

we

forced to take what

Now

could

from the garden and pay for it another day.
While the other men checked the trails to
determine

which

when

the residents

had

left

and

than

fifty

peccaries, a force of thirty-two

hunters succeeded in bringing

down

only

three.

When I awakened the moming after the
feast

was

over, preparations for the trek

were already under way. While the

last

several other

on our way back after visiting
empty villages, we came

few mature plantains from the garden
roasted on the family hearth, men and
women were packing all their possessions
in bundles. Using a tumpline, the women

across the Ashitoweteri at one of their

bear the burden of portage, sometimes car-

temporary camps. We showered them
with our gifts machetes, knives, and
other desirable items
more than reciprocating for the food we had taken. It was the

rying loads of

in

direction, Karisi

and

I

collected

food from the Ashitoweteri gardens. Fortunately,

—

my

—

plantains,

more than 100 pounds

aluminum

mocks, and even a
of my

pots, axes,

child.

Quickly

I

ham-

got out

hammock and began organizing my

own equipment and

necessities

ously uncontacted community over the

supplies could be

behind, stashed in

next ten years.

locked trunks). Fortunately, I could
arrange for four young men to help carry

first

of

Not long

several stays with this previ-

after

we

returned to Hasupi-

community also determined to
go trekking. While we had been away, the
able-bodied men had gone on a hunt. They
were planning to invite another village to a
funeral ceremony, and meat was a major
requirement for the event. The hunt had
failed, as many of them do, and after our
retum they made a second attempt. They

my possessions.

returned with white-lipped peccaries and

dened as they

some small game. The hunters were happy
to bring back such a quantity of smoked
meat, even though out of a herd of more

move very

weteri, that
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left

(many

While the women were still packing,
men marched out of the village, anx-

down the

trails

before the ani-

still

before

men began to make camp for the

Each cleared a small area, and in no
more than half an hour erected a simple
frame for the family shelter. Most then dis-

night.

appeared into the forest to hunt.

women

When

the

arrived, they cut platanillo leaves

and covered the roof frames prepared by
their

the

ious to start

After only a few hours,
noon, the

j

husbands. After setting up house by

hanging

their

hammocks, gourds,

andi

other belongings, they took to the streams

i

to crab or to the forest to gather wild-

mals were scared off by the larger group.

foods.

more than their bows
and arrows, so they would be unencum-

Our

a large stand of food near a campsite or

bered for any hunting opportunity. Bur-

hunting proved productive, the commu-i

Most

carried

little

are, the

women and children

slowly and rarely cover more

The men periodically
them to catch up.

nity

trek lasted five weeks. If there

would spend

was
if

several nights there.

Otherwise, they would pack up their bedaybreak, bundle the leaves

than a mile in a day.

longings

at

stop and wait for

from the

roofs,

(

and move on to another

site.

Men, women, and

and the infirm

children, the old

moved through

the forest,

Amazonia's varied wild foods.
addition to the skill with which the

exploiting
In

Yanomami hunted and

gathered, the ease

with which they trekked reinforced

view

that this

was an ancient

my

pattern of

livelihood.

As I accompanied this trek and many
more over the years, I kept detailed
records of the Yanomami's activities, especially those related to
tion, the subject

thought

food and

nutri-

of my research. The same

was always on

my mind: "Why do
my ques-

they trek?" Probably underlying
tion

was

the ethnocentric notion that social

progress consists of having a settled

and

that trekking is a

hardship to acquire food in lean times.

Yanomami

see

it

life,

kind of enforced

differently,

The

however. For
V

cto

Eng ebert
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them the

trek

is

a

welcome

event, one that

Trekking takes the community to fresh, cool forest areas that have
not been exploited for a long period, perhaps not within living memory. Neverthe-

raises the spirits.

less, the

mami

no

of
is

Amazonia

environmental limitation in

go h-ekking?

glance, the reason the Yano-

land suitable for expansion of cultivation.

question remains:

first

Museum

Natural History, demonstrated that there

on growing sufficient crops for a village to
remain sedentary. My own studies of forest areas around the Yanomami communities confirm that there is almost always

really

At

Cameiro, of the American

need

to

Do

the Yano-

mami trek see'ms to be that they run out of

The men, who do

mature plantains from their gardens. Plantains and bananas were most likely intro-

spend an average of

all

of the garden work,
less than

per day preparing the gardens.

two hours

They could

New World by the conquis-

easily double that time without signifi-

tadors. .Scientists generally believe that in

cantly changing their other activities. But

duced

into the

pre-Columbian times, the

Yanomami were

hunters and gatherers and that they continue to trek because their forager culture

make maximum use of agriSo why don't they just grow more

they don't.
Instead, the

Yanomami

apparently take

into consideration that they will trek and,

no more than necessai^

has failed to

therefore, plant

culture.

for several months' supply. In fact they

plantains?

Decades ago, anthropologist Robert

spend an average of 40 percent of the time
in the forest trekking, and in some cases as
Victor Englebert
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Kenneth Good

A woman

carries a load offirewood. left, into a temporai-y camp
up during a hunting-gathering trek through the forest. Another

woman, below,
Bottom

sets out

on a trek with

all

set

her household possessions.

Primarily used to hunt monkeys, curare-tipped darts
are dried over the fire.

much
tical

left:

as

60 percent. The underlying prac-

reason seems to be that plantains (or

manioc,

Amazonian

late

trek.)

While the group is out trekking for
weeks or months, the young plantains in

amins and minerals but have very little
protein. Lacking a more balanced range of

foods become harder to obtain, the trek-

crops and domesticated food animals, the

kers begin their return.

Yanomami must

that they get tired of

case of other

in the

such as the Kayapo) are rich

get their meat and fat as

They may even say

their

minds turn again

truth

is

Amazonian game

species are relatively

Even with

their quests.

record,

when

this

fail in

poor hunting

a village stays in one place

that they

the wild

wild foods and that

mals of the

forest.

When

the gardens are maturing.

they have always done, from the wild ani-

small and elusive, and hunters often

to plantains.

The

must go back. They can-

not subsist year-round as hunter-gatherers

because the domesticated crops have

lowed

grow

al-

their average village populations to

Wild foods

to sixty or seventy.

are

for a long period of time, the local animals

too dispersed to feed so large a group,

One way to compenmen to leave their

even for one or two nights. But neither can

are quickly depleted.
sate for this

for the

is

families and gardens and

distance hunts.

go out on long-

Camping in the

forest,

with

the

Yanomami be

full-time farmers, be-

cause adequate protein
the garden

is

not provided at

sites.

dusk for up

minimal food, they hunt from dawn to
to a week. Trekking, however,

there are other advantages to trekking.

offers an alternative that keeps family

a village grows larger, quarrels are

members

likely to erupt in the

together and allows long-term

exploitation of other forest areas.
ies

mJ'Jit^'L.Sf?S?ii»'-

stagesof the

in vit-

tribes,

I(

from the gardens during the early and

show

that

on

treks,

My .stud-

hunting yields are

Apart from

fulfilling nutritional needs,

ample, even a large
yield

community. For ex-

game animal does

enough meat for

all

double those near the garden location.

Meat

Consumption of wild foods increases

that is shared village wide.

from 10 percent

70 percent. (The

in the distribution

crops, retrieved

ings.

diet

still

to almost

includes

some

is

As

more

the only item in

not

the families.

Yanomami culture
To be

slighted

causes very intense feel-

When such tensions reach a peak, the
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A Reputation for War

^^

by R. Brian Ferguson
Ever since they were dubbed "the fierce
people" by anthropologist Napoleon
Chagnon in the 1960s, the Yanomami have
typified primitive belligerence for hun-

the

Yanomami way of

But

my

life

experiences of

many

groups, have led

me

was

pristine.

comparing the

historical studies,

different

Yanomami

to reject that view.

I

sources of Westem trade goods. Like other

Amazonian groups,
rapidly

come

minum

pots, cloth,

Yanomami have

and other manufac-

Yanomami

tured items as necessities.

Orinoco River seemed endlessly em-

Amazonians have
been affected by the presence of European
Americans for up to 350 years, and that

broiled in fights, duels, and treacherous

Yanomami warfare can only be understood

also to trade with groups farther away. In

dreds of thousands of college students.

The

groups Chagnon lived with on the upper

men competed

raids, as the

and

status or

mami

women

over

sought to avenge previous

The vivid

killings.

descriptions of Yano-

character and warfare helped fuel a

debate over whether humans were inevitably propelled toward violence.

The

debate was largely precipitated by Robert

Ardrey's popular book African Genesis

humans had a

(1961), which argued that

genetic heritage as "killer apes."

Many

from being
instinctive, warfare would have played a
minor role throughout most of the human
academics countered

that, far

They

evolutionary career.

tied the

advent

of warfare to the agricultural revolution,
with

its

sedentary communities and stores

of food, and the subsequent rise of centralized states.

Human

nature, they declared,

have found

that these

to obtain these

goods close

want them not only for
exchange, other

in this light.

Outside influences began in the 1630s,

when Portuguese,

Spanish, and Dutch

colonists, or their indigenous allies,

came

The ensuing violence

raiding for slaves.

wiped out the more complex

able

to the source

their

own

use but

Yanomami provide

local

products, labor, wives, and political support. Friction arises

because the interests

involved in these exchange relationships

and the inequalities are so pro-

are so vital

societies that

nounced. This friction can lead to raiding,

had existed in the Yanomami region
densely settled chiefdoms of river
traders
and restricted the Yanomami to
highland sanctuaries. Both peaceable and

directed at protecting or improving posi-

—

violent contacts

between Yanomami and

outsiders occurred from the mid-eight-

when

eenth century until 1950,

the

first

tions within the radiating trade networks.

In the

first

deCade of this cenmry, for ex-

in

Amazonia

trade

led to a surge in

goods passing along the Uraricoera

and other

rivers near Brazilian

Protestant mission settled in alongside a

territory. In a series

Yanomami

and

village, initiating extensive in-

teractions that

still

When the political history of Yanomami
living in various parts of their territory

at least

is

Yanomami

of raids, ambushes,

one pitched

battle,

Yanomami groups carved

continue.

boom
Westem

ample, the firenzied rubber- tapping

some

the trade system. Tliey then gave
ing, but

local

out a niche in

up

raid-

soon were pressed from behind by

Yanomami

was almost by definition plastic, shaped by
and humans could be educated to

reconstructed, a connection emerges be-

the "wild"

tween

solve their conflicts in other ways. Against

neighboring peoples) and significant
changes in the European American pres-

For some Yanomami, including those
living around the mission posts of the

culture,

the

background of the Vietnam War,

was a more

this

optimistic message.

ence.

Enter the Yanomami, a people apparently isolated

influences

their

wars (with one another or with

The common thread

appears to be access

to,

in their fighting

and control over.

way

from outside

until

recent

claimed by some to be the
living

embodiment of

a vi-

olent evolutionary heritage. Others,

rejectmg

this

grim interpretation, sought
an adaptive explanation for

Yanomami

behavior.

proposed that
cal

They

in the tropi-

Amazonian

forest,

which lacked rich concentrations of resources,

fare

and

war-

hostility served to

break up groups into sustainable

size

and then

space them suitably across
the landscape. In this view,

although warfare had
costs,

it

its

contributed to the

Yanomami 's

ability to sur-

vive within the limitations

of their ecosystem.

Both of these

interpreta-

tions took for granted that

Natural History 4/95
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adulterous affair caused two

Kenneth Good

men

to fight

in the mountains.

upper Orinoco River, contact with resident
outsiders has led to a

They were pro-

times.

62

the

to regard steel tools, alu-

each other with clubs.

of

life.

Over

much more sedentary

time, hunting depleted

game supplies and was replaced by
more intensive cultivation, and

;al

hing,

nsumption of mission foods. Having
mobile

;ir

way

of

life,

lost

these groups are

Hunters cut up a peccary for
coveted food

.

is

The sharing of meat, a

distribution.

a traditional source of community

solidarity.

Victor Englebert

able to follow the traditional option of

away when

Dving

aring meat,

served,
,

their

is

which

custom of

Kenneth Good has

as

a source of solidarity. Worst of

exposure to outsiders brings them

w diseases, with epidemics

tearing great

For some Yano-

in the social fabric.

lies

And

frictions arise.

th little hunting, they lose the

ami, such as those encountered by
lagnon, long and strong contact with the
tside

much

world created so

disruption

became almost

for a time, violence

at,

rmal in interpersonal relations.

The Yanomami case shows

the extraor-

nary reach and transforming effects a
ntrally

governed

The impact of

ist.

igrations,

and

may

society, or state,

way beyond

ve, extending

its

last out-

disease, trade goods,

political restructurings

can

read far in advance of face-to-face con-

and when the

it,

arrive, they

)

bring even

more

may

Because they

struction with them.

dispense coveted trade

)ssess firearms or

even contemporary missionaries

)ods,
id

advance agents

state's

commonly

become important

antliropologists can

ayers in these conflicts and the focus of
olent competition. That
tned

is

what hap-

on the upper Orinoco.
political

nditions in a remote "tribal zone" can

ad to bloodshed, sometimes creating

ted in the past.
ive

where

little

For centuries. Westerners

justify the obliteration of

IS

or none ex-

looked upon such carnage and used

name of

iltures in the

not been

is itself

is

What

that the

often a result of

reign intrusion; that local conflicts are
Tnly connected to global processes.

anomami have taught us

to

The

proceed with

;treme caution before assuming warfare

indigenous groups
ted.

is

pristine

and

Anthropologists can lead the

iso-

way

in

lems can lead to a violent fission.
Trekking can also have a downside.

emotions.
Splitting

up

e:

SAR

is

group size

to a

of twenty or twenty-five. In a

smaller group, the killing of a large animal
will provide

Newark campus of
the author of Yano-

each family with a larger and

more choice piece than would be possible
if the entire community were living together. The increased supply is especially
welcome because the Yanomami normally
get to eat meat only twice a week and usually in

very small portions.

When

a large village splits

up on the

trek because of internal friction or because

When

a

community

returns to

an extended stay

after

its

gardens

in the forest,

it

is

simply too large to travel

to-

one group of families may begin

and on occasion,
develop between villages.
These may take the form of a chest-pounding match (opponents take turns slugging
crisis for the returnees,

hostilities

each other

even a

in the chest),

raid. In the

also has a role to play.

home

a club

fight,

or

case of a raid, trekking

When raiders return

after attacking another village, they

and the rest of their community often
leave on a trek to avoid becoming sitting
ducks

in a

revenge

More than 95
still

raid.

percent of the

live in their traditional

Yanomami

deep-woods

On sub-

environment. But a few communities that

sequent treks, the gardens will be ex-

have settled along rivers have adopted

panded, and

at a distant

when

campsite.

they begin to produce

move there,
new communal

crops, the families

eventually

constructing a

shelter. In

Political History (Santa

Press. 1995).

or sixty

tured crops. This results in a severe food

to restrict their

mum

new gardens

A

fifty

maxi-

had

urope.

ami Warfare:

for a better re-

hunters and gatherers, they would have

gether,

Htgers University,

makes

sometimes finds that other Yanomami,
also on trek, have made their way to the
untended gardens and eaten the newly ma-

hnic or tribal warfare in Africa and

"anthropology at the

also

Yanomami may trek together, most likely
in the past, when they were full-time

the group

Brian Ferguson, an associate professor

an inadequate supply of food,

This separation allows for a cooling off of

)plying this important lesson to so-called

.

mony and

especially meat. Otherwise these prob-

its

it

indigenous

civilization.

acknowledged

avage" behavior

own

trek in a different direction.

on

turn on foraging. While today

The changing economic and

arfare in regions

village can split, with each faction going

this

way

a village splits pemianently, deal-

ing peacefully with problems of dishar-

of making a living, made posby access to manufactured goods
from traders or from a Western settlement.
These Yanomami spend less effort on inland hunting. Instead, fishing takes on

new ways
sible
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Victor Englebert

A pet bird,

below, receives a morsel

oflxiiiana. Right:

C. S. Perkins;

men

greater importance, the

couple relax

Magnum

taking to the

They use manufactured

rivers in canoes.

hooks and

A

hammocks.

in their

lines, often fishing at night

with

hghts acquired through trade or labor.

Once they

acquire or learn to

make dugout

canoes, they can fish over a greater range

without moving the

communal

shelter or

trekking. Watercraft are also used to

add

to

number of areas where gardens can be
cleared, maintained, and harvested. They
the

often use areas across the river from the

settlement for gardening and hunting.

Yanomami

grow

river settlers

larger

gardens, aided in part by the greater availability

of steel axes and machetes for for-

They also learn from outgrow and process other
foods besides plantains. Most common are
est clearing.

siders

how

to

cassava bread and manioc meal, both of

which can be stored

for use

tains are not abundant.

As

communities engage

fewer

in

when

plan-

a result, these

some

treks;

have discontinued the practice altogether.

While the

may have

river settlements

benefited from manufactured goods,

Yanomami communities along

the

Venezuelan-Brazilian border have been
devastated by outside contacts.

A

that they return a confiscated shotgun, de-

cided to

the

kill

them on the

young men. Encountering
they shot several of them

trail,

execution-style. After a series of retalia-

by the Yanomami, the miners

tory raids

raided the village, killing about twelve.

streams with byproducts of gold process-

Those shot included men, women, and
children, some of whom were hacked, dismembered, and decapitated with machetes
after being gravely wounded.
Perhaps it is unrealistic to hope the

ing and the stripping of thousands of acres

Yanomami

will

ing by

traditional culture.

Brazil-

ian policy of opening this area to settlers,
cattle ranchers, loggers,

and gold miners

has resulted in the poisoning of rivers and

of forest for logging and pastures.
ternational outcry has

in-

provoked some gov-

emment effort to halt this
trol

An

activity,

but con-

of these very remote areas has been

spotty at best.

who

live there

As

a result, the

Yanomami

have been deprived of the

1

993, the conflict of interests resulted

in tragedy.

With

their large stores of steel

tools, clothing, medicines, shotguns,

shells, Brazilian

Yanomami
the

and

gold-mining camps

territory

attiaction to

in

had become a major

nearby villagers, particularly

young men. The miners found the

Yanomami 's

persistent requests for

at stake

goods

be allowed

to continue liv-

But more

is

than whether they will be ab-

sorbed culturally by the surrounding societies.

Their very physical survival

jeopardy.

up the

As

national

is

in

govemments open

tropical forests to development, the

Yanomami

forest they use to feed themselves.

In

their-

will

be pushed off the land. Al-

ready their rivers and streams are being
polluted, while the animals they hunt for
critical protein are

machinery used
Intensified

in

being driven away by

lumbering and mining.

by outside contact, malaria and

respiratory diseases are also taking a
If these trends

tions, the

toll.

continue without restric-

Yanomami

will die out. Their

a great initant and even threatened to re-

destiny

spond with violence. The friction came to
a head when a group of miners, annoyed

who have come to control the lands where
the Yanomami have trekked for so many

by the requests, as well
64

as
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by a demand

is

ultimately in the hands of those

generations.
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This round' s on

by Roger
Why

my room

is

Why are our
Why are round beds

square?

buildings retangular?

Why

(Ah, the

is

space, lines

in the gigantic

beams of

Contrarily,

double

children with their

square pegs.

interested in the question

I

the advantages of the

roof as opposed to the gabled

—

less material,

more

they drove into those round holes

more open

suitable for piles of hay,

.

.

.

A square peg in a round hole

was comparable

to the

hardy soul

who

re-

fuses to go the easy route and thereby insures the strength of the union. But the
original, structural

(so

much

ies offer

so that

meaning has been

some modem

"a round peg

in

lost

dictionar-

a square hole" as

an interchangeable alternative).

"Going

someone

is

"loopy"),

wasted

we want to

suggest

a madman's problem is that his
mind operates in circles. Yessir, he's a
.scveMball! Bad guys are "crooked"; good

guys are "straight arrows."
I

once asked an

straight

laughed, saying this

differently:

an arrow goes to

in part because their

by

shake hands firmly? Because a firm hand-

roofs.

There were also round bams, remark-

—

able and beautiful

interiors are so open, so uncluttered

braces and supports.
it

Round

construction,

turns out, takes less material for the

same amount of area and volume. It is
stronger and more efficient, more atfi^active, more logical.
Also during my work
with century-old bams, I

squareness so dominant in

this

round earth,

shake demonstrates honesty and
things like that.
all?

trust,

Why do we shake hands at

Because, well, because that shows

we're
again!

fair

and square. There's

Omaha friend about the

arrow metaphor for virtue; he

we
presume that our way of living, our way of
seeing things, our way of organizing, is
obviously the most logical. Why do we

is

that

word

parlance,

around an

ear, as if

American mainstream culture? Like

there weren't only Gothic

So why

modem

twirl a forefinger

people everywhere on

I

If

crazy (or in

we

Maybe why

strength.

—

in circles" describes

wondered why there
weren't more Gothic roofs on barns.

more

—

we throw "curve balls"
when we act errati-

whammy

time and fmstration.

was fascinated by
or hipped roof

bored round holes

cally.

while examining Plains folk architecture.

bam

had another meaning. Builders

the phrase

ings were solid and secure for centuries,

of round versus square thirty years ago

Gothic

Welsch

such bams and then, to be sure the build-

wisdom of

became

me

little

maybe even a

round marbles and circled arena!)
I first

L,

Bo r

a boxing "ring" square?

not only peculiar but

kinky?

UT[

is

a perfect example

of how two peoples can see the same thing

from side

"The white man sees only
to side;

arrow's flight in
rises

its

its

target, not

we

that

wavering

Indians see an

other dimension, as

from the bow and

it

falls to its target."

Has an obsession with straight lines and
become a "straight" jacket

right angles
that restricts

our ability to see the world

in

other terms, to observe through the eyes of
those

who

see the world in circles, arcs,

and globes? What happens when we find
ourselves in a culture

where round

is

the rule;

encountered the original

where, for example,

meaning and wisdom hidden in the expression "a
square peg in a round

not the cross that symbol-

Today

hole."

refers

to

square peg)

that phrase

someone (a
who is out of

it

is

izes religious understand-

ing but the nested, curved

commas

that are yin

and

yang?

The

late

Lakota holy

tune with things around

man Lame

him (the round hole).
Someone who is unquali-

many Native Americans,

who doesn't fit.
Someone who makes

mre and can give us some

fied,

things difficult.

Back

in the

heavy-framed bams were
built

66

by hand, however,
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like

lived within a "round" cul-

idea of the cross-cultural

He had exproblems moving
within the white man's
square and straight world.
experience.

days when

Deer,

plicit
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Backyard Battle of the Sexes
Among the

hedgerows,

little

brown birds wage gender warfare

by Nicholas B. Davies
"Unobtrusive, quiet and retiring, without being shy, humble and homely in

diversity.

My

study

Cambridge

site is the

male, and only

its

University Botanic Garden, a nature re-

would

deportment and habits, sober and unpre-

serve within a city and just a short bicycle

of a joint

tending in

its

dress, while

still

neat and

from both home and the university's

ride

the

if

he was unsuccessful

two come

territory.

to share the defense

Some males wandered

over the garden for several weeks before

managed

exhibits a pattern

zoology department. The garden, laid out

they

which many of a higher grade might imitate, with advantage to themselves and
benefit to others through an improved example." So wrote the Reverend F. O. Mor-

150 years ago, provides a mosaic of the

males.

various vegetation types favored by dun-

ate arrangements with, for example, a beta

dunnock

graceful, the

A

nocks

in

more

natural habitats throughout

Europe, including woodland, hedgerows,

History of British Birds (1856),
urging his parishioners to emulate the life

and dense scrub. About eighty dunnocks,

of the hedge sparrow, or dunnock.

tion,

ris in

A

stroll

around an English garden

Old English,

to endorse this view. In

"dun" means
fies httle.

dull

brown, and "ock"

The dunnock,

signi-

not a true sparrow

but an accentor,

is

brown

indeed unobtrusive as

bird and

shuffles about

is

the archetypal

little
it

under the bushes collecting

biUfuls of tiny insects for

its

young. The

impression gained might be one of harmonious cooperation, as the dunnocks raise
their offspring

among

a succession of

from the crocuses and daffodils
emerge with the first young of the year

breed in the garden each summer.

The conventional view of

in

spring might well lead the casual observer

color banded for individual recogni-

all

pair forma-

first set up
and advertise for mates by
singing. Females are then supposed to
choose among male territories, their
choices determining male mating success.

tion in songbirds

is

that

males

territories

I

spent the

first

part of each breeding sea-

son simply walking around the garden,
plotting the positions of individuals

maps, and
not

foUow

I

this

pattem. Females defended

territories against other females,

flowers,

ing exclusive areas with

that

tween neighbors. They appeared

in April to the roses

broods fledge

fliat

bloom

as final

in July.

Michael Birkhead and Barbara and David
Snow began to record the lives of individual

dunnocks

in detail.

The dunnock, they

found, behes

its dull appearance, having
an extraordinarily variable mating system.

While one territory might contain a pair
presumably what the Reverend Mr. Morris
had in mind for dunnocks next door a female might be mating with two males or a
male with two females. More complex
combinations occurred too, with two or
three males sharing fi-om two to four fe-

—

Had

to settle

were determined by com-

a female's territory, the more difficuU

the changes that ensued

when

mating opportunities. Even

was not prepared

In 1981,

1

began a long-term project
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A

folded once breeding began.

dunnock
riod has

all

the

however,
visit to a

mating pe-

territory during the

drama and excitement of a

soap opera. Once she has completed her
nest, usually built in a

bush or hedge, the

female approaches males to

Matings begin three

solicit

copula-

petition with other females for suitable

tions.

habitat.

Males then competed to defend
male distribution
was superimposed over the mosaic of female territories.
Various mating combinations arose as a

before the

the females, so that the

to the

result of different patterns of territory

boring males that trespassed in search of

overlap.

Sometimes a

fended one female

male de(monogamy)

single

territory

and

last right

up
to

first

five eggs, with

cessive days.
flieir

egg

seven days

to

completion of the clutch of three

is

laid

one egg

laid per

day

in suc-

Monogamous males guarded

females closely and chased off neigh-

extra matings. But

by

far the

most intense

competition took place where two males

or two adjacent females (polygyny). In

shared a

other cases, two males shared the defense

followed the female wherever she went

of one female (polyandry) or several adja-

and attempted to prevent the beta male
from copulating with her. Some beta

cent female territories (polygynandry).

territory.

Here, the alpha male

the guarding alpha male.

in chaos.

1,

for the conflicts that un-

tried to evict the subordinate, or beta.

would have been

individuals

died and their partners jostled for better

discover the causes of this breeding

the parish

it

was for a single male to monopolize her,
and the larger a male's territory, the more
likely he was to have sole or joint defense
of two females, especially where female
territories were small.
1 had to visit the garden daily simply to
keep track of these complex systems and

to

the clergyman's congregation

suit,

permanent beta

male overlapping two neighboring alpha
males. These pattems depended on both
male and female territory size. The larger

males deferred

foUowed
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overlap be-

to settle as

occasionally observed intermedi-

Males that shared one or more females
were not close relatives, and their alliance
was an uneasy one. The dominant, or
alpha, male (usually the older one) at first

males.

try to

little

occupy-

independently of male distribution; rather,
their territories

Fifteen years ago, British ornithologists

on

soon found that dunnocks did

I

to the alpha, but others

continually approached the female, lead-'

ing to endless chases in her vicinity.

A

female could make

life difficult for

She often

flew-

I
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hot pursuit, and then
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ri

apparent attempt to throw him
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a mating from him.

cit

Ipha
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off.

She

male and so-

of a bush or rock and solicited to the

ide

appening. Females were intent on preenting alpha males from having exclu-

mating access.
These exploits were enormously enter-

ive

lining to watch, but the act
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was

It

Selous

first

1902:

in

The hen elevated her rump and stood
till, when the male, hopping up, made lite excited and very wanton-looking pecks
1

this region, that is to

rifice.

say into the actual

There was actually no mistaking

le nature

and significance of the actions,
it seemed to me,

ather lecherousness, as

eing revealed. This
ling.

.

but

.

I

is

a very remarkable

do not understand

it."

This extraordinary cloaca pecking coninues for about a

opulates.

During

minute before the male
this time, the other

male

him and interrupt, which
nade me wonder why the first male did
nay discover

lot

copulate straightaway to insure that his

perm entered

the female.

nore closely.

I

When

looked

I

noticed that during the

lecking, the female's cloaca

made pump-

ng movements, and she sometimes
jected a small droplet. This

male

vhat the

oon as

it is

is

waiting

is

for,

produced, he looks

certainly

because as
at

it

briefly

ind then copulates.
I can
vhen I

still

remember my excitement

first

noticed a droplet being

;jected. I

ind

immediately got on

my

knees and began to search for

vhen

I

had watched the displays

ange, this

was a

difficult job,

Even

at close

and

iged to discover only three in the

hands

it.

I

first

manyear.
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rashed back to the laboratory and was

I

thrilled to see,

through a microscope, that

the droplets contained masses of sperm.

Like other birds, female dunnocks store
sperm. They have some
at the

1

,400

little

tubes

junction of the uterus and vagina. In

contrast to

many monogamous

species,

whose females copulate from one to
twenty times per breeding attempt, in dunnocks copulation

is

frequent as the males

Females with two
males may copulate up to six times per
battle for paternity.

hour; possibly several hundred times per
clutch.

As

a result, there will be a pool of

sperm in the female's cloaca and vagina
for

much of the mating period. The

male's

pecking stimulates the female to eject the
pool to

make way

so give his

for his insemination

own sperm

and

a better chance of

After the excitement of the mating period, life

on a dunnock

territory

peaceful during incubation.

lets,

It

becomes
is

as if a

blown to signal the end
of a game. Females alone incubate the
clutch for eleven to twelve days, and then
males help them with chick feeding for
eleven to twelve days in the nest and another two weeks after fledging, until the
young become independent.
One of the problems of working in a
public garden is that people often come up
whistle had been

I

am

a truthful reply entails a rather de-

tailed explanation to

reaching the storage tubules.

When

and ask what you are doing.

crawling about looking for sperm drop-

I

be convincing and so
I am "weeding."

usually announce that

My most memorable encounter was with a
nun.

was banding

I

when

a brood of nestlings

(

she approached and asked what was

so interesting about dunnocks. In this case,
the truth

and described

how two males competed

for matings.

I felt

obliged to

tell

"And which male
asked.

I

had

i

fathers the chicks?" she

to admit that

I

did not know.

"Well surely that should be easy

"Why

cover," she replied.

to dis-

don't you try

DNA fingerprinting?"
The year was 1987, and

the nun, a

teacher at a school nearby, had read of this

newly developed method
determining matemity and
variations in

league

DNA

for accurately

paternity using

as markers.

Ben Hatchwell and I took

My
the

col-

good

and spent the next three summers collecting blood samples from all the
adults and their offspring. Terry Burke,
Mike Bruford, and Tim Robson, of
lady's advice

Leicester University, then analyzed the

samples.

The

results

young belonged
the nest. In

showed

to the

that all the

female attending

monogamous and polygynous

arrangements, the single male defending
the territory fathered

all

the young.

Where

two males defended a territory, the alpha
male fathered all the young in most of the
cases where our observations had shown
that he successfully monopolized the fe
male at mating time. However, where the
two males had shared matings, paternity
was often mixed; on average the alpha fathered 55 percent of the brood and the beta
45 percent.
These data made very good sense ol
when and how often males fed chicks.
When only the alpha male had gained
matings with the female, only he helped
her feed the brood. However, if the male?

had shared matings, both helped. I saw nc
evidence that a male could recognize his
own young. If a male had mated with a female, he helped to feed her young, even iri
cases where, by chance, the other malt

had fathered the whole brood. Further
more, when the chicks fledged, they were
often divided among the parents, witli
each adult taking sole charge of one or two

,,,,ffii^S&^E55.

From

top to bottom:

A female dunnock solicits copulation from a male. He pecks

at her cloacal opening

and then stands by

until the female ejects

a droplet

containing the sperm of previous suitors. The pair then proceed to copulate.
Drawings by David Quinn, from Dunnock Behaviour and Social Evolution, by N.
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B.

Davies (Oxford University Press. 1992)

young and feeding them for the furthei
two weeks to independence. In such brood
division, males showed no tendency tc
pick out their own young for care.
Males clearly behaved selfishly, usins:
their

mating success as an indirect cue

tc

paternity and helping to feed the young

^
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two males varied

also that the
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their share

of work during the chick-feeding stage in
proportion to their share of matings. For

example, beta males that gained a greater

more

share of the copulations fed chicks

Few

countries in the world offer the

diversity of

Overlaid on

geography found
its

in Peru.

imentally.
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ural wonders.

will lead a trip to

bian

sites
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we
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of

young produced) in the different mating
combinations. The results made beautiful
the female's point of view, success

number of healthy young raised on her terThis depended on the amount of
help she got from males in caring for
chicks. For a female, polygyny was the

ritory.

because she had
one male with another

least successful strategy

to share the help of

female, and her chicks often starved to
death. In polygynous situations, females

were often aggressive to each other, en
gaging in chases and fights. If one of them
could drive the other away or force her

to

this fall

desert her nest, the aggressor might

enjoy the sublime scenery and

thereby claim the male's full-time help and
so enjoy the greater success of monogamy

charming towns of Siena, San

A polyandrous female was even more suc-
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will visit private

getting to
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know
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We removed alpha males at var-

and kept them in aviaries for three days.
Then we put them back in their territories.
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the chicks normally. However, when we
removed an alpha male during the mating
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modem cities.
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Ben Hatchwell and

often.
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young are not his. Hence
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is
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all the

offspring are his own. This explains why
alpha males act against the female's
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the Origin of Species.
still
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so he would not have agreed with
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the lives of these little brown birds.
Recent studies of other species, com-
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Nicholas B. Davies teaches behavior and

Department of Zoology at
Cambridge University, where he is a Fellow of Pembroke College. He is the author
of Dunnock Behaviour and Social Evoluin the

tion (Oxford University Press, 1992).
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Cedar

Point
North Corolino
by Robert

is

H,

At less than 250 square miles, Croatan
one of the smallest U. S. national

forests, but

tractions.

it

contains

It is

many

biological at-

the northernmost national

American alligator and
the Atlantic white cedar have been rewhere

forest

corded.

It is

the

home

to copperheads, cotton-

mouths, and three kinds of rattlesnakes.

And

Mohlenbrock
woods where loblolly pines, water oaks,
and sweet bay magnolias grow among
a

shrubs of bayberries, high-bush blueberries,

yaupon

Other plants

hollies,

and Hercules' -clubs.

in this heavily disturbed area

include giant cane (a type of bamboo),
round-leaved greenbrier, muscadine
grape, and poison ivy.

As

plants {see "This Land," Natural Histoij,

the trail drops imperceptibly toward
White Oak River, a marsh comes into
view. A boardwalk through it permits

June 1985). Located on the coast of North

close inspection of the vegetation.

its

pocosins, or hillside swamps, har-

bor eleven different kinds of camivorous

New Bem

Carolina between

and Swans-

the

Among

the species adapted to the brackish water

boro, Croatan also embraces Cedar Point,

are salt

marsh cordgrass; a much

larger,

where plants and animals

dark brown to blackish cordgrass

known

as needlerush; seaside goldenrod;

and the

water of a

thrive in the salt

tidal estuary.

At Cedar

Point, sea water

from the At-

Ocean meets and mixes with fresh
Oak River, whose

lantic

shrubby

salt

marsh

elder, a greenish flow-

ered plant related to giant ragweed. Grow-

mile wide. The gen-

two kinds of plants that
do equally well in
freshwater areas

de, sandy ridges and

switch grass, a large,

dry woods of Cedar

clump-forming grass
that may grow six feet

water from the White

ing with these are

lower reaches are a

Point are broken up

by lower areas of
moist woods and
brackish marsh that

high, and southern

adjoin inlets of the

that probably gives

estuary.

The U.

red cedar, a small to

medium-sized
Cedar Point

S.

its

tree

name.

Forest Service has

Southern red cedar

constructed an inter-

related to the

pretive

trail that

common

me-

is

more

eastern red

which

anders through this

cedar,

varied habitat.

present, but not in the

is

It

one of about 800

also

brackish areas.

National Recreation

The

by

into a

Trails designated

is

trail

advances

sandy upland

the Federal govern-

woods supporting

ment.

bays,

From
the

trail

a parking

lot,

leads through

Sea purslane suiyives on ground that
is

subject to the fluctuating tide.

Jessie M, Harris
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wax

red

myrtles,

loblolly pines, water

oaks, and scraggly

Salt

marsh cordgrass

thrives along the estuaiy of the

White Oak River

David Muench

^^nrff*^
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Joe LeMonnier
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Edited by Emerson

Richard

S.

W.

Baker.

Edwin A. Churchill,

D'Abate, Kristine

L. Jones,

Victor A. Konrad. and Harald E.

L.

Prins

This illustrated collection of essays examines
early Native

American contact with European

explorers, fishermen,

and traders

in

"Norumbega," the 16th-century name of the
Atlantic coast of New England near the

Penobscot River in Maine. 89 b&iv

&

CC\T
\

-t

maps, 10 color

University' of

illus.

story of

Nebraska Press 800-755-1105

little

flowerlike heads; a couple of short, nar-

row-leaved, wiry grasses
grass and salt

known

marsh dropseed; a

branched, nearly leafless plant with pa-

Another boardwalk

marsh
where open water and
large, brackish

streams surround

marsh

salt

cordgrass and needle-

Several dead

rush.

snags stand in the
marsh, the remains of
pines that could not

Some

water

of the birds that

frequent the marsh are
the great blue heron,

snowy
fisher,

king-

egret,

semipalmated

plover, osprey, willet,

and black duck.
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exposes patches

of soil where fiddler

come

out to

feed.

The male

fiddler

crab

is

crabs

the one with

the large claw,
it

waves

which

to attract the

attention of the fe-
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Davis

Instruments

3<65 Diablo Ave., Hayward, CA

Our 30th

Year!
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USA Made!

of

salt

water also

in-

habit these patches of

ground and survive
through the fluctuations of the tide.

They

include sea oxeye,

The succulent stems ofglassworts, orpickleweeds,

which has smaU sun-

turn red in the fall.
C. C.
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as salt

perfectly

pery flowers called sea lavender; and sea

takes the hiker into a

tolerate the salt

Functions

water

evident in the encroachment of needle-

is

clumps of

Over 20

salt

rush and seaside goldenrod.

little

Just the thing for
people who want to get
weather information
first hand!

sea oats, hairy panicum, and

melic grass. The influence of the

illus.

$35 cloth

Available at bookstores ever)>where.
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leather-leaved oaks above a grassy under-

Lockwood; Bruce Coleman.

Inc.

"edar Point

The humpback of Notre Dame.

^or visitor information write:

^orest Supervisor
^fational Forests

of North Carolina

Box 2750

3.0.

\sheviUe, North Carolina 28802

704) 257-4200

jurslane

and glasswort, which are both

The migraton- path of the humpback whale passes through the

rich waters of Notre

Dame Bay, Newfoundland,

iucculents.

Sea purslane has

flat,

fleshy leaves

ilso called

pickleweeds, have upright,

;ucculent, jointed stems without leaves,

form

rheir flowers usually

in

groups of

hree in the hollow of the uppermost
oints. In late

summer, the stems

Ten thousand year old icebergs

and

ive-petaled, purplish flowers. Glassworts,

turn red.

Humpbacks migrate
where

to the north. This is the place

their paths cross.

Two wonders

drift south.

Two

of nature's leviathans.

They say you

of the world.

can't see

the icebergs for whales. Imagine that.

After leaving this part of the marsh, the
rail

meanders

in

and out of a diverse up-

and forest that contains black gum,

American

)oplar,

holly,

tulip

water oak,

oblolly pine, white oak, chestnut oak,

The trail
iwings back near the marsh one more
ime, then enters moist woods dissected by
small stream. These woods are home to
iweet gum, southern magnolia, red maple,
vhite alder, and witch hazel. Along the
and

vild black cherry,

sassafras.

1

To

get

up

world of difference. The far east of the
western world. Call Connor at

1

1^

Biologists estimate that approximately

percent of all ocean

life

originates

in,

or

dependent on, estuaries, which are exremely high in nutrients. Biologists cons

ider tide-washed brackish marshes, such
that at

Cedar Point,

to

be more produc-

ive than the richest farmlands.
)f

One

nutrients are the microscopic

American Museum of Natural History

isniary

with high

and

)lants

and animals

natter, is

providing food for

that live in the

marsh

decaying organic

broken down into nutrients by

lacteria, fungi,
ire

tide,

and algae, which

in turn

the major source of food for snails

:rabs.

and

Ultimately, the fish, snails, and

Tabs are eaten by shorebirds and
nals such as raccoons,
:ourse,

C f

Cruising through
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The Rhone River wends
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way through one of
France's most picturesque

shellfish. In addition, as larger
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lie,
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source

organisms
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opossums, and of

humans.

regions. Provence, lovingly

captured on canvas by

Van Gogh, Gauguin, Cezanne and

September, a team of American
cruise

up the Rhone.

Viviers,

Nimes and

Museum

lecturers will lead a river boat

We will discover the

St.

Remy's

ancient

Roman

ruins in Aries,

environs, as well as the medieval remnants at

Aigues-Mortes, Avignon, Les Baux-de-

Provence and Aix-en-Provence. Not
forgotten,

we

to

be

will also enjoy the sublime

beauty of the countryside. Join us for
Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeri-

others, is a beguil-

ing area that blends history, culture and natural beauty to perfection. This

this

special journey through southern France.
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us of plant biology at Southern Illinois
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J. S.
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On

the

moming

of the 15th, the

moon

But only
those who live west of a line extending from
northwest Minnesota to central Louisiana
will

A /a^CANOE ISN'T.

606986-

it weighs only 22
pounds. You can
buy more than

2336

a conoe.

partial eclipse.

be able to see any part of this event; for
those east of this line, the moon will set before the eclipse gets under way. The best
view will be along the West Coast and in
Hawaii, where the eclipse will be visible in
its entirety in the early dawn. The moon will
will

THE POKE BOAT*
ITS EVERYTHING

undergo a

enter the earth's

shadow

Maximum eclipse comes

PDT.

at

4:41 a.m.,

at

5:18 a.m., PDT,

when

the upper 12 percent of the

disk

within the umbra. The eclipse ends at

is

moon's

5:55 A.M., PDT. Just before the eclipse gets
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under way,, the moon occults the bright star
Spica a sight that will be visible in almost
all of North America.
Two weeks later, at new moon, an annular (ring) eclipse of the sun will take place.
The path of annularity begins in the South
Pacific and passes through northern Peru,
southern Ecuador, southern Colombia, and
northern Brazil before ending in the Atlantic. In the United States, only those on
the Florida peninsula can (with proper eye

—

protection) witness a slight incursion of the

moon's disk in front of the sun's lower-left
edge in the early afternoon. In Miami the
eclipse begins at 1:14 p.m.,

peak of 12 percent at 2:10
ends at 2:59 p.m., EDT.

EDT, reaches a
p.m., EDT, and
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Earth, but the red planet

start

due

is still

conspicuous,

extreme brightness at the
of the month and partly because of its

partly

to its

position in a relatively star-poor region of
the sky (between the faint constellation of

Cancer and the

sickle of Leo).

the south-southeast at dusk.
visible in the

sky

Now

high

in

Mars remains

until at least 2:45

a.m

local daylight time. Traveling eastward

among

the stars.

Mars moves

closer and

closer to Leo's sickle by the end of the

month.
Jupiter begins

among

its

retrograde motion

the stars, rising within five hours of

sunset on the 1st and about half an hour
after the

end of evening twilight on the 30th

The waning gibbous moon passes

north of

beacon on April 17-18.
Saturn moves slowly out of the bright
moming twilight during the first half of
this brilhant

April, finally

becoming favorably placed for

viewing, low in the southeast before sunSaturn is the much fainter first-magni
tude object immediately below brilliant
Venus on the moming of the 13th. On the
25th, you'll find Satum well below and
slightly to the left of the waning crescent
rise.

moon.
The

Moon

reaches first-quarter phase on

EDT; full moon is on
EDT; last quarter occurs on the 21st at 1 1 18 p.m., EDT; and new
moon is on the 29th at 1:36 p.m., EDT.
The Lyrid meteor shower begins after the
April 8 at 1:35 a.m.,

Foibots

FREE

waning crescent moon pass well to the north
and east of Venus.
Mars continues to fade as it recedes from

in April
reaches superior conjunction
it

moves

rapidly east of the sun into the early
evening sky. Indeed, it should be easy to
spot the planet by the 23d. Look very low in
the west-northwest, to the lower right of
Aldebaran. On the 30th, Mercury hovers
well above an exceedingly thin crescent
moon, only about thirty-three hours past
new phase. The planet will be just 3 degrees
south of the Pleiades star cluster, which sets
as twilight ends.

Venus
sky.

It

lingers

rises

low

in the eastern

predawn

about an hour before sunrise by

month's end but is still the brightest object
in the sky except for the moon. Venus
passes within a degree of much fainter Saturn on the

moming

of the 13th.

On

the 15th at 8:08 a.m.,
:

16th and peaks on the night of the 21st and

moming of the 22d, when it averages one "shooting star" every five minutes
These meteors, which appear to radiate
from the brilliant blue-white star Vega, conthe early

tinue intermittently until about the 25th.

The moon

is at last quarter on the 2 1 st, so it
should not interfere with viewing until
shortly before dawn.
Daylight saving time begins on the first

Sunday of April at 2:00 a.m. So set youi
clocks ahead one hour before going to sleep
Joe Rao

is

a meteorologist and a guest

the

turer at the

mornings of the 26th and 27th, watch the

Planetarium.

lec-

American Museum-Hayden
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all,

works
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be

will
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substan-
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array
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era.
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in
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in
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produced
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New

receive

York

in
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auction of

be sold

pre-
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religion

dates in her book,

the Lee County Visitor

were inseparable

in

ancient Egypt, as Geraldine Pinch eluci-

Magic in Ancient Egypt.

Nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century

&
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ext.
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articles, tales, legends, puzzles,

made

religion,

scholar saying, "Magic, after

,

Cam-

by the inseparability of the two realms. "The theory," she says, "that magic is always
unorthodox and subversive, part of a religious and political counterculture, does
not seem to apply in Egypt where ritual
magic was practised on behalf of the state
bridge University,

is

intrigued

through the

of Luxor, northward to

streets

the temple of

Kamak, two miles away.

The assemblage, reminding me of college'
students following a parade float, makes
stops at the burial places of local saints

along the route. They recite verses from'
the

Koran before eventually returning

to

the temple of Luxor.

Later

and

I

asked a well-known Luxor elder

antiquities dealer about the signifi-

cance of the boat.

Magic

in

He

said that the answer

Ancient Egypt, by Geraldine

Pinch, University of Texas Press, $18.95;

191 pp.,

illus.

for at least three thousand years." Al-

though lay magicians unattached to an
stitution existed in ancient

in-

Egypt, by far

most numerous were the trained priestmagicians from estabUshed temples, who
were part of the orthodox hierarchy and
whose job was primarily to be a stand-in
for the pharaoh. Today we expect our
the

was written in the carvings of the temples
at Luxor and Kamak. So I took a closer
look at the temple waUs depicting the Festival

when

of Opet, a yearly celebration

Luxor was

the capital of

Egypt during the

New Kingdom

the most
innovative
children's

clergy to have entered into their profession

magazines

was merely a job, a means of making a
good hving and having status in the com-

(1550-1070 B.C.). For the
of the god Amon, hisj
consort Mut, and their son, Khons, were!
taken from their shrines at Kamak, placed'
in model boats, which were carried onto
barges decorated with gold and silver, and

munity.

towed down

"... one of

because of a deep religious commitment,
hi ancient Egypt, however, being a priest

in recent

years

The

rituals

of the priest-magician

still

was to discover while
Luxor about a dozen

persist in Egypt, as I

doing research
years ago.
tival

in

My stay coincided with the Fes-

of Abul Haggag, commemorating a

nineteenth-century
iThe Magazine

About People

Please send check or money order payable to
FACES, American Museum of Namral History, Central

York,

NY

Park West

10024.

at

79th Street,

New

AMNH Members pay just

$18.95 (foreign add $8) for a
scription of 9 issues.
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buried

year sub-

the 3,000-year-old carvings

of Egyptian deities inside the temple of
Luxor.

On

the fourteenth day of the Is-

lamic month of Shaban, a twelve-foot boat
is

ftill

among

Muslim holy man

taken from

its

place in front of the Abul

Haggag Mosque and, accompanied by an
exuberant crowd, rolled on wheels

festival, the statues

the Nile to Luxor.

Statues of the gods had tremendous
oracular powers for forecasting the future

and dispensing divine guidance.

An Egyp-

now

Museum,

tian papyrus,

recounts

how

in the British

the statue of

Amon

theft during the Festival of Opet.

citizen

named Amunemwia

means "Amon
five shirts stolen

in the

solved a

A

(the

local

name

sacred boat") had

from a storehouse he was

guarding. During the festival, as the
priests

paraded the statues

shrines, the populace

in their boat

was permitted

to ap-

proach and ask questions or dispensations

The author of The

Selfish

Gene

Richard Dawkins
explains the replication

bomb called iife."
What

is

•

the

Why do we

purpose of life? In
River Out of Eden
Richard Dawkins
explains

•

Why

how

How does

•

the answer: Life exists to create

Amunemwia asked. "My
me

these oracles.

ack their theft?" According to the payrus. the god "nodded very greatly."
'ossibly the priests dipped the shrine they
ere holding?) Then Amunemwia began

;ading a
f

of suspects.

list

a farmer

was

When

the

name

nodded

read, the statue

pin. The culprit confessed and eventuily

returned the shirts.

back

len transported

The

to

statues

Kamak

more life. All living things are
mere vehicles of information, gene
carriers whose primary purpose
is propagation of their own DNA.
Hailed by the

New

makes the reader feel
Dawkins answers

fift>'-fifty

Darwinian theory

explain the origins of intricate

organs

Why

•

like eyes?

are forest trees tall—

wouldn't each survive more
economically

York Times

for "the sort of science writing
that

the sex ratio

impregnate many females?

biology provides

3od and beloved lord, wilt thou give

is

most species when relatively
few males are needed to
in

evolutionary

F

inherit genes for

fatal illnesses?

Why

•

is

if all

universal ancestor

like a

were

short?

our most recent

genius,"

to have

tantalizing questions;

an Eve?

more

likely

been an Adam than

were

in a pro-

jssion that represented the ceremonial
jstoration of

world order. Thus,

laggag's festival,

I

in

Abul

had witnessed the an-

magic associated with the FesOpet incorporated into a Muslim

ient ritual

val of

jligious celebration.

In

Magic

/isely

lets the

speak for themselves. The reader

ractices
>

Ancient Egypt, Pinch

in

avoids overanalyzing and

presented with the vast array of ancient

lagical procedures for every occasion,

mployed by ancient Egyptians from the
Dp down. Since the gods dominated all
spects of ancient Egyptian

leon included the
iut

life,

the pan-

god of magic, Heka.

every deity and lesser supernatural

leing also

had access

ailed heka.

A

priest

to

magical powers,

performed magical

eremonies as often as religious ones.
Pinch points out that because
vere mostly illiterate, very

wfRichard Dawkins

women

little is

known

ibout priestesses' participation in ritual

nagic.)

Perhaps the only real distinction

Visit

was that magical ritcalled upon for individ-

or ancient Egyptians
lals
lal

were usually
crises,

ended

The book
inalysis,

me

More information

but

is
I

+

excerpts

on

tiie

World Wide Web

(http://www.delphi.comAic) and on Delpiii Internet

while religious rituals were in-

to benefit the

Richard Dawkins on the Internet!

common good.

(type

GO SHOP ONLINE

at the

MAIN menu).

more compilation than

was happy

to

have

it all

in
I

place for reference. In her chapter,

'Written Magic," Pinch elucidates the

BasicBooks
A
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jower of the written word. In magical
81

—
hieroglyphic images occasionally

texts,

depict birds without feet and snakes cut in

half because ancient Egyptians

images might come

afraid the

away, and spoil the

spell.

were

to life, run

Wealthy people

could have a magical spell copied, then
dissolve the copy in beer and drink

hoping

it

up,

imbibe the magic. As Pinch

to

points out, "drinking your

way through

twenty metres of The Book of the Dead
would take quite some time and determination."

A

spell to cure a

snake or scor-

pion bite involved the patient's licking off
three magical images

drawn on

his hand.

»

;

tion with deities:

nerary

rites to

two

fingers (used in fu-

bring speech and breath to a

mummified body), papyrus columns
and

stability

strength),

(for

and lotus flowers

(for rebirth). The color of an amulet was
more important than the substance from
which it was made. A spell might require
that an amulet be made of the red carnelian stone; however, it was the very
powerful color red (representing the
blood, magic, and power of the goddess
Isis) that

gave the amulet

its

value, not the

The famous gold mask of Tu

stone.

tankhamen, for example, was

inlaid withjeil

Physical contact with the words enhanced

paste imitating lapis lazuli, again because

the magical protection.

the

The most

"Magi-

significant chapter is

power of the mask resided

in the color jpn

—

probably associated with the sky

blue

cal Techniques," in

which the reader is
shown the essentials of rituals. Pinch

and resurrection.

notes, for example, the use of elaborate

the scarab,

One

common

of the most

amulets wastlf

which remained a powerful

purification rites. Officiating priest-magi-

image

for thousands of years. Unfortu-

cians were required to rinse out their

nately,

Pinch does not include one of mybi

mouths with a solution of water and na-

favorite scarab spells (elaborated in the t

mummi-

reeds or

Leiden-London magical papyrus) de
signed to make a woman fall in love withjbl
a man. The instructions are too complex to
include in full (which may explain why a

of wool

Pinch leaves

tron

—

compound used

the salt

fication.

in

Areas were fumigated with

cense smoke to

palm

fibers

in-

and linen

kill insects,

made from
were worn instead

clothes and sandals

which were considered impure. Head and body hair was shaved

and

leather,

to get rid of lice.

The

list

was exten-

sive but usually practical.

Using "the principle of similars"
that

is,

treating like with like

cient Egyptians

made

—

an-

extensive use

!i

it

out) but involve reciting in-

many

cantations over

cines; because

many problems were

digestive, they reasoned that such

scarab in half and taking

its

right half andjfa

the nail parings of the practitioner's right

hand and foot and cooking them in a new a
pot with vine wood; then repeating the
spell seven times while making the

woman

drink the wine:

Take away her sleep by night; give hei
lamentation and anxiety by day; let her not
eat, let

potions might enable putrefying
food inside the body to come out.
Fly and ostrich dung were
the

more exotic remedies

cites,

her not drink,

In the final act in this drama, the othei
half of the scarab, with nail parings from

larities in

name

or appearance,"

the practitioner's left

sleeps with the

arm while he|
woman. With such inten

—
—what woman could

sive persuasions

ing

were actually harmful,

would not have been easy

for

foot, is tied

saffron around the man's

ments

that

hand and

of linen along with myrrh anC

in a strip

says Pinch, "sometimes led to treat-

the Egyptians to pinpoint the

One of
ters is

not to say brainwash
resist the spell?

Pinch's most interesting chap

"Medicine and Magic." Most of the

medical papyri include magical

cause of failure."

exception being the fascinating Edwir

ancient Egyptians wore

Smith Surgical Papyrus (written circ;
1600 B.C., with some parts that probabl)
date back to the third millennium B.C.

exist

still

by the millions.

Often they were small

The

figures of the gods

series of injuries

goddess

similar to Catholics'

and

associated

Christopher
medals, but many had

treat

no immediate associa-

were known, the treatment was

Courtesy

of the

of the Bhtisti
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spells, at

Amulets, small objects the
for protection,

with plague

let hei

Pinch

may be merely descriptive
names for herbs or other substances.
"Stress on the significance of simi-

it

her not sleep,

sit

although she suggests that

they

but

let

under the shade of her house until she
follow [?] him to every place in which he is.

not

among

that

Saint

pel

days; cutting the

of blood and excrement as medi-

Sekhmet,

(S

nearly purely clinical text describes

tells

i

from the head downward
physician how to examine anc

them. Because the injuries involvec

trauma, and the causes of the problem:
straight:

rward and governed by systematic
principles. In

ititic

was even

lysician

sci-

one instance, the
instructed

how

from the American Museum of Natural History

to

THE LIVES OF WHALES AND DOLPHINS

obe the brain and remove cranial splin-

But when the cause of an

(known — what

by Richard C. Connor, PH.D., and Dawn Micklethwaite Peterson

was

illness

'The Lives of Whales and Dolphins

we would recognize

day as those diseases caused by mioorganisms such as bacteria or
ruses

and potions

illy in
ity to

funerary

they assigned a

rites,

various parts of the body to protect

One

reading.

names

'8

spell in

Papyrus Leiden

line

I

To order, please send check or money order for
$26.50 per copy (includes shipping and handling)

the particular gods responsible

eye of Ra-Atum, the creator,

le solar

to;

Members' Choice Collection
American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th Street

the specific parts of the patient's body:

r

scientists

233 pages* 16 pages of full color photos*
drawings • maps • glossary • index • 6"x9"

healthy or to prevent an illness from

2

young would-be

even professional

—

to treat

mysterious infections. Often, espe-

e

a must-read for

looking for a lucid, authoritative, often witty
sununary of what we know about the behavior of
these fascinating animals. Elegantly done!"
^Kenneth S. Norris, Professor of Marine Biology,
University of California at Santa Cruz,
and author of Dolphin Days

—ancient Egyptians mobilized

agical spells, rituals,

is

cetologists, interested laypersons, or

otects the patient's right eye; the lunar

New York, NY

10024

e of Horus, representing the force of
der, protects the left; the earth god,

Geb,

ersees the back; the sky goddess. Nut,
children Isis and Nepththys

s belly; their

atch over the thighs; the

baboon god,

guards the penis; and Shu, associ-

iba,

id with powers of renewal, guards the
et.

Magic was widely used during

epi-

which were on the increase by the
cond millennium B.C. due to greater
intacts and trade outside of Egypt. The
ague, an evil wind thought to be carried
imics,

Roy Chapman Andrews would be proud

the breath of emissaries of the lion-

1

;aded goddess Sekhmet,

was

treated

menhotep HI erected a pair of giant liless-goddess statues for every day of the
;ar in a temple at Thebes; this was an ap;al for Sekhmet 's protection in warding
'i

plague and disaster. Pinch suggests

at,

of our

on a

new Museum

"Expedition

Haf

Some time during his reign,

itional scale.

unfortunately, even royal interven-

m proved no match for the plague, and

scientists from
American Museum of

For The

For 125 years
the

Natural History have
braved harsh elements,
rugged terrain, and the
blazing sun in their
quest to unlock

Explorer
in

Us All!

the earth's
it

mysteries

thought to have terminated this
laraoh's line

by the end of the fourteenth

:ntury B.C.

The

subject of

ent texts

iving

magic

and images

is

that

so rich in anI

missed not

more elaboration of some of

the

larvelous particulars of practices, poons, spells,

lough

Magic

and incantations. But alin Ancient Egypt is not a

In their explorations around the globe, these
intrepid scientists would don this distintive,
wide-brimmed canvas hat for protection and

comfort.

Now, for the explorer in all of us, this

it is

Museum headgear can be yours. Worn
by such legendary Museum explorers as Roy

thorough and thoughtful treatment of a

Chapman Andrews - said to be the inspiration

3ok that readers will breeze through,
orld in

which science, magic, and

classic

reli-

ion coexisted.

ob Brier is chairman of the philosophy
epartment at the C. W. Post Campus of
ong Island University. He is the author of
Egyptian Magic and Egyptian
lummies.
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Cruises! Also

Machu Picchu

EXPLORATIONS,
Cynlhia

D Vmcenl -as featured on ABC. NBC S
ACANIA CHARTERS.
PO

Stu-

INC.

91 'K. Carmel

Inside

Passage

with

National Geographic

1-800-691-8222

Valley.

and cul-

Walkway
Amazon River

advenlures Treetop Canopy

Ca 9392J

07) 695-3668.

we

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA:

comprehensive, profes-

in

for 10 extraordinary days.

i/IAZON: Authentic rainforest expeditions are led by
arvard scholar Tom McGee and author Milly

Inver-

St.,

sionally-led, natural history and photo tours of the
Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/12 passenger

An infimale adventure through Alaska's pristine

rugged

Southern Cross Tours, 10 Chapman
New Zealand. Tel. 01 1 64321 7871 7.

cargill.

snorkeling

.LAGASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada,
ilderness, wildlife. Guided adventures for adults,
Tiilies, groups. Box 713-H, Greenville, ME 04441

leisurely to

NEW ZEALAND. 6 night Astronomy tours, new to market.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

brochure

for

with the California Native. Call 1-800-926-

for free newsletter.

ISLES, TURKEY, COSTA RICA, Guatemala,
Honduras, Indonesia, Pakistan, India, Yemen, Jordan,
Syria, Egypt, Scotland, England, Ecuador, Galapagos,
Australia, New Zealand and many more. Small group
holidays for all ages. Call for brochure and itineraries.
Adventures Abroad 1-800-665-3998, 24 hours.

GREEK

&

Cuzco! Call

Inc. for brochures.

WILD AND BEAUTIFUL INDONESIA!

Nature and

Cultures of the Indonesian Archipelago. Comfortable
Sea Safaris, Discovery Ecotours, Adventures. Biweekly departures. Forum Travel, (510) 671-2900.
FAX: (510) 946-1500.

6-10 ABOARD Private luxury
Greece, Turkey Caribbean, Mediterranean,
Verna Ruan, Crewed Charters. (800) 522-

YOUR GROUP OF
yachts

in

Pacific. Call

3077.

Rates and Style Information

Tibet, Nepal,

Bhutan

Distinct ii>e Joimieys to Asiii. Afriai.
the Americas. Europe,

& Antarctica

or in a friendly Hotel

Tel:

of naturalists

and

D91.

GALAPAGOS!

COSTA

RICA!
AFRICA!

AMAZON!

n-depih nature lours. Small groups. Excellent value

P.O.

ta 915-NH, Ithaca, ^fY 14851.

Resident Naturalist
/,

,i

S0l7 2ES
+44 01703 392000 Fax: +44 01703 392222

21 Portswood Road, Southampton England

lotographers on a special voyage. Our comfortable
rmer research vessel will provide special opportunity
f exploring in depth. January 30-February 14, 1996.
oyagers. Box 915-NA, Ithaca, NY 14851 (607) 257-

V

around The Azores

Sailing YachI

AZODEAN ADVENTUDE6

(800)777-8183
Call for our catalog.

NTARCTICA! Join a small group

WHALES and DOLPHINS
Accommodation atioanJ a Classic

INNERASIA EXPEDITIONS™
.

Share the magical world of.

,

Re,
1-800433-0299

HAWAIIAN BEACH HOUSE

- Kapoho Bay on the Big
Island. Completely furnished. Quiet. Snorkeling,
seabirds, green sea turtles, warm ocean springs. A bit
of paradise on earth. Accomodates 4. $475/wk;

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM, Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife, overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable rates.
Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112 Prospect
St., Stamford, CT 06901 (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.
.

INDONESIA!

Off-the-tourist-track travel highlighting

the cultures and arts of this beautiful archipelago. Explore the "real Indonesia" on one of our small-group
also offer custom intinerary planning
adventures.
services. Brochure: Passport to Indonesia, Inc. 2731
Tucker, Los Alamitos, CA 90720 1-800-303-9646

We

GALAPAGOS

lature.

amping

lELIZE, TIKAL, COPAN, Bay Islands, and Costa Rica
exceptional tropical paradise vacations - Great Trips
BOO) 552-341 9, (218) 847-4441

—

$1500/mo. Phone (800) 732-2007.

lUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS: Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and
safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in
lew Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford
rack; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great
larrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,
lanta Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282.
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Picchu option. Free brochure.
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Yemeni melon vendor samples his wares.
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AT THE

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

An Evening with Jane Goodall
Ethologist Jane Goodall will talk about

her work with chimpanzees in Tanzania on
Tuesday, April 25, at 7:00 p.m. in the Main
Auditorium. Goodall, who established the
Gombe Stream Research Centre in 1960,
has been a pioneer in long-term primate
study, bringing to world attention the various complexities of chimpanzee behavior,
such as tool use, cooperative hunting, and

and as far west as Oklahoma. Sidney
Horenstein, the Museum's coordinator of
environmental public programs, will lecture
on the invaders and their detrimental impact
on the ecosystem on Wednesday, April 12,
at 7:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann Theater. For
additional information, call (212) 769-5606.

mation about

all

Planetarium events, includ

Sky Show "The Ten Most Askci
Questions About the Universe" and the ex
hibition of images from the Hubble Spac
ing the

Telescope.

Challenges of Gorilla Conservatioi

aggression. Call (212) 769-5606 for infor-

Museum Mystery Theater
On Wednesday, April 19, and again on
Friday, May 5, the Education Department

approximately 650 mour
ecosystems c
Rwanda, Zaire, and Uganda will be the sul
ject of lectures on two consecutive Thun

mation and

and the Manhattan Repertory Company

day evenings, March 30 and April

ticket availability.

The

Northeastern Indians and Colonists
Responses of northeastern Indians to European colonists in America will be the subject of four consecutive Monday evening
lectures by National Park Service archeologist Robert S. Grumet. The topics will include "Indian Diplomats and Warriors" on
March 27, "Hidden Women Leaders" on
April 3, "Culture Brokers and Go-Betweens" on April 10, and "Peacemakers and
Warriors on the Eighteenth-Century Frontier" on April 17. Lectures take place at 7:30
P.M. in the Kaufmann Theater, and tickets
for the series are $30. For more information,
call (212) 769-5310.

participants will try to piece together,

The
ture,

sixty-fifth

annual James Arthur Lec-

from

clues and partial infonnation, the true story

behind an ancient ceremonial mask. The
program begins at 7:00 p.m. Admission is
$20 and includes a wine-and-cheese reception. Call.(212) 769-5310 for details.

6, at 7:0

H. Dieter Steklis, executive director
the Diane Fossey Gorilla Fund and a profei
sor of anthropology at Rutgers Universit
will talk about the sur\'ival of mountain g(
rillas, and will discuss the work he did as d
rector of the Karisoke Reserve before
was forced to leave when the Rwandan w
erupted. Tickets for both lectures are $2
p.m.

Call (212) 769-5310 for

(

more information

World Myths and Religions
The Galileo Mission to Jupiter
As

part of the "Frontiers in

and Astrophysics"

Astronomy

The Department of Education

is

son, senior research scientist at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, will

tems found throughout the world will be tl
subject of lectures, films, and music aii
dance presentations. The programs inclu^
a lecture on "The Power of Myth
and RJ
ligion" on Tuesday, April 4, and four she

"The Galileo

Mission to Jupiter." Tickets are $8 ($6 for
members). Call (212) 769-5900 for infor-

—

sponsored by the Department of An17, in the

Kaufmann Theater. She will talk about how
her work on advanced imaging techniques
and geographical infonnation systems apour understanding of the human
brain. The lecture is free and begins at 6:00
P.M. Call (212) 769-5882 for further inforplies to

mation.

The Library's Special Collections
On four consecutive Tuesday evenings
beginning March 28, library director Nina
Root and special collections manager Joel

Sweimler

will discuss the Library's natural

history research collections.

The

lectures

accompanied by rarely seen slides,
films, and materials from the collections.
Tickets for the series are $30. For more inwill be

formation, call (212) 769-5310.

Zebra Mussels: Alien Invaders
Zebra mussels, introduced accidentally
Lakes in 1988 from the ballast water of a foreign vessel, have now
spread east to the Hudson River, south

In 1894 Arctic explorer

Cape

Commodore Robert E. Peary discovered this thirty-four-ton
Composed almost entirely of iron, It camefivm the

into the Great

meteorite in

down the Mississippi River to New Orleans,

core of a small planet that had fragmented in a collision with another planet about four
and a halfhillion years ago. The meteorite is one offifty treasures featured in the
Museum's I25th-anniversaiy "Expedition" tours.
AMNH;
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D

versity." In April, the different belief sy

thropology, will be given by neuroanatomist

Este Armstrong on Monday, April

sponsc

ing a year-long series "Unity Through

Torrence John-

series,

present a slide-illustrated talk,

The James Arthur Lecture

will

Museum

audience to help solve a
mystery in the Hall of Northwest Coast Indians. In a drama that explores the traditions
and culture of the fictional Bella Mons tribe,
invite a

fate of the

tain gorillas in the rain forest

Beckett/Chesek

York, Greenland.

.

Tbu, Tbo, Can Lay Away
Treasure Fbr The Riture
Of Science And Conservation.

ns about Bali and its culture on Sunday,
there will be
iril 9. On Tuesday. April 1 1
,

mythology as a
Saturday and Sun-

janel discussion about
ilticultural bridge.
/,

On

April 15 and 16, the

Museum

will pre-

U a discussion on Balinese Hinduism: the
n Releasing the Spiriis: A Village Creman in Bali: a performance of the operatic
nee form. Ardja; a lecture on Balinese
)wn traditions in temple festivals; and a
jgram of Balinese masked theater called
peng. The programs are free with admisin to the Museum. Call (212) 769-5315
-

gem
(Sri

of India, Ihe largest star

ihe world, was discovered in
Lanka) several centuries ago and
in

donated to

AMNH by J.P.

Morgan

in

was

L

1901.

complete schedule of events.

a

RING Field Trips
The Education Department is sponsoring
number of spring workshops, field trips,
d walking tours outside the Museum,
Park, Steriing Hill

jntral
y,

The Star

New

Mine

in

New Jer-

York's Palisades, the wetlands of

maica Bay, and Cape Cod are among the
ices to be visited. Call (212) 769-5310 for
;omplete

listing.

in

this great

Help us promote presentation and extend understanding of the
natural world for generations to come. Please call
1 (800)

453-5734 or complete and retmn

toll free

this confidential reply-

form to Jane C. Palmer, Director of Planned Giving, Office of

JRROUGHS Awards
The John Burroughs
unded

With a Planned Gift to The
American Museum of Natural History.

Museum of Natural History,
Pai-k West at 79tli Street, New York, NY 10024-5192.

Development, American
Association,

1921 to perpetuate the memory
American naturalist, maintains

home, Slabsides, as a sanctuary in West
New York, and gives an annual prize
r nature writing. This year's award goes to

Central

s

irk.

raig Packer,

me information on:

author of Into Africa. Natural

books for children and a natural hisiry essay will also be recognized. The
vard luncheon will take place on Monday,
pril 3, at noon in the Leonhardt People
enter. Tickets are $30. Call (212) 769story

169.

D Inc'ludino; the Museum in my WiU;
D A gift plan that piwides ht'etime mcome, offers immediate income tax
deduc-tioii

and avoids

capital gains tax

when

appreciated assets are sold to

reinvest for liigher income;

D Ways t» support the Museum that assist in passing assets to heii-s with
reduced

iLMS OF

gift

or estate tax.

D I have already included a bequest to tlie Museum in my Will.

David MacDougal

The Museum will present two films by
MacDougal: Photo Wallahs on Friay, March 3 1 and A Wife Among Wives on
'avid

Comments

,

aturday, April
'ill

1.

Afterward,

MacDougal

discuss the ethnographic features of

The programs begin at 7:00 p.m.
Kaufmann Theater, and tickets for the

lese films.
1

Please send

the

5ries

are $20. Call (212) 769-5310.

hese events take place at the American
luseum of Natural History, Central Park
Vest at 79th Street in New York City. The

Laufmann Theater and the Leonhardt
Center are located in the Charles A.
The Museum has a
«y-what-you-wish admission policy. For
fiore information about the Museum, call
212)769-5100.

Name
Address

Phone: Home:

'eople

)ana Education Wing.

Yaur reply

is

confidential

and implies no obligation.
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Set out to dry on an

soaked sneaker

Amazon riverbank,

attracts a

a sweat-

group of pieridine

Surviving on nectar gathered from

butterflies.

flowers, the butterflies

need

to

augment

their

and compounds rich in
nitrogen. These are found in human perspiration,
sugary diet with

but butterflies

salts

more commonly seek them on sandy

banks, where water evaporating from puddles
leaves the ground enriched in salts and other
nutrients.

The behavior

is

therefore referred to as

puddling.
Butterflies are also attracted to saliva, urine,

excrement, rotting

fruit,

and other nutritious

substances. In the rain forest, a puddling
butterflies

mass of

can easUy be lured using these

ingredients, but a

decoy puddler, such as a small

square of white paper, will help draw the

first

comers. Monkeys that frequent "restrooms" along
stream banks create natural, streamside puddling
areas that attract a profusion of butterflies and

other insects. These gathering spots

make good

hangouts for large, predatory wasps and hungry
jacamars and flycatchers, which can scoop up
butterflies in midair.

Male

butterflies

puddle

much more

frequenfly

than females, and researchers agree that the

add to their reproductive
Karen Arms found that adult

nutrients they gather

success. Biologist

male
a

tiger swallowtails look primarily for

salt that is

scarce in the fohage they

sodium,

consume

during their larval stage. Entomologist Robert

Lederhouse and colleagues
diets rich in

later found that given
sodium, potassium, calcium, nitrogen,

and vitamins, laboratory reared male swallowtails
mated more often than those given mere nectar.

And the females the former group mated with
produced more eggs, a higher percentage of which
hatched and developed into strong adults. So the
next time you see a butterfly sucking sweat from a
sneaker, remember,
his virihty.

it's

probably a male enhancing

R. A.
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MOMENT

AUTHORS

About

Terrence D.

five years ago,

Fitzgerald (page 30) brought some black
cherry branches into his lab to feed the
tent caterpillars

attracted his

and he became curious about

attention,

how

he was studying. The tiny

on the leaves

leaf rollers

the larvae

managed

to generate the

forces needed to manipulate the leaves.

He

set

up a time-lapse video camera

film the behavior

research associate Karen Clark on a four-

Gordon Hempton'"
Ihe Sound Tractcer

summer project
"The

A MATURE

RECORDINGS
PROPUCTJON

calls

a

blend of science and poetry

to solve the mystery.

leaf-rolling interlude." as Fitzgerald
it,

has

come

to

in tent caterpillars.

~ Circle the globe in
24
_ one hour with
sound portraits. Begin

"I

isle

b1

Dawson

in the dry

sheep country of

(page 38) "and was always

and mammals.

postdoctoral

thunder
synch ro-

ol

storms... All

^

nously arranged to

the 1960s,

1

When

I

He boasts

whistle the

chantey

first

at the

to fly freely
that "it

around

was able

his

to

eighteen notes of a sea

age of six months and has

vocabulary of twelve words."

marsupials, including kangaroos, were

considered 'primitive'

mammals

with

recording

own boyhood observations. For the

abilities.

provides

of unadult-

twenty years or so,

I

sit

well with

have been

this

discrepancy."

As he

in his article, the

heat-loss physiology of red kangaroos
easily outperforms that of such

he has been a visiting professor

he has helped develop special

my
past

at

four

American universities, Dawson has spei
most of the past twenty-eight years at th
University of New South Wales, where
for studying kangaroos

facilities

and other native

Australian animals. At Fowler's Gap, in
the dry rangelands of

New

South Wales,

the university maintains an arid

zone

research station of roughly 100,000 acre

which has been Dawson's second home
and the site of most of his fieldwork. Fo
species of kangaroo live there, includinj

Disc.

tO--^BD£R Send ctiegtsEmoriey

This did not

examining

"advanced" mammals as sheep. Althouj

work at Duke and Yale in
was surprised to learn that

poorly developed thermoregulatory

Compact

its

did

p resent a single
view of Earth. The

or

a hand-reared male starling

amply demonstrates

Terry

fascinated by the natural history of

erated natural sound
available in Cassette

order;,

/S W ,85for i^asssjte or $l(3:35fof QCs-v::.
'(SfiiippjBg^ariiclBandring included) tqii^

"

grew up

raintorests,

surf,

one hour

-

tent caterpillars that

is

which he allows
office.

Sri

birds

;<

book on

Australia," writes zoologist

morning songbirds,

:^;

at

be published by Cornell University

will

Lanka. Includes

.;i;

York

Cortland, Fitzgerald has just completed a
technical

at night on

the misty

ocean

New

distraction

on the
Outback

Australian

tropical,

Press this year. His most recent

A

professor of biological sciences at the
State University of

and end

is

to full-time study of chemical

communication

"

OMNI

dawn

an end with the

publication of their findings, and he

back
"Pure unedited nafure

to

and collaborated with

about 6,000 red kangaroos.
not working in the desert,

When he is

Dawson

enjo)

racing his fifteen-foot skiff in Sydney

Harbor, fishing, and attending operas.

F(

additional reading he suggests Terry

Museum s^^fltyid Hisfpty

:Americdn
,;.

"•'XBritfaii^ifk.W&t-qtf9thSttSet"

_-.

::

New;/ci!-k:NewVarlciQ954

.i:.i

'*^

:

his

"
,

90

;

:

or call

toil

free

1 800.437-0035-
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Domico's Kangaroos: The Mairelous

Mob CNew

.

_

own

York: Facts on File, 1993)

recent

ai

book Kangaroos: The

Biology of the Largest Marsupials
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995)
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Exploring the world with expert lecturers

CRUISES

DISCOVERY CRUISES
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River of Kings
Sailing the Danube

American

The

Museum

scientific exploration

Voyage to the Lands of
Gods and Heroes

first

museum

program

From $3,207

throughout

125-year history, created the

its

June 30 -July 11, 1995"

educational travel

American Museum

Reflecting

exhibition and research interests.

July 9-16, 1995

Discovery Cruises and Tours give

From $2,860

participants

Arctic Dreams
Coastal Norway by Mail Boat
July 15-26, 1995

an opportunity

some of

explore

ters

in

world's

the

company of

the

From $3,395
Islands of the Mediterranean

Arabian Gulf Voyage:
Kuwait to Oman

Iceland, Greenland

TRAIN TRIPS

10,

From $8,007
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August 9-25, 1995

From $6,990

May
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1,

July 15, 1995

East African Safari
July 7-21, 1995

$5,995 from

New York

-

August

3,

1995

7,

An Historic

8,
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$4,470 from Miami

Remote Australia: Aboriginal
Art and Natural History
$6,200

Madagascar
October 10-30, 1995

Safari

September 2-19, 1995

From $10,465 from

1995

New York

NY

Tuscany: A Walking
Tour through the countryside
October 5-15, 1995
$4,195

Undiscovered Islands of
THE South Pacific
October

Peru Expedition
September 11-24, 1995

Southern Africa:

From $6,507

17,

The Ancient Silk Road:
Through China and Central Asia

Jewels of China:

September 11-30, 1995

The Yangtze River and Beyond

From $8,990

1995

of Natural History/Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th St.

October 6-23, 1995
$5,595 from

From $6,807

Museum

-

$6,575

$5,250 from

1995

Undiscovered Greek Islands
October

31 -June

From $2,990

Provence

From approx. $5,600

imerican

June 30

September 13-28, 1995

AND Hudson Bay

-

Alaska's Natural Treasures

July 17

December 6-19, 1995
From $6,570

September 25

July 3, 1995

$6,495 from San Francisco

1995

-

-

$2,995

Roy Chapman Andrews

OF THE Vikings

September 23

June 25

Mongolia: In the Steps of

Voyage to the Lands

-

Canadian Mountain Ecology:
Heli-Hiking in the Rockies

understanding and appreciation of

From $6,507

September 19

$4,150

experience through a first-hand

July 17-31, 1995

in

1995

distin-

Each tour reflects our commitment to further the educational

July 15-26, 1995

14,

Landscape of the Gods:
Ancient and Modern Greece
May 13-28, 1995

and exotic cultural cen-

guished scientists and educators.

Waterways of Russia

May

-

$5,500

to

greatest wildlife areas, archeological sites

From $5,400 from New York

France: Cruising

Through the Ages

in the country in 1953.

Alaska's Coastal Wilderness

August

Israel

of

Natural History, a world leader in

From $4,407

-

LAND PROGRAMS
April 29

June 14-27, 1995

July 26

[

New

York,

NY

and Tours

10024-5192

New York

(212) 769-5700 in

New York

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

or

a
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Kenneth Good (page 56) went

and gather wild foods were a crucial part

to

Venezuela with plans to study the

of their strategy for survival.

Yanomami of Hasupiweteri

now an

for fifteen

months and ended up staying with them

anthropology

for twelve years. His personal odyssey

College. For additional reading, he

is

detaUed in his book, coauthored with

David Chanoff, Into the Heart: One
Man's Pursuit of Love and Knowledge

Among

the

Yanomama (New

York:

Simon and Schuster, 1991). While
with the Yanomami, Good learned
their

Kurt Schwenk (page 48) says that
"who seem

unlike most herpetologists,
start collecting

Good

living
that

extended treks into the forest to hunt

is

assistant professor of
at

Jersey City State

recommends "Trekking in the Amazon
Forest," by Dennis Werner {Natural
History, November 1978), and
Indigenous Peoples and the Future of
Amazonia, edited by Leslie Sponsel,
which will be published by the Universit}
of Arizona Press

later this year.

to

snakes soon after birth,"

he developed a passion for
relatively late in

life.

reptiles

His original

interest,

was the
feeding mechanisms of lizards. Between
college and graduate school, he worked
as a zoo keeper at the Bronx Zoo, where
he developed some hands-on experience
with animals of all sorts. With his
as a junior at Oberlin College,

With a young macaw resting on his
Frans Lanting (page 88) gets

mental planning and environmental

academic learning thus enhanced, he
pursued a doctorate in zoology at the

shoulder,

economics, but since 1980, he has been

ready to snap a picture. The bird became

traveling the world

University of California at Berkeley, with

habituated to people while Lanting and

freelance photography assignments.

a dissertation on the morphology of
lizard, snake,

and tuatara tongues.

others

Now

were on an expedition

photograph wild macaws

to study

and

in the rain

on a variety of

Largely self-taught in biology and
photography, Lanting

is

also a roving

an assistant professor of ecology and

forests

evolutionary biology at the University of

university student in Holland and the

Federation and an editorial consultant

United States, Lanting studied environ-

World Wildlife Fund Holland. He used
Nikon FE2 to

Connecticut,

Schwenk has

recentiy been

promoted and looks forward to
September of this year, when he

will

officially

be a tenured associate professor.

He plans

to continue his research

on

satisfies

photograph

more on

snakes, readers might turn to Snakes:
Ecology and Behavior Biology, edited by
Richard A. Seigel and Joseph T. Collins

(New York: McGraw HiU, 1993). Snakes
from "down under" are well covered in
Richard Shine's Australian Snakes: A

t

i

this

month's "Unnatur^

—

butterfly-infested

sneaker. After
arriving back in

camp

who

simultaneously his interest in

children and natural history. For

editor for the National Wildlife

Moment"

and snakes, with a particular
emphasis on how form and function are
integrated in an evolving lineage of
lizards

animals. No reptile can compete,
however, with his five-year-old son,

of the Peruvian Amazon. As a

after a long

day of observing

macaws

in the

forest canopy, he

and

his

coUeaguesI

set clothing out to

f

dry on a gravel
riverbank; the

sweat-soaked
sneaker attracted

<

Natural History (Ithaca: Cornell

horde of the wing^

University Press, 1992).

insects.
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As Though A Class
Of First Graders Wasn't
Wild Enough Already.

#

You might think
olds

would be

But

at

difficult to

Winn Brook

Massachusetts, the
well behaved.

a roomful of 6-Year-

It's

Elemeritary of Belmont,

first

graders are perfectly

the classroom

With help from
LaRoche, the students

formed their

keep uh3erj;0rifrol.

itself that's wild.

their teacher.
at

Donna

Winn Brook have

trans-

class into a lifelike rain forest habitat.

Complete with vines and

waterfalls

and scary creatures

that are half-jaguar, half-kid.

Ms. LaRoche believes "constructivist" lessons such
of joyful learners."

Not

to

mention

a

as this

help create "a community

community of South American

For planting seeds of inspiration in the minds of those who, someday,

'V'

the rain forests grow,

present the

we

at State

Farm

Good Neighbor Award

are pleased to

to

Donna

LaRoche, along with $5,000 to her school.
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^^
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Spider Versus Skink

The

well-being.

wheel spider dispatch-

picture of a

ing a gecko ("Spider Revolutions,"

1995) reminded

me

March

of the time an imma-

ture blue-tailed skink gained entry into

my

One must

caribou (and

fish,

and inukshuit

still

still

Northwest

about the safety of the spiders, which kept

check the household's population of
roaches, flies, wasps, scorpions, and such.
in

I

therefore watched the skink 's where-

abouts carefully, pledged to remove

found

that

it

One evening
for dinner,

I

it

if I

was destroying webs.
as a friend

and

sat

I

down

skink normally patrolled, but the lizard

was gone.

We

to

Blanford,

Nova

Scotia

Flying Chickens
article

about

fire

shot at

become "flightless"?
them with my father fifty

years ago, they flew out of sight.

Frederick C. Pullman
Compton. Rhode Island

Little

its

jaw over

the next several hours

After two days of feasting, the spider,
flicked the shriveled

fit,

web and resumed

carcass from the

that the

fly.

We

Soda Pop
The phrase

water ("seltzer" or "Vichy" back

Years

De

pending upon what Nebraskan Roge
Welsch meant when he asked for his soda
I wonder if he is a hransplanted Northeast

Raymond HV Gallucc

"I

Roger Welsch, a native Midwestemei
says he meant to write "pop." In using th
word "soda" he gave in to a "momentar
affectation of sophistication."

Eds.

its

Underrated Tongue Worms
Stephen Jay Gould understates the

Jurassic Landmasses

sible

known

Once, when climbing a

hill

article

on

as inukshuit.

tors,

near Kangiq-

came over

I

my

January colum|
(

and sea

birds, a paleontologist

speculate that pentastomes

a crest to

mign

may have

pa^

asitized the dinosaurs.

More than a few species of tongu
worms use fishes as intermediate hosts. |

myself being targeted by a kneeling

To

in his

View of Life"). Given that some
the more important modern hosts
tongue worms include crocodiles, alligd
("This

("Sentinels of Stone," January 1995)
the Inuit stone figures

posl

popular interest in pentastomes,

tongue worms,

Still-Relevant Stone Men
I enjoyed Fred Bruemmer's

rifle.

east).

Richland, Washingtoi

Dahlonega, Georgia

find

to

later,

Eds.

would like a cup of ice
and soda" in Roger Welsch's February
1995 "Science Lite" column reminded me

Steve Jones

hunter with a

(as in

Northwestemer means carbonatec

apolo-

watchful position.

sujuaq (Quebec),

term "pop"

venom

stopped twitching.

looking extremely

found

I

emer.

do indeed

gize for the error.

it

State,

placed soda as the term of choice.

1

come

until

in

When

lumbering days a century ago.

have one question though. Since when

Prairie chickens

under

Having grown up

New York, I use the term "soda" to

did prairie chickens

State's

however, revealed that the skink had beskink received dose after dose of

became

on a cross-country drive
from east to west, I remembered the sodc
versus pop dichotomy and kept track o
where the transition took place. 1 founc
that just west of Buffalo, New York (colo
nial America's westem frontier), pop re

Michigan ("This Land,"
March 1995) reaffirms what we leamed
about fires and prairies in the old Lake
prairies in

the skink in a web. Closer inspection,

tightly, the

in 1980.

I first

to the Pacific

Pepsi, and Seven-Up. But in Washington

Pacific

Robert Mohlenbrock's

and

scanned the baseboard, ex-

up

moved

"soda pop") was used instead. "Soda"

pecting the worst, and, indeed, discovered

the prey. Trussed

upstate

I

refer to such soft drinks as Coca-Cola,

Chris Fletcher

I

pointed to the place where the

markers

hunters in snowmobiles and boats.

web of an American house spider.
Although I was pleased to have atworried

of a language difference that

stand out on the horizon

as important navigational

near the

I

where the

aware of when

house and began patrolling the baseboard

tracted such a beautiful reptile,

get to

waboises, and seals) are,

gieat relief, the

hunter turned out to be an inukshuk

have seen these parasites

adorned with a broken hockey

brackish-water fishes, including larg^

therefore does not surprise

stick.

It

me that caribou

mouth and peacock bass

avoid the stone men.

While caribou drives using the caims
inukshuit are neither iirelevant nor

forgotten. In northern Inuit communities,

subsistence hunting provides
third of all calories

at least

one-

and "country foods"

are highly valued and recognized as im-

portant to physical and psychological

4

in

freshwater an

Puerto Rico,

well as in Pacific coral reef fishes,

have been rendered obsolete by repeating
rifles,

in
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close relation between pentastomes
//;

"Dinosaurs and Drifting Continents"

(Janiiaiy 1995), the label

"Gondwana"

was incorrectly placed on the map on
pages 1 and 42. Only the southern
continents should have been so labeled.

Natural History regrets the error
corrects the

map. above.

and

branchurians (argulids, or fish

lice,

whid

are principally fish parasites) suggests thi
fishes

—

not teiTCStrial vertebrates

mi

once have been the definitive hosts of pei|
tastomes.

Ernest H. Williams, JI
Magueyes Island, Puerto Ri\
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MUSE

nging Back the Dinosaurs
by Richard Milner
"Large dinosaur bones," says Lowell
Dingus, director of the American Mufossil hall renovation, "are ex-

seum's

tremely heavy, remarkably fragile, and utterly priceless."

During the past four

images of mammoths and dinosaurs leapt

vertebrate paleontology lab, supervised

Museum's walls to enter popular
culture. Comic-book artists, toymakers,

six preparators

off the

and filmmakers have copied and recopied
his upright tyrannosaurs

and sluggish,

years, Dingus's staff has dealt with thou-

swamp-dwelling brontosaurs ever

sands of them during a massive, $34 mil-

Today dinosaurs are more popular than
ever, although some of the scientific thinking about them has changed. Many paleontologists now see these animals, which

American Museum of
mammals,
amphibians, and fishes. Approxi-

lion overhaul of the

Natural History's halls of fossil
reptiles,

since.

who were to clean and con-

serve the specimens.

"My

mounting and renovawas made up of artists

staff for the

tion of skeletons

and sculptors," says Fraley, "because the)
tend to be people who have trained them-

wide variety of occupations

selves in a

with diverse

and

skills in

metalworking, weld

Some had worked

mately 100 skeletons will be featured in

ing,

newly refurbished dinosaur displays,
making this the most comprehensive exhibition of Mesozoic memorabilia anywhere. Even so, the skeletons to be exhib-

foundries, while others

the

ited will represent only 5 percent of the

Museum's unrivaled
fossil

collection of 2,000

dinosaur specimens.

When the imperious Henry Fairfield
Osbom founded the American Museum of

Two halls

of fossil reptiles

—which

in-

clude the American Museum's famous
dinosaurs

—

will

reopen on June

2,

1995.

Closed to the public since 1991, the refur-

Museum did not
dinosaur. He promptly

have a single
bought up collections, sent field crews out
to gather more, and created a new concept
for museums by having skeletons of extinct animals mounted in realistic poses.
Until then, most museums merely exhibited their slabs

they

of

came from

Osbom

end: "For

of fossils pretty

as

in").

were chosen

the

dominated the

fossil

more

lion years, as

record for 140 mil-

active, social,

and

di-

verse in their habits than had previously

been supposed.
that

New

evidence suggests

some were herd animals,

may have been good

parents,

that others

and

that all

our modern birds are descended from
small, carnivorous dinosaurs.

tensive

for their expert

With recent

mammal

work with

art.

During

the curatorial

member, "the

curators

we had

to try to satisfy

pieces rarely

tumed out

to be

how

puz-

the various dinosaur

or reptiles, Kelly and he

mens, removing

announced. Dingus assembled thiee spe-

in acetone, a

cial

groups to undertake the transforma-

finest details.

also created the de-

images of dinosaurs

in

a series of

classic paintings exhibited near the fossil

So popular were these halls that
visitors lined up for hours for a glimpse of
the earth's prehistoric past. Soon Knight's

reptiles.

6
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after the fossil hall restoration

dirt

all

300 spec

and varnish, whic

often clogged delicate structures.

groups arose and diversified.

undertake huge murals for the halls of fos-

mammals. Knight

i

usuall

Before Fraley's group could begin mai

began painting extinct animals for the Museum, and Osbom commissioned him to
sil

Finishe

what any

ing steel supports for any of the foss

preparators had to clean

finitive

all.

them had expected, but they were
happy with the results."

mammals

Soon

scientifi

ideas, an

cladistics (the study of

scientists are continuing to

zle out just

own

them

Museum
R. Knight

i

t(

"The de

staff.

had the

requirements, Phil had his

branching evolutionary relationships).

named Charles

learned

signers had their concept," said one cre\

and giant foniis of ages past rejoined the

artist

their stint

halls, the artists

species, along with in-

new

work on

es

ence and ingenuity in fabricating durable
three-dimensional

discoveries of

Shortly before the turn of the cenUiry, a

con

None had ever been

pageant of the living."

young

in

any meanin;

rather, they

dinosaur specimens in the world.

bears the legto life,

Dion Kliner once buried

will contain the largest display of fossil

A bronze bust
came

sculptor

Crete containers "to prevent

from seeping

Museum

the diy bones

and even conceptua

(such as the geometric forms tha

art

pecially interested in fossils or dinosaurs

the quany.

at the

him

much

tures in public parks

at ar

had created sculp

and Hall of Ornithischian Dinosaurs

1891, the

in

fine arts.

bished Hall of Saurischian Dinosaurs

Natural History's vertebrate paleontology

department

anc

technologies." Fraley hired five sculptor;

was

tion. Phil Fraley, a versatile preparator

who worked with Dingus at the Califomia
Academy of Sciences, headed a crew that
would mount or repair the skeletons;
Steven Warsavage directed the installation
group; and Jeanne Kelly, of the Museum's

The

then coated each bone with plastic dilute

mixture that preserves

Many

of the old

th

skelet;

mounts were still usable, but Fraley's ere
needed to completely dismantle and repc
sition five

specimens, because knowledj

about the creatures had changed.

Among

.

those needing major overhau

were the gigantic Tyrannosaurus rex

ar

Apatosaurus (formerly known as Brontosaurits)

skeletons.

Crew members

mounting large dinosaurs
nei've-racking, as

it

is

especially

requires hoisting ex-

could be

moved around

with one

Richard Webber, Dion Kliner, Lairy Lee,

tremely heavy, fragile objects high above

2,000 pounds.) Once the bones'

Paul Zawisha, and Matt Josephs worked

unforgiving concrete floors. During the

tions

with Fraley to disarticulate the old king of

renovation, the crews acquired a great deal

to construct

had been

of respect for the original preparators of a

that

the tyrant lizards. For decades

standing up on two legs, with

ging on the ground

it

its tail

—a pose

drag-

no longer

centui-y ago,

problems without today's technology.

consistent with scientists' understanding

how

who had to confi-ont the same

fingej

(The tyrannosaur pelvis alone weigh

the

final posi-

were decided upon, the crew needqi
an armature, or

would follow each

new mount,

steel bracll

twist

and turn

ii

support most of its weigh:

and lock everything in place.

Before any adjustments to the tyran-

[,

Shaping an aimature for small

skelij

moved. Since cuirent

nosaur were attempted, crewman Matt

tons

is

research holds that bu^ds are the closest

Josephs built a small scale model in a new,

task.

Heating thin

hving relatives of extinct dinosaurs, the

low-riding, running pose. After the minia-

the preparator curves

ture received curatorial approval, the real

obtrusively support the vertebrae,

ribj

tyrannosaur had to be remounted in that

and

the

of

the creature

great meat-eater had to be posed

a road runner, with

and

its

head

more

thiiist

like

foi^ward

held well above the ground.

To

legs.

steel pipes

with a

them so they

torci;

will

During the shaping process,

ui

"Moving around these tons of dinosaur
bones," said Fraley 's assistant Paul Zawisha, "one quickly learns to appreciate
their extreme fragility. When we first
worked on the mammoths in the mammal
halls, we removed a metal clamp from one

the dinosaur, each step

planned in

had to be carefully
advance. Sometimes one small

must continually be placed alongside tl
bones to achieve a custom fit. To prote
the original fossils

movement

required weeks of engineer-

of the tusks and

all

tail

it

exploded

position.

like a fire-

cracker. Ribs are crystalline inside

and

shatter as easily as icicles.'" Special care

was taken when moving the fossils; workers even used special high-tech carts
whose wheels don't wobble or vibrate. Re8
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—

disarticulate

and reposition

a relatively simple, but exactinj

from damage

working with hot metal, the artisan

whiji
ofttj

calculating torques, stresses, and

substitutes plaster casts of the bones. Wi!

metal fatigue. Giant A-frames were con-

the full-scale dinosaur mounts, the proce|

ing

stmcted, complicated rigging

was erected

aiound the mount, and individual sec-

tions

were sunounded with specially

built

similar but

legs

and

much more

perilous. Tl

pelvis, for instance,

must be su

ported by heavy steel pipes that aie shapi
using veiy high heat. Even plaster casts

containers, or cradles.

The crew spent weeks rigging
structures, until the pelvis, legs,

is

super-

and other

elements were suspended from cables and

the bones were prone to

bum

and crack

hot steel was bent around them. So

I
I

t;

crew cast copies of the legs and pelvis

i

i

—

Left:

Fonning

The dinosaur

Webber, above

around foreman Phil Fraley
for a group portrait. Leaning

cuts a

its anns
and feet were removed. Dion
Kliner and Phil Fraley, left,

and Richard Webber In the
front row are Dion Kliner
Fraley.

left,

tyrannosaur above,

Paul Zawisha.

Lee.

a

piece of steel. After scaffolding
was erected around the old

against the tyrannosaur are
Lcn-r\-

the annature for

Panoplosauiiis skull, Richard

renovation crew gathers

adjust a repositioned foot.

and Matt Josephs,

holding cm acetylene torch.

refractory

cement, a substance used to line

foundry furnaces.

high heat."
plained.

looks like concrete

crumble under very

stabilized the surfaces with liquid plastic.

crewman Richard Webber

ex-

"With these special copies, we

Finally, the

steel ar-

new
hall.

any real dino bones."

Now

the tyran-

nosaur poised to hunt prey, faces the front
hall,

where

massive skeleton, "house" and

was moved by

all,

matures without worrying about banning

were able to form and weld our

of the

the conservators carefully

checked every bone for fatigue cracks and

"It

but won't crack or

was moved,

one

skull

was removed and a proper

set in place.

Another major challenge was

R. T. Bird had collected these fossilized
footprints in 1938 at Texas's Paluxy

Bamum

overdue changes.

Brown, had ordered him

on finding bigger and

was

museum mounts are usually composites of

Bird's passion

several individuals. Originally assembled

footprints spoke to

and the tyrannosaur, which were not for-

in

merly exhibited near each other, have be-

mistakes. For one thing,

come roommates. Although

reconstructed trailing on the ground, but

1905, the apatosaur contained a few
its tail

had been

cies lived at different times, as saurischian

subsequent discoveries of fossil trackways

dinosaurs they are fairly close relatives.

clearly

With

head and tail removed, the apweighed about seven tons, and

its

drag

its

showed that the animal did not
tail. As more apatosaur skeletons

were found, other inaccuraces

in the old

River

His boss, the famed dinosaur collector

Because species are now grouped by

atosaur

had

position on the opposite side of the

Skeletons are rarely found complete, so

two spe-

move

long been exhibited behind the apatosaur

winch

evolutionary relationships, the apatosaur

the

to

the trackway of fossil footprints that

to its

electric

But now that the apatoasaur was
cleaned and preserved, it was in for some

visitors will enter

wrong

to focus

better skeletons, but

for trackways. Fossil

him about how

the an-

imals behaved: their habit of traveling in

herds and their manner of locomotion.

He

eventually succeeded in quarrying for the

Museum

an especially interesting sein which a meat-eat-

quence of footprints,

ing dinosaur appears to be following or
stalking a giant vegetarian.

But Bird's treasured trackways were

mount became apparent: the tail and neck
were too short, and the dinosaur had been

improperly stored for fifteen years, and

give preparators easy access to the giant

sporting the skull of a related species, Ca-

their identification

without having to climb scaffolds and lad-

marascmrus. for the better part of a cen-

In

Kelly's conservation

team had the task of

cleaning and preserving

ders.

in place.

it

To

Warsavage's installation crew built a

two-story house

—complete

floors, joists, stairways,

ai-ound the apatosaur

with walls,

and doors

Before the skeleton

tury.

Vertebrae were added to the now-sus-

pended

tail,

increasing the skeleton's

length to eighty-six feet

—about twenty

feet longer than the original version.

The

1953,

numbers had been

when paleontology

Edwin Colbert decided

lost.

curator

to place the re-

markable sequence of footprints behind
the apatosaur he

summoned

of retirement to direct

its

R.T. Bird out

assembly. The

;

James Joern
5*:r-

The tyrannosaur
elements,

left,

-'

and limb

s pelvis

are suspended for

adjustments to

its final

pose. Below,

left:

Using an acetylene torch, Dion Kliner
bends steel for bracing a Lambeosaurus
skeleton. Lariy Lee, below, connects steel
braces to an Iguanodon skull. Right:
While Matt Joseph works on a small
fossil skull,

Paul Zawisha (on ladder)

repairs the tyrannosaur' s

tail.

James Joern

back

this tree

to the original vertebrates."

many museums,

In

dinosaur halls con-

mostly fiberglass casts, some of which

tain

are produced at the

American Museum's

reproduction studio and sent
world. "In

many

all

over the

instances where they do

have actual specimens," says Dingus,
"they prefer to keep them off the exhibi-

—

tion floor

either for security reasons or

because visiting scientists want the

origi-

But the curamaterial on display.

nals available for research.

want the real
About 85 percent of what you see is the
real thing, since some reconstruction oi
tors here

undemeath
this was
putting the tablecloth back under-

cians pull a tablecloth out from

and plates? Well,

the silverware
like

puzzle in which each piece weighed a ton.

Now, more than four decades

after the

trackway was reconstituted, installation
supervisor Steve Warsavage says,
to spin the

"we had

whole thing around and put

it

at

end of the hall. Well, how do you
do that when it weighs approximately
twenty-two tons and is falling apart?"
the other

Each block had been propped up with bits
of plaster and blocks of wood. Although it
looked

lilvC

coating,

a unit because of a thin plaster

Warsavage knew

steel plates,

would not co-

it

here. "First," he recalled,

"we

beveled the front of them,

coated their bottoms with
grease, and drove

molybdenum

them underneath the

trackway blocks. You've seen

10

got thick
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how magi-

first

skul

silverware." Finally, Warsavage's crew

by Bamum Brown and Peter Kaisen neai
Big Dry Creek, Montana, in 1908, it wil
be in a case below the mount, so tha
people can get up close to examine it."

steel

similar to solving a giant jigsaw

always necessary. Oui

ever collected of the animal. Discoverec

frame, then covered the floor with

dishwashing

was

is

tyrannosaur exhibit includes the

neath, without disturbing the plates and

enclosed the trackway within a welded

task

missing pieces

liquid. Despite the

mum-

were able

blings of

some

slide the

whole twenty-two tons as a

and place

it

skeptics, they

to

unit

easily right behind the ap-

Although many

Dingus
terial

atosaur.

The tyrannosaur and apatosaur

are

part of a comprehensive sequence

visitors

cannot

tell th(

difference between fossil bones and casts
insists that exhibiting original

went

matters. "If you

museum

now

art

that,

told, 'Well,

to see a

it's

to

your

ma

favoritf

Gauguin, and wen

not the real thing, but

it's

form a consistent

good reproduction,' you'd be disap

evolutionary scheme for the six fossil

pointed. Putting the real specimens ou

Such exhibits can be organized either as a walk through time or as an evolutionary tree. Most older museum exhibits
group animals of the same time period in

there

each

mals

when completed,

will

halls.

hall, regardless

ships.

"We

of their kin relation-

chose to do the evolutionary

tree motif," says paleontologist

"because
scientific

it

Dingus,

enables us to showcase cun^ent

research while demonstrating

dramatically that we're

all

connected by

shows the public that there is hard
overwhelming evidence for evolution
Fossils, as well as

modem

genetic

am

anatomical studies, tell us that these ani
really lived, that

we

share

commoi

ancestors with them, and that their descen

dants can

still

be seen visiting our bin

feeders. People often ask, 'Are those dine

saurs real?' We're one of the
that

can answer

'yes, they are.'

few place
"
C
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its
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an accident
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an accident
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In moUusks, as in mother tongues, less complex doesn't necessarily

mean more primitive

by Stephen Joy Gould
The psalmist asked: "What is man, that
art mindful of him?" We have

world into

stories;

we

give order to the

and

thou

confusion of our

searched, no doubt vainly, for a nature or

senselessness or cruelty of our surround-

we

essence of humanity ever since

ings,

lives,

by constructing

to the apparent

narratives that

imbue

dency

to order

Chekhov wrote

the totality with meaning. This propensity

loaded

of firing

sider the variety of classical responses,

to tell stories grants us resolution, but also

spells

human totality. "A reasoning animal," said

for distortion

Seneca, honoring an aspect of our mental

vored stories unroll along definite and lim-

"A

life.

Aristotle, focusing

.

upon our

"One name belonging

stincts.

tion.

proclaimed

political animal,"

.

social in-

to every na-

one soul through many tongues,"

wrote Tertullian, signaling our unity of diversity.

mous

We

should also not forget the

definition, attributed to Plato

based on overt appearance

"A

in contiast

fa-

ited

danger

in

avenues thereby opened

and misreading. For our

them epics, myths,
and they often show eerie simi-

pathways (we

and sagas,

call

across disparate cultures), and

larities

fa-

often try to channel a

much more

we

varied

with

teraction

all

discovery emerges from an in-

between mind and nature,

many biases that record our socialization,
our moment in political and geographic
history, even the limitations (if we can

emy, proclaiming, "Here

to the

Acad-

is

Plato's

man."

The old definition then received an addendum: "with broad flat nails.") All in all,
however,

I

favor the celebrated and

later definition of Blaise Pascal, for

phasized our sublime weakness:

much

he em-

"A think-

ing reed."

No

my

prefen^ed characterization at least has

the virtue of

hope

combining

in

one descriptor

—our

Good drama

and purposive

to

obvious biases

of a social or political character.

how

view of human

We

can

racism has distorted our

diversity, or

how

creation-

ism once precluded any adequate understanding of

life's

history.

We

have been

ol

is

much messier;

nothing happens most o

Americans (maii\
(many loaded), bu
thank God, do not gc

the time. Millions of

hotheaded)

own

rifles

the great majority,

most of the

off

We

time.

A

spend most o

Godot, not chargin

particular class of stories holds spe

power to distort by combining th(
standard form of sociopolitical prejudic(
with subtler literary bias. Our conven

cial

sequence

tional explanations of historical

tend to be regulated by the primary so

theme of Western

progress, with corollaries of

most attuned

i

thinking

potential causes with realized effects. Lift

rigged in the immensity of evolution.
are

is

requires spare

ciopolitical

We

cal

action, sensible linking

to comprehend them from within)
imposed by a mental machinery jury-

easily grasp

one-liner can ever be optimal, but

it."

no one

if

once more unto the breach.

Since

I

"one must not put

routes.

and

thoughtful scientists must scrutinize the

it

that

on stage

real life waiting for

featherless biped."

plucked a cock and brought

rifle

nature along these familiar and edifying

(According to legend, Diogenes the Cynic

other vertebrates:

reality into stories

propensity "literary bias." Antor

this

evolved enough cognition to ask. Just con-

each emphasizing a central part of the

complex

with restricted themes and outcomes.

late

life

since th

seventeenth century: the idea o

from small

movemen

to large, simple to

complex

primitive to advanced; and an ideal of pei
petual growth and expansion.

add our more general

When w

storytelling prefer

ences, our literal^ biases for nairative con
tinuity

between stages and causal unity

social

less likely to recognize the subtler, but

transforming forces,

we

obtain the star

needs, cognitive abilities, uniqueness

equally constraining, prejudices that arise

dard format for historical

stories: purposi

among

from more universal properties

ful,

the elements cited

all

above

animals, and unity amid variety.

Human beings

are storytellers, spinners of

easily hid-

their lack of evident variation

across cultures and classes. Into this less

tales.

We
14

den by

gather the complexities of our
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visible category,

I

would place our

ten-

directional, and sensible changi

Given

the failure

many

tales in this

prehistoric life

and inadequacy of

s

mode

c

—

the pageant

from monad

to

mar

vJreece

of

almost every turn,

At

history!
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has

i
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i

of

different

enduring

Hear
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the

of

the

i

Greeks

classical

stand

Byzantine churches and

Roman

arches. Within the ruins of an

Qreek

ancient

temple,

a

mediaeval church may emerge

and

reflected

in

overlooking

In

Greece

the
the

small

is

houses

picturesque

harbors of the Cycladic Islands.

own,

Your

ou won't only discover classicism,

modernity

simple

historic

special

discoveries await you
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1
'

Marx's theory of historical stages toward a

communist
der

how

ideal

—we must begin

to

won-

often nature deigns to venture

even close

to our

hopes for her patterns.

In any case, our standard historical stories

of meaningful progress do not stand as

mere

abstractions; they are heuristic de-

vices that strongly encourage scientists to

proceed

in a certain

way. In particular,

To

theme of misconstrucomplex as the primitive precursor, I want to tell a story about a scientific misjudgment of my own early career.
In 1969, 1 first visited the island of Cura9ao

nificent harbors) for refining

(off the coast of Venezuela) to study the

blow the

land snail Cerion iiva

Schottegat over the fancy

illustrate this

ing the less

why

chose

I

a

more primitive version

to serve as a

comprehensible model for a more
reality at present

intricate

beyond our grasp (study

my

this peripheral island in the

can easily smell

effluvia

from

refineries along the

new

I

time in more than twenty years.

(I

will

also recount the purpose of this visit later.

Essays are

and

am

and

evils of

such a Caribbean mixing

The Caucasian component mainly

point.

therefore per-

derives from Dutch officials and business-

mitted the literary devices of foreshadow-

men, Spanish and Portuguese planters,
and Jewish merchants. The Jewish com-

stories,

I

ing and mild mystery.)

Cura9ao

pea patch and you might eventually
fathom agribusiness). Darwin scrutinized

trasts.

a few hundred generations of pigeon

America, a cactus-filled desert in the Car-

when

breeding to model the history of

ibbean tropics, Curasao has melded

Brazil and expelled a vigorous

over

life

As

is

a land of mixtures and con-

a Dutch island off Spanish South

its

millions of years; earlier generations of

disparate parts into a distinctive culture.

more than mildly

Consider the anomalous mixture of oil and

anthropologists, in their

scoured the earth for

racist language,

"primitive" peoples who, in the simplicity

sun. Cura9ao's geology and

have

set its destiny.

of their commerce and social relations,

island

marily

of Western urbanity.

forces raised Cura9ao

These differendy complex, non-Westso too, believe

it

or not, are pigeons.

Events of small scale or short times should

be studied in

their

own

right.

But the ex-

ploitation of such events as early stages in

a narrative of rising complexity
fire

may back-

because causal continuity often

fails.

Small and short are often just different
from big and long, not little brothers gliding toward a

more

intricate

manhood.

geography

The periphery of

might stand as surrogates for early stages

ern cultures are fascinating in themselves;

hotels of

Piscadera Baai.

The people of Cura9ao form a grand

first

earlier stage, or

later

staple: tourism. Visitors

the contrast, as the easterly trade winds

polyglot as well, recording the realities

systems can best be understood by search-

an

mention

mixture, given the island's other economic

traveled to Cura9ao again for the

month,

state,

will

trans-

general distribution of Cerion). Just last

such stories virtually dictate that complex
ing for a simpler

(I

and

shipment. But think of the anomalous

the

built of hard, solid limestone (pri-

is

made

of reef coral, as tectonic

from the sea); the
interior is covered by soft and crumbly
volcanic rock. Consequently, Cura9ao features many large and strategic harbors, for
narrow piercings of the hard limestone,
easily defended by forts (or even, in early
times, by heavy chains stretched from
shore to nearby shore), open into ample
basins eroded from the soft volcanics. The
discovery of

oil in

nearby Venezuela es-

tablished Cura9ao as a safe place (on a
politically stable

Dutch island with mag-

munity of Cura9ao, the oldest

in

our hemi-

sphere, began in the seventeenth century,
the Portuguese inquisition reached

community

of Sephardic Jews, who then fled to
havens under liberal Dutch control. Some

York (then Dutch New Amfirst Jews in the
future United States, but most went to
went

New

to

sterdam) to become the

nearby Cura9ao. Congregation Mikve
rael

still

worships

in

built in 1732, the oldest in

in

Is-

an elegant synagogue
continuous use

our hemisphere. (Cura9ao Jews helped

American congregaTouro synagogue of Newport,

to establish the oldest
tion, the

Rhode

Island, in the 1760s.)

leged, and

more than a

litde

I

feh privi-

aweshiick, to

attend the Friday night service and to think
that people of

my heritage

have been say-

same prayers in the same spot for
more than 250 years within this New
World of constant change.
The larger African component reached
Cura9ao involuntarily as chattel in the bruing the

system of plantation slavery. From

tal

this

great and disparate mixture of people,
local language

a

emerged, a creole called

Papiamentu, spoken only by the few

hun-j

dred thousand people of Cura9ao and

the

neighboring islands of Aruba and Bonaire
In this tongue, papiamentu

—

ing"

so the language's

common

means

name

practice of cultures

"speak-l

recalls the

who

choose

as a designation for themselves, the nativt

word

for "people" in general. Several tea

tures of this fascinating language providi

the

first

of

my

two examples from Cu

ra9ao for the fallacy of misequating

complex with primitive or

les:

historically

prior.

Plantation owners, in part for reasons o
availability,

but also as a conscious

egy for preventing a

solidarity that

strat

migh

lead to insurrection, built their retinue o
slaves

from people of

different linguisti

backgrounds, so that no secret system o

communication could emerge
16
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Language and

)

means

known"

native language. These slaves

heard no

common tongue but the language

defines the difference between an original

definite takes a.

of their owners and overseers. They con-

pidgin and subsequent Creole. "The gulf

grammatical holdover from the Spanish

between a pidgin and

auxiliary

sequently built

new languages upon

this

In

Species, Bickerton

its

associated Creole,

immense.
whereas a Cre-

European base, but influenced by African

in terms of formal structure,

sources and imbued with features of syn-

A pidgin.

more from universals of
human grammar (asserting themselves in

ole exhibits the

tax derived

this

immediate historical background of the inwhich have
arisen

500

all

over the world during the past

years, are called Creoles.

Derek Bick-

structureless,

is

.

same type of

structure as

any other natural human language."

caldron of invention) than from any

ventors. These languages,

.

is

I

became

when

I first

to learn

visited

Curasao and have

many

thanks to

its

structure

local people,

cially to E. R. Goilo's

tried

(my

and espe-

Papiamentu

"later

on

go."

I

Goilo traces

ha of the past

this

The

past

form

to a

tense, but Bicker-

ton argues that, as for the future tense, a

is

an adverb appended to the universal

form

—from

the Portuguese ja for "al-

mi a bai (I went) literally
means "I already go." Interestingly, the
one major exception to the rule of no
ready," so that

fascinated with Papiamentu

something of

literally

Text-

change for the verb stem

the infre-

lies in

quently used gerund, where the Spanish

ando and endo terminations

are retained

on Creoles (especially
the Hawaiian version, which emerged so

book, the source of most following obser-

(lesando for "reading" or sabiendo for

Spanish

"knowing"). Even more interestingly, and

quickly after expansion of the sugar indus-

and Portuguese, with a strong admixture

showing the

imports of workers from such

of Dutch, akeady quite an amalgamation

grammatical structure of a source, the few

erton, a specialist

try led to

varied places as China, Japan, Korea, Portugal,

and the Philippines), wrote

in his

book Roots of Language (I also
used his companion volume. Language

celebrated

and Species,

vations).

of

Romance and Germanic

.

sources, as

Romance

to

verbs of Dutch origin do not take

these overt amalgamations, the

most obvious and distinctive feature of Papiamentu lies in the stripped-down logic
of its grammar and syntax. For one who

—

the

do

but

alter the verb's

by adding

tense

form,

this

in

uniquely

deity).

this

stem

— and

in the past

Dutch ge (skop

kick," but a former kick

is

"to

is

What a

geskop).

fascinating mixture of novel logical sim-

and past

plicity

historical distinctiveness.

.

'

many years with

com-

most engaged in monoculture (usually of
sugar), which consisted of a ruling minority
from some European nation and a large
mass of (mainly non-European) laborers,
drawn in most cases from many different
language groups. ... It is generally assumed

plex cases, conjugations, declensions, plu-

at first

evolved some form of auxiliary contact-language, native to none of them (known as a
pidgin), and that this language, suitably expanded, eventually became the native (or
Creole) language of the community which

ralizings,

and genderings of nouns and

Nouns have
forms. Biiki
books. But

neither gender nor plural

one or a hundred

either

is

if

the

needed distinction

can't

verbs in European languages, the simpli-

be drawn from context, you add nan (the

bare-bones structure of Papiamentu

personal pronoun for "they") to designate

fied,

provides a distinct pleasure. The stems of

a plural. Thus, e buki

verbs, for example, never change their

buki

form, either in different tenses or agree-

bukinan

ments. Bai

times the logic

is

ten

—

books

is

a book, and dies

but the books can be e
\

is

"going," in the infinitive, the

(literally
is

"the

book

they").

Some-

huly compelling. Papia-

imperative, in the past, present, or future,

mentu has no word for son or daughter,

and whether the motion involves you, we,

yiu

I,

These Creoles were in most
cases different enough from any of the languages of the original contact situation to be

the

or they. Past and future tenses just

mod-

is

form with an adverb. The
future takes la, from a Portuguese word
meaning "later on" lo mi bai (I shall go)
ify this universal

but|

mucha is!
so yiu homber (child
and yiu muhe (child;

a child of the family (while

a child in general)

exists today.

considered "new" languages.

retained by

ending

a

small, autocratic, rigidly stratified societies,

languages

power

("Thank God," with Germanic gratitude

has struggled so

that speakers of different

vestigial

Spanish gerund and have no distinctive

Beyond

Creole languages arose as a direct result of
European colonial expansion. Between 1500

is

seen in such phrases as Danki Dios

as a source for this essay):

and 1900, there came into existence.

Papiamentu 's base

man)

—

your son,

is

woman)

is

ruman

a sibling, and

is

your daughter. Similarly,;

ruman homber.

your brother, with ruman muhe, your^
sister.

In the past, constrained

by

stories of

progress and a sociopolitical legacy of
racism, Western scholars tended to view

non-Western languages of

nonliteratei

people as primitive stages (or degenerated
reversions) of an evolutionary sequence'

leading

to

modern

Indo-European

tongues. Consider, for example, a standard

work inspned by the
Darwinian revolution, William Dwighl
Whitney's Life and Growth of Language.
first published in 1875. (Whitney was a
nineteenth-century

professor of Sanskrit at Yale; even the

of his work proclaims the

new

title

develop-

mental paradigm, with overt analogy
the progressive

of children.) The sociopolitical bias
parent in his ranking of

modem

tive" languages as intermediate

s.cm
18
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conjectured

tc

and programmed growth

first

is ap-

"primi-

between

i

human tongue and tk

.
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Does

this

sound

it. It's

like
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should pay our catalog a
©1995
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(circle

one)

"if ifI-'

1

modem

maximal

own

we hold him

If

complexity

of, say, his

English:
[primitive

man]

have

to

with paternalistic interest as a primitive

generation? (This surprising claim for

lingo that might expose the evolutionary

maximal

which

roots of speech ("those [theories]

rapidity

is

well documented, par-

Hawaii, where polyglot immi-

ticularly in

gradually developed them [the elements of

sought to derive Creoles from the babyish

gration,

civilization] out of scanty beginnings.

imitations of Europeans' condescending

began

simplifications").

laws permitted free importation of Hawai-

.

.

no reason why we should not hold
the same view in respect to language.
there

is

Even

in existing

.

.

.

languages the differences
of degree are great, as in existing stages of
culture in general. An infinity of things can
be said in English which cannot be said in

But once we drop these biases and
rephrase our questions,
alize Creoles in a

new

we

light

can conceptu-

—not

as

and

in 1876,

resulting pidgin, only

its

when revision of U.

ian sugar, while creolization occurred be-

tween

some-

1910

and 1920.)

Bickerton, in short, argues that Creoles

thing simple and prior, a primitive stage of

are largely created

Fijian or Hottentot; a vast deal, doubtless,

a progressive sequence, but as something

the surrounding pidgin

can be said in Fijian or Hottentot which
could not be said in the first human lan-

unique that might give us insight into the

base by grafting

guages.

do not know whether Bickerton's theory

But consider

Whitney's

also, again in

words, the more abstract, and largely
ary or storytelling, biases for a

liter-

slow suc-

cession of upward steps ("That the process

was a slow one,

all

our knowledge of the

history of later speech gives us reason to
believe"),
eral

and for causal continuity

in gen-

("No account of the origin of language
which does not join directly on

is scientific

to the later history of language without a

structural nature of

language

for the origin of Creoles

is

in general.

correct (and

sial

among

linguistic scholars), but his hy-

pothesis does illustrate the important prin-

complex can

ciple that less overtly

scarcely surpris-

either with

contempt ("Despised and ne-

glected for centuries by mainstream
guists as the degenerate products of

ate

nonwhites,"

as

Bickerton's Roots of

the

illiter-

jacket

Language

lin-

of

notes) or

and enrich

this

onto the universal

Noam Chom-

according to

sky's generative theory,

human

all

beings

inherit as a product

of the evolutionary de-

velopment of our

brains. If Bickerton

correct, then Creoles

—

as

known,

is

trace-

able, novel languages, replete with full

structure but often stripped to the bare

—

sage, rather than primitivity to ennoble our

possible evidence for both the existence

own contemporary

and the nature of

under our story-

estate

defining of

telling biases.

Pidgins, according to Bickerton, are

essary communication and have
it is

that,

it

bones of universality

tory").
this legacy,

grammar

by children as they hear

connote difference with a general mes-

rough and ready accommodations

Given

I

recognize that his opinions are controver-

break, being of one piece with that his-

ing that linguists formerly viewed Creoles

I

S. tariff

to nec-

little lin-

guistic structure, while the Creoles that de-

rive

from them develop

complexity of any true
(without all'the oveit

oles

come from,

most precious and

universals, the core for

any meaningful concept of human nature.
If children create Creoles in
if their

one pass, and

parents mainly speak the unstruc-

tured pidgin, then the formal properties of

the formal

language must emerge from within as

human language

all people. Out of the
mouths of babes .... Bickerton writes in
Language and Species:

frills

declension, and so on).

this

human

^provide our best

all

of conjugation,

So where do

Cre-

especially since they

often arise so quickly, usually in a single

shared properties of

What happened

in

\

Hawaii was a jump from

protolanguage to language in a single generation. Moreover, the grammar of the language that resulted bore the closest resemblance not to grammars of the languages of
Hawaii's immigrants; nor to that of Hawaiian, the indigenous language; nor to that of
English, the politically dominant language;
but rather to the grammars of other creole
languages that had come into existence in
other parts of the world. This fact argues
that Creole languages form an unusually direct expression of a species-specific biologj

ical characteristic, a capacity to re-create

language in the absence of any specific
model from which the properties of language could be teamed' in the ways we
normally learn things.
'

Bickerton then reminds us that we
this precious insight if, by hew-

could lose

ing too closely to a politically correct notion that "all languages are equal" (in

complexity or vocabulary),
the genuine
pier.

way

in

neglected

Less complex need not connote prim-'

itive in

a pejorative sense; less complex

can also mean "stripped
(a

we

which Creoles are sim-'

to bare essentials"

Japanese house versus a high Victorian

cottage), so that the universal properties of

construction emerge for

human

all to see.

languages, including

all

All

Creoles,

possess the entire complexity of universal
Lgk^,_.
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I

j

CTammar. but some languages have more
Dfic-a-brac,

more gewgaws, more tchotch-

—

and the "cleaner" Creoles
nay therefore make the underlying uni/ersals more visible. "Creoles." Bickerton
Mites, "far from being "primitive" in anyies than others

:hing but the sense of "primary." give us

bedrock on which

access to the essential
3ur

humanity

As

founded.""

restudied Papiamentu during

I

ecent

is

Curacao, and as

visit to

ny thoughts about

I

my

developed

the error of storytelling

automatically equates less complex

hd.1
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ples
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with prior or primitive,

realized that

—

Curasao, but

my

I

now

realize that

investigations for the

I

undertook

wrong reason.

went to Curagao because

I

I

thought that

:omprehension of a simple system would
unlock the greater complexities of other

West Indian islands.

many
I

found, on Curasao,

I

things of interest in themselves,

and

way

that

did resolve an old debate in a

satisfied

me

1956 Bausch & Lomb Binoculars
Given to Dad by Grandpa Joe.

deeply and brought rigorous

sense to prior confusion.

But

I

never dis-

covered a key to the greater complexity

elsewhere
hope

—and

to the

than the

The

I

now

such a

attribute

wiles of Scheherazade, rather

messages of nature.

landsnail Cerion lives throughout

West Indies, often in fantastic
Hundreds of species have been
named in Cuba and the Bahamas (al-

the northern
variety.

though only a small percentage are valid).
But Cerioifs geographic outliers tend to

1995 Bausch

house restricted diversity: only one species at the

northem

limit

eastern

edge of the Virgin Islands

atelhtm).

The

at

(C

the
stri-

three islands of Aruba,

Bonaire, and Curasao

form a

isolated southern limit,

distant

and

and also feature

but a single species, C. iiva.

As

the

Dutch were early colonizers and

assiduous collectors, C. uva

is

the so-

called type (first designated species)
entire genus,

Given to you by Dad.

of the Florida

keys (C. incaimm) and only one

of the

and the name, given by Lin-

naeus himself, could not have had a

more
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H. B. Baker argued, from rudimentary statistical

analysis grafted onto the subtle ex-

pertise of sustained, if subjective,
tion, that

observa-

populations on the three islands

21

—

"

could be recognized by minor but consis-

He

tent differences in shell form.

also

claimed that shells from westem and east-

em

Cura§ao differed

(Cura9ao

is

in significant

ways

a dumbbell-shaped island that

would have been divided

into

two separate

parts during past times of higher sea

But

level).

W. Hummelinck reached an opposite

P.

The Immigration Dilemma:
Avoiding

Tragedy of tlie

tlie

Commons

The Immigration Dilemma, a new book by noted
biologist Dr. Garrett Hardin

a key to focusing on

is

Hummelinck and de Vries found no consistent differences among islands or re-

rainfall,

and

When

substrate.

to that greatest
is

a sorely neeckd

of Immigration

the issues

Peter

"Hanliii

's

ivnrk has been

(by placing

Brimelow,ro/?eB'

seminal in

outli}ii??-g

in the context of today's

it)

of

modem

midwives, the

computer, for more adequate

statistical

analysis based on simultaneous considera-

measurements for

tion of large suites of

each specimen (a family of techniques

of world population growth

the iniplicatiuns

immigration

"

known

Tlilaiie University

Available through FAIR Publications

800-352-4843

$5.00

as multivariate analysis). Baker,

Hummelinck, and de Vries, through force
of habit and limits of technology, had
treated their variables one by one or at
most in pairs (bivariate analysis). Since a
shell is an integrated structure with a multiplicity

of measurable parts,

World

of the

the debate

in

between

ferentiation (Baker)

I

reasoned

might resolve

that multivariate analysis

The King

sensible, regional dif-

and crazy

quilt, local

the Land of the Pygmies

variation without general pattern

By Joan Mark

melinck and de Vries).
Again,

intelligent

biography of a quixotic Ameri-

can wfio spent

and pygmies

fiis life

of the

among

the villagers

.

.

Forest

Ituri

in

became attracted

to Africa during his undergraduate

war, three

days

nates the bizarre

life

of

a

.

.

.

Mark

nographers

eve

of

dence

in

illumi-

man whose

and col-

measured
as-

measure) nineteen variables on

ca-

ments,

all

more than 50,000 measure-

then submitted to multivariate

(my

analysis of various types
cal

best techni-

paper on the subject appeared in Sys-

tematic Zoology, 1984).

I

was able

to re-

solve the debate in an interesting way,

reer stretched from the

days of gentleman eth-

I

twenty snails from each of 135 samples

at

American wives, and

a handful of African ones.

visited all three islands

for a total of

Harvard; the spell lasted through 25 years,

one world

set

'

~^-

to the

indepencolonial Af-

rica."— KIRKUS

ing a pattern of growth through

simple and sensible scheme;

have ever been so

I

had stymied

But

think

with an

terms

prior researchers.

all

my study was an utter failure
of my original intent. I had gone

Cura9ao because

I

in
to

believed that one had to

grasp the simple version before tackling

maximally complex manifestation. L
went to Cura§ao because I wanted to resolve the riotous diversity of Cerion in the
Bahamas, where hundreds of species have
been named. I saw Cura9ao as a baby Bahamas. If I could resolve the variation on
one island with one species, then surely I
would know how to handle a hundred spe-'
cies on a score of islands.
Well,

my

aided
is

think

I

I

did resolve Cura9ao

my Bahamian

quest at

all.

Cura9aol

not an embryonic Nassau. Variation

tell you how to
between species; the
phenomena are disparate and exist at different scales. The contrast between me
and my neighbor doesn't explain, by sim-j
pie extension, the gap between me and

within a species doesn't
treat interactions

a,

versions of old and established languages;
variation within C. uva
interaction

among

is

not a

model

foi,

several Cerion species

thanks to the power of the

new

statistical

techniques. Both sides had seen part of a

fascinating totality.

I

large-scale variation

—

had specified

could discern the
exactly as Baker

— within

four areas of

in larger regions.

not unite

Causal continuity does

all levels;

the small does not

ways aggregate smoothly
and

may

lay bare the universals of

guage, and C. uva

may

Conventional stories about progressiv'

complexity and causal continuity led

for the

wrong

our essence.

Available at bookstores.

two components of
variation could be separated on orthogonal
axes (orthogonal means "at right angles,"
and orthogonal axes are both literally and

me

to study C. uvi

reason. But the solution

ries, for

Interestingly, these

eai

Her linguists to misinterpret (or to ignore

Hummelinck and de

800-755-1105

Ian;

teasi

within stable species.

Creole tongues, and led

Vries had identified.

human

permit us to

apart the sources of evolutionary variatioi

linked to immediate environments, that

NE

irj

general. Papiamentu and other creoleij

Aruba, Bonaire, westem and eastern Cualso found the basis for the

in itselj

may teach us much about our world

ra9ao. But

I

al

into the largei

But the small may be interesting

Nebraska Press
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in

intended terms. But this effort hardlyj

University of
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do not

I

satisfied

underlying pattern from overt complexity
that

these errors does not

'%.,.

took

life. I

pride in discovering such an elegantly

smaller-scale variation within regions,

Lincoln

and each

of shell features record-

the Bel-

Patrick Tracy Lowell
first

I

(Hum-

must confess, paid a very careful

sistant to
.

904-1 953)

(1

by a

chimpanzee. Recent Creoles are not baby

lected hundreds of samples.
(or, I

gian Congo.

Putnam

identified

crisis.

Leon Bouvier, professor of Demography

"An

each attributable

the

began my work in the late
had just been invented, thanks

I

1960s, tools

"The Immigration Dilemma

amounts of local variation

immediate conditions of wind, sun,

current immigration trends are a threat to our

moral compass on

results in 1974

with an even more comprehensive study.

programs are destroying the Third World, and

environment.

factors,

empirical study, so pleased to extract an

The book explores how a

our perception of immigration, foreign

two independent

to a different biological source,

hundreds of samples, and his student W.

de Vries then verified these

tied to

aid

diversity within this

all

that

gions, but great

distorts

Nearly

other).

highly varied species could be captured by

conclusion based on measurements of

immigration's "Big Picture," devoid of emotion.
basic flaw in economics

Dutch zoologist

in 1940, the

mathematically independent of each

we do

lie in

avoiding

t'

stc

not have this option, give;

We

must, instead, beconi'

more aware of the stories that underlie ol
methods and choices of topics for re
search, and we must learn to recognize th
constraints

and prejudices

that

any

partic

must

lar story

specify.

We

should, above

The Only World Cruise
For Under $150 Per Day.

enlarge our range of potential stories,

11,

among a thousand and one
provides so much more scope than

choice

ar a

ights

;inderella (or another progressive tale of

ags to riches) told every night.

made my

I

recent visit to Cura9ao to at-

A

Five-Continent

Odyssey

;nd a conference held to honor the seven-

How

birthday of mathematician Benoit

ieth

geomlight of my two tales

/landelbrot. the inventor of fractal
h-onically. in the

try.

bout mistaken

eifort in

;11

from the

ided an exit

New

—

that

is,

ractal, the coastline

of North America has

absolutely ascertainable length

10

—

built for

scale,

ind all scales

may show

basic

onn.

measure around every sand

If

I

try to

length will be effectively

rrain, the

If

lite.

I

same

the

You'll

at

a scale that depicts

Hnd

the

ictly

same

as a similarly

;ach promontory, or a chart of a

few

in

the company of gentlemen

all

for as

little

24-hour room service.

as $12,965 per person {°f>day

days

freel).

Segments of 14 to

and make perfect winter

vacations Ml cruises include free
Ircnel agent
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Maine

\cadia National Park measured around

dine on superb cuisine prepared by French

'Z days are also available

Florida on a piece of paper one or two

may be exsized map of

world cruising with wide teak decks,

cruise, including 14

infi-

eet long, then the total length

westward around the world.

hosU and be pampered by

measure only around the appro-

mate wiggles

sail

master chefs, delight

for

you measure depends upon the

vhat

ocean

36 ports of call. Embark from

spacious staterooms and generous clc«et space.

invariant

paradigm for a natural

a reality:

classic

Oou'll enjoy the gracious Degent Sea, speciallv

trap of equating

mall with simple or primitive. Fractal
urves are self-similar

be

York, ft Lauderdale or Los Angeles next

January and

might have pro-

icross scales. In the

odyssey aboard a

liner featuring

Curasao, fractals

a different story that

the dream of a lifetime can

a five-continent

•

•

Vietnam

Greece

•

•

Thailand

France

•

•

Spain

India
•

•

Egypt
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Prices are per person, double occupancy. Ship's registry;

Bahamas.

feet

m

one of Acadia's beaches measured
iround each pebble. In such a fractal
ivorld,

no scale has any special standing as
The beach is not simpler

ligher or lower.
:han the

whole

coastline,

ices not build the coastline
I

began with a famous

eighth

create Creoles).

my

lead-in to
sider thy
the

by degrees.
line from the

psalm (and fleetingly quoted an-

other bit in noting the
I

first

power of children

to

should end by citing the
statement:

"When I con-

OP YOU COULD GO TO AN
AMUSEMENT PAPK AND FAKE

moon and the stars, which thou hast orWhat is man, that thou art mindful
It is

scarcely

my place to criticize

You

prefer leather over

vinyl.

Amusement parks simply
amuse you any more.

don't

The mightiest river in America

and he did pay grievously for dubious ac-

threatens to sw/allow you. yet
you've never felt more alive.
Craggy slopes beg you to scale

tions in losing his friend

Jonathan and his

son Absalom. But isn't David falling into

by wondering why God
should bother with little humanity when
he made the stars and all the heavens? For
if

IT

Sharp Cheddar over nacho dip.

good King David, for he did slay the giant,

the

s

heavens, the work of thy fingers,

dained.

of him?"
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and the beach

same

trap

and schuss them. And a miledeep smile on Mother Nature's
face lures you deep inside.
Isn't

it

time you took a
vacation?

real

people are just one level in a predomi-

we
amoeba

nantly fractal universe, then
the galaxies

swallowed
the mites

—but

the

in that last glass

are like

that

we

of water and

crawling on our eyebrows are

also like us.

APIZONA
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STATE

For a free Arizona Travel Packet,
call 1-800-842-8257. ext. NH2.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and

the histoiy

University.
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Extreme Measures
Goldilocks had

by Roger
Folks

in

my

part of the country, the

Great Plains, take enonnous pride

mouthing the weather. The
weather

that the

that

is

idea,

I

guess,

being to deal with

is

so miserable out here

takes a special breed of

it

bad-

in

it.

zards, drouth, floods

Tornadoes,
.

.

age of harsh weather to

.

there's

The

Nebraska had

—about

weighed a pound and a half
and weight of an

the

with

artillery shell,

about the same lethal capabilities. The

-25°F, a

you can hear both how

was so cold

two

cottontails

it

North Dakota,
that

were seen pushing a jack
him started, and how it

rabbit, trying to get

Hot

is

that

cottonwood

hot and cold

is

—

were

trees

much

cold, but

—

of

and humor lies in the con"The temperature dropped so fast at
my place yesterday, the pond froze and the
ice was still warm." or "The temperature

the pain
trasts.

dropped so

fast,

my

bent the nail

it

ther-

mometer was hanging on." Small wonder

clocked because no instrument can with-

Olympics of the National
Liars Hall of Fame, Dannebrog, Nebraska,
happens where it does.

stand the force.

One

sees long faces not

weather

is

when

just fine!

it's

its

when

the

usual, miserable self but

No Plains fanner would

that the Liars

commonly

Meteorologists

recite fig-

ures for high and low temperature or rain-

see the point of saying, "Nice weather,

fall,

huh?" Instead one says, sporting a full
grin, "Hot enough for you?" when it is
112°F in the shade. Or (as one wades
through four-foot drifts), "Think it'll
snow?" You'll be informed it's so hot that
popcorn pops on the stalk, so cold that
folks go to church just to hear about Hell,
so windy that one day the wind stopped
and everyone fell down.

harder to quantify. Consider

We

don't claim the Plains are hotter or

colder than every other region. Minnesota
is

1931,

days

how Ne-

summer of

braskans suffered during the

when they experienced twenty-two
row over 100°F. Or how our

in a

between December 14

15, 1924.

But the most dramatic case

know of happened on January

the Black Hills of South Dakota. Imagine
in

Lead or Spearfish or Rapid City,
go shopping for groceries

getting ready to

or to dress the kids for school, and step-

ping outside to see what the weather had

At 7:30

to offer.

brisk, but not
is,

7:32

at

it

warmer. In

from

morning in
was ^°F-

unseasonably cold. Problem

was 45°

—

forty-nine degrees

day went

tM'o minutes, the

frigid to balmy.

On

same day

the

in

Rapid

City, not far

away, thermometers went crazy. They
at 5:30 in the morning but
were showing 54°F by 9:40. An hour later,
the temperature was back down to 11°F,
only to shoot up to 55°F within ten min-

recorded -5°F

utes.

At noon

was

it

10°F, but during the

afternoon the temperature climbed

By

to

suppertime, the thermometers

56°F.

up on a day

registered 5°F.

women were hanging laundry on the line,
men were picking late com, and children

Commenting on the South Dakota phenomenon, Weatherwise (October 1961)

were

setting out for school lightly dressed

observed, "With such extremes in short

of an early spring.

periods of time, one can imagine what

in anticipation

must have existed ovei

short distances.

was reported

July.

enty-five miles apart, had a temperature

the temperature at Lead, South Dakota

so

difference of forty degrees, a gradient of

from the sea
steamed. But few places are

one degree every two miles. But experience tells me that you don't really have to

was -1-52°
away but

it's

hot, fishermen pull their catch

In a recent weather report,

I

learned that

both hotter and colder than the Plains.

travel at all to

Consider North Dakota's remarkable

sweats

recorded high of 121 °F and equally un-

ber fondly the morning that the University

low of -60°, for an absolute range of

in a

go from the shivers

matter of moments.

of Nebraska, where

I

I

to the

remem-

was teaching, was

—
at

at

It

Deadwood, only

windows were
downtown Lead."

am

grate-

meteorologist Ralph Wall of

NTV

And
ful to

in

that's the

honest

degree the difference between freezing

high winds, dense snow, and intense cold.

tistics.

Early that same afternoon

more remarkable to my
mind is that the low was recorded on Februaiy 15, 1936, and the high on July 6

car; before

.

1936. Imagine being a

new immigrant

the northern Plains, not
to expect

.

to

knowing quite

from the geography, and

Natural History 5/95

supper

I

took

I

washed

my smaU

my

boat to

a nearby lake and went sailing.

The probable record
perature

—

it's

hard to

many of these

On the other hand,

liable with statistics as

if

Ralph

he

is

is

sta-

as re

with

hi;

weather predictions, perhaps the wronj
in the Liar:

Olympics.)

know about such

things because until recently records were

often kept locally

truth. (I

person has been participating

for a shift in tem-

ii

so rapid that plate glass

cracked

Kearney, for supplying

What's, even

three miles

read -16°. Changes in temperature wer«

closed because of a severe blizzard with

(32°) and boiling (212°).

that while

a 600-foot lower elevation,

181 degrees. That spread exceeds by one

24

the

in

Spearfish, the temperature

great differences

Florida can brag about those times

what

I

15, 1943, in

two Nebraska towns, located about sev-

removal program has a special name,

likely

and

great blizzard of January 12, 1888, snuck
that started out so mildly that

it

snow

free to boast that the Minneapolis

ah^eady fully

but the contrasts and dynamics are

total

thirty-four hours

being

wind velocity remains un-

strongest

in

in

spotted following a dog.

on.

to

Montana, where

You can understand why,

was so hot

short-

dropped from 63°F

of eighty-eight degrees,

getting that initiation within six months.

no

a circumference of seventeen inches and

size

Welsch

L,

hail, bliz-

comment

largest hailstone recorded in

human

easy

it

—belongs

to Helena,

FoMorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a
farm in Dannebrog, Nebraska.

trei

,-<»*^

In a re^v years sne could turn

J^^

into a dinosaur.
Chances are you've never seen

this creature before.

chances are you're not alone. That's because there are as

manatees

left in

Which

Florida.

is

why

And

fe^v as 2,000

since 1976 Sea World's

Research and Conservation Program has done everything possible to
rehabilitate the

dying manatee population.

In our care right

so badly injured,

if left

now

facilitate

we

history,

it

v/ill

Fathom

manatee

we

call

Fathom. She was

she would inevitably

die.

Due

to

v/as unable to float or breathe

constructed a tailor-made wetsuit designed to help

her recovery.

Now

a

in the v/ild

the nature of her injuries.
properly, so

is

while

And we're proud

this

to say. she's

doing well.

contribution won't change the course of

give the manatee a better chance to see the future.

SeaWSrld
A

pledge and a promise irom tke Anneuser-Busch Companies

Spinning
for Their Supper
American eels mate mysteriously,
swim palindromically and rotate at dizzying speeds
,

by Gene

S.

Helfman

Except for the

my

faint, eerie

liquid-light stick, the

green glow of

naiTow tunnel

was in total darkness. It was 10:00 p.m. and
I was lying fifty feet underwater, on the
sandy bottom of a Florida cave called Vortex Springs. Earlier

1

had placed a dead

American

catfish there as bait for

hoping

to

eels,

observe them feeding in their

Such planned observations

Their dorsal and anal

which lack hard
most of the length
form a pointed tail.

fins,

spines, often extend for

of the body, meeting to

This arrangement allows the eels to

swim

backward and dig taO-first into soft bottom sediments. The pointed head mirrors
the tail in appearance and digging function. Paired pectoral and pelvic fins, which

lished that eels

were more active

than during the day,

I

at night

shifted to diving in

the clear waters of Vortex Springs

and

try-

ing to see the eels for myself.

By

spending hours underwater

in the

cave and leaving a videocamera to contin-

when

uously record the scene
sent,

I

I

was

ab-

finally learned the eels' nightly pat-

they

the cave

stick out to the side in other fishes, are re-

tern. Just after sunset,

of eel foraging were part of a larger study

duced or even missing

through a vertical chimney to forage for

of the behavior and

dition, the 'gill cover, so

natural habitat.

history of this

life

in

most

obvious in most

complex and fascinating species.
American eels are the piscine equiva-

eels,

lents of snakes, but unlike snakes, eels are

ward movement

truly slimy, often producing copious

through bottom sediments.

fishes, is often

eels; in ad-

reduced to a small hole in

again permitting backward and forin tight places, as well as

left

bottom-living invertebrates in the shal-j

lows of the spring basin, a better foraging

f

area that received direct sunlight during!
the day.

With the aid of the

liquid-light
[

mucus
ture.

that

makes them

Their slipperiness

difficult to

is

general lack of scales. Everything about
eels

maximizes

and

their ability to negotiate tight spots.

appearance

their stretched

When

cap-

enhanced by a

ity

I first

cycles,

in their

I

stick

began studying

eels' activ-

placed ultrasonic transmitters

stomachs and chased the signal

around the murky waters of a Georgia

marsh

in a

small boat.

Once

I

salt

had estab-

and a night-vision scope,

I

was

able;

to observe eels at close range during their:

nocturnal forays.

They measured from

ten

inches to two and one-half feet in length,!

with gray-green or yellow backs and:

swam,

lighter bellies. Smaller animals

along the basin bottom, stopping periodi-!
cally to flex their heads

poke

downward

and'

bottom

sed-

their snouts into the soft

iments in pursuit of invertebrates, such as

worms and

insect larvae. Larger animals

glided snakelike

—

—

or rather eellike

jus^

above the bottom. They were hunting'
small, sleeping fishes. Their slow, anguilli

form movement
pentine

(a fish's equivalent of ser

movement) may have minimized!

the acoustic cues they produced, allowing

them
most
ally

to take

minnows by

literally inhale

surprise and

continued throughout the night; ther

about fifteen minutes before sunrise,
eels

al-

them. Foraging usu-

swam back down

the

the

chimney anc

into the darker recesses of the cave.

The dead catfish I had been watching
remained undisturbed that particulai
night.

fore

A juvenile American
it

eel

swims

will return to the Atlantic to

in

a freshwater spring. At some point,

spawn.

I

went back

dawn the

eel returning

to the bait an hour be

next day, in hopes that soms

from an unsuccessful

foraging might be tempted by

it,

night'

but noni

Doug Stamm; Prophoto
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You literally have to hear the Bose Wave'

lifelike.

radio to believe
radio made.

it.
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is our patented acoustic wave-

The key

guide speaker technolog>', which enables the
radio to

the

fill
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Wave

big, natural stereo
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The Wave radio is designed for convenience
as well as great sound. There's a handy remote con-

sound. Yet

it's

small enough to

The Wave®
coupon

buttons for your favorite stations, and
many other features. You can even connect it to a
CD or cassette player to enjoy your favorite music.

is

available directly

from

to receive a complete information kit or to

out the Wave' radio in your home for fourteen
days, satisfaction guaranteed. Otherwise, just return

try

it

for a refund of the purchase price.

Only Bose

fit

trol, pre-set

radio

Bose. Simply call the toll-free number, or send the

And

offers

for just $349. Call

this advanced technology.
1-800-845-BOSE, ext.

aU

RP260, or send the coupon

And

today.

learn

all

about a small wonder.
Better sound through research s

MR./MRS./MS.

(

(

)

)
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NAME (PLEASE PRINT!
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Call

1-800-845-BOSE,
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RP260

Or

mail

to;
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CDD-RP260, The Mountain, Framingham,
Price

is

MA 01701-9168.

subject to change without notice.

—
were.

I

my wasted dives up to bad

chalked

Some

my own

of

investigations have

luck, but they served as a reminder of what

focused on yellow eel feeding. Even

an eel fisherman on the Georgia coast had

work has yielded

once said

No

to

one

me: "Eels

is

strange."

—

biologist or fisherman

—has

this

surprises. In testing var-

ious baits at Vortex Springs, for example,

swam up to bait
common

noticed that eels usually

ever seen a reproductively mature adult of

and sucked

any of the

to

it

I

a feeding action

in,

second and maxi-

rates of six spins per

mum rates of fourteen spins per second in
American

eels.

To place

these

numbers

some perspective, Olympic-class
seldom achieve spin

skaters

in

ice

rates exceed-

ing five rotations per second.

j

fifteen species

of freshwater an-

guillid eels that inhabit the rivers

coastlines of the world's continents

and
and

larger islands. In ancient times, Pliny the

most

fishes.

grabbed the

bait

A

At other times, they
and shook

vigorously,

it

and swallowing
Some eels took the bait in their mouths

may

spinning bout

and involve twenty-five

last

four seconds

spins, but

how the

tearing off a small piece

forces are generated and maintained

it.

mystery. Videotapes reveal no twisting in

j

body

few

Elder speculated that lacking sex organs,

and spun around vigorously and repeat-

the

eels reproduced

edly on their long axes, until a piece of

can be detected

rocks and that

by rubbing themselves on
the young developed from

food broke

curved body rotating simultaneously

was what

scrapings.

hi the 1920s, after twenty-five years of

free.

was

I

This spinning behavior

trying to

document during

my "dead catfish" dives at Vortex
Many

poring over data from plankton tows

Springs.

predatory fishes have evolved

after the first

much

is

eel's skin aid in

tablished that larval eels were smaller the

low

needed

closer they were to the Sargasso Sea.

piranha, bluefish, barracuda, and the

both the Ameri-

African tiger fish can cut or dismember

Schmidt concluded

that

their prey whole, predators

can and European species of Anguilla

prey, reducing

spawned

spectacular and less effective

region of the tropical

in this large

Bahamas

Atlantic roughly northeast of the

and Hispaniola. The transparent larvae

to swallowable size. Less

it

the feeding style of

An

McCleave

nibbling,

species such as

collagen fibers contained within an

tic

to

More

conserving the energy

complete rotations.

than thirty other vertebrates spin

for their supper: crocodiles (watch the
final

chase scene across the suspension

bridge in Indiana Jones

Doom

for an example),

and the Temple of
moray eels, some

deep-sea "cookie cutter" sharks, Asian

anguillid eel lacks the ability to nib-

ble. Its teeth are

Recently, biologist James

many

is

sunfish and cichlids.

then floated with ocean currents to North

America or Europe.

such as the

numerous, small, round,

and often blunt, with no cutting edges, and

catfish, tadpoles,

What

An

and king cobras.

are the advantages of spinning?.

most

eel, like

fishes,

amphibians, and|

and his colleagues at the University of
Maine have concluded that both species

are relatively weak, func-

reptiles, is

gape limited, meaning

tioning mainly for grasping and holding.

only what

it

spawn

same time and place, but they

Yet eels are consummate scavengers, and

swallow

where. Other

successful scavenging requires an ability

mouth, which

at the

have yet

to find out exactly

Why

questions remain:

American

lantic after

European

wind up

eels

one

year,

eels turn

do larvae of

in the

western At-

whereas the larvae of

up

in the eastern

And do

its

to

jaw muscles

dismember

large food items (vultures

it

in

American

exceeds two inches.

crayfish have claws).

increasing, or seeming to increase,

eel tears prey apart

by grasping and

body

size so as to

appear too big to swal-

ning. Effective pulling requires an ability

selves up.

to

swim backward forcefully. Most fishes
can only pull backward weakly by

dorsal and anal spines, increasing

rious. Called

many

rivers, lakes,

ing,

yellow

spend as

eels, they

as forty years in freshwater streams,

and

estuaries, eating,

and prepaiing for the

final

grow-

phase that

them back to their spawning
Males are largely restricted to the

eel,

however, can swim palindromically,
which is to say that it can move forward or
backward with equal facility. And rather
than limiting

itself to the

forces created

will take

only by jaw and head, an eel can employ

gi-ounds.

all

coastal sections of streams

and

of

its

body mass.

rivers in

or jerking

is

the southeastern United States, while fe-

spinning.

(Humans

males abound north of Chesapeake Bay
and upriver from estuaries. Males also

when
come

When

ineffective,

simple pulling

an eel resorts to

resort to spinning

dealing with objects that won't

—

theiij

low. Blowfishes, for example, puff them-j

since they have no apparent functional di-

An

by

in predators

sorb nutrients directly through the skin

sculling with their pectoral fins.

its

Many species take ad-j

vantage of gape limitation

An

can

eels seldom

then jerking, pulling, twisting, and spin-

Subadult American eels are also myste-

it

determined by the width of

is

and crows use strong beaks, and crabs and

At-

gestive tract?

can eat

can swallow, and what

larvae ab-

lantic after three years?

at all

like a hot

for feeding. Instead of attempting to swal-

jaw musculature

spins. All that

a straight or slightly

dog on a rotisserie.
Internal pumping of body fluids probably
generates the force, and the uniquely elaspoints,

throughout the North Atlantic, Danish
fisheries biologist Johannes Schmidt es-

specialized dentition and

a

is

The

bluegill sunfish erects
its

its:

body

depth by about 40 percent. Deceptive
creases in

body

by erecting skin
tactic

flaps or

body

of both the Australian

and the house

is

hairs

i

frilled lizarc

cat.

Overcoming gape
scavenging

in-,

can be accomplisheci

size

limitation whilj

only part of the function

spin feeding. Spinning

is

capturing live prey or gaining access
foods.

By

o;

also useful u

spinning, an eel can pull

exposed neck of a buried clam or

t(

oft' thi

rapidl;

dismember a

begin to mature more quickly and grow no

by simply pulling disarticulating a chicken leg, for example, or

longer than eighteen inches, whereas fe-

breaking a stick of green or fibrous wood.)

small eels grab the

males commonly reach twice

surrounding the cloaca of a dead femal

In their mature phase, both sexes stop

Spinning is a complex adaptation,
which I discovered more about while ex-

eating and turn silvery bronze as they

perimenting with eels in aquariums. Size

Within minutes, the opening had been en

begin a three- to five-month-long

and consistency of foods determined the
feeding method. Faced with a large morsel

enter into the fish's

that length.

fall

and

winter migration, presumably back to the

Sargasso Sea to spawn and
fins

become pointed

die. Pectoral

and, in males, the

apart

and other changes are unknown.

vertebrates.

I

itself

around

at

a

be dizzying to most other

recorded average rotational

tissu'

body cavity and

themselves on eggs.

then spun

observed severa

larged sufficiently to allow the eels

probably explains

it,

I

membranous

American shad and begin spinning

of firm food such as a fresh fish carcass, an

rate that vvould
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In the aquarium,

eel grasped

eyes enlarge, but the functions of these

28

recently molted blue crab.

A

ti

stul

similar scenari

how two

eels got insid

a large female Atlantic sturgeon tied to

Georgia dock a few years ago; the eels

dt

—
stroyed the ovaries, rendering a fish worth

more than a thousand

much

into a

dollars for

caviar

its

less valuable carcass.

Spinning also functions as an escape

Clement

tactic.

Walton, of the Maine

J.

gasso Sea. If an
package of energy

eel encounters a large

dead or moribund

fish,

tion

form of a recently

in the

can feed to

spends searching

The eel began to spin rapidly, rotating the mink with it. Only when the mink
stuck out a paw and grabbed on to a rock
was it able to drag the eel out of the water
and consume it. A spinning eel can also

or tough prey, gain access to otherwise

spinning

have observed an

I

and exposing

itself to predators.

spinning, an eel can

dismember

large

Understanding these op-

to other fishes.

tions,

and how eels exercise them,

that

am more

I

dead

is

a task

than willing to spend

many

catfish dives unraveling.

physically protected parts of potential
prey,

Gene Helfman

and escape from enemies.

Much
tivities

remains unknown about the ac-

and behavior of American eels and

the biology of other eel species

not as economical as suction

is

and shaking.

ob-

that creates behavioral options unavailable

it

By

expended energy, however,

is

by spinning for a short period, while

also reducing the time

capture a large eel in the Damariscotta

In tenns of

lakes,

viously an efficient and successful form

for food

turn a fishing line into a tangled mess.

which abound in the world's
and oceans. An eellike body

rivers,

satia-

it

Department of Resources, watched a mink
River.

eels,

river,

snake,

an associate professor at

He

Georgia.

is

senior autlior. with B. B.

—be they

Collette cindD. E.

tiretrack,

textbook.

moray, conger, snipe,

worm,

is

the Institute of Ecology at the University of

rope, rice, glass, or wolf

Facey of an ichthyology
The Diversity of Fishes, to be

published by Black\i'ell Science.

eel in the

aquarium feeding on a shrimp by spinning, but after disarticulating

ing

it,

and softenand

the eel switched over to shaking

evenUially to suction.

Over a five-month
maintained

period, suction-feeding eels

Quebec.

weight, while eels that shook and

their

spun their food lost considerable weight,

and eels that fed only by spinning fared the
worst. Eels

even selected suction food

Periectly paekadea,

over shake or spin food, and shake food
over spin food. Natural selection has apparently favored eels that can distinguish

between easy pickings and food that

re-

quires considerable effort.

Another significant cost of spinning

may be

its

An

conspicuousness.

ning at half a

eel spin-

dozen rotations per second

white belly flashing periodically, vibra-

through the water with

tions pulsating

each rotation
predators.
alert to

—may

And

advertise itself to

a spinning eel

may

approaching danger when

be less

it

is

pre-

occupied with tearing off food and distracted

by a swiri of stimuli around

head and lateral

line.

Indeed, a

its

stroll

through any fishing tackle store will docu-

ment the confidence of the sport fishing
industry thai eellike shapes

and spinning

objects are stimulating to predators.
also

know

that

We

largemouth bass housed

in

aquariums adjacent to aquariums with eels
will try to attack

than they attempt to attack resting eels that

sucdon feeding.
With so many liabilities associated with

are

spin feeding,

why do

eels spin in the

place? Normally, an eel spends

swimming and probing

time

All yours...

spinning eels more often

much
the

first

(Quebec

Ana

is

an endlessly
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for small invertebrates. Filling its

requires not only

worms
torial

many

but also time

stomach

—time

lost

from

terri-

defense, resting, growth, and avoid-

ance of predators. These losses reduce an
eel's ability to

or consult vour travel aqent.

small insects or

HSr ^'

y}uebec

!(^It

reels

So

iJiliercnt.

accumulate the energy
egg or sperm produc-

stores necessary for
tion

and the long journey back to the Sar-
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Rhinos and Lions and Bear

I

An archeologist explores the newly discovered Chauvet Cave
On

Thursday, December 29, 1994,

I

my home in Foix, France, preparing for a New Year's celebration. My three
children, their spouses, and my seven
was

at

grandchildren (ranging in age from six

months to ten years) were arriving that day
and the next for a crowded family weekend. At noon the phone rang. Jean-Pierre
Daugas, the regional conservator in charge
of archeology for the Rhone- Alpes region,

was

calling to

tell

me that there had been

a

major discovery in the Ardeche Valley

in

A

on

southeast France.

Christmas, three

few days

before,

men had discovered a big

cave with hundreds of paintings and engravings representing lions, rhinos, bears,

and even a leopard and a

horses, bison,

By

hyena.

chance, they had

a draft

felt

through stone rubble that blocked a small
hole

at the foot

moving

of a cliff in the valley. After

managed

the stones, they

to wrig-

gle through a narrow passage into a hitherto

unknown

they were the

painted cave and beheved

humans

to enter

it

in

Leopards and hyenas were unknown

in

first

20,000 years.
Paleolithic cave

and hons,

art,

rhinos,

and

bears were rare. Situated near the town of

Vallon-Pont d'Arc, the cave
touristy area
visitors,

is in

a very

where more than a million

including

many cave

explorers,

roam every summer. Could this be a hoax?
Daugas insisted it was not. One of the discoverers, Jean-Marie Chauvet, was well
known to him, as he was employed by the
Ministry of Culture as a guard

at the

painted caves in the Ardeche region.

He

was trustworthy and so were his two companions, Eliette Deschamps and Christian
Hillaire, who had discovered several
minor painted or engraved caves in the
Ardeche and Gard areas during the past
ten years. I said I would go the following
week. But Daugas pressed me, saying,
"This looks extremely important and I
really

wish you could come

Reluctantly,

I

right away."

decided to disappoint

my

family and go check out the cave. The

same afternoon I packed

my cave overalls,

miner's lamp, helmet, camera, and flashlight

and drove

to

Vallon-Pont d'Arc,

about 250 miles away.
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Oh,

Text

My

!)

and photographs by Jean

Drawings of rhinos.

lions,

Clottes

and reindeer are among

hundreds of animal images found five months ago
by spehmkers in France's Arde die Valley.
Alt

photographs courtesy

of the

French

f*;Iinistry

of Cutture;

SYGfulA

'

Although

head

its

bearlike, the large,

is

may

spotted red figure

represent a

hyena. The smaller image beneath

it is

unmistakably a leopard.

He

carefully unrolled long slips of black

choosing a path

plastic in front of us,

where the ground was

solid rock or cov-

ered with thick calcite, and skirting the

where

soft places

prints

might be pre-

served.

In the

chambers, most of the

first

art

consisted of red figures. Next to a few

hand

and red

stencils

dots,

we saw

only

one black horse, half-hidden under an old
layer of calcite. In a smaller gallery, the

oudined head of a red deer was followed

by

three cave bear images and one of a

horse. In creating one of the bears, the prehistoric artist

had

utilized the natural relief

of the wall as a three-dimensional shoulder for the animal. Elsewhere, three rhinos

followed one another

always the case

The next morning, Daugas, along with
one of

met me

explorers,

off for the cave.

them

and the three cave

his colleagues

that

at

duty bound to

would have

I

thing because

my

we

the hotel and

I felt

first

set
tell

to question every-

said they

They just laughed and

were not woiried.

was a bleak winter day, and heavy fog

It

shrouded the nomially beautiful countryside.

We

woods

climbed briskly thi-ough thick

to the foot of a cliff. After follow-

ing along

its

base for a while and passing

we

several small caves,

reached an un-

promising cavity, several feet wide, which

my

guides said was our entry point.

scrambled

down the

thirty feet to a

covered a

heap of loose rocks

much narrower

opening.

here that the discoverers had

upon

this

We

sloping hole for about

the air current rising.

haling,
I

first

It

that

was

noticed

When they first came

much deeper

hole, they

had

to

emerged on the other

I

side,

where

descended a thirty-foot hanging ladder

they had

left there.

At the bottom

I

found

Obviously, the Paleolithic

artists

had

we had been through,
which opened into the ceihng of the cave.
Hours later, we found the cave's original
not used the access

entrance

some hundreds of feet on the
chamber It had long been

other side of the

blocked by a huge

pile of

rocky debris,

perhaps soon after the cave had been
ited
will

vis-

by humans. This blocked entrance
remain as it is, so as not to change the

we had

dots.

We went over to
The

it,

first

and

I

of these strange geometries resem-

niscent of insects with multiple legs.

The recognizable
lions, at least

each

by its spots and its tail,
which was devoid of the tuft all lions pos-

The other one was

sess.

its

ters,

it

spindly legs,

I then let myself be persuaded that it
might indeed be a hyena, as Chauvet had

said in the

first

place. If

would be

really

it

was

a

depiction of

hyena,

examined

that animal in Paleolithic art, just as the

it

it

however, they had stacked enough

merous, resembling those in the cave of

it is; it still

Now

shortened hindquar-

panel of red

dots were large (two and a

in

I

body.

kind.

Pech-Merle

its

At first, I
was bothered

bigger.

as a bear, but

and the spots on the front part of the

half to three inches in diameter) and nu-

again.

to

indisputably a leop-

ard, recognizable

Before leaving the

it

One was

other.

had been blocking
site,

one ibex, four mammoths,

one bovid, and two other animals close

closely.

rocks over the entrance to hide

creatures painted in

red included several rhinos, bears, and

spend an entire day removing rocks that
it.

much

bled bu'ds or bats, while others were remi-

by

could distinguish a

signs:

seen; a semicircle of

first

My first impression of the cave was that
was vast, pristine, and beautiful. Stalactites and stalagmites sparkled eveiywhere
under our lights. The ground seemed untrodden, and on the other side of the chamI

As is

smaller dots; and a few cryptic drawings.

identified

ber

frieze.

several panels of dots, similar to the one

climatic conditions inside the cavern.

it

long

were many geometric

caves, there

Two

myself inside a vast chamber.

concern was to as-

certain whether such a spectacular' discov-

ery could be a fake.

edly and creeping forwar'd only while ex-

in a

in Paleolithic painted

Quercy. The ancient paint

leopard

is

the

first

However,

I

the

first

known example

am

far

could be a

from

of

its

certain what

beai'.

After a low passage

full

of

stalactites,

had long ago penetrated into the wall, and

we reached

crawled into the cave. Then

it was my
The seven-foot passage was so narrow that I had to strip down to my overalls

a thin veil of calcite covered a few dots.

turn.

They were undoubtedly

before attempting to go through. After a

ping where he told us

them, the ground had collapsed, and a
deep crater about thirty feet wide had
opened up. Above it, an owl, two mammoths, and a horse had been engraved on
an overhang at a time when it was easy to

they removed this small pile and

difficult ten

32

minutes, getting stuck repeat-
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authentic.

lowed Jean-Marie Chauvet
stroy

in

any traces or even

We fol-

closely, step-

order not to dedirty the ground.

other chambers. In one ot

Outlines of two mammoths and a horse
were engraved on a rock overhang at a
time when it was more accessible. The

cave floor beneath

it

has since collapsed.

Now the engra\ings stood about fif-

reach.

teen feet above the

bottom of the

crater.

This was further evidence that no forger

could have been

work on

at

we came

Farther on,

the walls.

to several exten-

crowded with numerous black
These paintings were truly astonon the whole they were well pre-

sive panels
figures.

ishing:

served and distinct.

Most of

the animals

were recognizable as to species and some-

'

times even as to sex or behavior. Contrary
to

what can be seen

in

most painted caves,
seem to be

these animal depictions

grouped into compositions. For example,
one of the main panels appears to be organized on both sides of a small recess, in-

of which a horse, a

side

mammoth, and a

rhino have been painted.
there

On

the right,

another, young-looking

is

moth, several rhinos, and

some

mam-

bison, fol-

lowed by a group of fourteen lions with
their

heads stretching

other animals.
ii

On

tary rhino.
is

Behind the

lions

is

a soh-

the other side of the recess

a spectacular series of at least thirteen or

some superimposed on

fourteen rhinos,

most are facing

the others;
'

of

in the direction

face right.

on the

Then

while two

there are four big lions,

and looking

alert

left

all

to the right. In the

middle of the group, one sees a reindeer
and

two

at least

ous sizes

series of red spots of vari-

—

the smaller ones in a line: the

Could

this really

be a composition
of unrelated ani-

mals on the same walls? Already,
thought of what

would have

and find an answer to

try

to

be done

I

to

this question.

Analyses of paint constituents might reveal

whether

done

at the

all

paint. All the

go up

to that panel
it

same
to

be

and the techniques used

artists investigated.

front of

we

time, with the

images would have

traced carefully

by the

the animals had been

same

We

could not

because the ground

was untrodden and

in

fragile, so

stayed about thirty feet back and ex-

amined

it

complex and

would in time tell us which animals
had been done first or last and enable us to
establish the different phases in the com-

masterpiece.

sis

position.

first

examination showed, for

some small

rhinos had been

by four big aurochs, while
another rhino was on top of one of the aurochs and four horses" heads were on top
partly covered

of this rhino. Two other male rhinos
seemed to be fighting: such a scene is
unique

in

PaleoHthic rock
I

was gazing

of the images

and, in particular, looking closely at the

splendid heads of the four horses,

was

I

suddenly overcome with emotion. I felt a
deep and clear certainty that here was the
work of one of the great masters, a

Leonardo da Vinci of the Solutrean revealed to us for the first time. It was both
humbling and exhilarating. Humbling because of the admiration one could not help
but feel for the artist, forever unknown,

whose works had spanned

the millennia,

and because the discovery underUned the
immensity of our ignorance.

If after

fight,

were

more

had also been represented in black,

unknown

cealed caves?

On

in the

behold such a

to first

After a whole day spent in the cave it
was possible to make a preliminary assessment. The authenticity of the paintings
and engravings is beyond question. The

cave

a major discovery because of the

is

number of animals represented on
walls, their esthetic quality,
inality.

Of course,

and

years of study

For now, nothing can be said as
ties

works of

of prehistoric people

meaning of

art,

its

their orig-

ahead.

lie

to the pre-

the acfivi-

in the cave, the

the paintings, or the choice of

panels. That will

come

later.

But the

indis-

putable authenticity makes the Chauvet

Cave, as the discoverers want to

call

it,

one of the great archeological finds of the
century.
I

day,

saw more than 150 animal images
and

I

probably missed

that

many more,

as

was impossible to walk to the other side
of some chambers in which the ground
was littered with cave bear bones and
where undisturbed prints could be seen on
it

the surface. Across

we

one of those chambers,

could just make out the outhnes of

destroyed or

depths of con-

animal figures and possibly even more. In

how many had been
still

few

more images, um^ecognizable from a disMost probably, when the cave is explored in detail, there will be 200 to 300

and important paintings could

beautiful.

the fortunate

cise dates for the

art.

at the panel, trying

to distinguish the succession

There, on one wall, animals of different
species

A

instance, that

than a cenmry of research such original

from a distance.

We could, however, get close to another
one, equally

thoroughly exhilarated to be there, one of

While

bigger ones in a sort of semicircle.

rather than the placing

and some of the images had been superimposed on others. Detailed chemical analy-

still

come to

the other hand.

I

was

tance.

comparison,

among French caves

consid-

33

—

ered

among

the

most important

cave

art,

145 animal paintings or

olithic

in Pale-

among

engravings have been found in the Cos-

quer Cave near Mai'seille {see "Neptune's

Age

Ice

Gallery," Natural History, April

1993) and 110 in Niaux, in the Ariege.

Most of the animals in the Chauvet
Cave are rhinos, lions, and bears, which is
very suiprising. Generally, those most
were horses,
deer, and

often represented at the time

mammoths,

bison, aurochs,

Images of these animals are also

ibexes.

the best, along with the Perigord,

the Pyrenees, and Cantabria.

it

has been so well preserved. The

discoverers were extremely careful to

walk where they would cause no damage.
In places, the remains of fires can still be
seen. Elsewhere, the ancient soil

bear bones

litter

hunted

should also

Ardeche culture during

tails

still

some

a

de-

the Solutrean, about 18,000 to 21,000
is

already represented in

Ardeche caves but is
The panels of big dots and
the

rare elsewhere.

one deer

at least

time.

An

in-depth study of

tell

sorts

what
been

for example, a cave bear skull has

What could this mean?
Have any other bear bones been moved?
And why? Did the bears go back into the
cave after humans had decorated the
very dramatic way.

Many

such questions are unan-

walls?

cave where stenciled red hands have also

swered for the time being.

is

traces

of activities went on. In one chamber,

are similar to the ones in Pech-Merle, a

been painted and which

all

us whether children went

placed on top of a big block of stone in a

point to a pre-Magdalenian period

years ago, which

will be

there with the adults and possibly

that time.

matter of conjecture. However,

It

humans came or were present at the

same

Exact dates for the paintings are

whole cave.

Cave

hibernated in the cave thousands of years
before

the

the

cov-

is

prints.

necessary to determine whether the beai-s

predatory animals that were probably not
a regional difference in

human

ered with bear and

present in the cave, but the emphasis on

testifies to

Chauvet Cave stands out

Finally, the

because

generally attrib-

In the

months and years

to

come, much

uted to the Solutrean. Several bison are

research will be carried out in the cave.

pictured with their horns facing front,

However, our

in

shown in profile and
three-quarters view. The

reminded

me of a similar bison in the

while

theii"

their

heads

style

bodies are

recently discovered Cosquer Cave,
is

half- submerged in a seacliff

which
on the

its

is

first

preservation.

priority will

A

exceptional from

many

and exceptional care

We

have to be

discoveiy such as this

is

have often regretted

tion of such caves as

points of view,

therefore in order.
that the excava-

Lascaux and Al-

MediteiTanean and has been radiocarbon-

tamira destroyed their archeological con-

dated to about 18,500 years ago. Three an-

text, either

ex-

—have been

through carelessness or to
answer some questions of the time. In future years, our successors will have differ-

painted in the Chauvet Cave. Those ani-

ent theories and models, and they will use

mals appear veiy rarely

—an

imals that appear to be Irish elk
tinct

deer with giant antlers

different techniques.

Nothing should be

but happen to be present in several caves

done

to destroy the

primary evidence.

dated to the Solutrean or even earlier

Strict

precautions must be taken against

in Paleolithic art

Cougnac and Pech-Merle

Central,

vandalism, and some restrictions placed
on research. After preseiTation, scientific
study will be our second priority. Reseaich

the

will take years to

times, such as

in

the Lot region, just south of the Massif

and again in the Cosquer Cave. If
Chauvet Cave is indeed Solutrean,
which we shall know after radiocarbon

complete and must be

nondestmctive. Our third priority

is

to re-

ally the southeast of France, is

no longer a

enormous public demand for
films, CD-ROMs, and replicas of the images. These will become possible in time,
but there is no huny. After all, what are a
few years to wait for a cave that has waited

minor area for rock

now

for us for fifteen or twenty millennia!

analyses and archeological studies have

been done,

it

will

be the most important

sanctuaiy ever discovered for that culture.
In any case, the Ardeche, and
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It

more generranks

spond

to the

D

small image of a rhinoceros is
surrounded by large renderings of

A

aurochs, or wild oxen,

lower

right, is

and Ice Age

of battling rhinos, at
unique in cave art.

horses. Tlie scene

Text and photographs by

Gaiy Noel Ross

Butterfly Wrangling
in Louisiana
Cajun cowboys

More

than half of

Cameron

Parish, in

the southwestern corner of Louisiana,

and caterpillars

consists of

share a Gulf

only patches of solid land are

Coast habitat

terial,

land

is

open water, and most of the
a marshy labyrinth. The parish's

composed of

its

cheniers;

sand, shell, and organic

ma-

they rise one to twelve feet above

muck. Geologically, cheniers are ancient, dry beach ridges, originally built up near a delta and now separated from other high ground by extensive
intervening marshland. Long and narrow,
cheniers parallel the coast and exist where
a voluminous river has periodically
changed its course. The Louisiana cheniers, which are anywhere from several
hundred to 2,700 years old, result from the
meanderings of the mighty Mississippi.
Cheniers are found nowhere else in the
United States and in only four or five other
the surrounding

places in the world.

Louisiana's cheniers were once all
wooded, dominated by live oaks and other
water- and salt-tolerant hardwoods such
as hackberry and locust. (Coined by early
Cajuns, the word chenier, pronounced
"shin-ear" or "shin-a-ree," means "oak
place.") They were biological islands, up-

ground farther north, local

form of transportation:

owned and are used for cattle
ranching, which was introduced from
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Because the coast
sea level

is rising,

subsiding and the

is

the southern faces of

several cheniers are currently under assault

by

waves of

the

the

Gulf of Mexico.

Storms originating farther south also funnel through the area. Although erosion

proceeding

an alarming

at

carious world

is still

is

rate, this pre-

a haven for an odd

Where

collection of plants and animals.

growing within

else can

one

few

of one another, water hyacinths,

feet

Louisiana

find,

irises, lantana,

tus, gigantic live

oak

just a

prickly pear cac-

trees festooned with

Spanish moss, and Spanish bayonet?

where
have a
It

And
me

else could a lepidopterist like

better adventure?

began on March 23, 1991, while

I

was tagging migrant monarch butterflies
on a wooded chenier as they arrived from
their wintering

tention

grounds

in

was diverted by a

terfly flying lazily in the

Mexico.

My at-

small, white but-

dappled

light. I

automatically thought "falcate orangetip,"

but then logic asserted

itself.

That

species,

Anthocharis midea, normally appears only
in early to

privately

36

mar-

oak-hickory forests, such as those of cen-

boat. Today, practically all the lands are

an eroding cheniei; a
ridge of ancient beach now surrounded by
water and marsh. Opposite page: Prickly
pear cactus grows beside a live oak.

float the cattle to

roads were constructed linking the chefolk had only one

lines

speaking cowboys

ket on oil-drum rafts.

land forests afloat in a grassy sea. Until

niers to higher

Driftwood

ing patches of woodlands, and Cajun-

eastem Texas decades ago. Over the years,
the local people have cut down most of the
forest for

wood and

to create pastures

and

farmland. Cattle roam along mazelike
trails

through the pastures and the remain-

tral

mid-April and only

in

upland

and northern Louisiana. But when

was able
my first impression: it had a
hooked, tip on each forewing,
netted the butterfly,

I

falcate, oi

as well

other identifying characteristics of
species.

(A

1

to confinr

as

the

slightly tattered female,

i

lacked only the distinctive orange wing

found

concluded

it

wa:

a rare stray that had traveled from

th(

tips,

in the male.)

I

north or from Texas, to the west.
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away in my mind
Then on March

muck of the marsh. The plants were grow-

noticed another lone falcate or-

land, frequenfly bordering the branching

The event was
1992,

19,

filed

following year.

until the

1

ing near partly shaded patches of

angetip in that same enclave of hard-

cattle trails that

woods.

scape.

proved

It

By

to

be a freshly emerged

had counted nine
males and
four females. And even better, I was able

male.

freshly

day's end

emerged

I

in the land-

The most robust plants had actually

Concluding

that

recorded breeding

I

I

awoke

my way

on March 24 and made
I was stay-

early

from the motel where

ing to the nearest plot for another search.

Wearing rubber boots,

1

waded

cautiously

about, trying not to alarm any of the cattle

and keeping an eye out for poisonous

sprouted in hoof prints.

butterflies, five

female until she began to lay her

were etched

wood-

had discovered an un-

site for

the falcate or-

water moccasins.
cress plants

were

I

noticed that the bitter

stiU evident,

although for

was Penn-

combing
the region for other colonies. By dusk on
March 21, 1 had mapped four colonies on

plant

sylvania bitter cress, a plant with fine

four different cheniers, a total population

egg, unmistakably that of the falcate or-

to track a

eggs.

The

host plant she chose, appropri-

ate for this species of butterfly,

leaves and tiny white flowers.
the plant

high in
lier

of

its

annual,

grows only eight to twelve inches

this

than in

The

An

hot locale, going to seed ear-

more temperate

areas.

one

spent the next two days

fifty-six butterflies.

But the next day

was disappointing; 1 located only a handful of butterflies throughout the four
none

And

the following day,

My

part,

the waterline.

and was

angetip.

I

only their tips were above
I

crouched to inspect one

gratified to see a tiny orange

moved

on.

By

day's end

I

had

painstakingly counted sixty-three eggs,
usually one per plant, distributed through-

out

my four study plots.

near the

had disappeared, as if into thin air. And because of heavy thundershowers the previ-

posited their eggs. Their reproductive

noted that the water-loving

ous evening, coupled with poor drainage,

drives satisfied, the delicate butterflies

conical, orange eggs per plant,
at least

on a

patches on the

at all.

three of

my

fifty-six

four study plots were

northern slopes of the cheniers, in the

under nearly a foot of water.

soggy boundary between the light-colored

1 had just witnessed the
newly discovered population.

38

found

most

Apparently, in less than one week, the

bitter cress flourished in

soil

1

the

research subjects

bud or open flower or
1

of

I

colonies.

butterfly usually deposited just

flower head.

angetip,

of the chenier proper and the black
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now

wondered if
demise of this
I

adults

had mated, and die females had de-

probably had become too weak to

fly

and

had been eaten by the fire ants that patrolled the sites. Although 1 was relieved
to learn that flie butterflies

had safely

laid

—
i

Cajiin cowboys,

left,

transport cattle fivm winter

pastures on the mainland to a chenier. where
they will be allowed to roam. Below:

grazes

tips

—

in the

marsh bordering a

behavior,
:;^^*^^

'

sisted.

leaves. This

knew, was characteristic of fal-

And

uncanny resemblance

plants probably protects

eggs in preparation for the next

some questions

year's generation,

lars)

seed pods

on

the cater-

to the small

seed pods that appear on the tips of the

K"
their

I

to feed

cate orangetip caterpillars.
pillars'

j

new

buds, flowers, or

never descending

A cow

chenier.

How could

and,

later,

the

still

per-

the larvae (the caterpil-

pupae

(the

mummylike

tial

them from poten-

Bitter cress

is

a

member of the mustard

family, and the mustard oils the caterpillars

consume while munching on
them and

avoid the

birds. Possibly the caterpillars

could they survive the cattle's constant

leaves because the concentration of the

browsing and trampling?

oils in

watch the

to

and develop,

I

to

120 miles away.
in

I

lars

in

Baton Rouge.

planted the bitter cress

too high (cattle certainly

icantly reduce their risk of drowning.

After three weeks,

brown, an indication

twelve house-

that they

were Hear-

ing the end of their larval phase.

the eggs

time to see

were doing.

all

my

reared caterpillars changed from green to

small, yellow-green caterpil-

quickly ate the eggshells and then

with

my

how
I

It

the "wild" caterpillars

other gear, into

my

truck and re-

turned to the cheniers. There

begin feeding on the delicate flower

that the formerly inundated habitats

As

they

mamred,

the caterpillars

devoured more and more of the plant

now

dry, except for a

sions and

was

packed the terrarium, along

crawled to the tips of the bitter cress to

petals.

had a problem

to solve,

however.

did the caterpillars pupate?

They

could not attach themselves to the bitter

which were soon

cress plants,

to wither

March

—nearly

cream

sticks,

I

until the

following

a year away. Using ice

marked

hosting caterpillars.

the eight plants

When I returned to in-

spect the plants the following morning,

I

missing.

Within three to four days,

The

I

by remaining on the top of their host plant,
caterpillars that live on the cheniers signif-

eggs carefully on the plants' leaves.

hatched.

found a few brown

caterpillars.

who knew

a three-foot-tall glass terrarium and set

the

noticed

caterpillars hatch

collected a batch of twelve

my home

I

I

quite healthy.

discovered that half the caterpillars were

eggs and several host plants and brought

them back

is

them

eight of

still

avoid consuming bitter cress). In any case,

Rather than hang about for

how long

them

were

could remain secure

adult butterflies distasteful to predatory

How

On

depressions, however,
plants that

the

plants are believed to render

prone to floods?

some

away. They needed a place where they

adult butterflies) survive the next eleven
in a habitat

damp

the

forms that eventually open to reveal the

months

to

seed and were yellowish and withered. In

Where

predators.

had akeady gone

the bitter cress plants

I

observed

were

few natural depres-

many of the cattle paths. Most of

The larvae apparently traveled at
would have to pull an all-nighter if
I wanted to see where they went.
At dusk, I transferred four of the housereared caterpillars onto the abandoned

night.

I

host plants.

I

then drenched myself with

insect repellent, mindful of the local folk

wisdom, 'Tf you

can't complete

door activity by sunset, forget

any out-

it!"

(Mos-

quitoes in southern Louisiana often are so

numerous
the air

hand,

I

is

that

one has the impression

vibrating.)

With

that

flashlight in

located a more-or-less comfortable

spot near the tagged plants, spread

my
39

Blending

in

A

with the plant's seed pods,

biitteifly,

tips

below,

grow

of Pennsylvania

to maturity

on the

tree.

down

of the caterpillars began to crawl

my

host plant. Keeping

its

distance so as not

to directly illuminate the caterpillar with

my

flashlight,

kept a watchful eye. The

I

plump, brown caterpillar made

its

way

to

ground and then continued onward. I
followed. After traveling without pause
the

about thirty feet onto slightly higher
ground, the caterpillar encountered a
small hackberry

then crawled about

tree. It

up the trunk and rested.

ten feet

I

remained

with the caterpillar nearly a half-hour, but
nothing further seemed to be happening.
After marking the trunk with a strip of

white cloth,'I backtracked to check on the
other three caterpillars. All three had dis-

appeared from their host plants, so

I

began

scanning the ground for them. After a
while, the

something

beam from my
I

on

flashlight fell

did not want to see: a

fat,

two-

foot-long water moccasin. Fortunately, the
creature

was

my

caterpillars

spotted

I

countered the bases of

When

they en-

trees, they as-

By

to a height of six to ten feet.

four in the

weave

re-

I

two of

on the damp, bare ground,

crawling to higher ground.

cended

When

slithering away.

covered from the shock,

moming, they had begun

to

silken threads to attach themselves

to the trees.

Satisfied that

caterpillars

I

now knew where
I made

rounds to check on
lars.

from

By

all

the other caterpil-

had departed
presumably in

their host plants,

to

the

this time, they, too,

search of trees. Finally,

tmck

the

would pupate,

I

my

returned to

observe the eight caterpillars that

remained

in the terrarium. I

found

that

they had crawled to the upper ends of

some dead twigs

I

had provided for them,

and had attached themselves
pation.

Exhausted but

to

begin pu-

satisfied, I

drove to

my motel for a much-needed shower and a
couple of hours of sleep.

By midmoming
back

at

my

the cateipillars
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I

research

were

was up again and
sites.

still

on

Sure enough,
their trees.

By

hackbeny

Resembling a thorn, bottom, a

pupa awaits

bitter cress.

poncho on the ground, sat down, and
began to mark time.
hi the wee hours of the morning, when I
had just about decided that I had had
enough of the misery, a break came. One

40

caterpillar ready to pupate, below,

attaches itself to a twig on a

caterpillars of the falcate orangetip

the next spring.

I

A newly emerged falcate orangetip clings to
"Falcate" refers to the hook-shaped

its

pupal case.

of the forewing
(lower right). The absence of orange wing markings shows
that this is the female of the species.
afternoon, each had shed

late

veal

its

skin to re-

pupa, which was anchored

its

brown

base and middle. Basic

tip

at its

in color,

with yellow, green, and tan mottling, the

pupa has a pointed front end
look very

much

like a

flage blends with thorns

on the

sions

makes

that

it

thom. This camou-

and bark protru-

conferring protection on

trees,

developing butterfly, hi addition, the

the

pupa"s high perch

secure from flood wa-

is

and marauding

ters

cattle.

My curiosity was mostly satisfied, but
was intrigued by one

my

—

observations

plants

seemed

tracks.

I

the

I

particular detail of

way

the bitter cress

to flourish near the cattle

decided

should investigate con-

I

on a chenier free of cattle and
people. I chose Little Pecan Island, which
ditions

at

2.700 years

As

chenier.

to create

is

Louisiana's oldest extant

a result of extensive dredging

navigational ditches and canals

petroleum exploration,

for

this

chenier

is

completely surrounded by open water, not
marsh. Although

few families
is

now

it

was homesteaded by a

in the late

uninhabited,

1

800s, Little Pecan

managed by

the

Na-

Conser\'ancy as a preserve for re-

ture

search and nature-oriented recreation.
In a

two-day survey of the island

I

could

find only

two dozen

bitter cress plants, all

growing

in a natural

depression under the

parasol-like branches of ancient live

None showed any

trees.

oak

signs of having

hosted falcate orangetip caterpillars

—

suspected there were too few plants to sustain a

colony of falcate orangetips from

one year to another. If ever the butterfly
had lived there,

it

probably had died out a

long time ago.
I

came away from

Little

Pecan Island

convinced that the cattle on the other che-

played a part in making

niers

Cameron

Parish hospitable to falcate orangetips.

The

cattle tracks create

countless small

catch basins that retain water long after the

surrounding terrain has dried out. These

damp
grow
tle in

habitats help the bitter cress plants
larger

and

taller.

a spring with

This

may matter lit-

normal

during unusually dry years,

rainfall. But
which come

now and then, the minipools
probably crucial to the plants and

along every
are
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A male falcate orangetip, below, rests on a bitter cress
A tiny orange egg nearby shows that a female has

plant.

already paid a

same plant. Right: A male

visit to the

and female court on a Louisiana

iris.

therefore to the caterpillars. In addition,

the churning of the ground

by the

cattle

creates and maintains relatively clear
areas free of competing, congesting vege-

This promotes the dispersal of

tation.

bit-

pioneer species that does best

ter cress, a

in disturbed areas.

Cattle thus appear responsible, at least

maintaining this small pop-

indu-ectly, for

ulation of butterflies.

How

tionship has prevailed

many

before so

likely,

is

the falcate orangetips

long

hard to

trees

population

Most

were cleared,

were more widely

distributed across the cheniers.
fly

this rela-

say.

The butter-

may have been an

eastern

extension of the population in Texas.

was

the forest

cut

down, the

As

butterflies'

became
became a

foothold in the cheniers probably

more

precarious, and the cattle

significant factor in the sui'vival of this iso-

lated population. Alternatively, the butterflies

and the

duced

cattle

may have been

intro-

same

time.

into the region at the

The least likely scenario, I think, is that the
chenier butterfly population was once
connected to the more northerly Louisiana
population

Perhaps
veal

—

the distance

seems too

great.

in the future, genetic tests will re-

how

these various butterfly popula-

tions are related.

hi 1992, after

Baton Rouge,

I

I

returned to

taining the eight remaining

window.

my home

in

placed the terrarium con-

pupae near a

A year later, on March

19,

1993,

two of the pupal cases split open to free
two perfectly formed female butterflies.
The following day, one male emerged. I
drove to Cameron Parish to check my field
site. All the plots were relatively dry because of the lack of heavy spring rains. On
March 21 a single female appeared, and

on the following day both a male and female were on the wing. By March 25, they
had vanished. For the next four days I
searched in vain for butterflies this was
probably the shortest flight period on
record for a population of butterflies. But I
on bitdid see a few of their orange eggs

—

—

ter cress

growing

42

its

five

remaining pupae
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What at first seemed to be a life strategy
teetering precariously close to oblivionj

March 19 and 26, two females and one
male emerged a full two years after beginning their deep sleep. During this same

vival. In a

On March

12,

—

period

I

observed relatively large numbers

of adults throughout the four colonies in

Cameron

Parish.

It

was a bumper year

for

falcate orangetips. (Just before this article

in cattle tracks.

Another year passed. Because the
weather was warm. I decided to place the
terrarium with

1994, a

shower during the night saturated the soil
in the enclosure. To my surprise, between

an outdoor patio.

in

went

to press, the remaining

flies in

male

my

terrarium

—emerged from

—

two

butter-

a male and a fe-

hibernation.)

has turned out to be fine-tuned for
dry spring,

when the

sur-

bitter cres:

plants are unlikely to flourish, the butterfly

pupae may remain
state for another

in their

mummylike

twelve months (perhaps

for several years). But

when

the rains

come, the butterflies will emerge, mate
and lay their eggs. The new generafion Oi
caterpillars will race through their brie
life

cycle and then, as pupae,

their hostile environment.
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Fluctuating Fortunes of the Riv
As water levels
rise andfall, so
does the

of the
hippopotamus
lot

Some 3,000 years ago, when the Greeks
first

encountered hippos in the Nile Delta,

they were struck by the animal's similarity

and so named the stocky creaHippo Potamos (the river horse). We

to the horse

ture

now know

that hippos are not horses at

all,

but rather artiodactyls, cloven-hoofed ungulates like pigs, camels, deer, and antelopes. Unlike

its

relatives,

however, the

river hippo has adopted a truly amphibi-

ous

(hence

lifestyle

its

scientific

name.

Hippopotamus amphibius).
Water is at the center of the hippo's
cial life:

so-

mating, giving birth, playing, and

fighting all take place exclusively or pre-

dominantly
also lakes,

in

water (not only rivers but

swamps, and wallows).

undisturbed, hippos

If

may spend part of the

day resting on the shore, but
trips

onto land take place

they

may

their

primary

at night,

when

travel several miles overland to

graze. Their unique lifestyle

sometimes

puts hippos at a disadvantage in compari-

son with other grazers. During the dry season or drought years, for instance, hippos

have

to

wander

farther

and farther from

the river to find food.

The hippo
ing to the

lifestyle

can also be

frustrat-

human observer Smdying

hip-

pos often means spending the daylight
hours looking into water so murky that the
only things visible are the tops and backs
of a ceaselessly moving jumble of animals, and at the end of the day, one faces
the challenge of following the hippos for

miles in the dark to the mosaic of bushes

and grasslands where they graze. Not surprisingly, much remains to be learned
about these animals, and researchers are
often forced to settle for scattered pieces

of information, hoping they can eventually
put together a complete story.
Efforts to reconstruct the hippo's past
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Photographs by Christine and Michel Denis-Hnot

[orse

Young male hippos, about two years
water

s edge,

old.

play at the

readying themselves for more serious

contests that will arise as they mature.

have also produced a somewhat fragmented picture. The fossil record suggests

over time to include bigger species, with
different skull proportions and teeth

length of the Nile, and even today, they

may

adapted to grazing, not browsing. During

have a

in the

interglacial periods of the Pleistocene,

most of sub-Saharan Africa.

that the hippo's evolutionary histoid

have begun 25 million years ago,

Oligocene, with the extinct anthracotheres.

We know

that

many hippo

spe-

belonging to several genera, lived

cies,

over a period of millions of years, from the

The earliest
have been more terres-

Tertiary to the Pleistocene.

hippos appear to
trial

and

less specialized than today's fa-

miliar river hippo.

much

They were probably

like the earth's

only other surviving

hippo species, Choeropsis

pygmy
trial

home

West

The
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central

Eu-

rope and England. They also colonized

is-

Madagascar and Mafia Island off the coast of Tanzania. Also during
the Ice Age, the Lake Turkana basin of
northem Kenya supported four species of
hippos, all of the genus Hippopotamus.
Only one survived the dramatic climatic
and ecological changes of the Pliestocene,
which led to the extinction of so many
lands, including

—

An estimated'

150,000 hippos remain on the continent.

Much

of

my own

research has been

concerned with the social organization of

H. amphibius and how the species responds to changes in its watery environment. For no body of water
levels

may

is static:

water

fluctuate dramatically, a river

may change its course, a swamp may dry'
up. And as I have discovered during m)
years of fieldwork in Uganda's Queen

range and browses on a wide

than

the waters they

Once more widespread,

In

today restricted to parts of

over

is

pygmy hippo

lives in a

Africa.

how

—

it

is

today.

Roman
much

times, the species ranged

provided evi-

the hippo family
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changed

tat,

is now the Sahel and
much more humid habi-

of what

the Sahara, then a

fossil record has also

dence of

now

impressive range through

Elizabeth National Park, the fortunes ot

variety of plants.
the species

is

fairly

mammals, and that one the familiar H.
amphibius was once far more abundant

hippo.

creature, the

small

liberiensis, the

A sedentary, solitary, terres-

hippos inhabited what

years ago, hippos lived along the entke

with permanent streams and lakes as

well as grasslands. Only a few hundred

the hippos fluctuate along with those of

I

began

depend on.

my fieldwork at a difficult time.

Amin was in power and terrorizing the
Ugandan people, and the economy of the
country was in shambles. In 1979, Tanzanian soldiers invaded Uganda and chased
Idi

—
Left and overleaf: Hippos regularly wallow in mud. in part to
protect the outermost layer of their skinfivm drying out. The

yawning male

at left reveals his greatly elongated lower canines.

Displaying such impressive weaponiy

is

often

enough

to

discourage subordinates.

half-ton bull breaking the water's surface

within ten feet of me. Typically, the bull

would take a

breath, look at

me, and then

disappear again for a few minutes. Similarly, I

could observe a group of hippos on

I

learned to recognize

many

individ-

by the distinctive scars that most
have as a result of fights and traveling
uals

through thomy thickets;
lost parts

of an ear or

many

tail

also

had

to attacking

shore for hours and from less than 100 feet

hyenas. Unfortunately, most scars are

away. They appeared completely

visible only

and continued with

main

their

at

ease

This setting was not only ideal for

sleep.

observing the hippos but

was

it

reach of the laboratories of the

the hippos are out of

even then, only in the

daytime. To increase our odds of recog-

my

and

also within

nizing individuals,

Uganda

immobilized seven hippos and marked
them with ear tags and collars. The im-

In-

of Ecology.

stitute

when

the water and,

activity

assistants

I

Hippos Under the Gun?
by Keith Eltringhain
Tlie large river hippo, the

mon

TSP''

,

more com-

of the two living species of hip-

popotamus,

is

found

much

in

of Africa

south of the Sahara, and visitors to wild-

numbers of wild animals, including
and many
had been studying. But for

meat. Poaching for the hippos' large canine teeth also appears to have increased

numbers are believed
to have declined over the past fev^
decades, dramatically so in West Africa.

phant ivory has led

itself

was

relatively quiet

and

safe,

cause the hippos there regularly
of the water during the
shore,
tify,

I

felt I

day

would be able

and observe them well.

park

result

in

on the

selected

two

East Africa

is

home

Hippo numbers

to

some 40,000.

are lowest in western

Africa, with only 7,000 living in scat-

River; the

tered,

fragmented groups. The

hippo

is

place

known

as

Mweya.

war ended, I have recontinue my studies on

(Every year since the
turned to Africa to
hippos.
fully

The hippo population has never

recovered from those dark days, and

ably no

poaching continues.)

visits

and soon paid

my

heed.

daily

Many

I sat on the shore of the Ishasha,
saw the immense head of a three-and-a-

times, as
I

me no

to

more than

rare,

pygmy

with prob-

a couple of thousand
is

mainly con-

fined to forests in Liberia, with small

numbers

in the three

surrounding coun-

Appendix

II

is that

the

been added to

of the Convention on Inter-

Endangered Species of

Wild Flora and Fauna (CITES); this
means that trade in the species must now
be regulated. The pygmy hippo is on Appendix I (CITES 's list of endangered species), which bans trade completely.
These listings are a positive step;
whether they can help the hippos withstand the pressures they face remains to
be seen.

Sierra Leone, Guinea, and Ivory

Coast.

j

now extremely

remaining. This species

tries:

The hippos became used

hopeful development

national Trade in

on the Ishasha
other along the shore of Lake

at a

One

ports about 30,000 hippos, and the rest of

study sites in the park: one

Edward

increase.

out

to count, idenI

with about 40,000 in Zambia, 20.000

river hippo has recently

came

and

pounds of hippo teeth were exported
from Africa; by 1991, the total had risen
to 30,100 pounds, a more than fivefold

was an eshippos left on the

and correspondence; the

Mozambique. 10,000 in Malawi, and
6,900 in Zimbabwe. Eastern Zaire sup-

and be-

to rest

ivor>' dealers

carvers to look for substitutes. In 1988,
for example, just before the ban, 5,640

timated 157,000 river

that, the

perhaps because the ban on ele-

conducted a sur-

I

continent. Southern Africa has the most,

and a half years before

lately,

vey, using questionnaires, direct counts,

of the hippos
four

expanding human populations,

though no rehable counts are available

buffaloes, elephants, antelopes,
I

the river hippo include the loss of grazing
habitat to

certain to see some. Nevertheless, al-

In the eariy 1990s,

untold

pygmy hippos is

especially in the west, and to hunting for

for ihe past, hippo

out. In the process, they slaughtered

threat to the

parks with lakes or rivers are almost

life

Amin

The main

the loss of their forest habitat. Threats to

(A small population of pygmy

Keith Eltringham

is in

the zoology de-

hippos also lived in Nigeria, but there

partment at Cambridge University and

have been no recent sightings, and

Chairman of the Hippo Specialist Group
of the lUCN-World Consenation Union.

pect

it

no longer

exists.)

I

sus-

is
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Hippos congregate
Right:

in

a wallow, below, siirwunded by many well-worn

trails.

A bull returns to water after making a short trip ashore to deposit dung

on one of the many piles that

line

hippo

trails.

(The dark stain on his

hindquarters reveals his mission.) At dusk, all but mothers with infant calves
leave the water

and travel several miles

to their grazing areas.

mobilizations had to take place on the

count of a relatively small group (fewer

grazing areas, far from water; otherwise,

than two dozen animals, for example)

disturbed hippos might retreat to their lake

often difficult and, at times, impossible.

or river and, while drugged, drown.

I

Knowing

number of animals

the

is

in a

marked another twenty animals, again at
night and on land, by spraying paint on
them with a hypodermic syringe. This was

group

a quick, safe, and successful method, the

of the animals. Fortunately one category

drawback being that the paint lasted only
for about three weeks. Because these
marks showed up well in the moonlight
and even better with a flashlight or a night-

of hippos can always be identified with

vision scope, the animals taught

about hippo night

me much

Hippos seem capable of forming almost

mostly

in groups, but a few,

bulls, are solitary.

made up

exclusively of

only the

Some groups are
cows and

calves;

others contain a bull or two, and

cial organization.

some

Some groups
packed; others may be dis-

nizable

by

neck, and

much more

Even when
recog-

is

heavy build and massive

his

when he yawns,

cows or
I

his impressive,

subadults, are clearly visible.

soon leamed that some 10 percent or

so of the adult bulls dominated

persed over half a mile. The number of

hippos in a group varies greatly, too, from

more than one hundred.

ritory as long as they

Some

behave submissively.!

were never or rarelyi
visited by cows. The dominant bulls on
them seemed to be at a double disadvantage: their success at mating was as poor
territories

as that of bachelors (that

along the shore, which they

defending their

stricted places

all

the

as

mating

territories.

dominant bulls

in

(Luck-

my

study

areas had notches in their ears, prominent
scars
tails,

on then backs and

sides,

missing

or other permanent marks by which

ing a bulls territoiy
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is

bulls), yet they

they could be identified.)

the hippos are in the water, even the ap-

adult bulls,

Any cow

would be

enter-

sniffed for

if she proved to
male would proceed to

signs of sexual receptivity;

be in

estrus, the

mate with her Prior to copulation, male
and female engage in a brief "courtship"

actual!

no interference from other
which are tolerated on the ter-[

mating, there

to particular, re-

by the hour, as some
members move away and others join. Analyzing the groups is hard work, and when
parently simple task of getting an accurate

the

can be quite rough and has often beenj

mistaken for fighting. During the

dominance was lunited

Furthermore, these associations change
frequently, often

all

that

other hippos, male or female, but that their

ily,
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is

partly submerged, an adult bull

are tightly

to

The next

confidence: the adult bulls.

monopolized

few as two

step in a study of so-

complicated: determining the sex and age

consist primarily of bulls.

as

first

daggerlike lower canines, thicker than in

life.

every type of social grouping imaginable.

Most congregate

is

less

still

had

territory,

patch of shoreline.

gressed, however,

I

is,

to

a seemingly use-

As my

is

study pro-

leamed that the

of a territory, and therefore
ness to cows,

nonterritorial

spend energy

quality

its atfi-active-

not always constant:

ecological conditions change, a good
tory

may

quickly

become

il

terri-

a bad one and

vice versa.

Both

territory size

tenure are variable.

was a half-mile
Ishasha

is

modest

and length of a bull's

My Ishasha study aret
stretch of river. The
in size,

from eighty

tc

i

41

'3i9E^li^^''

three

hundred

son).

A

banlcs.
ritories

feet wide,

lirf-

and from three

to

deep (depending on the sea-

fifteen feet

riverine forest lines

Along

the stretch

ranged from

I

its

sandy

studied, the ter-

one hundred

fifty to

yards along the shore; periods of tenure
varied

from a few months

two years.

My Mweya

stretch just

more than
was a

to

study

site

under a mile along the lake

grew

shore. There, grass

right

up

to the

edge of the lake, and the water was very
shallow: one
the

At

hundred

feet out

from shore

water was only three to five feet deep.
Mweya, territories ranged from 150 to

500 yards, and for the four and a half years
of

my

investigations, neither territory

boundaries nor theu- owners changed. This
stability

was

largely

due

to the

constancy

of conditions there; the lake level re-

mained roughly the same over the years.
After

my

initial

'^

study,

my

Ishasha

site

became unsuitable for hippos: the river
changed course and was very shallow in

places, with

growing where water

fi"ees

had been. Mweya,

in contrast,

hospitable hippo habitat.
there,

I

my

particularly for

years after

two were
after

On

first

my

joined bachelor groups.

all

still

on the same

I

Eight

found

territories;
still

sion of his territory. Although

even

in possesI

territor-

ning

whole period, I have httle doubt
they were, and I believe that their ter-

that

ritorial

tenures are

among

the longest

recorded for any species. Because only
about one bull in ten held a territory in

my

study areas, the great mating success of
these fortunate

few

no success for the

translated into

little

or

rest.

The situation at my Ishasha River site
was quite different. Unlike Lake Edward,
the river was changeable. Floods regularly
alternated with periods of low water. The
effect was obvious: at low water, some of

ei-

elsewhere or

When

water lev-

was

in flood

fast, all the

study area.

me

places

extending their domain.

torial bulls

the river

for the

new

territory

became suitable and
were occupied, sometimes by bulls new to
me, sometimes by bulls that had held territories previously, and sometimes by terriels rose,

have no

proof that these individuals were
ial

visits

territorial bulls.

recording them,

twelve years, one was

new

ther started a

kept a lookout for familiar hippos,

owners

the territories fell dry, and their

remained

hippos

Some

When

and the water runout of

my

what was

for

moved

settled in

an inaccessible dead meander farther

downstream, but most moved

to a

newly

formed swamp a few hundred yards away
from the river. There, some of the bulls
immediately began to carve out new territories for themselves.

My two study

areas also differed in the

density of the hippo populations they supported.

At

my Mweya

site,

there were,

on

average, about seventy hippos, which
translated into about five animals per 100

yards of shoreline. At Ishasha, where up to
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mating territories. Some
no damage to either animal; others
may lead to deep gashes and crippling bites. The stakes are
high: territorial males garner the vast majority of all matings.

Hippo

bulls fight for control over

fights are ritualized, with

Hippo Talk by WilUam Barklow
Much
when

of hippo social

water, and

and

I

life

takes place

the animals are completely under-

—

as

work

that

have been conducting

Ruaha National Park

my

students

in Tanzania's

reveals

—a sub-

is

unresolved.)

Most hippos Uve

in envi-

ronments where echolocation would cerbe useful: the waters of African

tainly

lakes and rivers are usually clouded with
silt

and strewn with boulders and other
So far, however, there is no

merged hippo can produce an impressive

obstructions.

array of underwater sounds.

evidence that hippos echolocate.

Some sounds
screams

—

—

and

grunts, growls,

for

are underwater versions of

they move, sometimes for hundreds of

make when their heads are
water. Some are quite loud: I

feet at a time, beneath the water surface.

noises hippos

out of the

I,

one, have never heard hippos click as

recorded one undei"water scream

115

at

All hippo clicks that

I

have been able

to correlate with behavior of

any kind

decibels. Often the only signs of such in-

have been given during social interac-

tense vocalizations are the fountains of

tions.

water that erupt as

pos

air

hits the suiface.

when

exhaled by the hip-

Sometimes

the vocalizing hippo

below the surface

—

^this

air

—such

is

as

not far

forms a bub-

At

the Toledo Zoo's large hippo

pool (one of the few places with clear

enough water to watch submerged hipwatched a male and female

pos), I once

perform a mating dance as graceful and
animated hippos in

ble that explodes at the surface with an

balletic as that of the

infrasonic thud. After producing such a

Walt Disney's Fantasia. Part of this

bubble

blast, a

hippo

face and, keeping

may

rise to the sur-

head low and

its

its

ritual

involved a gentle clashing of their huge

lower canines and incisors.

A

sound

ears forward, direct an aggressive stare at

recording showed the clashes to be iden-

a nearby subordinate.

tical to a click

Other hippo sounds aie produced only

field.

category recorded in the

Perhaps some of the clicks, then,

underwater and without any noticeable

are associated with courtship. Other

One of these the most
common sound made by hippos is a
simple croak. Given most often when

clicks, like

expiration of

—

air.

—

is

probably used

in the frequent jostling for position that is

part of the hippo social scene.

cial

scene in Ishasha was also influenced

these grunts, screams, croaks, clicks,

And under-

quently, competition for the possession of

water sounds are only part of the hippos'

a territory along the river was high. In con-

all

effort to decipher the

meaning of

and whines

Hippos also produce a variety of highpitched underwater whines.

system of communication; other sounds

trast,

similar to notes in

Some are
humpback whale

transmit above and below water simulta-

site

To

is

just beginning.

songs, while others (for example, a sus-

neously.

tained note of unvarying pitch and lasting

phibious" sounds,

a full five seconds) are unlike anything

more about how hippos

I

have heard before.

that they

fully understand these

can hear

we

will

in air

need

"am-

to learn

hear. I suspect

and water

at the

pos' underwater sounds are the various

same time, and I hope one day to determine whether a big bull hippo, after

tj^es of clicks they make, usually in a se-

growling aggressively below the surface,

For me, the most intriguing of the hip-

ries.

These "click

trains" bring to

mind

similar sounds of cetaceans (whales and

can then listen for the amphibious
screams of his intimidated neighbors.

and walruses). Dolphins and other

William Barklow, a professor of biology

toothed whales use their clicks in echolo-

at

Framingham

cation as they navigate and search for

Framingham. Massachusetts, has also worked

food. (The function of pinniped clicking

for years on the calls of loons

5/95

as

State College in

in

Maine.

the bull groups nearest to

my Mweya

were several miles off.
As valuable as a good territory is, and
vigorously as a bull may compete for

one,

is

it

more

no guarantee

that

he will

offspring than any other

sire

territorial

A bull will certainly try to keep an es-

bull.

trous

cow on

her. but

his territory

and mate with

way of monopolizing
to move on, she will do

he has no

her. If she
so,

dolphins) and pinnipeds (seals, sea lions,

Natural History

together, there were

per 100 yards. The so-

by the presence of a group of 100 mature
bulls living just a mile away; conse-

The

maintain contact in murky water.

to
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250 hippos came
thirty individuals

calves and subadults are playing near
their mothers, this call

some whines, may play a role

decides

and she

is

free to

mate with any num-

ber of bulls as she passes through their ter-

One

result

social

group

ritories.

that

no

At dusk,

of
is

this

movement

is

isolated genetically.

day of social activities,
the animals leave the water and head off to
after a

,

i

Mr'^mm^ "^'^'^^^m*-

Well-worn

aze.

exit paths are

numerous

ong the shore, but the hippos do not necsarily use the nearest one. In

one place

at

Iweya, they regularly traveled almost a
ile

in the

idt that

ecause

water parallel to the shore to an

was closer

to the grazing area,

many hippos may

use the same

dt paths (especially if the riverbanks are

some of

eep),

these bankside exits

tunnellike.

;arly

nose to

As

tail,

the hippos

out,

they give the appear-

of togetherness, but after

ice

file

moving

ime distance from the shore, they dis;rse;

nighttime grazing

uity.

The only

ght

is

social

is

not a social ac-

group one sees

at

a mother with her young: offspring

)m that year and subadults from previous
Young hippos are vulnerable to a

|;ars.

.

—hyenas,
—and

)st

of predators

ds,

and crocodiles

lions, leop-

benefit

appeared into the bushes, and most cer-

Many go back

tainly

from the

otection of their two-ton-plus mother.

Hippos usually feed throughout the

to the

river or lake they left the previous evening,

which gives an impression of group
ity.

stabil-

But there are always some who

settle

I

went back for second helpings.

found

it

impossible to follow the hip-

pos any distance from the water; the
rain

was a mixture of thick

Many

of bushes, and gulleys.

miles away. Only the

driving around in the dark in

territorial bulls

can

be absolutely relied upon to return.

On many

occasions,

my

students and

watched the hippos leave the water

I

in the

evening and then waited for them to return
in the
I

moming. Their eyes

reflect light, so

could scan the water with a flashlight to

find out if

and when they had

Within a couple of hours
hippos typically

moved

all left.

after sunset, all

out, with the ex-

ception of mothers with very young
calves, which stay in the water and don't

Sometimes I
recorded hippos coming back to the water
about midnight, and to my surprise, they
returned to rest, not to stay. After a few
hours, they climbed out on land again, diseat at all for several days.

ter-

forest, thickets

elsewhere: sometimes nearby, sometimes

may

wom five or six feet deep, becoming al-

,;

liost

by dawn.
same place in the

night, returning to the water

nights, after

my van, I met

up with my marked animals at the grazing
areas, and then I could observe them for
hours. Inevitably, I lost them again whenever they entered large thickets,

some of

which were more than an acre in size, or
when they decided to walk down steep
slopes where

I

couldn't follow.

One

night

I

stayed with one of my hippo cows and her

two subadult sons
into the bush.

until they

When

I

disappeared

drove around to
I

met

other hippos coming out, but not

my

catch up with them on the other side,

friends. After

some dme,

decided to

I

search for them.

From

the top of the van and with the

help of a powerful flashlight,

I

saw some55

The hippo's small
sit relatively

adaptation to

and nostrils

ears, eyes,

high on

head, an

its

amphibious

its

After taking a breath

lifestyle.

and swyeying

its

surroundings, this hippo can simply close
nostrils

its

and eyes, fold its

and

ears,

submerge, staying under water for up

to

five minutes.

thing absolutely unexpected: they were

sound asleep on the grassless, sandy
ground inside the

thicket.

This had been

observed only once before, by naturalist

Jonathon Kingdon. Subsequently,

Uganda and

well, I discovered

many such

which can be

retreats,

ingly

—of

—

sleeping

by an im-

identified

pression in the sand the size

in

of Africa as

in other parts

not surpris-

a hippo and further character-

dung at one end.
Whenever I come across a hippo

ized by a pile of

miles from the safety of

its

asleep

watery home,

I

am impressed. The shape of these animals,
together with their short legs and generally
thick skin (which acts like an energy-sav-

ing diving suit in the water, but causes

them

to overheat quickly in the heat

of the

makes them seem unlikely candidates for long-distance movements. Yet
hippos must regularly undertake considerable journeys. Every night, they are
day),

obliged to travel for food, and in times of
severe drought, they have been observed

migrating in search of water. At
just continue in

first,

they

thek usual manner, walk-

ing farther and farther to theh deteriorating grazing areas and retuming to an increasingly dried-up pool.

By

the time they

decide to abandon the pool for good,

—
—

many
old

young and the very
and fall prey
and hyenas. The healthy and the

especially the

are too

to lions

weak

to follow

strong, however, are capable of traveling

long distances,

South Africa, one hippo

fri

became famous when

it

traveled 1,000

miles overland. This particular animal
never settled for long, although

it

did find

suitable habitats

on the way. Unfortu-

nately, this natural

experiment came to an

abrupt end

As

when

the hippo

for the hippos

be forced

will not

was

study,

I

I

shot.

hope they

to leave the shores I

have come to know so well. Drought is
only one of the many problems hippos
will

have

to face as the

to a close.

pos

—

Only time

millennium draws

will tell if the hip-

sole survivors of their kind

—

will

outlive the habitat loss, fragmentation,

poaching, and other pressures confronting
so

56

many

of Africa's large mammals.
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In 1950 the

West Indies and England

played a colonial

game

Cricket in the Blood
by Samuel M. Wilson
June 24, 1950, was a glorious day

at

cal time in Great Britain's associations

lion square miles, an area about the size of

colonies. In the years following

the United States, China, and the former

Lord's Cricket Ground, which with Ascot

with

and Wimbledon make up the heart of London society's sporting scene. The Royal

World War H,

in-

trends against colonialism and toward

Standard flew from the mast above the

dependent. Leaning more and more to-

self-govemment, coupled with the emer-

pavillion, signaling that King George VI
was in attendance. The West Indies team

ward independence were

gence of a new global economy and

bal-

colonies in and around the Caribbean, in-

ance of power, had reduced the empire

to a

was meeting England

for the second in a

cluding British Guiana (Guyana) on the

third of

India, Pakistan,

Ceylon

(Sri

Lanka), Jordan, and Israel had become

the

many

British

Soviet Union combined.

former

its

The West

These were

South American mainland, British Hon-

first-class (top-level

duras (Belize) in Central America, and

in

games between national
Actually, the West Indies side was

more than a dozen major islands. A half
century earlier, before the two world wars,
the British Empire had embraced a quarter

'33

gle match.

of the earth's population and twelve mil-

their initial

series of four cricket matches.

Test matches, that

is,

professional)
teams.

its

multinational.

The Test

Series of

1950 came

at

a

criti-

and

'39,

in

meeting in

Ambrose of Antigua, a fast bowler,
1990 Test Series held at Saint John's.

professional cricketers. Opposite page: Curtly
in the

Both photographs by Patrick Eagar
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won

'28,

a sin-

before, at the

cricket oval in Manchester,

Barbados, a country renowned jor producing

helped the West Indies defeat England

summers of

And two weeks

life

Schoolchildren play cricket

had played Test Series
in the

but they had never

Old Trafford

1950, the

size.

Indies

England before,

By

this series

had gone

The 1950 West Indies Towing Side
(back row,

that challenged

England on

British soil included

C. B. Williams. R. E. Marshall,

left to right)

A. L. Valentine, L. R. Pierre, C. L. Walcott, H. H. Johnson, A.
K. Testrail, Mr. Ferguson (baggage manager), and (fivnt row,

J.

F.

Rae,

left to right)

S. Ramadhin, P. Jones, F. M. Worrell, Mr Barnes (assistant manager).
D. Goddard (captain), G. E. Gomez, J. B. Stollmeyer. R. J. Christiani, E. Weelces.
JSS/Keystone; Hulton Deutsch Collection

badly.

During

their first innings (the first

of their two times

312

runs,

at bat)

England scored

and the West Indies side was

only able to answer with 215.

By

end

can be savored over a whole summer. The
cricket fan can

make

the television to see

occasional visits to

how

things are pro-

ceeding or leave the radio on softly

land's

first

104 runs.
take

all

eight batsmen, allowing only
It

looked as though he might

ten wickets, that

is,

put out

all

ten

day,

batters in the first innings, but his partner

announcers, in their end-

plus an hour on the morning of the fourth,

less rambling dialogue, communicate with

Sonny Ramadhin of Trinidad took the
final two. Ramadhin was the first West In-

short by International Test Cricket stan-

some subliminal

The

dian of South Asian ancestry selected for a

of the match

dards

—which took only

—England had scored

runs, beating the

the

three days,

a total of

600

West Indies by 202. (For

a brief explanation of

how

runs are scored

in cricket, see "It's How You Play the
Game," page 63.)
To those who do not know cricket, the
scores may seem astronomically high and
the pace glacially slow and mind numbing. Each match takes up to five days, with

play lasting about six hours each day, and
the sides in Test Series play four or five

such matches. The deliberate pace
of cricket's charm for
tional series

its

is

part

devotees. Interna-

between favorite

rivals

come

infrequently, so they are a delicacy that
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letting the

BBC

all

part of the brain.

long matches can be exquisite torture as
well, for

sometimes one team

behind by the end of the

first

is

day

so badly
that

it is

West Indian

side.

Ramadhin and Valentine were

"spin"

bowlers. All bowlers huri the ball with a

arm down

veiy unlikely to recover, but the match

straight

must be played out over the next few days

on one bounce. The
heavily padded batsman stands to one side
in front of the wicket and attempts to protect it by hitting the oncoming ball with

to

be sure. Jobs are

lost in the

summers of

Test Series; marriages wrecked.

had been a
West Indies' fans
in the first Test match. Two young
bowlers, just twenty years old and unknown in the cricketing world, had made a
Despite the

first

glimmer of hope

defeat, there

for the

strong showing. Jamaica's Alfred Valentine

had

virtually

no experience

in first-

class cricket, but he dispensed with

Eng-

the long cricket pitch,

trying to hit the wicket

the bat. Fast bowlers (the kind the West Indies have since

tearing

up

become famous

for)

to the pitch with a long

leap high in the

air,

and

fire

come

mn-up,

the ball

at

speeds in excess of ninety miles per hour

Spin bowlers take a shorter, more leisurely
run-up and throw the ball more slowly.

—
On

the second

day of the 1950 Test match

at Lord's, below, the bails flew off the

wicket as a ball bowled by the West

Sonny Ramadhin got by England's
batsman Cyril Washbrook. The catcher

Indies'

behind the wicket was Clyde Walcott: the
other fielder

was Prior Jones. Bottom:

Walcott. at bat, protects his wicket on
three of the match.
Photographs by C. E- Seymour; S and G Press
ibout fifty

Agency

miles per hour.

British Guiana, Barba-

tremendous

dos, Trinidad, and Ja-

ball, so

maica.

But they put

on the

,pin

day

it

For example,

came

to hate the

)ounces off at odd angles.

they

There are leg-spinners

bland fare of meat, pota-

ind off-spinners, ortho-

toes,

lox and unorthodox spin-

couldn't get their hotels

lers,

and

bowl

they

West Indian

to substitute

dishes such as rice and

Uppers, wrong'uns, goo-

spiced curries.

and other balls

;lies,

and cabbage, but

Still,

the

inalogous to baseball's

greatest source of annoy-

hange-ups, sliders, and

ance for the West Indians

.0

in the

The West

cricketers.

vas to prove exceedingly

had

dies

bat against.

Saturday, June 24,

and

cricket oval, as inferior

spin-bowling styles

lifficult to

were seen,

that they

in the press

combination

Valentine's
)f

was

Ramadhin and

forth.

In-

previously

beaten English teams,

was

though not

he opening day of the

were

and

"The Three
N's," Clyde Walcott,
liverton Weekes, and
Worrell
who
rrank
vere the same age and
lad grown up near one
'mother on Barbados
'vere the heart of what
vould emerge as a fomiiiecond Test.

al-

England,

in

fielding

a

strong team in the sum-

—

mer of

1950.

resented

being taken

They

lightly.

Of the colonial or former colonial nations,
only Australia was regarded

in

England as a

lable batting side. Bat-

force to be reckoned

West Indies

with. Australia's victory

ing

the

first,

irst

innings, a very

1882, the

good

Ramadhin and Valentine then devasated the English in their

first

innings, al-

owing only 151 runs. Valentine was an or-

hodox left-arm spinner

who bowled

with

echnical precision and tremendous accujust baffled the

vith a peculiar delivery that

mpossible to see
|)r

how

it

how he

made

batsmen
it

nearly

released the ball

was spinning. Ramadhin took
and Valentine four. Prior

ive wickets

ones took the tenth wicket.

Sonny Ramadhin's bowling was porrayed in the British press as mysterious,
ndecipherable, exotic. Indeed, the whole
Vest Indian side
j.pectators,

many

time Eng-

home ground by

on

their

a

colonial team, had

been a climactic event.

lay of rest).

Ramadhin

first

land had been defeated

They batted all that
lay and into Monday
noming (Sunday being a
;tart.

acy.

the Test Series of

in

an up 326 runs in their

seemed exotic to British
whom had never seen

of

people of color. While a recent census puts

The following day

England's West Indian population

printed an obituary:

at

about

half a million, in 1950 only 10,000 people

Remembrance
Of

In Affectionate

from the West Indies lived in Britain.
South Asians were just as rare. In his
memoirs. Island Cricketers. Clyde Walcott describes an encounter he had that

summer

with an older

doesn't

come

ENGLISH CRICKET

WHICH DIED AT THE OVAL
On

woman:

[She] walked past me, gave me an odd sort
of look, stopped and came back. She came
slowly and warily up to me then, seeming to
pluck up courage, rubbed her fingers along
my hand and stared at them. But the colour
off!

The tour presented difficulties for the
West Indian players, who came from

the Sporting Times

29th August 1882

Deeply lamented by a large

circle of

sorrowing friends and acquaintances

N.B.

—

R.I.R
^The

body

will

be cremated and the

ashes taken to Australia

Ever after, the Test matches between
England and Australia had been seen as
61
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—
England at the Melbourne
an intense rivaliy that
goes back to 1882, when Australia first defeated England on
British soil. Australia won the 1990 Test Series.

In 1990. Australia competed with

Cricket Ground. The

rvi'O

sides cultivate

Patrick

out on Wednesday morning when the
West Indies "declared." with only six
wickets fallen. By declaring, they made

"playing for the Ashes." (The rivahy con-

much so that
Margaret Thatcher commented, "The
world's a better place when we beat the
tinues to the present day. so

Australians at cricket.") But the
dies

were not yet accorded

With evident

irritation,

West

Walcott remem-

good opportunity

and went down

When

the

West Indies came

to bat for

Monday

afternoon,

second time,

late

England had to prove that the

first

innings

Cricketer, the

mount a rally

dian

batsmen were on a

records that

Gomez

hold

still

put on 21

1

to

it,

handful with their leader swayed round

for he

was

still

is

bat twice.
1

00

to

1

The

and

cricket field

fielding,
is

who know

not

bands

at

the

West Indian islands of

and each side comes

in to

field is the pitch,

a carefully

mown and rolled grass. Two wick-

located 22 yards apart, one at each end of the pitch.

wicket

is

three upright sticks, the stumps, with

(A

two pieces of

one

at

each wicket. The bowler from the fielding side

leases the ball

from behind one wicket toward the other

rection is periodically altered).

The

re-

(the di-

ten other fielders are de-

ployed around the oval. The fielding positions include the
wicket keeper,
bowler, a
balls,

who

catches the ball and throws

number of "slips" beside him

and an array of others

cover, mid-off, square leg,

close to the

batsman

When

To win by 326

land XI low at Lord's

the

it

back

to the

(If

their position is called,

they stand right up

because of the

risk,

batsman

the

the pitch,

at

two batsmen may run down

hits a ball, the

changing places. That scores one run.

enough for them

far

scoring as

many

do so

to

runs as they can.

If the ball is hit

they change places again,

safely,

If the

batsman

hits the ball to

boundary fence he scores four without having to run, and if
he clears the boundary with a fly ball, he scores six.
If the bowler can get the ball past the batsman and knock off a
the

that

is

batsman

in

out.

is

caught on the

to the other

fly

The batsman
or

if

he

is

tries to

end of the pitch before the

also out

retired, the fielding

he

hits a ball

not

make

fielders get the ball

it

back

the batter deflects the
bat,

and keeps

hitting the wicket, he's out "leg before wicket."

men have been

if

mn but does

and knock the bails off the wicket. If
with his body or pads, instead of his

ball

team comes

When

it

from

ten bats-

in to bat.

A match is over when both sides have completed their innings

to catch barely deflected

at positions called gully, point,

and so on.

Lon-

the headquarters of cricket, in spite of the

bail, the

top, the bails.)

Two batsmen from the batting side are on the pitch at the same
time,

article in the

How You Play the Game

ets are

wood balanced on

That Friday, the lead

don Times gave the West Indies side their
due: "Yesterday was their finest hour.
They have handsomely laid an All Eng-

carnival time."

an oval with a long axis of from

50 yards. In the center of the

prepared rectangle of closely

With those two little pals of mine
Ramadhin and Valentine.

reminder to those

the field to give a faint

played by two sides of eleven players each. The

sides take turns batting

Chorus:

with impromptu instruments, saluted the

and

it;

But Goddard won the test.
They gave the crowd plenty fun;
Second Test and West Indies won.

The
commenta-

cricket

and

— Walcott

It's
Cricket

famous

great occasion with strange noises and a

runs, a record partner-

saw

Yardley tried his best

England and throughout

tear, setting

ship. Walcott alone accounted for 168,

would have added

by 326 runs.
batsman fell to

W. Swanton described the jubilant
scene: "Some [of the West Indians], armed

Ramadhin

to equal

I

Cricket, lovely cricket,

tor E.

and Valentine's performance. The West In-

verse went:

At Lord's where

the Caribbean celebrated. Writing in

had been a fluke. But the English bowlers
could not

in

first

to defeat

the final English

West Indians

The

Cricket, lovely cricket.

Frank (now Sir Frank) Worrell's bowling.

counted on to play "entertaining" cricket.

When

spread throughout England and the Caribbean.

in a draw).

and Thursday, try as
they might, England could not catch up to
the 751 runs scored by the West Indies,

some of the English youngsters for the
tour of Australia in the winter," and saying
that the West Indies could at least be

their

complete the innings (otherwise the game

might end

On Wednesday

to try out

little

Ramadhin and Valentine' the
special heroes." He was quoting from a
popular calypso by Egbert Moore that
pals of mine,

side to bat, allowing sufficient time to

that respect.

memoirs, Clyde Walcott says,

In his

"This was our finest hour, with 'those

the strategic decision to bring the English

In-

bers an English cricket official describing
the series as "a

Eagar

or

when

the time limit

not finished

match

is

its last

a draw.

is

reached. If the side that

To prevent

to

The batsman toward whom the ball is thrown must protect his
wicket from the bowled ball and also attempt to score runs.

fore

all

—

the batsmen have batted

nings altogether.

behind has

a draw, the winning side can attempt

speed things along by "declaring"

sUly mid-off, silly point, and so on.)

is

innings by the end of the final day's play, the

—ending

their innings be-

or by skipping their second in-

S.M.W.
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A female batter,

below,

levels, from local

is

matches

no oddity: women's teams play cricket at all
to international series, including the annual

Women's World Cup. Opposite page: West Indian Brian Lara played for the
English county team ofWaiwickshire against Surrey in a 1994 match at
Edgbaston. (Ever since the 1950 Test Series. West Indian players have been
recruited by first-class cricket teams in England and worldwide.) In 1994,
playing for the West Indies against England. Lara set the record for the
highest individual score in a Test match 375.

—

Tony Henshaw; Professional Sport International

Although the colonial

brave English recovery
led by

left deep scars and resentments in Britain's
former colonies, in most

Washbrook on

era

Wednesday, puts these
West Indians for good

among the great ones."
The article concluded
that

cases these countries be-

came independent
out

"West Indian cricket

with-

bloodshed.

great

come of age."
The obvious comparison was with children

Most became members
of the Commonwealth,
whose charter gave them

An

equal status with Britain.

has

reaching adulthood.

1

Perhaps emblematic of

once met on a plane de-

this relatively peaceful

scribed the 1950 Test in

transition, the former

older British executive

more

even

when

your son beats you
squash for the
isn't it?

You

regret

cricket did not diminish

with independence. This

at

was especially
members of the

time,

first

and

it

there

it is;

it

was bound

the

For England, the loss

The

and
^imMSSi^^' ^-^^-

They beat England

order.

was sweeter
which AusRobert Menzies

victory

Lord's,

Prime Minister Sir

called the great "cathedral of cricket."

it

moment. But

game we
sion

its

it

come

.

.

.

at

Trent

Old Trafford or
have been a great

would still
it was at the veiy

love

heart of the

and that gave the occa-

greatest thrill."

After Lord's, the four-game series stood
even. In the next Test, at Trent Bridge,

64

;

ism and postcolonialisn

Nandy comments ironi
on his country

the Test at Lord's hadn't been a miracle.

at

more

cally

Nottingham, the West Indies proved that

Walcott noted that "had

is

than of cricket, the In

Empire of old simply could not

Bridge or the Oval,

of Destiny
Destiny

dian intellectual Ashii

world had changed dramatically, and the

The West Indian
come at

affiliate

discussion of colonial

The

for having

the

Games, which

coming of age
was misplaced, however.
To cast colonized people
as juvenile made no
more sense than to portray post- World War U

new

many

On Games

patroniz-

Britain as senile.

Sri

and associate members).
In The Tao of Cricket

child's

Headingly,

New

(the council also

included

ing comparison with a

tralian

Indies,

South Africa, and Zim-

babwe

linked to similar histori-

exist in the

West

Lanka, India, Pakistan

was a reminder that the
empire was slipping
away. The two events
may even have been

British

Interna-

Zealand, Australia,

to happen."

cal forces.

true for

tional Cricket Council-

harder next time, but

try

passion for

colonies'

explicit

terms: "It's like

Natural History 5/95

decisively, setting sev-

and team records. The final
was held at the Oval, Kennington, and was one of those matches in
which the outcome was determined in the
West Indies' first innings. They scored 503
runs, and then Ramadhin and Valentine
were able to hold the English batsmen to
274 runs. With theii^ victory, the West Ineral personal

Test match

men's complete assimilation of the game:
Cricket is an Indian game accidentally dis
covered by the English. Like chilli, whici
was discovered in South America and cam
to India only in medieval times to becom
an inescapable part of Indian cuisine
cricket, too. is now foreign to India only ac
"~
cording to the historians and Indologists.

most Indians the game now looks more

In

dian than Enalish.

cricketing nations. Since 1950 they have

The West Indians feel the same way.
Clyde Walcott writes, "Indeed, cricb
comes naturally to the West Indian and

been one of the dominant forces

think

dies took their place

cricket.

among

the best of the

in

world

j

it's

blood."

true to say that

it is

always

in

h

lUNIVERSEI

:i

The

ey-L.u
by

r"

Debate

s

de Grosse Tyson

Neil

emerge from de-

sides are wrong.

A splendid aphorism, but

the universe has been a long series of let-

mocratic voting, party-line politics, or

there are at least

two other causes of a pro-

downs for those who like to believe we are

pubhc debate. But in this case, two leading
scientists of the day
each armed with
some good data, some bad data, and some
sharpened arguments went head-to-head
on April 26, 1920, in what is now called

tracted disagreement:

The

history of ideas about our place in

special. Unfortunately, first impressions

have consistently fooled us

—

the daily

motions of the sun, moon, and

make

conspire to

us think

of everything. But

ter

thing or

two over the

we

stars all

are the cen-

we have leamed

centuries.

There

a

no

is

policy, does not normally

—
—

the Baird Auditorium of the Smithsonian
Institution's Natural History Building.

center of Earth's surface, so no culture can

proponent of the idea that the

claim (geomefrically) to be in the middle

is

of things; Earth
solar system,

is

not the center of the

just

it is

one of nine planets

around the sun; the sun

in orbit

is 26,000
from the middle of the Milky

light-years

Way and

revolves anonymously around

the galactic center along with a hundred

biUion other

stars;

and the Milky

one of a hundred

just

Way

universe that actually has no center at

humbling

It is

is

billion galaxies in a
all.

to consider that the last

two letdowns were each revealed as
cently as the twentieth century.

re-

The gener-

the one

and only galaxy

The

MUky Way

in the universe

was Harlow Shapley, of the Mount Wilson
Observatoi^,

and

who

later

forged a visible

at least

when

this spring

a

held

in

is that

too stubborn to abanver-

was heavily edited from what
on both

bit

actually

of stubbornness

both scientists argued

sides, but

admirably, and what mattered in the end

was

the relative confidence each placed in

the scant data available.

influential career as the director

of the

Earlier in the century, both scientists

Harvard College Observatory. The

alter-

had participated in a wave of discoveries
that were derived primarily from new
classification schemes for cosmic objects
and phenomena. By 1920, many such
schemes had been formulated that are still
in use today. With the help of a spectrograph (which can break up starlight into its
component colors the way raindrops break
up sunlight into a rainbow), astrophysi-

native view,

Way

galaxy

which held
isn't

by Heber D.

Milky
was defended

that the

so special,

Curtis, of the Lick

tory in California.

He

later

Observa-

became

the di-

rector of the Allegheny Observatory

and

receded from active research.
It is

lasts

sometimes said

that if

an argument

more than a few minutes, then both

were able

cists

to categorize

celestial objects not just

now-

their

by

outward appearance but

universe was

by the detailed features revealed in their spectra. (A

a meeting of the Na-

well-designed classification

known

at

tional

is

took place, reveals a

famous debate on the extent
of the

one party

sion of the Shapley-Curtis debate, which

occurred seventy-five years

ago

is insufficient

don a long-held view. The published

recognized turning point

ally

One

quality or quantity of data; another

Academy

of Sciences

scheme, one that might

in-

Washington, D.C. The top-

clude information obtained

discussed included ques-

from an object's spectrum,
can allow profound deduc-

ics

tions of fundamental impor-

tance:

sky

—

Was
stars

everything in the

tions to be

and

cause or origin of a phenome-

star clusters

and gas clouds and fuzzy
ral things

—

Way

all

spi-

non

is

if the

not fully understood.)

Among

part of the

made even

the classifications

galaxy? Or were

of the time were three broad

those fuzzy spiral things

categories of objects that

galaxies unto themselves, just

proved

Milky

like the

Milky Way, dotting

the unimaginable vastness of

space like "island universes"?
Scientific discovery, unlike

political conflict or public

Seen edge-on, the spiral nebula
patches along

its flattened
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NGC4565

reveals dark

Heber D. Curtis invoked this
the Milky Way was one among

disk.

typical feature to argue that

many such
Richard S. Perkin Library; American
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to

be especially

rele-

vant to the Shapley-Curtis

spirals.
Museum-Hayden

Planetarium

debate: (1)

The

stars that are

most concentrated along the
narrow band of blended light
called the Milky Way—by
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—
then, widely (and correctly) interpreted to

tance to the

be the flattened plane of our galaxy, (2) the

astronomers of the day were generally

serious modification? How was he to
know that the nearest high-luminosity blue

hundred or so

clueless.

stars

titanic,

globularly shaped

star clusters that are slightly

more

dominant near the plane and are seen
one direction of the sky more than
others,

in

in all

(3) the inventory of fuzzy neb-

and

amorphous varieties,
which predominate near the plane, and the
spirals, which seem to avoid the plane enth-ely. Both Shapley and Curtis knew that
anything they put forward had to be conulae, including the

sistent

with these basic observed features

of the sky.

Harlow Shapley could interpret the
show that the spiral nebulae were within the bounds of the Milky
Way, then there would remain no case for
external systems. If Heber Curtis, interpreting the same data, could show that the
spiral nebulae were distant island universes, then humanity would be handed
If

available data to

the next chapter in

its

long series of cos-

Shapley 's favorite research topic was
globular star clusters, so he had

100,000 tightly packed

Ml 3,

with

and

stars,

sumed) representative sample of

for his clever

much

to

more

sure

(as-

its

all stars,

distant globular clusters and, ul-

According

The

to Shapley,

great globular cluster in Hercules

When we

[is]

brightest stars [are] typical giants,

then

still

more

distant.

By 1920 Shapley had computed the distances to globular clusters beyond

Assuming

that the

Ml 3.

outermost clusters de-

lineated the limits of the galaxy, he esti-

mated

that the

Milky

and away the

Way was more

than

Curtis did not have the data to refute

Shapley 's reasoning that the globular clus-

must reveal the

and possibly the distance,

to the

contained stars similar to those found

neighborhood, but he remained cau-

fraction as luminous as he

had assumed?

all

to over-

his globular

clusters.

Curtis remained convinced that the

Way

Milky

galaxy was

much

smaller than

suggested by Shapley:

more

Until
is

definite evidence to the contrary

available, however,

feel that the evi-

I

dence for the smaller and commonly accepted galactic dimensions is still stronger;
and that the postulated diameter of 300,(300
light-years must quite certainly be divided
by five, and perhaps by ten.

Who was right? Along most paths from
scientific

ignorance to scientific knowl-

lies somewhere
between the extreme estimates that are
collected along the way. Such was the case
in the great debate: Nowadays, the generally accepted extent of the Milky Way

edge, the correct answer

galaxy

is

100,000 light-years, about three

times Curtis's 30,000, and one-third of

we have

little certain knowledge of galactic
regions as distant as five hundred light-

galaxy with what was

years.

rals

solar

others, but far out in the

He

then offered a sharper commentary:

now needed

Shapley and Curtis

to rec-

known of the

spiral

nebulae. Estimates of distances to the spi-

were more uncertain than those

for

any other class of object. Shapley was determined to show that they were within the

stars

of nearly

common

all

mix of

where

the stars that one might

—

he obtained anomalously large

Here

is

how he

fit

in

with other

leading astronomers in measuring the dis-

tance to a globular cluster called

M13

in

the constellation Hercules:

Shapley 1915

1

00,000 light-years

Charlier 1916

170 light-years

Shapley 1917

36,000 light-years

SchoutenI918

Lundmark 1920

in the universe

nosities].

to derive distances to the globu-

lar clusters,

[Shapley's theory assumes] Cepheids any-

vari-

neighborhood stars
whose properties and distances were well
known. In particular, he assumed that the
Cepheid variable stars and the luminous
blue stars in the clusters were similar to
those found nearby. Using the nearby

4,300 light-years

21,700 light-years

gard

The wildly

different estimates of dis-
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.

[this]

.

have identical [lumi-

There are many who will reassumption as a rather drastic

limits of the

Milky

Way

the globular clusters.

as established by

Both he and

Curtis

.

knew

that unlike other types of nebulae,

which are heavily concentrated near

one.

the

plane of the Milky Way, the spirals seem

But Shapley's confidence was fueled by

work of Henry Norris Russell and Sir
Arthur Eddington, two leading theorists of
the day who had proffered compelling
the

ideas about the internal structure of stars

and

stellar evolution.

ideas,

And

to reject their

he argued, would be disastrous for

astrophysics:
I

spectral evolution

would have

to

be largely

abandoned, and Eddington's brilliant theory
of gaseous giant stars would need to be
greatly modified or given up entirely.
Curtis
lucky.

was

to avoid the plane completely. (For this

reason, the Milky

Way had

earned

the

somewhat spooky title Zone of Avoidance.) They also knew that the typical nebulae near the plane

moved

relatively

slowly, less than sixty miles per second,

while typical spiral nebulae had velocities

of thousands of miles per second. The

believe Russell's illuminative theory of

skeptical.

How was

Shapley was un-

Shapley

to

know

that

fast-moving spirals had to

birthplace.

Curtis remained the skilled skeptic.

know why

wanted

would eventually be shown

been observed

to

be com-

wrong, and that Eddington's theory

of gaseous giants would ultimately require

come from

somewhere, so Shapley was forced to suggest that the spiral nebulae had somehow
been created in the plane of the Milky Way
at a regular rate and then ejected from their

Russell's theory of spectral evolution

pletely

68

to be

middle of

Way. This would place the

find in the solar

estimates.

be shown

oncile their ideas about the size of the

Shapley assumed them to be a repre-

Cepheids

later

This assumption [of Shapley's] is a reasonable one, though not necessarily correct, as

Noting that globular clusters contain

sentative

would

a class of stars unto themselves, only a

direction,

plane.

eties,

could

Shapley's 300,000 light-years.

system, not in the center, as believed by

abundant

And how

tiously skeptical:

reasoned that the ob-

served excess of globular clusters on one

and many

made

for the size of our galaxy.

in the

side of the sky

largest estimate ever

far

and correct sug-

is

in the clusters

its

comparable with our own

follows that fainter, smaller globular

it

clusters are

ters

He

a

view that ... its stellar phenomena are
harmonious with local stellar phenomena
[are]

resemblance to the blue

he have known that the Cepheid variables

accept

the

its

little

estimate the distances to

vast sidereal organization.

Cepheids

bore

stars in globular clusters?

These errors of judgment led him

timately, the limits of the galaxy:

globular clusters coincides with the center

of the galaxy.

its

could be used as a stepping-stone to mea-

gestion that the center of the system of

Curtis

strongly that

felt

best re-

say about them. Indeed, Shapley

the Milky

cluster demonstrate that

300,000 light-years across. This was

mic letdowns.

membered

Shapley

pre-

same

the

to

Milky

to

Way

spirals

He

had never

form within the plane of

and why

at least

some

of

the ejected spirals weren't found within

I

A Thousand
I
"The

violin

my

life,

is

same

intensity

I

environment, open to
cancer,

like

therapy, in

my dream— was
I

bring to

my

it

with

music.

chemo-

case.

place that treats the person, not

place that uses nutrition to

strengthen

the

involved.

Some

to

get

personally

place that could give

me

the

"I found Cancer Treatment Centers of
America^M. They did the rest. And for the
last five years, every check-up has been the
same. 'No sign of cancer."
"Needless to say, I have treasured every
concert since, a thousand times over."
If you or someone you love has cancer, find out how Cancer Treatment
Centers of America'^^ can help. Please
call today, 1-800-234-7149.

immune system,

—
Because cancer varies

I

human

new ways of treating

fractionated-dose

my

threat-

set out to attack

just the cancer.

"A

and encourage patients
stamina to keep playing.

searched for a hospital with a more

"A

dream

a

true.

"So when my life—
ened by breast cancer,
the

and playing with the

Symphony Orchestra

Baltimore

come

is

Concerts Ago,
Had Cancer.

OF

AMERICA

1-800-234-7149

with the individual, treatment

& effectiveness also

vary.

No case

is

typical

and no

results guaranteed.

; '

These were questions

the plane.

to

which

At

this point, if I

had been the modera-

might have ended the debate, de-

Shapley had no answer. But Shapley had

tor,

what he thought was autight evidence

clared Curtis the winner, and sent every-

to

I

support his case that the spirals originated

body home, but

within the plane. His close friend and col-

at

league Adriaan van

Maanen had analyzed

data on several spiral nebulae that were

observed to rotate slightly over a period of

Van Maanen's measure-

several years.

ments implied

nebulae were

that the spiral

close enough to

actually

allow as-

tronomers to track their rotation. How
close must the spiral nebulae be according
to

Shapley? You guessed

it

—within about

300,000 light-years. If the spiral nebulae
were well outside the Milky Way (and as
distant as Curtis would have them), then

there

hand. Stars in the

was further evidence
Milky Way have oc-

known to appear out of
nowhere with tremendous brightness.
These new stars were named novae, from

world
ory,

the Latin for "new."

Such novae had

also

in several spu"al nebulae,

including the most famous spiral of them

Nebula in the conAndromeda. Curtis made the assumption that novae form a homogeneous
class of objects, which allowed him to
draw another powerful inference:
the oversized Great

all,

stellation

Correlations between the novae in the spiral

it

we

an expanding uni-

live in

is true, is

"The repulsion thegiven some support by the

most of the

fact that

sph^als

observed

to

date are receding from us."

casionally been

been observed

that

verse by noting that,

Curtis's

views were ultimately shown

to

be closer to the truth than Shapley 's,

what you might

spite of

from

infer

By

relative career paths after the debate.

the end of the 1920s, not only

was

in

their

the

is-

land universe theory vindicated (by better

and more abundant data from Edwin Hub-

on distances

ble

to spiral nebulae), but the

universe was revealed to be expanding in a

manner

consistent with the predictions of

Albert Einstein's General Theory of Relativity,

published just a few years before

in

they would have to be rotating faster than

[nebulae] and those in our galaxy indicate

1916. Einstein, by the way, attended the

the speed of light.

distances ranging from perhaps 500,000

Shapley-Curtis debate.

Unburdened by

loyalty to a friend, Cur-

could be skeptical about van Maanen's

tis

data

—

after all,

no one

had ever de-

else

Un-

tected the rotation of spiral nebulae.

Nebula in Andromeda, to 10,000,000 or more light-years
for the more remote spirals. ... At such distances, these island universes would be of
the same order of size as our own galaxy.

van Maanen),

later

attempts to dupli-

Perhaps the most commonly invoked

and thus

evidence against this interpretation
(lodged by Shapley and others of the day)
was the anomalously bright nova that ap-

measurements

cate these

failed,

van Maanen's work was ultimately

dis-

credited.

was convinced

Curtis

that the spiral

nebulae were the same class of object as
the

Way

Milky

this island

from

galaxy

itself.

In support of

universe hypothesis, he argued

in the Andromeda nebula in 1885.
Andromeda nebula were as distant

is

spiral [nebula]

indistinguishable from that given

by a

.

.

this

it

would imply

that

"super" nova must have had the lumi-

—

a prepos-

Milky

size of the

very distant

and

Curtis next noted that spiral nebulae
the sky are oriented at

Some

all

on

angles to the

are seen face-on while oth-

ers are seen edge-on, but

when seen edge-

on, they typically reveal dark, obscuring

patches along their plane. Most impor-

and unlike

all

other classes of ob-

jects, their distribution

on the sky avoids

Milky Way. All of this was well known
and uncontroversial, but Curtis assembled
the pieces and scored big with another
the

So many edgewise

spiral

[nebulae]

show

peripheral rings of occulting matter that this

may

well be the rule rather than

the exception. If our galaxy, itself a spiral in
the island universe theoiy, possesses such a

peripheral ring of occulting matter, this

view]

obliterate the distant spirals [from
in

then they must be

to

our galactic plane, and would ex-

appear so small on the sky
to ascribe im-

new

possibly great [luminosities] to the

Only

would the community of
leam of a variety of nova

later

that indeed reaches the luminosity

lion suns.

What do we

call

of a

bil-

them? Super-

novae, of course.

its

—

its

at

best.

To commemorate

the seventy-fifth an-^

niversary of the Shapley-Curtis event,

a

debate will be held this spring in the same

gamma ray

bursts

views

air

owe

on|

their mys-'

terious origin to events within the Milk\

Way or outside of

it.

Gamma ray bursts are

short bursts of high-energy radiation that

are detected in aU directions in the

Unable

to reach Earth's surface

sk)'

owing

our protective blanket of atmosphere,

spiral

the

nebulae as island universes, he no

doubt wanted to appear open-minded. In
his

summary

statement, which reads like a

disclaimer, he entertained the possibility

may

if

spirals fail as galactic systems,

be elsewhere

in

space stellar sys-

—

tems equal to or greater than ours as yet
unrecognized and possibly quite beyond the
power of existing optical devices and present measuring scales.

And

Curtis openly conceded that Shap-

ley might be

on

ing catalog of

satellites.

to
all

gamma

to

something with

his hy-

special!}

The grow-

ray bursts

—more
—

than a thousand have been profiled

re-

veals wild variation in both intensity

anc;

duration, yet their distance and cause ard

much

almost as

burst

first

a mystery today as wher

was discovered

While not as sexy a topic as the
of island universes, the debate
interesting as a

modem

in

1969

existenct
is

no

les:l

exercise in whai

defines the belief systems of opposing pat
ties in the

face of inconclusive data.
that

gamma

ra

is

Boh!

dan Paczyhski, a colleague of mine

fron'

bursts are cosmological in origin

Princeton's Department of Astrophysica

Sciences.

The "opposing" view

will be de

fended by Donald Q. Lamb, of the Univer
sity of Chicago's Department of Astron

omy. Paczyriski's core argument

gamma

is

that

th'

ray bursts are sufficiently scat

pothesis that spiral nebulae were ejected,

tered

given that they were moving away

they do not arise from the flattened disk c

at

high

on the sky

to support the claim th:

own Milky Way galaxy. A commo'
is that we know of no phenome

speeds. In his concession, Curtis simulta-

our

spirals.

neously (yet unwittingly) presaged to the

rebuttal
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measured by

designed spacebome

Defending the idea

of other worlds:

But even

bursts have been

plain the peculiar apparent distribution of

70

paths that reveal science, not

worst, but at

the

Even though Shapley discounted

there

powerful inference:

would

Way

would be necessary

"it

astrophysicists

dark ring

nebulae were actually the

that if the spu'al

stars."

tantly,

turbulent paths that lead to scientific dis-

.

stars.

viewer.

of scientists to share with the public those

whether

as Curtis suggested,

more of these
community

the

Smithsonian auditorium to

stai'

and in general characteristics resembles closely the integrated spectrum of
our Milky Way. h is just such a spectrum as
would be expected from vast congeries of

cluster

are

If the

terous thought in 1920. Shapley reasoned

The spectrum of the average

we need

would allow

peared

nosity of nearly a billion suns

directly obsei^vable facts:

debates. This

covery

fortunately for Shapley (and, of course,
for

Today, what

light-years in the case of the

on as energetic as a

gamma

some

msities of

ICELESTIAL EVENTSI

ray burst at

words, the

alactic distances. In other

in-

measured on

bursts as

arth are so high that if they really are at

osmological distances, they must be
even by aslind-bogglingly luminous

—

by Joe Rao

onomical standards.

Milky

If the

Way

itself

hosts

gamma

all

then their luminosities would
manageably low. allowing us to invent
lany plausible mechanisms as a cause,

ly bursts,

e

you ask me. the case against a cossounds suspiciously like

ut if

lological origin

offered by Shapley seventy-five years

lat

In July 1610.

when

Galileo

first

pointed

he saw only a blurry
image of the planet, magnified some thirtytwo times. Because he couldn't make out
the rings clearly, he thought that Saturn was
his telescope at Saturn,

large one.

—

two small planets flanking a
"They are like two servants who

a triple body

be edge-on to Earth, and finally we will see
more and more of the illuminated south
side. Until 2003, the rings will appear to
widen, providing an ever enlarging screen
to reflect sunlight and making Satum the
ringed beauty we have all come to know.

iminosities of

help old Saturn on his way, and always remain at his side." When he observed Saturn

The Ranets in May
Mercury is low in

ebulae.

again

December 1612, he was startled to
see that the two small companions were
gone. "Has Saturn indeed swallowed its

soon after sunset at the beginning of the
month. On the 1st, look for the innermost
planet 1 3 degrees to the lower right of Aldebaran and 8 degrees to the lower right of a
thin crescent moon. From the 4th through

when he noted the "impossibly great"
"new" stars in the spiral

go,

Many

astrophysicists have already

you are wondering,

iken sides (if

cosmological camp), and

le

am

I

at least

gone beyond the debate: One

as

hysicist

I'

know

uences for

life

astro-

some conse-

described

on Earth

in

one

if

gamma

ray

are cosmological. If they occur in

,ursts

Way may

then the Milky

lalaxies.

many

layed host to
osity events.

The

have

of these high-lumi-

result? If such a

gamma

had occurred nearby, then the imof high-energy radiation would have

burst

ly

ulse

estroyed the ozone layer, allowed ultraviradiation

let

jrface,

from the sun

to reach Earth's

and then knocked out the base of

food chain. Chalk up another imagina-

le

ve idea for the mass extinctions in the ge-

Ultimately, our understanding of the

depend on who argues
the loudest, or the most elegantly.
always want more data, which is

'niverse will not
lie

best,

We

will

0 less true today than
's

Roman

in

1920.

when Cur-

As

rings encircling Saturn.

to earth-bound viewers, so Galileo

it

is

doubt-

many will prefer to suspend
until much additional evidence

ss true that

idgment

forthcoming."

Many

people alive today were

the great debate of April 26, 1920.

)re

more data be-

'uring their lifetimes, as

ime

available,

lilky

Way

on

—

we confirmed

galaxy, with

stars, is just

alaxies

its

one of a hundred

bil-

billion

island universes scattered out

For me,

simple fact in the accumulated knowl-

Jge of
le

that the

hundred

the farthest reaches of space.

lis

bom be-

human

discovery bursts forth as

most profound of them

Christian

Huygens announced

de Grasse Tyson

•ith

a joint appointment at the American

luseum-Hayden
rinceton University.

an astrophysicist

Planetarium

in

1656

that

Saturn was "girdled by a thin flat ring,
nowhere touching." In our own time. Voyager revealed the 171.000-mile-wide ring
system in great detail, confirming that it is
composed of countless individual par-

—

largely water ice

—

that range in size

mounThe rings
whole swarm of

to flying

tains a couple of miles across.

look solid to us because the
satellites orbits

Satum

in a disk that

is,

on

average, less than five hundred feet thick.
Twice during the nearly thirty-year period that

Satum

takes to orbit the sun.

rings align so that

we

see

its

them edge-on. For

the past seven years, the ring system, as

seen by us, has been growing narrower; as
they did back in 1612, the rings will narrow
to nothing this month on May 22d. (Even
the most powerful telescope will not be able
to discern them.)
10, we'll

From

then until August

be facing the unilluminated south

side of the rings, perceptible only through

the largest of telescopes.

The illuminated

and

secting Satum's disk.

On November

19, the

By February

light

Mercury

will not set until after twi-

has ended, making

this

an excellent

time to look for this elusive planet. It will
2 1 .6 degrees
reach its greatest elongation
from the sun on the 12th. By the third
week of May, it will fade considerably as it

—

—

moves rapidly back toward the sun.
Venus is still a glittering "morning

star"

dawn, roughly at 4:30 a.m.,
local daylight time. Although it does not
rise very high before sunup. Venus shines
brightly at magnitude -3.9. The planet will
be roughly two moon diameters above, and
to the right of, a thin crescent moon on the
morning of the 27th.
rising in the

continues to fade as

its

distance

from Earth increases. On the 1st, it does not
set until about 3:00 A.M., local dayfight
time, but by the end of the month. Mars will
be setting about ninety minutes earlier and
will be some 24 million miles farther away.
On the 24th, Mars will have its third and
final

conjunction with Regulus, the brightof Leo, the Lion. Mars, appearing

est star

slightly brighter than

Regulus

will pass a

degree to the north.

Jupiter shines brightly at magnitude -2.5
and rises in the southeast within two and a
half hours of sunset on the 1st. By the 31st,
the planet rises almost with sunset.

It

will be

and to the right of, the neariy full
moon on the night of the May 15-16.
Saturn is in Aquarius and rises out of the
near,

southeast about three hours before the sun.
apIt fades this month to magnitude 1.3

—

preciably

dimmer

than usual because on the

22d its rings will appear edge-on. Satum is
below and to the right of the fat crescent
moon on the morning of the 23d.
The Moon is at first quarter on the 7th at
5:44 P.M.. EDT; full moon is on the 14th at
4:48 P.M., EDT; last quarter is on the 21st at
7:36 A.M., EDT; and new moon is on the
29th at 5:27 A.M., EDT.
Joe Rao

is

a meteorologist and a guest

difficult to detect.

turer at the

11,1 996, the rings will again

Planetarium.

extremely

the west-northwest

sun will cease to

shine on the north side of the rings, and they
will again be

the 14th,

Mars

Dutchman named

better optics, a

north side will then tip slightly toward us,
and we will see a narrow thread of light bi-

all.

'eil

is

would

have seen them disappear.

from microscopic specks

dimensions, and

the planet's ori-

entation changed, the rings turned edge-on

many

points of difficulty in either the-

the

who, myth has it. swallowed his children to
keep any from growing up and overthrowing him.) Later Galileo found that Satum's
two escorts had reappeared.
Galileo began to think that the lenses of
his telescope had deceived him. Discouraged and lamenting that his mind was too
weak to comprehend the phenomenon, he
died in 1642. never knowing the true nature
of what he had observed. With a better telescope, he would have been able to tell that
the two smaller "planets" were really tilted

ticles

ry of galactic

all, is

equivalent of the Greek Kronos,

wisely noted in his summary, "There

re

)

children?" he asked. (Saturn, after

With

logical record.
'

in

lec-

American Museum-Hayden
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Schooner Cove, Lobrodo
by Robert

H,

Mohlenbrock

Newfoundland Island and
mainland Labrador together make up

from the paved highway a short distance
west of the village of L' Anse-au-Loup.
Approximately three miles long, the

Canada's province of Newfoundland. The

trail

Separated by the ten-mile-wide Strait of

Belle

Isle,

fifty-mile stretch of the
that parallels the strait,

Labrador coast
from the border

climbs across the nearby headland be-

fore gradually sloping

edge along the

r

Strait

down to the
of Belle

water's

Isle.

The

cafled cloudberries in other parts of North

America, bakeapples are related
eter, the fruits are

but are red

ange

color.

with Quebec eastward to the village of

headland, sandy in most places, pebbly in

fruits

Red Bay (Whaling Capital of the World,
1550-1600), is known as Labrador Straits.

others, also has

boggy spots where underground water seeps from the rock. Most of

who

This sparsely populated region, with

it

barely 3,000 pemianent residents, consists

ering plants. Referred to

of secluded coves, massive headlands, and

ban-ens, these habitats

small villages connected by a single paved

The dry barrens support

consists of areas of low-growing, flow-

by the

may be

locals as

dry or wet.

lichens and a lim-

Each

to black-

and raspberries. One inch

berries

shaped

in

diam-

like blackberries

when ripe, a translucent orThe melt-in-your-mouth ripe

or,

draw many of

pick them for

the local populace,

home

use and for

sale.

year, a four-day bakeapple folk fesri-

val takes place near the picturesque Pointe

Amour lighthouse. Here the bakeapples
may be sampled in a variety of delightful
treats,

and ajar of bakeapple jelly makes a

most

easily

ited variety

reached by ferry from Saint Bai'be,

New-

wet barrens, kept moist from continuous

offers excellent

underground seeps, boast a thick cover of

ber of other berry-forming plants, such as

and whale watch-

spongy peat moss, as well as an abun-

partridgeberry (harvested later and

camping, and sea kayaking.

dance of flowering species. In the wettest

and pies), crackerberry (from a type of dwarf dogwood that
is only four inches tall), dwarf blueberry,
bearberry, and crowberry (whose narrow

highway. Labrador
foundland, or by

Straits is

air.

It

fishing, as well as bird
ing, hiking,

Determined explorers can venture
hinterland

on

cneir

into the

own, or with the

assis-

lands near
in

exposed on the head-

granite rocks

Red Bay

are

areas there are pools of clear water, up to

one foot deep, around which grow several
kinds of sedges, including one with pure

tance of local outfitters.

The

of flowering plants, while the

some of the

oldest

white plumes

On my

known

visit,

as cotton grass.

during the second week of

great souvenir.

Growing with

the bakeapple are a

num-

made

into jam, jelly, muffins,

leaves look like miniature spruce needles).

Other

common

plants in the wet barrens

North America, dating back one billion

August, the most conspicuous plant of the

include Labrador tea, bog rosemary, anc

Other rocks along Labrador

wet barrens was the bakeapple. Usually

snowberry, three

years.

— sandstone,
and dolomite —
Straits

plant

are half that

age.

A rocky reef just east of

Pointe

Amour

lighthouse

one of the few places

world

with

members of

family.

shale,

An
is

the heath

inconspicuous

moss campion

which looks like a tiny mos;
but sends up an inch-tal
stalk with a small, five-

is

in the

fossilized

petaled flower.

sponges. Apart from these

In addition to the barrens

geological attractions, the

several patches of tuck

coast presents a variety of

amore forest dot the head
land. "Tuckamore" is a tem
used in arctic and boreal re

plant communities, which
visitors

may sample by

ing along three

trails

hik-

gions to refer to dens(
stands of stunted, gnarb

devel-

oped and maintained by the
Labrador Straits Historical
Development Corporation.

trees,
.

One of these is the Schooner
Cove Trail, which begins

Scliooner Luve. hliick spruce and oilier trees jorui a stunled

known as tuckamore. Opposite page: The Pinware River.
Robert

5/95

Ii

dominated by

blacl

spruce, but include whit(

forest

Natural History

are

X.

Aft/;-

72

mostly spruces.

Labrador Straits, these area

*c

McCaw

spruce, speckled alder, larch, and other
species.

The

trees, at

most eight

feet

tall,

have been stunted and twisted by the constant salt spray that
strait.

Where

blows

the salt spray

is

in

from the

heaviest, the

black spruces are no more than one or two
feet tall

and look

like flat-topped shrubs.

Their trunks, however, are as

much

as six

Along

rivulets that traverse the head-

land grow plants that live

much of the year

in shallow, cold, standing water.

Among

these are goldthread, red baneberry, bur-

point, the trail

meanders behind

spray does not deter the wild-

the ferns are the

and spinulose woods fem.

Schooner Cove
visitor information write:
Straits Historical

Development

Coiporation
Foiteau, Labrador

Newfoundland AOK 2P0
Canada
(800) 563-6353
74
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flower-

most abun-

overtopped by twc

One

clusters of tiny white flowers

At one

oak fem and the coarser lady fem

Labrador

is

the

rivulets.

grow in the tuckamore understory. These include wild lilyof-the-valley, dwarf false Solomon's seal,
blue aster, alpine meadow rue, and several

For

it

is

parsnip, with foot-wide, flat-toppec

flowers and ferns that

Among

dant plant, but

grass

cow

more

protected from the drying winds and salt

delicate

Reed

willows usually line the streams and

the crest of the headland. This area,

kinds of sedges.

ing plants.

members of the

and more sedges. Several species of

inches in diameter at the base, showing

salt

meadow

large

net,

that the trees are quite old.

The

spray, consists of a lush green

dominated by grasses and robust

NEW

BRUNSWICK'-w^,„^^
^

^

>^

ISLAND

ATLANTIC

OCEAN
200 Miles

=1

much
ica,

carrot family.

and

divided leaves. The other

or alexanders,

whose

is

i^

large

angel

tiny white flow-

ers are arranged in perfectly spherica

ohn Eastcott;Yva Momatiuk

It's

for the birds.

^wa?f birch branches, left, lie
ipon a carpet of lichen. Below: A
lakcapple
red

is

ripe for picUng.

Bruemmer
Our pro\incul

bird, the

.Adanuc Puffin.

And Cape

Behold our pro\incial
seabird colonies
razorbills.

on

earth.

puffin.

Find some of the

largest

Watch kittiwakes, murres, and

Ospreys, hawks, and owls.

And with over four

hundred nesting pairs of bald eagles, one of the largest
concentrations in eastern North America, you can see
where the eagle has landed. Imagine

just

To

gel a bird's eye view, get our free 240-page

The
Connor ai

Travel Guide lo a world of difference.
far east

1

leads as

much

of the western world. Call

800 563

NEWFOtjNDlAND

NFLD

&1ABRADOR

as six inches in diameter.

leaves are also repeatedly divided, but

ts

;

that.

With smaller segments than in the

cow

parsley.

Where the carpet of grass is not so
more delicate wildflowers may

I

'hick,

spring up. Showiest of these are a purple;;purred gentian, a ladies' -tresses orchid,

ind startlower. All are

widespread

in the

lorthem United States and Canada. There
s

also a tasty

«w days

dwarf dewberry

that ripens a

after the bakeapple.

Eventually the

trail

reaches the sandy

horeline of Schooner Cove. Protected by
I

deep indentation

was

;ove

first

in the coastline, the

occupied by paleo-Indians

ibout 9.000 years ago. shortly after the rereat

of the

last ice

age glaciers.

)ver

by the British

every

illed

in

A

French

was taken
1763. Later it was

ishing port in the early 1700s.

it

summer with

fishing

About 100 years ago, the cove
harbored a whaling factory. Today it

.chooners.
'ven

erves only as a mooring place for recreitional boats.

'iobert

It

may

be small. But the Bose

Acoustic

Wave music system

is

definitely

an

overachiever. The unit holds a compact disc player (or cassette), AM/FM radio,
and Bose's patented acoustic waveguide speaker technology. And produces a
rich, natural sound quality comparable to audio systems costing thousands of
dollars.

write

We

now

know,
for

that's

Because, like the system
direct

hard to

believe.

So we're ready to prove it. Call or
this award-winning system.

our complimentary guide to
itself, it is

only available

MWMWMm^—

'^

Better sound through research's

from Bose.

H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeri-

us of plant biology at Southern Illinois
'Jniversity,

Carbondale. explores the bio-

and geological highlights of the
national forests and other parklands.

State

Zip

ogical
'J.

S.

Call 1-800-898-BOSE, ext.

W220.

Or

mail to: Bose Corporation,

Dept.

The Mountain,

CDD-W220. Framingham.

MA 01701-916:
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Bumpy Ride
by Anthony
Most cosmologies
to explain our

cient

Maya

are stories that seek

human

origins.

For the an-

of Mesoamerica, brave hero

twins journeyed through the underworld,
battling the archaic

gods of disease and

and

pestilence, boastfubess

way

distant gravitational

what has always amazed me about the
field is that to understand what happens on
such a big scale, we astronomers are

mountains of dark and scarcely visible

forced to study the microscopic stmcture

matter called the Great Attractor.

of matter. In

move

us eccentrically.

galaxy

is

for the

see the birth of the

work organizing the universe, assigning dwelling
strous Tiamat; he then set to

places to the gods, fixing the course of the

on a cosmic

ward one of these

Voyage chronicles

pride, in order

dawn that would
human race. In Babylonian mythology, Marduk won authority
over the other gods by battling the monto clear the

Aveni

F

covery step by
first

As

a result, our

roller coaster ride to-

this big-science dis-

step, warts

and

all.

Dressier

introduces the six other astronomers

Voyage to the Great Attractor: Ex355

Dressier; Alfi-ed A. Knopf, 1994;

pp.,

iUiis.

the biblical account of Genesis,

ated heaven, earth, and
tain,

all that

God

they con-

ion over nature.

The

story line of

modem

cosmology

has less to do with us. Covering a far

wider turf and a

much bigger time

goes likes

what happened

span,

it

on

his multitalented research team:

Sandy

Faber, of the University of California's

suffer a major

we have with which to test our ideas are

—

particles

beamed from

distant

sources across the vast reaches of space,

which are caught

"

in the tube

of a telescope

or collected by a radio dish. This

is

high-

tech astronomy. Dressier 's team didn't un-

by pressing eye
by using very sophisti-

the Great Attractor

to telescope but

cre-

and then gave human beings domin-

all

mask

heavenly bodies, and creating humans. In

we

ganisms, and geologists slice up rocks, but

photons

ploring Intergalactic Space, by Alan

this respect,

disadvantage. Biologists dissect microor-

cated detectors.

beam was

In their research, a light

Lick Observatory in Santa Cruz, the oft

sorted into the colors of the spectrum, and

physically disabled, courageous mentor of

photons of different wavelengths were

the group,
as a

who

woman

struggled to find her niche

in a scientific profession;

amplified and converted into electrical
signals that

were stored

in a computer.

The

Roger Davies, who came from Cambridge

emerging patterns generated from the data

cataclysmic moments, billions of years

University to study elliptical galaxies

revealed both the chemical elements (such

ago, predestined what the universe

under Faber

as calcium,

this:

in a

few
is

at

Santa Cruz; Roberto Ter-

magnesium, hydrogen,

he-

one exciting

young Argentine who did his
Ph.D. work on elliptical galaxies; Dave

glowing matter (the source of those pho-

chapter in our efforts to read the cosmic

Burstein, of Arizona State University, the

tons that have spent the past several billion

temperamental perfectionist, able

years getting to us).

today and what

age

to the

script.

it

will be in the future. Voy-

Great Attractor

is

Told by Alan Dressier, an as-

levich, a

to per-

very remote point in the constellation

form incredible feats of memory, who
manned the equipment that analyzed
galaxy brightness; Donald Lynden-Bell,
the brilliant Cambridge theorist, whose
frequent and heated arguments with some
of the more experimentally oriented mem-

Centaurus.

bers of the group polarized ideas about the

tronomer at the Carnegie Institution observatories in Pasadena, California, this

very

human

is

the

story of the dramatic discov-

ery that our galaxy, the Milky Way, and

everything around

it is

streaking toward a

In the twelve billion years since the big

bang, the expansion of the universe hasn't

been gradual or smooth. Cosmic ripples
that

formed

in the explosion's aftermath

coalesced over time into gargantuan gobs
of invisible dark matter that tug
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at

us and

theoretical

models

built

from the

data;

and

Gary Wegner, of Dartmouth College, who
was the last to join and whose instrumentational skills were to prove invaluable.
These astronomers are trying to understand what happens on a vast scale. Yet

lium) and the ambient conditions of the

These

spectral

images were of elliptical

galaxies, the really giant candles that

minate the intergalactic temple.

illu-

Ellipticals

most other

are structurally simpler than

denizens of deep space, such as spiral
galaxies,

whose

spherical and disklike

shapes are composed of billions of

many

of which are

cals are

were

still

fonning.

smooth and roundish;

bom relatively early

the universe,

stars,

Ellipti-

their stars

in the history ot

and few new

stai^s

are ap-

pearing. Because ellipticals are structurally simple, Dressler's

team

(latei

I
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He

added on

—an extra motion
To

to the universal expansion.

understand what

this

means, imagine driv-

ing on the highway at fifty-five miles per

reaches of space.

To help get across otherwise extremely
difficult and complex concepts to the lay
reader, Dressier wisely relies on analogy,
which I, as an astronomy teacher, paiticularly appreciated.

"peculiar velocity"

explains the correla-

hour and being passed continually by cars
doing an average of sixty miles per hour.

We could say that there
hour faster than

we

a

is

the flow of traffic that

drift

motion

to

five miles peri

is

ourselves are going.

FREE

between a person's height and body
weight to elucidate how the "bulk" of an
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the peculiar velocity of the!

The Dressier team

attributes

to a mysterious gravitational pull
afar.

We

(and everything within 100 mil-

river of matter that

Since Edwin Hubble's work in the

it'

from

by judging the apparent heights of people

known

1920s, we've

that the universe is

look into space, the faster

we
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all

galaxies

seem to be moving away from us. We
measure the recessional velocity of distant
galaxies by their red shifts

ment of their

light

—

the

move-

toward shoiTer frequen-

cies or longer wavelengths (redder colors)

as they recede
are a

from view. (Sound waves

good analogy

—

think of the high-

pitched sound of an approaching train

which suddenly descends

lower pitch as the

What

the

train

rumbles past

is that

the recessional

tion of ellipticals isn't quite the
INC.
directions.

to a
us.)

Seven Samurai succeeded

demonstrating

tistically,

78

What causes
ellipticals?

lion light-years of us) are in the midst of

whistle,

1995
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astronomers determine the distance

of galaxies by measuring their size and

tONE ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK. NY 100201
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galaxy

That, Dressier argues,

Looking

at

same

in

moin all

these galaxies sta-

they found that ellipticals have a

supercluster of galaxies. Based on

magnitude of the peculiar motion of the
rather large

—approximately

times the mass of our Milky

and 500 million light-years
Initially,

model was

when
first

el-'

they calculate,

lipticals, this supercluster,
is

the'

a millionl

Way

galaxy'

in extent.

the Great Attractoi

conceived more than

y

decade ago. Dressier and his group were
skeptical of their
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emigrated
from
Yemen in 1948.
This program will

on Monday, May 8i
at 7:30 p.m. Thi^

rael,

als,

is part of the
"Frontiers in As-

talk

The Museum's Apatosaurus skeleton stands
Dinosaurs.

Hall of Saurischian
on June 2.

in the unfinished

Two new dinosaur halls

will reopen

tronomy and As
trophysics" series

Blackwell/Finnin
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I

American Museum

of Natural History

ARABIAN GULF VOYAGE
December 3-18, 1995
The Arabian Peninsula, inhabited
5,000 years, has seen the

and

rise

for at least
fall

of great

kingdoms, the expansion of vast trade routes and
and tickets are $8 ($6 for members). Call
(212) 769-5900 for information about this
and other Planetarium events, including the
Sky Show "The Ten Most Asked Questions
About the Universe" and the exhibition of

the spread of Islam throughout the region.

tries

the subject

More

decades

of the Arabian Peninsula, transforming

modem
will

cities. Yet

despite Arabia's profound

many of the Arabian
unknown to outsiders.

influence on world history,

ancient notions of gender influence

home

last several

small villages and ancient towns into sleek,

Sexual Legacies

How

of the

has brought monumental changes to the coun-

Hubble Space Telescope discoveries.

our lives in the office and at

boom

recently, the oil

Gulf States are

be

virtually

of a talk by Helen Fisher, a re-

search associate in the Department of

This December, a team of lecturers from the

An-

thropology at Rutgers University. Based on
her most recent book. Anatomy of Love: A

American Museum of Natural History

Natural Histoiy of Mating. Marriage, and
Why We Stray, her lecture will take place at
7:00 P.M. on Thursday.

May

1

1.

in the

countries of

Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, the United Arab

Main

modem Kuwait

Auditorium. For ticket availability and in-

Emirates and Oman. From

formation, call (212) 769-5606.

City to the ancient trading center of

Muscat, we will experience the ways of

The Day Before America
The transformation of the North Ameri-

centuries-old

human

affluence of the

activ-

shaping the world we have inherited,
will be the subject of a talk on Monday, May
^, at 7:00 p.m. by editor and author William
H. MacLeish. His lecture will be adapted

ity in

from his recent book. The Day Before
America: Changing the Nature of a Continent. Tickets are $12. For information, call
:212) 769-5310.

nomadic

tribal life existing

alongside the spectacularly transforming

can continent over the past 18.000 years, in:luding the role of cHmate and

will lead

an exciting cruise to the ancient and little-known

I

between,

we

modem

cities, desert villages
sites.

oil

boom.

will visit ancient

and

In

modem

and archeological

Join us for this unusual opportunity.

KUWV^^.

Kuwait

World Myths and Religions
On Saturday, May 6. the Education DeDartment will offer two free programs on

Russian culture as part of the year-long se-

Through Diversity." At 6:30 P.M.
Hall of Ocean Life, twenty-seven

ies "Unity

m

the

and musicians wearing traditional dress will demonstrate the diversity
Df Russian folk traditions from three redons Voronezh, northern Arkangel, and
Lake Baikal. At 8:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann
Fheater, scholars will compare and contrast
he cultural and spiritual beliefs of these
hree areas of Russia. For a schedule of additional programs in May that explore world
•nyths and religions, call (212) 769-5315.

\BAHRAIN

*^

--^^O

Dhahran*
//U
„
Doha/--£eman_j;^h'arja1
QATAR G«// T)ubai

IRAN

.

Gulf of

Oman

dancers, singers,

—

American

Museum
Fhese events take place

Museum of
^Vest at

the

American

Natural History, Central Park

79th Street in

Caufmarm Theater
i\.

at

is

New

York

City.

The

located in the Charles

of

Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Dana Education Wing. The Museum has

pay-what-you-wish admission policy. For
nore information about the Museum, call
;212) 769-5100.
I

Central Park West at 79th Street New York, New York 10024-5192
Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York State
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American Museum of Natural History
Christmas

in

AUTHORS

the

CARIBBEAN
December
With

rain forests, volcanoes, caverns,

towns, historic

sites,

23-31, 1995
charming

exquisite beaches and spec

tacular coral reefs, the islands of the Lesser

Antilles in the Caribbean offer endless diversity

of landscape, wildlife and culture. This

winter the American

Museum

Jean Clottes (page 30)

Martinique

of Natural

History will lead a special cruise aboard the

tlie

S

elegant, 4-masted tall ship. Star Clipper, to

'Barbados

explore Barbados, Tobago, Grenada, Carria-

El

cou, Bequia and Martinique. Join us for an

enchanting tropical holiday

among

Frencli Ministry of Culture and

cliairman of the International Committee
for

Rock

Art.

archeologist

by

training,

director of prehistoric antiquities for the

draped with verdant vegetation and teemCarriacou o

ing with exotic wildlife. Affordably

Qrenada

Midi-Pyrenees region, where he studied

\

i

§

and helped

to

conserve the painted caves.

His current research involves the

whole family.

application of

new

laboratory techniques

for analyzing ancient art; he

American

Museum

An

Clottes served for twenty-one years as

"Bequia ^

islands

priced from $1,525 per person for the

is scientific

adviser for preliistoric roclc art studies at

of

is

also

interested in other archeological evidence

Natural
History

«&li
Discovery Tours

that

may throw

light

on the

artists'

motivations, technology, and culture. Last

year Natural Histoiy published his

York, NY 10024-5192
Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York State

Central Park West at 79th Street

New

description of the Cosquer Cave, a half-

submerged grotto near Marseille

that

contains depictions of auks and sea

The Cosquer discovery of a
last December by an
even more spectacular find in
creatures.

Charles Darvs^in Slept Here!

southeastern France: the Chauvet Cave.

The Galapagos Islands
In

1

835, Charles Darwin developed

of the species

in

the

Galapagos

his

year ago was topped

Clottes's article about this hitherto

study of the evolution

unknown

gallery of remarkable Ice

Age

Islands.

One

hundred and fifty-nine years later this magnificent archipelago is a natural and environmentally pure as it v/as v/hen Darwin
conducted his research there in the middle of the nineteenth century.
Join us on the finest yachts and cruise ships sailing in the
Galapagos Islands. Visit a "living zoo" with
no bars to keep the wildlife in or humans
"out". Step back into time and
experience birds and wildlife

While observing migrant monarch
on the southwestem coast of

butterflies

Louisiana,

became

Gary Noel Ross

(page 36)

intrigued with the region's

that ore totally fearless

of

man.

The Galapagos Islands,
a truly unique travel experience.

SSEAAiR0
HOUOAYS.

LTD.

"THE GMM»AGOS ISIAND PEOPU'

733 Summer

Street

Stamford CT 06901

203-356-9033
1-800-732-6247
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Th0

airline

of Ecuador

HJAftf-eUA VAQUIL -QUnCh£i LAP* BOS

me the 1995
Galapagos Islands Brochure.

YES! Please send

NH

Name
Address
City
State

Zip

yi

al Histor^

Cook, Amundsen, Byrd, Larsen, Nordenskjold, Shackleton,
Ellsworth

—

these are just a

were lured to Antarctica

Scott,

few of the many great explorers who
by its beauty, isolation and

in the past

same spirit of exploration, a team of lecturers
from the American Museum of Natural History will lead a voyage
aboard the World Discoverer this winter for an exploration of sevgrandeur. In this

eral subantarctic islands

Sailing

among

and the Antarctica Peninsula.

the icebergs the Antarctic Peninsula's spectacularly

beautiful channels,

we

will search for

whales and make expedition

stops to visit penguin rookeries and scientific bases.
visit the

the only account he has written in

irt is

English.

For further reading on painted

recommends Paleolithic
^'ave Art, by P. Ucko and A. Rosenfeld
London: World University Library,

We

will also

magnificently

mountainous island of South
Georgia, which teems with

:aves, Clottes

1967) and Images of the Ice Age, by Paul
J. Bahn (New York: Facts on File, 1989).

.-heniers,

irma

in

ycle he

documents

)ne of the

whose

life

in this issue, is just

organisms that depend on

this

ragile habitat. Professor emeritus of

Mology

at

Southern University, Ross

ducational

he
he

programming consultant

the author of

jardening for

two recent

Biitteiflies in

ind Everything

-.^Falklands

Ushuais

Drake Passage
South Georgia
pi^„h„„i I.
I
Elephant
S.Orkneys

passed opportunities to

Antarctic Peninsula

observe a wide range of
seabirds and marine

mam-

mals up close. Join us for a
is

for

new "Butterflies in Flight" exhibit at
Audubon Zoo in New Orleans. He is

ilso

Along with the rugged, barren South Orkney Islands
and the wind-swept
antarctic islands offer unsur-

territory,

irhe falcate orangetip butterfl>,

penguins and albatross.

Falkland Islands, these sub-

fragmented patches of terra

an otherwise marshy

fur seals, elephant seals,

voyage

to the least-known

\

and most remote place on
the planet.

Z

ANTARCTICA

publications,

Louisiana

You Ever Wanted to

Know About Biitteiflies: 100+ Questions
indAnsH'ers. For additional reading, he

ecommends Biitteiflies East of the Great
^lains: An Illustrated Natural History, by
'aul

A. Opler and George O. Krizek

Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1984), and

of North America: A
Natural Histoiy and Field Guide, by

^he Butteiflies

ames A. Scott (Stanford: Stanford
Jniversity Press, 1986).

American^
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th Street New York, New York 10024-5192
Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York State
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—
thinking of settling.

wound up

in

He

Africa in

the early sixties almost

by

accident: at that time,

Bemhard Grzimek was
setting

up the Serengeti

Research Project in
Tanzania and needed
Klingel says

who could

—someone

speak

English and drive on
the

"wrong"

road.

The

side of the

they

rest, as

say, is history. Klingel's

current research interests include

hippo

communication and the
migrations of Grevy's
zebra, another species he

has been observing for
years. His

When Hans

Klingel (page 46) began

his scientific career, hippos

on

definitely not

his short

were

list

of animals

to study. After writing his Ph.D.

dissertation

on centipedes, he then

home

base

is

the University of Braunschweig,

Gennany, where he

a professor of

is

zoology. For an introduction to hippos

and many other mammals, Klingel
recommends Richard Estes's The

Mammals

conducted fieldwork on the behavioral

Behavior Guide

ecology of whip scorpions and whip

(Berkeley: University of California Press,

spiders in Southeast Asia,

where he was

A contributing editor to Natural
History, anthropologist

Samuel M.

Wilson (page 58) acquired

his love for

1990).

to Africa's

•

and Australia

(the

E-mail address

cricinfo.cse.ogi.edu).

Wilson

is

is

an

associate professor of anthropology at the

cricket in 1981, while helping Australian

University of Texas at Austin. For

archeologist Richard Baker survey for

additional reading he

sites in the

wilds of

Amhem

Land; as

they went about their work, they listened

between England and
Australia on a shortwave radio (Australia

to the Test Series

Cricketers,

recommends Island

by Clyde Walcott (London:

To

get the best angle on his subject,

Konrad Wothe

(page 84) shimmies up a

tree trunk in the

Sumatran rain

Bom in

Munich, he became

1952

in

forest.

Hodder and Stoughton, 1958), and
Beyond a Boundary, by C. L. James

interested in nature photography

(New

his

York: Pantheon, 1984).

was

eight years old.

own

cameras. At

wooden

when he

Soon he was
first,

building

he made a

won). In researching his

simple

Wilson used the
Internet, the worldwide
computer network, to

constructed mirror-reflex and 360-degree

panoramic cameras, both of which won

obtain the results of

freelance wildlife photographer and

article,

cricket

back

The

prizes in scientific competitions.

matches dating

Internet

is

biology,

one way

keep

news

and anecdotes.
place to

start,

Wothe has worked

in

in India,

Southeast Asia, East Africa, Madagascar,

North America, Russia, and Antarctica.

in

touch and share
statistics,

A

filmmaker with a university degree

to the last century.

that cricket fans

device, but he later

Several of his photographs have

won

first

BBC wildlife photograph

items,

prizes in the

A good

competition. In order to photograph the

Wilson

orangutan

in this

month's "Natural

enthusiasts in England,

Moment," he had to swim across a river
with his camera held high above his head.
Once in shallow water and in good
position, Wothe clicked off an entire roll
of film as the female orangutan hung
upside down to drink from the river. He
used a Canon EOSl with a 80-200

India, the United States,

zoom lens.

says,

is

with Cricinfo, a

database housed

at the

Oregon

of

Institute

Science and Technology,
but organized and

maintained by

Natural History
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Nikon N70.

The N70's Quick Recall

remem-

function actually

bers

how you

like to take

certain types of pictures.

You can

own

shift

from your

favorite stop-action

sports settings, for instance,

to

your preferred portrait

and close-up

settings, with

the push of a button.

You choose among

three

metering systems, five
exposure modes and three
autofocus modes,

many

among

other options.

Call 1-800-N1KON-35

for a free brochure.

start

taking

some

And

truly

memorable photographs.
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Thomas Quarry
Casablanca, Morocco

IN CASABLANCA, A SLIVER OF

BONE REVEALED A CHUNK OF HISTORY when Dr. Jean-Jacques Hubli,
few fossilized skull fragments. Then Hublin and a team of IBM scientists
fed this shattere.
3-D jigsaw puzzle into a unique program called Visualization Data Explorer.™
The tiny pieces helped forn
unearthed

a

'

lectronic reconstruction of

our early ancestor, the

first

Homo sapiens. This new IBM technology has turned

ime back 400,000 years, uncovering clues to the origins of mankind. What can visualization technology reveal
o you? Call

1

800 IBM-3333,

ext.

GlOl, or

visit

us on the World Wide

Web

at

http://www.ibm.com
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This method of determining evolutionaiy

More
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read the histoiy of life.

way

types of avian fossils have been
unearthed since 1980 than were

discovered in the whole previous century.
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Neil de Grasse Tyson

rose
'

lie in

cross sections offossil bone.

up on their hind

legs,

did they converge?
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Erich Lessing; Art Resource, N'

Marsupial Manet

gists

When I opened to the first page

of "Red

this

have developed methods to disrupt

communication system with synthetic

By

Kangaroos, the Kings of Cool" (April
1995), I laughed out loud. The pose of the
elegant red kangaroo in the outback is
strikingly similar to that of Manet's

scents.

Olympia.

vomeronasal organs (VNO), sensory

Jacqueline Eckhous
Bingham Farms, Michigan

The Manet (above, right) hangs in
Musee d'Orsay in Paris. The reclining

blocking behaviors that lead to

we

can control

The author

states that

such as mating,

activities

A

final note:

that serve as receptor sites for

cells

more than

pheromone

red

VNO at the base of the human nose.

diet, I

inter-

entomologists have been studying

how

in-

Jack W. Jenkins
Litchfield Park, Arizona

Many insects use these

tions of odors along trails that

may

lead to

food or mates. Just as the author demonstrated the disorienting effect of

of forked tongues in

tips
lier

test

removing

snakes, ear-

researchers found that the removal of a

single antenna causes ants to veer to

trail.

Gluing antennae

causes

still

in a crossed position

greater confusion.

Orientation to

important in

4

one

back and forth along a

side as they cross

pheromone

many

What

protects vultures fror

gem

laden, spoiled food?

Donald A. Windso
Nom'ich,

New Yoi

sters similarly use their lateral antennules

cayed. Like

waterbome plumes.

behavior that

(Interest-

may be analogous to tongue
and lizards.) One impor-

flicking in snakes
tant difference,

however,

invertebrates the antenna
sor,

whereas

in

is
is

that in these

the

chemosen-

snakes the tongue

merely a sampling device and
the sensory organ.

The

is

not, itself,

insect studies

many scavenging

animal;

however, they will eat meat that

bad

if

they are starving.

erate partly

The

nc
d(

is quit

ability to to

decomposed food is nc
My own doj

unique to vultures, however.

have a particular ability to locate (an
snack upon) revoltingly old sheep ca
casses during a walk. Pigs will eat almo
anything.

And we humans may have

als

evolved from an ancestor that was a parti

Our own

digestive tract has n

should have provided early clues to the

scavenger.

function of the forked tongue.

markable abilities to deal with rottir
food, and many of our choicest delicacis
are actually based on products of mien
think of all thoi
bial decomposition
rich cheeses and fine wines!

While

it is

true that

pit in the nasal

some

adult

humans

septum containing a

so

small patch of poorly characterized cells,

insects that entomolo-

in my judgment, the studies that purport to

Natural History 6/95

properties.

David Houston replies: Vultures do
normally feed on food that is badly

have a
trails is

have often

not studied for their antibiotic digestiv

and following pheromone trails. Some
moths may also orient along airborne odor
plumes, and recent work shows that lob-

ingly, lobsters "flick" their antennules in a

organs to detect the varying concentra-

day

seem to thrive on thi
wondered why they ai

portance of paired antennae for locating

by means of paired chemoreceptors
this case, antennae.

that vulture

that is several

old. Since vultures

sory studies have long indicated the im-

to follow

in

sometimes eat carrion

being poisoned by theh- apparently

sects orient themselves along scent trails

—

ei

Vultures' Strong Stomachs
David Houston, in his fascinating arti
cle "To the Vultures Belong the Spoils

the

thirty years,

Th

ther equivocal or negative resuhs.

(September 1994), points out

Snakes, Insects— and Humans?
Kurt Schwenk's description of his study
of reptilian odor detection ("The Serpent's

VNO ar

most convincing studies have yielded

humans. However, researchers at the University of Utah have
recently identified what they believe is the
cues, are lacking in

Kurt Schwenk replies: Insect chemosen-

esting to me. For

human

flawed, despite reports to the contrary.

certain pest species.

kangaroo appears in Mitsuaki Iwago's
Kangaroos, published by Chronicle
Books, San Francisco. Ed.

Tongue," April 1995) was especially

demonstrate a functional

—

-
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THIS

Age-Old

and

Thinking
Over

the centuries,

Stinking

myths about human subgroups have followed a persistent pattern ofillogic

by Stephen Joy Gould
We

shudder

at the

thought of repeating

the initial sins of our species. Thus,

Ham-

uncle bewails his act of fratricide by

let's

my offense is rank,

metaphor for domains of uncharted igno-

most

rance, and he bewails our failure to use

rance, particularly the false beliefs

it

to

hath the primal eldest curse upon't;

It

A brother's murder!
Such metaphors of unsavory odor are
lies

so deep in our evolutionary con-

struction, yet

remains (perhaps for

reason) so undervalued and often
tioned in our culture.

Browne's statement from the one

more than

send shudders

em

—

readers^

his

down

a hundred) sure

mod-

the spine of

debunking of the com-

mon belief "That Jews

Stink."

Browne,

al-

though almost maximally philosemitic by

especially powerful because our sense of

smell

cited

chapter (among

smells to

good tools of reason

cause social harm.

likely to
I

heaven;

this

unmen-

A later seventeenth-

the standards of his century,

was not

free

of all prejudicial feelings against Jews.

He

attributed the origin of the canard about

Jewish malodor

—

tation

—hence, my

earlier

quo-

to a falsely literal reading of a

metaphor legitimately applied (or so he

century English writer recognized this po-

thought) to the descendants of people

tency and particularly warned his readers
against using olfactoiy metaphors because

had advocated the crucifixion of Jesus.
Browne wrote: "Now the ground that

common people

begat or propagated

will take

them

literally:

Metaphorical expression did often proceed
into a literal construction, but
lent illation.

.

.

was

How dangerous

.

it

a frauduis

in sen-

-

poses of common errors and popular igno-

recalling Cain's slaying of Abel:

0!

o

Fallacies

this assertion,

who

might

be the distasteful averseness of the Christian
fact,

from the Jew, upon the

villainy of that

which made them abominable and
all men." (Modem

"We

terra incognita:

as guides through this
find

no open

tract

.

.

in this labyrinth; but are oft-times fain to

wander

America and untravelled

in the

parts of truth."

The Pseudodoxia Epidemica, Browne's
maze of human

peregrination through the

ignorance, contains 113 chapters gathered

books on such general topics

into seven

as

mineral and vegetable bodies, animals,

humans, Bible

tales,

array of

and geographical and

Browne debunks quite an

historical myths.

common

opinions, including

claims that elephants have no joints, that
the legs of badgers are shorter

on one

side

than the other, and that ostriches can digest
iron.

As an example of his
consider book
[sic] to

3,

style of argument,

chapter 4: "That a bever

escape the hunter, bites off his

—

tes-

sible things to use metaphorical expressions

stink in the nostrils of

ticles or

unto the people, and what absurd conceits
they will swallow in their literals.

apostles of political correctness should

cording to legend, either distracts the pur-

ponder the noninclusiveness of Browne's

suer or persuades

men" in this context.)
As a rationale for debunking a compendium of common errors, Browne cor-

smaller meal than an entire body. Browne

This quotation comes from a chapter in
the 1646 work of Sir Thomas Browne,
Pseudodoxia Epidemica: or, Enquiries

Many Received Tenents [sic],
Commonly Presumed Trutlis.

"all

stones"

a harsh tactic

him

that, ac-

to settle for a

labels this belief as "a tenet very ancient:

and hath had thereby advantages of propa-

Into Veiy

rectly notes that false beliefs arise

gation

The Egyptians

and

correct theories about nature and therefore

ground of

their hieroglyphick,

bet-

serve as active impediments to knowl-

expressed the punishment of adultery by

still

edge, not just as laughable signs of primi-

the bever depriving himself of his
cles,

tide for a plethora of false

"To purchase a clear and warrantable body of truth, we must forget and
part with much we know." Moreover,
Browne notes, truth is hard to ascertain,
and ignorance is far more common than

granddaddy of a most honor-

accuracy. Writing in the mid-seventeenth

identify the source of error

Browne, a physician from Norwich,
ter

known

for his wonderful

is

and

widely read work of 1642, the part autobiographical, part philosophical, and part

whimsical Religio

h/ledici,

or "Religion of

a Doctor." The Pseudodoxia Epidemica

(Ms Latinized
truths) is the

able genre

6

still

—

vigorously pursued
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ex-

from

in-

tivity.

century,

Browne uses "America"

as a

also failed in the

when

they

testi-

which was amongst them the penalty

of such incontinency."

Browne prided himself on using a mixture of reason

and observation

his debunking.

He

to achieve

begins by trying to

—

in this case a

false etymological inference

from

the

How inviting is your home?
It's

tlie

obvious but overlooked tilings tliat often cause home burglaries. You go on vacation,

but forget to tell neighbors. And so mail and newspapers pile up.
dark.

Or the fence out back is

so high,

it

Or you leave your house totally

blocks the view of neighbors. Or maybe you forget to

Fort)' percent of home invasions happen because people simply don't lock their doors
and windows. The list goes on and on. To help make AZ-.-, ,Up -r*
fTAnrl "h O fl C
your home burglar-proof, see your Allstate agent.

lock up.

i*

H

/Illstate

how to help burglar-proof your home, write to: Allstate, Dept. HB,
KO. Box 7660, Mt. Prospect, IL 60056-9961
1993 Allstate Insurance Company, Northbrook, !L
For tips on

©

!

woman, a

Browne begins with a statement of

beaver's Latin name. Castor, which does

smdents, and one young

same root with "castration"
(as the legend had assumed) but derives
ultimately from a Sanskrit word for

ationist, cited this

"musk"; and an incorrect interpretation of

mixture of logic and obsei'vation in stating

allows that species

purposeful mutilation from the internal

that "this will not consist with reason or in-

odors,

not share the

and therefore near

position,

tual evidence of intact

even reach

his

of

He then cites the fac-

the beaver's testicles.

soned argument

invisibility,

males and the reabeaver couldn't

that a

own

testicles if

he wanted

cre-

"well-known fact" as

proof of the Bible's inerrancy and evolution's falsity.)

A

spection."

Again, Browne opts for his

that in their race

savor,

is

and nation there

a received opinion."

(Browne was a physician by trade) affirms
equality of number between sexes. Moreover, reason provides no argument for assuming that Adam's single loss would be

Aristode says no animal smells sweet save]
the pard. We confess that beside the smell of

may be individual odors,
man may have a proper and pecu-

the species, there

and every

which although not perceptible
hath this sense but weak, is
yet sensible unto dogs, who hereby can sinliar savor,

who

gle out their masters in the dark.

lesser magnitude,

the loins:

we observe

—
—becomes

source of

common

visibility

of the testicles

the external in-

error

the

proof of falsity!).

The

of a
and seated inwardly upon
and therefore it were not only a

testicles properly so called, are

fruitless attempt, but impossible act, to eunuchate or castrate themselves: and might
be an hazardous practice of art, if at all attempted by others.

that mutilations are not trans-

mitted from father unto son; the blind begetting such as can see,

men

with one eye chil-

dren with two, and cripples mutilate in their
own persons do come out perfect in their

7,

chapter 2 debunks the legend

man

than
— hath one
woman" "a common conceit derived
"that a

from

rib less

of a rib of Adam."
this bit

(I

of nonsense

support.

I

—

4,
is

10— "That

chapter

Jews

one of the longest, and clearly

it

held special importance for Dr. Browne.

His arguments are more elaborate, but he

wherein

regret to report that

still

commands some

recently appeared

ally televised call-in

Book
Stink"

show

on a nation-

for high school

follows the
less

carry distinctive odors, but

reason and observation permit no such
tribution to

if

same procedure used

noxious myths

—

is

gentilitous or national unto

rightly understood,

to dispel

vening facts interlaced with more general
support from logic and reason.

we

cannot

well concede, nor will the information of
it."

factual grounds, direct sniffing has

provided no evidence for

this

noxious leg-

end:
is no way discoverable
Synagogues where many are, and by

This offensive odor
in their

citation of contra-

at-

Jews as a group: "That an un-

savory odor
the Jews,

On

Eve was framed out

the history of Genesis,

stands delivered, that

a

In principle, then, discrete groups of hu-

mans might

Reason or Sense induce

generations.

Book

then|

simple count on skeletons

Although we concede there wanted one rib
in the sceleton of Adam, yet were it repugnant unto reason and common observation,
that his posterity should want the same [in
the old meaning of "want" as "lack"]. For

thus, cleverly, the

is,

an evil

Browne

unto man,

them off (and

is

may have distinctive!
and that individual men surely do:

propagated to future members of his sex:

to bite

the

"That Jews stink naturally, that

fallacy:

reason of their number could not be conis the same discernible in commerce or conversation with such as are
cleanly in apparel, and decent in their

cealed: nor

houses.

The

"test case"

of Jewish converts

to

Christianity proves the point, for even the
[

worst bigots do not accuse such people of

I

smelling bad: "Unto converted Jews whoj

no man inputeth this
unsavory odor; as though aromatized by
are of the

same

seed,

their conversion, they lost their scent with
their religion,

deed,

if

and smelt no longer."

In-

people of Jewish lineage could be

identified

by smell, the Inquisition would
from a surefire guide for

greatly benefit

identifying insincere converts:

There are at present many thousand Jews
and some dispensed withal even
Spain
.

.

.

in
to

it is a matter veryi
considerable, and could they be smelted out.

the degree of Priesthood;

would much advantage, not only the Church
of Christ, but also the Coffers of Princes.
Turning to arguments from reason, foul
odors might arise

among groups of people

from unhealthy habits of

diet or hygiene.

But Jewish dietaiy laws guarantee moderation and good sense, while drinking
habits tend to abstemiousness

—

"seldom^

offending in ebriety or excess of drink, nor
eiring in gulosity or superfluity of meats;

whereby they prevent indigestion and cruand consequently putrescence of

dities,

humors."

8
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If

no reason can therefore be found

in

The

entire subject,

he argues, makes no

Browne argues

sense because the category in question

have to be

rationale for a noxious racial odor

the Jewish people

criteria

lie in

kind of entity that could bear such proper-

Jewish habits of

life,

the only conceivable

would
a divine "curse derived upon them

by Christ

ation that

Browne

badge or brand of genercrucified their Salvator." But

... as a

rejects this proposal

even more

forcefully as a "conceit without

war-

all

and an easie way to take off dispute
what point of obscurity soever." For in-

rant;

in

vocation of miraculous agency,

when no

natural explanation can be found,

is

ard's or lazy

man's escape from

(Browne does not object

to

a cowfailure.

heavenly

inter-

vention for truly great events like Noah's
flood or the parting of the

Red

Sea, but a

ties as

—does

not represent the

a distinctive national odor.

Among

human

the major fallacies of

reason, such "category mistakes" are especially

common

of

in the identification

groups and the definition of their characters

—problems of

special concern to tax-

onomists like myself.
text is archaic,

Much

of Browne's

and strangely fascinating

that

such a group would

tightly defined, either

by

strict

members

of genealogy (so that

might share properties by heredity of
unique descent) or of common habits and
modes of life not followed by other people
(but Browne had akeady shown that Jewish lifestyles of moderation and hygiene
disprove any claim for unsavory national
odor).

Browne then

clinches his case

by argu-

ing that the Jewish people do not represent

Jews have

therefore as a kind of conceptual fossil.

a strict genealogical group.

But his struggle with errors of categories
in debunking the proposition "that Jews

been dispersed throughout the world,

stink" interleaves a layer of

modem

rele-

re-

and despised, expelled and excluded.
Many subgroups have been lost by assimviled

by extensive

upon miracles

for small items,

vance and uncovers a different kind of rea-

ilation; others diluted

like the putative racial

odor of unfahly

son for contemporary interest in the argu-

marriage. Most nations, in fact, are"

reliance

makes a mockery of
Browne then heaps simi-

inter-

commingled and

on the legend that Ireland has
no snakes because Saint Patrick cast them
out with his rod. Such inappropriate

tended to properties of groups.

do not

therefore do not
by genealogical
definition; this common tendency has
been exaggerated among the Jewish

doubt that individuals have distinctive

people. Jews are not a distinct hereditary

claims for a myriad of minor miracles only

odors, but groups might span the full range

group, and therefore cannot have such

of individual differences, and thereby

properties as a national odor:

stigmatized people,
divine grandeur.
lar ridicule

stifles

discussion of the nature of phenom-

ena and the workings of genuine causes.)

But Browne then caps
the proposition "that

his case against

Jews stink" with an

even stronger argument based on reason.

ments of Pseudodo.xia Epidemica.

Browne begins by

noting that

strongly

traits

of

individuals can't automatically be ex-

to

We

maintain any special identity.

fail

What

kind of group might therefore qualify as a

good candidate

for such distinctive prop-

erties?

represent discrete groups

There will be found no easie assurance to
fasten a material or temperamental propriety upon any nation; there being scarce any
which is not exhausted or ob-'
condition
soured from the commixture of introvenient
nationals either by commerce or conquest;
much more will it be difficult to make out
this affection in the Jews; whose race however pretended to be pure, must needs have
suffered inseparable commixtures with na.

tions of

.

.

all sorts.

knowledged

that

...

It

being therefore

some [Jews]

ac-j

are lost, evi-

dent that others are mixed, and not assuredi
that any are distinct, it will be hard to estab-,
lish this quality [of national odor]

upon

the

Jews.
In

many

years of pondering over faUa-,

cious theories of biological determinismj

and noting

their extraordinary persistence!

after

presumed

extirpation (like heads of the

Lemaean

and tendency

to

reemerge

Hydra, or clumps of crab grass on a subur-

ban lawn,

to cite the standard

metaphors

of weU-separated centuries and social concerns),
that

I

have been struck by a

I

propertyi

call "surrogacy." Specific arguments'

i

raise a definite charge against a particulari

group

—

drink,

that

that

Jews

stink, that Irishmen'

women

Africans can't think

love mink, that

—but each

specific

claim acts as a surrogate for any other. The
general form of argument

is

always the

same and always permeated by

identical'

fallacies

over the centuries. Scratch the

gument

that

women, by

arj

their biological

nature, cannot be effective as heads of
state

"Do you suppose
10
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it

could he the greenhouse effect?"

will uncover the same struc-i
bad influence underlying someone

and you

ture of

i

claim that African Americans will

else's

supposed lasciviousness of Jewish

never fomi a high percentage of the pool

and

of Ph.D. candidates.

men

Thus, Browne's old refutation of the

myth

"that

Jews stink" continues

evant for our

be

to

rel-

modem struggle, because the

form of his argument applies
rent devaluings of

to

our cur-

people for supposedly

inborn and unalterable defects of

intelli-

gence or moral vision. Fortunately (since

I

their preference for

over swarthy and unattractive Jews.

Browne

writes:

"Nor

are fornications in-

parents' generation to
that current

my

remind everyone

acceptance should breed no

complacency). This season's favorite myth

com-

monly passing opinions of invitement,
that their

them

women

desire copulation with

rather than their

own

fect Christian carnality

nation, and afabove circumcised

made

—a

the

partic-

ularly disgraceful lie in this case, for the

argument works

excuse rapists by
For example,
Louis Agassiz wrote in 1863: "As soon as
blaming the

to

truly powerless.

it

easy

themselves by the readiness with

which they are met by colored [halfbreed]
instincts in that direction

Christian men]; there

same claim during slavery days

need

to gratify

in the

the South, they find

women and

much

I

young men of

house servants.

venery." American racists often

heat these days (although

awakening

the sexual desires are

frequent between them both [Jewish

belong to the group), Jews are not taking
hardly mention the searing events of

women

blond Christian

.

gradually to seek

have heard the

.

.

This blunts his better

and leads him

more spicy

full

partners, as

young men.")
Obviously,

we

cannot

make

a coherent

claim for "blacks" being innately anything

by heredity

if

the people so categorized

general form of infamy

ing.

But the category mistake goes

far, far

deeper than dilution by extensive

inter-

mixture with other populations. The most

The Bell

Cun'e's version of the claim that people of
African descent have, on average, less innate intelligence than all other folks.

Following Browne's strategy,

claim

this

can be debunked with a mixture of factual
citation

and logical argument.

go through the

full

I

shall not

exercise here, lest this

book (see my review of
The New Yorker. November 1994). But I do wish to emphasize
that Browne's crowning point in refuting
the legend "that Jews stink'"
his explica-

essay

become

a

The Bell Ciinr

in

—

tion of

category mistakes in defining Jews

as a biological

the

—

group

also undermines

modem myth of black intellectual

riority,

from Jensen and Shockley

infe-

in the

1960s to Murray and Hermstein today.

The African American population of
United States today does not form a
genealogical unit in the same sense that
Browne's Jews lacked inclusive definition
the

by descent.

As

a legacy of our ugly history

anyone with a visually evident
component of African ancestry belongs to
of racism,

category of "black," even though
many persons so designated have substanthe

tial,

often majoritarian, Caucasian ances-

try as well.

(An old

"trick" question for

baseball aficionados asks:

"What

Italian

American player hit more than forty home
mns for the Brooklyn Dodgers m 1953?"
The answer

is Roy Campanella, who had a
Caucasian Italian father and a black

who, by our social convenalways identified as black.)

mother, but
tions, is

Jrora the cnateau
turret to tne

s

Tor an expenence

topmost

quayside

will long endure in

cales,

memory,

tiine stands still nere, lingering

(As a footnote on the theme of surrogacy, explanations

of the identical cate-

gory mistake for blacks
jften taken the

Maming
generally

same

and Jews have

prejudicial

beliind stone walls

ana alone

tliat

your

see our tree

vacation package guide or
consult your travel at^ent.

lazy lanes.

form of
Xor more inlormation,

Browne, although
and refreshingly free of anti-

the victim.

Jewish bias, cites a particularly ugly argunent in explaining high rates of internixing between Jews and Christians

—

the

u

Quebec

^^'Jfit^-

call toll

lr<

8oo 565-7777

1

Tourisme

Ask
(9

am

lor operator

to 5

do

not form a distinctive genealogical group-

has recalled another venerable chapter in
this

I

blacks called by fast

yjuebec
_ _
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pm, 7 Jays a week)

[^

rCcls

So

Dllierent.

.

'

exciting,

Mythical

. . .

mystical

. .

magical. .malevolent
.

The complete guide

to

mushrooms

and

still

emerging, discovery

in

lyzed for their variation

genetics will force us to rethink the entire

racial groups,

question of

way.

We

human

shall

categories in a radical

be compelled to recognize

pattern

seems

March

3,

American," "European

gration into the rest of the world did not

available for such canards as "African

begin until

blacks are less intelligent" or "African

with the

blacks sure can play basketball."

phisticated studies favoring dates near the

have written

I

sapiens.

in several essays

of

tions of

style, this definitive

Blending his knowledge of natural histowith medical expertise, Benjamin

ry

unique perspective on the
and lore of mycology.
offers a

facts

areas

Homo

—the

lively debate about the

human

species,

Did our species emerge
from precursor popula-

FREEMAN

Homo

sapiens arise in one

from

just

one of

erectus populations and then

—

the

forth, but recent

evidence seems to be

cascading toward Out of Africa.

When
Natural History 6/95

more technologically

so-

younger end of this spectrum.
In other words, all non-African racial

diversity

every—
yellows,
Norwegians
—may not be much
than
whites,

one from the Hopi

reds,

to the

1

to

older

the Fijians

00,000 years.

By contrast. Homo sapiens

has lived in Africa for a longer time. Con-

it

tionary change, genetic variety

Africans alone exceeds the

As more

was just hugging

sum

among
total

of

genetic diversity for everyone else in the
rest

of the world combined! How, there-

can

fore,

The tides of argument have swung back

12

12,000 to 280,000 years ago,

sequently, since genetic diversity roughly

so-called out-of-Africa view?

and

1

latest,

correlates with time available for evolu-

all

spread out later to cover the globe

W.H.

Science).

these

erectus inhabiting

place, probably Africa,

Homo

Advancement of

sapiens emerged in Africa; the mi-

so-called multiregionalist

view? Or did
these

Homo

decade of anthropol-

separately on three continents (Africa, Europe, and Asia)

new work covers all
mushroom consumption.

at this year's

able as a discrete group, and therefore not

Homo

of

on several studies presented
tion for the

origin of the only living

aspects

be emerging (see Science,

viewed as something more inclusive than
all the others combined, not really defin-

ogy has featured a

approach and anecdotal

to

1995, pp. 1272-73, for a report

annual meeting of the American Associa-

As

fresh

upon these genetic
same strong signal and

Caucasian," or "East Asian," but must be

this series, the past

a

differences, the

group with such conventional popu-

lations as "Native

among human

and as we reconstruct ge-

nealogical trees based

that "African black" cannot rank as a
racial

With

and more genes are sequenced and ana-

modern paleoanthropology and human

we lump

"African blacks"

to-

gether as a single group, and imbue them

with

traits either

when they

I

didn

't

favorable or unfavorable,

represent

mind so much.

more evolutionary

i

space and

more genetic

find in all

non-African people in

rest

variety than

of the world? Africa

is

we
the

all

most of hu-

manity by any proper genealogical definiall

tion:

occupy a branch

the rest of us

within the African tree. This non-African

branch has surely flourished but can never

more than a subsection

be topologically

within an African structure.

We

need many years, and much

will

pondering, to assimilate the theoretical,
conceptual, and iconographic implications

of this startling reorientation in our views

about the nature and meaning of

For

diversity.

we

that

starters,

though.

I

human
suggest

abandon such senseless
"'African blacks have more

statements as

rhythm, less intelligence, greater athleticism."

Such claims, besides

perniciousness, have no

their social

meaning

if

Africans cannot be construed as a coherent

group because they represent more diversity

Our Great-Looking

finally

than

all

the rest of the

world put

to-
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sweeter reward, a

more admirable
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goal,

than the excitement of thoroughly revised

understanding
thrills real

—

the inward journey that

scholars and scares the bejesus

out of the rest of us.

We need to make such

an internal expedition in reconceptualizing our

views 6f human genealogy and the

meaning of evolutionary diversity.
Thomas Browne for we must award him
the last word
praised such inward ad-

—
—

ventures above

all

other intellectual ex-

citement. Interestingly, in the
sage,

same pas-

he also invoked Africa as a metaphor

for unknown wonder. He could not have
known the uncanny literal accuracy of his

words (from Religio Medici, book

1,

sec-

tion 15):

could never content

my

contemplation
with those general pieces of wonder, the
flux and reflux of the sea, the increase of
Nile, the conversion of the [compass] needle to the north: and have studied to match
and parallel those in the more obvious and
neglected pieces of nature, which without
further travel I can do in the cosmography
of myself: we carry with us the wonders we
seek without us: there is all Africa and her
prodigies in us: we are that bold and advenI

turous piece of nature.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and

the histoiy

of science at Hansard
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SCIENCE

The

began

LITE

Science

Original
It all

1:

in

1965

.

Lite

.

by Roger L Welsch
my

At

welcome

age, birthdays are not

events, so

when

turned forty,

I

(much

the accounting system

I

changed

A couple of months ago,

Annual Roger Welsch
Recognition Day (see? doesn't that sound
for the Eighteenth

better?),

my

wife. Lovely Linda, veered

me presents

from her usual habit of giving
that are utterly mysterious.

(Why

on insomnia, for example, when
like a hibernating bear?

of the United States

Why

when

a

book

I

sleep

a road atlas

never drive

I

anywhere? Why a selection of men's
when well, never mind.)

—

colognes

This year Linda gave

me

a home-size

gift

of a Lava Lite

Lamp

carries with

the unexpected obligation of the

it is

Lava Phi-

losophy, printed right there on the side of
the

box the lamp comes

in

and shown

century (perhaps

this

the greatest discovery of the century if

one comes up with cold fusion

in the

no

next

wonder whose
humankind have only begun

five years), a technological

benefits for
to

be explored.

Linda gave

me

To begin
clature.

By now you've guessed
a Lava Lite.

with,

look

let's

at the

nomen-

Some people call them Lava Lites;

some. Lava Lamps. Technically and
cially,

call

it:

they are Lava Lite Lamps.

I

offi-

like to

mine a Lava Lamp because whoever

I'm talking with then

tries to

use the

the tongue.

The

lomp" or a
"laahva lamp," neither of which sits well
in the American mouth (except perhaps
tendency

is

to call

the second, in

it

a "lava

New England).

is

a Philosophy.

The primordial ooze

owning a Lava Lite is altogether
a far more complicated matter than one
might suspect, even for the phonically
agile.

For one thing, there

is

the terrible

"Ooooooh! Aaaaaaah! Gloop gloop
GLOP!" These are not sounds
the lamp makes but a very limited sample
noise.

gloop gloop

of the inventory of noises Linda, Antonia,

and

I

generate as

we watch

this natural

wonder. Other frequently encountered
comments aimed at our lamp these days
14
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some of

said that

know
McDonald

she happened to

still

lavaing,

the originals are

tions later.

She wouldn't tell me precisely
Lites have been sold in

in

—

a year

how many

guess

—

total sales are in the "millions."

.

.

.

my

I

She con-

impression that the Lava Lite

was big in the sixties and seventies, faded
away in the eighties, and has experienced
a recent resurgence of popularity.

here to stay.
bet that's because aging hippies

"I'll

was unsure exactly how to make it
clear to my lamp that I was fully prepared
to commit myself to the Lava Philosophy with witnesses? before a notary
public? formally dressed? buck naked? I
I

—

me

like

have the money

finally
I

"No," she countered. "We think it's because young people remember seeing

Lava

Lites at their parents'

homes and now want one

based techno-philosophy corporation that

still

Lava Lites. Lava spokeswoman Pamela McDonald assured me
that in keeping with its obvious Zen ori-

sider antiques.

gins, the

Way

of the Lava

is

an individual

and personal conunitment.
Comforted,

I

thought that while

I

had

McDonald on the phone, I would take care
of some other questions I had about the
glowing natural wonder bubbling
living

room

(the

Lava

Lite, that

was

the

Lava

How

Lite invented?

membered gaping

slack

I

is,

my
not my
in

long ago

thought

I

re-

jawed and glassy

at Lava Lites in the window of the
Comhusker Hotel Novelty Shop in Lincoln, Nebraska, when I was just a little kid,
but McDonald told me the Lava Lite was

eyed

invented

in

1965 by an English engineer

by the name of Craven Walker. (Yes, I
know, the only possible conclusion is that

was gaping slack jawed and glassy eyed
at Lava Lites in the window of the Com-

buy

guessed.

ents'

distributes

to

\

them, right?"

maybe I should check with LavaSimplex Internationale, the Chicago-

decided

I

Lava

but she hinted that

in Perpetual

firmed

are sold

further mysteries of the

that

once ruled our world has been captured
Motion. Lava is the Moment.
Its ever changing pattems are hypnotizing
yet invigorating. Lava is an art form, a clasprogressive.
sic and at the same time
Lava is pre-historic and post-modem. Lava

still

perking away, some ten thousand erup-

Philosophy,

black Labrador, Lucky).

In fact,

if

lamp

the past thirty years or

phrase and quickly finds there's more to a

Lava Lamp than meets

asked

warranty sheet:

is

advance of

When

the oldest

how many Lava

Lava

was

I

thirty years old.)

prominently on the instruction manual and

version of arguably the most dramatic scientific

husker Hotel Novelty Shop when

Perhaps the most weighty burden the

as Congress

does) and began observing Roger Welsch

Recognition Day.

are "Whooooooa!" "Eeeeeeeek!" and
"Buuuuu-LOOOTCH!"

selves.

It's

and grandparfor them-

a nostalgia thing." Ouch. I'm

wishing for

new

things others conj

So much for a happy

Eight-

eenth Annual Recognition Day.

The Lava Philosophy, it turns out, is a
new part of Lava Lite ownership. McDonald reports that inclusion of

relatively

the Philosophy started only five years ago

and sprang from an unescapable

Lava

Lite

owners were writing

in

reality.

by

the

thousands, expressing gratitude for the
soothing, therapeutic properties of their
Lites,

Philosophy or not, and so someone

at the office just

seemed

to

put

down on the box what
much the case any-

be pretty

And that sure makes sense to me.
("Whoooosh! Glooooop!")
Periiaps the most interesting line of our
way.

conversation

came

serendipitously

when I

asked McDonald the ages of those writing
the bulk of Lava Lite fan mail. "Across the
board, young and old," she said.

added, "Right

now

it's

Then she

mostly earthquake

letters."

I
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we spend a good number
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order
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Lava Lites broken in the recent quakes."

in

at
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cerned about getting replacements for

me

Regularly priced
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"Yes, people in California are con-

slow
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and
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ordering

total lor
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-$15 International).

and education.

of hours each year cringing in our storm
cellar

dreading the sound of a tornado re-

moving the house from over
in-a-lamp might not be
Lava,

on

the other hand,

natural disasters
for a

us,

much
is

tomado-

fun for us.

one of the few

Nebraska has been spared

couple of millennia. So, she got

me

a

Lava Lite Lamp.

Do

Hawaiians.

wondered, remain un-

I
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my work
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Creek Fen, Colorade
by Robert
A grassy valley bounded on the east and

Mohlenbrock

H,

mentary School

nearby Bailey,

in

who

small cactuses, some of them growin

west by mountain ranges of granite and

contributed to the effort by collecting one

within a few feet of the wetland.

limestone, South Park lies in central Col-

million pennies, the Nature Conservancy

walked, the

plains abruptly gave

orado about twenty miles south of the

re-

secured the 500-acre wetland and some of

community of Breckenridge. For

the

the surrounding land.

sort

Ute Indians and

their predecessors, the

huge valley was a source of wild game and

Creek Fen, the

site

Now

called

High

has been designated a

Colorado Natural Area.

My

ground

even

flat,

way

in

Pike,

gravel road leading to a small parking area

sedges, and rushes

were

attracted to the area in the early

brought us to within 300 feet of the wet-

marsh bluegrass, reed

tlers,

1

800s by the opportunity to trap beaver for

Sam

the fur trade. In the 1860s,

Hartsell

established a 200,000-acre ranch there,
turning

much of
Where

livestock.

the land into pasture for
the cattle haven't grazed.

or haven't grazed recently, the vegetation
is

wife and

I

visited

mid-July to see

it

On the remaining

High Creek Fen

for ourselves.

flowers of blue beardtongue, In-

dian paintbrush, and lousewort contrasted

with the gray leaves and obscure flowers

of fringed sage. Other

common

plants in-

We

even saw

Highway 285,

uncommon

ting, biologists

tion to this stand until 1988,

Cooper, a botanist

at

is

in this valley set-

apparently paid

little

such

A

tall.

perennial,

it

spreads

means of rhizomes, as well as reproducii
sexually by means of its tiny, flowerii
spikelet and minute black seeds. The sp

to the east of the road, about three-quarters

otherwise

in the fen,

grows only

cies

in Alaska, parts

the Yellowstone area,

atten-

when David

one

of Canad

locality in nort

ern California, and at High Creek Fen.

A

Colorado State Uni-

delicate beauty at

High Creek Fen

ventured out to the trees and dis-

the Greenland primrose, a four-inch-t;

covered a sedge-covered fen, created by

plant with five white to violet petals. Oi

the constant flow of groundwater to the

side of the fen,

versity,

surface. Just

how

exceptional the

became apparent

after

the site later that

summer

Cooper

site

was

it

grows only

in the Yelloi

stone area, Alaska, the Yukon, British

C

lumbia, Greenland, and Labrador. Anoth

revisited

with William

delicate species

Weber, curator of the University of Col-

is

pale blue-eyed gra;

orado herbarium, and found more rare

whose blooms have six petals that range
color from white to very pale blue. The fli

plant species there than in any other wet-

tened base of the stems and leaves

land

site in

Colorado.

it

Located on private property, some of

mounted a drive

to acquire the land for

pollen. Opposite pai^e: Shooting star

by a group of fifthand sixth-graders from Deer Creek Ele-

blooms amid the bulrushes and blue
spruce trees of High Creek Fen.

short-fruited willow sheds

Harold E Malde
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found
in

at

of the

its

fen.

The blue

identifi

family. This sp

only a very few locations,

woody

plants

grow

in

t

spruces, which are on sligh

elevated tenain
(but in

iris

Colorado.

Relatively few

A male

16

is

member

of them

mined. The Nature Consei'vancy therefore
preservation. Assisted

as a

cies

had been removed in
and more was scheduled to be

the wetland 's peat

the past,

;

grass, golden sedg

—

four inches

be seen

of a mile away. Although blue spruce

grow

ful, common wetland wildflowers ai
monkshood, blue iris, shooting star, silve
cinquefoil, creeping buttercup, hemlot
parsley, bistort, and grass-of-pamassus.
One of the wetland 's rarities is a dwa
bulrush. Unlike most other bulrushescoarse sedges that can grow two to tweb
feet tall
this one is a slender plant abo

Showy

and American hawkweed.

may

predictable selection of grasse

woolly sedge, and long-styled rush. Colo

short hike,

Near

a small stand of blue spruces

A

we saw

land.

approaches the historic village of Fairplay
S.

Hun

diverse plants indigenous to the dry plains.

cluded daisy fleabane, false dandelion,

from the south along U.

peat.

form High Creek.

A

typical of dry plains.

the middle of South Park, as one

spongy, bogg

mocks of living sedge arose within a ne
work of rivulets and pools that coalesced

European-American setled by such explorers as Zebulon
John C. Fremont, and Kit Carson,

edible plants.

to

up from layers of

built

As

teiTain of the di

at the

center of the wetla

extremely wet suiroundings nor

theless), are the only

ones that actually

J

'WYOMING

The Volcano Isn't the
Only Hot Spot

On Hawaii's Big Island
Close to mighty Kilauea, historic
Hilo

is

hometown

to waterfalls,

tropical greenery, great restaurants

and

places to stay. Call

l-aOO-lDDLO-DAY
Joe LeMonnier

High Creek Fen, Colorado
for

more information on
For

HILO
Hawaii's Most Surprising Destination
c/o Destination Hilo

Boulder, Colorado 80302-4809

The hoary willows at High Creek Fen are
450 miles away from any other

(303) 444-2950

population of the species.

1244 Pine Street

P.O. Box 1391
Hilo, Hawaii

visitor information write:

The Nature Conservancy
Colorado Program

96721

Harold E. Malde

Destination^Hilo

THE BKj

WID

GIIEAT
FOR

All gentlemen shipwrights and able
bodied modelists who have a mind to
provide for themselves amusement and
satisfaction through the traditional craft
of ship modeling, an opportunity now
offers to acquire, through the minimal
cost of one Colonial Dollar ($1.00), a
catalog of fine and unique ship model
kits, plans, books and fittings from the

_

renowned company of Model Expo
Pocono in the State of

located in Mt.

Pennsylvania.

j;^

1

Send $1.00 for

Dept. PRA4,

j

1

PC Box 1000

^

Mt.

Pocono,

PA 18344

1

Name

j

Address

1

City

]

a catalog to:

1

Zip

State

L

18
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1

1

some being about twenty

tain tree size,

Bog

birch and western river birch

feet

tall.

are

found here and

It's

for the birds.

there: the first is a

dwarf species by nature; the second is apparently stunted by the oxygen-poor soil.
Seven different species of willows can be

common

from the

identified,

flat-leaved

willow and barren-ground willow to others that are

unexpected for

of the

this part

country, notably the myrtle-leaved willow

and the hoary willow, whose leaves are

backed by a dense, woolly white coat.
These

two species represent

last

isolated

Rocky

populations of arctic and northern

Our pru\innal

Mountain plants
last ice

remained

that

age ended, ten or twelve thousand

The

years ago.

seabird colonies

lie

common

shrubby cinquefoil,

the

is

many

to

wetlands in the northern United States and
adjacent Canada.

yellow, inch-wide

Its

And Cape Sl

Mary's, Newfoundland, North America's most spcciacular

and accessible seabird sanciuary.

Behold our provincial puffin. Find some of the largest

nearest populations of

450 miles away.
One other shrub at High Creek Fen

these species

bird, ihc Atlantic Pufiin.

after the

flowers are so attractive that this species

is

razorbills.

on earth. Watch kittiwakes, murres, and

Ospreys, hawks, and owls.

And with over four

hundred nesting pairs of bald eagles, one of the largest
concentrations in eastern North America, you can see
just where the eagle has landed. Imagine that.

now a popular plant available in nurseries.
The fens scattered pools of clear, standing water contain true aquatic plants.

Among

these are

worts,

whose

two kinds of bladderintricate underwater

branches bear dozens of tiny bladders that

To

gel a bird's eye view, get

our

free

240-page

The
Connor

far cast

1

of the western world. Call

800 563

^^^^^^^

\

Travel Guide to a world of difference.

n—* i

^

__

NEVvlOUNDLAND
& lABRADOR

ai

NFLD

can be triggered to suck in and digest milife. Other aquatic plants
much-branched (but not carnivorous) hornwort, at least two kinds of
pondweeds, and an aquatic sedge. Wil-

croscopic ;inimal
are the

son's phalarope, a sandpiperlike bird,

ALLOSAURUS

may

be seen flying around in circles over the

and then swooping down

fen
rich

to stir

up

the

bottom of a pool for invertebrates.

Our summertime

visit to the

fen

was

marred only by the deerflies, which began
to take

an interest

in us as

stepped into the wetland. At

few of these biting

flies

soon as
first

we

only a

accosted us, but as

we went deeper into the fen, more flies attacked us. Soon the swarm became unbearable,

and we decided

ning as best

ground.
as

I

we could

hummocky

reasoned, or at least hoped, that

we

soon as

the deerflies
no,

to retreat, run-

over the

crossed into the dry plains,

would leave us alone

they pursued us

2ven into, our car.
gravel road

all

As

toward U.

I

—

but

way to, and
drove down the

the

S. 285, the deerflies

our windows and only
was able to "open up" on

tept pace outside

gave up after
;he

paved highway.

Robert H.
'us

Mohlenhwck, professor emeri-

of plant biology at Southern

University,

S.

Illinois

Carbondale, explores the bio-

and geological highlights of the
national forests and other parklands.

'ogical
'J.

I

The fierce predator of the Jurassic comes to life in this rumarlcable and accurate 9 inch
Adapted from the American Museum of Natural History's famous dinosaur
exhibit in the Rotunda, it is an official commemorative reproduction celebrating the new
dinosaur halls. Cast in solid bronze in a limited numbered edition, it is destined to become a
highly prized collectible. Each bronze comes with a Certificate of Authenticity.
The Allosaurus and other sculptures are available at our exciting showroom of natural
history & science treasures. A visit you wont forget! Located one block north of the museum
between 81st & 82nd Street on Columbus Avenue. Open daily from llam-7pm (Sun. lpm-5pm)
scale model.

Maxilla
451-5

&

Mandible, ltd

COLUMBUS AVENUE NEW YORK,
(212)724 6173

FAX

N.Y.
(212) 721- 1073

10024

CELESTIAL EVENTS

I

Recorded
Books
I

"

1

1

"Best on Audiocassette"

H

The Hot Zone
by Richard Preston
Listen to best-sellers as

commute
missing.

work. Complete

to

recordings

— not

one

Over 1,400

choose from.
teries,

you

word

titles

classics,

mys-

and

more. Professionally performed

by Broadway

actors.

Ask about

our easy rentals by mail.
Call today for free brochure.

l-(800)-638-1304
270 Skipjack Road

• Pr.

Frederick,

MD 20678

CANADA

without knowing

gested. Today, the merry-go-round of or-

confused with aircraft lights. A satellite in a
"low" orbit (200 to 400 miles high) takes
about three minutes to cross the sky from
horizon to horizon, but much higher (and
much fainter) satellites can take up to half
an hour or more. Because most satellites are
generally launched into orbit with the same

with good value and great
variety, explore

Manitoba.

the size

down

be spotted without a telescope.
Nearly 300 satellites, however, are large
enough and low enough to be seen with the
naked eye if viewing conditions are good.
Visible satellites usually measure at least
twenty feet long and have orbits that bring

them within 400 miles of

Many

Earth's surface.

are as bright as the North Star,

and a

as fast as high-flying airliners

^

moving across the sky on a
southwest to northeast or northwest to
are usually seen

southeast trajectory.
If all goes according to schedule, sometime in the middle of this month, Mir and
the space shuttle Atlantis (at an altitude of

Explorer's

Guide and
see for your-

are.

you may be able
to see both crafts moving in tandem across
the twilight sky like two very bright stars of
about magnitude -1 And after docking, the
station and the shuttle should appear
even brighter, possibly of magnitude
-2. Because viewing
times and angles will

If you go outside and lie in a reclining
lawn chair ffom about forty-five minutes to
two hours after sunset, as the sky becomes reasonably
dark, you should not
have to wait more
than ten or fifteen
minutes before you

the docking

will
is

lite.

The

from one place to another across North
America, and may
also change with the
schedule,
launch

because they
high enough

to reflect sunlight

the darkening sky.

look for detailed information on how to

Low

view

across

satellites enter

shadow about

this

historic

mission in your local
news media.

'

t

The Planets

in

emerge from eclipse

June
Mercury has
come a morning

again.

ject after passing in-

British space researcher Desmond
King-Hele noted that

ferior conjunction

the 5th.

Your

!

be-

ob-

on

best

\

'

chance of finding
this planet will come
on the 26th, when a

"a star that has taken
leave of its senses
and decided to move
off to another part of

delicately thin, wan-

ing crescent moon,
sitting four degrees

7,000 satellites

and pieces of

debris currently orbit Earth. Satellites
in very high,

geosynchronous orbits

ext.SR5

form a

belt

around our planet.

Graphic by Seth Shostak; Photo Researchers,

Natural History 6/95

time.

differ considerably

satellites are

move

first

.

visible

as they

for the

carried out,

catch sight of a satel-

More than

1-800-665-0040

As

245 miles)

space station, Mir, are sometimes brighter
than Sirius, the brightest star.

a satellite looks like

how

accommodating we

20

dock

few, like the space shuttle and the Russian

they pursue an unseen path until they

Manitoba

and are easily

easterly direction as Earth's rotation, they

two hours after sunset and immediately
vanish from view as

FREE

self

to

small satellites or pieces of space debris, too

Earth's

Call today for your

fuU colour

populated by more than 7,000
enough to track, ranging from
and mass of a double-decker bus
a Softball. Most of the objects are

bital traffic is

objects big

are

If you want a family vacation

You may have seen a satellite
it, since they move about

Ever since the Soviet Union launched
1 on October 4, 1957, near-Earth
space has gradually become more con-

the sky."

Sputnik

faint to

Best-sellers,

histories,

to

by Joe Rao

Inc,

»

Travel on the besl trip
on the Amazon River from

The Great Solar

Peru through Colombia lo
Brazil and back «ith biologist ,loy
Nanderwerff from the Seattle
Aquarium. Only 16 cabins available,

Eclipse in Asia

Rajasthan, India
Angkor Wat, Cambodia
Thailand Eclipse Resort, Thailand

&

each with private baths, twin beds
air
conditioning. See pink dolphins, tropical butterflies and

& fauna of the rainforest. Only $2095 from
Miami, $1395 from L.A. Kvcellent aiifare add-on rates
fmm other LS cities) + $29 US departure tax
( includes 9 days & 8 nights, international airfare, meals.
entrance fees, research equipment, side trips and more. Three
full meals a day are served buffet style. Explore the tropical
exotic (lord

(

available

J

I

rainforest,nativevillagesandexoticwildlifeofthe ,ci?~'.v
Amazon! Cusco & \fachu Picchit extension
available. This trip

is

open

to the public.

September

of Mercury and four degrees to the lower right of Venus, forms a
broad isosceles triangle with the two. This
close gathering may be viewed with binocu-

lower

to the

left

1

-9. 1995

AMAZON RIVER
.

Rkskvrch VkssklI

INTERNATIONAL JOURNEYS,

except perhaps from some northern

lars,

where

^Wilderness Travel
©1-800-368-2794,

jM

might be too low in the
Mercury reaches greatest
elongation, twenty-two degrees west of the
sun, on the 29th.
states,

I!>JC.

it

ext.

':

255;

brightening dawn.

Venus will rise shortly before sunrise at
about 4:30 a.m. local daylight time
charming sight against the brightness of the
coming day. As Venus continues ahead of
us in its orbit, it will disappear behind the
sun next month.
Mars is no longer as dazzling as it was
during the winter months and now ranks
with stars of the first magnitude. The
planet's eastward motion carries it away
from Regulus and the sickle of Leo, and at
month's end. Mars will be setting before

—

midnight, local daylight time.

You'll find it low in the southeast at dusk,
gleaming at magnitude -2.6. As Jupiter
moves slowly in its retrograde (westward)
motion, it passes 5.5 degrees north of
Antares on the 7th. This is the second of
three conjunctions between the planet and
this bright

red star this year.

magnitude 1.2, despite
the nearly edge-on appearance of its rings.
The moon passes to the north of Saturn on
the mornings of the 19th and the 20th.
The Moon is at first quarter on the 6th at
6:26 A.M., EDT; full moon is on the 1 3th at
12:03 A.M., EDT; last quarter is on the 19th
at 6:01 P.M., EDT; and new phase is on the
27th at 8:50 p.m., EDT On June 12 at 9:00
ens imperceptibly to

EDT,

the

moon

arrives at perigee,

closest point to the earth,

away.

As

its

221,950 miles

moon, one of the highof the year can be expected.

The summer
day of
sphere,

toss

Also

seem

in the

find a comfortable posi-

tion?

Does your back

when you awake?

summer

solstice,

marking the

first

its

natural

And

that

lowers the tension

to

ache

keeps your

alignment.

and turn

at night? Can't

it

spine in

surrounding

muscles. So you can
sleep comfortably

in

are signs that

any position and

wake

your mattress doesn't

feeling great.

support you properly.

Select Comfort's patented

air cushion desim has no
springs or coils that

can

and

uneven support.

;/•/'

.

.S(7(v/

(

you each get

iiiii/i'it.

exactly the firmness you

^v

need

Call For

Metal coil mattresses support
only the firm parts ofyour

You owe

body, creating pressure points,

revolutionary

and uneven

More Information

to yourself to learn

it

way

more about

this

to a better night's sleep.

spinal support.

For FREE Video and Brochure, Call

Sleep Better

On Air

A Select Comfort adjustable firmness
mattress doesn't rely
water. Air

is

on

springs or

1-800-831:1211
^s! Please rush me a
FREE Video and Brochure

'

better

a result of this near coincidence of

perigee with the full
est tides

Do you

create pressure points

Saturn, in Aquarius, rises after midnight
and is nearly due south by sunrise. It bright-

P.M.,

Frustrated With
Your Sleep?

These

Jupiter rules the sky, standing at opposition on the 1st, 180 degrees from the sun.

On Air!

Sleep Better

because

it

'

gently

Name

contours to your

Address^

body's shape.

City

Hemioccurs on June 21 at 4:36 p.m., EDT.
for the Northern

_

Zip

.

State

Phone_

At this moment, the sun's rays shine straight
down on the Tropic of Cancer, latitude 23.5
degrees north.

SELECT COMFORX"
The Only
Mattress with

Push Button
Firmness Control.

I

Mail

to:

Select

Comfort Corporation

6105 Trenton Lane N., Minneapolis,
©Select Comfort Corp., 1995

MN 55442

Dcpt.

4203

I
I
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UNIVERSE

naows
Neil

The human eye

is

often advertised as

most impressive of the body's organs.
Its ability to focus near and far, to adjust to
a broad range of light levels, and to distinguish colors are all at the top of most
people's list of eye-opening features. But
if one were to take note of the many bands
of light that are invisible to us, one would
the

be forced to declare that humans are practically blind.

How

impressive

is

our hear-

de Grosse Tyson

computers can simulate human curiosity

order of increasing energy to microwaves,

and human sparks of

infrared, visible (comprising the

and until
they can synthesize information and recinsight,

ognize a serendipitous discovery
stares

them

in the face, robots will

tools designed to discover

ready expect to

find.

when

it

remain

what we

al-

Unfortunately, pro-

found questions about nature lurk among

indigo, and violet), ultraviolet. X-rays, and

gamma rays.
Superman, with his X-ray
tists.

Yes, he

is

vision, has

modem-day

special advantage over

no

scien-

somewhat stronger than

to

your average astrophysicist, but astrophysicists can now "see" into every major

the extension of our

part of the electromagnetic spectrum. In

those that have yet to be asked.

The most

"rainbow

seven": red, orange, yellow, green, blue,

significant

improvement

ing? Bats can clearly fly circles around us

our feeble senses

with a sensitivity to pitch that extends be-

sight into the invisible

yond our own by an order of magnitude.

collectively

as the electromagnetic

not only blind but also ignorant, because

And

if

spectrum. In the late nineteenth century,

good

as that of dogs, then Fred, rather than

the existence of many astrophysical phenomena is revealed through some windows and not others.

the

human

sense of smell were as

Fido, might be the one sniffing out contra-

band during

The

customs searches.

airport

history of human discovery

is

char-

acterized by the desire to extend the senses

beyond our inborn
desire that

limits. It is

through

we open new windows

this

to the

universe. For example, beginning in the

1960s with the early Soviet and
missions to the

moon and

NASA

the planets,

computer-controlled space probes, which

we can
bots,

German

is

known

bands of what

physicist Heinrich Hertz per-

formed experiments that helped to unify
conceptually what were previously considered to be unrelated forms of radiation.
Radio waves, infrared, visible light, and
ultraviolet were all revealed to be cousins
in a family of light whose members simply differed in energy.

including

all

The

full

spectrum,

parts discovered after Hertz's

work, extends from the low-energy part
that

we

call radio

waves and continues

rightly call ro-

became (and

is

still

in

the absence of this extended vision,

What

follows

through each

is

window

a selective peek
to the universe, be-

ginning with radio waves, which require

very different detectors from those you
will find in the

human

retina.

In 1932 Karl Jansky,

employed by

radio antenna,
that

first

identified radio signals

emanated from somewhere other than
Earth: he had discovered
the center of the Milky

Way

space exploration. Ro-

signal

bots in space have sev-

the

galaxy.
is

Its

human eye were

sitive to radio

over astronauts: they are

galactic center

cheaper to launch, they

among

can be designed to per-

cations in the sky.

high

radio

so intense that

eral clear advantages

very

Bell

Telephone Laboratories and armed with a

are) the standard tool for

form experiments of

we are

if

sen-

waves, the

would be

the brightest lo-

With some cleverly

de-

precision

signed electronic equip-

without the interference

ment, specially encoded

of a cumbersome pres-

radio

waves can be

and since they

transformed into sound.

are not alive in any tradi-

This ingenious apparatus has come to be

sure

suit,

tional sense of the

word,

By

they cannot be killed in a

known

space accident. But until

virtue of extending our

as a radio.

Blane Bellerud
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Ms. Gonzalez's

Geography Class Has
Gone To Pieces.
In an exercise, Marty Gonzalez places her sixth

grade geography students in groups to decorate clay pots.

Carefully the students paint animals, plants, and landscapes that
portray geographic cultures. Afterwards, students proudly submit each of
their creations

which

Then Ms. Gonzalez

who

the^^^

become

rigors of

individual

contents.

Only

being an archeologist. They learn

in her

name

to Morris Elementary

in Cypress, California.

Good
Neighbor

INSURANCE

Award
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
Home

Offices:

Bloomington.

Illinois

The Good Neighbor Award was developed
in
for

left

cooperation with the National Council
Geographic Education.

to do.

hand the bags over

She pounds each

to different groups of

how

more than teach the children the

studying archeological artifacts

important in learning the history of a land and the people

and donate $5,000

FARM

to

archeologists. But this lesson does

honor Ms. Gonzalez with the Good Neighbor Award

STATE

bags.

and explaining the culture depicted on them.

For her creative approach to teaching, State Farm

to

brown

the only natural thing

face the task of rebuilding the pots

In effect, the kids

r

^^^B ^

does

bag with a hammer, shattering
students

^^L ^^^k

are put into

is

pleased

who

lived there.

is

we have

sense of sight,

Sea\\6rld.

managed

to

also, in effect,

extend our sense of hearing.

But any source of radio waves, or

DuschGarpens

any source of energy

cally

aawET
Don't Miss

the June 7
broadcast
of the 1995
Anheuser-Busch

Theme

Parks
Party For jtm^
The Planet ^il^

on CBS-TV®
-^^^JF The Anheuser-Busch
/jHl^ Theme Parks Party For
V^l\ the Planet will be

winners of the "A Pledse and

A

Promise s« Environmental Awards,

Voyage)- probes discovered radio

used

1960s.

They allow us to peer into cool,
interstellar

it was simple enough for astronomers to
hook up a radio receiver equipped with a
speaker. The radio wave signal was then
converted into audible sound waves,
whereupon one journalist reported that
"sounds" were coming from Saturn, and
that life on Saturn was trying to tell us

The heavy elements

something.

the household:

With much more

and sophisti-

sensitive

to Jansky,

Milky

Way

we now

explore not just the

As

but the entire universe.

testament to our

initial

a

seeing-is-believing

gas that

stars

clouds read-

in these

assemble into complex molecules
whose signatures in the microwave part of
the spectrum are unmistakable because of

match with molecules

their

that exist

Some cosmic molecules

are familiar to

NH, (ammonia), H,©

are deadly: CO (carbon
HCN (hydrogen cyanide).

Some

(water).

monoxide),

Some remind you of the hospital: HjCO
C2H5OH (ethyl alcohol).
And some don't remind you of any-

(formaldehyde),

monohydride

thing: N2H*(dinitrogen

CHC3CN (cyanodiacetylene).
About 100 molecules

are

known,

which

some level of
visible light, so blind faith was not always
required. Eventually, radio wave tele-

protein and thus for

scopes produced a rich parade of discover-

single discovery in astrophysics

ies,

ion),

in-

cluding the recentiy discovered glycine,

scope. Fortunately, most classes of radio-

emitting objects also emit

on

Earth.

the universe were often considered un-

observations with a conventional tele-

ulti-

and planets.

ily

bias, early detections of radio sources in

trustworthy until they were confirmed by

ac-

to study the universe until the

Yes,

is

we

an amino acid building block for
life

as

we know

it.

are Stardust.

Without a doubt, the most important

was made

including the still-mysterious quasars

with a microwave telescope. The leftover

acronym of "quasiwhich are among

heat from the big-bang origin of the uni-

(loosely assembled

uni-

verse has now cooled to a temperature of
about 3° on the "absolute" temperature

Gas-rich galaxies emit radio waves

quite reasonably sets the coldest possible

stellar radio source"),

most

distant objects in the

known

(The absolute temperature scale

scale.

the abundant

hydrogen atoms

that

temperature

at 0°,

so there are no negative

are present (more than

temperatures. Absolute 0° corresponds to

atoms

90 percent of all
the universe are hydrogen). With

about

large arrays of electronically connected

room temperature.) In 1965, this
big-bang remnant was serendipitously

in

radio telescopes,

we can

generate very

^60°

sponds

F,

while 310° absolute corre-

to

and spectacular
performers will showcase these

high resolution images of a galaxy's gas

measured

content, revealing such intricate features

vation conducted at Bell Telephone Labo-

youns people and

in the

celebrity hosts

their

award-

winnins environmental

programs that
help

place to

live.

feature the
all

twists, blobs, holes,

also

attractions at

the Anheuser-Busch

Parks in this special

the whole family

can enjoy.

Theme

Amo

Penzias and

self as

is

no different from

—

whose

that

renditions of conti-

distorted though they

resented a noble

human

were

—

rep-

attempt to de-

beyond their physical reach.
the human eye were sensitive to mi-

scribe worlds
If

crowaves, then

this

window of

trum would enable you

the spec-

to see the radar

emitted by the radar gun from the highway

who hides
And microwave-emitting

patrol officer

in the bushes.

telephone-relay

towers would be ablaze with
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by physicists

mapping galaxies

nents
will

ratories

Nobel Prize-winning obser-

Robert Wilson. The remnant manifests

cartographers

The show

new

hydrogen gas as

in a

and filaments, hi many ways the task of
facing the fifteenth- and sixteenth-century

make our

planet a better
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Microwave telescopes were not
tively

mately collapse to form

cated radio detectors than were available

from getting

thus protected

emissions from Saturn in the early 1980s,

from

Recosnizins the 1995

occasionally misun-

is

late

verse.

Bay, Florida.

cooked along with your food.

dense clouds of

broadcast from 8 to 9 p.m. EDT
Gardens, Tampa

ous humor

when the

on June

1995 from Busch

practi-

derstood by journalists. For example,

the

7,

is

into the cavity to

can be

channeled to vibrate the cone of a speaker,
although this fact

BSMT

at all,

microwaves back

flects

prevent their escape. Your eyeball's vitre-

light.

Note,

it-

an omnipresent and omnidirec-

dominated by micommonly used
term "3° microwave background." The
tional

ocean of

crowaves

name

is

light

—hence

the

somewhat misleading, however,

because the measured temperature
ally closer to 2.7°,

peaks strongly
at all

in

is

actu-

and while the

light

microwaves,

it

radiates

wavelengths.

This discovery was, perhaps, serendipity at its finest.

humbly

Penzias and Wilson

set out to find terrestrial sources

microwave communiwhat they found was com-

that interfered with

however, that the inside of your microwave oven would look no different, be-

pelling evidence for the big-bang theory of

cause the mesh embedded

the origin of the universe,

in the

door

re-

cations, but

which must be

Mrs. Rogers' 4tn grade class proved
neroes really do
Last year a

outside comic Looks.

live

group of kids

set out

on

a bold mission.

To save

tlie

remaining population of California Freshwater Shrimp from extinction.

By

rallying local support

and replanting

Creek, the Brookside Elementary class
the shrimps' fragile habitat. Protecting

a critical section of

was able
it

to reclaim

and

Stemple

rehabilitate

from future damage.

Encouraging meaningful endeavors

like this,

our "A Pledge and

A

Promise" program recognizes and rewards the environmental efforts of
students in hopes that others will follow in their footsteps.

Today, thanks to these grand prize winners, the tiny caistacean

making
it

a

comeback. And students

all

aroimd the coimtr)' keep proving

doesn't take super powers to be a hero. Just a super vision.

Anheuser-Busch

Theme
A

is

Parks'

Pledge and A Promise''" from the
Anheuser-Busch Companies.

like fishing for a

minnow and

catching a

Moving

farther along the electromag-

netic spectrum,

we

Also invisible

humans,

to

get to infrared light.

iar to fast-food fanatics

are kept

warm

it is most familwhose French fries

with infrared lamps for

hours before purchase. These lamps also

emit visible
ent

is

light,

an abundance of invisible infrared

human

frared, then
at night,

retina

were sensitive

If

to in-

an ordinary household scene

with lights out, would reveal

all

objects that sustain a temperature in ex-

cess of

room temperature, such as the
it was turned

if

bedroom

in the

closet

they were warmblooded. But

keeps them from becoming a major ski resort.

everybody knows that your typical bed-

room monster

is

reptilian

and cold-

blooded. Infrared vision would thus miss a
bedroom monster completely because it
would simply blend in with the walls and
the door.

The energy emitted by
surface temperature
solute,

most useful

window

is

as a probe of dense clouds that

peaks

is

the sun,

retina,

which

in the visible part

daytime.

not so, then

why

is

whose

about 5,800° abof the spec-

trum, as does the sensitivity of the

in the

In the universe, the infrared

but their active ingredi-

photons that the food readily absorbs.
the

monsters hiding

only

blue whale.

our sight

If this spectral

is

human

so useful

match were

we could righdy complain that

some of our retinal

sensitivity

was wasted.

Newly formed

We don't normally think of visible light as

stars are often

enshrouded by leftover gas
These clouds absorb most of the
visible light from their embedded stars

penetrating, but light passes mostly unhin-

and

dered through glass and

and reradiate

nary glass, so glass windows would not be

contain stellar nurseries.

dust.

it

in the infrared, rendering

our visible light

window

quite useless.

however,

much

is

air.

Ultraviolet,

summarily absorbed by

different

from brick walls

ordi-

if

our

household iron (provided

While

on), the metal that surrounds the pilot light

by

of a gas stove, the hot water pipes, and the

through with only minimal attenuation,

times hotter than the sun are prodigious

which

producers of ultraviolet

exposed skin of any humans

who

into the scene. This picture

not

lightening than what you
visible light, but

two

is

stepped

more en-

would see with

you could imagine one or

creative uses of this vision, such as

looking at your

home

in the winter to spot

visible light gets heavily absorbed

interstellar dust clouds, infrared

is

moves

especially valuable for studies in

Milky Way galaxy, bewhere the obscuration of vis-

the plane of the

cause

this is

ible light is at its greatest.

Back home,

in-

frared satellite photographs of Earth's
surface reveal,

warm

among

other things, the

where heat leaks from the windowpanes

paths of

or the roof.

the North Atlantic Drift current that swirls

As a child, I knew that at night,
lights out, infrared vision
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with the

would reveal

oceanic currents, such as

round the British

Isles

eyes were sensitive to only ultraviolet.

(which are farther

north than the entire state of Maine) and

Stars that are

more than

three or four

light. Fortunately,

these stars are also bright in the visible
part of the spectrum, so discovering

them

has not depended on access to ultraviolet
telescopes.

The ozone

layer in our atmos-

phere absorbs most of the ultraviolet, Xrays,
it,

and

gamma

rays that impinge

upon

so a detailed analysis of these hottest

stars

can best be obtained from Earth orbit

or beyond. These high-energy

windows

in

the spectrum thus represent relatively

scattered across the sky. Their discovery

young subdisciplines of astrophysics.

was made possible through

As

if

to herald a

tended vision, the

awarded

in

new

first

century of ex-

Nobel Prize ever

German physi-

physics went to

Wilhelm C. Roentgen

space-borne
their origin
If

gamma

the use of

ray telescopes, yet

and cause remain unknown.

1916 as "ripples" in space and time, have
never been detected from any source.
Physicists at the California Institute of

Technology plan

we now broaden the concept of vision

to

develop a specialized

gravity-wave detector that consists of an

of subatomic par-

L-shaped evacuated pipe with two-and-ahalf-mile-long arms housing laser beams.

X-rays can reveal the presence of one of

elusive neutrino

The
formed

most exotic objects in the universe:
black holes. Black holes emit no light
their gravity is too strong even for light to

every time a proton transforms into an or-

path in one arm will temporarily differ in

dinary neutron and a positron (the antimat-

length from that of the other

arm by a

amount. The experiment

is

cist

1901 for his

in

to include the detection

discovery of X-rays. Both ultraviolet and

ticles,

the

—so

must be inferred from the energy emitted by matter
that might spiral onto its surface from a
companion star. The scene resembles what
escape

their existence

water looks like as

it

down

spirals

bowl. At temperatures

a toilet

more than twenty

times that of the sun's surface, ultraviolet

and X-rays are the predominant forms of
energy released by material just before

it

descends into a black hole.

then

we

ter partner to

get to use neutrinos.
is

a particle that

is

an electron). As obscure as

the process sounds,

it

happens

in the sun"s

core about 100 billion billion billion
lion (10 '0 times

bil-

each second. Neutrinos

then pass directly out of the sun as

were not there at all.
scope" would allow a

A

if

it

neutrino "tele-

direct

view of the

If

a gravitational wave passes by, the light

LIGO,

tional-wave Observatory, and

lion light-years away.

sun's core

and its ongoing thermonuclear
which no band from the electromagnetic spectrum can reveal. But neutri-

events in the universe
sions,

nos are extraordinarily

one day open

tinely

and collapsed
observed

this

this

—

—

will be rou-

way. Indeed,

see beyond the opaque wall of

what

it

is

you have discov-

happened with the 3° mi-

crowave background, and

now with gamma
ray

it is

ray bursts.

happening

The gamma

window has revealed mysterious,

seemingly random bursts of high energy

trino telescope is a distant

dream.

The detection of gravity waves, another
elusive window on the universe, would reveal catastrophic cosmic events. But as of
this writing, gravity

waves, predicted in

Einstein's general theory of relativity of

time

we may

window wide enough to

background radiation

ered. This

a

collisions, explo-

stars

matter So an efficient and effective neu-

after the fact,

be

gravitational

because they hardly ever interact with

in

will

One can imagine

when

time in the future

advance or

you understand, either

it

enough to detect gravitational
waves from colliding stars over 100 milsensitive

Discovering something does not require
that

as

the Laser Interferometer Gravita-

fusion,

difficult to capture

tiny

known

to the

microwave

beginning of

itself.

Neil de Grasse Tyson

is

an astrophysicist

with a joint appointment at the American

Museum-Hayden
Princeton University.

Planetarium

and

How We Know Who
e
by Michael Novacek
Senior Vice President and Provost, American

Museum

of Natural History

Dinosaurs claim a special place in the 3.5-billion-year history of life. They
represent the glories of evolution, the flourishing of an ancient biological

empire, and the mysteries of mass extinction in a

of

all

ages.

No less

dramatic are the

new

way

that inspires students

insights about dinosaurs that

represent the fruits of scientific labor. Recent finds demonstrate that the

golden age of discovery continues.
fossil

bone.

Much of our knowledge

still

comes from

We can dissect that bone and study its microstructure for clues

to dinosaur thermoregulation,

can decipher sex

ratios,

and when samples of bones are abundant,

growth

profiles,

and population

structure.

we

We can

pursue other clues provided by trackways, eggs and embryos, and even
coprolites.

Our better techniques

for untangling the pattems of descent

and

divergence provide a powerful framework for understanding dinosaurs and
suggest that in one sense, dinosaurs never went extinct at

descendants of

showcase for

when the
History.

this

at least

one dinosaur lineage

live

renaissance in paleontology

halls of the dinosaurs

reopen

at the

is

among

all:

the

us as birds.

being unveiled

A

this June,

American Museum of Natural

With 85 percent of the skeletons on display consisting of actual

bones, rather than casts, the exhibition

dinosaur

fossils.

purpose.

The essays

They capture

is

the world's premier collection of

in this special issue have, then, a

the excitement

twofold

and range of au courant

"dinosaurology," and they also herald the opening of the

new

halls,

a great

event in science and in public education. Several of the authors in this issue

were intimately involved

in the renovation of these halls.

I

share with them

the joy of being part of this process.

Two Stygimoloch prepare

engage

in

a head-hutting

These herbivorous, bone-headed dinosaurs

lived in

North America during the
Illustration

28

to

contest.
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by John Gurche

late Cretaceous.

lurs

A special

section prepared
by Judy A. Rice
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Roots of tho
-omilyTroo
by Paul C, Sereno

The mgged

Ischigualasto valley lies at

the foot of the

Andes

gentina. In 1988

1

hoping

to

dinosaurs.

northwest Ar-

in

traveled to Ischigualasto

uncover the remains of early

Some

thirty years before,

some 200

sediments,

on the valley

floor.

million years old,

These

fossils

recorded

on the very eve of the

vertebrate life

di-

nosaur era. Argentine paleontologists soon

followed and excavated
fossils,

many

ton of

ing from the rock, the

additional

first skull

of an early

dinosaur ever found.

As

the skeleton

was being cleaned,

my

Argentine colleague Fernando Novas and
I

were able

to

match several of

its

bones

with those in the original Herrerasaurus
material, confirming that

kind of creature. The

and forelimb
tures.

—had some

The lower jaws,

was

it

new

the

parts

same

—

skull

surprising fea-

for example,

had a

including a partial skeleton of an

polished sliding mechanism halfway

Herrerasaums.

along their length that allowed them to

the years, the fragmentary skele-

bend around prey trapped between the
upper and lower jaws. In some living
lizards, a similar mechanism is believed to

early dinosaur they called

Over

followed these to the top of a skull emerg-

Al-

Romer, a paleontologist from Harvard, had found a cache of bones in Triasfred

sic

a connected series of long neck bones and

Herrerasaums has posed more

questions than

it

has answered.

creature really a dinosaur?
cide, scientifically,

what

Is this

How do we de-

is,

or

is

not, a di-

be an adaptadon for handling

and

we

concluded that

it

live prey,

served the same

The hand had

nosaur? Other, broader questions arose re-

function in Herrerasaurus.

garding the large-scale changes that had

only three main fingers terminating in

inaugurated the dinosaur era, but the head-

sickle-shaped claws.

less

remains of Herrerasaums offered no

further insights.
I

decided to assemble a team of paleon-

The most unusual
was a senear the knuckles. The

adaptation in the hand, however,
ries

of deep

first

bone

in

pits

each of the fingers

when

fitted into

and students and to go to Ischigualasto because it is one of the few
places on earth that preserves fossils span-

these pits

ning the time period during which dino-

hand was designed for slashing.
The more complete picture of Herrerasaurus that emerged from the new
fossils provided clues to where this creature fits in the scheme of dinosaur evolu-

tologists

saurs originated and
their world.
tilted

came

The rocks

to

dominate

in this region are

about ten degrees and then cut off at

the surface

by erosion. As a

result, succes-

sive ridges record successive pages of Tri-

assic time.

Along one edge of

the Is-

We

they were fully retracted.

then understood that these pits func-

tioned as mechanical stops and that the

tion.

One

was on

theory held that Herrerasaurus

the stem leading to all later dino-

—an

chigualasto valley, the rocks predate the

saurs

appearance of dinosaurs, while the red

lay outside any of the conventional di-

on the other side of the valley en-

nosaur subgroups that soon evolved, such

cliffs

tomb dinosaurs

that flourished during their

time and can be found worldwide.

I

be-

ancestral dinosaur of sorts that

as the omithischians, prosauropods,

theropods.

As Fernando Novas and

we soon

I

and
con-

lieved that the story of the origins and rise

tinued our comparisons,

of dinosaurs lay in between these land-

that all carnivorous dinosaurs (or thero-

forms, locked in rocks on the valley

pods) had flexible lower jaws with an

After three weeks of prospecting,

pay

dirt.

In a

yet surveyed,

little
I

spied

sandstone ledge.

30

side valley

As

floor.

we hit

we had

not

some fossil bone on a
looked closer, I saw

I
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extra joint

made

realized

of the same bones as in

Herrerasaurus. Theropod hands, moreover,
pits.

showed

We

the characteristic knuckle

were able

to see other unusual

similarities

between thieropods and Her-

rerasaurus in other parts of

tlie

skeleton,

such as the swollen end of the pubic bone

and the stiffened

distal half

of the

tail.

This

lived. Radioactive

elements locked in

these crystals could give us an exact age
for the layer

and for any

fossils

found

nearby, and thus give us a chronological

We

evidence confirmed that Herrerasaiirus

key

wasn't a stem dinosaur but represented a

examined, hundreds of layers of rock. Fi-

very early stage in the evolution of thero-

nally,

pod dinosaurs.

found the ash, a greenish layer with a pop-

In

1991,

we

returned to the valley.

Among the many rock

layers,

find evidence of an ash
that

had erupted

at the

we hoped to

bed from a volcano

time Herrerasaiirus

to

our

finds.

crawled across, and

Ray Rogers, an American

comlike

student,

texture, just a stone's thi-ow

the Herrerasaunis
tals in this

site.

from

Tiny, shining crys-

layer had solidified in the

course of a volcanic eruption in the Andes

At the dawn of the age of dinosaurs, a
pack of small cynodonts harass the
predatory Heixerasaurus, while two

—a rhynchosaiir and a
—
dicynodont rummage
the vegetation.
herbivores

in

One of the

earliest theropod dinosaurs,

Herrerasaunis lived some 228 million

years ago

in

what

is

now South America.

A4
lllustrat

on by John Barber The Book of Lfe Ebury Press 1993
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When

predator, with knuckle pits, a slashing

dinosaurs becoming more

common

analyzed, the ash proved to be 228 million

hand, and sharp claws. But

approached the red

The

years old.

extra jaw joint

and had showered the land surface.

where we

The

had discovered the Herrerasaunis skele-

line

Working not far from
ton,

the spot

Ricardo Martinez, an Argentine

dent, picked

up a

softball-sized rock

it

lacked the

and the swollen pubic bone.

stu-

have branched off before the other special-

gave them an advantage over sprawling

and

izations arose.

We called the new dinosaur

may have

that of

decapitated a small reptile

skeleton, he carefully replaced the rock.

new

find,

we

could discern the outlines of the skeleton;
the forelimb

was

We

it

be-

was
skeleton of a previously unknown di-

longed

to a biped.

agreed that

it

any other early species discovered,

other adaptations of

all

early dinosaurs

they simply outcompeted their

reptiles;

vals over millions of years.
test this scenario.

dinosaurs were not becoming

dinosaurs to have been.

mon

Now with our fossil

sites in

chronologi-

and the ash section calibrated at
228 million years, we could look for the
cal order

ri-

Now we could

anatomy approaches what we believe
the anatomy of the common ancestor of all
its

less than half the length

of the hind limb, indicating that

dom-

explanation for the dinosaurs' rise to

inance was that the upright posture and

EoraptoK or "dawn predator." More than

the

we

as

traditional

more primitive
of theropod evolution, one that must
skeleton represented a

noticed two teeth on one side. Realizing he

As we assembled around

cliffs?

Our

of specimens revealed that

tally

more com-

younger sediments on the

in the

ley floor. In fact, all our records of

val-

Her-

rerasaurus (fifteen bones and partial
skeletons in all) and the sole record of £0-

waxing and waning of the

raptor were located low in the section in

nosaur, one measuring less than four feet

various fossil reptiles found in the sedi-

the oldest layers. Other reptile groups,

from snout to tail tip.
Like Henerasaurus,

ments on the valley

the

this creature

was a

first

laid

time

at the

which were

all

such as the lizardlike rhynchosaurs and

down over several million years. Were

mammallike cynodonts, remained abun-

floor,

dant after the early dinosaurs disappeared.

The eventual
and the

rise

this part

extinction of these reptiles

of

later dinosaurs, at least in

of the ancient world, happened

more quickly and later than originally
thought. The record of this change is now
compressed
at the

into a

narrower band of rock

base of the red

cliffs.

The eventual success of dinosaurs can
thus no longer be tied to the

most obvious

among their earUest
The flexible jaw and

adaptations
tatives.

represen-

slashing

hands of theropods had already evolved

by the time the

first

sediments

in

Ischigualasto were laid down, several million years before dinosaurs rose to doini-

nance. Likewise, early

work

in the valley

by Argentine paleontologists had turned
up the partial skeleton, including a jaw
fragment, of an herbivorous omithischian

dinosaur

known

as Pisanosaurus, indicat-

ing that, although rare, dinosaurs with spe-

cializations for plant eating

evolved by

The reason

that dinosaurs rose to

nance 225 million years ago
ficult to

had

also

this time.

pin

down

domi-

may be as dif-

as the reason for their

end of the Cretaceous,
160 million years later. If there is no temporal connection between the initial diverextinction at the

sification

and early specializations of

dinosaurs and their domination of terrestrial

communities, perhaps their ascen-

dancy was as accidental as
Exactly what happened

their decline.

when

the last sed-

iments in the Ischigualasto valley were
being deposited remains unclean But during this relatively short period of time,

dinosaurs appear to have seized an oppor-

A cleaned Herrerasaurus skull,
excavated,

sits

the first complete skull

atop Triassic sediments

in

of an early dinosaur ever

Argentina's Ischigualasto valley.

might never have relinquished,
had not chance intei^vened once again.
tunity they

Paul C. Sereno
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i

hy Cladistics^
by Eugene

S.

Goffney, Lowell Dingus,

In June 1995, an array of dinosaurs absent

from the exhibition

ican

Museum

halls of the

Amer-

of Natural History for three

—organized
—have been

Dinosaurs
time"

as a

and Miranda

"walk through

replaced by the Hall of

Saurischian Dinosaurs and the Hall of Or-

The renovation
of the two haOs that will house these magnificent examples from the Museum's collection has involved much more than re-

branched dinosaur family tree. Rather than
juxtaposing creatures that lived at the

furbishing the surroundings and placing

same

long years will reappear.

the dinosaurs in

poses.

The

halls

more dynamic,

now

reflect the

lution.

on these creatures and

itor

a

chance

time,

to

which

offer the vis-

explore the many-

we have grouped them accord-

being the living representatives of the

nosaur

line

—

the saurischian hall.

seum

is

the

di-

contribute to the variety of

first

The American Mu-

institution to present

major exhibition based on
best current scientific

method

for recon-

structing evolutionary relationships.

Also called phylogenetic systematics,

ing to their evolutionary relationships.

cladistics is a

newest

Thus, stegosaurs, duckbills, and anky-

evolutionary relationships of organisms

their evo-

The old Halls of Early and Late

losaurs are

among

the dinosaurs in the or-

nithischian hall, while giant sauropods,

bipedal camosaurs, and birds

Forming a

—

the latter

a

cladistics, the

realistic

and most rigorously tested scientific perspective

nithischian Dinosaurs,

Smith

K,

method of determining

both living and extinct.

It

about forty years ago by a

the

was developed

German

ento-

mologist, Willi Hennig. In the late 1960s,

tubelike crest, the elongated nasal passages of

Parasaurolophus are

its

most prominent feature. But a better clue

place on the dinosaur family tree
Denis Finntn;

lies in its tooth

to its

enamel.

AMNH
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Building
Archaeopteryx

Hole

Allosaiirus

a Cladogram

Plateosaurus

Stegosaurus

;^

;^

7\ 7\

Pachycephalosaurus

A

in

hip socket

Parasaurolophits

Triceratops

A A

Posterior

process of
pubis

Absent

Absent

Absent

Unequal
enamel
layers on

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Plateosaurus

Stegosaurus

Parasaurolophus

teeth

Shelf at

back of
skull

Grasping
hand

Threetoed hind

jii

foot

Archaeopteryx

Node

6.

Allosaurus

Pachycephalosaurus

Theropodi

Node

(carnivorous
birds) evolved

common

evolved from a

from

common

ancestor

the

foot.

Node
Node

3.

Cerapods, as
5.

Saurischians

well as their

evolved from a common
ancestor with a grasping
hand and asymmetiical

common
have
unequal layers
ancestor,

Both the elongate
"fingers" in birds' wings
and the elephanfine feet
fingers.

of enamel on
their teeth.

of sauropods evolved
from this hand.

Node

2. Omithischians
have a backward-pointing
extension of the pubis, a
feature that evolved in the
common ancestor of the

group.

Node

1.

Dinosaurs

all

have a hole

a character inherited from a

in the hip socket,

common

ancestor.

No

other four-legged vertebrates have this feature,

which allows the legs to descend straight down
from the hips. Dinosaurs therefore have an erect
stance, rather than the sprawling posture of reptiles
Illustrations
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ancestor

with a bony shelf at

with three main toes

on the hind

4.

Marginocephalians

dinosaurs, including

a

Triceratops

by Ed Heck (dinosaurs) and Frank Ippolito (characters)
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such as lizards or

turtles.

back of the

skull.

under the leadership of curator Gareth
Nelson, the American

Museum became

a

center for the further development and

new methodology. During
cladistics has come

practice of this

two decades,

the past
to

dominate the study of evolutionary

way

rela-

and has had profound effects on

tionships

worldwide

we can

test

hypotheses about phylogenies,

we do not seek to spec-

or family trees, but

whether the characters are really the same,
not just similar in appearance.

the geological age of fossils does not result

ters is

in the

most

reliable phylogenies,

it

does

in a

chosen as the best one, but only as

best and

phylogenies can be placed. With cladis-

ence:

the origin

scientists

of birds to the geographic

By

bution of animals.

putting the fossils

into a cladistic context, the

new

exemplify the research

halls

in

tics,

we

realistic

and objective view of where evolutionary
exist in the fossil record of

subject to such testing and

these lineages.

from older methods of

can be seen

We

temporarily the best.

how

of

works

cladistics

on the opposite

in the chart

have chosen seven genera that

page.

by using the distribution of features, called

represent a wide range of dinosaurs. (In an

shared derived characters, to test relation-

We look for patterns of features pre-

we would choose

later

fossil

Used

Which

of characters usually forms a hierarchy of

do we use

nested groups, with smaller groups con-

relationships of these dinosaurs? For liv-

group designated "dinosaurs"

is

contained

within the larger group "vertebrates," be-

cause dinosaurs, along with

is

known

the

all

other ver-

have a backbone. The backbone

tebrates,

as a shared derived character for

group called vertebrates. Each group,

or clade,

is

defined by a set of such shared

derived characters inherited from a

mon

ancestor.

Although
(all

com-

this is not a perfect

scientific

probing

is

method

subject to

cism and testing), cladistics

is

more

fossils,

to

ing animals,

features, or characters,

determine the evolutionary

we can

look

at genetic,

and even behavioral characters, but
we are limited to the morphology of the skeleton. Even within this limi-

found

in

all

all

dinosaurs, in-

vertebrates, hav-

ing a "hole in hip socket"

we

is

unique to the

say that

it is

derived

with respect to other vertebrates. But

when we

are studying subgroups within
is

termed

only one of our representatives (Stego-

primitive. Similarly, four of our dinosaur

saunis) and therefore gives no clues as to

examples, which form the group Omithis-

relationships

among

these particular dino-

found

in all dinosaurs, as well as in

These dinosaurs, which

which contains

the dinosaurs, this character

is

chai'acter

such as "four limbs"

be informative.

A

by the derived character

chia, are united

"posterior process of pubis," that

is,

a

many

backward-pointing extension of the pubic

too widespread

bone. Within the omithischians, however,

search for characters

this character is relatively primitive, that

other animals, and thus
to

is

is

reduces the number of potentially useful

or Velociraptor.

and cladogram, the character

"hole in hip socket" defines the group Di-

bution; for example, "armor"

reli-

Deinonychus

and do not imply

any better than another.

Dinosauria, and

however,

A

from a small, carnivorous

In our chart

is

we find numerous characters, so which do we choose to work with?
Many characters are too limited in distritation,

For example, cladistic analyses show that

dinosaur, probably very like

relative

one feature

nosauria,

with more restricted distributions greatly

birds evolved

way, the terms primitive and

cluding birds. Within

determine relationships.

layers of rock, to

in this

ical,

saurs.

or their occurrence in particular

chem-

and are called derived, or advanced.

advanced are
that

whereas

earlier,

by smaller groups evolved

for fossils,

criti-

and objective than using the age of

able

features shared

many

specimens.)

features that define larger groups

thought to have evolved

as

sent in different animals. This distribution

For example, the

Those

are called primitive because they are

genera as are represented by good

actual study,

are

new halls, are
may be only

including those within the

where gaps

are cur-

sci-

subject to scientific testing. Cladograms,

which

sci-

many

and a few are adopted but remain

within geological time and

An example

tained within larger ones.

ever final in

fit

reconstructing evolutionary relationships

ships.

rejected,

is

are proposed,

lineages

rently engaged.

Cladistics differs

much more

thus have a

Nothing

last.

new theories

exhibition

American Museum

entists at the

distri-

sup-

is

the best one for further work, not as the

provide an important context in which

which

then depicted graphically

is

cladogram. The cladogram that

at-

in

of

set

ported by the greatest number of charac-

relationships

tempt to solve biological problems, from

the

The

and descendants. We only
hypothesize which animals are most
closely related to each other. While using
ify ancestors

ones.

For simplicity, the chart here has only
six characters, but in

an actual study,

we

is, it

evolved early on.

While groups such as mammals and
fishes have been the subject of much
cladistic analysis, relatively few such
studies have been done to establish evolu-

among

belong to a group called dromaeosaurs.

would use between twenty and one hun-

tionary relationships

lived in the Cretaceous, betvC'een

dred characters to decipher evolutionary

Rather, popular interest in dinosaurs has

lion

107 mil-

and 72 million years ago. Yet the old-

est-known bird, Archaeopteiyx, lived in
the late Jurassic,

about 140 million years

we relied on relative geological
we might conclude that the earliest

Museum's two new

relationships. In the

dinosaur

halls,

we have

derived character for each group. This
represented by a model that

ago. If

character

age,

can be touched by the

birds

gave

rise to

animals like Deinony-

chus and Velociraptor. rather than the
other

way around.

Cladistic analysis indi-

cates that the fossil record is

probably not

complete and that an animal very similar
to

Deinonychus gave

selected a single,

By

is

carefully

visitor.

we

looking for patterns of characters that
peatedly form the same group.

programs are available

numerous

re-

methodology

Computer

to assist with this

is

museum

now on display at the
American Museum of Natural History.

vestigator to reexamine specimens and an-

Seeing

swer such questions

emphasizes the

By

mens

using characters in cladistic analyses.

are well

enough preserved and

method

No other

has the richness and diversity of

Deinonychus and Velociraptor. However,
we have yet to find fossils of this creature.

whether the speci-

a good, objective

for testing the paths of evolution.

distributions of characters require the in-

as

cases are

made and our understanding of relationships becomes more refined, cladistic

dromaeosaurs, including

later to the

many

on hard evidence. Although cladograms are often
changing as new fossil discoveries are

search. In almost every sfiidy, conflicting

and

in

speculative, rather than based

both the birds

rise to

studies of their lifestyles

and behavior, which

are

comparing skeletons and

charting character distributions,

led to

dinosaurs.

dinosaur fossils

this collection in a cladistic

obtained from

real

knowledge

context

that

can be

fossils.
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Horns, Herds, and
Hierarchies
by Scott

"Death opens unknown doors." These
words, written by British poet John
field,

Mase-

could serve admirably as the motto

of paleontology. For scientists

who

scruti-

nize the remains of long-dead creatures,

death does indeed open doors to our unlife. At the risk of
would add that if one

The

fossil

ples of

These remarkable "bone beds" can

contain tens, hundreds, or even thousands

of individuals, with the remains often

among
more rare

dominated by what appears to be a single

deaths, particularly

Although far
among backboned animals, mass deaths
trial

saurs.

record abounds with exam-

mass

invertebrates.

are also
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many

deaths can be a veritable bonanza.

sounding morbid,

36

Sampson

death can offer unexpected insights,

derstanding of past
I

D,

known

in

a broad range of terres-

vertebrates, including

many

dino-

species.

The deaths have been

attributed to

various environmental assailants, includ-

ing drought, flood, and volcanism. In

many instances,

they appear to have taken

place over a relatively short time span,

from only one or two specimens. There-

ranging from iiours to months. Thus, the

fore,

entombed animals most

unlucky event for the dinosaurs involved,

single species, perhaps

ulation

—

likely represent a

even a single pop-

may

lie

next to the

may

among and

In
I

1

989, as part of

worked

in

my doctoral research,

two bone beds on

the Black-

feet Reservation in northwestern

Montana,

lack in completeness

close to the Canadian border.

The

the sheer

called Landslide Butte,

skull

of another But what these

sites

is far outweighed by
amount of information offered
by so many specimens. Given a choice between a single, complete, articulated

skeleton of a previously

unknown

di-

is

site,

sediments

at

Landslide Butte are of

old,

ingly, the

the joy of pure

jority

of

all

is

volume, the reason

variation. Tlie great

dinosaur species are

ma-

known

preserving the remains of a rather bizarre

horned dinosaur. The vast majority of
bones at both sites seemed to belong to the
same species. The adult skulls, more than

late

same animal, many paleontologists,
myself included, would opt for the latter
choice

Homer, of the Museum of
Bozeman, Montana, had
of bone beds, a mile apart,

the Rockies, in

rounding prairie by the Milk River. The

hundreds of disarticulated skeletons of

for this

Several years earlier, crews led by paleontologist Jack

pocket of badlands carved out of the sur-

Cretaceous age, about 74 million years

Beyond

horned, dinosaurs.

an exquisite

nosaur and a bone bed containing tens or

that

involved larger quarry: ceratopsid, or

found the pair

within species.

be disconnected and jumbled: a thigh

bone of one animal

boon

for paleontology, providing di-

rect insight into variation

truly a snapshot in time.

Skeletons preserved in bone beds tend
to

are a

mass death assemblages, although an

and rich in dinosaur

most

common

fossils. Surpris-

fossils in the area

are dinosaur eggshells: the hills are littered

with small shards of

burial.

My

shell,

turned a dis-

by millions of years of
primary interest, however.

tinctive black color

As drought shrinks

their

water hole and

local forage dwindles, two adult

Einiosaurus (at right and at left, center)
and nw adolescents (at Ieft. foreground)
swTcy dead and dying herd members.
Illustration

by

Bill

Parsons
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five feet long,

have a pair of long spikes

backward from the bony frill,
as well as a rounded horn over each orbit,
or eye socket. But the strangest feature is a
large, hooked nasal horn, curved so far
forward as to be reminiscent of a can

that project

opener.

Like other bone beds, these

sites

con-

tained a bounty of fossils, representing an-

imals that ranged in age from juvenile to

One

adult.

square meter alone contained

forty-two different complete or partial

bones piled randomly atop one another,
turning the dig into a large-scale version of
pickup

sticks.

The entombing sediments
silty mud, remnants of a

were made up of

My

once expansive floodplain.

Ray Rogers has argued

colleague

that these sites,

like

them, formed during an-

cient droughts.

The herbivorous homed
gathered around

and others
dinosaurs

may have

water holes during extended dry periods

and succumbed as local food supplies
were depleted. Many of the fossils are
fragmentary and scratched, suggesting
that the bones were trampled by other
dinosaurs, perhaps animals that returned
to the site in

pothesis

is

subsequent seasons. This hy-

supported by observations of

mammals

large
Africa,

living today in East

which are known

to die en

masse

near water holes during droughts. Elephants, for example, will remain close to a

dwindling water supply rather than leave
to forage;

many

but of starvation.

thirst,

The two bone beds

homed
same

it

eventually die, not of

yielding the hook-

beasts occupy approximately the

stratigraphic level, suggesting that, if

not contemporaneous, they were formed
within several years of each other.
site,

found in the same

what higher

in the

some-

rock section, contained

only three animals. These
saurs have a twin-spiked
that of the

A third

field area but

homed

frill,

dino-

similar to

hook-homed animals, but

in-

stead of nasal or orbital horns, they have

well-developed bosses (ridged and gnarly
surfaces) over the front half of the skull.

When

these dinosaurs were alive, the

bosses were likely covered with some
kind of homy, or keratinous, sheath, akin
to the

hom coverings of modem sheep and

antelope. Similar bosses are

only one other

homed dinosaur,

nosaunis, found

in

Alaska and

known

in

Pachyrhiin Alberta,

A sampler of ceratopsian skulls

Canada.

As both of

these bizarre ceratopsids

were previously unknown,
ure of assigning

I

had the pleas-

them names. The

di-

(seen in top

only

in
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hints at the

many found

adult animals, allow paleontologists to distinguish species of

homed dinosaurs.
Illustrations
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and profile views)

great variation in their horns andfiills. These skull features,

by Ed Heck

nosaur with the forward-curving nose

strongly suggests that centrosaurine skulls

horn became Eiiiiosawiis. meaning "buf-

reached adult size before blossoming into

word

falo lizard" (after the Blackfeet

buffalo, "eini").

for

called the second animal

1

Achelousaums. In Greek mythology, Ach-

was a

elous
his

shape

won

Heracles

its

youngsters. This lesson has led us to re-

turns out that the identities of at least a

The

appellation

homs;

its

is

appropriate

homed dinosaur ap-

this so-called

that

is, it

evolved

from homed ancestors. Acheloiisaunis

is

somewhat of a shape changer, possessing distinctive features of at least two
also

homed

other

sauriis

many

sian that has graced

a children's

book, not to mention paleontological journals. All

known specimens have

homed

other extinct

creatures also func-

tioned as secondary sexual characteristics,

success in acquiring

vital to the animals'

mates.

In living animals with

rather

marked

sec-

often differ in these outward characteris-

examined fosother ceratopsian bone
I

Canada. As a result of this

we were

able to

document

skull

one of the two major groups of

dinosaurs, the centrosaurines. (The

other group, the

most famous member of

Triceratops,

is

mosaurines.)
standing of

homed

Monoclonius.

these,

tives.

variation in

which

on immature specimens. One of
is a famous ceratop-

solely

whistles" characteristic of their close rela-

in Alberta,

homed

couple of members of this group are based

cies.

and the bosses of Pachyrhi-

from several

study,

It

combat against rivals of the same speThis is tme not only of mammals
such as sheep and buffalo but also of
horned animals generally, from chameleons to beetles. Perhaps the specialized headgear of homed dinosaurs and

for

ondary sexual features, males and females

Ryan and Darren Tanke,
sils

centrosaurine dinosaurs.

all

competition for mates, either as

impressive display organs or as weapons

plain skulls that lack the various "bells and

frill

Together with two colleagues, Michael

beds

living ani-

of Einio-

dinosaurs: the

nosawiis.

,

dinosaur by

spawning the term "cornucopia." or horn

parently lost

1

homed

don't judge a

consider

because

',

is:

off one of Achelous's horns (incidentally

of plenty).

among

ily in

lessons that the bone beds have taught us

the battle only after he tore

look

bosses.

In order to fight Heracles.
into a bull.

we

pendages. If

mals, cranial outgrowths are used primar-

Put simply, one of the most important

Achelous transformed himself

recent opinion has turned to sex

an explanation for homs and similar ap-

array of hooks, horns, spikes, and/or

god who could change

river

at will.

and species-specific,

their bewildering,

More
as

is

known

We now have

how

as chas-

a better under-

skull shapes

changed

as

dinosaurs grew. All juvenile cen-

This unadorned look was long con-

with the males generally being the

tics,

We

have some evidence

sidered to be diagnostic of the species, yet

more

animals with large, simple

and other

that

homed

Monocloiiius-like features are preserved

ally

dimorphic. For example,

in virtually all

known

frills

centrosaurine bone

beds. Therefore, the skulls labeled

Mono-

clonius most likely represent not a distinct

genus and species but a
stage for

all

common

centrosaurines, and

how

cult to say exactly

it

Einiosaurus bone beds produced two
short and upright homs that appear to have
belonged to

bone bed

the op-

in addition

forward-curved horn cores, the

growth

in

mature adults. Another

fully

Alberta has yielded more than

fifteen skulls

of the boss-headed Pachy-

rhinosaurus. All these specimens have a

roughened boss over the nose, but

portunity to reach adulthood.

Bone beds have

to several

dinosaurs were similarly sexu-

is diffi-

these individuals

would have looked had they had

ornate sex.

aLso provided consider-

homed dinosaur behavior.

of these skulls, the boss

is

in half

thin

and con-

is

thick and

trosaurines look very similar, with simple.

able insight into

unadorned

Reconstructing the behavior of extinct or-

convex. Similar patterns have been noted

ganisms

for other

skulls. Subadult. or adolescent.

centrosaurines have adult-sized skulls, but

is

invariably a speculative ven-

cave, while in the other half,

homed

it

dinosaurs. Although our

I

like juveniles,
rate

horn and

they lack the various elabo-

frill

shapes of adults. For ex-

ample, subadults have a narrow nasal horn

ample, the abundance of single-species

bone beds

tells

us that

some dinosaurs

samples are
to

still

far too small to allow us

draw firm conclusions, one possible

terpretation

is

that

either erect or curved slightly

lived in groups at least part of the time.

responsible for these variations.

Some paleontologists have speculated that
homed dinosaurs and hadrosaurs. or duck-

homed

is

adult size did
teristic

cores

its

skull acquire the charac-

adornments, ranging from horn

—of
— thickened

tation

variable size, shape, and orien-

to

Triceratops and
trosaurines

its

bosses. In contrast to

close relatives, cen-

have small homs

—which can

be pointed, rounded, or modified into

bumpy bosses

—over

subadult orbital

same

—migrated

— also

found

in

bone

great distances in herds

on a seasonal basis, much as caribou and
wildebeest do today (see "Long-distance
Dinosaurs," Natural History. June 1989).

Homs and fiills are variable both within

in

mature

dinosaurs supports the idea that

they competed for mates. If

homs

func-

tioned primarily as antipredator devices,

one would expect

early, rather than late,

development, so they could be put to use
as

soon as possible. In many living verte-

brates,

we

find

delayed or prolonged

and between species. But what function

species are ex-

could these cranial protuberances have

growth of secondary sexual characteristics. Prolonged growth produces a pre-

An oft-depicted clash of the titans

dictable pattern of visual signals enabling

tremely similar, adults can often be readily
distinguished. This

beds

The growth of homs and frills

While the

their eyes.

homs of all

billed dinosaurs

in-

gender differences are

backward. Only after an animal reached

core that

;

For ex-

ture, yet certain clues are telling.

pattern

—

skull

—

features appearing only in adulthood

perhaps most evident in the

frill.

is

Juvenile

served?

involves a Tyrannosauriis attacking a

older, larger, fully

Triceratops. which

more often than

predator with

its

is

fending off the

homs. While the homs of

homed

mature males

to

mate

subadults. These clear and

consistent signals permit animals of differ-

and subadult centrosaurines have virtually

Triceratops and other

dinosaurs

ent ages and strengths to assess one an-

indistinguishable

have traditionally been viewed as weap-

other without resortmg to physical con-

all

are relatively

thin with simple, .scalloped

margins. Full-

frills;

fledged adults, however, possess a variety
of hooks,

homs, and spikes on the frill,
most useful for distin-

features that are

guishing the various species.

The evidence

ons wielded against predators.

I

find

it

dif-

how many homed

dino-

Einiosaurus

and

ficult to

imagine

saurs,

including

Achelousaurus, could have used their specialized skulls to

ward

off attacks.

flict.

The

result is a

dominance hierarchy,
combat for

or pecking order, in which true
social position

is

generally hmited to indi-

viduals of equal rank. Thus, male

bighom

sheep become sexually mature

in their
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telopes, the sheath

by a

may have been covered

series of grooves

and ridges

to aid in

holding the horns of an opponent, thereby

mode of combat.
how centrosaurines, with their rela-

permitting a nonlethal
Just

homs, might have

tively small orbital

ried out similar

wresthng matches

to envision, but the great variety

and

is

car-

hard

of horn

shapes suggests that several

frill

were employed. Species with

strategies

nasal and orbital bosses, like Ache-

lousaurus and Pachyrhinosaurus.

may

have used these structures as platforms

to

catch the bosses of an opponent, while
species with upright nasal homs, like Cen-

may have been

trosaurus.
their

able to lock

nose horns into the reinforced bony

orbits of their rivals (see drawings,

Even
nasal

left).

the exaggerated, forward-curved

hom

may have been

of Einiosaurus

designed to lock against the similarly
shaped horn of an adversary.

Viewed
for

weapons and

as

social signals

mate competition, homs and

take

frills

on increased significance. Prolonged
growth of these features points to the pos-

horned dinosaurs lived

sibility that

in

complex, hierarchical herds. Moreover,
the tremendous variety of

homs and

frills

stands in stark contrast to the evolutionary

conservatism of the

of the skeleton.

rest

Jaws, limbs, and other elements associated
directly with survival
little,

whereas

changed

relatively

skull ornamentations, likely

associated with mating success, under-

went

radical changes. This finding sug-

gests that

homs and

frills

may have played

an important role not only

Although their headgear varied, dinosaurs such as Triceratops,

and
Centrosaurus, bottom, may have used their horns and frills for display and
by

Bill

According

Parsons

certain

minimum

size,

tween the ages of

six

when

and

they are be-

eight.

As mam-

malogist Valerius Geist has noted, herdliving animals

must be able

to

determine

hierarchical position without life-threaten-

members depend
survival. More individmore eyes and ears to

frill,

strong,

bony

males

may be

mature

particularly important in

warding off predators.

Many

40

features

common
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large,

may

species.

Every animal species has

particu-

system by which individual animals

recognize and select mates, and
visual cues.

Were

tween two populations
ample,

in

two

many

use

these cues to diverge be-

hom

(resulting, for ex-

types) because of mate

competition, the groups might no longer

recognize each other as the same species,

chasmosaurine kin are ideally suited for

and consequently stop interbreeding. The
short- and long-temi effects of mate com-

the

in

head-to-head wrestling con-

same kind of grappling

modem

petition are

now being

investigated in

antelopes undertake. Antelopes and other

many

homed animals have a tough sheath, usually made of keratin, covering the bony

triguing to consider that sexual behavior

horn core.
to all ceratop-

The

new
its own

its

tests,

large,

—appear well designed

unit

for head-to-head confrontation.

on one another for

and

horns, an en-

paired orbital horns of Triceratops and

engaging

detect potential danger,

—

reinforced orbits and cheek

bones, and neck vertebra fused into a

ing battles, because herd

uals translate into

and skeletons

sid skulls

such as homs, within a species

contribute to the origin of

lar

larged

to recent theory, evolution-

ary modification of secondary sexual features,

second year but do not enter the rut and
compete for mates until their horns reach a

in the sex lives

dinosaurs but also in their

evolution.

nonlethal grappling contests with rivals as they vied for mates.
Illuslrations

homed

of the

top.

tainly

Homed

dinosaurs almost cer-

had a similar stmcture and, as

in an-

species of living animals.

may have been

It is

a major factor in the

markable diversity and success of
horned dinosaurs.

in-

re-

the

TrueG
by David

Excavating the

fossil

bones was a

painstaking and time-consuming task in
self,

it-

but the stones slowed our progress

The

D, Gillette

some 150 million
when a giant sauropod died in
now the arid canyonlands of cen-

story started

New

the sand of the ancient riverbed.

of the vertebral column, including ribs,

marked an end

and several neck bones,

life

tral

its

to bones,

Mexico. Weathered and scavcarcass

which
to

was eventually reduced
settled ever

perhaps a

deeper into

full

death

Its

century of

for this prodigious, 50- to 100-ton

one enormous dinosaur. The stones were

creature. In 1979, hikers exploring the area

some ,600 square

for ancient Anasazi rock carvings found,

many were in contact with the
As the stones were encountered,

eroding out of the sandstone, eight enor-

spread unevenly across
feet,

1

but

bones.

our team photographed, mapped, and

removed each one. Some were
peach pit; most were close to
the size of a plum. A few were apple sized
and the largest was comparable to a small
grapefruit. All were smooth, and they

carefully

the size of a

but by

99 1

projected a realistic snout-to-tail length of

beneath a mesa: the sacrum and hips, part

belonging to

exceeded

to length

what are
enged,

all

these creatures. (Our original estimates as

years ago,

The tail vertebrae, exposed
by the weathering of the surrounding
sandstone, had led to more bones buried
considerably.

r

mous

vertebrae

—

part of the

tail

of the

eons-dead sauropod.
This chance discovery led to an exciting

roughly 150

feet.)

Seismosaiiriis
shaker";

1 1

feet,

We named

more casually we

,

our beast

"earth

or

halloritm,

1

just called

it

Sam. This new genus and species belongs
in the

family of long-necked, long-tailed

sauropods that includes Diplodocus, Ap-

atosaums, and Barosaurus.

As our

team's excavation of the huge

bones progressed,

we began

to find stones

by the dozens, so many that they considerably slowed the pace of the excavation. By
1993,

we had documented

240.

What

me and my team
from the New Mexico Museum of Natural

were the stones doing near and among the

History and the Southwest Paleontology

troliths,

excavation that took

Foundation seven years to complete. The

ranged from white to black with a rainbow

sheer mass and dimensions of the bones

of colors in between. Early on in the exca-

were a

bones? Several stomach stones, or gas-

had previously been reported
from sauropod excavations in the Morri-

and as the digging went on, the
clustering and patterns of the stones in the
quarry became suggestive, something of a

of bones, excavated in 1987, was prepared

in western North America
Tendaguru beds of Tanzania.
The prevailing theory holds that
sauropods swallowed these stones and
carried them in a gizzard where the stones

and studied, we realized

helped pulverize the tons of vegetation the

lesson in ancient anatomy.

haps the longest and one of the largest of

vation,

we found

a tight cluster of twenty-

six stones in the pelvic

region of our skele-

ton,

revelation.

One of

nearly ten feet long, and the

about five feet high.

new genus and

When

was
sacrum was

the ribs

the

first

that this

round

was a

species of sauropod, per-

son Formation

and

in the

huge creatures would have needed

When we

found the

first

to live.

batch of stones,

I

Stomach stones, or gastroliths, below,
were found in Pn'o main clusters in
association with

tlie

Seismosaurus

skeleton, suggesting that the creature's

capacious digestive tract included a crop

and a gizzard (shaded areas,

Illustration

left).

by Mark Hallett

David

Gillette
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Their bodies resembling suspension

and seiying as a perch for
members of a Seismosaurus
herd move across a mud flat. At an
estimated 150 feet, Seismosaurus is one
bridges

pterosaurs,

of the longest of the sauropods.
by

Illustration

was not convinced

(Vlark Hallett

were genuine

that they

were situated in
a region where a presumed gizzard would
have been. I needed to rule out the possibility that they were simply rocks that had
gastrohths, although they

been carried by streams and deposited or

washed up near

the skeleton.

In our quarry, Sam's skeleton lay in the

middle of a layer of sandstone twenty feet
thick. Except for the presumed gastrohths,
no sedimentai7 materials larger than sand
were evident. Ordinarily, stream deposits

display gradations in grain size, and they

The sands

are almost never abrupt.

are

overlain by increasingly larger or smaller

sedimentary materials that reflect a change
in stream velocity

and carrying capacity.

Sam's gastrohths lay directly on sand. In
addition,
tact

some

stones

were

in direct con-

with the ribs and vertebrae and had

unusual orientations. One, a flattened disk
perfect for skipping across the surface of a

pond, was on edge

in

a vertical position,

not a likely attitude for a stream-borne

showed a

stone. Finally, our stones

bell-

shaped curve of size, while stream-carried
stones

would show a more linear decrease
with a few large ones, more of in-

in size,

termediate size, and

many

small ones.

We concluded that these stones were indeed gastrohths contained
ach

at the

in

Sam's stom-

time of death. In contrast to

all

other reports of gastrohths, these are the
first to

be documented in direct association

with the skeleton. Their positions in the

Sam

probably

would be more polished than newer

ones.

selected rounded river stones to ingest.

Perhaps gastrohths remained in the

tract

Subsequent rolling action of the stones

for years, or until they

swallowed by a sauropod.

smoothed sharp

ground down, say to
and passed through the digestive

other The origin of the polish

along with food.

problematical.

The grinding

slightly

anatomy.

the stomach stones

oughly polished
are

that they are

composed of quartz and

eties,

are so thor-

waxy. They

its

many

vari-

such as jasper and quartzite, the

more

action that

than being polished by grinding,

all,

is

rounded the stones would also leave them

anatomy, and more generally, to sauropod

rounded, and some, but not

roughened;

believe that rather

I

some of

were isolated

in folds

or pockets of the digestive tract and were
rolled

and buffed by the

sues that held

them

and enzymes may

occurring and abundant minerals. Such

parting to

stones, available in almost any streambed

ular luster

during the Jurassic, could easily have been

the digestive tract for the longest time
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other,
set

more

we found

an-

scattered group of stones. This

—spread out and accounting
—seemed be

for the

majority of stones

to

cen-

near the base of the neck. Between the two

have enhanced the polishing action, im-

I

be attributed to the gizzard,

a shoe

in place, like

some of the

cluster of

first tight

stones in Sam's pelvic region, which could

tered at the front part of the chest cavity,

being polished with a soft cloth. The action of digestive juices

In addition to the

tract

soft, pliable tis-

hardest and most durable of the naturally

42

were almost totally
the size of peach pits,

edges as the stones ground against one an-

the alimentary canal

quarry therefore offer clues to Sam's

All the gastrohths are exceptionally

in

stones their spectac-

also surmise that the stones in

sets
feet.

was an empty

stretch of at least four

This apparent separation

is

evidence

of a specialized forward chainber in Sam's
digestive tract,

because

its

ilar to the

which I have called a crop
would have been sim-

position

position of the crop in grain-eat-

are also

region are as highly

necessary to sufficiently grind vegetation.

throughout a beaker, preventing unwanted

icnown to swallow

gastroliths

from

this

(These birds
grit.)

polished and rounded as those
gizzard and are

from

much more numerous,

dicating that the front gastroliths

most

is

small,

I

in-

troliths,

not

whose crop funcchamber. Only one bird,

birds,

Not

disagree.

the

were also

involved in processing food. This
the case in

A small stirring device can cre-

weak teeth, yet needed vast
amounts of food, stomach stones were

laboratory.

All the

ing birds such as chickens.

all

sauropods had gas-

and while we found many

in asso-

Sam, given Sam's capacious
digestive system (some of the largest ribs
ciation with

surrounding the digestive

tract are

approx-

ate sufficient turbulence to circulate fluids

and segregation of materials by

settling

density. Gastroliths could

mixed.

I

which was probably

tensible

proof of a crop in sauropods, but evidence

stones was small, only about ten quarts. I
do not believe that they were used as a
substitute for teeth, but instead were op-

farther along in the tract

that a

tional or

the hoatzin of northern

South America,

has a crop with a gizzard's function

food-processing crop

Overall,
to

we have

is

—

not

possible.

reasonable evidence

propose that Sam's digestive system re-

sembled that of grain-feeding birds:
esophagus, crop, stomach, gizzard, and intestine.

But just

how did sauropods use the
One theory holds

gastroliths in digestion?

that

because sauropods had relatively

supplemental to digestion.

Some

individuals used gastroliths, others did
not.

Their use was neither obligatory nor

I

propose that rather than functioning as

During

its

long

sus-

it

needed

the

to survive,

enormous sauropod may well have reon the occasional digestive aid of gas-

lied

much

troliths,

a chemistry

Sam was

To help process

tons of Jurassic fare
the

stirrer in

span,

life

tained by prodigious meals of ferns, cy-

gestive aid by stirring digestive juices,

magnetic

and perhaps some

grinding in the gizzard.

grinding stones, gastroliths served as a di-

like a

dis-

and not highly muscular. After
being prepared in the crop, food underwent more vigorous chemical treatment

cads, and conifers.

accidental.

to

subscribe to this notion particu-

larly for the crop,

imately nine feet long), the volume of

tions as a storage

have helped

keep foodstuffs and the digestive juices

dinosaur true

grit.
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Track Records
by Martin Lockley
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The
in the

past decade has seen a resurgence

search

prints, those
in the

for,

and study

of, fossil foot-

seemingly ephemeral traces

sands and

muds of time. While time

amphibians, and pterosaurs and other reptiles

—were

cially

set in stone.

numerous

bones. This

is

in

Tracks are espe-

comparison with

not only because each ani-

and erosion have indeed obliterated more

mal could make millions of tracks

than 99 percent of tracks, a surprising

time;

abundance of footprints of dinosaurs and

how

their

contemporaries

—

birds,

mammals.

it

is

also a function of

made and preserved. Unwhich usually end up on the

tracks are

like bones,

in a life-

where and

A

herd ofsawopods ambles along a

flat,

with three alert predators in

mud

wake.

Were the carnivores stalking the herd,
eager to pick off young or stragglers?
This reconstruction

is

based on the Glen

Rose, Texas, track^'ay, which has given
rise to various theories

of possible

predation in progress.
Illustration

V

its

by Karen Carr

'

tl#''

>»
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Measurement and color coding of the tracks at Davenport Ranch in Texas reveal that twenty-three
sauropods crossed the area together Track sequences and their extensive overlapping suggest that
most of the animals were moving

in line,
Illustration

with the largest individuals leading the herd.
by (Martin Lockley

surface after an animal dies and have to be

saurs.

washed

into a site with particular condi-

a wide range of individual and social be-

ally not

tions if they are to be preserved, tracks are

haviors. For example, they can be used to

the afflicted individuals range from

the result of an animal constantly sticking

estimate speed; trackways suggest that a

sauropods to theropods to ornithopods

mud, sand, and other impressionable surfaces that form the vei-y

few medium-sized theropods

foundation of sedimentary rocks today.

as fast as

Dinosaurs and other ancient creatures
were extiemely obliging in making direct

Large quadrapedal dinosaurs such as the

showing a distinct foot deformity.
Analyses of sauropod ti'ackways show

huge sauropods, plated stegosaurs, and

that they fall into

its

feet into the

impressions into what

is

now

the fossil

track record.

What, then, can be learned from such a
vast storehouse of footprint data? Tracks
(or footprints)

and trackways

(trails

of

consecutive tracks) are dynamic evidence
of creatures on the move.
gist

Greg Paul put

thing

48

we have

to

it,

As

paleontolo-

they aie the neaiest

movies of living dino-
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Trackways thus provide insight

carnivorous dinosaurs

Olympic

—

into

—bipedal

occasionally ran

sprint

champions.
ar-

mored ankylosaurs may have been able to
mn, but according to the track record, they
ambled most of the time.
Although most tiackways record dinosaurs that were simply walking, not all exhibit monotonously regular patterns.
Every so often we find a trackway in
which alternating long and short steps tesanimals that had a distinct limp. The

tify to

reasons for such abnomialities are gener-

known, although we do know

(duck-billed hadrosaurs and

that

theii^ kin).

one case, a limping theropod

In

left tiacks

"wide gauge" and "na:-

row gauge" categories, as noted by paleontologist James Farlow. This observation

may be the first step toward using tracks to
distinguish between sauropod families.

Brachiosaurs, for example, were probably

wide gauge and are indeed wide bodied in
compaiison with members of other families of sauropods that must have produced

nanower trackways.

My

research group

conducted a follow-up analysis of

of the trackways of larger animals overlap,

Utah. Colorado, and Portugal. The track-

more than 400 sauropod trackways from
around the world, which usually indicated
only one category on any given surface. In
addition, narrow-gauge forms are more
common in the Jurassic, from about 208 to
145 million years ago. whereas wide-

were crossing the area in a line, not spread out on a
broad front. The suggestion has been
made that the large animals were protect-

way evidence

gauge forms predominate in the Cretaceous, from 145 to 65 milUon years ago.
This suggests that as sauropods evolved

map and have

each trackway (see opposite page), paying

over time, their locomotor style changed.

veal about the sequencing of prints. Al-

their first

though the image of

their disappearance at the

and

I

Single surfaces with abundant track-

ways of the same type

are

common, and

a

indicating that the sauropods

ing their young in the center of the herd.

I

have carefully analyzed Bird's meticulous
color coded and measured

special attention to

what overlap could

re-

protecti\'e parents is

an appealing one. the evidence

is

lacking.

cially those with footprints of sauropods

However, we can conclude that the herd
veered from right to left and took a mini-

and omithopods, display multiple, parallel

mum of several

trackways. Not every example of two or

and

significant

more

number of

parallel

these sites, espe-

trackways

is

convincing

e\'-

idence that the animals preferred to live in

groups, since such patterns

may

result

that

minutes to cross the area,

some of the larger sauropods were

sauropods

is

for social behavior in

begin to look for patterns. Both wide- and

narrow-gauge sauropods appear
tra\'eled in groups.

we

animals, and occasionally
ture of sizes.

I

find a mix-

suspect that sauropods were

social throughout their long history,

appearance

from

in the Jurassic to

end of the Creta-

ceous, not just for the two epochs for

which a good track record

exists.

In contrast to the wealth of clues to

sauropod

sociality,

only three tracksites, in

Connecticut, Bolivia, and Australia, have

been reported as examples of gregarious

leading the way.

Since Bird's day, further examples of

behavior in the carnivorous theropods,

sauropod trackways have been

even though theropod trackways are abun-

parallel

dant. Perhaps these predators

path, such as a shoreline or riverbank, over

year-old Cretaceous sites in Texas and

cial

150-million-year-old late Jurassic sites in

raries.

find

have

only of large animals, others only of small

discovered, including other 100-million-

when we

to

Some were composed

from individuals following a preferred
long periods of time. But

we can

thus widespread, and

were

less so-

than their plant-eating contempo-

For some of the other large

dozens of parallel trackways that are of the

same type and are also regularly spaced
and of the same depth, the evidence for the
passage of a herd
In the late

Lasting Impressions

compelling.

is

1930s. Roland f. Bird, the

Tracks are often regarded as short-

longtime field assistant to fossil-hunter

Bamum Brown of the American Museum.
was

the first to report

convincing dinosaur

trackway evidence for social behavior,
long before other lines of evidence, such
as the existence

of nesting colonies,

emerged. Following leads that took him to
outcrops of 100-million-year-old limestone in Texas. Bird discovered
but significant sites.

The

first,

two small

now

the site

Glen
Rose, Texas, was the scene of a major excavation to remove a segment of sauropod
of Dinosaur Valley State Park, near

trackway and a parallel segment of thero-

pod trackway, which are on display in the
American Museum's new Hall of Saurischian Dinosaurs. Although these have

been cited as evidence for a predator (the
theropod) attacking

its

prey.

I

have serious

doubts about this interpretation. Based on
Bird's

map and original

the site contained
parallel

field observations,

twelve regularly spaced,

trackways of large sauropods and

phenomena,

by

easily destroyed

the

next tide or flood to wash over them, hi-

deed. our studies of

Lake Manyai'a

in

modem

tracks at

Tanzania conlirm that

they remain in recognizable form at

surface for only a

being obliterated by

week

tlie

or so before

if

they are

where

made

in suitable set-

exposed clay or sand is
rapidly dried by sun or wind so that it be-

tings

the

comes rock hard by

the time the next tide

visi-

tracks, the

sediment surface was scoured by the ero-

tled in the substrate as localized

and pro-

tected pockets, and thus escaped

damage

from the erosion.
In

more than a decade of

tracking, I

have found a track of a baby carnivorous

way

dinosaur in Utah that was less than two

sediment. But this explains only one
in

which tracks are preserved.
Another explanation has been over-

looked

until recently: large

make

animals

large footprints that can penetrate deeply
into sedimentary layers

and register on

Such

surfaces that are already buried.

buried tracks
tual foot

came

may

record where the ac-

to rest, or they

may

repre-

level at

which

the foot

to rest. In either case, the footprints

are safely buried beneath the surface

and

thus are protected from the desuuctive

sauropods.

forces of erosion and weathering.

.Ranch, contains twenty-three trackways

impressions are

between each of these

or flood washes in an overlying layer of

theropods stalking or following a herd of

as Davenport

ble. In

made. But the indented tracks were nes-

served

came

known

that beautiful skin

Each

so detailed

is

the notion that tracks can only be pre-

than a one-on-one attack.

Bird's second site,

footprint in the trackway

sive force of sand-laden flood waters that

sent "undertracks" on a surface just

group of

bled, but preceded, the sauropods).

covered the surface after the tracks were

below the deepest

believe that

large quadrupedal dinosaurs that resem-

pling by other animals. This has led to

theropods following the same path. Rather
I

way of a prosauropod (one of a group of

waves, or tram-

rain,

trackways of not one but three large

these trackways represent a

!

lived

At Di-

nosaur State Park, in Connecticut,
tors

can see a

fine

example of

visi-

the track-

inches from heel to toe

tip

and the

foot-

Colorado

that

was

close to a yard in diameter and

two

feet

print of a

sauropod

in

deep. Track depth, however,

is

not of the weight of the track

a measure

maker but

of the water content and consistency of

(A 130-pound person
makes deeper tracks in mud than in firm
sand.) The weight of the track maker can
be estimated, however, from the size of
the tracks. Various formulas show that
the sediment.

most dinosaurs have a hip height four or
five times their foot length. We can then
extrapolate

from foot

size to leg length,

then to overall body size, and finaUy to

estimated weight.

M.

L

of sauropods of different sizes. All but two
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imals lived in herds. At the

rack Sampler

site,

our research team and other trackers

have mapped

of small individuals

Where can one go

Many
and

on view on public lands
museums. A few of the most

notable follow.

National Landmark,

is near the
town of MoiTison, Colorado, to the

west of Denver.

A

em

Dinosaur Valley State Park in
Glen Rose, southwest of Fort
Worth, is the most famous tracksite
in Texas.

ways
ters

are often inundated

size at

Colorado and

sites in

most sauropod

small ones an-

tracksites.

is

same

rocks

species

presum-

age. Size groupings could

male and female congrega-

tions, but this is

The

own

theii'

size and,

mere guesswork.

visible track-bearing surface of

usually controlled by the erosion

is

of sedimentaiy layers in

cliffs,

quarries,

rich in trackway history. Here,

streambeds, and wherever the rocks are

sauropod trackways discovered by
Roland T. Bird provided the first evidence of herding in sauropods and

pears, every tracker

gave

exposed.

had been stalking the herd.
was
excavated and is on view in the Hall
of Saurischian Dinosaurs in the
American Museum of Natural
saurs

Hill,

they surface. Although this
in

Rocky

visitors

it

impossible

is

piecing together informadon from

we have now

We

huge

areas.

The

oldest

call these megatracksites.

can make plaster

and smallest

The park

are in 150-million-year-old rocks in

many Eubrontes tracks,

is

can lead to spec-

traced several surfaces over

Hartford, offers an outdoor area in

which

in others

every available outcrop,

Connecticut, just south of

casts of tracks.

some cases,

By
in

must

tacular results.

York.

Dinosaur State Park,

that there

how can one tell how far
the layer goes before one mns out of tracks
on the original surface? The only way is to
follow the layers as best we can wherever

Part of the original trackway

New

knows

buried. But

still

about whether carnivorous dino-

History in

When a trackway abraptly disap-

be more tracks in there, where the layer

rise to conflicting theories

few hundred squaie miles)
Utah
and Switzerland; the largest on the order

contains

(a

—

attributed to

—

a Jurassic theropod, and features

of tens of thousands of square miles

"on-site" preservation. Five hun-

three sites about 100 million years old in

dred tracks, in their original posi-

the

westem United

States.

are

Such extensive

an interpretative

trampled layers conjure up images of huge

building. (Renovations to the build-

numbers of dinosaurs stomping around,
and certainly such an image is consistent

tions, aie

housed

in

ing will be completed in

fall

1995.)

with the evidence of widespread herding.

Megatracksites also reflect ancient geolherbivores also, trackways are

We

scarce.

ogy; they represent once-extensive coastal

have no tracksites showing social be-

plain deposits, similar to the present-day

havior

among

still

either stegosaurs or anky-

losaurs,

and only one

homed

dinosaurs were social, but this

site

suggests that the
is

probably because tracks of all

thi^ee

aie, so far, rare. In contrast,

omithopods,

groups

especially the large Cretaceous iguan-

odonts and duckbills,

left

an extensive

Dozens of ornithopod trackways
Colorado,

New

in

Mexico, Utah, Canada,

England, and Korea suggest that these an-
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coast of the Gulf of Mexico, in which
large stretches of land

In such settings,

swamps,

lie

mud

delta plains,

close to sea level.

Two

of the

sites are in

marshes,

flats,

and other wetlands

provided ideal surfaces for

famous

track record of social activity.

left

roughly parallel

an interstate freeway. Taken together,

to ten tracks per square yard (one to

repeated at

also represent

site is

mn

These

is

ably, the

by the wa-

trackways that today

reminiscent of the segregafion of animals

Although the actual track-

of the Paluxy River, the

Mexico, and Oklahoma.

form anotiier megatrackdubbed the "dinosaur freeway."
Each of these megatracksites reveals individual sites where we have recorded one

way and

pany of individuals of
that were of the same

"dinosaur freeway."

New

Dinosaurs moving along these shores

these trackways

dinosaurs seem to have enjoyed the com-

trackbeds that form part of the west-

Colorado,

to

by

Cretaceous

whose

shores ran north-south thi^ough parts of

with the herd.) The pattem of large indi-

other

allows visi-

trail

great Western Interior Seaway,

imals was limping but apparently kept up

viduals going one

Dinosaur Ridge, designated a

tors to stroll along

heading north and

heading south. (One of the smaller an-

als

are

in

all

trackways of twenty-five larger individu-

tacks?

to see

trackways

fifty-five parallel

penetrated North America to form the

westem U.

ti'ack

S.

making.

megatrack-

Texas and incoiporate Bird's

sites

and about

vast limestone

fifty

complexes

others into

that represent

the Gulf Coast plain of 100 million years

ago.

About two million years

later,

the sea

site,

twenty-five million per square mile), lead-

tinctive faunal record relating to particular

ing to an estimate of literally billions of

ancient environments. Such consistency

prints for

each megatracksite. Given these

astronomical numbers, the track record

is

remarkably consistent. Almost all the
Texas sites are those of sauropods and
large theropods in hmestone, whereas the
interior dinosaur

large ornithopod

freeway records only
and small theropod

throughout each complex

is

a fine adver-

tisement for the fidelity of the track record
in revealing the representative

tion of dinosaur

composi-

communities and even the

population structure

The abundance of

at

any given time.

tracks also highlights

the sparse nature of the skeletal record, for

known from

The

consistent track censuses obtained

from the dinosaur fi^eeway have led to suggestions that it was a dinosaur migration
route,

and indeed

it

may have been. Iguan-

odont and hadrosaur track makers appear
to

have ranged over an area of about

30,000 square miles. As large herbivores

were both abundant and gregarious,

that

they probably migrated to avoid depleting

The mega-

tracks, along with crocodile

not a single bone

tracks, in sandstones

nosaur freeway area, and precious few are

tracksite does not prove unequivocally

known from

that individuals or herds migrated along

and bird
and mudstones.

Thus, each megatracksite has

its

own

dis-

is

Texas.

die di-

resources in a particular area.

particular routes, but

it

does show the

scope of their movements and

is

about as

near to direct evidence of migrations as
are ever likely to exti"act

from the

we

fossil

record.

A decade

ago,

we knew

only of Bird's

discovery of two sets of parallel trackways

from Texas. Today, we have abundant
trackway evidence for social behavior
among a variety of sauropods and ornithopods from around the world. In addition, we have at least some indication of
social behavior among theropods and

homed

dinosaurs, a theory that

is

supported by discoveries of nest

further

and
bone beds (see "Horns, Herds, and Hierarchies," page 36). Thus, the growing track-

way

sites

database indicates that most of the

major dinosaur groups engaged
behavior

at least part

in social

of the time. Track-

ways can

also

how many

animals were active in a partic-

ular area, to

tell

us where, when, and

what groups they belonged,

which direction and how
eled, the size

in

fast they ttav-

range of individuals in a

given sample, whetiier any social tenden-

were

cies

common

ticular group,

they

first

or persistent in a par-

and when

in geological time

appeared.

Just as important

is

the great promise

dinosaur tracking holds for giving us a
greater understanding of the distribution

of dinosaurs, and other extinct creatures,
in

both time and space. In particular,

sites

with multiple trackways can provide censuses of ancient animal populations and

communities. The renaissance in

fossil-

footprint research during the past ten years

has

made these "moving pictures" of dino-

saurs a mainstay of paleontology.

When

rainfalls

on the Jurassic-age rocks

ofPurgatoire

Valley,

Colorado, the

parallel tracks offive sauropods

become

small reflecting pools.
Martin Lockley
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On

a

walk through

New

York's Central

Park, even the casual stroller can observe
the diversity of bird Ufe. Mallards dabble

and herons hunt

in the lake, gulls

hawk

occasional red- tailed

and an

soar overhead,

and songbirds and woodpeckers forage
among the trees. Although varied some

—

10,000 extant species are

known today

these birds represent just one branch of the

avian family

tree.

Tens of millions of years

was a

M, Chiappe

Luis

swift bipedal runner with limited

Just a

few years

after the discovery

of

years alone,

75 million years ago

is

just begin-

come to light.
The known history of birds began some
150 milhon years ago, when a pigeon-

ning to

sized "feathered dinosaur" perished and

last fifteen

more members of

the bird

family have been unearthed than during
the entire previous century.

bottom of a

In the mid-1970s, while prospecting 70-

shallow sea that ran south-north through

million-year-old rocks in northwestern

at the

North America. These birds,

now known

and ichthyomithi-

forms, have subsequently been found in

Their remarkable diversity

world during the

renowned nineteenth-century fossil
hunter Charles Othniel Marsh found numerous bird remains in rocks formed 90 to
the

age when large dinosaurs ruled the earth,
different feathers thrived.

ture of the varied avian

age of dinosaurs. During the

as hesperomithiforms

many

recently, paleontological field re-

Archaeopteryx, field parties organized by

ago during the Mesozoic, the geological
birds of

More

search has started to produce a fuller pic-

flying ability.

similar deposits in the

Mid-

Old World.

gion

to large-sized birds, the hesperor-

ries
hill.

its

kin) had a long, pointy,

toothed skull and jaw, diminutive fore-

known

of the Universidad

field party,

lost in the misty,

nithiforms (a group that includes Hesper-

ornis and

member

Argentina, a

de Tucuman's

who had

gotten

dense forests of the

re-

as El Brete, discovered a se-

of dinosaur bones sticking out of a

During the excavation that followed,
team found a variety of small bird
bones jumbled together with those of their
the

limbs, and stout hind limbs. Their heavyboned bodies were covered with small,

giant relatives. This fortuitous finding

sank into the salty waters of a coral reef in

now southern Germany. Ar-

hairlike feathers. Like present-day loons

versity of Mesozoic birds. FossUs of enan-

and grebes, hesperomithiforms were
highly efficient divers, and their feet were

tiomithines

what

is

chaeopteiyx. as
first

it

came

to

be known, was

reported in 1861 on the basis of a

—

skeleton found one year earlier in the

probably lobed

hmestone quarries of Solnhofen. Another
Archaeopteryx skeleton had been found

and specialized for underwater propul-

remained misidenti-

six years earlier but

fied as Pterodacn'liis

—a

flying reptile, not

—

a feathered dinosaur, or bird

until 1970.

The discovery of Archaeopteiyx

sion.

These

like those

flightless birds spent

fish,

most of

the birds

first

—

glimpse of the great

the scientific

first

discovered

have now been found

all

di-

name given
at

to

El Brete

over the world

in

rocks ranging from 140 million to 70 million years old.

Some

of the specimens,

plunging after and

particularly those recently

found

and only occasionally ven-

and China, are among the

finest fossils of

their lives in the water,

capturing

of grebes

gave us our

tured onto shore.

Most hesperomithiforms

in

Spain

ancient birds.

The enantiomithines were

in the

inhabited marine waters, although in re-

1860s played an important role in the
newly emerging theory of evolution by

cent years they have also been found in

and varied greatly

rocks formed in ancient freshwater envi-

Chinese Sinomis, were as small as a spar-

natural selection. In the eyes of Darwin's

ronments.

row, while the Argentine Enantiornis was

defenders, Archaeopteryx represented a

Their contemporaries, the tern-sized,

form between two major

big-headed ichthyornithiforms, such as

transitional

groups of vertebrates

—a missing

combined avian wings and

link that

feathers with

Ichthyomis, had a

They were

much different lifestyle.

shores of ancient seas and shared the sky

sharp claws in the wings, and a long, bony

with large pterodactyls such as Pteran-

Today, Archaeopteryx remains

vital to

oclon.

They

perhaps plucking

lutionary problems as the origin of birds

gulls or terns. Unlike present-day birds,

and the development of

ichthyornithiforms had teeth to help

although

130 years of research have not removed

as big as a turkey vulture, with a wingspan
feet. Some were long legged
and lived along the shore, while others

of about four

fish

from the surface

like

them

catch and dispatch prey.

Birds flourished 85 million years ago. The
falcon-sized
stretches

of Archaeopteryx, hesperomithiforms, and

relative

chaeopteryx as arboreal, several hues of

ichthyornithiforms in the 1800s only

birds,

evidence indicate that

hinted at the diversity of primitive birds.

Pioneering

discoveries

Neuquenomis perches and

its

wings, while a pair of

and a blunt-clawed
o/Mononykus preen at the water's

flightless Patagopteryx

some controversies about its biology.
While some researchers view Arthis ancient bird

edge. The crocodile Notosuchus eyes the

and two sauropods approach
drink on the opposite bank.
Illustration
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like the

often flew far offshore to feed,

studies dealing with such challenging evo-

flight,

flying birds

some,

active fliers that inhabited the

typical reptilian features such as teeth,

tail.

in size;

by Ed Heck

to
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Modem birds
-

Mononykus

60

and kin

Iclithyomithiforms

Enantiomithines

Hesperomithifoi-ms

70

Patagopteiyx
-

80

-

90

I

100
110

u

-120

130
140

Archaeopteiyx

150

I

Aves

Birds not

The fossil record {vertical black lines) reveals that living birds (far
are just one branch on the rich and varied avian family tree.
Illustrations

were more aquatic. The most common,

drawn

to

scale

right)

by Ed Heck

Named

periods and pauses. These patterns, along

ber of the bird family.

with the virtual absence of blood vessels

gopteryx, this animal

feet

in the bones, indicate that unlike their re-

flier

legged

enantior-

mote living relatives, the enantiomithines
were not fully warmblooded, as we use the
term for living birds and mammals. This

ous ground nests

conclusion, however, does not necessarily

the animals that inhabited this site

with embryos

mean

eighty-five million years ago. Pata-

however, were small to

most

medium

sized and

likely lived in trees, for they

had

specialized for perching and grasping.

Like

many

birds today,

nithines laid eggs

some

on the ground. Numer-

—some including eggs
— have been found en-

Mongolia. Anatomically, however, the

were coldblooded. The
bone microstmcture of nonavian camivorous dinosaurs, such as Syntarsiis and

enantiomithines differed from modern

Troodon, indicates that these creatures

tombed
in

birds in

in eighty-million-year-old

many

wings and,

respects, having

rocks

clawed

in earlier forms, toothed jaws.

Perhaps the most stiiking difference be-

tween these ancient birds and
counterparts

their living

was revealed by microscopic

examination of cross sections of their limb
bones. Paleontologists

Anusuya Chin-

samy, Peter Dodson, and

I

these studies, using thin slices

conducted
of leg bones

from two specimens from El Brete. The
sections showed a pattern of growth rings,
like those formed in trees during annual
wet and dry seasons. Enantiomithines,
then, underwent annual cycles of growing
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that they

were metabolically more active than, for
example, a lizard. But we do not yet have
enough evidence to conclude that they
were as active as modem birds. I believe
that primitive birds

nithines

and

such as the enantior-

their dinosaurian ancestors

—

its

rooster.

clearly not a

wings were tiny

a stout-

terrestrial bird

—but

about the size of a

A wealth of fossils has given us a

detailed picture of the environment and

gopteryx lived

among

gist

Susana Heredia has pointed

of the fossils are those of ancient sand
dunes, such dunes must also have been a
typical feature of the landscape.

Perhaps the most

and contro-

the remote heart of central Asia.

northwestem part of the Patagonian steppe
yielded remains of yet another early mem-

out, be-

cause the sediments that entombed most

blooded living bird or mammal.
tinue to be fertile territory for the discov-

and boa-

snakes in a temperate to warm,
forested environment. However, as geololike

versial of the

ery of ancient birds. In the mid-1980s, the

some

enantiornithine

birds, large dinosaurs, crocodiles,

had a kind of metabolism intermediate between that of a lizard and that of a waiTn-

The Mesozoic rocks of Argentina con-

Pata-

was

startling

new discoveries was made in

Over the
American Museum's
paleontologists and Mongolian scientists
have explored the Gobi Desert for clues to
the origins of birds and mammals. Our
last five years, the

many days

of windy, sandy, and some-

searches have produced

sized creature digging a hole with fore-

dous extinction. Archaeopteryx, Pata-

One

is

limbs only slightly larger than those of a

goptery.x, hesperornithiforms, ichthyor-

he bizarre Mononykiis. a primitive bird
hat wandered the rocicy steppes of central
\sia seventy to eighty million years ago

golden mole sounds about as reasonable

nithiforms, enantiornithines,

imes
some

see

muddy

true fossil treasures.

"New Limb on

the

of these

Avian Family

Tkc." Natural Histoiy, September 1993).

Mononykiis had numerous, tiny teeth;
itout, short forelimbs; and a long tail,

some of

my

colleagues have questioned

A

more

nario

is

likely,

that

but

tine colleague

birds,

anatomical

me

details

that

if

we

covered the remains of creatures akin to

onia.

in

Cretaceous rocks

These are the

first

in Patag-

such specimens of

Mononykus found

out-

The

its

Mononykus

kin. along with other, less well

known groups of

birds, all disappeared

during the Mesozoic, leaving no descen-

Only one group, which appeared

dants.

in

the fossil record only at the end of this era,

survived and branched into the feathered

populace of Venice's Saint Mark's Square

and

all

The

other living birds.
latest discoveries

the gates to a

have thrown open

whole new realm of paleon-

tological investigation.

New

findings,

such as ancient birds from China and

side of central Asia.

history of Mesozoic birds,

from the

North Korea, have challenged the

patri-

ground-dwelling Mononykus and Patci-

archy of Archaeopteiyx as the oldest bird.

Ar-

gopteiy.x to the flightless, diving hesperor-

accept Ar-

nithiforms to the flying, arboreal enantior-

Even
were

is

:haeopteiy.\ as a bird,

nithines. is

Mononykiis as

we have to consider
another member of the

some

ivian house. Although the actual function

their habits

jf the peculiar forelimbs

dis-

and

more

it

:losely related to living birds than is

:haeopteiyx. Therefore,

of

claws to

Fernando Novas, who

close relatives of

Mononykiis convince

its

bark or perhaps stems from lowgrowing vegetation. Another startling
finding was recently made by my Argen-

jnrelated to birds. Despite the significant

;ant

speculative, sce-

strip

Mononykiis

between Mononykiis and ex-

still

Mononykiis used

he avian affinity of Mononykiis {see "Dialyma Among the Dinosaurs," page 68).
Dthers regard it as a burrowing dinosaur
lifferences

snow with a teaspoon.

as trying to shovel

of Mononykiis

emains a mystery, the idea of a turkey-

one of great diversification:

are different

from others not only

and habitats but also

in

in their

physiology. But the story of birds during
the age of dinosaurs

The robin-sized Concomis

is

is

also

one of tremen-

the assumption that primitive birds

warmblooded has been
studies of bone miMost importantly, ongoing

necessarily

contradicted by
crostructure.

new

work in field and laboratory promises to
expand our knowledge of the evolutionary
history of the living dinosaurs.

an ancient enantioniithine bird

recently discovered in central Spain.
Courtesy

of J, L.

Sanz, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid
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Exonerated
by James M, Clark

On a summer day in
Flaming

1923, in the fossil-

Mongolia known as the
George Olsen discovered

rich region of
Cliffs,

an oblong rock that looked for

world

like a large egg.

the

all

A member

of the

American Museum's Central Asiatic ExOlsen took the expedition's lead-

pedition,

Roy Chapman Andrews and Walter

ers,

Granger, to the

site,

where several more of

the eight-inch-long specimens,

more elonon the

other discovery in the Gobi Desert of

Mongolia has indeed placed the egg
in a

new

Just a

thief

While

fossil

eggs have proved to be

common in some places, embryos are rare.
Until recently, nearly

light.

few days

after the seventieth an-

niversary of Olsen's discovery (in the

American Museum's renewed expeditions to the Gobi Desert in

fourth year of the

conjunction with the Mongolian

Academy

of Sciences), our team set out to explore a
nondescript series of low

hills in the

Ne-

all

known

dinosaur

embryos were those discovered by Jack
Horner and his colleagues in northern
Montana. These finds were mainly of two
herbivorous dinosaurs: the hypsilophodont Orodromeus and the duckbilled Maiasawa (see "Dinosaur Eggs:
The Inside Story," Natural Hisfoiy, December 1989). Our newfound Ukhaa Tol-

gate than typical birds' eggs, lay

megt Basin, a region southwest of

ground. After considering every possibil-

Flaming

Cliffs.

soon realized that

this

ity they could think of, the paleontologists

region,

Ukhaa Tolgod (Mongolian

for

uted years earlier to the plant eater

concluded that they were fossilized

"brown hills"), contained the richest fossil
beds any of us had ever encountered.

Protoceratops, but the embryo bore the

nosaur eggs

—

the

first

di-

None of

ever found.

We

the

cause fossil skeletons of the primitive

Mark Norell, curator of dinosaurs at
Museum, had wandered on ahead of

homed

group with expedition leader Michael No-

these eggs contained an embryo, but be-

dinosaur Pvotoceratops were so

abundant
dition

in the

Flaming

Cliffs, the

members believed

must have been

laid

by

expe-

that the

eggs

this small, ubiqui-

The

nest

New

that

As

was excavated and taken back

York, along with a fossil skeleton

had been found lying over the eggs.

the sediments surrounding the skeleton

were removed, the paleontologists were
surprised to see that although

—
Velociraptor belong —

had the

it

body of a theropod the group of bipedal
meat eaters to which Tyraniiosaunis and
usual.

The

its

skull

was un-

typical theropod skull

and low with many shaip

head was short and

stout,

is

long

but this

teeth,

lacked teeth, and

bore a hollow crest atop the snout. In
this

life,

dinosaur would have stood about six

feet tall

sowary

and resembled a present-day cas-

—

a large, crested groundbird of

Australia. This

name.

Its

new dinosaur needed

a

incriminating position above the

eggs led Henry Fairfield Osborn, then
president of the

name

it

American Museum,

to

Oviraptor philoceratops. or "egg

thief that loves ceratopsians." Yet

Osborn

presciently noted that the designation

could "entirely mislead us as to
habits and belie

56

when

they had

left.

the

more

Norell led

us to an outcrop and pointed to a dinosaur

its

its

character."
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feeding

Now

an-

Half the

fossil shell

had eroded away, but

curled within the remaining half

was

the

skeleton of a tiny dinosaur. Before being
fossilized, the

bones had hardened, or os-

young dinosaur
was close to hatching when it perished
some eighty million years ago.
sified, indicating that this

just like the eggs attrib-

the

egg he had found lying on the ground.

tous herbivore.

to

vacek, and they soon returned even
excited than

god egg looked

The

tiny

bones of an oviraptorid inside
were

the intact half of a shell, below,

discovered by the American Museum of
Natural Histoiy's 1993 expedition to the

Gobi Desert. The first embiyo of a
it was

carnivorous dinosaur ever found,

close to hatching at the time of its death.
Its

position in the egg

is

depicted in the

reconstruction at right.

hallmarks of a carnivore rather than an
herbivore.
tity

skull

Its

—was hidden

—

often a clue to iden-

in the

sandstone in the

egg, but the hip bones, which were visible,
indicated that

it

was a theropod.

inches from the egg,

Just a few-

we found two

sand-

stone nodules: each enclosed the tiny skull

raptorid (the group that includes Oviraptor

and

What
doing

were

hatchling Velociraptor-Wkt skulls with the

Ukhaa Tolgod egg had at first led us to sur-

never been found before; their size indi-

were the skulls of hatchor even embryos. While we can con-

cates that they

of a hatchling theropod reminiscent of Ve-

lings

locirapror. One of these even had eggshell

jure up explanations for their presence,

adhering to

it.

This led us to think that the

tiny inhabitant of our

egg could be an em-

bryonic Velociraptor.

to

At the end of the summer, we returned
New York eager to identify the embryo.

In the lab at the

preparator

moved

Amy

American Museum,
Davidson slowly re-

bryo's skull

was missing, we were

a confusing array of palatal
der. Just at the

left

bones

to

we

have no way of determining which are

more

likely.

ever,

is

What we can do now, how-

begin to answer the puzzle of

takes

is

can lead

that

identity, as

when

most

the

common egg

type from the Flaming Cliffs
to

was thought

belong to Protoceratops, the area's most

common

dinosaur.

Our discovery

actually belong to oviraptorids.

in this area, fully half, includ-

mis-

animals in the fossil bed to determine

eggs found

ing the eggs discovered by Olsen, are just

to

using relative numbers of different

the

Gobi eggs

indicates that

many

of

attiibuted to Protoceratops

demonstrate that such nesting

is

As

no

if to

fluke, a

with

shape, the distinctive series of ridges and

sociated with an adult ovu-aptorid skele-

bumps on

ton.

like the oviraptorid egg.

ties

They can

the outer surface,

easily

and peculiari-

of the microscopic structure of the

Mu-

paleontologists have questioned whether

this portion

of

the palate and jaw, we were sure that our
embryo was not a \ 'elociraptor but an ovi-

the first-discovered eggs

joint

While some of

the

most intriguing

questions about these creatures and their
habits remain unanswered, our evidence

shell.

Recent studies by Polish and Russian

seum. After his analysis of

might contain a Velociraptor.

which eggs at the Flaming Cliffs belonged
to which animals. Of the many types of

gist Barsbold Rhinchen, the world's au-

visiting the

it

pon-

time that the lower jaw was

on Oviraptor. was

that

Another correlation

Canadian-Chinese team recently announced the discovery of a second nest as-

em-

being uncovered, Mongolian paleontolo-

tfiority

mise

be identified by their unusually elongated

the sandstone surrounding the tiny

bones. Because the top half of the

largely a matter of conjecture. For ex-

remains an enigma.
small of this rare animal had

the Velociraptor-like skulls

in the nest

Skulls this

is

ample, the indirect association of the

relatives).

its

were

really those

of Protoceratops. but unless an embryo

is

present within the egg. identifying the egg

alters

Osborn's implications as to the

The "egg thief
was more likely to

"character" of Oviraptor.

from the Flaming

Cliffs

have been

on the eggs than preying

sitting

on them.

/;

:^o.'

illustration

by Michael Ellison
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Illustration
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by John Barber; The Book of

Life.
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ns ot the

eathered Nest
by Mark

Norell

egg manipulation, nest de-

To see birds as living dinosaurs goes beyond changing our outlook at our next
Thanksgiving or fried chicken dinner. The

nest building,

theory that gave rise to the classification of

physical act of mating runs the

birds as dinosaurs

is

anatomical features, but

extinct dinosaurs.

as the oviraptorid

1993

in the

variation seen in living crocodiles and

may

living archosaurs, the

gamut

indicate

male-female differences.

Egg laying. All living archosaurs lay
eggs. The ability to bear live young has in-

from the clumsy but effective gyrations of

deed evolved repeatedly

also enables us

crocodilians to the gang-rape tactics of

ent kinds of vertebrates, including gup-

ducks

pies, rattlesnakes,

it

The theory can

us interpret exciting

Among

Mating.

First the data.

based on their

about the behaviors of

to think objectively

and incubation.

fense,

also help

new fossil finds, such
embryo collected in

Ukhaa Tolgod region of

the

romantic acts of

to the in-flight

swallows. In

many amniotes

(vertebrates

Evidence of

in several differ-

and night lizards.

live birth is occasionally pre-

their

served in the fossil record, as in the spec-

eggs are sealed by the amnion, a water-

tacular specimens of Jurassic ichthyo-

can reproduce on land because

that

membrane

tight

that

surrounds the devel-

by a

saurs, which were marine reptiles. But we
do not have a shred of evidence that any

Gobi Desert by paleontologists from the

oping embr}'o), mating

American Museum of Natural History

male intromittent organ. Crocodilians

"An Egg Thief Exonerated," page
One area of behavior related to this

have a penis, and primitive living birds

Nest building. Crocodilians and living

such as ostriches, rheas, and emus, as well

dinosaurs (birds) build nests, and not sur-

as ducks and geese, also have a small

prisingly, so did extinct dinosaurs. Ar-

(see
56).

discovery

—dinosaur

reproduction

—

lends

penis.

itself to interpretation.

While the reproductive habits of dinosaurs are a focal point for active imaginations

and have

rampant specula-

elicited

Uon, such habits have not been the subject
of

much

empirical scientific inquiry. Part

of the problem

is

that direct evidence

hard to extract from the fossil record.
alternative

pathway by which

paleontological private
ics,

or cladistics,

life is

is

An

to explore

phylogenet-

where relevant observa-

More advanced

organ, and sperm
to

is

facilitated

birds lack such an

transferred

is

from male

female simply by a pair placing their

cloacal openings in contact.

the size) of dinosaur penises has

that

discussed.

The only

sheds light on

this

been

of alligators and

many living
made from

birds, are elaborate structures

They reach an extreme in birds
some African weavers, whose com-

like

munal

nest can

weigh

in

excess of 2,000

pounds. In contrast, the nests of primitive

question involves

birds such as ostriches are simple, un-

members of single
Such differences are

tail in

dinosaur species.

like those

direct evidence

differences in the pelvis and vertebrae at
the base of the

chosaur nests vary tremendously. Some,

vegetation.

The presence or absence (and obviously

much

extinct dinosaur bore live young.

adorned depressions

in the

major purpose seems

to

ground, whose

be to keep the

eggs from rolling away.
Fossilized dinosaur nests of

many

types

placed within a theory of evolu-

readily apparent in living crocodilians: in

we

males, the haemal arches (small shafts of

and sizes have been found

identify specific attributes of the ar-

bone attached below the tail bones) start
on the second vertebra behind the pelvis,
while in females they start on the third.

world. Because plants and other nest

The shape of

however, an aggregation of whole

tions are

tionary relationships.

To do

this,

chosaurs, a group consisting of extinct
dinosaurs and their living avian and crocodilian kin, including crocodiles
tors.

These data are then put

netic perspective.

I

want

and

in a

alliga-

phyloge-

to consider six

specific areas of dinosaur reproduction in
light

of this theory: mating, egg layuig.

fers

the

haemal arches also

dif-

between males and females. Dissec-

tion of the

tail

of these animals shows that

males and females have different kinds

and sizes of muscles

that attach to the front

fossil

considered to be evidence of a nest.

The most perplexing aspect of fossil nests
is determining just what animal constructed them. Many, like some found in
southern France, contain ten-inch-long
eggs, laid in an arcing pattern in circular

body.

depressions up to five and a half feet in di-

the

same

sorts of sexual differences?

Be-

cause relatively few complete dinosaur

bones of a
few dinosaur species hint at
anatomy involved in the transfer

skeletons that preserve these features have

of sperm.

always preserved;

these muscles to retract the penis into the

pair o/Iguanodon propagate
their species. Fossil

is

ma-

fossilize, the architec-

tural details are not

eggs

over the

of the haemal arch. Male crocodilians use

Do the bones of extinct dinosaurs hint at
Beneath Cretaceous conifers, a

do not often

terials

all

been excavated, our sample size
cule.

is

minus-

But work on some dinosaurs, such as

Tyrannosaurus

rex.

shows

the

same

sort

of

ameter. Similar eggs have been found

elsewhere in local aggregations or even

in

At one of the best-known
Egg Mountain in the Cretaceous
Medicine Formation of Montana,

parallel lines.
sites.

Two

one- to two-yard-wide nests have been reported to look like miniature volcanoes.

59

Manipulation of eggs. In contrast to
most living birds, after lay-

defend their nests and in some cases even

bating the pros and cons of

dig the young out

into a def-

when they hear the highfrequency chirps the young make when

nonavian dinosaurs have been published,
but as of now, no consensus has been

preferred orientation and continue to

they are about to hatch. These chirps are

reached.

crocodilians,

ing their eggs, manipulate
inite,

them

rearrange them throughout the brooding
cycle. In

many

fossil

dinosaur nests, the

eggs are randomly placed, while

in others,

the

same

as the ultrahigh-frequency "pip-

ping" of birds before they emerge from the
shell.

They

are thought to be a sort of sig-

rect

The

closest thing

evidence

is

warmblooded

we have

to di-

a couple of oviraptorid

skeletons lying above nests.

How

can a

scientist

make

sense of

all

the eggs are arranged in a particular pat-

nal that helps synchronize hatching in a

these data?

fonned during actual
egg laying. These latter fossils are evidence that some extinct dinosaurs physi-

clutch of eggs.

supported hypothesis that holds that dino-

cally manipulated their eggs after they

to the

were

birds,

tern unlikely to have

laid.

Nest guarding. Most birds are attentive

and provision-

parents, defending the nest

ing the young. Less well

known

Incubation.
their eggs.

Most

living birds incubate

This behavior

is

implicitly tied

warmblooded metabolism of living
as the young need wannth to de-

velop. Although speculation abounds,
tle in

the

way

lit-

of fossil evidence bears di-

One way

shared a

more

common ancestor with each other

recently than either did with any

other group of animals (for example, with
lizards or
that

is

mammals). Any

found

and birds is
have been present in the un-

presumed

family habits of crocodilians, which also

behavior in extinct dinosaurs. Volumes de-

known common

60
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to

characteristic

in crocodilians

rectly on the possibility of brooding

by Marianne Collins

to apply the well-

saurs (including birds) and crocodilians

are the

lllustration

is

ancestor of both crocodil-

and

ians

birds. In the

tics

should also be present

tinct

members

dinosaurian

—

— both

in all

of the ex-

crocodilian and

of the group descended

common ancestor. This is the

from

this last

same

line

of reasoning that paleontologists

when

they hypothesize that australo-

use

pithecines, like Lucy,

had

hair.

Because

both our species and chimpanzees have

some

hair,

sort of coiffure is

have been present
tor.

No

in

our

we have

plest,

that

thought to

common

ances-

australopithecine fossils preserv-

ing evidence of hair have
until

been found, but

contrary evidence, the sim-

and therefore the

Lucy had hair

We

absence of contradic-

tory evidence, these ancestral characteris-

best, hypothesis is

can use the same logic

em-

bryo from Ukhaa Tolgod. Oviraptorids

were small, bipedal dinosaurs closely
lated to birds. They, like other

re-

nonavian

dinosaurs, are part of the great bush of ar-

chosaurian diversity that
last
all

common

living birds.

lies

between the

ancestor of crocodilians and

birds and the last

common

ancestor of

We can predict that male ovi-

sight into the origin of characteristics

found

in birds but

In the

not in crocodilians.

Ukhaa Tolgod and

other ovirap-

eggs are arranged

torid nests, the

in a cir-

cular pattern, with the large end of the

eggs facing inward. This indicates

modem

like

birds, oviraptorids

that,

manipu-

More broadly,
many of the be-

lated their eggs in the nest.

such evidence
haviors that

tells

we

us that

think of as unique to birds

They evolved

back

raptorids had penises, that the females laid

have deep

were defended,
and that the young communicated with
one another using ultrasound before
hatching. The fossil evidence from the dis-

within the history of the group, with the

covery allows us to

their eggs.

eggs

in nests, that nests

test the predictions

nesting and egg laying.

too.

in interpret-

ing the newly discovered oviraptorid

It

of

also gives us in-

roots.

far

extinct nonavian dinosaurs.
Finally,

some

circumstantial evidence

suggests that oviraptorid adults incubated

the

On two

occasions, once during

Museum's 1923 expedition

to the

Gobi's Flaming Cliffs, and again during a
recent Canadian-Chinese expedition on
the Chinese side of the
tier,

Mongolian fronbeen found

adult oviraptorids have

lying atop their nests. Although other ex-

planations are tenable, these discoveries
are consistent with the theory that adult

oviraptorids were closely associated with
their nests during life.
fossil will

Perhaps another

provide the clinching evidence

for the origin of brooding behavior in

A Maiasaura tends
shaped

nest.

its litter

left.

at

a volcano-

Like birds and

crocodilians. nonavian dinosaurs are

thought to have provided some parental
care. Fossilized eggs in
nests, like that

many dinosaur

of an oviraptorid. below,

are arranged in patterns, indicating that
('(,'i,'.v

were turned after being

laid.

some nonavian theropod dinosaurs.
As paleontologists go into the field,
bring back their finds, and 07 to understand more about animals of the past,
spectacular fossils, like the oviraptorid

No matter
how spectacular these fossils are, their sciembryo, grab the headlines.
entific
light

value can only be judged in the

of a good phylogenetic hypothesis.
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hin the
by Anusuyo Chinsomy

When

I first set

eyes on a 190-million-

year-old dinosaur bone under a microscope,

was astounded. Despite eons of

I

and

burial

fossilization, the bone's

micro-

Still,

the microstructure of dinosaur

bone has a

tale to tell.

During

a living tissue that records
formation.

bone

is

own

rate

of

tissue

and

its

its

The type of bone

life,

scopic structures were still intact. Apart
from organic matter, such as cells and

organization can indicate the processes or
factors that affect

its

growth. Soon after an

blood vessels, almost

animal dies and

is

buried, the organic

of

tics

modem

all

the characteris-

bone were present: the

channels that held the blood vessels, the

were once occupied by

tiny cavities that

bone

cells,

even the minute channels

that

allowed communication between neighboring bone
great that

my

I

cells.

My

was so

fascination

decided to change the focus of

research from the soft tissues and

physiology of extant animals to the bones
of dinosaurs.

hoped

I

to

be able

to solve

some of the mysteries of dinosaur biology.
The question of whether dinosaurs were
coldblooded (ectothermic) or warmblooded (endothermic) has been a matter

Were they

of fierce debate.
creatures

now

hterature and the media, or
sic,

the

dynamic

often depicted in popular

were they

clas-

sluggish reptOes that lazed in the sun?

Did they grow

as fast as

warmblooded

mammals and birds, or did they take life

at

a leisurely pace, like coldblooded reptiles?

What were their energy requirements, and
how much food did they consume?
Various theories have been postulated
regarding the thermal regimes and energy

budgets of dinosaurs. These range from
the anatomical

—

for example, hypotheses

based on posture and limb support

—

to the

more recently, to theobased on oxygen isotope analysis.

phylogenetic, and,
ries

we have

Contrary to various assertions,

as

yet no direct evidence for endothermy in

dinosaurs, and their thermal biology re-

mains
time

I

in the

realm of speculation. At the

began

my work, even dinosaur bone

microstructure

dence for

came
bone

was being adduced

their

endothermy.

as evi-

soon be-

apparent, however, that no type of
tissue is

unique either to ectotherms

or to endotherms.
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component of bone decomposes. The inorganic component, composed mainly of
the mineral apatite, is more stable. By
studying the organization of the apatite in
sections of dinosaur bones about

30 mi-

crons thick (roughly half the thickness of a

human

hair)

under a microscope,

we can

deduce whether bone formed rapidly, as

mammals and

birds today, or whether

formed more slowly, as
Studies of

in

sult in different

bone

bone formation

types.

re-

A slow rate of

bone deposition results in lamellar bone
tissue, which typically has an ordered
arrangement of collagen fibers. Rapid
bone formation results in fibrolamellar
bone tissue, in which the collagen fibers
are haphazardly arranged and form a fibrous, or woven, bone matrix. During the
rapid formation of this matrix, numerous
blood vessels are entrapped and lamellar
bone is deposited around each blood vessel,

producing a feature called a primary

in

bone and fibrolamellar
bone represent extreme slow and fast rates

it

of bone formation; intermediate rates also

modem reptiles.

modem animals

that different rates of

have shown

osteon. Lamellar

occur.

Reptiles and amphibians are particu-

larly

nosaur growth and biology. In 1990, Reid

thought perhaps this was because of the

published a detailed review of his bone

warm, equable environment

work, showing that growth rings could be

dinosaurs of the Tendaguru lived, until

ported lamellar-zonal bone with at least

characterized by growth

seventeen growth rings in the pelvis of a

which is
formed by alternating regions of
slow and fast bone formation. The region
3f fast bone formation is termed a zone,
while the period of slow bone formation is
:alled an annulus. Lines of arrested
growth signaling a pause in bone deposibone,
rings

tion

take a fresh look at di-

renowned Tendaguru beds of Tanzania.
Dryosaurus was peculiar in that none of
the bones showed any sign of slowed
growth or lines of arrested growth. I

intriguing in having lamellar-zonal

can occur before or after the annulus.

sauropod dinosaur. This discovery de-

manded

that

we

major groups of dino-

found

in several

saurs.

Rather than growing quickly, as

found

in

which

the
I

bones of the stegosaur Ken-

that the

from the same deposits, had

trosaurus,

Working indepen-

Experimental studies using fluorochrome

mammals and

shown that the growth rings,
roughly analogous to tree rings, are

dinosaurs evidently grew in periodic

dently in Texas, paleontologist Dale

much as reptiles do today.
examined the bone inicrostructure, or
histology, of two species of early Jurassic
dinosaurs whose fossil remains are rela-

Winkler reported

Jyes have

formed annually.

By

counting the rings,

we can estimate the age of the reptile.
In the 1970s and early 1980s, paleontologists generally believed that most dilosaur bone consisted of highly vascular-

birds do, several kinds of

spurts,

growth

that a

series of

One

ornithopods from Proctor Lake also
showed continuous, rapid bone formation
with no growth rings, whereas the bones
of several other dinosaurs from the same

the 190-million-year-old prosauropod

deposits did have growth rings. Thus,

I

tively

was

clear growth rings.

abundant

in southern Africa.

with extensive

Massospondylus, an early quadrupedal

Dryosaurus and the Proctor Lake

:oncentrations of secondary osteons

plant eater; the other, contemporary with

nithopods appear to have been capable of

ized fibrolamellar tissue

formed by the removal and

structures

;

subsequent redistribution of bone around

he vascular
vvere

md

canals).

These characteristics

thought to be typical of

mammalian

avian bones, and their occurrence in

dinosaur bone

iothermy

was

cited as evidence of en-

in dinosaurs.

listological features are

was

first,

the theropod Syntarsus. a

bipedal meat eater.

growth

tain a

gressively

I

series

was

fortunate to ob-

—specimens of
—

pro-

more mature

individuals

for

each dinosaur. Since the closest living

rel-

atives of dinosaurs are crocodiles

and

bone microstruc-

However, these

birds,

now

ture of the Nile crocodile, the secretary

recognized

varying extents in typical coldblooded
eptiles as well.

bird,

Robin Reid

re-

I

also analyzed the

and the

ostrich.

I

hoped

that histolog-

comparisons of the bones of extant an-

ical

Furthermore, in 1981 University of
Belfast paleontologist

the

section o/Tyrannosaurus bone,

left,

rich in

blood

vessels, interrupted

by rings

indicating pauses in growth. Within the

fast-growing bone of a femur of the
stegosaur Kentrosaurus, below, slower-

growing bone surrounds cavities that
once housed blood vessels and nerves.
Photographs by Anusuya Chinsamy

cause they differed physiologically from
their contemporaries.

Did dinosaurs, like reptiles, continue to
grow throughout their life, or did they stop
once they reached a

mature

particular,

do? On
the basis of the nature of the bone formed

body

size, as

late in their

mammals and

birds

growth, some dinosaurs,

in-

cluding Syntarsus, Brachiosaurus, Tro-

provide clues to the physiology of the two

odon, and Iguanodon, appear to have

dinosaurs.

reached a definite, mature body size and
of

then stopped growing. Even the largest

compact dinosaur bones had distinct
growth rings and did indeed look reptilian.
But upon closer inspection, I found that
the period of fast growth consisted of

Dryosaurus and Massospondylus individ-

found

that the overall stratification

the

reveals deposits offast-growing bone,

a sustained, rapid rate of growth, not be-

cause they enjoyed a mild climate, but be-

imals with the fossil specimens would

I

A

or-

fibrolamellar bone, that

is,

the kind of

bone typically found in mammals and
birds. Thus, both Massospondylus and
Syntarsus bone had a mosaic of both reptilian and mammalian characteristics. The
number of growth rings increased with the
size

in

of the animals, so

modern

I

speculated that as

reptiles, these rings

were

uals, in contrast,

appear to have been

Recently, paleontologists Luis Chiappe,

of the American

Museum

of Natural His-

Dodson, of the University of
Pennsylvania, and I studied growth rings
tory, Peter

in

some Cretaceous

sity

birds {see

"A

Diver-

We

found

of Early Birds," page 52).

that birds

such as Patagopteryx and the

enantiomithines were incapable of growing at a sustained, rapid rate and were

formed annually. I calculated that the
medium-sized. 45-pound theropod Syntarsus took some seven years to reach a
mature body size, whereas the 550-pound

therefore physiologically different

prosauropod Massospondylus took about

vian dinosaurian ancestors.

of bone miDavid Varricchio, of the Musuem of the Rockies,
showed that the 110-pound theropod
Troodon took between three and five years
fifteen years. In another study

crostructure, paleontologist

to reach

maximum

size.

My recent postdoctoral work at the Uni-

still

growing when they died.

modem

birds.

veloped

full

tory

We

endothermy

and did not

from

proposed that birds de-

inherit

it

later in their his-

from

their

nona-

Studies of the bone histology of birds,
extinct dinosaurs, and living animals has

given us

new

insight into the biology of

ancient animals, and

broadening

my

I

look forward to

investigations.

We now

recognize that no unique growth pattern,
or physiology, characterizes
that rapid rates of

all

dinosaurs,

growth appear to

versity of Pennsylvania has involved a

and

study of the growth series of Diyosaurus,

have evolved independently several times

a

plant-eating

ornithopod from the

in the Dinosauria.
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Jaws
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B,

Weishampel

Early in the history of
tebrates primarily
delicacies,

life

on land, ver-

consumed

A

prey into a meal.

began

fairly

lution of this group,

have been rather simple, probably consist-

When vertebrates

digestive tracts, these microbes secrete

ing of

about 300 mil-

probably did so in a

uncomplicated fashion, puncturing

life

as

were the other great dynasty of dinosaurian herbivores. Early on in the evo-

as gut flora. Inhabiting the dark recesses of

all it

particular

enzymes (otherwise lacking

vertebrates) that break

in

down cell walls and

liberate the internal nutrients.

Herbivores

little

chewing appears

more than

to

repetitive punctur-

ing and pulping of foliage with simple,

tri-

One can imagine the likes of
Stegosaurus. an armored Euoplo-

angular teeth.
a

of the microbes by

cephalus. or the dome-headed Stegoceras

an herbivore requires some

providing them with food particles that

slowly nibbling on succulent leaves or

To break through

have considerably more surface area on

perhaps low-lying

which chemical digestion can work. They
do this by grinding leaves, stems, and
fruits into bits, that is, by chewing.
At least by the beginning of the Mesozoic, some 245 million years ago. plant
eaters had developed ways of chewing

lecting their fodder.

can speed the

and tearing with simple, peglike teeth.

But

—including ourselves

depend upon colonies of microbes known

to eat plants

lion years ago, they

of plants and extract nutri-

snap of the

jaws and a swallow or two was

finally

cell walls

ents, vertebrates

took

and one another.

to turn

tough

fish, insect

specializations.

the

activities

fruits,

unhurriedly se-

Ceratopsians and omithopods. however,

were capable of much more

ized chewing.

The

dinosaurs, were plant-eating

ranged from some

that

special-

ceratopsians, or

homed

quadmpeds

six to twenty-five

rodents and elephants.

They used their parrotlike beaks
to snap up leaves and branches, and
chewed by slicing and dicing with their
large, closely packed teeth. Vegetation

while side-to-side, or transverse, chewing

grasped between the near-vertical chew-

characterizes the ungulates

ing surfaces of the teeth

that eventually led to the styles of mastica-

tion

found

many modem

in

mammals. Of
found today

these, fore-aft
in

plant-eating

chewing

is

—hoofed

mammals, from horses and rhinos to cows
and camels. The trick to transverse chewing lies in having room for the jaws to
This requires that the

slide side to side.

feet long.

would have been

sheared apart in the same
sliced

by

way paper

scissors. Leaves, stems,

is

and even

small branches would have been reduced
to

something akin

and an-

to matchsticks

distance between the sides of the lower

gular confetti by repeated cycles of masti-

jaw be less than that between the sides of
the upper jaw. a condition known as

cation before being swallowed.

anisognathy, or "unequal jaws." (Isog-

the six-foot-long Heterodontosaurus to

nathy, or "equal jaws,"

found

in all

Anisognathy

is

the condition

other land vertebrates.)

may

well have been of evo-

lutionary importance to ungulates,

throughout their history
the

most diverse of

bodied plant

But

it

is

all

which

have been among

medium-

to large-

eaters.

another diverse group that has

me

Omithopods, which ranged

in size

the thirty-foot-long Maiasaura,

from

were

bipedal herbivores. Like ceratopsians,

they too had closely packed chewing

but by the time hadrosaurids

teeth,

evolved, the dentition consisted of relatively small teeth that

were organized

a complex battery,

the better for grind-

ing up vegetation.

all

Omithopods

into

also dif-

most: the herbivorous dino-

fered from ceratopsians and other ornithis-

saurs of the Mesozoic. Dinosaurian plant

chians in having relatively low-angled

intrigued

eating evolved in

two major groups. The

sauropods and their predecessors, the
prosauropods, which make up one group,
seem to have nipped vegetation from tall
trees.

Despite their rather rudimentary

chewing surfaces on
on

their teeth. Scratches

their fossilized teeth indicate that they

chewed with

a side-to-side action, superfi-

cially like the

kind of chewing found in

ungulates. But their jaws reveal no sUding

teeth, they

processed great quantities of

room

that

foodstuffs,

sometimes with the aid of

nathy.

How then did their jaws operate?

stomach stones, or
Grit,"

gastroliths (see

'True

page 41). The ornithischians

stegosaurs, ankylosaurs, pachycephalosaurs, ceratopsians,

and omithopods

would be

the case in anisog-

Dave Norman, of Cambridge University,

and

1

independently set out to resolve

paradox of transverse chewing and
isognathy. Beginning with a comprehenthis

sive study of Iguanodon, the

nosaur ever discovered and

known
Dave

A herd o/ Anatotitan, duck-billed
hadwsaurids inhabiting late Cretaceous
North America, finds refreshment
shallow stream.
Illustration

in

a

charter

member of

figuratively

second

still

di-

the best-

Dinosauria,

and sometimes

literally

dissected skulls of this early Cretaceous

herbivore to see

My

how

approach was

the jaws worked.
different. Instead of

focusing on a particular omithopod and

by Donna Braginetz
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working out the

details

of

how

it

chewed

test for

any given jaw mechanics model or

A

model would succeed only

from bones and reconstructed muscles, I
examined skulls using what is known as

hypothesis.

three-dimensional kinematic analysis, a

actual sets of fossil teeth.

The only two mechanisms

technique borrowed from mechanical engineering. Treating skulls as

"chewing machines,"

I

if

they were

was able

to

"ma-

nipulate" individual elements of the skulls

of Iguanodon and a host of duck-billed
dinosaurs, hypsilophodontids, and het-

erodontosaurids thiough computer-based

would begin by

kinematic modeling.

1

modeUng

one of these herbi-

the skull of

vores, say Coiythosaurus, in three-dimen-

sional space, emphasizing the locations

and kinds of cranial joints I wanted to
"move around." Using computers, I was
then able to select various bones of the
skull

and move them

in

cyberspace (pa-

leocyberspace?) to simulate chewing. The

me to make
how individual
parts of the skulls may have moved during
mastication but also about how the upper
teeth moved against the lower teeth. The

did not contradict evidence found in

if it

to survive

erodontosaurids.

Sometime

was gratified to learn that what I had
come up with through computer modeling
was also what Dave Norman had determined in his work on Iguanodon: the sideways mobility of the upper jaws allowed
the animal to chew on both sides at the
same time. Dave called this kind of in-

ancestral angiosperms started out as

I

tracranial mobility pleurokinesis.

recognized that

pealed to
there

tooth

me

my

kinematic analyses ap-

the most, because

where

movement, there

chewing surfaces of the

is

wear on the

teeth themselves.

This wear gives information on the direction of

chewing movement,

like the tracks

of ice skates pointing in the direction the
skater went. Tooth

wear was the ultimate

We both

jaw mechanism gave
both hypsilophodontids and iguanodonthis

tians the ability to

chew

transversely even

though they were isognathous, that
sides of their upper

the

same distance

is,

the

and lower jaws were

we

see

—

dung), this

But more

interesting

among

omithopod dinosaurs was nearly

coinci-

dent with the rise of flowering plants.
in the early Cretaceous, these

rapidly growing shrubs and

phisticated chewing

were being

Flowering plants could also have been en-

joyed by the slicing-and-dicing ceratopsians,

and perhaps even the

dable chewers

among

the occasional flowering plant.

in a diverse

started to look for ecological clues that

imagined

on a

that

less formi-

dinosaurs, the

Cretaceous ankylosaurs and pachycephalosaurs, which may have supplemented their cycad and conifer fare with

kind of chewing, and both Dave and

its

that

by omithopods.

Possible connections between the rise

apart.

on

mechanisms

tried out

to this

light

would have

been perfect fodder for the kinds of so-

of angiosperms and

might shed

the begin-

still,

ning of the heyday of pleurokinesis

hving animals have anything close

I

exactly what

from Leavings," page

parts {see "Lessons
67).

is

a mixture of plants and plant

No

tooth-to-tooth or tooth-to-food-to-

is

have a record of stomach contents or coprolites (fossil

computer's versatility allowed

aspect of

and other kinds of foliage and plant structures. Indeed, in the few cases where we

were an unusual jaw
mechanism that allowed the upper jaws to
slightly rotate laterally, found in hypsilophodontids and iguanodontians
(hadrosaurids, Iguanodon, and close relatives), and another involving slight rotation of the lower jaw, found only in hettooth- wear testing

predictions not only about

latter

most likely indiscriminately
chomped down on ferns, conifers, cycads,
vores

development.

We

new ways of chewing

and thriving group of dino-

saurs will continue to be explored. Per-

haps

we

will find that

angiosperms and

omithopods of any kind fed

dental sophisticates like the omithopods

Given the

were inextricably linked in a paleoecological bond between fodder and feeders.

great variety of vegetation.

cropping end of the snout, these herbi-

Like

modem hoofed mammals,

duck-

billed dinosaurs such as Corythosaurus,

above, chewed with a side-to-side motion.

Unlike today 's ruminants, however, they

derived the

skill from

a slight lateral

mobility of the upper jaws (see horizontal
arrows). Such dinosaurs were also

equipped with an
cheek
Illustration
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efficient battery

teeth, left.

by David Weistiampel

of

Lessons from
L( ovinqs
by Karen Chin

Many

people are surprised

earn that

when

they

study fossihzed feces. "What-

I

ever for?"

unspoken question.

their

is

I

earned the informative value of scat dur-

my

ng

:ional

tenure as a naturalist for the Na-

Park Service. Wild animals are usu-

very shy, so finding dung

ally

often the

is

observing the animal

lext best thing to

it-

my guided nature
were bemused at my delight in find-

Park visitors on

self

likes

ng animal feces,

until

explained that

I

theless, the first fossil feces

were

identified

on the basis of shape and composition by
British geologist William

1820s. Since that time,

Buckland

many

have been recognized, usually by

lites

iive

than living ones, and

study paleontology,

I

more

elu-

when I began

hoped

fossil

to

dung

be similarly informative. Unfortu-

ivould

lately, fossil feces,

known

as coprolites,

more enigmatic than fresh fecaJ mater'al. Biological and geological processes
lave altered the original contents
someimes beyond recognition. This compli:ates dietary interpretations and can make
ire

—

t

difficult to identify coprolites in the first

ilace.

eces
i

Furthermore, the detached nature of

makes

it

nearly impossible to

coprolite with

its

match

maker. Despite these

was quite excited when palemtologist Jack Homer, of the Museum of

drawbacks,

I

he Rockies, told

me

that

he had found

some probable dinosaur coprolites in the
ladlands of Montana.
'ack at the time,

was working

I

making

for

histological sec-

ions of fossil bone. This technique prepares ultrathin slices of fossils so they
;ie

examined microscopically.

I

asked

;ould slice the purported coprolites as
veil,

and

my work on fossil dung

began.

couldn't verify that they were the perI

consulted Canadian ento-

mologist Bruce Gill,

who

has studied

We

found

that the

applied to variable soft material that has

many

of the same characteristics of

mod-

been altered over millions of years.

em

The most

diag-

The specimens Jack discovered

are full

of plant fragments but have blocky shapes

Some

of

dung

dung beetle
burrows

in the

beetle burrows.

nostic feature

is

species.

blocks have

the presence of large,

backfilled burrows;

dung

only living organisms

beetles are the

known

to

cache

measuring more

plant matter into such sizable burrows.

than 13 by 13 by 9 inches. Jack suspected

Thus, these burrow traces of ancient dung

blocky aggregations of plant mate-

beetles helped confirm that the blocks are

that the
rial

were the fossilized feces of some of

the Cretaceous dinosaurs

was finding

in the

whose bones he

same sediments. I began

indeed coprolites.

We know that these coprolites were produced by plant-eating dinosaurs; other
mam-

to analyze the

specimens for evidence that

possible Cretaceous herbivores,

could

hypothesis that these blocks

mals, for example, were simply too small

were indeed dinosaur droppings.
Microscopic examination of the thin

to have produced dung in such quantities.
The value of these specimens lies in the in-

sections

I made revealed that the blocks
composed predominantly of small
pieces of conifer stem tissue. The

formation they provide on the diets and

are

ecology of dinosaurs. Although digestion,

chopped-up nature of the plant material

re-

significantly altered the composition of

in the

the feces, recognizable plant tissues in the

feces of living plant-eating animals such

supporting a fecal origin includes the spo-

specimens indicate that these dinosaurs
browsed on conifer stems. The coprolites
also reveal an ecological link between

and

dinosaurs and dung beetles. The beetles

test the

sembles the chewed residues found
as horses

and elephants. Other evidence

radic distribution of the aggregations

their proximity to other dinosaur fossils.

Bones and eggshells

indicate that plant-

eating duck-billed dinosaurs were

mon

decomposition, and geological changes

on the success of herbivorous
dinosaurs by utilizing their copious
capitalized

that clinched the case

traces

by some previously unheralded

partic-

ipants in Cretaceous ecosystems. Conspic-

tum

wastes, and this recycling activity in

benefited other organisms.

came from burrow

for coprolites
left

com-

visitors to the area.

But the evidence

can
if I

I

petrators until

can be a misleading criterion when

ever,

the blocks are also large,

distribution.

but

living

nformation about an animal's feeding

and

suspected that the

many

iuch calling cards can provide important

Extinct animals are certainly

I

Form, how-

their distinctive fecal shapes.

unlike other described coprolites.

labits

in the

other copro-

with the plant material.

burrowers had been dung-eating beetles,

A

similar

dung-based ecological web exists today
Africa,

where dung beetles exploit

in

ele-

phant feces.

While

the roles of dinosaurs in

Meso-

zoic ecosystems have long been a subject

ion years old have usually been preserved

uous burrows ranging from one-sixteenth
of an inch to more than one inch in diame-

hrough mineralization,

ter

pockmark many of the blocks. Some of
these burrows are open tunnels; others
show that plant tissue had been backfilled

interactions with other organisms

Coprolites

umed

more than a couple of mil-

into rock. This

that

means

is,

they have

that

such dis-

inguishing characteristics as color and
;eneral

appearance are not always reliable

|;lues for

confirming a fecal origin. Never-

into

burrows

in the original adjacent soil,

which was sometimes preserved along

of speculation,

fossil

evidence of dinosaur

Thus, these humble pieces of

is rare.

fossil

dung

are particularly significant because they

provide us with a brief glimpse of Creta-

ceous ecosystem dynamics.
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Among
Dinosaurs
by Allison V Andors

Some 120

years ago, the

first

fragmen-

an ally of

classified as

group

ratites (the

tary fossil remains of an extinct giant bird

that includes the living ostriches

surfaced in 55-million-year-old Eocene

rheas), ducks, parrots.

rocks in northwestern
not until 1916,

when

New
the

complete skeleton came to

imposing dimensions of

known today
ciated.

Mexico. But

first

relatively

light,

could the

this creature,

as Diatryma, be fully appre-

Excavated for the American

seum by

fossil collector

Mu-

William Stein

in

northem Wyoming's Bighom Basin, the
skeleton

was

scientifically described

paleontologists William Diller

and Walter Granger

by

Matthew

riemas, and

rails,

and

South American

se-

and as a "colossal

heron."
In 1988,

on the

basis of a detailed study

of New World specimens,

I

concluded that

Diatiyma is most closely related to the
order comprising waterfowl (ducks,
geese, and swans) and screamers (fowllike

South American relatives of waterfowl).
affinity was suggested by shared cra-

This

nial specializations

and by such shared

1917. Standing

postcranial features as the inflected lower

feet tall and weighing perhaps
385 pounds, Diatiyma had a huge head, an
enormous beak, a thick neck, puny wings,

end of the tibiotarsus, or shank, which
must have .given the living Diatiyma a

in

some seven

remains have since been collected

somewhat bowlegged appearance. By
comparing structures of flie lower jaw and
quadrate the bone by which the

than

mandible

a broad pelvis, and stout legs.

Diatiyma

—

at more
Eocene sites in the United
States and Arctic Canada and at several
early and middle Eocene localities in

tiyma was also

western Europe. Terrestrial and

tantly, to the

fifty

early

flightless,

Diatryma evidently dispersed between
North America and Europe across a transitory,

high Arctic land bridge that existed

in

aU birds

lated to the braincase

is

—

I

movably
found

related, although

articu-

that

Dia-

more

dis-

order of true fowl, the group

that includes chickens.

Recent

DNA-

DNA

hybridization experiments conducted at Yale University by Charles G.

during the early Eocene, before rifting
severed the connection.

Sibley and Jon E. Ahlquist confirm the

The sedimentary deposits in which Dia-

orders. Put simply, in the avian family

tiyma has been found, as well as the plants
and other animals associated with it, suggest that this bird lived in habitats as var-

ied as lush riparian woodlands, coal
swamps, forested lake margins, coastal

marshes, and relatively open savannas.
The climate throughout its geographic
range was temperate to subtropical. Al-

between the waterfowl and fowl

affinity

Diatiyma occupies a middle ground
between ducks and chickens.
tree,

What does a 385-pound bird eat? Traditionally,

Diatiyma has been depicted as a

fleet-footed predator, or "terror crane,"

analogous to the gigantic phorusrhacoids.

The phorusrhacoids

—

a diverse assem-

blage of mostly large, ground-dwelling,

though the Canadian Arctic was mild during the early Eocene, at an estimated lati-

predatory or scavenging birds with rela-

tude of 78 degrees, Diatiyma would

and

still

tively large heads, strongly

relatively reduced

hooked

wings

—

bills,

inhabited

have been subjected to a subpolar regime
of long, dark winters and of summer

South America throughout the

nights illuminated

by the midnight sun.
Ever since its discovery, scientists have
attempted to determine how Diatiyma

group evidently colonized North America

may have

about three million years ago.

lived

and how

it

is

related to

other birds. Diatryma has been variously
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Tertiary.

Flightless representatives of this extinct

was joined to South
Panamanian land bridge

after that continent

America by

One

a

theory holds that Diatiyma in the

lorth

and phorusrhacoids

south in-

vore niches in South America and else-

vacant by

where, Diatryma was no terror crane, hav-

in the

/aded the ecological niches

left

he extinction, 65 million years ago, of the
lonavian theropods, or bipedal camivoous dinosaurs, such as Tyrannosaurus
see "Play
ory,

It

Again, Life," Natural His-

February 1986). However, when

I

an-

dyzed the jaw and hind limb mechanics of
~)iatryma.

I

found only part of

this sce-

ing possessed neither the adaptations of a

predator nor an affinity with cranes.

The jaws of Diatryma, although massive, lacked the pronounced hook typical
of raptors, or birds of prey. The huge beak
was apparently adapted for crushing and
slicing the rank vegetation that cloaked the

warm

Whereas phorusrhacoids
vere apparently mostly predatory and

marshlands, and wet savannas of Eocene

luccessfuUy radiated into various carni-

Euramerica, and

lario to

be

valid.

temperate and subtropical forests,

it

was perhaps used only

In a reconstruction at the California

Academy of Sciences

in

San Francisco, a

pair o/Diatryma tend their young at the

edge of an early Eocene North American
forest. The new Hall of Saurischian

Dinosaurs at the American

Museum

in

New

York features a replica of an
unusually complete Diatiyma skeleton
the

Museum's

Susan Middleton;

California

in

collection.
Academy

of

Sciences
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Thecodont

Theropod

Flying Bird

Hightless Bird

Ornithosuchus longidens

Albertosaurus libratus

Cairina moschata

Diatryma gigantea

(Muscovy duck)

Converging from different starting points,
theropod dinosaurs such as Albertosaurus and
flightless birds such as

Diatryma evolved

bipedal habits, relatively reduced

strictly

forelimbs (green), and similarly angled

scapulocoracoids (blue and yellow) as body
size increased.

proportions of each

The ancestral forelimb

may have resembled those

of the Triassic thecodont Ornithosuchus and of
Each scale bar represents 5 cm. Scapulae (blue) are
drawn to same unit length to facilitate comparison

the extant

Muscovy duck,

respectively.

by Ed Heck after Heilmann 1926, Walker 1964. and Andors 1992. Aviar
specimens from AtulNH and Natural History l^useum of Los Angeles County

Illustralion

secondarily in scavenging carrion or in

preying on the small
that also

abounded

mammals

in these habitats.

—

proportions of the hind limb
the foot, with

or reptiles

The

especially

relatively short tarsus,

its

three stout front toes,

and slender, func-

tional hind toe

markedly from leg

—

differ

and foot proportions of open-country runners such as ostriches and rheas, which
have achieved a longer, faster stride

through evolutionary elongation of the
sus,

and which have reduced

tar-

frictional

contact with the ground through reduction
in the

number of toes

to two (ostriches) or
Hind limb proportions sugalthough Diatryma may have

three (rheas).

gest that

been capable of brief bouts of running,
characteristic gait

its

was probably a walk.

The shallow curvature of

the claws of

like beak, a stout
tarsi

and

toes;

neck and

it is

legs,

and short

the largest living rail

and feeds almost exclusively on grass.
Other possible analogues of Diatryma include

its

closest hving relatives, the three

small and retained some flight capability
by evolving ruminanflike foregut fermentation (see "A Bird with the Guts to Eat
Leaves," Natural History, August 1991).

The

three species of flightless, two- to

New Zealand kiwis have also

which inhabit riverside forests, marshlands, and wet savannas
of northern South America. Screamers are

eight-pound

also relatively large (six to eight pounds)

plished this by adopting a nutritious diet of

and mainly herbivorous.

mainly earthworms and other invertebrates, obtained by probing the soil and

species of screamers,

Large body size

Diatryma, the
takahe, and other avian herbivores seems
to

have evolved

in

in association

with

flight-

remained

New

tirely

storage space in the alimentary

The added weight, long

marked

leaf litter with their long, snipelike

tinct

roomy

in

bills.

Their presumed closest relatives, the ex-

Leaves are a low-energy food that, in
order to be used efficiently, must be eaten
bulk and retained for a long time in a

smaU, but

contrast to the hoatzin, they have accom-

lessness and folivory, or leaf eating.

in

relatively

Zealand moas, were ahnost en-

herbivorous; not surprisingly, these

were wingless and most were huge.
Reduction in relative size of the
limbs in

Diatryma and

fore-

in other strict

retention

bipeds seems to be an evolutionary conse-

was

time, and slow energy release of a leafy

such as

diet are disadvantageous to flying animals,

quence of increased body size. When the
forelimbs lose their locomotory function,

walking or occasional running, than for

a biped no longer has to maintain a favor-

have suggested that the closest modem
analogue of Diatryma is the takahe, a

which need to quickly extract energy from
their food. Those few avian species that
feed on leaves have accordingly tended to
forfeit the energetic expense of flight and
have evolved large size and relatively

of remote subalpine grass-

short forelimbs. Exceptions include the

tling extent.

lands of New Zealand's South Island. This

South American hoatzin, a one-and-a-

ponderous birds tend

four- to seven-pound rail has a Diatryma-

half-pound folivore that has remained

wings

toes indicate that the foot of Diatiyma
better suited for

ground

activity,

its

perching or for grasping prey.
Ornithologist George E.

flightless bird
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Watson and

I

canal.

able (in the case of birds, an aerodynamic)
ratio

of forelimb size to body mass, and

through natural selection, body size can
then increase, in

some

instances to a

This explains
to

why

have the

in proportion to their

star-

the most
shortest

—

mass

as in

•

|

le largest,

usually acute (less than 90 degrees). In
embryos of flying birds and in embryos
and adults of flightless birds, the wing is
often relatively short and the scapulocoracoid angle is commonly obtuse

970-pound extinct Malagasy
or possibly lack wings al-

—

lephant bird
)gether

—

New

nct

as in the largest,

530-pound ex-

Zealand moa. Similarly, the

eaviest Cretaceous tyrannosaurs, includ-

(greater than

and the larger, 16,000ound Tymnnosaurus rex, have, relatively

ig Albertosaitrus

tryma,

it

90 degrees);

Dia-

in adult

approaches 180 degrees. Adult

so-called vestigial limbs, such as the non-

wings of ostriches and rheas, have
remained relatively large and have retained some locomotory and behavioral
functions. While ostriches and rheas do
flying

not use their forelimbs to

deed employ them

fly,

in display

they do in-

and

to steer

and of other large, but unrelated,

Independently of flightless birds, fully

ightless birds

bipedal, large theropods, such as Tyran-

/ardly

and theropods are outquite similar. These similarities

nosaurus and Alhertosaurus, also under-

and balance while running.
Given the demonstrable convergence
between large nonflying birds and large
theropod dinosaurs, it seems reasonable to
ask what the flighfless Diatiyma and other
birds are doing in the American Museum's

an be interpreted as results of convergent

went relative evolutionary reduction of the

new, phylogenetically arranged Hall of

as similar features that

forelimb while retaining an obtuse angle

Saurischian Dinosaurs.

ave evolved in unrelated organisms in re-

between the bones of the shoulder girdle.

sumes relevance

ponse to similar selective pressures, in

The outwardly

terizations of birds as feathered dinosaurs.

the shortest forelimbs

Diatiyma therefore retained the embry-

any theropods. This also explains why
shoulder girdles and forelimbs of Dia-

onic condition, an evolutionary process

peaking,
f

some of

termed neoteny.

le

yma

volution, that

is,

similar shoulder girdles

in

The question

size. In

and forelimbs of tyrannosaurids and dia-

The place of

lose exceptional theropods with reduced

trymids can thus be seen as products of

logical classification

arelimbs

whose bodies remained small,
seem to be imlied. An example is 70-million-year-old
iononykus from Mongolia, a turkey-

convergent evolution, not close phyloge-

uing discussion

pecialized feeding habits

netic relationship,

ized theropod and putative flightless bird

In the evolutionary history of both groups

tionships

Family

of strict bipeds, the forearm and hand have

Museum's new dinosaur

Natural Histon\ September 1993)

tended especially to be progressively and

and

case, selection for large

lis

see

"New Limb on

ree,"
/ith

body

the Avian

short but powerful front

even though convergent

forelimbs do not in themselves preclude a
relationship

appendages

size.

birds.

reduced with increasing body

relatively

;portedly adapted for ground foraging

between dinosaurs and

The upper arm bone

humerus)

(the

birds

as-

view of recent characand dinosaurs
is

in

zoo-

a subject of contin-

among

and
problem of avian
origins cannot be regarded as solved. For
ornithologists

paleontologists, and the

now, the hypothesis of bird-dinosaur
is

scientists to ponder.

some

giants like

nosaurus

rela-

magnificently enshrined in the

rise

hall for visitors

Here, where awe-

Diatryma and Tyran-

up and

flail

reduced front

typically

tion with the bulk of the body. This con-

appendages in what some systematists
would consider to be perilous proximity,
one may well consider whether birds and

jng in relation to the shoulder girdle, and

tinued interdependence, or scaling rela-

theropods are related or whether, as the

le

dinosaurian answer to the kiwi.

In adult flying birds, for
iving

le

Muscovy duck,

the

has, via selection, retained a

example

wing

is

in the

angle between the bones of the shoul-

er girdle (the scapula

and coracoid)

The

is

nounced tendency

tionship,

pro-

to lengthen in propor-

between limb length and body

mass helps account

closest living

more

for the fact that

some

novelist

Flannery O'Connor put
rises must converge."

it,

"Everything that

analogue of

the extinct giant groundbird

Diatryma,
four- to

left,

may be

the

seven-pound flightless,

grass-eating takahe, right, of

New Zealand.
G. Heilmann. The Origin of Birds, London, 1926

j^^r^
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who

are interested

and control, want to find simple, mechanical explanations for the humanlike behavior of animals. Their ideas
in prediction

into the

minds of nonhuman animals.

But

it

about animal minds differ accordingly.

For the past twenty-five years, these

two habits of

scientific

thought have been

finally

didn't take long before skeptics

began poking holes

Most of

studies.

in the ape-language

the apes' "utterances"

were requests, mainly for food. This
of "instrumental" use of signs
reach of

many

is

trained animals.

sort

within the

Any dog

can be taught to bark when he wants a
cookie, but that doesn't

make "woof

dog's

word

that a

chimpanzee's sign for "banana" was

for "cookie."

It

wasn't clear

anything more than another trick per-

formed

for a treat.

Worse

yet, there

was no

order or pattern in the apes' signing.

A

chimpanzee who wanted an apple might
sign "apple

"you

The

me

gimme"

"gimme apple" or
gimme apple eat."

or

apple apple

apes' trainers cheerfully interpreted

clashing with each other in the debate over

these random-looking strings as language,

ape "language." Nobody has ever been

but

able to train apes to actually speak, partly

'

the

sweepstakes

DO NOT SEND ANY OTHER CORRESPON-

DENCE TO THIS RO. BOX.

perimental biologists,

Ex-

found a window

to

have

We

their worlds.

seemed

and local

laws and regulations apply. Void where prohibited by law.
5.

among

and comment on

tions,

more skeptical observers were
minded of a parrot running through

reits

i

epertoire of utterances in the fond

hope of

What was missing in all
ape-language experiments was evi-

aming a
he

cracker.

lence of syntax

—

that

patterns in the

is,

them

)rdering of signs that give

different

neanings in different combinations, as in

Fred loves Jane" versus "Jane loves

And

red."

no

nsisted,

without syntax, the skeptics
true language could exist.

These issues are
lublic in

laid out for the general

two inttiguing new books about

igning chimpanzees.
|ion,

while the other

One

is

a piece of

a scientist's

is

fic-

memoir

twenty-five years of ape-language re-

if

Seismosaurus

But they raise similar questions
nd leave the reader thinking similar

earch.

The Earth Shaker
by David D.

noughts.
Jennie, the heroine of

a baby chimpanzee bom to a
female that was brought by an

novel, is

lying

African hunter into the
u-chibald, a

camp

of

Hugo

Harvard anthropologist col-

;cting animals for his
ides to take Jennie

museum. Hugo de-

back

to his

His son, Alex, makes her his

est buddy, but Alex's

young

sister,

Sarah,

Itows to hate Jennie as a rival for their faler's love.
rst
jie

Their mother. Lea, appalled

by the disorder that Jennie

cloth

of the excavation and analysis of the longest and perhaps
to science.... Gillette covers a dazzling range of topics.
Fast-paced, almost conversational, and pardcularh enjoyable for dinosaur buffs."
Kirkus Reviews

'The fascinating

heaviest dinosaur

tale

known

—

suburban

ome, where she becomes a strange surroate child.

Gillette

with illustrations by Mark Hallett
208 pages / 8 1/2 x 11" / illus / $39. 95,

Douglas Preston's

visits

at

on

"Mr. Gillette, instrumental in excavaung the so far unique skeleton, describes
the problems of extracUng huge bones from rock layers, speculates on the presence of gizzard grit, and discusses the process by which some bones become fosDinosaur enthusiasts should thoroughly enjoy the
sils. Brisk and agreeable
book, and the information on fossilization is worth the while of any reader inter-

ested in the remote past."

—The Atlantic Monthly

Archibald home, becomes fiercely

when a rival surrogate
The rival mom is Dr. Pam

rotective of her

lother appears.

hard-nosed primatologist

tentiss, a
tarts

who

teaching Jennie sign language and

nds up secredy adoring her as the daugh;r

S COLUMBIA i
5 university "?
°
Press

she never had. Equally smitten with

ennie

is

the minister living next door,

|/ho arranges to give

tstruction.

ecause

it

her weekly religious

(Lea relishes

this

arrangement

infuriates Prentiss.) Jennie

;ams 168 signs from these people and
ents

in-

At better bookstores.
Credit cards accepted.

Dept. T81, 136 South Broadway,
Irvington,
Tel:

NY

10533

(800)944-8648

Fax: (800)944-1844
Call or write for our

complete catalog.

25 more. Syntax remains beyond her
75

—
becomes famous

grasp, but she

for the

other quasi-human things she does.

The

reminiscences by her

story nosedives into tragedy toward

when Jennie matures

the end,

becomes impossible

fit

let

speak with utter

give you a cookie

if you

and needed to learn

his fingers

Dr. Prentiss send Jen-

captive chimps. Jennie

home

for

(who has never

seen another chimpanzee)

tries to kill

the

other apes she meets and has to be locked

something of the teasing fascination of

Rashomon; Jennie remains
chimpanzee-shaped hole

a mysterious

in a tangle

of

human projections, and we can never
know the truth about her.
This
think

it

is

a clever narrative device, but

I

works against Preston's obvious
boundary between apes

at

These

it.

com-

prehension of the signs they were using;
could learn to

one of

barked

animals, she concluded, had no real

voices and viewpoints, the result has

nie off to a Florida retirement

to listen before they

talk.

two chim-

In 1975, she set out to get

panzees to

listen to

them punch

one another by making

signal buttons to "ask" each

other for the tools and information they

needed to get food out of locked boxes.

The apes got the idea almost at once and
started swapping food, tools, and key-

desire to blur the

board signals back and forth with gusto.

arrested and

and people. Since the human narrators
have very different visions of Jennie, the

found mysteriously dead

main things we know for sure about her

her cage the next day with her skull

are the points they agree on; namely, that

Sometimes they would name actions and
then perform them
strong evidence for
intention and forethought. Sometimes
they would assign their own, new meanings to unused buttons on the keyboard

where she grows sick and

in a cage,

Alex, trying to rescue her,
jailed. Jennie is
in

Be-

conviction but differ considerably in their

of rage. The Archibalds can cope no

and they

all

friends.

sexually and

friends, Jennie bites off

longer,

cause these people

human

to control or disci-

pline. Insanely jealous of Alex's girl-

in a

presenting Jennie's story as a string of

bashed

in.

By

is

crazy.

the end of the book, just

about everybody

who was

close to Jennie

become a hermit, gone into ther-

has either

apy, or died.

Jennie

found

it

is

not a cheerful book, but

a joy to read.

I

The human charac-

engaging and convincing, and
their lives are bent out of shape in interestters are

she

knows and uses various

signs (espe-

—

lot, and
makes messes. As a result, I was left with
the ironic image of an ape having a

proof of conceptual thinking and creativ-

screaming tantrum

ape repeatedly corrected her

cially

rude ones), screeches a

—throwing

food, tear-

making obscene gescrowd of wishful-thinking

ing up books, and
tures

—while

a

:

When Savage-Rumbaugh

ity.

over-

new meanings,

extended one of these

the

—demon-

strating that this

was a chimpanzee

sign,

with a chimpanzee concept attached.

scholars dance around praising her as an

In 1982, the researchers discovered that

Jennie's impact. Jennie's

unfallen Eve, an abused child, and a noble

they had a simian prodigy in their colony

death seems genuinely tragic, partly be-

savage. Seen in this light, the book becomes a cautionary tale about the perils of
anthropomorphism. The blurbs on the
book's back cover show that it charmed
some leading proponents of a semihuman

Kanzi, the foster son of a somewhat slow-i

ing

ways by

cause her religious lessons have given her
a

dim awareness of

death,

and we suspect

that she has transcended her

animal

state

through suicide.
Preston also deserves praise for his in-

genious solution to the problem of writing
a serious novel about an animal.

The other

such books that I've read either

make

status for

chimpanzees, but

I

think

it

might

be equally relished by skeptics.

The

skeptics will have a harder time

witted female

pygmy chimpanzee that had|

learned only six keyboard signs in twot
years, turned out to

know

all

the otheri

signs they had tried and failed to teach

mother.

He had learned

all this stuff

own, picking up on the

right

on

hisi
his'

answers by

watching his mother give the wrong

ones.j

the

with Kanzi. Ever since Sue Savage-Rum-

This sort of spontaneous, unreinforced

animals talk {Black Beauty) or describe

language learning had been thought!
uniquely human. Even more surprising,!
Kanzi had passively learned the meanings

bor-

baugh began studying ape "language" in
1970, she has been sharply aware of the
difference between using a sign and meaning something by it. She noted early on
that signing chimpanzees wouldn't respond to instrumental signs directed at

elements of English syntax, reliably

dilemma by

them, any more than a trained dog would

tinguishing, say,

their acts

and feelings without

utter or think a

them

letting

word (Tarka

the Otter).

Both approaches have drawbacks. Talking
animals are unbelievable, but a character

who

never says or thinks anything

ing. Preston gets

around

this

is

i

of about 150 spoken English words. Most,

amazing of all, he appeared

ball"

He

dis-i

"Throw the potato at thes
from "Throw the ball at the potato."|

couldn't say any of these things him-i

self,

but he could respond correctly

—and
chimpanzees — Kanzi

them. Like people
ing

to understand]

tOi

unlike other sign-|
didn't need to bei

taught to listen and could listen better thanj

he could

talk.

To Savage-Rumbaugh and

her coauthor, Roger Lewin,

all

these facts

suggest that "apes, like humans, need

exposed

to

order to acquire

No

to be

language during infancy

matter

in

it."

how we

raise them, chim-

panzees are never going to speak English
or read this book.

The

skeptics will always

be able to find reasons for
"language"

is

insisting that

something peculiar

to our

species. If the fortress of syntax falls, they

i

can retreat to passive verbs or compound
sentences as the true markers of humani
uniqueness. But the an-esting fact here
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is

many language

that so

,ot

niquely human:

have

lals

it

is

skills are

that speechless ani-

The
surely no

linguistic abilities at

act that they

jnger in doubt

— which

do

—

Infamous Dinosaur Egg

is

all.

strengthens the case for

linking that our minds, like our bodies,

something we have inherited
rom our animal ancestors and share with
re largely

close animal relatives.

lur

le skeptics" dread of

To many of us,

anthropomorphism

3oks more and more like a case of hysterblindness.

;al

Oviraptor philoceratops
Formerly known asProtoceratops, th\s6"Oviraptor
egg replica from Skullduggery is a great specimen
forstudy and display. Send or call for free literature
on this and other natural history items:
Skullduggery • 624 South B Street • Dept NFS
Tustin", CA 92680 • (800) 336-7745

replicahle behavior, in

which

same way over and

lb, this sort

over. Outside the

of stereotyped behavior

behavior insists that the investigator

lust rigidly control all variables

and

that

nly repetitive behavior can count as data,
naturally has to

ponses. Evidence for something

—
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avior"

When we move

'

.ontrol,

and

let

out of the lab, relax

the animals try to
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we
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see things in a dif-
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lat needs our attention, such actions show

jrent light.

')ward an

s

that beasts

nd

that they

doing

it.

—

University of California at Santa Crtiz,
and author of Dolphin Days

have desires and intentions,
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ito
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line
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,onvincing a case for animal intentionality
|nd creativity as
'lenters

anything the experi-

have managed to come up with in

venty years of searching for syntax in ape
language." In the last analysis, perhaps
le

best reason for thinking that

have minds

jials

ley

like ours is

seem to recognize

that

some

ani-

simply that

we have minds

jke theirs.

Carimill

an anthropologist at
A View to a
leath in the Morning is a history of ideas
bout hunting and human origins.
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hike University.

His book
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Return of the Dinosaurs
The Hall of Saurischian Dinosaurs and the Hall of Omithis-

P.M. in the

MUSEUM OF NATURAL

Kaufmann

Theater.

Call (212) 769-5606 for

more

information.

which began more than
four years ago and will be completed in 1996, the two halls will
house the world's most compresil halls,

hensive exhibition of fossil dinosaur material. Recently dis-

covered fossils will augment
well-known specimens in the

Museum's

Many

of
the original mounts, like that of
Tyraimosawus rex, have been
conserved, cleaned, and reassembled to reflect changes in
the scientific perspectives on
these creatures and their evolution. Highlights of the exhibition
include Apatosaunts (aka Brontosawus) with a new skull, additional neck bones, and a tail that
has been lengthened by nearly
twenty feet; a partial "mummy"
of a duck-billed dinosaur; a Velociraptor specimen; and a
homed dinosaur with patches of
skin impressions fossilized on
collection.

pects of

on little-known
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by the Carlota Santana Spanish
Dance Company on Thursday,
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Auditorium. Call (212) 7695606 for ticket availability.
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New York City
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On
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Hope Cooke, former queen
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York: History Walks for
chair

and Footloose

and

culture.
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7:00 RM. in the Kaufmann Theater. Call (212) 769-5606 for

New
Arm-

Travelers,

animal folk tales related by

stc

Cochise Anderson o
June 18; and a recital by the Th;
Music and Dance Society c
America on June 25. For a fu
ryteller

more information.

schedule of events, call (211
769-5315.

Weekend "Expedition"

Pueblo Myths

On

Programs
In conjunction with the

Mu-

Friday, June 16, storj

teller-author Teresa Pijoan wi

Tewa

Indian myths

seum's 125th anniversary "Ex-

relate

pedition" program, special cul-

she heard as a child growing u

and scientific events will be
presented every weekend in
June. Included are performances
by the Philippine Dance Company on June 3 and 4; a demon-

in

tural

Armchair Traveler
rian

as-

York's social his-

tory, architecture,

chian Dinosaurs will open Friday, June 2. Part of a larger
renovation of the Museum's fos-

will speak

HISTOR

about evidence of environmental change in tree cores
on June 10; Native American

in

thi

San Juan Pueblo's trading po
New Mexico. Her presenti

tion will take place at 7:00 R^

Linder Theater. For info
mation, call (212) 769-5606.
in the

stration

Dance Traditions of Rumb.
and Bomba
Cuban rumba and Puerf
Rican bomba will be the fe;
tured traditional dances ar
music in a program to be giv<
on Thursday, June 1. This pr
gram, Dos Alas/Two Wings,
cosponsored by City Lore: Tl
New York Center for Urbj
Folk Culture and the Museuni
Education Department as part
the Museum's year-long serii
"Unity Through Diversity." Ci

the skeleton.

The Universe Revealed

(212) 769-5315 for more info
mation.

Recent photographs taken by
the Hubble Space Telescope are
currently on display at the Planetarium. Photographs of the
M87 galaxy and images of
strikes made by Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 are among the

Museum Field Trips
The Education Department
sponsoring a number of sprii
workshops,

field trips,

and wal

ing tours. Central Park,

Mine

New

Sterlii

Ne

highlights of the exhibit. Call

Hill

(212) 769-5900 for information
about all Planetarium events, in-

cluding the Sky Show, "The Ten

York's Palisades, the wetlan^
of Jamaica Bay, and Cape Ci
are among the places to be v

Most Asked Questions About

ited.

the Universe."

complete

Prison Tattoos

The

distinctive style

Brady

Call (212) 769-5310

record of inmates' lives and as
indicators of personal status.

This program will begin

at

7:00
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American Museum of Natui
History, Central Park West

79th Street in

New

York

The Kaufmann and Linder

Cii
th

aters are located in the Charl

will discuss the sig-

nificance of tattoos as a visual
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Jersey,

These events take place
and sym-

bolism of prisoners' tattoos will
be the subject of a talk on Tuesday, June 20, by Chris Brady, of
the Idaho State Historical Society.

in

1832 by Edward Lear Famous for his
nonsense verse, Lear was also a zoological artist. A selection of his
illustrations is now on display in the exhibition "Art in the Sendee of
Black-capped

loiy.

painted

in

Science" in the Museum's libraiy galleiy.

A. Dana Education Wing. T
Museum has a pay-what-yo
wish admission policy. For mo
information about the Museui
call (212)

769-5100.
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Shortly after sunrise, a striped morning

sphinx moth makes

its

rounds, sipping

nectar from the blossoms of bee balm, a wild
mint. Without the benefit of a

camera

to

freeze the motion, casual observers

occasionally mistake the insect for a small

hummingbird darting from flower to flower.
The moth's resemblance to the diminutive
bird,

however,

is

merely a case of

convergent evolution: both animals
independently acquired the ability to hover
in

midair while drawing sugary liquid from

the nectaries of deep-throated flowers.

Hummingbirds use

their thin, elongated bills

to get at their food,

while sphinx moths are

equipped with long, flexible tongues, which
they uncoil to probe a flower's interior. Their
flight also distinguishes the

seem unable
ability to

to

match

the

moths; they

hummingbirds'

zoom away from

a flower in

reverse.

Sphinx moths (often called hawk moths in
Europe) get

their

name from

the larvae's

up when threatened, giving
them a sphinxlike appearance. Almost all of
the 123 species found in North America feed
ability to puff

at night,

but about a dozen can be seen by

day. In addition to the

(Hyles lineata), which

moth shown here
flies

hours, the clear-winged

during twilight

hummingbird moth

(Hemaris thysbe) can be seen
flowers

all

visiting

day, as can the yellow-

and-black-banded bumblebee moth

(Hemaris

diffinis).

Unlike the mottled gray-

and-brown night-flying moths

that rest

camouflaged during the day, the diurnal

moths are often brightly colored, blurring the
somewhat artificial distinction between
R. A.
butterflies and moths.

Photograph by Joe

MoDonold
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Jurassic) turtles

and

is

just

beginning another on side-

necked

turtles.

With Mark

Norell and Lowell Dingus,

Rare
Over

50

1

Collecting

(New

Africa,

Mexico,

USA.

York: Knopf, 1995).

Museum, Lowell

at the
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the renovation

is

project director.

He

re-

ceived his doctorate from
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at

Berkeley.
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iive years,

Eugene
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American Museum's major renovations
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From Inexpensive

to First

Class
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of

its

fossil vertebrate halls.

As

a curator

of the renovation program, Gaffney (center)

has helped to structure the exhibitions

according to the scientific principle of
cladistics.

some 65 million years ago) in
Montana and in Mongolia. Both Dingus
dinosaurs

S.

Gaffney, Lowell Dingus, and Miranda

Since 1970, he has been a cura-

and Smith contributed
exhibition "Life

California

to the evolutionary

Through Time"

Academy of Sciences

Francisco. Smith, of Ralph

Associates in

—

the halls
the

new

is

New York

—

at the

in

San

Applebaum

designers of

the content coordinator of

exhibitions.

Smith received her

master's degree in paleontology at

,

Toll Free (800)

tor of fossil reptiles in the

872-8584

Museum's

Berkeley in 1986 and

Department of Vertebrate Paleontology,

where

his

main research involves the

tematics of

GARGOYLES

turtles.

He

sys-

has just completed

a project on the earliest (Triassic and

ciple of the

off evil.
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mal<e charming
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Extension

fossil halls.
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new

scientific illustrator

were created to
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ested in cladistics as the organizing prin-
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Paul C. Sereno (page 30) last wrote
Natural History on his dinosaur-huntng expedition to Niger in the Sahara

'or

"Dinosaurs and Drifting Continents,"

The Galapagos

month he reports on
iome of the work he and his team have
indertaken in South America, where fosfanuary 1995). This

iils

of the earliest-known dinosaurs have

5een uncovered. Sereno
;sted in the potential

became

of the Triassic sedi-

end of his graduate studies at
Columbia University and the American

Now

Anatomy

at the

some unique

.'as

guins, marine and land iguanas, seals, sea
lions,

and a wide variety of

naturalists

birds.

from the American

two cruises
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A

team of

Museum

will
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American Museum of Natural History

from Africa.

linosaurs

the

to the i.slands, including giant tortoises, pen-

!)ossible in the field. Africa, in particular,

beckons, and he

Among

University of

phicago. Sereno spends as

.till

on evolution.

volcanxjes'and bizarre lava formations. reside

lead

an associate professor in

he Department of Organismal Biology
ind

tory for research

a diverse assortment species,

the

Vluseum.

made famous by

inter-

nents of Argentina's Ischigualasto valley

oward
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Darwin's finch studies, are a living labora-
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places in the world have the striking diver-

of cultures, landscapes and wildlife that

sity

New

Guinea

has. Little

known

until well into

this century, this island, its fascinating cultures

and exotic fauna have attracted American Mus-

eum
ter,

scientists

a team of

and others for decades. This win-

museum

American Museum. Currently an assisint professor

of anatomy

at the

'ork College of Osteopathic
le

New

York

Institute

regions: the

New

of Technology,

996
late

head even farther north

will

to

his

ampson

work on homed

is

in

exca-

to the magnificent Hull

peo-

Sepik River area, renowned for
its

peoples; and the

coral atolls, reefs and distinctive cultures of the

American
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Museum

Sea and

Natural
History

its

islands.

dinosaurs,
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of

Discovery Tours

interested in testing hypothe-

about evolutionary change by inte-

rating

home

ple; the

the artwork of

remains of polar dinosaurs. In addi-

on to
;s

Dinosaur Provincial Park and

to

the

Medicine, of

ampson spends his summers in the field.
le plans to do more work this year in
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lecturers will lead a land

Papua New Guinea to explore three very different
mountainous jungle interior teeming with birds of paradise and

and cruise program

phylogeny with ecology and
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The state paleontologist of Utah since
David D. Gillette (page 41) does

"I

fieldwork

all

over that

state

and

in

Mexico, although he has also put
in the field in
at his

New

in

Reported by his colleagues

time

sharp eye for finding the

alma mater. Southern Methodist

that search

New

1983 to 1985. With a dedicated crew,
seven years excavating the

—and

associated gastroliths

—of

Seismosaurus. His popular account of the

research on the evolution of North

discovery and excavation of this beast,

American Ice Age animals,

Seismosaurus, The Earth Shaker

(New

York: Columbia University Press, 1994),

mammoths. When he

is

especially

not scouring

includes descriptions of how high tech-

Utah for fossils, Gillette is a volunteer in
the Big Brother-Big Sister program and

nology can be applied to dinosaur paleon-

enjoys

tology. Gillette continues to study sauro-

Brother, Heath Besner, age ten, and

pod evolution and

Heath's twin brother, Brock.

is

also involved in

After getting his doctorate in geology
fi'om the University of

Birmingham,

many

adventures with his Little

were coming

Glasgow University in Scotland,
Martin Lockley (page 46) headed for the
American West, where more and more

University of Colorado at Denver, not far

•

in the

Yemen, Mexico, and
Mongolia. For the past four summers, he
has joined the American Museum's expeditions to the Gobi, where he and other
team members have discovered the remains of extinct small reptiles and mammals, as well as of dinosaurs. In addition

and other dinofrom the deserts of central Asia, he
specializes in research on the evolution of
crocodilians and the origins of birds.
Clark earned his doctorate in anatomy
to studying oviraptorids

saurs

to light in the early 1980s.

Now a professor of geology

^'?;:^-?::¥!^-""—

mode to good use

discoveries of fossil tracks and trackways

England, and serving as a research associate at

of fossils

Clark has put

deserts of Nevada,

Mexico Museum of Natural History from

skeleton

small
56).

have a

to

finiest

in the vastest landscapes,

University in Dallas, Texas, then served

Gillette spent

fossils, especially

James M. Clark (page

ones," says

most continents. He taught

as a curator of paleontology at the

enjoy traveling to deserts around the

world looking for

1988,

at the

from parts of the "dinosaur freeway,"
Lockley tracks dinosaurs and other extinct creatures near home and abroad. He
has examined and mapped tracks all over
the western United States, western

Europe, and South Korea; his next destination

is

cenh"al Asia. Fittingly,

Lockley 's

Mark Norell

(page 58)

responsible

is

Press, 1991), Lockley has

most remarkable discoveries to have emerged from the American
Museum's expeditions to the Gobi
Desert the first embryo of a carnivorous
dinosaur (reported by James Clark in this

written, with A.

issue).

favorite sports are track
ics.

and

field athlet-

The author of Tracking Dinosaurs: A

New Look at an Ancient

World

(Cambridge: Cambridge University

P.

most recently
Hunt, Dinosaur Tracks

for one of the

—

A member of the Museum's field

and Other Fossil Footprints of the
Westerly USA (New York: Columbia
In her fourth year of college at the

University Press, 1995).

University of Durban- Westville in Natal,

South Africa, Anusuya Chinsamy (page
"Birds have always fascinated me,"
says Luis

M. Chiappe

(page 52). "I

ways wanted to understand
and first evolutionary steps

their origin

—

words, to

know how

they are today."

birds

al-

in other

came

to be like

A research associate at

of California Press. His future projects
will take

him back

in Patagonia

as to

to previous field sites

and the Gobi Desert, as well

new ones

in Africa,

where the

62) signed up for an optional topic in paleontology and got "hooked." After earning her doctorate from the University of

Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, she

record of ancient birds has yet to be

covered the

deciphered.

crostructure,

field

which encompasses the dismost loves paleontology,
histology, and physiology. Chinsamy,

—

American Museum, Chiappe earned
his doctorate in biological sciences from
the Universidad de Buenos Aires in 1992

ciplines she

and

University of Pennsylvania,

the

started as a research fellow at the

American Museum
the past ten years,

same year. For
he has worked primarthat

on Mesozoic (age of dinosaurs) birds
from Argentina, Mongolia, Spain, and the
ily

United States.
the

first

birds, to

86

He

technical

is

the senior editor of

book on Mesozoic

be published by the University

Natural History 6/95

dis-

of dinosaur bone mi-

who did

postdoctoral

scientist at the

work

at the
is

South African

Cape Town. She

now

a

staff

Museum in

plans to continue to

study bone microstructure in extinct and

hving animals and

to

combine

lab re-

search with fieldwork in the Algoa basin

of South Africa. Chinsamy has a particular interest in education: "I find talking to

'

rom

and has

the University of Cliicago

vorked as a postdoctoral fellow

at the

;mithsonian Institution and the American

Museum of Natural

History.

He

is

cur-
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As

the workings of ornithopod teeth and

jaws, whose sophistication, back in the

new

Cretaceous, was something

in the

annals of herbivory. Weishampel,

who

re-

ceived his doctorate in geology from the
University of Pennsylvania,
ate professor of

anatomy

an associ-

is

at the

Karen Chin (page 67) was
by most subjects in natural history, but not particularly by "old dead
things" like fossils. Her view changed
rapidly when she began working for Jack
a child,

intrigued

Homer at the Museum

of the Rockies

in

Bozeman, Montana. This apprenticeship

Johns

Hopkins University School of Medicine
in Baltimore.

.;*

been

in

His

latest

fieldwork has

Romania, where he

the island biogeography of

Dan Grigorescu of the

is

working on

Europe with

University of

Bucharest. Planned projects include further research

A diverse group, duck-billed dinosaurs
and

their kin

have given David B. Weis-

hampel (page 64) a rich

field for investi-

gations since the mid-1970s,

when he

began work on the possible function of
their sometimes flamboyant hollow
crests.

Since then, using

fossils,

phy-

logeny, and computers, he has delved into

Allison V.

Andors (page

68), a scien-

on the broad

issues of di-

nosaur diversity and ornithopod phylogeny, as well as

more work on

the finer

points of herbivory, such as chewing and
foliage fracture properties
try

and the geome-

of dentition. Weishampel

is

the editor,

with Peter Dodson and Halszka

Osmolska, of The Dinosauria (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1990.)

Bjom Kurten

tologist

in Finland.

Andors

American Museum's
omithology department, first became in-

went on

terested in fossil birds as a Princeton un-

wrote his dissertation on giant ground-

tific

assistant in the

dergraduate,
erful of

when he was shown

Diatryma bones

a draw-

in the university

complete a Ph.D.

to

in geological

Columbia University and

sciences at

birds of North America. In recent years,

Andors has collaborated

in researching

museum. He spent a subsequent acade-

the distribution and breeding biology of

led her to specialize not only in finding

mic year on a grant studying with paleon-

hving birds of Patagonia and the zooge-

clues to past

ographic relationships between now-ex-

them

tinct birds

of South America and Africa.

In addition to fieldwork in South

America, he has led or participated
several

a wildlife photographer
taking his
grade.

He

first

at

an early age,

snapshots in the eighth

received both his B.S. in

Colorado, and Washington.

"When

geology

not

western

traveled around the world photographing
wildlife
latest

and has written four books, the

being Designing Wildlife

Photographs (Amphoto Publications,
1994).

With

his wife,

McDonald currently

Mary Ann,

organizes photo-

graphic tours of wilderness regions in the
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is

now

in

a variety of cop-

a doctoral candidate in

at the University

of California

greatly enjoy watching living birds, read-

Bruce

my

and spending quality time

wife, mural painter

Rhoda

United States and abroad. The
McDonalds are on the road some thirty
weeks out of the year, but they are happiest

photographing the wildlife that lives

near their home.

McDonald

the

spotted the

Moment" while walking through
meadow that has grown up behind his

house, where myriad wild creatures, in-

cluding "almost every local species of
snake," have appeared since he
five years ago.
film,

To capture

the

moved

mm macro lens.

in

moth on

McDonald rushed into the house
Nikon F4 equipped with a 200

get his

dung

to

Gill report

on

at

their discovery of

beetle traces in Cretaceous copro-

lites in

my Labrador retriever. Bill."

"Natural

in the

Since then, he has

She

Santa Barbara. Chin and entomologist

from Indiana University,
state.

coprolites, or fos-

studying fossil birds," Andors says, "I

sphinx moth featured in this month's

home

molecular biomarkers
roUtes.

biology and his M.A. in communications
part of his

—

dinosaur coprolites and searching for

in

Wyoming,

Andors, and

(page 82) began his career as

but also in searching for

dung. Chin's work includes analyzing

leontological expeditions to

with

A native of central Pennsylvania, Joe

life

what many people would con-

sider unlikely places
sil

American Museum-sponsored pa-

ing, traveling,

McDonald

in

an upcoming issue of the joumal

Palaios.
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The
place

first

fifty

detonation of a nuclear device took

forget that they are part of the nature they seek to

years ago, at the secret Trinity

control.

site in

On July

New

Mexico. The second and third followed
quickly, over Hiroshima and Nagasaki. I have
never visited the targeted

cities in

Japan, but

I

have shuffled through the dust and creosote
at Trinity. I have also

bushes near ground zero
explored Bikini Atoll
tests in

—

the site of atomic

bomb

—prowling through abandoned

1946

houses and swimming through the hulks of the
blasted ships that he

Daniel J. Lenihan's

on the bottom of the

article,

Revisited, appears on

humankind passed a new

milestone. Atoms, once considered indivisible

by

definition,

were

split in

an explosive chain

more impressive than any caused by a
down a hillside. While the

reaction,

rock tumbling

accomplishment gave cause for celebration,
also provoked concern. We had learned to
convert matter to energy
a revelation. But could

—

we

the very thought

issue.

house
lagoon. Such experiences lead me, an

I

world

to the natural

and weapons.

can see one of our ancestors, perhaps

and levering

entrance.

The

muscular

efforts.

humans

it

away from

his

cave

lever wonderfully concentrates his

Sometime

later,

1

own

1:29).

come will redefine
many ways, but
since Trinity the stakes have become
increasingly high. Nature, and we as part of
nature, are at risk. The explosion in the New
Mexico

desperately trapped, sticking a tree branch under
a heavy rock

wind" (Prov.

in the millennia to

their relationship to natijre in

has changed since our forebeai^s began wielding
tools

shall inherit the

Humans

on how much

humankind's relationship

was

avoid annihilating

history notes that "he that troubleth his

archeologist, to reflect

it

ourselves in a sudden conflagration or poisoning
the world with hazardous residues?
A book of some consequence to human

Ground Zero

page 42 of this

16, 1945,

a band of early

desert

is

said to have created

its

own

meteorological microenvironment. Lightning

and gales heralded the

arrival

of the

new

age.

Let us hope our inheritance will be one of fight

and not of wind.

Daniel J. Lenihan

levers a similar rock off a steep slope,

hoping to crush an approaching enemy.
Unexpectedly, one rock strikes another in a
primitive chain reaction, and the foe

a landslide.

is

buried in

A giddy sense of power overwhelms

the perpetrators,

who

quickly adapt the

technique to hunt large herbivores.

The ancient

landslide that

I

have imagined was

one of the milestones of human history.

It

tapped

the gravitational forces latent in a mountain.

prideful sense of mastery over the natural

A

world

evolved as humans harnessed other external
sources of power

—animals

to pull plows,

wind

and water to grind grain, steam to drive ever
larger turbines.

But

this

process has not been

without destructive social and environmental

The manipulation of increasingly
tree branches has led humans to

consequences.
sophisticated

November 1946. Admiral and Mrs. W. H. P. Blandy and
Rear Admiral F. J. Lowry celebrated the successful testing of
atomic bombs earlier that year at Bikini Atoll.
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I

While growing up in the
Gregory C.

what

my

project

AUTHORS

would be."

it

I

increasingly difficult to enter

Pacific Northwest,

Since completing his doctoral

the water without a camera.

Jensen (page 26) developed

dissertation, he has taught

The

crustacean biology

ticularly enjoyable

an

interest in

marine biology

and a particular fascination
with crabs and shrimps.
first

He

noticed the zonation pat-

at

the

University of Washington

at the

two years were parbecause he

had a "legitimate excuse" to
explore and dive, from British

School of Fisheries, and
ichthyology

past

Columbia

Shannon

to

Mexico, while

terns of porcelain crabs while

Point Marine Center of

shooting pictures for his book

preparing for an eighth grade

Western Washington Univer-

Pacific Coast

science

fair;

years

later,

when

he began attending graduate
school, he says "there

was

never the slightest doubt about

sity.

He

diving,

Shrimps (Monterey: Sea

and photography, and

Challengers, 1995), the

since he began combining the
latter

Crabs and

enjoys hiking, scuba

two

interests,

has found

first

Bom and raised in Madras

color identification guide to

West Coast crustaceans.

India,

Raman Sukumar (pa

52) says he was the "usual
city-bred child interested in

On
River

the banks of the

Alaska,

in

Noatak

Bernd

Although best known

for his research

Heinrich (page 32) stopped

to

photograph a nest of arctic
terns.

tundra.

Upset by the intrusion,

on

than animals. In high school

thennoregulation in bees and

however, his "eyes opened

other insects, Heinrich

the profound beauty of livin|

inveterately eclectic.

is

Most

creatures."

he has been working

divebombed him while he
captured the eggs on film. A

on the calling behavior of

weekends

wood frogs, and the

Park, a seminatural park

frequent contributor to Natural

cooperative behavior of ravens

within Madras's city limits.

History, Heinrich

searching for food.

Sukumar saw

is

a

seen

who

at his

cabin in the Maine

this day,

(page 42) can see the lights of

—
atomic bomb—from

may

trip to

he

is

a particular interest. His

was an elephant or a
he

nests, for

have

a

not sure whetl

passion for finding hidden bird

example, inspired

/'5

field

sure

—

after a

rock,

bi

decade

ol

experience with some-

times capricious elephants—

him to try his luck searching
for them on the Alaskan

that

it is

always better

to

mistake a rock for an elepha|

birthplace of the

than an elephant for a rock.

his

bedroom window. Head of the

or

what he saw through a
patchwork of light and shad

ventures farther afield to study

Los Alamos

—

his first wild elephant

sanctuary in Tamil Nadu. To

woods. Occasionally, he

Lenihan

—

in

during a class

spends most of his spare time

years, Daniel J.

sevej

most of his
Guindy Nation;

years, he spent

recently,

University of Vermont,

Mexico, for the past twenty

For the next

An Oregon

native,

Chris

National Park Service's

Johns (page 78) gives

underwater archeology

current

program, Lenihan (shown here

home

I

appreciated them and thought

they had been maligned.

his

My

Currently an assistant
professor of ecology at the

pictures of their kinder, gentler

Indian Institute of Science

Blue Ridge Mountains near

side should help to contradict

Bangalore, Sukumar

with his wife, Barbara) was

Shenandoah National Park.

the

assisted in his research for his

Known

gotten."

by archivist-historian
Roger Meade. Those curious

photography, Johns's

assignment has taken him to

equipped with a standard

about another weapon

Africa, but he took his

400

mentioned by Lenihan may

photograph of the mother

an excellent biologist."

article

want

to read

Bat Bomb, by

address as the

for his wildlife

alligator

latest

and her progeny

Jack Couffer (Austin:

the Florida Everglades.

University of Texas Press,

more

1992).

alligators,"

4
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t(

the parents repeatedly

professor of zoology at the

A resident of Sante Fe, New

games," more fond of books

I

in

"The

learned about

he says, "the more

How did Johns get

squeeze

also

Nikon F4,

manages

have time

that's

for."

about

the

lUCN

tion

Asi;'

(World Conserva

Union) and head of the

Asian Elephant Conservatio
Centre. His most recent boo

Elephant Days and Night!

to

is

all

Ten Years with the Indian
Elephant (New Delhi: Oxfol

in "raising children

and horses, and

ii

also

Elephant Specialist Group o

mm lens—and the aid of

Somehow, he

I

deputy chairman of the

bad reputation they have

the shot? "I used a

is

University Press, 1994).
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Spin Doctoring Darwin
Ousted from our cherished place

of the universe, we're

in the center

still in

denial

by Stephen Joy Gould

In a wonderfully wise

and frequently

Sigmund Freud identified
the common component of all major scientific revolutions: "Humanity has
had
cited statement,

.

to

endure

.

.

.

great outrages

upon

.

.

naive

its

self-love." In other words, great revolu-

tions

smash pedestals

for our

—

the previous props

cosmic arrogance. Freud then iden-

tified the
First, the

two most

significant fracturings.

cosmological

shift

from a geo-

centric to a heliocentric universe:

[humanity] realized that our earth

"when
was not

accompany

dark clouds. For ex-

the biological fact of our "descent from

ample. Dr. Pangloss of Voltaire's Candide,

the animal world." But the second stage,

West-

mental acconmiodation toward pedestal

said to

all

surely the greatest spin doctor in

em literature,

all

stated that syphilis, inadver-

New

from the

World

ception of evolution has been so spin doc-

that, on
must be for the best because
the Americas had also provided such won-

we have managed to retain an
human importance
scarcely different, in many crucial ways.
from the exalted state we occupied as the

Europe, might be unpleasant but
balance,

all

derful products as chocolate.

We may
revolution

say,

think, that Freud's first

I

complete

is

in his pedestal-

smashing sense. All thinking people ac-

we

on a peripheral hunk of

the center of the universe, but only a speck

cept that

in a world-system of a

rock on the edge of one galaxy

magnitude hardly

conceivable." Second, the Darwinian dis-

covery of evolution, which "robbed

man

of his particular privilege of having been
specially created,

and relegated him

to de-

gezillions

live

among

—and no one seems enveloped

by cosmic angst, or despairing about the
meaning of human Ufe, on these grounds.

we have come

(Perhaps

to terms through

scent from the animal world." Freud then

the passage of centuries, for the

new

hinted that the discovery and elucidation

mology did not always seem so

unthreat-

of the unconscious,

in large part his

work, might smash a third pedestal

own

in set-

torment.

we have not forgotten Galileo's
Many early versions of heliocen-

trism retained the pedestal

rationality.

own

This statement suggests a criterion for
lutions

—namely,

scientific revo-

pedestal smashing itself

Revolutions are not consummated

when

people accept the physical reconstruction

personal

the cosmos.

The two phenomena

—

alignment of the physical universe and

assessment of

human

to

second revolution has not

surmount a mental roadblock.

still

floats in the

limbo of our

unwillingness to face the implications of

cosmic estate of Homo

re-

sapiens. Physical reconstruction, the

to

in

espouse the

literal

reading of Genesis

for a creation of all Ufe in a

few days

of

twenty-four hours. That some people cannot even take the

first

Freudian step only

emphasizes the particular fear and

for the

first

tance that this revolution raises in us.)
It

tural

takes no great philosophical or cul-

acumen

to recognize

why

the Dar-

winian revolution has been most

complete

and therefore remains

in the

Freudian sense.

I

least

don't

of science has ever so

strongly or directly impacted our view

our

own meaning and purpose. (Some

entific revolutions,

construction, just don't pack as
for the

ot,

human

soul.

re-

much

For example,

complished: All thinking people accept

our view of the earth's history and dynam-

silver lining

but few people have staked the mean-j

'

ing of their lives upon the issue of whetheil

Stephen Jay Gould. Frederick

from time immemorial, one

on the

ics,

contem-

>,

sci-

though equally porten-

tous and revisionary in dieir physical

oomph

.

difficult

understood by

in

'

reluc-

plate tectonics has thoroughly changed

accepts a sorry fact, but provides an inter-

6

numbers

step in a Freudian revolution, has been ac-

new name

pretation based entirely

Americans, but no large
any other Western nation,
don't accept evolution at all, and continue
that millions of

in the history

tain that Freud's

feel cer-

Darwinism

In spin doctoring, an art practiced best
politicians

in

am not even dis-

think that any other ideological revolution

I

re-

porary culture: spin doctoring.

by

I

cussing the sociologically significant fact

to accept,
lifetime

invoking an old mental strategy that has
received a striking

supposed products of direct creation
God's image. (Note that

are truly

status

distinct, a separation best

—

interpretation of

explicating and defending evolution in

Evolution

status in

tored that

both pubhc and technical fora,

they grasp the meaning of this reconstruc-

demotion of human

the sun, in the center of

But having spent a professional

been able

tion for the

star,

by placing our

a Umited universe.)

when

of the universe thus implied, but

cos-

ening, and

ting aside our convictions about mental

judging the completion of

smashing, has scarcely begun. Public per-

to

tently transmitted

P. Rose
Honoraiy Curator in Invertebrates at the
American Museum of Natural Histoiy,
teaches biology, geology, and the histoiy
of science at Haivard University.

or not Europe and

America were once

physically connected, and whether or not

continents reside within thin plates

ing over the earth's surface as

float-

new

sea

floor arises at oceanic ridges.)
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I

.

summarize what I regard

like to

I

as the

some

us

,

insight into the spin doctoring of

standpoint of individuals

have been struck by

standpoint of the species

pedestal-smashing messages of Darwin's

Darwin's revolution.

revolution in the following statement,

three items that appeared in the

which might be chanted a few times a day,

Times during the past year, for they repre-

Hare Krishna mantra,

like a

end

to force pene-

Humans

tiation into the soul:

are not the

result of predictable evolutionary

I

tored view, yet

all

are stated with such as-

surance that evolution must have this
therefore found them, in their

meaning.

little twig on the enormously arborescent bush of life, which if
replanted from seed, would almost surely
not grow this twig again or perhaps any
twig with any property that we would care

collectivity, paiticularly

to call consciousness.

the

All the classic forms of evolutionary

York

components of the spin-doc-

sent primary

progress, but rather a fortuitous cosmic afterthought, a tiny

New

I

illustration of

compelling as an

our deep miring in the spin-

doctored view of evolution as sensible and
predictable progress, continuously

mov-

ing toward desired ends by working for

good of groups and communities.
Evolution for the collective good.

1.

On

radical

tations that can

but from the

.

While sexmu-

damage

individuals of the

species, the advantages of this continual in-

troduction of

gene pool

new

genetic material into the

an evolutionary plus for that
species.
You miss the point. Evolution is
not about a good deal for individual females
or individual males, but about a good deal
.

.

is

.

for the species.

am

I

point.

sorry, but the writer

has missed the

Darwin's central theory of natural

selection

about advantages ("good

is

you

if

will) that accrue to individu-:

explicidy not to species. In fact, this

als,

counterintuitive proposal

and unwanted consequences of this

.

ual reproduction continually introduces

deals"

spin doctoring are designed to avoid the

.

itself.

—

that individual

bodies, not "higher" groups like species,

mantra. Spin doctoring centers on two dif-

act as units

ferent subjects: the process of evolution as

tion

a theory and mechanism; and the pathway

ism, and explains a large part of our

of evolution as a description of

life's his-

Spin doctoring for the process

tory.

tries to

depict evolution as inherently progressive

and as working toward some "higher"

good

in acting "for" the benefit

of such

The following statement
might be chanted a tew

a

times

doy,

tike

—

and

targets of natural selec-

culty in grasping and

o Hare

fits

consequences, of natural selection's causal

mechanism:

Humans are not the end

cess of individuals.

and

well-

designed organisms. Spin doctoring for

pathway reads the history of

the

life

as

continuous flux with sensible directionality

toward more complex and more brainy

beings, thereby allowing us to view the

Homo

evolution of

late

sapiens as the

result of

Warm

predictable

differential reproductive suc-

and fuzzy ideas about direct

ac-

good of species represent a
form of spin doctoring that has:

tion for the

evolutionary progress, but

a fortuitous cosmic
afterthought, a tiny little 1wig
on the enormously
rather

arborescent bush cf

lead to bene-

tages can only arise as sequelae, or side

Krishna mantra, to force

penetration into the soul:

ecosystems

may

diffi-

his powerfiil

for species, but these "higher" advan-

for advantages of individual organisms),

harmonious

owning

idea. Natural selection

groups as species or communities (not just
thereby producing such desired ends as

of Darwin's radical-

lies at the heart

life.

classical

more than a century. If evoluworked explicidy for species, then we
could soften the blow of Darwin's radical-'
ism. The transition from God's overt
selection for

tion

highest stage, so far realized, of this pre-

beneficence toward species to evolution's

dictable progress.

direct operation

How

doctoring has had
effect,

we

best can

and

evolution

its

pervasive and baleful

immured

in biases that pre-

creationism to evolution

June

6,

1944, the Allied armies launched a

great attack that, without cynicism,

tion in Freud's cmcial sense of pedestal

be regarded as one of history's

City,

san

and

New

1

New

York

remain a quintessentially

parti-

I

Yorker.

grew up

I still

in

root for the Yan-

soft

—

for the central

focus on "higher" good as raison d'etre

vent the completion of Darwin's revolu-

smashing? Well,

on species permits a

landing in transferring allegiance from'

illustrate that spin

that public understanding of

lies

forts for global

human good. On

eth anniversary of
the

New

D-Day, June

may

finest ef-

the
6,

fifti-

1994,

York Times lauded the invasion in

re-

mains unchanged.

But Darwin's real theory of natural seis uncompromising in kicking thi;^

lection

prop away. Natural selection

is

a theory

ol

ultimate individualism. Darwin's mecha-

nism works through the

differential repro-

kees after twenty-five years in Boston, and

many

front-page articles, and reprinted

ductive success of individuals who. b)

my

mental map of the United States
matches the celebrated Steinberg New

both General Eisenhower's announcement

fortuitous possession of features renderint

Yorker cover, with Fifth Avenue essen-

praise

tially

dividing the nation and the

The United

States

is

might do

mano

New

Yorker

Times comes as close

But grant
that the
to

personal profit alone

success of individuals.

overlap, because

Evolution Benefits Species

his theory of natural selection as a creative

to this

New

them more successful in changing loca
environments, leave more surviving oft'

production might benefit the evolutionary

in Britain, or I'Osseryatore

in the Vatican.

parochial

as the

editorial of

Ro-

canonical media source for identifying the

—

own

BBC

Hudson

too diverse to have a

pulse of an educated culture

of the landings, and their

from June 7, 1944. On the same day,
the letters column of the Times printed this
more general commentary on working for
the collective good
in response to an
earlier article in the Tuesday Science
Times section that asked how sexual re-

River near the Nevada-California border.

York

such a status as

any American publication.

—

AS A

Whole

spring. Benefits accrue thereby to specie?
in the

that

same paradoxical and indirect sense
Smith's economic theory ol

Adam

laissez faire

omy by

may

lead to an ordered econ

freeing individuals to struggle

foi

accident

ir

Darwin

intellectual transfer
If

we

—no

partly derivec

from Smith's

ideas.

free individual businesses to ac

compendium

To the Editor:
The question why sexual reproduction

for their

of commentary from the Times might give

has evolved, should be asked not from the

the most efficient fiiTns both drive out in

I

8

therefore suggest that a

I

precluded proper understanding of natural

own

benefit,

Smith argues,

thei
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i

;ompetent competitors and balance each

provide an orderly economy. But

ither to

peahen

in the essential

uch order only arises as a side conse|uence, through the action of an "invisible

erations.

land" in Smith's unforgettable phrase;
lirect

Science Times section, subtly

major theme

illustrates a

in spin doctoring the path-

way of evolution

individuals. Similarly, in Darwin's

extended geological longevity

—and can

evolution works for

dinosaurs disappeared in a cosmic catas-

only for the

of individuals in reproductive suc-

therefore only arise

But even

ecosystems are side consequences.

by

can say

we want about

all

the

leauty

and radicalism of Darwin's central

lotion,

but

how do we know that it

tow can we
ather than

tell

that nature

is

is

true?

Darwinian,

shaped by some other

set

of

convincing

of proofs

set

tail

lies

around

although this simple and powerful

)oint is rarely articulated in

popular writ-

ng and therefore remains largely unappre-

We begin with something of a para-

The proof of Darwinian nature does
and classic cases of

reside in the best

is

indirect, for

doesn't raise reproductive success

itself,

but only by impressing females

or intimidating other males.

more

direct adaptations

A

work

host of

explicitly

for individuals in the reproductive act

it-

For example, males may hold on to

self.

females for weeks or months, thus assur-

fertilize the

called

sperm but their own can
odd phenomenon,

eggs. (This

amplexus

in frogs,

does the species

no good, but surely boosts the reproductive success

(rather than the process).

trophe triggered by the impact of a large

case

this classic

ing that no other

volutionary forces?

if

advantages of individuals.

the

lot

com-

The correspondent objects to a sentence
from an article upholding the theory that

by analogy to Smith);
veil-designed organisms and balanced

lox.

help individual

1995), again

probably injure the species' prospects for

ess (firms in profit,

iated.

tails

8,

menting upon a previous report from the

not benefit the species. In fact, fancy tails

lenefit

IS,

Showier

males compete with other males; they do

Times (January

to the

all

vorld, natural selection acts

A

activity

causality resides in the struggle

mong

We

Darwinian

of passing more genes along to future gen-

of amplexing males.)

The ever diverse world of insects yields
thousands of stunning examples (see
William G. Eberhard's remarkable book

extraterrestrial

body:

Dinosaurs and Destiny
To

the Editor:

Science Times

In a Jan. 3

article

you

re-

port on a theory that dinosaurs died out after

an asteroid hit sulfur-rich rock in what is
now the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico, producing a haze of sulfuric acid that blocked
sunlight for decades. Had the rock not been
rich in sulfur, you say, "the dinosaurs might
well have survived the impact, thereby
changing the course of evoludon."
Actually, it was the demise of the dinosaurs that changed the course of evoludon.
Had the dinosaurs not been wiped out, evolution would have continued on the same
path it had been following for at least 150
million years.

design for optimal biomechanical

irganic

While

aerodynamic perfection of
wing or the hydrodynamic shap-

unction: the

he bird's

ng of a
ection,

fish's

ess of individuals,

might build such

worked for the
,;ood of species might yield the same reult. Excellent wings are both good for
ipecies and good for individual birds. To
how that nature is Darwinian we need a
et of phenomena that can only be built by
volutionary force that

lorces
i

Is,

working for the benefit of individu-

and not for species.

Such phenomena
'irgans

exual

and devices

combat

for

exist in

abundance:

ies.

the false impression that

lows a definite path, and that catastrophic

about the beauty and

sensible continuity.

radicalism of Darwin's

how do
true? How

we know that
can we tell that nature

probably have survived and evolution

it

is

would then have proceeded differently
from the pathway actually followed dur-

is

Darwinion, rather than

ing the past 65 million years (an alterna-

shaped by some other set

tive route,

of evolutionary forces?

group of large

the

New

"Runaway Sexual Selection," Natural History, December 1987,
for details). Males of many species, for ex-

evolution,

ample, will reach into the female's vulva

exists.

alls.

Much

mere

of evolution's causal effort

lust therefore

be devoted to building such

with con-

York Times).

and

lents" of evolutionary energy, not

mammals

sciousness and the eventual invention of

nd cannot aid the species

"invest-

al-

world, thus preventing the origin of a peculiar

The

enormous

hasten to add, that would

creatures in the intersdces of a dinosaurian

Sexual Selection and Animal Genitalia,

ans are often elaborate and devilishly

I

most surely have kept mammals as small

tmggle against others of the same species

lever; they represent

the

3. If

impact hadn't occurred, dinosaurs would

pecies, since they only aid individuals in

gainst other species. Moreover, these or-

see nothing amiss in

central notion, but

spe-

competition

1

what the Times wrote on January

Such organs cannot be beneficial for

in

under

history fol-

episodes can only be read as disrupters of

mates and matings

same

life's

We can soy all we want

that aid individuals in

gainst other individuals of the

defend the Times's

lution." the writer of the letter labors

body. Darwin's natural se-

working for the reproductive suc-

xcellence in design, but another kind of

will not

1

fuzzy language about "the course of evo-

his article

sperm from any previous
matings before depositing their own. Oth-

and

pull out the

ers, after

mating, secrete a rocky substance

en-or lies in the
if

assumpdon
somehow,

not disrupted

that
fol-

lows a path that will sensibly continue into
an indefinite future. But no such pathway

The course of evolution is only the
summation of its fortuitous contingencies,
not a pathway with predictable directions.
What is the supposed pathway that evoluhad followed for 150 million years

rgans for individual benefit.

that plugs the

The peacock's tail represents a classic
ase. This gaudy and brilliant, but cumber-

copulation with any other male

ome, structure does the bird no good

a

iomechanical sense (and probably acts as

label the subject) can only evolve if nat-

just as intense (and perhaps just as catas-

positive disadvantage in this regard).

eacocks use their showy
ith

tail

to

in

But

compete

other peacocks for the attention of the

female genitalia, blocking

—

tion

nature's

before the disruption at the end of the Cre-

These examples

taceous? For starters, this 150-million-

of "sperm competition" (as professionals

year interval included a mass extinction

chastity belt after the fact.

ural selection

works for advantages of

in-

trophically triggered) as the later event

dividuals, not of species.
2.

Sensible directionality. Another letter

Please turn
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page 70
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Is

Cow like

Fyromid?
Cattle domestication on dijferent continents raises basic questions about
the role of rare geniuses in

human

inventiveness

by Jared Diamond
How many

times in history did people

World and

ancient Old

Do

New

World

civi-

force, or unify your empire. In ancien

times, the tallest building that you couk'

"invent" pyramids? Think of Mexico's

Uzations.

Pyramids of the Sun and the Moon at
Teotihuacan or of other pyramids built by
American Indians centuries before Co-

inventions between the hemispheres?

lumbus's arrival. The resemblance of the

lantic contacts

American structures to the earlier pyramids of Egypt is so obvious that we call
them by the same name. Does this suggest
that Egyptians reached the New World in
ancient times and taught Mexicans the art
of pyramid construction?
Many similar parallels exist between

and such seafaring Old World peoples as

built would have been a pyramid
American Indians were as capable of lig
uring that out as were Egyptians. Indeed
most scholars now think that Egyptian an(
Mexican pyramids were "invented" inde

Egyptians and Phoenicians.

pendently, mainly because the structure

they also imply diffusion of

Thor Heyerdahl (and many

others)

have attributed such parallels to

transat-

thor

between American Indians

But there are doubters who reason as
follows: Suppose you were an ancient

peror

who wished

to build the largest

vertise your power, mobilize your

Dilip

Natural History 7/95

Mehta; Contact Press Images

have

in

Egypi

em-

temple bases in Mexico) and were

built o

and

different materials.

highest structure ever seen in order to ad-

work

Humped cattle, Ahmedabad, India
10

Au-

had differing functions (tombs

Such debates about

the relative roles o

independent invention and diffusion

po]
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up again and again among

historians,

Both

archeologists, and anthropologists.
capabilities are facts of

the one hand,

son

A

human

nature.

On

humans

are inventive. If per-

new

idea or invention in

thinks of a

had previously been unable

to

till.

also revolutionized land transport

viding a

way

move goods

to

Today, domestic

cattle are

Cattle

by pro-

mesticate the ancestors of different

em

breeds?

And

if so,

humped African cattle are most closely re
lated to humped Indian breeds? Or wa

rive

called aurochs. Formerly widespread over

rochs, with

Thursday. Independent brainstorms hap-

Eurasia and North Africa, and similar to

developing afterward?

the time.

and receive

But humans also spread

ideas.

Whenever people

travel

cattle

a now-extinct wild species

except for

its

larger size, the last sur-

is

thought to have been

viving aurochs

Was the

or emigrate, they bring things and ideas

killed in

with them, and other people are always on

cation of this prize beast achieved by

the lookout for

new

Some

in 1627.

the arguments

scholars like in-

If so,

who were

did they live?

they,

Did

domesti-

some

human history?
and when and where

genius herders just once

things and ideas.

At scholarly meetings,
rage ad nauseam.

Poland

that

in

one ancestral do-

ventionist interpretations; others prefer

mesticated breed then spread over the Old

The debate quickly becomes polarized because one's answer to it
reflects one's whole Weltanschauung and

World

diffusionist ones.

one's

view about the

role of rare geniuses.

Some recent discoveries, however, may
actually

have succeeded in resolving one

such historical debate: the origins of domestic

cattle.

was one of

human

The domestication of

the

cattle

most important events

history, far

in

more important than

the construction of the

pyramid.

first

As

sources of meat, milk, and milk products,
cattle
tic

have been the most valuable domes-

animal species in

much

of the Old

World for much of history and remain so
on all continents today. And by drawing
plows and providing manure, cattle made
agriculture possible on land that farmers

in ancient times,

and are

catde breeds descended from
tribe

of geniuses do

it

in India at

if

one

another time?

The debate about domestic cattle origins is
thus a model for similar debates about the
origins of pyramids, wheels,

and writing.

Even those of us who have never been
to India know from pictures that Indian
cattle look different from the European
(actually western Eurasian) varieties

widespread in the Americas. Indian
traditional African breeds are also

now

cattle,

or zebu, have humps; many, but not

all,

humped

but European cattle aren't. Did ancient

tha^

there instead a single domestication of au

humped and humpless

breeds

I

Anatomists, physiologists, archeolo'

and biochemist
have been debating this question fol
decades. Anatomists note that Indian'
African, and European cattle differ fron
one another in more than their hump;

gists, cytogenericists,

Further complicating the issue

is

the con

anatomy of their hump
between African and Indian breed;

sideration that the
differs

Could both have acquired the feature inde
pendently through convergent evolulior
just as birds

and bats independentl

evolved wings? Physiologists note that
dian cattle and

many

In

African breeds hav

similar physiological adaptations to a ho

dry climate, and that these aren't found

European

cattle.

i

Cytogeneticists and bic

chemists note differences in the chrome

somes and proteins of European and
dian

cattle.

The question

is,

did

Ir

all thosi

intercontinental differences arise in th

8,000 years since cattle were domest

Or do the differences instead ster
from independent domestications of a_
cated?

herders of the western and eastern subspecies of wild aurochs independently do-

Lori Grinker;

Natural History 7/95

modem

Or

some other tribe

Masai boy with humped cattle.
12

all

it?

of geniuses was able to domesticate

the aurochs in Turkey, did

thi

very diverse,

Boston on Wednesday, then person B
it in Dar es Salaam on
all

mod

believe

evidence of our eyes and conclude

could think of

pen

we

in bulk.

with about 800 recognized breeds. All de-

from

can

Salela, Tanzania

Contact Press Images
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

500 miles from nowhere,
it1l give you a cold drink
or a warm burger.
.

NASA spaceflights

inspired this portable fridge that

outperforms conventional fridges, replaces the

and

ice

chest

alternates as a food warmer.

By Charles Anton
spoiled food.

good cooler and one or two seasons
of buying ice, (or about five

What you

.

see instead

a Koolatron,

is

an invention that replaces the traditional ice
cooler, and its many limitations, with a technology even more sophisticated than your

home

No more! Now

ecognize the ice cooler in this picture?
Surprisingly enough, there isn't one.

fridge.

And

far better suited to travel.

What's more, the innocent looking box be-

vou is not only
food warmer.

a refrigerator,

fore

it's

also a

family restaurant meals),

the

all

advantages of home cooling are available for
you electronically and conveniently.

Think about your last

inspired portable refrigerator.
Because of space trav-

The
The

refrigerator

from outer space.

secret of the Kootntron

Cooter/Wnnncr

fortably in your car
along a busy interstate

with only a few

atron

mode, the Koolatron reduces the outside

fruit,

motors and compressors used

coils,

loud

in conve\t-

temperature by 40 degrees

them to discover a miraculous
solid state component
search led

szvitch

of a plug,

going up

to

125

it

F.

At the

becomes a food wanner,

degrees.

module.
Aside from a small
fan, this electronic
fridge has no moving
parts to wear out or
break down. It's not
affected by tilting, jar-

Tight
sealing

tric

fresh

of

and

and another expensive
restaurant

to

bill.

125 degrees.

And

because there

no temperamental

High
impact

are

plastic

compressors or gasses,
the Koolatron works

of a

under all
circumstances, even
upside down. Empty, the large model weighs
only 12 pounds and the smaller one weighs
just seven. Full, the large model holds up to
perfectly

ice.

From satellites to station wagons.
Thermo-electric temperature control has now
been proven with more than 25 years of use in
some of the most rigorous space and laboratory applications. And Koolatron is the first
manufacturer to make this technology avail-

40 12-oz. cans and the smaller one holds

Just load

it

up and plug

it

in.

six.

On motor

able to families, fishermen, boaters,

plug your Koolatron into your cigarette
lighter; it will use less power than a tail light.

and hunters-

If

Home

in fact

campers
anyone on the move.

since the days of the ice
ice.

But

sloppy

long way
box and the block of

refrigeration has

when we

ice cooler

travel,

with

its

come

a

we go back

to the

soggy and sometimes

trips,

you decide

to carry

it

this

special promotional
pricing.

Most orders

are processed with-

,^,jj ,-=.P5w.^
'**«^p5^
>»
J^k

'^

72 hours.

Try

risk free.
We guarantee your
satisfaction with

any product from
Comtrad Industries.
With the Koolatron
vou eet our com-

"No Questions
"
A
on
Asked
day
30 A
money-back guarplete
1

^^^H
S^^l

it

^^f\.m

...^^

^^'^^^^y
The versatik
"''fc "'

ttm

30 efuarts and

'T'

Kooktmn is amilThe P14A holds

sizes.

the

smaUerPS holds
"''

I""''"- ""'

itdnptor wis

you use T""""'
them tn your

-I

ree

mom,

patio or motel room.

Theyplu^intoanyregularouHet.

you get
one year manufacturer's limited warranty. If you are not satisfied for any reason, just
return the product for a complete refund.

antee. Plus
a full

Koolatron (P24A)
Koolatron
Optional

$99 S12 S&H
$79 $8 S&H

holds 30 quarts

(P9) holds 7 quarts

AC

Adapter (AC

S39

10)

S5

its

For fastest service

call toll-free

24 hours a day

800-992-2966
I^^^Pn

l^j^

^^^^
^^ j^
LiflHBhl

AME Ricj^
ii ^;,

-

j

To order bv mail send check or money order for the
total amount including S&H (VA residents add 4.5%
sales tax). Or charge it to your credit card by enclosing your account number and expiration date.

cool-

ing capacity for 24 hours. If you leave it
plugged into your battery with the engine off,

consumes only three amps of power.

S&H

Please mention promotional code 022-NH-531

to a picnic place or a

fishing hole, the Koolatron will hold

it

introduc-

advantage of

in
.

cold. Every-

body helps themselves
and you have saved

up

home
The

book, actually delivers

pound block

is stocked with
sandwiches, cold

Koolatron becomes a
food warmer for a
casserole, burger or
baby's bottle. It can go

governing module, no
bigger than a match-

10

the

snack. But your Kool-

fail).

power

it...

to stop for a

Hot or cold. With the
switch of a plug, the

ring or vibration (situ-

the cooling

want

valuable vacation time

called the thermo-elec-

fridges to

kids

drinks, fried chicken.

re-

tor at the

Call today to take

tional refrigeration units. In the cool

plying

Koolatron refrigera-

You guessed

and

a miniature thermo-electric module that

Comtrad is bringing this offer
you directly, you save the cost of middlemen and retail mark-ups. For a limited time
only, you can get this advanced, portable
to

tory price of $99.

bulky than traditional

is

rest

Limited time
offer. Because

stops or restaurants.

effectively replaces hulki/

ations that cause

just got

awa\- nicely on \our long-awaited vacation.

tough demands,
scientists had to find
something more dependable and less

el's

compressors. Their

You

trip.

You're cruising com-

NASA

refrigeration coils

^iife

for the price of a

INDUSTRIES
2820 Waterford Lake Drive Suite 106
Midlothian, Virginia 23113

ERSEI

the Solar System

in

de Grasse Tyson

Neil

The

ability to predict fUture events

precision

with

what distinguishes science

is

from almost all other human endeavors.
Daily newspapers often give dates for upcoming phases of the moon or the time of
tomorrow's sunrise. But they do not report

news items of the future such as next Monday's plane crash or next Tuesday's clos-

New

ing prices on the

York Stock Ex-

The general public knows

change.

begins with two computer models that ar

Laplace

identical except for a small detail.

predictions, but

it

may

surprise

people to learn that science can also predict that

something cannot be predicted.

Unpredictabihty

is

the basis of chaos.

And

later wrote, "[with] all the forces

by which nature

is

animated

.

.

.

nothing

uncertain, and the future as the past

[is]

would be present to [one's] eyes." When
queried by Napoleon Bonaparte on the ab-

God

sence of any reference to
tise,

Laplace rephed, "Siie,

in his trea-

have no need

I

of that hypothesis."

The

intuitively, if not explicitly, that science

makes

solar system does, indeed, look sta-

ble if all you have at your disposal
cil

is

—with or without God. But

age of supercomputers, where mil-

with the

first

predictive laws of physics,

we

get for our deeper under-

standing of the universe? Chaos

—which

reveals itself through the application of

our well-tested physical laws

in

computer

mula

that

tion.

tions

on the

he predicted the average

Today's leading solar system model-

ers include Scott

Tremaine and

Canadian

his col-

distance between any planet and the sun

leagues

by knowing the duration of the

Theoretical Astrophysics and Jack Wis-

year. In 1687, Isaac

planet's

Newton published

the

dom

at

the

and his colleagues

which contains the law of unifrom which Kepler's
laws can be mathematically derived.
In spite of the immediate success of his

setts Institute

new laws

Principia,

versal gravitation

of gravity, Isaac

Newton

re-

mained concerned that the solar system
might one day fall into disan-ay. With
characteristic prescience,

Newton

noted:

"The Planets move one and the same way
Orbs concentric, some inconsiderable
Irregularities excepted, which may have
arisen from the mutual actions of
Planets upon one another, and which will be
in

.

apt to increase,

formation."

till

.

might occasionally be needed

that
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Massachu-

of Technology.
also reared

in other

nearly identical models?

may remain cor

It

or increase. If the distanc

between the two models increases exponer
tially, then small changes to the system ar
extremely magnified over time, and
ability to predict future

conditions

the political chaos that followed the Russia

Revolution.)
It

has been

Newton

known

since the

two

that the paths of

mutual

orbit,

such as a binary

where there are complex interacting

become more complex but

—

their distance

—

c

st;

to the

But as more objec

dance card, orbits not
also

more

onl

sens

it

applies to

tive to their initial conditions. In the sol;

first

recognize

system

as

that the difference in location

many

work

isolated ol

system, can be solved exactly for all of timi
instabilities there.

objects

th

Lyapunov (1857-1918), a Russian matht
matician and mechanical engineer whos
1892 doctoral thesis, "The Stability of Mc
tion," remains a classic to this day. (By th
way, Lyapunov cominitted suicide durin

added

must

W

of

onset of chaos to Aleksander Mikhailovic

are

To understand chaos

comprc

owe much of our early understanding

No

the solar system, one

is

the hallmark of chaos.

tor-prey ecology, and in most other places

tems.

th

behavior based o

disciphnes, such as meteorology, preda-

sys-

t

pens to the "distance" between these tw

jects in

head

its

We are now armed

between two

is

just

one of

differences that can be calculated.

Two objects can also differ in energy,

orbit

we have the sun, its nine planets, ar

sixty-plus satellites, along with innumerab

asteroids and comets.

While

complicated, the story

is

this

may

soui

not yet complet

Orbits in the solar system are further

infli

and orbit inclination. It is
therefore useful to broaden the concept

enced by the sun's loss of 4 million tons o
matter every second from the thermoni

Re-

of distance to include the separation of

clear fusion in

God

objects in these other variables as well.

verted to energy that

For example, two objects

leased as light from the sun's surface.) Tl

to step in

and fix things. The celebrated French
mathematician and dynamicist PierreSimon Laplace had the opposite view of
the world. In his 1799 four- volume treatise
14

at the

rej

size, orbit shape,

.

the system wants a

Newton implied

Chaos has

Institute of

ex^

ask a simple question: Over time, what hap

initial

models of the solar system's future evolu-

sky,

by a small meteor.

hit

is

What

For

orbit as a resuh of bein

mised. This

published in 1609 and 1619. Using a for-

he derived from planetary posi-

its

well-known

for hundreds of millions of years.

thanks do

coil slightly in

second are rou-

evolution of the solar system.

system chao

ample, in one of the models. Earth might

system models can be followed

lions of computations per
tine, solar

have upset the German astronomer Johannes Kepler, who is generally credited

a pen-

and paper

in the

test for solar

stant, fluctuate,

unpredictability characterizes the future

A chaotic solar system would no doubt

A common

Mecanique celeste, he declared that the
universe was stable and fully predictable.

moment) near each other
have

that are (at the
in

space

vei-y different orbit shapes.

may

Our mod-

measure of distance would tell us that
the two objects are widely separated.
ified

its

core.

(The matter
is

is coi

subsequently n

sun also loses mass from the continuous,
ejected stream of charged particles
as the solar wind.

And

know

the solar system

further subject to perturbing gravity

froi
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by in their normal orbit around the galactic center.
To appreciate the task of the solar system dynamicist, consider that the equaStars that occasionally pass
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some

in
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When you do these calculations or

nudges.

similar ones, you reveal that the solar sys-

tem's behavior

is

chaotic: over time inter-

vals of about 5 million years for the inner

planets (Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars)

and about 20 million years for the

outer,

"Jovian" planets (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,

and Neptune),

arbitrarily small "dis-

tances" between

initial

conditions notice-

By 100 to 200 million years
model, we have lost all ability to

ably diverge.
into the

predict planet trajectories.

Yes, this

bad. Consider the following

is

example: The recoil of Earth from the
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i

]

and leap into space

together';

the above, because even perfecl

may

not help. For example,

Voyager spacecrafts measured

the

masses of the Jovian planets with a higl
degree of precision, but some uncertaint>

I

remains. Simulations reveal that even if

masses of

the

planets

all

were known ex-

our ability to predict the long-term

actly,

would not

evolution of the solar system

improve.

A

worry that
complex, dy-

skeptical inquirer might

the unpredictability of a

namic system over long time intervals
might be due to a computational round-off
error or to

some

peculiar feature of the

computer chip or computer program. If
this suspicion were correct, then two-object systems might eventually show chaos

computer models. But they

in the

And

1918 Bausch

don't.

& Lomb

Binoculars

Given to Grandpa Joe by Great Grandpa Sam.

you pluck Uranus from the solar

if

system model and repeat the orbit calculations for the Jovian planets, then the

chaos

goes away. Another proof that chaos

is

not

comes from
simulations of Pluto's orbit, which has the
greatest eccentricity and the most extreme
orbital tilt of any planet. Under the influthe result of a

computer

glitch

ence of the Jovian planets, Pluto actually
exhibits well-behaved chaos; small dis-

two

tances between initial conditions of

models lead to an unpredictable, yet limited set

1956 Bausch
Given to

of trajectories. Most importantly,

however, different investigators using

& Lomb

Binoculars

Dad by Grandpa Joe.

dif-

ferent

computers and different computa-

tional

methods have derived similar time

intervals for the onset of chaos in the long-

term evolution of the solar system.

Apart from our petty desire to avoid extinction, there are

broader reasons

why

one might like to study the long-term behavior of the solar system.

With a

full

evo-

go backtime to probe the system's

lutionary model, dynamicists can

ward

in

history

— when

the planetary roll call

1995 Bausch
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of today. For example,

some

& Lomb

Legac/ Binoculars

planets that

Given to you by Dad.

system (5
years ago), could have since been

existed at the birth of the solar
billion

forcibly ejected. Jack-in-the-box planets
are not idle speculation: there exists a

small chance that
the

nine,

innermost planet, Mercury, will be

ejected
lide

among our current

from the solar system or

will col-

with Venus in several million years.

we have gone from
knowing the motions of the planets to
knowing that we cannot know the evoluIn four centuries,

not

:ion

of the solar system into the unlimited

future.

It is

a bittersweet victory in our un-

ending quest to understand the universe.
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ICELESTIAL EVENTSI

Joe Rao
Years ago, while strolling tostreet corner just after

moon's

an unconscious comparison

higher), will be extremely

a bit larger in our

with neighboring trees or build-

cult.

therefore a great time to

per or an almanac for the time of

ings on the horizon. And the lens
of your camera will not be
fooled either: a photograph
taken at moonrise and again

rive at superior conjunction o

moonrise

later,

At

Earth.

this time, the

ward a

disk actually

sundown,

sky.

It's

ter

see

how

1 noticed a small clusof people apparently gazing
at something down the block.
My first thought was that an ac-

when

cident had occurred, but

reached the corner,

1

heard

I

people simultaneously exclaiming, "Look at the moon!" Turning toward the eastern sky,

why everyone was
just

I

saw

is

the illusion works.

check your local newspa-

First,

your area on the
12th or for a day or two after
(Before the 12th, moonrise ocin

curs during daylight.)

Be

find a spot with a clear

sure to

and un-

spellbound:

obstructed view of the horizon

emerging over the horizon

toward the east-southeast. Roll
a sheet of paper into a tube about
half an inch in diameter and
about twelve inches in length
and look through it, using one

was the nearly full moon. It was
enormous, appearing many
times

its

"normal"

size.

As

it

rose in the sky, it began to
shrink, and within an hour it had

resumed its usual appearance.
That the moon seems much

when

eye, at the enlarged

moon;

the

lunar disk will instantly contract
to

"normal"

its

size.

Then

close

near the horizon

the eye looking through the tube

has been noted by almost every-

and open the other one; the

larger

it's

many have

one, and

offered ex-

planations for this effect. Aris-

thought that the moon's
passing horizontally
through the earth's atmosphere
caused the phenomenon. Karl
Friedrich Gauss, an early-ninetotle

light

moon
its

will

immediately return to

enlarged appearance.

The eye looking through
tube

is

when

the

never deceived, because
you observe the moon

through

it,

your brain can't

make

when

the sky, will

the

moon

show no

is

high in

discernible

difference in the moon's size. If

first

to

make

along th
east-northeast horizon wit
binoculars about half an hou
before sunrise. Mercury will ai
the 28th.

Venus

lingers in the

dawn sk

you've ever seen a photograph
of an unusually large moon near
the horizon, it was probably
taken with a telephoto lens.

The Planets

brilliant in the

in July
Mercury can be found

8 de-

Venus

morning twiligh
behind the su

will pass

grees to Venus's upper right
from the 1st to the 6th. Thereafter, as it sinks back into the

(superior conjunction) in Augu:

will gradually ap-

Mars continues on its easi
ward course, trying to stay

solar glare,

it

proach Venus, passing within
only about a half degree of it on
the morning of the 20th. Mercury will rival Sirius this morning at magnitude -1 .5. But spotting this planetary duo, even
from the southern United States
(where they will rise a little

tronomer, and mathematician,
the

and return
October

evening sky b

to the

i

step with the sun.

It

sets

an ave

age of three hours after the su
during July and fades slightly i
it moves farther from the eartl
The fat crescent moon is belcand to the right of Mars on tl

evening of the 3d.
Jupiter is near the meridia
at dusk and sets after midnigii
Its large,

cloud-belted disk an

four bright satellites are a

significant

progress in solving the puzzle by
proposing a novel solution. He

for observers using even

thought the answer lay in the
difference between the perceived image at the horizon,

moon

telescopes.

tre;

sma

The waxing gibboi

will pass Jupiter durin

the daylight hours of the 9th. /

a result, you'll

which provides the eyes with a
scale for comparison, and the
image perceived with the eyes
raised to view the same object
high overhead. Similarly, the
nineteenth-century German
physicist, Hermann von Helm-

known

diffi

low

through the first half of July. Il
proximity to the sun makes th
planet nearly invisible. If you d
manage to locate Venus near th
horizon with binoculars, yo
may find it to be unexpectedl

teenth-century philosopher, as-

was

Scan

find Jupitt

below and to the left (east) of tl
moon on the evening of the 8l
and at a similar distance belo
and to the moon's right (west) c
the evening of the 9th.

Saturn,

in

Aquarius, rises

the late evening and

'

moves

>

for his studies of

the south-southwest by sunris

the brain processes visual
information, reasoned that the

Resembling a yellowish whi
"star," Saturn shines below
waning gibbous moon late

holtz,

how

tl

moon

appears larger near the
horizon because we see it next to
terrestrial objects and, as

i

the night of July 16-17.

The

Gauss

trees

and houses.

This month, the
is

full

moon on

one day

moon
1

moon

illusion

more pronounced because

8

is

when

at its closest

Natural History

the

point to

7/95

is

at first quarti

A.M.,

EDT.

the

the 12th falls just

after perigee,

Moon

on the 5th at 4:02 p.m., EDT; fu
moon is on the 12th at 6:49 a.n
EDT; last quarter is on the 19'
at 7:10 A.M., EDT; and ne
moon is on the 27th at 11:1

surmised neaily a half century
earlier, our brain unconsciously
assigns to it a dimension comparable to familiar objects such as

"Being here with you
above,

Felicia, with the stars twinkling

Rao is a gw
American M\

Meteorologist Joe

high

and the moon shining down upon us, I realize more than
ever did before, how little I know about astronomy."

I

lecturer at the

seum-Hayden Planetarium.
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Monument Rocks,
by Robert

Not

all

suppose
state

of Kansas

if

as

is flat,

you might

your only knowledge of the

comes from

West of Kansas

the film Wizard of Oz-

City, Interstate

70 climbs

age

rate

H.

Mohlenbrock

of eight feet per mile for more

than 300 miles but are otherwise quite

flat.

have come to dread the endless

southeast above the flat terrain. We continued on for another ten miles, crossing the

times,

wheat

source of high-quality

since prehis-

flowers that border 1-70 across this stretch

But then, sure enough, the

of Kansas and the eastern third of Col-

rolling hills give

way

westward

broad plateau,

to a

and you get the feehng

you can see
the eastern edge

that

forever. This is

of the Great Plains, which rise

20,.

Natural History 7/95

at

an aver-

turned south

on U.S. Highway 83. After twenty miles,
we saw geological formations rising to the

scape that encompasses the Hint Hills, a
flint

we

Having driven westward from Illinois to
the Rocky Mountains more than a score of

imperceptibly through an undulating land-

toric times.

At Oakley, Kansas, about midway
across the Great Plains,

I

fields, pastures,

and patches of sun-

was that on a recent trip, my
decided to investigate the
meaning of two small words printed in red
So

it

wife and

I

orado.

in

my well-worn

atlas:

Monument Rocks.

Smoky Hill River and finally heading east
on a county road. The nine-mile gravel
road took a circuitous route, dropping

down

to cross a rocky

wash of a

tributary

j

stream and then winding around to

main river.

We were now a half mile

J

thelj

was the Chalk Pyracomposed almost entirely of

for the formations

70 miUion years ago by a slow

limestone that were landmarks to pioneers

mids).

continent. According to geologist

who trekked west 150 years ago.
Nearly two dozen pillars, the

VIonument Rocks, white

pillars

of chalky

It is

uplift

of the

Donald

the remains of microscopic organisms,

Trimble, this uplift created the Black Hills

tallest

both plants and animals, that once lived in

of South Dakota, but otherwise caused

ibout forty feet high, stand within a ten-

a vast inland sea. This type of rock occa-

only small undulations in the surface of

icre area, along with the remains of others

sionally preserves the remains of larger or-

what

he

;hat

:umbed

in

crumbled heaps, having suc-

to erosion.

The formations

are the

ganisms from the Age of Dinosaurs
marine

reptiles,

even flying

—
—

reptiles

To

fish,
at-

is

now

the Great Plains.

the west, however, the

tains rose rapidly,

Mexico

Rocky Moun-

forming a chain extend-

Sedimentary

:enterpiece of a 340-acre National Natural

tracting paleontologists to this part of

ing from

Landmark; a few more

Kansas. The inland sea, which covered

rock eroded from the mountain crests and

much of

was washed eastward by

Jie

landmark

Dillars is

area.

lie to

the north of

The rock forming

Niobrara chalk (an earlier

the

name

years,

the continent for half a billion

was gradually displaced beginning

to Alaska.

rivers and

streams, to be deposited over the Plains in
Ric Eryenbrighl
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Monument Rocks

'NEBRASKA
For

visitor information write:

Kansas Travel and Tourism Bureau

700 S.W. Harrison

Street,

Suite 1300

Topeka, Kansas 66603
(913) 296-2009

the form of gravel, sand, and
tion thickened in this

new

mud. Vegeta-

alluvium, pro-

viding abundant food for such prehistoric

herbivores as Triceratops, a three-homed

dinosaur Following the extinction of the
dinosaurs about 65 million years ago, the

developing grasslands were grazed by
such ungulates as camels,
oses,

tapirs, rhinocer-

and horses.

About 10 million years ago, Trimble
concludes, the entire western part of the
continent experienced a further general
uplift.

The streams

that

had been deposit-

ing their sediment on the Plains began to
flow more swiftly, cutting through the soil.

This created the rugged terrain of the
Pecos Valley and Edwards Plateau in present-day New Mexico and Texas and the
Missouri Plateau in parts of North Dakota,

South Dakota, Montana, and Wyoming.
The great central area of the Plains, which

we now
mained

High Plains, reby these events. But

refer to as the
httie affected

eastward-flowing rivers originating in the

High Plains of eastern Colorado and extreme western Kansas among them the
Smoky Hill, SaUne, Solomon, and Repubhcan rivers—began to cut through parts of

—

west-central Kansas.

As

the

Smoky

Hill River

eroded

the

formed a series of valleys,
or draws, separated by narrow ridges. In

land surface,

it

it carved its way through the
chalky limestone, leaving exposed the
Monument Rocks that we see today. The

the process,

which in places is actually a
chalky shale, is surmounted by a thin, erosion-resistant cap of harder, purer Umesoft chalk,

stone.

The only

plants living today

on

the

and pinnacles of Monument Rocks
are obscure yellow, orange, and brownish
lichens, organisms that consist of cohabiting algae and fungi. But plants typical of
spires

Eroding

rocks,

and chalky

left,

consist of chalk

shale, the ancient

sediments of a vast inland sea. Right:
Plains grasses and wildflowers

environment of the Great

the semiarid
Plains

—midsize grasses and

Explore The
Mysterious Land

short grasses

intermixed with prairie and Plains wildflowers
terrain.

—grow

in the

The midsize

surrounding dry.

grasses, such as

of the

flat

Maya

H

little

bluestem. side oats grama, sand dropseed.

shade for the lower-growthe yacht-like

Central American rain forest, you'll

smartweed families, have tiny, obscure
flowers. Showier species are purple prairie
clover, lupine, prince's plume, spider

ceremonial temples and pyramids

lecturers and

gumweed. purple cone-

most sophisticated societies.

and goldenrod. Cactuses include a prickly

Hou'll

pear and a Conphcmtha.

treeless grassland grazed

save up to

plants in

flie

River and

its

tributaries.
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Way
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Smoky Hill

Among them

with SmartEares for
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by

enormous herds of bison. Because the climate was dry and hot. trees grew only
along waterways. Even today, the only

woody

European-style

and the comfort of an

outside cabin, guaranteed.

lived

and hunted on the Great Plains, the area

was mostly a

be pampered by

service, fine cuisine,

settlers dis-

who

expert tour guides,

discover one of the ancient world's

flower, sunflower, blazing-star, wild tansy,

Before European American

visit

rivaling

those of ancient Egypt and. with onboard

milkweed, checker mallow.

placed the Native Americans

^-?0!-°

Spirit

Copan, Quirigua and Altun-Ha. Amid the

those of the goosefoot. amaranth, and
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Dcgent
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Plains wildflowers. especially

flower, plains

From

departs on 7-day cruise/tours to the

and three-awn.

Many

adventure to a

November through March.

ing species, such as blue grama, buffalo
grass,

soft,

last civilization.

needlegrass, western wheatgrass. and June
grass, provide

njoy a

uisiNG The
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Bahamas
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How to
choose a

True

binociilai:

Talk about your ice capades

Selecting the right binocular
is

Lies

Roger

a combination of power,

.

.

Welsch

L,

light gathering, size/weight,

and

clarity

Power

cost.

"x" (like 7x35).

the

My hometown

Binoculars are described

braska,

by two numbers separated by an

The

number

l^rst

power 7x means

is

objects will

Hall of

appear seven times closer than
with the naked eye.

a

Dannebrog, Ne-

is

principal distinction

home

also the

it is

test.

whose

Fame and its

annual Tall Tale con-

back of

in the

number

the size of the objective

is

The

(front) lens in millimeters.

more

larger the lens, the

light

enters the binocular creating a
brighter picture.

iVlost

are fine for daylight viewing.

actually just

Big Table

itself consists

mostly of opening a couple of dozen en-

some chin

velopes,

But

knowledge

just the

transform daily

and a nod.

scratching,
that

hosts the Liars Olympics

binoculars

Models with large objective lenses
are best for low light viewing

is

Eric's

Tavern, and the contest

Light Gathering The second

that

of the National Liars

Okay, the Hall of Fame

comer

is

is

Dannebrog
enough to

otherwise run-

life in this

Which is to say, you
hardly comment on anything the
bit extraordinary without someone

Coating

all

air-to-glass surfaces reduces

reflections

and increases

transmission enhancing
resolution

light

clarity,

and brightness. Some

models are multi-coated

to further

enhance viewing.

Field of

View

This
1

is

the width

,000 yards.

Wide-angle models are preferred
for

viewing fast action sports and

scanning

for wildlife.

High power

increases detail, but decreases the
field of

I

asked

Bob

Porro prisms have eye pieces

his trip to

that

I

it

that quite to the contrary, winter is the best
trip,

because you avoid

the usual tourist traffic

and you can camp

without worrying about bugs.

and cold

in the northlands

tractions, as

all

he learned

And

winter

have other

when he went

at-

to

Jasper National Park in Alberta and ran
into the iceboat project

have an iceboat.

thing. I

up

there.

asked innocently. "I used

I

Sail, skates, that sort

of

can imagine up there in the cold

lake country, iceboats are just the thing."

"No," Bob

said.

"These boats

—

© 1995

Bushnell Corporation,

—

didn't go on top of ice.

some

ships out of ice so they wouldn't be

so easily detected by radar or sonar.

right,

denotes a trademartt of Bushnell Corporation.

"Bob,

I'll

jot that

eligible for the

uh-huh,"

I

at the

right,

the stuff."

uh-huh."

would be

their ice ship

nearly a football-field wide, six long, andj
the

whole thing was going

to

be a good

twenty times bigger than any other ship
afloat. I don't

know why,

but they called

them Habakkuks."
"Yeah, sure,

right,

uh-huh."

"Two thousand crewmen,
engines, weighing

"Yeah, sure,

two million

right,

twenty-six
tons."

uh-huh."

"Lord Mountbatten had the idea
inally. Patrols

orig-

were having a heck of a

time trying to destroy icebergs after the

Ti-

went down, so he figured icebergs
would make great military posts. They
were going to use the ships as flattops for
submarine defense and air cover for the invasion of Europe. They thought of them as
tanic

artificial

icebergs."
right,

uh-huh."
it

was

a

great idea."

"Yeah, sure,

right,

uh-huh."

"In the winter of "42 to '43 they built a

model of an ice ship
The model was ten meters

one-fiftieth-size scale
in Jasper Park.

wide, twenty meters long, seven meters
said.

one down and you'll be

we do
HaU of Fame."

grand prize when

our judging over

Natural History 7/95

And

they'd be cheaper than steel ships."

"Yeah, sure,

"Yeah, sure,

Pyke plus

"Winston Churchill thought

were made out of ice. During the Second
World War the Allies thought they'd make

®/TM

You know

figured U-boat torpedoes

They

ance. Both provide excellent clarity

SPORTS OPTICS WORLDWIDE

They

"Yeah, sure,

floated in the water like regular boats but

BUSHnELL

who thought up the mixture

in the first place.

ships

really

of detail.
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lumberyard

how

from the front lenses. Roof
prisms have a slim, in-line appearoffset

called the stuff Pykrete after

Geoffry Pyke,

"They figured

was a little unusual to go north
from Nebraska in the wintertime. He said

to

There are two

at the local

Peterson

Canada had gone, mentioning
thought

"Iceboat?"

types of prism systems, porro and
roof.

up some supplies

and

view.

Prism Systems

They

test.

would barely scratch

least

some

of the distinguished visitors there for the

can't

time for such a

of viewing area at

demonstration, bullets fired into the stuff
ricocheted around and nearly killed

concrete.

For example, not long ago I was picking

Coated Optics

made just out of ice. Sawwas mixed in with the frozen water.
Turned out the combination was almost
bulletproof. The story is that the ice-sawdust mixture was so strong that at a
dust

of-the-mill village.

saying, "Yeah, sure, right, uh-huh."

conditions (dusk or dawn).

"No, Rog, I'm not joking. Actually, the
boats weren't

deep.

Weighed a thousand

tons. Fifteen

men built it in two months. The remains
not the ice, of course, but the pipes and.
stuff

from the refrigeration system

—
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Lake."

af Patricia

loaded up

I

and thanked

my

Bob
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lumber and hardware
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special appreciation for the nice
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with the
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hand

added, "as an old
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I
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Bob,

it

I

will

work much

Bob

guess

didn't take

Vice in the spirit
lUst

it

it

We'll

from me,

sweep you

off

your

feet.

better."

my friendly

ad-

was offered because he

mumbled something about how an

lonest

man

doesn't have a prayer in a

own

full

A/ent

back to his

of

liars,

turned on his heel, and

office.

Out of curiosity I wrote to the folks at
he Jasper National Park but apparently
Bob had already filled them in on Danlebrog and our National Liars Hall of

^ame. The park staff had ah-eady cooked

A

ip a bunch of nonsense about berg ships

of Massachusetts.

They had even put

ogether a nice story about
;ot their

how

the ships

name: The project and eventually

he ships were called Habakkuks after a
)ook of the Old Testament, in which
;ays to the

God

prophet Habakkuk: "Behold
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ihough
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I
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To Each
His Zone
On Northwest Coast beaches, drifting crab
lan'ae unerringly find snug harbors

by Gregory C. Jensen

Most people
beach

strolling

in the Pacific

along a boulder-strewn

Northwest notice the sea-

weed, mussels, and barnacles

that live along the

beach's slope. Marine biologists have long been

by the orderly arrangement of these orwhich can
vary in width from mere inches to scores of feet
depending on the steepness of the beach. During
the six and a half hours between high and low
intrigued

ganisms

into distinct bands, or zones,

water, the ebbing tide gradually exposes these
intertidal

organisms to a wide range of environ-

mental conditions. Those highest on the beach

may

be stranded for half a day or more, some-

times facing extremely high, desiccating temperatures, while those at the lowest levels

frequent and

much

At the lowest

have

in-

shorter periods of exposure.

levels of the rocky beaches

along the Northwest coastline, where the rocks
are underwater

most of the time, various kelps

and other types of brown algae blanket the boulders at low tide. The next highest zone is often
distinguished by another group of seaweeds, the

green algae, whose thin sheets and strands coat
the rocks.

These two bands are within the do-

main of the two-inch-wide flattop crab, Petrolisthes eriomems. whose extremely flattened body
allows
ders.

it

to live

on the underside of large boul-

A member of the porcelain crab family, re-

lated to hermit crabs, the flattop sports brilliant

blue mouthparts and a blue spot on each of

its

disproportionately large claws.

Another, closely related species
porcelain crab, Petwlisthes cinctipes

—
—

A,

Ithough they

may jettison a
claw when
handled,
porcelain crabs
are anything but

when
fighting among
delicate

themselves.
the

flat

inhabits

two higher bands of the intertidal zone.
The lower band frequently supports large
the next

colonies of mussels, while the boulders in the

upper band are adorned with clumps of fucus, a

brown

alga. Flat porcelain crabs have bright red
mouthparts and claw spots, but are otherwise
difficult to distinguish

from the

flattop,

or blue-

mouth, species. Both share many of the same
areas of rocky shoreline along the west coast of

A

North America, from northern British Columbia
to southern California, and are the only two

crab

members of their genus over much of this
Widespread

range.

in distribution, porcelain crabs at-

tain their greatest diversity in tropical

and sub-

large

(far left)

male flattop crab
and aflat porcelain

(left)

battle for

space on

the underside of a rock.

Despite their greater
pugnacity, flattops generally
lose such contests.
Gregory C. Jensen
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tropical waters:

one

scientist collected seventeen

on a beach in Panama.
Unlike most crabs, which are predators or

species in a single day

scavengers, porcelain crabs are

filter

feeders,

On

typical.

When the tide

is

out, these crabs cling to

the undersides of boulders for hours, waiting for

them again. Both spewhenever the tides
cairy particles of food to them. In moving water
they filter passively, extending their fanlike maxthe incoming tide to cover
cies feed

night,

iUipeds into the current for several seconds at a

unlike their
parents that early

them to transfer food into
calm conditions they filter actively,

entirely different

organisms.

mines the upper

of

low

toler-

tide deter-

its

beach zone, while

is

usually defined by

I

less tolerance to exposure.

wanted

to

know what determines which

zones the porcelain crabs inhabit. Are the two

may emerge from hiding and climb onto
submerged rock surfaces at night, using dense
tufts of branched hairs on their claws to sweep
up food. Blue-mouths have much larger and
thicker "dust mops" than red-mouths, and spend
much more time sweeping rocks.

species on the Washington coast physiologically

they

may

also help the

male blue-mouth waves
mouthparts

two closely

at

his strikingly colored

a female while also displaying the

incapable of living in each other's zones? Does

one species exclude the other by outcompeting
it?

How are the particular zones perpetuated?

My
limit

first

experiments indicated that the upper!

of blue-mouth distribution

When

cal factors.

is set

by physi-

transplanted to a slightly

higher band, blue-mouths quickly succumb to
heat stress during low tides on hot, sunny days.

To

find out whether red-mouths

were equally

placed some in plastic-mesh cages

inflexible, I

anchored within the beach's lower zone. They

grew as well

blue spot in the gape of his claws. (In central Cal-

not only survived there but even

ifornia a third, very similar species with blue

those Uving at their normal level. Others that

mouthparts and red spots on

kept underwater in aquariums for years also

the

its

claws lives on

same rocky beaches. One has

to

wonder

about the possible color combinations that might

showed no

ill

effects.

Yet

I

as
I

never saw the wild

red-mouths encroaching on blue-mouth territory.

Why

down

the

location, as

beach into blue-mouth zones? Considering

the

extremely fragile because they

claw when handled. Yet they are anything but

most logical
explanation was that blue-mouths were able to
outcompete red-mouths at the lower levels,

when competing for space with other
species of crabs or when fighting among themselves. As the Utde crabs jockey for position be-

Compared with red-mouths, blue-mouths are far
more aggressive, less tolerant of crowding, and
more inclined to pinch. When I designed compe-

occur when seventeen species occupy the same

on the beach in Panama!)
Porcelain crabs have often been described as

may

jettison a

dehcate

don't the red-mouths venture

similarities of the

tition

claws to dehver backhanded slaps and pushes to

each other,

Although such

in injury, they establish

archies: large

fights rarely result

and maintain

social hier-

males claim the areas with the best

their

two

species, the

I

expected the blue-mouths to

assert

dominance.

Surprisingly, the blue-mouths

water flow. Once dominance has been estab-

which were able

reaching open water,

Ushed, the crabs will tolerate crowding so long as

when given

seemed

virtu- '

to bulldoze

them

the advantage of

at will.

first

Even

access or

where they hunt other
planktonic animals.
Eventually, these zoeae

become three-quarters of an
inch long, molt, and
transform into megalopae.

Far right: A megalopa floats
its

cast-off

exoskeleton;

it

will

now

abandon its predatory ways
arul become a filter feeder
Photographs by Gregory C. Jensen
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y

1

ally helpless in the presence of red-mouths,

but sprout long spines on

next to

i

experiments pitting the two species against

neath the rocks, they often use their oversized

their fellows.

right,

limits

the lower edge of the zone

at

feeding,

filter

able mates. During courtship, for example, a

round hatchlings

an organism's

interactions with predators or competitors that

ored maxillipeds

tiny,

that

ance for heat or desiccation

have even

related species of porcelain crabs identify suit-

eggs as

shown

or mussels have

the mouth. In

In addition to collecting food, the brightly col-

Porcelain crabs emerge from

rocky beaches near Washington's Pacific

time, then retracting

of their maxilUpeds. In addition to

them as

will resort

a

if

which to extend its maxilto a good hard push to free

red-mouths inhabit a relatively narrow
band near the middle of the beach's intertidal
zone. Immediately below it are large numbers of
blue-mouths whose populations extend far
below the lowest tides. Studies of various sessile
or very slow-moving animals such as barnacles

rapidly sieving the water with altemating strokes

naturalists

classified

by day or

it

in

up some space.
coast,

from the water. The red-mouth and bluemouth species of the Pacific Northwest are fairly

/oeae look so

Upeds,

and other small par-

ticles

room

crab lacks

using specialized, netlike mouthparts, or maxillipeds, to strain plankton

z

neighbors do not impede their feeding. But

Magnification:

X3

Lan'ae of two closely related
kinds ofporcelain crabs find
their

way

to

habitat by

appropriate

homing

adults of their

own

in

on

species.

For diagrammatic purposes,
the lairal stages have been

drawn

in

blue

and red;

they

are actually transparent

and

unpigmented.
Joe LeMonnier

arger individuals, blue-mouths

still

stockier, less aggressive

.lightly

—

.U"onger

lost to their

—but much

cleared

all

porcelain crabs from a portion

Columbia and rearranged

in British

domi-

ability to physically

blue-mouths seemed to challenge the

among

shoreline, extending

upward through

from the blue-mouth zone

the red-mouth zone. Three piles

ecologists that species

rested on the existing beach materials, their mid-

ower on the beach hold a competitive advantage
)ver those at higher levels. Red-mouths, like all

points at the transition between the coarse gravel

assumption

)ld

feeders,

liter
!at,

have to be immersed

yet this species lives high

in

order to

on the beach, ex-

many hours each day. Since it
win whatever space it likes, why not move to

losed to air for
;an

lower zone, evict a few blue-mouths, and take

|i

'idvantage of the extra feeding opportunities?
I

I

of a beach

the rocks into six long piles perpendicular to the

relatives.

The red-mouths'
late the

zone.

This was exactly what happened in

The

:

ame
t

if

my

labora-

resolution of this apparent contradiction

after

I

left

Washington State

to study crabs

Bamfield Marine Station, on the west coast

the

Vancouver Island, British Columbia. Here the

wo

species of porcelain crabs arranged them-

elves very

much

as they did in Washington, but

zones often overlapped sUghtly.

heir

leaches,

lower zone. The other three piles differed

one respect: the sand

On two

however, large numbers of red-mouths

in the

in

only

lower half of each

in the

was replaced with sunken concrete blocks.
Several hundred tagged red-mouths were repile

leased

all

along these

ally all the

piles.

After a month, virtu-

red-mouths had either abandoned the

lower half of the piles resting on beach sand and
emigrated

tank with artificially generated tides.)

;ory

and cobble of the upper zone and the sand

to

higher zones, or had

moved

into the

lower zones of the piles that were resting on concrete blocks.

Now I had my answer:

lar conditions in thick

tie
ir

I

discovered that

red-mouths seemed to live only where

no

fine

:ilurred

little

sand or sediment lay under rocks.

A

boundary between areas of low and high

the

bed and with access

tion, densities

300 crabs per square

Why

to

good water

circula-

foot.

red-mouths differ from blue-mouths in

their tolerance to

sand and sediment has yet to be

own on many

Columbian beaches, altwo zones, while in
iVashington an abrupt change from coarse gravel
3 fine sand marked the border between the two

their feeding

pecies.

ditions,

To

British

test

whether the absence of fine sediment

per square foot.

of adult red-mouths can exceed

determined, but seems likely to be related to

slight overlap of the

can exceed 300

beds of sea mussels. Here,

oncentrations of sediment occurred farther

3wing a

porcelain crabs

by bluemouths but prefer the sediment-free rocks seldom found on the lower beach. The boulders
resting on concrete effectively mimicked conditions higher on the beach, providing sand-free
spaces under the rocks. Red-mouths enjoy simiprotected within the sediment-free interstices of

with those of other areas,

mussel beds, the
density of adult

Red-mouths

would be expected. When I
ompared samples of sediments from these two

ites

sediment-free

are not driven out of the lower zones

lustered within the lowest intertidal zone,
vhere blue-mouths

L

red-mouth

is

methods.
less

Of

inchned

the

two species the

to actively

filter,

rely-

ing instead on water motion to carry food to

protected position.

It

may

which only occur near the open

contrast,

blue-mouths can

its

require turbulent concoast. In

five in the calm, shel-

I

Vas indeed critical to the red-mouth's choice of

tered waters of Puget Sound,

where

their ability
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lopae,
tions

decided to experimentally

I

on the beach between

crete patio blocks in

alter condi-

tides. First, I

put con-

mesh cages and placed them

within both the red-mouth and blue-mouth
zones. Next,

I

placed adult red-mouths in some

of the cages as "bait," and anxiously waited to

would happen. Sure enough, a large
number of red-mouth megalopae settled into the
see what

cages housing adult red-mouths, regardless of
zone, while avoiding the

tidal

empty cages

or

those containing blue-mouth adults. Likewise,

when

I

transplanted adult blue-mouths higher up

the beach (during cool weather to insure their

survival), their

homed

megalopae unambiguously

on adults of their own kind.

in

To test whether the juveniles were attracted by
some sort of waterbome cue, I confined adult
crabs to chambers that allowed water circulation

but prevented the adults inside from being seen
or touched

by incoming megalopae. Even under

Sheltered from predators, a

to obtain food either actively or passively allows

these conditions the megalopae found the adults,

juvenile porcelain crab feeds

them to range over more kinds of habitats.
While the rock pile experiments helped to explain why the two species occupy separate beach

indicating that they probably use chemosensory

how

on driftwood or other flotsam. Once on the
beach, they can skip from rock to rock in search

beneath the claw of a large
adult, above.

On

the coast in

Washington's Olympic

zones, they did not address the question of

National Park, opposite,

brown

algae, barnacles,

the crabs get there in the

and

brood

their

first

place.

mussels form distinct zones

domens; the hatched eggs release

ofintertidal

as zoeae, to the sea. In this

life.

Female crabs

eggs on the underside of their ab-

first

larvae,

known

larval stage, the

zoeae look so unlike their parents that early naturalists classified

them

as entirely different or-

predators; they are relatively slow moving, un-

To make

this transition, they

megalopa resembles a small

forward

like a shrimp, propelling itself

able to bury themselves in sediment, and con-

spicuous

when

feeding. But they can find a

their own species,
many other adult crabs, do not atyoung. By occupying spaces between

which, unhke
tack their

tiny size,

and beneath larger crabs, they are protected from

of raising them in captivity,

predation by small fishes that live under the

wide dispersion and

difficulties

filter

haven among adults of

When I began my study, virtually nothing was
known about how larval crabs find their place on

have been major obstacles to observing
havior. In 1987, however,

I

was

their be-

fortunate

enough

rocks. Juveniles can safely cluster with adults for

nearly a year after settlement, at which time they

to gather porcelain crab larvae shortly after they

may

had

of unrelated adults for protection

on a beach. I noticed immediately
the megalopae of each species settled only
settled

mops," the crabs
can gather food
by sweeping

species

within the zone inhabited by adults of the

—and

same

only under rocks occupied by

many adults.
Had the juveniles

zone

begin to emigrate to other rocks. Such use
is

extremely

among marine invertebrates, and is known
exist only among sand dollars and one species

rare
to

of sea urchin.
Porcelain crabs have been able to adopt a

selected these locations or

were they merely survivors of a more widespread, indiscriminate settlement? The answer
came when porcelain crab megalopae began appearing in the mesh cages I had anchored in the
intertidal

to confine adults for zonation ex-

number of simple

sti-ategies that greatiy reduce

the risks associated with thek settlement and ju-

venile

fife

on wave-swept, rocky beaches.

In-

stead of having to sense sediment composition,

water circulation, or tide height in their
the

habitats,

megalopae need only find adults of their own

Once

among

periments. All settled near adults of the same

species.

Such behavior had never before been
observed in any kind of crab, shrimp, or lobster
To find out what was attracting the mega-

but harmless, rockmates, they remain protected

species.
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safe

claws as "dust

30

crab, but

with oarlike abdominal appendages.

that

rocks.

to

When at

the

and the

their

are near; in the absence of adults, however, the

galopae, an intermediate larval form. At this

the beach. Their

on

settle

Newly settled crabs are tasty morsels for
many kinds of fishes. Porcelain crab megalopae
would seem especially suscepdble to such

can swim

hairs

the

down, and soon their abdominal swimming appendages shrivel up. This
change can occur within two days when adults
megalopae

three weeks.

stage, they begin to seek a place to live.

of branched

of adults. After making contact with adults,

megalopae can continue swimming for up

rest,

tufts

to shore or hitch rides

plankton, the zoeae must find a place to spend

shed their spiny exoskeleton and emerge as ma-

sing dense

them.

Megalopae may swim

ganisms. After weeks or months of drifting amid

their adult lives.

Us

abilities to locate

nestied

their well-armed,

from most predators, insulated
perpetuating safety zones.

in their self-
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In Plain Sight
In the open tundra, only an exquisitely

camouflaged nest remains hidden

by

Bemd Heinrich
have never forgotten the

I

first

bird nest

I

was eight years old, and as I peered into
it, I was overwhelmed by its artful construction
and by the beauty and symmetry of the small,
greenish blue eggs it cradled. That birds would
actually emerge from these strange productions
of nature seemed to me otherworldly. Over the

found.

I

years, explanations of
sible

how

spotting eggs in a

my

this is

indeed pos-

awe upon
new nest, particularly one with

have never dulled

sense of

an unfamiliar design.
In

New

England, where

I

now

live, forests

provide birds with nearly endless places in

which to hide
builds

nest

its

hummock,

The slate-colored junco
on the ground at the base of a grass

their nests.

curtaining

it

off with the dead grass

of the previous year. The winter wren tucks
nest into the upturned root of a fallen tree.

nuthatch

hammers a nesfrcavity into an erect, rot-

I led my nephew

ten stump.

to within fotir feet

that

tree fork,
it

its

The

A

redstart "fills out" the crotch of a

camouflaging the nest with lichens so

blends in with the bark. The kinglet builds

a green nest by weaving sprigs of moss into the

of the nest, but he

was unable to
the eggs until

see

thick twigs of a spruce.

Having graduated from searching
and eggs of most of the

common

for nests

songbirds,

I

longed to go to the far north, the breeding mecca

I

pointed them out.

for

many of the elusive shorebirds. Migrating the

length of the continent, they mate and raise their

chicks in

some soggy

spot in the trackless tundra

before making the retum

assemblage of small
tat,

The mndra is
woven from a large

trip south.

like a living rug intricately

plants. In this treeless habi-

bird nests cannot be tucked

away from preda-

tors as easily as in the forest. Here,

cially those of larger birds

—

eggs

—espe-

are exposed to

protein-starved predators with keen senses.

Wolves,

arctic foxes, ravens, gulls,

tailed jaegers are eager to take

and long-

eggs wherever

and whenever they can, and the guileful

art

of

protecting the tender embryos has been perfected

by birds over millions of years. To

The first offour to hatch, this
American golden plover
chick is as hard to spot amid
the tundra grasses as the

three remaining eggs.
Kevin
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knew

find their

would need either great skill
or pure luck, and if I were to find any, I'd bet on
the luck. I was eager to give it a try, however, and
my wish came true when I landed in Kotzebue, a
small village on the Alaskan coast just north of
nests, I

that I

the Arctic Circle.

With four friends and my nephew Charles
I had come to canoe down the Noatak
River, which originates on the southem slopes of
SeweU,

•^•r

'^^.v-

^,i-
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^

;
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^^
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Mudflats and gravel bars
form the banks of Little

Cottonwood Creek where
Noatak River.

it

joins the

Fred Hirschmann

Ha>iving
graduated from
searching for
nests of the

most

common
songbirds,

I

longed to go to
the far north, the

breeding mecca
for

many of the

elusive
shorebirds.
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In an effort to lure predators

the

away from

tional

its

nest,

an

American golden plover
feigns a broken wing.
Kevin

T.

Karlson

Brooks Range

in the

Gates of the Arctic Na-

Park and flows 400 miles west to Kotze-

bue Sound and the Chukchi Sea. The only settlement along the entire river is the small village of
Noatak, some 50 miles north of Kotzebue.

would be canoeing through

We

this vast, undis-

phalaropes tarried near shore.
pilot,

wasted

little

from the plane's

Butk Maxim,

our

time unlashing our canoes

belly.

Within minutes,

we

were

standing at the edge of the pond with our gear
piled in our canoes, watching the plane recede

the waterfowl breeding season.

a speck

have the texture of moss. Many crescentshaped ponds dotting the tundra were the remto

nants of ancient oxbows, abandoned meanders

of the

river,

which seemed

to follow

an arbitrary

course over the vast plain. Occasionally,
ted a pair of

snowy white swans

one of the ponds, but from
see no other wildlife.

roaming down there?

at the

that height,

spot-

I

edge of

we

could

Were there really wolves
Where were the millions

of nesting shorebirds and waterfowl?
I
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iads of ducks

turbed wilderness in late June, at the height of

We had arranged to have a bush pilot fly us
400 miles inland to Pingo Lake, the small tundra
pond where we were to begin our journey. From
the seaplane, the view through the plexiglass
seemed dreamlike. The Noatak far below looked
like a coiled, silver snake winding across a
greenish brown landscape. The ground seemed

36

down on the water's surface. Myrswam placidly in rafts, and nervous

toons touched

was jarred back

to reality as the plane's

distant horizon.

We

to

were alone

hundreds of miles from the nearest

village.

Ad-

soon heard the familiar
songs of a robin and a yellow warbler, which

justing to the stillness,

I

seemed out of place here.
To reach the nearby river, we had

to drag our

loaded canoes through a willow thicket. The
three- to five-foot-tall willows

browsed

had been heavily

—

perhaps by moose that had

left their

mud. Nearby was a famyoung aheady out of the nest.
Not a spruce tree, with which I usually associate
gray jays, was in sight. The staccato call of a
Wilson snipe filled the air, and a pair of ravens
tracks imprinted in the
ily

of gray jays,

silent.

Eager to be on our way,
into the water

we shoved our canoes

and sped along with the swift

For hours,

'

i

its

flew overhead, high and

rent.

pon-

on the

we

heai"d only the

murmur

cur-

and

hissing of the river and the steady, rhythmic dip-

'

'

Brown and swollen

ping of our paddles.

with

meltwater, the river tore at the banks, eating

them up

On

every turn.

at

the outside of each

:urve, the rushing water gouged caverns under

and chunks of tundra fell into the
scanned the freshly exposed permafrost for bones and possible mammoth tusks.
Where the current slowed on the opposite bank,
it deposited gravel bars on which purple patches

a bear, had eaten the remaining fish that

ever,

We

and

af fireweed

Now

deep crimson peas grew.

erect,

and then, we spotted bleached moose and

among

:aribou antlers

We

aimed

the flowers.

canoe

to

[lave

four

full

days

miles each

at least forty

day so that during our two-week

trip

we would

and explore the

to rest, fish,

On our rest breaks from hard paddling,
we clambered up the steep banks to survey the
a vista of pale
tundra, which was in full bloom
yellow arctic poppies swaying in the breeze all
[he way to the horizon. Although the flowers vartundra.

—

ied

from place

;ame out so did the

When

and white.
butterflies:

all

Having made good time, we stopped

for a

day

near Lake Maturak to fish for lake trout and

muskellunge. Walking to the lake,

we traversed a

moss and dwarf willows,
interwoven with sedges and sprinkled with
soggy, elfin forest of

small, pink Cassiope flowers. Suddenly, out of

comer of my eye, I saw what I thought was a
mouse silently scampering away over the mossy
ground. It dodged under some dwarf willows,
but as it emerged on the other side, I realized that
it was not a mouse at all, but one of several tiny
arctic sandpipers, called a least sandpiper I knew
the

had flushed

it

could relocate

it

I

from

its

nest.

by sight alone,

Doubting
I

that

retreated a

paces. Within minutes the sandpiper

came

I

few

back.

A clump

of wild lupine

provides some shelter for this

American golden plover

nest.

Michio Hoshino; Minden Pictures

the sun

arctic blue.

the insects, except the

bumble-

rbiquitous mosquitoes and occasional
oees,

a meal of fresh tern

yellow Colias.

Drown Bolaria, and the small, pale
But most of the time

at

predomi-

to place, three colors

nated: yellow, purple,

missed their chance

eggs nearby.

the banks,
river.

we had

planned to have for breakfast. They had, how-

remained grounded because of the cold.

For days on end, clouds obscured the view
ind chill rain drenched us; sometimes wet, dri-

ving

snow lashed

us. Errant currents swirled

and rain dimpled the water's surface.

iiround us,

iWe paddled for hours into a fierce, cold head

our arms ached. This was not the

vvind until

summer we had expected, and I began to
ivonder why such delicate creatures as shorelalmy

'jirds
"lere.

would migrate thousands of miles

As

to breed

the trip progressed, however,

I'ewer shorebirds than

The day

after

our

I

saw

I

had expected.

first

long paddle,

we stopped

j

It

a gravel bar to

A'illow

camp and

built a small fire of

twigs to heat our coffee and

warm

us.

Fhe bar was windswept and mercifully free of
Tiosquitoes.
lats,

As

I

was exploring on the gravelly
divebomb me.

a pair of arctic tems began to

my

Vlissing

head by inches as they dived, they

nade clicking sounds
:?ether.

like stones

After about ten minutes,

icrape. In

it

I

banging

to-

found their nest

were two tan eggs, densely covered

vith rich, chocolate

brown

spots.

The eggs

blended perfectly with the multicolored, water-

vom pebbles all

around them. As

test to

photograph

ouder.

Not only did they

lead: they also

iroppings.

I

it,

hit the

began bombarding

took one direct

mother narrowly missed
Later,

I

bent over the

the terns' clicking

hit

grew

back of

me

my

with their

on the arm, and

my head.

we cooked some of the deep olive,
we had pulled from the

j)lue-spotted arcfic char
iver.

On

our

first

"night"

(at this latitude the

;ummer sun dipped down to the horizon but
lever set), we were kept awake by the mewguUs,
md when we got up we found that they, and not
37

used up by the developing embryo,

some of

considerably lighter as

placed by gas. This egg floated.

my warmed
replaced

becomes
is re-

later retrieved

I

rock from the sandpiper's nest and
with the egg, which was none the

it

my little experiment.

worse off for

A

it

the liquid

week

later, farther

down

the river,

recently hatched least sandpiper chicks.

found

I

The

tiny

wraiths were wrapped in the fluffiest chocolate

brown down imaginable. When I picked one up
it suddenly went limp and closed its eyes, as if it
had

died.

put the seemingly lifeless creature

I

back where

had found

and stepped back

to

remained there unmoving. But when

its

I

it

watch.

It

parent

came back and cheeped,

denly righted

and ran

itself

the chick sud-

off. It

had merely

been playing possum.

Such bird
that

and the

sightings,

rivers

we

passed

run into the swelling Noatak, continued

to

mark our progress. Near Atangora Creek, which
we called Char Creek because of the many fish

we caught

semipalmated plover.
had spied me first, for it was doing
a broken-wing display to lead me away from its
there, I spied a

Apparently,

Only the presence of parent
birds nearby betrayed the
location of this pair of arctic

I saw it crouch down, locating the nest for me.
The four cream-colored eggs within it were spotted and blotched a rich reddish brown and

a nest scrape on

blended in with the dead sedge and dwarf willow

tern eggs in

a gravel

leaves. I led

bar.

Bernd Heinrich

nest, but

my nephew to within four feet of the

he was unable to see the eggs

until

I

pointed them out.

nest.

eggs over a period of about four days. The eggs

compared with most eggs
same size, and they contain a sulj-

stantial store of food, giving the

T,he guileM

art

of protecting the

ever,

located the nest scrape in the middle of a

has been
perfected

by birds

over millions of
years.

wasted space beneath the incubating parent.
delicate hues of these eggs pleased

eye, but

I

my

could not imagine them making any

pale olive

When

I

—

them

tested

in water, the

they were also within a day

or two of hatching.

We made

it

and marveled

waters mixing with

at its clear

those of the turbid Noatak.

it

I

left its

watched
it

settle

River the next day

to the Cutler

On

the surrounding

found an American golden plover. Had
nest because
it

it

saw

me

approaching?

down

several times.
I

Each time

I

picked

was

found nothing. Finally I

gave up. Diverted by a bald eagle near the
I

I

with binoculars for an hour, and saw

my way among

river,

lichen-covered stones,

sedges, and creeping arctic willows. Here,

I

difference to the bird. In Europe and Africa,

stumbled by accident onto what

many forest birds recognize the color of their
own eggs and keep a sharp eye out for eggs de-

gently searching for: four black-spotted and

posited by parasitic birds, such as cowbirds, that

tone. Before

do not

raise their

own

young. But tundra nests

are easily guarded in the

open habitat, and with
no pai^asitic birds around, the shorebirds had no
need to leam to recognize strange eggs in order

I

had been

dili-

blotched plover eggs with a faint olive under-

two months were up, the contents of
would be adult birds that would fly
across the North American continent, down the
Atlantic coast, and across the Caribbean to
northem South America. Then they would fly
these eggs

Amazon

to eject them.

across the

To test whether the birds recognized their own
eggs, I removed one from the least sandpiper's

Argentina, Patagonia, or Tierra del Fuego, the

nest and replaced

they would retum to the Noatak, completing a

it

with a white pebble of

back thirty feet
few minutes the sandpiper

slightly larger size, then stepped

came running

back, fluffed her belly feathers,

and resumed incubation without a moment's
hesitation. I placed the purloined egg gently in a
tundra pool to see if it was almost ready to hatch.
A newly laid egg will sink, but as its reserves are
Natltral History 7/95

spots.

eggs floated high

fooled by the bird, and

tle

The four

large patch of bare gravel.

eggs were heavily blotched with black and dark

gether in the middle of the small nest, leaving

lit-

how-

be. After fifteen minutes,

tundra,

to watch. Within a
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I

might

young a good "running start" as soon as they
leave the egg. The clutch of four large eggs
weighs more than the bird that laid them. The
eggs are pointed at one end so they can fit to-

The

tender embryos

precocious

a nest was nearby but had no idea

it

are exceptionally large

of birds the

knew

I

where

brown

Sandpipers and plovers lay clutches of four

it

southem

tip

to

spend the

arctic winter in

of South America. In the spring,

trip of more than 20,000 miles.
some 200 miles of paddling, we had

round
In

wolves only twice.

we rounded
beast,

it

We

encountered the

a bend of the river.

had been wading

in the

A

tall,

rangy

shallow water

near the edge. Walking nonchalantly to the
it

shook

its

black

pelt,

seen

first as

side,

throwing up a spray of

bounded up over the bank and out of
on a rare, sunny day, we saw two
more wolves. Both were grayish brown, and one
water, then

outside; inside there

sight. Later,

picture of Jesus.

tiad

been lying down

in the water.

They, too,

bounded up over the bank as our canoes drifted
lear.

Occasionally, arctic foxes patrolled along

he river edge.
Where the river had carved away hillsides to
form cliff faces, we saw nests of rough-legged
lawks and occasionally the guano-marked nesting shelves

of peregrines and gyrfalcons.

saw a golden eagle's aerie on a

cliff top,

yellow centers.

I

counted

his legs,

the table.

We

also continued to feast

arctic char

we had

the Cutler River.

caught earlier

During

its

in a

on the one

adom

its

at the

mouth of

migration upriver, a

Delicate pink spots

thirty different

mix

we watched

large (thirty-three inch), indescribably delicious

char's back turns steel gray and

Here we also saw the first
luman habitation on the river: an unoccupied
lunting cabin built by a man named Abe
-lowarth. It had traps hanging all around it on the

and a

a red-backed vole forage for cracker crumbs on

We

hey had small young. Raven young were just
eaving their nests; one nest on a cliff fifteen feet
ibove the water had three fully feathered young.
After a little more than a week, we had
eached our halfway point at the Nimiuptuk
^ver. The tundra here was ablaze with pink.
Dell-like andromeda flowers; yellow arctic popDies; and small, delicate blue forget-me-nots
cinds of flowers.

friends stirred a batch of pancake

bowl cradled between

and

iome nests of Say's phoebes near the bottom,
rhe peregrines chattered defensively because

vith

my

large

pelt

We made ourselves at home, and while one

shed.

of

was a dried fox

A dead raven lay behind a small

its

belly silver.

sides.

Other travelers had also stopped

at

Abe's

cabin and

left letters

one

"Thanks for the use of the cabin.

said,

of thanks. "Dear Abraham,"

We

were up until midnight the night before, cleaning
two moose in the rain. After pitching camp in the
dark and rain, using the cabin to dry, cook, and
rest

was heaven." We,

too, left the cabin re-

freshed and warmed.

As we continued on to the entrance to the
Noatak canyon, the current grew increasingly
swift and more powerful. Bones of caribou had
been washed ashore.
call earlier,

when

I

We

had had our own close

had misjudged the current

"the suckhole." Here the river

sheer

cliff,

and the whitecaps

slammed
that

at

into a

had looked

Its nest

nearby, an upland

sandpiper siiiyeys the tundra.
Robert

p.

Carr; Bruce

Coleman,

Inc.
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As

it

wanders a Baird's
,

sandpiper chick blends

in

well with the surrounding

flowers and vegetation.
Jan Van de

Kam

manageable from a hundred yards suddenly
loomed like raging monsters as they engulfed us.
I saw my nephew's terror-stricken face for just a
second and thought it would be the last time I
saw him, or anybody else! We capsized, but
miraculously we were both soon bobbing at the

we made

and a half mile farther

surface,

it

to

shore to join the others. Having witnessed our

mishap, they had hugged the inside bank and

avoided the main current and were waiting with
our retrieved canoe.

Camping

head of the

in a cold drizzle at the

Noatak canyon, we saw patches of snow on the
nearby hills. Here we also saw the first small
spruce trees, which would become more numer-

we approached the coast. We heard a bird
we had not heard before. It sang while
and
we called it the wolf-whistle bird.
flying,

ous as

sing that

The song began with

by a

a twitter, followed

slow, low-pitched, mournful wolf-whistling

and then descended the

that rose higher

knew it was a
Where might
on

nest

On

shorebird

when

one have

this

I

its

saw

its

long

bill.

eggs? To find a

tundra would be

this trackless

trill

scale. I

difficult.

you might

the seemingly uniform tundra,

search one small plot systematically, but

how

would you know you were not searching parts of
the same plot over and over again or leaving
large gaps of unexplored ground?

J

While the

ust as

It

was

time to leave,
against

all

odds, I

rest

of the .crew went fishing,

out to find one last bird nest.

haunting song of what

I

I set

kept hearing the

determined was an

I later

upland sandpiper; that his mate was nearby, sitting on her eggs, was continually on my mind.

few

stumbled upon

However,

the nest.

bumblebees. Just as

after a

all

odds,

were

I

—

I

settled

was time

stumbled upon the

different

nest

it

sweeps back and
down to watch

futile

forth across the tundra,

to leave, against

nest.

The

four eggs

had found so far. The
moss, lichen, and sedge held

from any

set in the

I

—

the rich, cream-colored eggs, blotched delicately
in pale lilac

and

light chocolate with a sprinkling
felt

the

realized that the bird

had

of dark brown, nearly black dots.

warmth of the eggs and
left

without

my having

I

seen her. Although

shorebirds (the killdeer from

New

many

England, for

example) often feign a broken wing when surprised near the nest, this female

had chosen not

to use this tactic.

Perhaps some predators here, such as wolves,

have leamed
meal.
of

It

New

that this display is a sign of

appeared to

me

an easy

that while in the forests

England, each bird can hide

its

nest in a

was not the
nest site that differed, but the buds' evasive maneuvers to distract predators from their nests. In
unique spot to

foil

predators, here

it

both cases, the birds have evolved strategies that
counter the learning capacities of egg thieves.

was

elated to take

my

picture of a rare find.

sixth

Then

I
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I

final trophy, a

rejoined

and we again flowed with the
the Chukchi Sea.
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and

river

my friends,

on

its

way

to
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Known

as

Trinity,

detonation

site,

from the code name for the
was

the first atomic explosion

the

culmination of a three-year crash project.
Los Alamos National Laboratories

Ground Zero
Revisited
Fifty years

ago

by Daniel

J.

Just before

in

a

humans

desert,

left

the

mark of a new age

Lenihan

dawn on

July 16, 1945, in a

forbidding stretch of central

New Mexico

"we

all

jumped to our feet and started
We had succeeded, and we

cheering.

We

cheered and gradually fell
meaning of our success became certain." J. Robert Oppenheimer,
lead scientist of the project, is said to have
echoed a line from the Bhagavad-Gita, a
sacred Hindu text: "I am become Death,
the destroyer of worlds." A more prosaic

desert that the conquistadors had cheerily

cheered.

dubbed Jornada

silent as the

death),

Muerto (journey of
a motley crowd of men worked
del

first atomic
bomb. Some were clad in severe military
dress; others sported more casual, civilian
apparel. The hum of conversation and the
din of motors mixed with the distinctive
chirps of spadefoot toads, drawn forth by a

feverishly to detonate the

light sprinkling

of rain. Larger creatures,

ready been eradicated. Cattle ranchers had

We had succeeded,
said an observer. We

been induced or harassed into removing

cheered and gradually

which might have disrupted the miles of
electric cable

al-

and pronghom antelopes, the

their stock,
fastest land

strewn in the desert, had

animals in the

fell silent

New Worid, had

not been able to elude the 50-caliber tracer

meaning of our
success became

from vehicle-mounted machine guns. Snakes and centipedes wisely
kept their heads down.
At 5:29:45 a.m.. Mountain War Time,
bullets fired

an atomic chain reaction lasting

as the

certain.

less than

one-millionth of a second unleashed a
force equivalent to nearly 20,000 tons of

TNT. The desert lit up with a flash
more than a hundred miles away

visible

comment came from one of

as the

men: "The longhairs have

hundred-foot-high steel tower supporting
the

a

bomb

vaporized and disappeared into

fireball. In

to
in

minutes a cloud mushroomed

40,000 feet. The blast was immortalized

motion pictures and

still

photos, but

only narrative descriptions remain to help

preserve

memory

of the sound: The

bomb's shock wave blew out

all

the sound

the mihtary
it

get

away

from them."
Four miles away from ground zero,
twenty mice hung by their tails from a
fence post, where a security officer had
placed them the previous day. They constituted the first empirical attempt to
itor the effects

mon-

of nuclear radiation from an

atomic weapon. All the mice were dead,
but not from the bomb. They died of thirst,

recording systems.

"As though awakened from a

let

fantastic

as

would most creatures hung out to dry in
where every steer is allotted a

nightmare," recorded one observer watch-

the Jornada,

ing from one of the blast-proof bunkers.

full

square mile for grazing.
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Known
tal

as the "gadget," the experimen-

device was a sphere five feet in diame-

an aerodynamic

ter lacking

bomb

casing.

Within the sphere was a special arrange-

ment of high explosives, designed
lently

—

to vio-

—compress a mass

but precisely

of plutonium and so create an explosive
chain reaction. Plutonium atoms sometimes decay, releasing neutrons and energy. In a chain reaction, released neutrons

nearby plutonium

strike the nuclei of

atoms and cause them to
apart, releasing

break

fission, or

more neutrons and energy,

and so on. For the process

to result in a nu-

clear explosion, a certain critical concen-

plutonium must be brought

tration of

about instantaneously.

can be achieved by increasmass (adding more plutonium) or as
at Jornada del Muerto
by compressing a
barely subcritical mass to increase its density. The men toiling in the desert knew
that if the plutonium was not compressed
evenly and with great force, it might blow
Criticality

ing

^^--.

„

^;

,,-

/•

—

—

apart without releasing

much

of

its

poten-

The plutonium mass (reportedly Softball size) comprised two joined
tial

energy.

hemispheres with a hollowed-out

center.

The hollow accommodated a ping-pongball-size lump of beryllium and polonium,
substances that emit neutrons at a high
rate.

Placed in the center of the sphere,

this

helped insure the efficiency of

"initiator"

the reaction.

The blast site, code named Trinity, lay
200 miles from Los Alamos, the secret installation where the bomb was designed.

Named
School

Los Alamos Ranch
named after tile local cottonLos Alamos became the focal

after the

(itself

wood trees),
point of the

weapons

project,

owing

partly

Oppenheimer's fondness for the area.
Oppie, as he came to be widely known,
to

had often
The plutoniitm core arrives at the blast site, top. To allow heat to escape, holes were
drilled in the box containing the radioactive material. Bottom: The assembled Trinity
device was housed in a shed atop a 100-foot steel tower.

temporarily

damaged his

eyes.

A carefully

concocted cover story about an ammunition

dump

exploding was released to the

public to allay the suspicions of any distant witnesses to the event.

A statement is-

that

"weather

conditions affecting the content of gas
shells

exploded by the blast

desirable for the

Army

may make

it

to evacuate tem-

porarily a few civilians from their homes."
The cover story held, but a batch of Kodak
film that developed a fogging problem
was later noticed by some irate con-

sumers.
ial

It

seems the

film's

packing mater-

contained chaff that originated in an In-

sued by Col. William O. Eareckson, the

diana wheat field that received a chance

commandant of

deposit of fallout from the blast.
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the

Alamogordo
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air

base

Mexico.

great loves
It's

a pity

Some

children born to parents
Los Alamos have a post office
box number in Santa Fe hsted as their offi-

working

commented

"my two

New

Alamos didn't exist, so nearby Santa Fe
was the contact point for the outside
world.

reservation,

and

they can't be combined." Officially, Los

Photographs from Los Alamos National Laboratories

Some cattle and deer received radiation
bums, and an untold number of tarantulas
and spadefoot toads were vaporized, but
there were no human casualties, except for
one person who looked at the flash and

stated that

are physics

at

cial birthplace.

As

the time

drew near

for the test and

the anticipated strategic use of the

weapons
sures

to follow, extraordinary

were taken

to

convey

to

mea-

Los Alamos

minute quantities of plutonium, as well as
uranium 235. (This rare form of uranium

was the basis for a second type of bomb,
which employed a simpler technology: a
sawed-off gun tube was designed to shoot
two pieces of uranium together, achieving

J

:riticalit>' b>'

iensit>'.

ars

)

A

increasing

bargain

an ounce, the radioactive elements far

)utstripped the

market value of other pre-

:ious substances.

One

mass rather than

Santa Fe and the e\en

)ecame the scene of an unlikely series of

fogging problem was

efforts, as couriers

with

ead-lined briefcases arrived almost daily

rom Oak Ridge. Tennessee, and Hanford,

noticed by

some irate

consumers.

It

seems

All the secrecy led to unanticipated

May, when prepaations were at fever pitch, two B-29s on a
raining mission out of Alamogordo misook the
heir

One

lered the

lombs

night in

lights at the Trinity

base

camp

for

They dutifully pepcamp with 200-pound dummy

bombing
filled

target.

with five-pound explosive

harges. Several outbuildings

were dam-

ged. including the Trinity carpenu^' shop
jid stables. Fortunately there
jries. just

were no

the film's packing

later

caused a

at

se-

T

(theory) division, did not

share the secrets of the

mans or Japanese,

bomb with the

the

United States, but with an
Union.

He and

ally,

the Soviet

GI named Da\id Green-

drew long prison sentences

glass later
treason,

a

Ger-

enemies of the

for

and a married couple. Julius and
convicted of playing a role

material contained

chaff that originated

a watershed in scientific endeavors, be-

in an Indiana

wheat

field that received

a

chance deposit of
fallout firom the blast.

in-

red faces and black marks in

one of the scientists on the Los Alamos team, shared magic
ad earned a Nobel Prize for his work on controlled nuclear reactions.

inrico Fermi,

electric chair,
in the affair.

everal career folders.

s

man who

Ethel Rosenberg, evenmally died in the

Vashington.

)roblems.

a

in the project's

film that developed a

joak-and-dagger

was

curity nightmare. Klaus Fuchs, a physicist

A batch of Kodak

town of Lamy

leepier one-horse railroad

of the fully authorized obsen'ers

the event

at several million dol-

The effort to build the atomic bomb was
coming
jects

the

down

model

for ""big science"" pro-

to the present day.

A scholari\'

ci\ilian cadre rich in theoretical

acumen,

including several Nobel Prize-winning
scientists,

was organized within a unique

mission-oriented, military framework.

The group included
can and European

the

cream of Ameri-

physicists,

some of

whom had escaped from the threat of Nazi

tricks with his colleagues.

Fermi

Alamos National Laboratories
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was

concentration camps. There were also

original office

GIs, military police, and engineers (in pro-

of Manhattan in

ject lingo, "plumbers"),

Members

and

— affectionately
"creeps" — watched over

corps

project,

their families.

of the counter-intelligence

known

as

came

to

even following personnel on short

Manhattan

trips to

Santa Fe.

The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
was assigned the lead role in the atomic
bomb enterprise, and the project was
given a name with which this particular
government bureaucracy could cope. The
which engages in huge engineering
and public works programs, divides itself
into districts. Consequently, a district was

corps,

created to encompass the project.

Siegfried Halus
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The

in the

MED

building of the atomic

membered

up

Borough

be called the Manhattan En-

gineer District, or

the supersecret

shopping
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trict

set

New York City, so the disfor short.

The

bomb would be

in the history

re-

books as the

The seeming
effortlessness of

nuclear weapons

Project.

The longhairs, plumbers, and creeps of
Los Alamos may not have been playing

what was so

dice with the universe but they were defi-

psychologically

nitely shooting craps with nature.

New

ground was being broken, and the enterprise was fraught with peril. At one site
called
tail"

Omega

they "tickled the dragon's

by dropping increasingly larger subof plutonium and uranium

critical balls

through rings of similar material to see ex-

devastating.

plane,

one

One

city.

was

how much was needed

ictly

to start a

;hain reaction. Hopefully, gravity
;lear the ball

would

through the ring before the

drop on Hiroshima on August

A pluto-

tor's spoils if the

into a long

to

most of Nagasaki on August

leadly accidents before the war's end, in

later

9.

occupation efforts drew

campaign of

attrition.

In addi-

from a purely bureaucratic point of
view, there was a need to vindicate the in-

the one tested at Trinity served to level

Iragon bit them. (While there were no

tion,

Five days

Japan surrendered.

credible expense of the Manhattan Project.

wasn't the sheer number of civilian

casualties that so shocked the senses.

What would the reaction have been, at a
time when pennies were actually worth

Within twenty-four days of the Trinity

Using hundreds of B-29s the alhes were

something,

more than 200,000 Japanese civiUans
their lives or were severely wounded

already conducting massive conventional

learned that $2 billion had been spent with

bombing operations over Japanese industrial and population centers. The March 9
bombing of Tokyo, for example, killed an

no

estimated 100,000 people. In the Euro-

gasaki were bombed, in part, to put the

pean theater, Dresden had been

fear of

1945 and 1946 two

men

died in criticality

;xperiments.)

est.

ost
It

6.

nium-based implosion device identical

Hiroshima and Nagasaki. For some, de-

jilitating side effects

ihow up years

from radiation would

later.

A

uranium-based

—

)omb

previously untested, both because

he scientists were more confident

it

vould work and because the main ingredi;nt

was

in short supply

—was used

in the

It

bombed almost
35,000 of

its

to oblivion,

fire-

immolating

devastating.

One

plane, one city.

For the war-weary American public,
which had seen heavy losses at Olcinawa
and grimly anticipated a protracted invasion of the Japanese homeland, the

bomb

was a godsend. One may debate the number of lives lost and saved on either side,
and argue moral issues of means and ends.
But to any American fighting man returning from the European front only to repack
his

bags for the push into Japan, the salient

point

was

saved his

that the

bombing may have

life.

There were

other, less public reasons

new atomic weapons to haswar's end. The Soviet Union was

God

'

'*:,.

(and, coincidentally, the

United States) into the Soviets. Even
Stalin, who already knew through Klaus
that the atomic bomb was viable,
was stunned by the demonstration of the
bomb's raw power. Within a year of
Japan's surrender, two more offspring of
Trinity were detonated at Bikini Atoll in
the Marshall Islands, purportedly to measure the effectiveness of the weapons
against naval forces (see "Pacific Requiem," Natural History, August 1994).
Humanity quickly graduated to an era in
which the Trinity device would be barely
adequate to trigger a hydrogen bomb, a fusion device that releases the power found
in the sun and stars. Most Americans of
my baby boom generation have vivid
memories of hiding under their desks at

Fuchs

More

for using the

school, waiting for all-clear signals.

ten the

than forty years of white-knuckle nuclear

may have

about to enter the war against Japan and

brinkmanship

would no doubt partake heavily

that the only thing

is

--^c,.,.

on the

was never used?
Hiroshima and Na-

that

suspect that

in the vic-

Located within the White Sands missile range, the Trinity
•

American people had

specific congressional authority

Some

The seeming efweapons was what

was so psychologically

the

making of a weapon

inhabitants.

fortlessness of nuclear

if

now open

to tourists

on a limited basis.

pennittedto collect fi-agments

oftrinitite,

finally taught us

worse than a belligerent

site, left,

Visitors are not

above, the glassy

substance created when the nuclear fireball melted the desert sand.
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small fleet of ships. Only this couldn't be

lemy is a frightened belligerent enemy.
On Thanksgiving Day 1994, my friend

Bikini Atoll because there

m

clearly visible in the background.

Sprinkle,

a

longhair from Los

me

an album of pho-

Working

as a consultant in

lamos, shared with

and a

s

story.

agent,

irmerly

now

What would the

where nuclear

city

capons had been developed and

men

oth
"

reaction have been, at

the security officer of a

secret

a time

tested,

were

acknowledged the irony
had brought them together

quietly

history that

when pennies

actually

something,

worth

if the

confront the problems of cleaning up

id

uranium production

3me of

om

Oak

is

to peaceful use.

learned that

weapons material

the potential

Kazakhstan

ent to

American people had

and converting plutonium

iclear waste

:eping.
gift,

a brief-

lamos National Laboratories." This

is

go among the

;eper as collectors' items

GB

set.

;ent

presented Jim with a sheaf of photos

Not

to

he boarded the plane.

New

the

on the

way home

wrapper.

The

first

was a

.\small

monument marks ground zero.

left.

dirt

were

air,

over

some Siberian Jornada
didn't

need

to wait for

del Muerto.

American

He

intelli-

gence officers to identify this picture.
What he was holding in his hand was a
photograph of the first Soviet atomic
bomb, the USSR's Trinity blast.
It

me only three hours to drive
my home in Santa Fe to the Trinity

takes

site in the

tion delays

White Sands missile range.
on

state

highway 285. This

lightly traveled, two-lane

widened

to

tive

road

is

being

accommodate a new form of

containerized freight.

Drums of

radioac-

waste will soon be shipped to the

may be

pic-

bomb blast that seemed
familiar: a mushroom cloud, a

considerably longer than that of

the sociopolitical entities that create

of an atomic

iguely

smoke and

rising thousands of feet in the

Waste Isolation Pilot Project at Carlsbad,
New Mexico. The half-life of plutonium

Mexico, he pulled them out of the

own paper
re

On

one sfrangely menacing. Huge,

raw, black plumes of

congressional

making of a weapon
that was never used?

be outdone, the former

blast, this

South of Santa Fe, signs warn of construc-

authority

a

somewhere in the Arctic Ocean.
The next photo was also of an atomic

from

billion

inscribed with the words "Los

ise

was

It

had been
spent with no specific

$2

being readied for ship-

Ridge, Tennessee, for safe-

Jim gave the man a parting

ice field

the Soviet version of Bikini, conducted

azakhstan, he had befriended a one-time

GB

was an

These days

Above:

A

at Trinity,

it.

the pronghorn

view out of one end of Jumbo
in case the bomb

214-ton steel containment vessel biult to salvage plutonium
,\zled)
I

reveals a refreshment stand set

ds were blown off by the
itographs by Jim

up at

Army in 1946

Trinity.

Jumbo was never used. The

using eight 500-pound bombs.

Bones
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Courtesy of Jim Sprinkle

Monument never

materialized.

None

wai

even considered for another top secre

weapon

tested at Carlsbad, not far fron

the Jornada del Muerto. Unlike the atomic

bomb, which was

originally intended fo

use against the Nazis, from the onset

th(

He didn't need to wait
for

American

intelligence officers to
identify this picture.

He had in his hand a
photograph of the
first Soviet atomic

bomb,

the

USSR's

Trinity blast.

was

target for this device
ater.

cities in the

the Pacific the

would level kej
Japanese Empke and demor

The hope was

that

it

alize the Japanese citizenry, forcing then
to surrender.

was a bomb, roughly half ths
bomb, to be dropped b)
parachute to slow the fall. At the assignee
ahitude the payload would be released anc
flutter away in all dkections. The payloac
was hundreds of Mexican free-tailed bats
the same creatures that each evening pou
like smoke from Carlsbad Caverns anc
This, too,

size of the atomic

The Soviet Unions first successfid nuclear test, above, took place in 1949. Opposite
May 1943, an accident during the development of an experimental bat

page: In

bomb

new Air Force base

resulted in the destruction of a

and coyote, along with an influx of

feral

The
an increasing number of

in

Carlsbad,

New Mexico.

hands thi-ough the sand and find pieces of

new

substance that was created

horses, have recaptured the Jornada.

trinitite,

site also sees

from the superheating of desert sands by
the fireball. The whitish green ceramic

oryx, an exotic African antelope brought
in

by the

state to

provide trophies for

hunters. (Rangers at the neighboring

White Sands National Monument are

less

than thrilled with the oryx because they

trample archeological

sites

and tend

to at-

nodules

a

lie

When

about like freakish jewels.

attempts were

made

1950s to have the Trinity
national

monument,

site

in the early

declared a

the Park Service re-

quested that a hundred pounds of

trinitite

tack visitors.) The only large piece of

be sent

hardware of

This was to insure there would be plenty

interest

is

the hulk of

Jumbo,

a steel housing built for the Trinity blast.

It

was meant to contain the valuable plutonium for salvage, in case the bomb fizzled.
In the end. Jumbo was discaided as an unnecessary and perhaps risky complication.
At ground zero I am impressed with

how nondescript the area is. A black stone
monument marks "where the world's first
nuclear device
flatter

was exploded."

just

and smoother here than the desert

that surrounds

it.

Stooping

at the blast de-

pression (not really a crater),
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I

run

my

left to

to

its

regional office in Santa Fe.

put on display in a proposed visitor

center, given that souvenir hunters

making

off with the rare material.

were

One of

the reported uses for the pilfered nodules

was

making of necklaces; presumably
they did wonders for overactive thyroids.
It still bothers me a bit that no one recalls
whether the hundred pounds of trinitite
was given to the Park Service for storage,
because I happen to work in the service's
Santa Fe office.
The envisioned Atomic Bomb National
the

head south to

their insect hunting grounds

Each bat would carry a small incendiar)
charge, which would activate about ai
hour later. Deployed just before dawn, the
kamikaze bats would have just enougl
time to
rafters

favored roosts in

fly to their

the

and roofs of buildings.

bomb was a potentiall)
weapon was amply demon
strated one day in May 1943, when the
commander of a new Air Force base ii
Carlsbad was forced to evacuate his pes
That the bat

devastating

to allow a

group of

privacy on the

new

scientists to

secret

work

ii

weapon. While

armed incendiary bat!
were being photographed, they escapee
several of the fully

their containment.

The diminutive animal;

flew off to roost deep in the recesses of the

newly constructed buildings and, in shor
burned the entire facility to the

order,

ground.

The longhairs had
away from them.

let

another one ge

Elephant Raiders

and Rogues
The more Asian elephants raid crop fields,

the

more

the farmers'

traditional tolerance is put to the test

by Raman Sukumar
Darkness engulfed the natural amphitheater of

Hasanur

village, nestled picturesquely

amid

the

lush green Biligirirangan hills of southern India,
as

drove out from

I

my camp

for a rendezvous

with two bull elephants that had been raiding
local crop fields.

—

time of year

when

It

was July

rainfall is sparse

1981. During this

7,

monsoon

the southwest

—

season,

many farmers

not

culti-

vate crops, leaving the bulls with a limited
choice of fields for their nocturnal excursions

and thus making

As

I

it

easy for

me

them.

to find

neared a farm close to the jungle and

scanned the maize

field

my

out two dark shapes rising

jeep,

I

made

above the ripening

with a spotlight

plants.

fitted to

Tusks gleamed

as the elephants turned toward the fight.

softly

One, a

smaller than the o^er, quickly turned back

little

and faded into the darkness. The larger bull
stood his ground for a while, then ambled back a
short distance to the farm boundary, where he
fed sporadically on grass, ignoring our battery of
lights and the shouts of the farm laborers attempting to drive the marauders away.
This

bull, its left tusk shorter

than

its

right one,

W.

was familiar to me. During the month of April, I
had seen him regularly at Karapallam pond, five

settlements arise

watched him as he worked

hen new

miles to the north. For the next hour and a half,

fields.

in river valleys

Then

I

returned to

his

my

way through

camp. Soon

departed, he rushed at the laborers,

I

the

after

I

who were

forced to seek refuge inside a building for the

that elephants

rest

of the night.

A few months later, in early November, Hasa-

have used for
millennia, conflict

nur was a sea of ragi (finger millet), watered by
the

heavy northeast monsoon

the ragi

is inevitable.

had begun flowering

rains.

Ever since

in October, bull ele-

phants had been feasting on this staple food crop.

Up

were coming into the area at
Hasanur 's most persistent and destructive
marauder was undoubtedly Vinay, a large bull
to six bulls

night.

easily recognized

was broken

by

his short right tusk,

off near the

On the night of November 3, my
and

I

which

lip.

tracker Setty

waded through

the ragi fields to a treetop

we

spent the night watching

platform, where

Vinay systematically pulling out the succulent
In Assam, India, an Asian

plants with his trunk, biting off the flowering

a

shoots, and discarding the stems and roots. For

elephant

is

enveloped

dust cloud of its

52

in

own making.
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two hours, the farmer whose

fields

were being
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(9«/v w?a/e A5;a« elephants

have

»^/Vv'

on

tusks.

their

Adult males

own or with

live

other

most of the year,
congregating with family
bulls for

-i^/-.;-^'

groups (females and

.^*<^

«v

O..->.

y:^'V
^.,

^-.

-•^

immature males) primarily

'

.

-

when

they are in musth,

a

period of intensified sexual
interest.
Raman Sukumar

rPF:
j^>

/ '^' j'f

T..he stakes are
^ K> Ni;

high for males in
the elephant

mating game, and
bulls

may be

willing to take
risks to increase
their

chances of

mating.

•V^

^

fee.^.
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'

demolished
his

men

chase Vinay away; he and

tried to

shouted and shined their flashhghts

hum but it was

at

Vinay 's calm behavior
was an aggressive bull that

all in vain.

surprised me, for he

had, in the past, charged farmers, stuck his single

msk through

In India's Nagarahole

National Park, a cow
bull in musth,

sniffs

a

when males

the

mud

wall of a hut, pulled

down

thatched structures, and even killed a man.

Vinay

left

not need to feed

within park boundaries are

With the coming of night, however, as his
appetite returned, he would head back to Hasanur, as he did for about 120 nights that year.
Elephants probably first began raiding crops

become crop
raiders than are those whose
habitats abut fields.
Jean-Pierre Zwaenepoel

hidian elephant lore dating back perhaps 2,500
years, tells of wild elephants ravaging agricul-

kingdom

tural fields in a

northem

state

of Bihar

now

that is

As

part of the

agriculture

expanded

and human settlements grew, the problem of ele-

farmers across Asia, and Africa as well, lose mil-

millet.

urine. Elephants living

less likely to

in tra-

would

temporal glands and dribble

day.

them

Gajasastra, ancient

in the forest during the

shaped mass engorged with about 550 pounds of
bellyful, the elephant

much

The

phant-human conflict intensified; in general, the
problem diminished only in local areas from
which the elephant was eliminated. Currently,

abruptly just before dawn, a barrel-

secrete fluids fivm their

With such a

shortly after farmers started planting
ditional elephant habitat.

worth of crops each year

lions of dollars'

phants.

come

elephants

The

into settlements.

elephants, of course, are also suffering.

Traditionally, Indian farmers tolerate,

vere, elephants

As

the

to ele-

Many human lives are also lost when the

and are reluctant

to

even

re-

harm them.

problem worsens, however, and farmers

see their livelihoods, and even their fives, threat-

ened, they sometimes trade in their flashlights
for guns. Efforts to save the elephant thus require

who now

the cooperation of local people
its

if

habitat,

and such cooperation
can be minimized.

In an effort to contribute to this effort,
in

1980

Why

share

possible only

on humans and

the impact of the elephants

their crops

is

to

I

set out

answer the fundamental question,

do elephants raid crops? At the time

I

began my work, several popular explanations
were floating about, including degradation of
habitat, competition for water and vegetation,
and severing of traditional migration routes. All
these factors are imdeniably important, for when

new

settlements arise in river valleys that ele-

phants have used for miUennia, conflict

newly cultivated

home

is

bound

Elephants would naturally consider

to arise.

range.

of their original

tracts as part

And

habitats

if

become denuded of

vegetation as a result of human activities, the

ele-

phants are forced to turn to cultivated land to

sat-

isfy part

of their enormous appetites. Sometimes,

simply to quench their

thirst,

the elephants must

cross cultivated enclaves en route to a nearby
lake or pond.

These explanations, however, cannot be the
story, for some of the marauders five amid

whole

an apparent surfeit of natural resources. Some

seem to consider human settlements their second
home, even when they appear to have plenty of

room elsewhere. To gain some
puzzles,

I

insight into these

decided to take a closer look

what the elephants were

eating.

I

at just

analyzed both

cultivated crops and wild plants and found that
cultivated crops, such as cereals and millets, had

twice as

much

protein as the wild grasses avail-

able to elephants during the

had even higher

same season. They

levels of minerals, such as cal-

cium and sodium. This finding was not surprising
after all, humans have selected these

—

plants for their superior nutritional qualities.

—such
—

Cultivated crops

and sweet sugar cane
56
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as succulent milleti

are also

more

palatable

Some farmers

erect towers in

their fields, top. to keep

watch for elephants at night.
Once a raid begins, as in this
cornfield in Sumatra, bottom,
there

but

can do

is little farmers

make

noise

—
—

and tiy

often without success

to

chase the marauders a^'ay.

K

armers across

Asia and Africa
lose millions of

worth of
crops each year to
dollars'

elephants.

Many

human lives

are

also lost.

which become coarse and
few months" growth during the
season. Developing a taste for such nutrifare would potentially benefit an elephant

my

an wild grasses,

elephants in

rasive after a

others rarely or never at

liny

of starting

lus
.

evolutionary terms: the better the diet, the
althier the animal; the healthier the animal, the
are likely

it

will

be to reproduce successfully

d pass along copies of

its

genes (including

jme, perhaps, for selecting nutritious food) to
,Lure

research,

all.
I

Within a few months

realized that

male

ele-

phants were more persistent raiders than females

and

that,

although the bulls

made up

only 7 per-

cent of my study population, they caused disproportionately greater damage.

Much

of the expla-

nation lies in elephant social structure, which

is

organized around matriarchal families consisting
of one or more adult females and their female

generations.

would thus

my

study visited fields regularly;

potentially profit

by

and immature male offspring. Within families,

ding cultivated crops to their diet, but not

all

the decision to raid or not to raid

All elephants

;phants are equally likely to

do

so.

Some of the

made by

is

probably

the matriarch (generally the oldest fe-
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Decline of a Giant
The

total

population of the Asian elephant

{Elephas rnaximus)

is less

than 10 percent that

of the African elephant (Loxodonta africana),

more

attention in

international conservation circles.

The Asian

yet the latter has received far

elephant

is

forests of south
total

widespread

still

in the tropical

and southeastern Asia, but

population in the wild

is

its

estimated to be

dam projects submerge river valleys, prime elephant habitat; canals and roads impede the

movement of

elephants; commercial planta-

tions of tea, coffee, oil palm, rubber, wattle

(Australian acacia), and blue
ural forest;

gum

and slash-and-bum

tion creates vast areas of

replace nat-

shifting cultiva-

degraded

habitat.

Poaching of male elephants for ivory (female

only 36,000 to 50,000 individuals dispersed

Asian elephants do not possess tusks) has

Th.he wild

through thirteen countries: India (20,000 to

sulted in unequal sex ratios in parts of India and

24,000), Bhutan (60 to 150), Bangladesh (200

continental Southeast Asia.

population of

Thailand (1,300 to 2,000), China (150 to 300),

Asian elephants

Laos (2,000

is

Burma

or

to 3,000),

Vietnam (500

2,000),

only 36,000 to

50,000

Myanmar,

to 350),

(5,000 to 6,000),

Cambodia (1,000
to

1,500),

Malaysia

in Kalimantan,

awareness of the animal's plight, has led the

additional 15,000 Asian elephants are

found

African elephant.

in captivity,

mostly in

many Asian

ica. In

Myanmar

(5,000),

countries, the elephants

continue to play a crucial role in logging oper-

used to transport

ations; they are also

their elephant populations. India

tourists

launched Proele-

phant's habitat, reduce conflicts between ele-

phants and humans, and insure the proper

management of

captive elephants. Peninsular

Malaysia has an active program of capturing
and translocating small, isolated herds trapped
in nonviable habitats.

As

the

first

preparing a conservation plan for

Myanmar

inside nature reserves.

to de-

1992 to consolidate the

ject Elephant in

Thailand (4,000), India (3,000), Laos, Sri
Lanka, and in zoos in Europe and North Amer-

step toward
its

country,

has sought the assistance of the

plenish captive stocks (captive breeding efforts

World Conservation Union's (lUCN) Asian
Elephant Specialist Group in surveying its elephant population. All this attention is welcome
and, with hard work and political will, it may

have been grossly inadequate). The remaining

help secure this great species' survival well into

The

gradual, insistent decline of the Asian

due to the loss of habitat and
capture of elephants in large numbers
species

is

elephant habitat

male

to re-

fragmented. Hydroelectric

is

in the family).

to the

She has not only her own

safety to consider but also that of her entire fam-

and

may make

this

Males, in sharp contrast to the females, typi-

when

they are ten

to fifteen years old to fend for themselves or join

up with other bulls. Once on

much more
during

own, males are

their

likely to raid crop fields.

my

study,

On average,

was

annually,

2 percent.

not only genetically coded but

is

from elders and peers and thus culturally transmitted. Whether raiding crops or acting aggressively against humans, elephants behave as individuals, their actions depending on a
complex interaction of their genes and their history. There was considerable variation among
also learned

the bulls in

my

study.

after a

—

were
at all, and Vinay
few were notorious: Vinay
and the Akkurjorai bull, for instance, were re
sponsible for 40 percent of all the damage

one bull with no tusks
regular visitors.

caused by

A

bulls.

Some appeared

infre-

modus

raiding crops. Theu^ standard

was

to enter after

operandi

dark and depart before sunrise

Often they paired up or formed larger groups
three or four.

But elephants are individuals, not just slaves
their gender. Behavior in highly social, intelli-

gent animals

as the Ka-

vicinity of villages specifically for the purpose of

And

from crops, while for the herds, the

less than

—such

rapallam bull, the Akkurjorai bull (named

compared with

the bulls obtained nearly 10 percent of their di-

figure

quently in the villages; others

Some bulls seemed to take up residence in the

only eight raids by a family herd.
etary needs

R. S.

fields

an adult bull entered

forty-nine nights in the year, as

the twenty-first century.

patch of forest where he often sought refuge

her cautious.

cally leave their natal families

58

tra-

combined with a growing

velop specific conservation programs to save

percent that of the

to

dition of respect,

island of Borneo), Indonesia (2,500 to 4,000 in

An

ily,

parts of Asia, the elephant has long

governments of some Asian countries

Borneo), and Sri Lanka (2,500 to 3,000).

individuals

many

been venerated as a religious symbol. This

(1,000 on the peninsula and 500 to 2,000 on the

Sumatra and a small number

— 10

to

In

re-

left

by the

By measuring the

bulls

on the

size of

oi

footprintE

soft soil in the fields,

I

discovered

able to estimate their ages.

I

younger bulls were especially

likely to

team

was
thai

up,

more experienced bull, before embarking on a raid. The reason seemed clear enough: when a young bull di(
venture into the fields on its own, farmers wei
able to chase it away before it could cause mucl
damage. Even older, experienced bulls joinei
often with an older, presumably

forces sometimes; any bull

is

better able to tackle

Natural History 7/95

I

when

itagonistic farmers

The males" more

is

it

part of a gang.

solitary lifestyle

;planation for their

is

only one

more frequent appearance

farmers' fields. For another, consider one
isic

difference between male and female ele-

lants.

On average,

a female gives birth to about

ven or eight calves over the course of her
though a
ise

up

cow

that survives into old

to a dozen.

A much

life,

age can

higher variation in

among males, with
many more offring than subordinates, some of which may
il to reproduce altogether. The stakes are thus

males when they come into musth. a
year. Different bulls in the population

into

musth

at different times.

terone (the male sex hoiTnone) in the blood rises
dramatically, and bulls begin to secrete a fluid,
also containing testosterone,

from

shows

ills

may

be willing

to take greater risks to in-

ease their chances of mating.

Dominance among males
by

which

determined

little

A

bull in

interest in feeding; his

mind

musth
is fiilly

occupied with seeking out cows in estrus, mating

By the
weeks

time the musth flow has ceased several

later,

To

the bull

is

in relatively

sustain the exhausting

musth. a bull must be

in

poor condi-

demands of

good shape

In 1993. a herd of elephants

walked more than a hundred

with them, and keeping rival bulls away.

tion.
is

their temporal

glands (situated on the sides of the head, just

above and behind the eyes).

mating game, and

is

an expensive proposition. The level of testos-

productive success exists

in the elephant

may come

Musth, however,

)minant bulls potentially siring

gh for males

rutlike

physiological state that usually occurs once a

to begin

miles into West Bengal,
raiding paddy fields as they
went. Crowds of people
followed their eveiy move.

with. Perhaps this explains the willingness of

The elephants were turned

lod nutrition (as well as

many

back only

joy a boost

on enough

rgely

size,

in

in turn is a function

of

good genes). Bulls also
rank and attractiveness to fe-

bulls to venture into fields; if they

millet

can

feast

and other nutritious crops, they

thirty miles fivm

Calcutta.
Bhaskar Paul

tt^\
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significantly increase their chances of

Given the opportunity,

may

elephants bathe daily and

ing successfully. Their strategy

drink prodigious amounts of

risk,

water Any field that cuts ojf
their access to water is likely

antee a bull will sire

to

be trampled.

Manoj Shah; Tony Stone Images

is

mat-

one of high

Of course, taking risks is no guarmore offspring; he may instead suffer a grievous wound or be killed by an
angry farmer. Win or lose, however, marauding
high gain.

bulls are a product of evolution, their behavior

shaped by natural selection.

A

must be found for
by females and their herds,
which, though less frequent, sometimes take
place on an impressive scale. About a decade
ago, elephant herds began wandering tens or
hundreds of miles away from their native habidifferent explanation

raids conducted

tats in different

regions of India. In 1983, for ex-

ample, several matriarchs and their famihes left
their original home in the Hosur Forest Division

southem India and went north into the state of
Andhra, where wild elephants had not been seen
for well over a century. In Andhra they ravaged
in

crops, killing people ignorant of the dangers of
getting too close to elephants.

A

few years

later,

of Bihar began to

state

elephant herds from the

make

deep, seasonal for-

ays eastward into West Bengal and westward
into

Madhya Pradesh, where

E

efforts to

save the Asian
the cooperation of

who

now share its
habitat.

paddy

daily

on

new

year, the elephants reached the

their exploits in the

fields.

By the

Hooghly

River; across the river, just thirty miles away, lay
Calcutta.

elephant require
local people

elephants had been

wiped out two centuries ago. In November of
1993, as one army of elephants, some fiftystrong, advanced, the excited media reported

thorities

ceeded

Only a determined effort by the auand the villagers acting together suc-

at last in getting the

back toward

Both

at

their

elephants to turn

"home."

Hosur and

in Bihar, denudation of

habitat contributed to the elephants' excursions.

Severe weather and climatic aberrations may
also play a role. In 1983, a persistent El Niiio

caused one of

this century's

most severe

droughts around the globe. This could have been
the proverbial last straw triggering the elephants'

movements. Similarly, the Bihar elephants first
made their most decisive moves during 1987, another year of drought.

Over

the centuries, the response of people

throughout Asia to crop-raiding elephants has

depended on technologies available to deter
them, on cultural and rehgious attitudes, and on
the conservation laws of the particular society.

Today, in Asia, conservationists are seeking
ways to reduce the conflict. Various measures
are being tried, such as digging trenches along

the

boundary where forests meet cultivated
and installing electrified fences, all with

fields

only limited success so

far.

Any

solution that

seeks to accommodate both elephants and
people will have to be based on respect for the
intelligence of these highly social creatures,

which are capable of creative responses
situations.
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1899: Essays

from the Harri-

Expedition, by George Bird Grin-

nell; introductions

by Polly Bunoughs and

railroad under the Bering Strait and

around the world.
nithologist

Press, $16.95.

naturalist

books

as the "floating

university," the expedition included or-

Victoria Wyatt. University of Washington

Grinnell, ethnologist, author of

Known

Rachel Carson and Dorothy Freeman.
1952-1964, edited by Martha Freeman.

Beacon

and author John Burroughs,

John Muir,

artist

Fuertes, and photographer

Louis Agassiz

Edward

S.

Cur-

two essays on his observaAlaskan peoples are reprinted

about American Indians, and publisher of

tis.

Forest and Stream, was one of the group

tions of

of scientists that

made up American busiEdward H. Harriman's 1899
expedition to Alaska. Harriman was in-

from the original

ness tycoon

eleven volumes from 1901 to 1905.

vestigating the possibility of building a

Always, Rachel: The Letters of

Grinnell's

report, published in

Press, $35.

Rachel Carson mei
Dorothy Freeman, her summertime neightion of Silent Spring,

bor in Maine, and the two began a

spondence
in 1964.

look
ist

at

corre-

that lasted until Carson's death

These

provide not only

letters

and writer but also a record of a

friend

ship and of the times.

West Southport,
September 28, 1953

be too long to

Dear Dorothy,

hundreds of individuals.
(They all went home on
the next low tide.)

gone, and every time

was down

The other

I

there explor-

ally got excited

I

—

.

.

know

each day quite unpredictable; what should
have been the lowest
tide wasn't, and one day
the surf was so heavy
that just being down
From Always, Rachel: The

Letters of Rachel

you a snapshot taken
from the "edge of the

—

—

And

there are so

many

urchins right out on the flat rock
surfaces where the tide falls down below
the Irish moss, and there

nothing
but the rose-colored coralUne algae encrusting the rock. And then all the Laminarias and other deep-water plants
begin to show themselves, and somehow
everything seems so very different.
I

Carson and Dorothy Freeman, 1952-1964

Stanley Freeman

edge" on September 22, to show what I
you know it's not supposed to
look like that at low tide! ... I am so
sorry we didn't have a good tide the day
you were here. When it is really low, it is
nothing to see as many as thirty
anemones under one ledge big things

all

it

at all

I

I

re-

about
didn't

and have

never seen any report of
was the discovery
that, where the pink
crust of corallines over
the rock has become
thick and heavy enough
that pieces
can be
chipped off, there is a
whole community of
creatures living in it and
under it. That, again,
it)

within reach of it was an
adventure. I'm sending

six to eight inches long.

because

this,

.

wind and surf made

mean

but

especially

choice thing (and

wished you were
there, too
you would
have enjoyed it so
ing

list,

were many different species and literally
there

have come and

tides

is

think the things you might have en-

joyed most (as I believe I did) were
these. ... I was poking around a big rock
that had thick crusts of the coralline
algae that looked as though they could
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—

be broken off. I found they could be because the pink coating was covering

some very

large barnacles, or rather bar-

nacle shells, for they were empty.

So

I

took a small mass of the stuff to the
house, and spent the evening being entertained

by

all

the creatures that

ing in and on that

little

world

more than two inches across
tion.

Among

anemones

were

liv-

that wasn't

any direcother things, there were tiny
in

living inside the einpty bar-

And on the outside of the
was attached a whole new
generation of baby barnacles. When they
fed (as they did, madly, all the time I was
nacle shells.
shells there

watching)

I

could see that the inside of

and their own little feathery
appendages, were for some odd reason
colored the same deep pink as the algae
that were cementing their world together.
The whole catalogue of creatures would
their shells,

was a whole evening's work and entertainment at the microscope, the high
point of which was the discovery of an
exquisitely beautiful

and don't shiver
ful

worm

—

worm (don't laugh,

it is

the

most beautiI had never

in the world!) that

personally collected before, though of

course I've seen
is

;

Carson's development as a natural-

The big September
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I

In 1952, ten years before the publica-'

it.

The whole

algal

cmst

riddled with the borings of things that

have made a home in it, and with winding tunnels going off in all directions;
sometimes one of those very tiny crustaceans that has a single, glowing eye
would come up out of the darkness of
such a tunnel, always reminding me of a
miner with his head lamp. Well, you see
I had a good time.
Sincerely,

Rachel
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The Beality of the Beastly: New Views
OF THE Nature of Life, by Natalie Angier.
Houghton

Mifflin Co., $21.95.

British science journalist

ics,

In a collection based on her articles for

Tudge writes

a readable primer on the science of genet-

ies.

from cloning

He

is

to engineering antibod-

Gary Paul Nabhan, Peter Matthiessen.
William Least Heat-Moon, and Ann
Zwinger.

an enthusiastic proponent of

York Times, the Pulitzer Prize-

technology's potential to solve present

Many

winning columnist writes about current

problems or avert future disasters,

ning Water, Native Trout, and the Re-

complex

whether by restoring extinct animals from

sex, reproduction, healing,

samples of stored DNA, creating life
forms from molecules other than DNA, or

mains OF Wilderness, by M. R. Mont-j
gomery. Simon and Schuster, $22.
I

New

the

scientific research, recasting

themes of

life,

and death

in a series

of delightfully per-

Whether celebrating cockroach motherhood or imagining the "molecular underpinnings of life," Angier
admires what she calls the beauty and the
sonal essays.

providing "agriculture that can feed 10
million people
rest

.

.

.

without destroying the

of the envu^onment."

beastliness in all life forms.
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Berenbaum. Addison-Wesley Publishing

Evolution, by Ian

Impact on

versity Press, $25.

Co., $25.
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Bugs

in

Berenbaum, a University of Illinois entomologist, provides an entertaining guide
to the physiology, behavior, social life,

diversity of insects. Spiked with

and

entomo-

Tattersall,

Tattersall.

Oxford Uni-

Rivers to Cross:

Of Good Run-

Montgomery, a journalist with

the'

which takej
him back where he grew up, the Big Dr)
of eastern Montana, looking for cool, cleai
streams where trout still live. From there
he moves around the West, exploring waterways and giving a thoughtful, evocativt
picture of what he finds in them
botlj
fish and foul.

Boston Globe,

likes to fly fish,

—

head of the anthropology de-

ural History, takes the reader through

Mapping Fate: A Memoir of Family
Risk, and Genetic Research, by Alic(

more than two

Wexler. Times Books, $23.

human

at the

American Museum of Natcenturies of discoveries in

evolution, and tells

have been interpreted

how these finds

— and

misinter-

What

begins as a project to documen

the biomedical research involved in find

logical factoids (horseflies fly at speeds of

preted. This lively, opinionated, personal

ing the gene for Huntington's disease be

per hour; silkworm caterpil-

account offers rare histories, hoaxes, and

comes a dramatic memoir

six inches a

scientific fads; a readable, up-to-date ac-

herself has a 50-50 chance of inheritinj

book considers the myriad
ways human and insect lives interact.

count of current theory; and a healthy

HD,

fifteen miles

of about

lars spin at a rate

minute), the

skepticism based on the author's

own

as Wexler, wh(

tracks the advances in understandinj

this devastating disease.

quest for our origins.
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A former Audubon columnist and natwhat
we know about "the tangled and shadowy

ural history writer, Steinhart traces

relationships

between

fact

and

feeling, bi-

ology and mythology, wolf and human."

He

talks to researchers, visits the sites of

wolf reintroductions, and weaves
rich

human

history

in the

Notes from the Shore, by

Jennifer

Heart of the Land: Essays on Last
Great Places, edited by Joseph Barbato

erman. Viking Penguin, $21.95.

and Lisa Weinerman of The Nature Con-

just inside

servancy; foreword by Barry Lopez. Pan-

theon Books, $24.

The

particular intimacies of place are

presented here in a collection of essays by
thirty writers, including

Louise Erdrich,

Ack

town by the sea. It sit
Cape Helopen at the bottom
of Delaware Bay." From this comer of th^
Atlantic coast, Ackerman explores am
"I live in a small

li|

observes the natural

mud

flats,

life

of the marshes

and sand dunes along

thi

ocean's fringes.

and mythology about

wolves. Whether documenting wolf howling in Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario,
or wolf watching with the

kimos

Nanamuiut Es-

North Slope, Steinhart

in Alaska's

m.akes a case for the protection of this elusive animal.
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gather nest material with their
nighthawks seine the

air

tails,

with open beaks,

and moonflower, evening primrose, and

meadowsweet

unfurl their white, cream,

and pale yellow or pink blossoms
night pollinators. Here

is

to attract

a guide to what

you can see and hear in the dark, as well as
what to bring along in order to explore the
nature of the night.

The Engineer

in

the Garden, by Colin

Tudge. Hill and Wang. $22.

Arnold Arboretum, Boston, circa 1900; from Olmsted's America: An "Unpractical"
Man and his Vision of Civilization, by Lee Hall.
Olmsted Collections; National Park Service
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Spell of the Tiger; The Man-Eaters of

SuNDARBANS, by Sy Montgomery.
Houghton Mifflin Co.. $22.95.
The vast mangrove swamps of India
and Bangladesh are known as Sundarbans.

Montgomery

visits the

area to try to ob-

Though she
much

serve the tigers firsthand.

barely glimpses one, she discovers

about the lore surrounding these "maneaters" and the

power of this wild creature

over the local population.

Strange Genius: The Life of Ferdinand
Vandeveer Hayden, by Mike Foster.
Roberts Rinehart Publishers, $29.95.
Before and after the Civil War, geologist-namralist

Hayden took part

atic eftbrts to

explore and

in

map

system-

the West.

His survey of the Yellowstone region, doc-

umented by photographer William Henry
Eskimo winter

luil. In-

Edward S.

Curtis: from Alaska 1899: Essays

from

Jackson, brought the area to public atten-

the Harriman Expedition, by George Bird Grinnell

tion

Washington Press

Universily of

and paved the way for the creation of

Yellowstone Park

in 1872.

The Third Culture: Beyond the
Olmsted's America:

An

Man and

of Civilization, by

Lee Hall.

his Vision

Little,

"Unpractical"

who came

of age before the

War, called himself "strangely uned-

Civil

j

investigation of the thriving

hawk

population in a 200-square-mile plot of

Olmsted,

ucated,

—miseducated

not to study." Yet

ther of

.

.

chiefly taught

.

Olmsted was the

legacy,

landscape architecture in America.

from Central Park

in

New

York

to

plan for Leland Stanford's university in

California,

was "of the power of design

preser\'e natural

beauty and

to create

Our Natural History: The Lessons of
Lewis and Clark, by Daniel B. Botkin.
The Putnam Berkeley Group Inc., $24.95.
After reading the Lewis and Clark jour-

Botkin,

who

is

Houle to an
ecosystem's human,

prairie leads biologist

understanding of the
animal, and plant

president of Santa

Science journalist Willis writes about
the relationship

between human designs

and nature's forms: the fractals of trees, the
engineering of sea urchin domes, the
structures of butterfly wings and nautilus
shells, the

chaos theory that describes

how

how

his pioneering studies

new

to

it,

and

gist,

much

of his career as a field biolo-

conservationist, and public health and

education administrator in Nepal. His fas-

we can become

to Nepal's

The Prairie Keepers: Secrets of the

and

Water, Ice and Stone: Science and
Memory on the Antarctic Lakes, by
Bill

Green.

Harmony Books,

Green, a limnologist
University, has spent
field

$23.

Miami
more than seven
at

Ohio's

seasons in Antarctica. While dealing

Houghton

A

cination with reports of the yeti took

the stewards of

literary

SoMETiflNG Hidden Behind the Ranges:

what we have and have not done

our environment."

gap between

scientific thinking, the subject of C. P.

Where Bigfoot Walks: Crossing the
Dark Divide, by Robert Michael Pyle.

understand the tme nature of

"we

of

physicists.

we begin
will learn

many

scape, he managed to understand the ecology of Antarctica's little-known freshwater lakes and their microscopic Ufe forms.

demonstrating

spent

our natural heritage," writes Botkin,

agent for

D'Arcy Thompson,

of Scottish biologist

and compares the present
West with that of the past. "If

to

lit-

with the dangers of the harsh, bleak land-

nature of the

1804 and 1806. In his book, Botkin exam-

literary

—both

facing humankind.

water splashes. Willis resurrects the ideas

ines the journals

and back between

—

$23.

Himalayan Quest, by Daniel TaylorIde. Mercui-y House Inc.. $14.95.
Taylor-Ide grew up in India and has

across the continent

erary and scientific

Snow's book The Two Cultures.

Inc.,

generation of biologists, architects, and

tory

disciplines express their

Delta Willis. Addison-Weslev Publishing

Co.

of natural form have influenced a

change at George Mason Univerwas struck by how much natural hiswas included in their epic journey

all

tions bridge the

ronment and director of the program for

sity,

from

ideas about important questions

The Sand Dollar and the Slide Rule:
Drawtng Blueprints from Nature, by

Barbara's Center for the Study of the Envi-

global

In this collection, twenty-three scientists

Brockman, a

life.

Scien-

Revolution, by John Brockman.
Simon and Schuster, $25.
tific

these scientists, believes their contribu-

to

oases

of nature within the cityscape."

nals,

Oregon

fa-

Author Hall points out that Olmsted's

his

An

Brown and Company Inc.,

$40.

how

Grasslands, by Marcy Houle. AddisonWesley Publishing Co. Inc., $20.

remote Barun Valley,

him
where he

In a

Mifflin Co., $22.95.

month-long October

Dark Divide

in

trip

along the

Washington's Southern

Cascades, ecologist Pyle "prospects for
stories" about Bigfoot, or Sasquatch.

En-

counters with ghost moths, butterflies, a

Bigfoot track, and motorcycle furrows lead him to conclude that "if we
manage to hang on to a sizable hunk of
fossil

we

have a

unraveled the mystery of the yeti and con-

Bigfoot habitat,

tributed to the preservation of the Valley

fragment of the greatest green treasure the

as a national park.

temperate world has ever known."

will at least
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that

power

—

wiped out the dinosaurs the mass
at the end of the Triassic period.

dying

More

basically, evolution's unpredictabil-

ity is fractal
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can

and present

at all scales.

We

what happened

trace, in retrospect,

we

during those 150 million years, and

may be able to explain the results in evolutionary terms. But we could not have predicted the

than

we

outcome

at the outset,

that

any more

could have looked out from Con-

cord Bridge on April

19,

1775, and

known

Eisenhower's forces would invade

Normandy 169

years

no pathway

goes forward in sameness

if

that

later.

Evolution has

examples involved
ical

letters

my

first

two

mistakenly

crit-

Continuous flivc. Since

of articles in the Science Times sec-

me

tion, let

strive for

joumahstic balance

by exposing a spin-doctored fallacy in a
Science Times article of March 14, 1995.
Judging from the dozen or so requests
that I later received for interviews and

comments based upon

this article, the

piece obviously inspired a great deal of interest

AMERICAN
MUSEUM OF
NATURAL

and struck most readers as strange,

fascinating,

HrSTDRY

and unexpected.

declined

all

and the realization

is

will

go from

here. Is

ing, ushering in a long maturity in whicl

Homo

love that universe

I

and anonymous appeal
entists say"!)

The

to authority

curate account of the fact that humai

anatomy has not

altered substantially fo

the past 100,000 years or so.

Magnon people who

caves of Europe some twenty to

ing

—

that

is,

entirely

at all surpris-

unless one has adopted a

The

article,

bore the
at

Last

title:

Be

by William K. Stevens,

"Evolution of

Humans May

Faltering" and opened with the

us.

Interesting fallacies are often subtle

often based
stated

As

upon hidden assumptions un

and probably unconsciously hek

a professional evolutionist,

ing whatever surprising about
bility

damned sma
Most species ar

unit of geological time.
stable during

most of

their geological

mobile, geographically widespread

spei

within small, isolated populations. Horn

sapiens possesses
stability,

so

why

all

these attributes

should

the reported results?

fc

we be surprised
And why shoul

Stevens's article have elicited such
strong response of virtual astonishment?
I

can only conclude that the spin-doc

and tiandling within the

and Canada.
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view of
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conceives of

life's iiistory
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evolution within species as a continuous

are particularly
sult

We

of improvement and adaptation.

flux

prone to expect such a

own

for our

re-

we

species. After aU.

evolved from small-brained ancestors, and

we have achieved our exalted

status

by

cranial enlargement. Shouldn't this proc-

be continued during our

ess, as intrinsic,

period of

maximal spread and success?

Therefore,

if

we have truly

stabilized, isn't

something funny going on. and mustn't
that something be an imposition of our

upon our biological

cultural discoveries

No, no, a thousand times, no. Our
at least within a
stability is orthodox

estate?

—

revolutionary Darwinism with

fully

smashed pedestals.
Correct the three errors, and

we may

grasp evolution as a process causall)' dri-

ven by struggle

among

individuals for re-

productive success, and not by any prin-

working bountifully for the good of

ciple

species or
ture.

any other "'higher" entity

We may

then view

life's

in na-

history as an

unpredictable set of largely fortuitous, and

down
And we will

eminently interruptible, excursions
highly contingent pathways.

understand successful species as islands of

temporary

not as striving pack-

stability,

ages in a flux of constant improvement.

appeared

in the

anniversary- of

D-Day,

Just as the first error

Times on the

fiftieth

occurred on

the last
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14, 1995, the

date of the Times's 50,000th issue.
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Hubble Space

Newfoundland

in

jl

Telescope.":;

(212)769-5100.

ex-

plores the wreck of the Titanic,
which sank in the North Atlantic

off

"The Universe

vealed; Recent Images frort

an interna-

team

will the universe end'?

about the Universe" and th e

far reaches of the universe.

P.M. Titanica follows

in the univisi

elsewhere

Spell of the Tiger
Sy Montgomery, authi

April

Wa!l<ing with the Great ti
Jane Goodall. Dian Fosse)

1912. Daily showtimes are
12:30, 2:30, and 4:30 p.m. Des-

i

Birute Galdikas, will spea

Space and Titanica will

Thursday, July 13, about

be presented as a double feature
on Friday and Saturday evenings

tiger population of the Suil

tiny in

bans, a vast mangrove swi
between India and Bangls;

6:00 and 7:30 p.m. A $24 ($22
for members) dinner/theater
at

along the Bay of Bengal.'
lecture, starting at 7:00 P.'

package includes Museum admission, IMAX double feature,
and dinner in the Garden Cafe.

Mushrooms (Boletus

aestivalis),

the

a gouache by

Theater, wi

new book

drawn from her

Claus Caspari. 1952

Call (212) 769-5350 for infor-

Kaufmann

of the Tiger,

mation about the package and

which

is bast,

three research trips to the

for reservations.

darbans tracking tigers

wit'

tive guides. For informatioi

The

Fossil Trail

Ian Tattersall, author of the re-

cently published The Fossil
Trail and chairman of the Museum's Department of Anthro-

pology, will give a talk on
Thursday, July 6, on the subject
of human fossil discoveries. Tattersall,

who headed up

the

team

designed the Museum's Hall
of Human Biology and Evolution, offers an insider's perspective on how fossil finds through

that

time have been interpreted

80
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Flora Portrayed
One hundred and

(212)769-5606.
thirty-six botanical illustrations

from

Botanical
Carnegie-Mellon University's Hunt Institute for
Documentation will be on display in Gallery 77 from Friday,
exhibition, "Flora
July 14, through Monday. January 15. The
the Renaissance,
from
Portrayed," includes works ranging

when modem botany

first

developed, to the present.

Among

featured are Johann Theodore de Bry (1561-1623),
Redoute
Maria Sibylla Merian (1647-1717), Pierre-Joseph
Claus
and
(1827-1865),
Withers
(1759-1840), Augusta Innes
twentiand
nineteenthare
Highlighted
(1911-1980).

the artists

These events take place a
American Museum of Ne
History, Central Park

79th Street in

New

We

York

The Kaufmann Theater
cated in the Charles A. Dan
ucation Wing. The Museur
i

a pay-what-you-wish admi

For more inform

Caspari

policy.

eth-century watercolors and illustrations of orchids.

about the

769-5100.

Museum,

call

Announcing the Final Two Volumes

The

in the

Landmark Series from the American Museum

Illustrated History of

Volionc

1

•

Volume 2

H.:<,kr_cr

•

of Natural History

Humankind

Hm do

Vn!:,

>

Hj'do

NMW3RLD»PACIFIC

CMUZATIONS
Cultures of America, Asia, and the Pacific

^.^s:^.
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Volume 4

•

Volume

Hardcoz'er

5 •

Hardcover

An

unparalleled accomplishment, The Illustrated History of Humankind provides the latest information
on the history of human beings and the development of society- gathered from eminent scholars and
archaeologists from around the world.
Volume 4: New World and Pacific Civilizations vividly surveys the remarkable achievements of the Maya,
Inca, Aztecs, and Native North Americans; the development of Japanese culture; and the dramatic clash of
cultures with the arrival of Europeans.

Volume

5:

Traditional Peoples Today follows

humankind

into the

contemporary global

village.

Australian aborigines, peoples of the Arctic, and American Indians, this look at history in the
predicts the ultimate future of

"Much

homo

needed, up-to-date and beautifully illustrated....Invaluable."

human

"It's a dazzler.

There

beginnings, adaptation, and survival. ...This

—Publishers Weekly

is

General Editor

To

Central Park

West

at

to:

Goran Burenhult

David Hurst Thomas

is

is

New York, NY

please call 1-800-437-0033. All five

volumes

stunning achievement."

10024. For Mastercard A'isa orders,

available.

well....

associate professor of archaeolog)' at the Universit)' of Stockholm.

curator of anthropolog\' at the American

Museum

money order for $41.00 per volume (includes shipping and handling
Members Choice Collection/American Museum of Natural History,

79th Street,

a

Washington Post Book World

order, please send check or

foreign orders extra)

is

— Richard Leakey

plenty of information here, and ample controversy as

A spectacular accomplishment."
U.S. Editor

also

sapiens.

tale of

"A momentous

Including

making

of Natural Histor)'.

HarperSanFrancisco
A

Division of HarperCollinsAti'/u/jfTs
Also available from 'Hzj:^er<Zo\\ir\sCanadaLtd.
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It's

yo, ho,

ho and

a

whole

lot

Mesa Elementary

of fun for fourth graders at

in Shiprock,

New

Mexico. Because they're off on a treasure hunt - thanks to the lesson plan created by their teacher
Margaret Tuthill.

y

Margaret

them

starts

in the pirating

with excerpts from Robert Louis Stevenson's

mood. Then, they

actually create their

own

classic novel, Treasure Island, to get

buried treasure maps. During the

creation process, Margaret covers the entire curriculum including
history,

language

arts,

math, social

studies, art

and interpersonal

communication. And, of course, geography.

She believes that her treasure hunt lesson plan
"opens their eyes to the world." Best of

all,

they have

which makes teaching and learning

a great time,

an adventure.

Thanks Margaret,
lesson plans like this

for putting innovative

on the map.

State

pleased to donate $5,000 in your

is

to

Mesa Elementary.

Cottonwood

tree,

paces to your

STATE

FARM

(It's

behind the rock, ten

Good
Neighbor

Award
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
Bloomington,

Illinois

The Good Neighbor Award was developed
in cooperation with the National
•

for

Geographic Education.

name

buried under the

left.)

Home Offices:

Farm

Council
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^*We have the chance to save one of the last
unspoiled ecosystems on our planet/^

George Schalh

George

Schaller, science director of

International Programs for the Wildlife

Conservation Society, has spent four
decades in rugged places, studying
wildlife,

Now

and fighting

Schaller

and

his

for its survival.

Chinese and Tibetan

colleagues have helped establish a huge
reserve in the

Chang Tang.

There, Tibetan antelope and wild yak

can roam free and the nomads can maintaii
their traditional culture.

"If

we

don't protect the

Chang Tanj

now, the magnificent species found her
could soon vanish forever," says Schaller.

"Working

in

Tibetan plateau,

remote areas like thj
the right equipment
i

imperative," he says. "That's one reasoi
I've

worn

a

Rolex for over fifteen years."
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ROLEX
Rolex Oyster Perpetual Explorer Chronometer

Write for brochure. Rolex Watch U.S.A.,

Inc..

Dept. 719

,

in stainless steel

with matching Oysterlock bracelet.

Rolex Building, 665 Fifth Avenue,

New

Rolex, W, Oyster Perpetual, Explorer and Oysterlock are trademarks.

York, N.Y. 10022-5383.
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Class Doesn't Just
Study Current Events.
HiEY Make Them.

Tliis
.

K^^S\^x^:

^^P^t€^°-

Kate Collins does more than prepare her
seventh and eighth grade geography classes for the
future.

RcKk Lake,

for the present. All in a lesson

-White

gave her students concerning a dying Dallas landmark

ihe

8,'*A%%%-A'5'V<i^<A4Wte,t'

She prepares them

a lake that's suffering

from the

effects of pollution

and

silting.

Kate had her kids carefully study everything about White Rock Lake.

But they looked
the lake's environment.

at

more than

Then

just the lake's geography.

They

investigated

its

ecology as well as

they devised a plan of action to save the troubled body of water which

they chronicled in a documentary they produced for cable TV.

But the kids didn't stop there^ The assignment

really

came

to fruition during a visit to the

Dallas City Council, where the kids urged support for $9 million to dredge

White Rock Lake. And

happily for the kids, as well as for the community, the Dallas City Council eventually approved

So

it's

only natural that State Farm honors Kate with the

Award, along with $5,000

to be

donated

m her name to St.

Good Neighbor

Monica Catholic

School in Dallas, Texas.

M^

STATE

FARM

»*V
INSURANCE
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
Hoim- Offices: DIoomington,

-«^KW

Illinois
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The 400

After the arribada

inhabitants of Ostional, Costa Rica, are

I

wimessed, the 100 members of the

subsistence farmers and hueveros. collectors of turtle eggs,

association each received 13,000 colones (about $86.00), a

who have always known about

lot

the local arrihada.

1966 Costa Rica outlawed the taking of sea
"Harvesting" became

Enforcement
and

to

"The

is 500 colones (about $3.30). With the turtle egg
money, the people of Ostional have built a health center, an
addition to their school, and a turtle research station. In

and suspicious of the outside

1994, electricity finally reached the village, but there are

hostile.

prevent poaching was nearly impossible,

study of the turtle population

scientific

danger.

no

was fraught with

them on the management of Ostionals
population. It has been a hopeful and profound social

viUagers to advise

still

because the villagers chose not to disturb the
with them. During turtle season the few houses near

street lights

turtles

the beach are heavily shuttered lest hatchlings

villagers threatened to beat us up," recalled

marine biologist Jorge Ballestero. Today, after a remarkable
revolution in attitudes, Ballestero is paid by those same

turtle

of money in a region where the daily salary of a farm

worker

turtle eggs.

of times, became secretive and

in the best

in

"'poaching."

villagers, clannish

The
world

But

confused and, attracted by the

become

light,

head inland, away from

result

of this large and well-

the saving sea.

Perhaps the most important
controlled harvest

is

that

it

nearly saturates the market.

The

cheap (150 colones a dozen, or about one
dollar in San Jose, Costa Rica's capital), and they
significantly reduce the demand for the eggs of such
legal eggs are

mass arrival offemale sea turtles on a
a sight like no other on Earth. Fred
Bruemmer's photographic essay on the arrival of more than
150.000 olive ridleys on a Pacific beach in Costa Rica

An

the

arribada

nesting beach

—

is

begins on page 36.

change

—

a cooperative effort of scientists, villagers,

and

conservationists,

politicians to

plan that balances profit

work out a management

and protection. Since

have legally harvested

residents of Ostional

governed by regulations that, as far as

"The point

absolutely obey.

is

1

1

Are there concerns about the olive ridley's future? Yes. With
so few nesting beaches of such productivity left in the
world, the dangers from stomis, epidemics, or genetic
inbreeding are always present. But barring such disasters,
the managed harvest at Ostional helps to protect not only the
olive ridleys but

987, the

turtle

threatened species as the green turtle and giant leatherback.

all

species of sea turtles on the Atlantic and

Pacific beaches of Costa Rica.

eggs,

Fred Briiemmer

could observe, they

that these regulations

were

imposed upon them by the government," Jorge
Ballestero told me. "They, with scientists and others,
not

formulated them.

speak of 'our'

concerned to preserve the

are really

The

Now they

villagers see to

it

turtles

^^^

'

'^'^J':Ji!^

and they

turtles for the future."

that the the turtle

clean and that arriving mrtles flipped

beach

by surf are

is

kept

righted.

by shark hooks are rescued, if
in nets are freed and released.
constantly patrolled: horseback riders and

Turtles pierced at sea
possible,

and those enmeshed

The beach

is

vehicles are forbidden.

When, about six weeks after the eggs are laid, the
emerge small, vulnerable, and tempting morsels
for predators
^men, women, and children collect them and
hatchlings

carry

—

—

them

to the sea.

survival rate

is

to 12 percent.

only

1

On

other nesting beaches, hatchling

or 2 percent; at Playa Ostional

Each season the

it is

8

villagers take about 10

percent of the 30 million eggs laid at Ostional. But their
protection of both adult

compensates for

and hatchling

turtles

Turtle eggs are the basis of the village
in

more than

this harvest.

annual revenues of about $95,000.

economy, bringing

Of this,

the

government takes 20 percent. Of the remainder, 70 percent

members of the village association as payment for
work, and the other 30 percent pays for the full-time

goes to
their

and the patrols that
beach day and night against animal and

resident biologist, the administrators,

guard the

turtle

human predation.

olive ridleys, new prospects for snnival lie
cooperation between scientists and local villagers.

For
in

Fred

Bruemmer

Bruce Stutz
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Text

On

and photographs by Fred Bruemmer

the coast of Costa Rica, villagers

—and

presence

—

profit from

the greatest

gathering of sea turtles in the world.

Calls of the

Wild

Simon K. Bearder

When

looking for

well can pay

off.

new species,

listening

Wrong

—

LEXERS

OviRAPTOR Fan Club

plant or animal. If

no

common name

is

known, we opt for scientific nomenclature.

radio

of restoration, the dinosaur halls

Dinosaurs seem to be a special case in

mshes through

And what better way to

which the scientific and common names
are one and the same. Eds.

and

eral years

are reopening.

nounce the return of the

an-

by a

halls than

special issue of Natural Histoiy ("Dinosaurs:

How We Know What We

Know,"

June 1995).

may be

disap-

pointed because there was no article fo-

on Tyrannosauriis or other

cusing

"camosaurs," you selected a

much

better

theropod to receive the honor of being
placed on the cover. That's right,

am talk-

I

ing about Oviraptor philoceratops. Ovi-

raptor has always been

my

favorite

But Define Your Terms
enjoyed the

your June 1995
authors of

articles

issue.

"Why

the terms saurischian

and

reason for

thi

match? Humans, and other animals

th;

on Earth's surface during da)

are active

evolved under the sun. Our eyes

sensitive to the electromagnetic rad

knows what they mean. Because of

the

ation that reaches us

term

re-

we can

prefix ornith,

thought the

I

ferred to the branch
birds are found.
.

.

.

latter

on which modem-day

But on page 33,

1

from the sun becaus

plentiful frequencies.

William

contribute to the variety of

F.

Fali

Arlington, Virgini

interesting

known
I

bird,

Archaeopteryx."

would appreciate an explanation of

Fm

from an area

some unknown

unfamiliar

reason,

when

it

Spring Valley,

New York

Lowell Dingus replies: The term ornithischian does mean "bird-hipped," and
the group was so named because earlier
scientists

noted the resemblance between

the backward-pointing pubis of this group

lation of the scientific term.

tures with saurischian dinosaurs, such as

Now comes an entire issue devoted to
dinosaurs! Common names for them? Oh

the grasping

No! Any grade-school kid who can pronounce Mighty Morphin Power Ranger

hind foot with three principal

to plants, scientific

has no trouble with Triceratops. Archaeopteryx. Patagopteryx or Mono-

We botanists are insulted. Can

it

be

must be protected from
names? Or is it theu- parents?
William A. Weber

modem

of dinosaurs and that of a

bird.

However, we have subsequently leamed
that birds share

into

many more

hand that eventually evolved
the wing and the distinctively built

backward-pointing pubis of

was

derived fea-

toes.

modem

The
birds

the result of convergent (or indepen-

Natural Histoiy

we

mon names

is

written for the general

urge our authors to use comfor living things,

Natiirai Ht'^tory R/Q^

whether

and the

tf

e)

sun's spectral energy distributio/

first

draft of

"Cosmic Windows" ha

much more about the evolution of th
human eye, but the topic acquired a life
its own and rapidly derailed the scientif
narrative. The subject may one day appe;
as its own essay.

('

How TO Play Cricket
As an Englishwoman

currently watcl

m

ing the 1995 Test Series between

country and the West Indies,

I

enjoye

reading about the 1950 Test Series

Samuel Wilson's article, "Cricket
Blood" (May 1995).
However, I must take him to task
section on
ball is
is

how to play the game.

in

'

tl

in

tl

A crick

never "thrown" toward a batsman.

bowled. Throwing involves bending

tl

point of releasing a cricket ba

dent) evolution that occurred late within

arm;

the saurischian line.

a bowler's arm must be perfectly straigh

that children

University of Colorado at Boulder

rais

and correct points about
correspondence between the human

The

these terms.

ai

function best by using the mo:

learned

names evidently
are editorially beyond the pale; they must
be replaced by common names or be
newly christened, often with a mere trans-

f\

retina."

Isn't there a causal

Neil de Grasse Tyson replies: You

English Plants, Latin Dinosaurs
Even though I am a professional scientist, I am often stumped whenever Robert
Mohlenbrock's "This Land" articles men-

reader, so

human

visibl

sensitix

light,

Susan Wallenstein

botanical

peaks in the

saurischian branch includes the "oldest-

Port St. Lucie. Florida

nykiis.

.

.

for liberating this evolutionary

Christian Kammerer

comes

.

spectmm, as does the

and on page 35 (and
from the diagram on page 34) that the

marvel from relative obscurity.

with. For

infrare

—

was most commonly depicted
a horned ornithomimid.

tion plants

band between

remarking: "The energ

most

the saurischian hall"

—

wish the

of the

fror

ornitliischian

when

Thank you

I

the

ultraviolet,

spectmm,

rays, the authc

instead of assuming that the layman

saurischian, even back in those dark days
it

ity

However,

gamma

to

emitted by the sun

about dinosaurs in

Cladistics?" had defined

that "birds

gasp!

waves

part of the

I

Although many readers

as

"invisible" parts of the

Hip-hip-hooray! After undergoing sev-

at the

To suggest that a bowler threw

Why No Eyes?

a ball

ti

"Cosmic Windows," by Neil de Grasse
Tyson ("Universe," June 1995) was an en-

ward a batsman is one of the gravest acci
sations you could make: to throw would
to cheat, and "that's not cricket" (an En;

joyable tour of the electromagnetic spec-

lish

tmm,

but

it

missed a golden opportunity

to

put visible light in perspective.

After carefully describing each of the

Ij

phrase for "fair play"). Sorry,

I

ju

couldn't help myself.

Eileen CoLLif
Birmingham, Englai
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the Himalayas to the pink city of
Jaipur, from thousands of ancient tempies to the singular majesty of the Taj Mahal,
India awakens the senses, quiets the mind and
energizes the soul. So find out how the country Mark
Twain called "paradise on earth" offers you the best of the
ancient world and the twentieth century. Especially now:
Air India's brand new fleet of Boeing 747-400s Awill whisk
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Darwin's Details

the chemist

saw God,

the evolutionist

saw contingency and chance

by Stephen Jay Gould
Two

scenes from Rorence beautifully

power of scientific revolutions to alter our view of the geometry of
existence. A painting by the fifteenth-cenillustrate the

tury artist Michelino

hangs

when they also
new unifor a demoted view of human status.

and chemist in his own

of reality thus implied, but

cist

own

Florence and read Galileo's Dialogi

the consequences of this

verse

Freud claimed

that all important scientific

right, visiti

Concerning the Two Chief World Systen
dying nearby

just as the master lay

in the great

revolutions share the ironic property of de-

cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore. Enti-

posing humans from one pedestal after an-

poema (Dante and His

other of previous self-assurances about

Robert Boyle wrote a famous

Poem, that is. The Divine Comedy), it
shows the entire universe on a single canvas. The earth occupies the center, sym-

our exalted cosmic

science and religion entitled A disquisitii

spire resistance for the obvious reason that

about the final causes of natural thing
wherein it is inquir'd. whether, and (if

bolized by the city of Florence, with Dante

we

all)

Dante

tled

in the

cent

e

il

suo

middle and Brunelleschi's magnifi-

dome

for the cathedral to his left (an

anachronism, to be sure, for Dante died

in

status. Therefore, all

smash pedestals and

great revolutions

accept such demotions only grudg-

ingly.

Freud identified two revolutions as

—Copemicus

paramount

to Galileo

nature of the heavens and

on the

Darwin on

1321 and Brunelleschi raised the great

status of life. I then

dome

revolution remains incomplete because

a century later). At Dante's right, the

souls of the

damned move downward

in-

the

argued that Darwin's

we

Arcetri.

In 1688, as an elderly

Freud's crucial sense.

saved slowly mount the spire of Purgatory.

lation of progressive events, leading sensi-

as important because

The seven

bly to the late appearance of

Although we have yet

make our

h;

first
(I

revolution

regard this timii

one might claim

th

Galileo has triumphed, while Darwin

mains

to

tv

Boy

implications of the heliocentric view

thus completing the

system (the five visible planets plus the

work, just

already been articulated and accepte

spin doctor the results of evolution to mis-

intelligence as a culmination.

(

demonstrates that the pedestal-smashii

read the process as a predictable accumu-

seven planets of Ptolemy's eaith-centered

this

generations after Galileo's death,

to

human

treatise

with what cautions, a naturali

should admit them? In

the Infemo, while those ultimately to be

semicircles at the top are the

man himse

in

r

limbo, simply because pedesi

smashing takes centuries and Galileo h

sun and the moon). The farthest reabn of

peace with Darwin, the

the fixed stars occupies the upper comers.

cmmbled during Galileo's own centui
then we have had more than enough tin

church of Santa Croce

cosmic realignment passed quickly to
public acceptance. In 1633, Galileo was
tried by the Inquisition in Rome and

The

forced to abjure his belief in the sun-cen-

second pedestal must record

If

we take a short walk to the Franciscan
we find the tomb of

Galileo.

face of his statue looks up-

ward toward his expanded heavens, and he

tered

holds a telescope in his right hand. His

of his

left

first

revolution of

Copemican system. He spent the rest
life under house arrest on his estate

a 200-year head

for

Darwin

start.

—and our

But

if

the pedesi

failure to

smash
its

tl

great

durability in our unwilling psyches.)

Boyle asks whether the existence

ai

moon

pr

hand envelops the small and insignificant
sphere of the earth. In two centuries

at Aicetri,

(Galileo died in 1642), the earth had been

a wealthy teenager on his grand tour of

benevolent action.

displaced from centrality in a limited and

Europe but soon

who would argue for the old geoce''
God made every thii;
for human benefit:

1

near Florence, where he died in

642. In the same year, Robert Boyle, then

to

become

a great physi-

subservient universe to peripheral status
as a

little

hunk of stone suspended

In last month's essay,

I

revolutions are completed, not

when

people accept the physical reconstruction

8
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He

begins by

ai

ridiculiij;

those

system because

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

used a famous

quotation from Freud to argue that scientific

vide evidence of God's creative power

trie

in the

midst of inconceivable vastness.

regular motion of the sun and

ogy,

and the

University.

Haiyard
also Frederick P. Rose

history of science at

He

is

Honorary Curator in Invertebrates at
American Museum of Natural Histoiy.

the

I

dare not imitate their boldness, that

affin,

sun and moon, and all the stars, ail
other celestial bodies, were made solely I'
the use of man; ... as when they argue, tl
the sun and other vast globes of light, ougt
that the
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The only product ever
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more conve

to shine
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which
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his habitation

Boyle then invokes the smashec
more directly to claim that Goc
would not create something so huge as tht

pedestal

sun only to illuminate such a tiny and

in-

consequential body as the earth:

I

placebo By the end of
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{no active ingredient) rated their hair regrowth as moderate (7%) or minima] |33%)

No regrowth was reported by 41 % of the group using ROGAINE and 80%
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and purposeful assauL
upon Boyle's natural theology.
Robert Boyle (1627-91) belonged to
;

noble and wealthy Anglo-Irish family
father

(hi:

was

the first eari of Cork). Afte
Eton and living abroad for sev
years, Boyle spent his most scientifi

studying

at

productive decade at Oxford
where he constructed an ai|
and performed his major experi

(165()-68),

pump

ments on the properties of gases. (Hi
most famous result, Boyle's law, state
that, at a

constant temperature, the pres

sure of a given quantity of gas varies

in

—

volume I trust we all re
member that from high school physics!) Ii
his most famous work, the Sceptica
Chymist (1661), Boyle attacked the Aris
versely as

its

totelian theory of four
fire,

elements (earth,

ai'

and water) and developed an impor

tant corpuscular theory of matter.

(He

di(

if

the periodic table, but rather argued tha

DERMATOLOGY

properties of different substances arosi

I

DIVISION

from variation
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the theory of natural seleci

ments, as later validated and established
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when we view

tion as a direct

not postulate different kinds of basic ele

ilyour menstrual period does not occur at the expected time

Can ROGAINE be used hy children?
No, Ihe safety and effectiveness of

th«

de

to

I then show that Darwin's philo;
sophical radicalism lies best exposec
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such effects wnuld
or inllamed skin or in greater than recommended amoonts
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cally
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animal studies, minoxidil,

Rather,

ankles or stomach area

yoo use ROGAINE Ifhowever, you expenence any ofthepossiblesideeffects
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life at all.

Boyle's particular view of natural

of minoxidil reach the blood
tablet form of minoxidil

view of

into the historical traditions that
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provides a distinctively English insigh:

placebo-controlled clinical

reaction or reactions grouped by body systems appeared to be

be

dedicate this essay to demonstrating

ROGAINE

What are some of the side effects people have reported?
ROGAINE was used by 3,857
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the second pedestal or even questioning

ROGAINE with you
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areas, rinse the area with large

diarrhea, naosea,

thi

the package

WhatiflmissadoseorforgettouseROGAINE?
Do

immense spaces comprised under
name of heaven.
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in the

motion and organiza

tion of primary particles.)

Boyle moved permanentiy to Londoi
where he continued his organiza

in 1668,
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i

work

ional

;iety (still

as a founder of the

Royal So-

Britain's leading scientific es-

many

ablishment) and labored for

other

that all future history could unfold without

Since God's constant laws can be discovered and studied by science, and since

further miraculous intervention (although

divine omnipotence

and contrived

fectiy tuned

;auses close to his heart (he was, for ex-

neither Boyle nor

unple, the governor of the Society for the

strain

Propagation of the Gospel in

New

Eng-

God to his

Newton wanted

initial

granted him

tainly

at the outset

to con-

decisions, and cer-

the right to fashion a

now and then, whenever his inefwisdom so decreed). Boyle wrote:

miracle

land).

Boyle's main reputation

In science,

fable

upon his stem defense of mechahis abjuration of Aristotelian
and
lism
forms and essences. The Dictionary of
Scientific Biography describes his funda-

The most wise and powerful Author of Nature, whose piercing sight is able to penetrate the whole universe, and survey all the

mental philosophy in these terms:

things,

-ested

parts of

at

it

once, did at the beginning of

[Boyle was] a profound believer in the need
10 establish an empirically based, mechanis-

frame things corporeal into such a
system, and settled among them such laws
of motion, as he judged suitable to the ends

theory of matter and in the possibility of

he proposed to himself in making the world.

tic

^i

establishing a scientific, rational,

theoretical chemistry.

.

.

.

Boyle was long remembered
as "the restorer of the mechanical philosophy" in England.

not at

an adversary.

all

Boyle's 1688 Disquisition About the

Final Causes of Natural Things is the classic statement of this English approach to
It began a tradition that
William Paley's Natural
Theology of 1802 (one of the most influential books of the nineteenth century, and

natural theology.

culminated

still

in

of Species

causes in nature as

proofs not only of God's exis-

.

tence but also of his character

them rational,
mechanical explanation in
terms of what he called "those
two grand and most catholic
principles, matter and mo-

in ultimate

power and unceas-

ing benevolence (Paley subti-

work: Evidences of

tled his

the existence

tion."

and attributes of

the deity, collected

But Boyle had another

—

his

sionate

To appreciate

commitment
Of
Newton's

scientists in

argument,

his pas-

cause of religion.

some

to the

"final

orbit.

sis.

and sincerely devout.
merely a

recover

cause"

in the light

of

(Boyle was no fan of

Aristotle's physics, but

Moreover, Boyle did not consider religion as

we must

forgotten terminology

Aristotle's celebrated analy-

Boyle was the most conventionally

power

the

and explicate the notion of

the

all

the

(and ultimate fallacy) of this

orthodox

and

Protestant beliefs

fivm

appearances of nature).

in-

strong as his devo-

tion to science

from

design, or the attempt to iden-

substituting for

terest as

The cen-

the so-called argument

tify final
.

in 1859.

terpiece of this tradition lay in

was destroying all Aristotelian
and
forms and qualities
.

Cam-

required reading at Oxford and

bridge well into our century) and collapsed with Darwin's Origin

him

to

best exposed in

prehended empirically, thus making the
study of nature a handmaid to religion, and

.

What mattered most

lies

God's glory can be ap-

these regularities,

lowed the master's

pri-

he

fol-

traditional

as

explication of the categories

much about theology as about
science, and he composed

of causality.) Aristotle pro-

He wrote

vate matter.

several treatises

posed that causality included
four separate components, as

tially

best illustrated in the classic

on the potenharmonious relation-

ship of these

including the

two

"parable of the house."

disciplines,

work analyzed

a "material cause," for the

in this essay.

house will be different

Such a statement may

tical,

all

religion as inherently

ponents of science as antithetical to such a

But Boyle's view
lof God, widely shared by Newton and
most of his scientific contemporaries,
notion of higher reality.

neatly married
into a

terful,

mechanism and

religion

coherent system that granted high

status to

both sides. Boyle's

God

mechanical clockwinder

ated the universe with all

its

(as the

three linle pigs learned)

if

the

building be of straw, wood, or

mysand considers the mechanistic com-

regards

^^mmm

^^IIB

seem contradictory according
to a blinkered modem view
that

The

stuff of construction counts as

is

a mas-

who

cre-

laws so per-

And

as

by virtue of

intellect that

he

and boundless
employed, he was

his vast

at first

The mason who

stone.

gether

puts the pieces to-

The bluean
only a plan on paper and does

is

"efficient cause."

able not only to see the present state of

print

things he had made, but to foresee

nothing to build the house directly. But
without a plan, you only have a pile of

fects.

.

.

.

Nor

is

all

the ef-

this doctrine inconsistent

with the belief of any true miracle; for, it
supposes the ordinary and settled course of
at all denyand powerful Author
of Nature is able, whenever he thinks fit, to
suspend, alter, or contradict those laws of

nature to be maintained, without
ing, that the

most

free

motion, which he alone

at first established.

is

stones, so this blueprint counts as a "for-

mal cause." Lastly, without an intended
purpose, no one would bother to build at
all,

so the owner's desire to live in the

Please turn

to

page 68
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The Monogamous
Brain
Or, what a small midwestern rodent has taught us

about the chemisti-y of mammalian love

by Thomas R.

Love may be too complex and ineffable
a subject for hard science, but recent research into brain chemistry

is

beginning to

show that hormones may have something
do with an aspect of love called attachment. What makes mammals (including
to

ourselves) stick to particular sexual part-

upon their own offspring? To
find out, we, and a number of other researchers, have been studying a mouse-

ners or dote

remarkable,

Insel

and C. Sue Carter

when one of the pair died, less

than 20 percent of the surviving partners

new

sex,

and aggression. Some studies had

hinted that oxytocin, well

known

for

its

mate. Family attachments

role in inducing the uterine contractions oi

were also strong; prairie vole pairs stay together to produce multiple litters, and both
parents care for nestlings. After the young
are weaned, at about twenty-two days of
age, 70 to 75 percent of them remain with

labor and the milk-ejection reflex of nurs-

took a

the family.

We

suspected

that, in the prairie

vole

ing, also
rats

seemed

and mice

to act within the brains

to stimulate a mother's

of|

inter-i

newborn pups. Vasopressin had,
been associated with some specifically
male behaviors, such as the scent markingi
est in her

of territorial boundaries.

and other mammals, chemical and physiological processes in the brain were in-

ropeptides,

was singled out
because it is exceptionally monogamous,
which to biologists means it has a strong

volved

formation of social bonds.

cific targets in the brain, called receptorsj

But where would we look for the chemical

and

lasting connection to a single mate.

focus on oxytocin and vasopressin, two

Perfect sexual fidelity does not figure in

hormones manufactured in the hypothalamus, the part of the brain that controls

where they function like keys fitting intc
locks. The receptors can be mapped to see
what parts of the brain the hormones acl
on. But to see if the two hormones had a
specific role in prairie vole monogamy, we

such "primitive" behaviors as feeding.

needed something roughly akin

size rodent called the prairie vole.

A common

resident of midwestern

grasslands, the prairie vole

the scientific definition of
prairie voles

Thanks

monogamy, but

may come pretty close.

in the

needle in the haystack?

We

decided to

Both oxytocin and vasopressin are neu-

to zoologist

compounds

trol

that

group.

bind to

spe-i

to a con-

A perfect can-|

Lowell Getz who, with

didate

his students at the Uni-

vole, an asocial species

versity of Illinois, has

that inhabits

been studying prairie

ows and

was

the montane

high mead-

that looks ver>

vole natural history for

much

more than

thirty years,

dwelling cousin (botl

a detailed pic-

are in the genus Micro-

we have

like its prairie

ture of the social lives of

tus).

these tiny, brownish gray

families,

rodents. Getz recently

elaborate system of bur

published data on 249

separation.

which share

ai

rows and feeding tunmontane voles live

vole couples that he fol-

lowed from pairing

Unlike prairie vok

nels,

to

in separate

Death of one

burrows, anc

for 73.5 percent of the

males and females are
rarely found together ir
the wild. Males do noi

separations, while depar-

participate

of the partners accounted

ture

of the male ac-

counted for only 10.9
percent. Perhaps most

The prairie

vole.

CI

Inirrow-dwelliiig denizen of midwestern grasslands

forges uncommonly strong bonds with
Wendy
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in

raising

young, nor do they de

its

mate and offspring.

fend their mates. Moth
ering

is

a brief episode

Shattil/Bob Rozinski
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even for a small mammal; montane vole
females abandon their young as soon as
sixteen days after giving birth.

veloped a clear preference for their mates
and guarded them ferociously against the
approach of rivals. (Both the preference

With Lawrence Shapiro, then at the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)

and the ferocity persisted, even when females were experimentally removed by

we mapped

Maryland,

in Poolesville,

re-

does mating turn a footloose,
fancy-free, and gentle male vole into a
committed companion willing to die for

they differed sharply for oxytocin and va-

ing the

studies, implicated either

fact,

we know

monal

tured in the

ceptors there.

monogamous

other

vole, a

an-

species, while the

montane vole maps looked

meadow

To

that prairie vole

like those

of

polygynous species.

Most interesting of all, just
montane vole bears young,

after a

female

test the role

of vasopressin in pair

bonding, James Winslow, then

NIMH

in Poolesville,

at the

gave a vasopressin

stantial

brain

maps were

strong circum-

evidence that oxytocin and vaso-

A

about the hor-

brain and bind to re-

British study of male

medical students showed that vasopressin
released into the bloodstream during

is

sexual arousal and that oxytocin

they were ready to mate.

women,

is

re-

labor and

still

nursing release oxytocin into the blood.

copulated repeatedly and intensely, but af-

But we do not know whether either of
these hormones is simultaneously released

After intense bouts of
mating, male prairie voles

havior. (Neuropeptides are large mole-

develop a clear

While oxytocin and vasopressin acting
in the hypothalamus seem to virtually'
mandate social attachments in voles, we

pairs

receptor distribution in her brain shifts to

The

human

leased at orgasm. In

The

attachment? In

little

antagonist to male prairie voles just before

the pattern of

resemble that of a female prairie vole.

human

very

own species. We do know, however, that
oxytocin and vasopressin are manufac-

vasopressin or oxytocin in the process, be-

we found

im-

basis of social attachment in our

cause both are released during copulation.

vole species,

is critically

vasopressin and oxytocin provide

the chemistry for

And when we compared our re-

maps resembled those of the pine vole,

the

lines of evidence, includ-

mapping

mam-

and we

erences in female prairie voles.

with brain mapping done on other

sopressin.
sults

mate? Several

hormone

rats),

portant for the development of social pref-

Do

How

its

females of several other small

believe that the

researchers.)

number of hormones in
both species. While prairie vole and montane vole brain maps were similar for
some hormones (such as brain opiates),
ceptor sites for a

in

mals (such as rabbits and

within the brain to influence our social be-

cules that cannot readily penetrate the;

blood-brain barrier.)
;

pressin were activating entirely different
brain circuits in

monogamous and polygy-

nous voles, but they didn't establish a
cause-and-effect relationship between the
hormones and the behavior. An ostensibly

preference for their mates

and guard them

unrelated development in another labora-

do that.
Maurice Manning, and his colleagues
the Department of Biochemistry at the

ferociously.

Medical College of Ohio

in

Toledo, devel-

oped several oxytocin and vasopressin
"antagonists." These compounds chemically resembled those hormones and
bound to the appropriate brain receptors

terward the males failed to fend off intrud-

and showed no preference for their
partners. Moreover, the effect was specific

ever,

we were

in

such experiments

no position

to

perform

in the field.

But sexual and

pressin were

into prairie vole

injected vasopressin

males

also be studied in the laboratory,

searchers at several

sites,

lated

exposed

to a female,

he developed a

preference for her over other females,

even

social behaviors can

and

re-

including the

—

did not alter either the male's mate guarding or its partner preference.

also

How-

—by many

cially by the complex activities of our
enormous cerebral cortex.

pressin are crucial for pair bonding.

behavior, that

in-

to vasopressin-rthe oxytocin antagonist

would be strong
evidence that the oxytocin and vaso-

nogamous

an animal's normally mo-

other hormones

inhibited

that had been isofrom females, the voles became aggressive and attacked same-sex intruders.
If the male received vasopressin and was

lectively block

many

volved in our sexual and social behavior)
are undoubtedly mediated
and perhaps

ers

When Winslow

could be shown to se-

equations for

of oxytocin and vasopressin

(as well as the

but blocked the physiological effects.
ff the antagonists

make such simple

cannot

ourselves. In large-brained primates like
us, the effects

tory ultimately helped

in

>

if the two did not mate.
But what about paternal care of young?

Many

biologists consider this to be an es-

male monogamy. In a reZuo-Xin Wang, Craig Ferris,

other factors, espe-

Nonetheless,

if oxytocin and vasoshown to play a part in how
humans form attachments, they might

serve an important therapeutic role

who

people

form

suffer

from an

fori

inability

to'

social attachments, as in autism

or;

certain forms of schizophrenia.

Even as
young children, they seem to lack the nor-j
mal spark of interest in social interaction;
and as they grow up, they fail to form normal social bonds. We know very little

I

about either the cause or the treatment of

sential feature of

such disorders. Perhaps studies of

University of Illinois and the University of

cent study,

brain

Maryland, began

under controlled conditions. At Maryland,
Diane Witt made an intriguing discovery

and Geert DeVries, of the University of
Massachusetts Department of Psychology
in Amherst, found that vasopressin in-

about the intensity of prairie vole mating
behavior and the long-term bonding that it

creased (and a vasopressin antagonist decreased) the amount of time male prairie

attachment.

seems

voles spent with pups.

Thomas R. Insel is director of the Yerkes
Primate Research Center at Emory Uni-

to study prairie voles

to instill. Witt

observed that as soon

as female prairie voles

became sexually

Female voles, on
seemed to have little

the other hand,

receptive, pairs copulated repeatedly,
more than fifty times during a thirty-six- to

pressin. Yet after mating, they, too, be-

forty-eight-hour period. After such mating

come more

bouts, the social behavior of both males

their

and females changed markedly. Males de-

that oxytocin
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mates

reaction to vaso-

socially exclusive, preferring
to unfamiliar males.
is

We know

released during copulation

in

the

mechanisms of pair-bond formation

monogamous

species will be one of the

keys that unlock

this

try to solve the

mystery of human

and other doors as we
social

and a professor of psyand behavioral science at the uni-

versity in Atlanta

chiatry

versity's

medical school. C. Sue Carter is a

professor of zoology at the University

a]

Maryland.
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The

Way Ba

Milky
by

Neil

de Grasse Tyson

As you probably know, our
solar system

is

r

scuring dust in the plane of the

Milky

part of a large,

Way

block most lines of

flattened, spiral-shaped disk of

sight to the bulge. This last diffi-

several hundred billion stars

culty can be monstrous; visible

known

light traveling directly

center

as the

Milky Way. In

—protruding

its

above and below the plane

—

tem, for example,

is

the galactic bulge, a dense collection of 10 bilhon stars.

Way

Taken

shouldn't

greatly resembles

first

moan too much.

ob-

tained by analogy with the

somebody

shapes of nearby spiral galaxies.

galaxy.)

These shapes so intrigued American astronomer
ble

—

affect all

the well-publicized, orbit-

named

in his

—

honor

was
Before: Ourpre-1991 conception of the Milky

that, in the

Way galaxy. Note

continuous sequence that ex-

wound

These:
stais!

view

is

do not

wavelengths of

—a

light
to

astronomers. Dust particles

in

space scatter the blue light

that the inner region, the

galactic bulge,

star's

larly.

in a

spectrum more severely

than they scatter red

spherical.

Computer graphics by Dennis Davidson

spi-

in the

small concession

equally

1920s, he arranged them in a

tended from tightly

else's

Fortunately, dust clouds

Edwin Hub-

ing Hubble Space Telescope

dimmed by
we

and planets of the future will|
form. For all we know, the dust^
cloud that formed the solar system 5 billion years ago blocked

Clues to the Milky Way's gen-

appearance were

is

dust clouds are where the

that of a fried egg.

eral

the

a factor of a billion. (Perhaps

as a whole, the shape of the

Milky

from

galactic center to our solar sys-

slightly

light. (Simi-;

Earth's atmosphere steals

Source: Richard S. Perkin Library of the Hayden Planetarium

most of which contain large,
round bulges, to loosely wound

blue light from the sun's spec-

rals,

trum, producing the familiar^

round bulges. Simple

evidence has been amassed showing that

color of our daytime sky.)

enough. But the inventory of spiral galax-

the Milky Way's bulge has the shape of a

pears redder

spirals with small,

many whose

central regions

are distinctly bar shaped.

Hubble called

ies includes

bar.

Which

leads

advice: If you

me

want

to offer

some simple

to learn the general ap-

Any

star ap-(

when viewed through

a dust

cloud, and stars that are naturally blue (the

hot ones) lose

much more

of their

coloii

these galaxies "barred spirals," and found

pearance of something, don't get too close

than the cooler, red stars do. The most

they were otherwise similar to ordinary

and especially don't go inside
an unborn child may know, it

is

minous stars in the bulge are red giantsj
which in fact emit more infrared than vis-'

teed to be ignorant about what

its

spirals.

assumed

Astrophysicists long

were

that

we

living in a symmetrical spiral galaxy

with a round bulge

at its center;

it

was a

—whatever

looks

guaran-

mother

To observe the bulge from inside
one must overcome some of

the

dust screen

the

telescopes. Another small concession

simple and easy explanation of what could

disk,

be seen, and there were no convincing

greatest challenges an astronomer with a

data to the contrary. But

telescope

sible for us to
tral

know

it is

nearly impos-

the shape of the cen-

region of a spiral galaxy without the

privilege of a "bird's-eye view."

Embed-

—

ded as we are within the Milky Way our
"disadvantage point" in the solar sys-

—

tem we see our own galaxy edge-on.
Over the past five years, however, assorted
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may

encounter: at over 25,000

light-years away,

most of

the bulge's stars

are hopelessly dim; the brighter stars, al-

though

less

common,

that until the

1

are so tighdy

packed

980s, the beginning of the

era of digital detectors in astronomy, one
star

Armed with this information
way to see through our galactic

ible light.

the best

like.

lu-j

could not be separated from another

on a photograph; and thick clouds of ob-

astronomers

is

is

metaphorically

to use infrared-sensitive
tc

the several lines of sightl

known

as

"windows,"

that

happen to have far fewer dust clouds
These windows are valuable to people

who wish to study the bulge in visible lighi
rather than in infrared.

What does

the bulge look like? If

were symmetrical, then on average,
observed properties of the

stars (such

i\

the
a;

Take a walk in our park.

A

glacially

caned inland

fjord,

In a scene from prehistory,
brightness, speed,

and composition) on

its

would correspond with those on
its right. But in 1991, Leo Blitz, of the
University of Maryland, and David
side

left

Spergel, of Princeton University, analyzed

some eight-year-old infrared data that
mapped the accumulated light of red giant
stars in the galactic bulge. They found the
left side of the galaxy was brighter than
the right side,
first

an observation

that led to the

Assuming

bulge.

mixture of

stant

shape of the

they interpreted the

still

National Park, a

fjords

UNESCO World

Heniagc

Site

run deep.

You'll find giant

and rare wild orchids. A land carved
by volcanoes and tectonic upheaval. Twenty times
arctic hares

older than the Rockies.

To

gel

back

in time, get

far east of the

the bulge contains a con-

stars,

Momc

Hemmed in by giant granite walls.

our

free

1

The

western world. Call Eileen

800 563

Our

park. Imagine that.

240-page

Travel Guide to a world of difference.

reliable description of the

Gros

NEWFOUNDIAND

at

NFUD
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asymmetrical light as a slightly flattened,
football-shaped bar of stars angled thirty-

degrees to our line of sight, with

five

near end to the
its

ter,

and to the

right. In other

words, the

was not round (like the yolk
egg); it was elongated.

galactic bulge

of our fried

When

Certified

end projecting beyond the cen-

and

far

its

of the galactic center

left

discovery was

this

nounced, the newspaper

an-

first

USA Today

Genuine Ancient
Roman Emperor Coins

re-

Each

ported on the front page of their sports section:

—home
and superbowl —has
Way

"Milky

sun and earth

galaxy

coin

is

attributed by emperor

to the

a foot-

ball-shaped core, rather than the sphere

many astronomers have long
new study says."
In

most

a single

believed, a

scientific enterprises,

however,

experiment or observation

considered a discovery until

it

is

has been

not
in-

dependently duplicated by others.

And

what happened: a

rela-

this is

precisely

fively rapid

sequence of research papers

confirming the findings of Blitz and
Spergel appeared between 1991 and 1994.

At

least six different

research groups, each

using selected types of luminous red giant
stars

(with well-defined properties and

minimal susceptibility to obscuring dust),
found that the average brightness of
such stars on the

left

effect

right.

was
sample

to

2,000 years

After subtracting the

of dust, each research group

mod-

old, these authenticated

Roman

bronze

on the glorious days of the
Roman Empire. Each has been individu-

coins are fascinating "windows"

Caesars and the vast
ally attributed by emperor with dates of reign. Obverses
display sculpted portraits of emperors and empresses; reverses
show family members, deities, rites, animals, religious symbols.
They're at least 1 ,600 years old. Each is guaranteed to be in
Very Good quality and comes in a protective transparent
holder with identification and certificate of authenticity.
Only $19 each (order #18482). Five different types, $89
(#18483). Add $2 postage and handling. 30-Day Home
Examination: Money-Back Guarantee. To order by credit
card, call toll-free. Or send a check or money order to:

side of the bulge

slightly greater than a similar

drawn from the

many

Up

International Coins

62 Ridge

St.,

Box

& Currency

218, Dept. 3301, Montpelier,

VT 05601

1-800-451-4463
Serving collectors for 2 1 years
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eled the light profiles and derived a simi-

shaped bar

larly

angles to the

at similar

arms

mation

line of sight.

The only remaining doubt about

the

shape of the bulge centered on the possi-

may

dust

bility that galactic

and

make a symmetrical bulge mas-

querade as a football.

If so, the studies that

to

plunge to the center of the

there. In

ing clouds

may

some

The

relatively recent.

the appropriate noncircular orbits of

In 1975,

But astrophysicists

have a somewhat longer history of using

Ben Zuckerman,

in

used visible

thei

found ethyl alcohol (CHjCHjOH)

a dense cloud of molecules near the

galactic center. Plenty of other molecules

were akeady known

to exist in the galaxy,

but the alcohol received extra attention

were more sensitive
to the presence of
dust, such as those
that

then of

University of Maryland, and his collaborators

flood of high-quality data from ob-

servations of stars near the galactic center
is

fit

bar model very well.

galaxies, the plung-

be the food supply for a

hungry, supermassive black hole.

possess prop-

erties that differ across the galaxy,

could thus

spiral

galaxy and feed active bursts of star for-

you

the press. If

in

are

curious, the estimated

number of

alcohol

molecules relative

light,

to

water molecules in
the
bulge would

should have revealed

anomalously
an
prominent bar, perhaps something as
elongated as a hot
dog. But they didn't.
And regardless of
methods of analysis
and star varieties cho-

make

a libation that

is

about 0.00 1 proof—

we

should not worry

was good agreement

about drunk bulge
aliens. But if you
were to build a cosmic distillery to recover pure alcoholj
from the clouds, then

among

there

sen as tracers, there
researchers

all

would

be,

about the elongated

enough

shape of the bulge.

bulge to

fill

approxi-|i

Such

mately 100

octillion!

the profile of

is

(W)

a genuine discovery.

Was

avoiding

During a recent
the

to

candy

store, I noticed

ers of

may

no

is

Our

fairly well stocked
galactic bar.

mak-

In their 1994 andi

Milky Way,

1995 editions, the

Mars,

that

it:

Way contains a

Milky

local

visit

of 200

liters

proof. There

all this effort

necessary? Possibly
not.

in the galactici

Inc.,

have

known

leading introductory!

something about the
of

structure

Between 1991 and 1994, a consensus emerged
among astrophysicists that the galaxy's center is bar shaped

astrophysics

After:

our

text-

books began

to speak

galaxy before any of

of the Milky

Way

bar

us did, because the

as

had

al-

full

name

wrapper

of the candy as

is

"Milky

Way

it

appears on the

bar."

Apart from being a curious factoid
about the Milky Way, the existence of a

waves
emitted by gaseous hydrogen. With their
long wavelengths, radio waves travel

radio telescopes to observe radio

And

though

ways been an accepted
galaxy.

essay

Some

feature of the

textbooks

—even have

it

artists'

— and

this

renditions

oi

tened galactic disk, star orbits are confined

to

to the plane. In a spherical bulge, stars

cal bulge.

orbit at all angles as they trace out the

not always trust where gas has been or

what the bar probably looks like from a
bird's-eye view. Our paradigm shift is thusj
complete. It was swift and mostly painlessl
mainly because, by looking out of oui
galactic womb (in directions above and
below the galactic disk), we already knew

where

that barred spirals existed

bulge that

is

shaped

like a

bar has interest-

ing consequences for a galaxy. In a

bulge volume.

Some

flat-

of these orbits are

circular; others are elongated.

But

stellar

orbits contained within a bar-shaped bulge

are downright exotic.

Common

orbit

shapes include figure eights, double- and
triple-twisted loops,
spiral galaxies with

and bananas. And

in

bar-shaped bulges, the

gas-rich spiral anns terminate

on or near

through interstellar dust with ease.
early as 1960, astrophysicists

knew

the observed gas motions did not

what you would expect

it

in a

But they also knew

is

as

that

conform

symmetri-

that

you can-

going, especially near the

galactic center

where

it is

susceptible to

all

gravity field serves as a cosmic conduit
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from the

that the^

closer approximation of the truths of

lide

and

stick together like hot

marshmal-

i.^

physics

at its

seams, but

it

provided

i

tht

universe.

lows, forcing them into a different orbit.

thwart a consensus about the bulge's shape

that allows colliding gas clouds

and

in the universe

bursts of star formation, or they can col-

The uncertainty was

bar's tube-shaped

elsewhere

The discovery that the Milky Way
among them did not tear apart the world ol

ward

The

common

sorts of dynamic influences that normally
go unnoticed by stars. For example, clouds
of gas can be accelerated or disrupted by

the ends of the bar, rather than circle into the center.

were

for decades.
velocities

strong enough to

With hindsight, however, the

measured from the radio waves

Neil de Grasse Tyson

is

an

astrophysicis.

with a joint appointment at the Americai

Museum-Hayden
Princeton University.

Planetarium

am

ICELESTIAL EVENTSI

AuQUStTrio
by Joe Rao
The Perseid meteor shower is
Au-

erage star (only about half again

usually the highlight of the

the diameter of our sun and

gust sky, but not this year. Because the full moon falls on the
10th. the night before the

about nine times more lumi-

shower peaks, the sky will be
flooded with moonlight, drown-

our nearer neighbors

meNevertheless, August

ing out all but the brightest
teors.

evenings are great for observing

summer

the

prominent

triangle, the

most

star pattern of the

season. Rising high in the east-

em

sky. the three bright stars

form the grouping have long
been used as a navigator's land-

that

mark. The points of the triangle
are the brightest stars of three

Vega in Lyra. Altair in Aquila. and Deneb in
Cygnus. Famous as it is, the
summer triangle lacks the offi-

constellations:

status of a constellation.

cial

Called asterisms, such informal

groupings of stars are quite

nous) but

at a distance

sixteen light-years,

it

of only

one of

is

among

the

brighter stars.

The

Deneb, is one
of the most distant of what we
third star,

call the

nearer stars; the light

we

journey to Earth
roughly 1,600 years ago. To
shine as brightly as it does in our
see started

its

sky, Deneb must be some
60,000 times more luminous
than the sun.

One

of the largest

De-

we see it only as a fairly
conspicuous, but by no means
tics,

Mars, in Virgo, sets less than
two and a half hours after sundown in August and fades from
magnitude 1 .3 to 1 .4 during the
month. It will pass within two

of the summer triangle were to be placed
32.6 light-years away, brilliant
Vega would appear at magnitude
-1-0.6. or just over a half magniIf the three stars

tude fainter than

it

actually ap-

pears to us. Altair would rank as
a

second-magnitude

star,

ap-

By far the greatchange would occur with

pearing

at -1-2.3.

Deneb. It would appear to glow
at magnitude -7.2: more than

Venus

and bright enough to be readily
evident even through the brilliance of our daytime skies.

The

three stars of the

summer

were located

The Planets

in

August

Mercury might be

spied in

exactly the

the southern states.

their

very low in the west at midtwilight. Binoculars will probably

at

same distance, then
apparent magnitudes
true indicators of their

When

astronomers
refer to the "absolute magnitude" of a star, they compare
stars as they would be at a some-

degrees to the north of the firstmagnitude, bluish star Spica on
the 28th. The crescent moon

pays Mars a visit twice this
month, on the evening of the 1st
and again on the 29th.
Jupiter is the most prominent
"evening star," shining at magnitude -2.3 through most of the
month. At dusk it is in the
south-southwest, near the head
of Scorpius and to the upper
ruddy

its

star Antares;

it

sets near midnight. Jupiter is

below and

moon on

of the

to the right

the 5th.

be needed to see
northern states.

moon

A

Look

it

for

it

from the

skinny cres-

hover about four
degrees below and slightly to the
cent

will

southeast about 10:30 p.m., local

daylight time, on the

and a half hours
3

1

St. It

but two

1st,

earlier

by the

will stand about five de-

grees directly below the rising

gibbous

moon

late

evening of the 12th.

when Earth

on the

On the

lies in the

10th,

plane of

Saturn's rings, the planet will ap-

pear ringless for the second time
this year. It will appear to

shining with a yellowish white

brighten slightly, to magnitude

located farthest south of

0.8 by month's end, because
after the 10th, we'll begin to get

is

midway
between Vega and Deneb in relthe three

and

falls

about

a very narrow

While to a casual stargazer
Vega far outshines its two neighbors, astronomers have gained a
different perspective on its
brightness over the years. To be
sure, Vega is about three times
the size of our sun and about
fifty-eight times as luminous,
but its distance from us (about
twenty-seven light-years) dims
it

on the other hand,

is

an av-

sunlit

The

Moon

is

at first-quarter

phase on the 3d at 11:16 p.m.,
EDT; full on the 10th at 2:15
P.M., EDT; last quarter is on the
17th at 11:04 p.m., EDT; and
new moon is on the 25th at
12:31 P.M.,

EDT.

Rao is a lecAmerican Museum-

Meteorologist Joe
turer at the

considerably to our eyes. Al-

tair,

view of the

south side of the rings, reflecting
a thin line of light toward us.

ative brightness.

'

20

enters the evening sky.

about one-third as bright. Altair,
hue,

j

it

Saturn, approaching opposi-

our northern skies, Vega
appears to dominate the heavens
from its position near the zenith
during the evening hours in August. Because of its sharp, bluewhite glitter, writers have often
called it the "arc light of the
sky." Deneb, its whitish glow
visible toward the east, looks

luminosities.

su-

perior conjunction on August

tion in Aquarius, rises out of the

horizon.

would be

the

month and reaches

this

half of August, especially from

tance. If

In

Venus ventures behind
sun

the evening sky during the latter

rently visible near the southern

all stars

of the 27th.

right of

particularly notable, star.

"apparent magnitude" depends
on its luminosity and its dis-

cur-

naked eye.

ten times brighter than

sixty times as great.

spite all these impressive statis-

triangle demonstrate that a stars

is

as

some

ily

constellation Sagittarius,

a rather faint apparition to the

est

common. The

"teapot," an easrecognized asterism in the

right of

supergiant stars known, it is
more massive
than our star, with a diameter
twenty-five times

Mercury on the evening

what arbitrary distance of 32.6
light-years from Earth. If, for instance, our sun were removed to
this distance, it would shine at
an apparent magnitude of -1-4.8.

Saturn and the

summer triangle

are high in the southeastern sky.

Hayden

Planetarium.

Dennis Davidson
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ITHIS

over

L^ND

Lick Barrens,
by Robert

H.

Mohler^brock

hdior^o

Bordering Kentucky, the southern porHoosier National Forest

Creek.

When Homoya

checked the

origi-

tion of Indiana's

nal surveyor's notes for the region, he dis-

consists of rugged, rocky, hilly terrain

covered

with picturesque streams that eventually

surveyor recorded "a mile of poor barrens

Ohio River. An upland forest dominated by white oak, tulip poplar,
black gum. and red maple covers the
ridges. Sourwood, a medium-size tree

and grassy

common

hills

empty

into the

Appalachian Mountains,

in the

found here and

is

there, while smaller trees

that

on September 25, 1805, the

hills,

with

much

flint

and a few

shrub oaks."
Flint,

known

Derby

as

chert,

was

still

scattered over the terrain, but the grassy

with just a few shrub oaks had apparway to a dense growth of

ently given

and shrubs include ironwood, flowering
dogwood, redbud, winged elm, sassafras,

stunted, gnarly oaks with a sparse under-

sumac, and red cedar. Bittersweet with

flowers. This conversion

yellow
ers.

fruits,

prickly

stemmed

and other vines climb the

its

greenbritrees,

and

and prairie wildfrom barrens
forest openings with prairie plants and

story of prairie grasses

stunted trees

—

to stunted forest probably

had been sup-

wildflowers occasionally color the forest
phloxes, partridge pea. goldenrod,
floor

came about because

winged crownbeard, Joe-Pye weed, and

tional Forest gained control of the area.

shining aster.

Without periodic

—

While surveying this forest in the spring

fires

pressed, particulariy after the Hoosier Na-

fires,

plentiful, providing too

the oaks

became

much shade for the

gist Jim Aldrich, both with the Depart-

good growth of prairie species.
Until a few years ago, as the govern-

ment of Natural Resources, noticed a
number of prairie plants, a good indication

ment added wom-out farmland to Hoosier
National Forest, open areas were re-

may have

planted with nonnative pines. Recently,

were

however, efforts have increased to restore
some of the habitats present during preset-

of 1987, botanist

Mike Homoya and biolo-

that in earlier times, the area

been more open. The

prairie plants

growing beneath stunted oaks on very
rocky soil near the edge of a ridge, about a
tifty-foot drop-off above Clover Lick

tlement times. In 1993, forest personnel
decided to bring back the former barrens

Prairie species, above, sprout in a clearing following a second burning of
the barrens in spring 1995. Left: Woody plants cloak a sandstone ridge.
Ail

photographs by

Adam

Jones; Dembinsky Photo Associates
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.

As

where. ...

for vertebrates, irogs

seem oblivious

toads

were calling

'

.

to the

over the place

all

week-

this

mn-

end. Fence lizards and skinks were

ning around and climbing

and

bum. They

area,

which they have named the Clover

Lick Barrens. Big bluestem,
stem, and Indian grass,

all

little

blue-

grasses that

once extended across the vast

prairies of

noted

central Illinois and Missouri and into

three casualties over the entire burned

Kansas, grew abundantly within a sparse

—two box

area

and one earth snake,

turtles

which got caught

trees. I

woody cover of

post oak, blackjack oak,

I

and rusty nannyberry. Scattered about was
an array of prairie wildflowers hoary

saw

puccoon, yellow gentian, purple cone-

or heard very few species until

I was at the
Then everything seemed to be
spring migrants, summer residents,

flower, rosinweed, blazing star, tickseed

fireline.

sunflower, rattlesnake-master, flowering

The most

"[April 26]

noticed

there:

was

in the open.

.

.

striking thing

the distribution of birds.

and permanent residents; forest

I

interior

—

spurge, narrow-leaved aster, and false
boneset. Small pieces of limestone, cal-

species,

edge species, and open-land speMoles seemed to be rather active.
Their mnways crossed the old roadways
and parts of the fireline frequently. Flies
were in the air, and moths, skippers, and
butterflies were active
The barrens had

careous shale, and

cies.

As we walked away from the barrens'
edge above the stream, we crossed over an

burned, leaving small grassy refugia.

were scattered about, a type of rock that
weathers to form acidic soil. The plants of

Small encroaching shrubs and trees were

dirt

roadway and

the soil.

into a forest

of rock chestnut oak. Instead of calcareous
shale and limestone, chunks of sandstone

woods were

Yellow star grass blooms

morning wandering through neck-deep
grasses and found only one fick and no
chiggers. Other more innocuous inverte-

acid-loving, and comfrom the barrens' plants.
Conspicuous among them was lowbush
blueberry, which produces tasty fruit during the summer.
The old dirt roadway, which happens to
serve as a boundary between the barrens

near a charred

brates of note include counfless grasshop-

and the sandstone-littered

pers and a wide diversity of butterflies and

a drainage corridor after heavy rains.

top-killed.

.

.

Wildflowers, grasses, and

abandoned

flint littered

.

other green things are
the place.

.

.

"[June 28]

log.

dragonflies.

I

Olson assisted

in planning a spring

bum of

the barrens and adjacent old fields, to sup-

press the growth of

woody

plants while

brates were

noticed annual cicadas

area.

dant.

.

.

kept a detailed diary of how the prescribed

in the

.

.

.

.

busy

There are hundreds of plants
in the

open areas and even some

bumed forest.

bum affected members of the community,

The following

including animals as well as plants. Fol-

Homoya and Olson

6,

Deer are

in the

this

pletely different

forest, provides

plants,

among them dark green

buhoish,

inland sea oats, grass-leaved goldenrod,

and mistflower.

."
.

tus

of plant biology at Southern

mid-September,

introduced

me

to the

logical

U.

S.

and geological highlights of the
and other parklands.

national forests

iMjle

Olson obsei-ved:
"Before the
plentiful as

fire,

tiny seed ticks

were

one walked through the area.

On the first weekend after the fire,

no ticks
were found! Other invertebrates, including moths and butterflies such as mourning cloaks and blues, were every-

Clover Lick Barrens
For

visitor information write:

Supervisor

Hoosier National Forest
811 Constitution Avenue

Bedford, hidiana 47421

UCKY

(812)275-5987
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Illinois

University, Carbondale, explores the bio-

.

year, in

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeri-

set

and took three days,

Its

vegetation consists of moisture-loving

munching. Rabbits are also rather abun-

blooming

Tuesday, April

cases these inverte-

all

most conspicuous

burned parts of the

encouraging barrens-type species. Olson

lowing the 2,200-acre bum, which was

humid

spent an entire

I

singing as well. In

above Clover Lick Creek. Botanist Steve

coming up aU over

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

THE

lAT

//

v\

ou Are

round

rne

in

Finding Tyronnosourus rex
he Museum's new Hall of
iwischian Dinosaurs and the

ofOrnithischian Dinosaurs
oened in June, part of a larger
all

'novation of the Museum's fosI halls that will be completed

1996.

\

lounts.

Many of
like

you may find
son to think
something of real value."
Brown searched for more than
a month, without much luck.
.

.

.

and was nearly ready to give up
when he decided to try one more
day.

The human imagination

richer as a result: "Quarry No.

yf^^i

the original

that of Tyran-

osaurus rex, have been con-

newly cleaned, and rereflect recent
^ientific perspectives on di^n'ed.

ssemhled to

osaur evolution.

Carnivorous dinosaur remains
especially rare,

re

making up

a

nail percentage of all the dino-

The remains of
dozen tyrannosaurs
ave been discovered, and most
re mere fragments. In 1902 and

lurs found.

1

of the humerus, three vertebrae,
and two indeterminate bones of
a large carnivorous dinosaur, not

described by Marsh," Brown
wrote to Osbom in August. "I
have never seen anything like it
from the Cretaceous." Three
years later, when Osbom published Brown's findings, it was
the first time a tyrannosaur had
been scientifically described.
Six years later. Brown found
the other specimen buried deep
in the ground at Hell Creek.
Brown removed it with the only
tools he had: pickaxes, bmshes.
and dynamite. It was not as well
preserved as the first find, with
one exciting exception it was

nly about a

—

the finest skull of a

camivorous

dinosaur ever found, providing a

908, paleontologist Barnum
rown, the Museum's most suc-

wealth of information on how
dinosaurs hunted and consumed

dinosaur collector, found
vo spectacular exceptions in

5ssful

their prey.

In the late Cretaceous, Hell

Hell Creek Formation of the

le

is

contains the femur, pubes, part

port from zoologist

Creek lay on the edge of what
was once a vast inland sea that
stretched from Canada to Mex-

aday

ico.

lissouri

Breaks

in east-central

Brown had received a
W. T. Horthat the area was full of

lontana.

The site provided the Museum with samples from both

dinosaur fossils, which he
ad photographed while hunting

irge

1

the area.

Brown went

ends of the

fossil

spectrum

—

the

familiar as well as the extraordi-

to in-

time head of the Museum's
ewly organized Vertebrate Pa-

For example, remains of
Triceratops were abundant.
Brown estimated that, over
seven years, he found parts of at
least 500 skulls and countless

:ontology Department, and

other bones.

estigate the site,

Henry

902.

Fairfield

nary.

130 miles

om the nearest railhead,

in

July

Osbom,

at

lat

Iter

the

Museum's

The

diversity of di-

nosaur remains found there indicates that the region was a Cretaceous Eden. Unfortunately,
part of this site now lies under

president,

encouragingly that "judgby your reports, you are in
hat Marsh [O. C. Marsh, Yale
'niversity "s premier paleontolorote

ig

the waters of a reservoir.

used to call the "Holy
rround"; and there is every reaist]

The American Museum of Natural History
tral

iaptedfivm American
story:

Museum

Rexer and Rachel Klein:

'eword hy E. 0. Wilson. To he published

Harry N. Ahranis,

inc.. in

November.

located on Cenat

79th Street in

New

of Natural

125 Years of Expedition and Dis-

very, by Lyie

is

Park West

The pelvis and limbs of the Museum's original 1915 mount of
an upright T. rex stood over twelve feet tall.

York City. For more information regarding the Museum's
hours and admission fees, call
(212)769-5100.
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A Muttonbird
Hand

in the

Tasmania's Aborigines han'est a bountiful

and sustainable resource
Text by Irynej Skira

Photographs by Esther Beaton
Munonbirding

is

search of the

Agency

Out by
work their

hard, hot, dirty work.

sunrise, the "catchers" systematically

way through

Terra AuslrallsPholo

the birds' breeding colonies in

fat chicks.

Reaching

into the arm's-

dug

length burrows that the parent birds have

under the tussock grass near the beach, they extract a chick. If
it

it is

quick
year,

flick

of the wrist, killing

from March 27

light,

it

they put

neck with a

its

instantly.

to April 30,

Each

muttonbirders

thousands of short-tailed shearwaters, or

kill

muttonbirds. on
ite

obviously too

back: otherwise, they snap

some of the

grass-covered, gran-

between Tasmania

islands of the Bass Strait

and the Australian mainland. The species is one
of several seabirds whose fatty flesh reminded
early British colonists of mutton.

The

birds are

brought to a processing shed within a half hour
of being caught, as they are easier to pluck while
still

warm. The catchers squeeze out

stomach contents for
in

the bird's

(used as an additive

its oil

medicines and foods); then workers known as

shed hands pluck, gut, trim, and pack the carcasses, usually for freezing.

The chicks

are a logical target for harvesting

not only because they are easier to catch but also

because they are plumper than the adults.
adult,

An

which has a wingspan of thirty-seven

Hie cliicks are
han estefI not
oiilvbecaUvSe

they are easier to
eateh but also

inches, weighs about twenty-one ounces; a
chick, fattened to survive

its

period of adjust-

ment to independent living, weighs twenty-eight
to forty-two ounces.

And

because

at least

half

the chicks will die before they breed, a fair pro-

l)ecaiise tliev are

plimiiK^r tliaii
tlie adults.

portion of the harvest will not affect the breeding

population, whereas the taking of adults

have a pronounced

would

effect.

Although Tasmania has been inhabited for
35,000 years (see page 32).

this intense harvest-

ing of muttonbirds appears to have originated in
historic times within a small,

mixed group of Eu-

ropeans and Aborigines. In 1788,

when Euro-

New

South Wales

peans founded the colony of
(Sydney), their

first

settlement in Austraha, Tas-

mania was inhabited by about 4,000 Aborigines.
These hunter-gatherers ate shellfish, seals, birds,
and such land mammals as wallabies. They had

A

short-tailed shearwater

chick,

left, sits

tamely

in

a catcher's hand.
25
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mainland Australia and one Maori from

New

Zealand, as well as nine from Tasmanian tribes
(the

unequal numbers of men and

remarriages after

members
termed

women reflect

some of the women

of this nascent

died).

The

community were

sealers, straitsmen, islanders, or

Bass

Strait islanders.

The modem
soon

after, as

tradition of muttonbirding arose

the islanders sought less arduous

ways of making a

living.

uct consisted of feathers
as mattress fiU.
in

The

At first, the main prodfrom adult birds for use

islanders also collected eggs

November and December;

March and

fledglings in

and fat; and
which they salted or smoked.
Beginning in the 1860s, other people settled
near the islanders
Europeans who took up
leases or bought land. By 1872, only 84 of the
227 inhabitants in the Fumeaux Group belonged
to the original islander community. About this
April for their meat,

oil,

adult birds,

—

time,
to

most of the islanders were forced

Cape Barren

to

move

Island. Fearing eventual dis-

placement, they petitioned the government to

re-

serve part of the island for them. In 1881, ten

square miles were set aside on the island's west-

em end.

Administered by the State of Tasmania,

the reserve did not provide

dence for the islanders, but

economic independid give them the

it

homes.

security to establish

The islanders lived in constant poverty; one
was quoted in a newspaper article as saying that
he had not had any sugar in his tea for more than
a month or any money to buy any. But Henry
Montgomery, the bishop of Tasmania in the
names

Tussock grass, above, helps

several

to

1890s (and father of Field Marshall Bernard

protect the burrow of an

have been the most common), but the bird was

Montgomery, of World War n fame), was so
taken with the islanders' seemingly relaxed

adult bird. Opposite page:

A

muttonbird breeding ground

on Flinders Island.

for the muttonbird {yolla

seems

not a preferred resource.

The earhest recorded European consumption
when the
Sydney Cove, a supply ship on its way to Sydney,
beached in the Fumeaux Group of islands off
Tasmania. The crew landed safely on what beof the bird dates from February 1797,

caine

known

tents near

as Preservation Island

and erected

muttonbird buiTows. The birds, plus a

daily allowance of a cupful of rice, constituted a

great part of the crewmen's diet until they

Muttoiibiicliiig

began not long
after the seal

population in

tlie

Bass Strait had
been depleted.

rescued five months

.

As

the

human population

.

.

grew, the harvesting

collect muttonbirds in quantity did not initially

land for farming and grazing obliterated several

draw the attention of Europeans any more than it
had been a focus for the Aborigines.
The colonists were more excited by the rich

of the bird colonies. At the end of the nineteenth

sealing grounds around
in the

Cape Barren

Island, also

Fumeaux Group, which they learned about

in 1797. In a very

few

years, large sealing gangs

slaughtered almost a quarter of a million fur

Bass

Strait.

to exploit the seals.

Soon

the

By

it

Sydney-based
very profitable

the 1830s, only twelve

European origin remained

century, about a half million adults and chicks

were being taken each

year. Regulations to pro-

and habitat were put in
mles were established to im-

tect adult birds, eggs,

place in 1891;

later,

prove hygiene in the industry. Muttonbirding
reached

its

peak

in the first

twentieth century,

when

as

two decades of

many

the

as a million

chicks would be taken in a single year;

now

about 200,000 are taken.

Bass

Anyone may

obtain a short seasonal license to

on the islands between
Flinders and Cape Barren islands. They took
Aboriginal women as wives, including four from

collect a limited

number of muttonbirds for food,

sealers of

Strait, principally

8/95

Perhaps there is no part of Australia where life can
be lived so easily and inexpensively. Kangaroos,
wallabies, wild cattle and pigs, ducks and swans
abound. The sea swarms with fish.
[This is] a
region where, in one sense, it is "always afternoon."

of muttonbirds and the clearing and burning of

later.

entrepreneurs no longer found

Natural History

obvious poverty, he

wrote in April 1891:

to

seals in the

28

were

But the opportunity

lifestyle that, despite the

in the

but a commercial licensee must
bird colony

and

its

own a lease for a

"processing shed," where the
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few years

birds are cleaned. In the past

there

have been fourteen to sixteen licensed operators,
or shed bosses, both males and females,

who

to-

Muttoiibiidin^

readied

its iKvik

gether employ about forty catchers (invariably

men) and a similar number of shed hands.
Today an estimated 23 million muttonbirds
breed on offshore islands and mainland headlands in southeastern Australia, the biggest
colonies being located in the

Fumeaux Group.

few decades ago no one could say whether
population could withstand the

toll

A

late

Australian ornithologist Dominic Serventy

began bird population studies
question.

I

saw

t\w

decades ot

tliis

eentiir\; a> lien

luaiiv as

as

a

the

of hundreds

of thousands killed annually. In 1947, the

tlie first

ill

to help resolve this

uiillioii

chicks

would he taken
in a single year

my first muttonbird twenty years

ago,

when I joined the Tasmania Parks and Wild-

life

Service and was asked to assist Serventy.

Within two years the project was entrusted to

me. and ever since

I

have found the fieldwork a

marvelous break from

The long-temi

my office

studies

low a very predictable
pairs return in late

show

life

duties.

that the birds fol-

cycle.

The breeding

September from

their annual

migration to the North Pacific. They refurbish
their burrows,

and the females each lay one egg.

All the eggs are laid within a

two-week period,

Teny Butler,

left,

carries a

load of about seventy chicks
to a processing shed.

Don

Willis,

below, a

non-Aborigine, looks for

occupied burrows on Great

Dog Island.
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85 percent between November 23 and November
29. The mates take turns incubating the egg for
often to sixteen days, and after about

shifts

fifty-

sometime between
January 10 and 23. For the next ten weeks the
chick remains in the burrow and is fed by its parents, which make countless forays during the
day to dive beneath the waves for fish, squid, and
three days, the chick hatches,

^

BOJNECr'

krill.

Usually only 60 percent of the parents are

successful in fledging a chick (most losses occur
at

egg laying or hatching).

The chicks get their final feeding in early
Two weeks later, no doubt hungry, they
emerge from the burrows in the evening and
make their first attempts to fly (they are usually
too heavy to succeed right away). During the

wander and at dawn enter a burrow for
shelter from predators. This "travel" phase is
recognized by muttonbirders, who may comb
the same area up to three times during March
night they

Flinders
Island

Q

J

and April

to

part of

hunt the chicks.

Cape Barren ..---'^^

my

research, twice each year

a small island with a colony that

is

I re-

protected

from harvesting. In December, I spend
weeks feeling inside the nesting chambers

three
at the

ends of the burrows.

I record the burrow number,
band number of the bird, and the presence or
absence of an egg. Normally a muttonbird burrow is only the length of an arm, but as a result of

the

my

snooping,

their

I

many

burrows up

breaking a

April.

King Island

As
visit

of the birds have extended

to six feet.

fist-size

then cover with a rock.

to

I

get around this by

hole from the surface, which
I

return again in

March

band the chicks.
This research has provided a detailed picture

of muttonbird reproduction and mortality. In De-

cember 1990, for example, I found the remains
of bird 50650/40095 in her burrow beneath the
tussock grass. She had first been banded in November 1957, when she was a parent incubating
an egg. She was missed the foUowing year, but
was subsequently found in the same burrow

Island

TASMANM/
Hobart

0-

"

o

J

The Fall and Rise of the Tismania

'

,)j?

by Richard Cosgrove

.

A few decades ago, anyone looking for a Tasmanian Aborigine would have been told that
100 Miles

—

all of them died out in the nineteenth
But almost unnoticed, a small commuof mixed European and Aboriginal descent

tragically

century.
nity

als,

tween Tasmania and Australia. For a long time,
what held them together was the annual harvest

region by the time

of muttonbirds. More recently, they and their

ages of their hands deep within some of the

atives throughout

Tasmania have
It

is

rel-

laid claim to

a heritage that

back thousands of years.
Traveling across transitory land bridges,
Homo erectus reached Java from mainland
Southeast Asia at least a million years ago. But
stretches

tliel 960s aiid

19T0S,

tlie

human

this

islanders,

once

viewed as

continental shelf of Australia. Not until anatomi-

boats
trip.

caine to regard
tlieniseh es as

modem humans

—

arrived

Exactly

on

—

evidently equipped with

the scene did people

when this occurred is

make the

debatable, but

may have been as early as 53,000 years ago.
By 35,000 years ago, humans had spread
it

throughout

Alxmgiiies.

ancestor did not cross the sixty miles

of open sea that separated Indonesia from the
cally

"half-eastes,"

nia,

New

Guinea, Australia, and Tasma-

which were often connected by land bridges.

One of the oldest archeological sites in Tasmania

Parmerpar Meethaner,
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which apparently were already

Prehistoric

humans

Tasmanian

artists left stenciled

caves. Their small stone tools,
nail scrapers,"

extinct in this

arrived.

im-

known as "thumb-

may have been

used for woodworking, while stout bone points and spatulas

made from wallaby leg bones were perhaps intended for preparing hides. Pieces of Darwin
melted quartz from a meteorite-impact
on the Tasmanian west coast, show that the

glass, a

crater

cave dwellers either traveled widely or engaged
in trade with distant groups.

The caves were abandoned 13,000 to 11,000
became milder. Ice Age

years ago, as the climate

glaciers melted, sea levels rose,

was

and Tasmania

cut off from the mainland. Beginning about

10,000 years ago, until the arrival of European
explorers, Tasmanians apparently remained isolated

from

of hafting,

all

other groups.

common on

We find no evidence

the Australian mainland

in the northwest, a

since early times, or of stone axes, found in the

quartzite rock-shelter that

southeast mainland by 5,000 years ago.

edly from 34,000 to

was occupied repeatabout 200 years ago. But

"microlithic" stone-tool technology that ap-

is

much more

32

Animal remains also
include wombats, platypuses, possums, and
emus, but not any of the so-called giant marsupiinhabitants' principal prey.

has survived in the islands of the Bass Strait be-

their Aboriginal roots.

III

These rich deposits include thousands of
smashed bones from the red-necked wallaby, the

ice age.

A newer,

physical evidence of the earliest Tas-

peared on the mainland between 4,000 and 3,000

manian inhabitants has come from limestone
caves in the southwest, dated to between 30,000

years ago never spread to Tasmania. Neither did

and 13,000 years ago, the period of the

into Australia about that time.

last great

the dingo, a

(

dog introduced from Southeast Asia J

i

November 1988,

every year until

the last time

was handled alive. During this period she
had two mates and produced twenty-three
chicks, of which eight have been recaptured. Al-

she

lowing the average five years required for her to
have reached sexual maturity, bird 50650/40095
must have been at least thirty-eight years old
died, well above a muttonbird's

when she

recorded average

span of fifteen years.

life

Based on the population research, I calculate
that a safe harvest level is 37 percent of the
chicks present when the season opens in March.

commercial muttonbirders
28 percent from four large
colonies in the Fumeaux Group and northwest
Tasmania; other Tasmanian colonies are untouched, many officially closed to amateur and
In actual practice,

take from

11

to

I

commercial muttonbirders alike as nature
serves.

Elsewhere

protected.

Thus

the harvest

threat. In fact, as

re-

in Australia the birds are fully

from posing a

far

is

Serventy hypothesized,

if

mut-

Makeeta Long and Aaron
Burgess, above,

longiiie

left,

are

children of Aborigines

working on

Trefoil Island, off

the northwest tip of

Tasmania. Vivian Beeton,

a descendant of

The testimony of eighteenth-century French.

penal colony on the south coast near Hobart.

above,

Dutch, and British explorers paints a picture of a

conflicts arose between the Aboriginal inhabi-

Thomas Beeton and his

simple, but efficient and effective technology.

tants

Tasmanians

may have

throwing

sticks, watercraft, reed baskets,

They

water containers, and mortars and pestles.
lived off the

abundant coastal resources

—

cray-

abalone and other shellfish, birds and their

fish,

—

eggs

as well as the inland kangaroo, wallaby,

possum, waterfowl, and emu. Their vegetables
included tubers and underground fungi. In the
central

made

substantial shelters of

women, and symbolic
their

Strait.

wood and bark,

designs.

They

bodies with designs of circles,

settled, but

incised

lated

Tasmanian Aborigines

for land rights

'

n

larger,

last

died there of

"full-blooded"

some 9,000
is-

to gain recog-

and they continue to fight
and for control and custodianship

on the
Richard Cosgrove

order of tens of thousands.

After 1803,

Many

of their cultural heritage.

resembled their mainland cousins. This suggests

may have been

The

They have struggled hard

nition of their status,

population

re-

who

Aborigines trace descent from the ancestral

mulation of chance differences. But recent re-

that the

Aborigines

Aboriginal cultural revival. Today

landers.

that the

people were

more than half died of disease and de-

other groups because of genetic drift, the accu-

shown

islander community.

of muttonbirding have become the basis for an

an underestimate,

population that small and that iso-

would likely have diverged physically from

search has

couples that founded the

and Aboriginal women created families in the islands of Bass Strait. Here a strong community
survived, whose common heritage and tradition

nine tribal groups, totaled about 3,000 to

may be

Aboriginal wife, one of the

Tasmanian Aborigine, Truganini, died in 1876.
Meanwhile, a small number of European men

that the Tasmanian population, consisting of at

A

Valley,

time was to Christianize

Some 120

respiratory illnesses.

Nineteenth-century historic sources suggest

however.

at the

Oyster Cove, near Hobart.

and

egging season on the Tasmanian east coast.

5,000 people. This

Midland

remained were transported back to the Tasmanian mainland to live in former convict barracks at

dashes. Early accounts describe dances and large
gatherings, especially during the waterfowl

least

Open warfare became

spair. In 1847, the forty-seven

dec-

men,

lines,

The policy

and "civilize" them.

highland and on the west coast, they

orated inside with drawings of animals,

settlers.

where Aboriginal hunting lands were granted to
European pastorallsts engaged in the production
of wool for English mills. In 1829, George Augustus Robinson was dispatched to round up the
remaining Aborigines and move them to the settlement of Wybalenna on Flinders Island in Bass

hafted implements, but they possessed long
lances,

and the new

particulariy intense in the fertile

lacked spear-throwers and

is

when Europeans established a

'

Archaeology,

is

a lecturer

La Trobe

in the

School of

University, Melbourne.

33

ernment

officially

acknowledged

their status

alongside that of other Aboriginal groups in

They

Australia.

the indigenous

are the only living remnant of
Tasmanian population, since the

Aborigines elsewhere in Tasmania were
wiped out by a deliberate campaign of extermination and by introduced diseases against which
they had no natural defense.
tribal

"What

is

the substance of Aboriginality?"

I

recently asked Steve Stanton, former chairman

of the Tasmanian Land Council.
riginality is the feeling of

knowing
and

He

said,

"Abo-

belonging to the land,

your ancestors were Aboriginal

that

walked

that they

that land" (the land in-

cludes not only specific sacred and heritage
but also the total landscape).

Or

Kim

as

sites

Stone-

house, one of the licensed muttonbirders, explained Aboriginality to me, "That's what's
in the

blood

I

suppose; birding time

still

you of the old days, and the old hands

still

reminds

that

were

there before you and the ones that taught you."

About eighty muttonbirders, most of them
Aborigines, gather from the islands or elsewhere
in northern

Tasmania for the muttonbird harvest.
you do," says Kim Stonehouse, "is

("First thing

take a big lungflil of
rookery.")

air,

to smell the birds in the

The five-week season

is

an opportu-

meet friends and family not seen since the
previous year. Each year, the shed owners usually invite back workers of long standing who
know that there is always a job for them.
Most of the Aboriginal muttonbirders,
whether they are operators, catchers, or shed
hands, are over forty and were raised on Cape
Barren Island. They are usually unemployed for
the rest of the year, living on welfare checks.
Muttonbirding provides them with a means to
accumulate enough money to buy major household goods or pay off debts. As one muttonbirder
said, "You work five weeks for that money; she's
gone in a couple of days."
nity to

Royce Mansell {left) and
Rohan Gregoiy gut

tonbirders had not exploited the islands of Bass

muttonhirds in a processing

have moved

shed. Opposite page:

Don

Willis plucks muttonbirds.

Strait,

sheep and

time
reminds \{m\

still

What

farmers would probably

have destroyed the majority of the local muttonbird colonies.

More

"Bir(liiii»

cattle

and the grazing animals would

in,

precarious has been the survival of the

Many left Cape Barren IsWorld War 11 to seek work on

future the industry has

muttonbirding because of the disillusionment of
the younger generation. This feeling

land following

ularly strong

among middle-aged

muttonbirders. "The people have changed,"

total resident

Doug Lowery

Fumeaux Group

is

population in the

900, only about 100 are de-

scendants of the original islanders. But the tradition of muttonbirding has kept the

community

told

me. "There's too many drugs
in the world today. Un-

and whatever going on
less they got a beer or

something, they are not

hope despite the bureaucratic

selves as Aborigines in recognition of their an-

I

disintegrating.

The mixed nature of their geand cultural ancestry was of less
importance to them than the direct link with the
people who had inhabited Tasmania for thousands of years. After some hesitation, the govcestral tribal blood.

ones that

tanglrt yon."
34
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netic

in-

But Furley Gardner, an elder in the
Aboriginal community in Tasmania, still has
terested."

In the 1960s and 1970s, the islanders, once
viewed as "half-castes," came to regard them-

tire

partic-

towns. While the

of the old hands
before voii arid

was

Aboriginal

Flinders Island and in Tasmanian mainland

from

were there

a question that

islander community.

of tlicold (lavs,

tliat

is

few muttonbirders ask themselves. In my interviews of both Aborigines and Europeans on their
experiences, I found that most held no hope for

don't think

it

will ever die out.

are today, like taxation,

ment
want

—

it's

to do.

formalities:

But the way things

employment or unemploy-

putting pressure on a culture that they
The majority of Aboriginal people
.

.

.

what you should do
and what you shouldn't do. To them they just like
to be free, they just like to go and come back.
are not into this business of

[^

i

iM

Each high tide brings a legion of turtle:
36
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La Arribada
than 150.000 sea turtles gather annually to lay their eggs on a single Costa Rican beach

More

Bruemmer

Text and photographs by Fred

The

armada

turtle

tide in the

arrives with the high

gray light of dawn. Slowly and

ponderously,

hundreds, then thou-

first

sands of female olive ridley turtles march

The

up the beach.
as

it

arrival, or la

called in Spanish,

is

arribada,

the synchro-

is

two carapace-encased creatures
love in a wave-tossed sea

is

to

make

evidently dif-

Each

year,

wave upon wave of turtles
upward to the flat portion

land and lumber

but as marine biologist Archie Carr

of the beach, until Playa Ostional, looking

wrote. "Sea turtles in love are appallingly

like an old cobblestoned boulevard, is
paved with turtles. As each female turtle

ficult,

While they slip and grip and
grapple a few miles from shore, 400 vilindustrious."

200 black vultures wait near the

selects a spot

on the beach

that she finds

sequence of motions

nous mass nesting of more than 150,000

lagers and

sea turtles, the largest such gathering in

beach for the great

the world.

ing motions of her front flippers she cre-

only the olive ridley. the most abundant of

At first, on dark nights at high tide, a
few female turtles venture ashore. They
are timid, skittish, and afraid of light; a

and the much rarer

sudden movement or even the flame of a

sand and flings

Of

the world's eight sea turtle species,

marine

all

turtles,

Kemp's, or Atlantic
ribadas.

Only

known

are

two

five

sites

such ar-

beaches in the world

of olive ridley arribadas:

Orissa Province, another

in India's

remote spot

ridley, stage

in

Mexico, and

at

fifty

a

two points

on the Pacific coast of Costa Rica
Ostional and.

at

—Playa

miles farther north.

will scare

Slowly the

50, 100; one night

300.

On

throughout the rainy sea-

—

December but peak arribadas occur in September or October,
July to

few days before or after
quarter of the moon. At that

usually within a
first

or last

time, the people of Ostional wait

impa-

tiently for the great arrival to begin.

They

The next
light,

turtles

have migrated for months

across thousands of miles of ocean,

from

Peru in the south, from Mexico in the
north,

and from open ocean,

to reach the

half-mile-long strand. But before
ashore, they

than

mass and mate

coming

offshore. For

they had no

fear.

narrow

of fine-grained obsidian and

water,

moving

in this

their ar-

bodies, no longer supported by

made

breathing

and gasping, the

tinues to dig. creating a flask-shaped egg

chamber

difficult.

turtles rested,

Wheezing
then strug-

as deep as her hind legs can pos-

sibly reach.

moon,

mission of laying eggs

great strain of

In about half an hour, the
is

circle the hole, the rear

want

it

to steal eggs),

ping-pong-ball-sized eggs

beach.

this

was.

in fact, their

ances-

to lay

—always about

a hundred of them.

"There

is

a great deal of biology packed

into that figure," wrote Archie Carr in his

book So Excellent A Fishe. "The
whole race and destiny of the creature are
probably balanced at the edge of limbo by
classic

the delicate weight of that

magic number

Any more would put too great a
on the turtle. Any fewer and preda-

of eggs."
strain

could prevail, and the species might

possibly vanish.

tral

and she begins

her clutch of soft-shelled, gleaming white,

tors

to

end of her carapace

(thus discouraging vultures that

ping their noses into the moist sand as

if

egg chamber

complete. The female's hind flippers en-

gled onward and upward, frequently dip-

confirm that

becomes

and grunting with the exertion, then con-

Nothing could deter them from repeating

The
mored

"our village would die."

hole

I

their ancient

them, because without turtles, they say,

she scoops and

year,

struggling through the surf and crawling

strip

As

flings, the

deeper and deeper. She stops, wheezing

day, at high tide in broad day-

pumice sand.

Then, using her

I

the arribada will

Now

pit."

aside.

it

scoops and

covers

laboriously ashore.

"body

hind flippers alternately, she scoops out

flings,

they hit the beach in serried ranks,

exploit the turtles, but they also protect

The

last

ates a shallow

With sweep-

When

we counted more

"Tomorrow

really begin."

the

builds.

the day after the quarter

predicted,

—

momentum

into the sea.

watched as the number of breeding females increased on successive nights; 20.

Costa Rica's Guanacaste Province, the

son

them back

took these photographs

At Ostional, a remote, isolated village
turtles arrive

that is inflexibly stereotyped.

arrival.

Jorge Ballestero. the resident biologist,

Playa Nancite.

in

match

suitable, she begins a

Her clutch completed,
briefly, then

the turtle rests

pushes sand into the egg

compulsive, driven army of reptilian tanks.
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chamber with her hind flippers. She rocks
from side to side, packing the sand down
with her lower

shell;

scatters

sand with
of her

flailing flippers to efface all signs

presence; and slowly lumbers back to the

always by a path slightly diffrom the one by which she arrived.
Most arribadas last four days, with

sea, nearly

ferent

each high

new

tide,

day and night, bringing

legions of turtles

ven army of

—a compulsive,

dri-

reptilian tanks. Last to arrive

are the halt, the lame, the sick, the injured:
turtles so ancient

(some may

live to a

hun-

dred years) they can barely crawl; mrtles

by fungal growths; mrhave swallowed shark hooks and

terribly disfigured
tles that

now, near death,

try desperately to

creep

ashore and lay their eggs; and turtles
whose hind flippers have been bitten off

by sharks and
beach with
effort, for

that inch their

—

infinite labor

way up

the

a totally futile

lacking hind flippers, they can-

not dig egg chambers: they lay their eggs

on

the sand, and the vultures eat them.

In four days, 150,000 to 200,000 olive

swarmed ashore at
Playa Ostional to lay their eggs. Then, as
suddenly as it began, the arribada ends.

ridley turtles have

On

the fifth day not one turtle remains

on

the beach.

After such a spectacular invasion, this

absence is somehow eerie. The beach
empty and clean, and the vultures roosi
sleepily on their favorite trees. To me, the

total
is

hectic four-day arribada already
like
all

an

seems

illusion; but for the villagers,

been very

basis of their

real, for turtle

it

has

eggs are the

economy.

Wave upon wave of olive ridley s lumber upward out of
38
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tie

until the

beach is paved with these eighty-pound turtles.
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An arribada is part fiesta, part hard work. The men probd
40
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U

ands with shuffling feet, while the

In 1987, after a long

nious debate

and often acrimo-

scientists

and

politi-

Costa Rican Congress approved

cians, the

a

among

management plan

legalizing the harvest-

ing of turtle eggs on Playa Ostional. In all
Costa Rica, only these villagers may
legally harvest

and

sell

This unique legal right

members

sea turtle eggs.
is

vested in the

of the Development Association

of Ostional (ADIO), under the supervision
of the University of Costa Rica. All adults
(men and women above the age of fifteen)

belong to the association. "Members of
the

ADIO collect the eggs," says

dent,

Gerardo Ordonez, "and

all

its

presi-

share in

the proceeds."

The University of Costa
tle

Rica's sea tur-

project prepares studies of the turtle

population and ecosystem and regulates
the sustainable harvest. Villagers administer

and execute the

project; they control

the harvesting and marketing of eggs, police the

beaches, and carry hatchlings to

the sea, bypassing poachers

and predators.

Ostional's residents, close-knit, conser-

vative,

and

practical,

have solved the

problems of exploitation and protection
with skill and little fuss. The special circumstances surrounding the arvihada
have enabled them to set up clear and rational guidelines for the harvest.

There are

many superb beaches near Ostional, but
for reasons known only to turtles, they use
only one, half-mile-long beach. There the
number of breeding, digging turtles is high

(more than 200,000 during a peak arrihada\ and each wave of landing turtles

may

dig up and destroy a large proportion

women haul out the eggs.
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(70 to 80 percent) of eggs laid by earlier

fully covered. Children clean the

The result is a gooey, putrid mess,
which becomes a perfect breeding ground

and remove

arrivals.

for insect larvae

and

kill

all

that infect

eggs

embryos.

To prevent
vest

and fungi

eggs

may

turtles

30 million

with

Teams of men and women
work

divide the beach into quarters and

rihada

is

For the

villagers,

an ar-

part festival, part very hard

work. The barefoot

men

shuffle in an

odd

two-step dance across the sand. Wherever
it

yields a

moist

bit,

warm

pre-

on a nearby beach (so as not to bother the
on the breeding beach), dusted with

turtles

sand to protect them and make them less
sticky,

that arrived

the day's high tide have left the beach, the

intensively.

To

are then piled into great gleaming heaps

each year in the

As soon as most turtles

them

turtle eggs.

thoroughly washed in the sea. The eggs

sands of Playa Ostional.

harvest begins.

After thirty-six hours, the villagers have

amassed 840,000 sea

har-

in a season, or 10 percent of the

by the sea

beach

eggs.

first thirty-six

the villagers

during the

hours of an airihada, about 3 million eggs

laid

damaged

vent spoilage, the egg-filled sacks are

this,

laid

all

they dig deep

down

into the

sand to expose the egg cham-

ber, then continue their

probing dance

and packed by

women

into strong

There are 200 eggs

plastic bags.

in

each

bag, clearly labeled as containing the
legally harvested turtle eggs of Ostional.

Fleets of trucks arrive to carry the har-

vest to towns

and villages all over Costa
About half the eggs will be used by
bakeries, where they are prized over hen's
eggs. The other half will be sold to cantinas (bars) where they are served raw as
Rica.

"bocas," or tidbits, with beer or with
"guaro," a harsh, potent sugarcane liquor,

The women, many wear-

a combination said to bolster the libido of

ing bright fiesta dresses, haul out the eggs

male patrons. (The aphrodisiac idea may

and

be baseless, but

across the beach.

fill

eighty-pound sacks with them.

Young men can7 them

to the shoreline,

where men on horseback bring them

empty

Maya

is

deeply rooted

in the an-

culture of the area.)
•i-ii-

to a

shaded collection center. (Horses are not
allowed high on the beach, where they
could crush eggs.) Methodically, the villagers

cient

the beach. All holes are care-

The bargain that has been struck between the Costa Rican villagers and
"their" turtles insures that the awesome
arribadas one of nature's grandest
spectacles

—
—

will

go on

into the future,

n

After the villagers have amassed 840,000 sea turtle eggs,
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tte

I

irotect all

subsequent hatchlings from harm.
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Loved
Ones
Photographs by Sylvia Plachy
Text by

L

Andrew N. Rowan

The Loved One, Evelyn Waugh conjured
up a California pet cemetery, The Happier Hunting
Ground, in order to satirize American attitudes toward
his novel

death and dying. But

would be a mistake

to associate

dead pets with the excesses of modem
One of the earliest-known pet burials was found

memorials
life.

it

northem

to

Israel.

in

Dating back approximately 12,000

years, the excavated grave held the skeletal remains of

an elderly

human and

a five-month-old dog.

Whoever

oversaw the burial had arranged the person's left hand
resting on the shoulder of the puppy in an eternal
gesture of affection.

i

so

In her travels, photographer
Sylvia Plachy takes time out
to photograph the

places

where people have
memorials

Andrew N. Rowan

MUCH

left

to their pets.

is

director

of the Tufts Center for

Animals and Public Policy
and editor o/ Anthrozoos, a
journal on human-animal
interactions.
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hen humans domesticated animals,

starting

some 12,000

years ago, the interdependence between them increased. Pets

humans

give

signals about the natural world.

Some

people

have speculated that the sight of roosting birds (or grazing
herbivores or sleeping dogs) has a soothing influence on us

because they signal the absence of danger.

F

ifty-six percent

and

of households in the United States have dogs

cats (only 35 percent

grief

is

great.

have children).

When these pets die,

Bereaved owners have been known

to

the

engage the

services of professional pet-loss counselors. Today, an estimated

400
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to

500 pet cemeteries

exist in the

United States.

M.

any cultures have erected memorials

'

developed elaborate

rituals to

to their pets

and

ease grief over the loss of animal

companions. The Kalapalo Indians of Brazil nurture and protect
pet birds.

When the

same
before being named.

birds die, they receive the

ceremonies as infants

who

die

burial

Rome, both Ovid and Catullus wrote
commemorate the death of pets. The epitaph on

pre-Christian

poems

to

an ancient Greek grave marker cautions passersby not to
smile,

loved

"though

me

this is the

and buried

grave of a dog.

My master

me here with his own hands."
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CaUs of the Wild
When

CI

hush baby

calls, scientists listen.

by Simon K. Bearder
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lives in the

looks, this

lesser galaiio,

savanna, where

:

winter teniperalures eail drops
to

about 22° Fahrenheit.
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The setting of the sun throws the African rain
deep darkness. For humans,

forest into

ven by an almost

thing by sight, the lack of light

is frustiating.

with vision so diminished, the ears

own, awakened

their

dri-

urge to judge every-

irresistible

come

But
into

to the wealth of sounds

made by the many creatures

of the night.

Among

most vocal of these animals are the galagos,
httle primates, some small enough to fit neatly
into the palm of my hand.
the

Found

in

sub-Saharan Africa, galagos live

everywhere, from woodland savarma to primary
rain forest. Attractive bundles of fur with

tened faces and long

tails,

flat-

the smallest species

are mouse-sized, while the largest are about the
size of cats but with fingers

and toes equipped

with nails instead of claws, reflecting their relationship to monkeys, apes, and humans.

Galagos hide during the day

in tree

hollows or

well-camouflaged leafy nests and emerge
are

at

gum. They
well adapted to their nocturnal hfe: huge eyes

dusk

to feed

and a

on

and

insects, fruit,

reflective layer of cefls

tree

behind the retina

ffrlHIIMMrfH

G

B.

+H-

lalagos, or

bush babies,

t

among the

are

most vocal of

i

i

»

i

I
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Africa's night
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Oscillograms, right,

I

show

striking differences in the
calls

Far

of species ofgalagos.

right:

A

thick-tailed

*ii^

-V-

bush baby sets out at dusk
for a night offeeding

in the

woodlands of Zimbabwe.
Oscillograms by Lesley Ambrose

and Simon

K-

^i^l^^fWHWI

Bearder

Lee Lyon; Bruce Coleman,
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Stephen Dalton;

u

'sing its

tail

NHPA

long

as a rudder,

a lesser galago

can leap

fifteen

feet without

coming to harm,
even on the
darkest night.
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Barrie Britton

(called a

tapetum) increases their
Independently moving

ture light.

ability to

cap-

ears help pin-

and dangers. Batter-

point the location of insects

hairs around the eyes and
ies of touch-sensitive
inform them about their surroundings, as
ears

a moist
does a remarkable sense of smell and
to a special
nose, which is joined by a groove
sense organ in the roof of the mouth.
Making their way through the trees, galagos

hang, hop, run, and

make prodigious

leaps,

sometimes spanning fifteen feet in a single
cover
bound. During their travels, which can
more than a mile each night, they call frequently,
about
each call carrying valuable information
behavior.
their way of life and social
hi 1968,

began a

1

study of galagos, pay-

field

vocalizations in
ing particular attention to their

might turn up some new informaecology and behavior. Twentyyells
seven years later, I am still fascinated by the

the

hope

on

tion

that

I

their

study
and squawks of these small mammals. The
possible
made
only
not
of their vocalizations has

understanding of what they are saying to
how
one another; it has also altered estimates of
many species there are— from a paUry half

a better

known sixteen and
may be as many as forty.

dozen to a
there

Working with captive

a suspicion that

lesser galagos in

South

of
Africa, Annette Andersson, of the Department
the
was
University,
Witwatersrand
Psychology,
identified a
first to recognize specific calls. She

some brief and
was with her infants,

of twenty different calls,

total

quiet, as

when

a mother

and others, uttered in the presence of danger, that

were raucous and given for up to an hour. Her
study alerted me to the possibility of understand-

many

aspects of these animals" lives from

their calls

and paved the way for a succession of

ing

which

studies throughout Africa,

field

I

con-

ducted with the help of several colleagues.

using headlamps to pick up
the extremely reflective eyes of the galagos
amidst the dense vegetation in which they live,

Working

we

sfiU

at night,

found

their behavior.

it

hard to observe the details of

We could, however, readily make

without disturbing the animals.
Analyses of their sounds provided information
about the makeup of the calls and the anatomy of
tape recordings

the animals, for their

the stmcture

One of
well

is

sounds are influenced by

of the voice box and throat.

the galagos

the thick-tailed

name from

its

we have come

to

know

bush baby, which gets

infanthke cries. In

some

its

parts of

South Africa, people beUeve the strange sound is
made by an enormous snake said to devour any-

one
ity,

who

venttires into the forest at night. In real-

this call is

important because

it

attracts

com-

made by

this largest

of the galagos

express various degrees of anxiety
the

and

fear. In

presence of a potential predator, a disttirbed

bush baby will

make knocking and moaning

As

the predator approaches, the knocks

merge, or grade, into squawks, whistle yaps, and
whistles, interspersed with bouts of chatter. The
loudness of the calls and the pattern of repetition

the listener— whether a leopard, another
bush baby, or a researcher—that the caller knows

tell

danger

is

near,

knows

the nature of the threat,

and knows how close it is. When a bush baby is
actually under attack, it gives a blood-curdling
yell that induces other bush babies in the group
from
to come to its defense. Juveniles separated
their

panions and repels rivals.

Other calls

sounds.

mothers

alert others to their

with a distinctive buzzing
identified a
tailed

complex

bush baby

call.

Demidoff's dwarf galago,
above, inhabits the lower

of tropical forests in
Gabon. A closely related
species lives higher up in the

level

forest canopy. Opposite

page: Galagos use their big
eyes and ears and acute
sense of smell to check for
signs of danger before
crossing open spaces.

predicament

All in

all,

we have

repertoire of eighteen thick-

any one of which can
different messages.

calls,

transmit at least five

55

pects of the animals' biology. In the laborator

DNA

extracted from blood, tissue, or hair fo

licles is

being used to measure the genetic

tances between species or populations.

dii

Compai

ison of the pattem of scales on the surface

c

hairs or detailed anatomical studies of galag

hands, feet, ears, teeth, and other body part
often

show

Some

species, for example, can

species-characteristic variation:

be told apart b

the size, shape, and degree of spininess of th

male's penis. Others have distinctively shape
fingernails

and toenails. The shape and pattem c

face markings also vary between species.
In the last three years, research student Pai

Honess and I have discovered that mouse-siz
dwarf galagos from West Africa do not const
tute one species, as was long assumed from mi

seum specimens, but two. Vocal differences
we worked with prompted a clost
look at their appearance, and when individua

i

the animals

of each species were placed side by
cial

side, their

f;

markings, body color, and reproductive o

gans were clearly distinct. Thomas's dwa:
galago lives mainly in the forest canopy,
Demidoff's dwarf galago stays in the unde
growth, where it travels around on much thinnf
branches. The museum animals were most likel
collected from the undergrowth, where the

wM

Galago species can

and toenails,

their fingernails

above. Opposite page:
reflective eyes

aglow

photographer's
thick-tailed

Galago

often be

told apart by differences in

Its

in the

lights,

a

calls also

situation.

At close

quarters,

animals attempting to establish social contact
give high-pitched calls;

when communicating

were easier to see and catch; animals spotted
the canopy were probably assumed to be th
same species.

i

over a distance, they utter low sounds, which

Paul has since discovered four more prev

Because of their short wavelength,

ously unrecognized species in Tanzania. Judgin

travel farther.

bush baby pauses

appear to vary depending on

an animal's physical

high notes are more easily blocked by leaves and

from

their calls,

one of these

is

closely related

t

explain the relatively deep

a known species, but the other three appear to b(

Thick-tailed bush babies are

voice of Allen's galago, a species that inhabits

widely distributed in sub-

dense undergrowth in the rain forests of
Cameroon. Elegant galagos, living in the same
rain forest but in the more open canopy, give

long to a new group of galagos (the southei
dwarf group) that until now has passed unnc
ticed. Unlike the dwarf galagos from We
Africa, which attract their companions with cal
in the form of a crescendo, the southem specie

on a

tree limb in

Kenya.

branches. This

Saharan Afiica—from
Angola, in the west, to
Somalia, in the east, to

high-pitched

Natal, South Africa. Just

many species make up
group

is

how

this

not yet known.

may

calls.

The more we came

to

know

the behavioral

ecology and vocalizations of one population of
galago and

moved on to the next,

more we re-

the

alized that different species have

been lumped

of vocal

the

maze of

converted the voice prints of

all

vocal "fingerprints' of populations from different areas of savanna, woodland, or forest

The

may

point to a

new

show

species.

task quickly gets complicated. Distinct

but closely related species will have similar
voice boxes and thus very similar

some vocal

differences

same

may

calls.

And

simply be local

di-

species.

Fortunately, vocalizations are not the only

way to tell

species apart.

Our team of researchers

Oxford Brookes University is examining correlations between calhng patterns and other asat
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species has

its

own unique

blend of calls.

they spread through Africa.

we

alects within the

56

tween the two groups, but within groups, eac

grams and oscillograms). Comparisons of these

calls,

differences that

galago species.

:

calls are also distinguishable b(

Fossil remains in

the loud calls characteristic of each species or

"fingerprints"

may point to new

Other

suspected species into diagrammatic form (sono-

same name.

To help us make our way thiough
galago

'ompansons

structure.

Kenya show galagos ha\
existed for at least 20 million years. Once we ui
ravel how many species there are, where the
are, and how they are related to one another, w
hope to estabUsh where they originated and ho

together under the

c

give repetitive sounds completely different

We

which galago poi
in need of conse
vation. Agriculture, urban expansion, and loi
ging are fragmenting and destroying Africa
also expect to find out

ulations

and species are most

forests at an alarming rate. If

dozen species of galagos
likely to exist in

more

more than tw

exist,

then each

fewer numbers, perhaps ha\

restrictive habitat requirements,

be more vulnerable than was

realized.

and

And

thi
if

w

have so seriously underestimated the number
galago species, how much have we missed
less well

known groups of animals?

c

:

[
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The Early Bird
Gives the Sperm
Spotted sandpipers on a Minnesota lake reveal the secrets of their breeding success

Lewis W. Oring
The female

spotted sandpiper left her

mate sitting on their clutch of four eggs
and headed into a neighboring territory on
the lakeshore. She was eager to attract another male and ready to fight with the resident female for his attentions.

The

vi-

ensued was
The two females grappled on the
ground, in the air, even in the lake. Each
cious, hour-long battle that
typical.

tried to flutter

—

over the other

the better to

her head and perhaps gouge an

peck

at

eye

or to grasp one of the rival's slender

—

legs, flipping

and effectively crippling

her.

In this battle, the intruder succeeded in

driving her neighbor, bleeding from the

polyandrous, that

is,

the socially

dominant

versed, polyandrous species are shoi

known

females mate with multiple males, each of

birds; the best

which tends a clutch of eggs. In 1871,
Charles
Darwin predicted avian
polyandry, which in Greek means "many
males." He knew that species in which females cared for the young and males were
large and brightly plumaged tended to be
polygynous, with one male having many
mates. He surmised that where males were
responsible for parental care and females
were the larger or brighter sex, the species
would be polyandrous. But not until a hundred years later was the existence of
polyandry documented. Most sex-role re-

cana, several species of phalarope, and t

are the northern

spotted sandpiper.
In 1975, field biologist Steve

and

I

headed

Minnesota's Leech Lake, to study
spotted sandpipers that bred there.

I was embarking on the first
summers living and researchi
on the lake. At first, the island seemed h
a biological paradise. Phenomenal may
and midge hatches and the insects' sub;

quent die-off

left

inches of carcasses

fertilize the soil, creating

plentiful

—

incredily-

ai

food for breedil

Our camp ws

birds.

the victor be-

an

environment

an injured eye, from the

To

t

had

idea that

rich

longed the spoils

I

eighteen

head and breast and with

territory.

Maxs

to Little Pelican Island,

shaded by some of

the op-

elm

mate with the
vanquished neighbor's

largest

male.

diameter. Plant growth

portunity to

Another female
served had no need

I

earth

—up

t|

trees

iji

to eleven feetn

;

peared almost tropic
with ten-foot-high c(^

ob-

to in-

.

trude into a neighbor's ter-

parsnips, ostrich ferns

ritory to achieve her goal.

dense to walk throu£
and a forest floor coved
with jack-in-the-pulp:.

While one male was

duti-

on her eggs,
she flew up and launched

fully sitting

Dutchman's-breeches, aj

into aerial flight songs.

This proved

t:

of the valley.

lily

By

irresistible to

the time our stud

nearby males. One of
them even deserted his
mate and clutch of eggs
and headed for this sand-

ended, in 1993, the

piper siren's territory.

branches,

were

all

dead, victims

Dutch elm disease,

some

Spotted sandpipers are

of

the

si

ported a bald eagle's

had crashed

birds that are sex-role re-

When we

versed: females are ag-

ies,

to

1

ad

larg<l

which

one of a few species of

s

trt^

-

ntt.

ean.

began our

sti-

no mammalian prect

more

tors inhabited Little Pe-

active role in courtship,

can Island. Eventualt

while males provide most

weasels colonized the I

gressive and play the

or

all

land and decimated

of the care for the

young.

Among

sex-role

was

reversed species, a small

group

are

classically

Afemale spotted sandpiper stretches her wings
All
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te

sandpiper population.'!

photographs by

Tom Vezo

in

a threat display.

the

end of an

era.
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sandpipers of Leech Lake

is

the wealth of

incubating, females that already have one
territory

natural history secrets they revealed.

make reconnaissance

flights

wings

their

(the

Spotted sandpipers are the most widely

across the island and to other potential

in

distributed sandpiper in North America.

breeding grounds, up to three and a half

usually a scrape

miles away, gathering information about

vegetation,

with a high density of males and,

tempting to

many

Unlike

which nest

other shorebird species,

in the Arctic, spotted sand-

sites

Females

pipers breed south of the tundra, often

therefore, potential mates.

along rivers and on islands in large lakes.

are unable to lure males to their

Because

was uninhabited and

it

mammalian

free of

predators. Little Pelican Is-

land was especially attractive to the sandpipers.

Our first

birds so that

step

was

to color-band the

we could identify

Although they are not

individuals.

flashy, the

females

have more conspicuous spots and are

home

1

.6

them

ounces), which allows

to

us to determine the sex of the birds in the

important

field, especially

when observing

(That males are always on top dur-

pairs.

ing copulation

—

shorebirds

—

not always the case for

As soon

also helped.)

had marked, known-sex

as

sites,

in years to

come.
At least some aspects of sex-role reversal in spotted

moderated.

sandpipers are hormonally

We

measured

their levels of

grounds

10 to 20, from

good

territory

tors,

in

that is

—

is

good

well worth guarding. Eariy

territory

known

the situation

is

As

helped females get acI

obtained long-temi:

individuals,

male aggres-

hormone prolactin, which

has been shown to promote incubation.

These studies showed

that the

males have

higher prolactin levels than females. Spot-

realized thai

I

more complex. Some

fe-

males acquire mates through the quality ol
their territory, while others

compete phys-

Young females

have more than one mate

many bird species, and levels of the

famiharj

my observations, I believed that hav-

data on

for the young.

—one

to take an-|

and provides plenty of food for adults

and young

ically for males.

pituitary protein

May

A

cess to mates.

Spotted sandpiper
females are aggressive.

on the breeding ground before
research team and I found
sandpipers, older females

and most

has hiding places in which to elude preda-*^

ing a

Males care

when an opportunity

other mate arises.

on

testosterone, associated with

from about

auxiliary care

clutches

same season or

ally arrive

first,

some

formation to select future breeding
either in the

sion in

arrive

likely to provide

are quick to shirk any care of early

migratory birds, males gener-

that, in spotted

ground lined with

for their last clutch of the season

birds, the sur-

My

the

ritory will later use this reconnaissance in-

Among
females.

on

help

the nest,

by sounding an alarm and atdistract predators. Females are

more

we

prises began.

may

may defend

incubation and

ter-

be so-

dominant. This information enabled

are precocial andl

that

larger (about 2 ounces) than males (about

cially

young

can feed themselves). Females

rarely

in a season,

while older females tend to mate with'
more than one male and are also mort
likely to sequester two males at once (si-,
multaneous, as opposed to serial!
polyandry). Having multiple mates anc
laying clutches of eggs for each

The most impressive

is

no small

and
South America. They then proceed to
claim territories. Young females and older
males fly in about five days later, and
young males bring up the rear, arriving
from May 20 to early June. (If a spotted

ted sandpipers

two other sex-role reversed species, rednecked and Wilson's phalaropes. When
the first egg of the spotted sandpipers'

three for

sandpiper survives

four-egg clutch

weight and contained ten times her tota

their wintering

its first

in Central

year,

it

will live,

on average, to the age of three and a half;
one of our males lived nine years.) Spotted
sandpipers were the

first

long-distance mi-

for

which

this

were the

first

was documented; higher

prolactin levels have since

males

bird species

is laid,

rise rapidly,

been found

in

prolactin levels of

and during the next two

days, testosterone levels plummet.

At

this point, the

males begin the

task.

behavior that
1975,

when

display of such

we observed

occurred

ir

a female laid five clutches

i

one male, and one each for twc
additional males. These twenty egg;

weighed four times the female's

body calcium. This

equivalent to

is

human female producing
pound

bod)'

i

a five-hundred

infant.
j

phenomenon of

twenty to twenty-one days of incubation.

on the breeding

Males care for hatched young for three
weeks or longer, brooding them under

grant species in which the

females arriving

first

ground was recorded.

We

How

might sex-role reversal have
evolved in spotted sandpipers, what does
the female gain, and

reasoned that per-

why

does the male

undertake the bulk of nest

haps other, more subtle as-

ing responsibility? Gener

pects of the spotted sand-

ally,

piper's life history

also be unusual.

might

Over

the

in

years, this has proved to be

the case. In
cies, the

most bird spe-

males are

faithful

that

faithful as their

terparts.

We

measuret

young raised

to maturity

The

on

first

step
is

this roac

copulation

Extra-pair copulation,

female spotted

sandpipers are just as

is

terms of the number o

to success

we

breeding area;

to a

found

the reproductive sue

cess of birds

ii

which a bird copulate:
with others in addition

site-

male coun-

its

could count

t(

social mate, has beer

reported widely and cai

on many of the same

account for a considerable

males and females return-

proportion of the eggs

ing year after year to Littie

tilized.

Pelican or other nearby

We

also discovered

that while

thek mates are

areas.
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Early

tended to regard

A pair of spotted sandpipers take

tlie first

step

on the road to parenthood.

Females mate with multiple males.

fer'

report;
this as

;

male mating tactic. W^
wanted to investigats

I

mates, the females retain sperm of

Mra-pair copulation as a means by which

first

eniales could increase the quality of their

older males, which

and

offspring
f

their reproductive success.

a female perceives that a neighboring

nale

of higher genetic quality than her

is

present mate, she

may

My

higher quality. This sperm
ize late-season

is

used to

fertil-

eggs that are cared for by

through muscular contractions that increase the chances of spemi being ejected
from, or propelled up, the reproductive

Tim
in

toward the sperm-storage mbules.

tract

Although females appear

unsuspecting yearling males.

switch mates or so-

copulations from that neighbor.

icit

on average, of

is,

Birkhead, of Sheffield University

England, and Anders M0ller, of the

to

won

have

the "battle of the sexes" in terms of con-

89 percent of the

trolling fertilizations,

who pioneered

offspring in our studies were not the prod-

the study of sperm-storage in birds, have

uct of stored sperm. This suggests that

recently emphasized the possibilities for

control

sometimes
thwarting a mounting attempt they had
previously solicited. To find out more

female control over the

logical manipulation of

Jim

Briskie, of Queen's University

ity.

about the dynamics of extra-pair copula-

in Ontario,

has found that female shore-

second or third mate

observations indicated that female

spotted sandpipers are in control of mat-

They

ing.

solicit extra-pair

and disallow them

copulations

at will,

both male and female spotted

tion for

sandpipers.

DNA

obtained

I

from

four spotted sandpiper families.

The

not the genetic parents. In ten of these

mate of the associated

cases, a previous

male accounted for the
ever, these previous

mates had not copu-

females

land during this time.

in

We

kept track of

color-banded birds. In some instances,

knew

fe-

How-

weeks and
cases had been absent from the

lated with the

several

fertilization.

were

mainland.

eggs? This puzzle was solved

when we determined
storing

that

females were

sperm from prior mates for up to
it was used to fertil-

thirty-one days before
ize eggs.

phenomenon had been
domestic birds, this was the

While

reported in

case

first

this

among

wild birds

temi sperm storage was

in

which long-

shown

to

have

re-

sperm

We

have also found

Our discovery

is

is

not fool-

is

of high qual-

that not ever)'

young.

that the

sperm of

early,

why

often stored explains

is

older males subject themselves to the va-

Females were storing
sperm from prior mates
for up to thirty-one days
before using

it

to fertilize

garies of early-season weather and atten-

dant short food supplies.

eggs.

It

also sheds light

on the evolution of polyandry. Scientists
had been

a loss to explain

at

would accept
ity

why males

incubation responsibil-

full

rather than seek extra matings.

know

Now we

that in addition to incubating eggs,

older males sire offspring that are simulta-

neously being cared for by younger males,

and thus seem
vacuoles located
the cloaca.

at the

Our

vaginal junction of

studies,

showing

that

sperm results in late-season males
being cuckolded by a female's early seastored

son mate, indicate that such storage
play a

more important

may

mate's

While both males and females

initiate

first

later eggs.

make

up nothing

to give

They

viding parental care.

and often some of her

clutch,

Meanwhile, late-season males

the best of their situation, until they

If

females

confi-ol

mating to boost

—driven from her mate
—do recoup her
Re-

quished female

and

quency and duration of copulation and po-

covered, she returned

tentially the size of the ejaculate with

son.

which they are inseminated. They also de-

nest of yet another female

termine the timing of copulation, that

to help

it

occurs around the time of

their

reproductive success, what could the van-

copulation, the females determine the fre-

is,

in pro-

fertilize their

too are older.

role in shorebird

natural history than previously imagined.

whether or not

sulted in fertilization.

incomplete. Perhaps the physio-

older males

we

sitting

is

proof or not every old male

sperm storage

all

How could these absent males have fertilized these

birds have thousands of

is-

on nests on a nearby island or on the more
distant

versed.

in birds that are not sex-role re-

in

that the genetic fathers, at the time

of fertilization of these chicks,

even

DNA

one or both of the social parents were

that

ess,

fertilization proc-

thirty-

of eleven of the chicks indicated

profiles

University of Copenhagen,

territory

loss?

to

home

late in the sea-

She found her old mate tending the

him

and proceeded

raise chicks that

and possibly not even

his.

were not hers
The two ap-

This helped answer the question of why

ovulation. In addition, they appear to in-

peared to have forged a friendship, not a

second-year and older males invariably

fluence the fate of inseminated sperm

tactic

I

associated with the drive and the

on the breeding

arrive

necessity to reproduce.

ground earlier than they
did as yearlings,

But

and be-

younger males. In

fore
birds,

age

is

this

rifice

seeming

self-sac-

on the female's part

turned out to be a form of

long-range planning. The

often an indi-

when

cator of genetic quality.

following summer,

Older birds have proved

both birds arrived on the

they are survivors,

of migration and nest-

mated
and went on to raise
healthy young spotted

Female spotted sandwhich arrive first at

years of studying these

that

island, they quickly

able to withstand the rigors
ing.

sandpipers. After eighteen

pipers,

the nesting
tially

ground, essen-

always pair

older males.

As

first

birds,

after

the season

polyandry,

progresses, females are in-

creasingly likely to pair

with yearlings. But by
storing the

sperm of

their

and some 125 years

Darwin predicted
we are still discovering the ways in
which natural selection

with

At Cedar Beach on Long Island,

New

York,

a spotted sandpiper takes

time outfivm courtship to indulge in a vigorous bath.

molds

the life histories of

animals.
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ood Chain
have what he's having

I'll

by Roger
no

It's

goods move

secret that cultural

and frequently, maybe inevitably

freely

Welsch

L.

We never went hungry but our foods were

ample, nice, even slices of pasty whitel

fairly pedestrian

bread from plastic bags, freshly purchased'

—meat,

potatoes, rye

my Omaha!

and constantly, from one level of society

bread, and occasional ethnic dishes, such

at the

improving in the process.

meat and cabbage tumover),
schnitzsupp' (dried fruit soup), and rivelkuche (sweet breakfast bread). But my
mother sometimes worked as a domestic
and now and then she helped prepare food

friends reached into bushel baskets to grab

to another, often

High fashion

an almost freakish

starts in

form as haute couture worn by models in a
Paris fashion house and winds up in a con-

more

siderably

sensible

form

farm

in a

Grand Island

as pirogi (a

homes of her

grocery store, while

hunks of the lower-status, nut-brown,

made

grant fry bread
kitchens.

asked

I

in

looked on with

fra-

own

their

lust. Finally.

1

could possibly skip the white

if I

em-

bread and have some of the fry bread, a

Wal-Mart. Esoteric arguments

ployers. She compiled elegant trays of

breach of etiquette so brash some Omahas

the classrooms of

hors d'oeuvres with canapes of caviar, lox,

threatened to give

wife's shopping cart at the

echo

common to
Harvard Law School

courtroom in Los Angeles and

in a

coming from a mechanic's
Big Table Tavern in Dannebrog. ("You buUheaded dipstick
Ito
are next heard

mouth

in Eric's

—

says she can't be argumentative in her

opening statement and should save

it

for

and he should know

direct examination,

if

for parties in the

anchovies, and capers.

rich

Whenever

I

knew

Mom

was working one of these parties, I
would fight to stay awake until she came
home, knowing she would bring back a
bag of elegant and exotic morsels.
What strikes me, as scion of uncounted
generations of peasants and churls, is that

we have been

Bread" when

few years

I

me

the

was adopted

name "Fry

into the tribe a

later.

My

So, here's the cultural flow chart:

parents were embarrassed by the dark,

heavy rye bread they carried
pails to school

in their lunch

and dreamed of eating

the

white, sticky "store bread" the rich kids

anyone does!")

for centuries

sampling the

ate; in

The movement is upward as well as
downward, with phenomena and artifacts
of everyday culture rising to be rebom or
re-expressed or preserved in elite, more el-

foods of the rich on a fairly regular basis,

telling

while they have had

Christmas was a few loaves of that low-

egant contexts. Antonin Dvorak, for ex-

richest of our

ample, used Slavic folk themes in his mu-

never tasted

compositions. Medical science

sical

continues

its

exploration of traditional

medicine for systems and substances unrevealed in
is

own laboratories. And no one
gumbo and

its

surprised to find Creole

southem-style spareribs listed on

menus

in

the finest restaurants, along with pates,

mousses, and sorbets. In
sion

is

ways

that the

is

fact,

my

impres-

predominant flow of food-

upward

in the cultural stream, per-

haps because the rich are just dying with
curiosity to

sample some chow, while the

poor are already quite

familiar, thank you,

with cuisine.
After

all,

the poor

vants, domestics

—

—

the laborers, ser-

are the ones

who

his-

have prepared and served the
food consumed by the wealthy. Do you
imagine for a moment they haven't been
sampling some of those foods they are
torically

preparing and serving?

modest home;
62
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grew up
parents were
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in a

very

laborers.

—

until recently

knew

little

to try ours. So, poor,

the taste of caviar

pockets

filled

I

and capers; the

community's

my

opportunity

however,

rich,

mother's runzas

—bread

with sausage, beef, or pork

midgeneration

my

mother

behind

her.

ate the white stuff,

had

class rye bread she
in leaving

I

that all

wanted

finally

economically

if

succeeded

I

bread (which derived, incidentally, from

made by

the bread

to carry into the fields in

teenth-century forts on the Plains).

My parents prospered, and I've done all

box.

My Czech wife came home yesterday

and so I have also sometimes experienced the view from on high. Thirty years

to

when I began my association with the
Omaha, I regularly attended tribal celebrations
powwows, handgames, prayer
meetings, business meetings
and

man town

right,

ago,

—

—

with an Irish

name

store

in a historically Ger-

with an English name, having

purchased a package of Indian fry bread
mix, manufactured by the Woodenknife

Company of Interior, South Dakota. Now
we have fry bread from the box, premixed

no matter

French bread from our bread machine, and

Omaha

involves food. Everyone

is

fed,

our Danish town from a grocery

occasion

quickly learned that any

how many

the commercial syn-

America's inevitable culture-in-a-

thesis,

fire.

military cooks at nine-

And now comes

and, where possible, heat on a shovel over

an open

became

their "peasant"

with boiled cabbage, just the sort of thing

your syrup bucket

for

not culturally

With Indian friends

and begged for

the boor

I

there are, and in fairly equal

Mom's

latter-day

Omaha feast

freezer

and complaints from our twelve-

proportions, but service at an

—

rye

bread

in

the

begins with distinguished guests, and the

year-old daughter Antonia that she's un-

best of what

derprivileged because

is

being offered

is

sure to be

given to them.

For a couple of years

I

was considered a
I was served

distinguished guest and so
first

and

I

was served

we

never have any

"store bread."

—

the best

^for

ex-

Roger L. Welsch lives on a
Dannebrog, Nebraska.

Folklorist

farm

in

tree

,
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en Nature

ers

by Jack C. Schultz
Reading these two books together
makes one thing clear: ignoring rigorous

strained

by

minded

evaluations. This will surprise the

science, using sources

many

and opinions selec-

political interests to

make

fair-

into nature's garden

of

live in the best

that

mysticism can permit polemicists to pro-

fine researchers funded by grants
from such agencies as the National Science Foundation. A dose of rigorous, ref-

mote wildly

ereed science

superorganism

tively,

employing

and invoking

illogic,

and highly personal

different

viewpoints about the state of the environment. To Gregg Easterbrook, author of A

Moment on

—which

generally indicates

that

complex

ple,

much less single, causes

interactions rarely have sim-

—would have

The Coming Age of

the Earth:

Environmental Optimism, nature's garden
is in the best shape ever, and anyone who

and concludes

that W(

possible worlds, anc

all

only getting better In Part

I,

he

tempts to convince us that nature

is

noth

it's

at

ing less than a highly resilient, mystica

—even

a deity

—with

it;

own "needs" and "values." Reviving somd
old philosophy and

some bad

science

ii

support of this viewpoint, he reintroduce;

The Dying of the Trees: The Pandemic

John Locke's version of natural law, undei
which human values and inalienable rights'

America's

America's Forests, by Charles E. LitViking Press; $21.95; 264 pp. A Moment ON THE Earth: The Coming Age of

on a par with nature's and are thus per
mitted to compete with them. Hence
causing the extinction of a species is noii

Forests, sees disease in the forested part of

Environmental Optimism, by Gregg

only a

Easterbrook. Viking, $27.95; 745 pp.

has caused

thinks otherwise
alarmist.

a selfish, deluded

is

But Charles

Little, in

of the Trees: The Pandemic
the garden,
prits

and

states that

in

we

The Dying

are the cul-

IN

tle.

behind the epidemic. In each of eight

somewhere

United States. While a few of these
problems have well-documented human
in the

causes (for example, ozone

Los Angeles

damage

in the

basin), the sources of others

(acid rain) are debatable or

unknown

(the

epidemic of dogwood disease called anthracnose).

Some

(replacing old growth

forests with

younger stands; gypsy moth
outbreaks) might not even be considered
problems.
Little,

a joumalist

who

has worked the

environmental beat for thirty years, de-

trivial

"naUiral" act (nature

many more)

but

itsell

is justifiable

under natural law.

short chapters. Little describes a "cata-

strophic" problem in a forest

are

Conveniently, natural law's tenets are

taken the wind out of
sails.

Although

Little's

exhortative

his point that forests in the

United States have long been badly managed is a good one, his argument that diverse

phenomena

outbreaks,

dieback

in

—such

dogwood

to a

common

humans who believe

in

them, and so the concept has been used periodically to validate

points

—

any number of view-

minority, liberal, conservative,

gypsy moth

status quo, or revolutionary. Easterbrook

anthracnose, tree

upholds that tradition by condemning
those who might place nature's values in

as

Vermont and Appalachia, and
West can all be traced

forest fires in the

perceptible only to

—

cause just doesn't impress.

Little repeatedly assumes that there is
broad scientific agreement about the
causes and effects of many environmental
phenomena. In the case of global CO, ac-

conflict with those of

humans. These "en-

viros," as Easterbrook labels them, are

caricatured as ponytailed, bluejeaned.
selfish misanthropes who crave soUtude.
adore nature, and favor population control
because they hate other humans and har-

pends heavily on the views of local observers and advocates, and on the emo-

cumulation, for example, he ignores the

many of its

bor deep-seated, "fashionably correct"
guilt for "having defiled the garden." Hav-

tional statements of a

environmental effects are likely to be pos-

ing placed environmentalists beneath con-

scientists

from diverse

few interested
Nary a

disciplines.

refereed publication nor a balanced scientific

freatment

is

referred to in the book's

pages, despite a huge literature on
relevant topics. But then. Little

64

to industry"

Natural History

con-

itive.

Eschewing such

concludes that

this is the

and alarmist rhetoric.

that

"details," Little

time for despair

He is clearly sincere,

but I'm afraid that his premise

is

false,

tempt with that

bit

of psychobabble, East-

erbrook proceeds to twist science and
nature to his
Part

I

own ends.

contains

some of

the

most

egre-

too

providing grist for Easterbrook 's mill.
In a mammoth, three-part polemic,

misinterpreted, and plainly incorrect "sci-

and too con-

Easterbrook, a magazine joumalist, looks

ence" writing I've ever encountered. The

is

vinced that establishment science

"beholden

many

growing body of evidence

8/95

is

gious cases of misunderstood, misstated,

,

i

—

abuse of the concept of natural selection
in his grave,

were

worthy of contemplation. In his

own

here could turn
it

time,

Darwin

Darwin

refuted Easterbrook's bas-

world's ecosystems that Little lacks.
realizes, for

He

example, that recent studies

suggest that forests will absorb more of
the potential increase in atmospheric

CO,

est,

thereby concluding that

if

the total tree

is what
"suburban lawn" view of the
world ^my lawn's enough nature for me!
Perhaps that's why he seems to think that

count
I

okay, so

is

is

the world. (This

call a

—

tardized version of evolutionary theory,

than we'd thought. Although he provides

called progressivism, because

repeated "that's no excuse for environ-

increasing

mental abuse" disclaimers

is

have no negative consequences for the
quality of life and why he acknowledges

course, our

the tragedy of fifty lives lost annually to

that

it

some human

isms according to

standard.

Seeing Easterbrook twist one of
fessional specialties
to

asserts

evolution constantly improves organ-

show

that plants

—

my

pro-

plant chemistry

gave
something worse than sunburn. The
tion-ending

list

me
sec-

of "Nature's Values" had

me laughing out loud. Examples:

"cooper-

better than competition": "crea-

ation

is

tures,

ecologies

[sic],

and people get better

(evolutionarily) with the passage of time";

"most changes are good for living things":
"physical objects are not as

.

.

.

important

as the lowliest living creature." Easter-

brook

isn't

chapter.

even consistent from chapter to

The supreme value of the "lowligoes out the window when a

est" creature

compromised, as

property value

is

forts to protect

an endangered species or

any time the creature

is

an

insect.

pears to have a severe case of
bia (protecting beetles

In Part

gument

II,

is

ap-

entomopho-

that the current

environmental

better.

Here,

it's

he

good and
reveals

other scenarios, the clear conclusion
"don't worry: be happy."

—we simply

conclusion
will

happen.

differently

Of

sit-

don't

know what

What Easterbrook

from

Little

is

has done

simply to take an-

other turn in the incomplete

maze of eco-

population density will

by "poor unarmed people risking

their lives to

.

.

.

feed their children" but

not that of the hundreds or thousands of
lives lost to poor,

armed people

our crowded American

in

any of

cities.)

my

Throughout Part II, we are treated to
ever more logical and factual wonders: the

respectful attention

main reason acid precipitation may be a
problem in the Blue Ridge Mountains is

derappreciated resilience of nature. But

that those

dam

peaks are just so high that

start

of Part

III

back on track

at the

with a discussion of the un-

soon came signs of a

final

derailment in an

attempt to foresee the environmental fu-

(meaning

they intercept the stuff (I'd hate to see the

ture: species will "get better"

remedy

desire to sacrifice endangered species for

more humanlike, I suspect); predation will
end as species live in "enlightened cooperation" (except for plants, which would be

not; the desire to preserve

the big losers as all animals, not just

for this): the desire

limit population

personal gain

is

is

old-growth forest

by enviros

to

"self-centered," but the

is

motivated

in

Saab-

driving "snobs" by a hatred of logging

be

vital to the

people, go vegetarian); there will be no

more

extinction since "disease

a defect

of nature" (just think of a world with no

cosmic enterprise"

predators or parasites to regulate the plant

and should be preserved "with joy" ex-

eaters).

cept, apparently, for insects.

more

In his ignorant optimism, Easterbrook

an

sees no difference between a monotypic
tree

is

on earth

trucks; and, again, every animal

get-

appreciation for the complexity of the

tigers

human

Easterbrook almost managed to get

logical understanding.

"may

"nonsense").

Easterbrook launches his ar-

uation not only isn't bad:

ting

in ef-

He

and

present understanding doesn't permit this

need not suffer increas-

ing ultraviolet light levels

in this

farm and a complex, unmanaged

for-

As Easterbrook

began looking

What

violated

more and

natural laws (not natural law),

I

for the joke's

punch

I

line.

found instead was a penultimate

chapter seriously proposing colonizing the

Illustrations

by Yvonne Buchanan
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When

planets.

the final paragraphs pro-

run scenarios for Earth: one in which an

not exist in the short-term either. In the

of souls" could be

we are whipsawed back and forth
between environmental success stories,

cosmos, with Earth

denial, selective use of evidence, outright

"human population of hundreds of

process,

posed inserting religious (Chiistian) val-

overall

ues into environmentalism, the derailment

billions or

was complete.
These are dangerous books for dangerous times; I'm sure Easterbrook's volume

as "a planet-size preserve"; the other a

error,

world where "a small human contingent

brook's optimistic bets. (By the way, the

many Congressional

uses advanced knowledge to live the non-

Environmental Defense Fund has recently

materialist lifestyle of ecological long-

published

ing." Easterbrook advertises himself as an

ing the Scientific Errors in

"ecoreahst."

brook's

is

near the top of

reading

lists.

There are some among us

mostly active

—who

scientific researchers

can explain what we do know and draw
valid, albeit limited conclusions. They are

who

the ones

should be writing about

sci-

ence for the general public rather than
those

who would exploit ignorance to fit
own agendas. Why don't they? The

even

trillions

living throughout the

Two things happen in the book between
his vision of the

the cosmos. First,

human

takeover of

some 157 pages

instruct

that

hedge

"A Moment

A Moment on

all

of Easter-

of Truth: Correct-

Gregg Easter-

the Earth," edited

by Leonie Haimson and

Easterbrook's description of ecorealism

and

and caveats

Billy

In fact, there are really

Goodman.)
two Easter-

brooks: one carefully selecting evidence
to

advance a view

war

that the

for a habit-

us in what the author calls "the long view

able Earth has been won; the other follow-

that popularizing sci-

of Earth's environmental problems." Such

ing quickly behind to say that

ence costs an academic respect and credi-

things as human-induced climate change
and soil erosion are portrayed as minor

be

may be

executing

events; shifting continents, glaciation, and

damage

to the biosphere,

their

usual explanation

bility.

is

Now I understand why.

Jack C.

Schiiltz is

a professor of entomol-

ogy at Penn State University. He teaches
and does research on forest entomology,
ecology,

and plant physiology.

collision with asteroids

have wreaked

far

Then he proceeds

have ever taken

I

On

do not for a moment doubt the

Nor do

I

doubt that

of
.

.

not yet apparent from our short-lived

is

worse problems than any created by

war on earth
midday farm re-

this

view

to ridi-

who

seriously.

page 111, he downplays the possi-

bility

of global warming:

"When

act in

ways

that put extra

carbon dioxide

they do

confront naUire

people

light-years away, a nuclear

into the

would scarcely make the
port. The earth is a "fortress," says Easterbrook, capable of withstanding all manner
of insult and technological assault. Some-

with a

how

with exactiy that aspect of nature experi-

I

take

little

comfort.

Having informed the reader that in the
cosmic scheme of things, our ecological
problems are not really that bad, Easterbrook then attempts to prove that they do

Fortress

that

perspectives."

from, say. Alpha Centauri, millions of

the

damage

cule those, including Rachel Carson,

this assertion.

not

many subde forms

millions of centuries been generating

truth of

in

may

greater havoc. "Nature," he says, "has for

people."

Denial

it

Early on, he admits that "humanity

so.

ah-, all

is

more of a substance

bit

have been

in the air

nine pages

later,

man

that

i

i

would

or no." Thirty-

he reverses himself: "By

tampering with the climate, people play

ence suggests
in.

Even

if

[is]

most

likely to

do them

the odds of an artificially trig-

i

gered climate emergency are low, prevention

is

amply justified." On page 301, he
"warming is probably in soci-

asserts that

ety's interest," but fifteen

pages

later

he

I

advises that "any reasonable policy that

by David W, Orr

reduces the odds of climate change

Gregg Easterbrook begins A Moment
on the Earth: The Coming Age of Environmental Optimism with a summation of
what he calls "ecoreahsm," which is essentially his view that the war to preserve
a habitable earth

is all

by the year 2000

won

it

ought

now

but

—and

to

won

—

or will be

that those

who

be upbeat and happy.

Alas, they are not. Six hundred and ninety-

zooms back from

eight pages later, he

outer space, having greened Mars, trashed
all

manner of what he deems

ciently optimistic thinking,

what he

calls a

"new

to

be

insuffi-

and created

nature" on earth

one without predation, aging, violence,
species extinctions, and killer asteroids.
Easterbrook envisions two possible long66

Natural History
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is

more than worth the price."
Are toxic chemicals a problem? No,
but "public fear of chemicals

is

i

an
|

entirely rational reaction." Is acid

rain a

problem? Well, "no," but

this

"does

not rule out [cause for] alarm." Genetic

engineering? Not a problem, but "a disaster

cannot be ruled out." Overpopulation?

A short-term "disaster" but "over the

long

who

raise larger

and messier questions

about ethics, justice, and

Ah

yes, politics. In the fall of 1994,

A Moment on

the galley

term ... a boon for the natural scheme."

pages for

Farmland preservation? Not necessary,

for the Republican Party

but "primal nature will not last unless so-

final

version of "The Contract with

ciety adapts a general vision of land

ica,"

one part of which aimed

preservation."

And

so

years. Easterbrook

taken over by humanity

were blindsided by

aggerated" and that

fantastically ex-

humans

small, insignificant part of

He

an

are

still

a

infinitely re-

for

whom

he has such

who

brought about

modem

the "extraordinary success of

were drafting the

vironmental protection," are more often

to

Amer-

dismantle

ingly erected over the past twenty-five

assumption that "the portion of Earth
is

The enviros

scorn, the very people

the Earth, agents

the environmental protections so painstak-

goes.

it

Easterbrook's grand denial rests on the

as "Earthianity."

about the same time that Easterbrook

would have been working over

who describes himself as a liberal

erbrook,

Presbyterian, parodies this belief system

politics.

and his happy book

From

than not motivated by

of

reality than

some

en-

larger vision

Easterbrook wishes to ac-

knowledge. The global movement to preserve a habitable and beautiful earth

is

not

just fuzzy sentimentality or self-interest:

it

the rub-

is

about transcending self-interest in order

ble of collapsed illusions, he wrote in the

to

be faithful to larger duties and obliga-

New

tions.

reality.

York Times on April 2 1 that "until the

For many enviros,

it

is

about the

new Congress began, all signs seemed encouraging." Where has Easterbrook been?

mystery of creation

any reference whatsoever to the sizable

Were

these signs not apparent in virtually

motivated, the principle of caution pre-

volume of evidence that exists about
human effects on net primary productivity,

every legislative and regulatory battle of

empts economic and technological care-

;cological carrying capacity, the circula-

tively

biosphere.

silient

which informs

arrives at this view,

that follows, without

all

ion of materials, biotic systems,

and bio-

^eochemical cycles.

Toward those who hold
Easterbrook

rtions,

is

alternative po-

dismissive. Al-

hough he applauds the "extraordinary
•access of

ion

.

.

.

modem

mment-led
le

does not

leople
alls

social progress in our age,"
like the tens

of thousands of

who brought it about, whom he
They "pine for bad

the enviros.

he plain-

wonders whether

"all the

apparent

who

in

im says exceedingly flattering things
oout the book on its jacket.) Mostly, East"brook approves of those whose focus is
iirely technological and dislikes those

—environmental

pro-

have so far made

which "recently embraced a bill
would make a mockery of the Endan-

dustry,
that

Easterbrook's ecorealism rests on a
foundation of political naivete.

Few

envi-

we

ronmentalists have ever doubted that

had the technical know-how

human damage

to lessen

to the environment.

But

A Moment on

ally nothing to say

The
do

the Earth has virtu-

about

human

gance, greed, stupidity, and evil

—

arroall

of

those things that keep people and whole
societies

from doing what they can do and
to do. Nor does it have

what they ought

anything but scorn for recent attempts to
recalibrate our ethics

^but

does not like the combination

it

happen.

A Moment on the Earth
date, but

its

is

already out of

influence will, unfortunately,

linger for a long time. Yes, there have

gered Species Act."

so.

>gency Director William Reilly,

—

of moral outrage and plain good sense that

in-

onscious motives to be alone with na-

He does, however, have kind things to say
bout former Environmental Protection

the enviros efforts

whether he was duped by the logging

the political will and moral energy to

"stylish."

lessness. Easterbrook likes the results of

been merely a public-relations ploy" or

ecree a crisis" and from dubious "sub-

is

For people so

tection

problem has always been whether we had

Pessimism, for them,

itself.

progress in the chemical industry [has]

ews." They suffer from a "primal urge to

ire."

I

environmental protec-

perhaps the best instance of gov-

Now

the past twenty-five years?

sense of wonder experienced before the

and religious beliefs

to include care for the natural world. East-

been

notable environmental successes, but they

mostly concerned issues that were
tively easy to deal with.

rela-

Even these gains

are tentative and currently under assault.

The hard

issues

and the

are

come.

When we do

still

to

front these things,

they are as

much

we

difficult

choices

finally

con-

will discover that

involved with politics

and morals as with science and technology. That being the case,

it's

foolish to

hold the victory party quite so soon.

David W. Orr is chair of the environmental studies program at Oberlin College.

He

is

the author of Ecological Literacy

and Earth

in

Mind.
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(final

not in

his argument by stating
two schools of philosophical thought
deny the existence of ascertainable final

last,

but in

causes for opposite reasons: the Epicure-

Boyle begins

Continued from page 11

that

house counts as a "final cause"

coming

the temporal sense of

meaning of a purpose).
One of the most striking differences in
the nature of science between Boyle's day
the Latin

and our own

changes

lies in

that

have oc-

One

curred in the meaning of causality.
teration

We would

fore less important.

acknowledge the
and formal

ial

choose

al-

only terminological and there-

is

character of mater-

vital

factors, but

to label

still

them

we no

as "causes."

longer

As

the

fundamental change, the mechanical revolution unleashed

by Boyle and

his genera-

was so successful that the actual
building and manipulation of things,
tion

called "efficient" causes

came enshrined

by

Aristotle, be-

as the only acceptable de-

of causality. Meanwhile, and

finition

in

consequence, the notion of purpose, or

was banished from

who view

ans,

material objects as con-

by chance, and the Cartesians,
who regard God's wisdom as so inscrutable that mere earthly mortals could

structed

never discern his true purposes.
Epicurus and most of his followers banish
the consideration of the ends of things [final
causes] because the world being, according
to them, made by chance, no ends of anything can be supposed to have been in-

And on

Monsieur Des
suppose
all the ends of God in things corporeal to be
so sublime, that 'twere presumption in man

tended.

Cartes, and

the contrary.

most of

his followers,

to think his reason can extend to discover

them. So

that,

sects,

either impertinent for us to seek

'tis

according to these opposite

after final causes, or

we may

presumptuous to think

find them.

science.

Boyle then applies his Goldilocks approach in asking what class of natural ob-

ther in

human or in any

other terms.

As for

jects

might display

may

at one time or another have produce'
them, since we see in some chemical subli'
mations and crystalizations of mineral anc
metalline solutions, and some other phe
nomena, where the motions appear not to b(
particularly guided and directed by an Intel
ligent Cause, that bodies of various contex
tares as those are wont to be, may be pro
duced.

In

Papa Bear's category of "too much,'

Boyle places the massive, inorganic ob

—

cosmos our sun, the planetS:
They are so vast, so distant
so ineffable. God must have made them!
but not for us (remember that the first
pedestal had already been smashed)!;
These bodies, therefore, cannot display

jects of the

and the

stars.

satisfactory final causes that
fort or enlighten

planets

fall

human

might com

beings. Stars anc

prey to the Cartesian claim

thai

God's purposes are too arcane for humar

no longer believe that inorganic objects have intended purposes, defined ei-

final cause,

We

absurd to think that various occursions ami
jostlings of the parts of the universal mattei

final

causes indicating

kindness—

greatness, but not his loving

and proper

final

causes must imply both

purpose in the vernacular sense that good

God's existence and his benevolence:|
"The Cartesian way of considering the
world is very proper indeed to show the!

designs have functions (yes, eyes are re-

greataess of God's power, but not, like the

we now view such

way I plead for, to manifest that of his wis-i

we

organisms,

surely allow a notion of

ally for seeing), but

creation by an omniscient and loving

understanding. The stars extol God's-

deity. In

Mama Bear's category of "too lit-

functions as products of the efficient cause

dom and beneficence."

of natural selection, and not as conscious
intentions either of organisms themselves

and plants afford
"clear and cogent

causes remained orthodox (in

final

science as well as religion) during Boyle's
time,

and he wrote

his

fine the appropriate

1688

Interestingly,

Boyle

sets

up the issue as a

big,

little,

contrast to

complex

—Robert Boyle

right" category,

as the "just

Boyle places the inorganic objects on

—"inanimate

religion in the very

our earth

win's revolution

phenomena that Darwould later identify as a

world," in his terminology. Rocks and wa-

product of ordinary efficient causality.
Boyle's argument
that good organic de-

ters are so

sign implies benevolent purpose in the

—

in the

in-

to require a direct creator:

stone, or a metalline substance

tie,"

First, in

Bear's simplicity of

others that require such a

venerable notion of final causes to biology
his natural defense of

Mama

thej

causes proving;

we allow chance, or anything else, without the particular guidance of a wise and alldisposing cause, to make a finely shaped

Boyle firmly linked the

and therefore rooted

final

If

and a third as just right. In defining the

good design of organisms

way

organic objects, animals are sufficienfiyi

of the Author."

another as too

"the

plead for," in Boyle's terminology. Boyki

God's existence and goodness.

wisdom and design

their action.

—

argues that animals and plants supply

arguments of the

treatise to de-

"Goldilocks" problem by identifying one
class of objects as too

I

proper evidence for

domain of final causes

and to assess the evidence for

objects shall then occupy Babyl

Bear's category of "just right"

or of a creating deity.

But

What

The bodies of animals

sublunary

simple in composition that they

.

.

.

there arei

number and

con-

course of conspiring causes, and such a continued series of motions or operations, that
'tis utterly improbable, they should be produced without the superintendency of a rational agent,

wise and powerful. ...

I

never

therefore subject to the Epicurean objec-

saw any inanimate production of nature, or,
as they speak, of chance, whose contrivance
was comparable to that of the meanest limb

and appeal

tions against final causes) or built directly

of the dispicablest animal.

we have not been able to relinquish.
So we shore up the pedestal that Darwin
should have smashed, and we spin doctor

ganic change as predictably purposeful

by nature's constant and simple laws.
(God ordained the laws, to be sure, but objects assembled by physical forces under
the laws of nature, and not created by God,
do not display God's purposes directly.)

(rather than fortuitously contingent),

Boyle

thereby converting Darwin's mechanism

As

argument for the same comfort

etc

—

cosmos

^provides a comfort

that

our interpretation of evolution to view or-

into a false

that Boyle's

68

God once provided.
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might either be formed by chance (and

writes:

for inanimate bodies, as stones, metals,
.

.

.

most of them

are of such easy

unelaborate contextures, that

it

and

seems not

Second, against Papa Bear's ineffable
grandeur of stars and planets, the parts of
animals are familiar enough to reveal

their
^

purposes, and therefore to show their ereator's intent: "I cannot but think," Boyle
writes, "that the situations of the celestial

bodies do not afford by far so clear and cogent arguments of the

wisdom and

design

\

.

do the bodies

of the author of the world, as

and plants."
wish that I had space to explicate

of animals
I
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Therefore the kingly prophet had reason to

How manifold are thy works O
How wisely hast thou made them all!

exclaim:

Lord!

When Darwin

set out.

ntent to revolutionize

with conscious

human

thought on

lUCHARn

C.

CONNOR.

PH.D.

he status and history of plants and aniTials,

—

and that exanatomy and function sets the
arimary problem for natural history to re-

organisms are well designed
ellence of

jolve.

He

writes, in the preface to the Ori-

of Species, that evidence of taxonomy,
mbryology, paleontology, and biogeogra-

•in

hy would be
Jtion

sufficient to prove that evo-

had occurred, but we could not be

we had

explained "that per-

2Ction of structure

and coadaptation

afisfied until

'hich

most justly excites our admiration."

But Darwin then turned Boyle and

J!

aley upside

down

in

accepting their

remise (excellence of organic design),
I'hile

inverting their explanation. Instead

making organisms
cpressly for higher purposes (with
jman utility primarily among these ina benevolent deity

'f

ntions),

Darwin postulated

a

ent

cause).
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Unlike Boyle, Darwin had no abiding
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interest in formal theology.
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—

quotes in the annals of Western thought;

On the other hand, I cannot anyhow

be con-

tented to view this wonderful universe, and
especially the nature of man, and to con-

clude that everything
force.

I

am

is the result of brute
inclined to look at everything as

from designed laws, with the details, whether good or bad, left to the working out of what we may call chance.
resulting

planation after a particular history has un-

folded. Contingency

mode

We now reach the crucial point in an exNatural History 8/95

is

the historian's

of knowability; pure chance denies

the explication of particulars.)

We have come face to face with anothei
Goldilocks problem. Darwin proposes

a|

conventional realm of generalities and

S'

domain of particulars. Bui
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significant
rolls

bumps and
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thaii
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form mountains and

so high and deep that the
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ball's course

must follow these dominating irregulari-|
Are the particulars in Mama Bear'si
little bed or on Papa Bear's king-sized
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Peering through a chink in

up Cape pangoHn

in

Eve

its

armor, a curled-

South Africa's Transvaal

warily regards the outside worid.

Its

muscular

studded with large, triangular scales, protects
its eyes and face. Once a pangolin adopts this
defensive posture, even lions cannot pry it open.
tail,

Pangolins also

enemies by burrowing into the
When chased by hunters,
curl up and roll down slopes for a quick
foil

earth or climbing trees.

they

may

getaway

—a

locomotion

rare

example of wheel-like

in the

animal worid.

Seven species of pangolins are dispersed over
southern China, Indochina, Indonesia, and
Africa, ranging from six-pound tree dwellers to a
seventy-pound West African species. Most are
and nocturnal; the nonarboreal species

solitary

move from one temporary burrow to another.
One Cape pangolin observed by mammalogist
Martha Heath in Zimbabwe used as many as
seventy burrows as
are toothless

it

traveled about. Pangolins

and lap up

their only prey, ants

and

termites, with a two-foot-long tongue anchored at

the pelvis. They "chew" with the abrasive walls
of their stomachs, aided by the grinding of small
pebbles the animal has swallowed.

Pangolin scales are

much

in

demand

throughout China for their presumed medicinal
properties.

The

skins, too, are

commercially

valuable; between 1980 and 1985, 175,000 hides

were imported into the United States for use in
boots and shoes. Although that practice has since
been outlawed, the extensive trade in pangolin

made it one of the
Richard Milner

products has

on Earth.

rarest

mammals
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Lewis W. Oring (page 58)

and pursue

this fascinating life

Trained as a wildlife
biologist, Irynej

spotted sandpipers in the

phenomenon and did
so for more than two decades."

1970s. "While smdying

Oring

muttonbird twenty years ago,

acoustical communication," he

program in ecology, evolution,
and conservation biology at

began

his

recalls, "I

that

marathon study of

observed females

had completed clutches of

eggs begin
the time,

to court males.

At

no one had

history

the director of the

is

the University of

Reno and

is

Nevada

in

—

first

Skira (page
Tasmanian

after joining the Wildlife

Division of the Tasmania

Parks and Wildlife Service.

While carrying out bird

currently

investigating the breeding

documented polyandry
females taking more than one
mate in any wild bird. 1
decided to change my focus

24) saw his

biology of killdeer and

American avocets and

population studies, he became

acquainted with the Aboriginal
the

muttonbu-ders

who harvest the
He

biodiversity of wetlands in the

birds commercially.

Great Basin.

recently earned a doctorate for
his historical study of these

people. Skira's earlier research

includes studying rabbits on

Macquarie

Island, halfway
between Tasmania and the

Antarctic Circle, and

observing migrating

muttonbirds from shipboard
in the mid-Pacific.

Naturalist-photographer

Fred Bruemmer (page 36)
usually

animals
this

Simon K. Bearder (page

Lex Hes (page

74), a native

is

found pursuing

in frigid climes, as in

photo taken with a female

harp seal

in the

Gulf of Saint

A Latvian who

48) followed up his 1968 bush

of Johannesburg, South

Lawrence.

baby fieldwork

Africa, developed his dual

adopted Canada as his

in

South Airica

with studies in Botswana,

interests in wildlife

Zimbabwe, Malawi, Tanzania,

photography during

Kenya, Uganda, and
Cameroon. In 1988 he was
joined by graduate student

years. In 1976, at the age of

Paul Honess,

who

currently

is

nineteen, he
at the

became

Londolozi

Reserve

and
his school

a ranger

Game

in East Transvaal.

completing his Ph.D. on bush

Apart from a few

babies in Tanzania. Bearder

Antarctic islands to do nature

work "proved

photography, he remained at
Londolozi for fourteen years;

says Honess's
the

key

to unlocking the true

potential of the

bush baby

research" because

it

resulted in

trips to

sub-

during that time he studied

and photographed the

the discovery of previously

reserve's diverse animal

overlooked or unknown

plant

species. Principal lecturer in

full-time writer-photographer

anthropology and deputy head

and natural history tour guide.
His first book of photographs

of the Department of Social
Sciences

at

Oxford Brookes

University, Bearder

is

also

involved in conservation work.
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life.

In 1991, he

and

became a

was Leopards of Londolozi
(London:
1991).

New

Holland,

home

indefatigable

Bruemmer has

opted for a change of pace
studying the mass arrival, or
airibada, of olive ridley
in

turtle

Costa Rica, a natural

extension of his long-term
interest in

marine animals.

"Besides," he says,

"it's

a nice

country in 1950, the Montreal-

change from Montreal and

based author has investigated

points north."

the lives of narwhals,

many books

walruses. Hooker's sea lions.

Cape

fur seals,

seals.

This time, however, the

and hooded

Among his

The Nam'luil.
Unicorn of the Arctic Sea,
published in 1993 by Key
are

Porter Books.

'

\

American Museum

of Natural History

ANTARCTICA
January 30 - February

18,

19
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Antarctic Peninsula

•

South Orkneys

South Georgia

•

Falklands

Cook, Amundsen, Byrd, Larsen, Nordenskjold, Shackleton,
Scott, Ellsworth

who were

explorers
ty,

isolation

Museum

—these

are just a

few of the many great

lured to Antarctica in the past by

and grandeur. In

this

same

spirit

its

beau-

of exploration, a team of lecturers from the American

of Natural History will lead a voyage aboard the World Discoverer this winter for an exploration

of several subantarctic islands and the Antarctic Peninsula.

among the icebergs the Antarctic Peninsula's spectacularly beautiful
whales and make expedition stops to visit penguin rookeries and scientific
Sailing

bases.

We

will also visit the magnificently

channels,

we

will search for

mountainous island of

South Georgia, which teems with fur seals, elephant seals,
penguins and albatross. Along with the rugged, barren

South Orkney Islands and the wind-swept Falkland
Islands, these subantarctic islands offer

unsurpassed

Santiagq,

opportunities to

observe a wide range
of seabirds and

marine

.Falklands

Ushuai#^
Drake Passage

mammals up

close. Join us for a

voyage

Elephant!.

to the least-

known and most
remote place on the
planet.

American

Museum

of

Natural
History

Discovery Tours

New York, New York 10024-5192
(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York State

Central Park West at 79th Street
Toll-free

s.

OrknfyV

Antarctic Peninsula
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(!) Light was bouncing
everywhere. With such
a

I

complex

situation,

chose the N70"s

3D

Matrix Meter from

its

three metering systems.

(2) With huge pockets of
light

some

and dark,

1

wanted

options. So

manual exposure

I

used

control.

and auto-bracketed the
shutter

m

1/3 steps.

(S) The
light

built-in

made

filled

speed-

the shot.

foreground shad-

ows without burning
highlights.

gered

It

a

It

out

also trig-

remote SB-26

to capture the subtle hues.

no other camera gives you

With 3 metering systems,

so

5 exposure control

and a speedlight with

segmentTTL

many

built-in options.

modes,
5-

Nikon.

Multi Sensor

We lake the world's
grealesl picluresrYours.

and Monitor Pre-flash,

RAY
NTIRE
CONSISTS OF

MINUTE
TRIP TO EARTH.

HOW WOULD
mfiMYOU LIKE TO BE

REMEMBERED?

N70.

Tilt ARl
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Jessica

Up Front

Maxwell shows how

of Pacific salmon,
conservationists,

now

protection of habitat
to

is

that

when it comes
knew that, of

a valid concern

saving endangered species.

We all

course. Elementary-school science teaches that the food

dammed and damaged

streams and rivers of the Northwest but also the entire
Pacific

Ocean

itself

and the atmospheric pulse

drives the circulation of

Both these

articles

its

that

cuixents.

could serve as briefs to the

Supreme Court. Narrow,

such as striped bass, shad, and salmon, live part of their

wild fish

oceans and return to the rivers of their birth to

the dwindling populations

the products of a vast ecosystem

ai'e

web ties every species to its place. But the concerns
become more complicated when a species is dependent
upon more than one habitat. Migrating birds breed in
one place and winter in another. Along the way they
must have places to feed and rest. Anadromous fishes,
lives in

September 1995

of such great concern to

that includes not only the

At the end of June, the Supreme Court ruled

9,

legal definitions of habitat

ignore the lessons of natural history.

You

can't solve the

problems of migrating birds by protecting them
place

at

a time.

You

can't solve the plight of the

by shoveling hatchery
lost. In

it's

a matter of discovering

these species are to

place in which

we

see them

fly

more than

or swim.

To

these species or restore their habitats takes

money

or

one

salmon

fish into the rivers to replace the

each case

how connected

laws or

in

good

will

—

it

the

one

protect

more than

takes getting the kind

of intimate view of their lives that these stories provide:
a flight with a dickcissel; a

swim with

a salmon.

Bruce Stutz

Imperiled dickcissels
I
.

Gianfranco BasJIi

spawn. The loss of only one of these habitats
sufficient to

Two

is

endanger a species.

month address this issue. As
and Stanley Temple tell it in "A

features this

Gianfranco Basili

Perilous Migration" (page 40), millions of
dickcissels
Plains of

—

as

common

as robins across the Great

North America where they breed

—converge

3n the llanos of Venezuela to winter in fields of

sugarcane, sorghum, and rice. There, flocks of these

;parrow-sized birds can darken the skies above their

crowded megaroosts. Studies show that their breeding
labitat in

North America seems to be safe for now. But

hey are being poisoned with pesticides in their winter
oosts,

In

and

their population is in decline.

"Swimming with Salmon" (page

26), writer

.

and threatened salmon

Natalie B,

Fobes

Bruce Stutz
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTOR

AT THE

The photograph and film colAmerican Museum of Natural History contain
more than one million images
lections of the

and three thousand

The

reels of film.

collections include a film

documenting the 1923 discovery
of the first-known dinosaur eggs
in

Mongolia: a series of prints

from 1898 of the now-extinct
passenger pigeon: studio photos
of a feather found in ninety-million-year-old amber: and the
collection "s oldest piece, a pho-

tograph of flowers taken in 1840

by American painter and natural
scientist Charles Wilson Peales

often hand-painted by artists,
were used by teachers and lec-

The Museum's

first

Bickmore

number of

Natural History 9/95

se-

phers have since accompanied
more than 1 ,000 Museum expe-

images ranging
from daguerreotypes to motion
picture footage, a unique record

ditions, creating

No

classic

theater in the Hall of Oce£

at

day-Friday from 11:00 a.m. to
4:00 P.M. Film collections can be
viewed by appointment only.
Joel Sweimler; Manager of Spe-

other free programs in the Edi

cial Collections.

AMNH

1:00 p.m. Call (212) 769-531

for information about this an

cation Department's serie
"Multicultural Mosaic: Trad
tions of a Diverse Society."
Scientists

from the America

Museum
7,

of Natural History an
the Cuban Museo Nacional c
Historia Natural have collabc

Virginia Morell will give a lec-

rated on a bilingual exhibitioi

September Events

On

Thursday, September

ture based

on her book Ances-

count of the Leakey family, at
7:00 RM. in the Kaufmann Theater.

Call (212)

769-5606

for in-

"Cuba: Nature of an Island
go on permanent dii
play in Havana beginning Sep
tember 17. For additional info:

that will

mation, call (212) 769-5099.

formation.

original

a

Hayden Planetarium's new

photographer for the first time to
document one of its expeditions.
Carl Lumholtz, an anthropologist, took more than 2,000 photographs of northern Mexico's
indigenous peoples. Photogra-

Sky Show, "Cosmic Mind Bogglers," which premieres on
Thursday, September 7, will pre-

Museum

form works of Japan's

Life on Saturday, September

enlarged and printed on glass
panels that were placed over the
windows lining the h^ll of the
In

The Japanese ensemble Um(
waka Roluru and Co. will pe

The photograph collections
are open to the public Tues-

tral Passions, a biographical ac-

Museum structure.
1891 the Museum hired

current Planetarium event

all

of the natural world.

these to be

The first photograph collection purchased by the American
Edward Dossetter: AMNH

4

photo-

picting these objects in their nat-

Florida Peale.

transparencies on glass plates.

num-

graph collection was acquired in
1881 from Israel Powell, superintendent of Indian Affairs in
British Columbia. Powell and
photographer Edward Dossetter
had acquired numerous Northwest Coast Native American objects and Dossetter had taken
more than 400 photographs de-

lected a

Museum was

1914, the

bered 80,000.

ural environment.

Shortly after the

in

lantern slide collection

sixteen-year-old granddaughter,

chartered in 1869, Albert S.
Bickmore, one of its founders,
its official superintendent, and
the first curator of the Department of Public Instruction,
began developing a system of
visual education using lantern
slides projected onto a screen.
These 4 x 4" black-and-white

When

turers until the 1930s.

Bickmore died

mora

on

story

sent some of the universe's
"cosmic record holders." Call
(2 1 2) 769-5 1 00 for details about

included

this

The American Museum of Na
ural History is located
tral

Park West

New

at

on Cer

79th Street

i

York City. For more infoi
mation regarding the Museum
hours and admission fees, ca
(212)769-5100.

view of a Bella Cuola Indian house, 1881.
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LETTERS

Absolute Body Temperature
In his essay "Cosmic Windows"
Tyson

verse," June 1995), Neil

Berta has not only enriched our under-

lisa

("Uni-

states that

310° absolute corresponds to room temperature. But 310° absolute is equivalent

standing of these two evolutionary cases;
it

has demonstrated that these are complex

and not just simple, linear

issues

this warm?
Angelos Zompakos

lates the

Flushing,

New

York

Neil de Grasse Tyson replies; No, 1
have never intentionally kept my rooms

March column, Gould congratuAmerican Museum

esting in evolutionary biology
late.

new

inter-

come

too

The main line of evolutionary biology
moved through the door of cladistics
and appreciation

for the complexity of evolutionary change.

Mark A. Norell
Department of Vertebrate Paleontology
American Museum of Natural History

mam-

Lila

Acheson

Wallace Wing of the American

Museum

in the

is

criti-

mam-

malian family tree as determined by

with the following: "I write this essay to

this exhibit is

cladistics.

As Gould

points out,

organized around the

Gould correctly describes

cladistics as a

body of theory

that uses ev-

idence of evolutionary novelty to infer ge-

mammals

designed the hall (and

newly opened halls of fossil
American Museum of

Both of Norell's charges are

and

false

disproved in

mistaken.

have criticized his colleagues for "ignor-

"He

Neil de Grasse Tyson's reference to

Newton

in

"Chaos

changes

my

text. In his

accusation,

in the English

framework.

fully.
falls

My

different,

God would

I

and

pointed out that

not ignored, but literally marginal-

understanding of these animals' relation-

ized. I wrote;

ships? That in turn permits an understand-

trends can only be treated in (literally) pe-

ing of both the order and nature of evolu-

ripheral positions within the

tionary transformation. In fact, the stories

mammals

of horse toes and whale legs have been ex-

must be placed off the main

—

"Such unique features and

new

hall

of

for attributes of single groups
line in the cor-

Natural History welcomes letters from
readers.

MacFadden, Hans Thewissen, and Anna-

nhmag @ amnh.org
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We now have an E-mail

inter-

Ruth Redding
Neil de Grasse Tyson replies:
limit of

Newton's

its

address:

At

brilliant discoveries

the

was

the boundary between his science and his

tain of

References

to

God in his writings

when he

is

less than cer-

what he knows. Consider,

for in-

stance, the

words immediately following

the passage

I

quoted:

Such a wonderful Unifonnity in the Planecan be the effect of nothing
tary System
else than the Wisdom and Skill of a power.

.

The work of such

Absurd

Oak Bluffs, Massachusetts

ful living

and are incorpo-

researchers as Robert Evander, Bruce

reli-

implication

pit-

iconography forces such phenomena

—

No

fix things.

said

of depicting evolution with a revised

cladistic iconography.
this

I

and quite care-

article treated the gains

wrote

the system wants a reformation," the

pretation.

tions be addressed than through a detailed

halls.

language since the

"reformation" he predicted was not

ing" evolutionary issues that do not easily
into a cladistics

allow for

When Newton

seventeenth century.

I

hall

new

fails to

gious, for heaven's sake.

something quite

System"

in the Solar

("Universe," July 1995),

religion.

rated into our

shall

God and Newton

tend to increase

cladistics

my essay,

in

own house

that troubleth his

groups into peripheral positions of the

amined using

reproduced

I

as unique characters of highly derived

But how more elegantly can these ques-

don't object in this

shows such a main pathway.

whales?"

.

de-

ment about ladders of progress. Your own
diagram, which

fit

.

am

a geometric description, not an old state-

is

mammals along "the main line" of
mammalian evolution, we ignore most of
what is interesting in modem biology. He
asks, "What about the famous story of
fewer toes and higher teeth among horses?
What about the loss of hind limbs in
.

I

You have

main pathway with a set of
branches into sides and alcoves. Cladograms have main lines and branches; this

that

sify

I

—

case) as a

at the

comments on cladistics and cladists are
our zeal to clas-

Mark?

don't you get the irony,

Natural History."

nealogy. However, most of his other

that in

above represents the only use

praise the exhibit

praise the

!;

of that phrase in the entire piece, and

"till

Gould assumes

lines" that

inherit the wind."

Stephen Jay Gould replies: I came to
mounted by Mark Norell
and his colleagues, not to bury it. I began

of Natural History.

j

essay, the quo-

scribing your layout of the hall.

by Walking" ("This View
March 1995), Stephen Jay Gould

mal exhibition

my

thinking himself. Furthermore, his

In "Evolution

celebrates the success of the fossil

"main

for references to

tation cited

to a better understanding

of Life,"

As

column is checkered with references to a
"main line" of mammalian phylogeny,
suggesting he hasn't abandoned such

has

Who's on the Main Line?

most fascinating

evolution's

supposedly "checker"

noted the

slip.

some of

phenomena."

for abandon-

cisms that cladistics ignores what

—

from our le-

detracts

ing linear evolutionary thinking. Yet his

warm; but my body temperature, last 1
which is
checked, was 310° absolute
what 1 intended to write. Several readers
this

up now

gitimate interests by spatially marginaliz|j

In his

he really keep his rooms

that stirred us

f

The iconography

within branching lines.

ing

addition or subtraction.

Does

to 37° Celsius, or 98.6° Fahrenheit.

stories of

ners and alcoves devoted to later change

.

.

.

.

Agent,

who

being in

able by his Will to

move

all

Places

is

the Bodies

within his boundless uniform Sensorium,
and thereby to form and reform the Parts of
the Universe.
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Splendid Collection
This
of Beethoven's Complete

Symphonies— in two boxed
volumes and available on either six
CD's or six Cassettes— is truly a
treasure trove of magnificent music:
full $80.00 value, it can now be
yours for only $5.95 plus shipping,
as your no-risk introduction to the

A

Musical Heritage Society. And you'll
incur absolutely no obligation to

'Volume One of these full digital
recordings features six of Beethoven's
symphonies; The First. Second, Third
("Eroica"), Fourth, Fifth and Seventh.
Throughout both volumes, the worldrenowned City of Birmingham
is in

the late classical to the early romantic

Featured are two of the most
famous pieces of international
symphonic literature, the soothing
"Pastoral" and the lofty "Ode to Joy"
symphonies: The Sixth, in which the
composer evokes tranquil images of
styles.

his beloved countryside. .and the
.

buy anything ever again!
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Volume Two presents works
from Beethoven's mature period which
innovatively bridge the transition from

perfect

form under the direction of Walter
Weller, Gold Medal recipient from
the Beethoven Society of Vienna for
his interpretations of the master.

mighty Ninth, surely one of the
world's most profound and uplifting

works of art.
Additional Symphonies

pre-

sented are the Eighth and the first
movement of the unfinished Tenth.
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overtures from the composer's
earlier period. Surely this superb
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home. Order your set today!
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may cancel membership
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ness,

says

sumptuous sound
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is
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Animals as models of their world

by Richard Dawkins
In the pioneering days of radio,

my grand-

rate,

dynamic computer models of the

earth's weather.

different frequencies (important in both

thing altogether

radio and acoustics), he took wheels of different diameters

and attached them with pis-

When the wheels went

tons to a clothesline.

Biologists, too. use

models

what they think is going on
and

in ecosystems.

But

want

I

to express

inside organisms
to say

some-

more radical. An animal is a
model. Any organism is a model of the
world in which it lives. One way to understand this

is

imagine a zoologist presented

to

present environment.

It is

always adapted

to

sum of past environments in which its ancestors survived. More strictly still, the sum
a

was to lecture to young engineers
who were joining Marconi's company. To illustrate that any complex wave form can be
broken down into summed simple waves of

father's job

is

a weighted sum, with the weights dimin-

ishing as

we go back in time.
upon

All these claims rest

the Darwinian

assumption that animal bodies are largely

shaped by natural
ory

is

correct,

selection. If

an animal

is

Darwin's the-

the inheritor of at-

ancestors to be an-

was jerked up and
down, causing waves of movement to snake
along it. The wriggling clothesline was a
model of a radio wave, giving the saidents a
more vivid picture of wave summation than

with the body of an animal she has never

tributes that

seen before. If allowed to examine and dis-

cestors. If they hadn't

mathematical equations could ever have

mal Uved. To be more

would be

success as an ancestor, the attributes that

done.

reconstructing the worlds in which the ani-

we should expect to find in the body of our
animal when we inspect it? The answer is

round, the clothesline

This was

my

first

human

thing.

A child's train

say this because an

animal can never be

strictly

look,

eye, like a replica of the real
set is

adapted to

its

re-

a model, but so

also is a railway timetable. Engineers build

models for

testing in

wind

weather forecasters

make use

of very elabo-

airplane

precise, she

model resem-

some important

good zo-

everything about the world in which the ani-

I

may not necessarily

to the

in sufficient detail, a

mal's ancestors lived.

bles the real thing in
it

body

exposure to models in

the ordinary scientific sense: a

spects, although

sect the

ologist should be able to reconstmct aknost

tunnels;

Richard Dawlcins gave
dress at

tlie

Beliavior

tlie

keynote ad-

recent meeting of tlw

and Evolution

Human

Society. Antlvv-

attributes,

enabled

its

had those successful

they would have been not ances-

tors but the childless rivals

of ancestors.

make

So, what are the attributes that

for

anything that helps the individual animal
to survive

and reproduce

ronment

not just one or

—

in

its

two

own

envi-

attributes,

but hundreds, thousands of them.

This

is

why,

if

new

you present an animal's

pologist-writer Mereditli Small covered

body, even a

the meeting for Natural History. See her

known to science, to a knowledgeable zoolo-

report below.

gist,

species previously un-

she should be able to "read"

its

body

JOURf

ethinkina

Human

The new science of sex,

Nature TAaain

love,

power, and status

by Meredith Small
After seven months in the Ecuadorean

Amazon, University of California anthropologist Larry Sugiyama can now prove
that the indigenous

just like the

Shiwiar people think

most sophisticated

capitalists.

tion task, a psychological quiz designed to

determine

how Western minds

handle the

give-and-take of social exchange.

He had two
tionnaire

was

problems: the
in English,

Wason

ques-

and the Shiwiar

Instead of adopting the traditional ap-

thought the whole idea of testing was

proach of most ethnographers (unobtru-

pretty funny.

sive observation of the culture in ques-

test:

He showed

Sugiyama, a graduate student

and

told stories. "If a

tion),

at the

So Sugiyama modified

the

campus, de-

boat and expects a fish in return, what hap-

Wason

pens

8
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is

a

knew

this

even without fiving within driving disDeep down,

is

a cheat.

they

tance of a shopping mall.

Sugiyama concluded, we might all be of
same mind.
Larry Sugiyama is one of a growing

the

certain universal mental principles guide

university's Santa Barbara

if

A liar

and a cheat

group of academics called evolutionary
psychologists. These scholars hold that

cided to sive the Shiwiar the

selec-

And

liar

lends you his

the Shiwiar photographs

man

the fish?" This they understood.

you borrow the boat but don't give

our behavior

—

that

we

are, in effect,

_
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But zoological science has a long way
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to

reading the body of a newly discov-

ered species,

we can now come up with only

through trees onto the woodland;

on the

when

bark that

tree

at rest.

is

the moth's world

But models, as

we

have seen,

do not stop at replicas.
Models can be static or dynamic, and

A railway timetable

a sta-

is

model, while a weather model in a com-

tic

puter

dynamic:
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new

—
—being
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it is

systems

continuously

in ad-

readings from around the

a rough verdict about its probable habitat and

updated by

way of life

world. (Even with the help of sophisticated

—rough

in the

<

A peppered moth is a model of lichen

sometimes both.

life.
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a model of the dappled pattern of sunlight
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survived.

complicated blind alleys indicate a herbi-

able to

places piratoi once plundered, our

scription of the worlds in

a precise replica of a twig.

the animal's feet and

i

And its genes are a coded de-

is

other sense organs, the zoologist should be

trie

ani-ij

own world or the world

intestines with

ing teeth, a carnivore.

Or ail

any

that the animal,

a model of its

of its ancestors.

its

fed on. Flat, mill-

is

computers and updated information from

l
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model of its world
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body

are a

the millstone slab

will perfect techniques of combining sources

of a horse's tooth, for instance. Other aspects
are dynamic.

of enormous

power. The computer, incorporating every-

station for people curious

static

few days ahead,

aspects of an animal's

of information and analyzing their interactions, resulting in inferences

The professional weather

stations, accurate forecasting is pos-

sible only for a

will not take the teeth, guts,

and chemistry of the stomach

and

satellites, balloons, ships, planes,

weather

known about

A

Sometimes

the change

slow.

is

Dartmoor pony grows a shaggy coat

winter and sheds

it

in

in

summer. The zoologist

the

body of the

presented with a pony's pelt can read not

strange animal, will construct a

model of the

only the kind of place

it

the season of the year in

which it was caught.

thing that

is

model of the

animal's world to rival any
earth's

weather This,

it

seems

to

me,

tan-

is

Many

inhabited but also

animals of high northern

latitudes.
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prewired to act
that is

summer,
the

in certain

ways because

how we have been molded by

lions of years of evolution.
processes, they maintain, and the

mil-

Thought
complex

patterns of behavior those thoughts engen-

at the

Human

ety, the

seventh annual meeting of

Behavior and Evolution Soci-

evolutionary psychologists were

the limelight. But

some evolutionary

ogy scholars are not sure what
is

all

in

biol-

the fuss

about.
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into our spe-

cies as are bipedalism, hairlessness, or the

communicate by language.
Amid a flurry of provocative magazine
articles by journalist Robert Wright (cover
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feature on aggression), the field of evoluability to

tionary psychology has captured the atten-
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programmed

tion of the lay public.

Order today:
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der, are just as

And no

wonder. So

the field's practitioners have focused

on subjects close to everyone's heart
love, jealousy, anger, power,

Less clear
is

is

and

—

sex,

status.

how evolutionary psychology

faring within the halls of academe. This

stand
than

human thought is not new. More
a century ago, when he formulated

his theory of evolution

tion,

Darwin applied

anatomy but also

human

to

by

natural selec-

it

not only to

animal social

life

and

emotions. In the mid-twentieth

i

century, European zoologists Konrad

Lorenz and Niko Tinbergen took up this
Darwin-

relatively neglected aspect of the

ian ti-adition

and reapplied

it

to

animal be-

havior, launching the discipline

now

called ethology. Then, in the 1970s,

came

Harvard's E. O. Wilson and the sociobiologists,

who began

applying a well-defined

evolutionary firamework to test hypotheses

i

1

'
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ptarmigans, are white in winter and brownish in
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summer

much

But animals are dynamic on
time scales as

—

weO

^time scales

far east of the -western world.

faster

of seconds

and fractions of seconds. These are the time

which can be seen as

scales of behavior,

high-speed dynamic modeling of the envi-

ronment Think of a herring gull adroidy riding a sea cliffs upcurrents.
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wings, but

wing muscles are
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the tail muscles, are
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this doesn't

not be

mean that

They, along with

idle.

constandy making tiny
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eddy, of the air around

The most

every nuance, every

bird's flight surfaces to
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it.

we fed informa-

Come

computer, from

moment
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in principle reconstruct

moment

to

the

every detail of the air currents through which

was gliding. It would assume that
was well designed to glide, and on
that assumption construct a model of the air
around the bird. Again, it would be a model
in the same sense as the weather forecaster's.
the bird
the bird

Both are continuously revised by new data.
Both can be extrapolated

To

adjustinents that

and

muscles

tail
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bird

the

1

should

it

make

to

model

that

could ad-

about social behavior in
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"HIS

VIEW OF

LIFE

'eversing Established

Orders
"Frogs eat flies. Ifflies eatfi-ogs, then we might well be headed for bedlam or the Apocalypse."

by Stephen Joy Gould
We

know how

A

and receives the ev-

political utility (often nefarious), rather

Such counterexamples exist in abundance,
form a staple in a standard genre
the "wonof writing in natural history
derment of oddity" or "strange ways of the

ident response,

than nature's factual and inevitable dictate.

beaver" tradition. (Sorry to be so disparag-

the great

"Why, as men do a-land;
ones eat up the little ones." Con-

We may

all

the world works.

fisherman asks his boss in Shakespeare's

Cymbeline: "Master,

marvel how the

I

fishes live in the sea,"

when humorists

sequently,

invent topsy-

turvy worlds, they reverse such established orders and then emphasize the
rightness of their absurdity. Alice's

Won-

The postmodernists

spirited present.

rectly argue that such dualisms

chies represent our

many

own

cor-

and hierar-

constructions for

choose to parse the world

ways with

other

in

radically different

categorizations of nature also tend

to favor dualistic hierarchies

We

based upon

often divide the world

derland works on the principle of "sen-

domination.

tence

verdict afterwards." In Gil-

ecologically into predators and prey, or

and Sullivan's town of Titipu, the
Ko-Ko, condemned to death by de-

complicated and con-

bert

first

—

tailor

capitation,

is

elevated instead to the rank

of Lord High Executioner because
so obvious, after

all

—

man

a

—

off another's head until he's cut his

Pish-Tush explains

off."

ited

all this in

and you're

and

right,

all is

own

a spir-

song with rousing chorus. "And

right,

it is

"cannot cut

I

am

right too-

anatomically into

animals versus simpler

trolling "higher"

do not
deny the utility of such parsings in making
big fish do
predictions that usually work
generally eat little fish, and not vice versa.
and subservient "lower" forms.

Social and literary critics of the socalled postmodernist

—

But the postmodernist

critique should lead

us to healthy skepticism as
the

complex and

socially

movement have em-

dominance may

represent,

upon
us by

in the

impenetrable

jargon of their discourse, that conventional support for established orders usu-

upon claims

for the naturalness

of "dualisms" and "hierarchies." In creating duaMsms,

we divide

trasting categories; in

a subject into con-

imposing hierarchy

upon these dualisms, we judge one
gory as superior, the other as

know

cate-

inferior.

We

political lives

—from

righteous

versus infidel of centuries past to the mil-

CEO's who

sus single mothers

desei-ve tax cuts ver-

who

should lose their

food stamps in our astoundingly mean-

12

nature,

and not a

human

order

lecture directed to

and bees.

the birds

Natural historians tend to avoid tendentious preaching in this philosophical

(although

I

often

fall

tations in these essays).

of doubting

is

mode

victim to such temp-

empirical:

Our favored
if I

wish

style

to ques-
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—

—my own

ignoble dualism,

stories are terrific.

more

intellectual

I

I

suppose.

just often

yeam

generahty and

less

florid writing.)

Much
cases"

of our fascination with "strange

lies in their

abrogation of accepted

dualisms based on dominance
versing established orders" of

—

the "re-

my title. As

an obvious example, and paragon of this
literamre, carnivorous plants have always
elicited primal intrigue

—and

the bigger

and more taxonomically "advanced"
prey, the

more we

yawn when

the

We

feel the weirdness.

a Venus' flytrap ensnares a

mosquito, but experience a frisson of substantial

discomfort

when

a large pitcher

plant devours a bird or a rodent.
I

keep a

file

house such cases.

marked "reversals"
I

lookout for optimal examples, where
three of the

to

have long been on the
all

most prominent dualisms

based on dominance suffer reversal:
predator and prey, high and low, large and
small
in other words, where a creature

—

from a category usually ranked as small in
stature, primitive in design, and subject to
predation eats another animal from a cate-

and blood.

gory generaUy viewed as bigger, anatomically superior, and rapacious. I now have

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

four intriguing examples, more than
enough for a column. Since we postmod-

tion your proposed generality,
for a

counterexample

I

in flesh

will search

the dualistic hierarchies of our

and

lionaire

rea-

most of all, the

imposition of a preferred

social

scrutinize

our favored categories. Dualisms based on

ment often buried

all

we

embedded

phasized, in a cogent and impoilant argu-

ally rehes

I

sons behind the original formulations of

loora-lay."

ing

The
for

implications.

Our

for they

ogy,

and the

University.

histoij of science at

He

is

Han'ard

also Frederick P. Rose

Honoraiy Curator in Invertebrates at
American Museum of Natural History.

the

ernists abjure hierarchical ranking,

simply present

my

examples

judgmental chronological order of
publication.

1

will

in the nontheir
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Indeed
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It is

the

watercolors,

Audubon

Hall.
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of

buckskins, nothing
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drawings,

prints,
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and

more treasured than
that hang on

is

the walls.

mark

To

.Audubon's

Museum decided
six prints struck

to

bicentennial,

new

issue a

the

edition of

from these original double-

elephant sized plates,

used in the early

last

19th century.

in

new

drawings than a chimney srveep
beautiful

notes,

The

prints

To carry out
began looking
19th

old

printing

in

this

for

the

Museum

commission, the

a firm which retained the

century skills

of

copper plate

is

to

your

and even bird specimens

results

be

not

judged

only

surpassed

among

curators, art

Audubon experts.
known British naturalist
wrote;

"These

new

to be

a finer representation of
than any produced

intentions
artist's

important

published by Cornell University commented;
experts are

collections

A

judging the new edition

to

Some

sets

edition which

Audubon's

What may
ciate

is

closer to

original plates

intentions.

surprise

Audubon's work

them, the

many who appreis

that

the

artist,

although delighted with the superb quality

just

125

The

and the

Museum

is

possibility of stress to

limiting the edition to

sets worldwide.

plates will then be retired for at least

half a century.

to

America

North

in

have also been ]3urchased by

Dow

Jones and

the Southland Corporation.

We
the

now delighted

are

remaining

eight

be able

to

sets

to

If

would

you

like

to offer

individuals

receive

to
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pros-

a

Museum

at

the

address below or call Ernestine Weindorf on
(212)769.5.508.

The

prints will also be available for private
in the

Museum

during the next three

months.

The

plates have

where they
least

50

will

come back

remain

to the

Museum

untouched

for

years.
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An
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viewing

lifetime"

be superior to HaveU's original prints."

and coloring.

set

Christie's

at

throughout the nation.
Sir

'Living Bird Quarterly', a scholarly journal

"Many

auction

at

century

claimed, the majority of the sets going

have also met with

but

Atlenborough

during the

$3. 7m

150,000.

cost

19th

1992.)

to

impressions of the 150-year-old plates could
ivell

prints

major corporations, including

have

our expectations

Audubon's

six

including the Library of Congress, the Boston

this edition.

well

of

set

complete 4 volume

(A

Already most of the edition

my

like

ivije."

letters

produce

David

new edition are:
ihe Wild Turkey, Male; the Female Turkey
and Young: the Snowy Owl; ihe Mallard Duck;
the Canada Goose; and the Great White Heron.
six

he

letters,

The Museum and Alecto therefore went
back to Audubon's original watercolors,

The

edition

since the 1830s.

The

one of .\udubon's

"These recent proofs are no more

historians and
first

of

fetched

outstanding recognition

The

The

terribly

many

writes to his printer Robert Havell;

Audubon's

copper plates

artist's

was

the prints.

arrangement.

Among

engravings,

original

disappointed with the coloring of
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Frogs and flies. Frogs eat
frogs, then

we might

flies. If flies

bedlam or the Apocalypse.

Tom

eat

well be headed for

My

colleague

Eisner, of Cornell University,

is

history are not pleasant

dards

—then suck

by ingesfing blood and body
I

loved the wry

—unusual

revered throughout our profession as the

paper

past master of natural oddities with impor-

ticle,

tant

day

practical general messages.

and

August 1982,

in

at

a small

pond

One

in Ari-

by human

stan-

the toad dry (and dead)

last

fluids only.

sentence of their

in style for a technical ar-

but odd stories have always permit-

\ye report

is

a reversal of the usual

zona, Eisner and several colleagues noted

toad-eats-fly paradigm, although

...

thousands of spadefoot toads, congregat-

paradigm may also prevail in
tional form. Adult Scaphiopus

conven-

muddy

ing on the

shore as they emerged to

crus-

taceans (lobsters, crabs, shrimp) eat snails,
as all naturahsts

know. The

an extended evolutionary "arms race,"
egantly documented over

its

the

many

el-

years by

my colleague Geerat Vermeij, involved in-

[the spade-

with ever more efficient protective devices
(spines, ribs, thick

and wavier

snails over geological time.

shells) in

Land crabs are

the overwhelmingly predominant predator

of my

own favorite subject

adulthood in near synchrony from their tadpole
stage. Eisner and his col-

for research, the Carib-

leagues described theii" dis-

snails eat decapods,

covery

in

bean land

snail Cerion. If

might as well

a technical publi-

we

retire.

cation (R. Jackman, S.

Nowicki, D.
ley,

and

ence,

Amos

Aneshans-

J.

Barkai

Christopher

T. Eisner, in Sci-

November 4,

and

McQuaid

studied rock lobsters and

1983):

whelks

Spaced only centimeters

(snails

of middling

around two
Marcus and Mal-

size) in waters

apart in places, they were
islands,

of minimal adult size
(body length, 1.5 to 2 cm
[less than an inch]). Conspicuous among them
were toads that were
dead or dying, apparently having been seized
all

gas, located just four miles

apart in the Saldanhabaai

South

Africa

("Predator-Prey Role Reversal in a

Marine Benthic

Ecosystem," Science, Oc-

by a predator in the mud
and drawn partly into the

tober?, 1988).

On Malgas

Island, as all God-fearing

substrate, until only their
head, or head and trunk,
projected above ground.
We counted dozens of such

semisubmerged

of

area

folk

would only

rightly

suspect, rock lobsters eat

moUusks, mostly mussels,

toads.

and several species of
whelks. Barkai and McQuaid write: "The rock

They then dug deeper
and, to their great surprise,

found that the predator
was "a large grublike in-

lobsters usually attacked

sect larva, subsequently

away

identified as that of the

with their mouthparts."

the whelks by chipping

words,

tifery In other

may be

local lobstermen

report that twenty years

flies

ago rock lobsters were
common on both
islands. But for unclear
reasons, perhaps hnked to
a period of low oxygen in

can eat toads! (Although
astonishment

the shell margin

The

horsefly Tabamis punc-

equally

less-

ened in noting that the
enormous fly larvae are

Vint

Lawrence

bigger than the tiny toads.)

Unusually large insects and maximally

foot toad] might well on occasions have

surrounding waters during the 1970s, lob-

small vertebrates have also been featured

predatory access to the very Tabanus flies
that as larvae preyed upon their con-

sters then

in the

few other recorded cases of such

versals

—

re-

even a mouse

frogs, small birds,

consumed by praying mantises,

for ex-

fly

larvae force themselves into the

mud, rear end

first,

until their front end.

bearing the mouthparts,
surface.

The

hooking

their pointed

hind legs or
toad part
please

14
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lies flush

belly,

way

mandibles into the

and then dragging the

into the

mud.

remember fliat many

Tlie larvae

tales in naharal
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commentary

5,

witii the

1983), began his

emotional impact of

Is-

have become established, and the population density of whelks has soared. Barkai

and McQuaid asked themselves:
rock lobsters not recolonize

such reversals:

"Why do

Marcus

Island

despite the high availability of food?"

with the

larvae then catch toads by

disappeared from Marcus

land. In the absence of lobsters as the

usual top predator, extensive mussel beds

Greenberg, reporting for Science

News (November

ample.

The

specifics.

is the Okeechobee Fla. Little League
team thrashing the New York Yankees; this
is Wally Cox beating out Burt Reynolds for
the girl; this is Grenada invading the United

rion,

States. "This is unlike anything I've ever

ishing discovery: the food has

This

seen," says

Thomas

Eisner.

answer their own quesMcQuaid performed the
obvious experiment and made an astonIn an attempt to

Barkai and

—

feeder

this

i

classic case of

creased strength of crab claws correlated

ted stylistic license:

The case

Lobsters and snails. Decapod

—

become the
in
overwhelming
time by

t

:

—
lying on the sea floor within a pro-

number, not equating in size (the whelks

other marine organisms during red tides as

state,

The

passive and "unintended" results of di-

tective cyst.

conventional passive voice of scientific

noflagellate toxins or other consequences

cyst breaks and releases a mobile cell that

prose does not convey excitement well,

of massive algal populations during

swims, grows, and secretes a powerful,

much

are

smaller than the lobsters).

good

but a

story easily transcends such a

blooms.

any further

gellates

limitation. So, without

minor

No one had supposed that dinoflamight actively

commentary from me (I would only be
tempted to make some arch and utterly in-

evolved response for their own explicit ad-

appropriate statement about slave re-

benefit for the algal cells.

volts

—Spartacus

and

all

here are

that),

Barkai and McQuaid's words:

from Malgas IsMarcus
The result was immediate. The
Island.
apparently healthy rock lobsters were
quickly overwhelmed by large numbers of
whelks. Several hundreds were observed
being attacked immediately after release
and a week later no live rock lobsters could
The rock lobbe found at Marcus Island
sters escaped temporarily by swimming, but

One thousand rock

lobsters

land were tagged and transferred to
.

.

fish.

—

So far, so what? although apparent inducement to activity (breaking of the cyst)
by the presence of fish seems to suggest a
direct link. The main evidence for active
evolution in predation on fish is both
anatomical and behavioral. The swimming cell, breaking out from the cyst,
grows a projection, called a peduncle,

vantage, including a potential nutritional

And

live fish approach, the

water-soluble neurotoxin, killing the

an

fish as

kill

When

yet the di-

do seem to be killing and eating fish in a manner suggesting active evolution for this most peculiar reversal.
The dinoflageUate fives in a dormant
noflagellates

.

each contact with the substratum resulted in
several more whelks attaching themselves

weight of numbers prevented escape.
average each rock lobster was killed
within fifteen minutes by more than 300
Bumupena [whelks] that removed all the
flesh in less than an hour.
until

On

HEHGL

semper tyrannis.

Sic

Fish

and dinoflagellates. Fish don't genwhy should they

erally eat dinoflagellates;

even deign to notice such microscopic

And dinofla-

algae, floating in the plankton.

tion,

"L'Engle

very no-

gellates certainly don't eat fish; the

given the disparity in sizes,

is

ludi-

-Kirkus Reviews, Pointef

crous to the point of incomprehensibihty.
Dinoflagellates do, however,

kill

fish,

convincing witing, engrossing

known and
immense practical

by indu-ect mechanisms long
well studied for their

Under favorable

significance.

mys$!eiy, exotic settings,

—

conditions,

e»^ironmental message
wBat^ore can one ask of a book?"

60
These

dinoflagellate populations can soar to

million organisms per

liter

of water.

— Vote of

blooms can discolor and poison
the waters
"red tide" is the most familiar
example leading to massive deaths of
so-called

—
—

fish
J.

a mastei^

is

Youth Advocates >-4fjH

Share Troubling a Star with
a young adventureir.

and other marine organisms.

M. Burkholder and a group of her

colleagues from North Carolina State University

Ages 10

have studied toxic blooms associ-

I

^d up

ated with fish kills in estuaries of the

southeastern United States
J.

Glasgow,

Jr.,

late Is

(J.

M. Burk-

Noga, C. H. Hobbs, and H. B.

holder, E.

"New

READ

•

ADVENTU

^JOSSi
PUBLISHERSS COUPON

'Phantom' Dinoflagel-

the Causative

|

Save n

Agent of Major Estu-

uine Fish Kills," Nature, July 30, 1992).
Fhe largest event resulted in the death of
[learly

one million Aflantic menhaden

in

RETAIIiR:

We will

he estuary of North Carolina's Pamlico

purchose on the

^ver.

by

The oddity of

store to

is

this case lies not in the

common

[uence of dinoflagellate blooms.

Iways regarded the death of

fish

have
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from

lower surface. The

its

move

cells

seem

to

actively toward dead or dying fish.

Flecks of tissue, sloughed off from the
fish,

then attach to the peduncle and get di-

The authors

gested.

The authors comment: "The

projections.

spicule cover

.

.

.

gives the filaments a

'Velcro'-like adhesiveness"
its

the key to

feeding reversal at maximal anatomical

distance for invertebrates.

write:

—

The sponge

captures small crustaceans on the

The

lethal agent is an excreted neurotoxin.

induces neurotoxic signs by fish including sudden sporadic movement, disorientation, lethargy and apparent suffocation
.

.

.

ments

[It]

followed by death. The alga has not been
observed to attack fish directly. It rapidly increases its swimming velocity to reach
flecks of sloughed tissue from dying fish,

however, using

its

peduncle to attach to and

thin fila-

ments grew over the prey, which was completely enveloped after

[ji

using observed repetition in independent %
colonizations to argue against a range of
il

contingently unpredictable outcomes:

When we

look

!

and bushes
are tempted
to attribute their proportional numbers and
kinds to what we call chance. But how false
a view is this! Every one has heard that
when an American forest is cut down, a
at the plants

clothing an entangled bank,

we

very different vegetation springs up, but

one day and

di-

The sponge,
become a carnivore.

gested within a few days."

in

it

has been observed that the trees now growing on the ancient Indian mounds, in the

Southern United States, display the same

inver-

based on the domination of one category

struggle between the several kinds of trees

Among

mng

of any evolutionary lad-

while arthropods are highest of the

high

(just a little

lower than the angels,

on a linear
list of rising complexity). Sponges have no
just before vertebrates

by filtering out
from water pumped

over another. The

guys sometimes

little

turn tables and prevail

—often

enough,

perhaps, to call the categories themselves
into question.

see another message in these rever-

I

—a consequence of

discrete organs; they feed

sals

tiny items of food

that

the reassessment

must always proceed when estab-

through channels in their body. Arthro-

lished orders crumble or merely lose their

pods grow eyes, hmbs, brains, and diges-

claim to invariance. In our struggle to un-

many live as active carniMost arthropods wouldn't take

tive systems;

derstand the history of

vores.

where

much

'.

sponges are lowest of the low

der),

is,

Velcro ship that closes your coat pocket.

The authors continue: "New,

the in-

beautiful diversity and proportion of kinds

bottom

that

than a fuzz ball can detach itself from the

Darwin extolled

variance of certain ecological patterns by

These four wonderful stories give us
pause about our dualistic taxonomies

Sponges and arthropods.
(the

they can't escape any better

other words, has

digest the tissue debris.

tebrates,

—and

fila-

Species, Charles

how

or

why

we must

learn

we can

tingent and unpredictable events that

occur but once in detailed glory, and the

more

might subdue and ingest an arthropod.

repeatable, lawlike

lished early this year, "Carnivorous

may pervade life's
(In my own view

Sponges" {Nature. January 26, 1995),

contingency

However,

life,

boundary between con-

a sponge

notice of a lowly sponge, but

scarcely imagine

to place the

in a crisply titled article

pub-

phenomena

that

history as generalities.

as in the surrounding virgin forests.

What a

must here have gone on during long centuries, each annually scattering its seeds by
the thousand; what war between insect and
insect
between insects, snails, and other
animals with birds and beasts of prey all
striving to increase, and all feeding on each
other or on the trees or their seeds and
seedlings, or on the other plants which first
clothed the ground and thus checked the
growth of the trees! Throw up a handful of
feathers, and all must fall to the ground ac-

—

—

cording to definite laws; but

how

simple

is

problem compared to the action and reaction of the innumerable plants and animals which have determined, in the course
of centuries, the proportional numbers and
kinds of trees now growing on the old Inthis

dian ruins!

of

life,

the

domain of

vastly larger than all West-

But the same patterns do not always

Vacelet and N. Boury-Esnault, of the Cen-

ern tradition, and most psychological

recur from adjacent starting points colo-

d'Oceanologie of Marseille, have

hope, would allow. Fortuity pervades the

nized by the same set of species. Even the

origin of any particular species or lineage.

most apparently predictable patterns of

Homo

supposedly established orders

tre

found a

killer

J.

sponge (about as bizarre as a

fish-eating dinoflagellate

—but both

exist).

is

sapiens

is

a contingent twig, not a

members of the
genus Asbestopluma, have only been
known from very deep waters (including
the all-tiine record for sponges of more
than 25,000 feet), where behavior and

predictable result of ineluctably rising

Remove

complexity during evolution.)

one South African

The domain of lawlike generality includes broad phenomena not specific to
the history of particular Uneages. The eco-

librium

food preferences could not be observed.
But Vacelet and Boury-Esnault found a

logical structure of coiimiumties should

predators!

new

some

Relatives of this sponge,

species in a shallow-water Mediter-

ranean cave

their

island,

—

one that acby converting

former prey into a ganging posse of

Thus,

I

sense a challenge in these four

cases deeper than the raw peculiarity of

—

phenomenology and the resultant
upon our dualistic and hierarchical
categories. We do not yet know the rules of

must transcend whatever particular organisms happen to occupy a given role at any

many organisms from

develop

balanced ecosystems must sustain more

composition for ecosystems.

and

biomass as prey than as predators (the

even know

from shallow

basis of the so-called ecological pyra-

I

special adaptations for procuring large

rare items (while relatives

waters
prey).

may

pursue a plethora of smaller

Asbestopluma has

lost

both

So how does

this

1

would accept such statements

my

kill

—

that single-

and eat

large,

multicellular organisms, for example. But

our four cases of reversed order give
pause.
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tempted, therefore, to close with the

famous words

that

D'Arcy Thompson

deep-

I would also have been
embrace the invariance of other

extending from the upper end of the body.

covered by

smaU

do not

We

love

The

a blanket of tiny spicules, or

We

rules exist in the usual sense.

rules for sensible repetition

as predictable generalities despite

celled creatures don't

is

am

if

willing to

species grows long filaments

surface of the filaments

all

for contingency.

water sponge feed?

The new

—and

imagine, for example, that

attack

pump

channels through the body and the specialthe water through.

mid)

1

their

wrote to signify our ignorance of the microscopic world {On Growth and Form).

filtering

ized cells (called choanocytes) that

inoment.

fail.

and a new equi-

may quickly emerge

(less than 100 feet), where
Scuba divers can watch directly.
The deep sea is a nutritional deseit, and
this habitat

may

from waters around

tively excludes lobsters

provide a promising searching ground, for
principles of structural organization

the lobsters

skeletal

In a

me

famous passage from Origin of

are not quite so uninformed about the

rules of composition for ecosystems, but

and what an inspigo forth: "We have come to the
edge of a world of which we have no experience, and where all our preconcep-

what a

stark challenge

ration to

tions

must be

recast."
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Twinkle, twinkle,

Neil

de Grosse Tyson

turbing atmospheric layers, and observe

little star,

How I wonder what you are,
Up above the world so high.

the universe

from

there.

Plan

B

is

actually

form of the well-publi-

in progress in the

now

cized Hubble space telescope, which

Like a diamond in the sky!

observes the universe with a leap in reso-

above

If stars did not twinkle, then the

from ground-based telescopes

lution

rhyme by Jane Taylor 1783-1 824) would

is

not have been written and the world's as-

telescope from the unaided eye.

(

tronomers would be very, very happy.
Twinkling

stars are

an active ingredient in

both romantic nights and bad data.
After a swift, yet peaceful journey of

thousands of

tens, hundreds, or

revolutionizing ground-

the influence of the atmosphere, a star's

is

based astronomy: adaptive optics. In some

image

versions, lasers are used to continually

will also

monitor the blobbiness of

stars.

An

intri-

future:

the

The

list

of cosmic objects that can be

studied with the help of twinkle-free,
high-resolution images

at

is

My

a long one.

and multiple-star sys-

favorites: double-

now

would be certain Bounds beyond
which Telescopes could not perform. For
the Air through which we look upon the

be more readily identified in our galaxy;

He went on

.

.

Tremor; as

may

be

twinkling of the fix'd Stars.

to suggest that a

might be a good place

The only Remedy

is

mountain

to put a telescope:

a most serene and quiet

such as may perhaps be found on the
tops of the highest Mountains above the
Grosser Clouds.
Air,

Newton was right. The sky is, indeed,
more serene when viewed from mountaintops, and I agree with him that clouds are
gross. But the atmosphere above mountains

does not always cooperate.

If

you

seek high-resolution images of your star
field or

galaxy

when

the twinkling

is

bad,

then there are two obvious things to do.

Plan A: close the telescope

dome and go to

bed. Plan B: raise $2 billion, build a telescope, launch

1

8

it

into orbit

above the
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will not only drift to-and-fro, but

moment

change

brightness from one

its

to the next.

Your eyes

will record

will

there

.

dis-

mosphere.

twinkling stars might

in a perpetual

is

turbed before reaching the shore. Under

tems, which, along with planets, can

is

ripple

exists a clever, less obvi-

fully turbulent air, the patches are espe-

Theory of making Telescopes could

seen by the

across an untidy ridge of stones

smooth shape of each

the

length be fully brought into Practice, yet

Stars,

move

will record a smeared, circular blob. In

With characteristic eloquence. Sir Isaac
Newton, in his 1704 treatise on optics,

If the

wave can be broken apart, with its segments sent on slightly different paths. The
scene resembles a pond in which ripples

moment. Fifteen years ago, this technology would have been indistinguishable
from magic. Today, it produces images
that, in some cases, are almost as good as
what can be obtained from outside the at-

gets jig-

nights are worse than others.

confound astronomers of the

opti-

patch, a light

corrects for the atmospheric turbulence of

it

a telescope. Depending on the air turbu-

how

From one

lower atmos-

oversized blob on the detector attached to

worried about

and thus different

densities,

a twinkling

gled and wiggled and smeared into an

some

ous remedy that

and

cal properties.

cate network of software and hardware

phere (the troposphere), where

lence,

But there now

tures

from a

years, the sharp pinpoint of light
distant star reaches Earth's

light-

that

as impressive as the leap to Galileo's

patches have slightly different tempera-

dis-

interstellar clouds,

whose

structure can be

star.

A

time-lapse photograph

cially small, the light

and the

sected,

waves

are wildly dis-

star twinkles ferociously.

As you increase the size of an optical device,

ability to

its

lens)

is

produce a sharp image

main mirror

(or

about the size of the average

at-

improve only

mospheric patch.
sea-level

until the

A

typical patch at the

town of No Place Special

is

rarely

bigger than four inches. In other words,

you want

overcome

to

if

the twinkling prob-

lem, the largest telescope in the worid will

be no more effective

at

sea level than an

more precisely revealed, especially in sites
where the detailed mechanisms of star for-

ter mirror.

mation are poorly understood; galaxies,

Clear Mountain, however, patches of clear

which have eluded physically meaningful
classification to this day, and which can

air

now be described

with unprecedented pre-

cision; the cores of

ways busy

dense

star clusters, al-

which can be probed to
study the evolution of rare stars that have
collided and coalesced; and the nuclei of
places,

galaxies, the likely

home

of supermassive

black holes, which can be searched for

amateur telescope with a four-inch-diame-

twenty inches? No,

lecting as

cusing

is

not mirror envy.

A

much

light as possible

and

fo-

The biggest
which are hun-

into a single image.

it

visible-light telescopes,

dreds of inches across, allow us to detect

some of

a star

it

telescope's job description includes col-

verse.

when

Crystal

can be as large as ten or twenty inches.

close-by.

actually happens

summit of

the

So why do astronomers build telescopes with diameters of more than

groups of soon-to-be-dined-upon stars

What

From

the

dimmest objects

And we would

tected undulating blob

all
is

in the uni-

agree that a de-

better than an un-

twinkles? Through fine optical devices,

detected undulating blob.

such as telescopes and eyeballs, the

What we really want now is a clever
way to take the starlight that is broken

mosphere looks

at-

like a tapestry of individ-

ual "patches" of air that drift across the
field

of view. Unfortunately, different

apart as

it

traverses different patches of the

atmosphere and reassemble the segmented

.
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mess

into a

smooth

light

ripple.

To do

wave,

like

our

we need

pristine

pond

way

monitor every patch of sky that

to

this,

a
is

seen by the main mirror of a telescope. For

example, a five-meter (200-inch)
scope on a mountaintop

tele-

may be able to see

100 or more atmospheric patches, so

we need to do

all

guide

Another system,

star.

sodium atoms

mesosphere

in the

that

we can

them

on a complicated assortment of hardware

must be

lar

some type of
Most noted among
dual IO-

Mauna Kea,

Hawaii.

An important variable in this discussion

stel-

is

the

band of hght

astronomer

that an

might choose for an observation. Infrared

images. Equipped with the light of a
star,

the technology,

Keck Observatory's

the

is

meter telescopes on

we

fake

must, as promised, create sharpened

we have

that

adaptive optics system.

create a fake star

wherever and whenever we please,

be monitored

has been conceived with

glow of low-

times per second. In each snapshot,

cient light

Now

pressure, sodium-vapor street lamps.

Now

to

nearly every telescope project in progress

miles up), which, in turn, emits light with
the characteristic yellow

image does not need

as frequendy.

(sixty

image that we can properly recombine.
Simple enough. But each mirror segment must monitor the Hght hundreds of
suffi-

the

in design,

still

feeds laser light to a fortuitous layer of

break the mirror into 100

is

and allow each piece to create an

parts

phere (ten miles up) to create a bright, fake

adaptive optics systems depend

has longer wavelengths than visible

A

light.

remarkable advantage of using longer

wavelengths

re-

that all fac-

is

technology and

corded to simultaneously
track and correct for ongo-

tors in the

ing atmospheric changes,

optics

so the only stars that can be

cheaper and simpler.

construction of adaptive

method

systems become

Why?

are the bright ones. Ideally,

Because the differences in
temperature and density

one of these handy guide

from

would be included in
the intended field of
view near enough to the
target object to be influenced by the same patch of
atmosphere at the same
time. But only about one-

patch to the next are less

tenth of one percent of the

need not be as heavily
segmented, and you are
more likely to find a nearby

viewed with

this

stars

is

happy consequence, the effective size of an atmospheric patch

stars to

guide

program. AsAstronomers

and other practical lim-

itations

strive to

The Starry

Night,

by Vincent van Gogh; the

Museum

Photograph

©

of

Modern

1994 by

New

Art,

York, Lillian

P.

in

atmos-

pheric conditions, the guide

Bliss bequest.

star

MOMA.

need not be monitored

as rapidly

ideas

first

Also, with less

moment-to-mo-

ment changes

overcome the atmosphere's distortion of star
was an inspiration.

images. To Vincent van Gogh, the twinkling of stars

of adaptive optics

systems since the

star.

severe,

tronomers have recognized
this

correspond-

is

ingly larger, the mirror

conduct a successful adaptive optics

infrared

to

wavelengths of hght. As a

near enough to any

one of these bright

atmospheric

destructive

—

sky

one

and need not be

Not

percolated in the 1950s.

as bright.

Adaptive optics remained a shelved dream until 1985, when
two French astronomers, Renaud Foy and

most adaptive optics
that typically includes

Antoine Labeyrie, suggested

monitoring cameras. At the core of adap-

cial "laser star"

that

an

artifi-

could be created high in

beam

splitters,

interferometers, reimaging optics, and

tive optics systems,

however,

is

a de-

tems

in

surprisingly,

sys-

use today are designed for infrared

wavelengths.

No

matter

how

effective

an adap-

it is,

system cannot see

tive optics

light that is

the atmosphere, above the turbulent lay-

formable, or segmented, minor, in which

not there. Large sections of the infrared

and positioned wherever it was
needed. But the technology was expensive
and advances were slow. Unbeknownst to

each part (sized to match a typical atmos-

are blocked

ers,

astronomers, however, in the early 1980s,
the military

was working on a

laser-

guided adaptive optics system of its own.

pheric patch)

is

controlled independenfly

by computer-instructed "pistons"
push or pull the miiTor in a manner

in the

by the water molecules (HjO)

atmosphere, and nearly

that

violet parts of the

that

ozone

(0,).

all

the ultra-

spectrum are blocked by

The Hubble space

telescope,

cancels the patch-to-patch atmospheric

above the atmosphere altogether, does

variations.

and never

not,

adaptive

All adaptive optics systems also include

declassified, as-

a second mirror that monitors and corrects

from this problem.
And its resolution reigns supreme in the
visible part of the spectrum. Taken to-

tronomers learned that the Air Force, the

the slow wandering of the

gether, the

Office of Naval Research, and the Strate-

sults

Defense Initiative Organization had
funded successful laser-guided adaptive

the laser

beam because

round

through the atmosphere cancels

In the post-cold-war era,

optics research

was

when

gic

optics systems.

now open

to

The
all,

ideas

and technology,

were immediately

from

Known

as the

trip

image

that re-

larger-scale motions in the
tip-tilt

mirror,

it

cannot use

the fake star's

But an ordinary, dim

generation of telescopes. For example, a

guide because the wandering affects

beam can now be

scattered off air molecules in the stiatos-
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Hubble telescope and

the

new

generation of ground-based telescopes
allow astronomers to declare

mantic as

it

may

sound,

that, as unro-

we now have

technology to "de-twinkle" the

the

stars.

out the effect you are trying to measure.

adapted by astronomers for use in the next
properly tuned laser

air.

will, suffer

star will suffice as a

patches together, so the

tip-tilt

all

mirror does

not need to be segmented, and therefore

Neil de Grasse Tyson

is

an astrophysicist

with a joint appointment at the American

Miiseiim-Hayden
Princeton University.

Planetarium

and
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analogue computers consisting of con-

ical

catenations of mathematically curved
11

and rods sliding over one another.

on how to adjust their wing and tail
muscles, just such a model is almost cer-

vise gulls

today, the simplest

cams
Even

way of solving that math-

ested in the banana, but they

out along the plank to get

We

the "traveling sales-

man" problem

(planning an optimal route

which might be

the gull and of every other bird in flight. Sim-

for a salesman

who

boons' prudence. In

models, preprogrammed in oudine by

ilar

genes and past experience, and continuously

list

of cities)

tion

every swimming

tie

I

every galloping horse,

bat.

should not wish, by using the metaphor

of the computer, to imply that brains work

modem

like

digital electronic

They probably

don't.

The

computers.

principle of get-

ting information about the real world by sim-

ulating

intemally

it

and the

size,

happens

to

is

what I want to empha-

digital electronic

computer

be a familiar and powerful

tool

But there are other conceiv-

for simulation.

able tools that are not digital and not electronic,

and the brain might well resemble

them more.
Before

computers became readily

digital

available, engineers used a variety of devices

to simulate reality.
line

My grandfather's clothes-

was a simple example. Other such "ana-

logue" devices were, and sometimes

still

are,

used to solve serious mathematical problems.

A mathematical function, for example,

knots in string, but the psychologist and

words) that brain models have more

in these
in

common

with knotted string than with

computers. For our purposes here,

digital

doesn't matter.

makes simulation models of
world.

it

sufficient that the brain

It is

the outside

think in terms of digital electronic

I

computers because

I

am familiar with them,

but neither their digitalness nor their electronicness

is

Can an animal's mental model of its

worid

free-run into the future

and so simulate

ture events, as does the

computer model of

the world's weather?

Suppose we

experiment. Find a steep

cliff in

set

fii-

up an

a mountain-

and

"Sociobiology was bombarded," says

Wilham

frons, a

new

field "evolutionary

a plank so that

it

sticks

nana on

its

it

The
on the safe

center of gravity of

far tip.

below, but if a monkey were to venture out to

end of the plank,

is

it

would be enough

to

evolutionary psychology

No,

on a table and proare

then placed on the glass near tiie edge, to see

whether they shy away from the edge or are
indifferent to

The first story, then,

it.

involves

and error of tiie crudest and most drastic

with ancesO^al

life

and death.

We can call this

the Ancestral Fear story.

The second
periences of

story talks about the past ex-

tiie

individual baboons.

young baboon, as
falling.

Most

Need
gram
srill

it

likely,

a mate?

Each

grows up, experiences
it

will

have enough en-

The mate-choice

pro-

hominid ancestors used is
on-line and ready to guide our
that our

Need

exchange programs are there to keep track
of enemies and friends. Although they do

—evolutionary biology

and cognitive science."
David Buss, a psychologist

its

from

havior,

at tiie

whereas evolutionary psychology

—

views the mind

that

is,

business partners? Social

chological mechanisms

—

as the central

es-

at

a direct, lineal

ripe for study. All

human mind

computer programs

all

in

to a collec-

our heads.

have, as part of our evolved de-

sign, psychological or cognitive

in

is

declare

league at the evolutionary psychology

nisms

humans

you have to do

hypothesis tiiat might explain why our ancestors were selected to do it. As some of

ciobiology, and the behavioral ecology of
sense," says Tooby,

human action, just about any behavior is

a behavior "universal" and then propose a

center, liken the

that

which a
Tooby.

mecha-

govern the circumstances under

set

of behaviors occurs," explains

:

Given this broad framework for looking
at

his col-

Tooby and Leda Cosmides,

i

without these innate cognitive programs.

our evolved psy-

descendant of 1960s ethology, 1970s so-
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lies

Newborn animals

has "fwo parents

"We

22

ments, a sheet of glass
jects over the edge.

choices.

the field, concedes that

effort to locate

newly

bom young of a variety of species have an in-

maintains Tooby, because the newer field

tion of

same

indeed

is

that the

psychol-

of Califomia

the

There

cliffs.

some experimental evidence

side of the edge,

does not topple into the gorge

locus of adaptation," says Buss.

"it's

predisposition to fear

kind: Darwinian natural selection dicing

ancl place

out over the edge of the precipice, with a ba-

Santa Barbara, and one of the founders of

some

ancestors, they have inherited the genetic

maintain that culture could not even exist

tablished Center for Evolutionary Psy-

the 1980s. "In

de-

all

ogy bypassed the mind and focused on be-

clinging to the

it is

baboons are

scended, by definition, from successful

ture, evolutionary psychologists also

John Tooby, codirector of the newly
at the University

modem

quentiy, since

versity of Michigan, concurs: "Sociobiol-

term sociobiology.

chology

an-

nam-

practitioners to distance themselves
still

become

not discount the refracting potential of cul-

ogy" may have been a handy way for
the ugly connotations

cliffs failed to

cestors because they got killed. Conse-

Uni-

Northwestern University

anthropologist. According to frons,

ing then

tendency to fear

baboons

just sociobiology with a facelift?

intellectual hot potato.

natural selection. Their ancestors' con-

tiial

quence." So,

political

fear has been built into their brains directiy

ous area of Ethiopia inhabited by hamadryas

the universe and in the evolutionary se-

become a

"in-

nate fear of heights. In "visual-cliff' experi-

important to the analogy.

Journal
ism. Sociobiology had

baboons have an

stinctive" fear of precipitous heights. This

temporaries that did not possess a genetic

the

11

but of three different kinds. According

to the first story, the

by

equations were solved by elaborate mechan-

(Continued p-om page

three stories the cau-

from a kind of trial and

John Maynard Smith have conjectured (not

so that
differential

any of

stories,

philosopher Kenneth Craik and the biologist

shape.

World War n,

all

do not venture

Why not?

account for the ba-

tine, to

tious behavior results
error,

the plank is just

recently as

a particular

visit

is

can be represented as a curve of a particular

As

has to

by knotting bits of string to-

tme of some other optimizaproblems. The brain obviously doesn't

The same

to millisecond, are running inside the skull of
fish,

is

gether

updated by new sense data from inillisecond

every echo-ranging

—

it.

can imagine three

being run continuously in the brain of

tainly

hide and watch

what the monkeys do. They are clearly inter-

—

ematician's chestnut

Now we

balance.

tip the

the talks at this

'

summer's conference

demonstrated, the evolutionary psychologists'

lot

position can open the floodgates to a

of debatable studies. The papers pre-

sented at the conference, for instance, ad-

dressed such questions as

why men in ex-

i

i

counters with small

cliffs to learn that falls

can be painful.

falls

(If

it

down

of course, the experience
trial-and-eiTor learning,

a huge

cliff,

Pain, in

is its last.)

the analogue of

is

death in natural selection. Natural selection

has built brains with the capacity to experi-

ence as pain those very sensations

would lead

stronger dose,
death. Pain
it

is

that, in

a

to the animal's

not only the analogue of death;

also a kind of symbolic substitute for

is

death

we

if

think in terms of an analogy be-

Ba-

tween learning and natural

selection.

boons build up

through expe-

in their brains,

rience of the pain of falling
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dency
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the second story, the

is

the ba-

resist their natural ten-

plank to seize the

to rush out along the

banana.

The third story
up

According

to.

is

the

one

this is all leading

to this story,

has a model of the situation in

simulation of the

tual reality

each baboon

its

head, a vir-

cliff,

the plank,

mn the simulation

and the banana, and

it

program on into the

future. Just as the

can
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it all

computer run. And

Simulated Experience

that,

story, is
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why

in reality.
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kind of research scientifically

Is this

credible?

The main objection voiced by

critics is that

and do

not everything people think

may be adaptive, universal, or even

functional.

tocene and

It

wasn't during the Pleis-

isn't

now.

Dan

Fessler,

an an-

thropologist at the University of California's

San Diego campus, says: "They

evolutionary
everything

is

psychologists]

There
system.

is

assume

functional. Anthropologists

realized fifty years

out there

[the

ago

that not everything

functional."
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the behaviors that are present in

5 percent of the population," points

Kim

Hill of the University of

New
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Dawkins

tion.

We

could

decide the issue by a

try to

we

experiment. Say

fiirther

place a heavy

trial-and-error story, just like the Ancestral

rock on the near end of the plank.

Fear and Painful Experience

humans,

stories,

but this

and error in the head, not

time

it

ality.

Obviously,

is trial

in re-

and error in the head,

trial

if

you have a powerful enough computer there
to do it, is preferable to trial and eiTor in
earnest.

Now, as you read these stories, I have little
you had an imaginary picture of
the scene. You "saw" the cliff, you "saw" the
doubt

that

tal

at least,

Now we

model of the economy of Britain

puter

is,

so

a model of things as they are and have

far,

The program hardly needs to be modi-

been.

can see from our own men-

fied to take that extra step into the simulated

safe to venture along

future, to project probable future trends in

obviously a secure

the gross national product, the currency, and

simulation that

it is

the plank: the rock

is

counterbalance.

the balance of payments.

What would the baboons do? 1 don't
know. But I do know that, however certain

tems. Natural selection built in the capacity

I

was from

my mental

model

that the rock

would be a staunch counterweight,

/

So

it

was

in the evolution

to simulate tiie

world as

it

is

of nervous sys-

because this was

necessary in order to perceive the world.

wouldn't go out along the plank, not for a

You cannot

plank, and you "saw" the baboons.

The

de-

crock of gold. I just can't take heights. The

tems of lines on two

our imaginary pictures

are,

no

Ancestral Fear story sounds pretty plausi-

gle solid cube unless you simulate, in your

of

tails

all

doubt, very different. But
ulation of the scene,

we all set up a sim-

which was adequate

We

the task of predicting a baboon's future.

know, from the

all

inside,

what

it

to

is like

to

mn a simulation of the worid in our heads.
We call imagination, and we use all the
it

it

time to steer our decisions in wise and

pm-

The experiment with

the

banana has not been done.

was

tell

baboons and the
If

it

were, could

us which of our three stories

whether the

true, or

truth

was some

combination? If the Painful Experience story

were

true,

looking

we

at the

should be able to find out by

behavior of young or inexperi-

enced baboons. One

from

his life

all

who had been sheltered

falls

should prove fearless

when eventually confronted with an edge.

If

such a naive baboon turned out in fact to be

would

fearful, this

stories open.
tral

still

leave the other

two

He might have inherited ances-

fear or he might have a vivid imagina-

When

I

And

process

not necessarily a product of evo-

however vividly
plank. Since

I

same of baboons.
The imagination,

every universal thought

"There are things that are learned,"

from the capacity
world.

is

a nat-

The weather

from weather ships and weather
this extent it.is

To

stations.

a simulation of conditions as

they really are. Whether or not
nally designed to run

on

it

was

origi-

into the future,

its

ability to do so, to simulate things not only as

may

they are but as they
natural,

turn out to be,

is

all.

An

economist's com-

the

It

doesn't

mean

there

is

a specific brain module for that behavior."

most scholars agree that no matter
what you call the evolutionary approach, it
Still,

has the potential to provide important in-

why we think and act as we do.

Take, for example, one ostensibly

far-

men commit more

murders and produce more jazz albums

women

than

males reach

and

do. (According to Miller,

their

peak

in cultural

model of the cube. Having built
models of things

they are, natural selection found that

produc-

in all activities related to sexual

—

not quite yet

for

it

enabled animals to benefit from "expe-

rience," not trial-and-error experience in

own past or in the life and death experi-

ence of tiieir ancestors, but vicarious experi-

ence

in the safe interior

And once

of tiie

do with the evolution of anything?
there are three pos-

sible explanations for the

gender

skull.

natural selection

had

built

brains capable of simulating slight departures

from reality

into

imagined

tiie

future, a

further capacity automatically flowered.

Now

it

was but another

short step to the

wilder reaches of imagination revealed in

dreams and
reality that

in

art,

an escape from mundane

has no obvious

D

limits.

Adapted with permission from "Worlds in Microcosm" in Humanity.
Environment, and God: Glasgow Centenary Gifford Lectures, ed.
Neil

Spurway (Oxford: Blackwell

Publisiiers, 1993).

to express themselves in a

were not able

public forum. This view has gained cre-

dence because the number of female
tural figures

differ-

Men may simply
women at these things but

cul-

has increased since the femi-

But still, women continue
men in the public arena,
at home and writing in di-

nist revolution.

to lag

behind

ity,

it,

This

to simulate the future.

duction of public, material culture have to

Miller sees

was

turned out to have valuable consequences,

making quilts
aries no one will ever

paint

As

it

in

as

but a short step to simulate things as they are

much the same way.)
more paintings, compose more
music, write more books, and generally
become cultural icons more often than
women do. But what exactly does the pro-

Men

amount to a sin-

a

almost inevitable consequence of its

being a model at

retinas

the capacity to simulate

to simu-

continually updated by information

is

brain, a

their

competitiveness in

at

University of California, San Diego, "and

sights into

that all three stories

late things that are in the

model

the

the capacity to simulate

thropology and cognitive science
learn them.

able to simulate a

things that are not (yet) in the world,
ural progression

I

spine,

could easily believe the

I

tivity

all

my

clamped down on

know

is

Simulated

imagine the scene,

am

I

ten-ton rock firmly

says Christine Johnson, a professor of an-

we

my

experience a frisson of fear up

graphs showed that

Mexico.
lution.

Experience.

more, so powerful

is

enters into

it

produced by each sex. As expected, the

Journal
is

this fear that

are true for me,

dent directions.

the results

What

ble to me.

see that two-dimensional pat-

see. Evolutionary

psychologist Miller's hypothesis? That
both

men and women have the capacity to

produce cultural products of equal

virtiios-

but that their strategies and audiences

are different.

Through public displays of

high culture,

men

are striving to atttact

more mates, thereby obtaining more opportunities to pass on their genes. And so

out presentation at the recent meeting.

ence in cultural output.

Geoffrey Miller, of the University of Not-

be better than

.ringham, began his talk by showing a

there

graph that separately plotted the number

idence supporting such a proposal. The

ers,

men and by

feminist interpretation would be that

Think Picasso. Think Bach. Think
Mick Jagger The evolutionary psycholo-

of homicides committed by

women,

overlain by another graph

sfrating

how many

24

demon-

jazz albums had been
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is

—

no psychological or biological ev-

dominated by men
and physically occupied by child care.

women,

historically

men may have been

psychologically se-

lected to join rock bands, write best

and paint eight-foot

gists

may be on

to

sell-

abstracts.

something here.

.
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Ihave
them

loved salmon rivers always; fished
for years, this one in particular for

nearly a decade.

It is

the Campbell, on

the eastern flank of British Columbia's

Island. But never have I
from a salmon's point of view.

Vancouver
seen
So, wet

suit,

it

snorkel,

succumb

enter,

and

flippers in place, I

to the river's pull,

like a fallen mayfly. In silence

I

and

float

away

ride the green

throat of the river in the glorious preauUimnal

warmth of September, when

salmon swim

the

upriver, the reason for my instream baptism.

notice the rocks

I

fied, the large

tant.

I

first.

Wonderfully magni-

cobbles appear muscular, impor-

watch a drowned caddis

race by,

fly

trapped on the long tongue of the current. Then I
see, telegraphed peripherally by its heroic tor-

pedo form,
or

humpy

my

first

salmon.

It is

a pink salmon,

in the local vernacular. Immediately,

another fish appears, a chinook this time, the
biggest and most coveted species of Pacific

sahnon. This one weighs

pounds,

at least forty

not alone. Five salmon are traveling together. Males mostly, I note, from their wildly
hooked proboscises, the gift of procreational

and

it is

hormones. They move

holding

like dancers,

their thick bodies equidistant

from each other

with stunning precision.

Without warning, the whole glittery gang
moves five feet in front of my mask, each broad,
square tail beating side-to-side like a cat's. They
stay put

The

even as the current pushes

size of their teeth

is

surprising.

me

closer.

My

fingers

look dangerously like worms. Then
myself, these are spawning

fish,

I

remind

they're inter-

ested in sex, not food.

We
they
ther

are almost nose-to-nose

nerd with terrible eyesight

being
like

when suddenly

seem to comprehend en masse that I am neifriend nor foe but some sort of giant water
in their river.

And

who

has no business

then they vanish, gone

UFOs. Their disappearance reminds me of

the plight of

salmon

in the Pacific

Northwest.

The status of Northwest salmonids is bleak.
Out of an estimated 1,000 stocks of native
salmon and steelhead (sea-run rainbow trout are
now considered salmon) in California. Oregon,
Idaho, and Washington, 106 are exfinct and 314

more are at risk of extinction. In the mid- 1800s,
up to 16 million wild salmon and steelhead renamed to the Columbia River system annually;
salmon recovery program, fewer than 2.5 million return— 2 milfion
hatchery fish, 500,000 wild— and the numbers

today, despite a $1 billion

continue to plummet.

Wild Chinook

mer

that run in the spring

and sum-

are extinct in 63 percent of their range,

and

endangered, threatened, or of special concern in
31 percent. Native fall-run chinook salmon are
9 percent of their range; in peril in 61
percent. Coho are extinct in 55 percent and en-

extinct in

1

dangered or threatened in 33 percent;

chum

are

29

By the
1970s,
biologists
realized tliat

run size

depended

on what
happened
dining a
sahnon's
first

six

months m
the ocean.

!».».,& '---^5.: jisaBwaiiugi,
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1

37 percent, pink

extinct in

sockeye

21 percent, and

in

59 percent. In only 6 percent

in

24

to

where the current
Hatchery

percent of their original streams are the five Pa-

Northwest species holding

cific

their

own.

the surface,

Last year. Pacific Northwest salmon officially
crashed. Predicted returns for

coho were

unprecedented low across the region:

of their historic numbers

to 3 percent

at

an

percent

1

at the turn

of the century. At that time, to put this in per-

coho salmon rethe Alsea River on the central Oregon
1951, some 89,000 returned. By 1994

spective, about 123,000 native

turned to
coast. In

the

number had dropped

to

most

1,000, and

other salmon species were also in serious de-

On

cUne.

April 8, 1994,

tribal, federal,

fish-management agencies agreed
fishing for all

and

state

down

to shut

coho and most chinook salmon,
in the rivers of Washington

is

weakest, and conserved en-

ergy by resting in eddies. They traveled alone.

water like

fish

They wasted energy by

swam

they

flags for predators.

fighting currents,

way

and

in packs, all behaviors hatchery

workers have noted for years.
that

near

their fins out of the

come-get-me

little

swam

ignored cover. They

sometimes with

wild

in the

going

is

"A

to

fish that acts

be a dead

fish."

concluded DeVietti.

was made offiSalmon
at the Crossroads," coauthored by biologists
Willa Nehlsen, Jack Wilhams, and Jim Lichatowich and published in the March-April 1991
issue of Fisheries, the magazine of the American
Fisheries Society. The paper articulated what

The

of

failure

fish hatcheries

cial in a pivotal scientific paper. "Pacific

both offshore and

many

and Oregon.

wild stocks are to survive and prosper into the

biologists

new paradigm

next century, a

When

salmon hit the wall,
fisheries managers finally
were forced to question
their methods. Denial was

ways of

the old

post-World

fish

War

II

had been saying

motes the restoration of

needed

if

the

that pro-

ecosystems

fijnctional

rather than hatchery production.

More

recently, Lichatowich, the

former chief

of fisheries research and assistant chief of fish-

no longer an option for

eries for Oregon's

those stubbornly clinging to

life,

management, especially the

terns of

entrancement with technol-

Basin

Department of Fish and Wild-

completed a report on early

history pat-

in several

tributaries.

that

rector of a powerful, Portland-based fish conser-

from

Oregon Trout. "For the last
thirty years," says Pampush, "we've overharvested wild salmon and kept pumping out hatch-

harvest from

ery products to backfill the declines. Fisheries

salmon depletion."

management agencies have never practiced sustainable harvest management on wild salmon."

failed to

says, "a period of rapid

to

life

Columbia
"We've identified four phases
chinook salmon went through there," he
Chinook salmon

ogy and the "great concrete hope of hatcheries,"
as it is called by Geoff Pampush, executive divation organization,

is

along:

all

1

866

to
1

1

growth and rapid harvest

888, then a period of sustained

889

1958 was one of sharp decline,

to the present

from 192
and from 1959

to 1920; the period

we had

a period of persistent

salmon, which are two to ten times more likely

stand

to survive to adulthood.

logical impacts of hatcheries, despite the fact

painfully clear that hatcheries,

complex biological

are a technical solution to a

problem, don't work as intended. The

fish they

"The enormous numbers of hatchery
leased each year

masked

which

fish re-

the devastating decline

of wild salmon," explains Paul Engelmeyer,

why we

are

many people

that

still

For the

last

two decades, one of the most

"Hatcheries have kept us from dealing with the

and both wild and

real problems," Bakke says, "the damage done
by dams and logging, overfishing, degrading

and the

A

crisis

was

truly revealed."

ington University suggests

have such low survival

why

rates.

Bakke, a founding

habitat,

study conducted in 1992 at Central

Wash-

hatchery fish

Professor of psy-

chology Terry DeVietti observed the behavior of

and the resultant

variability

for

member

and the

loss of both genetic

life hi.story,

which

is

the basis

salmon productivity. For everything."

Those,

like

could take

Bakke,

little

who saw

the crash

coming

solace in the fact that they were

were

would

right.

aquarium designed

come from the new studies spawned in 1994.
We've only begun to know what salmon
know. They literally smell their way back to their
natal stream. They know its hiding places and its
predators. They know what belongs there and

other aspects, of a natural stream.

most of
grabbed
cover.

their time hiding

their

Wild

fish

and

spent

under ledges. They

food quickly, then retreated to

They swam near

the bottom of the tank,

alive.

of Oregon Trout.

wild and hatchery fish in an eight-foot-long
to simulate the flow,

one

above, will keep the race

stri-

conditions changed for the worse

mask was removed

that returned in 1991;

hatchlings, such as the

raised questions about them,

"When ocean

last three years,

bred the

one female and three males

especially in the '30s and '40s."

dent opponents of hatcheries has been Bill

hatchery salmon crashed, the

extinction, biologists

so ignorant about the eco-

manager of the National Audubon Society's TenMile Creek Sanctuary on the Oregon coast.
during the

Snake River sockeye from

prove they can achieve their objectives.

produce are constitutionally weaker than wild

now

desperate attempt to save

Lichatowich maintains that hatcheries have

"They were going to make up for lost habitat,
make up for the dams, but what we got was continuous decline. So we need to figure out where
we went wrong. Secondly, we need to under-

It is

The Chinook's instinct to
swiw against the flow begins
early in life, facing page. In a

Comfort,

if

it

to

be had

at all,
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—
winds, they are replaced by an upwelling of

—

more nutrient-rich water just what a
salmon needs. Upwelling water comes from
below the thermocline, an abrupt transition zone
that marks the boundary between warm surface
waters and the deep waters. Because litde light
reaches below the thermocline, photosynthetic
organisms have not depleted the nutrients there.
Nitrogen and phosphorus are in rich supply. "It's
colder,

your garden," explains Bottom.

like fertihzing

"It increases the productivity

Phytoplankton

of surface waters."

—

the base of the food chain

blooms. Grazing zooplankton populations explode.

And

number of

the

fish

chmbs. "In the

case of salmon, even a small increase in rate of

growth can make a significant difference in
abifity to

its

elude predation."

the 1970s, biologists realized

was somehow tied
what happened during a

that run size

to

By

salmon's

months

first six

in the

ocean. Bill Pearcy, an ocean biologist at

Oregon

State University,

noted a relationship between the number of juve-

salmon he sampled off the Oregon and
Washington coasts and the number of returning
nile

"jacks"

back

—precocious

male salmon

that

come

to their natal rivers, often after only six

months

at sea.

"Pearcy found that the abundance

of juveniles predicted the abundance of jacks,"

Bottom says, "and we aheady knew that the
number of returning jacks predicted the number
of returning adults."

New

studies

show

that

salmon survival

is

finked to a vast North Pacific atmospheric sys-

tem

that is remarkable, both for its

complexity

and its implications. "We're beginning

huge scales of variation

in

to see that

atmospheric condi-

tions interact with local coastal upwelling," Bot-

tom concludes. "This amounts
than an attempt to understand

One of many animals
benefit from

bald eagle,

salmon

what does

to

runs,

a

top, rips the flesh

not.

They even know how much

weight to put on in order to accomplish the ardu-

ous swim to their spawning beds. During the one

to nothing less

how nature works,

rather than trying to force the system to

more

make

fish."

In the Pacific Northwest these days,

one often

from a chum salmon. Salmon
fillets, above, dry in a Native
American smokehouse.

to six years they

oceanic environment as well.

ing the surface waters in the equatorial Pacific to

Northwest Coast Indians

Salmon management, it turns out, has been
awash in false assumptions. The ocean was originally considered by fisheries managers to be a
constant
a reliable, knowable absolute they
could count on. "We assumed the ocean was a
big black box that we didn't have to worry

warm. The effects of sti'ong El Niiios, which
have been more frequent in the last two decades,

depend on

still

the fish for a large

part of their

diet.

A Yakima

Indian, opposite page, nets

salmon beneath The Dalles
Dam on the Columbia River.

strate this

spend

at sea,

salmon demon-

kind of intimate reactivity to their

—

about," explains Daniel Bottom, research biolo-

with both the Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife and the Center for Analysis of Engist

vironmental Change
In the late

began

1

at

Oregon

State University.

960s, however, fisheries biologists

to notice that

salmon survival was greater

during periods of strong upwelling.

When

sur-

face waters are pushed offshore by prevailing
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hears the demise of salmon blamed on El Niiios,

long periods

when the fi-ade winds

subside, caus-.

are far-reaching and can alter the flow of the

North Pacific Current.

The North

Pacific Current, like

all

ocean cur-

by atmospheric conditions,
especially by the Aleutian Low, a semipermanent, low-pressure zone that sits over the Aleutrents, is influenced

ian Islands like a 400-ton walrus.

Some scientists

beUeve that when the Aleutian Low is strong (as
seems to happen during strong El Niiios), more
of the North Pacific Current

is

diverted into the

Alaskan Gyre, a huge area of mid-Pacific
which, true to

its

water,

name, gyrates counterclock-

wise in a gigantic swirl. They believe that

this in-

which turns the Gulf of
Alaska into a roiling smorgasbord of plankton,
krill. herring, candlefish. and squid, making
salmon very happy. Alaskan fishermen caught a
record 200 million salmon last year, and have avcreases upvv'elling there,

eraged 135 million annually for the

last

decade.

Unfortunately, the diversion of the North Pacific

Current results in a serious decrease in the

strength of the California Current,

which flows

southward, parallel to the West Coast. This, in
turn,

reduces the flow of cold water from the

north and upwelling along the

North America, thus providing

West Coast of
at least a partial

sources for the Tulalip Tribe in Washington
State,

and director of the American Indian Envi-

ronmental Office of the Environmental Protection

Agency. "So

loss

of upwelling amounted

a double hit for salmon

—

the lack of nutrients

makes weaker juvenile fish and the warmer
water makes them sluggish; then the mackerel
eat them. The weaker and slower salmon get. the
more they look like lunch."
Could salmon cycles be governed by wide climove on such a slow time

matic wheels that

scale that they have escaped our notice? Licha-

towich thinks

so.

"We've known

for a while

about the decadal historic climate data tree rings

On a piece of paper,

explanation for Oregon and Washington's two

tell

decades of miserable salmon seasons.

he draws a lumpy line that looks suspiciously

"For years, Indian and non-Indian fishermen

were

telling us that

mackerel moved

in

when upwelling

didn't occur,

along the coast," says Terry

Williams, executive director of Natural Re-

us." Lichatowich begins.

like the silhouette of a

know

that

we have
looked at
sabiion as
being ill a
production

mode for

humpback salmon. "We

cool-wet periods are good for natural

salmon production and

"Histoiicallv,

to

that's

what we were

around 1900. From about 1920

to

1950

hanest."

in

we were
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River to reconstruct main stem stream changes
there over the past 8,000 years. During that time,

went from a warmer, silt-laden one, to
was more stable, gravel-bottomed and
cold
that's good for salmon."
Most of these changes. Chatters says, occurred 4,000 years ago, and they happened
quickly. "The forest expanded on the high
ground, and at the same time, the temperature of
the Northern Hemisphere dropped a bit
that
was the beginning of the neoglacial period.
When you increase forest density, you retard
snowmelt, which stabilizes the stream flow and
the stream

one

that

—

—

extends

across a greater part of summer.

it

forest also shades the water, so

we have

Thus,

The

remains cooler.

it

a clear, cold, stable stream."

Then, Chatters and his

team mod-

scientific

eled the effects that the envu-onment of 7,000

years ago

—a

warmer climate and

stream choked with
salmon.

"We saw

silt

that

it

a turbid

—would have had on

would reduce the numby one-third to two-

bers of returning salmon
thirds."
in a hot-dry

period and salmon production went

down. Tiien it went up again iiere, during another
cool- wet period from the 1960s to the 1980s,
which many fish managers mistakenly credited
their hatchery

technology

Lichatowich says

we

cycles

model and

—

—bones

its results,

that hadn't

Columbia River Indithat our model
were conservative. They underestimated

yet deteriorated
ans' kitchen

results

now in the thirteenth
made all the worse by

are

year of a natural trough

Are sahnoii

for."

In order to evaluate their

they looked at fish remains
in the

middens.

"We found

the climate effects," Chatters says. "Preliminary

data from the middens suggest that salmon were

our incessant destruction of salmon habitat. "In-

even

terestingly enough," he adds, "the general cli-

4,000 and 4,500 years ago. Only 23 percent of

matic conditions are more favorable to salmon

the fish remains

now

Oncorhynchus, which includes rainbow

than 5,000 or 6,000 years ago.

we now know

that there

in the

true that

salmon for 10,000 years, but

the tribes fished for

dependency

It's

was not a widespread

less

numerous

in the

from

Columbia between
were

that time

such as suckers and squaw

genus

trout;

warm

percent were species that tolerate

region on salmon until three

in the

77

water,

fish."

Preliminary findings from middens

in Hells

governed by

three-and-a-half thousand years ago."
Williams adds that "our studies in the Stil-

rate die

wide climatic
wheels that

laguamish River Basin, about forty miles north

years ago, 90 percent of the fish eaten were in-

the gravel stream beds to emerge.

move on

salmon began spawning there about the time
Christ was born."

salmon have today.

Similar findings in the Columbia River Basin
have come from excavations of ancient Indian

ago. Deforestation has raised the stream temper-

imi^erceptibly

mussel-shell middens by James C. Chatters, a

flow as

slow tune
scales?

to

of Seattle,

show

that

between 2,000 and 3,000
down enough for

years ago, glacial silting settled

We found that

There are three species of freshwater mussels in
the Columbia, and each requires a different habi-

So Chatters dug down into the middens and
measured the proportion of each species in the
Indians' diet during a given period.

He found

that the ratio of the different species

changed

through time, reflecting habitat changes
river.

By measuring

in the

the annual growth rings

the mussel shells, Chatters

was able

on

to infer past

water temperatures, which influence growth

rate.

"What I've done," explains Chatters, "is use
geological evidence and freshwater mussel
shells

Natural History 9/95

from archeology

sites

on the Columbia

Columbia River

results.

"About 7,000

digenous and warm-water tolerant. Only about
10 percent were Oncorhynchus." Chatters believes that this helps explain the

"Modem

problems Pacific

society has

cially recreated the conditions

ature

and

human

were

add

activities

artifi-

of 7,000 years

silted the beds. Irrigation

if there

When you

paleoecologist based in Richland, Washington.

tat.
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Canyon, on the Idaho-Oregon border, corrobo-

reduces the

less precipitation."

to this the negative

impact of

on salmon and the

effects of

what Lichatowich says is the present, natural
warm-dry period, you end up with a dir^e fish
forecast indeed. "The thing that makes salmon
so difficult to manage and restore is that their
ecosystem

is

so big," Lichatowich explains.

"It

ranges from the headwaters of rivers out to the

Alaskan Gyre and back.
is

like

beads on a

spot, then the

we've broken

whole
it

A

string. If

salmon's

thing's broken.

in a lot

At

it

history
in

is

one

this point,

of different places.

one of the mistakes we've made

magic

life

you break

And

to look for

bullets. That's basically the hatchery

problem. Hatcheries need healthy river systems
as

much

as the wild fish

do

in order to

be effec-

broken, then hatcheries are

tive. If the string is

useless. Until

we take

Dan Bottom

describes, then every time

the evolutionary

going

into a natural trough, we're
until there's either

sage. There's just

nothing

left

view

to lose

that

we go

salmon,

we get the mes-

or

no way around

it."

Williams agrees. "We're the 10 percent society,"

he says. "We've used up 90 percent of

al-

most everything, including our salmon. The real
rub will come from not using that last 10 percent
you
as seed. That 10 percent is like the last egg
can either eat it, or you can grow another

—

chicken." Chatters concurs. "The best thing

can do

is

make our

first

we

priority protecting the

wild salmon stocks that are

healthy.

still

Those

are the seed for future generations in streams that

may

The second thing we

not be suitable now.

need to do

is

to rehabilitate the streams that could

be recolonized by these salmon seed stocks.
That's the long view, and that's the only

way

it's

going to work."

Clearly,
has

until

now

the long view-

not been the view most taken

by Pacific Northwest

fisheries

managers. "Historically,
looked

at

production

Bottom

explains.

we have

salmon as being

mode

in a

for harvest."

"The whole idea of adaptation

and stock differences were not part of the

agri-

view of traditional fishery science,
which sought to control and maximize the production of natural systems." We have just begun
to understand the way salmon are tied to the
landscape and how they're continually being
tested in the natural environment, to which humans have added a litany of artificial stresses:
stream silting and warming from logging, re-

cultural

duced flow due
trial

to agricultural irrigation, indus-

dams and

pollution, the obstacle of

their

fish-killing turbines, the genetic assault of hatchfish, and chronic overharvesting. We have
begun to recognize that the productivity and
abundance of salmon is made possible by the

ery

just

many hundreds of
that

evolved

locally adapted native stocks

to thrive in

thousands of diverse

Northwest streams. "Diversity
stability

is

the

key to the

of species overall," according to Bot-

tom. "As stocks go extinct, salmon lose the resiliency that has allowed

them

to survive for

thousands of years."
Until recently, wild

salmon stocks have not

been treated as the precious genetic warehouses
they are. Consequently, they were not properly

tracked and their numbers were not known. In
I

the spring of 1993,

Oregon Trout hired

three of

—Willa Nehlsen,
Jon Bowers, and Charles Huntington —
the top biologists in the region

to iden-

tify the last

stocks.

I

of the best wild Pacific salmon

On December

31, 1994, their findings

were published
tive
cific

in a report entitled

"Healthy Na-

Stocks of Anadromous Salmonids in the Pa-

Northwest and California."

It

stands out as

one of the region's most powerful and positive
pieces of salmon research.

"We

classified wild stocks as healthy if they

were considered to be at least 10 percent as
abundant as would be expected in the absence of

human

impacts," reported the researchers. Their

final tally

was

121 "healthy stocks."

"Since our society tends to push fish to the
brink of extinction before beginning recovery ef-

Raymond Moses,

forts, the

Endangered Species Act remains our
most potent tool to protect fish," says Guido

runes his

Rahr, manager of Oregon Trout's Healthy Stocks

ceremony, held in June 1991

Program. "The problem
candidates for

low
If

that

we

listing,

recovery

is

is.

by the time

fish are

their populations are so

expensive and uncertain."

are to succeed in saving native

and steelhead, Rahr

instructs, then

to

protect native stocks before they have fallen to

such low levels. The North Fork of the John

below,

for the Tulalip

Tribes first annual salmon

on their

reserx'ation

near

Maiysville, Washington.

Opposite page: In the

salmon

we need

drum

Day

longhouse, drummers

and

singers gather around cedar
fires to

honor

the first

returning salmon.

—
:.;i-'.¥..i.-::iJ-i.,.v;

Salmon
their

don't feed during

upstream migration.

Instead, they

depend on

their

stores offat to reach their

River

in eastern

Oregon, for instance,

the last

chinook and summer

healtiiy stocks of spring

steelhead in the

lias

Columbia River Basin. Other

wild fish strongholds include the North Fork of
Umpqua River and the Salmonberry River in

destination. After spawning,

the

they die, their bodies used up

Oregon, and the Bogachiel River on the Olympic

by the exertion of

Peninsula in Washington State.

procreation.

"These are some of the last holdouts for native
salmon species that once numbered in the millions,"

Rahr concludes. "The healthy stocks

in-

ventory shows us that there are still some
chances to get ahead of the extinction curve."

Of the

121 best wild salmon stocks remaining,

were fall chinook, twenty-one were
chum, and thirty-five were winter steelhead.
thirty-six

There were also nine healthy coho, eight pink,
six summer steelhead, and five spring/summer
chinook stocks identified, and only a single stock
of healthy wild Pacific Northwest sockeye
salmon.

home

On

water

a

map

glows a hopeful

"Diversity is

the key to
stability.

As

stocks go

red, like the last living artery left

in the arid heart

markable 6,500
to

in the report, the sockeye's

—Washington's Wenatchee River
of the

state.

Since 1971, a re-

64,000 sockeye have returned
the Wenatchee each year, while the sockeye's
to

return to Idaho's Redfish

Snake River

is

down

to

Lake via the Upper
only three

a natural miracle that these fish

It is

to us every

The

fish.

Wenatchee run remains a mystery.

health of the

autumn, and

that,

still

return

when they die,

they

bring every rain-scoured salmon river a fresh in-

extinct,

fusion of marine nifi-ogen and carbon.

salmon lose

Olympic Peninsula, twenty-two species of mammals and birds were found to use salmon carcasses in their diet. Eagles, too,

the

erous supply of salmon

resihency
that has
to

a gen-

available.

But managing for wild salmon means managfirst for nature. It implies extraordinary
changes in "business as usual." While industry
and environmentalists duke it out in Congress,

show

Northwest
for

them

consume

it is

the

ing

polls

allowed

when

On

it.

that

rivers,

people want salmon back in
and that they're willing to pay

John Loomis, an economist

at

Colorado

State University, used sophisticated public-opin-

ion research and statistical analysis to quantify

simlve

"nonmarket" value of aiding the recovery of
famous Olympic Peninsula salmon
river, by removing two dams: $6.3 billion a year.
the

the Elwha, a

millemiia."

This

is

why Oregon Trout

communities

to rally

tecting their salmon.

is

encouraging local

around restoring and pro-

And

it

explains

why

the

town of Campbell River raised $200,000 to replace the salmon spawning gravel washed away
by water released from a dam.

Oregon Trout's healthy stocks

report has

begun to circulate in the ever quickening gyre of
Northwest salmon conservation conferences.
There are two ways to interpret the findings: the
region's rivers are either two-thirds

one-thh-d

full.

The

right

way

is

empty or

obvious when

you're nose-to-nose with a Campbell River chinook as long as your leg.
D
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state of the Salmon:

Good News and Bad
Rivers with the Healthiest

Stocks of Wild Salmon
and Steelhead in the
Pacific Northwest
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Number

of healthy
stocks per stream

"S^*!-

3 stocks

2 stocks
1 stock

.

\teRS>

Dam
While a number of factors,
including the release of millions
of hatcheiy fish and the

construction of dams, have
nearly destroyed wild salmon

runs

in

much

of the Pacific

l!S«N^«^

Northwest, a few dozen stocks

have been spared the worst
human depredations. Oregon
Trout, a Portland-based

conservation group, has
.

identified those stocks they

believe will benefit

J

most from

immediate protection, increasing
the chances that wild salmon
survive

will

and possibly make a

comeback

in

the next century.

Percentage of Historic Range Where Species Are Locally Extinct
Species
CHINOOK

Species
'

88%
B^/Summer 63%

19%

The Scoreboard
A

recent survey by the
Wilderness Society shows how
six species of salmon are faring
in

Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Califoniia. Rather than

and

looking at the numbers of
returning fish, the study reflects

the amount of river habitat that

each species has

38

lost.
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Summer

45%

Winter

29%

Where the Salmon Are
;„

(and Were)

50% of salmon species at risk or locally extinct
50% -100% of salmon species at risk or locally extinct
Less than

species of salmon locally extinct
Boundary of the Columbia River Basin

All

^
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Currents, El Nino,

and Salmon
When

the eastward-flowing

o
meets the North American
continent,

some

of

it

is

diverted into the counter-

clockwise-spinning
increasing

upwelling of deeper,
nutrient-rich water in the

Gulf of Alaska.

When

@

the

a region

of low atmospheric

pressure,

is

strengthened,

more of the North Pacific
Current moves into the
gyre, enriching the feeding

grounds for Alaskan
salmon. At the same time,
however, the

O grows weaker,
depleting the nutrients
available to maturing

salmon off the coasts of
Washington and Oregon. In
the last two decades,
frequent and strong
which warm huge

^fFlc OCEAfi
blNino

areas of the surface waters
in the tropical Pacific, may

have made conditions
worse for Pacific Northwest
salmon.

El Niiio effects

^9uator

are

feK all along the coasts of
North and South America,
and may also strengthen
the Aleutian Low.
Joyce Pendola

^A lm£ .*^- 1*^

^T^--
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A Perilous Migration
Converging on their Venezuelan wintering grounds,
dickcissels find danger in numbers

by Gianfranco

Basili

and Stanley A. Temple
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Across the hot. dusty llanos, a huge, dense

Sugarcane plants,

left,

cloud of what appeared to be smoke ap-

their sturdy stems

and

L. proached us. The llanos, or plains, of
Venezuela are rapidly being converted to
agriculture, and fires are common during the dry

central

season. But this great

plume was not of smoke

but of birds, millions of them, flying together in

a tight, undulating, serpentine flock that dark-

ened the

sky.

As

draft created

by

branches, attract great

crowds of roosting birds at
dusk. Above: Wintering
dickcissels leave their

feeding grounds.
Photographs by Giantranco

Basili

they reached us and flew low

we were

overhead,

with

engulfed by the noise and

their wingbeats.

seemingly endless

The

flock,

and more than a
hundred yards wide, took half an hour to pass.
These birds were dickcissels, sparrow-sized
in length

songbirds heading for their evening roost in a

nearby

field

of sugarcane.

As

the sun set, the last

of them settled noisily into the cane, where they
would spend the night packed together. At first
light, the birds

began

a din that

peaked about ten

minutes after sunrise, just as they began to depart
for the day.
first

then

Forming tornado-shaped funnels, the

mass of dickcissels spiraled out of the roost;
wave after wave of birds emerged and dis-

persed in several directions to distant feeding
sites.

After just a few minutes, the roost was

empty. Migrants firom their grassland breeding
grounds in the Great Plains of North America,
the dickcissels

would

each night during

return to their megaroost

flieir

Such huge
cougregatious
of birds are ail

imexpected
pheuoiiieuon
today.

October-to-April stay in

the llanos.

John James Audubon and other nineteenthnaturalists had described similar congre-

cenmry

gations of passenger pigeons, but such a concentration of birds

is

an unexpected phenomenon

today. Like the passenger pigeon and the once

numerous

many

great auk, both

now

extinct,

colonially nesting species that are

and

like

now en43

I

»

1

—
Joe LeMonnier

Unlike most birds that predictably return to
their previous nesting sites, dickcissels

where they

as to

settle

down

to nest

may vary

and are

es-

pecially erratic at the fringe of their range.

They

may be common

to

in a region

missing the next, even

one year, only

when

be

the habitat has not

changed. Their flexible and opportunistic use of
range suggests

although North American

that,

grasslands have undergone changes, there re-

main areas of suitable

unused by dickcis-

habitat

Hie

sels in

clickcissels'

the cause of the dickcissels' recent decline,

any given year.

Because

loss of habitat did not appear to be

tried to find out

A^iiiter

range

problems nesting successfully. During the 1991,

we

1992. and 1993 seasons,

is iiiimite

to

in

found the expected amount of geographic and

dicl<cissels breed
North America and

winter in Venezuela.

Midwestern

numbers. Even with a

not finding safety in

is

total

population of more

than ten million, the dickcissel

breeding
gronnds.

a species in

is

sults.

with those of dozens of other species that mi-

they did in native prairie, presumably their nat-

between North America and the New
tropics, and the search is on for what is
causing these species to decline. Studies of some
species point to a lack of good nesting habitat or
a failure to reproduce in sufficient numbers on
North American breeding grounds. Other studies

ural habitat.

suggest that the declines are due to loss of habi-

grounds. Abandoning the

1

and a high death

rate

on Central and South

American wintering grounds. But few

re-

we

decided to monitor

on both the grasslands of the Mid-

map). In the Venezuelan llanos, the migrants
converge on a winter range that

is

minute com-

pared with their vast Midwestern breeding
hibit

when

nesting, they

territoriality

become

they ex-

gregarious,

feeding in smaller flocks by day and gathering in
night.

among some

distributed

single roost can contain

populafion.

Our surveys through-

fifteen roosts,

up

and that a

to three million birds,

known world

dickcissel

While wintering, dickcissels feed on the seeds

Dickcissels breed from

throughout the Great
encompasses an area stretching

of wild grasses. They also favor a few agricul-

and sorghum. The
ongoing conversion of Venezuelan

tural crops, especially rice

large-scale,

from the High Plains to the Appalachian Plateau
and from Manitoba to Texas. Within this range,

grasslands and dry tropical forests to cereal

dickcissels nest in a variety of grassland habitats,

same way

including native prairies, pastures, hayfields, old

les benefited

arrive

first

and announce

their

presence

with a song that inspired their name, "dick, dickcissel, cissel."

Males may

mate, but each female

is

attract

more than one

responsible for building

the nest, incubating the three to five eggs,

and

grow rapidly on a
and leave the nest about ten days

rearing the young. Nestlings
diet of insects
after hatching.

crops could have benefited dickcissels in the
that

red-winged blackbirds and grack-

from agricultural changes through-

out the North American gulf coast region. Pro-

and even roadsides.

Males

ice bird,

Stephen Kirkpatrick

We then turned to Venezuela, where almost all

nearly 30 percent of the

called pajaro arrocero, or

Venezuela.

nest, than

the world's dickcissels spend the winter (see

west and the llanos of Venezuela. Our four-year,

fields,

in

where most dickcissels now

fields,

no

disturbed grasslands such as fallow

in the

year-round study has produced an unexpected

Plains. This

as Spiza

had obtained similar re-

out the llanos revealed that the dickcissels are

We started at home.
May through August

commonly

to 1979,

also found that nesting birds fared

huge megaroosts by

explanation for their plight.

is

worse

He

cycle of any single migratory species. Eager to

undertake such a study,

scientifically

from 1965

searchers have followed the complete annual

dickcissels

species,

State

the productivity of 500

nests

tat

oatch of crown vetch in

who recorded

University,

numbers.

its

Zimmerman, of Kansas

The North American Breeding Bird Surshowed a 35 percent decline in their numbers from 966 to 994.
The dickcissefs numbers are falling, along

World

a

Ornithologist John

vey, a continent-wide census,

!

dickcissel calls from

bird like the dickcissel to maintain

trouble.

grate

imericana,

—

more than one young fledged per nest
was within the range considered adequate for a

cess

dangered, the dickcissel

known

monitor the fates of 600 nests. Although

year-to-year variation, the overall nesting suc-

vast

The

we

Most

AAith their

Mississippi.

collaborated with

ornithologists throughout the dickcissels" range

eonipared

A

we

whether the birds were having

vided with an expanding supply of winter

—and
—

food

season

thus a better chance to survive the

dickcissels might have increased in

numbers. Instead, the population

Because they damage

rice

fell.

and sorghum crops,

dickcissels are considered agricultural pests in

Venezuela, and farmers have developed a variety
of ways to protect their fields from the menace of

45

foraging flocks.
as noisemakers

Most employ scare tactics, such
and fireworks. But a few growers

have adopted control methods that are both
alarming and illegal. They use toxic pesticides,
particularly organophosphates, to kill dickcissels.

They poison pools where

the birds

come

to

drink, spray feeding ai'eas just before the birds
arrive, and most disturbing, they use crop-

A

crop-duster sprays afield

in Venezuela,

birds at right

above. The
were among a

few thousand killed when a
tractor spread pesticides

over a small area.
Photographs by Gianfranco

Bastii

dusters to spray nocturnal megaroosts. These assaults on the roosts result in mass death, and we

believe they are largely responsible for the dickcissels' decline. By targeting one of the larger
megaroosts, a farmer can, in a matter of minutes,
not only wipe out birds perceived as pests but

also unwittingly devastate a large portion of the
world's dickcissel population.
It would be easy to demonize the
Venezuelan
farmers. But having just returned from a two-

Li a matter of

month investigation of the impact of dickcissels
on crops, we confirmed that the birds can be a se-

iiiiiuites,

rious

economic burden

alistic

to some growers. Is it reor fair to ask them to sacrifice their crops

for the benefit of dickcissels?
Instead,
cissel

we believe that the

problem

We don't think

so.

a

large portion

of the world's

solutions to the dick-

will require international cooper-

dickcissel

ation. Education, discoveiy

and promotion of
effective, nonlethal control sfi-ategies, and
compensation for crop losses will be needed. The
Venezuelan fanners and government are willing
to work toward a solution. But the costs
must be
shared by the
sels'

many who

intercontinental range: north and south,

govemment and
mentalists,

industry, birdwatchers, environ-

and farmers. One thing

Unless a solution
will

is

is

certain.

implemented, the dickcissel

remain just a few

away from
46

live within the dickcis-

lethal control

the endangered species
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Laos Keeps Its Urns
Survivor of decades of war, the Plain of Jars retains

its

allure

by Russell Ciochon and Jamie James
On

a

windy plateau

in northern Laos,

dreds of three- to ten-foot-tall stone urns,

weighing as much as seven tons,

lie

hun-

some

scattered

The local inhabitants say
that the jars were made to celebrate a great military victory 1,500 years ago. The plain, so the
story goes, was ruled by an evil king, named
Chao Angka, who oppressed his people so terriacross a grassy plain.

bly that they appealed to a good king to the north,

named Khun Jeuam,

to liberate them.

Jeuam and

his

army came, and

great battle

on

the plain,

Elated,

Khun Jeuam

large jars to

Khun

waging a
defeated Chao Angka.
after

ordered the construction of

be used in making wine for a victory

celebration.

The

Each

was not

that

fashioned

from a
separate

jars are at least as old as the legend

claims, but

if

any were used for making wine,

their original function. In the 1930s,

French archeologist Madeleine Colani documented the jars in a 600-page monograph. The
Megaliths of Upper Laos, concluding that they
were funerary urns carved by a vanished Bronze

Age

people.

The

jars nevertheless

remain enig-

block of
stone, the jars

appear to

have been
open to the
elements for
centuries.

A Lao soldier,

above, peers into a

mammoth jar at Ban Ang,
site.

AtLat Sen,

right,

the principal jar

sandstone jars are

arrayed on the top of a steep
Jeffrey Aaronson:

hill.

Network Aspen
Russell Ciochon
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matic, because after Colani's time,

an almost continual state of war

Laos

fell into

—fought over

successively by the French, the Japanese, and the

Americans. With peace restored, and the subsequent period of isolation ended,

we

visited the

Plain of Jars last winter to learn about
see

how

them and

they had fared during the decades of

fighting.

Unless you have an ox

way

to get to

the plain

is

cart,

about the only

Xieng Khouang Province, where

located,

is

to

fly.

As we took

off in a

small Chinese prop plane from Vientiane, the
capital

we saw

of Laos,

the small city laid out

below us along the flat floodplain of the meandering Mekong Riven The airplane leveled off at
a cruising altitude of about 10.000

feet,

but dur-

moungrew steadily closer. The final
mountain ridge was heavily forested on its near,
westem side, and in a classic example of a rain
shadow very arid and bare on its eastern side.
As we approached the airstrip at Phomsavan.
the provincial capital, we saw thousands of
ing the one-and-one-half-hour flight, the
tainous ground

—

—

bomb

Photographs by Jamie James

craters

pockmarking the barren

The craters
landscape

Xieng Khouang

Province, opposite page, are

a legacy of intense bombing
in the 1960s and 1970s.
Other vestiges of war are the

plain, a

grim memento of the American presence

that dot the

in

in

Southeast Asia. American forces dropped more

casings from chister bombs,

than 2 million tons of

now used both

war

above, and house stihs,

bombs on Laos during the
Indochina. Phomsavan has been built

in

as fencing,
left.

over the past twenty years to replace the former
provincial capital (Xieng Khouang).

which was

little town
became our base of operations.
A little more than a mile northeast of Phomsavan lies the principal jar site, called Ban Ang by

destroyed during the war. This dusty

Colani: sixty acres of wind-swept prairie con-

more than 250 ums. A huge crater on the
Ban Ang showed that a bomb had
narrowly missed hitting some of the ums. but

American

taining

perimeter of

otherwise

we found

forces

the jars just as Colani de-

dropped

"They are disposed without regusome of them pressing one against anothers quite isolated. Each one is

scribed them:
larity,

other,

more than

fashioned from a separate block of stone, and a
small

number of them

though turned on a

true artist." Fifty

ones
east

known

are very well executed, as

lathe,

ums, including the

to exist, are

edge of the

site.

bespeaking the hand of
largest

on a ridge on the north-

Colani suggested that they

might have held the remains of chieftains.

had plundered the

site in

the

beads, which they are able to

sell,

and children

find other baubles they can play with."
that

many

He added

of the jars had been broken by such

Parmentier identified three types of jars

at

Ban

most

Ang: squat-shaped ones, slender ones, and others that were "almost sections of squared or rec-

of which were later pilfered. Another theory,

tangular prisms, with well-rounded comers."

incised with a design of concentric rings.

All the jars

however,

may have been

fitted

lids,

these stone lids served

is that

other function, and that the

wooden covers.

with

In any case,

ums
all

some

originally

had

the jars appear to

have been open to the elements for centuries.

According

to

Henri Parmentier, a French

who made a brief visit to the Plain
of Jars in 1923, the ums were brought to the at;ention of the Westem world in 1909 by a French

archeologist

;ustoms

official

named

Vinet. Parmentier wrote

2 million

intervening years: "Adults look for camelian

"untimely excavations."

A few stone lids are scattered among the jars,
some

that local villagers

And

he was able to form an idea of what a typi-

tons of

bombs on
Laos during
the

war in

Indochina.

it was disturbed: one or
two black pots, one or two hand axes, "a bizarre
object which we call a lamp," often a spindle
weight of iron, glass beads, drilled camelian

cal jar contained before

beads, earrings of stone or glass, bronze bells,

and frequently the debris of human bones.

Then came Madeleine Colani, a pioneering
who combined the roles of geolo-

fieldworker

51

paleobotanist, archeologist,

gist,

pher.

Bom

1866

in

and ethnogra-

in Strasbourg, Colani, the

daughter of a Protestant bibhcal scholar, decided
at the age of thirty-three to move to French Indochina, where she secured a post as a natural
history teacher with the geological service.

earned her doctorate in Hanoi,

at the

She

age of fifty-

at the

time as Tonkin) pushed the

women traveled all over
until their deaths, a

apart, in 1943.
is

that

The gossip among
Madeleine Colani

made Eleonore do all the hard work, on occasion
lowering her into a cavem on a rope and not letting her come back up until she found something. The human remains and artifacts the
amassed were a landmark

Colani

namese guides, Colani discovered an enormous
cache of prehistoric human remains and stone
tools in a cave in Tonkin. She loaded up four
dozen baskets with bones and artifacts and transported them back to Hanoi. When she arrived,

Mansuy

the

used

bution to the study of prehistory in the region.

modem graveyard. Three years later, while exca-

of Ban Hin.

still

5,000 years ago. hi 1923, working with Viet-

containers. Opposite page:

village

name

archeological record in Indochina back to about

Ajar, carved out of granite,
rests beside a jungle path

some distance from

intrepid

French archeologists

nam (known

offered for sale as

two

French Indochina, almost

family of microscopic marine organisms.

with Henri Mansuy, whose discoveries of pol-

below, recycled shells are

guides, the

few months

ished stone tools and pottery in northem Viet-

this ancient stone-

by archeologists today.
Colani was accompanied in all her fieldwork
by her sister, Eleonore. With their porters and

four, with a thesis about fossil Fusulinidae, a

A few years later, Colani began collaborating

In a shop in Phomsavan,

18,000 years ago. She called

tool industry the Hoabinhian, the

at first

accused her of having raided a

vating twelve cave sites in

she

made

the

Province,

contri-

when Madeleine Colani began exBan Ang, much of the jars' contents

1931,

ploring at

had already been looted. But by excavating
around the jars, she uncovered a great quantity of
objects, including bronze and iron tools, which
she beheved were used to carve the jars. In addi-

made of glass and cameUan, she
some she described as "having the ap-

tion to beads

also found

discovery of a hunting-forag-

pearance of baked earth," painted with bold geo-

we now know dates as far back as

metric designs. Other artifacts included cowrie

first

ing culture that

Hoa Binh

By

sisters

shells

and bronze bracelets and

Colani in-

bells.

found

terpreted these artifacts, as well as those

by Parmentier. as burial offerings, theorizing
the urns had contained cremated remains.
Adjacent to Ban

Ang is

a limestone

large cave. Colani excavated there

hill

that

by

fig trees

Others were

human

remains placed in the urns had been cremated.

dren.

eroded the cave. Colani observed that the north-

tale

and

in

was heavily blackened from smoke,

her excavation of the cave she found what

were growing.

The Lat Sen jars were situated on the tops of
two steep hills, which were separated by a narrow gully just wide enough to accommodate the
road. At the foot of one of the hills, we met a
woman gathering firewood with her young chil-

The cave mouth is at the level of the plain, and
the chamber extends straight up to two natural
chimneys, which were formed by the water that
east wall

growing alongside or within them.
filled with stagnant water in which

ferns and algae

with a

and found ev-

idence to bolster her contention that the

some of which had been broken apart

eighty jars,

As

did other people

we

encountered, she

gave us the popular explanation for the

jars: the

of military victory and celebratory wine. She

also said that the jars

were molded from a mix-

—

and buffalo hide

ture of sand, sugar,

she believed were cinerary vases in which the

tional

Luis Gonzalez, a sedimentary geochemist

While Ban Ang is the most widely known jar
Laos, similar stone urns are found
throughout Xieng Khouang Province. Another

University of Iowa, has examined a thin section

important

site,

d' Aviation

which Colani named Champ

de Lat Sen, after a French-built

airstrip that existed there at the time, lies just six

miles south of

poor that
distance

it

by

Ban Ang. The road

there

is

car.

At Lat Sen we observed about

analysis.

of a Lat Sen sample under a microscope.

He

and muscovite mica, cemented by a

clay matrix.

A

more

third,

distant site

we

visited,

which

Colani called Ban Soua, lay in the middle of rice
fields, at the foot

eral large

of a ridge of wooded

bomb

hills.

Sev-

and
map, we concluded that
must have been destroyed by

craters bordered the site,

after consulting Colani's

a

few of its 1 55 jars

the explosions. Judging

from the

sites

we visited,

however, most of the jars cataloged by Colani
survived the war, suggesting that they were
spared whenever possible.

Wanting

to see

beaten track,
at

some of the jars

wall

was

de-

mainly of grains of quartz, potassium

feldspars,

northeast

at the

scribes the material as a natural sandstone con-

so

took us nearly an hour to cover the

view disproved by mineralogical

sisting

whose

a tradi-

corpses were burned.

site in

Excavation
of the cave,

blackened
from smoke,
bolstered the

view

that the

ums once
contained

cremated
remains.

farther off the

we pored over Colani's monograph

our guest house

in

Phomsavan, taking advan-

two hours of electrical light provided
before the generators switched off at nine
o'clock. We settled on the village of Na Nong,
where Colani had found thirty-four jars. The
next morning we set off on what proved to be the
tage of the

roughest road yet.

When we

stopped an old

Russell Ciochon
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Joe LeMonnier
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Pioneering archeologist

woman

Madeleine Colani speculated

village

that the Plain of Jars (see

bombs during the war

map, above) lay on a
caravan route stretching

of the jars.

fivm
near

We

to get directions, she explained that the

had been

—along with every

the jungle and stopped at a

Da Nang,

Ban

North

vestige

drove on through the plain to the edge of

the Vietnamese coast,
to the

by American

entirely destroyed

Hin.

It

was a bustling

little

village called

place, filled with chil-

Cachar Hills of India. Right:

dren playing games, and strutting turkeys fan-

A woman with her children

ning their

atLatSen.

a place, about a two-hour walk into the jungle,

east

where there were some large jars that were different from the ones at Ban Ang. Our curiosity

with a density comparable to the

aroused,

tails.

we

There, a

man told us that he knew

immediately asked him to lead us

We

is

sparsely populated,
state

of Maine.

stopped for a rest next to a fruit-bearing

bush our guide called a male Icolc.

Its

small, green

but with a

fruit tasted bitterly astringent at first,

The path from Ban Hin was well-worn, and
we saw many people on it as we climbed through
steep, rocky ravines. The shady canopy of towering teak trees was filled with colorful birds that
flapped and shrieked high overhead. At the top
of a heavily wooded ridge a group of girls were
carrying huge bundles of firewood on their
backs. They had also gathered a sackful of grubs

swallow of water from the canteen, the

with a brace of birds shot with a

rifle

he had

made. These chance encounters brought home

to

us the importance of hunting and gathering for
the people of Laos.

The

Xieng Khouang Province
number of Laos's ethnic groups, including the dominant Lao and such hill tribes as
the Thai Dam, Hmong, and Yao. Like the overwhelming majority of the country's 4.3 million
inhabitants, they rely upon subsistence farming
inhabitants of

represent a

Natural History 9/95

Asian nations, Laos

there.

for their lunch. Farther along, a hunter appeared
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for their livelihood. In contrast to other South-

taste be-

came refreshingly sweet.
The forest was filled with defused American
bombs, some still sticking nose down in the
earth. Among them was the device favored by
U.

S. forces for

cluster

use in Laos: the "daisy cutter," a

bomb with a long casing designed to scat-

ter tennis-ball-size

square-yard area.

bomblets over a 3,000-

The bomblets (which

either

exploded on impact or remained on the ground
like mines) were not usually big enough to kill a
man, but quite adequate for maiming adults and
killing children. The woods around the Plain of
Jars are sfill full of these hideous devices, which

the people of

Laos

call

bombis.

As many

as ten

people die every month from stepping on them.

But the inhabitants of Xieng Khouang put

the

bomb casings to good use. Most of the houses in
the vicinity of

Ban Hin

are built

on top of bomb-

Jamie James

A woman
gathering

firewood
with her

young
children gave

us the
popular
explanation
for the jars:
casing

stilts,

and fences made from the casings

many

enclose

mossy

a

ravine.

around a small clearing next

Our guide was

to

right: unlike the

sandstone jars, these were carved from a hard,
dark red granite. At the

dug four

of the stone jars

pigsties.

We finally reached the site where the jars were
located, clustered

In 1994, Nitta

site

were two

intact urns,

human

at

test

trenches around one

Ban Ang, exposing

on the side of the
anthropomorphic image recorded
of a

figure

a carving

jar,

the

first

at the site.

Nearby he also discovered, eight

to

twelve

inches below the soil surface, seven

flat

stones,

each covering a

pit.

human bones and

the seventh contained a two-

We also examined several broken

foot-tall burial jar

with small pieces of bone and

iars

we didn't stray too far into
we add to the bonibi statistics.

off the path, but

he jungle,

lest

monograph does not seem to include
it does identify two sites near
vhat we think was the same village, whose name
;he transcribed as "Ban Him." Colani described
he jars at these two sites as being made of sandtone, a point about which she was not likely to
Colani's

his site, although

jiave

been mistaken, especially since she did en-

ounter

some

granite jars at other locations.

lay have been the

first

;cord these particular jars. That
urprising, for there has

We

trained observers to

would not be so

been very

little field-

york in Laos since Colani's time.

A two-week excavation carried out by Japanie archeologist Eiji Nitta is

a recent exception.

teeth inside.

for use in

making wine

Six of the pits contained

one very well crafted and another that had fallen
into the ravine.

they were
constructed

The jar's brown lacquer surface was

None of the
human remains Nitta discovered had been

following a
great military

incised with decorative designs.

victory.

burned, and he found no charcoal in the trenches.
In his correspondence with us, Nitta states that

the seven pits were secondary burials, a practice
in

which the bones of the deceased are dug up

and

ritually reburied.

tire

Plain of Jars

burials.

He

He

concludes that the en-

was a cemetery of secondary

also contends that the burial pits are

as old as the jars or even older, while the jars

them.selves
gested.

may

Still,

it

not be as old as Colani sug-

may

be premature

Colani's interpretations. After

all,

to question

she did find

charcoal and burned bones in her excavations.

Perhaps people placed stone

ums

with cremated

55

The main road near
Phomsavan, on the Plain of
Jars, right. Most Lao are
subsistence farmers.

remains

in

hallowed ground they knew had pre-

viously been used for secondary burials.

Then who created the Plain of Jars? Colani,
who was more willing to speculate than most

modem

archeologists, suggested that the sites in

Laos were part of a far-ranging Bronze Age culture. She pointed out that some stone jars discovered in the North Cachar Hills of northeastern
India, more than 600 miles to the northwest, had
roughly the same design and dimensions as the
urns in Laos. J. P. Mills and J. H. Hutton, the
English scholars

who

discovered the Indian urns

found fragments of human bones in
them, which they concluded were cremated rein 1928,

mains. They noted that cremation was
practiced by

some of the Kuki,

lived in the North

Cachar

still

a people

being

who had

Hills for centuries.

Colani also called attention to Sa Huynh, a site
south of the city of Da Nang, Vietnam. There,

some human

urns of baked earth containing

Some
stone jars

re-

mains were found buried in the sand dunes along
the shores of the South China Sea. Although
these remains had not been cremated, the objects
including ceramic vases,
interred with them
resembled those
small bronze bells, and beads

—

—

discovered in

discovered on the Plain of Jars.

northeastern

posed,

"If our interpretation is correct," Colani pro-

"we

are in the presence of three links

more
than 600

from the same chain: the ancient monoliths of
Cachar, the stone jars- of Tran Ninh [Xieng
Khouang], and the necropolis of Sa Huynh." According to Colani, prehistoric salt traders had

miles away,

followed a caravan route from Sa Huynh to
Luang Prabang, located near the northwest edge

India,

resemble the
urns in Laos.

of the Plain of Jars. Perhaps, she concluded, that
route once extended

Cachar

Hills,

all

the

and the people

way to the North
who Uved along it

shared a similar culmre, burying their dead (cre-

mated or not, depending upon local custom) in
megaUthic jars. Colani even drew a map, with a
line connecting the three sites, and suggested
that explorers venturing along this line would
find yet

more jar

Most

sites.

scholars, including

vongkhamdy,

Thongsa Saya-

the Laotian government's director

general of the Department of

Museums and

Archeology and the country's only trained archeologist, assign a tentative age of 2,000 years to
the stone urns of

dates of

complex

500

Xieng Khouang, with outside

B.C. to a.d. 300.

societies

By

the latter date,

based on Indian models were

already prospering in the coastal regions and

along the major rivers of peninsular Southeast
Asia.
(in

(in

The

rise

Cambodia),

of the great kingdoms of

Angkor

Champa (in Vietnam), and Pagan

Myanumar), which reached their zenith by

A.D. 1000, long prevented

Laos from becoming

an independent power. The

first

kingdom of

Laos was established in 1353, with its capital in
the uplands at Luang Prabang. By then, the stone
jars scattered over the

forgotten past.

^6
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nearby plain belonged to a
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A voyage along the Sepik River and

congregate.

From $3,002

Islands of the Indian Ocean
March 11-29, 1996
From the legendary island of Zanzibar,
cruise to the islands of the

a remarkable array of rare

we have

Comoros,

Madagascar and the Seychelles, where
species live.

and unique

From $6,480

taken over 8,000 travelers to the

Patagonia to Peru
March 19 -April 4, 1996

world's most remote regions in
the

company of distinguished

scientists

and educators. For 125

years the

AMNH has been

A voyage from Puerto Montt, Chile to
Salaverry, Peru, along an exquisite
coastline of foothills, deserts, volca-

exploring remote comers of the
world. For over 40 years

noes, lush valleys, colonial towns,

we have

wildlife sanctuaries, national parks

been inviting members and

and archeological

friends to share unique adventures with

Museum

Join us this year on an adventure

Few

resplendent beauty and rich biological

Februaiy 3-10. 1996

We visit wildlife reserves and also

Tropical flora and fauna and volcanic

transit the

landscapes characterize the lovely

From $2,402

islands of Antigua, Carriacou,

New

York,

NY

10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or

(212) 769-5700 in

NYS

places on earth can rival the

Caribbean
aboard the Legendary Sea Cloud
Sailing the

American Museum of Natural History
Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th Street

From $6,670

Costa Rica and Panama
March 19-26, 1996

scientists.

of discovery!

sites.

St.

Saintes.

A cruise among these islands,

as our base.

tall

ship.

From $3,990

legendary

Panama

Canal.

J

Tobago,

Lucia, Dominica and Isles des

using the elegant

diversity of Costa Rica and Panama.

Sea Cloud,

Amazon

Expedition

April 11-21, 1996

We sail upstream from

Manaus

to the

Peruvian city of Iquitos, where the

Amazon narrows and
filled

the rain forest,

with birds, reptiles and

mals, encroaches

approx. $4,095

British Isles

on the

mam-

river.

From

from Miami

and Ireland

June 7-2 1.1996

rhe waters of Britain and Ireland are
speckled with lush green islands.
will

We

explore the rugged outlying

islands

and follow the verdant coast-

From $4,295

line to historic cities.

Sailing the
June 18-

Turkish Coast

Juh 1,1996

Ancient cities dot the rugged southern
;oast of

Turkey.

We will explore

a

region steeped in the history of

Alexander, Greeks, Romans,

Byzantines and others.

From $4,895
Expedition through

TRAIN JOURNEYS

Exploring Alaska's
Coastal Wilderness

the Northwest Passage
July 20 -August 5, 1996

fune 23-30, 1996

An

A voyage among the

pristine islands

ind intricate coastline of Alaska's

nagical Inside Passage,
ts

massive glaciers,

orests,
)ears

renowned

fjords,

birds.

packed sea route through Canada's
pristine northern waters,

for

dense

mountains, whales, sea lions,

and

expedition along the legendary ice-

where polar

bears, whales, sea birds and historic
sites associated

abound.

Aboard our privately-chartered
trains, travelers are able to explore

remote areas often inaccessible by

We

other modes of transportation.

some of the world's most
legendary rail routes aboard trains
will traverse

with exploration

From $11,980

equipped with comfortable facilities.

From approx. $2,900
Expedition to Irian Jaya

jalapagos Islands
uly 2-12.

September 28

An

1996

ipecially-designed for families, this

rogram begins

in the

Ecuador and ends with a 7-day cruise

mong

the

Galapagos

Islands. $

TBA

October 15, 1996

examination of the cultures and

natural history of the

Asmat

Andes of

-

area and the

Irian Jaya.

New

mountainous

Banda

Islands of

Guinea's rugged and

beautiful western half. $

Copper Canyon: Grand Canyon
of Mexico's Sierra Madres
Marcli 2-10, 1996

A journey

by

train across the Sierra

Madres from Chihuahua

TBA

stopping

at

to the Pacific,

several mountain towns

and Mexico's breathtaking Copper

Empires of Antiquity:
Rome to Athens

Canyon. Approx. $2,300

Octohei- 12-23, 1996

Tying
the

in

with the 100th anniversary of

modem

Olympics,

this

ranean voyage includes

Mediter-

visits to

Rocky Mountain Region
Ma\ 11-19.1996

A journey

Pompeii, Rome, Capri, Sicily,

Olympia, Delphi and Athens. From
$4,980 from

National Parks of the

in the tradition

parks, including

New York

of great

rail

trips of the past focusing on national

Rocky Mountain,

Bryce, Zion, Petrified Forest and the

Grand Canyon. From $3,990

Egypt: Cruising the Nile
from Cairo to Aswan

From

October 14-30, 1996

We

explore the extraordinary sites

along the Nile River, including the

pyramids, Saqqara, Dendera, Luxor,

Kamak,

the Valley of the Kings,

Simbel and more. From approx.
$5,300 from

New York

Abu

Moors

the

to the

Highlands: England
May 20 -June 1,1996
Traveling from rolling
ing moors
heather,

to

we

&

Scotland

hills to

brood-

mountains covered with

explore London, Bath,

York, Stirling and Edinburgh, as well
as

Roman

ruins, castles,

remote

islands and more. $8,300

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Beijing to

Moscow

June 13-28, 1996

The Trans-Siberian, one of

the greatest

railways in the world, takes us from
Beijing, through the Gobi, the

Mongolian steppes, the Siberian taiga
and along Lake Baikal to Moscow.

From $6,980

Southern Africa
September 1996

A

1,500-mile

rail

Victoria Falls to

journey from

Cape Town, South

Africa, stopping en route at Zambezi,

Matapos and Kruger National Parks,
towns and more. Approx.

historic

$10,465 from

New York

LAND PROGRAMS
Far from

the standard tourist track,

our land tours are designed to provide a small group of travelers with
an in-depth and enriching experience. Study leaders are selected for
their extensive

tinations

knowledge of the des-

and their desire

knowledge with museum

to

share

this

travelers.

Guatemala and the Maya

remarkable natural areas, including

January 14-28, 1996

Henri

The Maya, the greatest of the ancient
Mesoamerican civihzations, are the

plains of the Llanos, the alpine

focus of this itinerary; also local mar-

from Miami

kets and villages. $3,580

Pittier

National Park, the vast

from Miami

Jordan and
Senegal and Mali
January 24

-

moors

of the Andes and Angel Falls. $4,551

Israel

April 1996

February

7,

A survey of West African

1996

An

cultures

nary archeological

in-depth survey of the extraordisites

and ancient

Wolof of Senegal, the
Tuaregs of the Sahara and the Dogons
of Mali. $7,995 from New York

cities

Natural Treasures of Costa Rica

April 14

February 3-15, 1996

A look at the arts, history, religion,

An

and

including the

of Israel and Jordan, including

Capernaum, Petra and others $

TBA

Indonesia

exploration of national parks,

focusing on Palo Verde, Carara,

Monteverde, Poas Volcano, La Selva
and Tortuguero. $3,870 from Miami

-

May

1,

1996

rich cultural heritage of Sumatra,

Java and Bali. Approx. $3,950

New York City Weekend
April 25-29. 1996

Burma and Thailand

Behind-the-scenes tours and a gala

February 3-15, 1996

dinner at the American

We will enjoy

well as a cruise around Manhattan,

this region,

the glorious heritage of

exploring Bangkok,

Mandalay, Sagaing, magnificent

Pagan and Rangoon by land and by
boat. $5,565

from Los Angeles

theater,

Museum,

music and more. $

as

TBA

Origins of Man in

South Africa and Botswana

May 1996
Return

to the Pleistocene Era:

India

A survey with experts

February 8-27, 1996

tion of

elephants and more

On Safari in Tanzania

Temples,

January 13-28. 1996

highlight this trip to

Tanzania's vast plains have played

Varanasi, Udaipur, Palitana, Somnath,

host since the Pleistocene Era to time-

Sasangir and Ahmedabad. $

less scenes of survival.

We will

explore parks in Tanzania including
Selous, Ruaha, Ngorongoro Crater and
Serengeti. $7,990 from

New York

forts,

Bombay, Agra,

famous

in

human

fossil sites

and

evolu-

wildlife

areas such as Lapalala, Mashatu,

Mthethomusha and
Delta. $

the

Okavango

TBA

TBA
Native America by

DC3

Natural Wonders and
Wildlife of Venezuela

June 6-17, 1996

Mar-ch21-Apr-il3, 1996

reservations in Minnesota, South

An

Dakota and Montana. Approx. $4,500

exploration of national parks and

Visits with Native

Americans on four

DISCOVERY TOURS
Cave Art

French and Spanish

American Museum

'eptember 1996
"he Paleolithic

cave

found

art

in

1

of Natural History

iOrthem Spain and southern France,
Deluding the original Lascaux and
dtamira. $

TBA

I

The Road of
Thousand Kasbahs

lorocco:
I

'eptember 28

-

October

.

Please add
list.

12,

1996
.

/linarets,

much more

tion

in Rabat,

me to your mailing I
I

Please send further informa

mosques, palaces, souks,

asbahs and

I

Discovery Tours

on the following

trips:

I

/leknes, Fes, Tineghir, Ouarzazate,

'aroudant, Essaouira

and Marrakesh.

ipprox. $5,500 from

New York

'eru Expedition

eptember 30

-

vn exploration
Liins,

including

Drests,

October

13,

1996

of pre-Columbian

Machu

Picchu, rain

mountain scenery and

deserts.

4,470 from Miami.

FIELD TRIPS

and Cultural Treasures:
iround the World by Private Jet
Natural

amiary 12

-

February

12.

raveling by deluxe, private
'ill

visit

jet,

we

some of the world's most

iscinating places, focusing
;ig

For those

1997

on vanish-

cultures and species and the fragile

;:lationships
'iture.

between people and

Stops include the Galapagos

lands, Easter Island,

Tonga, Papua

ew Guinea, Kathmandu, Angkor
'at. the Seychelles, Ethiopia, Chobe
utional Park. Victoria Falls.
ictou

Tim-

and Marrakesh. $37,950

in search

of more outdoor-

oriented educational programs, our

somewhat more

field trips offer

ous journeys

rigor-

renowned natural

in

Note: Brochures are generally
available six to nine

before departure. Brochures that

settings. Traveling into wilderness

are not yet ready

areas with expert study leaders, par-

them

ticipants enjoy splendid surroundings

and hands-on

months

when you request
become

will be sent as they

available.

experiences.

Winter Wildlife and Geology of
Yellowstone National Park

Name

February IS-25. 1996

Amid

the majestic grandeur of

Yellowstone, participants study the

Address

natural history, ecology and wildlife of
the park on daily cross country ski
City/State

excursions. $1,725

Archeology, Rock Art and
Geology of the San Juan River

Max

A

Zip

10-15, 1996

26-mile rafting

trip

amid exquisite

scenery, with day hikes to Anasazi
ruins, sites of

rock

art

and dramatic
American

geologic formations. $945

Museum of
Niitural

Digging for Dinosaur
Fossils in the Rockies

I'HZ'iB History

Discovery Tours

July 6-13, 1996
Participants learn paleontological

techniques and work on digs in the

Rockies with professionals
of dinosaur

fossils.

$1,150

in search

Central Park

New

York,

West

at

NY

10024-5192

79th Street

(800) 462-8687 outside
(212) 769-5700 in

New York

New York State

|
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Darwin's Diaanosis
v^

Dr,

by Mark
Why do we get sick? I can tell you why
we get sick. The day after I returned home
to Atlanta

from an enjoyable and academ-

ically valuable conference,

the erratic behavior of

my

knew, from

I

thermoregula-

had caught

tory system, that the flu virus

me.

It

was one of those mild but

somely persistent

mune system
trachea

come

week

a

was so

I

By

many

because

we

book

more

common

al-

Atlantans but not

treated, feverish rabbits.

may be a
is, we

Fever

bug-busting adaptation, and

if it

get breathed on.

plain that the idea about fever

not a

count of

it

fact.

They

how many

is

to ex-

a hypoth-

"We have

write:

lost

reporters have called

asking, 'So you're saying

we

should not

take aspirin for a fever, right?'

Wrong!

of this

are the passages of (as

new

detect

I

it)

to

punish random

indi-

viduals for eating cranberries or wearing,,

wool or inhaling during August.

Nesse and Williams discuss the pos
sible answers, but the question

open.

remains

We could surely treat allergies more

lection

we knew what

evitability if only

for.

an evolutionary

in-

because the force of

se-

Infectious disease

lection

natural se-

had designed the IgE system

on parasites

is

to invade us

is

at least

on us to keep
(And parasites have the advan-

as strong as the selection

them

out.

tage of short generation times.) But

Why We Get Sick. George

least pleasure

no better reason than

intelligently if

But Nesse and Williams hasten
esis,

except cause allergy. It would appear that|
we evolved this special IgE machinery fori

likely to die than un-

with drugs.

is one of the century's most profound thinkers about biological adapta-

and not the

ing drugs were

my

Williams

tion,

infected rabbits treated with fever-lower-

then

Infections, however, are not what Randolph Nesse and George Williams are

writing about in

a study in which scientists found that

cite

should think twice before suppressing

normally bothered me. Anyhow,

that

we get sick

be the body's strategy to defeat

im-

had even be-

susceptible to pollen, a

may

the invading parasite. Nesse and Williams

my

took

to clear.

sensitive that

lergic reaction for

one

strains that

tire-

fever

Ridley

do we

Why We Get Sick: The New Science of

suffer

from degenerative

senescence being the dramatic example?

Darwinian Medicine, by Randolph M.
Nesse, M.D. and George C. Williams,

In the chapter,

Ph.D. Times Books, $24; 291 pp.

a trade-off: Decay in old age

vintage Williams, in which overlooked bi-

why

diseases,

"Aging

as the Fountain of

Youth," the authors explain the process as
is

the price of

health in youth. Natural selection probably

ological problems are brought into superb

tunes improvements into the age

when

focus. Williams, professor emeritus of

Clinical principles of medicine should

they are most valuable, at the expense of

at SUNY, Stony
Brook, and editor of The Quarterly Review of Biology, and Nesse, professor of

come from

clinical research, not theory."

later (postreproductive) periods.

Their aim

"not to instruct people on

to protect their health" but "to stimulate

over the long term, between

psychiatry at the University of Michigan,

people to think about their illnesses

but also in the short term.

ecology and evolution

address the deeper question of

why we

evolved to be susceptible to infection (and
pollen grains) in the
call "the

cine"

is

new

first

place.

What

they

science of Darwinian medi-

the application of

Darwinian

the-

ory to the understanding of disease.

is

different way."
that

it

looks like a mistake in the diseased

in

The book's main value

a
is

presents a set of ideas to think about.

The chapter on

Our bodies make

allocate

trade-offs not only

tween different body functions. For

shock will divert blood flow from our

naires of uncertain origin (some

would

my own allergies to filling out

forms and making photocopies

fall in this

stomach
that

—

digestion

is

one of those things
!'

can be put off for

later.

The immune system

is

genuine physiological reactions, to

when

often is. One irritating and enervating
symptom of the flu is a feverishly fluctuating body temperature. The authors' discussion of fever illustrates many of their

gies in the medically strict sense.

general points. People think of fever as

munoglobulin-E, or IgE, antibodies. As
Nesse and Williams see it, the puzzle is

simply a nuisance and attack

it

with over-

sible,

mistake

—

byproduct of infection

makes

62

sen-

however, depends on the function of

fever. If fever is a

it

is

sense.

But

in

—an

accidental

then suppressing

some circumstances
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ex-

Allergies range from maladies imagi-

is

organism, not an adaptation, and no doubt

the-counter drugs. Whether this

constantly

ample, a small external (or psychological)

allergy

expensive apparatus, and

it

life stages,

and reaUocate our energies be-

category), which nevertheless produce

ative,

We

one example.

suggest that

Disease, whether infectious or degener-

how

ter strictly

occur

aller-

The

when something

lat-

acti-

vates what must be the most puzzling

aiTnament in the

immune

system: im-

this:
is not an extreme action of some
normally well-behaved system with an obvious function. IgE antibody seems to do al-

Allergy

most nothing,

at least in industrial countries.

there are

an enormously

we

suppress

it

more urgent demands.

Chronically malnourished people hardly

respond

at all to

new

foreign antigens, but

once back on the road

to health, the defen-

sive phagocyte ceUs that ingest

and de-

stroy foreign particles, bacteria, and cell

debris are fired back into action. As

George Bernard Shaw's very un-Darwinian doctor says in The Doctor's Dilemma:
"There is at bottom only one scientific
treaUiient for all diseases, and that is to
stimulate the phagocytes." Emotion

_

from the American Museum of Natural History

THE LIVES OF WHALES AND DOLPHINS
by Richard C. Connor, PH.D., and Dawn Micklethwaite Peterson

"The Lives of Whales and Dolphins

is

a must-read for

cetologists, interested laypersons, or

young would-be

even professional

scientists

looldng for a lucid, authoritative, often witty
summary of what we know about the behavior of
these fascinating animals. Elegantly done!"
S. Norris, Professor of Marine Biology,
University of California at Santa Cruz,
and author of Dolphin Days

—Kenneth
comes

press the production of phagocytes and

immunosuppress the system. Worried
people, and particularly worried children,
are for this reason especially vulnerable to

infectious disease.

Nesse and Williams consider mental as
well as physical illness.
so

233 pages • 16 pages of full color photos •
drawings • maps • glossary • index • 6"x9"

into play here, as anxiety can de-

many

Why, they

line

^

To

order, please send check or money order for
S26.50 per copy (includes shipping and handling)

to:

Members' Choice Collection
American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th Street

New York. NY 10024

ask, are

Why

people racked by anxiety?

we spend so much of our lives, as
Mark Twain said, "suffering from
that

is it

tragedies that never occur"?

however, that

out,

have too

is

it

to

have too much for imag-

inary ones. If so,
fects

They point

just as possible to

anxiety in relation to real

little

dangers as

is

it

what might the side

ef-

be of worry-reducing, happy drugs?

may

Depression, for example,

in part

be

an evolved psychological adaptation for
dealing with hierarchical social competition:

"Some low mood may be

part of status competition."

Marine
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Warblers and thrushes ply the night sky southwest of Cape
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May Point in

late September.

—

Night Flighl

terfowl, travel under cover of darkness.

For most,
five

flight

commences tiiirty to forty-

minutes after sunset and peaks three

to six hours after takeoff, although

by Paul Kerlinger

some

As
Seconds

Silence.

later,

"bveeoh!" Songbirds migrating invisibly

my

you want

If

birds migrate throughout the night.

"Zeeet!"

Night Sights

revealed by radar, takeoff can be ex-

few minutes, a clear

plosive. Within a

radar screen can

become

cluttered with

spring or

By

ideal.
lars

(15

X

and hear the phenome-

to see

non of nocturnal

flight,

A

fall night.

go outside on a clear
half to full

moon

is

looking through powerful binocuor greater magnification) or a tele-

almost incessantly. At

thousands upon thousands of tiny echoes.

scope fixed to a tripod, you can see migra-

4:30 a.m., the sun has not yet risen, but the

Sidney Gauthreaux, of Clemson Univer-

tory birds passing the

over

head

call

way

migration has been well under

since

about a half hour after sunset the previous
evening. These birds have been aloft

more

sity,

has determined that during peak mi-

gration, as

many

as 50,000 migrant song-

birds per hour pass through each linear

From

studies and

for "dots" that

move

moon's

across the

times you can even see wings

Listen for

flap.

and

the faint chips, zips, zeeps,

The

disk. Watch
moon; some-

sip calls

familiar honking of

of

Canada

The calls of an early September morning in Cape May, New Jersey,

counts of birds that have been killed in

geese and brant can sometimes be heard, as

to warblers, thrushes, grosbeaks,

colUsions with television and radio tow-

can the hoarse croaks of egrets and herons.

than eight hours.

belong

and other songbirds. Most are en route to
Central and South America, with some
venturing to the

Amazon

yond. During this arduous

Basin and betrip,

nighttime

ers,

Birds that soar and glide on fixed wings,

such as hawks, vultures, eagles, storks,

and some cranes, almost always

stacks,

buildings,

tall

we know what

and smoke-

types of birds are

air,

called updrafts

when the
many birds

songbirds.

Of course,
urbs

is

a place

best,

beyond the

because

city

and sub-

noises obscure

traffic

likely to

be making the echoes on the radar

the delicate nighttime vocalizations of

screen.

Radio and television towers ex-

birds.

ground are responsible for the deaths of

many

night migrants,

tracted to lights

on the

which are often

But

if

September, October, April, or
look and

most

you can find a quiet spot on a

listen.

May

night,

In most of the United States

and southern Canada, you should be pleasat-

antly rewarded.

P.

K.

structures.

Nocturnal migrants are sometimes

migrate in daytime, because they depend

on vertical currents of

Ughthouses,

tending more than 600 feet above the

flight is the rule.

pelicans,

mile scanned by radar.

compelled

to fly in daylight.

When

birds

When

or thermals, that are generated

cross large bodies of water like the Gulf of

preclude feeding on the

sun heats the earth. But the

Mexico, they cannot complete the lengthy
trip in a single night nor can they land on

tide is low, these shorebirds feed until sun-

that
to

use powered, or flapping,

flight,

tend

migrate at night. In North America, Eu-

and much of Asia, most migrant
songbirds and shorebirds, and many wa-

rope,

Semipaimated and other sandpipers take off from tidal flats a few hours
the water

before sunset,

at

times

when high

tides

set

and take off shortly

Many

flats.

thereafter.

night migrants also

make "morn-

ing flights." In the gray light of dawn, warblers, orioles, tanagers, grosbeaks,

some spartows may be heard but not
ily seen.

and landing, these birds

take to the air again, usually at

soon

"Bay

and

read-

After completing a night's leg of

their migration

(DeCazvare

the

after.

Most morning

dawn

flight is

within two or three hours after sunrise,

though

Why

it

can continue

until nearly

or

over
al-

midday.

should these tired migrants take off

Cape May, songengaged in morning flight head
northward up the peninsula, the wrong direction for fall migration. They are seeking
again after sunrise? At

birds

Area of

Higbee Beach Wildlife
Management Area

Detail

specific feeding

and resting

sites that

they

could not find during the previous night.

RTLR9\I!TIC

Morning flights are short and low, less than
300 feet above the trees. From this height,
the birds can see the ground and evaluate
potential habitats in which to feed and rest.
These exceptions

Cape May City
Woodlands
I

Cape May Point
State Park

I

William D. and Jane C.

Cape May
Migratory Bird Refuge

Blair,

Jr.,

to the night

migration

rule suggest that the birds vary their be-

Developed areas
I

havior in accord with changing conditions.

Occasional daytime

flight is

an adaptation

I

4 Miles

that helps night travelers

tion as safely

complete migra-

and quickly as possible.

Among powered

fliers,

which birds are
67
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most

fast "rules," but there are trends.

Temare more

Birds that travel from the Northern
perate

Zone

In North America, birds that

There are no

likely to fly at night?

hard and

to the Tropics in fall

migrate

head south

more

before early October are

likely to

night than those that migrate

at

from mid-October through December.

In

where they nest

November at Cape May or Montauk, at the
tip of Long Island, New York, thousands

Even among mi-

of red-throated loons, scoters (sea ducks),

do not leave North America,

northern gannets, snow geese, Canada

Europe, and northern Asia, species that

geese, and gulls can be seen winging south

apt to fly at night than are migrants that re-

main within
and

the continent

raise their young.

grants that

migrate farthest

fly at

night

more often

than those that travel shorter distances to

The songbirds

their wintering grounds.

coming through Cape

May by

day are
mostly short-distance migrants from the
north, such as finches, waxwings, black-

American robins,

blue jays,

birds,

goldfinches, and pipits. Their migrations

begin before sunrise and are often over before midday.

Canada geese,

in their timing.

the day, but their

honking can as often be

heard from the night skies.

For many years, nocturnal migration

May

throughout the year, the best viewing times

coincide

with

Songbirds,

migration.

seabirds, hawks, loons, waterfowl, and
shorebirds

move southward through the area

from mid-August to mid-November. The
hawk watch in Cape May Point State Park
offers the best action from about September
20 through the first week of November, with
the first ten days of October yielding the
most spectacular flights. For loons, gannets,
and sea ducks, the first half of November is
great. Watch from the 7th Street and 8th
Street jetties in Avalon.
In spring, the shorebird and songbird migration peaks

between the

days of April

last

and the end of May, and during
can also see

breed.

many

of the birds

—

and songbirds

egrets, terns,

From

about

this

May

time you

—such

as

on

to

that stay

15 to

May

indicate relative densities of

Louisiana. Opposite:

may be correct in part, neither explains the

silhouetted against a full

phenomenon adequately or for

Sidney A. Gauthreaux,

all

species.

large birds, like geese, ducks,

The radar reading above
shows dense migration on the night of
October 24, 1994, at Lake Charles,
birds in the air

Canada geese
moon

Jr.

and

herons, that migrate both day and night,

a birding hot spot

is

Radar colors

was explained as an adaptation that enabled some birds to avoid predators by flying in the dark, and that allowed them to
forage in daylight. While both theories

are rarely at risk

Although Cape

flexible

for ex-

ample, are comfortable migrating during

Many

Cape Nay Bird Guide

by day, but some are

in formation

30, the

from predators. Also,

some waterfowl and

other nocturnal mi-

speed

shift

almost constantly.

layer of air

is

grants, such as shorebirds, are adept at

phenomenon known

feeding in darkness. Except for the

layer

the navigational cues that birds

way

find their
light,

—

stars,

may use to

for example, polarized

magnetism, and wind

—

are also

A

more encompassing explanation for
nocturnal migration is based on the atmosphere itself. During migration, birds must

The

turbulence.

air

air

as an inversion

not rise to high

tudes. Also, because water

cooler than

air,

temperamre, and

through which they

fly

upper

the lower

is

alti-

usually

thermals rarely form over

When

lakes or oceans.

they do, they are

weak and widely spaced. The

available during the day.

contend with wind,

—thermals do

If the

—

warmer than

large bodies of water
less turbulent than

it is

is

air

therefore

over

much

over land. (For

this

reason, soaring birds migrate over land-

masses and land bridges, where they can

sundown, the atmosphere cools and turbu-

evolution of their behavior, structure, and

lence diminishes.

physiology.
in

I

believe

it is

no

less

important

shaping migratory behavior. The daily

cycle of predictable atmospheric changes

profoundly influences a bird's

The atmospheric boundary

sandy beaches of Delaware Bay host hun-

band of air

dreds of thousands of red knots and other

surface

sandpipers feeding upon horseshoe crab eggs.

the

—

layer

—

the

by the earth's
expands during

that is influenced

is

dynamic.

day and shrinks

It

at night.

Shortly after

midnight, air near

twelve degrees Fahrenheit cooler than

midday, and the atmosphere

Anyone who

flight.

By

the earth's surface averages about one to

flies

is

frequently has prob-

ably experienced turbulence.
flies

through the

first

mosphere during

As

a plane

5,000 feet of the

the day,

it

through thermals, creating those disconcerting "bumps." If this turbulence

Management Area for songbirds.
The Cape May Migratory Bird Refuge offers good viewing practically anytime. More
rarities are seen in its meadows and marshes
than anywhere else in Cape May. P. K.

creating thermal convection, or turbu-

strong enough to bounce a

which includes the thermal updrafts
used by soaring birds. From midday
through midaftemoon, if skies are clear
and if the air is cooler at higher altitudes,
thermal activity becomes intense. Thermals rise like columns to 5,000 or more
feet above the earth's surface, and the vertical airflow in updrafts can exceed ten
miles per hour. Wind direction and wind

around, think what

try

Wildlife

For more information on birding

May, contact

the

in Cape
Cape May Bird Observa-

tory at 609-884-2736.
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lence,

at-

also passes

sunrise, the sun begins to heat the earth,

and autumn,

at

calmer.

Higbee Beach

In spring

At

ride thermals, rather than over water.)

has been the most significant factor in the

it

jumbo

is

jet

does to birds trying

to fly in a straight line. Flying at only

fif-

teen to forty miles per hour, small songbirds

and shorebirds have a

maintaining a steady

difficult time

flight path. After

dark,

when

air is

smooth, small birds can more easily

stay

thermal activity ceases and the

on course, without having
and turbulence.

for updrafts

to correct

Air temperature also affects

flight.

Flapping birds generate great heat; resting

Convective cooling results when air
moves across the skin, creating the feeling

rapidly or lose water to evaporative cool-

you experience when holding your arm

of the day. This

ing as quickly as they will during the heat

body temperatures of almost 100° F increase to between 105° and 1 10° F during
strenuous flight. Although birds can tolerate these high body temperatures, they still
must avoid overheating. One way to do

The cool night air passing over a migrant's
body acts the same way. Although birds
do not have sweat glands, water passes

Tropics migrate at night.

night or, in the case of day-

through their skin, and water evaporation

minimal, but after dark, songbirds, shore-

from the skin

birds,

this is to fly at

time migrants, to
to

avoid flying

at

fly in

cooler seasons and

midday. Those ducks and

geese that head south early

in the

season

Convective and evaporative cooling
also help control a bird's temperature.

Scott Nielsen: Bruce

Coleman

window of a moving automobile.

Ltd.

surface, as well as

mucous membranes
tract,

is

from

the

lining the respiratory

promotes cooling. While evapora-

tive cooling is

often fly at night.

r

out of a

good, too

much water

loss

bad. At night, birds can fly for longer

periods because they will not overheat as

reasons

From

why

so

may be one of the primary
many birds headed for the

July through early September in

the United States, daytime migration

their

and some waterfowl are

way

aloft

is

and on

to far-off wintering grounds. In

the cool, calm night, they move southward
by the millions, their flight shaped by evo-

lutionary forces and by the very air
through which they move.

D
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This Land

Diamond

terrain

Poinit

northwestem Arizona
is

into

New

Mexico,

the irregular southern

edge of the 9,000-foot-high Colorado
Plateau. Along the rim. the terrain may
beginning a

down

to

down to 6.000 feet, before
much more gradual descent

3,000

A

feet.

moist, ponderosa

pine forest prevails on the plateau, while
the

region below

is

of the rocks.

is

—

Extending more than 200 miles, from

drop rapidly

many

Point truly glistens.

Diamond Point
known as the Control Road,
parallels a stream.
or Forest Highway 64
New Mexico locust. Lowell ash. and Arialong what

by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Mogollon Rim

in

Diamond

Part of the route to

Arizona

the

and included

In the sun.

dry, supporting scrub

zona walnut line the streambank, while
grasses cover much of the forest floor.
Here and there, a touch of color may be
added by the blooms of lupine, scurf pea,
beardtongue, milfoil, wild geranium, or
the shrubby wild Arizona rose. But after

the final tumoff onto Forest

toward Diamond Point,

As

tion falls behind.

climb above 6,000

Highway 65

this lush vegeta-

the road begins to

feet, the soil

becomes

extremely dry and rocky, and the plant

life

Much of the Mogollon (pronounced
muggy-own) Rim area falls within four

way to a uniquely western habitat
known as chaparral.
The word chaparral derives from the

national forests that offer visitors a variety

Spanish for evergreen oak;

of campgrounds, picnic spots, fishing

refers to a habitat

and desert

forests

gives

plants.

issue of Natural

wildflowers and grasses. In general, Ari-

tion

Chitty Canyon. Arizona

—

August 1994

natural attrac-

—was

Diamond

Histoiy. Another

is

tuberance that

part of the rim topogra-

is

Point, a pro-

phy, but which lies ten miles south of the
plateau, rising

6,384
est,

feet.

from a 6,000-foot base

Located

Diamond

in

it

and a stunted species of live oak, with relatively little ground cover provided by

and scenic

tured in the

Arizona

fea-

One

lakes,

trails.

in

dominated by shrubs

to

Tonto National For-

Point receives

its

name from

the quartz crystals scattered over the rocky

zona's chaparral plant communities de-

velop
in

at

between 3,000 and 5,500

some

places, such as

feet,

Diamond

but

Point,

these limits differ as a result of slope ex-

Below

posure, soil type, and climate.

3,000

feet,

chaparral tends to

merge

desert scrub or desert grassland.

5,500

feet,

chaparral usually gives

forests of small (thirty-foot)

into

Above
way to

pinyon pines,

one-seed junipers, and alligator junipers

woodlands

that are

sometimes considered

part of the chapartal but are
rately

more accu-

termed Madrean woodland for

their

association with plant communities of the
Sierra Madre.

Most of

the plants in the true chaparral

and shrubs eight to ten feet tall.
These plants usually have a multitude of
branches; broad, leathery, evergreen
are trees

leaves; a dense,

compact crown; and a

very deep root system from which

growth sprouts

new

readily. In the drier sites,

chaparral shrubs and trees cover only

about 40 percent of the ground, while in
more moist areas, they may provide twice
that cover.

The most abundant

plant

is

a particular

species of live oak that grows only about

Century plants and
vegetation cloak

oilier

chaparral

Diamond Point,

Above: Cushion cactus blooms
All

left.

ten feet high.

It

has blue-green, spine

tipped, hollylike leaves.

Almost

as

com-

mon is the birch-leaf mountain mahogany,

photographs by Jack Dykinga
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are well adapted to survive fires, resprout-

ing rapidly from theu^ massive root sys-

UTAH

NEVADA

Most

tems.

during the
';''

five years of life, rather

which is common in many
woody plants. The seeds are often fire resistant, and those of some species will gerthan

Las Vegas

also begin to produce seeds
first

'-^

later,

minate only after being subjected to

fire.

Plants lacking fire-resistant seeds usually

produce a very large number of seeds.

Arizona chaparral and Madrean wood-

grow where winters

lands

summers

are mild and

hot. Precipitation at

Diamond

Point, averaging about eighteen inches annually, falls primarily during

About 55 percent

falls

two seasons.

during the winter

(from November through April), usually
in the

form of gentle

rains,

while another

35 percent drops during intense thunderstorms

May
Diamond
For

ward

Point

the sun, an adaptation that helps re-

duce water

visitor information write:

Phoenix, Arizona 85006
(602) 225-5200

the edges. Datil's white flowers are

Datil, a

Tonto National Forest

2324

a type of yucca.

McDoweU Road

E.

on a

up

stalk

One

August, and September.

ing season, are usually dry.

Where

similar

conditions prevail, as in the Mazatzal

loss.

nonwoody, succulent species, is
The leaves arise from
ground level, are about two inches wide,
and have fibrous threads that hang from

Forest Supervisor

in July,

and June, the early part of the grow-

to six feet

home

Mountains twenty miles southwest of Dia-

mond
ral

ral

Point, a similar selection of chapar-

species appears. But a different chapar-

community

arises in California,

miles to the west, where rain

falls

200

mostly

in winter.

tall.

of the most conspicuous chaparral

Diamond Point and elsewhere,

is

Robert H. Mohlenbwck, professor emeri-

other species

the century plant. This species of agave

tus of plant biology at Southern Illinois

wood is sometimes called
ironwood. It is a member of the rose fam-

has clusters of succulent leaves that often

Mule deer

inches wide, with spiny teeth along the

seeds and leaves are a

edges. After forty to sixty years (not one

plants, at

a shrub that

—

like so

—

with dense

ily,

but

its

browse on

many

flowers lack petals.
it,

and

its

staple in the diet of grouse.

dant shrub

is

Another abun-

desert ceanothus, a five-foot

are nearly

two

hundred, as the

from the

opposing pairs on the branchlets.

fifteen feet tall,

small

common name

thick green stalk begins to

plant with small, thick leaves arranged in
Its

and up

feet long

leaves.
it

When

to six

implies), a

the staDc

is

about

puts forth clusters of at-

clusters of sweet-scented, white flowers

tractive

seeds, a process that takes about six

green leaves; the leaves of the other
sumac, called skunkbush, are divided into
three leaflets.

few plants

Skunkbush

leaves in winter, and as
its

is

one of very
shed their

in the chaparral that
its

name

suggests,

leaves emit an unpleasant odor

when

crushed.

One

yellow flowers. After producing

months, the plant withers and

dies.

chaparral's fallen leaves are thick

and leathery and do not decay

readily, cre-

ating a fire hazard. In June 1990, a confla-

gration in Tonto National Forest

within a few miles of

Known as
Creek),

it

Diamond

came
Point.

the Dude Fire (named for Dude
consumed chaparral and wood-

land over an area three miles wide and

striking shrub

is

manzanita, whose

fourteen miles long, killed several people,

bright green, thick, oval leaves contrast

and destroyed fifty-one cabins, including

markedly with

one

its

twisted,

mahogany-red

stems, which glisten in the sunlight.

The

leaves stand vertically with the edges to-

72

and geological highlights of the
and other parklands.

U. S. national forests

grow upward

bloom during the summer.
The chaparral contains two types of
sumac. Sugar sumac has simple, ever-

The

University, Carbondale. explores the bio-

logical

Natural History 9/95

that

belonged to Zane Grey, the leg-

endary writer of western novels.

Most of

the chaparral's

woody

species

Manzanita frames a century plant into
which a few juniper cones have fallen.

Celestial Events

Mars keeps pace

Wailing for

end of evening

twilight,

Comets

some two hours

by Joe Rao

low

sundown. But
it

is

we have

long will

—one

we

that

be able

will

cent

to see

with the naked eye, perhaps even during
daylight? Not long,

if

you believe

in the

moon

in the south-

dozen comets

sets

about three hours

later. It is

be expected to return to the inner solar sys-

"star" in the sky.

Comei

West, the musl recent bright comet, could he seen

with the naked eye for about a month after

odic visitors (such as Halleys comet) are

approach

usually fairly faint. After repeated passes

surface of a
jized,

and

comet has been heated, vaporThe gas and dust escaping

lost.

from a comet's relatively small nucleus
are what form the long

that

tail

Comets with

makes

it

to the

it

passed within 292,000 miles of

the sun's surface

—

close enough to break

the comet's nucleus in two.
it

vaporize are usually observable only with

times brighter than the

full

is

always a chance, however, that

one of the larger, unpredictable comets
will surprise us. histead

of having a rela-

around the sun.

:ively tight elliptical orbit

Jiese long-period

comets arrive fresh from

beyond the

known

far

Only

orbit of the

this class

planets.

of comets offers us

much

Thirty years ago this month, one of the

comets seen in modern
imes appeared in the predawn eastern sky.
Dn September 18, 1965, Kaoru Ikeya, a
Japanese piano polisher, and Tsutomu
^eki, an astronomer at Japan's Kochi Ob-

Tiost brilliant

;ervatory, independently discovered the

lew object within

fifteen

minutes of each

only with a tele-

:ither.

Initially visible

icope.

Comet Ikeya-Seki was described

I

;ver,

1

he world watched the comet
it

was

so

During morning twilight

to the

naked eye as

it

headed out

into

deep

nearly a thousand years.

On

spectacular comets occurs once every

twenty

by the

three passes

and Antares

moon

cent

star this year.

The

2066. The cres-

will

occur

will

be near Jupiter on the
1st

in

and again on the

evening of the 29th.

Saturn

is

to twenty-five years.

There have

tury.

The

last

one.

Comet West, zipped by

the sun in February 1976, so odds are that

we

are due for another bright

comet some-

time soon.

in

Mercury may be

September

in

Scan the horizon with binoculars

south of due west.
is

is

Aquarius, rising

at

about

visible for

urn's ring system,

as a thin

This
tion

which now appears only

band of

light across the planet.

month of this planet's opposi(on the 14th), when Saturn appears at
the

is

biggest and brightest (at magnitude 0.7)

for 1995.

On

the night of the 9th/10th,

look for the planet well below and to the
right of the

The

waning gibbous moon.

Moon is at first quarter on the 2d at

EDT; full moon is on the 8th at
EDT; last quarter is on the 16th
at 5;09 p.m., EDT; and new moon is on the
24th at 12:55 p.m., EDT. The September
full moon is also this year's harvest moon,
5:03 A.M.,
1 1

:37 P.M.,

occurring nearest to the autumnal equinox.

spotted about one-

half to three-quarters of an hour after sunset.

and

sunset,

been seven bright comets thus far this cen-

just

The best time to try to
on the 9th, when Mer-

cury reaches greatest elongation (27° east

The autumnal equinox occurs at 8:13
EDT, on the 23d. Autumn begins at
this moment over the Northern HemiA.M.,

sphere as the sun's direct rays migrate
across the equator and into the

Southem

Hemisphere.

of the sun).

jutstretched hand.

On

its

next triple conjunction between Jupiter

its

average, the appearance of such

an

he sun.

of

a chance to see the unusual sight of Sat-

beam from the southeastern horizon.
By mid-November it was no longer visible
light

to block out the sun's glare with

came

of the month. On the
20th, Jupiter passes 5°
start

narrow search-

sight, rising tail first like a

spot the planet

Ikeya-Seki

is

the

November, Ikeya-Seki was a majestic

in early

to

all

left at

most of the night.
Anyone with a medium-size telescope has

length.

one had

laked eye in broad daylight;
lo

become

could be seen with the

lower

to its

Inc.

rapidly to nearly 70 million miles in

The Planets
of that year, how-

favorably placed observers around

jrilliant that

grew

as

"diffuse tailless glow."

By October 20 and 2

tail

space, perhaps not to return again for

lope of seeing a truly brilliant object.

close

evening of the

moon."

After perihelion, the comet's

the aid of a telescope.

There

The Tokyo

as appearing "ten

Observatory' described

little

The red

north of Antares, the last
proach),

ice left to

visible to us.

the brightest

supergiant star Antares

sun on February 25. 1976.

Royal Observalory, Edinburgh; Photo Researchers,

of the ice on the

its

in

dusk and

with predictable orbits around the sun can

much

at

early

the

In

the southwest at

close to the sun.

4,

.

Jupiter can be found

in the

tem. But the vast majority of these peri-

1

southwest

west sky.

law of averages.
In a given year, about a

after

month

evening on the 27th.
Mars lies below the cres-

to wait before

our skies are visited by a truly spectacular

comet

this

only magnitude

dusk.

How

with

by the

the sun. setting

fairly close to hitting

October 21,

at perihelion (the

noment Ikeya-Seki made

its

closest ap-

Venus won't be back
month, when

it

into the western

until late next

will start to

climb slowly

sky after sunset.

Meteorologist Joe
at the

Rao

is

a guest lecturer

American Museum-Hayden Plane-

tarium.
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Discovery
Recommended travel and
reading fivm the authors of
this

monthsfeatures

Venezuela: iinis and Beyond
page 40)
The Venezuelan

{Stoiy on

llanos, a vast region

of

savanna bordered by the great Orinoco
River,

is

a land of open vistas, abundant

and agriculture.
There are generally two seasons: one,
wildlife, cattle ranching,

May through October; the
from November through April.

rainy from
other, dry

The
life

area has

become

well

known

to wild-

enthusiasts because several large, pri-

Marketplace at Phomsavan, Laos
Jamie James

vate ranches there, most notably El Ce-

and

dral. El Frio,

Piiiero, are

such as the scarlet

visitors. Birds,

open

to

ibis, yel-

campers, according to author Gianfranco
Basili,

"almost always receive a favorable

low-knobbed curassow, jabiru stork, king
vulture, and scarlet macaw, are abundant.

response"

A

for permission to stay

few notable

wildlife species that can

when asking

local

on

landowners

also be seen are jaguar, capybara, ana-

conda, and spectacled caiman.

finding a campsite near, or even inside, a

dickcissels, visitors

must

travel

megaroost.

When

try to take

most of the wildhfe

the countryside;

listed

above has been

extirpated. Dickcissels are present

October through
cities

late

from

April at sites near the

of Calabozo and Acarigua, but

looking for megaroosts,

many of

the area's roads

shown on maps.
Arrangements to see dickcissel megaroosts and other unique areas of the llanos
are not

near Acarigua, where the Pozo Blanco En-

can be made through the Venezuelan
Audubon Society in Caracas. (Telephone:

vironmental Education Center offers the

58-2-923-268)

chances of locating a megaroost are best

A

best visitor accommodations.

While there are no

official

campsites.

tion

Laos^s Plain of Jars
(Stoiy on

someone with you who knows

to the region's agricultural areas. There,

good source of
on birding

in the

1992

fall

issue oi American Birds magazine.

their property.

For the adventurous, Basili recommends

To view

Steven Hilty's "Birding the Venezuelar
Llanos," which appeared in the

additional informa-

Venezuelan llanos

is

page 48)
Laos must

Visitors to

first fly

into

its

capital, Vientiane, a small, graceful city

with temples, museums, and a market

From

there, excursions

can be arranged

to

the Plain of Jars.

Flights to Phomsavan. the capital of
Xieng Khouang Province and the town
nearest the main jar site at Ban Ang, are

scheduled almost

Flying not only

daily.

saves visitors a grueling two- to three-day

bus ride but also offers expansive views
the countryside.

Phomsavan

of

a small

is

town with one or two very simple restaurants, a weekly market, and a few guest
houses.

Other jar
include

By

sites in the

surrounding

bus or rented truck,
for

its

from Muang

hot springs.

Kham

cave in a limestone

is

can

visitors

reach the nearby town of

known

much

also

Muang Kham

A short distance

Tham

Piu, a large

cliff.

Even though the Plain of Jars is
ject to the

sons,

are;

Ban Hin, Ban Soua, and Lat Sen

not sub

extremes of wet and dry
of the rest of Laos

is.

sea-

You may

want

to avoid the rainy season by going
sometime between November and April

although vegetation

is

lushest during the

early and late rainy season.

are the easiest

Morning flight
Gianfranco
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way

to see

Group

tours

Laos because the

government has a complicated system of

Held Cuide
Order Your Poster Today!

police passes

and permits for travel within
helpful book is Laos: A

A

the country.

Travel Suniral Kit. by Joe

Cummings,

published by Lonely Planet Publications.

help arrange field trips to in-state spawn-

Chrysler

mouth of
Bacon Creek, in the Park Slough Spawning Channels, and at Issaquah Creek. They

Corporation

ing sites, including those at the

also provide a Citizen Action Kit, to

Salmon

Riviers of

you know what you can do

Ihe

Northwest

hibit called
in serious

Salmon, Pacific People," featuring pho-

some remain strong, and

tographs and text by Natalie B. Fobes,

good viewing spots

still

the Pacific Northwest. In

exist throughout

photographer for

some of the

cle.

best

places, conservation societies also provide

programming designed

clude visitors

salmon and

in

its

to in-

helping to save the

environment. The best

times of the year to view salmon runs vary

from place
your
In

trip

to place, so

be sure to schedule

fish

conserva-

Oregon Trout sponsors
"Salmon Watch," an annual, comprehensive, environmental education program
tion organization

for schoolchildren

1222-9091).

from the Portland and

(for information call

Salmon Watch

503-

field trips,

which focus on the Columbia River Basin,
include Native

American

storytelling,

water-quality monitoring, spawning suriveys,

and stream mapping. Washington

and Idaho are developing similar Salmon

Watch programs.
in

Washington

State, contact the

Save Our Wild Salmon Coalition in Seattle

(206-622-2904). Representatives will

salmon

this issue's

documentation of the

wild salmon, the exhibit

is

life

Poster.
See ad in back of magazine.

arti-

cycle of

on display

at

Burke Mu1996. For more in-

the University of Washington's

seum

until

February

4,

formation, call (206) 543-5665.

With two acres of formal gardens and
orchards and twenty acres of woods,
trails,

the

Haig-Brown House

(604-286-6646), located on the banks of
the

Campbell River

Vancouver

in British

Columbia's

Island, is a great place for

an

educational family vacation. This former

home of conservationist and nature writer
Roderick Haig-Brown offers bed-andbreakfast

accommodations plus "Natural

History and Fisheries Enhancement
Tours." These include field trips to the

Campbell's natural

chum salmon spawn-

ing channels and to new, artificial chinook

spawning grounds.
"For the

For information on salmon-related activities

A

streams, and

accordingly.

Oregon, the Portland

Eugene areas

view an ex"Reaching Home: Pacific

Visitors to Seattle can also

on page 26)
Northwest salmon runs are

decline today, but

'lend a Hand"

salmon.

\(Story

educational

let

to help save

first

time, we're also offering

swims with the salmon," says site
manager Kevin Brown. "After all, HaigBrown was the first person ever to snorkel
down the Campbell River."
river

Poster Size: 31" X 40"

Call

1-800-723-0300
Price: *11.50 includes shipping.

All Major Credit Cards Accepted.

1

Yakama Indian

latalie B.

gaffs

a chinook salmon on the Columbia

River.

Fobes
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mpressive Lineup
Why are these newly hatched stinkbug nymphs, of
the family Pentatomidae, neatly lined

up around

their

empty eggshells? When photographer Ken PrestonMafham noticed them on a low-lying bush near the
Peruvian town of Tingo Man'a, he was struck by the
aggregation's resemblance to the slug-moth caterpillar

(below),

whose spines deliver

painful stings.

Some entomologists believe

that the tiny

nymphs,

each about twice the size of a pinhead, have evolved
this

behavior to fool hungry birds and monkeys into

Such mimicry,

which harmless

leaving

them

insects

have evolved the appearance of a poisonous or

alone.

stinging species,

they sense a

is

common

mammal's

in

in the rain forest.

or bird's

When

warm breath,

wave their
Busby Berkeley effect

stinkbugs kick their legs in the air and
antennae; the resultant

resembles the bristling of a slug-moth caterpillar's

poisonous spines. Since the caterpillars often stay
for long periods, the bugs' inability to

still

move forward

as

a group does not compromise the illusion.

Mature stinkbugs, as their name suggests, can
malodorous chemical from a gland in their
abdomens. Many species are easily identified by their
secrete a

bright colors, especially in flight; a

common

South

American stinkbug has bright bluish green wings,
black and yellow stripes on its underbelly, and red
legs. In a number of species, females protect the
young, sometimes performing headstands while
buzzing their wings at any intmder. The species
shown, however, does not benefit from such maternal
care, and the young are left to their own devices. Since
their chemical weaponry is not yet well developed, the
nymphs appear to use group mimicry at this
vulnerable stage of their lives.

Richard Milner

Photographs by

Ken Preston-Mofhom
Premaphotos
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Richard Dawkins ("The Evolved
Imagination") was educated

All yours...

FREE.

For your copy oi our 1995
Suinnier & l^all Vaealion Packages
broenure,

1

at

Oxford,

where he studied under the Nobel Prizewinning ethologist Niko Tinbergen.
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Recipe Book")

in Fife

in

photos in

County, Scotland, he

accompanied by

He has worked

is

his

with baboons

Senegal and South Africa,

chimpanzees

book

is

from

his

this

month's

article are

The Thinking Ape: The

Verlag, 1995), developed with financial

backing from

^0?iML^

a herpetologist and a

who

served for three

decades as director of the Transvaal

Snake Park

in

Midrand, South Africa.

tried for years to capture the

when

He

moment

a bullfrog emerges from

dormancy

sand of the Kalahari. Patterson

has written extensively about the

breeding of captive reptiles and

is

the

author of Snakes and Reptiles of Southern
Africa, both published

by

Struik.

UNESCO. Suzanne

Benin and smdying Vodun. She

in

is

a

professor of African art and architecture

Department of Fine Arts

at Harvard
Her most recent book is
African Vodun: Art, Psychology and
Power, published this year by the
University of Chicago Press.

in the

Evohitionary Origins of Intelligence
(Oxford University Press, 1995).

drawn

Patterson ("Upwardly

is

photographer

in the red

book Voodoo (Benedikt Taschen

Preston Blier spent a year living

and most
Rwanda. His latest

in Tanzania,

recently, gorillas in

anthropology and journalism,

European and American magazines. The

not

the University of Saint

in the field, often

wife, Jen.

is

in

Christoph has worked for several

("The

Rod W.
Mobile")

University.

A comparative physiologist, John A.
Phillips
is

("Rhythms of a Desert Lizard")

deputy director of the Center for the

Reproduction of Endangered Species,
part of the Zoological Society of

San

Diego. Most of his research focuses on
large lizards,

which are often the

dominant animals
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undisturbed habitats

directed five feature films and three

Broadway musicals and
thirteen books.

He

is

the author of

has also been involved

with "the Boy Scouts, the Strategic Air
Command, the merchant marine, the post

throughout the worid. Unfortunately,

office,

fewer and fewer undisturbed habitats

Harkness

remain. Phillips likes to imagine a world

Frangaise, Boston marathons, pinochle,

which the lizards and all other wildlife
were doing so well that there would be no
need for his job.

authorities

in

6

in

Melvin Van Peebles ("Rascals,
Survivors, Dreamers") has written and

Het Nederlandes Comedie, the
Ballet, the ACLU, Cinematique

Senegalese police, various immigration

dues."

and the block, blues, and

(I) Light was bouncing
around everywhere. So
I

chose the

N70V^ 3D

I

wanted some options.

From

the five exposure

modes.

I

chose manual

using the

TTL

Sensor.

also triggered

burning out the highlights.

a

remote SB-26 making

it

possible to capture the

Matrix Meter from the

exposure control, and

It's

three metering systems

auto-bracketed the shutter

works;

offered.

(2) With huge

pockets of light and dark.

in 1/3 steps.

(S) The

built-in speedlight

made

—

ground shadows without

the shot

it

filled the fore-

pretty cool the

flash.

it

way

it

sends out a pre-

which determines

the scene's reflectance

It

Multi-

built-in options,

it

lets

you

capture light in ways you

never thought possible.

canyon's subtle hues.

Nikon,

There's nothing else like

We take the world's
greatest pictures T Yours.

(he N70.

With so many

N70. THE ART OF MASTERING LIGHT.

LEXERS
An
Easterbrook

Donnybrook

"ought to support strengthening of the
[Endangered Species] act," (Preface, p.

hominem language

xx); that society should devote "ever

thesis? In rhetoric, debaters usually switch

of

its

cies

Your August 1995 issue contained two
on my book A Moment on the
Earth from reviewers stridently accusing
me of errors, illogic, and other sins
("When Nature Writers Get It Wrong," by
Jack C. Schultz and "Denial in the
Fortress," by David W. Oit). Both your reviewers themselves employed numerous
attacks

resources to the preservation of spe-

and habitats"

552), that "all environmental errors are

the prevention of extinctions

someone

the substance of

is

else's point

According

Gregg Easterbrook
Arlington, Virginia

a priority"

A Moment on the

to Schultz,

David Orr

Gregg Easterbrook

replies:

my

asserts that

stabilization is "self-centered, but the de-

views on global warming by dropping the
world "mild" from one quote, "making

personal gain

is

endangered species for
not." First,

I

spend an en-

review misrepresents his

seem a crackpot." I did not intend

[him]

make Mr. Easterbrook appear

chapter (pp. 473-91) arguing in favor
of population stabilization. Second, no

crackpot.

say global

sentence or section anywhere in the book

cussions of climate change and other

warming "is probably in society's interest," making me seem a crackpot. Here is

advocates the "sacrifice" of endangered

sues are confused.

species for "personal gain." Page

Easterbrook, as

how A Moment on

jects "taking"

selectively dropping

words from quotes.

For example, he asserts

that

the Earth actually reads

quoted sentence

in the

warming

I

probably

301): "Mild

(p.

tire

compensation

gered species cases, noting that a

442

re-

endan-

in

common

The fact is, however,

I

On

is

Orr conveniently excises the key word

been recognized by courts as outweighing

distressing as

certain private property rights.

over, his discussion of global

the Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change has said that mild
global

warming may be of benefit, primar-

ily to agriculture.

Following page 301,

discuss the reasons to fear that

may

not stay mild. Yet after altering the

meaning of

my

"society's interest" sen-

me inconsistent for
my global warming chapter by

A Moment

—

toward those he

armed people

is

a great

subway

no inconsistency

in the

parts of

many

Jack Schultz, contains

assertions

that are false as matters of fact, not opin-

For instance, Schultz asserts

ion.

that I

"caricatured" environmentalists as ones

who

The book con-

"hate other humans."

no such statement, but does spend a
page (p. 480) specifically refuting the

human
tone of A Mo-

hundreds or thousands of lives

on

lost to poor,

any of our crowded
Here, from page 333 of

in

cities."

on

grates, taking detours to avoid the

town where schoolchildren die in
drug shootouts, Americans are dreaming
if

they think capitalism

than a

phase

ti-ansition

is

anything other

in pursuit

of some

method of economic organization that insures the well-being of all members of so-

calls "enviros"

many

any view

that

I

must say

with issues of politics, ethics, and ecological limits is not characterized

but by wishful thinking

—a

by optimism

different thing

altogether.

ciety."

Finally, Schultz

my

makes

the preposterous

Jack Schliltz

replies:

When Easterbrook

proposed inserting religious (Christian)

wrote those things. However, as

values into environmentalism," which he

my

then denounces.

takes,

notes,

"A

certain per-

centage of people of all stripes develop
tense dislike for their fellow

men; greens

are

no more

in-

women and

likely to suffer

this character defect than

any other

group."
Schultz asserts that

extinctions both "trivial"

human-caused
and "justifiable

under natural law." This

is

The book

I call

a simple

lie.

book's "final paragraphs

I

haven't the foggiest idea

what he's talking about, and neither will
anyone else who reads the paragraphs, or
for that matter,

who

reads any of the four-

chapter concluding section of the book.
Thus, three times in his review, Schultz
fabricates claims about the content of

my

I

wonder what

it is

about the

indeed true that he

it is

I

noted in

review, for every direction the

book

and opposite

direc-

tion.

it

takes an equal

Easterbrook does not spend page 480

as he thinks he does.

With regard

states that "the

green

movement does

tain a puzzling antipathy

genus.

.

.

."

And

this is
this

toward

its

view

"Do Enviros Hate People?"
like ".

State-

ments

advancing the view Schultz claims. The

reviewers found so threatening that they

trol

book does, however, say

were inspired

Earth might remain bereft of people

8
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and ad

.

in the

human numbers

own

in a section

titled

.

con-

followed by four

idea of environmental optimism that your

to use altered quotes

to the

"character defects" of enviros, page 480

pages of support for

book.
In closing,

provides quotes,

contains no sentence or section

that ecorealists

that

does not deal adequately

full

480

are

Second, regarding Mr. Easterbrook's
"environmental optimism,"

claim that

people. Page

who

reputable scientists

sanguine than he.

less

tains

notion that environmentalists are anti-

and those

suffering "greenhouse anxiety" (p. 35), in-

cluding

end the desire

to con-

so that areas of the
is

i

is

mismanagement, and by the
ment on the Earth, which is disparaging

the book, "Stepping over the homeless

book only in On's review.
Your second review of my book, by

warming

the Earth fails to "acknowledge ... the

Schultz further says that

'

as

More-

earth as a "fortress" impervious to

American

is

308).

(p.

colored both by his earher portrayal of the

tence, OiT then calls

saying that the greenhouse effect

nowhere near

above, Schultz has simply fabricated

concluding

danger. There

as

is

assumed"

claims regarding the content of the book.

I

warming

Here

on both

the soothing conclusion that

"probably the problem

Even

'

is-

summary judg-

social interest in conservation has long

"mild."

that his dis-

noted, argues

sides of the issue, but his

ment

to

to be a

climatic change,

in society's interest."

is

of

view.

Earth says that advocacy of population

outright falsehoods.

by

they want to divert attention from

649).

(p.

sire to sacrifice

my work

when

its

and ad hominem attacks

to false claims

reversible save one: extinction. Therefore

factual errors, adulterated quotations, or

David Orr misrepresents

102), that "species

(p.

concern of ecorealism"

loss is a priority
(p.

more

A Moment on

to assail

the Earth, rather than simply engaging

not

i
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LEXERS
a modest urge, but a self-centered one"

me

48 1 ) certainly lead

(p.

to one conclusion.

So do the many innuendoes

in this section,

"But then the animals are worth
more than the people, n'esf-ce pasT' in a
paragraph suggesting an economic motisuch

as,

vation for preservationism (p. 482).
It's difficult

assume he

to

bemusedly

is

observing a constnictive movement

when

one reads, "Perhaps orthodox enviros are
fond of top-chain predators such as grizzlies

because they are the sole animals ca-

pable of killing people. That makes them
noble, provided the victim

BODY ELSE."

(p.

SOME-

is

me

make

designed to

that

and

re-

lated points about the inconsequential

nature of

human

compared with

actions

major geological and other events. As

my

pointed out in

I

review, Easterbrook

again inserts the occasional palliative,

assume that he is trivialour impact on the environment, but I

warning us not
izing

to

doubt that any reasonably careful reader
could conclude otherwise:

".

.

.

even the

human

worst-case estimate for

green-

house malfeasance seems minor by nastandards"

ture's

(p. 32).

hypothesis prove out

it

Or "Should

this

would mean the

biosphere that some environmentalists
today contend cannot resist so
oil spill

multiple

much

as

of the former before there can be

long-term assurance of protection for the
latter" (p. 649; emphases mine).

my

admit freely that I'm out of

I'll

whammy

of the atmosphere

set

.

.

Perhaps Easterbrook doesn't realize

but this

is

trivialization,

and

the dis-

all

Loucks of Miami University, Hubert
Vogelmann of the University of Vermont,
Robert Bruck of North Carolina State University, and Paul Miller and Douglas Fox

L.

—

ers

"placement" of humans

quote)

in the natural

me as Judeo-Christian;

order strikes

tainly isn't consistent with

world

religions.

many

the world that
gists

a

It is

and other

way

These

scientists

need no

other

fessional careers dedicated to impartial in-

of looking

at

cannot accept

He does

at length.

oth-

interviewed (and

I

defense as persons with distinguished pro-

evolutionary biolo-

scientists

whom

of

all

cer-

it

some

among

of the U.S. Forest Service,

depth in religion and philosophy, but that

vestigation into the health of our trees and

They

forests.

perts

are exactly the kind of ex-

one looks

to for understanding the

minion"-based approaches to understand-

complex nature of forest health.
As one who has reviewed many books
written by others, I know that assessing
the validity of sources presents no diffi-

ing our relationship with nature. But as

culty.

I've pointed out, Easterbrook's vision of

magazine

future environmental hannony, with

sources are, and then to draw their

logically (or emotionally).

Have

chapter 9 ("Does Nature

devote

God?")

a

to

its

ac-

Accordingly,

urge readers of your

I

to see for

themselves what

my

own

ceptance of a wide range of anthropogenic

conclusions about whether The Dying of

impacts on the environment, and the meet-

the Trees

ing of

human

material needs before wor-

rying about nature's

me

as

As he argues

in

state, all strike

old-fashioned dominion.

few paragraphs, if nature lacks
meaning, humans can create meaning;
that's one definition of religion, and I pre-

was accurately described and assome degree of fairness.
Charles E. Little
Placitas, New Mexico

sessed with

his final

fer to leave

Humans

out of the debate.

it

have also created quite a mess during

moment on
brook,

I

their

the earth. Unlike Mr. Easter-

suspect that

moment

is

like

no

other.

an

." (folon fire by a killer rock strike
lowed by four other catasti'ophes on page

it,

all

or an overzealous crew of loggers

has in the past survived the unimaginable

33).

for

reviewing and revising more classical "do-

681).

Are human-caused extinctions "trivial"? Chapter 2 ("The Green Fortress") appeal's to

cent material conditions must be provided

A

Although

I

do

to the attention

it

reluctantly,

I

gist

and

As a

forest ecolo-

my juices

started flow-

replies:

tree lover,

—

when I read Mr. Little's essays so
much so that I evidently misstated the
number of chapters in his book, for which
I apologize. But when one topic on which
my own work focuses, the gypsy moth,
was rolled into the grand scheme of
human evil, I began to wonder at the reliaing

bility

Exception

Little

Jack Schultz

of other relationships. So

I

went

the refereed literature and to experts

must

call

of readers of Natural His-

publish there frequently and currently.

Mr.

Little's

tory magazine several misstatements

terribly

made by

forests,

Professor Jack C. Schultz in his

to

who

point

is

that

something

is

wrong with the majority of our
and that the cause is anthro-

claimers add up to considerably less than

review of my book. The Dying of the Trees

pogenic. Like the majority of the scientific

the disclaimed polemic.

("When Nature

community, what refereed publications

Easterbrook's concern about "stepping

over the homeless"

(p.

333)

is

admirable;

he even blames capitalism. However,
blaming the loss of Indian villagers to
tigers

on "orthodox environmentalism"

483) oversimplifies that situation and

(p.

pits

value systems against one another unnec-

Both problems have

Writers Get

It

Wrong,"

August 1995).

One can

say

perhaps overlook his dismis-

sive description of the

chapters,"

which a

book

as "eight short

brief glance at the table

of contents will prove inaccurate. But one

must not let go unanswered his claim that
no "refereed publication nor a balanced

their roots in

scientific treatment is referred to in the

population density. His concern for spe-

book's pages." Such citations can be

cies preservation is also admirable, but

found. All eleven chapters are docu-

essarily.

is

it

narrowly defined. Easterbrook's "Ecore-

alist

Manifesto"

states:

"People

above animals and plants

may

not

mented with numerous

citations of refer-

eed sources.

is

that

when we observe forest decline,
many of

there are often multiple causes,

which remain

The experts made

me

the answers.

10/95

is

sometimes

to

right

wealth of published data available, he

internationally recognized figures as Orie

Natural History

abundantly clear

my review), he is often inmost importantly, considering the

natural order. De-

10

Little

(as I noted in

con-ect;

doesn't

in the

it

that although Little

Professor Schultz further calls into

placement

My reading

anthropogenic agents than Mr.
would have us believe.

question the considered judgments of such

their

identified.

who publish there tell me that
there is much less consensus on the role of

any meta-

in

be

experts

physical sense, but clearly are superior in

sit

to

of that literature and conversations with

make

it

clear

when no one knows

TIAA-CREF.
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Solutions
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The Smart Gorilla's
Recipe

Book

by Richard W. Byrne
Effie looks determined as she makes a beeline for a tall, tempting nettle
clump in the meadow of giant herbs. She gives adolescent Shinda a warning
cough of aggression although he had made no move toward the nettles.

—

(Gorillas are quite antisocial

and

me

in the early

keep looking
clump, Effie
deft,

sits

and we have

when

feeding; they often charged

days of our research,

at their choicest

down

to eat a

until they realized that,

morsels,

we never ate

my

wife, Jennifer,

although

few handfuls of leaves. Her movements

to look closely to see all the details.

we might

them.) Reaching the nettle
are fast

and

Pinching the unfolding leaves

the tip of a stem in her right hand, she pulls the stem into range, and cups her left

at

hand

around the stem base. Supporting the roots in the soft earth with her right hand, she
sweeps her left hand up the stem. This strips off the leaves, which lie in a whorl in her
half-open hand, with the leaf blades protruding but the petioles (leafstalks) lying inside
her hand. Gripping the leaf blades in her right hand, she rocks her two
other, tearing off

and dropping the

petioles.

Now

she

is

fists

against each

holding a bundle of nettle leaf

blades in her right hand. Deftly adjusting her grip so that she can firmly hold the destalked

thumb and index finger for action, she
two more stems. Then, carefully
hand to delicately pick out a few bits of

blades in her right hand without restricting her

repeats the whole stripping and tearing process on

opening her right hand, she uses her

left

13

—
dead leaf from her enlarged bundle of net-

—and
—she

blades. Finally

tle

close observations before

out these details
blades with her

left

many
we could make

it

tool: us

up the leaf

lifts

hand, folds them

down

over her right thumb, and then uses
digit to

this

highest ranked female in her group, she's
not alone in her

it

thi^ough her

open

lips.

Why should a gorilla bother with such a

complex sequence of actions
neutralize

all

ows, on the densely vegetated flanks of the
Here,

craters.

many

Like chimpanzees

fruit is scarce.

ourselves

—

leaves are edible but

gorillas

—and

have simple stom-

which have

bending
a

it

The long stem

is

collapsed by

one way, then the

first

other.

As

on consecutive handfuls

result, prickles

face in opposite directions, and the gorillas
eat handfuls alternately left

and right so

they don't have to swing the unwieldy and
prickly stem around.

Wild celery
edible pith

another source of food;

is
is

encased in a hard outer

removed without de-

stroying the soft contents. Lacking prick-

quickly chopped or bitten

the stem

And like chimpanzees, they make up these

into

manageable lengths by a gorilla. Then

dietary inadequacies with supplements

the hard casing

So what is a fruit-specialist ape doing in
mountain meadows? We believe that's
where the fancy fingerwork comes in.
Many mountain herbs are lettucelike in

by powerful and unpleasant

To understand
nique,

we

first

stings.

the secret of Effie's tech-

need

to

understand stings.

most numerous on the
stem and on the leaf petioles and edges;

Nettle stings are

leaf undersides are less defended.

helping

—

proach.

On new

is

yet developed, so

Efifiie's

action

—

firm pinch on the

from the
her hand contacts

only the leaf undersides, the least stinging
part.

The

and

difficult to eat.
is

to

wind

tightly into a ball against the

slice

it

—

with shearing bites

chopping herbs with a

^just

knife.

petioles are covered with sting-

havior in great apes. Our gorillas' feeding

can provide insight into the origins

human

The

aptitudes.

natiiral ability to

may

learn complex, organized skills

may

not

and explain the mystery of how
manage to live in the Virunga Vol-

Effie's diet

gorillas

canoes where no fleshy

fruits

grow.

diet otherwise available only to

imals,

Man-

hoofed an-

whose complex stomachs

most other animals, even monkeys, the
only organization shown in their leamed
actions is that imposed by environmental
constraints, not by their minds.
Humans do impose structure on their
leamed behavior, while remaining sensitive to environmental demands. Our ac-

common-

tions in the kitchen provide a

When we

place example.

use recipes for

—

how thick to slice,
how hard to whip, the exact type of tomato
cooking, the details

—can

or pepper to use

program, the recipe

vary, but the overall

itself

with the correct

order of steps, cannot. The complex tech-

feeding are recipes in this sense. Natural
selection has equipped

(or in the

recipes

do not depend on learning

organization.

What is

recipes

is

for their

special about the go-

that they are

leamed. To

build up such a coordinated plan of

many

and detailed actions requires
what scientists call a working memory to
different

integrate the pieces.
ior

Our everyday behav-

depends for efficiency on our remem-

—how we

bered recipes, or scripts

greet

people, use computers, cook supper, or

shop. That mountain gorillas have this

unpleasant physical defenses.

predates language.

no doubt dependent on

insects. Writ-

ten into each individual's genes, these

same

gorillas' plant-preparation

with

meth-

like the elaborate nest-construction

ods of birds and some social

mental apparatus

call this aptitude "intelli-

many animals

innate recipes to organize their actions,

enable bacterial action to deal with plants'

Can we

modem

chimpanzees, and ourselves. For

case of elephants, very large intestines)

gence"? The

date from

separation of the lines leading to
gorillas,

rilla's

These four plants make up 85 percent of

onize a most unusual place by means of a

In stripping off the leaves

—her next

chin,

it

bedstraw

stems into a compact mass,

trailing

mass

cover the plant,

the best ap-

soft leaves at the tip is quite safe.

stem

but also making

up the

like

that

call sticky

ual aptitude has enabled the gorilla to col-

leaves, the stings haven't

get

niques gorillas use in plant preparation for

exposed.

gorillas' trick for

roll the

until

clamber over other vegeta-

to

it

in-

by a gentle

stings are triggered, like a trap,

touch. Thus, a firm grip

Mature

workman's pincers,

hooks

Willie, has tiny

The

cally

removed, using the

Bedstraw, or what the Scots

tion

mean they are simple to eat. Take
The plant is defended physi-

is

at last the pith is

poisons and rich in protein, but that
the nettle.

is

cisor teeth like a

chemical composition, free of lignin and
doesn't

I

an early evolutionary stage, before the

with the spines outward to avoid pricking

les,

and bark.

interest is in the

intelligence, so

ing doesn't work; thistles must be eaten

skin that must be

insects, buds, flowers, fungus,

human

be unique to humans and

over most of the species' range, gorillas

poor in nu-

my

a psychologist

sharp spines instead of stings, firm pinch-

its

such as protein and trace elements.

thistles,

what computer programmers

in

excited about any intelligent-seeming be-

of

otherwise deal with tough leaves. Thus,

trients

As

skills

With

—

evolution of

each neatly suited to a particular mountain

achs, unable to neutralize plant poisons or

eat ripe fruit, rich in energy but

niques

call subroutines.

this

remove or

Gorillas eat other things besides nettles,

the mouth.

Virunga Volcanoes in
mead-

to

tions are repeated or used in other tech-

and they employ a range of techniques,

indigestible, organic substance lignin; but

Zaire live in mountain

moun-

the nettle's defenses.

herb's defenses.

Rwanda and

that all

meadows dexterously follow

tain

compUcated feeding procedure? Most gorillas live in moist tropical forests where
leaves are inedible, protected by poisonous compounds and strengthened by the
gorillas of the

found

adult and juvenile gorillas in these

hold the nettle package secure as

she pops

We

skill.

recipelike behavior suggests that the

The case

is

we

use in these

skills

strengthened by related be-

whose

haviors of chimpanzees,

insect-

catching and nut-cracking methods with

ing hairs, but Effie's firm grip, as she tears

talents are

them

off,

prehensile hands, hands

fects.

After carefully picking out any ined-

terous by the extensive cortical areas of

zational complexity to the gorilla's plant-

ible debris, Effie is left

with the problem of
do with the stinging edges of the
protruding bundles of leaves
hence that

the brain devoted to delicate control of fin-

feeding

what

to

ger movements. Manual precision alone

tools out of objects (see

neat

little

producing a parcel in
are wrapped in the least

techniques are also organizationally com-

again minimizes the stings' ef-

—

which

fold,

the stings

offensive part of the plant, the leaves' un-

dersides.

Once crushed

stings are ineffective.
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in the

mouth,

Although Effie
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is

the

would
plex.

made more dex-

suffice for single actions, but the

To do

the job,

all

the actions

must be

con'ectly sequenced. Coordination
sential

their

is

es-

between the two hands acting in
And some pattems of ac-

different roles.

tools are techniques

skills.

comparable

Chimpanzees

in organi-

also

"Dim

make

Forest,

Bright Chimps," Natural Histoij, Septem-

ber 1991).

Pygmy

chimpanzees, although

not toolmakers in the wild, have

shown

great facility in captivity.

We

are keen to find out

tain gorilla

group leamed

how

our moun-

their

complex

Our work

techniques.

thus far has

shown

answer seems to involve both trial
and error and observation of skilled practitioners. (Our research was interrupted by
that the

Rwanda and Zaire.)
what we might expect from

the political turmoil in
In contrast to
the

human

perspective, the closest thing

we've seen

to

anything that can be called

when mothers sometimes
remove inedible plants from
hands or mouths of infants. (Chim-

'teaching"

is

deliberately
the

panzees are the only other species of animals observed doing this.)

Mother gorillas
that

also

remove food

1918 Bausch

plants

& Lomb Binoculars
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have defenses

that the infant cannot

yet deal with. Apparently, gorillas can an-

consequences of their
However, they certainly

ticipate the possible

babies' actions.

do not leam eveiything through blow-byblow imitation, because each individual
gorilla has a different, preferred set of

variants for each stage of a process. This

implies that each animal has learned the
actions by trial-and-error exploration, not

by imitation.
Yet the overall program of actions
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the

the

component processes can be ornumerous other ways, many of
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dered

in

which are
food.

We

mother

tates its

program
tines,

sufficient for preparing their

young

gorilla imi-

in the overall

form of the

believe that a

—

its

sequence of actions, subrou-

and hand coordinations. The precise

details are then "fleshed out"

experience, an efficient
actness

The

is

by individual

method when ex-

not too important.

leam in this way is crucial
human apprenticeship and crafts and
may be unique to the great apes and ourselves
great apes possess some of the
mental apparatus that humans put to use so
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The Great Western and The
Fighting Temeraire
A tale of two ships,

a master engineer, and a painter of masterpieces

by Stephen Jey Gould
Science progresses;
tists

art

changes. Scien-

anonymous

are interchangeable and

before their universal achievements;
artists are idiosyncratic

and necessary

cre-

with the invention of the crossbow, the
zipper, the typewriter, the

Xerox machine,

Artists, pohticians,

and soldiers win

plaudits and notoriety, although so

Copernicus and Galileo had never

impose themselves only

would

the earth

sun,

still

revolve around the

and earthlings would have learned
due time. If Michelan-

siently

upon

lightly

the Victory

ward

still

have a painted

vault, but the

a consequence of

Coolness of Paget about to trepan.

the false belief that individuahty has

when a progressive chain

little

relevance

"standard" account of the differences be-

orable order. Let

tween

treatment of scientists versus statesmen

art

and science belongs

to our dis-

oversimplified dichotomies
trasts that

and

—

stark con-

both enlighten in their boldness

separated piles

strictly

twain shall meet.

Till

entities into

—"and never

logical progress,

German

statesman, and the author of

and Sullivan's

own times and quickly fade from
memory. So who is Mr. Paget, about
open his patient's skull? Sir James

in their
later

you want a receipt for that popular

been a household name

Known

to the

world as a heavy

—

therefore striding forward almost indepen-

tification

dragoon.

Take

all

So

the remarkable people in

them

I

couldn't

without

scientists

j

in the construction of English fiber,

even

this

and

under this model, become anonymous and

A few names survive as

ing thiity-eight historical figures, includ-

Admiral Nelson and the story of Trafalgar.

and Bell as

ing a few fictional and general characters.

On

Only one

a scientist. (The notoriously

twenty-seven ships met and destroyed a

many

combined French and Spanish force of
thirty-three vessels off Cape Trafalgar

icons and heroes
doers,

But

if

—Edison

Darwin and Einstein

we

as thinkers.

accept the premise that techno-

logical innovation (in manufacturing, warfare, transportation,

is

sexist Gilbert listed thi-ee times as

women

—Queen

Anne, the generic and

and communication)

has powered social change far beyond

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

and ingenuity,

ogy,

most responsible
for propelling human histoiy remain so invisible? "Who can name anyone connected
paradox
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that the people
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let

and the

University.

Han'ard
also Frederick P. Rose

histoiy of science at

He

is

Honorary Curator
Anierican

in

Invertebrates at

Museum of Natural Histoiy.

tlie

the

October 21, 1805, Nelson's

enemy

killed or

\

fleet

of

out of commission (about half

wounded and

I

us return to

captured twenty ships and put 14.000 of

all

human emotion
how can we resolve the

For the second pairing,

near the Strait of Gibraltar-. Nelson's forces

other consequences of

|

man has since sunk to oblivion in

the general culture of educated people.

virtually invisible.

t

history,

but Gilbert chooses only one to participate

off to a popular tune.

!

my trusty encyclopedia),

and engineers create

The colonel then rips off (at patter-song
speed) two hilarious doggerel verses list-

driver. Scientists,

j

know him
have made the iden-

history.

Rattle

have

to his Victorian

contemporaries, but few of us

today (and

this distorting di-

disembodied a machine endowed with its own momentum, and

may

of the science of pathology,

tion:

mystery.

human

Tom

recognition

Paget, surgeon to the queen and a founder

the

inexorability of techno-

virtually

little

to

Judgment Seat."

under

Horario Nelson

of Trafalgai; the great

the audience a formula for their construc-

chotomy, leads to the myth of science as

dently of any

at the battle

Patience, introduces his troops by giving

If

The supposed

have no trouble with the

of

Eaith and Sky stand

presently at God's great

in Gilbert

dying

will

—Admiral

Jones. But scientists gain

Colonel Calverly, head of a company of

dragoon guards

three

first

two

distort in their formulaic divisions

complexly intertwined

me illustrate our different

with two pairings.

artists

Most of us

of dis-

coveries proceeds in logical and inex-

and

The humor of Fielding (which sounds
contradictory)

in large part as

would be different and humanity would be a good deal poorer. This

tressing but prevalent genre of grossly

—

Genius of Bismarck devising a plan

and technologists

Scientists, engineers,

scientist ap-

quatrain:

The pluck of Lord Nelson on board of

the motors of social change.

gelo had never lived, the Sistine Chapel

history of art

first

tran-

forge histoiy and gain oblivion as a re-

might

Tussaud, founder of the great

pears in the

many

and

this natural truth in

—

Madame

London wax museum.) The

or the computer?

ators of their unique masterpieces. If
lived,

demeaning "odalisque on a divan," and

half captured),

while suffering only 1,500 casualties and

losing no ships. This victory ended
Napoleon's threat to invade England and

;

^

he really wanted

All

Going from

was

to stop losing his hair.

hair

I

loss to

liair

regrowth was

beyond

U\s

wildest dreams.

-^

But then he
learned there's a
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I
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^Ksd^ product

could actually regrow
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hair.
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The

large men-of-war, with their three

major tiers of guns, were beautiful, tenible
(in the old

18
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sense of inspiring terror), and

were stripped and sold to ship breakers to
be dismantled for timber, plank by plank.
John Beatson, a ship breaker

at the

yards

of Rotherhithe, bought the Temeraire
auction for £5,530.

Two

at

steam tugs towed

—
Temeraire for

the hulk of the

fifty-five

sort

—

most uninspiring,

a

if

truthful,

miles from Sheemess to Rotherhithe in

image. Moreover, Rotherhithe

September 1838.

west of Sheemess, so the sun never could

Turner's painting presents a wrench-

have

sad

last,

trip.

way, of the Temeraire's

ghostly white,

The
still

great man-of-war,
bears

its

three masts

proudly, with light rigging in place and

on the yards. The small steam

sails furled

tug, painted

dark red to black, stands

smoke belching from

front,

its tall

One

sets

—with

of Turner's most brilliant sun-

meaning
painting. The

most majestic and heart-stopping product
of the old order sails passively to her
death,

towed by a

object of the

new

relatively diminutive

technology. John Ruskin

without masts,

sails,

trast

and pleasant land," the
a malicious

is

bol of technology's
all that

first

Then take a close look

as a hulk

at

No problem. Even

if

your

And you can grab a new pair

Canon's entire

or waterproof models that
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a sharp,

bright image.
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wl

Canon

binoculars
use environmentally
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Cation
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For color brochure write:

Canon

Binoculars, C.S.B-

to

little

a sym-

debase and

had created

in

misguided, assess-

in Gilbert's recipe for

in

1839,

a

when

on

—

3192A,

Melville,

a

spiteful, diabolical steamer.

little,

little

demon

of a steamer

.

.

.

The

belching out a

is

volume ... of foul, lurid, red-hot malignant
smoke, paddling furiously, and lashing up
the water around

it;

while behind

it

.

.

.

slow,

sad and majestic, follows the brave old ship,
with death, as it were, written on her.

This reading makes

Tumer,
teenth

little

sense because

many artists of the ninecentury, was captivated by new
like so

technologies and purposefully sought to

include them in his paintings. (Alfred,

Lord Tennyson, remains the best example

who

of a poet
tively

and

encountered science ac-

positively,

and sought

to ex-

press the wonders, as well as the faults, of

technology

in his

verse [see

my

essay in

Natural History. November 1992]). In
fact, Tumer had a special fascination for
steam, and he clearly delighted in mixing
the dark

smoke of

the

new technology

with nature's lighter daytime colors.
In

Turner The

Figlitiiig

companion volume

to

Temeraire, her
the

National

Gallery's exhibit, Judy Egerton docuas grand a picture

the walls of

ments Turner's numerous and clearly loving paintings of steam vessels

—

starting

Please turn to page 62

THE HOUSE OR THE FOREST.

IN

meadow to stare down that

Now you can pick from

if

art

—

any academy.
or came from the easel of any painter. The
old Temeraire is dragged to her last home by
as ever figured

of Canon 12x36 Image Stabilizers at an unbeatable price.

binoculars.

con-

displayed his painting:

steady with Canon's patented Imase Stabilizer system. Feel

hands shake, the image won't.

enemy

power

previous

famous,

with eye-poppins 12x masnification and stay rock

unsuspecting woodpecker?

crucial ways, re-

steam tug

The Fighting Temeraire

or rigging of any

gazins across your favorite

some

legiti-

land's green

INTRODUCING CANON IMAGE STABILIZER BINOCULARS.

like

while

fields,

of "dark Satanic mills" with "Eng-

Turner

THE BEST SEAT
Start

in

would estabart and sci-

aim of this essay:

heavy dragoon), wrote

were always demasted, so the

doom

between

two

to argue that the

of the thuty-eight

scene for romance

Temeraire sailed to her

that, if true,

ment. William Makepeace Thackery (one

and meaning, not for accuracy. Ships sold
for timber

been presented for Turner's

ence, thus subverting the

nobility. In a

"Of all pictures not visibly involving human pain, this is the most pathetic
that ever was painted."
set his

—one

lish bitter hostility

destroy

wrote:

Turner clearly

painting

sarial interpretation, recalling Blake's

clear metaphorical

occupies the right half of the

tion has often

main bound in ties of potentially friendly
and reinforcing interaction. In this adver-

stack to

obscure part of the Temeraire^s mast behind.

behind the Tenieralrel

set

mately separate

in

due

A simplistic and clearly false interpreta-

ingly dramatic view, quite inaccurate in an
entirely studied

lies
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UNIVERSE

eath by Black Hole
by
Without a doubt, the most spectacular

way

to die in space is to fall into a black

Where

hole.

else in the universe

lose your life

can you

by being ripped apart atom

de Grasse Tyson

Neil

your feet and
tial,

known

tries to

your head. This differen-

contains several times the mass of the sun

officially as the tidal force,

hu-

compacted deep within an event horizon
that is only about a dozen miles across. In
a fall toward such a black hole, you would

rubber, then you

begin to break apart within about 100

at

accelerate your feet toward the

black hole faster than your head.

mans were made of

by atom?
Black holes are regions where gravity

is

would

just stretch.

But

we

If

made of

are

common

black

to biUions of times the

mass

miles of the center Other

up

so great that the speed required to escape

bones and muscles and organs. Your body

holes are

greater than the speed of light.

At ex-

of the sun and are contained within event

actly 299,792.458 kilometers per

second

would stay whole only until the tidal force
exceeded the strength of the chemical
bonds of your flesh. The moment this happened, your body would systematically
snap into countless tiny segments.

While gravity

more bad news.
All parts of your body would be moving
toward the same spot the black hole's
center. So while you would be ripped apart
head-to-toe, you would also be extruded
through space like toothpaste being
squeezed out of its tube. The result? Your
once-whole body would quickly be

strong, the difference in gravity

is

in a

vacuum, there

universe.

And

nothing faster in the

is

if light

neither can you,

cannot escape, then

which

is

why, of course,

black holes are called black holes. All objects

have escape speeds. Earth's

is

a mere

eleven kilometers per second, so light es-

capes freely, as would anything else
launched faster than eleven kilometers per
second. Please
like to

tell all

those people

proclaim "What goes up must

down!"

who
come

that they are misinformed.

Albert Einstein's general theory of relativity,

But there

—

squished into a string of falling atoms.

As

published in 1916, allows us to un-

derstand the bizane structure of space and

is

a black hole eats,

in direct

proportion to

time in the vicinity of a black hole. But

ample,

science fiction writers in search of fertile

mass,

have also probed the subject.
For now, however, let's just explore in de-

Because

what black holes do to matter that
comes a littie too close to the "event horizon," the boundary between where light
can and cannot escape in other words,
the region between what is in the universe
and what is forever lost to the black hole.
If you were to fall freely feet-first into a

holes in the universe

story lines

tail

—

black hole

—do

not try this at

the force of gravity
ically as

home

—then

would grow astronom-

you neared

its

center Curiously,

to

it

it

pulls in
will

how much

size.

But not

its

diameter grows
mass.

of them will

almost any

kill

you

in the

manner described above. Those that will
do the most severe damage are the smaller
ones, with relatively low mass. Why? Because the strength of the

tidal force is
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even

fall

piece

—you

come back
your

that

you might

through the event horizon in one
just wouldn't ever

out and

tell

be able

to

anybody about

trip.

As

far as

I

know, nobody has ever been

eaten by a black hole, but there

is

com-

come too close.

large gas clouds that

cloud hardly ever
hole. Unlike

falls straight into

you

in

(where you aimed

your

A gas

a black

feet-first fall

sfi-aight for the

black

hole's center), a gas cloud

is

drawn

spirals to

into an orbit before

destruction.

The

it

typically
its

parts of the cloud that are

closest to the black hole will orbit faster

than the parts that are farther away. This

can have extraordi-

nary astrophysical consequences. The

pulling on you. Since smaller black holes

cloud heats up from internal friction

allow you to get

much

closer to their cen-

the type that high-mass stars evolve into

—

would be so weak

force

your distance from the center of the object

ference between the force of gravity at

kill

your toes near their event horizons

relatively small. In such cases, the tidal

differential rotation

ters before

not what will

to

is

from your

heavily dependent both on your size and

enormous gravity itself is
you you are always
weightless when in free faU. Instead, you
would be pulled apart as a result of the dif-

the black hole's

is

such a huge black hole

holes routinely dine upon entire stars and

matter they consume, black

all

head

in

triple its

dimensions vary according

in

One might find this type
some galaxies.

solar system.

lurking in the center of

pelling evidence to suggest that black

three times as wide.

come

tire

for ex-

If,

enough matter to

become

their

its

horizons that are nearly as wide as the en-

you cross

their event horizons,

hundreds of thousands of degrees

to

—much

hotter than the surface of any normal

star.

the change in gravity can be devastating to

The gas glows blue-hot as it becomes a co-

fallers-in.

pious source of ultraviolet and X-ray en-

One common

variety of black hole

ergy.

What began

as an isolated, invisible

black hole (minding

its

own

business) has
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ad
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nati\ e

now become an

invisible black hole

presence can be deduced because
circled

whose

case, the black hole will not reveal itself

en-

by the luminosity of the food on its plate.
But stars orbiting close by ^but not too

it

is

by a gaseous speedway ablaze with

high-energy radiation.

Since stars are 100-percent certified
balls of gas, they are not

same

fate.

A

immune from

star will first

very

—when

late in the
it

swells to

If the red giant

will

grows

does not get

to eat

companion star's
become a red giant.

large enough, then

it

be flayed by the black hole as layer

after layer gets peeled

Whenever a

be moving

at

INTERNATIONAL JOURNEYS,

suspiciously high speeds.

close to the centers of galaxies. But in a

mutual orbit and one becomes a black

life

will

be stretched by

highly luminous gas. If two stars are in

until

—

Individual stars cannot yet be observed

shear into a friction-heated disk of

hole, then the black hole

consumed

this

a black hole's tidal forces but will eventually

—

close to be

and eaten.

and challenging procedure, a
from

delicate

characteristic speed can be inferred

(or thousands) of stars. This speed,

when

combined with the stars' average distance
from the center of the galaxy, is a direct
measure of the total mass contained within
their orbits.

Armed

we

with these data,

need no more than the back of an envelope

compute whether the attracting central
mass is. indeed, concentrated enough to be

One of the

needs to find a potent energy source occu-

a black hole candidate.

pying a tiny space

mysterious

black holes known, containing the equiva-

phenomenon, then well-fed black holes
become prime suspects. The strange, dis-

cently inferred for the center of the galaxy

one

lent of

good examples. They

are

NGC3

lu-

versity of Hawaii,

minous than the

entire

Milky

Way

galaxy,

yet their energy emanates primarily

volume

that is not

solar system.

much

from a

larger than our

Without invoking a super-

massive black hole as the central engine,
our ability to explain quasars

is

severely

1 1

5 by John

Kormendy. of the Uni-

the University of Michigan.

galaxy

central black hole of

to raise

an eyebrow. The actual luminosity depends on how many stars and gas clouds

a
is

No

need to be jealous: mounting evidence
shows that the center of our own Milky

mass

enough

is

about 15 million light-years away in the
direction of constellation Sextans.

Way

is

NGC31 15

gas-poor, edge-on spiral galaxy that

There is now excellent evidence to
show that supermassive black holes really
do exist in the cores of galaxies. In some
suspiciously small space

re-

and Doug Richstone, of

compromised.

cases, suspiciously high luminosity in a

largest

was

billion solar masses,

hundreds or thousands of times more

tant quasars are

may

harbor a 2-million-solarits

own.

Reflecting on the beauty, mystery, and

danger of black holes prompts
with

J.

B. S. Haldane when, in 1927, he

penned, "The universe
than

me to agree

we

is

not only queerer

suppose, but queerer than

we

can

suppose."

Neil de Grasse Tyson

most of the matter

Planetarium and Princeton University.

in its vicinity. In

such a

took us 92 years to

After 92 years of outfitting the world's

most serious adventurers and sportsmen,

Other galaxies may host a supermassive black hole that has already eaten
apart.

It

make the label. Imagine what
we put into our clothing.

Willis SiGeiger

now available to

are available for the black holes to shear

^.
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analysis of the blended light of hundreds

to

theoretical astrophysicist

to explain a

INC.

is

an astrophysicist

with a joint appointment at the

Hayden

merchandise

a larger

is

audience. To
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Crichtons Jurassic Replay;
kker s Utohropfor Romance
by James
Michael

Crichton

several

offers

saurs, so I

Gorman

know that Crichton takes care to

mode,

which

in

the animals are characters

human

beginning of The Lost

be in the ballpark with his biology. There's

every

One of

ens. Rikki Tikki Tavi, Kipling's fearless

fictional

no evidence that Compsognathus had
venom, but there's no evidence that it
didn't. But I confess to suspicion about his

"Sequelae are inherently unpredictable,"

version of chaos theory.

says Malcolm. Not this one.

chaos, I'm like most readers.

epigraphs

at the

World, the sequel to Jurassic Park.

them

is

from Ian Malcolm, the fatuous and
chaos theorist from the first book.

—

The Lost World the title echoes that of
an Arthur Conan Doyle book about a
South American jungle mesa where the

somehow

dinosaurs
laic,

premovie

survived

thriller

—

is

a formu-

providing the basis

pertise.

So I have

When

to scratch

I

it

comes

to

have no ex-

my head when

Malcolm keeps saying

Crichton's Ian

things like, "At the edge of chaos, unex-

pected outcomes occur.
vival

is

severe."

Does

The

that

risk to sur-

mean, "When

bit as

mongoose,

little

character in

method

is

as the people in Dick-

probably

is

my

favorite

of literature. Another

all

to try in

some way

to penetrate

the consciousness of animals. This

is

probably done most often with dogs,
which we tend to consider half-human
anyway. Jack London takes this approach
in

The Call of the Wild, for example, and
He tries to write from in-

so does Bakker.

for a film as alike as possible to Jurassic

side the heads of dinosaurs, pterodactyls,

Park without being a

mammals, and even

total

remake.

knows the drill
quick scene changes, main plot and subplot, good guys and bad guys, and a lot of
scientific detail. To be fair, the plot of The
Crichton, of course,

Lost World

not exactly what

is

The Lost World, by Michael

Crichton.

though Bakker has his

tam Books, $2L95; 246 pp.

of imagination. The basic story

T

we might

book, hints were dropped of dinosaurs

escaping from the original,

ill-fated island

boy

go haywire, watch your back"? Is
chaos theory? I hope not. Either I am

things
that

critics in paleontol-

nobody has ever accused him of lack
is

girl

—

the girl and

boy

in question being

Utahraptor dinosaurs. In terms of personality,

Bakker's raptor comes off like a

an unusually obtuse reader, or the sum of

bloody-minded Jane Austen character

chaos theory, as Crichton presents

bound by family

that the

But although dinosaur lovers across the
heartland have been yearning for slavering

the end. Suffice

and chase surfer

ogy,

loses boy, meets boy, loses boy, gets

theme park and reaching the mainland of
Central America. Similar hints are
dropped at the beginning of this book too.

raptors to migrate north

fiirtles.

may sound like a tough job, but al-

Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., $25.00; 416 pp.
Raptor Red, by Robert
Bakker. Ban-

expect after having read Jurassic Park. In
that

This

it,

is

more complicated things get, the
harder it is to know how they'll tum out in
it

The Lost World

to say

is

ties,

thoroughly responsi-

longing for independence and

ble, yet

love.

Of

ing

this

course Austen's
differs

way of

describ-

considerably

from

not that complicated.

Bakker's: "Her subconscious computer
has a hard and fast rule: Take care of your

There are more nouveau dinosaurs trying

Not only do dinosaur addicts have The
its eventual movie version
to look forward to, they also have Raptor
Red, by Robert T. Bakker, an attempt to
write a novel from a dinosaur's point of

to eat a different pau- of kids. There's a

view.

dudes through the kitchens of La

My

doesn't happen.

bet

is

that

Jolla,

it

Crichton

is

saving up such scenes for a third book.

Otherwise,

beautiful,

it's

dejd vu

over again.

savvy female scientist and a

self-important

male

Malcolm), whose

to

all

scientist (in addition

intellectual

greed and

emotional immaturity get everyone in
trouble

—

^Faust as nerd.

bad bad guys who want
saurs.

There are

could happen.
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official consultant for the film

Park, and Raptor

Red

cial "prequel," a gloss

is

Jurassic

a kind of unoffi-

on the movie

that

each one

next. Don't waste time

is

one half of

sister's

chicks

on any other blood

relative."

No penurious matron of a country
house struggling with genteel poverty
could have put it more clearly. Sometimes,
however. Bakker waxes downright sentimental.

Of

another Utahraptor, not the

to steal the dino-

the early Cretaceous. Fossils of this spe-

very sad. All day males have rejected

plausible. His plot twists

know

book, Bakker describes himself as an un-

first;

Take care of your

heroine, he writes with feeling, "She's

and fighting off dinosaurs.
all

that's unpredictable. In his

chicks

yourself.

charts the life of a female Utahraptor in

Crichton has done his homework. His
dinosaurs are

Now,

own

really

And there is no end of fancy gadgets

for tracking

Lost World and

a bit about dino-
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cies

were

raptors

All day her unusual size has caused anxi-

were being created, and Bakker

ety in potential mates. She's the victim of

sets out to tell the creature's "real" story.

two familiar ways to tell aniOne is the Rudyard Kipling

Tliere are

mal

her.

found while the movie's

first

tales.

discrimination built into the courtship instinct, the

inbred distrust of anyone

who

is

too different from the norm. With her

Like a duck to

-water.

Standing guard by the sea. The web-fooied Newfoundland dog, an insunctive

a land with a strange

It's

body held low, the unhappy giant walks
away, not looking back."

Raptor Red

is

not

about unrequited

all

romance
novel. There are plenty of fights, and
there's also physiology. "The metabolic
furnace within her body is up to the thermal challenge. Waves of shivering spread
through her muscles, and her heat production goes up by another factor of four,
love. This is not just a dinosaur

keeping

all

her

vital

organs

at

And
dactyl,

which appears

dactyl."

late in the

from legend

Bakker

hundred

... He

—

miles of coastline.

A land that lives by the sea. No

wonder our dogs have webbed

feet.

Imagine

that.

To

get into the swim of things, get our Free
240-page Travel Guide to a world of difference.
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book

like

"the great white

"The dactyl climbs

writes,

survey the scene.

feet to

likes intervening in the lives of

—

Richard Leakey discovers our future

amuses him. He's spent all
waking hours amusing himself, ever

predators
his

startling beauty.

there's the philosophical ptero-

a character

to five

and

has ser\'ed sailors and fishermen for ccniurics.

Reared up into sunshine and storm. Thousands of
inlets, coves, guts, and bays. Carved from 10,000

an optimum

temperature of 100 degrees Fahrenheit."

lile-saver.

it

when he

since that day in the spring

in the extinctions of the past.

de-

cided he would not take a mate."
Is this

was

like?

feel this

what the mind of a pterodactyl
Did dinosaurs really think and

way?

Who

knows? Not Robert

Richard Leakey, bestselling
author of Origins and Origins
Reconsidered, turns his

Bakker, certainly, despite the suggestion

attention from

monologues are somehow built
on scientific fact. We have a hard enough
time figuring out what human consciousness is, let alone what a living, breathing

beginnings to our potentially

that these

mammal experiences,

let

alone a dinosaur.

humankinds

Richard Leakey
and Roger Lewin

devastating future. Both a

warning and a
Tlie Sixth

call to action,

Extinction reveals

the catastrophic effects of our

on the environment,
and the alarming similarity to
assault

Nonetheless, Bakker's book, for

clumsiness and naivete,

is

triguing than Crichton's.

It is

and thoroughly

heartfelt.

of a beginner's

handmade

It

still

all its

more

in-

idiosyncratic

a pattern of extinctions that
precedes us.

has the charm
pot. the appeal

"A powerful
fight to

of folk

art. If

you have

fantasies of dinosaurs,

to read
it

someone's

might as well be

document

in the

presene our natural

heritage while there

is still

time. Eloquently argued

Bakker's. Besides, this book, unlike

and rigorously supported by

Crichton's sequel,

scientific evidence."

is

unpredictable.

James Gorman is the author, with paleontologist John R. Homer. o/Digging Dinosaurs and Maia: A Dinosaur Grows Up.

He

is

an editor at the

New York Times.
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Pteranodon over San Francisco

In

the fall of 1992,

visited

1

Arches

National Park in Utah. There, far off
in the

orange-colored morning mist,

on the other side of the

plain,

I

saw

figures of nocturnal raptors huirying

home;

I

imagined long-necked

brachiosaurs casting shadows across the

rock surfaces deeply reddening in the

morning

sun.

Long ago

these creatures with

I

wanted

to see

my own eyes, just as

wondered if the\
if it would
see one, and what on earth

any child wishes

to do. I

might be around somewhere,
be possible to

they really looked

like.

Barosaurus
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Tyrannosaurus

realized that one

way

in

Hollywood

to revive

them

I

existed in the cathode-ray tube in

but

if

front of

me.

It

seemed too simple,
become

the desired fantasy could

reality

through the digital circuitry so

popular today,
to try to

why

not try

it. I

resolved

reproduce creatures that would

appear to be alive through the
application of natural light to dinosaur
replicas created in the analog world,

adding moistness to their skin, tension
to their muscles, so that they

become

the creatures of

imaginings.

To be

would

my youthful

honest,

I

was looking

forward to seeing these images more
than anyone else.

Tyrannosaurus

in

Hollywood

11
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Botonicolly

Challenged
by Steven Austad
I

first

realized that

was among the
raw spring day

I

botanically challenged one

while crossing Harvard Yard with a plant-

The wind was

enthusiast friend of mine.

elm trees in the Yard,
on the paved walkways

That Aren't Animals and That Most People
Think Are Boring. But the series is anything but boring and represents what
think

is

I

Attenborough's best work so fan

blasting the ancient

The medium of

making seeds

fime lapse, slow motion, stop motion, and

rain

film, with all its tricks of

below. There, scurrying students heed-

animation,

is

"My

perficially

mundane. And Attenborough

lessly

ground the seeds underfoot.

God," said my friend in something between real and mock horror, "look at all

has used

all

ideal for dramatizing the su-

these tricks to excellent effect.

Besides the expected, but spectacular.

the road kills."

To make

that observation requires a cer-

fortunately lack.

—an imagination

that

I

un-

But it does point out how a

visceral appreciation of plants requires an

awareness of fulfilled or squandered possi-

mere observation of

than the

intrinsically dramatic events.

Appreciation

of plants also presupposes an ability to

come unstuck

—

here, of course

immense

Attenborough. Princeton University
Press, $26.95; 320 pp., illus. This book
accompanies a six-part television series,
airing on TBS Superstation from October
9 to

14.

in time, like Billy Pilgrim in

do

plants

that we can
human time,

the giant sequoia for

its

pine for

its

size, the bristlecone

great age. But

something

more typicaOy, he dramatizes

less well appreciated,

such as

the remarkable ability of trees to

gioundwater up into
he mounts a

this,

fire

tmck's ladder, rides

Uims on the

into the canopy,

plains

draw
To do

their canopies.

and over the roar of the

The Private Life of Plants: A Natural
History of Plant Behaviour, by David

Kurt Vonnegut's novel Slaughterhouse
Five. After

knack of identifying especially

phenomena and knowing how to
dramatize them. The usual suspects are
intriguing

up

tain imagination

bilifies rather

also has a

fire

pump, exsame task

fruck's

how a tree performs

the

silently.

The reason Attenborough's cinematic
narratives are so compelling
self is

is

that

he him-

astounded by what he's working

with.

He conveys

this

in his

book, which

is

admiration superbly

drawn from

the series.

The opening lines set the tone: "Plants can
see. They can count and communicate with
one another They are able to react to the

except perhaps attract animals that are

time-lapse shots of sprouting leaves,
blooming flowers, and ripening fruit, we
also see leaves dance and dodge as they try

traordinary precision."

more immediately rewarding

to track spots of sunlight fluttering across

extravagant claims almost immediately.

the forest floor; vine tendrils lassoing

the

all,

little

actually observe in everyday

Not

that plants don't

same biological

to watch.

perform

necessities

the

all

—voyaging,

mating, sacrificing, fighting, aging, manipulating,

—

and deceiving

in as interesting

a

fashion as animals. But they operate on a
different time scale,

one more suited to,

weathering house paint or people

say,

who drive

ten miles per hour below the speed limit.
In principle,
that

if

we

get the perverse

most of us do from seeing a

cerate a wildebeest, then

thrilling

—

if

lion evis-

we might also find

spend watching

we had
it

a

few years

to

happen. Alternatively,

we can view David

Attenborough's

flax reaching

high to tamp

its

new

The Private Life of Plants,
the camera speed up the eviscera-

snickety gardener.
In addition to these cinematic tricks,
there

is

the usual incredible photography

documentaiy would be

built

such sequence. Yet

Attenborough

packs

in

this

many such

is

indeed

also covers fungi and algae

cover plants.

It

end of the

first

discovered symbolic logic,

The book's six chapters paiallel

I

might

the orga-

ing on most topics, adding others, and

in-

cluding different examples and additional
details.
is

One

thing the

book cannot rephcate

Attenborough's wonderful camera per-

sona

—

the unconscious and endearing

nerdiness possessed by the best teachers.

He sprawls on

the forest floor to look at the

undersides of leaves, squashes his face into

neath the liquid inside the pitcher plant; the

the ground to point out a small flower, gives

fate of the seeds inside the

chambers of an

we

Attenborough's

gift

hummingbird

can ahnost count

on

its

beak.

should not be misun-

a stage sneeze to dramatize allergies to
pollen, enthusiastically scoops

up

fresh ele-

phant dung to show the acacia seeds em-

bedded

in

it.

He even manages

not to look

too nauseated while eating a freshly

derstood as merely a talent for recognizing

hacked-open durian

and arranging superior cinematogiaphy. He

aroma he has

10/95

By

that plants

have believed him.

and might more

Natural History

backs up these

had he said

series,

properly be tided The Private Life of Things

26

He

from be-

the individual pollen grains

thrilling.

se-

shots: ants slipping

so near and clear that

series doesn't only

around one

into a pitcher plant's throat, taken

and

The

and so

exquisite to perceive that any noimal nature

ries

touch and to estimate time with ex-

nization of the six one-hour shows, expand-

ant colony; or close-ups of a

tion to a rate that

slightest

castle wall crevices as precisely as a per-

television series.
let

seeds inside

the perspectives so difficult to get

thrill

the spectacle of a fungus eviscerating an

oak

twigs as neatly as any cowboy; and toad-

it

hose,

fruit,

whose infamous

just described as like "an

.
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Chrysler

open sewer with

just a

dash of coal gas."

I'm also particularly fond of his staccato,

Corporation

emphatic, sUghtly breathless delivery, often

while bobbing his head like a dashboard

'lend a Hand"

No

puppy.

himself smack in the middle of the story

or yelping while being bitten by ants or

choking on smoke while trying
See ad in back of magazine.

at

brushing his hand against nettles

all costs:

Poster*

simple script reader, he puts

bush

to talk in

He

the crisp, crinkling sound of opening flowers; the helicopterlike flapping

of sycamore

seeds? These are time-lapse sequences in

which such sounds couldn't have been

si-

multaneously recorded. So was someone,

somewhere, crinkling cellophane
crophone to get
I

into a mi-

this effect?

wonder about Attenborough's
I remember hearing the

also

breathlessness.

climbs

possibly apocryphal story that Dustin Holf-

through

to time, his

man, while working on the movie
Marathon Man, would run himself to ex-

hands and face have dried blood on them.

haustion so that he could look properiy

You have

spent and bedraggled during the scenes in

front of an African
trees,

fire.

he scuba dives, he

chest-deep water.

strides

From time

to love this sort of involvement.

Having myself worked on the

number of low-grade,

set

of a

baldly bogus nature

documentaries (which, for example, would
try to pass off the southern
arral for

Cahfomia chap-

African savanna, or use a midset in

which he was being chased by the movie's
villain, Laurence Olivier. Hoffman supposedly asked Olivier

how he prepared for

such scenes, and Olivier supposedly

sponded

"I acr."

acts or if

I

re-

wonder if Attenborough

he actually climbs the

tree just

before emerging, hard hat slightly askew,

from

the top of

its

hollow trunk, speaking

breathlessly? Either way, these effects are
pleasing, and this sort of speculation can
interest

me

on quite another

level.

who stiU need to be convinced
that this series will be exciting or who think
For those

they have no interest in plants, be assured
that animals are not slighted. Rhinos, ele-

phants, and birds

munch

fruit,

crunch

seeds, and defecate close-up and in slow

motion. Insects, birds, and bats eat plants or

Other animals are eaten by

their pollen.

plants.

Even

jellyfish,

with internal photo-

synthetic symbionts, chase the sun back

and forth across a pond. In

short, there

something in both the fihn and the book

anyone with an

is

for

interest in nature that ex-

tends beyond their doorway.
Biologists generally have a love-hate relationship with science popularizers.

David Attenborough examines Nepenthes
the largest pitcher plant

rajah

—

the oversimphfications, and the often-senti-

in

mentahzed product. I'm

Sahah. Malaysia.
M. Salisbury

to this

Poster Size: 31" X 40"

particularly prone

and usually avoid reading or watch-

ing any journalistic account of

work

Price: *11.50 includes shipping.

All Major Credit Cards Accepted.

dash of admirafion.

couldn't

gets his facts right, to be sure.

among
tions

I

of the dramatic

we see and hear in this series are
That

is

10/95

But

the things that separate his produc-

from other nature documentaries and

caterpillars that

Natural History

my own

will be terminally irritated.

ough

chimpanzee),

how many

make his work so popular with professional
biologists. But what about the sounds? The

28

1

products of theatrical license. Attenbor-

suit for a

details that

1-800-723-0300

for fear

if I am any example, biologists will
have a much simpler relationship with
David Attenborough than with the media as
a whole. It consists of pure envy with just a

a chimp

help but wonder

CaU

They

love the attention but hate the factual errors,

crunch as they eat leaves;

Former

lion trainer Steven

Austad

is

an

associate professor in the Department of

Biological Sciences at the University of

Idaho.
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American
A pioneer woman' s pride

her kitchen was expressed through her pies

in

by Roger

is

The

Great Plains, a pioneer woman's pride in
her kitchen was expressed through her

is

the soul of America?

Apple Pie.
Mom, Rag, and
when people of other nations

achs) as

.

Sure,

.

.

think of American food, the hamburger

comes

mind, and maybe even Ameri-

to

cans think of the hamburger as American
given

fare,

evolution during the past

its

But the "hamburg-er" in its
the sausage peculiar to Hamburg,

century or
origin

is

Germany

so.

(while the wiener

the sausage

is

peculiar to Vienna and the frankfurter

is

pies.

Whatever she may have served

family's table,
play, her pie
tery.

An

that

hamburger

the

American

suited to the

is

the food best
style, easily

life

pitched into a still-moving car from the

me

as a troubling,

evening by

all

—she
(as is

—

^pies that

judged

at the

would
church

the other ladies of the

took the leftover crust
still

the

custom

in

mother's kitchen) rolled out the scraps,

my
la-

dled in a teaspoon or two of jam, folded
the

dough

and

same time
him in
good pies. He

at the

insure that he and the hands helping
the harvest

would enjoy

the

over, sprinkled

it

them

in the still-warm oven.

And

with sugar or

in their

place he put the thin pies. That evening the

wife turned her basket over to the

she had readied a

couple of pies for baking

community
dough and

pull a practical joke

ered bushel basket they were in and hid

when

tecitly

in the fields.

pies for a church din-

even painful narrative ever since.

She said

men working

Well, her husband thought he would

took the church-bound pies out of the cov-

but which has haunted

that

Maybe

me

next day by the

a

once told

making

as the

and baseball notwithstanding).

the

woman

she clearly thought was funny,

dog

cuisine. Fourth of July

her

story about

be seen and

American

was

at

came to public disemblem of her mas-

it

ner, a story

which

pretty well eliminates the hot

when

elderly

the sausage peculiar to Frankfurt,

soul of

Welsch

L.

as close to our hearts (and stom-

Which food
answer

Pie

in

woman

charge of the church dinner, and when

was on the table, our proud cook
saw not her finest workmanship there but

the meal

those wretched, ragged thin pies.

How

does someone deal with that kind

of humiliation? The next day the

woman

of the house said not a single word to her

menfolk

as she fed

them breakfast and

prepared to send them to the

fields.

Bas-

window of a McDonald's,

cinnamon, and then baked the remnants

kets of food, burlap-covered water jugs,

gulped while the "diner" ricochets from

along with the pies. These "thin pies" she

and a box with the

place to place, complemented by French

then packed up as a treat to be enjoyed the

placed in the field wagon, and the

drive-in service

hi

fries,

what

arguably the most com-

is

mon
the

of American meals, the French and
Germans come together in American

stomachs a million times a day, a gastric
reenactment of two world wars.
Steak

is

most popular

the

those about to leave death

way, and
tells

rant

me

mine

it's

the hard

my own

my doctor

death war-

me
me how healthy beef

(Don't bother writing

it.

from the ranch

meal for

too, although

I'm signing

by eating

last

row

to

tell

your figures are based on moderate por-

is;

tions,

and moderation has never been

forte, especially

when

it

comes

to

my

good

beef.)

But nothing as

easily as pie stands for

everything decent, good, honest, homey,

and American. Some people don't eat
Some don't eat any meat. Some

pork.

people don't ingest caffeine or alcohol.
there anyone

Is

who, as a statement of ethics

or conscience, doesn't eat pie?
It's

30

been

that

way

a long time.
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On

the

ill-gotten pies

were

men

went

to

perhaps,

work, feeling a

maybe even

chagrined,

little

a Uttle uneasy about

lunchtime came, the sandwiches

tasted as

good

as ever, the water

lemonade were refreshingly
pies looked

the

cold,

and

and the

and smelled glorious. But then

men cut into the pies and found that the

apple a day," "in apple-pie

order," "the apple of

my

eye."

As

nine-

Eugene

No

matter what conditions

best of

all

to try this recipe, note that

hard and the size of a
friends

and

for lunch.

we

physicians

once stopped

in a

early in the

The meal was good.

suppose

I

shouldn't have been surprised, but

when you

apple pie and cheese!

eat

on the road

learn not to expect too

The pioneers who came

of bread.)

slice
I

small, remote cafe in Arthur, Nebraska,

Dyspeptic come to feaze

The

you hope

(If

"soda crackers" of the time were brick-

Some

Field wrote.

Is

Lady had gotten up

Little

—"an

teenth-century poet and journalist

their prank.

When

image

America, you

in

When

much.

it

The woman said the men came home
from the fields chastened, and although

portedly were "tough, leathery, dirty

came time to order dessert, we noted that
the menu said "homemade pie." But we
were skeptical. They say never to eat in a
cafe named "Mom's," and we were thinking the same sort of thing about this
"homemade" pie. The commercial world
knows that the word "homemade" sells

she never again took pies to church with-

brown

fly-

pie,

ex-

fully as

morning and gone to the trouble of fixing
them a little something special: a couple of
feather pies, giving

new meaning

to the

rhyme about "four-and-twenty black-

old

birds,

baked

to the

Great

Plains in the last century found a land-

scape with few trees and therefore

little

Wild plums, sand cherries, and

fruit.

rhubarb were pressed into service as pie

in a pie."

out checking her basket, the prank

never repeated. There are a

was

of punish-

lot

filling.

Dried apples were available but

in color,

specked."

and nearly always

One Nebraska

settler's ditty

re-

pressed a general opinion:

ments, but to be tempted with pie and then

and

left

a lasting impression.

Any

pie

is

a temptation, but one in par-

become

ticular has

American

the

icon,

with connotations of the patriotic and divine

—apple

since

much

pie.

This

is

somewhat

of the apple's place

lore suggests an

in

ironic,

our folk-

unsavory quality

—

my ear and tell me lies.
give me no more dried apple pies.

was

the instrument of William Tell's or-

one apple

in its

absolute rotten-

ness able to taint the barrel.

apple retains by and large a

And

The

solution

was "mock apple

pie," a

standard on the Plains a hundred years
ago. This version

is

Nebraska, Mail of

from the Dakota

May

22,

1

City,

874:

yet the

wholesome

bad pie about

and

fairly great pie.

lucky

—

as success-

pie, the idea being,

the pie

is

I

sup-

only great pie

This time

we were

was superb and

the ice

cream was homemade too. We thought
we'd died and gone to heaven.
But real homemade pie remains just
that. It

has to have holes cut in the top crust

with a butter knife or poked with a fork.

And

the

snake's apple in the Garden, the apple that

deal, the

But

sells

pose, that like sex. there

Spit in

denied

it

good

Take six soda crackers. Break them in a dish
and pour over them two cups of cold water.
Let them stand until they can be reduced to
a pulp. One-and-one-half cups of sugar, two
teaspoons of tartaric acid, and flavor to taste
with lemon. This is sufficient for two pies.

the top and bottom crusts must be
lovingly joined by the pinches of a

mother's finger and thumb.

Roger L. Welsch lives on a
Dannebrog, Nebraska.

tree

farm

in

Nourishing pies of Montana
Photographs by David Burnett: Contact Press Imagi
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Hammerhead
City
Magnetic undersea peaks may be the hub of the
shark's social

and navigational worlds

Text by A. Peter Klimley
Photographs by Paul Humann
About fifteen miles east of the Baja peninsula,
submerged in the Gulf of Califomia, is a craggy
underwater mountain known as Espiritu Santo.
Like many basaltic \olcanic peaks, it is a mecca

Among

for sea creatures.
fish at Espiritu

pano, whose schools

Regular

many

the

species of

Santo are green jack and pom-

number

in the thousands.

visitors also include snappers, sailfish,

marhn. manta rays, reef sharks, and an occa-

me

whale shark. But what draws

sional

there

year after year are the spectacular schools of

scalloped

hammerhead sharks

—from

long

—

that

Many

swim around

seamount

the

of the smaller fish

at the

to

fifty

hundred of them, many more than seven

t\\

all

feet

day.

seamount are

plankton feeders, attracted by the local richness

of algae and invertebrate larvae. But hammer-

head sharks do not gather there
smaller

fish.

Why.

then,

to dine on
do hammerheads school

these underwater mountains? Indeed,

at

would such big sharks with no
school

at all?

why

enemies

natural

After fifteen years of observation

and experiments, and hundreds of hours of
swimming among hammerheads, I've begun to
understand why seamounts are the center of their
world.
1

had

ago.

first

read about these sharks fifteen years

when 1 was

large

predators

with no
natural

enemies

form schools
of 200 or
more?

a graduate student at the Scripps

Institution of Oceanography; a professor

me some

Why would

unpublished

field notes

showed

by Earl Herald,

former director of the Steinhart Aquarium. Herald

had seen an immense school of these enig-

matic predators

mote

at

an undersea pinnacle off a

island called

Califomia. In

my

merhead school.

Los Animas,

in the

re-

Gulf of

hamamounts of

early attempts to find a
I

dumped

large

chum
to

(fish meat and oils) into the water, hoping
draw them to my boat. I also tried playing

low-frequency, pulsed sounds underwater, similar to those

emitted by small

heads never showed up.

fish,

but

hammer-

Scalloped hammerhead
sharks school

in the

Galapagos, near a
volcanic island.
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X.

A

nocturnal feeder, a

It

took more than a year of searching to find

hammerhead takes an
afternoon swim through a

my

school ofcreolefish without

fornia State University at

preying on them.

ational diver

first

school of hammerheads, the one at Es-

piritu Santo.

swimming

My colleague Don Nelson, of CaliLong Beach,

Ted Rulison, and

at the surface

I

spotted

recre-

some

near a rocky island.

We

quickly donned scuba gear and scrambled into
the water.

But when we pursued them, the sharks

air tank, closely

many days

diving

observing individual

hammerheads. Over and over I would dive down
to about seventy feet and remain submerged for
a minute and a half while taking photographs or
making videotapes. We also wanted to know
where the sharks went when they weren't at the
seamount. To find out,

we implanted small transwe could track them,

The next day we returned to the spot. Swimming about seventy-five feet from the boat, Ted

night

suddenly shouted, "They're here, and hundreds

deep waters. Using a pole spear,

we may have previously frightened the hammerheads with our
noisy scuba bubbles, we entered the water without air tanks. This time we could make out the

targeted animals and implanted the devices with

below
ter

fifty

or

us, cii-cling

seamount.

more sharks swimming

just

above the peak of an underwa-

We

held our breath and

downward. Soon we were within

swam

the school,

with large sharks above, to the sides, and below
us.

Exhilarated

at

finding them,

we were

also

somewhat apprehensive; no one knew whether
the hammerheads would attack. Instead, they
seemed to accept our presence.
After our
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spent

I

mitters in individuals so

shapes of

Natural History

without an

study.

dispersed.

of them, too." Realizing that

34

more formal

initial

contact,

we made

plans for a

both during their days

when

they

a quick jab.

boat

we

depth

On

at the

moved

seamount and

at

into the surrounding
I

swam up

to

a computer screen aboard our

could then monitor a shark's course and

—

at

times 1,500 feet below us

— and

record the temperature and light level of the
it was swimming.
The first question, however, was whether the
hammerheads were using the seamount strictly

water where

as a mating ground. If so,

all

the sharks in the

school should be sexually mature. But

know how

to identify a shark that

mate. Aided by local fishemien
to

examine

their catches,

and examined

I

I

didn't

was ready

to

who allowed me

measured dead sharks
male

their sex organs. Maturity in

\

a

hammerheads

signaled by the size of their

is

"claspers," or male reproductive organs, while

mature females have full-sized ovaries. Using
these standards,

we

ture at about five

and a

determined that males mathird feet in length, while

females must reach seven feet or more.
Next,

measured the sharks

I

A

Santo school.

in the Espiritu

diver cannot hold a ruler to a

swimming hammerhead, however,

A

three-dimensional photography.

so

tried

I

metal pole

with a crossbeam that had a camera mounted

each end

—with

me

abled

to

linked shutter releases

I

could measure the differ-

ences between the right and

left

photos and cal-

One female

culate the actual length of a shark.

tographed

What

hammerhead

—was

I

a

—

the largest

learned from

all this

that although

pho-

I

long.

full thirteen feet

from hundreds of hours of

was

at

en-

shoot stereoscopic images. Under

high magnification

scalloped

—

measuring (and

direct observation)

mating did occur

at the

—a

seamount, the school was not simply a mating

productively desirable mates

aggregation. Females outnumbered males in the

accomplished when the sharks are wandering as

school by about six to one. But while the males

individuals in the

were generally larger than

five

and a half

feet,

and thus sexually mature, most of the females

—many were
— be ready

were too immature
three

and a half feet

From my

first

to mate.

to

contact,

as small as

I

had noticed

that

ham-

task not easily

open ocean.

movements of

center. Years of tracking the

edges

—

a distribution that

and maintained by constant

established

is

fighting.

Dominant

that

rotating her torso, producing

swim from

ways returning by dawn on

Espiritu Santo, al-

the following day.

Apparently, they spend the night

other

a domiimnt female can

is

an ex-

establish her position in the

traordinary feat of navigation because they

neither near the surface (where fliey might orient

forming a threatening "corkscrew" display

—

maneuver resembling a reverse somersault with
a

full twist,

A

female accelerates into a

tight,

looping trajectory while rotating her torso almost
completely.

As

reflects off her

highlight.

she spins, a bright flash of light

white belly, providing a dramatic

Upon observing

a large female's

corkscrew, subordinate females withdraw to the
school's edges,

swimming away quickly and

sometimes shaking

their heads.

win a central position in the
most desirable to males. A
confident, sexually mamre male will dash into
Females

school

that

become

the

the central cluster while performing a "torso

thrusf to advertise his readiness to mate with a

By

or stars) nor at the bot-

find their

way by followmake their

ing the sea floor's topography) but

way on

a fixed course, oscillating like yo-yos

from higher

to

lower depths. Transmitters

with miniature compasses relayed the course of
tracked individuals to our instruments
face.

At

times, the

at the sur-

hammerheads swam with

consistent directionality, like cars following

along a highway.

When

they reached the outer-

most point in their course, they seemed to stay in
the same area and make jerky, random movements presumably while feeding. In the case

—

of one individual,

we were able to determine that

ended at a distant seamount
where squids gathered in great numbers.
the animal's path

Much

later

we discovered

that while

still

young, female hammerheads leave the coastal

propels his midsection to the opposite side, re-

shallows of their infancy to join the schools.

vealing his clasper. If a female accepts him, the

Using the seamount as a navigational

beating his

couple leave the school and

tail to

swim

of the seamount, where they

one

side,

to the

may

bottom

mate. Thus,

one function of hammerhead schooling

they are able to find their

where

nutritious squid

and

way
fish

to

deep waters

return to the school. This rich diet promotes

rapid growth, and females can soon reach the

tem enables males

seven-foot size necessary for nourishing

most

re-

smaller ones

with
intimidating
displays to

win their
places at the
school's

abound, and then

indeed

to quickly locate the

females bully

center,

reproduction; the females' social dominance sys-

is

Large

fitted

he

"boss" female.

center of the school.

swim

themselves by the

moon

—

at

nightly round trip

tom (where they might

—and by striking

subordinates with her jaws

seamounts) preying on squid.

The hammerheads'

display

deep-

at distant,

females strike subordinates with the undersides

by per-

The animal performs a
reverse somersault while

a momentary flash of light off
her white belly. Using this

of their jaws, often leaving white abrasions near
the head. Also, they bully their rivals

maneuver

called the corkscrew display.

seamounts are navigational centers as well. Each

water feeding grounds (sometimes

at its

hammerhead

evening around dusk, the hammerheads begin a

coordinated patterns. Large females cluster

at

me

tagged hammerheads have persuaded

ten- to fifteen-mile

swim

large female

can mtimidate smaller ones
with an acrobatic

But the seamounts serve as more than a social

merhead shark aggregations, unlike schools of
small bony fishes, contain individuals of many
sizes, haphazardly spaced and swimming in unthe school's center, while the smaller ones

A

center.

em35

—
which may make up a third of a pregnant
By examining the stomach contents of dead hammerheads, we found that only a
few species of squid none of them found in the
sharlcs' seamount area
make up more than half
of the hammerheads' diet and seem to be their

These "roads" leading north and south might be
used by marine animals to navigate between
temperate and tropical seas, with seamounts as

major prey. (All these squid are about one and a
bioluminescent.

south of the Gulf of California during the winter
months, when the gulf waters grow cool.

That might account for the flashes of light that
on some of our sharks' implanted light

We conducted a geomagnetic survey with a
magnetometer towed behind our research vessel,

sensors during nocturnal forays.)

in a pattern of increasingly larger circles,

bryos,

female's weight.

—
—

half feet long, and one species

is

registered

When

returning from their distant feeding

grounds

home seamount,

to their

the sharks

often used paths that coincided with their out-

ward-bound

route.

Were

the sharks using ocean

currents to retrace their outward

movements?

I

attention

on the

I

my

focused

magnetic landscape.

invisible

north-south axis, but seamounts and volcanic

schools of hammerheads

lands are like big dipolar magnets, interrupting

cluster Invisible magnetic

the larger pattern.

and "ridges"
radiate from these geological

through cracks

hammerheads

The sea

floor

is

magnetized along a

Where molten

lava seeped

in the sea floor, rises

and

is-

up

falls in

field.

superimposed computer maps of the

maps of bottom

strong magnetic "plateau" that sloped to an area
of low magnetic intensity. Hammerheads moved
either along the

edge of

this invisible plateau or

along magnetic ridges and valleys. After further
examinations of our maps, it became evident that

hammerheads always moved along

make

their nightly foraging trips.

each night and return to their

ing strong and

home bases

were formed during

weak bands of magnetization
its

the edges of

Although

little is

known about the relationmovements to patterns

ships of marine animals'

of sea floor magnetization, there
various species of animals do
fields.

that

geological development.

is

evidence that

make

use of these

Joe Kjrschvink, of the CaUfomia Institute

weak magnetization

sharks to

dawn.

When we

center of a wheel, and could be used by the

Analysis of the sea floor also revealed alternat-

at

mal, daily variability in the area's magnetic

for example, that whales strand

travel to distant feeding

gorge on squid

measurements from a stationary magnetometer
on the seamount, we were able to isolate the nor-

now form invisible "ridges"
and "valleys," which serve as "roads." Some fan
away from the seamounts like spokes from the
magnetic intensity

grounds

to

around

these readings with

steep rises or falls in magnetic intensity.

Seamounts seem to be the
hubs around which large

roads, the

By comparing

depth and magnetic-field intensity, a clear pattern emerged. Espiritu Santo was at the edge of a

raphy and the sharks' movements,

spokes of a
wheel. Following these

the seamount.

to

and are usually caught

paths taken by sharks upon

sharks' environment: the topography of the
ocean floor and the local magnetic field. When I
found no correlation between the physical topog-

like

somewhat migratory, prefer

stay in tropical waters

constantly change speed and direction. But the

same paths (particularly by
one hammerhead we tracked for nine days) led
me to investigate two permanent features in the

foimations

along the way. Scalloped hammer-

heads, although

believed that would be unlikely, since currents
frequent use of the

"valleys"

rest stations

of Technology, and his colleagues have shown,
at points

where bands of

most frequently
and

particularly strong

intersect the east coast of

North America.

Although the magnetic gradients

in the

mag-

netization of the sea floor are quite small,

many

species of sharks and their close relatives, rays,

respond to

fields as

low as a hundred-millionth

of a volt per centimeter, making them the most
sensitive electronic receptors in the animal king-

dom. Indeed, Adrianus Kalmijn, of the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography, demonstrated more
than a decade ago that several species are so
highly attuned to electromagnetic activity that
they

may

well use

it

to detect their prey. In

classic experiment, he

showed

easily find a flounder that has

one

that sharks can

been sealed

in

an

odor-proof box entirely by the prey's electrical
activity (see

"The Shark's Sixth Sense," by Adri-

anus Kalmijn, Natural History, March 1978, and
"Why the Shark Bites," by Bruce Stutz, Natural

November 1987).
The most likely manner in which sharks

Histoiy,

sense

minute electromagnetic differences has also
been proposed by Kalmijn. He theorized that a
shark induces an electrical current

when

it

swims

across lines of magnetic force. This Creates a

voltage differential between receptor cells
called the ampullae of Lorenzini

.^dH^sA
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ther side of the shark's snout,
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—

located on eiwhich enables the

Hammerheads
follow
electromagnetic

"roads" from
their

undersea

mountains to
distant feeding

grounds and

back again.

Paul

Humann,

Jeff

Rotman Pholograhy
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animal to make sensory comparisons between
the

two

snake uses

sides. Just as a

forked

its

may

tongue as a guide, the hammerhead

use

comparison of sensory information from separated right and left sides to follow invisible trails

through twists and turns (see "The Serpent's

Tongue," by Kurt Schwenk, Natural History,
April 1995).

Could the hammerhead's marvelous sensory
be due to its extraordinarily wide head,
providing maximum separation between the
ability

magnetic receptors?

I

think so.

By

holding con-

magnetic intensity perceived as a

stant the

volt-

age differential between the ampullae on either
side of

These sharks

maybe

its

head, the

a constant course.

The reason

voltage input

from the right
and left sides
extraordinarily

able to easily follow

change

in the

perceives in voltage.

it

for the shark's yo-yo-like

swimming

guidelines.

The

actual

mechanisms behind magnetic-field

navigation remain unclear, but

new evidence

is

accumulating. In one study, Joe Kirschvink sug-

some animals might sense changes in
through minute movements of
particles of magnetite embedded within their tissues. Although no one has yet looked for maggested that

fields

netite in sharks, chains

been found

wide heads.

may be

movements, therefore, may be a constant upand-down scanning to distinguish the local magnetic fields that give them their navigational

magnetic

of their

hammerhead could maintain

magnetic ridges and valleys by swimming
direction of the

comparing

It

of these particles have

/"

of salmon, another

in the tissues

ocean migrator.

soon perform

In experiments I will

ocean, near the

Bodega Bay Research

in the

Station in

northern California, a large Y-maze, currently

under construction, will
abilities

test the electrosensing

of sharks and rays.

By

training

them

to

follow electric cables buried underground to a

food source,

I

believe

we will be able to manipu-

late their navigational paths.

(Some other species

of sharks did attack and sever "live" communications cables in the deep ocean during the

1980s, apparently mistaking them for prey,
which cost the telephone company $250,000 per
sphce.) If we wound sufficient wire cable around
a seamount, or dumped a few tons of magnetic
ore on it, could we modify the field enough to
fool the hammerheads and, perhaps, the local assemblage of fish into moving elsewhere? Could
artificial electromagnetic "roads" be used to harvest certain fish? Might such a selective technology replace today's wasteful drift-net fishing,
which scoops up every living creature for miles?

One can imagine such

possibiUties, but

not seeking immediate practical results

from

work; I'm just lucky to be able to pursue
riosity

Scalloped hammerheads are

named for the patterns along
their

wide snouts.
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about other creatures'

my

my cu-

And while we

still have much more to learn from scalloped
hammerheads, I believe they have akeady re-

vealed

some answers

centers of their world.
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lives.
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to

why seamounts
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Where
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Itodun

Bern
At a West African crossroads, devotees of an ancient
religion welcome each appearance of the gods

by Suzanne Preslon Blier
Photographs by Henning Chrisloph

In Benin,
ates

life.

West

Vodun penne-

Africa,

People come into the world

through the auspices of a deity and live
out their lives in a world

.who connect

filled

with deities

the natural and material

worlds to the worlds of the living and the
dead.

They inhabit the trees, the earth, the
Ask and you'll be told that not

stones.

everything has a god, but listen long

enough and

gods are

you'll realize that the

everywhere. YOu couldn't begin to count
the

Vodun gods. There may be 2,000,

there

may be 200,000.;Gu, fe

iron, serves as the

god; of
god of cars. But the Gu

A woman commemorates dead wins
by carrying wooden figures tucked
her dress. In Vodun, PA'ins are
„
considered to he gods.
,
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mound
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In a ceremony seeking

dwelling in your car would be different

sculpture to a simple earthem

protection fivm

from the one dwelling in mine.
The gods are involved in everyday life:
they settle arguments and take offerings to

that the material of its construction be-

malevolence, participants
cut themselves with

knives to

show

the

power

ofVodun.

leaves, with colored beads, with bits of

Legba, the messenger god, is enshrined in
front of every house. The various offerings

metal, with patches of cloth, with the

gods must be mediated through this
youngest of them. Take a look at a repre-

sentation of Legba in a diviner's home; the
god may be wearing sunglasses, an appropriate accessory because Legba is the
trickster god,

always inscrutable.

deliver the message; he

Vodun recognizes
of phenomena.
shrine

Natural History 10/95

comes a metaphor for the connectedness
of things. Wet earth is mixed with plant

allay illness, relieve curses, or bring luck.

to the

42

is

A

the

He may

may not.
complex layering

characteristic of every

—anything from

a refined piece of

blood of animals; all the components are
pulverized so that they are enmeshed
within the whole to become a symbol of
the deity's identity

and

character.

Rooted in ancient beliefs,

Vodun

(or

Voudou, as it is known in the Americas)
was bom in what is now southern Benin
and nearby Togo, on the Gulf of Guinea.
Lying on the coastal route between rain
forest and savanna, the region has been a
crossroads of the Fon, Ewe, and Gun cul-

Hie

rites of

¥odun are emotional

escperiences designed to provoke

responses from the gods.

Observed by
a priestess,
above, a

woman
dances in a
deep trance.
She is a
devotee of

Mami-Wata,
a "mother of
tures,

among

others.

Beginning

in the

rtf-

teenth century, the variegated nature of

Vodun was

further intensified as a result of

the waters"

who can
summon
and

the European slave trade, when captives
from many West African cultures passed
through the region on their way to the

man

slave ships.

high fever

This part of West Africa was ruled by

health

well-being.

A

suffering

and pain,

left,

bathed

successive kingdoms, including Allada

is

and, beginning in about 1700, Dahomey.
The Dahomey king Guezo, who reigned

wash away a

from 1818

curse.

to 1858,

clusiveness of

demonstrated the

Dahomey

culture

in-

with herbs to

when he

ordered a shipment of Vodun sculptures

from Europe. What he acquired were actually representations of

saints

—

Roman

Catholic

Saint Roche, Saint Laurent, and

43
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decoctions of
leaves or bark,

Mood
and ashes—is
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These ultimately served as models
for some of the most visually powerful
royal Vodun sculptures. Another example
of Vodun's adaptable iconography is the
others.

realm.

cult of

Mami-Wata,

familiar to people

all

along the coast of West Africa. The cult

had

its

origins in a poster portraying a

touring circus performer from

who

Hamburg

advertised herself as an Indian snake

dancer.

The

poster appeared

all

over West

and her image became a prominent
and powerful symbol for women, representing a "mother of the waters," who
could summon health and well-being.
The term vodim first appeared in print in
1658 in the Doctrina Christiana, a work
by the ambassador of the king of AUada to
the court of Spain. In this work, vodun
generally is translated as "god" or "sacred." Although the puzzle over the word's
etymology remains unresolved, two diviners I met during my time in Benin both
told me that vo means "to rest" and dun,
"to draw water." They explained that "in

Africa,
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At an annual celebration
honoring Yoruba
ancestors, left, a dancer
in southeastern Benin
peiforms an Egungun
dance. Above: Herbs and
other ritual materials are
set out
left,

on a platter Far

top: His Majesty

Dedjalagni Agoli-Agbo,
king of Dahomey, wears
a silver sieve shaped like
a leopard's nose as
protection against

breathing dust. Far

left,

bottom: Followers of

Vodun peiform a

rite to

counteract witchcraft.

45

In a trance, a

Mami-Wata

devotee, right, climbs on

a

village shrine to obtain

its

power A

watches a

child, below,

ritual from the

Far right, top:
Vodun priest in his
temple pays respect to the
gods. Far right, bottom:

sidelines.

A

Chicken blood

is

ojfered

to various deities at

shrine for Sagbata,

a

god

of the earth, whirlwinds,

and disease.

Hie

deities dwell

everywhere,
connecting tiie
material world
to the worlds of
the living and
the deadi
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this life, there is a

one draws from

pool that

is

below, and

The

rites

of

Vodun

I

observed were

before drawing." For devotees, the essence

emotional experiences designed to provoke responses from the gods. Just as an

of Vodun resides in ideas of calmness and

amalgam of

composure.

it,"

but "one should rest

When women go to the

spring

draw the daily water, they rest
a moment on the bank before filling

materials

the external world in a

is

used to represent

Vodun

sculpture, so

outward signs of emotion are taken to
be evidence of frailty and loss of control.
Only during religious possession and war
is it considered appropriate to display

world of
things
herbs, wine, perfumes, decoctions of leaves or bark, pastes of blood and
ashes, each thing a dwelling place of
gods is brought to bear upon the spiritual
realm. The resultant ritual can be as mundane as dropping a bit of food on the
ground before one eats as an offering to
the ancestors, or it can be as elaborate as
coating the body with pastes designed to
turn the worshiper into a living Vodun

emotion.

sculpture.

or river to
for

their containers.

Vodun teaches

that

one must take time
through life.

to sit quietly rather than rush

One should accept the flow of events. Even
at funerals, relatives are chastised if

cry:

they

in religious practice the natural

—

—

It

can be as heated and intense

47
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A Vodun devotee

in

a

as dancing to the driving beat of a

drum

in

washed
with palm wine and

order to induce a hypnotic trance.

herbs. Another devotee,

of Sagbata

right, is assisted in his

winds, and disease

trance.

spun around and around, his acrobatic
wheeling as beautiful to watch as it was
difficult to perform. Another exuberant
dancer balanced two straight-backed
chairs precariously on his arms while
moving his body into a series of angled po-

trance, above,

is

In

one

sitions.

ritual I

—

observed outside a temple

the

god of

—

the earth, whirl-

a devotee in a trance

More dancers

followed, in round-

robin fashion, each devotee displaying the
special acrobatic talent that the

'In this life,
there is a pool

bata had accorded him.

god Sag-

The emotionless

faces and fixed, seemingly unseeing eyes

of the trance dancers contrasted with their

that

is

below,

taut-muscled backs and limbs, glistening

ani one draws
from it.''

with sweat.

The dances both honored the gods and
were believed to be brought on by them.
Because this was a sacred event, the audience of family members, together with
other villagers and cult members, watched
spellbound, in complete silence, neither
clapping nor offering verbal encourage-

ment or praise.
After an hour, when each dancer had appeared several times, the drum beats
ceased and the devotees of Sagbata went
back inside the temple. With the departure

of the dancers, the other villagers returned

knowing that they
had once more been blessed by an appearto their daily activities,

ance of the gods.
48
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Desert Lizard
For four months,

the white-

throated monitor of Namibia
inhabits a land of plenty; the rest

of the year,

it fasts

by John A.

Phillips

Alfred Brown, an English immigrant to South
Africa in the second half of the nineteenth century,

was

fascinated by large lizards, living and

extinct. Officially,

Brown was

schoolmaster, as

well as postmaster and librarian, of Aliwal

Cape
was Gogga ("vermin" in

North, a small frontier town northeast of

Town.

Unofficially, he

Afrikaans) Brown, the town's ardent, almost
pathological, naturalist.

Between 1869 and 1909, Gogga Brown produced 10,000 pages of

neat, handwritten notes

on subjects ranging from meteorology

to arche-

ology, geology, and paleontology. But his most

passionate interest by far

monitor

was

the local species of

lizard, the white-throated monitor, or

leguaan (an English language corruption of the
Afrikaans word, from the Portuguese
In

I'

iguana).

A

relative

of

the formidable

Komodo
dragon, the

an era when scientists pickled animal speci-

mens

first

and described them

something of an exception.

later.

He

Brown was

part of his life attempting to piece together a

complete

life

foot-long

history of the leguaan, one of four

monitor lizards

in

Africa and a species he

felt

provided insight into the dinosaurs.

Cataloging the biology of

this fifteen-pound-

plus, five-and-a-half-foot-long, voracious carni-

—
of
dragon — was no easy
vore

five-and-a-half-

spent the better

a relative

Komodo

the formidable
task.

The harshness of the

white-throated

monitor, or
leguaan,

is

a

voracious

rocky terrain and thom-scrub vegetation around

Aliwal North, coupled with the animal's
to travel several miles a day,

made

it

ability

difficuh to observe the lizards in the wild.

To

cumvent

Brown

this

carnivore.

extremely

problem, the industrious

cir-

constructed an elaborate vivarium that housed

up

to forty-two lizards at a time.

many

During the

years of his studies, he kept and cared for

more than 200 leguaans.

Brown

fed his charges top-quality food.

the wild, he collected smaller lizards,
ians, birds, locusts,

From

amphib-

and dead snakes. In addition,

he fed his leguaans chicken eggs and meat from

"0

slaughtered farm animals. At night, especially

during the cooler winter months, he covered

each animal with a blanket. Such extravagance

apparently

consumed

Brown's meager

the better portion of

salary, but his close attention to

The gaping mouth of an
adult leguaan. left, warns of
possible attack.
John

A. Phillips
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Searching for prey: an adult

the animals

leguaan. above, swings

recorded information on

head from side
flicks its

to side

tongue

scents in the

to

its

and

pick up

air.

C. Haagner: Bruce Coleman. Inc.

size,

results.

proportions, morphology, diet, and beha\'ion

and

fat deposition, as

mals regulated

their

well as

He

consump-

studied the relationship beu\een food
tion

He

sex ratio, body

how

the ani-

body temperature. .\nd

al-

though he could not follow the monitors closeh
in the wild,

he knew from his walks what their

preferred habitat was. Not until the 1940s

would

professional herpetologists match his disco\'eries, in part

because the reclusive Brow n kept his

obseiA'ations largeh' to himself,

cause

when he

and

in part be-

did send his manuscripts to scien-

European museums, they w ere ignored.

tists at

Despite his

became

many accompHshments. Brown

disheartened. Quite simply, he had the

will,

but the technologies of the nineteenth cen-

xavs'

defeated him. Without

modem

incubators.

he failed to hatch eggs, and without radiotelemetr}-

or other sophisticated equipment, he

was un-

able to track individuals. His neighbors also hin-

dered his

efforts.

Far from sharing Brown"s

desire to understand leguaans. local farmers
killed the animals for their skins,
to local cobbler shops.

reads;
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A

which they sold

heading in his notes

"The monitors, destruction of h\

certain

persons." Because of these disappointments, and

perhaps also because of ridicule
his neighbors.

Gogga grew

in his later years,

and

at the

hands of

more

reclusi\'e

e\'en

his passion for stud)ing the

leguaan waned.
I first

heard of Alfred

Brown

in 1990. firom

Branch of South Africa's Port Elizabeth Museum. Listening to BiU by the light of the campBill

fire at m_\' field site. I

was impressed

b\'

data but saddened by the thought of

have been a ver}' lonely existence.
to ha\'e twentieth-centur}'
side, enabling

me

Gogga's

w hat must

I felt

fortunate

my

technology on

to concentrate

my

smdies

in

Namibia's Etosha National Park on monitor
lizards in the wild.

The

floor of a large, shallow inland lake that

dried up

sometime during the last 12 million
is flat and ideal for radio tracking

\ears. Etosha

animals.

The semiarid landscape undergoes

its

annual renewal during the hot. wet season, from

December to March. With new
animal populations, from
flourish.

mals

Leguaan biology,

in the

Etosha area,

month period of

feast

months of famine.

plant growth, the

insects to elephants,
like that

is

of other

based on

ani-

this four-

and the subsequent eight

A big-headed hatchling,
above, tackles a grasshopper
nearly half its

size.

legitaans can eat

Adult

a hundred

grasshoppers at a time,
following up, perhaps, with a
bird egg,

Monitor

lizards such as the leguaan are excep-

tional walkers

when compared with

similar-

sized iguanid lizards. Like their food, herbivo-

rous iguanas
predators.

move

Male

little,

but monitors are active

lizards travel over

home

ranges

Voracious appetites are not restricted to adult

Each

leguaans.

emerge about midway through the wet season.

A

hatchling's disproportionately large head

is

wider than

its

roam over

quarter of

its

areas about a third that size.

home range

for prey, covering

two

its

to four miles

Thus,

tail).
is.

it

body and, at one inch, more than a
entire body length (excluding the
can swallow prey about as big as

selves at risk of

tongue flicking the ground and

raptors

movement

will cause the lizard to freeze

—

air, it

checks for

or faintest scent. Either

—almost

like a

and then, after a few seconds, to attack.
Leguaans eat whatever they can catch and

pointer

swallow.

When

the rains

come, the

lizards gorge

becoming a meal

and snakes

in Etosha.

vision and olfaction help
vive.

With a single

ample, and

at

flick

a considerable distance, hatchlings

can pick up chemical cues in the environment,
enabling their olfactory system to distinguish

pers or perhaps an entire, four-foot sand snake

adults, they

another day, plus beetles, crickets, bird eggs,

objects at

and once

in a great while, a

small

mam-

leguaans

may

walk several
miles a day,

gorging on

hatchlings sur-

of the tongue, for ex-

venomous from nonvenomous

rainy season,

many

Their keen sense of

many

themselves: 100 snails one day, 200 grasshop-

birds,

for the

uring the

it

But while chasing prey, hatchlings are them-

a day. With unblinking eyes and a long, forked

the slightest

year, after incubating for about

four months in an underground nest, hatchlings

that average about ten square miles; females

During the rainy season, a leguaan scours

left.

snakes.

And

everything

from

snails to

snakes.

like

can spot potentially dangerous flying

enormous

distances.

I

have seen hatch-

35,000
above them. But the odds against them are

lings track the path of a jet plane flying

mal. Such hearty meals are not exceptional for

feet

monitor

lizards. Juvenile lace goannas (Ausmonitor lizards) weighing only about
three pounds can eat rabbits weighing a pound.

great,

tralian

through their

The Komodo dragon, largest of the monitors, has
been known to kill water buffalo.

but a memory, the survivors have doubled their

and

less than a third
first

By May, when

of them

make

it

wet season.
the rains

and warm days are

hatching weight. With the once-lush vegetation
s^

White-throated monitors,

spend part of every
day basking in the sun. Far
right: The Nile monitor
right,

lives in many of the same
parts of Africa as the

white-throat, hut

it

sticks

close to rivers, where

swims propelled by

it

its

long

tail.

John

A. Phillips

turning

brown and yellow,

snails,

and other prey declining, and tempera-

the

number of insects,

tures dropping, the leguaans stop

moving

about.

—

For the next three months, the lizards young
and old conserve energy by staying remark-

—

ably

still,

relying for survival on fat stored in

The largest male I ever tracked remained in a tree for seventy-three consecutive
days, sometimes moving from branch to branch,
their bodies.

Whhen

but apparently never leaving the tree.

the

Exceptions to

rains cease, the

leguaans stop

up residence
bird nest that

moving

about.

stayed in the

same tree for
seventy-three
days.

in

an abandoned sociable weaver-

was

home

also

to a pair

had produced a second clutch of

As

hatchlings in May.

Since the females are often widely separated,

days, then retum to the nest for another meal.

females help out.

The

turbance in the nest: the adult owls continued to

one remains nearly stationary in her home range
and advertises her whereabouts and reproductive

care for the remaining owlets up until the day the

condition from a prominent

lizard ate the last one.

is

In late July, as if startled into action by an
alaim clock, adult male leguaans begin moving
about their home ranges at a frenetic pace. As in

from

as far as a mile away,

tified

pheromone.

the wet season, trips of two, three,

lays about

lizard apparently

common,

never caused a major dis-

but

at this

absolutely nothing for

them

and four miles

time of year there

a challenge for the males. Fortunately, the

As

if

waiting for suitors, each

tree.

The

sight of her

not what attracts the males; they are drawn,

About

by an as-yet-uniden-

weeks after mating, the female
50 one- to two-ounce eggs. Not hav-

five

ing eaten for four months, she has to dig deeply

own fat, protein, and mineral

The reason
for their seemingly obsessive movements? The
females have entered estrus. Each male is in a

may

rush to reach

or so that she weighed at the end of the rainy sea-

all

trus lasts only a

to eat.

the females within his

range while they are

still

home

sexually receptive (es-

week or two) and before any

other males in the area find them.
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five

the owlets grew, the

this is

a day are
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leguaan would devour one, travel about for a few

is
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of

owls. Because rodents were plentiful that year,
the owls

One large male

this rule are individuals that

have stumbled onto a large cache of food toward
the end of the rainy season. One large male took

into her

reserves to

provision them. After laying her eggs, a female

son.

be reduced to eight pounds from the

And

she

still

fifteen

has two months to go before

she will find food again.

Tim

Flannery, of the Australian

Museum,

has

Jeremy Woodhouse;

theorized that because they require far fewer

valing that of the park's lions and surpassing the

calories to maintain their ectothermic hfe style,

combined weight of Etosha's cheetahs,

large, carnivorous reptiles are better suited to

hyenas, and leopards.

arid

environments than are warmblooded

mam-

mals of the same size {see "The Case of the

Missing Meat Eaters," Natural History. June
1993). Following this logic, one would expect

Gogga Brown never could have guessed just
how successful his beloved leguaans had been.
By the time he arrived, in 1869. farmers had
killed off the large

mammalian

predators around

Aliwal North. Sadly, outside protected areas,

impoverished environments, such as Etosha and

most species of monitor

much

decline today. Habitat loss

per acre, their
tracking

all

the

mammalian
male leguaans

in

the mating period as they rushed

female.

I

reliable estimate

to

subadults in Etosha.

My

lizards in Africa are in
is

a factor, but the

biggest threat facing these lizards

is

the skin and

an area during

pet trade: several hundred thousand monitors a

from female

year wind up as shoe leather or in the pet store

come up with a
of the number of

was able

By

counterparts.

to

reasonably

window.

Still,

there

is

reason for hope. Monitor

and

lizards are adaptable, able to survive fairly well

findings bore out Flan-

on farms and other lands altered by humans. If
the skin and pet trade were strictly controlled, the

adults

nery's prediction: in Etosha, the total

mass of

these 9,000 adult and subadult white-throated

white-throated monitor could continue

monitors would be close to 100,000 pounds,

feast

ri-

Photos

jackals,

that as a group, carnivorous reptiles in relatively

of Australia, should outweigh, in pounds

DRK

and famine well into the

future.

its life

of

D
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Mead

Margaret

Film

and Video

Festival

Rascals.
Once upon a time

there

was

this

guy

my

sculpture,"

friend said.

"A

statue

is

vivors
ulace pouring through malls,

—

chomping on

who one day up and decided he wanted to

only a slab of marble until you carve

be a filmmaker; he wanted to portray au-

teenth Margaret

from the silver screen. If
you haven't guessed it akeady, the guy

Anyway, I bought a book about film
and taught myself to edit. My half-hour
epic dwindled to about eleven minutes.
Not everyone agreed with me that it was a

was me (we're

masterpiece, but at least

ended up mak-

film festival in the United States, presents

ing sense. Ergo, documentation and a doc-

58 films and videos culled from more than
400 entries. I guarantee there is enough diversity on display to put your heart at ease.
Topics range irom Soviet cosmonauts to

thentic, "real" ghetto life,

which was no-

ticeably absent

here),

and

I

talking circa the late fifties

decided to

start

modestly

with a thirty-minute masterpiece. Accordingly, I

who owned a camera
number of scenes. I then

had a friend

point his lens at a

it

it."

umentary are not synonymous.
Early in the century, documentation

was

the urgent priority of anthropological

Big Macs

walk, crawl to the nine-

^run,

Mead Film and Video
American Museum of Nat-

Festival (at the
ural History.

October 18 through 23). This

year the festival, the only anthropological

spliced the footage together and projected

filmmakers. Unique cultures, they feared,

female genital mutilation

my

were being swept away by the

masterpiece on a sheet in the base-

in Airica;

from

of

in-

working-class slums in England to the

was all there. Everything we had
shot came out as clear as a bell. Except it
didn't say anything like what I was trying

dustrial civilization, leaving us with

no

Austtalian Aborigine concert tenor.

to say.

ated

ment.

It

"It's all there,

but

it

doesn't

seem

whined to my friend.
doesn't say what I want it to."
"Not yet," he replied. "That's just
raw footage."

make

sense,"

I

"What do I need

to

to
"It

the

do?"

cinematic record of their diversity.
days, diversity

asked, incredulously.

is

Nowa-

threatened by an acceler-

blendmg process. The once-omnipoof natural selection are being

tent forces

a piece of

Since Mead's time, the inexorable
march of technology seems to have considerably widened the fellowship of ethnographic filmmakers.

Now

that the

cam-

corder facilitates crayola anthropology,

preemie incubators, the March of Dimes,

"everybody," as

bionic limbs, and jet engines,

mocratize "survival of the

we

will all

and

we

will de-

fittest,"

and

be blended into one big

Jimmy Durante used to
"wantsa get into the act!"
For an anthropologist suspicious of arti-

say,

fice,

and with a populist bent,

this cine-

homogenized

matic democratization must seem heaven-

But before you do too much hand-

climate control, and global travel have

biologically

culturally

milkshake of humanity.

"Of course I have," I lied.
"Well, same thing as making

first

put on hold. In the near future, thanks to

soon

"Haven't you ever heard of editing?" he

tide

wringing over

this vision

sent.

of a pureed pop-

their

But

just as

advances

in medicine,

downsides, so do continued advances

cinematic technology, as

in

some

entries

festival attest.

I

sampled

It

in this

took billions of

years for the elements created

by the big bang

(RNA or DNA

singularly or in cahoots) to

evolve from the primordial
soup to ape, but it took only a

mere 150,000 generations for
us to go from wielding clubs to
camcorders. Ever since babysimple, "one-touch" video
cameras made it possible for
anyone to capture technically
acceptable images, the oncestringent qualifications required of a filmmaker have be-

come more and more

relaxed.

There are inarguable benefits

to a populist, indiscrimi-

nate,

open camera eye:

just ask

Rodney King. However, in the
rush to embrace universal
Froui Byker, by Amber Films
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image grabbing, we must beware of trivialization. There

)reamers
must be some thought behind
at least

somewhere

the lens, or

in the process of

preparing the film or video for viewing.
Also, too

seem

to

many

to

be of a "significant duration," hovering

somewhere around an

hour.

that this length has less to

One

solemn demeanor, as

suspects

do with context

tries,

however,

conclusion
species

same

still

is

that the festival's films tend to

be too sober, many of them affecting a

the

ment

is

alive

ol"

still

or worse, our

and kicking.

We

are

ragtag band of rascals and

tussling with the environ-

to survive, searching for equilib-

rium, for place (whatever that means), and

Fish
Pepper's Pow-Wow. by Sandy Osawa,

I

sion of jazz and Amerindian music.

As a

saxophonist, vocalist, and composer. Pep-

American who has created a funky

per has had a great influence on Native

fu-

when our
on

sense of

enough, moving

bellies are full

to the next priority,
life,

still

trying to

make

tiding to transform that sur-

I

reviewed

fifteen

of the entries and, for

convenience' sake, divided them into the
following four categories suggested to

me

by the material.
Feel the continent closing in on you?

Suffering from the Marshall

Global Village blues?

I

McLuhan

recommend

a cup

of Mead.

out of Water

a portrait of Jim Pepper, a Kaw/Creek Native

Peebles

vival into meaningful existence.

some of this year's encame to the inescapable

that, for better

is still

dreamers,

constant

a sign of lunacy and, at worst,

After sampling

shown on commercial

Another

the filmmakers are

not a serious candidate for a grant.

than with funding and getting one's film
television.

if

equating anything approaching a giggle
as, at best,

of the festival's films

have a relentless determination

A Preview by Melvin Van

American music, especially with his classic "Witchi Tia To." Based on a Comanche peyote ceremony chant that Pepper heard his grandfather sing, the song

became a top-40 hit in the United States.
In Struggle and Success, director Regge
Life interviews African Americans living
in Japan, all pondering the same dilemma:
Does one choose perpetual second-class
citizenship in his or her native land or live

forever classified as a foreigner in Japan?
In

bom

The Trials ofTelo Riiipoche. a child
in Philadelphia to parents from Ka-

lymkia, India,

Lama

is

recognized by the Dalai

as a reincarnate lama.

At the age of

seven, he goes to India to be raised by

Buddhist monks, occasionally returning to
the States to

hang out with

his

boyhood

buddies. In one of the most haunting se-

quences of the current
figure, a

festival, a solitary

man in a saffron-

plumpish young

colored parka thrown over his saffron

robe

—the

frame

—

wanders into
Kalmykian landscape.
marks the horizon of a

Philly lama

in a desolate

A thin,

dingy line

dull earth

meeting the gray sky. Slowly, he

meanders around a huge, barren
wondering aloud how he
temple

field

will ever get his

built.

But the most unforgettable fish-out-ofwater film
tralian

From

Harold, by Steve

Thomas

is

about Harold Blair, an Aus-

Aborigine concert singer, and

have chosen

it's

a

to discuss later, along

film

I

with

my other "festival favorites."
57

Playing the Cards You Are Dealt
Here the filmmakers focus on folks who
are in special situations, or subcultures,

and whose existence

defined outside the

is

mainstream. In Twitch and Shout, we
enter the world of Tourettes syndrome

and impending doom. Pointon,
tor

Kim-Gibson,

to intrude or to

filmmaker had been more probing about
the larger context of racism in America,

push beyond what the

sis-

and we wonder

if

the graduates really ex-

When one elderly sister

Femnies aux Yeux Ouverts ("Women
with Open Eyes") was made by the Togolese filmmaker Anne-Laure Folly with

as a camelia."

to equate

like direc-

not wishing

tell.

dies,

and nomiality (which they tend

—

pect that they will compete on a level play-

choose to

fascinated, as they search for

life, liberty,

"polite"

The Sakhalin Koreans,
however, seem more forthcoming. Nonetheless, some poignant moments punctuters

whose spasmodic body movements and uncontrollable speech make
them seem like bizane misfits. We watch,
sufferers,

is

ate the nuns' story.

we

see her lying in her coffin, "white

The other nuns seem

envy her escape from a

to

ing field after graduation. After an hour,
the viewer

still

feels like

an outsider.

worse than

the cooperation of women in four different

outside the walls

countries (Burkina Faso, Mali, Senegal,

fate

with happiness) with a surprising degree
of candor and success. In the aggregate,

death: having to face

of their beloved convent.

and Benin). In each of the four countries,

they even find self-satirizing joy as they

Another subculture is explored (but not
too deeply) in The Morehouse Men,

we

insider's un-

filmed at Morehouse College in Adanta,

women. The

who has the

Georgia. Established in 1867 to teach the
sons of ex-slaves to read and write, the

tions but suffers

major points. In an unforgettable segment,

Forgotten People: The Sakhalin Koreans teUs of another kind of outsider's

school has a special tradition of imbuing

however, an old

dance (you guessed

The

the Jerk at a party.

it)

was made with an

film

derstanding by Laurel Chiten,
disorder herself.

A

black

men

life

are subjected to the

log of Third

with pride and purpose. But

grab a

group: a colony of Koreans

while the film purports to be a peek inside

nearby

scripted

the walls of this "black Harvard,"

War n

perience

who were conby the Japanese during World
to work as miners on Sakhalin, an

island off the coast of Siberia. After the

was tumed over to the Russians
not much of an improvement for
the Koreans. As one laborer taken to
Sakhalin in 1943 puts it, "The Japanese
worked us like horses. Then they went
war, the island

—

little

more

we

ex-

in the film than the

and ritual of their orientation
meetings and graduations and a public
rhetoric

order to perform a routine geni-

in

to see,

what

we wish

the

Perhaps the best film about people playing out the hand of their cultural circum-

land.

ing

is

But

called Byker, the

I'll

get to

it

a bit

later, in

my favorites from the festival.

away, leaving us like worn-

We were abandoned people. So the Russians grabbed us." Director
Sil

Kim-Gibson

—too
—catalogs

fully
ally

saga.

duti-

dutifully, actu-

We

their harsh

watch second-

generation Sakhalin Koreans trying to make a new

home on

the island

and the

older Koreans trying to re-

tum

to their native land.

Self-imposed exile

the

is

theme of Breaking Silence:
The Story of the Sisters at

DeSales Heights, Susan
Pointon's story of a 150-

year-old convent in West
Virginia that

is on the verge
of closing forever. Pointon
interviews the twelve re-

maining
them in

their eighties

nineties,

who

sisters,

many

of

and

are about to

be forced into the world outside their cloister.

the footage

is

a

Much

of

monotonous

litany about sheltered lives
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From

name of

in a city in northeast

out shoes.

Dai

The

filmmaker politely demurs.

stances

are seeing only

blithely offers to

from a group playing

mutilation on her for the camera.

tal

neighborhood

we

good intenfrom repetition of its

woman

girl

little

Black Muslirn speaker. Left with the im-

Morehouse wants us

horrific cata-

film brims with

controversy over whether or not to invite a

pression that

same

World mistreatment of

A Forgotten People: The Sakhalin Koreans, l)y Dai Sil Kim-Gihs,son

a

Eng-

review-

.

ond

Colonialism, Post
In recent years, anthropologists have

grown

increasingly uneasy about the his-

Presen

and new footage blended

ture of archival

into a story resembling a sort of

South

the exploitafion of indigenous peoples has

ended now

that the minerals

and forests

are safely tucked in under multinational

by

Seas Roots. Between 1863 and 1904,
about 60,000 Pacific islanders were trans-

Western nations on Third World peoples.

ported from Vanuatu and the Solomons to

This

Mother Dao the Twtlelike. by Vincent
Monnikendam, is composed entirely of
old silent-film footage taken by Dutch

Queensland, Australia, to work the sugar

prospecting for potential medical gold in

plantations. After the introduction of a

the blood of genetically isolated tribes.

"white Australia policy," most were de-

camera, a scientist

colonials in hidonesia between 1912 and

ported, but 20,000 of their descendants re-

explains that his job involves pure re-

1933. In gorgeously textured images

main

tory of colonialism

make amends

and have struggled

for the

from old

damage

inflicted

to

Queensland today.

in north

We

wit-

we have the film Gene Hunters.
documentary shows scientists

contracts,

search, to benefit

all

silver nitrate film

ness a Pacific island family reunion that

at the laboratory

stock, the native inhabitants toil in the

spans oceans and generations, as the
grandchildren of the dislocated ethnic

giant

transferred

tropical sun while the pith-helmeted

Dutchmen

around, playing their

strut

boss-man routines

to the hilt.

For irony's

group recover

their identities.

even able to

visit the islands

were taken and

sake, a soundtrack of gentle indigenous

their families

music and poetry has been added.

exactly

Who says you can't go home again?
Sugar Slaves, by Trevor Graham, is a mix-

how

who

they are.

unusual but

are

to reestablish

The shock

how familiar it all

For anyone naive enough

From Sugar

Some

from which
is

not

seems.

to believe that

Slaves, by Trevor

Graham

On

in the field earnestly

humankind. But back

of the pharmaceutical

Hoffmann-LaRoche, where

the

blood ends up, a researcher blurts out that
there can be big bucks in their work.

member

of the

Guaymi

tribe

"They have taken our land
plantations,

From

now

.

.

for

banana

they want our blood."

pith helmets to

change.

A

complains,

DNA,

plus qa

—

Four Favorites,
Despite the dissimilarity in topics and

approach, each of

and

the mastery

pulls us into

its

my

favorites

—through

of good cinema

artifice

subject and transports us

his singing career faltered

though reduced

to

ond Wh
and ended. Al-

running a gas station,

the charismatic Blair remained a

symbol

of hope for Aborigines.

evening shadows. Evocative montages of
still photographs provide poignant, inti-

mate glimpses

into the lives of individu-

and these are juxtaposed with
pompous government pronouncements of
als,

people. But artistry

His children were criticized for being

does not automatically equal deception.

either too black or not black enough. In the

state

favorite four uses cinematic

1970s, Harold's public voice was dis-

the tenaciousness with

techniques, not to blur or distort reality,

placed by a more militant generation of

folk cling to the only

but to focus the thoughts and sentiments

young Aborigines, and he bowed out of
the fray. Meanwhile, his marriage and
family life were crumbling as he took a

ever

into the lives of

Each of

my

its

that allow us to enter a cultural

ferent

world

dif-

from our own.

State of Weightlessness is a masterful
mixture of training footage of Soviet as-

keep up appearances,
Harold and his wife and kids smiled
mistress. Fighting to

tronauts with spectacular scenes taken in

bravely

and informal interviews with the returned cosmonauts. One of them admits to

Is

orbit

gazing

down at the earth from space and
how anxious he was to get back

realizing

home. Another confesses that he wished
he could have opened the door and remained in space forever.
In Harold, Australian filmmaker Steve

Thomas

tells

the story of Harold Blair, a

talented Australian Aborigine

traordinary
cal, racial,

on a

life

became

whose ex-

the focus of politi-

and cross-cultural

issues.

Bom

Queensland in 1924,
Blair's Nelson Eddy-like tenor voice
tribal reserve in

when

Australian television's This

Your Life made him a surprise subject in
1976. Two weeks later, at the age of fiftytwo, Harold Blair was dead.
In Byker,

by Amber Films,

local musi-

cians playing rickety pianos and scratchy
fiddles entertain a blue-collar

crowd

in

an

known

—

all,

with

which the Byker

hometown

they have

doomed neighborhood

a

whose worn, bleak

streets

hold cherished

memories.

Among

the festival's true delights

Katia Forbert Petersen's film,

is

God Gave

Her a Mercedes-Benz. In this Danish
entry, we meet a tough matron known as
Mama Benz, who conducts a voluminous
textile business in Lome, Togo (West
Africa).

So

around the

successful

is

she that she rides

hot, dusty town,

go barefoot,

in a

where many

spanking new, air-condi-

English pub, even as the urban developer's

tioned Mercedes. Practically

wrecking

can nevertheless hold in her head thousands of transactions in ten different cur-

hangs over the celebrants'
heads. The slum dwellers of Byker come
amazingly alive in this film, with their asball

pirations, tragedies,

and impending

dis-

placement woven into a loving, wrenching
story.

A

building half-demolished, the

outer walls gone, stands in the late-

earned him a career on the concert stage.

housing policies and, above

rencies.

Women work

knowledged
"Here,

it's

to

for her

be the best

men

and are ac-

at business.

women chase money more

do."

The filmmaker

During the height of

she

the reverse of other countries,"

says one. "The

than the

illiterate,

ingly

on

lingers lov-

Mama Benz's

stock in

racial segregation tensions in

trade, the

he married a white
woman, seemingly unaware of

colorful bolts of fabric with

patterns

named Democracy

would provoke.

(portraits

of Nelson Mandela),

Australia,

the storm that

warehouse

full

of

Harold begins conventionally

Baby

enough, like a bio-pic about a

looking through stylized key-

famous

holes),

singer, utilizing obscure archival footage. But

even the newsreels

in

Belly (children's eyes

and Women's Rights
(one bird in a cage with an

that cele-

open door and another bird flying out). But we soon get an-

brate his success

("He can't
throw a boomerang, but this

other glimpse of

Mama

blackbird knows his song")

as she visits her

farm

foretell the tragicomic nature

of his roller-coaster

life.

country. Grabbing a machete,

Tour-

the venerable trader delivers a

ing the world's concert stages,
Blair

was a

hit in

New

vicious backhand chop to a pal-

York,

metto frond. Earlier, she gave a

where newspapers called him a

blow-by-blow description of
she had decked a mugger,
which left the viewer pitying

"credit to his dwindling race."

how

In Manhattan, he discovered

his

common

cause

with

anyone who

African Americans, but eventually, like

off.

Jack Johnson and

Aborigine was viewed as "up-
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many

unfamiliar sounds and colors,

and ends by evoking hustlers
and entrepreneurs everywhere,

pity"

dently for his people's cause,

ticks this old lady

This film begins as a view

of an exotic place, with

Paul Robeson, the celebrated

by the dominant culture.
Once he began to speak stri-

Benz
in the

From God Gave Her

a Mercedes-Benz,
by Katia Forhert Petersen

including

my

aunt, haggling at

a bargain basement sale.
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This

of

portant figure in the entire nineteenth-cen-

Life

For Brunei was the greatest practical
builder and engineer in British industrial

with a paddle wheel steamer shown
prominently

a painting of Dover Castle

in

1822 (passenger steamboats only
between Calais and
Dover in 1821) and culminating in a long

history

—and

industry

her crossings in 1838, the year of the
Temeraire's last tow and demise. In

tury history of Britain.

Continued from page 19

powered the Victo-

on August

17,

fact,

1838, the day after the sale

of the Temeraire, the Great Western arrived in

New

York and the Shipping and

rian worid, often setting the course of pol-

Mercantile Gazette declared that "the

as firmly as the routes of transporta-

whole of the mercantile world
will
from this moment adopt the new conveyance." The little tug in Turner's paint-

in

itics

started to operate

tion.

Brunei (1806-1859) built bridges,

docks, and tunnels.

He constructed a float-

.

.

.

doom or threaten the great sail-

and drawings featuring

ing aiTnored barge, and designed the large

ing did not

steamboats on the Seine, done during the

guns as well, for the attack on Kronstadt

ing ships. Brunei's massive steam vessels

series of paintings

1

830s.

A perceptive commentator, writing

in the Quarterly

Review

Turner for creating "a
ration

—

a

new

in 1836, praised

new

object of admi-

instance of the beautiful

during the Crimean War.

He

built a

plete, prefabricated hospital,

sections to the

Crimea

com-

shipped in

sail as

method of

a principal and practical

oceanic transport.

in 1855.

But Brunei achieved

signaled the inevitable end of exclusive

his greatest

impact

Brunei went on building bigger and bet-

He launched

the upright and indomitable

ter steamships.

march of

the Great Britain in

the self-impelling

He

steam boat."

1

844, an

322 feet long,
large steam vessel

iron-hulled ship

then specifi-

cally lauded "the admirable

and the

manner in which Turner, the
most ideal of our landscape

powered by a screw propeller

painters, has introduced the

nally,

steam-boat

rather than side paddles. Fi-

some views

in

first

Brunei

1859,

in

launched the Great Eastern,
with a double iron hull and

taken from the Seine."

propulsion by both screws and

This reviewer then credits
Turner for his fmitful and rein

paddles. For forty years the

forcing union of nature and

Great Eastern remained the

technology:

world's largest steamship. She

never worked well as a pas-

The

black chimney, the

tall

senger vessel but garnered her

black hull, and the long
wreath of smoke left lying on
the air, present, on his river,
an image of life, and of majestic life, which appears
only to have assumed its
rightful position

greatest
first

fame by laying

the

successful transatlantic

cable. Brunei, unfortunately,

did not live to see the Great

Eastern depart on her

when seen

transoceanic voyage.

amongst the simple and

first

He

grand productions of nature.

the ship and died just a

The steam tug
Fighting Temeraire
ful or

The

in
is

suf-

fered a serious stroke on board

few

days before the voyage.

Turner and Brunei are bound

not spite-

demonic. She does not

by

tighter connections than the

mock her passive burden on the
way to destruction. She is a lit-

fortuitous link of the Temer-

workaday boat doing her

ration of regular transoceanic

tle

appointed job.

aire'?,

Turner's

If

painting implies any villain,

we must

surely look to the bureaucrats of the
British admiralty

men-of-war

to

who

allowed the great

decay and then sold them

for scrap.
to

Isambard Kingdom

who goes

Brunei, the engineer

my

Turner

in

of you

know

second pairing.
his

name?

with

How many

How many

even

recognized the words as identifying a person, rather than a tiny principality

some-

never noticed in our atlas or stamp

—and now we begin

sea

He

constructed

at

service by the Great Western
same year of 1838. Turner was also

to grasp the tie to

fascinated with steam in

more than 1,000

manifestation on land

miles of raih^oads in Great Britain and Ire-

He

in the

—

in his seventieth year.

many

two railways

in Italy

canvas that

and served as adviser for other

lines in

great work: Rain, Steam,

also built

Australia and India.

For the culmination of his career,
Brunei built the three greatest steam vessels

of his age, each the world's largest at

launching. His

first,

the Great Western, es-

its

other great

raiboads. In 1844,

Turner painted a

critics

regard as his

—

last

and Speed The
Great Western Railway. Bmnel built this
200-mile line from London to Birming-

ham between 1834 and 1838
used the same name for his

(and then
first

great

steamship). Turner's painting shows a

running on Brunei's wide seven-foot

tablishes the symbolic connection with

train,

good argu-

Turner and The Fighting Temeraire. The

gauge, as the engine passes over the Maid-

certainly in symbolic terms for the

Great Western, a wooden paddle vessel

enhead Railway Bridge (another famous

236

construction, with the world's flattest brick

album. Yet one can

—

ment

world of steam, both on land and

Turner.

land.

Which brings me

how

in the

demise with the inaugu-

make

a

enterprise he represented, if not in actuality for his

personal influence

bard

Kingdom Brunei was
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that

Isam-

most im-

tons,

feet in length

was

the

first

and weighing 1,340
steamship to provide

regular transatlantic service. She began

arch), also designed

The

trains

and

built

by Brunei.

could achieve speeds

in excess

AFTER A DAY WITH THE DINOSAURS,
SPEND A DAY ON THE HUDSON

212.336.6666
23RD STREET & THE HUDSON RIVER
NEW YORK, NEW YORK

—
of

miles per hour, but Turner has

fifty

painted a hare running in front of the en-

"Elevette"

gine

Practical Luxury.

—

and, although one can't be sure, the

to the artist's individuality,

We

not

first

view of a railroad.

revere Turner, and rightly so. But

name

has the

Kingdom

of Isambard

convention, not only of evident necessity?

teenth-century history as any person in the

spect and holds importance as well.

do not know the

full

answer

accept that

to this

evolution even

climb

And

stairs. It's the ultimate In

it's

tax-deductible

terests

variations in style

more Information on the "Elevette."

whose

as people

idio-

viewed as

write:

INCLINATOR
COMPANY OF
AMERICA

far

Dept. 3
P.O.

fluid

and

interdigitating,

recently read the

American
lished by

UCLA FOWLER MUSEUM

—

for

I

As

a

—repub-

to celebrate their

American was founded by
American original in

Scientific

Porter, a true

eccentric genius and entrepreneurial

skill.

Porter had spent most of his time as an
itinerant

mural painter, responsible for

hundreds of charming and primitively
painted landscape scenes on the interior

AR1)S

walls of houses throughout

jy^^cLUCVcv

Yet he chose to

VG0OU
22, 199?

-

JUNE

a journal devoted pri-

a story about the

objects

— sequinedfldgs,

bound medicine packets, sacred

and contemporary paintings -

-

''

dltars,

'

illuminate

,

a legacy of consummate imagination

greatest

Box 951549, Los Angeles,

California

90095-1549

For more information, please call (3 10) 825-4361

Organized by the

UCLA

'

Fowler

Museum of

Culture'

audsupporled by funding from the National

"

Endcv,.,.,,.,,

landing in

first

maratime
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issue of Sci-

last

page includes

the following come-on: "Likenesses of de-

ceased persons taken in any part of the city

and

vicinity."

then remembered a book

I

types of dead children
likeness that parents

cu-

—none

—

often the only

would

retain of a lost

(Daguerreotypes required long ex-

child.

posures, and young children could rarely

be enticed to

sit

for the requisite

still

—

but the dead do not move, and da-

time

guerreotypists therefore maintained a
thriving business,

modem

however ghoulish by

standards, in images of the de-

ceased, particularly of children.)

No example
be

of scientific progress can

less subject to denial or

ally

more emotion-

immediate than our ever increasing

ability to prevent the death of

Even

young

Brunei's

expected to lose a high percentage of their

mammoth

Kingdom

of the ocean," Porter writes,

"has created

much excitement here as weU

as in Europe.

.

.

.

During the

New

first

few days

York, she has

been visited by about 12,000 people,
have paid 25 cents for the
If

an

artist

could

nal in science,

enhance

and

if

who

gratification."

initiate

a leading jour-

TuiTier could greatly

his painted sunsets

new pigment,

Natural History

first

advertisement for

second ship, the Great Britain. "This

by using a

iodine scarlet, just invented

by Humphry Davy of the Royal
64

ar-

New

[sic]

ever seen in our harbour"

since her airival at

UCLA FOWLER MUSEUM OF CULTURAL HISTORY

An

most wealthy and privileged parents of Turner and Bmnel's time

riosity

other than Isambard

Over 500

American.

daguerreotypes on the

fact,

main

the initiating issue features, as the

1996

16,

England.

marily to the practical side of science in

York of "the

OCTOBER

start

New

engineering and manufacturing. In

ticle,

art

found a poignant reminder

within a small item in the
entific

es-

published a few years ago on daguerreo-

150th anniversary.

Rufus

—

and science.

issue of Scientific

August 28, 1845

magazine

the

the best

and the

and more varied,

first

—

justification for a notion of progress

major difference between

reminder of both overlaps and differences,
I

that the accumulative

tablishes the

than the usual stereotypes proclaim.

PA 17105-1557

do not deny

I

is

boundary between them

interactions far richer

Box 1557

Harrisburg,

more

artistic

contemporaries as Verdi and Wagner.
character of scientific change

Art and science are different enterprises, but the

—

may be no less profound

than the disparity between such

irrelevant to an inevitable se-

quence of advances.

in dif-

and surely with dissimilar inand concerns and these potential

terchangeable cogs in the wheel of techno-

—

do

Darwin had never been
would then have

been made by other people, perhaps

contributed by depicting scientists as in-

syncracy and individual genius must be

when recommended

if

I

about

the discovery

ferent lands,

logical progress

convenience.

by a doctor.
For

by science

bom. But

we would now know

as a source of putative prestige, has surely

the

It's

individuality of scientists bears re-

mem-

slipped so entirely from public

in discovery, ironically fostered

shouldn't

of focus mostly a matter of choice and

The

conundrum, but the myth of inexorability

who

logic of science. Aren't these differences

Turner in painting, as influential in nine-

ory. I

perfect solution for those

while con-

emphasizing the disembodied

stantly

Brunei, as inspired in engineering as

arts,

custom-built residential elevator.

in 1799, then

stress the differences

of change," to cite Tennyson's famous

why

are discovering

why do we generally

metaphor about progress, inspired by the

train,

be cnished under "the ringing grooves

poet's

the practical luxury of "Elevette," the

founded by Count Rumford

and underplay the similarities between
these two greatest expressions of human
genius? Why do we pay primary attention

hare seems poised to outrun the
to

More and more homeowners

a leading scientific laboratory

tion,

Institu-

people.

children.

the

As Brunei

built his railways

and

Turner painted, Darwin's geology teacher,

Adam

Sedgwick, wrote to a friend about

the achievements of his

young

protege,

then sailing around the world on the Beagle and therefore in constant medical dan-

from treatment

ger, far

known
work
sent

in

in lands with un-

doing admirable
South America, and has already

diseases: "[He]

home

is

a collection above

There was some

all

price

risk of his turning out an

—

.

man. but

idle

fixed,

and

spares his

American Museum of Natural History

now be

his character will

God

if

he will

life

FIELD TRIPS

have a great name among the naturalists of

A

Europe."

need

concemed mentor would
today

to fret so intensely

from science

—a

not

blessing

to all of us.

Colonel Calverly's recipe for a heavy dragoon, and will

now close
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The steady erosion of Lyme's
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cliffs

can pose a danger to fossil hunters. Hard hats are recommended.

Lyme
bathing also provided a market for curios,

by
Ihe Sea
Fossils

and the townspeople of

One such

collector

1810. his wife, Molly, and

children, Joseph
in 1799. carried

on the family's

Photographs by Tim O' Sullivan

and Mary found the

above a wide,

shallow bay on the English Channel coast,
is

a

town popular today

dramatic scenery.

known

for

history

its

and

A long, curved sea wall,

Cobb, surrounds the harbor,
which was a major port in the Middle

Ages.

as the

Lyme became a fashionable

holiday

resort beginning in the late eighteenth century,

and

its

steep,

narrow

streets are lined

with Regency and Victorian houses. The
town and its environs have been featured
in literature from Jane Austen's Persuasion to John Fowles's Tlie French Lieutenant's Woman (both Fowles's novel and
the film are set in Lyme).
But the allure of Lyme Regis also lies
much farther back in history. Some 200
million years ago, what is now southern
Britain was near the equator, largely submerged under a subtropical sea. Animals
that died in the warm waters or on the sea
floor were often entombed and preserved
in the gray, oozy mud of the bottom.
Decades before the dinosaurs were recog-

year

later.

lecting to provide souvenirs for visitors,

they

made

substantial sales to private col-

and museums, such as the Bristol
Institution. Mary seems to have hunted for
lectors

fossils

almost

daily, taking

the tides

and seasons

fossil busi-

shoreline.

Many

latter

found the head of a

made

in winter,

Lyme,

rapid.

One

on the shore

large "crocodile"

ished; at other times, going far beyond col-

bom

and Mary, the

ness. In 1811. Joseph

sits

was Richard An-

ning, a cabinetmaker of Lyme Regis. After
his death in

Regis, which

to

collect and sell the plentiful fossils.

by Michael A. Taylor
and Hugh S. Torrens

Lyme

Lyme began

Regis, England

rest

in

of the skeleton a

This creature proved to be an

tide

warns

[sic]."'

of her best finds were

when erosion

of her

me

I

advantage of

in scouring the

letters

is

most

ends with "the

must leave off

Then, as today, high

scribilling

tide

reached

ichthyosaur, a dolphinlike marine reptile.

the foot of the cliffs, occasionally cutting

Although not the

off careless fossil seekers.

discovered,

it

first

became

of Iclnliyosaurus

—

ichthyosaur to be
the type

By

specimen

the scientifically de-

scribed specimen for which the genus

was

1824,

Mary Anning was helping

Professor William Buckland of Oxford to

study coprolites

—

fossil

droppings

—by

named. This skeleton was no
simple curio, and the Annings sold it to

finding such fossils in association with

Henr)' Hoste Henley, the chief property

ancient marine

owner

runs from coprolites and invertebrates,

officially

in

the area, for twenty-three

pounds, the equivalent of several thousand

pounds today. The head now rests in the
Natural Histor>' Museum in London.
At times, the Annings were impover-

well-preserved skeletons.
life

such as ammonites,
sil

The record of

uncovered by Anning
to fishes

and prize fos-

reptiles, including several

superb ich-

thyosaurs. In 1823. she discovered the

complete plesiosaur (a

large,

first

long-necked

nized as a distinct group of animals, the
finely preserved fossil

Lyme

marine

reptiles of

Regis and a few other areas

in

southwest England stimulated some of the
earliest fossil vertebrate research in British

science.

Lyme

The foremost collector of these
was a local Dorset woman,

fossils

Mary Anning.
The geology

of the region accounts for

Lyme's abundance of

The town

fossils.

is

confined to a narrow patch of relatively
stable

ground bordered by

cliffs.

Rainwa-

through the

cliffs'

clay and

ter percolates

limestone

—known

as Lias rock,

old quarrymen's term for layers

rocks to

fall

and

mud

from an

—causing

to flow onto the

beach. Expanses of naked Lias rock containing fossils are constantly being eroded
to reveal the record of ancient

marine

life.

In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
the influx of upper- and middle-class vaca'

tioners indulging in the

new

craze for sea

For

the less adventurous, shops stock local fossils.
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marine carnivore);

1828, the

in

first

British pterosaur (a flying reptile later

named Dimorphodoii); and
1830, two more complete
These
struct

in

1829 and

plesiosaurs.

fossils enabled scientists to reconan ancient marine ecosystem for the

Henry De la
Duria
antiquior. or "ancient Dorsetshire," showing the animals of the Lias rocks of
Britain. The royalties of the sale of the first
version went to Anning, who was then
suffering a downturn in trade.
By this time, Anning herself had become a tourist attraction. Depending on
first

time. In 1830, geologist

Beche drew a

lively sketch entitled

their prejudices, visitors to

Lyme recorded

either a "prim, pedantic, vinegar looking,
thin female; shrewd,

and rather

satirical in

her conversation" or "a strong, energetic
spinster

.

tanned and masculine in ex-

.

.

now corresponded

pression." She

ologists all over England.

somewhat

Her

with ge-

letters, if

idiosyncratic in their spelling

and punctuation, are vivid documents still,
often with fine sketches of the latest prime
ichthyosaur cannily being offered. Phrases
like "the

most perfect yet discovered"

abound. When, in 1832, she was hawking
her find of the fossil chimera later

Squaloraja

(after its

tion as an intermediate

and

rays), she

named

mistaken identifica-

between sharks

tempted Professor Sedg-

quite unique analogous to noth-

Patterns on a rock reveal a fossil

as "it

ammonite

ing" and "the only one in Europe price

in

cross section.

is

£50." Her assessment of this specimen

wick of Cambridge with comments such

stemmed from her discussion with

J.

S.

Miller, curator of the Bristol Instimtion; at
his suggestion, she

had dissected a modem

ray and confirmed the fossil's singularity.

When Anning

died of breast cancer

in

1847, the townspeople noted a drop in the

Area of
Detail

%.

number of visitors to Lyme. The geological community banded together to erect a
stained-glass window in a local church in
her honor. She was also awarded the un-

Lona^i

-w:^^,..,s_3

precedented accolade
Ctear-nTOutftJ^

—of an

nonmember

—

for a

woman

and

official obituary in the

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society

of London.

Anning 's contribution
is

to

paleontology

perhaps best exemplified by her 1823

discovery of a complete, nine-foot-long
plesiosaur, a strange sea animal with a tiny

head atop an inordinately long neck and
four paddles for swimming.
earlier,

Some

time

while examining ichthyosaur fos-

Henry De la Beche and another geolReverend William Conybeare,
had realized that various odd bones and a
sils,

ogist, the

Joe LeMonnier
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Lyme
were not those of an

partial skeleton

ich-

thyosaur but could be placed together as

belonging to a

new

which they

creaoire.

new

called Plesiosaiints. Because this

RegiSf England

win and Alfred Russel Wallace

some

of London in 1824, are fairly close to those
of modem researchers (see box below).

decades

Unlike them, however. Conybeare be-

also in total contrast to contemporary

Lamarckian evolutionary thought, which
was popular in France and in radical circles in Britain. Even Conybeare and De la

until

but Conybeare's view

later,

was

at-

lieved that the plesiosaur's apparently ex-

Conybeare was
delighted when Anning found the first
complete skeleton in 1823. It was soon
sold to the Duke of Buckingham and
turned over to Conybeare for study.

treme deviation from the normal reptilian

versity of divine creation.

ancient concept of the Great Chain of

Conybeare's conclusions, published

The theory of evolution by natural selection was not put forth by Charles Dar-

plest to the

was

tribution

criticized.

the Transactions

in

of the Geological Society

body form was designed by a Creator to
adapt it to aquatic life: to him, it was an exquisite example of the orderhness and di-

name

Beche"s

how

Being, a

for the creature indicated

worldview stemmed from the

their

of links from the simmost complex organisms.

static series

The Sea Monster of

Jurassic, into late Cretaceous times,

making
them roughly contemporaneous with the

zoic seas. Pliosaurs had huge heads with

Dorset

dinosaurs. Until recently, relatively

they preyed on

Mary Anning

In the winter of 1823,

covered the

complete skeleton of a

first

became known

strange sea creature that

Plesiosaunts.

and

its

ogist

dis-

An apt description

as

of the beast

probable habits was written by geol-

William Conybeare and published

the Transactions

(f London

That

it

was aquatic

evident from the

is

is

mains with which
sociated: that

it

it

it

was ma-

occasionally

resemblance of

may

but paleontologists are starting to re-

vise Conybeare's vivid picture of plesiosaur

While the size of plesome are more than forty feet

natural history.

—
— suggests

siosaurs

long

visit the

its

motion,

perhaps have lurked

nostrils to a level

may have given

the shore

saurs. in the

water

or

like

birth to live

some

ichthyo-

We are not yet sure of just

they hunted or

why one group

twenty feet long to catch the

cephalopods that were

Howe\er we do know

own

in
riety,

known

sites

such as

to

swallow whole.

Lyme

Regis are

still

most important sources of Triassic and

My colleagues David
Brown, of Newcastle University. Arthur
Cruickshank. of Leicestershire Museums,
and Glenn W. Storrs, of the Cincinnati Museum of Natural History and the University
Jurassic plesiosaurs.

of Bristol, and

I

are

now working our way

needed necks
and squid-

date their varied adaptations and their evolu-

fish

their

main

prey.

"dangerous

various times in

ichthyosaurs, marine crocodilians, and the

but also their

which they shook and twisted

through the fossils of these animals to eluci-

their long history included not only large

huge, seagoing lizards

whales of their time,

ichthyosaurs, and other

of ple-

that the
at

killer
fish,

chunks small enough

English
the

The

known

as mosasaurs

kind. In addition to the

as pliosaurs, plied the

Meso-

tionary relationships. Plesiosaur evolution

is

turning out to be rich and complex. In our

we are not only looking at
new discoveries but are also returning to old
museum specimens. Glenn Storrs has gone
all the way back to Arming's original plecurrent research,

siosaur skeleton of 1823. below,

which has

been recently refurbished and retumed

to

Museum

in

display in the Natural History

London.

—M. A. T

its

with the surface

from a considerable depth,
found a secure

to

long-necked plesiosaurs, a short-necked va-

shoal water along the coast, concealed

along the sea-weed, and raising

were too heavy

land and dig nests in which to lay

eggs, they

how

that they

enemies" of plesiosaurs

however must have been very awkward on land: its long neck must have
impeded its progress through the
it

into

like

lead us to conjecture;

water:

plesiosaurs.

life,

siosaurs. the elasmosaurs.

extremities to those of the turtle

may

work had been done on these animals' way

re-

universally as-

is

may have

visited the shore, the
its

that

almost equally so. from the

stout teeth.

of

young on

in 1824:

forms of the paddles;
rine

in

of the Geological Society

little

retreat

may have

from the

assaults of dangerous enemies; while

the length and flexibility of

its

neck

may have compensated for the want
of strength in

its

jaws and

its

incapacity for swift motion through
the

water by the suddenness and

agility

of the attack which they

enabled

it

to

make on every animal
which came within

fitted for its prey,
its

extensive sweep.

Since Conybeare's day, plesiosaurs have

been found

all

over the world

down from some 215

to

in

rocks laid

65 million years

ago, from the latest Triassic, through the
The

im

Natural History

Museum, London

mm^
69

iiseofery

They had accepted

British

Museum

cura-

tor Charles Koenig's suggestion of the

name Ichthyosaurus

for the piesiosaur's

dolphinhke contemporary to show its intermediate position between fishes and

such as crocodiles and lizards.

reptiles,

Yisitor^s

Cuide 1^

fit

modem

reptiles, so

Lyme

is

was

named

it

plesios

search in British science. Not until 1842

were the dinosaurs

classified

and named

the Dinosauria, by anatomist Richard

Owen. The damaged

Anning's time.

On

the southern

main

the
to

port

ing

it

the coast

is

skeletons and iso-

site

of the converted nonconformist chapel

fossil

Annings once worshiped

Dinosaurland, a privately

museum.

Lyme and

unwary

to

rough terrain or trapped by the tide.
Throughout winter, storms expose fossils,
and the area is filled with professional fossil
in the

cliffs.

For

tourists, late

summer, and early

fall

are the best

times to

Lyme Regis. Small fossils are
and the museum and other attrac-

visit

abundant,

tions are sure to
tion

Fossils can be found near both

is

now
owned

is

makbecome lost

constantly changing,

possible for the

spring,

home

The medieval

cliffs,

hunters scouring the

where

compact area of comparaground on the River Lim, with

into a

either side.

paint-

memorial stained-glass window. Also, the

crammed
on

its fossils,

historical items, is

on the spectacular seafront site of the
Anning family's first fossil shop. Nearby, at
the mainly fifteenth-century parish church,
you can find Mary Anning's grave and her

road between Southampton and the cathedral city of Exeter, Lyme is a small town
tively stable

and other

built

as rewai'ding for the visitor today

in

Regis Museum, with

ings, local lace,

coast of Dorset, England, off A35, the

cliffs

they

sauros, or "nearer to reptile."

Lyme

Lyme Regis
it

best between ichthyosaurs and

creature

The work of these geologists was
among the earliest fossil vertebrate re-

mmm

msm

as

Koenig gaveit the name ichthys sauros,
Greek for "fish lizard." Conybeare and De
la Beche decided that their newly found

be open. For more infonna-

about visiting Lyme,

call the Tourist In-

formation Center (44-1297-442138).

surrounded by the curved stone Cobb, faas the site of Louisa Musgrove's fall in

Charmouth, which

mous

of

A walk out to the
end of this sea wall gives a stunning view of
the town and its surrounding cliffs. The

mouth

Centre's

town's Victorian atmosphere has been preserved not only through the buildings but

lecting tours of the fossil-bearing rocks

available.

the shore, as

infonnafion about the local scene in the Ge-

Jane Austen's Persuasion.

also

on

70

The Charmouth Heritage Coast
Ranger Service offers guided col-

In Lyme, a variety of maps, pamphlets, and
books about the town and its environs are

Lyme is fairly easy. You

with a fascinating range of stock. You can
also explore the dramatic coast around Lyme

can walk everywhere, that

mind walking

perhaps the best place to begin fos-

hunting.

The French

Woman.

Getting around in

is

the

on
do several Lyme Regis fossil
shops, which caiTy on Anning's tradition

film, as the setting for

Lieutenant's

sil

lies some two miles east
Enghsh Channel. Char-

Readers can find out more about the town
John Fowles's A Short History of Lyme
Regis (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1983).

Lyme on

uphill.

is,

if

you don't

The newly

Natui^l History 0/95
1

restored

and Charmouth for yourself; be forewarned,
however, that owing to the instability of the

in

The geologically minded

will find

ologists' Association Guides No. 22, Geology of the Dorset Coast, by Michael House,
and No. 47, The Coastal Landforms of West
Dorset, by Robert J. Allison.—
A. T. and
H.S. T

M

1

—

Lyme

SANIBEL & CAPTIVA ISLANDS

Reals, England

W

z

HIKE, BIKE,

in
ha

The Cobb, a
around the old harbor.

cwves

stone sea wall,

z

KAYAK,
w
childlike persisted
in the 1930s,

even

after the research,

JOG, (AST,

—formerly of

of W. D. Lang

the Natural History

w
>
n
X
M

Museum, London

revealed the facts of Anning's story. She

continued to be largely depicted as a

little

SAIL.

a pinafore, rather than a hard-work-

girl in

ing, independent,

lector

It is

and knowledgeable col-

Unspoiled island beaches, inland
back bay waters, natiu^e trails and
a varietN' of outdoor activities.

time her adult achievements are

properly acknowledged.

Almost certainly the grown-up Anning
was written out of history in part because

Historical attractions, too.

Affordable accommodations.

she earned her living as a fossil collector

For your

and was thus "in trade." In the England of

call

her day. a scientific pursuit such as fossil
collecting could be a

acceptance only

if

way

one collected

of gaining social

As

quisite stceletons.

much of the

a result,

early popular interest in fossils
lated

by these extinct marine

poem

his

"In

Memoriam."

was stimureptiles. In

Lord

Alfred,

Tennyson, commented upon these discov-

"Red

eries (see

in

Tooth and Claw," by

ext.

if

FLORIDA'S FLORIDA-

The wealthy who bought Anning's
fossils ("collectors" by virtue of money)
were credited as the donors to museums,
their names were noted on labels and in
the formal scholarly monographs about
the specimens, and some even had new
fossils named after them. Not until 1878
was a British fossil named after Anning

Stephen Jay Gould, Natural Histoiy. No-

vember

1992). In the

1

850s,

when

the life-

and other

sized

models of extinct

fossil

animals by sculptor Benjamin

terhouse

reptiles

Hawkins were unveiled

Wa-

at the

Crystal Palace recreation park in south

London, the marine reptiles considerably
outnumbered the dinosaurs.
As time passed, history began to have
its

own view

of Mary Anning.

It

strangely

concentrated on her childhood discoveries.

Our favorite example

is

from the 1925

edition of the Children's Encyclopaedia,

by Arthur Mee, a book on which whole
generations of British schoolchildren were
brought up. (The United States edition

was

called The Book of Knowledge.)
The book depicts a twelve-year-old
Mary Anning with the skull of the "first
ichthyosaurus found in England." An-

ning "s age

Joseph
first

—

is

correct, but

who found

in 1811,

embedded

rather than nicely

More

it

was her brother

the skull

— not the

in fallen rock,

exposed as

in the scene.

importantly, this view of

Anning

as

—and

day, no British fossil reptile

is

to take

Lyme

fossils in

1

versity

Museum,

is

after

institutions

merely a symptom of our

lack of inner

Oxford's Uni-

But
this

in

her.

But

it

doesn't have to be

way.

"All

nature's trea-

sures and forces...viilIingly serve those

this si-

who

realize their divine identity," explained

lence hides the unrecorded purchases of

hundreds of Anning specimens. The

harmony and

attunement with nature.

directly recorded as

having been donated by

Paramahansa Yogananda, founder of

late

Self-

Realization Fellowship. For 75 years

Sedgwick Museum in
Cambridge, discovered from Anning's
own correspondence and sketches that
David

he environmental abuse

prevalent in the world today

Anning's day, only

one specimen, a coprolite

,

to this

named

most important

^L

FORT MYERS BEACH

is

her. In the five

532.

Iee.lsland Coast

fossils as a pastime, not for a

a coral, Tricycloseris anningi

&

1-800-533-4753,

living.

lated bones with which Owen had to work
w ere a far cry from the marine reptiles' ex-

Guide,

Convention Bureau,

one was a gentleman or

a lady with an independent income, or

free Vacationer's

die Lee Coimt}' Visitor

Price, of the

have been teaching

scientific

we

methods of

meditation and principles of spiritual

liv-

ing that can help you reconnect with your

several of the prize ichthyosaurs in that

inner

museum were

ples leads not only to a greater awareness

An

by her.
unmarried, provincial, workingoriginally collected

of

woman, Anning earned her living
from her eye for fossils but failed to
achieve lasting recognition from English

Applying these universal princi-

but ultimately to the meaning of life

itself

class

society. After 1885, her private papers

life,

Self.

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET

I

were dispersed as the mementos of a
woman who was a "curiosity." Today, his-

I

torians of science are rediscovering the

I

S^C^7

3880 San Rafael

Ave., Dept.

SNLY

Los Angeles. California 90065
Please send

me your free

booklel. Undreained-of Possibilities

Anning family's contribution and reevaluating

Mary Anning's

role as a

woman

of

crucial importance in the history of verte-

brate paleontology.
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This Land

Turner's Hall

tuguese slavers raided the southern Carib-

sage

bean and the people of Barbados were

dangerous, since there are no poisonous

Weeds, Barbades

captured or fled elsewhere. The

reptiles

who

lish settlers,

1627, described

by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

est

it

and

as uninhabited

cover was almost

all

the original for-

cleared to

make

The easternmost island of the Caribbean, Barbados emerged from beneath the
sea some 750.000 years ago. Formed

way

when

six-acre tract of forest remains that has

were
scraped off a subducting tectonic plate and
uplifted, it differs geologically from the
layers of sedimentary rock

volcanic islands of the Lesser Antilles, one

hundred miles
tary rock

is

to the west.

This sedimen-

visible in the hilly northeast of

Barbados. Elsewhere on the island

it

is

and pastures and

to

land

300

still

feet thick, deposited

lay beneath the sea.

when

the

Twenty-one

miles long, north to south, and nowhere

more than
offers

fifteen miles wide.

sandy beaches on both

Atlantic seacoast. with
its

more

leeward

its

its

rocky

Barbados

windward
cliffs,

and

placid and less rugged-looking

never been cleared

Barbados was inhabited
times by people

in prehistoric

who grew manioc and

other crops near their settlements, which

were primarily along the

coast.

The

island

was apparently depopulated in the early
1500s, however, as Spanish and Por-

and sugarcane,

island.

epiphytes and lianas.

It

contains both ever-

green trees and trees that briefly shed their

dom-

leaves (these are

Only one

forty-

ti'ees).

ex-

is

not a typical tropical rain forest laden with

of sugarcane

—and presumably

Woods

January to May, so Turner's Hall

known

as semideciduous

There are several

of

distinct layers

vegetation, with the tallest trees towering
as

much

as

1

20

feet high.

The most con-

a cabbage palm, one

emplifies the presettlement conditions.

spicuous of these

Known

occu-

of the royal palms. This evergreen's crown

pies the slopes of a gully about a mile

of large leaves spreads gracefully from the

as Turner's Hall

north of 1,104-foot-high

Woods,

Mount

it

Hillaby,

You need

a guide to

to Turner's Hall

tion

show you

Woods because

not marked, and

is

the
its

way
loca-

most people

Barbados have no idea where

it

is.

in

After

is

tmnk

top of a hard, gray

marks

that

is

ringed by

by eariier leaves.
Joining the cabbage palm in the upper
tier of the forest are four semideciduous
scar

the island's highest point.

species.

left

The

largest of these

the silk cot-

is

which has a very dense

ton tree,

trunk.

made my way through

you walk along an
abandoned road for a few hundred feet

When

down

that crosses

found one with a trunk diameter of nearly

downstream

eight feet. Silk cotton trees usually bear

driving to the

to

a creek.

an old

To

site,

wooden bridge

the right, or east,

from the bridge,

side.

fields

inate the landscape today.

overlain with a mantle of coral limestone,

up

for crops of tobacco

on the

not

is

it

Baibados has a lengthy dry season from

arrived on the island in

By 1665

heavily forested.

Eng-

first

times, at least

is difficult at

gully that

up

to

is

the creek passes through a

about one-half mile long and

1,200 feet wide. Turner's Hall

finally

I

woods

thick

the

to the silk cotton trees,

I

year Some,

large pink flowers eveiy other

however, flower on one side one year and

on the other side the following yean

Woods covers the steep slopes of this
gully. No trails lead through the thick veg-

canopy

etation, but with patience you can pick

Barbados

your way into the woods. Although pas-

Turner's Hall

Another huge
is

uppermost

tree in the

Hymenaea

known

courbaril,

in

as the tropical locust tree.

Woods contain some that

more than a hundred

diameters of about four

Stands of

feet.

common

these trees, once

are

feet tall, with trunk

elsewhere in

down

for

wood, highly valued for making
niture, cabinets, and other products.

fur-

Barbados, were long ago cut
their

The wood of

a third species, fiddle-

wood, was once used
instruments. This

tall

in

making musical

tree is a

member

of

the verbena family.

Also

in the

upper canopy

member

a

tree,

woody

shaped

fruit,

is

the sandbox

of the spurge family.

tangerine with ribs

with a loud pop

like a large

Its

peeled

around, explodes

all

when

ripe, catapulting

seeds and sharply pointed shell fragments

up

two hundred

to

feet

away.

tional hazard, the seeds are

many

Mary

Tumer's Hull Woods,
All

lives on as a reminder of the forested landscape of
Above: Pastures and young trees cloak the nearby hills.

left.

Bairett has called the sand-

tree a very

stabs, poisons,

prehistoric Barbados.

dangerous

tree,

Woods

is

one

that

and shoots.

Beneath the upper canopy
Hall

addi-

animals, including humans. Florida

botanist

box

As an

poisonous to

in Turner's

a dense layer of trees with

photographs by Ronnie Carrlngton
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Clinging to the sides of
4 Miles

trees is a plant

pJLANT/COc^^

long and four inches wide.

"REPUBLIC
.:::^

known

spike,

PUERTO

known

a leaflike growth,

Unlike the

c

Its

jack-in-thecentral

as the spadix, surrounded by

^.-,

\p

of the

blossom consists of a

pulpit-type

RICO

many

as monkeytail, an

Anthurium with leaves eighteen inches

'-^4^

DOMINICAN

known

as the spathe.

florist's A/zr/iMn'Mm,

which has a

heart-shaped red spathe and a white

^^^/BBEAN SE^

spadix

>
z

at its center,

monkeytail has a green

spathe with a purple spadix.
^X

Among

BARBADOS

the obstacles to hiking through

the forest are pinguin plants,
s^.-

TRJNIDAD

Co

the pineapple family that

=AND

\;

VENEZUELA

thickets.

=^TOBAGO

can
200

Reaching nearly ten

guins have

stiff,

that

is

feet

in

of

dense

tall,

pin-

spiny-edged leaves that

rip into unprotected skin.

a species of

Miles'

members

grow

dumb

There

is

also

cane (Diejfenbachia)

about three feet high and grows

with stems so close together that getting

through them
TXirner's Hall

Woods

that range in height
feet.

For

The wild

Barbados Authority of Tourism

but they do

Harbour Road, P.O. Box 242

candlewood

Bridgetown, Barbados

fruits.

(809) 427-2623

thick leaves

leaves,

an average height of forty to sixty-five

whose

is

the jack-in-the-box tree,

family, the

Hemandiaceae, has no

representative in the United States.

common name

The

riot

And

common

One

to forty

coffee trees' white flowers

resemble those of plantation coffee trees

visitor information write:

feet.

from twenty

produce coffee beans. The

tree has velvety, triangular

the leather coat tree with
is

along seashores.

up

its

related to the sea grape, so
Its

circular

in private

tion difficult,

day, the

wind whistles

the cups.

as

it

to the

gUmpse of the

all

but a leathery-leaved

legume

family. Fustic,

downward
that

to

Barbados

is

dye

is

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeri-

Somewhat

tus

macaw
is

shorter than these trees

is

the

palm, whose fifteen-foot-tall trunk

densely covered with black, needlelike

of plant biology at Southern

logical

and geological highlights of the
and other parklands.

U. S. national forests

spines.

trees.

not an oak at

of the

whose leaves hang

as if wilted, has a yellow

wood

the source of a natural pigment used
fabrics.

And

wild

clammy

chen-y,

although not related to cherries, nonetheless has red, cherrylike fruits. Its

branches provide a

home

upper

in Turner's Hall

Woods for dozens of epiphytic orchids
known as eyelash orchids because of their

An abandoned bridge

fringed white petals.

Another layer of ti-ees consists of plants
74
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lies

near the entrance of the woods,

which cover the steep sides of a

gully.

Illinois

University, Carbondale, explores the bio-

On a windy

member

island's past.

are patterned with deep, sunken veins.

up on the south side of the
Spanish oaks, fustic
in

the

Now the site belongs

to nineteen inches in diameter,

blows through

and wild clammy cheny

Spanish oak

clearing vegeta-

government. As long as these woods

gully, along with
trees,

made

are protected, visitors will be afforded a

A small stand of these evergreen

trees lies high

site

and partly because of

wishes of its owners.

are spherical, bladdery yellow cups, each

containing a single black seed.

nearly impossible.

hands, was preserved partly be-

cause the steep

which

refers to the fruits,

is

Turner's Hall Woods, which used to be

Celestial Events

sunset. Highest in the

Nercury
Ascendant

south in late evening,
sets a

sunrise. Satum's rings

appear

is

often referred to as "the elu-

"

it

tilt

—

to-

ward the sun enjoy
them while you can because next month they

sive planef because

the sun that

thicken

to

slightly as they

by Joe Rao
Mercury

it

few hours before

its

orbit

to see. In

is difficult

into darkness.

quarter phase on the

hardly ever

is

Moon is at first-

The

The

Solar System and Back, Isaac Asimov
pointed out that "Mercury

be plunged

will again

so close to

is

EDT;
moon,

10:36 A.M.,

1st at

when it is truly dark. ... I suspect,
in fact, that many people today (when the
horizon is generally much dirtier and the

October's

sky hazier with the glare of

on the 8th at 11:52
A.M., EDT; last quarter

visible

than

it

was

seen Mercury." If you are among those
who have never seen the innermost planet,
you may get a chance between mid-October and early November, when Mercur}'

ing

is

will

be

at infe-

almost direcdy

rior conjunction, passing

for

you can

looking

start

about three-quarters of an hour be-

it

fore sunrise, close to the horizon, just

As

south of due east.

away from

moves

it

rapidly

the prcilitwii skies of late October,

Mercwy, which makes a

a crescent moon joins

EST.

light

hovering just above the east-south-

below Mercury. On the
30th. look for Mercury 4°

east horizon. 9°

moming

of the

above and

Mercury

brighter than the

moming

rise just prior to the

—

twilight

onset of

words, in a to-

in other

On

October 20 Mercury

elongation, a

little

attains greatest

tudes.

more

leisurely slide

Although

main
fore

moming twiplanet may re-

enters the bright

by month's end, the

light

date,

it

back toward the sun.

visible until
it

will

November

8.

On

that

at

magnitude -1.0.

Thus, for nearly four weeks, the "elusive"
planet will be easy to spot.

The Planets
On the 22d,
to the right

in

October

the 24th.

moon

that

Asia will also

total eclipse

of the sun on

The path of

totality,

averaging

thirty-eight miles wide, will start at sunrise
fifteen miles north

Qom,

move

of the

east across Afghanistan. Pakistan,

northern India to Indochina, Borneo,

in the

brilliantly at

west-south-

Mars
after

sets

about one and a half hours

sundown through most of October.

By month's

end, this yellowish orange

planet will be 4° to the north of
the

holy city of

mddy

star Antares.

On

its

"rival,"

the evening of

Mars 7° below and to
moon.
this month's brightest

then

Celebes, and the Moluccas.
ration of totality

west.

is

south and

and

Maximum du-

2 minutes 9.6 seconds.

October Meteors

—One

of the most

notable and dependable of the annual dis-

plays of "shooting stars" are the Orionid

meteors, which peak during the

hours of the 22d.

Look

for

moming

them overhead

you can expect

the 26th you'll find

and

the west (right) of the

erage a meteor sighting every three or four

Jupiter

is

evening "star"

until

it

relinquishes the

title

Venus toward month's end. On the 1st,
Jupiter sets one and a half hours after twilight ends; by Halloween it sets only about
to

a half hour after darkness

moon lies 6°

26th,

On

the 23d, the

moon and above and

of Mercury.

be treated to a

full

in Asia.

be visible only

over Iran, only

star.

a thin crescent

moon (now less than twenty hours from
new phase) will appear as a narrow arc of

will

glimpse the planet shining

be rising forty-five minutes be-

sunup and shining

five times

penumbral eclipse of the

The

8th, is a

Venus retums to the evening sky toward the end of October, when you might

more than 18° west of

from midnorthem latiAfter the 20th, Mercury begins a

the sun, as seen

appear

will

magnitude -3.9 low

dark sky.

tally

of the bluish star

to the left

triples in

cury will

eclipses take

on the

first,

weeks, the yellowish planet

Mer-

first

the 30th at 4:17 p.m.,

rare nighttime appearance.

Two

Spica.

the 17th to the 23d,

12:36

at

EDT; and

place this month.

foUowing

From

on the 24th

Dennis Davidson

the sun during the

brightness.

the 16th at 12:26

quarter occurs again on

between the earth and the sun. By the
13th, however. Mercury will move out of
the sun's glare, and

the

EDT; new phase

A.M.,

III

On October 4, Mercury

on

P.M.,

mak-

easier to spot.

it

is

as

moon, occurs

hunter's

have never

will rise higher in the sky than usual,

known

also

artificial light

in centuries past)

full

it

will

be to the

left

falls.

On

the

of the crescent

to the left of

is

to av-

minutes, radiating from a spot near the
bright red star Betelgeuse, in Orion.

Daylight saving time ends on October

29 for most parts of the country. Clocks
should be moved back one hour. Officially,

you are supposed

to

do

it

at

2:00

a.m. local daylight time.

much

dimmer Mars.
Saturn

to the southeast;

well up in the southeast at

Rao is a lecturer at the
American Mnseum-Hayden Planetarium.
Meteorologist Joe
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WE^RE GOING TO
SAVE THE PLANEX
IF

WE ALL NEED TO

LEND A HAND, PAW;
FIN HOOF, AND WING.

i nese days, everyone

is

environmentally conscious.

atnome

to driving

-we re all

more

Xrom recycling

luel-ellicient cars,

doing our part

planet. Jjut

becoming more

we still nave

to

a long

way

in tne lives ol all creatures, ^reat

to go.

and small.

At (^nrysler C^orporation we re doing
,

our part by recycling llvvery year
.

we

pallets,

cardboard, and paper. Il^ven our

cars are

y5 percent recyclable

emissions and improve air quality, h^ven
gas en^^ines burn cleaner

and

elliciently tlian ever, "we re looking at

Jor more inlormation on

power our venicles
Jjut you don

V^niy,sler (corporation

to

nave a

and

t

and

electricity to

in tne luture.

nave

to "wait lor

teclinology

macliine. iveep your air

qrreen

luel lilters clean lor better mileage,

perlormance, and a cleaner exliaust.
jVLaintain

recommended

tire

pressures to

And combine

errands, since snort trips use

more

gas per mile tnan a long trip.

As you can see,

Our engineers are also working to reduce

more

ojas,

increase luel elliciency.

recycle tnousands ol tons ol ^vooden

s

mixtures, natural

clean up tne

And togetner, we can make a biof dilterence

tnougn today

alternative luels like metnanol-gasoline

tnere

s

a lot

we can

do.

Oo let s all lend a liand to save our planet.
Alter

all, it

^

s

tne only one \ve nave.

^^ CHRYSLER
CORPORATION

and our environmental proprams,

CHRYSLER

vi<;it u.s

PLYMOUTH

DODGE

on the Internet

at

DODGE IRUCKS

JEEP*- EAGLE

liltp://www. eliry.slercorp.com

Discovery
Recommended travel and
reading from the authors of
month'sfeatures

this

Etosha National Paiiv

Namibia
{Story on page 50)

Etosha National Park in northern
Namibia needs little introduction to wildUfe enthusiasts. Covering 5 million acres,
it is

one of the world's

largest parks

hosts a variety of animals, including

and

com-

paratively large populations of endan-

gered species typical of the arid savanna

of southern Africa: black rhinoceros,
black-faced impala, roan antelope, Hart-

mann's mountain zebra, and the Damara
dik-dik.

Many carnivores

(including lions,

cheetahs, leopards, and spotted and

brown

hyenas), more than 320 bird species, and
the largest elephants in Africa can also be

found

is

a means to bring on trances.

Henning Christoph; Das Fotoarchiv

in Etosha.

\

From Windhoek, Namibia's
site

Driim playing, a central component ofVodim ceremonies,

capital

and

of the international airport, rental cars

fering a variety of accommodations,

from

of rarely seen nocturnal creatures. Reser-

accommodations

Etosha

are available for the 300-mile drive to

luxury chalets to camping, are located

vations for

Etosha over well-maintained roads. Rental
car is also the best way to get around the

along the southern border of the Etosha

can be made through Central ReservaMinistry of Envu-onment
tions: Resorts

420-mile network of gravel roads that

near the center of the park. At Okaukuejo,

tra-

Pan, a usually dry saltwater basin that

the westernmost

verse the park.

Three fenced, year-round

rest areas of-

up

at

lies

camp, a watering hole

lit

all

at

—

and Tourism, Windhoek, Namibia
phone 264-61-236975).

(tele-

Willie and Sandra Olivier's Visitors

night enables visitors to catch sight

Guide

to

Namibia (Johannesburg: South-

em Book Pubhshers,

1989) offers an over-

view of many of the country's natural

all

sites,

including Etosha National Park, the

Namib

Desert, Skeleton Coast National

Park, and others.

To

find out

more about

large lizards, read Robert Sprackland,

Jr.'s

popular book, Giant Lizards (Neptune,
NJ:

TEH Publications,

1992).

i

Hie Gulf of California
(Stoiy on

page 32)

For viewing the sea
California (also
Cortez),
hotels

La

life in

known

the Gulf of

as the

Paz, Mexico, with

and easy

best places to

accessibility, is

start.

From La

Sea of

its

many

one of the

Paz, excur-

sions to the Espiritu Santo seamount
locally as El Bajo) and other sites
can be arranged through several local tour

(known

companies.

Among the
Cheetah cubs
John

78

in

Etosha National Park

A. Phillips

Natural History

10/95

large variety of fish, marine

mammals, and marine

invertebrates found

Field

in the

Gulf of California are whale sharks,

manta

rays. tuna, marlin. schools of jacks.

nim Festival:
American Museum of
Margaret Nead

colorful reef fish, whales, sea lions,
ular underwater activities in

clude

swimming with

pups of Los

Natural History

Some of the more pop-

sponges, and coral.

the playful sea lion

The Margaret Mead Film and Video

hon rookery:

Festival, the largest ethnographic/docu-

Islotes, a sea

mentary

among

snorkeling

ing the sunken

coral reefs; and explorwreck of the 300-foot-long

in

ural

March and

whales migrate to the Gulf of California.

Whale watchers can

humpback,

also see

more than

years, the festival

fifty

is

de-

well as schools of dolphins. For birders,

available cross-cultural information to

and brown-footed boo-

general audiences. Simultaneous screen-

storm petrels abound

ings will be held in the

and

Museum's four the-

aters over the six-day period,

in the area.

and

fifty-

Scuba diving is one of the best ways to
explore the Gulf of California. Author

eight films are scheduled for projection.

Peter Klimley. however, prefers

issue.)

ing for looking

at

(

free di\'-

hammerhead

Fifteen of the movies are reviewed in this

from the scuba tank
may frighten the sharks away. The best
time to see hammerheads is from late May
to the end of October, but the La Paz di\ing season continues through December.
Many of the hotels in La Paz offer packages that include sea trips ranging from
snorkeling and scuba diving to whale

in the

watching and kayaking. There are also

Trials

who

packages available for those
life

aboard

ship.

Guided tours

A
look

Joe LeMonnier

Ouidah, the ancient slave
tour a historical

is

Porto Novo,

the

as a reincarnated lama; a religious pilgrim-

age in Cuba is documented in La
Promesa: and Holy Madness explores the

traveling to the north, plan to

visit the

two-story earthen "castles" of the

clude: State of Weightlessness, a Russian

Somba

ethnic group in the area around

film that provides rare insight into the So-

Natitingou. At Pendjari. a 630,000-acre

viet/Russian space program and contains

you can see

some stunning footage of the moon; The
Vegetable Mob. a look at first-generation

animal park

in the northwest,

elephants, lions, hippopotamuses, croco-

center of the country located nearby on the

diles, boar,

coast of the Bight of Benin, boasts

traditional

the

amenities, including comfortable hotels

a

can

but Cotonou, the political and financial

all

ex-

phenomenon of pilgrims to Israel
overcome by religious zeal.
Other highlights from the festival in-

When

Benin's nominal capital

of religious expres-

Mundo Milagroso

Vodun

port, visitors

museum,

linked to the country's early history.

on page 40)

this year's films offer a

Mexican-American community; The
of Telo Rinpoche tells of a young
man bom in Philadelphia to Indian immigrants and confirmed by the Dalai Lama
on

vanovich.

(Story

the

plores the impact of religious apparitions

Python Temple, old Portuguese and
Erench forts, and public monuments

¥Ddun: Benin

number of

at the varieties

sion worldwide.

of Sharks (San Diego: Harcourt, Brace JoInc.. 1983).

many of

viewings.

prefer

La Paz.
Those wanting more information on
sharks can read Richard Ellis's The Book

and anthropologists involved
making of the films are also sched-

uled to take place following

are regu-

larly available in

Informal discussions with some of

the directors

sharks,

finding that bubbles

and large antelopes,
savanna

all in their

Vodun

Sicilian

who

setting.

Festivals linked to

peculiar

rites

can be

immigrants

in

suburban Australia

carry on the tradition, begun by their

rural forefathers, of cultivating the supe-

throughout the southern

many towns of southem Benin, especially from December to March.
For more information about Vodun.

half of the country offer insight into

read Suzanne Blier's Afiican Vodun: An,

and Harlem Diaiy, a film that
media stereotypes and weaves a tale
of hope and resilience in Harlem.
A portion of the Margaret Mead Film

Benin's cultural history. In Porto Novo,

Psychology and Power (Chicago: Univer-

and Video Festival

Ketou. and Abomey,

sity

and the international
,:

for

sperm, minke. gray, and killer whales, as

bies, terns, blue herons, egrets, ibises,

,

Named for the celebrated anthropolowho was associated with the Museum

voted to realizing her goal of extending

frigate birds, blue-

I

United States, will

at the

gist

23.

April, blue

festival in the

American Museum of NatHistory from October 18 to October

be held

ferry Salvatierra.

Each year

on page 56)

(Stoiy

area in-

tiiis

airport.

and buses are also available
Various

sites

in

Rental cars

Cotonou.

seen

in

I

visit the restored

of Chicago Press, 1995). Karen

palaces of the ancient kings of the Gun,

Carthy Brown's

Yoruba, and Eon, just three of the forty-

Princess

two indigenous ethnic groups that make
up 99 percent of Benin's population. In

sity

in

Mama

Lola:

A

Mc-

Vodoo

Brooklyn (Berkeley: Univer-

of Cahfomia Press, 1991)

is

a good

source on the ethnography of Benin.

rior tomato;

defies

States.

will tour the

United

For information about the film

fes-

and informal discussion schedule,
obtaining tickets, and the tour schedule,
tival

contact the Margaret
at

Mead Festival

office

(212) 769-5305.
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORYI

AT THE

Diary of

eum
A

by Edmund Heller, a natuand explorer who first made a name
for himself on the Smithsonian-Roosevelt
East Africa Expedition of 1909-10, was recently donated to the Special Collections of
the Library by collectors Jean S. and Frederic A. Scharf. Heller was hired by Roy
Chapman Andrews, the Museum's legenddiary kept

ralist

streets,

a

Naturalis
I

From the summit of
60 feet wide.
pagoda base (near the Winter
.

.

.

the hill at the

Palace), Peking spreads out in

ail

directions,

bewildered to find that
only a vast forest of trees is spread out before him with an occasional pagoda or gate
but the traveler

yellow pine, a peculiar variety of white
barked pine, ash (acacia) trees and willows
about all the lakes and streams.

is

The forest
looming up amid the green.
trees on the hill were chiefly juniper, with
.

.

.

October 21

The horse market, situated in a field near
Temple of Heaven, is interesting. Here

the

are to

specimens on the First
Asiatic Zoological Expedition, 1916-17. During their year in the
field, mainly in China's
Yunnan Province, the
expedition party ranged
2,000 miles on horseback, camping out and

be seen many Mongohan ponies

for

being led about a
large ring, saddled and
ready to ride. The purchaser rides, or has
sale,

ary explorer, to gather
.

,.,;-,.,

somebody ride the pony
on a straight away
course following the

The

Wall.

gait

a fast, even
gle foot,

is

trot,

always
or sin-

which gives

the

traveling at altitudes of

rider a steady seat. ...

1,500 to 15,000

Automobiles are not
common, as there are no

feet.

About 3,000 specimens
were collected, including 2,000 mammals,
800 birds, and 200 reptiles. (A full description

roads outside the city
where they can travel.

Camel caravans
.

of the expedition can be

found in the December
1917 issue of the <4;ne;7can Museum Journal,
Natural History's original name.)

two high humps

three

spent

.

.

be-

tween which the saddle
is

securely placed.

October 22

After the expedition,

Heller

are

quite often seen
great large brutes of the
Bactrian type, bearing

one

In

nearly

saw

months traveling

a fine

shop I
Manchurian

[fur]

alone through northern

tiger skin with long hair

China. The recently do-

for $200. This [had] a

nated diary contains his

tawny ground, which

day-by-day impressions
of Peking (as shown in
the excerpt below) pro-

the rule in Manchurian

is

viding a vivid firsthand

This shop also
had three fine orangecolored tiger skins of

account of the imperial

the usual short haired

tigers.

sort,

city in 1917.

and these were
at $150 to $100.
saw no panda or

cheaper

October 19
At 10 A.M.,

...

we

I

started

flying squirrel skins in

from the Wagon-Lits
Hotel with a Cook's

any of the shops, the
skins here all coming

guide in rickshaws.

Mongolia or
from
Manchuria and none

The way

80

led along

.

.

.

wide

Natural History

Yunnan Provmce,

10/95

First Asiatic Zoological Expedition. 1916.
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iVe all

need to order checks. So

why

order great looking checks that
lIso support the American Museum of
'"Natural History. That's what checks
irom Message! Products are all about.
lot

hecks with a Difference
essoge! Products checks are checks with a difference:

• They're sponsored by

•

They're

• They're

• More

made from
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than

1
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of every

new

Every check you write
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new
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order
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whenever you write a check
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Museum
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you'll

will
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1

Museum
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Notural History.
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They're Real Checks

don't hove to go through a bank to order your checks. Message! Products

ecks are real checks. They're accepted at

all

U.S. financial institutions,

ery single one. So you can order with confidence.
!el

Good, Do Good

»w you con feel a

little

better about ordering

and writing checks. You're

Iping to support important programs, exhibits
;3

world

little

and research. You're making

So order now.

better.
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Not ready
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checks right now?
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there
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First
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all

3 of the following with
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1
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2.
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3.

Payment check made poyoble

need to reorder.
starting
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Museum Checks
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this form:

number #

for

your

new

order
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to
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MessagelProducts

payment
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—
from southeastern Tibet where these species
are found.

Go Adventuring
Winner of the 1995 Western

States

October 24
On one of the wide streets of Peking, a
fair was in progress. Here I saw several falconers with hooded goshawks on their
wrists. These birds are used here for catching hares and game birds for the market
the price of ammunition to secure game
being much greater than the market price of
the game so that hawking is the method
which alone can be successfully employed

Book Award

Downcanyon

A Naturalist Explores the

Colorado River

through the Grand Canyon

Ann Raymond Zwinger
Tackle the grandiose Colorado with awardwinning nature writer Ann Zwinger and experi-

ence the color and flow of the
what's around the next bend.

count

gun

ence
344

Nankoweap Creek

at

love
in

song

of tree frogs,

today.

river, anticipating

From

a bald eagle

to the Gatling-

Downcanyon

October Events

is sci-

"To the Ends of the Earth: Fossil Discovfrom the American Museum of Natural History" opens in Gallery 3 in early
October and runs through the middle of December Documents on display will include

the hands of a poet.

pp., 15 illus., 1

map

eries

S35.00 cloth, S16.95 paper

The Guinea Pig

fossil finds, field

Healing, Food, and Ritual in the

Andes

Edmundo Morales

Commemorating

Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru as writer and pho-

—folk

Drawing by Ann Haymond Zwinger, from Dinvucanyon

medicine, native religion, and as a food source.
208

pp.,

dinosaur

first

Museum

cultural diversity and

honor of the Museum's 125th anniversary, "Month of Sundays: A Celebration of Science and World
Music" will feature free demonstrarions,
workshops, performances, films, and discussions. These events, which take place on
October 8, 15, 22, and 29, include a "food as
medicine" demonstration, a dinosaur dig,
scientific exploration in

tographer Edmundo Morales shows how guinea
life

The

specimen ever excavated by the
will also be exhibited.

Experience the Andean cultures of Bolivia,

pigs are used in nearly every aspect of

memorabilia, archival film

footage, and photographs.

At local bookstores

80 photos

$45.00 cloth, $19.95 paper

Pra

The University of Arizona

Phone/Fax 1-800-426-3797

and music and dance from around

American Museum of Natural History

the

world. In a highlight of the events (sched-

uled to take place from Thursday, October

Untamed Wonders

12, through Sunday, October 15, in the Hall
of Mexico and Central America), Bolivian
craftsmen Maximo and Erik Catari will

of the

AMAZON

construct a twenty-foot replica of an ancient

reed boat that once sailed on Lake Titicaca.

April 11-21, 1996

On Sunday, October 8, visitors to the Museum can

Upstream from Manaus, halfway along the navigable length of the mighty Amazon, the river narrows
and its labyrinthine tributaries becomes wilder in
nature. In the

Museum

als,

kets, crafts,

by

dense tropical

forests,

grassy savannas, languid flood plains and secluded villages of the

upper Amazon. Using the expedition ship Explorer as our base,

we

will experience

one

of the world's greatest

Museum

to

be examined

scientists.

—

company of a team of American

lecturers, participants will explore the

—
or ornaments —

fossils, minerbring their finds
bones, insects, or artifacts such as bas-

ecosystems and

enjoy

its

diversity

"Religions of a Diverse Society" part
of the Education Department's ongoing
weekend series, "Multicultural Mosaic:
Trends of a Diverse Society" begins this
month. In addition to lectures, panel discussions, and performances, the new series wiU

—

present films from the ten-part

TV

docu-

mentary Divine Magic, which premieres
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the Discovery Channel.
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(212) 769-5315.
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Fall Lecture Series
Great diamonds of the world will be the
subject of a talk by Brigadier Kenneth
Mears on Monday, October 2 at 7:00 p.m.
Mears oversaw the safe-keeping of the
British Crown jewels at the Tower of London from 1980 to 1989, and is the author of
a book on the subject. Tickets are $10.
In a four-part series entitled "Avenues to
the Past," ethnohistorian Robert S.

Grumet

6
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W. Grossman look at
ways people define time and inhistory. The series will take place on

archeologist Joel

iiid

he

.
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.erpret
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Dept NJ5
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(800) 336-7745
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and BBC producer
with
feffrey Boswall will demonstrate
Afhistles, pipes, blowers, and tape recordngs how humans reproduce the language
rf birds. His talk, "Human Mimicry of Bird
50und,"" will be held on Wednesday. Octo-

museum

Catalog.
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British ornithologist

lull size,

quality Saber Tooth
Cat replica is just
one of many
interesting gifts
featured in the free

at

at:

7:C0 p.m. Tickets are $10.'

New

Zealand artist John Bevan Ford will
:dve a lecture on Maori art on Wednesday,
pctober 25. at 7:00 rm. Tickets are $10.
Volcanoes, their impact on the earth's cli'nate and their geological processes, will be
he subject of talks on four consecutive
rhursday evenings, beginning October 26
It 7:00 RM. Speakers include oceanographer

Expedition, Adventure Cruising,
Freighters & Cargoliners
From Inexpensive

Class

to First

!

A

terpiece

Rhode

Island; ge-

Christopher G. Newhall, of the U. S.
jeological Survey and the University of

Brown

On

October 31 and
November 14, films featuring volcanoes
V ill be shown at 7:00 rm. Tickets for the sales are $25 ($20 for students).
Call (212) 769-5310 for more informa-
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University.

ion about the Fall lecture series.
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Jamaica has changed since the death of Bob Marley.

Although fourteen years have passed, Marley remains a
musical, cultural, and political icon.

It is

a

memoiy

that has

a broad expanse of

remained with

flat tidal

me for many years:
New Jersey;

land in southern

flocks of migrating shorebirds, red knots and ruddy

tumstones; and the voice of Sarah Vaughan. This was early
spring,

and somehow the running

tide

and the

breeze

light

to the earthy,

the car stereo. Nature

tremulous tones coming from

met music. Music had wings

summer I was on a boat that was filled with
Once offshore, we lowered

microphones into the water

to record the vocalizations of

dolphins; onboard, loudspeakers played the sounds

as well.

passenger listened

intently.

When we

he knew what a dolphin looked

like.

spoke,

I

asked him

He had no

image, he told me. The dolphin, he said, was

Of late,

we

picked up. Standing next to one of the speakers, a blind

through the seedling spartina grass seemed a perfect

accompaniment

Last

recording equipment.

its

if

visual

sound.

there has been a growing appreciation of the

broad range of the world's music. Expeditions
collect sounds

—from

now go out to

the forests to the deep oceans,

from

bird song and whale song to the music of remote cultures.

Jazz musicians jam with African herders. Record store racks

What drew photographer Lori Grinker to
orchestra of blind
realization that

it

instmmentalists

women and girls

was through music

made contact with

the

in Cairo,

little

Egypt, was the

that these

the rest of the world.

We

are fairly bursting with world music. Ironically, this interest
in international

proportion to
this

music seems

how

to

be growing

in direct

quickly the cultures and places that create

music are disappearing.

And

there are those

who me

the

popularization of the discoveries and the increasing

modem. Western musical culture on those who
now have been untouched by electronics, synthesizers,

influence of
until

and the demands of the music industry.
In this issue

we

introduce a new, regular feature to

Natural Histoiy: "World Beat" (page 48), essays on the

world of music and culture by Mark Jacobson. His
piece gives us a look at

how

the culture of Rasta

first

and reggae

Music plays a leading role at Al-Nour wal Amal Association, a
center for blind girls and women in Cairo.
Lori Grinker;

Contact Press Images

get a look at their world through Grinker 's intimate
photographs ("Sounds of Light and Hope," page 34). Writer
and musicologist Philip Schuyler relates how the lives of

these students have

come

to revolve

around the music

that

they play.

Music has always been a way

for people to

make

contact

with and appreciate the worlds of nature and culture around

them. Perhaps

Remembering Marley: Bragga, left, and Neville Garrick.
director of the Bob Marley Museum in Kingston, Jamaica
Scott Tlnode
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it

can be another reason

to preserve those

worlds and their diversity.
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Editorial Asst.
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each

that.

article in

Please go back

one place

Alvarez

Judy Lee

Research andBitsiness Manager
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Brunilda Ortiz

Mark Abraham

The editor

replies: After a long period of

remaining relatively unchanged. Natural

Manager

Asst. Production

Manager
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received many letters about the practice of

ones so that

stories.

Most were not
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articles
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We

turtles

to read

Fred Bruem-

on a Costa Rican beach ("La Arrib-

ada," August 1995). However,

the

Maya

I

must

take
in

culture of the area." Costa Rica

Mayan

does not have a

this issue,

tance.

cultural inheri-

The pre-Columbian groups

we add

ada takes place) were the Chorotegas.
They inhabited what is called the Greater
Nicoya, which included part of southern
Nicaragua's Pacific region.

Hortensia Herrera-Bartlett
San Jose, Costa Rica

let

of

all

a

thai

lived near Guanacaste (where the arrib-

look for-

your comments regarding

our changes. In

favor

we will

new

column, "World Beat" (page 48), on
music and culture. Next month, we will

tjos Anselex.
1
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San Francisco, and

683-2242;
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readers, a

column on
by Texas

ture of food,

the nature

writer

Costa Rica

of course, to the south of the

is,

Maya area. An editing error introduced the
mistake, for which we apologize. Eds.

and cul-

Spin-doctor Gould?

Robb Walsh.

Perhaps Dr. Gould has overreacted

to

today's plethora of creationist spin doctors

Altania and M((wn(— Betsy Tcgtmeycr (4041 266-8642

Securing the Banana
Regarding "The Evolved Imagination,"
by Richard Dawkins (September 1995):
my imagined baboon was a lazy, unimaginative baboon that, seeing the banana on

own. His emphasis on "ultimate individu-

the plank levered out over the precipice,

cess considered as

ignored the rock as a counterbalance,

process, left

Anne Sidamon-Eristoff

grabbed the plank, pulled the banana

Doctoring Darwin," July 1995).
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alism" and the "reproductive success of

P.

Smith

Orleans. Louisiana

can't resist adding a slight correction

to the stated value for

normal human body

temperature in Neil de Grasse Tyson's
reply to Angelos

Zompakos

("Letters,"

September 1995). Normal temperature,
is

mere "sequelae"

much

in the

to be desired ("Spin

Let us consider insect colonies. Which
the successful individual: the queen, the

soldier, or the

colony?

—

worker

And what

are

or

we

is it

the entire

ourselves

if

not

Which cells are the key cells
and which are secondary? Perhaps we

What's Normal?
I

and species suc-

individuals," with group

cell

turns out,

1

ated an oversimplified counterspin of his

is

publishixi
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in,
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it
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colonies?

must go even further to the DNA molecule
and ask which are the key genes. Are these
the ultimate individuals?
just as a

The

point

is that

mammal becomes an "individual"

as a result of the

development and

differ-

entiation of individual cells, so, too, a

Meet some colourful

characters.

group or species becomes an individual

development and

entity as a result of the

differentiation of

various individual

its

units.
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To Taste a Muttonbird

how

Irynej Skira tells us

muttonbirds
Riding winds that have sencd piraies and explorers (or 300

wiiLspers past the B3t^er^ into

St.

John's harbour

are caught, killed, plucked, and frozen.

But we were not told whose plate
ultimate

how

destination,

cooked, and what they taste

the

is

they

are

like.

James R. Bird
Medford,
Irynej Sfgra replies: The

New Jersey

fi-esh

birds are

sold in Tasmanian butcher shops and take-

away s;

New
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printed in Ihe Aboriginal Newsletter (Mel-

bourne) are suggestions for baked, grilled,
fried,

or curried young birds and the fol-

lowing recipe for Old Bird Sea Pie:

Old

Sea

4

Bird

What do Franl< Lloyd Wright,

Pie Ingredients

Babe Ruth, and Big Bird
have in common?

old muttonbirds (cleaned and
gutted)
large onion

1

large carrot

swede

1

large

1

teaspoon each of

They're all right at home in the

[turnip]

—along with Agatha

Signals catalog

salt

and pepper

Christie, Albert Einstein,

Luciano

4

large potatoes

Favarotti,

2

tablespoons fat (from fried birds)
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name
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much
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highest expectations

quarters, place in

pepper and

fat

your family and

and cover

with water. Bring to the boil, then

to pot, let

simmer

Frnnk Lloyd Wright' Magazine Rack,
hem # 4Z05I, S59.9$ (rl"S Sd!H).

for 'A of an

hour, then add potatoes. Put into

and

fat.

Rub

bowl

fat into flour,

to floured

with rolling pin until

it

board and
is

the

roll

same
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add

water and mix to texture of scone dough.

Turn out on

—and to delight

friends.
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let
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more. Everything in Signals has
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and add
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size as
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boil for another 'A of

an hour. Serve

hot.
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Delta Willis ("Leakey for President")

was bom

where the teaching
of evolution was legally banned when
she attended high school. Most of her
working life has been spent producing
nature films, travel books, and articles
in Arkansas,

Cambridge-bom

observing paleoanthropologist Richard

Bill

Amos ("Blood

Leakey's digs. The result was her book

Relations") went to Oxford University to

The Hominkl Gang; Behind the Scenes

get his B.A. in zoology but retumed to

in the

Search for

Human

Origins

(New

York: Viking Penguin, 1989). Willis's

most recent work

The Sand Dollar

is

about evolutionary science. In 1982,

and the

Willis visited Africa (one of her twenty-

from Nature (New York:

three journeys there) and spent time

AddisonAVesley, 1995).

Slide Rule:

his native town's university for doctoral

and postdoctoral work
Still

Drawing Blueprints

based

at

in genetics.

Cambridge, he heads the

Molecular

Ecology Group
in the university's

genetics

department and

A Paris-based freelancer,

is

photographer Gilles Saussier ("Cloud
Harvest") has spent the
traveling the world

last six

applying

techniques to

years

documenting

environmental and political

now

molecular
questions about

marine

stories,

mammals. He

from the gradual disappearance of the
Aral Sea in the former Soviet Union to

also rans a large

and active

the plight of refugees in Bangladesh.

research group

whose members
Ethnomusicologist Philip D. Schuyler

("Sounds of Light and Hope") was
introduced to Al-Nour wal

published by Inside Sports

while she was

Amal

still

School of Design

Orchestra in Egypt by photographer Lori

in

a student at Parsons

in

New

are studying a

wide

range of species, from parasite-ridden

1980,

York. At that

sheep on a remote Scottish island to
Peruvian and antarctic fur seals to

met another young boxer, Mike
life she documented for
the next decade. Her accomplishments
include a series of photographs on war

Hawaiian humpback whales.

veterans, "In the Footsteps of the Dead."

Live"),

time, she

Tyson, whose

Her

first

book. The Invisible Thread:

Portrait of Jewish

was published

A

American Women,

Mark Jacobson ("Bob Marley
who met the King

twenty years ago,

of Reggae

a contributing editor

of A^evv York Magazine and Esquire.

Jacobson,

in 1989.

is

who

lives in

Brooklyn,

New

York, with his wife and three children,
also a novelist

is

and screenwriter. (He

describes his 1991 novel Gojiro as "a

Grinker.
at the

An

postmodernist meditation on the atomic

associate professor of music

bomb from the point

University of Maryland, Baltimore

County, Schuyler

is

of view of a

Godzilla-like monster.") With this issue,

fluent in Arabic,

having done fieldwork on the music of

he launches "World Beat," his column

Morocco and Yemen. Lori Grinker

for Natural History,

(shown attempting

to play the violin)

had

a photo essay about a young boxer

Simon Pollard ("A World
researcher at

Apart"), a

New Zealand's University

which

will cover

cultures through popular (and

unpopular) music.

"The absolute highlight of my Kenya

German photographer Uwe

photographer for more than fifteen years,
Walz's work has taken him throughout

trip,"

says

of Canterbury, has traveled widely in

Walz

("Talons versus Tusks") "was

Southeast Asia studying and

photographing the behavior of spiders.

documenting a battle between an eagle
and a wart hog." He feverishly snapped

He

pictures as the event unfolded

and took

Cosmos and Geo. He captured

feeding mechanisms and secondary sex

the last picture just as the wart

hog was

unusual clash with a Canon EOS-1

characteristics.

driven

6

is

currently absorbed with spiders'
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off.

A semiprofessional

Europe and

to Africa, the

and Canada, and

his

United States,

photographs have

appeared in nature magazines such as

camera and 600

mm lens.
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Leakey for President?
The man who unearthed some of Africa 's oldest humans
is battling to play a major role in Kenya 's future

by Delta
when Richard Leakey

Last May,

nounced

that

political party in

him well was

Kenya, no one

world of paleoanthro-

Leakey had long been regarded

as a successful empire builder

was

who knew

surprised. Within the

fiercely competitive

pologists,

an-

he was helping to form a new

When

in his twenties, his expeditions

discoveries of early

he

and

human remains

in

Kenya's East Turkana region had already

begun

to

overshadow those of

his father,

the legendary Louis Leakey. In 1969,

Richard convinced
trustees to merge his

Kenya museum
father's Centre for

Prehistory and Paleontology with the National

Museum, with Richard

as overseer

of both. The long-standing animosity be-

tween the two

men would last nearly

until

tion in 1997, his

the

first

IS

younger brother,

Philip,

white elected to parliament and a

Moi

supporter, thinks otherwise: "He's

been

telling

people since he was fourteen

years old that he wants to be president."

Moi

has denounced Leakey as a "racist

him from

eral

10,

town

in

tempted
party.

in

Nakuru, an industrial

car,

member

the object of death threats.
travel with

anned bodyguards.

and restoring morale to a beleaguered
agency was matched only by his ability to
raise $150 million for the Service. Leakey
said he resisted demands from two government ministers for an oil pipeline and a
mine within the national parks. The sudden growth in Leakey's power and resources began to worry some government

beat and whipped

him, and injured several of his associates

and some journalists so badly

made him
He began to

being corrupt or incompetent

of their

that they

were hospitalized. Police

Kenyan president Daniel arap Moi selected Leakey to head the Kenya Wildlife

parendy observed the assault but stood by

Service, a key government agency in a

later

country highly dependent on foreign cur-

nized by the ruling party, the Kenya-

rency brought in by tourists on wildlife sa-

African National Union

became

a huge

Leakey's success in stenmiing poaching

the father's death, in 1972. In 1989,

in riot gear ap-

without taking action. The government
denied that the attack had been orga-

(KANU)

—

al-

ministers. William ole

Ntimama, minister

of local government, complained to the

Nairobi press that "Leakey has disre-

garded our human
and upheld the

say this

faris. Critics

made

at-

A group of protestors broke the win-

dows of Leakey's

of Kenya's elephants, and

dismissal of employees he charged with

west central Kenya, as they
to visit a jailed

suc-

Leakey's crackdown on poachers and the

Richard Leakey and sev-

law courts

up a platoon of armed rangers,

cessfully brought an end to the slaughter

that particular

of his supporters were assaulted out-

side the

As head of the Wildlife Service, Leakey
built

public bonfire of confiscated tusks. But

charge: "Arrogant, yes. Racist, no."

On August

good reasons, thought otherwise.

But even

colonialist" with "foreign" ties.

Philip defended

though many in Kenya, and for several

rights

part of a fief-

dom

Richard had
begun developing as

rights of animals to kill

us."

director of the National

"I

was made

director

Museums.
The new opposition

of wildlife," Leakey

party

rector of social service

later retorted, "not di-

called Safina,

is

Swahili for "boat" but

[or] agriculture."

But

also signifying Noah's

ark.

"The

Leakey

his influence ex-

tended

idea,"

said, "is that

far

wildlife.

As

Museums
Kenya for more than
two decades, Leakey
had administered its
many departments and

we're gathering every-

the National

one together for a fresh
beginning.
The

of

.

country

is

.

.

slipping

backward and something has to be done
about it." Although
Leakey denies he plans
a run for the presidency
in

Kenya's next elec-

delegated
In 1989, Richard Leakey cheeifiiUy presided over a public bonfire

of confiscated Kenyan elepliant ntsks wortli about $3 million.
His war on poachers was backed by Kenyan president Daniel arap
Moi,

now

Tom

8
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beyond

director of

his political enemy.

Stoddart; Katz Pictures/SABA

search

much

for,

of the

and analy-

ses of, fossils to others.

He had

also helped

shape Kenya's Antiqui-

Law and

ties

on Richard's home led

refined

by Masai
armed with

the requirements for
visiting scientists.

Louis Leakey, too,
had been active in

Kenyan
was

weapons.

"Richard

He

politics.

warriors
traditional

my

is

brother." says Philip,

as familiar with the

"but ...

we

will

remain

until

he gets

language of the Kikuyu

opponents

farming people as he

smarter politically. Un-

was with

As

a

fortunately, he allies

initi-

himself with radicals

English.

teenager he was

ated into the Kikuyu

who

and later expressed
sympathy for their

obedience and other

advocate

civil dis-

confrontational tactics.

grievances against the

1

government.

much more by working

Later,

however, his linguistic
skills

within

were employed

Mau

the

Mau

and

in

1952 he served as an

in-

uprising,

ernment has continued

member of the Safina pait\\ points to lash marks on
back. On August 10. 1995, Leakey- was severely

Paul Muite. a founding

Richard Leakey's

Jacob Waweru

cess to television and
radio campaigning.

When

Kenyatta

was convicted and jailed. Louis feared
ribution.

But Kenyatta, Kenya's

first

ret-

presi-

easy undertaking. In 1982, the country's

tion to the ruling

dent after independence in 1963, forgave

limitations

mer

tinued research.

signed to

Cessna

lost

after takeoff.

Leakey

Some

lost

1

993, Richard's single engine

power and crashed

As

shortly

was changed

constitution

Leakey and encouraged the family's conIn June of

ognition to Safina, effectively cutting off ac-

Jomo Kenyatta. a memtribe.

to delay granting rec-

beaten by young thugs while police looked on.

terpreter at the trial of

ber of the Kikuyu

system."

the

Meanwhile, the gov-

by the colonial govern-

ment during

think he'd accomplish

bill

to

hmit opposi-

KANU party. Additional

were proposed

this past sumLeakey said was "clearly dechange the ground rules"; the

in a bill

of his position as a trustee of the National

Museums, where

his wife,

mains head of paleontology.

has not yet passed.

Two

Leakey says he was forced to resign
from the Wildlife Service in 1994 because
of lack of government support. At the
same time. President Moi forced him out

decades ago, Kenya was consid-

also been attacked in print

Meave,

Now

re-

he has

by two of

his

National Muse-

a result of his injuries,

ered an island of peace and prosperity in

former colleagues

both legs below the knees.

Africa, but population increases, the pro-

ums.

A

of automatic weapons, and an

artist

Eustace Gitonga and paleontologist

suspected sabotage, but no evidence

liferation

was found in the wreckage. A few months
later, Kenya Wildlife Service employees
cheered as Leakey walked back to work
on prostheses, without a cane. President
Moi apparently grew uneasy about this

upsurge

loyalty; the well-equipped Wildlife Ser-

election, in 1992,

vice rangers and antipoaching team

splinter.

saw opposition groups
When Safina was formed, the in-

looked like the beginning of a private

cumbent

KANU party reacted swiftly, ha-

Leakey army on a continent where military coups are commonplace.
Forming a new party in Kenya is not an

rassing Richard's older brother, Jonathan,

taken a

at the

few months ago, former museum

in

crime and corruption have

Martin Pickford published a book entitled

toll.

Kenyan journalists who have

Richard Leakey, Master of Deceit, a
olic diatribe characterizing

have been

someone who was "capable of

jailed.

Kenya's

first

and arresting

was

attempt

activist

at a

multiparty

lawyer Paul Muite.

It

also suspected of orchestrating a raid

vitri-

Leakey

written openly about political corruption

as

talking a

hyena out of a carcass."
After the August attack, an undaunted

Leakey, displaying the welts on his back
for the press, said

he would not be de-

terred. "I think they

were trying

me," he said. "If they do,

I

believe

further the process of change."

it

to kill

would

D

VIEW OF

THIS

A Sea
When Huxley

Horse

battled

Owen about human

LIFE

Rooes

for All

brain structures, the debate grew convoluted

Stephen Joy Gould
Richard Owen, the great English

have become

the monthly installments of Charles Dick-

nating.

Our Mutual Friend.

ens's latest novel

Owen

needed no special reason

to join his

work
of England's most beloved writer. But
countrymen

in

reading the serialized

Owen did have a personal

stake in the

new

book, for Dickens had shaped the character

of Mrs. Podsnap for his scientific

friend: "a fine

woman for Professor Owen,

But

familiar, if continually fasci-

in

Owen's

and

day, mystery

novelty increased the allure of these
largest apes.

known

Chimpanzees had been

more than a century (the London physician Edward Tyson had written a
classic monograph on chimp anatomy in
1699), while Dutch ships had brought
orangutans back from Indonesian
for

But the gorilla, although featured
numerous legends, did not prove its ex-

colonies.

quantity of bone, neck and nostrils like a

in

rocking-horse, hard features, majestic

istence to scientists unril 1846, when
Thomas Savage, an American missionary,
obtained some skulls in Gabon. Owen,
who had published many papers on the

head-dress in which Podsnap has hung

golden offerings."

Our Mutual Friend appeared
form

in

1

865. In the

same

in full

year, perhaps in

specific gratitude, but perhaps only to ac-

knowledge

their general friendship,

Owen

inscribed a copy of his newly published

"Memoir on

the Gorilla" to "Charles

Dickens, Esq. from his friend the Author."
I

regard

rare

my

ownership of

and precious

privilege.

this

anatomy of other apes and monkeys,
rowly

ing and

naming

the gorilla,

when

the

Hilaire

and the American physician

Wyman barely beat him

fries

Jef-

into print.

But Owen, as chief of natural histoid at
Museum, had maximal access

the British

new specimens.

no annotations, but a bookplate on the
cover, presumably inserted as a come-on

to

for a sale after Dickens's death in 1870,

England, followed in 1858 by a nearly

does prove that Owen's friend kept and
shelved the book: "From the library of

full-grown male preserved in

Charles Dickens, Gadshill Place, June
1870." Owen and Dickens knew each

of skins for mounting and exhibition, in-

other primarily from that bastion of Victorian connectivity

among males of good

ceived the

1861, the

first

In 1851, he

complete skeleton

museum purchased

young shot by
Chaillu.

therefore,

life. They met most frequendy at the Athenaeum, the major London club for intellectuals (both Darwin
and Huxley belonged as well). The
Athenaeum still exists and still excludes
women from several of its spaces. Traditions and memories, both good and bad,
die hard. I was once shown the very spot
on the main staircase where Dickens and
Thackeray almost came to blows.

great scientific expert
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spirits.

In

a collection

and the material

to

on

become

culminating

in his

the

first

gorillas

—and he

many

publica-

accepted the challenge in
tions,

du
had both the

still

depended upon unconfirmed reports of
African travelers.

Du

tended to skepticism.
as

mosdy herbivorous

He

Chaillu himself
regarded gorillas

we now

(correct, as

know), despite numerous reports of
ening camivory.

Owen writes in

fright-

1865:

Mr. du Chaillu, however, states that he examined the stomachs of the Gorillas killed
by himself and his hunters, and "never
found traces there of aught but berries, pineapple leaves, and other vegetable matter."

The

Gorilla

is

a huge feeder, as

paunch, protruding when
shows.

Owen

it

its

vast

stands upright,

reports the lurid stories that du

Chaillu heard from local people:

Mr. du Chaillu also adduces the testimony
of the natives, that, when stealing through
the gloomy shades of the tropical forest,
they become sometimes aware of the proximity of one of these frightfully formidable
Apes by the sudden disappearance of one of
their companions, who is hoisted up into the
tree, uttering, perhaps, a short choking cry.
In a few minutes he falls to the ground a
strangled corpse. The Gorilla, watching his
opportunity, has let down his huge hind
hand, seized the passing Negro by the neck
with vise-like grip, has drawn him up to

higher branches, and dropped him
struggles

when his

had ceasedl

the explorer Paul B.

Owen,

skills

10

re-

cluding specimens of females, males, and

breeding or accomplishment (sometimes

even both): club

had

to reach

muscles, and bones,

but knowledge of behavior and ecology

nar-

lost the race for priority in identify-

French anatomist Isidore Geoffroy Saint-

copy as a

Dickens made

Owen had the skins,

In our post-Dian Fossey world, gorillas

anatomist, awaited with keen anticipation

But

Owen

also reports

sonal dubiety: "There
rilla

can do

this,

is

du Chaillu 's

per-

no doubt the Go-

but that he does

it I

do not

believe."

Du

1865 monograph.

Chaillu's 1861 book. Explorations

Equatorial Afiica, precipitated one of
the greatest fracases in the contentious
in

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the

University.

Han'ard
also Frederick P. Rose

history of science at

He

is

Honoraij Curator in Invertebrates at
American Museum of Natural History.

the

world of Victorian science.

Many

natural-

accused du Chaillu of fabricating
tales; some suggested that he had never
ists

even visited the habitat of gorillas but
merely bought material shot by others (du

Most

lurid legends turn

out to be wrong, but du

Chaillu

male

was

vindicated:

do pound

gorillas

their chests, just like

King Kong (but more

in

bluff than in prelude to

although

battle). In fact,

du Chaillu did not
emerge as a paragon of
accuracy, he did fare
well in the great debate,

and he and his mentor

Owen
a

clearly

won

both

palm of victory and

right to

As

the

thump.

a curious footnote,

du Chaillu's supporters
also included a

hostile

to

man so
Owen,

both for irreconcilable views and op-

posite personalities,
that

I

doubt they ever

again shared a

platform:

common

England's

most eloquent naturalChaillu, for example, had written a dra-

matic account of shooting a large, enraged

and charging male
to

—

but die skin, shipped

Owen in London, bore no bullet holes in

front).

huge

In deference to both sides at once, and

maintaining
doubt,

all

Owen

options in the face of

then commented:

gorillas ever since

—

pounding on the

chest to display threat or anger.

Owen

re-

ports the claim:
so pursued as to be driven to stand at

bay. the Gorilla, like the Bear, raises himself

on his hind feet, with his powerful arms and
hands free for the combat. In this predicament Mr. Chaillu affirms that the creature
"offers defiance by beating his breast with his

ist,

Thomas Henry Huxley. Although

Huxley found du Chaillu's book full of unintentional errors based on "imperfectly
kept notes" and "a rather vivid imagination,"

nothing in the structure of the Gosave the size and depth of the chest, to

There
rilla,

ning habit that has defined our image of

When

resounds like a bass-drum."

Debate also raged on du Chaillu's

claim for personal observation of a stun-

male

fists, till it

he honored du Chaillu's courage

is

suggest or accord with this peculiar action.
Nor. were the dog as rare a beast, is there

anything in

its

anatomy

suggested, to one

that

who had

would have

never seen it
alive, its occasional habit of running on
three legs. In statements of this kind by a
traveller, it is neither wise to discredit nor
implicitly to believe; but one may acquiesce, and wait the report of succeeding obser\'ers whose attention has been directed to
the original statement.

in

dangerous and inaccessible
and he found the explorer's ac-

visiting
places,

counts generally reliable. (Huxley later

backed off in supporting du Chaillu, for he
rankled at the mileage accruing to his

enemy Owen and just
as

couldn't bear to act

an aide de camp.)
Strange bedfellows do not only inhabit

political hotels: science also

allegiances.

Huxley and

spawns odd

Owen could work

together on du Chaillu's behalf because

11

—
valued argument against a baleful implica-

tors in Victorian natural history

disparate campaigns

tion of Huxley's generally admirable

win's circle.

on attempts

stance.

consistently nice

both needed information about gorillas to

own

pursue their

based

in large part

to slaughter

Many

each other.

Owen

published his major work on go-

1865 monograph given to

rillas in the

Dickens and in his Rede lecture of May
1859 "On the classification and geo-

—

Mammalia, to
added an appendix 'On the Go-

graphical distribution of the

which

is

and 'On the extinction and transmu-

rilla,'

tation of Species.'

same year

in the

"

—

ironically published

as Darwin's Origin

of

advantages accrue to the victors

of any dispute, military or cerebral

War

written

1

860 and

1

working

—apparently

true

—

tells

their

own

if

modem

cornered the market for written

and underlings, the

eventually "grow up" and write

He was

not opposed to evolu-

tionary ideas, despite later legends con-

structed by Darwinian chroniclers,

al-

The

ever-genial

Darwin wrote a most

uncharacterisdc assessment in his Autobi-

ography, thus illustrating the off-putting

Owen

(1804-92) was the

greatest anatomist

and paleontologist of

Richard

power of Owen's
I

accomplishments were legion.

men

personality;

saw Owen, whilst

often

and admired him

London,

living in

greatly, but

was never able

to understand his character

and never be-

came

intimate with him. After the publica-

of Species he became my
enemy, not owing to any quarrel between us, but as far as I could judge out of
jealousy at its success. Poor Dear Falconer
tion of the Origin

The great

bitter

hippocampus
debate focused
on human

evolu-

[a paleontological colleague], who was a
charming man, had a very bad opinion of
him, being convinced that he was not only
ambitious, very envious and arrogant, but
untruthful and dishonest. His power of ha-

uniqueness: Are

humans
all

who

histories!

cre-

descriptions?

us that

—

sive toward juniors
folks

materialistic version of biological change.

Owen, but

forms the controlhng subtext for

more powand dismis-

Duane Gish and Henry

excruciatingly bitter personal

confrontation about apes and

to those

erful than himself but arrogant

modating as could be

lutionary theory

MoiTis (our most vociferous

may have defined the broad subject of

these volumes by Huxley and

—

not a

genial and accom-

though he strongly disliked Darwin's

862 (admission supposedly

Marx sneaked in!).
The grand DaiAvinian debate on

man

—Dar-

least,

view the history of evo-

Karl

tion

inteipret the

by Hector's bard; and how would

required proof of blue-collar status, but

legend

would we

our main account had been

in Nature," a series of

lectures originally given to
in

if

was, to say the

future generations

his age. His

Man's Place

How

write history.

Trojan

the history of scientific prose
as to

the

greatest of perks. In short, the winners

ationists)

—"Evidence

among

chronicling rights must rank

book would so recast the debate to Owen's disadvantage.
Huxley featured gorillas in his finest and
most influential publication, a landmark in
Species, for Darwin's

—and

He

we

these

just

documents and one cannot understand
these works today without some back-

was

tred

certainly unsurpassed.

When

in

fonner days I used to defend Owen, Falconer often said, "You will find him out
some day," and so it has passed.

improved

dpes or
something

Chaillu's gorilla rhubarb and the Huxley-

both in range and excellence (including an

Owen hippocampus rumpus

early

monograph on the chambered nau-

As a young man, eager to advance,
Huxley bridled under Owen's power and
bided his dme. Huxley, twenty years
Owen's junior, often needed letters of recommendation from the purveyor of maximal patronage in natural history. Owen always complied, and with strong words of

tilus;

the initial description of the oldest

praise

ground

hippocampus de-

in "the great

bate." (Victorian scientists did pursue activities

—

different?

other than contentious argument,

although the three altercations that act as
pillars

of

this

essay do form a totality

—du

as stalking-

horses for the grandest of underlying
sues, Darwin's

is-

brouhaha on the origin of

species.)
I

fossil bird,

Archaeopteryx; a series of cru-

papers on the moas, extinct giant
ground birds of New Zealand; the first decial

write this essay to memorialize the

mam-

centenary of Huxley's death in 1895. The

scription of South

hippocampus debate has always been depicted as Huxley's greatest and absolutely
unalloyed victory. I am also an unabashed
Huxley fan, as illustrated by numerous es-

mals brought back by Darwin from his

says in this series. As a fierce defender of
evolution ("Darwin's bulldog" in the
cliche)

and the greatest prose

stylist in the

history of British science (altliough one

might argue for a
son, author of

tie

with D' Arcy

Thomp-

On Growth and Form),

Huxley almost has

to

be

my personal hero.

Nonetheless, and following the antihagiographical bent of these essays,

hippocampus debate
ley because

been

I

to

I

choose the

memorialize Hux-

believe that the story has not

fairly told

—and

that, at

one crucial

point agonizingly relevant to current concerns,

12

Owen

developed an important and
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American

fossil

pillar

fossil reptiles

of

all

ages).

As

a

of establishment science (and an in-

Queen Victoria and nearly
everyone else who mattered), Owen also
timate of

wielded substantial power

in the service

of

zoology, particularly in his long and successful

campaign

British

Museum. (Owen served

rector,

and

his edifice

still

as

first di-

stands, vigor-

ously funcdoning in South Kensington as

tecture
entific

But

monument of Victorian

archi-

and one of the most important

museums

Owen

not contempt. Hux-

if

Owen accidentally on

the street after

two

unfulfilled requests for

an urgently needed recommendation;

was

to

in a considerable rage. ...

walk

past, but

I

was going

he stopped me, and

blandest and most gracious

|

manner

in the

said, "I

have received your note. I shall grant it."
The phrase and the implied condescension
were quite "touching," so much so that if I
stopped for a moment longer I must knock

him

into the gutter.

walked

I

therefore

bowed and

off.

to establish a separate

building for natural history within the

both a great

Huxley's advantage, but he

with condescension,

I

work on

to

ley recalled meeting

Beagle voyage; coining of the name "dinosaur," followed by volumes of accurate

much

always made Huxley wait and treated him

sci-

in the world.)

ran afoul of the ultimate vic-

Huxley and company eventually won
and they

rights to tell the official story,

read

Owen

out of their triumphal account

or (even worse) depicted

pompous

fool

their victory.

defenders

him

as a

and an unwitting agent of

But

among

has found

modem

historians out to

debunk

Owen

progressivist accounts of science as con-
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tinuous advance fueled by saintly advo-

Owen

cates of factual truth against infidels mired

sessed these features, thus defining our ab-

in social prejudice;

Nicolaas A. Rupke's

claimed that only humans pos-

solute separation

from the brute

creation.

that only

humans possessed a

lobe" of the cerebrum

—

"posterior

backward ex-

a

tension of this traditional location for

—covering

Richard Owen: Victorian Naturalist (Yale

"higher" mental functions

University Press, 1994) provides a splen-

cerebellum, or conventional region for

did account in this corrective mode.

control of motor activity. (In a diagram ac-

Ruplce quotes several genuine and warmly

enthusiastic accounts of

many

sensible and admirable people (in-

that only

cluding Charles Diclcens). Let us just ac-

knowledge
complex,

and

that

Owen was

brilliant,

humans

derlying cerebellum but extends to cover
the brain's entire upper surface in humans.

possessed three
unique brain

an enormously

man

and fascinating

companying Owen's 1859 lecture, the
chimp cerebrum stops in front of the un-

Owen claimed

Owen, from

that the history of biology in Victorian

According to

him a long chapter.
The great hippocampus debate began
two years before Darwin published the
But

present

this

in

other animals. Are

other

different

from

all

we

Huxley proved
sions of

other creatures? Huxley

advocated continuity with

gorillas;

Owen

and

by Owen's choice and

initial

proposal,

that

Owen

Second,

stated that only

possessed a posterior

that apes possessed ver-

three structures

—sometimes

as prominently expressed as in

defended sharp separation. The turf of battle,

all

humans

comu

(To explicate

this

cord and formed as the developing brain

undergoes complex bending and folding

Owen's marks of separation

embryology.

in

—so

Comu

shaped rear end to a cavity

difference,

Owen

claimed

the posterior

Third and

THE BEST SEAT

last,

Owen

is

Latin for

comu

with other primates.
first

mouthful, ven-

uous with the central cavity of the spinal

"horn"

For the

humans

in their lateral

spaces within the brain, contin-

therefore affimied our evolutionary unity

centered upon three structures in the brain.

in

su-

periority thereby.)

primates,

entirely

own

humans, we might measure our mental

ventricle.

among

its

covered the "lower" cerebellum only

tricles are

improved apes or something

for

cite the

I

older views to situate the debate in

gut-wrenching, subject that Darwinism
of humans

Owen's claims

as

time. Obviously, if the "higher" cerebrum

placed in such sharp focus: the uniqueness

just

neurological find-

morphological differences, but

Origin of Species and did not invoke natural selection as a central subject.

wrong

tion are as

demonstrated
that oil were

most famous Victorian scientific wrangle
did engage the primary, and perpetually

modem

ings, the traditional attributions of func-

struotures. Huxley

Britain cannot be told without granting

the

is

a

hom-

in the brain.)

claimed that only

THE

IN
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humans developed

cle,

(My

"hippocampus

a

friend and colleague Charles G.

Gross, professor of psychology at Prince-

tus of

posterior horn of the lateral venUn-

ton, has recently published a particulariy

about parts of the brain unknown to

a ridge

produced by a deep inward penetra-

clear

the calcarine fissure. This

minor

is

not the

same

and accessible

article,

notable for

its

focus on anatomical details of the brain

tion of an adjacent part of the brain called

hippocampus

for

structure as the hip-

Gross

is

historian:

memories, which are then somehow

region of the brain has ajoumal devoted to

a series of elegant experiments as a

site

trans-

ferred to the neocortex for long-term stor-

minor has been dropped
earlier

name calcar avis,

in favor

The debate arose
tering out

in reference to visual similarity to the

rilla

weapon on a

ley

the "sport" of cockfighting.

"hippocampus" was

promotes

The name

by Arantius, a

860s, sput-

it

in

out both in writing and public

appearances, notably at the same 1860

originally coined in

the sixteenth century

1

Owen wrote his go1865. Owen and Hux-

by the time

monograph

duked

British Association meeting where, ac-

cording to legend and unsupported by fact

stu-

my

May

dent of Vesalius, because the structure re-

(see

minded him of a sea horse

1986), Huxley also destroyed Bishop

in Latin, the formal

name

hippocampus
later

essay in Natural Histoiy.

"Soapy Sam" Wilberforce
Darwinism

chosen by

in

an

initial al-

Linnaeus to name the major genus of sea

tercation over

horses.

took place, but without a clear victor).

I

The debate

will not rehearse the details of the hip-

pocampus debate

here, for

no story

in

Vic-

and

(the

spilled vigorously

exchange

anatomical

mumbo jumbo with a theme of

such conceptual and emotional importance. Kingsley wrote of Professor Ptthm-

ody of Huxley:

He held very strange theories about a good
many things. He had even got up once at the
British Association, and declared that apes
had hippopotamus majors in their brains
just as men have. Which was a shocking
thing to say; for, if it were so, what would
become of the faith, hope, and charity of im-

and copi-

torian natural history has been told so

and press delighted

often and the basic facts are not in dispute.

Britain's greatest scientists acrimoniously

watching two of

may

think that there

more important

differences be-

mortal millions? You
are other

tween you and an ape, such as being able to
speak, and make machines, and know right
from wrong, and say your prayers, and other
little

ously into general culture, as the public
in

The Water Babies, emphasized the humor
implicit in the conjunction of arcane

llnsprts (Put-them-all-in-spirits), his par-

1850s and

in the late

lasted with full force into the

of the

or "cock's spur,"

rooster's leg that

in

itsstudy], vol. 3, pp.403-16.)

modem terminology, hippocampus

age. In

all

endowed with such wonderfully amusing
names as "hippocampus minor" Charles
Kingsley, featuring the hippocampus de-

Social

the

by wrangling

bate in his contemporary children's classic

Man's Place

an important region of

in nature)

a celebrated neurologist, not a

for the initial recording of short-term

itself,

the brain's old interior, recently identified

humans

"Hippocampus Minor and

Nature: A Case Study in
Construction of Neuroanatomy." published in Hippocampus
[yes, in our world of specialization, each

pocampus
in

debating such an important issue (the sta-

on the bottom of the

minor"

same

—

—

matters of that kind; but that

my

is

a child's

Nothing is to be depended
upon but the great hippopotamus test.
fancy,

dear.

On May

18,

1861,

Punch published a
to page 72
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Chocun a Son Gout
Bring on the cherries and charcoal

by Roger

The

closest

why

comes

gout has gotten the reputaIt

can

Instead of having nice, smooth, slick sur-

"Relax and elevate the affected joint." You

which

in-

faces working like ball bearings in

are wallowing in pain, and they

come

to being rich

is
I

tion of being an affliction of the rich.

from a high-purine

result

cludes things like

diet,

liver,

that

I

can't

beans, and

—

not the first foods that come to
mind when I think of Donald Trump's
table. The impression that gout is a man's
affliction, however, is more accurate: it is
ten times more common among men than
women. And from my personal experi-

chicken

ence (with the gout),

is

it

childbirth.

I

some debate about
plain as the big toe

And

that

is

this,

on

but to

me

it's

—the

strikes

flex,

that

have

all

to

you've got a kneeful of

as

a couple of cold beers?

more

make

it

Wrong

when

it

want you

mean

I

diet." Right. If I lay off liver

and

beans stewed in beer, the pain should go

away in, oh, a year or two.
Thank goodness, there

are alternative

treatment systems. If you suffer from gout,

you know

that all

around awhile

you have

do

to

—whimpering,

limp

is

cursing,

who comes

closer than ten yards to your left knee

and someone

is

bound

to offer

up the usual

folk remedies: cherries

and charcoal.
Cherries strike
a medication

kles, wrists, or fingers.

I

along with. The

places because that

tional

is

can cause the

me

tradi-

wisdom has

that

any

will

do

as

can get

Gout chooses those
it

it

Duh. "Watch

tight shoes."

spots are the knees, an-

where

if

Buddy, you're not

ice."

threatening to shoot anyone

again

worse, too. Medical science

has pretty well established that

"Apply

"Don't wear

be

they

sounds as

isn't.

applying anything to that knee, and

your

swollen, red, throbbing joint with a

Other favorite

toes.

to relax.

You'd think maybe you could rub the
good
liniment, right? Ha! The very idea of
touching the joint is agony. Maybe a good
dose of aspirin would be just the thing.
Nope. Aspirin only makes the condition
worse. How about a bottle of good wine or

my foot.

where gout

often than not

may

bend and

body

it,

So what does medical science suggest?

it.

also about ten

realize there

those places of your

to gout, anything that

might be good for

cockleburs.

times more painful than such female prob-

lems as

Welsch

walk on them. Or especially in my case, in
my left knee, which I have come to rely on
pretty heavily when I do things like walk.

I

have gout, the rich man's disease.
imagine

L.

it

sort of cherries

—sweet

most discomfort.
What happens is that
your system loads up

canned or

with purine. Purine has

doses run from "a hand-

to

or raw.

go somewhere when

there's

for

it,

I

packaged

in a

to facilitate the

and shape of a

mum

ban-el cactus, a porcu-

tient

eral size

you can

eat."

like to think that cher-

ries

acid crystals the gen-

cooked

Recommended

ful" to "all

no more room
so it forms uric

or sour,

fresh,

intake

by

way

maxithe pa-

of a medieval mace.

would be best.
Cherry pie comes to
mind. Or a handful of

And

maraschino

pine, or the spiny

sit,

head

there the crystals

inside your big toe,

right

where you have

floating in a

The Gout, an etching by James

to

The Granger

16

Natural History

11/95

Collection,

New

Gillray, 1 799

York

Tom

Collins.

cherries
tall,

cold

a
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Charcoal

another matter.

is

I

Dept eosi

tried char-

coal briquets with milk and sugar, white
gravy, chocolate frosting, gin, even a nice

beamaise sauce (one
and

gether),

think

I

a time, not

at
I

WIBELLSS

all to-

can say with some

no condiment you can

certainty that there's

put on charcoal, no matter

how

good, that

DEPT. 6051. 1000

WESTGATE DRIVE,

ST.

PAUL,

MN

55114

lends any noticeable gastronomic im-

provement

to

it.

I

even

tried charcoal with

cherries. Nothing.

Anyone who has seen me at work at my
grill, however, knows there is
more than one way to get charcoal into
barbecue

your system.

When

I'm cooking on the

and

patio, an extra gin

con-

tonic, a lively

good

versation with a buddy, or a

article in

a good magazine almost guarantees at

one of the steaks or burgers sizzling

least

over the cooking coals

—

them

will

—maybe
On

charcoal around the edges.

sion, our local volunteer fire

wound up

helping

burgers that spent a
the

because

grill

all

of

develop a generous amount of

1

for our black Lab,

me

ser\'e

one occa-

department

some ham-

much

time on

little

too

was

tossing a Frisbee

Thud

("the

name he

earned with his head").

And

Tom
ries,

ened

The Welsch Strategy for BatGout begins to take shape

so

tling the

—

Collins with a couple of extra chera

filet

on the

grill

acquiring a black-

patina, cherry pie a la

mode

(prefer-

ably with black cherry ice cream),
polished off with a snifter of kirsch.

know what

all this will

bing knee, but

it

to think about

it.

makes me

my

I

don't

throb-

feel better just

Roger L. Welsch lives on a
Dannebrog, Nebraska.

Folklorist
farrj} in

do for
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series,
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and Time

Tide
by

de Grasse Tyson

Neil

away from

Moon show-

Earth; the

Science consists in discovering the

spiral

frame and operations of Nature,
and reducing them, as far as may

ing only one face toward Earth at

be, to

general rules or laws

Pluto and

—estab-

lone moon, Charon, showing

its

each other only one face during

lishing these rules by observations

tual orbit; the geological (or

and experiments, and thence deducing the causes and effects of

cal?) activity of lo,

Sir Isaac

Newton

Principia 1687

In scientific inquiry, the answer to one

simple question often fortuitously ex-

many

plains the answers to

even answer questions

that

others;

it

conceived. Powerful ideas also unify concepts or

phenomena

that

were previously

thought to be unrelated. For example. Sir

Newton

Isaac

identified a falling apple

and Earth's orbiting
fects of a single

as different ef-

law of universal gravita-

by a simple equation.

tion represented

(The

moon

falling apple did not actually hit Sir

Isaac on the head.

He saw it fall from afar.)

Newton's famous equation

is

a recipe to

The

differential

is

small, so don't

your hghtheadedness on

it.

your feet with a force that

blame

Earth pulls on
less than

is

we must

adjust our time reckoning

counted

Comet Shoemaker

down from

The need

61 beginning

if

you approached the

for leap seconds will accel-

when every day

centuries,

Universe essay, "Death by Black Hole").

longer, leap seconds

Tidal forces are strongly dependent on

A

distance.

mild increase in distance be-

tween two objects can make a large
ence in the strength of the
example,

Moon were

the

if

differ-

tidal force.

For

just twice

current distance from us, then

its

its

tidal

would decrease by a factor
(The Sun is so far away that in

force on Earth

of eight.

spite of its generally strong gravity, its

on Earth amounts to less than
half that of the Moon's.) At its current average distance of 240,000 miles from
tidal force

Moon

creates sizable atmos-

pheric, oceanic, and crustal tides that
stretch

toward

it.

Among

oceans respond most

the three, the

visibly.

As

the solid

The

best evidence for the slowing

back many centuries.
rate

was

If Earth's rotation

faster in the past, then a total solar

on Earth's surface would
have been west of the spot where we
might expect it to have occurred, which is
precisely what the records show
the earhest recorded eclipses were shifted along

eclipse as seen

—

by nearly a thousand

Earth's surface

As
from

its

slightly

bulge (which

tidal

bulge

As
is

a consequence, the oceanic

in return as

not ahgned with the

Moon

always found slightly ahead of

but

is

it.

Rotating within the bulge, the Earth suf-

one

enormous

friction as the sloshing

that responds in

pumping of your

You want proof?

In

orbit.

1969,

the

Moon's

Sea of Tranquillity, they left behind
(among other things) an array of "comer"
back in
from which it

reflectors designed to reflect light

exactly the

same

direction

Moon

landing and continuing today, high-pow-

objects as they are

nual consumption of electrical energy by

ered lasers on Earth are beamed to the

known

quarter-billion residents of the United

pulled by the gravity of all other objects in

all

the universe.

States

Tidal forces are the cause of an array of

tidal

is

only slightly less than the annual

energy

lost

Moon, and
timed.

the return signal

One can

therefore

dented accuracy: with a twenty-five year

gets longer: every century, the duration of

base line of measurements,

the average day increases by one five-hun-

the

Earth's oceanic tides; Earth's gradually

which

is

making our

days longer and longer; the Moon's slow

1

1/95

more

the

slowly, and our day

therefore rotates

that otherwise seem to
do with one another Some
favorites: the daily rise and fall of

carefully

Moon's distance from Earth with unprece-

friction.)

have nothing

to

is

compute

Earth

by such

cosmic phenomena

Natural History

when

II astronauts visited the

arrives. Starting shortly after the

by

8

to

Moon

shelves and shores. (Embarrassingly, an-

tidal force, is felt

1

rhythm

legs, the

oceanic water meets the continental

officially

rate,

acts

an energy pump. Like a play-

ground swing

Apollo

angled

is

ahead of the orbiting Moon)

slowly spirals into a larger

ocean

miles.

Earth's rotation slows, the gravity

shelves are constantly trying to push forquintillion tons of bulging

down

records of total solar eclipses that date

the

.5

one second

of Earth's rotation comes from detailed

Earth rotates, however, the continental

1

is

would be added daily.

as the

ence in gravity,

slowing rotation

at 11:59

erate over time, so that in five hundred

than that at your head. This simple differ-

my

not

would succumb

fers

of

it's

with "leap-seconds"

center of a black hole (see last month's

ten-thousandth of one percent stronger

all

years

—

ought to be because every few

P.M.)

water.

your head.

lologi-

it

of colliding galaxies; and the

ward

feet than at

But

close encounter with Jupiter;

for example,

your

there.

its

Earth, the

slightly stronger at

newspapers

tails

compute the force of gravity between any
two objects in the universe. A basic application of the equation shows that the force
of gravity is greatest where an object is
nearest another object and least at the
point where it is farthest. Earth's gravity,
is

this tally in the

next to the table of coastal tides

spectacularly gory death to which you

may

have yet to be

Don't look for

at the end of June or
December. (Don't laugh, but I have attended leap-second parties, where we

in

the long

is it

of seconds accumulate from day to day.

mu-

their

one of Jupiter's moons;

the breaking apart of

Levy-9

things.

times;

all

dredth of a second. At this rate,
take five hundred centuries to

would
grow the
it

day by one second. Meanwhile, fractions

rate

Moon

is

spiraling

we know
away from us

that
at

a

of about two inches per century, just

as predicted

by

More proof?

tidal theory.

A fossil coral from the De-

vonian Period (350 million years ago) dis-

verse. Pluto

and Charon achieved one

plays growth ridges cued to the rhythm of

their 6.4-day

cosmic waltz.

Moon. The

the full

corals accumulated

nomenon

in

A related phe-

will unfold before

your eyes

if

these ridges at the rate of thirteen per year.

you spin a mobile of the type created by

so the lunar month must have been about a

American sculptor Alexander Calder.

if

the

Moon

away

ral

until the

will continue to spi-

At that time, one Earth
more than one thousand
hours, which would require about four

pleted

its

actly equals

Earth

—

its

its

No

need

than a

to

tril-

it.

the

Moon com-

period of rotation ex-

period of revolution around

becomes

it

"tidally locked." In

other words, as seen from Earth, the

Moon

is

the

Earth-Moon and PlutoThese

planets.

and

double

to

strength and prevalence of lunar tides, stu-

me

dents often ask
tidal forces

whether the Moon's

can affect

human

behavior.

Yes, provided you have a very, very big

diameter (the size of Earth), then the
tidal forces

would indeed give you

told

derangements on your mental facul-

ties.

For normal

Homo

down

sapiens, however,

Moon's gravity from
to the other is

immea-

The weight of an under-

pillow imparts a squeezing

more than seven trillion times
Moon's tidal force on your
head a fact not shared with you by those
who write about werewolves and other
moon-based dysfunctional behavior.
No discussion about tidal forces is comforce that

is

larger than the

—

when viewed from the near side of the
Moon, Earth never sets. At one time or an-

plete without giving

other during a lunar month, however,

the other planets combined, Jupiter has

due respect

planet Jupiter. Packing

tidally

trary to

Moon receive sunlight. So concommon parlance, folklore, and

cluding Galileo's famous four:

the

of Pink Floyd's best-selling rock

album, there

is

not now, nor

a "dark side" of the

When

was

there ever,

Moon.

down

to

all

of

its

all

inner satellites, inlo,

Europa,

Ganymede, and Callisto. To be tidally
locked should mean that no energy is
being

Earth's rotation slows

locked

to the

more mass than

sides of the

title

lo

lost to friction, but a careful

shows

that the exact

shape of

study of

its

orbit is

exactly match the orbital period of the

slightly affected

Moon, then Earth will no longer be rotating within its Moon-induced oceanic
bulge and the Earth-Moon system will
have achieved a "double tidal lock." Dou-

of the other nearby

ble tidal locks are energetically favorable

Now consider that lo's rotation rate exactly

(like a ball

a

hill)

coming

to rest at the

and are thus

common

bottom of

in the uni-

entitled,

images sent by

sipation." Later that year,

Voyager

in

"Melting of lo by Tidal Dis-

words,

its

which

also

by the combined gravity

spacecraft revealed extraor-

other

wreak havoc on
wander too close. The late
Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 was minding its
own business in orbit around the Sun when,
during one of its trips, it came too close to
Jupiter and was captured into a greatly
elongated orbit. In 1992 the comet came so
Jupiter's tidal forces also

comets

that

close to Jupiter that tidal forces ripped
into

dozens of pieces.

at

equals the time

it

as

it

it

orbits

if

to exact a

blazed

all

and colorful atmosphere

a speed of nearly forty miles per second

hundreds of billions of tons of TNT.

On

a cosmic scale, the tidal forces be-

tween two colliding galaxies can create
spectacular photo opportunities:

two galaxies

collide, they

and ripped

apart. Telltale

When

can be reshaped

evidence

in-

cludes the long, often distorted "tidal tails"

of stars that are created during the encounter.
ies,

One such wreck is a pair of galaxand NGC4039, fifty million

NGC4038

light-years away.

They

are

nicknamed Antwo pro-

tennae, but they really look like
creating mice.

The next time you
beach watching the

find yourself

tide

come

in,

on a

remem-

ber that the "frame and operations of Nature" extend to the farthest galaxies,

fortunately,

speeds up as

As

and exploded with the equivalent energy of

means

it

two dozen comet

kamikaze-style revenge, they
into Jupiter's thick

it

the next pass, in

parts cleared the cloud tops.

that the "causes

down

On

July 1994, none of the

distance from Jupiter varies,

closer and slows

trip

satellites. In

1

calderas and gaseous plumes.

tidal locks.

After learning about the general

stuffed

all

1979

dinary volcanic activity, complete with

tidal forces

surably small.

has a permanent near side and far side, and

and collaborators published a paper

orbiting double star systems, lead to strong

one side of the head

Moon,

predic-

the

the difference in the

there is not now, nor
has there ever been,
o "dork side" ot the

of heat. In one of

more timely and impressive

configurations and others, such as closely

an oblong-shaped cranium and induce un-

rock album,

can become a prodigious source of

stress

ton Peale. of the University of California,

their

relatively large.

Charon systems as double

in

ot Pink Floyd's best-

upon

moons orbit nearby
One could accu-

Moon's

Contrary to the title

a Jupiter-sized tidal force acts

friction and, therefore,

the

head. If your brain were, say, 8,000 miles

selling

flexes Earth's oceans,

tions in the history of space probes, Stan-

rately describe the

job long ago: the Moon's rotation

has slowed so that

Moon

Earth and Pluto are unusual in the solar

and are

You have more

tidally

active ingredient here.

system because

million leap seconds per day.

become

in effect,

locked, although energy, not gravity,

rotation will last

upon

the

a nearby solid body, then varying internal

Earth day exactly equals

Earth's tidal force

When

they simply slosh back and forth. But

when

each other and.

lion years to think about

ually flexes the satellite.

any pair of the dangling parts are elon-

the lunar month.

panic just yet.

and fro

to jiggle to

Jupiter-facing tidal bulge contin-

gated, then they will eventually align with

Earth's rotation will continue to slow

Moon

its

—just

to Earth in the past.

down, and the

while

orbited closer

day and a half shorter than today's

what you"d get

If

whose face appears

and

and

effects of things" are,

remarkably few

in

number.

orbits farther.

takes for one complete

around Jupiter and you have a

satellite

Neil de Grasse Tyson

is

an astrophysicist

with a joint appointment at the

Hayden

Planetarium and Princeton University.
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REVIEWS'

New and

^athogens

Old

by Pascal James Imperato
Emerging pathogens

are currently the

subject of best-selling books, a Holly-

wood

news

film, front-page

stories,

lengthy, prime-time television

class

and

and increasing

news com-

perstitious beliefs,

In the

gens both frighten and fascinate. Yet in the
rush to chronicle the terrible epidemics
they cause,

little is

Italian

such as vaccines

City, edited by

David Rosner. Rutgers University

environment are disrupted. As a
into contact with

port old ones to

new

new

we

and

Press,

though the epidemiologic evidence clearly

showed

that the prevalence of polio

just as high

in-

we breathe and the food we eat.

among

the middle class.

was
The

had once been accused of causing
cholera outbreaks, and the Jews, tubercuIrish

losis.

Such stigmatization

persists. In the

early 1980s, the federal Centers for Dis-

Hives of Sickness focuses on past
epidemics in New York City. The book's
derived from the phrase "hives of

tions."

The

third section of the book,

City Responds," describes

ease Control

(CDC)

classified Haitians as

a high-risk group for AIDS.
the

CDC

dropped them from

b^hmhhhhhi^^

By

the time

its

high-risk

rise to migration and human encroachment on the once wild and rural

refuges for

many

pathogens. Transported

from a forested environment where it had
achieved some measure of equilibrium
with its hosts, the Ebola virus recently
proved deadly

in

an urban hospital

wit, Zaire. In large part,
to the

its

in

Kik-

spread was due

absence of basic infection-control

measures

that are routine in the

figggggggggg^^^

States

United

and Europe.

These

historical

Con-

make for ab-

sorbing reading. The
stories of scientific

"the

city.

is

"The

how New York

given

prevailing

reason

high brick blocks
and closely-packed
houses" of a slum
metaphor

—

are insightfully

accounts

describe

area of the

—

vailing "social and scientific assump-

ditions of the City,
to

AIDS

re-

used in an 1865
port. Sanitary

pox, polio, and

Hives of Sichiess is an instructive hisThe sheer growth in our numbers has

crease our vulnerability by tampering with

sickness and vice"

"When

tory.

viruses, trans-

locations,

In the book's second section,

Epidemic Strikes," three twentieth-censmalltury epidemics in New York City

City has dealt with epidemics.

between

result,

and educational oppor-

tunities.

$35;223pp.,illiis.

pathogenic organisms, humans, and the

title is

New York

alter our relationships with the

natural world, dehcate balances

the air

1916 polio epidemic, for example,
newcomers were blamed, even

Epidemics in

and drugs, because they are social, behavioral, political, and technical in character

come

habits.

Hives of Sickness: Public Health and

lead to their emergence. These often defy

As we

and unhygienic

thousands of Haitians had

lost jobs, housing,

described from the point of view of pre-

said of the factors that

facile scientific solutions,

slum conditions and epidemics

classification,

because of alleged racial deficiencies, su-

numbers, patho-

in

held the poor collectively respon-

sible for

mentaries. Often deadly, poorly understood,

and the abject poverty of another.

Many

over prejudice, and
the discussions of

how

The

diverse environ-

ments

particu-

shape

epi-

bring

larly appropriate be-

demics,

cause

lessons of the past to

it

links epi-

bear on the present.

demics with two
powerful determinants

—

the

Pascal James Imper-

the physical

Distinguished

environment and so-

ato

cial conditions.

Service Professor and

The

first

is

chair of the Depart-

of the

"Breeding

ment of Preventive
Medicine and Com-

Grounds for Dis-

munity Health, State

book's
tions,

three

sec-

University of

ease," addresses the

connection between

Polio epidemic,

New

York 1916.

From

A Summer Plague: Poi.u) AND Its

Survivors, by Tony Gould. Yale University Press, $30.

the prosperity of one

Range/Bettmann; UPI
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New

York, Health Science

Center, Brooklyn.

lATURAL SELECTIONS

A Guide to Winter Reading
War

of the Worlds: Cyberspace and
THE High-Tech Assalilt on Reality, by

Mark

Slouka. Basic Books, $20.

University of California

San Diego, cautions against a wholesale
plunge into cyberspace, maintaining that it
at

fosters a collectivist mentality

(first

published in

1938).
In 1934, Byrd's expedition to Antarc-

Slouka, a lecturer in English and popular culture at the

dansha Globe, $15

and

dis-

courages individual thinking.

tica to record

weather data and "to

peace and quiet long enough to know

good they

taste

When

it

was published

in

1938, Byrd's harrowing, first-person narrative

was an

Schuster $30.

how

really are" turned into a struggle

for survival.

Ancestral Passions: The Leakey Family .\nd the Qliest for Humankind's Beginnings, by Virginia Morell. Simon and

bom

Anthropologist Louis Leakey,

archeologist-artist wife,

Mary, and

their

son Richard are famous for shaping the

modern study of human evolution

instant bestseller.

to

Anglican missionaries in Kenya, his

in

Africa. Morell presents a well-docu-

Nature's Numbers: The Unreal Reality OF Mathematics, by Ian Stewart.

Schneider on Schneider: The Conversion OF THE Jews and Other Anthropological Stories, by David M. Schneider

mented

Ian Stewart, a prolific popularizer of

as told to Richard Handler; edited and

and the history of Kenya,

science, applies mathematics to the under-

with an introduction by Richard Handler.

has the feel of a full-blown epic novel (see

standing of such regularities in nature as

Duke Universit}' Press, $44.95.
What began as an interview for a

"Leakey for President?" page

Basic Books, $20.

the underlying biological patterns of

ment

portrait of a brilliant family at

war

Given the Leakeys' involvescience, politics, world culture,

itself.

in

this true story

8).

schol-

atomic structure of ice

arly journal turned into a book-length

Savages, by Joe Kane. Alfred A. Knopf

and the processes of ocean

memoir in Q. and A. form. Schneider,
whose career involved fieldwork on the

$25.

Pacific island of Yap, as well as studies of

gives a firsthand account of how the

contemporary American kinship, gives an

rani, a nation

tigers' stripes, the

crystals,

with

waves.

Bird Brains: The Intelligence of
Crows, Ravens, Magpies and Jays, by

anecdotal, humorous, and informed acCandace Savage. Sierra Club Books, $25.
count of the state of post- World War II anThe corvids, a bird family that includes
thropology.
crows, ravens, and
bi^^^^hhhhm

Kane, author of Running the Amazon,
of

1

Huao-

,300 nomadic people re-

Ama-

siding in the huge, oil-rich area of

zonian Ecuador, have coped with waves of
intrusion

and exploitation, whether by

^^^^^^1^^^

missionaries,

oil

their relatives, ex-

companies,

press a range of "in-

ronmentalists,

telligent" behavior,

government bureaucrats. This tale of

such as ganging up,

envior

playing,

showing
weighing op-

cultural destruction

off,

is

and grieving.

yet laced with hu-

tions,

deeply moving,

The book features
more than sixty

mor and

photographs

of

The Neandertal

avian

cog-

Enigma: Solving
the Mystery of

these

noscenti, and Sav-

irony.

Human

Modern

age makes her case,
drawing from the

Origins, by James

work of such no-

Shreeve.

table corvid-observ-

Morrow and Com-

ing

pany,

scientists

Bernd

as

Inc.,

William
$25.

About

Heinrich,

35,000

Konrad Lorenz, and

years ago, an

intelli-

Russell Balda.

gent, strong

human

species, the

Nean-

Alone: The Clas-

dertals,

disap-

sic

Polar Adven-

ture, by Admiral
Richard E. Byrd; af-

terword by David
G. Campbell. Ko-

peared.

Were they

our ancestors, our
Watercolor oj ilie 1858 Ives Expedition up the Colorado Riven From Wild River,
Timeless Canyons: Balduin Mollhausen's Watercolors of the Colorado, by

Ben

W Huseman. Amon Carter Museum/University ofArizona
Amon

Carler

Museum,

Fort

Press, $70.

comDid they

cousins, or our

petitors?

peacefully coexist

Worth
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From 1839 through

with our competitors? Shreeve, a science

the end of the Civil

writer and editor, attempts to solve this an-

War, daguerreotypes were

thropological mystery.

America. The 150 daguerreotypes pre-

all

the rage of

sented here are from the National

Secrets of the Dark Chamber: The Art
OF the American Daguerreotype, by
Merry A. Foresta and John Wood. Smith-

jects range

sonian Institution Press, $55.

to

Museum

typists

of the day, William and Frederick

Langenhein, Thomas M. Easterly, James
Presley Ball, Albert Southworth, and
Josiah Hawes.

of American Art's current exhibition. Sub-

from

portraits to rural

and

urban landscapes to industrial subjects and

domestic scenes by the great daguerreo-

How Soap Operas, Tabloids,

China Pop:

AND Bestsellers Are Transforming a
Culture, by Jianying Zha. Tlte New
Press. $21.95.

China has rapidly evolved a modem
pop culture complete with movies, novels,
media figures, and even a soap opera

bom

called Yearnings. Zha,

Beijing and
sity

now

and raised

in

a scholar at the Univer-

of Chicago's Center for Transcultural

Studies, offers vivid, firsthand perspectives

on these developments.

and the Gods, by Joan
Dayan. University of California Press,
Haiti, History,

$35.

Voodoo evolved alongside

the transfor-

mation of the French colony of Saint-

Domingue

into the Republic of Haiti,

the liberation of

its

and

people from slavery.

Joan Dayan, professor of English

at the

University of Arizona, traces facts that are

known and

those that are suppressed in

Haitian history, and reconstmcts a

memo-

from

histori-

rable portrait of the country
cal, legal,

and religious

from memoirs,

letters,

texts as well as

and Uterary

fiction.

Poquosin: a Study of Rural Landscape AND Society, by Jack Temple
Kirby. 77?e University of North Carolina
Press, $39.95.

The Algonquian Indians

called the low

country between the James River in Virginia

and Albemarle Sound in North Carmeaning "swamp-on-a-

olina Poquosin,
hill."

Over more than two centuries, the
wedand have had

inhabitants of this vast

an ever-changing relationship with their

environment. Today, controversy rages
over a proposed four-mile pipeline to Lake
Gaston.

Language and Human Behavior, by
Derek Bickerton. University of Washington Press, $24.95.

Syntax

— the

organization of word

groups into a sentence
guishes

human

—

is

what

distin-

use of language from that

of other animals. Bickerton, a professor of

Moss campion, Northwest Territories. From Poles Apart: Parallel Visions of the
Arctic and Antarctic, by Galen Rowell. University of California Press, $39.95.
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linguistics at the University of

Manoa, argues

Hawaii

at

that thinking cracially in-

"Every once in a while, you read a book so powerful and with such
a radical view, that you realize your world is changed forever. Monod's
Chance and Necessity was one such; At Home in the Universe is
another.... Kauffman shares his discovery with us, with lucidity, wit,
and cogent argument, and we see his vision."
Roger Lewin

—

volves language and explores
tionary basis.

its

Only humans can

evolu-

practice

both on-line thinking (response to external

and

objects)

off-line thinking (response to

jects),

says Bickerton,

who

Home

At

internal representations of external ob-

debates alter-

in

native theories of scientists such as Steven
Pinker, Patricia Churchland, Michael

zaniga, and

Gaz-

the Universe

Roger Penrose.

A

The Orchard:

Crockett Robertson.

The Search for the Laws of
Self-Organization and Complexity

Memoir, by Adele
Henry Holt and Com-

STUART KAUFFMAN

pany, $20.
In the midst of the Depression, after

graduating from Radcliffe and working
for a time in Boston,

moved back

to her family's

its

Kauffman has done more than anyone else to supply the key missing

abandoned

farm outside of Ipswich, Massachusetts,
revive

"

Adele Robertson

piece

to

of the propensity for self-orga-

random

nization that can join the

old orchard. After Robertson

and deterministic forces of evolu-

and pubmother had writ-

tion into a satisfactory theory of

died, her daughter discovered

lished the manuscript her

ten about running the operation

life's

order."

— Stephen Jay Gould

more than

sixty years ago.

At bookstores everywhere. 1-800-451-7556

Bombardier Beetles and Fever Trees:
A Close-up Look at Chemical Warfare
and Signals in Animals and Plants, by

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
American Museum of Natural History

i

William Agosta. Addison-Wesley Publishing

Company, $25.
a bombardier

When
it

beetle

is

attacked,

EMPIRES

responds with a spurt of a toxic, burning

—quinone—accompanied by an

liquid

From

dible pop.

domen,

it

can

the flexible tip of

fire

its

ab-

accurately up to twenty

and head

of.

Rockefeller University's

Organic Chemistry Laboratory, explores
the subject of nature's chemicals and the

ANTIQUITY
Rome
June

to Athens

6- 8,
1

able debt to the Greek and
pires,

au-

times in four minutes. Agosta. professor
at,

OF

Western Civilization owes an immeasur-

1996

arts,

drama,

literature,

can

Museum

of the great

100th anniversary of the modern

Olym-

will also visit

three of the four sites of the

the predecessors of the

mod-

ern Olympic Games.

Cambridge University Press, $39.95.
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST),
which was successfiilly repaired in space
in December 1993, can peer ten times farther into the universe than a telescope on
Earth. Using some of the most dramatic
images from the HST, University of Col-

Rome
Capri

•

Ostia Antica
Pompeii • Sicily
•

Olympia

Nemea

orado astronomers Petersen and Brandt

•

*

Delphi

Athens
^Vmerican

^Museum of

it is

D

Games, we

great Panhellenic festivals,

Collins Petersen and John C. Brandt.

operates.

of antiquity in Italy and

Greece with us aboard the luxurious Re-

Hubble Vision: Astronomy with the
Hubble Space Telescope, by Carolyn

it

to

ar-

The Ameriexplore some

naissance IV. In commemoration of the

pic

beaming back
to Earth about such things as white dwarf
stars, quasars, binary stars, and galaxies
with black holes at their centers. They also
discuss how HST is constructed and how

you

invites

sites

in the

philosophy and

chitecture are unsurpassed.

living creatures that synthesize them.

discuss the information

Roman Em-

whose accomplishments

Natural
P'KS'ii History

DisooveiT Tours
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Blood Relations
s5aK«s»Tp*i!=i'ffrE?'

A geneticist studies the family ties of

—and ponders the values of an

whales

ancient whaling culture

by

Bill ^\inos

Our

touched

tiny plane

down

at the

Faeroe Islands' only airport, Vagar.

En

route,

I

had enjoyed a good view

of the islands' treeless, grassy

deep

and staggering

fiords,

fells,

dropping as

cliffs

as 2,500 feet into the sea. A long, winding
bus journey and a ferry crossing brought me to

much
the

main

island of Eysturoy. Finally,

Torshavn, the capital and
islands'

home

47,000 people. Here

I

other scientists based in a small
the heart of the city,

I

arrived in

to a thu-d of the

joined several

wooden house in

where we were

on

to live

twenty-four-hour standby, waiting for our beepers to let us

know

cally as a grind

—

that a

^had

whale drive

—ioiown

lo-

begun.

The Faeroese harvest

pilot

whales but do not

pursue the animals on oceangoing ships. Instead,
they use small boats to corral or herd whales that

have begun

to

approach the shore, taking advan-

tage of the species' proclivity for

ings

mass

strand-

—a phenomenon wherein whole pods of

the

whales swim onto a beach and perish. (One no-

whale stranding

torious pilot

site is

Cape Cod,

Massachusetts.) In years past, other coastal peoples

leamed

to hunt pilot

whales

in this fashion,

Given to

mass
strandings,
pilot \iiiales

can be
herded to
shore by

but today such "drive fishing" survives only on
the Faeroes, a remote archipelago

way and

between Nor-

himters in

Iceland.

For the last ten years, conservation groups
have increasingly pressured the Faeroese to stop

small boats.

killing whales, urging boycotts of local fish

products and staging demonstrations in which
activists in inflatable dinghies

have attempted

to

disrupt the whale drive. In response, the

Faeroese government funded a two-year research program, inviting foreign scientists to
visit the islands to

effect

was

on the

to obtain

study the grind and assess

pilot whale.

My

its

role in the study

samples of whale skin for genetic

would then try to ascertain the relationships between individual animals in the pod.
Other scientists were looking at reproductive
physiology, pollutant levels, body condition,
parasite burdens, and hormone levels. The
analysis.

I

Faeroese themselves orchestrated the operation

The aftermatli of a pilot
whale hunt on Eysturoy

and collected basic data on the whales, such as

Island
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Bryan and Cherry Alexander

Joe LeMonnier

About

age (by counting growth rings in

halJM'ay between

Norway and Iceland, the
Faeroe Islands have home
rule, but are

part of the

kingdom of Denmark.

length, weight,

and

ttie

teetti),

sex.

To say that I had misgivings about going on a
whale drive would be an understatement. As a
geneticist who previously worked on fruit flies, I
had no experience as a whale biologist. More important, I had watched the antiwhaling groups'
videotapes of the hunt and had found them
deeply disturbing. Nonetheless,

assignment, and soon after
Faeroes, the

first call

of the locals,

time

it

accepted the

I

arrived on the

came. From the perspective
come at a worse

could not have

—during Olafs0k,

Saint Olaf,

I

when

the annual festival of

the whole capital parties, and

when alcohol, despite its exorbitant price, is consumed in vast quantities around the clock. Our
beepers sounded after midnight, causing a wave
of slurred anger among our Faeroese friends.

Traditional

laws require anyone

who

sees whales to initiate an attempt to

catch them, but nowadays
that during

even preferable,

to

Olafs0k

tum

it

many

is

accept

excusable,

a blind eye. Neverthe-

once someone has raised the alarm, the
wheels are set in motion and people comply.
less,

Thus it was that we set off, our blood circulating
a heady mixture of adrenaline, whiskey, and as
much black coffee as we could gulp on our way
28
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However, in pitch dark, with too
and these manned by the reluctant and
the inebriated, the drive was a lost cause, and the

to the beach.

few

boats,

whales made good

The

first

their escape.

"successful" hunt

I

witnessed took

Dave Currey; Environmental

Investigation

Agency

Isolated on the west coast of

Vdgai; the village ofB0iir,
accessible only by
Above: When a catch

left, is

boat.

is

weighed, the sharing-out
process begins.

Ill

years

past,

lookouts

were
stationed

on

nioimtaiiis

to spot

passing
whales.

place a

week

or so

later, at

a tiny

little

village

ropes, ran chest-deep into the freezing Atlantic

called B0ur, a handful of houses clustered

waters to begin the

around a grass-roofed church. With unexpected

lowed the

abruptness, the whales arrived at the beach.

melee, desperately trying to

team into the
remember the sam-

Waiting villagers, armed with hooks, knives, and

pling plan, fighting to keep

my

kill.

In shocked awe,

I fol-

rest of the scientific

balance on the

29

slippery rocks, and doing

my

best not to just

stare stupidly at the unfolding spectacle.

ended suddenly, a mere seven minutes
had

now crimson

with their blood.

whale biology was

My baptism

into

over.

number, to describe

other, the skinn

skinn

family

distribution,

its size.

One

equal to about 110 pounds of meat and

60 pounds of blubber A time is then set for meat
when one member of every local

family will

a

come

meat.

morning and

collec-

The

pilot

whale

is

of samples.
a medium-size species,

reaching twenty feet in males and sixteen feet in

more

its

closely related to dolphins

supposed

ward shoals of

fish.

its

importance;

The

species gets

its

ability to pilot ships to-

Our knowledge of

pilot

whale catches

all pilot

Until the turn of this century, lookouts were
stationed on the tops of mountains to spot pass-

News

of a sighting would then be

by a complex system of

Upon

runners, beacons, and boats.

receipt of the

message, known as a grindabod, people in the
nearby villages were expected to immediately
cease what they were doing and help land the
whales. In celebration of a

kill,

which people would

held, at

dances would be

recite long passages

whale biology, as of most cetaceans, is rather
poor There are two species, the long-finned and

from the

the short-finned, distributed widely throughout

the need for hilltop observers and the grindabod

the world's oceans.

The

long-fin,

my

study ani-

mal, prefers the cooler waters of the Southern

Hemisphere and the North
prefers

warmer

regions.

Atlantic; the short-fin

The

pilot

whale

is

ex-

tremely social, usually seen in groups numbering

between 50 and 250 but occasionally
tions of

up

to 2,000.

in aggrega-

The groups range widely

in

pursuit of shoals of their preferred food, squid.
like

many northern

on the sea

for the greater

Before 1900, the Faeroese,
coastal peoples, relied

part of their diet: fish, seabirds such as puffins

Jos§ Azel;

sure of

carried to local villagers

full set

central role in

have been carefully documented since 1600.

ing whales.

name from

Torshavn harbor

assumed a

Faeroese culture. The local records are a mea-

hours to take a

than to the great whales.

in

sequently, the grind

tions in the evening, giving us scientists several

females, and

Boats

windy growing season are a few bulletlike potatoes, of which the islanders are surprisingly
proud, and some rhubarb. A mass stranding or a
kill of pilot whales was therefore a nutritional

to collect a share. Drives usu-

ally take place in the early

share of tlie

vegeta-

windfall, because of both the quantity of whale

eveiy local
collects

The only

meat and the vitamins in its blubber. In hard
times, a successful whale hunt could literally
make the difference between life and death. Con-

local sheriff.

is

hills.

bles that can cope with the Faeroes' short, cold,

were

the bodies of the whales

kill,

At this point every whale is given
two numbers, one for identification and the

After a kill,

\iirale

it

erished vegetation of the

nearby harbor for inspection by the

After the
to a

after

with fifty-four animals dead in a sea

started,

towed

It all

oral history of the Faeroes.

These days,

ferries

and fishing boats eliminate

by radio waves, but

most other asEven sudden
wealth, brought by a commercial fishing boom
in the early 1970s, has had little effect. No whale
meat is exported to other countries, and most is
eaten within a few miles of where it was landed.
Thus, islanders say the whale hunt is not commercial. But because pilot whales and other
small cetaceans are not regulated by the Intematheir intional Whaling Commission (IWC)
clusion is now being sought by many member
is

carried

pects the grind has changed

in

little.

—

—

and fulmars, and marine mammals were the
main sources of protein. Other flesh food was

nations

provided by small, hardy sheep, a primitive

the

breed that picks a meager living from the impov-

hunting.

the grind

is

neither classified as an

al-

lowable, "aboriginal" industry nor banned under

AURORA

IWC's worldwide moratorium on whale

During

my three months in the Faeroes, I was

alerted to fifteen drives, but because the whales

are herded very quickly,

I

arrived in time to see

the kill only twice. (Only those

who

live in the

nearest villages take part in the drives. Outside

observers

many
I

may have to travel by

hours. Since the kills

I

car and boat for

did see were rapid,

wonder whether uninvited videotapers of

the

event wouldn't be likely to get footage only of
the very worst kills,

where the drive has been

long, and the whales especially sfi^essed.)

On my remm to my laboratory

in

Cambridge,

was faced with box after box of frozen samples,
some 3,500 in all, as well as reams of written
background on each animal. The general data on
I

the pods revealed that they contained males and

females of all ages, including newborns.

It fell

to

me to sort out their relationships. Not all the pods
had been sampled completely; sometimes we
had run out of time. In view of this, I decided to
30
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concentrate on two large pods with a complete
set

of samples and a handful of other, smaller

As

pods.

the genetic analysis progressed,

more and more

felt

I

like a detective following a trail

of clues, each extra

little bit

of information firm-

was emerging.
I knew that some animals must be swimming
with their mothers, but how many? By matching
up genes, I found that not only were almost all
ing up the picture that

the youngest whales (up to five years old) with

were more than a

their mothers, but so

third of

the fully adult animals, aged twenty years and

olden Allowing for natural mortality,

this sug-

gested that most whales remain with their mothers for their entire lives.

Were

fathers of the

ming with
used

DNA

young also swim-

pod? To

the

find out,

I

fingerprinting, a tech-

nique in which highly variable genetic characters are seen as pattems of bands,

appearing rather like a supermarket bar code.

DNA

Since

code

is

inherited, each individual's bar

is

made up

of roughly equal numbers of

bands from each parent.
fingerprint of a

we

place the bar code

baby whale next

to that

of

its

the Vidvik pod's

at

and others Td

tested.

It

was

the

same

each case, the oldest females carried the

in the

mother must have come from

young

—

high-tailed
I

my question was clean None of

not even the very small fetuses, less
in gestational age.

doubted

also have a

return

Had

the fathers

out of the area once the drive had

it

it,

because the Faeroese report

from a hunt are very

rare. (They
gruesome saying: "The whales alto the blood," meaning that when

that escapees

whales do break away during the

kill,

they nor-

mally circle the bay and ultimately rejoin the
of the pod.) Thus,

in the

may

hundreds.

it

seemed

likely that

rest

matings

showed that males swimming with the pod were not just visitors but
members of the same family.
The final piece in the genetic jigsaw puzzle
was supplied by the pregnant adult females, of
which there were some in every pod. In each
case, I compared the genes of the mother with
adults of both sexes

those of her fetus to deduce the father's contribution.

By grouping

tern

emerged. Although very few fetuses in a

group seemed
nal genes

fetuses of similar age, a pat-

to share the

same

between the future parents.
Are the pods assemblages of mothers with
young or are they single families, as their amaz-

other The best explanation

brief encounters

ing cohesion suggests?

The

father, the pater-

were nonetheless found to be similar,
were related to one an-

indicating that the fathers

is

season, the males from one

that in the breeding

pod mate with

males from anothen Indeed,

fe-

this idea is sup-

strong evidence

ported by the observation that the very largest

whole pod was closely related came when
was still in the Faeroes, from a pod of seven-

aggregations of pilot whales, numbering thou-

first

that a

teen whales landed at Vidvik. in the very north of
the islands.

As we motored toward

the coast,

high winds drove the rain almost horizontally;

we arrived late and had to carry out our sampling
under floodlights. Before long, several of us noticed that this

pod was

distinctive.

that the dorsal fins

Somebody

appeared more

hooked than usual; someone else thought the
foreheads were more bulbous. I was trying to
collect teeth to determine the animals' ages.

Time and

number

strongest genetic signature of the entire group,

take place outside of the group, during relatively

mentioned

larger social groups that

but the striking genetic resemblance between

month

begun?

Mother and baby pilot
whales swim together within

for other

important, bands that appear in the

The answer to

I

DNA

More

the adult males in the sampled pods had fathered

ways

subsequent look

pods. Each had a distinctive genetic signature. In

the father.

than a

A

revealed subtle differences between these whales

easy to identify the bands that they

baby but not

the

until

then.

it is

mother,
share.

If

had sampled

like the blunt, peglike teeth I

again,

and regretted

it

I

—

put

my

fingers into a

mouth

the teeth were razor sharp, un-

sands, are seen mainly at the times of year

mating

is

mirelated

mothers
mth yomig?

Or smgle,
extended
families, as

thought to occur Perhaps these are the

interpod orgies that

That

when

Were the

pilot

my genetic

data predict.

their social

whale pods are composed of single,

huge families comes as no real surprise, given
the remarkable way in which they can be herded.

cohesiveiiess

What was unexpected was that

suggested?

neither males nor

females disperse. Pilot whales,

it

appears, re-

pod in which they were bom for their
Such a social organization is extremely unusual in mammals. Yet orca whales,
main

in the

entire lives.

the pilot whales' closest relatives, also stay with
their mother's

pod {see "Family Fugues," by
31

James

D. Wall:

The Waterhouse

The pilot whale's bulbous
forehead, above, has earned
it

the

common name

John K. B. Ford, Natural History, March 1991).

The

close family structure has

its

advantages:

most likely compete less for
food and defend one another more fiercely from
predators. Males that try to live in other pods run
related whales will

"pothead" Right: Eia, a
coastal village on Eysturoy.

the risk of being shunned, while those that stay

home

are guaranteed cooperation.

downside

tomate with other pods

as long as opportunities

come

The main

the disadvantages of inbreeding. But

is

regularly, this

may

not be an issue.

am now working to construct complete family trees for my two biggest pilot whale pods and
I

For the last

looking into ways of using genetics to find out

ten years,

more about how pods

conservation

again, to the kill itself

and

After witnessing

my

groups have

stood

ertheless,

increasingly

raises.

I

relate to

one another. Nev-

can't help but return, time

silent,

and time

to the questions

not disgusted, simply in awe.

seen the blood.

1

it

B0ur,

first kill at

I

I

had

had seen the whales dying, yet

me

the scene did not shock
the videos had. These

same way

in the

men were

as

not monsters.

They were doing what they had been brought up

pressured

to do,

what

had done: bringing

their forebears

in

a valuable supply of food.

the Faeroese

Some

islanders point out that several of the

to stop

European countries most vocal in their criticism
of the Faeroese whale hunt actually cause greater
harm to the pilot whales and the North Sea

killing

ecosystem

—through

whales, being

whales.

at the

—

industrial pollution.

Indeed

top of the food chain, are

High concentrations of
mercury and cadmium,
have already been found in pilot whale tissues
(and the Faeroese have therefore been wamed
against eating whale liver.)
particularly vulnerable.

toxic metals, such as

As

for

me,

I

in the Faeroes,

ture as

much

was
I

left

confused. After

found that

as

found belief that

I

I

valued the whales.

killing

whales

any circumstances was shaken.
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Sounds of light and Hope
In Egypt, a Western-style orchestra breaks

Text by Philip D. Schuyler

Early on a

summer

•

Photographs by Lori Grinker

afternoon in Cairo,

Egypt, the central hallway of Al-Nour wal

Amal

Association

is

quiet and empty.

Shafts of sunlight, thickened slightly by

from open doors on either
most of the corridor in dark
shadows, a refuge from the blistering heat
outside. It's Saturday, and almost time for
dust, filter in
side, leaving

a rehearsal of the association's orchestra.

One by

one, the musicians,

women

rang-

ing in age from their midteens to late thir-

from school or from outside
Most of them wear a head scarf, or
"veil," which has become a symbol of
ties, drift in

jobs.

conservative Islam. For

all

its

modesty.

from

Tlie exceq)t

tlie

Nutcracker Suite
seems a bit out of
place on a July

aftemoon in

however, their clothing

Cairo.

reflects consider-

able care in the cut of the long dresses, the

matching of colors, and the drape of the
scarves. Despite the dimness,

many of the

women wear sunglasses.
When they reach the end of the hallway,
the women greet Sherifa Fathi, who has
taken her place

at a

desk outside the

re-

hearsal room. Sherifa teaches Arabic and

music

at the association's primary school
and also prepares the parts for each new
piece. During the summer she may work

eight or

more hours a day, taking

dictation

or copying music at her desk.

As she

reads, she runs her hands across the

from
right

She

left to right,

hand moves

is

page

but as she writes, her

in the opposite direction.

writing in Braille, and like

all

who

write Braille with a slate and stylus, she

works

in reverse, raising the pattern of

by making small indentations on the
back of the page. Al-Nour wal Amal
dots

("Light and Hope")

is

girls

and women.
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more than one barrier
comact press images

i

Two French horn players

in the

orchestra at

Al-Noiir wal Amal Association, a center for blind
girls

and women, relax during a break

in rehearsal.
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All older girl's

A pianist,

head scarf, below,

right, is

a sign of Islamic devotion
guided during her lesson. Below right: A
is

uses Braille notation to learn her part.

cellist

In the rehearsal

room,

five fans (includ-

handle of a flyswatter. Then, once the

ing one on top of the piano) mute the

music

sounds of conversation and tuning but

fail

and walks through the orchestra, quietly

At four o'clock ex-

coaching one section on their next en-

el-Aid, the conductor,

trance or gently conecting the position of

to dissipate the heat.

Ahmed Abu

actly,

enters the room.
sixties,

he

is

A sighted man in his early

he certainly looks the

part.

When

the

hair,

mu-

well underway, he leaves the desk

a cellist's wrist and elbow.

Al-Nour wal Amal Orchestra

often called the Maestro, and

with his chiseled features and silver

is

means

in the world. Indeed, there

tory

^from

Homer,

the blues player

the legendary singer

—

Lemon

imagination. In a

Jefferson,

that blindness

music are easily associated

^t, the Maestro

have been so

blind perfonners throughout his-

of epic poems, to Blind

special imisical

by no

many

—

"IfthebUndhada

is

the only group of blind musicians

number of

and

popular

in the

cultures, in-

cluding those of Ukraine and Japan, the

"

performance of certain kinds of religious

savs, ''\w Awiildii't

need to

song was formerly reserved for brotherhoods of blind performers. In Egypt, the
chanting of the Qur'an was once practi-

test oiir

students."

sicians are ready,

program

Abu

el-Aid announces

for the day, beginning with a

piece they've only just started rehearsing,

Dvorak's Slavonic Dance

in

G minor.

make

out shadow and light, form and

color

the association accepts applicants

—

with partial sight as long as their coiTected
vision

is

no better than 20/400, the Egyp-

tian standard for legal blindness

no point

—

in leading the orchestra

there

is

by wav-

ensemble. The blind

lent

way for a blind boy

to earn a

But many people
at

—

including a

AI-Nour wal Amal

an activity

number of

—

are con-

vinced that an increased sensitivity to

sound

is

a kind of compensation for the

musicians

—

they are soloists.

—

all

We

over the world; but
thought of bringing

them together in an orchestra." In fact, the
center has two orchestras, with about
thirty-five members each. The principal
ensemble, which includes some women

who have been

with the group since the

beginning, performs in Egypt and abroad.

loss of sight.

involved in music edu-

The second, an ensemble of younger girls,
was formed primarily as a training group

cation for thirty years. "If the blind had a

but also performs for school audiences in

"That's just a myth," insists the
stro,

who has been

special musical gift," he continues,

keeps time by slapping his lectern with the

my

11/95

it is

they can pursue despite their disability.

wouldn't need to

Natural History

its own musical
may be steered to-

ward music simply because

ing hands or a baton. Instead the Maestro

36

normal orchestra depends absolutely on

center for blind boys, has

musicians

Although most of the musicians can

The only difference, really, is that
have more problems because a

the blind

sight. The musicians have to have one eye
on the conductor and the other on the
excelscore. There are blind musicians

cally the only

hving, and today, Qasr al-Nour, the Cairo

the

sighted.

test

Mae-

"we

our students. But

in

experience, the blind are just like the

Egypt.

When

the Maestro uses the

word

"or-

chestra," he means, specifically, an ensem-

ble that plays

what musicologists

Western European
music,"

if

ords). In

art

you're shopping

Abu

at the blind

at

Tower Rec-

el-Aid"s view, the

ensemble

boys' center does not qualify

as an orchestra because the

Arab music

call

music (or "classical

exclusively.

group plays

The melodies and

rhythms of Arab music can be extremely

and complex, but the organization

subtle

of the ensemble

ward:
the

all

is

relatively straightfor-

the instruments play essentially

same melody, and an accompanying

drumbeat provides an audible point of reference.

It is

far

more

difficult, the

Maestro

maintains, to coordinate the chords and

si-

multaneous melodies of Western harmony

and counterpoint.

The Western European
tion has long

art

music

tradi-

been a pail of the Cairo cul-

tural scene. In the early nineteenth cen-

37

tury,

Muhammad

1805

to

military
fort to

Ali,

who

ruled from

1848, instituted Western-style

marching bands as part of an

modernize

A

his army.

Ismail Pasha, built the Cairo

ef-

successor,

Opera House,

which opened with Verdi's Rigoletto in
1869 to celebrate the opening of the Suez
Canal.

Two

years later

it

held the world

premiere of the specially commissioned
opera Aida. In

this century,

kings Fouad

women

cially the use of large orchestras with

few of the

massed

violins

are Christians,

style of

Egyptian popular music since the

at Al-Nour wal Amal
most are Muslims, and
some of them were concerned enough

Nevertheless,

about the propriety of their musical activ-

beginning of
according to

—have

also influenced the

this century.

Abu el-Aid, "Most of the

tening public here doesn't
sical

music

have many

is.

lis-

know what clas-

Brahms and Chopin

don't

listeners in Egypt." Egyptians

ity to

seek the advice of a religious scholar.

As Iman Fawzi, a bassist in the orchestra,
explains, "Some people say that music is
haram forbidden but the sheikh told

—

—

we

should consult our hearts and

do, however, like "clear, sweet melodies,"

us that

and the Maestro indulges

our feelings.

their taste (and

own) by planning mixed programs

his

European and Arab music. Since the overthrow of the monarchy in 952, the governments of Gamal Abdel Nasser, and
later Anwar el-Sadat and Hosni Mubarak,

with selections of traditional Egyptian

immodestly,

music. Western-style music by Egyptian

dards, the

composers, and, above all, European
music from the late Romantic period.
The emphasis on the Western classical
tradition helps insulate the orchestra from
the criticism of conservative Muslims,

music

1

have also encouraged Western music
through the founding of the Cairo Conservatoire and continued support of an opera

company and a national orchestra.
Elements of Western music

—espe-
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some of

whom

maintain that music en-

courages licentious behavior. Although a

He

said that as long as the

music doesn't make you dance or behave

and Farouk were generous patrons of both

since

to

it's all

women

right."

By

these stan-

judged the orchestra's

be morally pure, which

much

is

nally designed to inspire (or at least
late)

ironic

of their repertory was origi-

emu-

passion through dance: Strauss

from Carmen, Khacha"Sabre Dance," Falla's "Fire
Dance," and Saint-Saens's "Bacchanale."
waltzes, excerpts

turian's

—
Overall, the choices reflect the
stro 's desire to

Mae-

develop a repertory that

will be accessible

and educational

Egyptian and foreign audiences
Within a few years of its formation

to

took over as conductor in

1

984. hi

the instigation of the Egyptian
in

Vienna, the orchestra

abroad, to Austria. This

made

1

trip

another tour of Austria the next year, and
later

by

trips to

Germany, England, Swe-

sale of these products helps

support the center and gives each worker a
small salai7 (sometimes a major source of

today, according to Nafissette Khafagy,

in physical education,

cooking, and

the director of social

Amal, "a blind

girl,

work

sit

at

do but

in the house, until

where she

Al-Nour wal

especially in the coun-

house,

its first

The

by offering

988,

was followed by

Crescent, the

shops.

for an independent life

tryside, has nothing to

at

Red

work-

plastic bottles in the association's

Red Cross in the Muslim
world, had made her aware of the problems of the blind in Egyptian society. Even

el-Aid

ambassador

was

Istiqlal Radi, the

daughter of a wealthy landowner. Radi's
equivalent of the

the quality of the orchestra im-

Abu

1954 by

in the

—

And

in

previous work with the

Al-Nour wal Amal Orchestra
had progressed enough to give public performances in Egypt at the Opera House,
the American University, and on televiproved dramatically when

founded

alike.

late 1950s,

sion.

project of the association, which

sit

in the

she reaches a

—

income

for their families).

The center

tries to

prepare

all

the girls
training

home

economics. For those in the rehabilitation

program, marriage

is

most likely path
and should a

the

to a life outside the center,

woman

young

get engaged, the associa-

not mentally

tion will help her put together a trousseau

retarded, but socially retarded, culturally

work. She's

and even provide her with a wedding
dress. The staff and volunteers will also

the early 1950s, the

help the couple find an apartment and get

point

is

retarded

backward. She's afraid
afraid to speak."

By

to

—major

government-supported training center for

a telephone line

was already in operation, and
Radi wanted to offer similar opportunities

ten million. For those

den, Spain, Morocco, Jordan, the Arabian

blind boys

Gulf states, Thailand, and Japan.
Tlie orchestra is the most conspicuous

to girls. Until

her death

in

issues in a city of

who remain

in the

1977, Istiqlal

Radi devoted her energy, her influence,

and her fortune

where blind

to creating

girls

an environment

At an

could develop to their

the orehestra sounds

highest potential.

Over the years, Al-Nour wal Amal has
grown into a kind of conglomerate. Eighty
girls

and

women

live in the

dormitory

as

middle-class neighborhood in

Cairo,

and dozens of others commute to
and work. About half

h has

Czeeh danee into
soniethini^ by

the center to study

the group attend a school accredited

it

transfoniied the

at

the association's center in Heliopolis, a

quiet,

early rehearsal,

Charles Ives.

by the

Egyptian Ministry of Education, with a
full

curriculum of primary and secondary

courses.

The

others, enrolled in a rehabili-

program under the auspices of the
Ministry of Social Affairs, manufacture

tation

carpets, basketry, socks, knitwear, and

domiitory, the as.sociation will engage a
lawyer,

if

necessary, to protect their inter-

over inheritance.

ests in disputes

Life in a dormitory can be hard on a
tle girl,

but

lit-

often the best choice. For

it is

example, Ma'ali Salaheddin,

11,

who

at-

tends the primary school and plays the violin,

seems

to thrive at the association, to

judge from her curiosity and general high
spirits.

She has a blind brother and three

sighted sisters, and

when she goes home

on weekends and vacations, her parents'
apartment gets crowded. The family lives
with a refrigerator in the

in a small flat,

bedroom, a washing machine
trance hall, and a tiny sitting

in the en-

room

filled

with a complete suite of locally crafted

Louis Quinze furniture
thick gilt paint

—

red velvet and

on roughly carved frames.

Ma'ali's parents love their daughter

her mother often

visits

her

at the center,

and her father proudly displays a newspaper photogi'aph of Ma'ali with the training
orchestra

—

but they believe that she

ter off at school.

ment
Junior trumpeters await rehearsal,

Above: A

violinist tunes up.

left.

is

For one thing,

more than an

is

bet-

their apart-

hour's ride

by

taxi

(and even longer by bus) from Heliopolis,

making a

daily

commute

impossible. Fur-

39

themiore, after

the expenses of the chil-

all

ness, thanks in part to a

law (originally de-

tion.

family cannot afford to buy toys for them,

War

sician,

much

people

pay the equivalent of $100 for a

violin for Ma'ali.

Although Ma'ali and her

of 1973) requiring that handicapped

make up

work force

in

percent of the

at least 5

any organization with more

brother are resourceful at devising

games

than 150 employees. Rather than looking

with the handful of toys

in the

for charity, however, the

to play

house, the facilities are

much

better at the

want

women

the chance to demonstrate that they

centers for the blind. Besides, says their

can do work that

is

spend much of

sighted person.

"When we

father, they

home on

their time at

the telephone, talking to their

classmates.

The

children miss their par-

simply

Iman Fawzi,

usually resei'ved for a

the bassist,

play," says

"we prove

our-

selves as Egyptians, as blind people, and
as

women.

We show

the world

what we

"The first group of girls didn't know
what they were getting into, and look what
they've accomplished," says

Aiiial Association
tries to
tlie

prepare

all

represent

all

its

— largely un829 —can

inception in

1

the elements of a musical

score. In contrast to standard musical notation,

however. Braille provides an entirely

linear description of the details of the

music. The

left-

and right-hand parts of a

piano piece, for example,
separate paragraphs.

The

may

sounds, represented graphically in a visual
score,

is

not immediately apparent.

Samha

el-

each musician adds successive fragments
of the melody to her memory, fixing
shape.

Once

all

their parts, the conductor's real
gins.

better,

who

I'm sure of
for

many

it."

Professor

el-

years also served as

Abu

work

be-

el-Aid takes sections of the or-

chestra one

how

its

the players have learned

Kholy, founder and director of the music

Kholy,

appear as

simultaneity of

program. "This younger generation will be

even

guls for an

and his system

changed since

Gradually, through touch and play,

can do."

Al-Noiir wa\

Braille nota-

Louis Braille was himself a blind mu-

signed to assist veterans of the October

less

by studying the

separately

dren's unsuccessful eye operations, the

by one and shows

their parts

fit

together.

the

women

Then he

re-

the director of the Cairo Conservatoire,

irrdepentlent

life.

urges the group to maintain

its

high stan-

dards. "People are so kind," she says.

"They

think, 'Oh, these girls are blind,

very nice that they can play
ents

and siblings when they are

in the dor-

happy

mitory, but they claim that they are

when

it is time to go back to school.
Music and academics together seem

provide the best chance for success

at

in the

the top

of their class in school, earning high
scores by national standards.

Many go on

to the university or the Cairo Consei'vatoire.

After graduation, a

number of

women have found work in

the

girl in the doinntoi), cihcne,

Right:

A group visits

rehabilitation

40

does

the Pyramids.
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are trying to avoid.

now I'm

vei^ sure that

we

this phase.

the diminuendos!

And

the ritardandos,

oh my goodness, they do that so well!
Sometimes I have my mouth open. How
do they do it?"

When the orchestra prepares to rehearse
a

new piece, each musician learns

her part

housekcLpiiig.
right:

program ready a rug loom.

Natural History

we

They have a special sound, they understand what Abu
el-Aid wants them to do, and they play
very well together. The crescendos and
have passed

teaching, gov-

ernment administration, or private busi-

A

exactly what

it's

But this

Blindness should not be an excuse for
mediocrity, but

to

world outside the association. The
younger musicians usually rank

is

at all.'

Women

in the
;i;L&is3(-

i«^

peats the process with
ihree. until
like a
if

two

sections, then

he has put the piece together

mosaic. The process

is

not easy even

the musicians have already heard the

piece in recordings.

At the rehearsal of the Dvorak piece, for
example, the orchestra sounds as

if it

has

iransfomied the Czech dance into something by Charles Ives

—

simple, familiar

tunes rendered interesting by staggered

(and staggering) meters and the

shrill dis-

sonance of instmments just slightly out of

"Where are you, tmmpets?" Abu elAid asks mildly, finally stopping the
music. The trumpets remain poised at their
tune.

players" lips while the

where they missed
a break, the

Maestro points out

their cue. Later, during

Maestro seems a

bit disap-

pointed in their performance, but he re-

minds

us, guests

from abroad,

that this

was only the second rehearsal of the

Dvorak. "Later on,

they'll play

have already done

that they

he promises. "You'll

you put

puter:

something

in concerts,"

see. It's like a

program, and

in the

com-

it

runs

automatically."

When

the musicians return,

Abu

el-Aid

raps sharply on the lectem, with a ruler
this time.

"Tchaikovsky,

"Chinese Dance.

out.

.

.

girls,"

music without

down

hesitation,

calls

three,

into the

and the Maestro

and walks away with a

the ruler

flourish, like a

he

One, two,

The orchestra launches

four."

puts

.

matador turning

his

back on

a bull. The excerpt from the Nutcracker
Suite

seems a

bit

out of place on a July af-

ternoon in Cairo, but true to the Maestro 's

word, the orchestra plays perfectly, with

no

direction or cues.

The performance

is

precise, enthusiastic, and, perhaps, "auto-

matic," but

it is

a great deal

warmer and

With a dozen ™liii
bows moving in
perfect s\iicluony,

the orchestra looks

as good as
soimds.

it

more human than any computer. And with
a dozen violin bows moving in perfect
synchrony, the orchestra looks as good as
it

sounds.

Two days later

—

^rehearsal

the junior orchestra

more

—

aftemoon for

the hallway

is

once

quiet and empty. Suddenly, three

young gixls come clattering down a stairway arm in arm; in a flash of yeUow and
purple and green, they rush down the hall
and disappear tltrough one of the doors.
Shortly

after,

another

girl

follows slowly,

alone, taking short, gliding steps; with her

arms held slightly out from her sides, she
seems to float gently in an adagio ballet.
Other

girls join the

group, and soon the

squawk of an oboe and the groan of a contrabass begin to echo through the rooms.

Out

in the hall, a clarinetist stands straight

as a pillar with her

back

to the wall, alter-

nately practicing Mozart and blowing

green bubbles with her gum. hi the shad-

ows, a
she

cellist

tries to

caresses her instrument as

memorize a new

piece, running

through a couple of measures of music and
then pausing to check the music sheets

D

lying under the strings.
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he Atacama Coast of northern Chile is
one of the driest places on the earth;
cloud banks regularly drift in from the
sea, but even a brief rain showerjflisau:.

extraordinary event. Until the early 1970s,"'

350 residents of the

coastal fishing village o.

Chungungo received

all their fresh water and
from a system operated by a mining
company extracting iron ore from a mountain
ridge called El Tofo. When the company's
operations closed down, so did the village's
water supply. After that, the residents depended

electricity

;

on a small supply of fresh water trucked
with the aid of government subsidies but
greatexpehse.\

in
at

;

But sheets of nylon netting erected atop
El Tofo have changed everything. Designed

wring moisture from passing clouds, they
send water pouring through a pipe to the.
V

to

"

town below.
Chungungo's lack of precipitation cam be
blamed in part on the Andes, which block
moisture-laden east winds from the South
Arherican

interior.

winds blow

in

And when

Pacific, they

desert's hot, rising thermals,

water vapor in the

air

chilly,

damp

meet the
which suck up the
before it can condense

from the

n

ifj'.

i

still

'

:

"-

;

J

'

J-:

i.i\...<

H^^^'

'T't^J

^
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Fog

30

collectors let about

collides with the nylon

mesh.

Some 10

droplets

million fog

must coalesce

before a drop forms that
big enough to trickle

is

down

a collection trough at
the bottom of the net.
into

Gravity does the

rest.

and

fall to earth.

The water

in the

stratocumulus cloud banks, however,

percent of the mist flow
through, while the rest

On

a

good, heavy fog day,

thousands of gallons of
pure water pour down a

pipefivm El Tofo to
Chungungo's storage tank

meets the land as fog when intercepted by
a mountain ridge like El Tofo.
The idea of collecting water from fog is
not new. Arabian nomads discovered long
ago that containers placed under certain
trees during fogs

trees

2,600 feet below.

would

rapidly.

fill

And

people have long recognized that some
isolated stands of trees in desert regions
(such as Chile's Fray Jorge National
Forest, one hundred miles south of El
Tofo) have been sustained for millennia
by fog-derived water. Because of their
dense coat of long, slender needles, pine

seem

to

be especially

efficient at

collecting fog droplets.

Not until the 1980s, however, did a
team of Canadian and Chilean researchers
begin to develop the net technology to
maximize fog collection. What they came
up with is a simple, inexpensive system

needs no energy source.
Water is no longer a problem in
Chungungo, especially during the
summer months when fog is thickest.
Faucets have been installed in village
houses, and a bath, once a luxury not to

that

be imagined,

now

is

a possibility. Skin

and digestive diseases that used to be
rampant (the meager supply of water was
prone to contamination) are
relatively rare.

Given

now

their success in

Chile, the project's scientists have

begun
numerous coastal sites around
world where fog harvesting could

looking
the

at

change peoples'

lives.

As

for the residents

of Chungungo, they are looking forward
to the

imminent arrival of another
commodity: electricity.
Robert Anderson

essential
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Bob Marley

Live

Reggae, Rasta, and Jamaica fourteen years after Marley' s death

re>d

by Mark Jacobson

Photographs by Soott Thode

•

Even

As I stand in front of Bob Marley 's former home, at 56 Hope Road in Kingston,
now the site of the Bob Marley Museum,

ful for small favors.

watching busloads of Japanese and Ger-

front yard,

man

seum's somewhat meager collection of

front steps of this ramshackle great house,

memorabilia

dreadlocks hanging over his face, strum-

tourists drive

through the iron gate

as I walk past
Marley done in ce-

anything as splendid as Robert Nesta Mar-

ment, which looms, golemlike, over the

maica but not yet the huge intemational

the bulbous statue of

and

am

led through the

and park on the now blacktopped field
where, twenty years ago, I saw Bob, Alan

jalousied house ("Dis dere

"Skill" Cole, and other Rastafarians play

blender,

soccer, a perhaps appropriately cynical

['holy'] drinks.

thought crosses

my mind:

well, at least the

King of Reggae, the Lion of Jamaica,

isn't

not difficult to

Graceland.

years ago (he would have been

fifty last

February) and other wrenching disasters

—

including the murder of Peter Tosh

(one of the original
trio,

members of Marley 's

the Wallers) and the

litigation

still

unresolved

over Marley's reputed $30 mil-

lion estate

—

the

Bob Marley

fan

is

thank-

.

.

Dis

de

is

articles written 'bout

Bob's

after the fall

ital

tree 'bout

.

.

.

fall

.

it

pop

star

he would become),

ming out a few verses of
local radio

is

time.

of Saigon, when the

God

is

is

an offense but not a

is

he

who win

.

.

.

with

Hope Road in particular,

for the temporary

center of the universe.

seemed

that

and 56

Back then

it

no one had ever encountered

on

it

the

When

.

.

he

in

dere

The

truth

he laugh

irascible-with-white-folks

"Bumin' and Lootin'

in general,

.

in Ja-

most recent

last,

was enough

make me weep.
I'll never know exacdy why

have mistaken the small but culturally

cund island of Jamaica

dead
sin/is

Jah lives,"

properly stoned observer might easily
fe-

his

sang, reedily, "fools sayin'

to

of 1975, scant

sitting

smash, "Jah Live."

heart/Rasta yar

.

Dere's a

Bob"),

remember another

This was the early

months

is

Little Birds'.

Dere's Bob's rusted bicycle.

way

is at

.

which Bob wrote 'Three

buncha

Elvis

two-story,

the

where he mix up healthy

buried in the backyard like a pet gerbil, the

Following the musician's death fourteen

inside

mu-

most famous man

ley (already the

the often

author of

" chose to favor

me

this private little concert, unless

(Wielding machetes, they had accosted

me

The tour begins in
Bob's herb garden,
where the lone
marijuana plant is
described as
"something that is used
for
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it

was because he'd just saved my life, more
or less, by shooing away several of his former associates from Trench Town.

smoking."
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hallway of his house, stolen

in the upstairs

my

upcoming Wallers concert with Stevie Wonder, and locked me in
the room that now contains "The Bob
Marley Library.")
It was an emotional time. Haile Selassie, the emperor of Ethiopia, proticket for the

claimed Lion of Judah, alleged 225th

di-

descendant in a line back to King

rect

Solomon, the man worshiped by Rastafarians as Jah, or "the living God," had re-

on an isolated Caribbean island

to

come to

the fervent conclusion that the diminutive

Haile Selassie

—

the inept and petty auto-

crat described in

Ryszard Kapuscinski's

—

book The Emperor was the living God on earth, the denial of the
monarch's death was no big leap.
To gain a degree of insight into the brilscathing

liantly off-the-wall,

modernist synthesis

that is Rastafarianism,
that, as

it

is

useful to

know

recounted in any number of reggae

this millenarian vision

was

to

come

about

through divine intervention or practical
forts

was up

ef-

for interpretation.)

Taking Selassie's princely name, Ras

own, the Rastafarians

Tafari, for their

went on

to find biblical justification for not

cutting their hair, never eating processed

food, and smoking "the herb of the land."

Herb (which should never be

called dope,

because "no plant can be a dope")

facili-

tated for the Rastas the proper state for

Morley became an
icon in the Third World
through his exhortation
to "Get Up, Stand Up"

and

condemnation

his

ot "de

down pressors,"

cently died.

The brethren looked to Marbest-known Rastafarian in the
world, to comment on this unsettling

songs, the comerstone of the creed rests on

much subsequent

ley, the

a prophecy supposedly spoken by

Marcus
Garvey, the formidable Jamaican-bom

matter

metaphysical development. "Jah Live"

Pan-Africanist of the early twentieth cen-

the Rastas as skylarking layabouts

was

tury.

his rejoinder. "Jah live because

can't kill

you

God."

For me and other ex-hippie press junkethoroughgoing secularists

"Look to Africa for the crowning of a

new Big

Thing,

it

defiance of Marley 's reply, and

it

ital in

thrilling.

what the denizens

didn't matter

of Babylon (the Rasta term for
not

all

that

the sight of Jah) said. Let

bring their dried-up rationalism,

God's flesh with

slice

their sharp

let

an unmarked grave,

it

is

them
them

autopsy

blades, claim to throw his so-called
in

the

unim-

its

peachable sincerity, that was so

To Bob,

was

body
The

didn't matter.

wicked cabal of back-stabbing communists,

Vatican hypocrites, and corporate

sons of pirate, slave-master fathers were
all

wrong.

And Bob,

along with his mari-

juana-smoking, wild-haired, Bible-quoting, prophecy-believing, guitar-playing

crew were

right:

Jah

live.

After all, given the steadfast free association requisite for a small
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philosophies

made no

sense.

It

whose

certainly

locks scared people out of their wits.

held to have said, thereby playing

ogy by alerting the brethren to the subsequent crowning of Selassie as the emperor
of Ethiopia in 1930. But as detailed in
Timothy White's definitive Marley biography, Catch a Fire. Marcus Garvey not
only never made such a prophecy, he was
actually pubhcly critical of Haile Selassie.
Not that this historical discrepancy
would have mattered much to those Jamaicans for whom the beautiful island of

this

grindstone Jamaican middle class berated

didn't matter if accoutrements like dread-

is

Kingston's scruffy version of paradise to

check out

didn't

vey

the John the Baptist role in Rasta cosmol-

all,

It

black king; he shall be the redeemer," Gar-

sent to

teers,

"reasoning."

the British-tutored, nose-to-the-

if

was a Kafkaesque limbowith-banana-trees from which they craved
an exit and a solution. To them the entire
slavery experience of their forebears was
tantamount to a terrible nightrhare from
which they had awakened in "a strange
land" as tragically misplaced, debased
squatters. The prophecy led them to believe that they would be repatriated to a
purified and glorious Africa. (Whether
the tourist ads

That was the thing about Bob Marley:
he was a frue believer. In 1975, no

less so

than today, that really was a Big Thing.
Plus, the

music was unbeatable. The

first

Wallers' albums to be released worldwide,

Catch a Fire, Burnin' and the subsequent
,

Natty Dread (made after the breakup of
the original trio

Bunny

—

Marley, Peter Tosh, and

Livingston),

each

lyrically

seething with revolution, remain in the

canon of the greatest pop records ever
Best of

all,

fan's point

from the down-home music

of view, was that the Wallers

didn't belch forth

from the corporate

vac-

uum. As anyone who saw the vigorous
film The Harder They Come suspected,
Jamaica was filled with Bob Marleys and
Wallers and would-be Wallers. There was

an entire hothouse music industry run by
producers, players, and singers

the-pants capitalists

all,

—

seat-of-

outfitted with

and kabosy, who

healthy stacks of scratchy 45s that were

Up" and

peddled from shoe boxes. The special

tion of "de downpressers."

thing in the vibrant

These days it is impossible to walk
through any major city from Bangkok to

car,

Bob Marley,

Louis Jordan/Fats Domino-influenced

Bamako without seeing teenagers wearing Bob Marley T-shirts. Legend. Bob's

the world might like

"blue beat" in the early 1950s. Blue beat

eternally selling "greatest hits" album,

This sentiment

became

sells on.

brand of "roots" reggae played by

Bob

Marley was only the most recent mutation
of Jamaican pop, which began with the

the miraculous "ska" (as pio-

neered by the invincible Skatalites), which
then

became

the love-man, vocal-domi-

Ken Boothe and

nated "rock steady" of

his across-the-board

—

—

in

condemna-

home

maica's in

currently the biggest

is

pop scene

in

Madagas-

of a local industiy not unlike Jaits

nascent days.
I

"When

I

heard

understood people around

is

my

music."

echoed time and again

Tales of the Wailers' epic concert

by musicians coming out of local pop-ori-

newly independent Zimbabwe routinely

ented industries. Baaba Maal, the noted

include spurious details of prisoners

down

breaking

the jail doors just to see

singer from Senegal, and numerous
Zairian "soukous" stars have

all

paid

Beyond

trib-

followed by the angeUc early

Bob, With the passing years, the reputed

ute to Marley, the enabler.

reggae harmonies of the magnificent Hep-

number of escapees grows.
A few years ago, as we sat in a cafe in
Lamu, on Kenya's coast, a dreaded-up
Swahili guy in a Bob shirt laughed pityingly when I questioned his assertion that
Marley was murdered, his cancer injected

the explosion of Jamaican-style reggae

by the ruthless Mason-controlled assassins

playing social-activist reggae.

Alton

Ellis,

tones,

Desmond Dekker, and

a hundred

more.

For the continuity-minded, that was an-

Bob Marley and

other neat thing about
Wallers: they'd

grown up on

the

the indige-

nous Jamaican industry, played every

style

(check out Bob's teenage ska vocal on

who have

"One Cup of Coffee,"

Satan for more than a thousand years.

and suffered

circa 1962), scuf-

dem

must

ruled the Vatican in the

name of
As it

self in Africa. Actively

this is
it-

modeling them-

selves after Marley and other Jamaican

people like Alpha Blondy from

stars,

Ivory Coast and

Africa have

Lucky Dube of South

made

international careers

it's like some 360
mon," says Neville Garrick, the
who drew several of Marley 's album

"African reggae,
thing,

in

turned out, this wasn't just a lone nut spiel;

artist

de ghetto. When, infused by the brimstone

a friend of mine heard a nearly identical

covers and now, with Bob's widow, Rita,

fled

like

artists

To Rastofarians, the
entire slavery

experience

of their forebears

tantamount to a

was

terrible

nightmare from whioh
they

hod awakened

in

"strange land" as

misplaced squatters,

idiosyncrasies of Rasta, they broke
"wide," they were wholly themselves.

A

saga in Indonesia a couple of years

many

Needless to say,

in

later.

Jamaica believe

Marley iconography

real Big Thing.

the story.

What no one could have guessed was
how big it would become. By 1981, when

grow as a result of the recent publication
by Marvel Comics of a graphic account of

Marley succumbed

to

cancer (supposedly

the result of a soccer injury to his toe,

which he refused

to

have amputated be-

cause "Rasta don't amputate"), the Wailers

were unthinkably huge, with 100,000

people in attendance
Milan.

at

One of the most

social unrest in the

a single

show

in

eloquent

artists

of

second half of the

twentieth century. Marley

became an icon

Bob's

life

and times

(it

three issues: Iron, Lion,

More

contained in

tangibly, there's

little

doubt that

Bob Marley,

the

"world beat" (contempo-

rary music of the non-Western world)

would have been

far

slower to succeed

ternationally, at least commercially.

me. Bob Marley

is

in-

"For

very important," says

be called the Third World

Paul -Bert Rahasimanana, a k a Rossy, the

through his exhortation to "Get Up, Stand

dreadlocked master of accordion, valiha.

in

what used

to

transcontinental cross-pollination of Latin

rumba, mambo, and so on, which had

their

beginnings in African rhythms and then

retumed

to the

Mother Continent, becom-

ing elemental to the development of souk-

and Zion).

without the precedent of
entire genre of

is

will only

Bob Marley Foundation,
which runs the museum. He notes the

administers the

among oth"The music come from there,
Jamaicans mix it up, it go back," Garrick
says. Then he watches another busload of
tourists drive through the gate at 56 Hope
Road. "You know, mon," he sighs, "if I
have known all this would happen with
ous and Ghanaian "high-life,"

ers.

Bob,

I

would have been a prophet myself."
is home out by a

Garrick's assessment
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series of

huge murals painted on the stone

fence inside the

museum

grounds:

Bob

in

Trench Town with Rita and the children;
Bob with fellow Wallers Peter and Bunny
as young "baldhead" ska musicians
dressed in Vegas garb, their true shaggyheaded Rasta personas looming overhead;
Bob at the famous 1978 One Love concert, where he shamed warring political
leaders Michael Manley and Edward
Seaga into shaking hands; Bob in

—

Africa

this beside a gigantic picture

of a

but
wrong to say time pass Bob by
wrong too to say that time don't pass."

it's
it

.

As one
it

drives around Kingston these

seems

so:

shopping centers. Jamaica

not exactly

is

have fallen away,

at least in

the case throughout the country.

Once hounded by the island's police to
throw away his "little herb stalk," Bob, recipient of the

now an

Jamaican Order of Merit,

official national hero.

T-shirts for

$15

They

is

sell his

at the airport, feature

in the tourist literature. His picture

him
on

is

On

the other hand,

downtown
rest,

to

what's called

ture of political violence in these

is

hall

covers a sociosex-

United States version, except that the Jamaicans, as usual, are more in your face.

The

Tosh's take on the music

late Peter

that has

come

—

dominate the Jamaican

to

—

Rasta take was
was "all slackness, talk of bumbaclaat gun play and slamming what's 'neath

market
that

his streetwise,

it

whatnot."

to-die Bob.

This

dance

lady's dress, 'bout soiled

Trench Town, and the

.

to say that

ual terrain similar to the harder side of the

even the smallest transaction seems

must be several hundred photographs and paintings of Marley on the
museum grounds: the happy Bob, the sad
Bob, the triumphant Bob, the brimstone
Bob, the sensitive Bob, and the sick, soon-

.

it

mellow, but the old tension that pervaded

uptown and midtown.

.

.

some things are the
same, some not. The town does appear tidier, more well-to-do. The economy, if not
booming, certainly seems capable of
erecting and supporting any number of
days,

rainbow with the words "give thanks for
February 6, 1945." All
the birth of Bob
in all, there

.

—Rema,

the corrugated-

hut "concrete jungle" where Mariey was
raised and

many
some

which was the inspiration

of his best songs
as ever.

as fear-

The "posse"-dominated

that spurred the

cul-

slums

1976 assassination

at-

56 Hope Road (Marley was shot

tempt

at

in the

arm

—

the tour guides dutifully point

out bullet holes
tinues, albeit

As

—looks

for

left in

more on

for the local

diers on,

"The youth hsten

more than "a

ing

sol-

fashion, like everything

else." Several of the left-leaning middle-

class intellectuals
to the

who were

Rasta ethos have

left

sympathetic
the island in

disgust at the unchanging social conditions.

When some

dread

artists

were

re-

ported to have cocaine problems, Garrick
tells

me,

it

went a long way

community "as

pure Nazareth."
it

lis-

Garrick says,

indicating that these days, the Rasta finds

a siege level.

the vinyl (yes.

it,"

himself in a "pocket," with "dread" noth-

the Rasta

music industry,

what the youth

ten to, can't fight against

the back wall) con-

pumping out

to

underwear and

that

It's

the

to destroying

image of the

a systemic problem

won't soon be fixed because accord-

ing to Rastas around the island,

There must

it's

easier

be several

hundred photographs

and

paintings of Marley

on the museum
grounds: the happy
Bob, the sod Bob, the
triumphant Bob, the
brimstone Bob, the
sensitive Bob, and the
sick, soon-tadie Bob,

telephone poles, inside restaurants,

in

vinyl!

—

at least for the

"domestic" mar-

to get crack cocaine than ganja.

every club. For sheer lionization, he's far

ket) at an

surpassed the Lion of Judah, Haile Se-

mostly do these days is "dance hall,"
which any and every Jamaican will be

ing," to be sure.

more than happy

pervasive. Gussie Clarke,

lassie himself.

"Bob was someone who came along at
a certain moment. What he have to say
was perfect for that moment," continues
Garrick, his dreadlocks now flecked with
gray.

"To

tell

the tmth. though,

what Bob sang about,
stay the same.

why Bob
52

They

sells better

in

most of

Jamaica, things

don't change. That's

today than ever. So

Natural History
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unprecedented

to tell

rate.

you

is

What

they

the "real"

rap music, since rap was "invented" in Jamaica by such "dub-kings," "toasters,"
and "deejays" as Big Youth and U Roy.
(Dem robbin' American Public Enemies,
Tupacs, Snoop Doggy Doggs only stole it
to mek dere lolife tribal gangsta ting.) The
justification for

such a claim aside, suffice

Coke

produces a different kind of "reason-

Still,

Bob Marley 's shadow

is

long,

owner of the
Anchor Recording Company, one of
Kingston's most modem 24-track, 24hour-a-day recording mills, gets a

bit

when Bob Marley "s name comes
"Bob Mariey is literally the single

misty
up.

example of what this industry,
what Jamaica itself, can produce. Bob,
greatest

he wasn't in

it

for the

him.

tliing else to

I

money;

it

kids say now, every Jamaican

of himself as an

was some-

don"t care what these

artist

who

thinks

Bob

wants to be

Marley."

Not the Super Beagle,
I

not any-

at least

came up Bob was

I

thought about." says the Beagle (his

name

real

Beagle

good

later says, "In this

remain

to

is

Denzie Beaale),

Everyone

a sweet-

seems

Not

flexible."

As

the

day and age.
that

any of

problem, because the Super Bea-

this is a

gle sounds

more. "Yah. when

what

old-style, rock-steady love ballads.

is at

good as most of them. Maybe
Marley in 1968, but it will do.

Bragga has

remember me from

my

twenty years earlier This

three-day visit
is

ridiculous, but

in Ja-

song, "Judge Not," back in the early

Bob

isn"t

it

to eighty,

least as

anyone not

to sing better than

maica, and the Super Beagle

fift)'

been around for a long time. He claims to

who knows? He also claims to have been
with Bob when he wrote his first recorded

Ever)'one in Jamaica

terrific.

Anywhere from

1960s.

"Ya mon," Bragga

says, talking a

little

Jamaica

in

seems ta sing belter
than anyone not in
Jamoioa, Maybe isn't
Bob Marley in 1968, but
'\\

will

rf

looking guy in his

who wears

do.

thirties in

an undershirt

a jewel-studded guitar

charm

around his exceedingly well-developed
neck.

"Bob

can't be nothing but a hero,

you know. But he pass on. ...

own

got

I

my

things to say. Today, I'm one of the

names on the island."
Tonight he's trying out a few

new

"roots" tunes at the Centerpole Club, the

stop by and check

them

I

should

out. "Sure,"

from

man

cemetery yard, the boys were there, and

I

say.

wiping the sweat from

in his fifties

slow so

I

understand half of what issues

his nearly toothless

mouth. "In the
I

his face with a handkerchief, provides

me

bring fruit from Coronation Market. All

with some unsolicited insights:

hot

the boys

today. In Jamaica,

year a

biggest

Super Beagle reports, so maybe

The next morning, when I go to 56
Hope Road one last time, my cab driver, a

little

When

it's

much

with not so

hotter,

was a
there was ample
fall.

boy.

little

I

"It's

hot every day. Each

rainfall.

I

rain-

remember

The water

soaked into the ground. You could breathe
then.

Now there is no ample rainfall, so the

want the biggest

but the big one,

it is

fruit.

One take it,
So Bob

not sweet.

write 'bout the illusion of that. Judge not,

before you judge yourself, judge not,

you're not ready for judgment, so

about me, someone else

"There

it

is

judging you."

now," Bragga says,

is

if

why talk
off-

meat from the bodies of human beings,

moment to realize
what he is talking about. As part of the
Bob Marley experience at 56 Hope Road,

club, rather than a straight musical venue,

ripping and tearing

Bob's music plays incessantly on the

appears more

bones, gleaming in the sun. That's what's

That night,
that the

it

quickly becomes apparent

Super Beagle

the biggest

names of
in the

is

not exactly one of

the island,

and the

go-go/barroom mode.

earth feels like
self,

it

is

dying.

and reaches up

till it

till

It

folds

up on

it-

starts to tear the

there's only the

handedly.

It

takes a

sound system. Mostly

it's

the familiar in-

The Beagle and his five-piece band are
shoehomed into a stifling six-by-six storage room out back. "Ya, mon," the Super

going

Beagle says. "Just doing a

Munich pour in: they had their choice of
the Marley museum or downtown

that these often

Kingston for

their day's excursion in the

cannot compare with the classic political

Their tour begins with

tunes, stepping razors like "Concrete Jun-

Uttle practicing,

you know."
If the slight

misrepresentation of his po-

sition in the hierarchy of
stars

makes

Jamaican pop

the Super Beagle feel guilty,

he does not show

it.

Nor does he seem

to

me,

to you,

happen to Bob Marley."
Over at 56 Hope Road,

Jamaican

capital.

and what

like "Is

tourists firom

Bob's herb garden, where the lone spindly

marijuana plant

is

ternational hits off the later albums, tunes

described as "some-

This Love," "Jammin'," the

"One Love."

version of

It

weary-sounding songs,

many made when Bob was

gle," "Mr.

new

doesn't matter

already dying,

Brown," and "Small Axe."

Yet there

it is,

coming out of the loud-

speaker. "Judge Not": the seventeen-year-

the advertised

"They keep coming," says Bragga,

old Bob, his voice up a couple of registers

encompasses much

kneeling on his haunches. "That show

some of

'cultural" tunes, also

happen

used for smoking,"

sheepish about the fact that his repertoire,

while including

to

dance-hall rapping, in addition to several

thing that

even

if

is

Bob

in his coffin,

he don't die."

from where
brand-new.

it

would

settle,

innocent and

D
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A Wtorid Apart

of the southern

Text and photographs

tip

of New Zealand, the

Island,

I

was confronted by a phalanx of seabirds
Uning Anchorage Bay like a wild and welcoming crowd. A deafening cacophony

trip.

ries

It

was

built

up by a

1 .5

se-

of eruptions characterized by huge

fountains spraying out molten rock.

sea wore

away

The

the slopes of the ancient

About a mile north of Antipodes Island,
Bollons and Archway Islands form two-

chorus of stuttered screams. Light-man-

thirds of a sea-eroded volcanic crater, fur-

tled sooty albatrosses cried out like crazed

ther evidence of the islands' fiery origins.

mammal

section

came

the low, guttural bellows of disgruntled

elephant seals.

The whole choir of the An-

tipodes barked

its

discordant message.

Perhaps the animals had a right to be
dignant at our arrival; the twelve

of our expedition were

mans

to set foot

the late 1970s,

among

when New

of scientists to check on

visitors,

is

few hu-

on Antipodes Island since

partment of Conservation

Not only

members

the

Zealand's De-

last sent a
its

group

inhabitants.

the island legally off-limits to

it is

also hard to reach.

The An-

tipodes are the most remote of

Rough weather can make landing on
The Antipodes lie in the latitudes known as the
the rugged coast treacherous.

"roaring forties and furious fifties" and are
in-

New

pounded by huge
sistent westerly

sible,

Among

than 500 miles southeast

and ragged

craft to bits. Luckily,

we

arrived on a clear

day, with the sea as gentle as the water in a

that

We

had hitched a ride on the

from the

was delivering

New

Zealand Navy

fuel to a research sta-

the first animals to greet visitors to the Antipodes are erect-crested

penguins, above, that nest near Anchorage Bay. Looking southward fivm Reef
Point, right, the fortresslike shoreline
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by per-

rocks can easily smash a small landing

Tui, a ship

More

at

and the constant slapping of break-

ers against the steep cliffs

rock pool.

Antarctica.

snapped

sweeping in from the Antarctic.
Even a whisper of wind from the "roaring
forties" can make landing on shore impos-

which

scattered like stepping stones to

seas,

winds, and chilled by cold

fronts

Zealand's five subantarctic island groups,
lie

cir-

were the

five

days ashore.

people to discover the island

sailors of

H.M.S. Reliance, who

March

1 800. The name Anwas chosen to reflect the island's
position, which is almost exactly opposite,
or antipodal to, Greenwich, England. The

sighted

it

in

tipodes

British often called the

mainland of

most remote part of the Empire.

cliffs,

ing almost a thousand feet above the surf.

the

first

some tower-

of rugged, crumbling

ears as thousands of erect-

From

The

Zealand the Antipodes because

and rock hopper penguins,
squawking and fighting, burst forth in a

soloists.

by taking a

volcano, resulting in a dramatic coastline

crested

assaulted

Island;

gave us a precious

million years ago.

Stepping onto the narrow, rocky beach

on Campbell

reached by a three- to four-day boat

volcano that emerged from the seabed

on the north shore of Antipodes

tion

cuitous route via Antipodes Island, they

Seven and a half square miles in area,
the main island is the remnant of an extinct

by Simon D. Pollard

my

is-

lands have no airstrip and can only be

of the islands

is

evident.

Our

visit to

it

New

was

the

Antipodes was a rare op-

portunity to study the island's ecosystem

m

in relation to other subantarctic islands

and mainland

New

the twelve of us

Zealand. For shelter,

moved

into a three-room

150 feet.
above sea

to traverse

300

feet

vegetation

is

On

only a foot in height and

research hut built on Reef Point, just south

much

of Anchorage Bay, during the

the coastline's tussocks.

last

Depart-

ment of Conservation expedition.

One of

the disadvantages of

I

life

on the

became apparent as we
move about. The coastline is

easier to

was

the North Plains,

level, the grassland

walk over, compared with

invited

by the

Zealand Devisit

tipodes to survey the spiders living

tried to

island,

was

Anon the

the

island quickly

I

especially interested to

fringed with six-foot-high clumps of tus-

see whether jumping spiders

sock grass. The plant tops weave into one

group) lived there. They are a hardy vari-

another in
to get

many

places,

around, and

it

making

it

difficult

often took fifteen

minutes of wading through waves of srass

(my

favorite

some have even been found living at
feet on Mount Everest, hi New
Zealand's South Island, jumping spiders
ety;

23,000

common

high elevations, where

at

they shelter in nests beneath rocks and

Most jumping spiders are not
roam outside their
they depend on their excellent eye-

crevices.

web

spinners; as they

nests,

New

partment of Conservation to

and

are

sight to detect prey, predators,

and mates.

After a few minutes' search above

chorage Bay,

I

An-

found some dense silken

clumped together under the rock outCloser examination revealed
dozens of unblinking jumping spider eyes
staring back at me. Although it is unusual
to find mature jumping spiders clumped
together, I suspect these were spending the

nests

crops.
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colder months (we visited in October, the
austral spring) in their nests before

emerg-

ing to feed and mate during the summer. I
found a few other spider species, but
jumping spiders were the most common.
Because cliffs ring most of the coastline, the island's

dense colonies

penguins congregate

at the

few

in

suitable sites

where they can climb out of the water to
nest. We were the first expedition to visit

when

out of place to

me

as penguins

a tropical rain forest.

One

would be

subspecies are endemic to Antipodes, and

I

was looking

he was

for spiders

looking out for rival males and disgrunfled

females intent on leaving him

—

a seal

surprising that both could

"soap opera" was a wonderful distraction

survive on such a small island, they have

An-

from peering under rocks. The females
were constanfly bellowing at one another
and snapping at one another's pups. The

tipodes Island parakeet, considered to be

male, acting like a couch potato most of

although

it

is

adapted to distinct food niches, thus avoiding direct competition.

The

larger

the original colonist, feeds mainly

on

tus-

sock and sedge leaves. Reischek's para-

red-crowned

would occasionally leap
ward off the advances of a

the time,

into ac-

tion to

satellite

seal popula-

number of hours with a male elephant seal, his harem of seventeen females, and their pups. The male was enormous, measuring some eighteen feet in

male that spent hours trying to sneak onto
the beach to mate. When the rival got too
close, the resident bull would raise his
head, bellow loudly, and move toward his
competitor. This would send the suitor
scuttling back out to sea until he felt confident enough to try coming ashore again.
Plot twists drive all soap operas and this
one was no exception. I watched as the

and surveyed the many other nesting

length and weighing perhaps three tons.

male

While the smaller

that

the Antipodes

the erect-crested pen-

keet, a subspecies of the

guins were laying eggs; this allowed Peter

parakeet found on one other subantarctic

Carey and Colin Miskelly, from the University of Canterbury's Zoology Depart-

island

ment, to further unravel the breeding biol-

ogy of this httle-known bird. Taking time
out from the penguin colonies' deafening
noise, they also estimated the size of the
island's elephant seal

tions

While

in

species and one

and fur

bird species.

The most incongruous
island are

its

birds flying

New Zealand's northern offis

mainly a seed

In a small cove just

eater.

below the

hut,

I

spent a

fur seals use their front

flippers to propel themselves

on land,

left his harem to retrieve a female
suddenly tried to elope with the

sneaky

The male,

surfer.

As I watched these

these appendages were useless to the male

the penguin colonies

elephant seal. Instead, he undulated over

great gobs of

the rocks like a gigantic slug.

nostrils, rolled his

parakeets.

among

residents of the

and on

shore islands,

and on the North Plains, they seemed as

mucus

erupting from his

blubbery body into the

Transformed from a giant land slug

water.

headed toward the

into a sleek missile, he
Joe LeMonnier

his bellows re-

verberating out of his pouchy proboscis,

couple

at sea,

and

after beating

position, he herded the female

beach,

now and

up the opback

to his

then holding her head un-

derwater. Within half an hour, however,

she

made

more successful

another,

at-

tempt to escape and was reunited with her
relatively diminutive suitor. Seething with

resentment, the cuckolded male immediately

mated with another member of

harem, then lolled around

in the surf.

his

He

seemed unconcerned as I approached to
within a few feet of his harem. I was

me as

pleased that he didn't regard
or,

a rival

worse, a potential mate. Compared

with the competition,
peared a puny

Soon

after the

killing

must have ap-

Antipodes were discov-

ered, hunters arrived

began

I

threat.

on the

islands and

thousands of elephant and

fur seals for their skins

and

oil.

In one year,

a single ship carried off the skins of 60,000
fur seals, equivalent to about

60 percent of

the entire fur seal population of

Zealand today. Within
lands' seals

New

thirty years, the is-

had been nearly wiped

Their low numbers today

out.

reflect the

slaughter that took place almost two hun-

dred years ago.
In the latter part of the 1800s and into
the early 1900s, the
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New Zealand govem-

ment sent search

parties to the

Antipodes

A

sur-

was

built

to look for shipwrecked sailors.

vivors" hut,

standing today,

still

on Antipodes Island in 1886. Graffiti
scribbled on its walls from visitors long
dead looks deceptively fresh, and only the
dates betray the shelter's true age.

To

pro-

vide shipwreck victims with a food
source, domestic animals and vegetation

were introduced to the

island.

The longest recorded stay on the island
was made by the marooned crew of the
Spirit of/he

Dawn. Their

ship struck a reef

September 1893, and the

off the coast in

eleven sailors survived for eighty-seven

days before being rescued. They never

saw

and three cattle that
from the earlier stocking of
the island or the survivors' hut only two
miles away from their camp. During their
were

the nine sheep
still

alive

ordeal they sheltered beneath a cliff over-

hang
lived

in a structure built

on limpets, giant

from

turf

petrel chicks,

and

mut-

A

male southern elephant seal escorts a smaller female back
Hut Cove after her failed attempt to elope with another male.

territorial

beach

in

to his

tonbirds, albatrosses, the roots of a plant
that tastes like celery, and, particularly,

on

penguins and their eggs. The sailors were
lucky to have shipwrecked
for the

when

they did,

weather was relatively mild

most of their

for

traumatic enough for

be too

stay.

Fortunately for the island's fragile

cows and sheep, but

the weather and difficult terrain proved to

much

island also

for the animals to endure.

managed

Common

castaways from ships,

ecosystem, the introduction of animals for

of

shipwreck victims was unsuccessful.
Landing on the island must have been

these aggressive rodents prey

rats.

The

to escape the scourge

on the eggs
and young of nesting seabirds, and have

wiped out entire colonies on many remote
islands. At some stage, mice made it
ashore, but even though they are fairly
common, they seem to have had little impact on the survival of nesting birds.

The absence of introduced predators
and scavengers was especially evident on
the North Plains,

where

I

could see hun-

dreds of white dots dispersed

among

the

fawn-colored vegetation. These turned out

Beyond the Roaring Forties

to

be three-foot-tall white albatross chicks

on

sitting

their nests waiting for their par-

ents to return from the sea with food.

New

The Antipodes and

Zealand's four

other subantarctic island groups are nature

reserves

managed by

the

Department of

home to

airlift,

a steady

stream of adult albatrosses landed and
took off in a

tireless effort to

keep

their

foot wingspans, the parents' agility and

gracefulness in the air did not extend to ar-

scheduled between

lymawks, and Bounty Island hosts erectcrested penguins and Salvin's mollymawks.
For more information on New Zealand's
subantarctic islands, see the guide book New

January. Landings are per-

Zealand's Subantarctic Islands, edited by

Christchurch,

two

trips

are

is-

Maquarie

Is-

aboard a polar

re-

lands, as well as to Australia's

November and

clude elephant seals and royal albatrosses.

Reminiscent of the Berlin

guins, sooty shearwaters, and Buller's mol-

Box 20219,

Zealand) runs excursions to the

search vessel

Auckland Island shags, dotterels, and
Campbell Island in-

Attractions on

six-month-old chicks fed. With their nine-

Tours Ltd. (P.O.

land. Usually

teals.

Snares crested pen-

Conservation. Only Southern Expedition

New

guins,

Snares Island

is

mitted only on Enderby (one of the Auck-

Tim Higham,

land Islands), Campbell, and Maquarie

partment of Conservation. P.O.

Is-

lands, but visitors are allowed to cruise the

coastlines of Snares. Bounty,

and Antipodes

Wellington.

1991, available from the De-

New

Roaring Forties:
Islands,

Box

10-420,

Zealand, and Beyond the

New Zealand's

Subantarc-

by C. Fraser, 1986, available

Islands in small, inflatable crafts. Attractions

tic

on Enderby Island include Hooker's sea

from the Government Printing Office,

lions, royal albatrosses,

yellow-eyed pen-

Wellington,

New Zealand.

rivals or departures, with crash landings

common, and frantic wing-flapping necessary for takeoff. The parents' lengthy foraging

trips at sea

would continue

other six months, until the chicks

for an-

become

independent. After leaving their nests, the
birds will live

on the open sea for seven

years before returning to the island to

some 4,000 pairs of
which breed every two

breed. Each year,
adult albatrosses,

years, return to the island.

The

albatross chicks perched on their
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Own the First
Indian Head

Penny of 1859.

The Famous "White Cent"
Used in the Civil War

Red-crowned parakeets blend nicely with the bright green of the mosscovered rocks near Reef Point, on Antipodes Island.

ONLY $19
Everyone loves the Indian Head
penny, but how many can claim to
own the coveted 1859 first issue?
Struck by the U.S. Mint in coppernickel,

and originally called "the

landed on

we descended from the North Plains to the

coastal areas that resembled these islands

research hut.

Above

this ethereal vision,

thousands of petrels returning to burrows

nickel," this long-obsolete "white
cent" was phased out in 1864 when
hard nickel became a critical Civil
War armaments metal. It's thicker
and heavier than later bronze U.S.

The Indian Princess (Liberty) design was immediately
acclaimed by the American public,
but due to a shortage in commerce
comparatively few were saved. The
cents.

Their landings con-

filled the night sky.

jured images of biblical plagues as they

seemed

My

to

drop

numbers of

hovered

its

wide

feet

briefly, as if

swayed

lifted

The

seabirds

seemed

like fish out

Although masters of the

air

and
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It

how-

of life and death has, except for a brief period of

human

disturbance, essentially re-

mained unchanged for hundreds of thou-

back

to a time

As
I

I

struggled across the

felt like I

had traveled

when humans had

little

pact on the destiny of other species.

im-

Few

such places remain.
In the final verse of his

poem "Unhar-

vested," Robert Frost pleads:

May

something go always

of

May much stay

out of our stated plan.

sea,

they are vulnerable and fragile on land,

where they must venture periodically to
The sight of wandering albatross

chicks dotted over the North Plains

3347

inhabitants of the Antipodes,

unliarvested!

tion:

Serving collectors for 21 years.

The

earlier.

breed.

1-800-451-4463

off

in the air.

30-Day No-Risk

order by credit card call toll-free.
Or send check or money order to:
International Coins & Currency
62 Ridge St., Box 218, Dept. 3347
Montpelier, Vermont 05601

it

its

wires, and then flew off with a grace

water.

and handling.
Home ExaminaMoney-Back Guarantee. To

spread

suspended by unseen

unimaginable moments

just $2 shipping

It

re-

subantarctic islands.

sands of years.

edge of the precipice.

now

Antipodes and a few other

tussock grass,

the rock,

Add

with bird species

mushrooms. I watched one
get up from its nest and waddle comically
dark, velvety

wings, and as the wind slowly

protective transparent holder.

filled

stricted to the

the cliff tops, their feathers the color of

1860 with an oak (military) wreath
and Union shield on the eve of the
Civil War. Your special introduc-

in a

light-

mantled sooty albatrosses nesting along

laurel (civil) wreath, replaced in

#17196. Each coin comes

were

Zealand's mainland,

ever, continue to thrive because the cycle

me

search for spiders also brought

into contact with large

to the

good-quality original is just $19,
3 for $55 or 5 for $89. Order

ground.

lifelessly to the

reverse bears a unique one-year

tory price for a certified-genuine

New

nests createy ghostly landmarks at night as

So smelling
no theft.

their

left,

sweetness would be

picked off by predators? In places where

As our inflatable landing craft pulled
away from Anchorage Bay, the noise from
its outboard motor drowned out the chatter
of seabirds left behind. Soon we joined the
Tui and were steaming toward New

humans have introduced such

it

difficult for

me

to

imagine

could survive anywhere
they

sit

else.

how

How

made

Apples or something forgotten and

they

could

there for a year without getting

predators as

Zealand's mainland, leaving the residents

mustelids, rats, and cats, a similar scene

of Antipodes, a paradise saved, to chatter

would be impossible. Before humans

noisily

among

themselves.

This Land

Sewee
Shell Houndf
Soulh Carolina

highest part of the ring to be about 15 feet
tall,

but souvenir hunters and perhaps oth-

ers seeking

duced

it.

fill

for

roadways may have
snails,

turtles, alligators, birds, deer,

A gently sloping zone that reaches from
Long

Island to Florida, the Atlantic coastal

plain consists of sands, clays,
that

were

laid

riod of time,

down over

and marls

a very long pe-

from 140 million

to 2 million

years ago, as the ocean shoreline shifted

back and

forth.

Located

in a part

of this

country immediately north of
Charleston, South Carolina, is the Francis

low

Marion National Forest, whose nearly
250,000 acres include bays,

tidal

marshes,

upland ridges, and bottomland swamps. (It
was in some of these swamps that the
American Revolutionary War hero Francis

Marion, known as the

munal and seasonal
brate annual rituals.

raccoons,

Edwards speculated that the site was
used as a base camp where Indians dug
fire pits,

storage pits, and refuse pits, and

dwellings upon the accumulating

mound. Based on

the

amount of refuse and

on the type of pottery shards excavated, he
estimated that the

was occupied for a
A few pockets
midden yielded radio-

site

period of 150 to 400 years.

of charcoal in the

carbon dates of about 3,300 years ago.

According

to national forest heritage

program manager Robert Morgan, current
thinking

is

activities,

The

was a long-term
camp and may have

that the ring

habitation site or base

and cele-

may

ring shape

be the result of maintaining a cleared, central

area for

common

use.

The second midden, which

and opossums.

built

together to exploit the

Ed-

scallops, crabs, rays, several kinds of fish,

by Robert H. Nohlenbrock

came

abundant coastal resources, share in com-

clams,

In addition to oyster shells,

wards found the remains of

re-

served as a gathering place where scattered groups

consists pri-

marily of clam shells, dates to about

1

,000

The two middens are named for
the Sewee Indians, who did not create
them but lived in the region when Charles
Towne was settled by the English in 1670.
According to W. J. Rivers's 1856 history
years ago.

of South Carolina, a small group of Se-

wees remained until 1715 but were wiped
out when the Yamasee War was fought to
control rebelling Indians.
I

first

visited the oyster shell ring in

1979, walking a short distance through

The marshland
would not support the

forest to the tidal marsh.

looked as though

it

Swamp Fox,
Among the

perfected his guerrilla tactics.)
forest's

unusual attractions

Mound

Shell

the

is

Historical Area,

Sewee

which

in-

cludes the remains of two Indian shell

middens, or refuse heaps, that

lie

close to-

gether in tidal marshland adjacent to the

Cape Romain National Wildlife Refuge.

Human
back

to

occupation of the region dates

about

end of the

1

1

.000 years ago. near the

last ice

age,

living in small,

camped along

the

when

Paleo-Indians

mobile groups often
coastal riverways. The

animals they hunted included tapirs,

mam-

moths, mastodons, and giant sloths. After
the glacial ice retreated, the native population adapted to the

warming

climate, a ris-

ing sea level, and the disappearance of

some of the
tually, a

much

mammals. Evencame to dominate
plain. From about

large ice age

pine forest

of the coastal

4,500 to 3,000 years ago,
ogists

m what archeol-

term the Late Archaic period, the

habitants

became increasingly

in-

sedentary,

leaving behind shell middens, which also

contained fragments of pottery.
First studied in 1965 by archeologist
William Edwards, the older of the two

middens

at

Sewee

Shell

Mound

consists

of tons of oyster shells deposited within

and on top of a low, sandy ridge. This midden is about 415 feet across and is ring- or

Vegetation grows over the edge of an ancient oyster shell midden, a garbage heap

donut-shaped. Edwards estimated the

hv Indians who inhabited the

tidal

left

marshland of present-day South Carolina.
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Bulls

Sewee Shell
For

Mound

Historical

Area

visitor information write:

District

in Francis

Marion National Forest

flourished under these conditions, notably

Ranger

small-leaved buckthorn and basswood.

Francis Marion National Forest
P.O.

where

Bay

Other

Box 788

trees that

were somewhat unusual

for coastal South Carolina

were bittemut

McClellanville, South Carolina 29458

hickory and Shumard oak. The handsome

(803) 887-3257

climbing hydrangea crawled over

many of

the branches.

When

I

retumed

to the site last year,

weight of a hiker, but the water-logged

however,

sand was surprisingly springy. During
tide, however, some of the mound is

leveled by the winds of Hurricane

high

covered by several inches of water.

this

maritime forest had been

Hugo,
which roared through Francis Marion National Forest on the night of September

The plant life that I saw in the tidal
marsh consisted of small species, many of
them succulents, adapted to life in brack-

21-22, 1989. hi addition, the

The lowest-growing plants, usually not more than six inches tall, included
glassworts, whose jointed, cylindrical,

interpretive trail leading to the ancient

ish water.

leafless
blite;

stems turn crimson

in

autumn; sea

sea purslane (a type of portulaca); a

fleshy leaved, pink-flowered

known

as the

smooth water hyssop; and a couple of saltsaltgrass and coastal
dropseed. Growing up to a foot higher
than these diminutive species were seaside
tolerant grasses

goldenrod, the
der,

—

stiffly

the U. S. Forest Service has constructed an

middens, which have been included in the
National Register of Historic Places since
1970. The oyster shell ring can now be
viewed from a 120-foot-long boardwalk.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeritus of plant biology at Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale, explores the bio-

logical

U.

S.

and geological highlights of the
and other parklands.

national forests

branched sea laven-

oxeye sunflower, narrow-leaved

loosestrife,

and two kinds of asters.

The maritime

forest adjacent to the

mound was unusual, owing to the more alkaline soil created

by calcium from the

oyster shells. Species rare or absent else-

60

suffered

member of

the mustard family called sea rocket; a

round-leaved creeping plant

site

a devastating wildfire in 1991. Since then,

Natural History
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Spanish moss drapes trees

in

Francis Marion National Forest,

named for the American Revolutionary
War hero who perfected his guerrilla
tactics in the

swamps.
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watch each night

Over 20
Functions

Summil Heeling
by Joe Rao

as the relative positions

of the three planets change.
evening of the 19th, the

trio

forms

On

tht

its tight-

est

grouping in a circle only 2° in diame-

ter.

The next evening,

for the second time

occur only once or twice a decade, but if
you have ever visited a planetarium for a
traditional Christmas show, you might
have seen a re-creation of the close con-

Venus appears to pair off with
Jupiter, which is only about one-seventh
as bright. Meanwhile, Mars steadily recedes from the earth and grows progressively dimmer. It has kept pace with the
sun since August, setting about two hours
after sundown, but its solar conjunction is
due on March 4, 1996, so its period of visibility is inevitably drawing to a close. On

junction of Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn that

the 2d,

occurred in 6 B.C. Astronomers and

Antares, brightest star of the constellation

this year,

This month,

we

will be treated to a

spectacular planetary gathering as Venus,

Mars, and Jupiter converge low

in the

southwestern sky. Such close groupings
Haven't you always wanted a weather station'
The Weather Wizard III combines all the most
requested features into one incredible package!
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Optional Rain Collector

have long speculated

bibli-

that this

Order today:

close gathering might have been the phe-

1-800-678-3669

nomenon that came to be known as the star
of Bethlehem.

M-F 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Pacific Time • NH659I
FAX 1-510-670-0589 • M/C and VISA
Add $8.00 for Shipping and Handling
One-year warranty • 30-day money-back guarantee

3465 Diablo Ave., Haywarj, CA

94545

the

USA Made!

Year!

below the horizon about

fifty

minutes after sundown, but by the end of

Instruments

Davis
Our 30th

Early in the month, Venus, the brightest
planet, dips

month

it

sets in a totally

dark sky more

As

than an hour and a half after sundown.

Venus rises higher in the sky each evening,
it gradually approaches its neighbors, dimmer Jupiter and the much-fainter Mars.

By November

16, the planetary trio

forms a striking isosceles triangle low

it
Art

Anil

i-omo

Th.-H.- nr.- w..n<l.rful

C«ll
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i.ip.otki-i

p.ift

writ.-
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passes 4° north of the red

star

Scorpius.

At 5:00 P.M., EST, on the 22d, Mars and
Venus will come within eleven arc minutes of each other (a little more than a third
of the apparent width of the moon). This
will be their closest conjunction in ten
years, not to be equaled in another ten.
Mars, however, will be only one-hundredth as bright as Venus.

The next day

is

Thanksgiving, and

dusk, a very slender crescent

hours after

new phase on

moon

atj

(thirty

the East Coast)

can be seen lying to the right of the three
planets.

the southwestern sky right after sunset.

n

buildings will not obstruct your view, be-

The Planets in November
The planetary motions of Venus, Mars,

iMt If,

cause the planets will be only about 10°

and Jupiter are described above.

Try to find a place where trees and
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Mercury begins

above the horizon.

(800) 447-4440

•

1

the month rising about
0° south of east an hour

before sunup, but each
successive morning the

planet appears a

lower

moves toward

IIARGOYLES
"Feast
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and
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exclusive.
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it
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south as darkness
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European sculpture,

will

from us.
Saturn,

tooth-

picking Gargoyle.

it

opposite side of the sun

sculptor Frederic Levesque of France. His love of fairy
tales

falls,

sets after mid-

On

the 19th, sun-

light begins shining

1-800-525-1733
Ext.
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urn's rings

Campbell

Depi. N837,
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and Venus

foivi a small triangle. This rare conjunction
visible an hour or so after sunset.
Dennis Davidson

62

Jupiter,

will

is

Srrcei,

Arlington Hgts, IL 60005

on

the southern side of Sat-

On November 19, Mars,
17 E.

it

superior

conjunction on the 23d,

the newest creation by

is

little

sky as

in the

will

be

now

—

tilted

the side that

away from

the earth. Before the
19th, the rings can be

American Museum

Celestial Events

of

Natural History

ICEBREAKER EXPEDITION THROUGH THE

NORTHWEST PASSAGE

glimpsed through a telescope as a narrow

band of

the planet.

we

but afterward

light,

them only as a

dark

thick,

on the nights of the

1

st

and the 29th.

The Moon is full on the 7th at 2:20
EST; last quarter is on the 15th at
6;40 A.M., EST; new moon is on the 22d at
10:43 A.M.. EST; and first quarter is on the
A.M.,

29th at 1:28 A.M.,

EST

August

is famous for producing
shows about every thirty-three
1 833, one observer compared the

meteor shower
spectacular

frequency of meteors to "about half that of
the flakes of

snow

in

an average snow-

storm." In 1966, several thousand meteors

The Northwest Passage, an
Atlantic and Pacific

ice-

Oceans

through Canada's northern waeluded explorers for cen-

ters,

Only in 1906 did explorer Roald Amundsen finally
conquer the Northwest Passage,
a feat only rarely accomplished
since then.

The American Museum

left

observers awestruck. In re-

cent years, the

shower has averaged only

through

to take part in a
this

invites

voyage

legendary sea pas-

ten or so meteors per hour, but with the

sage aboard the comfortable

source of the tiny particles that produce

Kapitan Khlebnikov. One of the

Leonids (comet Tempel-Tuttle) sched-

uled to return in about

two

may pick
may start in

ers,

up; truly

spectacular displays

1997.

the

prediction as to

telligent guess.

in a

much more

she will be able to break

through frozen icepacks that

what meteors

Leonid shower will do

however, cannot be

world's most powerful icebreak-

years, the rate

of sightings per hour

Any

1996

packed sea route connecting the

you

the

5,

turies.

The annual, mid-November Leonid

per minute

-

The waxing gibbous moon

passes 6° north of Saturn twice this month;

years. In

July 20

will see

line bisecting

in

given year,
than an in-

Spectacular showers were

have thwarted countless ships.

We

will visit

remote Inuit villages and historic islands,

keeping watch for polar bear, musk ox and whales. The

recorded in 1799, 1833, 1866, 1867, 1900,

ways

1901, and 1966. Note, however, that no

tundra comes to

meteor storm occurred

all

spectacular,

is

life

especially so in the brief arctic

the while

scenery, al-

summer when

in the early 1930s,

own

indicating that there might be large gaps in

The 56-cabin Kapitan Khlebnikov

the Leonid swarm. In 1994 conditions

copters and fleet of Zodiacs that will enable us to land wherever

seemed

to

the

and the sun shines nearly 24 hours a day.

be improving, but the shower

was ruined by bright moonlight.
The height of the meteor shower

wish. Join us as

we

follow in the

is

equipped with

wake of the

its

heli-

we

great Arctic explorers

of yesteryear.
this

year will probably occur during the early

hours of the 18th. Because the meteors ap-

proach the earth virtually head-on, they
are extremely swift

and often

bright, with

white, green, and blue colors predominat-

Roughly two out of every three of the
Leonid meteors leave lingering vapor
trails. The meteor shower is so named because it appears to fan out from the coning.

stellation

Leo, which does not begin to rise

out of the northeast until after midnight.

Anyone with

a passion for meteors should

bundle up against the

tumn night and

try to

2:00 A.M. until the

chill

of a late-au-

observe from about

first light

of dawn.

Rao is a guest lecturer
American Museum-Hayden Plane-

Meteorologist Joe
at the

tarium.

Central Park West at 79th Street New York, New York 10024-5192
Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York State

Discovery

Field fiuide

Recommended travel and

many of

reading from the authors of
this month'sfeatures

catch up with the motor age; in some, the

the smaller villages have yet to

old cobbled streets are too narrow for cars,

and others are accessible only by boat. At
Kirkjub0ur, south of the capital, there are

medieval ruins, including the walls of a

Faeroe Islands
{Story

thirteenth-century cathedral, as well as

what

on page 26)

The eighteen Faeroe

Islands (seventeen

is

claimed to be one of the oldest

wooden houses

in

Europe, dating from

inhabited) have a population of about

about the fourteenth century and

47,000, half of them living in two towns:

cupied by a farmer. Traditional garments,

the capital, Torshavn, in the south and

made from

Klaksvik

in the north.

The language spo-

is

Faeroese, of which there are ten di-

alects,

but everyone also speaks Danish

ken

and many speak English. The

islands' dra-

matic scenery includes majestic sea
as well as waterfalls, fiords,

cliffs

and beautiful

natural harbors, such as the one in the

small village of Gjogv.

wool of sheep

that bear a

resemblance to the primitive Soay

breed, are
cial

the

oc-

worn by many

occasions and

traditional

villagers

on spewhere

at folk festivals,

Scandinavian chain dancing,

accompanying long folk

ballads, is

still

performed.

Organized

excursions,

available

through local tourist offices, are offered

Mykines, also known as Bird Island,
tracts

striking

still

many biologists. Viewed from

at-

a dis-

for

salmon and

trout angling,

fishing, trekking,

deep sea

horseback riding, and

weather can be capricious, changing from
brilliant

sunshine to thick mist and back

again in a matter of minutes.

Standard flights into Vagar airport, on
Vagar Island, arrive regularly from Denmark and Iceland, with extra service operating out of Glasgow during the summer.
Car ferry service is also available from

Whale drives occur most
commonly in late summer, but the chances

Denmark and

examination, however, these turn out to be

of seeing one are slim unless

author suggests Peter G. Evans's The Nat-

some of the

in the village

tance, the island appears to be under a per-

manent cloud of mosquitoes.

On

closer

half-million puffins that breed

bird watching.

where you are

it

takes place

staying.

Scotland.

For further reading on

pilot whales, the

ural History of Whales and Dolphins
(London: Facts on File, Inc., 1987).

on the Faeroes. Throughout the islands
there are also vast numbers of fulmars,
storm petrels, kittiwakes, and guillemots,

tends to be expensive. Buses serve most of

as well as gannets, Leach's petrels, shear-

linked by an extensive and efficient sys-

The ¥^y to Reggae

waters, red-throated divers, and great

tem of

During the summer, the

(Story

best season to travel to the Faeroes, there

The

skuas.

cies

The

oyster catcher, a protected spe-

known

locally as tjaldiir,

is

the

Faeroese national bird.
Visitors to the Faeroes can experience
life as it

was some 400 years ago. Many

land houses are

still

is-

roofed with grass, and

Getting around the islands

the major road routes,

ferries.

is

easy, but

and the islands are

accommodations to suit all budgets,
from hotels and bed and breakfasts to
campsites and excellent youth hostels.
Temperatures in the summer range from
about 52° to 68° Fahrenheit, but the
are

ley

on page 48)
best

way

to learn

and reggae music

about

Bob Mar-

to listen to the

is

recordings. Songs of Freedom, a four-CD

compilation of Marley's work,

is

the most

representative example of his genius.

Tougher Than Tough, a multidisc box
from Island Records, gives a good
overview of Jamaican music
(Also, see the

Come, made

The

1972 but

in

still

pertinent.)

international music section in any

large record store
tion of reggae

elsewhere.

A

is

sure to carry a selec-

music from Jamaica and
more specialized music

Reggae Land,

store.

York

in general.

movie The Harder They

City.

According

is

located in

New

to the author, travel-

ing around Jamaica in search of live reg-

gae music can be daunting. But with
mination

deter-

—and a guide—you can hear

reggae there and

in cities

live

with Jamaican-

American communities, such as Toronto,
Miami, and New York. SOB's, at 204 Varick Street in New York, is a more accessible venue. A relevant magazine is Rhythm
Music (872 Massachusetts Avenue, CamThe town of Vestmanna, on Streymoy
Jose Azel/AURORA

64

Natural History

11/95

Island, in the Faeroes

bridge,

MA 02139).

Advertisement

Man has an unfortunate habit of transforming everything he touches.
He manages to tame areas of outstanding natural beauty even as he pays homage
like Midas,

to their pristine and untrammeled wildness. It's an irony that sends the true
naturalist in an ever widening search for new frontiers, those secluded corners
where man's hand, however well-intentioned, has not yet reached and transformed
with car parks and tour buses, souvenir shops and the heavy footprint of crowds.
Understanding that the readers of Natural History are, by definition, those that
value nature for its untried mysteries, we have searched the globe for those
frontiers still beyond the grasp of mass-tourism, stUl caught in that first untainted

glow of creation.
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Cover:

recreation cabins and the twenty private cabins

Southern Alaska

under

special use permit.

manent community on
a native village

Alaska

with

The

the island

only per-

is

Angoon,

a rich cultural history.

America's backwoods. In the popular imagination, it's where the mown grass

Best time to

and cement of

civilization stops

more information, contact

most

vice Information Center, 101 Egan Drive,
Juneau, Alaska 99801. Tel: (907) 586-8751.

is

and where
up immense, ungoverned and

nature rises

glorious. Since

visitors believe the best

visit:

temperatures can

the

summer months when

rise into

the eighties. For

the Forest Ser-

place to experience this wonder is in the
great national parks, a quiet corner in the
south of the state is left for the fortunate few.

with earth power.
stone

mounds

Some

are massive lime-

as big as cars; others are sta-

lagmites as small and thin as pencils.

While there
the park

itself,

are

no accommodations

town. Best time to

visit:

August

a

largely

U.S. Teh

ment of

is not a national park,
undeveloped national monu-

or float plane-ride off

the Panhandle (Juneau and Sitka are the
main deparmre points). This is not Yellowstone,

it's

ing

ofi-'

and

alder.

ows

nature in the raw:

foot}-)aths lead-

through stands of spruce, hemlock,
Bald eagles screeching, their shad-

smooth

cai-ving

circles on the ground;
and moose surprised in the
evening forage and, most important of all,

black-tailed deer

1,700 coastal

brown bears (one of the world's

largest populations).

From viewing spots

like

Pack Creek you can watch them swiping
salmon out of the falls or lumbering along
the river bank.

Many visitors

tour the island

by boat, viewing the marine life
whales, sea-otters, and porpoises

—
— then
seals,

take shore excursions along the twenty miles

of

trails

that crisscross the island. Others

take the cross-island canoe route or hike the
interior,

camping

at designated sites.

Those seeking accommodations should
ask the Park

A-2

Australia

nearly a million acres, just a short

ferry-, charter boat-,

Semce

about the fifteen public

In Western Australia the landscape ranges

from

tropical

swamps

(2 12)

687-6300

forests

The

of vast karri trees

rise into

the

sk)'.

commonplace. But extraordinary even here is Nambung, famous for its
bizarre

is

eerie forest of limestone formations.

The park, just 162 miles north of Perth (a
short hop in Aussie terms), clings to the
western edge of a state three times the size of
Texas. Fisitors drive

up in 4x4's to spend a
through low coastal vegetation of wattles, banksias, and scrub where
wildflowers stand out like dabs of primaryday hiking the

trails

color paint. After a hot walk, there is always
the promise of swimming or fishing in the
refreshing cool of the evening. But the main
attraction

is

the Pinnacles, vast fossilized re-

mains of an ancient forest that protrude
from the red dunes like crude sculpnires,
beautiful in the

Rock formations of the
Pinnacles
Photo:

with alligators in
the north to the temperate southern coast
where whales swim the cool currents, and
astir

changing

light

and resonant

to

Septem-

when wildflowers are in full blaze. For
more details, contact Nambung National
Park, RO. Box 62, Cervantes, WA 6511 or
the Australian Tourist Commission in the
ber,

Admiralty Island
but

in

there are hotels in the nearby

Ken

Stepnell,

Bruce Coleman. Inc
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Costa Rica

Belize

1996 NATURAL

ADVENTURES
Visit the world's

nature

and

most fascinating

wildlife destinations

witfiout giving

up Gomfort.

We

comacconfimoddtions and the

offer expert naturalist guides,

fortable

Any

naturalist

biggest reef just a boat-ride away from the

lars

has heard the

shore, world-class diving in waters alive with

twenty national parks; diverse ecosystems
from arid, cactus-spiked parks to cloud

fish,

country has the world's second

a

and coral of

ing that

much

all

hues,

it's

hardly surpris-

of the spotlight

is

directed sub

aqua. But that's only half the story.

from the coast
with ancient

the real Belize

lies

— dotted

and the natural wonders of

sites

the tropics.

Tanzania's Wildlife-Jan 8-21

20-27

Galapagos Wildlife-Feb 5-15

of lagoons that thin

first

is a

patchwork

into shady dead-end

waterways, then into logwood swamps

—

a

haven for the hundreds of species that flock
here in the dry season from

November

to

Natural History of Costa Rica

Feb 15-25

Monarch

sible

only with plenty of time, and a stout

heart and vehicle, others

—

open

—

like

Braulio Car-

anyone with a free day
and a good pair of walking shoes. Visible
from the capital, San Jose, the park is high in
the Central Volcanic Mountain Range.
Rivers plunge down through primary, lush
are

1-800-368-0077

to

forests, clouds crown the peaks,
bromeliads cling to branches clothed in
moss, and flowers, in season, speckle the
clearings. Aiyone with the time to count can

evergreen

the tree-tops, or see tapir and deer feeding
in clearings.

at

home

Anong the

here

is

PO Box 1637
Vashon,

prized for

98070

of the ancients.

WA

its

.H7 species of birds

the long-tailed quetzal,

alluring

plumage since the days

Large in area, the park can be approached
from three different points. From the visitor
center (Zurqi Station), a network of well-

marked

We

take your views
of the Far East

trails

fan out across flatlands and

swimming spots, lagoons, and the
lips of two extinct volcanoes
the conic
Cacho Negro and the many-cratered Barva.
Even in the dry season (December to April),
it is wise to pack rain gear. For more inforpeaks to

very seriously.
Most notable of the many birds
in Belize is the jabiru storif
Photo: Erwin and Peggy Bauer, Bruce Coleman,

—

mation contact the Instituto C^ostarricense
de Turismo, RO. Box 777-1000, San Jose.

Inc.

U.S. Tel: (800) 327-7033.
April.

this

And

for ornithologists

who come

to

migration rest stop to study herons

(night and great blue), ospreys, kingfishers,

#S11A^ERSEA
25% Inaugural Savings
to China & the Far East*
December 1995
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1996

Your All-inclusive Silversea caiise includes: all
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port charges, iransfers.

and

(he Siluersea

Experience, a unique shoreside eveni.

For FREE 40-page Cruise Directory,
reservations or more information call:

1-800-596-5528
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CRUISES
Certified
5000 Canipuswood
'

25%
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SEivings

a|,)[,)ly

&

INC.

Bonded

Drive. E. Syracuse,

lo cruises deposiletl

90

NY 13057

diiys prior lo dcpanure.

and muscovy ducks among hundreds of others.

The

show

is

the jabiru

wingspan of up

Anericas

Touring
on foot or on horseback along trails that wind through pine
stands and grasslands, or by boat
you
might chance upon one of the land mama

the sanctuary

—

to twelve feet.

either

—

mals that keep close to the water

like cay-

mans basking in shafts of sun and howler
monkeys kicking up a riickus overhead, or
turtles

waterfall in Braulio Carrillo
National Park, Costa Rica

Photo: Stuart Westmorland, Tony Stone

big star of the

stork, the largest flying bird in the

with

A

and iguanas scuttling away into the

shadows.

Crooked Tree

lies

inland northwest of

Belize City between the worthwhile

archaeological sites of Lamanai and

Maya
Atun

Ha. Available lodging ranges from a deluxe
hotel to bed & breakfasts. For more information, contact the Belize Tourist Board,
421 7di Avenue, Suite 701, New York, NY
10001. Serious naturalists could also contact
the Belize

Audubon

Societ)'. Tel: 02-77-.^69.

.

|j

!!

reserves are acces-

and keen eyesight can follow the barking to a
family of howler monkeys thrashing through

our complete 1996

catalog!

Rica;

nurtin-ing climate. Others with a quiet step

Feb 24-Mar 2
Call for

or her binocu-

find 6,000 species of plant thriving in this

Mexico

Butterflies of

his

word about Costa

While some parks and

rillo

gratory birds. Crooked Tree

worthy of

forests saturated with fine mist.

Away

Established a decade ago to protect mi-

best itineraries available.

Snorkeling in Bonaire-Jan

When

Inside Thailand...

inailaM

Alural Paintiiu], Wat Suwanaram, Banijkiik

ike the mural painting, Thailand

kingdom of timeless

art

and

is

a

culture. Dazzling

temples. Breathtaking ruins. Graceful classical

dances and melodies. Exquisite traditional
handicrafts and artistry. Legendary accommodations,
cuisine

and

hospitality.

The most

colourlul

and

captivating masterpiece which must be experienced.

And as you explore Thailand's colourful traditions,
you

will also discover spectacular natural

as well as fun-filled

and exciting experiences.

So, please join us as
Fiftieth Anniversary of

to the

TT
For a
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I
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DISCOVER

the

brochure on Thailand
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many

s
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New
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in
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Ardtifeha^
Thailand

Ecuador
when Dai-win used

While Southeast

symbol. Apart from

Asia used to be a mystery
Americans merely read about, it has lately
been pulled within easy reach by the tourist
industry. Some of the countries, notably

being one of the world's most spectacular

Thailand, have reacted to increased popular-

and significant national parks, it also represents a successful marriage of preservation

it)'

and tourism.
Often thought to be incompatible, these
two forces are maintained through rigid
control over visitor numbers, tour operators,
and access sites. The result; 150 years after
Darwin's departure, this most fragile of

ing in their natural phenomena.

Since 1845,

these thir-

teen rock)' volcanic islands as the keystone

Galapagos

for his theor)' of evolution, the

has also evolved. ..into

ecosystems has kept

a

its

balance in spite of

or perhaps because of
tors per year.

points by
are

still

1-0,000

Dropped

visi-

at fifty-three access

enough

action, played out

finches, tortoises,

to see evolution in

by the adaptive species of
and iguanas. Swimming

from the beaches, they are approached by inquisitive turtles, boisterous sea lions, and
rays that flutter graceftiUy across the sand.

Walking designated

along chffs and

trails

through bursts of petunias and yellow cordia, they have to step around blue-footed
boobies, tropic birds and mockingbirds

—

none of
fear.

whom

have learned the notion of

Binoculars and

On

essary.

zoom

lenses are

unnec-

each of the islands, the denizens

have evolved beaks and behavior, shells and

mouths, to suit the slight changes in terrain
and available foods. The Danvin Research
Station

on the

The sambar, an Asiatic deer,
be found in Nagattiole.

is

to

Photo;

Tom

Brakefield, Bruce

Coleman,

Inc.

of boats, these enthusiasts

a flotilla

fortunate

paying

island of Santa (^itiz

an education center for visitors and

a

is

both

breed-

ing farm for threatened species like the giant
tortoise.

The Galapagos

is

reached by plane from

Driving along its dirt roads and hiking
along marked trails, you will encounter
eveiything from swamps fed by the Kabini
River to deciduous forests, pillared by the
stout trunks of teak, rosewood, and ebony
trees. Within the shadows lumber the big
mammals
elephant and gaur (wild ox)
tats.

—

along with the more discreet leopard,

tiger,

and the large Asiatic deer
known as the sambar. For birders, the
swamps and tree tops are home to eagles,
hornbills, and buzzards.
The park is open all year but the best time
to visit is between October and March. Easiest access is by flying into Mysore, fortysloth bear, hyena,

four miles away.

Accommodation

is

available

Tel: (800)

633-7972.

India
Most people

think of India

major

teeming with

Only

cities,

a

among

many

wildlife preserves that

the finest in Asia. For the true

nature enthusiast, there

pocket

terms of the

few experience the other side of the

country, the

rank

in

colorftil culture.

is

a

little-known

in the country's less-visited center,

formed by three adjacent parks
Kabini, and the newest of

all,

— Bandipur,

Nagarhole.

Although officially a sanctuary since the
Nagarhole was promoted to a national

'50s,

park

A-5

in

1975 in recognition of

its

rich habi-

terri-

No stranger to the world of conservation,
Thailand has fifty-eight public parks. The
oldest and arguably the most worthy is also
easily accessible from vibrant Bangkok.
Twenty-four hundred feet above sea level,
Khao Yai is temperate, fed by churning
streams and arcing waterfalls, shaded by one
of Asia's largest remaining rainforests, and
carpeted by waving grasslands. Walking the
thirt)' miles of trails, you could chance upon
any of Thailand's cast of mammals from elephants lazing in the dirt to sambars, Asiatic
black bears, and wild boar.

choms meanwhile

The

feathered

headed by herons wading in the shallows of the Nong Pakchi
Swamp, bitterns, grebes, eagles and silver
pheasants. To improve the odds of a chance
encounter, the authorities have staked out
salt licks and watchtowers, and offer guided
"night shining" tours (on foot and by truck).
One hundred, twenty-five miles northeast
of Bangkok, the park can be reached by airconditioned bus or
wildlife are April

is

car.

The

best times to see

and May. There are

thirty-

three bungalows, six dormitories, a collec-

two lodges (each with only six double
within the Park or in Forest Rest
Houses around the perimeter. For details
contact the Wildlife Sub-division, Mysore

tion of

suites)

modest "motels," and camp sites run
under the auspices of the Tourism Authority
of Thailand. Contact TAT at 5 World Trade

570 001.

Teh (212) 432-0433.

in

the mainland cities of Quito and Quayaquil.

One of the biggest operators, Galapagos
Network, has a range of boats and tours lasting from three to seven nights. For information contact the company at 7200 Corporate
Center Drive, Suite 309, Miami FL 33126.

with smooth and efficient access to

tory bright with ethnic colors and breathtak-

An

Asiatic black bear of Tliailand.

Photo Nicholas DeVore

III.

Bruce Coleman,

Inc.

Center, Suite 3443,

New

York,

NT

10048.

.
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ted

among

Owen

largely tut-tut-

his noble friends

and

lost pre-

cause

Owen

cious ground.

Owen's

quite accurate account of the issue in dog-

his arguments so bad? I will not attempt to deny the usual reading that
Huxley and his phalanx found all thi-ee

were

gerel verse, beginning:

Then Huxley and Owen
With rivalry glowing.
With pen and ink rush
'tis

By

one of them's
it

slain;

will be a

And indeed it was.

Private letters give a

wrote that he would "nail that mendacious

Owen

.

.

like

of uniqueness. But was

stupid and so defeated?

good match!

good account of the animosity. Huxley
humbug.

a kite to the barn door."

described one of their public

nonhuman

pri-

mates, therefore disproving Owen's crite-

Brain versus Brain,

Jove!

—

structures in the brains of

to the scratch:

ria
Till

tactics evidently failed, but

alter-

I

Owen

really so

don't think so.

I

two points for balance,
the first
in Owen's defense
well discussed by Rupke and others, the
second (so far as I know) not previously

would like
and partly

covered
First,

to raise

—

how

did

Owen

respond to Huxley

differences of opinion are rectified

and company's discovery of the three
stnictures in apes and monkeys? Did he
just deny their findings or suffer in si-

puting falsehood on a matter in

lence? In

Huxley

cations to a friend: "Prof.

dis-

graced the discussions by which scientific

differed

by imwhich he

from me. Until he retracts

im-

this

fair reply.

Owen made

fact,

He had been

a potentially

stating for years

used a sneaky version of

his defeat

—

but

we must

this

worm out of

purely terminological point to

at least credit the

technical validity of his claim. In the

865!

1

monograph, he admits that the
structures do exist in apes, but in

gorilla

three

state and in such differform from their expression in humans
that all must receive a different name
just as horses don't have wings. Thus, we

such rudimentary

ent

can

still

say that apes don't have a poste-

rior lobe, a posterior cornu, or a hip-

pocampus minor

—even though

homologues of

sess

in the literature.

carry homologues of the bat's

all

forearm bones.

all

they pos-

human

these

structures.

Owen begins by allowing pervasive homology: "In the Gorilla

... the

homologue

of every organ and of almost every

named

Human anatomy is present." He
discusses how a gorilla brain might

part in

then

must

be topologically transformed to a human

he

brain, almost nonchalantly admitting at

was merely imputing his own base and
mendacious natare."
The "official" account of the debate can
be summarized in a paragraph: Huxley ap-

the end that the three structures already

putation as publicly as he

continue to believe

made

that, in

it

I

making

it,

exist in gorillas:

Huxley argued
that the structural

proached the controversy like a military

He

general, out to upstage an older enemy.

monkeys,

search of the structures that

pronounced unique

in

betvveer^

Owen had

.

belAA/een

pri-

also

nonhuman

apes

features in various primates.

all

ac-

First,

in all

(although he had conveniently omitted

hcked

height of the hippocampus debate) that

him to disaster. (Both Owen and Huxley came from
lower-middle-class backgrounds, but
Owen's

tactics clearly led

Owen had

ingratiated himself into upper

enormous

circles, to his

practical benefit,

mologous expression in closely related
chimps and gorillas. (Owen had coined the
term homology in the late 1840s to identify features

of identical anatomical origin

in different creatures,

from Queen Victoria and, beginning

of functional divergence

early 1840s, an annual civil

list

pension,

all while Huxley struggled financially and
grew bitterly jealous. Never doubt the cen-

trality

of social class for understanding

Victorian

life.)

upper classes,

As

a nouveau arrive in the

Owen

felt that

he had

obey perceived norms for imperious
gard of upstarts.

He

to

disre-

fought for his posi-

now

—wings of

bats

We

to evolutionary

common ancestor.) But ad-

mission of homology does not require ap-

same name to the relevant
two organisms, for functional
divergence might legitimately permit a
plication of the

feature in

different term.

same vigor and with none of Huxley's

state that all

1

homology

attribute

descent from a

bat's foreaiin
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whatever the degree

with front legs of horses, for example.

and against Huxley, but not with the

tions

at the

virtually eveiy feature of humans has a ho-

receiving a rent-free residence directly
in the

.the "hip-

same name to

to

the three features in

apes because they are so poorly developed

such a claim in several publicafions

wounds.

.

he implies that he doesn't have

give the

cording to legend, eventually shut up and
his

with promi-

could accept Owen's redefinition as

I

three

Owen,

.

backward

.

.

.

clever and honorable, but for two points.

primates. In short,

they found abundant evidence for

.

.

alone present in the highest Apes.

quotations and for prior proof of the three
structures in

into a "posterior horn".

.

nences corresponding with

and mcnkeys,

searching

both for Owen's distortions or selective

.

pocampus minor": the beginnings or incipient homologues of which cavity and part are

than those

less

American spider monkey, a "lower"
mate on the traditional scale. They
literature,

cavity, or "lateral ventricle"

humans

himself studied the brain of the South

scoured published

cerebellar" lobe: to extend the chief cerebral

and apes are far

humans. Huxley

to

bellum, so as to define a "posterior" or "post

differences

organized several colleagues to dissect the
brains of various apes and

... to expand the cerebrum in all directions,
and especially backward beyond the cere-

For example, calling the

a wing doesn't require us to

mammals have winss

be-

nonhuman primates. But Huxley and
shown that some apes ex-

colleagues had

press these features as strongly as do hu-

mans. Second,

if

Owen had
we

sition all along, then

Huxley for unsubtlety. But
didn't begin

taken this po-

could blame
in fact,

Owen

by admitting rudimentary ho-

mologues of the three features
merely claiming

that strong

in

apes and

human

devel-

opment required a separate name. He
ally did
all

deny

in apes.

re-

that the structures existed at

Owen

wrote

in his

1859

lec-

ture:

Posterior development [of the cerebrum]

marked

is

have assigned to that part the character and name of
a "third lobe"; it is peculiar and common to
the genus Homo: equally peculiar is the
"posterior horn of the lateral ventricle" and
the "hippocampus minor," which characterize the hind lobe of each hemisphere. Peculiar mental powers are associated with this
so

that anthropotomists

1/95

-

—
form of brain.

highest

genus

the
tive

Homo

...

I

am led to regard

as not merely a representa-

of a distinct order, but of a distinct subof the Mammalia.

class,

do

I

ADVERTISEMENT

i
g

think, particularly in this context of

such a strong conclusion, that "peculiar"

is missing, mail your request to Natural History Members'
Riverton.NJ 08077-9812.

the card

cated

witiiin

anger.

But the second

point, previously over-

looked in our large

literature,

does validate

an important part of Owen's argument

one with wrenching implications

Huxley was

current reality.

in

other

apes, but his central presentation of the ar-

gument

s

clearly right in

demonstrating the three structures

for evolutionary continuity be-

i

in

in

Evidence as

Nature (1863),

rests

to

upon two

later at-

Owen

monograph of 1 865.
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in brain size,

mans carrying a
as that of

with smaller-bodied hu-

brain three times as large

much

weightier gorillas, but

quan-

identifies this disparity as a gulf in

alone, for all parts of the brain are ho-

tity

mologous

apes and humans. Huxley

in

and with equal

then,

justice, argues that a

different quantit}- of brain

count for a true gulf

need not ac-

in quality

operations, for such a claim

ity

states,

resides in

human

some

Huxley then presents
guments.
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self-serving within the context that both he

and

Owen

shared: a belief that groups of

related organisms should be ranked

from lower

scale

denial of this

on a

higher (Our current

to

scheme

is,

of course,

irrele-

vant to our analysis of the logical structure

of Huxley and Owen's arguments.)

Owen

properly refuted Huxley by pointing out
that

he had made a false comparison of

disparate things

—apples

the current chche.

and oranges

in

The gap between gorilla

and human amounts to one step, but the
separation of "lower" primates from

chimps and

gorillas

encompasses scores

of omitted intermediates.

If I

were trying

minimize the gap between step 50 and

to

by arguing

5 1 in a series
tion

between step

greater,

1

that the separa-

and step 50

is

you would properly laugh

even

me

to

scorn and say: don't load the dice in-

compare the right
things. Tell me about the gap between 49
and 50 versus 50 and 51. A step must be
compared with a step, not with entire series. If the step between humans and gorillas exceeds the space separating any between two adjacent primates, then I may
regard humans as something special.
evitably in your favor;

Owen

.

.

.

Thus, even

nial capacity,

important matter of cramore widely from

diifer

one another than they do from the Apes.

do not think that Huxley,
by the standards of his time, advanced
this argument with intent to impugn entire
groups of human beings. Rather, he was
I

trying to plug a hole in his central argu-

ment for evolutionary continuity by finding some way to fill the embarrassingly
large space in cranial capacity between
gorilla and average human.
This complex world of ours, this vale of
tears, lies awash in irony. Just as bad
things happen to good people, decent folks
also advance logically fallacious and
morally dubious claims in support of good
arguments. Huxley stood on the side of the
angels: he tried to

human

.

with that of the lowest of the
I

Human races.

think that Huxley sensed the weakness

of his argument, for he introduced a sec-

ond supposed clincher in conjunction and
support: the gap between gorilla and aver-

human may be
human variation

age

large, but if

we

order

all

in a hierarchical

rank-

ing of races, from the "lowest"

Negro to
the "highest" Caucasian, then the gap
closes, for the step from gorilla to lowest
human is less than the space between lowest and highest Honio sapiens. (Please understand that

I

am

using Huxley's

own

"Whatever his
broader good
intent Huxley did

odvonoe

the progressivist equation of

He

sumed that evolution must proceed

in a se-

ries

of rising steps, and he

human

couldn't defend

as-

felt that

he

evolution unless

he could demonstrate such a linear order

among modem

people. In this assumption,

he committed an even deeper error based

on a classically

false

premise of reasoning:

humans
of

apes and

Moreover, since

The

difference in weight of brain between
the highest and the lowest men is far greater,

both relatively and absolutely, than that between the lowest man and the highest ape.
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may have

dis-

we now

modem

races an

know), our differ

evolutionary terms.
toto,

No human

more apelike than any

race

other.

in

is, in

We

are

recently derived varieties of the com-

all

mon human

stock, H. sapiens.

Poor, maligned, politically conservative, intellectually

antediluvian Richard

Owen. He took one look at Huxley's racist
argument and nailed him like a kite to

—

bam door, and exactly for the right reasons. I know that Owen did not refute

the

I

in the service

know

that

of racial egalitarian-

Owen shared all Huxley's

prejudices about racial ranking and the ex-

istence of higher and lower forms of

parate causes.

humans

must be bridge

forms are extinc

ences are effectively inconsequential

nomena

at different scales

course, evolution

modem humans

so young (as

munity of

white males

modes of our evolu

Of

species of the fossil record, not moderr
races.

ism.

is,

advonoing

able, but the transitional

Huxley

that

line

does predict that the gap between ancestra

recognize that superficially similar phe-

—

o

.

belief in continuity of cause and failure to

scientists

in

all

worth."

terms and quoting the conventional wisdom of his day within the restricted com-

of privilege.) Huxley wrote:

racist

arranged

tionary derivation.

—

on

argument that

particularly related to

evolution with linear advance.

...

undeniably

man, and with Roman severity had provided
that his intellect, by its very triumphs, should
call into prominence the slaves, admonishing

reasoning

We

to rank variatior

as

as if

Whatever his broader good intent, Huxley did advance a harsh, uncompromising,
and undeniably racist argument that arranged all humans in a line of increasing
worth and explicitly identified African
blacks as midway at best between gorillas
and European whites. Huxley's error arose
from a deep fallacy in his evolutionary

variatior

oi

and summit of the animal creation down to
from which there is but a step, as it
seems, to the lowest, smallest, and least intel-

the conqueror that he is but dust.

.

contemporary

such contemporary diversity

leading us insensibly from the crown

Owen's scheme]
the difference of cerebral development
shown in any step of the descensive series is
insignificant compared with the great and
abrupt rise in cerebral development met
with in comparing the brain of the Gorilla

.

[the "lowest" primate in

races represent an entirel)

within a species along any line of worth
to regard

—

naUire herself had foreseen the arrogance of

Humai

species.

have no reason either

He

much greater difference between the
highest Ape and lowest Man, than exists between any two genera of Quadrumana in
this respect.
From [gorillas] to Lemurs
of the

racia

within a single biological species.

Perhaps no order of mammals presents us
with so extraordinary a series of gradations as

It is

human

different scale of

lowest lemur to our exalted selves:

Mammalia.

human

scale as differ

between ancestral apes and moden

steps

people:

design within the primate order, from the

ligent of the placental

ran

same

among primate

ences

flourish in describing the great range of

we

when he

races are not surrogates for intermediat«

closed his case with a magnificent prose

creatures,

—although Huxley assumec

variation along the

evolution by documenting conti-

Passing ... to a comparison of the Gorillas
brain with that of other Quadrumana [apes],
discern the importance and significance

other species

advance the cause of

nuity with our closest animal relatives.

between humans anc

larger differences

such continuity

a racial lib-

eral

this

writes:

in the

Men

human

Owen's

text is sprinkled with

from apes, and yes,
humans vary among themselves. But
these facts don't imply that variation in

the language of a shared racist perspec-

modem humans

panzee

Yes,

differ

acts as a

microcosm

for

life.

tive. In

1859, he wrote that the chim-

lies

"nearer than any other

known

.

mammalian animal

to the

human

particularly to the lower, or

And

species,

Negro forms."

same work: "In

later in the

the low,

uneducated, uncivilized races, the brain
rather smaller than in the higher,
ilized
rilla

more

and educated races." In the

monograph, he

rolls all

is

civ-

865 go-

1

common

prej-

udices into one line by stating that male

must be treated as standards, with

skulls

both females and lower races (identified,
conventionally, as Ethiopian, or African

and Papuan, or Melanesian black)

black,

as inferior:

"'If

the naturalist

abandon his proper guide,

.

.

were

.

viz. the

to

average

condition of the brain in the male sex, and

of a female of the lowest

to take the brain

Papuan or Ethiopian
I

know

also

racist

that

argument

."

variety.

.

.

Owen refuted Huxley's

in order to

human

defend

uniqueness against a claim for continuity

and not for any social or
that

we might honor

intentions

motive

political

much of

the fascinating

com-

plexity and moral ambiguity in our lives
arises

in

most cases the Negro's brain

is

European. I have observed individuals of the Negro race in
whom the brain was as large as the average
one of Caucasians; and I concur with the
great physiologist of Heidelberg, who has
recorded similar observations, in connecting with such cerebral development the fact
that there has been no province of intellectual activity in which individuals of the pure
Negro race have not distinguished themless than that of the

from the sharp disparity so often en-

then appends an interesting foot-

note:

ferred, in June 1 864. the degree of Doctor of
Divinity on Bishop Crowther, a member of

goals
too

—oppose

many

deer

dens). Thus,

I

in

(Samuel Adjai Crowther [1812-91],
was captured from a slaving ship by a
British

man-of-war

as a free

man

1822 and returned

in

Leone. Baptized

to Sierra

in

races are
not
intermediate steps
,

point

—

lowest

that the

.

fying

human

framework).

men

—by

racial variation as

his death in

1870,

cellany of literature and current events enAll the Year Round.

He

did not write

strong editorial hand that the Encyclopae-

dia Britannica remarks:

"He took respon-

sibiUty for all the opinions expressed (for

authors were anonymous) and selected and
contributions accordingly:

com-

major commentary on Darwin
7,

in the

1860, issue oi All the Year Round.
reads:

cling to their preconceived ideas, fearing to

look

at

such a mighty subject from an unauunwonted point of view, may

thorized and

be reassured by the reflection that, for theories, as for organized beings, there is also a
Natural Selection and a Struggle for Life.
The world has seen all sorts of theories rise,
have their day, and fall into neglect.

a

Owen's theory

single biological

fell

and died; Huxley's

views prevailed, both by virtue of essential

species,"

to

did not exceed the space be-

tween lowest and highest

by defending the

Timid persons, who purposely cultivate a
certain inertia of mind, and who love to

.

variation within

did not

gap from highest ape

all human groups.
From 1859 until

The closing paragraph

refuted Huxley's second crucial

man

race, at least in part,

his

people. They
represent

vice of racial melioration (although not

intellectual

Tiedemann, we can be confident

high intellectual achievement and capacity

July

,

and modern

—

Owen's

doc-

explic-

he chose to refute Huxley's argument

that

on

Owen

or not he wrote them." Dickens published

between
ancestral apes

from a claim adI honor
Owen even more because he knew exacdy
what he was doing as he directly quoted
the few egalitarian sources of his time and
explicitly advanced his claim in the ser-

Owen

cited

If

taken as representing his opinions, whether

"Human

vanced entirely for other reasons.

exist in

in 1836. the

ments on topical events may generally be

argument did

that, sadly,

of the Royal Society

ument quoted by Owen.

amended

applaud the consequence of

—an option

submitted a major article

each piece himself, but he exercised such a

not arise accidentally

equality

He

in English to the Philosophical Transac-

titled

complished gendeman.

your flower gar-

refutation of a racist

of all people.

Charles Dickens published a weekly mis-

Owen's argument, whatever his intent.
Moreover, in this particular case,
Owen's

and wrote several treaon the putative intellectual equality

skulls of all races
tises

captured in the middle passage. I record
with pleasure the instruction I have received
in conversation with this sagacious and ac-

the service of these

eat

the University of Heidel-

of

hunting on principle and

may

at

was the only genuine egalitarian
among early-nineteenth-century European
scientists of eminence. He measured

berg,

pure West African Negro race, who was
taken from his native land as a slave, and re-

unavoidable side consequences

of actions taken

of anatomy

itly

The University of Oxford worthily con-

grasp his unconventional alle-

giances. Friedrich Tiedemann, professor

tions

Owen

countered between our goals and the opposite, yet

we do

here

selves.

today. Nonetheless,

and consequences must be sep-

arated (and

Although

—

,

truth

and possession of the

tory.

But amalgamations usually represent

our best solutions

identi-

and

both small

I

wish

we had

in a

right to

tell

his-

complex world

preserved Owen's cor-

encompassed within an

1825, he attended mission schools in

rect

words, as

Africa and then traveled to England,

proper integration with Huxley's evolu-

something different from the gaps between species. In the key passage, he

where he was ordained

tionary perspective.

writes:

of the Niger

in extent

and

fully

indivisible species

—

in other

crated in 1864.

He

in

1

842 and conse-

then served as bishop

territories,

where he

trans-

lated the Bible into Yoruba.)

The

extent of differences in the proportion
of the cerebrum ... in the different varieties
of mankind is small, and with such slight

gradational steps as to

human family

mark

in a striking

the unity of the

manner.

But the most important sentence occurs
two pages earlier:

in

Such a conjunction,

if

incorporated into political and social policy as well, could have spared

human

his-

most major horrors of the past
century. We must still struggle to forge this
for, in
conjunction, a tale of two worlds
tory fifom

Owen's passage surely reeks with
nalism by irrelevant

and principled argument on race

modem

pater-

standards,

—

we should honor his decency at a time
when some colleagues wouldn't deign to
socialize in any way with a black man. But

times" to the "best of times," an "age of

Owen's most revealing words

the "season of Darkness" into a "season of

but

refer to "the

great physiologist of Heidelberg"

—

for

so doing,

we might

convert the "worst of

foolishness" into an "age of wisdom," and

Lisht."
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Talons versus Tusks
In the

midday heat of the Masai

Mara National Reserve
martial eagle stood

amid

Kenya, a

in

on a small mound

the grasses of the savanna.

Photographer

Uwe Walz, peering

through the sunroof of a Landcruiser,

was
by

by

thiilled

puzzled

his luck but

the eagle's stance.

The

largest

African birds of prey, martial eagles
feed on a variety of creatures, often
striking

from the

air.

Walz readied

the

camera, expecting the huge bird, just
yards from the truck, to take flight at

any second. But the eagle ignored the
vehicle, staring away. In a

moment,

the object of

female

its

scrutiny, a

wart hog with two piglets in tow,

appeared and slowly approached the
bird.

The wart hog stopped,

reconnoitered, and then lunged, trying
to gore the eagle.

Now

in fighting

bird flared
hissing.

mode, the powerful

feathers

its

and wings,

Then, Walz notes, "in

lightning moves, the eagle raised
talons and struck the wart

its

hog again

and again on

its

vulnerable nose.

Finally, with

its

snout wounded, the

wart hog was forced to retreat."
Right after this five-minute drama,

Walz found

the

answer

to the unlikely

steadfastness of the eagle and the

belligerence of the wart hog.

The

truck pulled closer; the martial eagle

held

its

ground and kept

closed around
third

its

its

prize, the

talons

body of a

baby wart hog.—Judy Rice

Photographs by
Uwe Walz
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Bare Bones
of Tomb Rebuilding
A

replica of a

Moche

1

,700-year-old

warrior priest

is

now on

tomb of

a

display in

Museum's Hall of South American Peoples. Artifacts from the tomb were the centhe

terpiece of the traveling exhibition, "Royal

Tombs of Sipan"

(see "Tales

vian Crypt," Natural Histoiy,

Working from
site, on Peru's

from a Peru-

May

Museum's collection of Moche
Sawyer and Palkoski made waste
molds or pottery templates, which they al-

From

Bare Bones of Tomb Rebuilding

1994).

detailed photographs of the
arid coastal plain, principal

Madoff and his team from
Department created the sixteen-square-foot display, developing new
preparator Alec
the Exhibition

the

pottery.

tered to

the specific details of the pots

fit

tomb's niches. Beads to match
those in the once-elaborate, but now-disintegrating, neck mantle of the wairior priest
were tracked down in New York's jewelry
district and dyed to match the originals. The
shells scattered at the base of the original

found

in the

tomb were identified by William Emerson,
of the Museum's Department of Inverte-

foam cut into interlocking pieces. The Styrofoam was then covered with a papiermache mixture to simulate the adobe brick

and he contributed similar shells
found on his collecting trip to South Amerto the replica. Conica in the 1950s
temporary artisans in Peru who copy Moche
jewelry sent samples of their work to the
Museum, which the preparators "distressed" to make them appear very old.
Plans arfe now afoot to add a new wing to

of the tomb's actual walls.

Peru's Briining

The niches and groundwork were reconstructed in the traditional way: a wooden
grid was built to match the contours of the
tomb's base, and metal hardware cloth was

near the Sipan tomb site. Archeologist and
Briining Museum director Walter Alva

techniques in the process that allowed

it

to

be easily dismantled and reassembled. The
preparators fashioned eight sections of the

tomb's walls out of six-inch-thick Styro-

stretched across this frame. After being

soaked

of Paris, one-foot-square
pieces of burlap were applied to the frame
and then covered with a layer of tinted papier-mache. While still wet, the papier-

brates,

—

Museum

at

Lambayeque,

hopes that once the wing is completed, the
rephca can be disassembled, packed up, and
permanently installed there.

in plaster

mache was

textured and sprinkled with peb-

bles and soil to duplicate the look of the

excavation scene. Reproductions of the
skeletons of the warrior
priest and those buried with
him (including a dog) were
constructed on removable
Styrofoam pallets that were
laid over the groundwork.

The bones found

November Events
A new exhibition at the Hayden Planetarium, "Interpretations of the Cosmos: A Retrospective of Art Used in Planetarium

Shows and
November

Exhibits," opens on Wednesday,
1

.

The Sky Show, "Cosmic Mind

tomb, along with pots, figand metal ornaments even the dirt, rocks,
and shells strewn about
were faithfully reproduced.
The dirt was purchased from

for

As

part of the Education Department'^

year-long program, "Multicultural Mosaic
Traditions of a Diverse Society," the Mu-

seum

will host

performances, workshops.

and lectures during the "Celebrate India
Festival," to be held on Saturday and Sunday, November 4 and 5. Traditional Banjai
embroidery, Tamil Nadu puppetry, Bihar
folk painting, and Uttar Pradesh jewelr)
will be among the offerings at the festival.,.
which focuses on nomadic and women's tra
ditions in India, as well as India's influence

on the West. For a complete schedule, call
(212)769-5315.
Temperate and tropical American orchids
will be the subject of two Tuesday evening
talks, on November 14 and 21, at 7:00 p.m.

The

slide-illustrated lectures, taking place
conjunction with the Gallery 77 exhibition of orchid drawings from the Hunt Insti
in

be presented by Museum botanist William Schiller and New
York Botanical Garden horticulturalist
tute Collection, will

Keith Lloyd. Tickets are $15. Call (212)

769-53 10 for more infonnation.
This month's Membership Department
programs include: Chemistry for Kids (ages
5-12). a demonstration by Saint Peter's College professor Patricia AnnJ'
Redden on Saturday. Novem-L
ber 4, at
:00 a.m., and at 1 :00i
and 3:00 p.m.; a talk on thai;
legacy of Louis Pasteur onl,

November

19, at

11:00

a.m. and 1:00 rm. Call (212)

769-5606 for information
about membership programs.

The American Museum
Natural History

is

of

located on

Central Park West at 79th
Street in New York City. For
information regarding the
Replica of a

Moche warrior pnest tomb
's

AMNH
1/95

impact on Jupiter. Call (212) 760-5100
details about all Planetarium events.

day,

a theatrical prop store in
Manhattan (at a cost of about

1

verse, such as the recent, explosive comet

bining singing and narration,!
by AUce Eve Cohen on Sun--

—

Natural History

Tour of Astronomical Exphenomena in the uni-

Thursday, November 2, at 7:00i'
PM., by Professor Claude Ha-I'
noun; and storytelling, com-|

urines, gold

80

A

tremes," focuses on

1 1

in the

$30 for a fifty-pound bag).
Gary Sawyer, senior technician for the Anthropology
Department, and preparator
Mark PaUcoski dug into the
Museum's vast collection of
bones to find good matches.

Bogglers:

Mu-

seum's hours and admission
fees, call (212) 769-5100.

Celebrating 125 years
of expedition and discovery

On

the occasion of the American

Museum

of Natural History's

Written by Lyle Rexer and Rachel
Klein with a foreword by

Edward

12 5th- anniversary celebration, the

Wilson and a preface by EUen

Museum and Harry N. Abrams,

Flitter.

Inc.,

Publishers are pleased to announce

More than 240

256 pages,

9x11

0.

V.

illustrations,

3/4", $49.50.

the pubUcation oi American Mtiseum

of Natural History: 125 Years of

Expedition and Discovery. With
larger-than-life stories

and rare

archival photographs, this fascinat-

ing book chronicles the history of the

Museum's expeditions around the
globe and provides a unique opportunity to view the institution

from the

perspective of its legendary explorers.

A Dividend Selection of the Book-ofthe-Month Club and a Main Selection
of the Natural Science

Book

Club.

Museum Price-. $39.50
(member's price $35.55) when purchased in the American Museum of
Special

Natural History's shops. To order
by mail, send check or money order
(add $4.50 for shipping and handling
in the United States) to Members'
Choice Collection, American Museum
of Natural History, Central Park
West at 79th Street, New York, NY
10024

H

ABRAMS
mil Filih AvcnuL"

New

York,

NY

I0()1I

American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th Street,

New York, NY -

Fbr information, eaU 212-769-5100

"
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a Chevy

is

pressed the accelerator

.._

was on. 'Take that

up ahead,

left

onto a winding mountain road, our

my companion navigated. And soon

pursuers

we were on an old rocky cart path.

away We soon met

Our Outback,

with

its

Subaru

still just

a stone 's throw
with a particularly

tight turn, which tested the limits

All-Wheel Driving System, easily

our stability. Our Outback

's

of

lower

handled this unforgiving

COMPARE THE SUBARU OUTBACK.'

THE

terrain.
its

WDRUrS
HRSr

But thanks

to

S-baru j„nC,a„J
Outback CLroka

optimally tuned

Foci

passage felt more

a freshly paved road.

Possporl

15/20

15/20

16/21

15/18

Hcodroow

^0.2"

JSP"

39.9-

396-

3S.0-

43.3'

40.9-

42.4-

42.S-

42.%-

/«6 o'H„„a»,„.s,i.„a„i„,ja^

Still,

the

pesky vermin proved difficult to
shake.

What could they be after?

Suddenly, I realized that

inuiT

be the Outback

itself.

it

must

After all,

how many vehicles have more
cargo space than a Honda Passport,'

more

driver

headroom than a

Jeep Cherokee, ground clearance
Chapter One

like

Hondo

BIoz,,

20/26

FromLegroom

like

Che.rch,

Eicnomr „ni

Froo,

suspension, our rocky

Ford
ExpJote,

a, MH^iau„/„„„^,to. .,/,,)„,.„«,(»,»„,,„„„„

center

ofgravity handled it with nary

a problem. Our
their

rivals, following in

Chevy Blazer, fared less well

So we drove on, safe for the moment,

but keenly aware that other
adventures might await us down
the road. Join

for a

our

exploits.

test-drive at your

Pop

in

Subaru

dealer or call l-800-WANT-AWD.

a Ford Explorer,'^ plus the

The Best of Both Worlds.
riding comfort

He were three days out of Perth

in

our new Subaru Outback' when two
nasty blokes set upon us

on a wallaby. "Don
said to
"this

't

like

andfuel economy

of a passenger car? Indeed, the
world'sfirst sport-utility

The Beauty ofM-WheelDrive:

wagon

dingos

worry, luv,"l

my traveling companion,

here Outback's the

world's first sport-utility

wagon.
utility,

It's

part sport-

part

car. All

Cargo ^pace measured with seoLx

tiprighl

,

fAII comparmntandfjifires represent

/WS „

elyeoryehleles. eseeptforthe

1996 Snbaro Legoey Ootbaek. Croond elearonce
based o, manufacturer \ published specs

1
jj

let's face

so far.

it.

Your average car can only take you

A sport-utility,

take you —

on the other hand, can

and your worldly possessions — pretty

much any place you want
don't

mind a

trip

That

is,

ifyou

rougher than a ride

in

a

to go.

kangaroo 's pouch. That 's why we created the

mif SPORT

unun
HUFCAR.

amazing 1996 Subaru Outback.

This sturdy

hybrid combines the ruggedness and

of a

sport-utility with the riding

versatility

comfort and

fuel economy of a passenger car For starters,

you get

the

Subaru All-Wheel Driving System,

which includes the sure-footed traction of our

ALL

ADVENTURE

'Always wear seal

belts,

f Cargo space measured with seats upright."AII comparisons andfigures

represent 1995 model year vehicles, except for the 1996 Subaru Legacy Outback.

Ground clearance based on manufacturer's published specs.

4

full-time Subaru All-Wheel Drive, the superior
stability

of an optional 2. 5-liter, I55-hp hori-

zontally opposed engine,

and the smooth

ride

of an optimally tuned suspension. Simply put,

Economy (mpg)

front

Headroom

Front Legroom

Subaru
Outback

Jeep Grand

Ford

Chevrolet

Honda

Cherokee

Explorer

Blazer

Passport

20|26

15/20

IS/20

16/21

IS/ IS

40.2"

38.9"

39.9"

39.6"

38.0'

43.3"

40.9'

42.4'

42. S"

42. S-

a system that continuously monitors chang-

ing road and weather conditions, automatically
transferring

power from the wheels that slip

the wheels that grip. With

it,

to

even the most

a

vehicle with

more cargo space than

a Jeep Cherokee, and the ground clearance of a

its

fuel consumption,

just give us a call at

l-800-WANT-AWD.
Or drop byyour local

a

can regain the upper hand against wet roads,
crippling potholes — even skittish squirrels.

^

than

Honda PassportJ^ more front headroom than

mountain pass. And the most safety-minded soul

the

zones.

a hungry croc out for a midnight snack. So if

Subaru dealer and take

be relieved to

Crumple

And 4-channel ABS that'll stop you surer

adventuresome spirit can conquer a winding

You'll also

Like dual

Ford Explorer" without

1996 EPA estimate. Subaru Outback 4EAT. City 20/Hwy 26. Use for
comparison only Your actual mileage may vary.

it's

vehicles.

air bags.' Side-impact panels.

you want a

COMPARE THE SUBARU OUTBACK.*

Fuel

found on most sport-utility

test-drive in the all

new

All-Wheel DriveOutback. The world's first sportutility

wagon.

And let your adventure begin.

know that

Outback comes equipped with a

combination ofsafety features not

The BeautyofAll-WheelDrive:

—

Vol. 104,

Cover: Maternal behavior includes
but

is

—

the sort of affection

not limited to

depicted in Monkeys, a Japanese scroll
painting. Story

on page 30. Painting by

Mori Sosen (1747-1821): British
Museum.

No.

12,

December 1995

44 The Living Museum

26

Richard Milner

Periy

48

Barboza

S.

A Matter of Taste
Robb Walsh

The rigors ofUfe

in the

outback teach a lesson

4
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up Front
Rethinking Mothers' Nature
Motherhood was once assumed to be a safe topic. But no
The belief that mothers instinctively nurture their
one of the West's most cherished ideals and a view
offspring
widely accepted even in scientific circles has been receiving
longer.

—

—

Social philosophers argue that mother love

constructed attitude.

They point

A

be nursed by sttangers.

is

a socially

to the high proportion of

eighteenth-cenhiry European mothers
to

a silver lining in challenges to

If,

they argue,

Some

who

sent their babies

anthropologists reflect on

special section on motherhood, with articles by Sarah Blaffer

women

are not

programmed to nurture their young, then the parent with
XX chromosomes is no more innately equipped for
childrearing than the father

bad press of late.

away

Some have glimpsed
conventional wisdom.

is.

Hence,

why

shouldn't the bread-

winning dad, just as well as the bread-winning
expected to skip work

when

a child

is

the

mom, be

sick? Furthermore,

much blame when things
go amiss. Gone then would be what Adrienne Rich so vividly
identified as the dreaded "judgments and condemnations, the

mothers need no longer shoulder so

fear of her

"G

own power,

the guilt, the guilt, the guilt"

—

^perhaps

Hrdy, C. Sue Carter, Virginia Hayssen, and David Haig, begins

the real

on page 30.

But what would such a reformation of the concept of
motherhood mean, apart from creating a world safe for mothers
to leave babies in day care and return to work? Is there any

whether mother love
desperately poor

They

a bourgeois luxury.

is

women

in third-world

distance themselves from their

cite

shantytowns

doomed young.

who

violence of patriarchal motherhood," with

its

biological basis for a mother's attachment to her infant?

A rash of poefry

and psychoanalytic commentary has also emerged, registering
objections to what poet Adrienne Rich terms "the instimtional
impossible ideal

spot" for mothers.

all

depends on what

Much

lip

service has been paid to "biology,"

"instinct,"

to

we mean by

The answer, of course,
"biological basis."

and "natural laws" without a great deal of attention

how matemal behavior unfolds

in the natural

environments

indoctrinated emotion) and essentialists

which mothers five. Nurturing in mammal mothers can vary
tremendously, depending on matemal condition as well as
environmental and social circumstances. A mother dog that
abandons some infants right after birth may hours later nurture
and raise the rest. A mother mouse who kills her young in one

are genetically

phase of her

of mothers

who not just

willingly but "naturally"

punch

twenty-four-hour, lifelong shifts of unconditional love.

The debate between

social constructionists

in for
,

(who view a

mother's attachment to her infant as a learned, even

(who assume females
programmed to be nurturing) has become so
muddled that no one in either camp has paused to remark that
in the real-hfe

animal kingdom, not only

Empress of Matemal

Instinct

is

the essentialists'

wearing no clothes, but she was

never absolute ruler of the kingdom to begin with.
3*

^'

^

•

From Conception

;

to

"

ia't

MiSS^®^

Dehvery, by Sana Koclu Hasegawa

National Library of Medicine, Betliesda

4
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in

life

we consider the
mothers,
universal

it

may make a model mother during

another.

variety of conditions that confront

human

might be useful to bear

—and

matemal response

in

mind

that there is

As

no

there never has been.

Sarah Blaffer Hrdy

y
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Disturbing Cake

on objects

tational pull

.

.

wonder how many
readers winced at the

approaching black holes.

photo of the two admi-

not mention,

I

However, Tyson does

much

less

and the spouse of

discuss, the paradox that

one, cutting a "victory

nothing escapes black

cake" fashioned after an

holes, not even gravity

rals,

waves

atomic mushroom cloud

waves:

made
bomb

to celebrate the

cannot escape, then

blast at the Bikini

can

atoll

1946

in

Front," July 1995).

("Up
What

we

If gravity

hole's gravity field at all?

Richard H. Schaefer
Willoughby, Ohio

a gruesome reminder!

would have been

It

more

—and
—had they

peared

Neil de Grasse Tyson

less

fitting

abhorrent

in sackcloth

GenTheory of Relativit)'

ap-

replies: Einstein's

and

eral

explains gravity as noth-

ashes.

Rev. John C. Bates

Middle town,

more than curvature

ing

New Jersey

in the fabric of space

time. Gravity
.

.

And

.

change

umbrage

take

I

Roger Welsch's

David Burnett; Contact Press Images

at

homemade

criterion for

pie ("Science Lite," October 1995):

"The

I

abominate dried apple
I like

the pinches of mother's finger and

Or anything

fifteen years old

me how

taught
crust,

was

I

how

to

make

when Pop

a light and flaky

to use just the right

good bread,
that's

The poorest

is

and sugar as filling, and how to keep
from lumping up. For fifteen years now,
I have been the pie baker in my own family. So, if Roger Welsch or you can ever

me

But don't give

out to Seattle, please look

dessert

at
is

me

up.

house with hot pie for

yours for the asking. But please

don't give

me, Pop

my

Mom

credit.

She

didn't teach

did.

Donald Boothby
Seattle,

Washington

found Roger Welsch's

article on pies
must object to his badly
mangling a quote fiom a wonderful old

amusing, but

I

I

have found

it

in

City, N.Y.:

Doubleday, 1936), and for your

information quote

6

it

here:
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ever, will propagate as

if

formed

in-

side a black hole, they will not escape.

skies.
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me

The farmer takes

dried apple pies.

the as-

his gnarliest fruit,

'Tis woiTny, bitter,

and hard

to boot.

few months. The writing, the
the whole thing is a
page turner. You have the edge in science,
so if you can keep that up, while injecting
over the

last

topics, the design

the

human

—

element, you'll be unbeatable.

He leaves the hulls to make us cough.
And don't take half the peeling off.
Then on

a dirty cord

'tis

strung.

And in a garret window hung,
And there it serves as roost for flies,
Until

it's

Tread on

made up

Kathleen M. Kiely
Winter Park, Florida

into pies.

my corns or tell me lies.
me dried apple pies.

But don't pass

Jere French

Gulf Breeze, Florida

Fishy Quotation
In "This

View of Life" (September

Gould quotes a line
from Shakespeare ("Master, I marvel how
the fishes five in the sea.") and assigns it to
1995), Stephen Jay

Cymbeline. The

line,

however,

is

from an-

other late play of Shakespeare, Pericles:

Prince of Tyre (act

II,

scene

The

Best Loved Poems of the American
People, edited by Hazel Felleman (Garden

A

how-

to eat.

dried apple pies.

anonymous nineteenth-century poem,
"Dried Apple Pies."

and

itself

tounding improvement in your magazine

Give

Dinner

good meat.

good

in gravity,

These are gravity waves, and

pies.

like

amount of

it

it

I

But of all poor grub beneath the

flour

make

not

ripples traveling at the speed of light.

loathe, abhor, detest, despise,

top and bottom crusts must be joined by

thumb."

is

an escaping wave.

Politically

Incorrect Pie

I

how

speak of a black

i,

line 26).

Lenni Brenner

Nothing Escapes

New

York,

New

York

In "Death by Black Hole," ("Universe,"

October 1995), Neil de Grasse Tyson
writes at length about the enormous gravi-

You are
slip,

as

right.

Other readers also noted the

—Eds.

we should have.

|H|hese ten elementary and
high school teachers are making a
real difference in their

communities.

their innovative lesson plans,

With

and creative use of objects
as a baseball, a treasure

broken

map, and

flower pot, they

made learning

fun.

as diverse

have

And

a

truly

they've

allowed their students to see their
world in a whole new

light.

For their accomplishments,
State

Farm has presented each

of

these remarkable educators with our

Good Neighbor Award, and made
$5,000 donations to the educational
institutions of their choice.

STATE

FARM

Good
Neighbor

INSURANCE

Award
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES

Home

Offices:

Bloomington,

in cooperation with the National Council
and the National Council of Teachers of English.

The Good Neighbor Award was developed

Donna LaRoche, Belmont,

Illinois

for

Geographic Education

MA

—

AUTHORS

A senior research scientist at the
AustraUan

Museum

Sarah Blaffer Hrdy ("Natural-bom
Mothers")

Sydney,

in

an anthropologist

is

at the

firsthand experience observing
fitness trade-offs.

One of her

mammalogist Timothy Flannery ("The
Great Leap Down Under") has conducted

University of

hobbies, illustrated here,

California-Davis,

caretaking (a k

fieldwork in Australia, hidonesia, and

a middle-aged

helper).

much of the

mother of three,

work

an ardent

Also

southwest Pacific. His

interests range

from paleontology

to

a,

allomatemal

is

being a mother's

Her essay

from a
Mother Nature.

in this issue is

in progress entitled

in this issue,

matemal

various

Hrdy wrote "Liquid

modem-day conservation issues.
Flannery 's new book. The Future Eaters

advocate of

Assets" and coauthored, with C. Sue

breast-feeding,

Carter,

(from which his current

and one of five

"Daughters or Sons" {Natural History,

article is

adapted), describes the effects the

children.

first

Australasians had on their environment,
as well as the

ways

which the

in

environment shaped them and

As

"Hormonal Cocktails

April 1988),

such,

Hrdy surveyed

for

Two." In

biases in

she has had

parental investment throughout the

considerable

animal kingdom.

their
r\S?^37;:7jsa9J?c?^T3|

culture. Flannery has written several

David Haig ("Prenatal Power Plays")

books about Australasia, including the
recent

Mammals of the Southwest Pacific

and Moluccan

is

currently an assistant professor in the

Department of Organismic and
Evolutionary Biology at Harvard

Islands.

University.

John Sexton

("Still Life") attributes

is

his success as a landscape photographer
to his parents for taking

him

into the

and giving him the

forest at an early age

to pursue his interest.

to 1984,

Sexton served as technical and

Sexton

lives in

Carmel

Valley,

Cahfomia,

and teaches photography workshops
the United States and abroad.

used for

this

photograph the fallen

tree,

that

pregnancy

animal behavior

drew her

an almost equally

diverse assemblage: red deer, bats, and

lasts

all,

longer than

says,

pregnancy

and the mother-fetus

relationship

is at

Much

own

of his

Haig

many male-female
least as interesting.

research

is

devoted to

C. Sue Carter ("Hormonal Cocktails

to the

for

Two")

is

a professor of zoology at the

University of Maryland. She has been

studying the mechanisms of social

Linhof

mm Nikon lens.

behavior and attachment since she
entered graduate school in 1966, but she

assignment to cover natural history

toys for the magazine,

to

deer mice. Currently on leave from the

biology department

Hayssen

at

Smith College,

a lecturer in the Department

is

of Physiology and Environmental
Science

at the

University of Nottingham,

England.

CUNY's Hunter College and

at the

is

its

role in

everything to Perry

Wombat Digs

In"),

Barboza

who

has

studied the nutritional needs of a wide

a research

variety of animals.

Museum's Department of
Entomology, was liberated from his
behavior and ecology

oxytocin and

("The

associate in the

summer routines of studying

hormone
matemal behavior
back to 1980, when her first child was
bom. Carter was coauthor, with Thomas
R. Insel, of "The Monogamous Brain," in
the August 1995 issue of Natural History.
traces her interest in the

Diet

Howard Topoff

("Child's Play"), professor of psychology

usual

interest in

early on. Years later, her scientific

The image
Moment"

Master Technika view camera, equipped

at

developed an

Virginia

Does a Baby Good")

It

pursuits

understanding the evolution of pregnancy.

in

Sexton used

his favorite camera, a 4" x 5"

On

odd

Hayssen ("Milk:

month's "Natural

was taken from his book Listen
Trees (Little, Brown, 1994). To

with a 210

it

—from foxes and crows

and crocodiles

comparison with, for example, mating

relationships,

photographic assistant to Ansel Adams.

finds

to snakes

position in evolutionary biology in

behavior. After

From 1979

freedom

He

relegated ,to a relatively peripheral

Growing up with a household of
orphaned animals

Such studies are

being used to help conserve animals in
zoos, as well as in the wild.

As

a

Smithsonian Institution fellow, his

ant

Museum's

fieldwork has taken him around North

Southwestern Research Station. "Instead

America

of spending every aftemoon under the

wolves, desert tortoises, and iguanas.

blazing Arizona sun watching ant wars,

Currently, he

I

could go to the air-conditioned malls of

games and then go back home

Tucson and Phoenix

with the kids."
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to study seals,

to play

biology

at

is

opossums,

an associate professor of

George Washington

University in Washington, D.C.

American Museum

Natural History

of

Through Middle & Eastern
Europe by Private Train

May 24

-

June

3,

1996

An associate professor of anthropology
at the

University of Iowa, Russell L.

As early as 2,000 B.C.,

Ciochon ("The Earhest Asians Yet") has

intrepid traders carried

traveled to China and Southeast Asia to

golden amber from the

explore paleontological and archeological
sites in collaboration

with Asian

Baltic region to the

His most recent book, edited

scientists.

with Robert S. Corruccini,

is

Mediterranean. The

Integrative

paths they followed

Paths to the Past: Paleoanthropological
Advances in Honor ofF. Clark Howell

came to be known as
the Amber Routes, and
the gems they traded
were prized more high-

(Prentice Hall, 1994), a multidisciplinary

anthology of human evolutionary studies.

Ciochon is currently working on a book
with Jamie James for Oxford University
Asia, and

is

scheduled to travel

ence has found a new

this

use for

January to the Pondaung Hills of upper

Burma to

than gold. Today sci-

ly

Press on the archeology of Southeast

—that of

amber

a highly effective

search for the earUest fossil

presen-ative of ancient

evidence of the anthropoids, the higher

life forms.

primates.

The American Museum will soon open the most comprehensive
exhibition about amber ever mounted. Amber: Window to the
Past, from February 10 to September 1, 1996, will examine amber
and

its

uses in both art and science over the centuries.

we have
Red Prussian

In celebration of this remarkable exhibition on amber,
specially designed a train journey aboard the historic
ISr^-A

along several of the
ancient traders did,

Bom

in Jacksonville,

food writer

North Carolina,

Robb Walsh

("Getting Your

Goat") graduated from the University of

Texas

in 1977,

in Austin.

and now makes

his

home

A self-described "culinary

adventurer" and former food editor of the
Austin Chronicle, Walsh has researched
stories

about food and

its

cultural history

throughout Europe, Scandinavia, the

traveling

He

is

also the

founder and head judge of the Austin
Chronicle's

Hot Sauce

Festival, the

world's largest hot sauce contest.

„

\f

Poznan. Krakow.
Budapest, Vienna,
Salzburg, Venice.

Prague, Dresden

Berlin.

for twenty-five years").

„

as the

source of this gold-

America, tasting as he traveled. His
second cookbook. Island Heat: Cooking

and Hot Sauces,

,_

Europe

en treasure, to

and

will be published by Crossing Press this
spring. Walsh "s interest in goats is
longstanding ("I have been eating cabrito

,

t '"4-

from

will traverse

Berlin, near the

Caribbean, and North and South

with Caribbean Peppers

Amber Routes. We

finally

back

to

American

Museum of
Natural
History

Discoveiy Tours

Central Park West at 79th Street New York, New York 10024-5192
Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 in New York State

—
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The Anatomy Lesson
The teachings of naturalist Mendes da Costa, a Sephardic Jew

in

King George's Court

by Stephen Jay Gould
In

Benjamin

Britten's operatic setting

of

tame).

The main

text

had long before been

—but following

provides a

of technical terms for the

list

—and he begins

his compendium for clams with one of the most re-

parts of shells

Henry James's Turn of the Screw, the boy
Miles sings a little ditty to his governess

translated into English

during their Latin lesson:

the juicy case studies remained only in

markable paragraphs

Latin!

tematics.

Malo: I would rather be
Malo: in an apple tree
Malo: than a naughty boy
Malo: in adversity
Britten embodies all the fear and mys-

own

Krafft-Ebing's

I

missed

kiddie

all

expressed wishes,

the fun.

I

never learned the

mnemonics because

only in graduate school.

studied Latin

I

And

Ebing's case studies finally

doggerel as a searing and plaintive lament

way

throughout the opera,

I

never

rel-

ished the sexual prod because Krafft-

tery of James's eerie story in setting this

that then cycles

all

into English during

years. Tlius

I

made

their

my early prurient

greatly enjoyed a

little

be-

He

two valves (cardo) must be a defining
and he then writes: Protuberantiae insigniores extra cardinem vocantur
Nates or "the notable protuberances
character,

—

above the hinge are called buttocks."

names

then

all

prominent feature of sexual anatomy

same time so expresThe
English doggerel rhymes and makes

But
was studying a 1771
treatise on moUusks, Fundamenta Testaceologiae, by none other than Carolus
Linnaeus (and never translated from its

ued").

sense, but the pedagogic joke lies in the

Latin original).

em

the very end, but this time in-

toned by the governess as Miles

dead

lies

lated

on the stage. Britten's device works so

graduate school

well, in large part, because Miles's text

ing Krafft-EJbing.

is

so insipid (and at the

sive of his fears about personal evil).

fact that

each of the four lines can be fully

translated

by the Latin malo

(the first per-

son singular of the verb malle, to prefer;
the ablative of the
tree;

and so

Miles's

noun malus, an apple

Yes,

poem,

in fact,

belongs to a ven-

erable genre of crutches devised to

children love their Latin

make

—obviously an

wasn't read-

I

are discussing clams

—

al-

begins in the stolidly conventional

of most taxonomies.

He

states that

he will classify mollusks by their shells
(prized by naturalists
to order their

who need schemes

specimens) rather than the

rarely collected).

among them
spicuous

He then makes a primary

Pu most prominently

division into Cochleae (basically snails,

represent our most con-

with a few other single-shelled creatures

—

modem

effort

toward the same

thrown

in,

an en-ant

end.

mons veneris

(various features at the top of

the shell behind the

umbones

—our mod-

term for Linnaeus's buttocks); and, in

front of the

umbones, an anus.

terms can best be grasped from the picture

treatise

Latin versions of various children's clasIlle

metaphor may be contin-

Clams have a hymen (the flexible
ligament connecting the two valves at top);
vulva, labia, and pubes culminating in a

anatomy of women. Linnaeus's

the sexual

animals within (biologically better, but

Winnie

in

metaphora continue-

Linnaeus's forced rationale for these

ancient problem for teachers to overcome.

sics

tur ("so that the

ut

though Linnaeus seems to be talking about

mode

on).

we

effort.

I

He

the adjacent parts for every

human females

at

of sys-

hinge between

the

amusement last week when I finally
got some ribald pleasure out of all that

emerging

in the history

states that the

including scaphopods and even

wonn tube or two), and Conchae

he presents in

illustration for a species that

he named Venus dione. no doubt as a
ting

moniker for

his terminology.

The

fitil-

shows the full crudity of Linfor his terms
naeus's supposed joke
record a complex analogy (not overly farfetched, one must admit, in purely visual
appearance) between a clamshell viewed
lustration

—

from the top and the standard sleazy pose
of pomography.
Linnaeus was socially conservative and

He

did not, for example,

just be-

(basically clams, or bivalves, but includ-

rather pmdish.

mine often encountered a much more
pungent spur to their diligent study

ing multivalved mollusks, such as chitons,

allow his four daughters to study French,

and a few creatures

for fear that they

But children of the generation
fore

namely, sex. Several
generation have told

men of my
me that they

that don't

belong

at all

father's

by genealogy, including brachiopods and

eral values

applied

barnacles).

his

themselves earnestly to the ancient tongue

He

then,

still

in

conventional fashion.

—

great

late-nineteenth-century

pendium of case

com-

studies in eveiy conceiv-

able kind of sexual peculiarity (with a

making even Mr. Dahmer look
10
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few

relatively

learn the lib-

taxonomic systems and his writings

re-

veal the sexual focus that so often accom-

panies personalities of such overwhelm-

because some neighborhood kid always

had access to his parents' copy of KrafftEbing's Psychopathia Sexualis that

would then

of that enlightened land. But

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the

history of science at

He

Hanwd

Rose
Honoraiy Curator in Invertebrates at tlie
American Museum of Natural History.
University.

is

also Frederick P.

ing vigor and force. Linnaeus based his
most celebrated work, his new classification of plants, on what he called the "sexual system." This scheme tends to be dry
and functional, and not at all salacious
for the sexual system defines most orders

Knowledge of

to the

Shells, the author

wrote:

One

subject,

however

I shall insist

upon;

explode the Linnaean obscenity in
Science
his characters of the Bivalves;.
should be chaste and delicate. Ribaldry at
times has been passed for wit; but Linnaeus
alone passes it for terms of science. His

that

is

to

.

merit in this part of natural history
opinion,

.

is,

in

my

much debased thereby.

Late in the book, as the author comes to
on clams, his fury has not

his chapter

abated. This time, he advances the explicit

argument that Linnaeus's terminology
makes natural history appear hostile to females, thus discouraging intellectual
women from pursuing one of the few
areas then relatively open:
I

am

the

more desirous of

fixing technical

names, as the unjustifiable and very indecent terms used by Linnaeus in his Bivalves
may meet their deserved fate, by being exploded with indignation; for
Immodest words admit of no defense,
For want of decency is want of sense.
These my terms being adopted, will render
descriptions proper, intelligible, and decent;

by which the science may become useful,
easy, and adapted to all capacities, and to
both sexes.
(I

originally

assumed

heroic couplet
Pope, but

that the author's

came from Alexander

my trusty Bartlett's tells me that

the lines belong to an obscure character

named Wentworth Dillon, earl of Roscommon (1633-1685)—a solid name indeed for poetic utterances of such unex-

ampled

numbers and sizes of stamens and
male and female organs of
flowers. Basically, you just have to
count and Linnaeus's system became all

by

the

pistils, the

—

the rage for ease of application, not for

adomed with such noble bed curand perfumed with so many soft scents
the bridegroom with his bride might

ranged,
tains
that

there celebrate their nuptials with so

much

the greater solemnity.

tit-

propriety.)

The author of this book is Emmanuel
Mendes da Costa, a Sephardic Jew of Portuguese origin who was bom in London in
17 17 and died there, in his lodgings in the

Strand, in 1791. Although

Mendes da

Costa became one of England's most

re-

spected namralists on the undefinable borderline between amateur and professional

But Linnaeus did follow out the

But these images are sweet Arcadian
romances compared with the overt sala-

metaphorical implications of his definitions. He referred to fertilization as an act

ciousness of his terminology for the parts
of clams. Consequently, Linnaeus took a

and although he maintained voluminous correspondence (much apparently
preserved in the British Museum) with

of marriage, and he designated stamens
and pistils as husbands and wives. Flower

great deal of contemporary flak about his

many

illation.

petals

became

stamens were
(pistil) for

bridal beds,

and

infertile

eunuchs, guarding the wife

other fertile stamens. Linnaeus

wrote in an essay of 1729:
serve as bridal beds
The flowers' leaves
which the creator has so gloriously ar.

.

names

for the topside of clamshells.

In 1776 (a

good year

for reform) an ob-

status,

of Europe's greatest namralists and
with most major players in the widespread
network of British amateurs, his name has

scure English namralist,

dropped almost entirely out of the

owy and

two lovely books
cal record
the antiquarian
on
appear
frequently
that
market: the 1776 treatise on conchology,
and his 1757 work, entitled The Natural

troubled

life

who lived a shad(as we shall see), lit

into the great master for his licentious

malfeasance. In the preface to his Ele-

.

ments of Conchology:

or,

an Introduction

histori-

—

except for

11

—
History of Fossils (I base this essay largely
on these two works). I may well have

From Mendes da Costa we can best

missed some secondary sources, but I was
unable to find anything about Mendes da

elty introduced

Costa's

and works beyond a column

life

under-

stand the fixed beliefs, the impact of nov-

by innovators, and, particimpediments that

ularly, the intellectual

his

age posed to better comprehension of

We

must learn

view

entry in the British Dictionary of National

the namral world.

Biography, a few

these impediments with proper sympa-

and pieces in earlynineteenth-century volumes of The Gentleman's
fifty

bits

Magazine and,

fortunately, about

pages of his fascinating

duced

letters,

volume four of an 1822

in

—

not in the old style of condescension

for an intellecmal childhood to

compare

repro-

with our stunning maturity, but as a set of

by

consistent and powerful beliefs, well

series

entitled Uhistrations of the

John Nichols

thy

to

suited to the culmre of another time,

and

Literary History of the Eighteenth Century

held by reasonable people with raw intel-

Consisting of Authentic Memoirs and
Original Letters of Eminent Persons.

lects at least as

I

this erasure

regard

Mendes da

of

good

we can

as ours. If

achieve such fairness and equipoise, the
history of science will

become the

greatest

under Edward

I

from Spain

1492, and from Portugal in

two reasons

—

but

could not

still

life,

settle in

Some

England.

many

ranos (officially converted Jews, but
still

practicing their old religion secretly),

lived in

England from time

when Shakespeare wrote
Venice,
ter

to time, but

the

Merchant of

and created the antisemitic charac-

of Shylock, no openly practicing Jews

inhabited England.

A

new group of MarRouen in

ranos began to enter Britain from

the 1630s. This community, hoping for

more

from Oliver Cromwell's

toleration

Protectorate than from the

gHH^

first,

Mt^BKKt

previous

monarchy,

peti-

tioned for the right to practice
their religion openly

— and

their plea received favorable

illustrates

several social and scientific

anus (lunule)
issues of important general-

including the role of ama-

ity,

the

dispersed widely,

small communities of conversos, or Mar-

and, second,

because his history

After banishment

(named from

1497, Sephardic Jews

because he must have led a
fascinating

in 1290.

Hebrew word for Spain)

Costa as most unfortunate for
at least

in

and
Jews in eighteenth-century England. I
shall focus this essay on anteurs in natural history

the status of

buttocks (umbo)

action in 1656. The restored
monarchy of 1660 did not rescind the permission, and a
few Jews therefore continued
their most tenuous tenancy.
They could not, for example,
engage in retail trade in Lon-

other theme in the category of

don

general messages well dis-

sit

played: Mendes da Costa's

(Disraeh was a Christian con-

role as a leading collector at

vert).

As

the crux of a defining transi-

tion in natural history.

until 1822,

He

labia

and vulva

(escutcheon)

practiced at both ends of the

and could not

in Parliament until

1858

part of this history, very

few Jews inhabited England
in

Mendes da

Costa's day-

passage, from primary con-

about 2,000 Sephardim by the

cern for weird specimens and

end of the eighteenth century,

star items (the biggest, the

and perhaps somewhat more
Ashkenazim, or Jews of Ger-

most

—

colorful)

bonum

the

summum

man and

of the seventeenth-

eastern European

em-

origin. In a potentially preju-

bodied in the tradition of con-

diced society, just a few folks

century baroque age, as

natural

structing

collections as

from an

history

Wunderkam-

Crude analogies: Linnaeus's terms for

mern, or "chambers of curiosities"

—

Fundamenta Testaceologlae, 1771

to the eighteenth-

ggpimg

new system

acted

of

all

scholarly advenmres

—and

as a prerequisite for Darwin's revised ex-

most

planation of causes. But the older love of

can only help us to grasp our

oddity continued to fan public enthusiasm

constraining prejudices.

(and

still

does

so, quite appropriately,

today).

Mendes da Costa was an
in the

midst of

ordinary

this great transition.

man
And

ordinary people often record patterns of

maximal

history with

—

est

for

fideUty and inter-

therefore

becomes a standard

In Linnaeus

12

scale,
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So ordinary and

of the past

own

equally

—and

the rarity of

Jews seemed to work
Mendes da Costa's favor,

in
as

he often encountered philosemitism
among his noble and gentleman correspondents.

Emmanuel Mendes da Costa was

yet so different! Partly

fiained in law, but chose to devote himself

He built a fine collection

for reasons of self-definition, but mostiy

to natural history.

from the contumely of others, Jews have
hved apart within most Westem nations,

and published several

often with cruel restrictions attached.

ap-

Em-

manuel Mendes da Costa grew up

in

articles,

his election as a fellow of the

leading to

Royal Soci-

ety (England's premier association of scientists) in

1747 and

to the Society

of An-

at-

Britain at an interesting time, probably

and he

more favorable than most, for his people.
Jews had dwelled in England from the
Norman Conquest until their expulsion

shadowy side also surfaced amidst his successes. The Dictionaiy of National Biog-

for his age.

we grasp the thrust of change.

Natural History

utilitarian, for the foibles

also the

may

tiquities in 1751. But his troubled and

Mendes da Costa made no

tempt to innovate on a grand

despised

^^^^H

the classical world of the En-

alien culture

pear exotic and fascinating,
rather than threatening and

clamshell took flak even in the eighteenth centuiy.

century passion for order in

lightenment. Linnaeus's

the features of the

raphy remarks: "Although he early ob-

Almighty who had

me

afflicted

rejection

weighed most

heavily, as

tained the reputation of being one of the

ever, the

best fossilologists at his time ... his life

with the confinement, has through his mercies granted me the call of my reason, and I

des da Costa wrote to the professor:

apply myself as much as ever, and assiduously to my smdies.

I

appears to have been a continual struggle

with adversity."

He was imprisoned

for

began

to prepare,

and

lished in 1757, his major treatise.

The Nat-

ural Histoi-y of Fossils.

of the Royal Society, in charge of their collections
glect

and

and

then in a state of ne-

library,

He

disrepair.

wrote to a friend in

September 1763:

with pleasure I hear you are restored to
and philosophy; and that you should
like to see my collection of Cornish fossils.
My son will come down next Sunday

Nicholls

still

liberty

.

.

.

morning;

so, if

you

will

be

at his

house

in

.

you down, and render your journey

were

published his conchology book in

good notices, rebuilt his collections, kept
up his correspondences, and died in rea-

was

I am inclined to think the Augean
was but a type of them [a reference to
Hercules" most unpleasant labor, far more

seum, that

sonable honor.

stable

Throughout

the sta-

After

ble of Augeas, king of Elis]

many

week's work, amidst the repeated curses of
myriads of spiders and other vermin, who

had

inspired
friends.

come

attimes has been
passed tor wit; but

of years, I accomplished, so that, thank
God, now both libraries and museum are accessible, and in a state fit to be consulted by

ries

good fortune of his new

the

job.

He

passes

in

wrote

it

for

a semiofficial source on Jewish mat-

traveled in these circles, neatly balancing

enough assimilation

to find acceptance

terms

to town, pray let

here,

I

me

Costa, 1776

assure you, has

diers did not

he was dismissed

later, in

December

1767,

for "various acts of dis-

honesty," arrested at the suit of the Soci-

and committed to the King's Bench
where he remained until 1772. His
library and collections were also seized

ety,

prison,

and sold

at auction. (I

have been unable

to

Men-

discover the charges lodged against

des da Costa and can't help wondering

about their validity, especially given history's sad pattern

of scapegoating Jews

and other outsiders.)

work

his

under confinement, aided by the support
and patronage of several well-placed

On January

3,

1770, he wrote to a

Dr. Francis Nicholls:

received your much esteemed letter, which
honors me with an invitation to your house
at Epsom, to review some fine minerals you
But I
have lately collected in Cornwall.
am so unformnate at present as not to be
able to embrace the much desired and respected offer you make me; as I am under
I

.

confinement

in this

King's Bench.

.

.

.

.

.

How-

wear the same dress

Soldiers."

as the

Mendes da Costa

re-

plied that he did not know, since Jewish

Mendes da Costa soldiered on, writing
increasingly more obsequious letters in
hopes of selling specimens or delivering
lecmres for a fee. His worst debacle and

embarrassment occurred

in

1774,

when

his petition to deliver a series of lectures at

Oxford was not only summarily

rejected,

sources do not permit representation of

human images:
In regard to any drawing, etc., we never permitted any in our books, apparel, etc., it not
being agreeable to the religion ... yet I do

were at all used in
even by the Greeks and Ro-

not find that drawings

books,
mans.

etc..

but scorned with the overt politeness often
In

1

747,

Mendes da Costa had to forego

used by powerful patricians before they
squish a plebeian favor-seeker Uke an in-

a ducal invitation in order to celebrate the

Mendes da Costa made

High Holidays. But His (philosemitic)

Apparently.

sect.

the mistake of submitting a formal proposal,

Mendes da Costa continued

friends.

Roman

to study.

But four years

be

extant anywhere a print or drawing, or
any account of the dress and arms of a
Jewish soldier, or whether the Jewish Sol-

—Emmanuel Mendes da

fine things,

be devoted

to

physician inquired of him: "Whether there

and our library is very numerous and scientific. I am very happy in
my places, and henceforward my whole life
will

Judaism

regarded as authentically exotic. In 1751 a

is

Whenever you come
see you. Our museum

many

time

when very few English Jews could have

of science.

to another friend:

one theme

Mendes da

among his philosemitic Anglican
Mendes da Costa must have be-

with sufficient practice of

But Mendes da Costa took great joy

life,

ters for the British intelligentsia, at a

Unnaeus alcne

the curious.

various

in constancy:

Costa's Judaism, and the fascination thus

delicate, Ribaldry

held peaceable possession for a long se-

this

keeps circulating

Science shculd
be chaste and

Lemaean Hydra, of
manure from

clearing thirty years of

blasted.

But Mendes da Costa never gave up. He
1 776 to

less te-

dious.

taxing than killing the

.

.

Lincoln's Inn-fields by nine, he will bring

immediately proceeded to work, but such
the state of the said libraries and mu-

I

attempt has not suc-

want of proper advice how to proceed. I unluckily had not a friend who chose by a single line to set me right, or inform me what to
Thus left forlorn, absent from the
do.
scene of action, and ignorant how to proceed, I became shipwrecked, and my hopes

later,

bered, and wrote:
It is

Mendes da Costa received his biggest
opportunity in 1763 when he became clerk

my

remem-

Four years

pub-

finally

very certain

ceeded by means of some unfriendly and
sinister misrepresentations, as well as
through mismanagement on my side, for

debt in 1754. After his release the next
year, he

am

Men-

when he needed

to

work through

channels and secure the verbal permission
of the vice-chancellor (the boss of the uni-

doubt whether a

any case,
Jewish jailbird would have received such
sanction under any circumstances at the
versity). (In

time.)

upon
lor,

1

Mendes da Costa

did finally prevaO

a professor to visit the vice-chancel-

who promptly spumed

the idea:

"The

sit

I

hope the disappointment

easy upon Mr.

Da

greatly feared that he

potential patron.

will

Costa." In fact, the

had offended a high

The Duke's

secretary

wrote:

His Grace

is

very sorry the duties of your re-

which every good man is well attached to, prevent your coming hither just at
this time .... The Duke being the most humane and the best man living, you need be
ligion,

about your eating, here being
and every day the greatest
variety of what you may feed on without
breach of the Law of Moses, unless the lobsters of Chichester should be a temptation
in

course of lectures proposed to be read by
Mr. Da Costa could not be read here with
propriety.

Grace understood very well and hastened
to assure poor Mendes da Costa, who

all

no

difficulty

sorts of fish,

13

1

by which a weaker

^^-•"-5!ii;""*^-»*.^

man might

be seduced.

Mendes da Costa hears of
some Hebrew inscriptions at Canterbury,
1766,

In

mostly record his concern for completion

and

order.

carrowmore
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July 29
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MS of Dr. Plot's dated June

house

10. 1674,

—

His friend passed the request to an Anglican

who knew Hebrew, for a Jew would

not be able to gain access. This scholar

wrote directly to Mendes da Costa:

versicles of the Psalms. ...

do suppose, no very

It is, I

difficult task to get ad-

mittance to this inscription, by any gentleman of the County, or one supported by
proper recommendations: but I think they
would make great objections to admit a
stranger and a Jew to search for it.

Amidst these signs of both philo- and
we also complete the

mens of natural
admired, and

f.l-j.:
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if you could get me
any ammonitae, or snake-stones, as they are
vulgarly called, as also impressions of
plants on a kind of coal slate, which abound
in the collieries. At Lincomb and Walcot are
stone quarries which afford very fine petrifactions of shells, etc. Could you procure
any of these things, and send me a box full

In regard to fossils, see

directed to the

MD 20678

Bank Coffee-house,

cheerfully repay

all

shall

I

charges whatsoever.

in return:

"Send

me

a small pot (of about

if

you should

foomote

Mendes do Costa
straddled Uio
great worlds at
natural history—

trom the baroque
passion for
gothering oddities
to the olossiool
urge to order in o

much

single,

thiitk so, will

at this point:

"Mr. Knowl-

oomprehensive
system,

three or four pounds) of sour-crout,

quential worlds of natural history

take care

the

—

^from

baroque passion for gathering oddities,

to the classical urge to order

and classify

in

it is

.

.

.

and

well secured, so as not to be

broke."

Over and over

again,

Mendes da Costa

a single, comprehensive system. The quest

begs his correspondents to pack carefully

emerges in this offer
from a correspondent on December 9,

and label properly:

for oddities certainly

1749:

have some natural curiosities to present
you with. ... I have the tooth, or tusk, of the
part of a young elephant's
sea-lion,
tooth, in the section of which is an iron bulI

.

.

.

which had been shot

into

it

when

younger, and the ivory grown over the bullet;

Call for a free color brochure

mail delivery:

was writing to a Jew."
Most telling for the history of science,
we learn from the correspondence how
Mendes da Costa straddled two great se-

let,

7\sk

home

ton seems not to have recollected that he

u tnvw.i

PIOHNGRA/

t

'"

rentals

by most

send you some up." The editor appends a
telling

HedZ

The

history: "It is said

people that Yorkshire hams are very

Venus

the days of

by the captive Jews, dur-

for services rendered in identifying speci-

HOT
Z.OUE

to send

a striking

ing their imprisonment there, and contained

gamut with purely benevolent ignorance.
A correspondent writes to Mendes da
Costa in 1755, offering payment in goods

MarS'Bs'D

and

—

stair-cases in the old castle at Canterbury, in

the 13th century,

anti-semitism,

THE

as pos-

Mr. Schomberg knew what he wanted

The Hebrew inscription you inquire after
was written on the walls of one of the stone

some few

For more information, please
Professor
Goran
to
write
Department of
Burenhult,
Archaeology, University of
S-106 91
Stockholm D8,
Stockholm, Sweden, or fax
int. + 46 + 451 631 95.

there:

"Ancient inscriptions on rusuch as the Hebrew exinous buildings
quisitely written on the old walls of the Castle of Canterbury." Is there such a Hebrew
inscription now extant? If there is, can a
copy be procured? or can I have permission
to employ some Jew (of Canterbury) to
copy it, and decypher it?
find this notice:

beautiful

Yeats Country, which boasts some
of the oldest stone-built monu-

ments

and he writes to an acquaintance

Bath

in

them to his local coffee
example of different
services rendered by public places before

sible,

THE SWEDISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATIONS AT

He asks a Jewish friend
may kinds of fossils

to collect as

a hair-ball, found in the

calf;

and a

their

way

fossil or

to

your Cabinet

worthy a place

in

stomach of a

two; which shall
if

all

find

you think them

it.

But Mendes da Costa's own requests

Of whatever

is collected, let each specimen
be carefully wrapped up and numbered, and
a catalogue made with answerable numbers
to each specimen, wherein specify what it
is, what it is vulgarly called, where found,
whether in plenty or rare, at what depths,
among what other fossil bodies, and all the
other curious particulars you can be informed of to elucidate the natural history of
them. 1 beg pardon for troubling you thus,
but I am greatly obliged to you for this great

piece of friendship.

Mendes da

Costa's most assiduous cor-

1

750s as he

—whereas

collects,

and beseeches friend

mains of ancient plants and animals must

view the history of science as a list of
growing successes, with errors buried into

many

"fossils" as possible

be introduced into rocks from the animal

a conventional metaphor: "the ash-heap of

comprehensive

and vegetable kingdoms. Thus, the bones,

history."

respondence dates from the 1740s and
to procure, as

for his forthcoming,

trea-

ural products of the earth

and leaves, now exclusively hon-

But Linnaeus's original application of

known as

binomial nomenclature suffered under the

"extraneous fossils" in the eighteenth cen-

primary eighteenth-century fallacy of too

The Natural Histoiy of Fossils. Following contemporary custom, Mendes da
Costa secured subscriptions to this book

ored with the term "fossil," were

before publication (a favored fund-raising

tury,

device for expensive works). His substan-

essential fossils.

tise.

tial list,

published after the preface to his

re-

shells,

while rocks and minerals represented

Mendes da Costa

fore intended to cover

all

—

there-

products of geol-

much
pass
in

encom-

grandiosity in attempting to

possible kinds of natural diversity

all

one system of

classification.

For Lin-

work, includes six bishops and five lords,

ogy

further testifying to his acceptability

remains of ancient organisms. But his

among

and only volume did not proceed beyond

quite well), but also, in essentially unal-

he had completed the

tered form, to minerals, and even, in his

design, and had followed the usual

Genera Morhorum of 1763, to diseases,
which he grouped by their symptoms into

the Anglican upper classes (Mr.

in his treatise

Joseph Harris, "assay master of the

rocks and earths.

Tower," also signed on for a copy).

full

Mendes da Costa published
stantial

volume of his

a

first

sub-

treatise in 1757, but

never proceeded any further. This work
nonetheless, his masterpiece

—and

is.

a su-

Mendes

eenth-century natural history. In

(If

first

would probably have written a second volume on
minerals and crystals, and a third on reclassifications of his time, he

Despite

Mendes da

Costa's disgust at

Linnaeus's sexual terminology for clams,

Swedish

the great

naturalist reigned as the

We know

da Costa's time, "fossil" (from the past

prince of order.

tense of the LvLlinfodeie. "to dig up") re-

binomial system persists in largely unal-

ferred to any natural object taken
earth, not only to the

from the

remains of organ-

tered

that Linnaeus's

form as the basis for giving

names

to
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The Great Leap Down Under
Did the good life

in Australasia

propel humans into modernity?

by Timothy Flannery
powSpecies that com-

Competition between species
erful evolutionary force.

is

a

pete for similar resources can also limit
their competitors' distribution

and num-

bers. In relatively stable, highly

coevolved

ecosystems,

it is

cies to get the

difficult for

any one spe-

jump on another:

as

one spe-

cies evolves strategies for avoiding preda-

and parasites or for more

tors

gathering

own

its

efficiently

food, others adapt to

cope with the latest innovations. In such
ecosystems, species do not
leaps

—only

make

great

small steps to which other

tems of belief?

when hu-

suggest that

I

perienced just such a release and that this

may have caused

none of these animals had ever seen a

colonized Australasia, they ex-

first

the great leap.

Consider the Afro-Eurasian ecosystem

which humans evolved, hunting and
gathering for more than a million years.
in

As humans gradually became better
predators, many prey species just as grad-

the character in
the

Lewis

hypothesis after

Carroll's

Looking Glass. Like species

Through
in a co-

to stay in the

niche.

human

activity.

predator before.

time ever, humans, whose

had been honed

skills

in a million-year-

long arms race with Asia's biggest and

could have a profound impact on an

best,

the

likewise have limited

Red Queen

first

years ago than half a million years ago.

famous for running simply

treadmill the

For the

entire biota. This

evolved ecosystem, the Red Queen was

Biologists have called this competitive

mammalian

large

The balance did not shift
dramatically, so little more in the way of
resources was available to people 60,000
ually adjusted.

Camivores doubtless limited the human
It would have been a foolish and
short-lived hominid that entered dense
thickets of vegetation where large felids
and other large camivores lived.
Competition with other primates would

accommodate themselves.

species quickly

fauna differed dramatically from the

tive

much more diverse assemblages of large
mammals present on Bali and Java. And

mans

must have had a consid-

erable psychological effect. Before, suc-

was highly uncertain. In
would have been
successful. Without predators and surrounded by naive prey, people became
cess in the hunt

new

land, every hunt

in a sense

—

gods, all-powerful beings in a

land of plenty. People were well-fed and

had much
phase.

leisure time during this initial

They probably

lived in larger ag-

gregations than ever possible before.
In this land without apparent ecological

same place.
But what happens when a species is suddenly released from competition? The numerous animals and plants translocated by

Chimpanzees, orangutans, and other

people around the world provide splendid

reach edible plants or grass seeds that hu-

extraordinary, for

new

mans might otherwise have used.
What did early humans do to break free

virtually every resource suitable for them.

examples.

home,

it

If the species is

suited to

its

usually experiences a rapid popu-

Once local resources are
numbers fall. Eventually it

lation increase.

depleted,

comes
tem.

its

into balance with

When

an altered ecosys-

red deer were introduced into

pri-

human numbers would have

mates outcompeted humans for resources
in rain forests. On the savanna, baboons or

creased rapidly.

other herbivores were often the

an island such as

first

to

of such ecological constraints? For a million years,

hominids had looked across the

twenty-mile-wide

Lombok upon

strait

between Bali and

the uninhabited lands east

limits,

The carrying

in-

capacity of

Lombok may have been
humans could co-opt

Back in Bali or Java, resources went toward supporting thousands of other species, including

such big energy users as

tigers, leopards, elephants,

The resources of small

and rhinos.
islands such as

New Zealand, they increased rapidly (25 to

of Bali. Then, sometime between 40,000

Lombok

30 percent per year) and were larger and

and 60,000 years ago, either by accident or

ever,

healthier than the parent stock. Thirty

design,

numbers had peaked and soon
thereafter began to decline. Today, a

someone crossed that barrier in
some kind of watercraft, resulting in the
first human footfall on a land that had

people toward taking the great leap. As the

smaller population of smaller deer remain,

evolved without humans.

only large herbivores present on the

years

later,

feeding upon a dramatically altered and

The

first

voyagers to

has called the great leap forward

dence suggests) develop sophisticated sys-

Flannery, published by

16

George

Natural History

Braziller, Inc.
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that this

flats

and reefs would have been

slopes. If the

lands

human impact on

Pacific

is-

is

strewn with mollusks and crabs that had

sources but creating a

never been harvested by a primate, while

With the collapse of animal resources,
people concentrated on plants, many of

were

filled

with fish that had

which were

never been fished.
Just as important, potential inland prey

species
Adapled from The Future Eaters, by Timothy

land) were eaten, fire supported by the

species of animals from Australasian ones.

the seas

art,

is-

Lombok would

any guide, erosion washed soil
into the fringing lagoons and swamps of
the lowlands, smothering rich marine re-

elaborate tools, trade widely, create

numbers, and (some evi-

elephants (possibly the

divides Asian-derived

line, the line that

The mud

their

pygmy

acted to propel the

ably already ravaging the mountain

occuned in many
places around the world some 40,000
years ago, as humans began to make more

expand

this

buildup of uneaten vegetation was prob-

different place

the transformation that

of the

how-

crunch had to come.

was a very

have quickly realized

Could some scenario of ecological release have apphed to early humans? And
could it explain what biologist Jared Dia-

mond

But perhaps even

last

last indefinitely,

finally the

from the one they had just
The Lombok Strait marks Wallace's

less nutritious pasture.

left.

could not

and

—such

as

pygmy

elephants iSte-

godon spp.), birds, bats, and large rats
would have abounded. This very distinc-

mals,

many

fertile coastal plain.

familiar. In contrast to ani-

plants

had long ago jumped

Wallace's line, colonizing disturbed and

newly created

habitats. Pioneer species

such as wild bananas,

taro,

yams, and sug-

r

—

-

4
t

Ocean

Pacific

HEAD

Wallace's Line

New

NORTH!

yps^ -_^ Guinea
Sumatra

\

Explore the unspoiled lands of
the "north countr/'

TrovelWild nature

Java ^-'^^'k^-^- '2>^
Bali/\ ^

Lombok
Indian Ocean

Australia

Our

adventure.

^

'

and

on a
wildlife

expert naturalist

will lead you through the
open spaces of Canada

guides
vast,

and Alaska to discover unique
and leom of the natural
and cultural history of the north.
v^'ldlife

The first humans

to

movefiom

Bali to

Lomhok crossed a hiogeographical

—separating Asian-derived

fi-ontier-^rst recognized by Alfix'd Riissel Wallace

The Wildlife of Wager Bay

organisms fivm those of the unique Australasian ecosystem.
Peggy Conversano: adapted from Mountain High Maps. ©1 993 by

Digital

Wisdom,

Inc.

Balfiurst Inlei:

arcane would have populated the large

newborn coastal
With a large and growing human
population dependent upon such re-

If the great

leap forward did take place

areas of rich soil on the

in island

plain.

and technologies

sources,

seems

it

likely that

our ancestors

quickly developed any previous rudimentary

knowledge of agriculture and plant

Along with these inducements

to exper-

iment with agriculture, the increase

in

population probably sharpened competi-

between groups of humans. Commumay have developed social struc-

nities

tures that

enhanced

their ability to process

and distribute food,

if

not to defend and

take resources from others.

to

which

They may

also

have been prompted to develop ingenious

gave

it

must have been carried back

rise

Afro-Eurasian homeland of humanity by
the great leap forward

fully,

much

the

way

that ideas

peace-

Groups

their population

and thus gain a competitive advantage.
Whatever the case, an understanding of
the factors that

forward

powered

is critical to

the

first

humans

great leap

sands of years, for Australasia

among

sea level.

It

stretches for

more than 3.000

in the

middle of another leap

Pobr Bears

mals

Brov/n Bears of Katmai
Notional Pork,

For

in

Afro-Eurasia to a time

dominate the globe. But
achieved

at

more information or
our 1 996

TrovelWild catalog,
col! today!
1

-800-368-0077

it

was only

the cost of the destruction of

whole

of resource mining that has been the hall-

As people

mark of

biotas,

and

it

established the pattern
'

craft.

Abska

mamwhen we

southem Solomon Islands and Tasmania.
colonized island after island,

of Churchill,

Manitoba, Canada

a vast assemblage of large

miles to the east, and south as far as the

they developed seaworthy

the Gulf of St

Lav/rence

to receive

The conditions conducive to development of the great leap endured for thou-

low

Harp Seals of

living today.

The first great
leap forward brought us from a time when
humans were one relatively rare species

of islands, almost every one within

of the

sessed such knowledge would certainly

have been able to increase

into the information age.

sight of another or joined at times of

Musk Oxen

Northv^est Territories

that pos-

For we are

string

& Kenai Fjords

Gsribou and

about mass

production have spread around the world

as-yet-untapped resources.

a great

Katmai

may have been

technologies or behaviors to gain access to

is

Alaska Spectacular: Denali,

that led to

to the next

in the twentieth century.

tfie Arctic Circle

to the great

40.000 years ago. Innovations
passed from one group

selection to increase yields.

tion

Southeast Asia, then the ideas

Norlh to

modem

humanity.

We

cannot

afford to leap at such expense again.
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as DKay
A

and a panel ofpint-sized consultants review natural histoiy

scientist

toys

by Howard Topoff
Scientists

and children have a lot in
adults by standards of

common. Although

and reproductive

size

ability, scientists

never surrender a childlike peculiarity of
incessant questioning and fascination with
the natural world.

And

like

any

kid, scien-

find these inquisitive traits especially

tists

useful for playing with the toys, games,
that engulf their family lives

and puzzles

during the holiday season.

During the past several months, while

Museum

other

scientists trekked across

new

scorched deserts probing for

fossils,

been on an even more unusual field
assignment: exploring the remote comers
I've

of ah-conditioned shopping malls, searching for toys and

giving

games with a

natural his-

My goal was to blend the gift-

tory theme.

spirit

and fun of Father Christmas

(Santa Claus) with the educational legacy

of the father of evolutionary biology
(Charles Darwin).

To be honest, I used to find megamalls
Even more than television, these

boring.

retail cities

have contributed

to the ho-

mogenization of American culture. But

my

interest in malls has

since a
like

new breed

been rekindled

of stores

—with names

Imaginarium, Whiz Kids, the Nature

Company, Teacher's Tools, and
Knowledge Store

—

infiltrated

shopping heartland. These

the

America's
chains

retail

games and toys.
care of pond turtles replace

specialize in educational

Books on

the

Nmja Turtles; and hands-on kits
demonstrating how caterpillars turn into
armies of

butterflies supplant little plastic tanks that

turn into laser-shooting dragons.

After

filling

my cart with

that

an assortment

of natural histoiy toys and games,

I

assem-

me

bled a team of six experts to help
sess

them

The

credentials of the evaluators

had

to

or boys, and they had to have at least
I

offer

here the results of our hard work: a hofi-

day sampler of

8

Each was ranked on a scale of
1 (rapid extinction would be desirable) to
4 (a must buy). Happy shopping!

activities that are

Natural History 2/95
1

fun and

showed them a
Bank.
vanna,

A
it

The Eyes Have

It

Optical Illusions. The Nature Company.
$19.95.

Recommended

ages: 11

and

up.

Rating: 4

One

rainy afternoon

I

gathered

all

the

youngsters in our group of judges and

picture of the Giraffe

venerable institution of the saoffers a

wide range of

services, including

ATM

financial

(automated

tick-

shows two
customers, a mother giraffe and her son,
waiting patiently for a tall teller. "Which is
the mother?" I asked. "The larger one in
the back," everyone agreed. So I handed
bird machines).

were

be either

four years experience being a kid.

1

to our understanding of the nat-

for Natural History's readers.

carefully screened: they
girls

as-

add

ural world.

The

picture

out a small ruler and asked the kids to

measure the

giraffes.

You should have

"

'But nothing can see

when

1 hide', the

me

coral cod

under a
and disappears!'
From Swim for Cover:
Adventure on the Coral

tells her,

as

it

slips

ledge

Reef, by Sue Vyner:
illustrations

Crown

seen the look on their faces

when they dis-

by Tim Vyner.

Publishers, Inc., $15.

your eyes' retinas are identical. So how,

prisms, kaleidoscopes, fact sheets, and just

your brain asks, can one object be farther

about everything else needed to probe the

Even more amazing was the realization that knowing that the two animals are
the same size doesn't alter the impression
that the one in the rear of the bank is in-

away than another and

world of

deed larger What's going on here?

the Nature

covered that the giraffes were identical

in

size.

The

illusion

works because

all

the per-

ceptual cues combine to trick your brain
into "thinking" that

one

giraffe

is

consid-

erably farther away. But the images on

still

cast the

same-

image on the eye? Easy! The second
object must be larger.
sized

Welcome

to Optical Illusions,

one of

Company's Cigar Box Series

of hands-on scientific exploration

kits.

Optical Illusions presents a playful insight
into the psychological

ception.

The box

is

world of visual per-

stuffed with mirrors,

Our

light

and

sight.

next surprise

came

as

we

explored

miiTor images. Like most people, the chil-

dren thought a min'or image
reflection of an object.
in front

of a

girl's

So

I

is

an identical

put the mirror

face and asked her to

"Which eye is your reflection closing?" I asked. "The left eye, of
course," she answered. "Look again," I inclose her

left

eye.
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"Oh wow!"

sisted.

she shouted, moving

her face closer to the miiTor,

Of course, none

eye."

I'll

sions, delusions,

build concentration, develop problem-

an uncontrol-

feel

to

check

this out,

chock

full

—

and deceptions
is

of

illu-

chal-

all

filled

and no polar bears

with bubble

tion.

in a blizzard.

cultivate these abilities, a booklet contain-

Good Heavens

its

Our Solar System. Frank Schajfer Publications, Inc. $12.95. Recommended
ages: 4 and up. Rating: 3
that there is

an inverse

size of objects

and the size of the equip-

To explore

panoramas, covering a variety of nat-

ural history topics:

the social behavior

of a ninety-foot-long blue whale, a pair of

Rain Forest, Our Solar

nine principal orbiting planets. Pluto,

the outermost planet,

from the
sun. If drawn to scale, the puzzle would
have to be slightly more than sixteen feet
long. We always knew which pieces we
were hunting for because we knew where
the planets

were

is

five feet

in relation to the sun.

The

game of intergalac"Can anyone find a ring

hunt quickly became a
tic

banter, such as:

binoculars, a video camera, and a note-

of Satum's?" Or, "No, that small thing

book

Pluto.

are adequate tools.

But to understand

how subatomic particles interact, you have
to

coax them

to

meet with a superconduct-

ing supercollider that takes
tial

up a substan-

portion of the state of Texas.

I'm looking for the

We knew

this

dren's toys, especially jigsaw puzzles:

the planets,

Unfortunately, the puzzle

motor

budding astronomer

require extra-large pieces.
to

the rescue with a series of five-foot-long

"Han'est mice

.

.

.

build their

Joyce Pope; illustrations by
Kenneth Lilly. Candlewick Press,
$12.99.
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questions

and what planets are made

little

summer nests early in the season
among tall grasses'.' From
Kenneth Lilly's Animals:
Wildlife Around the World, by

many

was completed. Topics

small hands, combined with fledgling

Frank Schaffer Publications has come

is

moon."

was a good educational

toy because the kids had
after the puzzle

earth's

in-

cluded the heat of the sun, the distances of

This principle has a corollary for chil-

skills,

strengthen visual discrimi-

Although the puzzles admirably

ing a few pages of basic facts

would

clearly be of value to

most parents.
And what can you do with a five-foot-

a physical fitness platform, sliding side-

really in the bag.

between the

orful

and enhance eye-hand coordina-

Solar System, which depicts the sun and

it's

used.

no machines

balls

skills,

nation,

long puzzle of the solar system after it's
completed? One child took off her shoes
and turned the glossy-surfaced puzzle into

check

ment

adult):

gum

solving

The Pond, and A World Of Dinosaurs.
Our team of critics assembled Our

perhaps you should

scientists study

pictures are challenging without

are designed to

System, Endangered Animals, The Forest,

it,

I'm convinced

The

They

believing.

After you buy

relationship

fun.

being frustrating to a child (or even an

Instead, Schaffer has put together six colis

lenging the notion that seeing

to see that

not the primary goal of

is

bled on the floor, which greatly adds to the

wait.)

Optical Illusions

instruction

of the other children

bathroom mirror

go ahead.

almost five

Schaffer's puzzles.

drop the magazine and head

lable urge to

for the

is

inches across, and the puzzles are assem-

any readers

(if

The average piece

"It's the right

believed this until each had a try with the

mirror

puzzles.

•i'Sfr.^

of.

comes with

documentation, so unless you have a
in

your family, you'll

ways from

the sun to Pluto and back. Fi-

nally, all the kids

puzzle to school to

semble

it.

What

suggested taking the
let their

The Antics

of Ants

Uncle Milton's Ant Farm. Uncle Milton
Industries. $9.95. Recommended ages: 8
and up. Rating: 2
Nineteen fifty-four was quite a year.
Rocky Marciano kayoed Ezzard Charles,
and

my

sixth-grade teacher

was

fired for

being a Communist sympathizer.

And

while adults throughout the country her-

—
—

alded the launching of the Nautilus

the

atomic-powered submarine children of all ages were preoccupied with an
event that would prove to be far more
first

durable: the introduction of Uncle Mil-

probably have to find another source to an-

ton's

swer most questions. To be

mos generated during

fair, scientific

classmates as-

a neat idea.

Ant Faim. With

all

the high-tech giz-

the past forty-one

KidSYSTEMS^'^/Tough Traveler
Ant Farm remains

years. Uncle Milton's

essentially unchanged: a vertical plastic

enclosure,
ies but

powered not by

WHY PEOPLE BUY OUR

CHILD CARRIERS:

six-volt batter-

by six-legged creatures.

EXCELLENT
WAIST Bars.
SHOULDER PADS,
ATTACHMENfT POINTS,

Each Uncle Milton's Ant Farm includes
a certificate for one shipment of ants,
extra charge.

Now,

at

no

there are approxi-

mately 8,000 species of ants

FRAME DESIGN,
BALANCE

in the world,

and their diversity includes predatory
army ants, fungus-growing ants, and even
slave-making ants (which kidnap the
young of other species to do their work for

Children are
able fo look
around.

ChWdr en are
comf or fable

Adults are
comfortable.

them). Unfortunately, federal law prohibits the

shipment of queen ants

introducing species into
all
ile

new

(to

avoid

habitats), so

we received were about two dozen sterworkers. And without larvae to feed,

they were sluggish and didn't eat very

much. Our child judges also weren't
thrilled when I called their attention to the
statement emblazoned on the "Ant
Watcher's Manual," which comes with the
farm: "Never handle or touch ants! They
can

bite." It's not their bite that

me.

It's

their sting!

The workers

concerns
that

come

Carriers are

Children are
protected.

so//d/y-

constructed.

Tough Traveler
NY
518/377-8526

1-800-GO-TOUGH

•WONDERFUL
GEAR FOR

12307

SI.. Sch'cty,

P

available at retailers & mail order

C?

1012 Stale

Happiness.

KIDS*

U.S.A.

FAX 518/377-5434

o^

with the ant farm are harvester ants of the

genus Pogonomyrmex. and

their sting is

honey bee.
Even more disappointing were the
manual's answers to the most frequently
comparable

to that of a

asked questions about

we

ants.

On

are informed (correctly) that

ers are females.

On

all

the next page,

are eiToneously told that

National Parks
OF THE West

one page

work-

how-

ever, the ants are given a sex change,

we

American Museum of Natural History

when one

and

The Rockies

&

the Great Southwest by Private Historic Train

ant

Mav
From

forests

19-28, 1996

and snow-capped

tiges of a

once wild continent.

way we

peaks to stark deserts and breath-

Along

taking canyons, the grandeur and

the geological events that pro-

natural diversity of the

West

is

American

renowned. Traveling

aboard a

the

will

examine

duced the Rocky Mountains and
the magnificent rock formations at

lovely Bryce

pri-

vate train with

Canyon, Zion

a team of

National Park,

American

Sunset Crater,

Museum

El

turers,

we

explore
of the

lec-

will

some

last

Morro and

the extraordi-

nary Grand

Canyon.

ves-

^Vjnerican

Museum of
Natural
lyss'iW Ilistory

Discovery Toure

New York, NY 10024-5192
New York State (212) 769-5700

Central Park West at 79th Street
Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or in
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and talked

problem

even worse for boys, because

wants

to communicate with another, he
on the head with his feelers. Things
go from merely incorrect to downright absurd later in the manual when we "learn"
that ants sleep, play, have a board of directors, hold regular meetings, and even wash

notes, read Selsam's book,

taps

about animal behavior.

their faces with their hands.

deemed for a magnifying glass. It's not a
very good one, but it's far better than the

Rings; Leaves; and Wild Flowers

by mail. We all agree that
receiving
Uncle Milton's Ant
kid
any
Farm as a gift should send for the magni-

sights (the

it

So

is

there anything

good

to report

Wow! We

Fortunately, Uncle Milton does offer an

important option.

your

own

If

you decide

ants, the certificate

ants that arrive

written by Millicent Selsam, author of

fying glass, go out in the

many superb

fun digging in the

to collect

can be

tield,

re-

and have

dirt.

Unlike Uncle Milton's manual, this book
is accurate, nicely illustrated, and provides

Flower Power

an excellent overview of the biology and

Tree Rings; Leaves; Wildf^owers. Edu-

behavior of ants.

My

advice: keep the

book, chuck the manual. After about a

week,

we

also discarded the ants that ar-

rived by mail and went on our
collecting

trip.

intact ant colony,

few rocks, we

complete with

queen and brood. Within hours
treated to a

havior:

wide range of insect

communal

tual feeding

Natural History

we recommend

in-

Tree

—

three

kits from Educational Insame company that markets the
award-winning electronic game GeoSafari). The boys and girls in our team cooperated on all three projects.
The principal ingredient of Tree Rings

hands-on nature

a cross section of a real Ponderosa pine

lar

The kit includes

a package of triangu-

paper pennants, push pins, and a mag-

nifying glass. For our

first

activity,

we

ages: 9 and up. Rating: S'h

used the tree sample to chronicle impor-

As far as kids are concerned, when it
comes to toys, dinosaurs still rule the

tant dates in our lives:

earth.

With virtually

cused on animals,
tire

kingdom of

all

of our attention fo-

we tend to

ignore an en-

living organisms

—

the

name and

birth date

magnifying

glass,

pushed our pinned

my

flag.

wrote our

Using the

we counted

the tree

from the outer bark, and

rings, starting

To

we each

on a

flags into their proper

my

wound up

rings.

social be-

ability to create organic matter through

only two rings from the center of the

mu-

photosynthesis, no dinosaurs (or any other

Although the

tree

animals) could exist. But botany

old, that pin

confirmed the

observed, took

12/95

starters,

plants. In every habitat, without plants'

digging, foraging,

We

tems? For

tree.

Recommended

So how can we

portance of plants in the world's ecosys-

is

cational Insights. $17.95.

aren't.

troduce a generation of children to the im-

we were

and grooming, and even egg

laying by the queen.
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ant-

This not only added to the

fun, but after turning over a

had an

own

is

of the unfortunate notion that beasts are

macho, flowers

scientists.

about Uncle Milton's Ant Farm? In a
word, yes. Our farm came with a Bonus
Pack, a seventy-one-page book about ants,
children's science books.

felt like

ally

is virtu-

ignored during gift-giving time. The

sion that

I

hortor,

was

pin

was only

fifty-six

tree.

years

kids' impres-

as old as creation

itself. I

,

decided

I

didn't like this

game

after

all.

After trying to convince the kids (or
I was not bom in the
Olduvai Gorge (and had never dated

perhaps myself) that

Lucy),

we

rings.

Two

turned our attention to the tree
things were obvious. First.

each specimen
Next,

we

until the press

was

full.

wooden frames and compacted

the entire

bundle by tightening two buckled
After a week,

we opened

straps.

the press, glued

them, and sealed them

was very gratifying to see a group of
children tum their exceptional powers of
observation and curiosity on what were
formerly considered such mundane objects. Why do the veins in some leaves run

that the light sections are

caused

tree in the spring,

while the darker areas reflect a reduced

growth

rate during late

summer. The rings

in plastic bags.

It

one another, while the veins of
form a branching pattern? What ac-

parallel to

also differ in their overall width, repre-

others

senting years of adequate water (wide

counts for the different shapes of leaves,

rings)

and years of drought

(thin rings.)

While one group of kids was busy with
Tree Rings, two others were sent out to the
field

on a different mission:

to collect

sometimes even on the same tree? Do
flowers have both male and female parts
or are they like people, with separate boy
and girl flowers? These are only a few of

many

by the kids as we

botanical samples for the other kits:

the

Leaves and Wildflowers. Both include
samples of pressed specimens, neatly

collected and processed the botanical

glued to a paper backing and protected

tion.

side a zippered plastic bag.

The

in-

principal

topics raised

And

like

also include a fact-filled

and quizzes.

kits is a plant press.

projects, puzzles,

the press,

we

placed a freshly col-

back of each box, printed

between two pieces of

continued to sandwich

world's largest

land

book of hands-on

each of these

We

dinosaurs, the

Tree Rings, these two kits

tool in

lected leaf or flower

King of the

specimens for our rapidly growing collec-

To use

cardboard.

TO A FRIEND.

our specimens to paper backing, labeled

and dark meat." Consulting the superb
booklet that comes with the kit, we
by rapid growth of the

(OR A DINOSAUR
OR SOME PENGUINS)

placed the stack between the

each ring had what the kids called "white

leamed

SEND AN
ELEPHANT

like the

On

penguins on a top

the

quality

Surgeon

the statement, "This

is

50%

cotton - SiWc

General's warning on a pack of cigarettes,
is

mammal

or the lovable

polyester T-shirt.

not a toy." Well,

No

shrinking.

Our Elephant
T-Shirt

is

available In green

with silver lettering

and design.
Tyrannosaurus Rex
T-Shirt
in

available

is

blue with gold

lettering

and

Our Penguin
Shirt

"Did you sense Grandmother
Moon guiding you home
again?" From Did You Hear
THE Wind Sing Your Name? An
Oneida Song of Spring, by
Sandra De Coteau Orie;
illustrations

by Christopher

Canyon. Walker and Company,
$14.95.

is

design.

T-

available in

Ught blue with black lettering and design.
Any one is great a.s a gift or for yourself.

Membens

Non-members: $ 3.00

Price: S9.95

Sizes: Adull

1

S.M.L.XL

Boys/Girls 10-12, 14-16

Elephant T-Shirt
Quanlily

Size

$

Tyrannosaurus Rex T-Shirt
Size

Quanlily

$

Penguin T-Shirt
Size_

Quantity

2.00

Postage and Handling

Tax

(if

(NY

applicable)

residents add

$

81/4%

tax)

Total Enclosed

Make check

or

money

$
order payable and mail

to:

American Museum of Natural History
Central Park Wet at 79th St.. New York, NY 10024
Allo\'.

4-h \vcek^ lor delivery,

.Money-back guarantee

if

not satisfied.

Name
Address
City
Stale

-Zip

.
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judging from the fun our gang had exploring the world of botany, they could have

the inside of each

fooled us.

The mask goes

mask

is

a brief descrip-

tion of the natural history of the animal.

whoever knows the cor-

to

Face

Off

Ever have one of those

days when you

just don't feel like yourself? Well,

Books has
Faces

is

a face

for you.

lift

Dutton

Animal

say

ics

it's

a toy.

Want

be a monkey's

to

uncle? The African mandrill
Still

is

for you.

haven't recovered from The Lion

King! Hakuna matatal Just transform
yourself into the king of the beasts. Want

A

to scare the pants off your friends?

large-eared bat should

do

can't think of a better

way

respect

when you

the trick.

enter the

And

to gain a

I

little

room than by

looking like a giant stinging hornet.
Elephants, pigs, frogs, zebras, foxes

Each

take your pick.

is

absolutely beauti-

and requires but a few minutes to assemble. Pop out the two holes on the sides,

ful

insert a string or (better yet) a piece of
elastic,

knot or tape the ends, and poof

instant beast. Here's the plan. First, invite
fifteen kids

over on your birthday (you

might want

to

Next, find out

check with your parents).

who

gets

which mask.

On

"As Ray closed

moon

his eyes in sleep,

rose again in his dreams.

seemed to be a great shining
From Armadillo Ray,
by John Beifnss; illustrations by
Peggy Turley. Chronicle Books,
It

armadillo!'

$13.95.
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when was

all,

the last time you

me, you prefer your creatures without

knew

me

have

to

I

in their houses. If

squeak."

the answer.

shouted. Nice

try,

One

kid

I

was sure he

"My

baby brother," he
but the correct answer is

slipped your hand into a cuddly, two-foot-

backbones. Choices

Recommended

ages: 3 and up.

crab,

and

fireily.

In

all, I

counted well over

four

is

typically the

And indeed
minimum age for chil-

dren to have the motor
tion for putting

come

is it?"

yelled Buf-

pets

falo Bob. "It's

Howdy Doody

time." bel-

textures.

lowed the kids

in the

kids,

how my

hand puppets are recommended

skills and imaginaon entertaining and goofy

productions. But not so

Rating: 4

is

abound, includ-

for children ages four and up.

FoLKMANis Hand Puppets. $3.50 (for a
small honey bee) to $50 (for a giant bull-

"Hey

still

better yet, a

ing a praying mantis, cockroach, hermit

exquisite

Creature Features

frog).

Or

long stingray puppet?

a hundred species in their catalog. These

a mouse.

what time

peanut gallery. This

generation was introduced to

the magical world of puppets. Today's

children are enthralled by a

more

sophisti-

fast.

These pup-

in a dazzling array of colors

The

ant

is

and

glossy black and feels

The tarantula is a
more tousled but still has a warm, cuddly feeling. So in the hands of a parent,
like silk against the skin.

bit

these puppets can provide delightful visual

experiences even for infants.

cated cadre of puppets, such as the ever

and

tactile

growing Muppet family. Of course, the

The

auditory experience, of course, has to

puppets of the nineties aren't content with

be provided by the puppeteer.

mere entertainment. Reading,

writing,

and

social skills are also their mission.

The

folks

at

Folkmanis,

Inc.,

of

Emeryville, California, have gone back to
basics: producing

hand and
and just plain beau-

finger puppets

that are soft, authentic,
tiful.

Sure, their inventory includes the old

favorites

—lambs,

•^^Sgif^'-'

the

After

am

happy

a compilation of fifteen colorful

punch-out masks, just perfect for a party.
The publisher calls it a book, but our crit-

but their phyloge-

is

three-foot-long rattlesnake? Perhaps, like

disturbed,

Rating: 3

—

a testament to biodiversity.

netic tree

For example: "I am very
small. I have tiny hands to hold things. I
nibble on lots of things. People aren't

rect answer.

Animal Faces. Diitton Children's Books.
$17.99. Recommended ages: 3 and up.

a not-so-scary skunk

rabbits, bears,

and even

Finally, we had to decide what show to
produce with our puppets. I suggested

Gone

with the Wind, but unfortunately the

kids didn't think a

show about

storm would be too exciting, so

a blustery

we

opted

instead for the Wizard ofOz. Well, at least
I

scored a partial victory.

to play the part

My tarantula got
D

of the wizard.

,_,Sjiuyi Jacket

Bom and raisdi in the land of
crummy weather.
Don't get us wrong - we

'

toasty-warm lining of Polartec
300 fleece.
This light, cuddly fleece outdoes Mother Nature's. It has the

wouldn't live anywhere but
here in Dodgeville, Wisconsin.

But visitors ask us how we

warmth

survive the winters. Sometimes,
it gets so bitterly cold, our local
radio station runs frostbite
warnings every quarter hour.
The point is, when we say the
Lands' End Squall Jacket can
stand up to crummy weather,
believe us: we know about

of natural fibers twice
weight. Dries faster, too.
Of course, fleece would be a
little bulky in the sleeves. So here
its

we

put 100 -gram Thinsulate."
Being thin, it leaves your arms
plenty of wiggle room.
There are other nice, warm

crummy weather

How does the Squall do it? First
is, it has an outer shell of
Supplex 'nylon, which shrugs off

thing

vraiter blasts.

Happens
use

we
commoner

that the Supplex

not the
2-ply. So, our Squall is a sturdy
tough-skinned bird.
And even in frigid weather, this
Supplex nylon stays soft and cottony.
Doesn't turn hard and crinkly, a
mere shell of the former shell.
is 3-ply,

And ask them what
weather's
£>

is

the

like.

1995 Lands' End,

Inc.

touches. Like the extra-wide
storm flap behind the front
zipper And a thermal collar that
acts like a built-in muffler.

Tlie price chills

Gwfl^

our

competition.
Would you believe the SquaU

For our free catalog,
call anytime

is

only $69.50? We charged that for
it a dozen years ago.
And over the years, the only
changes we've introduced are
things to make it better flioughtful

companion items, from hats and

the subject

made, and

equally well priced.
Usually, well fill your order in one
day, deliver it almost anj^where just
two business days later With our
absolute, unconditional guarantee.
Why not give us a try? For a
catalog, call and talk with our
friendly folks here in Dodgeville.

1-800-356-4444
Please mention ad [TX

pants to parkas.
Our Lands' End catalog has
lots of other clothing for the

|

Name
Address

-

Apt..

new details. More colors. And

Warming up to
But what's outside our Squall
only half of it. Inside, we use a

family. All equally well

City

Zip-

State

Phone

^

(circle one)

Mail to: 1 Lands' End Lane. Dodgeville, WI 53595
E-Mail: cataIogs-tx@landsend.com

TTiWombatDigs In
Pressed close to their limits, these burrowing Austivlian
marsupials suiyive on next to nothing

by Perry

Barboza

S.

Lying chest down

burrow entrance, I rewas indefensible should
the unseen resident take umbrage at my inspection. When scuffling sounds and low growls emanated from the depths, a sudden premonition of
bared teeth emerging from the darkness propelled me to my feet. Although a close relative of

my

alized that

at the

position

the koala, this animal did not

fit

the stereotype of

the cuddly Australian marsupial; despite the

common wombat's

appealingly rotund form,

it

has plenty of muscle and sharp incisors and

is

neither slow nor indecisive about using them.

Wombats

show themselves above

rarely

ground during the day, and

was no exception. I was pleased, however, to hear the rumblings from within the burrow. The sounds confirmed that

was

Weighing in at as
much as 100
pounds,

common

wombats

at least

wombats

for

about as large as a

burrowing animal
can get.

wombats, as with most
humans. While Aborigines
hunted wombats for their meat and skin, European farmers have long viewed them as pests
and killed them because they damage crops and
undermine fences built to exclude livestock and
the far more destructive rabbits. For most of this
greatest threat to
is

century, Australian law encouraged the eradication of

wombats, but now

all

are protected, and hunting

new

restricted to con-

many wombats,

trolled culls. Unfortunately,

pecially those seeking

species of wombats

is

es-

territories, are killed

tureland in the temperate south.

research on their nutriI

was one

suspected,

of the keys to their continued survival in a
changing landscape.

some

wombats must

In the remaining pastures,

compete

food with introduced herbivores

for

such as rabbits and sheep. Nevertheless, three
species persist.

The common wombat

inhabits

200 years ago, kangaroos and wombats were the
principal grazers in Australia. These marsupials

gions of southeastern Australia and Tasmania.

reached their zenith some 30,000 years ago,

The other two

when

many large spe-

northern hairy-nosed wombats, both dwell in

size of cattle roamed the
With the gradual drying of the Aus-

semiarid habitats and have not fared as well. The

cies,

a wetter climate supported

and wombats the

tralian climate

during the Pleistocene, wombats

evolved into burrowers.

woodlands and shrublands of the temperate

northern species
in central

species, the southern

is

restricted to

Queensland, making

it

at

night to feed, they

In the moderately

common wombat's

goes, but below ground they are invincible.

green grass

high

wombats
mal can

much

as 100 pounds,

common

are about as large as a burrowing aniget;

wider tunnels to accommodate a

bigger animal would increase the danger of collapse.
their

Well adapted

mass

is

to the subterranean lifestyle,

concentrated in a cylindrical, mus-

cular torso. Equipped with stubby legs and broad
feet with claws,

wombats can excavate

feet of tunnel per night.

burrow, the

several

Within the confines of its

wombat

a shield. Shoving

the rarest

Aus-

wet spring of the temperate

regions, the

in at as

and the

one small colony

are vulnerable to domestic dogs and native din-

Weighing

re-

tralian marsupial.

When wombats emerge

uses its bony lower back as
backward with its powerful

hind legs, the animal can block attackers (includ-

Natural History 12/95

The

other species,

my

tional requirements. Diet,

grasslands.
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or other predators en-

by automobiles. Others fall victim to housing developments, which consume large swaths of pas-

Until Europeans introduced livestock

are

Dogs

burrow for a prospective meal of wombat can wind up being smothered at the end of a
blind tunnel by their recalcitrant prey.

one of the elusive animals
I needed to capture about

and

in residence,

sixteen

this

ing other wombats).
tering a

this

is

in protein

staple diet of

and low

in fiber, but

changes dramatically as the dry season ap-

proaches.

The

grass goes to seed and dries out,

leaving only fibrous blades with

little

protein.

The situation is worse for hairy-nosed wombats,
which live in the semiarid plains; frequent
droughts and low rainfall result in

brief, unreli-

able periods of pasture growth.

How

can wombats persist and even thrive on

such poor graze? Under the same conditions,

kangaroos can roam widely, while domestic

live-

stock are given supplemental feed and water or

removed from

the range.

But the wombats' un-

—
Erwin and Peggy Bauer

derground

lifestyle limits their mobility; they

cannot easily abandon their warrens of tunnels to

move

to distant, greener pastures. In

search, conducted with Ian

my

re-

Hume, who now

heads the University of Sydney's Biology De-

how wombats mancompared with kangaroos
and sheep, which would perish if restricted to the
same poor pastures. Such knowledge has bepartment,

aged

hoped

I

to learn

to fare so well

come increasingly important for understanding
why some species thrive while others decline in
ecosystems altered by humans.

To capture the wombats I needed, I was counton the animals to walk into cage traps as they

ing

burrows

left their

at

night to graze. In spite of all

growling protestations, however,

their

I

discov-

ered that the wombats were more likely to wait

many

out a siege than to risk capture. In

cases.

they simply waited a day or two before digging

around the trap or opening a new exit. Large burrows may shelter more than one wombat in a series

of tunnels and resting chambers that extend

more than 100
feet

feet

underground.

and

exits

fortify

and descend more than

six

My attempts to block alternate

cages with large rocks were

fre-

quently foiled by these master excavators. With

some

persistence,

my

assistants

and

I

eventually

acquired a colony of sixteen wombats, with an

equal

number of both common and southern
some from the wild and

hairy-nosed wombats,

some from

We
to

zoos.

set the

monitor

wombats up

their

in enclosures in order

food intake.

By

building their

burrowlike shelters on concrete floors above
ground,

way

we

out.

prevented them from digging their
The wild wombats soon grew accusus in their new surroundings and often

tomed to
assumed their most relaxed sleeping posture
on their backs with legs sprawled. At rest, their
shallow breathing was almost imperceptible, and
casual observers sometimes thought they were

dead. Closer inspection usually roused a
bat,

which would spring

orously.

wom-

to its feet, breathing vig-

Both wombat and observer soon recov-

ered their composure after these unexpected
resurrections.

Like any grazing animal, wombats grind their

food well, breaking up plant

cells

and releasing

any starches and proteins they contain. This portion of their diet is digested

stomach and the small

and absorbed

intestine.

in the

The remainder,

the fibrous cell walls, can be digested only with
the help of gut microbes that can break

down

tough cellulose. This femientation occurs

wombat's colon, or hindgut, which

is

the

in the

the largest

section of the animal's digestive tract, and the
nutrients released
to one-third of the

by bacterial action provide up
wombat's energy intake. The

wombat's healthy gut capacity (up

to

33 percent

than wombats. But the wombat's digestive sys-

tem

is

more

efficient than those of

kangaroos,

through the fermentation process before

species,

the small intestine, so

it

some of the energy

fibrous, easily digested plant

enters

in

components

non-

is lost

Fermentation also allows

many

recycle waste nitrogen, which
portant

when

is

in

grazing animals

much

larger

equipped with

long claws, ideal for digging
its

subterranean shelter

herbivores to

particularly im-

low-protein diets, such as dry-sea-

gets

does

it is

Like

wombat

to the bacteria.

lows for slow and thorough fermentation of
it

its fur.

Australia's other two

son grasses, are consumed. Normally, the body

fiber, as

wombat cleans

sheep, and cattle. In these animals, food passes

greater than that of herbivores of similar size al)

Au immature common

all

the nitrogen

of dietary proteins;

it

needs from the breakdown

when

tissue proteins are de-

27

graded, the nitrogen released

quickly con-

is

verted to urea, an unusable form of nitrogen that
usually excreted.

is

When

urea

released into
it

and con-

back into useful nitrogen. In collaboration
with John Nolan, a nutritionist at Australia's Univert

Large tunnel

it

versity of

systems,

New

wombats were

extending 100
feet or

is

consume

the gut, however, microbes

more,

often shelter a

number of

Hume

able to reuse

and

I

found

that

42 percent of the

ni-

with kangaroos and sheep.

We also found that, relative to size, wombats'
energy requirements are lower than those of
mammals; wombats use only 32 percent
as grazing kangaroos

and 25 percent

sheep. Extremely low levels of thy-

hormones

indicate that

very slow metabolic

rate.

wombats have

wombats than

a

Important metabolic

organs, such as the heart and liver, are also

smaller in

as

in other

much

animals of sim-

ilar size.

The wombats' deep burrows help them conBelow ground, tempera-

serve energy and water.

-^5%^
^-•x,JohnCancaos DRK Pho

tures are less variable

and milder than

at the sur-

And

because wombats usually emerge at
dusk or during the night, when air temperatures
face.

at the surface differ little from those of their burrows, the amount of energy they expend to main-

body temperature is minimized. The lower
temperature and higher humidity of the burrows,
combined with a slow metabolism, reduce the
tain

wombat's need for water. Working with Bron-

wyn McAllan and

Julie Roberts, both

physiologists at the University of

kidney

New England,

I found that the kidneys of the hairy-nosed wombats can produce an extremely concentrated

little

water

semiarid grasslands.

Because wombats can subsist on very little
compared with other grazers, they can minimize
the time they spend foraging.

When

grass

scarce, they can also weather the shortage

is

by

feeding on the poorest quality foods, such as

food

much grass
much as

12/95

body of waste with

particularly important adaptation in

covery of waste nitrogen minimizes the amount
of dietary protein the wombats need compared

roid

Natural History
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highly fibrous sedges.

as

28

loss

trogen from the urea. This extremely efficient re-

other

wombats.

England,

urine that rids the

is

And

in

good

times,

when

abundant, wombats can easily meet the

extra energy requirements that growth and
breeding entail since their basic requirements for

body maintenance
In nature, diet

are already low.
is

all-important and often

means

the difference

between a

species' surviv-

becoming extinct as Its habitat changes.
The wombat's meager food and water requirements explain its success. Populations of common wombats have thrived where pastures have
ing or

been extended and improved

to provide

abun-

zoologist at James
land,

Cook

University in Queens-

and others suggests

stock from

that

removing

live-

the range of the endangered northern

hairy-nosed

wombat has been an

important fac-

tor in allowing the last, small population to re-

bound from about

Two

forty individuals to about

populations of this species have dis-

dant, high-quality grass for livestock. Hairy-

sixty.

nosed wombats, however, have not benefited
from the introduction of livestock because they

appeared within the last century, however, sug-

inhabit semiarid regions

where

grows. Nevertheless, they can
tures that result

little

tolerate

grass

gesting that there are limits to

change they can

and are able to recover quickly if conditions improve. The ongoing research of Chris Johnson, a

envkonmen-

change and human disturbance seems almost
a comforting
as robust as their sturdy physique

tal

thought for this stocky

—

scientist.

haiiy-nosed wombat's

burrow entrance, opposite
page. leads to a tunnel

D

may

extend as

six feet

below the

system that

much as

suiface. Thriving in the
wetter,

tolerate.

Nevertheless, their resilience to

poor pas-

from overgrazing and drought,

how much habitat

A

temperate regions of

southeastern Australia and

Tasmania, a

common

wombat, below, emerges at
night to graze.

—

Natural-bom

Mothers
bv Sarah

Hrdy

Bl

On

day that the eleventh-century

the

Italian saint Peter

bom,
it

mother was ready

his

According

quits.

Damian was
to call

to the saint's

who

took her to task for

more son to add

mouth

mother

The fledgling saint was on the
verge of starvation when a neighbor, the kindly
refused to nurse.

Motherhood is

concubine of a local

not as

mother

remind-

priest, intervened,

ing her that even a savage, beast, a tigress or a

would suckle her own young.
woman do less?

lion,

Could a Christian

Five hundred years

poet Luigi

later, Italian

a matter as just

Tansillo echoed similar sentiments in response

timmig on

to the widespread use of

wet nurses

—

the

main

alternative to maternal breast-feeding in the

days before the baby

bottle. In a

"La Balia" (The Nurse),
fury, hostile to

from
ing

our

common

nature's path the female

m] a babe denied

poem

entitled

"What

Tansillo wrote,

its

kind,

mind

/
.

.

care

tracted for a lactating

urban centers

woman to suckle them.

were suckled by strangers. This

In

of babies

traffic in

babies

Reaction against wet-nursing reached a peak

modem

The

would be

eligi-

writings of Jean Jacques

Rousseau inspired many reformers (although
the great philosopher sent his
to foundling

own

five children

homes). Almost always, reformers

This special section

invoked "natural laws," encouraging mothers

0/ Natural History was

to follow their instinctive urges to nurture their

prepared by senior editor
Rebecca B. Finnell.

babies.

"Look

to the

A

taxonomy.

beliefs,

reformers

physician and the father

vocate of matemal breast-feeding. In 1752 he

down

set

his

views in Nutrix noverca (Step-

Nurse), a widely read denunciation of commercial

wet-nursing (which Gilibert translated

from Latin into French). In the 1758 edition of
his opus Systema Naturae, Linnaeus subsumed
all

warm-blooded,

into a single

hairy, viviparous vertebrates

—

group

the class

Mammalia

identified with the milk-secreting glands of the

female. (The Latin term for breasts,
derives from the plaintive cry

mammae,

"mama," sponta-

a single, urgent message, "suckle me.")

Linnaeus's nomenclature underscored a natural role for

women based on a salient homolwomen and other animals that

ogy between

nursed their young. Mother

mammals

animals for your ex-

ample," French physician and moralist Jean

are al-

chemists able to transform available fodder
grass, insects,

even toxic leaves

—

into biologi-

mother

to

stockpile resources while they are available,

parcel

ble for state aid.

like all ani-

instinct."

of seven children, Linnaeus was an ardent ad-

repackage them

children

Woman,

For further support of their

National Convention decreed that only mothers

own

.

could turn to Carolus Linnaeus, the father of

during the Enlightenment. In 1793, the French

nursed their

.

cal white gold. Lactation allows a

led to staggering rates of infant mortality.

who

.

divergent linguistic groups and often conveying

mother's breast?" In

like Paris, the majority

happiness.

under the sway of this

neously uttered by young children from widely

middlemen who con-

or shipped to

is

.

[result-

.

bies in Europe were deposited in foundling

homes

own

mals,

.

First led

the following centuries, tens of thousands of ba-

12/95

first

.

to

to her already ex-

isting "throng of heirs." In despair, the

Natural History

woes, their

their

feed and one

30

all their

ing" and further disheartened by the reproach of

bringing into the world yet another

milk.

been the cause of

Lodi, his mother was "worn out by childbear-

an adolescent son

tire

Gilibert admonished his patients.
"Even though the mothers have their stomachs
Even though their offspring have
torn open

makes them forget all they have suffered.
They forget themselves, little concerned with

biography, written by his associate John of

straiglitforward

Emmanuel

them out

in digestible

to

pace. Able to rely

form, and then

growing infants

on

its

at

her

mature can stay safe either attached
mother or stashed

own

mother for food, an imto the

in hiding places she chooses,

buffered from the vagaries and hazards of for-

aging

in the

wide world.

But motherhood

is

not as stiaightforward a

matter as just turning on the milk. Mothers have

food shortages, predators,
and social exploitation by members of their

to factor in recurring

rr

/w-^r

t

t,^*.

VA

V;>

—
own

Faced with poor conditions, a
in hand against her
own well-being, long-term survival, and
species.

mother must weigh babies

most important

—

the possibility of breeding

other group

ecologists are only beginning to understand

provide infants

dilemmas, called

singly or

may

over a breeding career that

—

twenty-five or more in
years
woman. (A very few mammals
some marsupial mice are semel-

last several

the case of a

primarily

—

parous, breeding in one fecund burst followed

by

death.) In an evolutionary sense, the

line for iteroparous

females

is

bottom

not the success

of any particular birth but reproductive output

over a lifetime. The
is

art

of iteroparity, therefore,

generally to survive poor conditions and

breed again under better ones.
help from others, however,

By drawing on

some mothers man-

age to breed under circumstances that would

when

the

Near weaning, helpers also
with crickets and other tidbits.

suckling.

Johnson, of the

Most mammals are iteroparous: breeding
more than once, they produce offspring, either
in litters,

is

Working with captive cotton-tops, Lorna

such natural

fitness trade-offs.

the mother's feat

spring most of the time, except

mother

to

fathers, older offspring,

of fecundity possible. Helpers carry the off-

again under better circumstances. Behavioral

how mother mammals respond

—
—makes

members

and transient adults

New

England Primate Center,

revealed

how

species

endangered

is

important helpers can be. (This
in the

wild but

is still

well

represented in research colonies.) In her analysis

of breeding records over an eighteen-year

period, Johnson focused

on experienced par-

ents that had already successfully reared offspring.

She found

that

among

these veterans,

57 percent of parents without help aban-

fully

doned

their

young, nearly five times the rate

at

which parents with helpers voted "no-go."
Among marmosets and tamarins, it is usual
for only

one female

in the

during a breeding season.
prevails

among

the

A

similar situation

communally breeding

dwarf mongooses of the Serengeti. Studying
Purdue University biologist Scott Creel discovremained only one-third as high as

Consider the case of the cotton-top

tamarins. Although the birth of twins

is

rare

primates, the pint-sized tamarins and

marmosets of South America are exceptions.

Adapted

for fluctuating habitats, these

keys have the potential to breed

at a

mon-

staggering

pace, sometimes giving birth as often as twice a

year to twins whose combined weight totals up
to

20 percent of

S/////./fe iv/Y/?

mother
lier

tliwarts

(mil

preJ^lanev, she is

behaving

—

^ui

ered that estrogen levels of these nonbreeders

c

among

a inaininal

group to reproduce

what keeps the other females from breeding,

otherwise be impossible.

As bi/arre as it
iiiav seem, when

the mother's.

Only

the help of

ing female,

below

in the breed-

that necessary for ovulation.

strietiv

biologieal

Creel speculates that in species producing large
litters,

heavy young, or young designed

to

grow

rapidly after buth, the cost of gestation and lactation

is

just too high for

vantaged female

to

any but the most ad-

hazard giving

birth.

temivS

—just

like

a motlier.

Often

harassed and less well fed, a subordinate has

such a slim chance of producing young that survive to weaning that she

Mus/cmetons, by Alexis Rockman. Collection of LilaTwigg-Smith; Courtti^, jj, u^j

l/

Mu^uun

ut

is

better off deferring

Muden Am
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spring of her kin

them

—and

—

gave

occasionally even suckling

by temporarily shutting down
With

many means for mothers

have an even more pressing reason to postpone
reproduction. The dominant female may delier this year,

Duke

among

tern

wild

mammals

Digby

same

reported that there appears to be the

is

come.

only one of the

to adjust the

timing of

their reproductive effort, hi a diverse array of

does breed. Ear-

University's Leslie

time. For

their ovaries.

luck, their time to breed does

Suppression of ovulation

University, learned that subordinate females

rival that

killed; the

same

marmosets and dwarf mongooses, then, most
subordinate females make the best of a grim lot

become a breeder in her own right.
While studying a closely related subspecies
of dwarf mongoose, O. Anne E. Rasa, of Bonn

pups of any

a subordinate female

one of her infants was

birth,

other disappeared at about the

generally doing her best to be toler-

ated in the group and to stay alive until she can

stroy the

when

In a rare instance

reproduction, helping instead to rear the off-

—
—

including bats, skunks, minks, and
ovulation occurs, but implantation

armadillos

of the fertilized egg in the uterine wall

pat-

common marmosets in Brazil.

is

de-

layed so as to insure birth of the offspring at the

Hoiiiioiial Cocktails for T\vo
bv Sarali Blaffer Hrdv and C. Sue Carter

When

first

presented with pups, a virgin

female laboratory rat generally ignores
them; she may appear afraid of the tiny,

we have

learned a great deal

Studies of domestic sheep by Barry Kev-

as they prepare for motherhood. During the

eme, Keith Kendrick, and their colleagues at
the University of Cambridge provide the

of pregnancy, a cascade of en-

last third

may even eat them. Only after being introduced to pups many times over several

docrinological events readies and motivates

days can a virgin
ate

rat

be conditioned

and care for them

—

to toler-

licking them,

mothers. Prominent in this maternal cocktail
are the steroid

hormones estrogen and pro-

gesterone, manufactured by the placenta and

crouching protectively over them, retrieving

essential to maintaining pregnancy.

them when they

since the placenta

trast,

stray

from her

side. In

con-

a pregnant rat responds within minutes

to pups,

The

even prior to delivery of her own.

idea that physiological changes might

prepare the expectant mother for her
role led to a

now classic experiment.

new

In 1968

time

result
it

was a dramatic reduction

took virgins to nurture pups.

in the

By

if

oxytocin

that

is

reaches the brain

it

Only

present at birth or injected so
at

the

same time a
bond

with her offspring.

of oxytocin

blocked, the

birth.

Enter prolactin and oxytocin, hormones

is

milk production and nursing.

a very ancient molecule

original function

was

to

maintain

whose

salt

and

water balance in early vertebrates such as
fish.

Over evolutionary

time, this

hormone

it

is

is

levr

infant attachment mutual.

As

important as these hormones can be in

determining

They both

kinds

High

plays a role in making the mother-

mone

now

many

If release

rejects her lamb.

milk, raising the possibility that this hor-

be, they

perfoitns diverse physio-

ewe

of oxytocin also are found in mother's

els

has proved very versatile and

of animals. In mammals,

how

do not

responsive a mother will

act in a deterministic fashion.

and are affected by a

affect

mother's behavior and her experience. Ex-

posure to pups, for instance, can lead to

re-

associated with caretaking be-

organization of neural pathways in a mother

havior in both females and

rat's brain,

males.

pups

But perhaps the quintessenmammal hormone is oxy-

tial

tocin.

A

muscle contractor,

oxytocin (from the Greek for
"swift birth") evolved in

mam-

making her respond

in the future,

faster to

even with lower hormone

And some recent studies suggest that
hormones of breast-feeding may benefit

levels.

the

a mother's mental health and increase her
ability to deal

In

with

stress.

many mammals,

males, as well as

mals and produces the uterine

adoptive virgin females, can be primed to

contractions of birth and milk

exhibit parental behaviors. Prairie vole

ejection during lactation. Pre-

males, for instance, typically respond to a

sent

when

the

mother

first

greets her emerging offspring,

it

newborn pup by
over

it.

Geert

De

retrieving

it

and huddling

Vries, of the University of

continues to be released when-

Massachusetts, found that such nurturing

ever she nurses. Oxytocin re-

facilitated

leased into the brain

is

known to

promote calming and positive

Natural History 12/95

tocin in the mother's nervous system.

themselves, these hormones cannot account

around the time of

logical functions in
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the birth canal, nerves stimulated dur-

ing the passage trigger the release of oxy-

for maternal responsiveness.

Prolactin

The

estro-

little later,

down

will she

fall

gers University, injected blood from a rat
birth into a virgin female.

But

delivered along with the

most complete picture we have of the behavioral effects of oxytocin. As a lamb moves

mother meets her newborn,

gen levels

Joseph Terkel and Jay Rosenblatt, of Rut-

had just given

is

baby, progesterone and, a

essential for

that

social behaviors, such as pair bonding.

mammals

squinning, naked creatures and, occasionally,

\

Since 1968,

about what goes on inside female

by vasopressin, a hormone

other contexts

is

is

that in

associated with aggressive,

territorial behavior.

—
African Maternity

optimal season.

As soon

Group

Figure.

Horniman Museum, London: photograph by

Heini Schneebeli.

kangaroo mother

as a

ceases to suckle one joey, levels in her blood of
the nursing

hormone

prolactin

nal, a tiny blastocyst (a nearly

At

fall.

this sig-

hollow globe of

produced by the fertilized egg, inside of
which the embryo will develop) emerges from
diapause (a period of developmental dorcells,

mancy) and begins

to

grow

again. In the Euro-

this blastocyst-in-waiting contin-

pean badger,

ues to grow, but ever so slowly. Embryonic

slowdown or diapause can

persist for

rodents or even months in larger
until

some cue

days

in

mammals,

embryo to attach to
resume development.

signals the

the uterine wall and

American black bears breed from

May

to July,

but not until the female repairs to her den for

winter does implantation occur, so that birth
takes place to a lethargic mother in the snug
safety of her winter refuge. Yet if the berry crop
that year

was not

had

failed,

good

in

and the mother, as a

result,

condition, implantation might

well have failed, too.

P

.M.lani
.lanned parenthood primate style revolves

around breast-feeding. In almost

and apes, as well as
ditional settings

in

people

still

all

monkeys

living in tra-

where infants enjoy nearly

continuous contact with their mothers, babies
nurse on demand.

Emory

University anthropol-

Mel Konner and Carol Worthman report
that the !Kung San of the Kalahari suckle their
babies for two minutes or so as often as four

ogists

times every hour, even while they sleep

at night.

Throughout most of human evolution, mothers suckled their children on demand from in-

—

fancy to the age of three or four

cumstances, even longer.

hunter-gatherers

in

some

cir-

A series of studies

from

Central

of

Africa,

New Guinea, as well as of
New England, have documented

Botswana, and
housewives
the

in

dynamic

interaction

tritional status,

between a woman's nu-

her workload, and her

fertility

what Harvard anthropologist Peter Ellison
to call the

lation

likes

ecology of the ovaries. Nipple stimu-

from nearly continuous "Pleistocene

style" suckling causes the pituitary to secrete

more prolactin, the body's "work order" for
more milk production. Through a complex and
as yet poorly understood series of mediating effects involving the

somehow
high.

The

inhibited

hypothalamus, ovulation

when

is

prolactin levels are

result is birth intervals as long as five

years in long-suckling people like the !Kung.

According

to Ellison, the link

tensity of suckling

between the

and postpartum

in-

infertility

prevents a nursing mother, already energetically

burdened by metabolizing for two, from
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A

theless utterly natural. Possible options

on what type of

may be

less effective.)

tuses

Like delayed implantation, lactational sup-

aborted,

mammal

none-

tastes, are

she

is.

depend

Untimely

fe-

reabsorbed, spontaneously

abandoned

after birth, or

under some

circumstances, killed and even eaten.

Does a Baby Good

It

fluid with a long history,

directs aspects of our behavior

milk

and physiol-

nutritional value of milk varies

interim stages.

The kinds of fat

with the mother's
ferent flavors

Those

eat.

diet. In fact,

in

milk vary

milk has

dif-

may

food

later direct the

and human milk, for example, are both
about 88 percent water and 4 percent fat,
with 165 calories in an eight-ounce glass.

sizes

and ages simultaneously. The youngest

Cow's milk, however, has 30 percent less
sugar and three times more protein. For a

joey

is

low-fat milk, try that of black rhinos; their

sibling,

from species

to species.

milk has only 0.2 percent

Cow's milk

As a source of

fat.

likes

attached to a tiny teat within the

pouch and suckles constantly, while

who may

termittently pokes

be 5,000 times
its

much more

its

older

larger, in-

head into the pouch
elongated nipple.

energy for their developing young, rhinos

suck on a

and horses use sugars instead of fats. The

milk from these adjacent teats

re-

berty in female offspring

to

The

very differ-

is

by retarding ovar-

ian development.

Another of milk's functions

depending on what mothers

flavors

and dislikes of offspring.
Kangaroos are a special case in that mothers frequently suckle young of very different

greatly

modem

cently

feeds us, protects us from disease, and even

The

resort to remedies that al-

though unmotherly to

Worthman and others have rediscovered that among well-nourished

Hayssen

complex

ogy.

mammal may

mother

is

ularly well fed.

pression of ovulation provides made-to-order

A'irj^ini'i

foolproof, however.

Saddled with an inopportune conception, a

is

In

system

birth control.

even more daunting task of metabohzing for
three. (Unless, that is, she happens to be partic-

mothers, the inliibition of ovulation by suckling

Milk:

No

being saddled with another pregnancy and the

ical.

is

immunolog-

Colostrum, the protein-rich fluid pro-

duced

right after birth,

is

an important source

of antibodies that confer immunity to various

The

diseases.

protection provided by

some

other milk proteins, such as lysozyme and interleukin,

may

throughout lactation.

last

The origins of milk and lactation will always remain somewhat mysterious. Without
a time machine, reconstructing the early
stages of any
difficult.

As

complex organ or process is
George

the English biologist St.

Mivart asked

in

1871, "Is

conceivable

ent in composition.

J.

that the

with about 1,400

The extent to which young mammals depend on milk for nutrition is also variable.
Voles and mice rely completely upon milk

won-

for their well-being until weaning, while the

cidentally hypertrophied cutaneous gland of

der the pups can gain forty-five pounds dur-

young of many hoofed animals, such as deer
and antelope, may begin eating grass only a
few days after birth, well before weaning occurs. Mother koalas excrete a yellow-green

its

ooze of partly digested eucalyptus leaves
that their young energetically eat. The openward, allowing the baby easy access to the

some clues as to how. Today, alpha-lactalbumin helps in the synthesis of lactose, but it
evolved from another protein, lysozyme,
common in blood and other body fluids, as

nutritious slime.

well as in certain glandular secretions, in-

milk with only two-thirds the calories

sult is

of

human

milk.

The cream of the crop is hooded seal milk,
which

is

61 percent

fat,

calories in an eight-ounce glass. Small

ing their very short (four-day) nursing pe-

Hooded

riod.

seals give birth

on

ice floes

and must wean their pups before the ice
breaks up or melts. The high-fat, low-protein milk is well suited to provide seal pups
with the most important thing they need: a

them

thick layer of blubber to insulate
against cold polar oceans.

The milk of chimpanzees

living in tropi-

cal environments provides a striking contrast.

There, where a mother

may

caiTy her

ing of the mother's pouch

is

directed back-

In addition to nutrients, milk contains hor-

mones and growth
the behavior

factors that

can regulate

and physiology of both mother

suckling offspring with her everywhere for

and baby. As a mother nurses her young,

many months,

subtle manipulations

low

in

both

Mother

fat

mother's milk

and

hares,

is

very dilute,

protein.

whose

ies

first priority

is

to

provide a safe hideaway for their vulnerable
babies and to keep

its

location a secret

predators, can only afford to let their

from

young

suckle once a day and, even then, for no

more than

five minutes.

milk of hares

is

Not

rich in fat

Milk composition

surprisingly, the

changes over the course of

many

species

lactation.

Milk

that nursing releases natural opiates

more

pliant to her baby's

are also present in milk,

making

the

baby

mother?"
Nevertheless,

we know

milk did

that

evolve, and one of the proteins specific to

milk

— alpha-lactalbumin — may

cluding milk.

Lysozyme

fungi, protecting animals

also protects milk

from

gave

infection.

from microbial

fluids

and

kills bacteria

Since lysozyme occurs in so

malian body

provide

It

attack.

many mam-

and milk, and since

it

rise to alpha-lactalbumin, this protein

very likely was present in ancestral fluids
that

evolved into milk. The

laid eggs, as the platypus

first

mammals

and echidnas

do, and the early protomilk

may have

still

pro-

lengthen the interval between births, thus

newly hatched young from
Because lysozyme
is also a protein, neonates who lapped up the
fluid from their mothers' bodies may have

helping insure that each offspring (or

litter)

received a nutritional bonus. Eventually, the

mother's undivided attention.

value of the fluid as a source of food and

Lactation also acts as a

And experiments

and

at least

Natural History 12/95

demands. Opiates

tected eggs or

feel content, as well as well fed.

weaning approaches, often has more protein

36

work. Stud-

mother's brain, perhaps rendering her

receives

sugar than that produced during the

at

in the

delivered in the early stages, and again as

less

be

monkeys, and other animals have

By suppressing

and protein.

in

of rats,

shown

may

it

young of any animal was ever saved
from destruction by accidentally suckling a
drop of scarcely nutritious fluid from an ac-

its

fertility control.

ovulation,

it

tends to

with rodents suggest that

one component of milk delays pu-

bacterial or fungal aHack.

water became more important than
nal, antibacterial function.

its

origi-

j
I

Golden hamsters, for
flexible breeders

instance, are highly

adapted to the irregular rain-

Like their

own

food supplies

in their native

their

habitat in the arid regions of the

Middle East. In

historian

and

fall

erratic

addition to building a nest, licking their pups
clean, protecting

and suckling them

—

all

antly conventional maternal pursuits

moms may

hamster

pleas-

—

these

also recoup maternal re-

sources otherwise lost in the production of pups

mammal cousins, human

mothers have long played an active role

in

reproductive ejforts. According to North Carolina State University

John Riddle, the pomegranate was among the many plants used for

birth control in antiquity. Riddle thinks this

may

e.xplain thefiwt's role in the

Greek mxth of Persephone, who was abducted by the god Hades to the
underworld and doomed to stay there for part ofeveiy year According to the
myth. Hades fed her pomegranate seeds, which caused the months offall and
winter in the world above. Like these seasons, Persephone remained barren.

by eating a few.
For hamsters,
gists

quote Canadian psycholo-

to

Corinne Day and Bennett Galef, cannibal-

izing pups

is

an "organized part of normal ma-

ternal behavior

which allows an individual

female to adjust her

size in accord with her

litter

capacity to rear young in the environmental
conditions prevailing at the time of her parturi-

can also be an issue.

tion." Quality control

Among

mice (but not hamsters), pups below
median weight are the ones most likely to be rejected when mothers cull very large litters.
Another "rule of paw" might read: abort poor
prospects sooner rather than later and,
sible,

bear's

how

recoup resources. Recall

body

the

factors in the latest update

if

pos-

mother

on food

supplies before either canceling implantation or

committing

spond

to

or their

to gestation.

may
own

The cues mothers

re-

derive from prevailing conditions
internal state. Biologist

John

spent sixteen years monitoring a

Hoogland

population of black-tailed prairie dogs in South

Dakota. Mothers attempt to rear 91 percent of
all litters

produced; the rest of the time, they

abandon

their

pups

at birth

and allow other

group members to eat them, sometimes even
joining in. Under closer examination. Hoogland found that the mothers that gave up on

weighed less. He speculated that
abandonment was an adaptive response to poor

their litters

body condition.

D

eteriorating social conditions can also

alter

maternal commitment. Across a broad

spectrum of animals from mice to

lions, the ap-

pearance of strange males on the horizon can
present a danger to
other, rival males.

unweaned

By

newcomers subvert

infants sired

by

killing these infants, the

the mother's conR-ol over

the timing of her

own

mize her

breeds again sooner than she

loss, she

reproduction.

To mini-

would have if she had continued to suckle her
babies. Although this revised schedule of
breeding is detrimental to the mother (not to
mention her babies), she
while the killer
killer

waited

is still

may

until her infants

own window

ovulate again

Had

the

were weaned,

his

in the vicinity.

of opportunity might have long
:^iait»

:^vvy.T><»-;!c-.7'^^;wy-^.rrji'ai^iaaaa<g'
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(Elwood

tion

the

calls

it

a "switch in time") saves

male from mistakenly destroying

own

his

progeny (although, depending on circumstances, it may occasionally lead him to tolerate
offspring of another male).

Male mice can

have a devastating

also

on unborn young, for a pregnant mouse
counters a strange male

may

effect

that en-

reabsorb her bud-

ding embryos. This form of early abortion
avoids the even greater misfortune of losing a
full-term

litter later

on.

It

has

become known

as

"the Bruce effect," after biologist Hilda Bruce,

who

first

tory

mice

reported the

1959

in

phenomenon

(at the time, its

for labora-

function

was
j

The Bruce

unclear).

been

effect has since

re-

ported for deer mice, collared lemmings, and
several species of voles.

have shown

that

Elwood and

pregnant mice are especially

when confronted

likely to block pregnancies

known

with males

From
her body

be

infanticidal.

scarcely an ideal strategy. Rather,

is

making

is

As

behaving

—

the best of dismal circum-

bizarre as

mammal mother
like

to

the female's point of view, losing a

pregnancy

stances.

others

it

may

seem, when a

thwarts her pregnancy, she

in strictly biological terms

—

is

^just

a mother. For she may soon conceive again,

perhaps with a male

who

around to

will stick

help or at least keep other males away. Bruce

had discovered a

natural,

spontaneous form of

energy-conserving, early-stage abortion.

M.

Ace aie not the only animals

to

and graceful langur monkeys

Mount Abu,

that

have

Among the lean

cope with infanticidal males.

that

studied at

I

Rajasthan, India, males pose seri-

ous threats to infants.

My

colleagues S.

M.

Mohnot and Volker Sommer, whose team has
monitored the langur population
since shut, for he too

bound

is

to

be replaced by

that one-third of all infants

another male.

Among

Tlie cues

Frederick

mothers respond
to

may derive

from

prevailiiig

conditions or

the strains of house

vom

Saal, at the University of

and by Robert Elwood,

souri,

have faOed

to

mate

in the preceding

nancy, followed by four weeks of lactation)

bump

into.

By

at-

con-

males that have mated during that crucial

new male becomes ensconced

in the group,

Confronted with discouraging odds, a
try to deposit a nearly weaned in-

former resident males, now ousted
and roving about the vicinity. This strategy
fant with

rarely works.

The

infant will usually

way back

to

out of the nest, keeping them warm, and licking

in harm's

way. Especially

clean.

Some

pups

that

behavioral switch accom-

panying ejaculation (especially

if

he remains

he

try to kill the

mother may

have slipped

"paternally," retrieving

by

initially

avoid such usurpers or even fight back, but once
a

babies again and again, day after day.

that

seven weeks (equivalent to a three-week preg-

period are statistically more likely to behave

12/95

are killed

Mothers

males

them

Natural History

bom

into the group.

has the advantage of being able to

trast,

uitenial state.
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Mis-

Queen's Uni-

at

males coming

versity in Belfast, Northern Ireland, roving

tack babies in any nest they

their (mii

mice studied by

nearby

at

Jodhpur for more than twenty years, learned

many

fertile

its

mother, placing
if

wend

itself right

she

is

its

back

young with

years ahead of her, a mother under

persistent assault

may

simply stop defending

—

near the female) transforms this potential killer

her infant, leaving more intrepid kin

into a kinder, gentler rodent. This transforma-

old females that have not reproduced for

usually

1
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Welcome

to

Maya World

Dear Reader:
[ore than 3,000 years ago, the

M;

Today the legacy

of the

Maya

Maya

started to develop one of the most

still

lives on, in the area that

advanced

civilizations of all time.

now comprises

Belize, El Salvador,

Guatemala, Honduras and the Mexican states of Campeche, Chiapas, Quintana Roo, Tabasco and Yucatan.

The Maya were

the first civilization in the Americas to conceive

and use the

zero; they

developed an extensive

trade network with routes along major rivers and in both oceans; and built prodigious

monuments, now

eloquent witnesses to a glorious past

The

arrival of the Spaniards in the 16th century,

and native races with
still

their distinctive beliefs

and the subsequent

and vision

of life,

mestizaje or blending of the

gave

rise to a

new

European

vibrant culture that

thrives

Dotted with mighty mountains and volcanoes, rivers and lakes, caverns and cenotes, the
landscape

is a

home

to a

wealth of flora and fauna. The coasts are bathed by the

Ocean, the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea, where the second largest reef

kingdom

of coral pinnacles

For savvy travelers,

waters of the Pacific

world harbors

and bastions, vibrantly colored sponges and shimmering clouds

Maya World

is

and international

to

handicraft markets, a

modern highway system,

cuisine, efficiant transportation systems

In order to preserve the astonishing natural

and cultural heritage

countries have joined together in a unique program called

development

of sustainable tourism projects.

a

to

This guide has been produced by the Mexican Tourism Board with the help of the private
like

more information about Maya World, please contact your

In the U.S.

and Canada please

call

travel agent. Visit us

1-800-44MEXICO.
Sincerely,

SILVIA

HERNANDEZ, SECRETARY OF TOURISM.

selection

governments

Mundo Maya,

where man, nature and time are one.

huge

and multilingual guides.

of the region, the

Maya World

would

a silent

of tropical fish.

a highly flexible destination offering a variety of comfortable hotels,

shopping opportunities ranging from boutiques
of restaurants with national

warm

in the

Maya World

of the

promote the

sector.

and discover

If

a

you
land

ADVERTISEMENT

CAMPECHE was the top port of

most important archaeological

call for

rapa-

the

cious 17th century pirates. Today, the

mod-

state

because of

its

site in

the

impressive canal system,

an exciting destination for modern

probably used for irrigation or drainage,

travelers with fortified colonial cities, built to fend

and the imposing Temple of the Five Levels,

biosphere reserves
off those greedy buccaneers,

which dominates the principal

ern state

is

and numerous Mayan ceremonial
circuits described beloiv are
sites of interest

The

centers.

only suggestions and

can be visited in variety of

differ-

The

Mayan

settlements of Calakmul, Becan,

Xpuhil and Chicanna can
together.

ent combinations.
state capital

Campeche was once

sur-

The

Mayan

vast

wall that incorporated forts and defensive

kilometers

Now

often

and

colonial churches

the remnants of walls, bastions

and

forts,

housing museums, showcase

state's turbulent

and prosperous

the

circuit

takes the visitor to the fishing ports of

Ciudad

del

Carmen and Champoton, with

another colonial

beaches of

Isla

fort,

on

to the laid

Aguada and

Chicanna,

back

up

a boat trip

by

serpents'

mouths

long,

Mouth

a

of

city

side

trip

from Campeche, or

at

the end of their

southern

/^/•l^^Si*^^v._

is

a

Xpuhil and

low buildings, with huge
doorways. In Mayan,

for

Bee

of the Serpent."

itself

cir-

cuit. It's

The

site of

Rio

deep within the

is

reserve's jungles

and

difficult

to reach.

A

north-bound

begins at the

as

boundaries

built in the Rio Bee style, char-

all

acterized

ing off from

Edzna

its

Becan,

separate

the Candelaria river to observe the rich

Mayan

be visited

ceremonial center. Only a few

wildlife native to the region.

Travelers can visit the

all

one of the biggest in

is

Chicanna actually means "House of the

past.

South of Campeche, a two-day

reserve

Mesoamerica and within

rounded by a powerful two-meter-thick

fortifications.

plaza.

The Calakmul Biosphere Reserve and the

circuit start-

Campeche

City
"" '"'*'^~

Mayan burial ground

of Jaina, a small island lying off the Gulf
coast.

Here the

nobility

were entombed with

finely-modeled clay burial offerings, some of

which

are

on display

Not

far

away

at the on-site

museum.

are the handicraft centers of

Hecelchakan and Becal, where connoisseurs
claim the best

woven

in

Panama

damp

fibers supple.

hats in the world are

caves to keep the palm

Nearby Calkini has an

tive colonial church.

attrac-

FROM CAMPECHE: THE BASTION OF SAN MIGUEL
(above left), A PANAMA HAT (above)
AND A MAYAN BOWL FROM JAINA (left).
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CHIAPAS
ern-day

a magical mixture of the

is

Maya ami

myriad of natural

a

attractions. Living in the state's highlands, the

as they did centuries ago. Meeting them

the

town

and

its

gettable experience.

The

are only suggestions

an unfor-

circuits described below

and

can be

sites of interest

CHIAPAS: A FESTIVAL AT SAN PEDRO

CHENALHO

SUMIDERO CANYON (above), A RED MACAW
FROM THE STATE'S JUNGLES (right) AND THE JADE
DEATH-MASK OF KING PACAL OF PALENQUE (below).

has

fine hotels anci restaurants. Visitors

colonial art

Guatemalan border.

Chiapas including the mighty jaguar

town

of

Chiapa de

Visitors can

north-east to the bubbling

waterfalls

the colonial

lakes,

either return to Tuxtla or travel

is

of

and the multi-

Montebello

colored

Alvarez zoo, which only has animals foun(d

Nearby

Comitan

of

museum

should stop by the magnificent Miguel

in

(above nght),

state capital of Tuxtla Gutierrez

San

in

travelers can

nestling in the forests near the

visited in variety of different combinations.

The

and

as base to visit

it

will transform a visit to Chiapas into

FROM

restaurants

Cristobal

use

still

many

and

follow ancient traditions and live

Maya
much

There's a wide range of accommodation

mod-

Misol
of the

¥

Agua Azul and

of

Ha and onto

Palenque, one

most important archaeologi-

Maya World,

set in the

Corzo, center of the Chiapan lacquer-mak-

cal sites in the

ing industry and jumping-off point for a

depths of the emerald green jungle.

boat

trip

Canyon,

down
rising

the daunting El

more than

1,000

Sumidero

m above the

Only two hours from Tuxtla

town

of

San Cristobal de

combination of

of the

Mayan

both

its

Sun

Temple

the

Palace

and

are easy to explore and,
of the hscriptions, a royal

the mysti-

las Casas, a

skeleton of an ancient king wearing a splendid

is

culture from local

domestic and church

architecture.

like

tomb was found some years ago containing the

villages and Spanish colonialism
in

Temple

inside the

Grijalva river.

cal

Structures

Visitors

enjoy a trip to the

will

Mayan

jade mask.

From Palenque,

back to Tuxtla or to go

Deep

Mayan

in the
cities

dense ram
of

ifs

easy to travel

to Villahermosa.

forest are the ancient

Bonampak and

communities of San Juan

Cristobal, Palenque or Comitan.

Chamula, Zinacantan and

chief glory

Tenejapa to meet these an-

sand years ago but

cient
their

people and
fabulous

admire

weaving,

examples of which are often
for sale.

Yaxchilan,

which can be reached by small plane from San

colored,

is its

Bonampak's

murals, painted several thoustill

showing the

fresh

city at

and

brilliantly

war with

bor Sihiated beside the Usumacinta
itors to

a neigh-

river, vis-

Yaxchilan can discover carved stelae

and Imtels adorning many of the buildings.
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QUINTAN A ROO
tions of the

is

one of the top destina-

Maya World

longest reef system in the world

with the second-

hugging

its

mag-

nificent palm-lined coastline, majestic archaeological sites

and modern megaresorts among
The

attractions.

circuits described

its

below are only

seas.

There are numerous small towns to

explore like Playa Del Carmen, Puerto

Aventuras and Akumal, where
to stay the night,

walled
rocky

and

wealth of shopping opportunities,

a

Cancun
Here

numerous restaurants

a

is

modern vacation playground.
can begin exploring, whether

visitors

their interests lie in ecology or archaeology.

minutes by boat from Cancun

Just 35

relaxed

Mujeres with the reefs of El

Isla

of

Cozumel can be reached by
its

a

well

and awe-

its

own

right.

visitors

can find beach after beach of

^

soft
'•

first

places in the

Maya World

to

be seen

by Europeans during Juan de Grijalva's 1518
expedition.

Only 30 minutes from Tulum

the city of

Coba where

vast pyramids

is

still

slumber under heavy green vegetation.
Eco-tourists will

Near Coba
village

want

to visit the vast

is

is

Punta Laguna, where

a

Mayan

trying to protect a troop of spider

monkeys and other native fauna and

A day's drive away
ital,

the stepping off point for the

Cancun-Tulum Corridor where

,

the

of

eco-systems and animal and bird species.

tourist infrastructure

is

Tulum was one

the center of local trade,

Tulum, which boasts an incredible variety of

a destination in

Cancun

of Tulum, perched on a

overlooking the Caribbean. Once

cliff

sanctuary of Contoy.

inspiring reefs sheltering a variety of exotic
fish, is

city

the ancient

Sian Ka'an Biosphere Reserve, south of

off its

short 25-minute flight and, with

developed

Mayan

is

shores

while another short boat
tor to the ecological

interest-

trip takes the visi-

Garrafon National Park lying

The island

is

and several other

At the end of the corridor

variety of different combinations.

hotels,

possible

ing destinations.

suggestions and sites of interest can be visited in

With deluxe

it's

is

the

is

flora.

the state cap-

Chetumal. Set on the large Bay of

Chetumal, wooden colonial architecture
gives the city a strong Caribbean flavor.

From

here, visitors

can explore the nearby

white

sand

seven-colored lagoon of Bacalar with the

and

calm

remains of the 17th century San Felipe

turquoise

and Cenote Azul, one

fort

of the deepest sink-

holes in the world.

On the road
logical sites of

to

Campeche

are the archaeo-

Kohunlich with

its

vast two-

meter high masks and the recently excavat-

ed

city of

Dzibanche, both worth a

visit.

FROM QUINTANA ROO: A TWO-METER-HIGH MASK AT
KOHUNLICH (above) AND AN ANGELHSH (left) FROM THE
REEFS AROUND CANCIJN (above).
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TABASCO

more

bisected by

is

1,000

tluin

miles of rivers bestowing a rich fertility on
soil.

]mn

its

de Grijalva landed here in 1518 and

overpowered the

Maya,

local

laying the founda-

tion for the Spanish colonization of Mexico.
circuits described

The

below are only suggestions and

sites of interest can be visited in variety of differ-

affluent city of Villahermosa

with intriguing

museums

door La Venta

Museum

is filled

including the outPark,

Olmec heads weighing up

where huge

to 20 tons line

shady paths. The Olmecs preceded the

Maya
FROM TABASCO: THE GREAT ALTAR (above)
AND AN OLMEC HEAD (right) FROM LA VENTA AND THE
COLONUL CHURCH AT CUPILCO (below).

in

Mesoamerica and were a vast m-

fluence on their culture. Following this
travelers can stop

Yumka,

species of flora

interesting

two-day

visit,

wildlife refuge of

just outside the city,

more than 400

An

by the

with

Next

made,

visitors

extravangantly-painted church.

its
is

the unique

Mayan site of Comalcaico

where, thanks to a scarcity of local stone, the

Maya

devised bricks

and

of clay, sand

shells to

build their city

Comalcaico
near

is

Tabasco's

palm-starred
Gulf beaches.

Adventure
awaits

Agua

at

Selva Reserve, an

which houses

exciting project

and fauna.

mosa

trip takes visitors

is

can explore the colonial town of Cuhpco

ground

ent combinations.

The

from which chocolate

tions,

two hours from
de

at the Sierra

guillo.

Villaher-

Huiman-

las Flores,

Meaning "jungle

name

water," the

south of Villahermosa to the 492-feet deep

refers to the falls that are a highlight of the

Cocona caves with

reserve, a legally protected

their

mysterious rock

zone marked

for

ecotourism. The

Zoque people who

live here

Hispanic trading center of Teapa and the

are developing

and promoting the

reserve,

pretty colonial towns of Tapijulapa, with

with the help of government agencies.

formations. Close-by

red-tiled roofs

the important pre-

is

and cobblestone

streets,

its

and

Oxolotlan, which boasts a huge ruined con-

vent high in the Tabascan
it's

hills.

not far to the

Palenque

Heading
visitors

From

Mayan

here,

city of

in Chiapas.

In the far-flung

Tabasco

is

Pomona,

built

Usumacinta
bas-reliefs,

in the opposite direction,

can leave Villahermosa

the

southeastern lands of

ancient

Mayan

city

of

on the banks of the mighty

river.

With several

Pomona

is

fine

historically

tecturally linked with the

carved

and

nearby

archi-

cities of

Yaxchilan, Chiapas, and Piedras Negras, just

days

over the river in Guatemala. The town of

exploring the northern £arti)f the

Tenosique offers both hotels and restaurants

and spend

state.

a

couple

of

Passing by cacao planta-

for the

weary

traveler.

ADVERTISEMENT

FROM YUCATAN: UXMAUS PYRAMID OF THE MAGICIAN
(above),

A CARVED STONE JAGUAR AT CHICHEN

(below)

AND PINK FLAMINGOES (below left) FROM THE RJO

ITZA

LAGARTOS RESERVE.

YUCATAN
architecture

is

a fascinating

Mend

of colonial

and fabled Mayan archaeological

Offering haciendas, pyramids and huge

sites.

colonies of pink flamingoes
attractions,

it's

among

primary

its

an exceptional travel destination.

The circuits described below are only suggestions

and

sites of interest

can be visited in a variety of

Foundeid in 1542, the

and

just

is

of

capital

the oldest city in the peninsula

one of

dral built

state

its

colonial

gems

a cathe-

is

from the rubble of Mayan pyra-

mids. Visitors can take horse-drawn buggies
to the

built

Paseo Montejo lined with mansions

with the profits of the henequen

in the late 19th century.

boom

Try some of the deli-

at the

bottom of the

cenote by a National Geographic team and
visitors

swim

can refresh themselves with a

in

visitors

depths. West of Merida,

its

can enjoy a day in the Celestiin

National Park watching

and

its

flamingo

egret population.

A

different combinations.

Merida

were discovered

facts

two-day

trip

takes the visitor

south along the Convent Route, Unking

many

intriguing colonial con-

with

Uxmal and

Labna,

all

Sayil

Mayan

god Chaac.

(chicken cooked in banana leaves).

On the return journey to Merida,

there are

several one-day trips,

example

for

to the

archaeological site

and

cenote (sink-

rain

the former henequen hacienda

Travelers can
trip to the

make

don't miss

of Yaxcopoil.

a three- or four-day

west of the

state, visiting

the

bright yellow convent complex of Izamal on
their

way

to

the

famous Mayan

Here the

city

of

focal point is the

Dzibil-

Chichen

chaltiin,

only a

mighty Kukulcan pyramid where, every

kilometers

equinox, the play of natural light on the

few

away The
used by the

site

was

Maya from

Itza.

north staircase creates the amazing illusion
of a

moving serpent descending

the steps.

until

the

After an overnight stop, visitors can go

in

the

bird-watching at the flamingo colony of Rio

1540s but the only

Lagartos, travel to the attractive colonial

1500

B.C.

Conquest

excavated structure
the

of the

at

hole)

Dolls.

and

with delicate stone carvings and

huge masks

From Merida

^

the next day explore the

and neighboring Kabah,

site

"'

Mayan

Visitors can overnight near the
city of

"'

formations.

impressive

its

cious Yucatecan cuisine including polio pibd

,,_

i

vents and churches, to Loltiin Caves

is

Temple of the Seven

Thousands

of arti-

town

of Valladolid

or visit the nearby

Balancanche caves where archaeologists

have found ancient offerings made

to

Chaac.

'Sms^'
^

A^WW ^

ADVERTISEMENT
tecture

and

traditions.

To the west are the

blue waters of Lake Atitlan, ringed by several

Mayan communities and

noes while

majestic volca-

few kilometers north

a

Chichicastenango,

home

of

a

is

colorful

Mayan market on Thursdays and Sundays.
Guatemala

In north

is

center of the

Tikal National Park

Mayan

ceremonial

same name. The

city boasts

housing the immense

towering temples protruding high above the
lofty trees of the lush

alive with the

surrounding jungle,

sounds of monkeys,

jaguars and toucans. Other

parrots,

Mayan

settle-

ments near Tikal include Uaxactun, one of
the oldest

Mayan communities

in the

Maya

World, and Yaxha, beside
the sacred island of

A MAYAN COUPLE IN TRADITIONAL DRESS (above)
AND A JAGUAR.

GUATEMALA
Mayan

large

taking

scenery.

is

Rill

of villages with

Topoxtle.

populations and breath-

From Guatemala City

adventurers can hike to the top of Pacaya

mountain near the

city to see its frequent

eruptions and lava streams. The capital

is

not far from the beautiful city of La Antigua

Guatemala with

U

A

its

wealth of colonial archi-

T

f

There are no words

landscapes

of

tf.

ixpress how impressive Tikal

1o
be.

Cell

we

:

;:.-'

is,

:;e
to

no words

you how mteresting Guatemala City can

You have to see

to us,

c--

Guatemala, no wuids

will

it

with your

own eyes.

Come

guide you.

€1 CaminoReal
OWestin

call Phone (502-2) 312020 Fax C502-21
U.S.A a Canada Phone (800) 27S-3D00

Far reservacions

374313
HOTEL CAMFNO REAi -TIKAL
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SALVADOR'S
ELJoya
known
de

sites of interest

Ceren,

of the

Americas"

more than

as

include

HONDURAS'

after a volcanic eruption

1,400 years

ago covered

Mayan farming community under 20
ash.

this

Lake Coatepeque, the Montecristo

other nature reserves are

home

BELIZE

feet of

Nature Reserve, Cerro Verde and several
to hovi^ler

monkeys, pumas, anteaters, toucans and

a

sites,

best

for the great diving

cayes.

and fishing

The fabulous
is

rich in

reef lying

marine

destinations including La Tigra National

Park, Lake Yojoa and the fabulous

Copan, characterized by

city of

life

ly-carved standing sculptures. The Bay

tion for divers thanks to colorful coral for-

people are a colorful blend of Caribbean,

mations making up the offshore reef system,

rainforests,

home

European and Ma-ya elements.

iviundo

in

to

numerous

tropical fish.

nxvA

"We're Here To Help"
Merida

Paseo Montejo 494 por 45 y 46 Centro
Tel. (99) 23 3191/28 4222
Fax. (99) 24 4257

AQUINTTANAROO
Tulum No. 208 Esq.
Super Manzana 4
Av.

Tel. (98)

Cancun
Agua

83 0824/84 1754

Fax. (98) 84 6942

/k TABASCO

\^ajes

Programados

Campeche

ViUahennosa

Fax. (93) 14 1888

Belize
Belize Global Travel Services LTD.
Albert Street 41 POB 244

77185/77363

311311 or 340040

(2)

311928

A TEGUCIGALPA

A. SAN

Tuxtla Gutierrez

SALVADOR

Marabasco S.A. de C.V.

El Salvador Travel Service

Dominguez
Bonampak L-14 Moctezuma

Centro Comercial
La Mascota
Tel. (503) 79 3844
Fax. 503) 23 0035

Blvd. Belisario

(961)2 4300

Honduras

Travel Service

Nivel 1, Av. Rep. Panama,
Col. Palmira
Tel. (504) 323909 or 378181
Fax. (504) 320072

Belmar Depto. 4 y 5
1010/1 1000
Fax. (981)6 8333

Tel.

Guatemala

Edificio Ciicsa,

S.A.

Edif.

Plaza

Fax. (502)

Mundirama

Fax. (501) (2) 75213

Tel. (981) 1

Viajes

GUATEMALA

Banco del Cafe, S.A.
Av. de la Reforma 9-00
Zona 9 PO BOX: 720-A
POZIP: 01009
Tel. (502) (2)

^BELIZE

Prol. Calle 59

&. CHIAPAS

idk

Turismo Nieves S.A. de C.V.
Salart No. 202 Esq. Fidencia, Centro
Tel. (93)12 0604/141888

Tel. (501) (2)

A. CAMPECHE

Mayan

its intricate-

Islands in the Caribbean are a top destina-

its

American Express Travel Service Offices

h. YUCATAN

is

wetlands and moun-

its

Tazumal and San Andres.

many

is

capital of Tegucigalpa

within easy reach of the country's main

archeological

resound with the roar of the wild and

while

Mayan

American coun-

Mayan

but this tiny Caribbean country

along Belize's coast

tains

sites in this central

has several

known

off its

wealth of wildlife while other important

try include

A CARVED STELA FROM COPAN.

DIVING THE GREAT MAYA REEF.

"The Pompeii

Don't Leave

Home Without

It.*

Fax. (961) 2 4053

For more information or brochures about

Mundo Maya

please call

El Salvador

1-800-44MEXICO

Feel the endless

warmth
ll^B'ffWWWWpw'ii^l^HBH^p—f-*

of Mexico.
11

1

um

ii

m

.n

The CARIBBEAN SEA
is

well Icnown for

its

white beaches and
crystal clear waters.

Here you can

swim

amid thousands of
tropical fish as you
enjoy the

wamith

of

our Mexican sun.

is

eleven years old

and

is

just starting

sixth grade.

She

lives

inMERIDAwithher
parents and two
brothers. Hers

surely a

is

warm,

welcoming smile
to Mexico.

The YUCATAN
Peninsula has

amazing
you

sights that

just can't

Fly to

miss

the beautiful

beaches of Cancun or
Cozumel. Only a short

ome

to

Mexico and

feel

distance

our endless warmth.

away

are the

magnificent mins of
You'll find

it

every season, on every comer, on

in

every friendly face that welcomes you.
of our spectacular beaches,

Come

feel

the warmth

where dreams merge with

Tulum and
visit

Xel-ha. Or

the unique

colonial city of Merida
reality.

and the nearly

Look

for

our warmth

in

the passion of

and the nature of

life

our unspoiled eco-archaeological parks. Feel
Caribbean Sea and the

the nearby Mayan
colonial

Isle

site of

Come

Chichen

to Mexico

get more value for your

in

of Cozumel. Feel the

houses of Merida. Come

our people.

it

Itza

feel

where

and

in

the placid

wamith

more infonnation

Chichen

Itza.

the sunbathed

the endless wannth of

today,

money Come

call

treasures of

in

to

more than

ever,

you

Mexico and begin

An Endless Journey.
for

archaeological

1-800-44-MEXICO.

jlogical site
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Mexicans Routes

MAYAPASS, your ticket to a Magical
Don't be fooled. Mexicana's
"old ticket".

It's

World

MAYAPASS is not just any

your passport into the magical world

of the Mayans. Use

of this

it

to explore the inner secrets

most fascinating

area.

Wander

its

ancient ruins, shop in the colonial cities,

commune

with nature in

MAYAPASS

offers

its

extraordinary beaches.

you the advantage of an array of

you exclusively) by Mexicana

Airlines

and

its

flights

regional partner carriers:

Aerocaribe and Aerocozumel. With convenient connections
civilization,

be

it

(brought to

And all at

Visit

coupons good

a few traditional

cities,

then

and Cancun.
With MAYAPASS, savor a journey

full

of

mysticism, history and nature. Begin your
trip

on our 21st Century jets and hours

later scale a 10th Century pyramid.
It's

easy

It's

magic.

It's

MAYAPASS

For reservations please consult with your travel professional or Mexicana
Airlines at 1.800.

531.7921

enchantingiy low prices.

MEXICANA'S REGIONAL AIRLINES

for

unique, off-the-beaten-path hotels

spend some time relaxing on the fabled beaches of Cozumel

to the rest of

North America, Europe, Asia or South America.

3 and 30 days at those

near the archaeological zones.

its

ecological reserves, soak up
the sun on

I\/IAYAPASS also allows the purchase of reduced rate

stays of between

MEXICPINfJ /TV
MUNDO MAYA

Prenatal Power Plavs
bv David Haig
The most intimate liuman relationship is
between a mother and her unborn

that

A

young.

fetus obtains all

disposes of
blood.

all

of

its

its

shares every breath that

It

takes, every

meal she

fat reserves

when food

mother "s

its

mother

and draws on her

eats,

What

scarce.

is

and

nutrients

its

wastes via

is

Do mother

the

hormones probably evolved
maternal physiology for

example,

duced

human

to manipulate

An appreciation of the genetic conflicts of

For

pregnancy may help doctors understand

pro-

other medical complications of pregnancy.

fetal benefit.

placental lactogen

in larger quantities

human hormone. One
make maternal tissues

of

is

than any other
its

effects

is

to

less sensitive to the

effects of insulin. If this effect

went unop-

Sometimes

the placenta has inadequate ac-

cess to maternal blood.

centa to compensate

sure.

a harmo-

higher after meals and would remain ele-

tein in the

nious union with each attentive to the other's

vated for a longer period, allowing the fetus

pressure can be a

needs? Or

to take a greater share of

form one body and one

is

the fetus an alien intruder, a

parasite that takes

cern for

its

flesh,

what

can without con-

it

maternal host?

mother
ever,

Neither the idyllic nor the parasitic vision

is

each meal. The

not completely powerless,

how-

and responds by increasing insulin pro-

duction. Mothers usually maintain control of

adequately captures the complexities of

their

blood sugar during pregnancy, but

pregnancy. Because they share half their

when

they do not, gestational diabetes de-

common

genes, mother and fetus have
netic interests, but

sometimes

ge-

their interests

is

relieved only with the delivery

of the baby and

its

placenta.

by excessive pro-

mother's urine, this high blood

symptom of

a life-threat-

ening condition called preeclampsia.

Both mother and
one oveniding

come

fetus,

of course, share

interest: the successful out-

to pregnancy.

To reach

that goal, the

mother-child relationship appears from the

very

start to

be marked by negotiation and

compromise, although negotiations sometimes break down.

because each also carries genes ab-

conflict

sent

from the

and

fetal

genes are predicted to "disagree"

how

a pregnant mother should allocate

over

velops and

for the pla-

to increase the flow

When accompanied

posed, maternal blood sugar would rise

fetus

One way

of blood by increasing maternal blood pres-

and

nature of this relationship?

is

other. In particular, maternal

energy, time, and resources between her

own needs and

Mammal

those of the fetus.

species vary markedly in the

ability of the fetus to influence the

food

receives from

it

its

amount of

mother. Bush ba-

example, are small African

bies, for

mates with a placenta

that

pri-

simply absorbs

uterine "milk" secreted by the glands of the

mother's uterus. Other nutrients diffuse
rectly

from

di-

the mother's blood to fetal blood

across the thin layer of maternal and placentissues that separates the

tal

A

streams.

bush baby mother

two bloodis

probably

able to control the flow of nutrients to her
fetus

by contracting or relaxing the blood

vessels supplying the lining of her uterus.

Similar arrangements occur

in

a variety of

animals, including pigs, cows, and whales.

By

contrast, the

human

placenta

inva-

is

sive (as are the placentas of mice, bats.
sloths,

and armadillos). Uterine milk

is

a

significant source of nutrients only during

the earliest stages of pregnancy.

As

the

em-

bryo implants within the lining of the uterus,
it

sends out cells that invade the blood ves-

sels

supplying the uterine lining. These

in-

vasive cells destroy the muscular wall and
greatly
vessels.

expand the diameter of the blood
The result is that the fetus has direct

access to

its

mother's blood, and the mother,

unable to constrict the vessels, cannot regulate the

flow of nutrients to the placenta

without starving her

own

tissues.

Direct access to the mother's blood also

enables the placenta to release a variety of

hormones

into her circulatory system.

These
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Liquid Assets:
by

Sarali Blatter

A Brief History of Wet-Nursing

Hrdy

A Sumerian lullaby from the third millennium

provides the

B.C.

written record of

first

the wife of Shulgi, ruler of

As

wet-nursing.

Ur, sings her son to sleep, she promises

him

—complete with

head of the Paris police (whose job it was to
monitor the referral bureaus used by parents

wet nurses) provided a

to locate

startling sta-

only 1,000 of 21,000 babies

tistic:

bom

in

make any kind of
many poor rural mothers would farm
their own babies to even less fortunate

begin with. Desperate to
living,

out

women and

then hire themselves out as wet

own

nurses.

Grim reminders of

wet nurse. "The

nursemaid joyous of heart

mothers. Infant mortality rates during this

sist in

how-to manuals for selecting wet

will suckle him."

Some of these

nurses were

period were appalling, and there was a direct

nurses.

Many recommend a woman who has
who will not be

first

a wife and then a son

from privileged backgrounds, their status elevated by contact with tiny scions.
In ancient Egypt, wet nurses were recruited from the

harems of senior

officials

were nursed by

Paris that year

relationship

a

between how much parents paid

wet nurse and how

likely her charge

to

Whether

wet nurse was adequate or

the

consequences for the mother were

tually, or effectively, slaves, and not

contraceptive effects

the same. Freed

—

from the "drudgery" and
of nursing, mothers

—

under the supervision of the babies' parents.
The substitution by nurses of one baby for

ovulated again, often within months. During

another, the source of topsy-turvy merriment

women

in Gilbert

enough

and Sullivan, was seen as serious
Mesopotamia to be

in ancient

specifically proscribed in the

murabi (1700

code of

Ham-

prime reproductive years, some

their

gave birth annually, with such

nursing any infant other than the one she

sance

Italy,

a letter

for. (In

is

from Renais-

the wife of a Florentine mer-

chant lamented the survival of a servant
girl's

baby; the enterprising lady had hoped

to offer the servant as a

wet nurse

to

one of

her husband's clients.)

A few

destitute

women managed

to

work

the system to their advantage, after a fash-

where scores of abandoned

ous health consequences as chronic anemia

ion. In Russia,

and prolapsed uteruses. In privileged households, the beneficiaries were often the same

babies were deposited in the (usually lethal)

who had

husbands

B.C.).

seri-

their plight per-

recently given birth but

hired to care

not, the

lived

was

survive.

and appeared on the guest lists for royal
banquets. Less fortunate wet nurses were acall

their

on using a wet
Without breaking

insisted

imperial foundling hospitals in Saint Peters-

burg and

Moscow

—

established by Cather-

Europe was an organized commercial activity. In Rome, commerce in mother's milk

prevailing

wife, and at no physical cost to themselves,

how "European" Ruswas an unmarried woman might
become pregnant, abandon the newborn at

took place in the vegetable market around

they produced an array of legal heirs.

the hospital,

By

the second century a.d., wet-nursing

in

where

columns called lactaria,
wet nurses for hire gathered. By medieval
particular

—

wet nurses paid, indentured, or enslaved
could be found throughout Europe.
However, the "heyday of wet nursing"

times,

—

(as historian

George Sussman

was eighteenth-century France.
been a practice among the

be nursed in their

refers to

it)

had long

It

elite for infants to

own homes

or in the

nearby countryside by carefully chosen
nurses producing plentiful milk. Such babies
tended to survive as well as

own

A

if

nursed by their

nurse in the

first

place.

norms against sex with a

Down the social scale, butchers and shopkeepers faced economic ruin without the
help of their wives. Hiring a wet nurse was
often a financial necessity. But even with a
wife's help, couples could

much

less

house

a choice nurse, so
their infants

were

sent away, often to
distant

Many

wet nurses.
died.

wealthier

As

in

house-

growing population of

holds, however, the

urban artisans and shopkeepers, along with a

production of ba-

rapidly increasing foundling population of

bies

abandoned babies, expanded the demand

paced:

mothers.

rural wet-nursing.

mand

for

non-breast-feeding

wet nurses far out-

wives of butchers
and

stripped their local availability.

Parents were forced to seek wet nurses
farther afield.

known
rural

as a

women

An

itinerant entrepreneur

meneur would contract with
and then, shortly

fant's birth, bring a prospective

the parents'

meneur

home

was fastamong the

For various reasons, de-

for affordable

to pick

— a cartload

after

an

in-

wet nurse to

up her charge. The

of babies in tow

would then lead the wet nurses and

their

new

silk

makers

in

Lyon, French historian

Maurice Gar-

den documents one
butcher's wife

who

twenty-one

had

children in twentyfour years.

The

real losers in

charges back to distant rural destinations. In-

the system, apart

way

from the babies,
were the women
whose
options

stances of babies being lost along the

occasionally surface in police records for

Lyon and

Paris.

In 1780, Lt.
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Gen. Charles-Pien-e LeNoir,
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lactating

were

truly

awful to

seldom afford

ine

II

sia

to

demonstrate

—

and then hire herself out as a
wet nurse. Like the mother of Moses, a tiny,
lucky percentage (if anyone in this tragic
network would be considered lucky) managed to convince or bribe employees to put

them

in charge of their

own

infants.

Mother Depositing Her Child

in

the Foundling Hospital

in

Pans, ca 1855-60, by Henry Nel'^on

O Np

^^^;^m Foundation, London; BrJdgeman

i

An

Library

In eiijiteentlicciitiirv France,

many poor
niotlicrs

would

^ive

up

(m n

babievS

their

and

hire themselves

out as wet
nurses.

years

—

to intervene.

And

observed an aged and

so

stiff

it

was

that

I

once

twenty-pound

fe-

iorist

who

studied wild horses in the Great

Basin, watched what happens

when one

stallion

male, assisted by another older female, wrest a

successfully challenges another for possession

wounded

of his harem. During the disruption following

infant

from the sharp-toothed jaws of

a forty-pound male.
healthier

The

far stronger

young mother watched from

lines. Just

and

the side-

days before, the same young mother

had made no effort to intervene when her infant
fell from a jacaranda tree branch and was
grabbed up by the male. Again,
female

who

it

was

the old

rushed to the rescue.

In the last

weeks of pregnancy, langurs may

the changeover,

82 percent of the mares

had been impregnated
deposed

the

in the last six

that

months by

stallion aborted their fetuses.

Infanticide, abortion, cannibalism, these are

altogether natural lapses

laws."

Why is

it

from imagined "natural

only in the

last

two decades

that

researchers have begun to view such behaviors
as other than aberrations? Opinions, even scien-

respond to a usurping male by aborting rather

tific

than continuing to expend energy on a repro-

dom. As

ductive venture so unlikely to end well. Similar

iorists set

late-pregnancy variations on the Bruce effect

of

have been reported for an odd assortment of

vised to describe their behavior took for granted

large
sity

mammals, including wild

horses. Univer-

of Nevada's Joel Berger, an animal behav-

ones, are often influenced by received wis-

rats,

that

late as the

up

1

960s,

when animal behav-

labs to study the maternal activities

monkeys, and dogs,

the categories de-

mothers were instinctively nurturing. In her

pioneering studies of dogs, for example, com-

41

parative psychologist Harriet Rheingold separated mothers

and

their

pups from

other ani-

all

mals and then recorded behaviors

that fell into

her preconceived protocol of maternal activities: contact, nursing, licking, play, and so forth.
frideed,

much of

mammals

the time mother

do can7, groom, and suckle their young. The
types of matemal activities Rheingold and othwere those

ers investigated

mothers passed on
tions

inaiiiiiials,

means

it

be classified as

be a mother could

to

essentialist.

But the study of animal behavior has
changed. With the emergence of sociobiology

art of

reproduction

Such a

the primary focus of the time.

fairly

the

genes to future genera-

—

view of what

For most

their

that insured that

in the 1970s, researchers

is

to simlve poor

dividuals and

began

to focus

on

in-

and envi-

the idiosyncratic social

ronmental circumstances of each. With

this

breed again

became
same as another but also
that not all females would be mothers. Far from
essentialist or biologically determinist, most bi-

imder better

ologists today think context

conditions and

new

perspective,

one mother

is

it

not only

clear that

not the

impor-

is critically

tant. Researchers like Scott Creel and Carol

ones.

Worthman combine fieldwork with

laboratory

measures to search for the cues

inside

—

out

—

and

that prompt a female to opt for one repro-

ductive strategy rather than another.

A

..cross

her

life

course, both a mother and

her circumstances are constantly changing
she ages, finds a
helper, stockpiles

plenty,

—

new
fat.

In a world of leisure,

and supportive social groups or

realms where

as

mate, loses a potential

in

offspring cost their parents httle

to rear, trade-offs fade

from view. In

contrast,

overpopulation, social oppression, scarcity, bad

—none of

times

to the

sort

of mother char-

Piercy's

poem "Magic

development of the

acterized in

mama"

Marge

as "an aphid enrolled to sweeten the

lives of others.

work

these have ever been conducive

The woman who

like knitting the

Real

puts

moment you

down her

speak."

mamas must not only be magic

multifaceted.

Motherhood

is

licking, tending, suckling,

so justly famous. Such indeed

—of

mammals

is

the

to a

are

—and

the art

iteroparity: offspring

one time may be more costly

bom

all

and awe-inspiring

protectiveness for which mother

the tragedy

but also

more than

bom

mother or

at

less

Far from
matemal behavior, the extraordinary flexibility in what it
means to be a mother should merely remind us
that the physiological and motivational underpinnings of an archetypically prochoice

viable than offspring

at another.

invalidating biological bases for

mammal
A^

Nattipai Htqtopv 1^/QS

are scarcely new.

D

The Origin o^ the

Mill<y

Way. by Jacopo Hobusli. called Tintoretto. Ttie National Gallery. London
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D ortraits of Prehisto
An

English artist creates state-of-the-art sculptures of our remote ancestors

by Richard Milner
Now

In Cornwall, southwest England, an un-

forty-three,

John Holmes was

side of

was an old company, and

It

it.

the

remarkable brick house of 1950s vintage

bom in Middlesex and grew up in the Lon-

senior workers were very Dickensian,

on a quiet side road near the village of
its cluttered garage, artist John

don suburbs. For most of his adult life he
lived in London, yet he was always inter-

being

sits

Sticker. In

Holmes pursues

his special passion

ested in natural history.

As

a boy, he re-

was always picking up dead

sculpting images of humanity's remote an-

calls, "I

During the past few years.
Holmes has become a full-time, one-man

searching for fossils, and pressing plants.

cestors.

factory,

producing re-creations of early

hominids so

lifelike

they seem almost to

breathe and blink. This past July, his
sculptures of a male and female

lived in East Africa

some

1

ago, were installed in the

seum of Natural

.7

Homo er-

human

gastei; an early species of

that

million years

American Mu-

History's Hall of

Human

Six years ago, physical anthropology
curator Ian Tattersall and exhibit designer

Willard Whitson were searching for an

who

could create

was

I

Although

ally."

realistic

the four-foot-tall primates,

models of

known

as aus-

—

his

museum

school on the strength

tions,
tures.

I

saw them teaching

me

—

bits

all this'

No one

of junk together.

flower.

So

I

how

skipped

welding

stuff,

there,

and working on dioramas and sculp-

telephone call from America," he

school."

was a chap from

"It

thing from antelopes to leopards. "I didn't

happened

really like the skinning out,"
I

zoo

the

to pick

around and

he says, "but

in

—

doing

have

the sculpture

said,

And

Ts anyone here interested

this job?'

much going

At

the time,

on, so

side of the

the

three-million-

year-old

Australo-

pithecus

afarensis

that

f^HBB^^i^'-*»'*

model of Lucy,

-

•

And

f-^

:i:%:j|^

was discovered

Jiv^'

:

•.

in

":;'";,'"

and

touch
^^flHH

Whitson
Hulnics's hominids:

An

crossing a volcanic plain in Africa 1.7 million years ago.

human

One of their

presumed descendants, a male Homo ergaster, /acmg pog^ inhabited
same area some 2 million years later

hall.

Natiirai History

,;:ft«^?»^

aiistvalopithcvine couple, above, are depicted

Denis Finnm;
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';::/,;,;/
.

australopithe-

biology

mWi,JM.
;:.::,,

create a pair of life-

cines for the

in a little

converted bedroom

promptly hired him to
size

lived in Tot-

I

my work

of

with Holmes. Tattersall

all

tenham, north London, I used to do all

Natural History, they

were put

it

--

.'^V:::^'i/

Museum

how

equipment.

"When

:%

department of the
British

out-

museum.

He had neither a
roomy studio nor

Tracing the sculpture to the exhibition

that's

it

started, really."

proper

'^'^'^^^

in Ethiopia.

didn't

my own time,

on

tion

I

offered to do

I

shown

exhibi-

who

the fellow

up the phone just tumed

zoo, where they were

an

recalls.

in Saint Louis,

wanting a restoration done of Lucy, the
australopithecine.

did like the creation of the forms on

which the skins were put

at

Museum. "We were all sitting
around having our tea when there was a

Holmes began working at a
commercial taxidermy company in Kentish Town, north London, mounting every-

ergaster. Their quest

artifi-

preparing dinosaur reconstruc-

the British

it

In 1969,

wandered East Africa

exhibi-

and production department,

unexpectedly during the daily tea break

to paint a bird or a
art

to find a

its

His work on ancient hominids began

there didn't appeal to

nonobjective

in

for twenty years, crafting

cial plants,

of his drawings and sculptures. "But what

art

Museum

which has since been disbanded. Hired as
a model maker. Holmes remained at the

two combined, reschool grades were

Homo

took them to the Saint Louis, Missouri,

tion, design,

only average, a teacher assured him that

he could enter an

time warp." After four years he

in a

and considered himself lucky

place at the British

birds,

the

tralopithecines, that

long before

left

also extremely interested in art

from an early age

seemed, knew

Biology and Evolution.

artist

But

using antiquated methods. Sort of like

1

7/Q'S

AMNH

the

upstairs in a terrace

house.

It

was a

terri-

ble, tiny little place;

there wasn't enough

room

A

to

swing a

few years

and

he

his wife, Susan,

moved to
side

cat."

later,

in

the country-

Cornwall,

Denis Finnin;

AMNH
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Denis Finnin:

Holmes s masteij of detail makes
46
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AMNH

his figures

Denis Finnin;

seem almost

AMNH

to

breathe and blink.

—
where hedgehogs, foxes, and hares are
still plentiful in the fields and gardens. "I
have a very small, makeshift studio,"

still

he laments, "and

I

don't have anyone help-

Fm like a one-man band, juggling

ing me.

the different aspects of the work.

all

Fm

Maybe
tionist.

I

a

little

too

much

When

ies meticulously,

texture,

were quite

on ready-made glass eyes, so I create
them myself out of resin and build up layright

and

adding color, surface

finally hair.

As with

the aus-

case, there are

make

year to complete.
vivacity of these early hominids

many

museum where we have

first-class

is

antlers, or
trick is to

—

built of

artist

— look

real.

And

in

John

are fortunate to have found an

who has that particular genius."

so

animal dioramas with real

specimens," says Tattersall, "but

The

fragmentary data, educated guesses, and

Holmes we

"The

illusion.

these fabricated creatures

imagination

important in a

no actual hides,

hoofs to help the

tralopithecines, the task took well over a

of a perfec-

didn't think the colors

the sculptures were cast and as-

sembled. Holmes then went over the bod-

in this

Richard Milner

a senior editor of

is

this

magazine.

ers of translucent color for the details."

Holmes also disdains wigs, preferring
buy tiny plastic squares with three or
four strands of human hair embedded in
them. "You glue them onto the resin skin
to

in

rows, like putting

way up

ing your
It's

on a roof, workcrown of the head.

tiles

to the

very labor intensive."

When he has fin-

ished adding every hair, wrinkle, and
freckle, there

is

nothing generic about his

"How

specific individuals.

don't

that they are

one has a sense

creatures;

know

Home with Homo ergosfer

At

for the life of

he does

it,

I

me," Whitson

diorama,

Evolution) revealed the true bodily propor-

see a male and female Homo ergaster
trying to butcher an impala carcass while de-

tions of this species. In 1984, anthropologist

from jackals and vultures.
Whether early hominids were primarily

from the Kenya National Museum discovered the amazingly complete skull and

In the

new American Museum

we

fending

it

hunters or scavengers of meat

sil

jaw found

in East

gaster (literally "work man")

spark of the eye, the curl of the

name because of

He's

like the great sculptor-taxidermist Carl

who

Akeley,

Mammals

created our Hall of African

seventy years ago. Other

mounted animals

are accurate, but they

don't have the animation that Akeley

from a

fos-

Turkana. Kenya. H. er-

enthuses. "There's something about the
lip.

an open

is still

question. First identified in 1975

was given

its

the stone tools believed to

be associated with

it.

According

to the

Mu-

seum's curator of physical anthropology, Ian
Tattersall, "these

fortable with,

Richard Leakey's team of

who

skeleton of a youth

fossil collectors

died about 1.6 mil-

Found near the western shore
of Lake Turkana, the Turkana boy had been
initially assigned to H. erectus, the same
lion years ago.

species as the classic Java

man

discovered a

century ago in Indonesia.

"However," says

Tattersall, "these Tur-

hominids were more com-

kana, or ergaster, folk are different and don't

an open

belong in the same species as the Asian fos-

and better adapted

to,

country kind of existence than the

eiirlier,

sils.

They seem

to

have been significantly

brought to his subjects, that sense of truth-

much

smaller australopithecines. H. er-

less specialized, particularly in their cranial

fulness."

gaster had larger bodies and had doubled

anatomy. The Turkana boy was slenderly
like the people
built, with elongated limbs

"What Holmes did with

the australo-

pithecines," says Tattersall, "did not sim-

ply reflect that these were primitive ho-

minids with striking similarities
their skulls
life

to

apes in

and heads; he brought them to

by making them look vulnerable,

slightly worried.

They stood taller and
walked upright pretty much as we do today."
The new H. ergaster figures replace two
earlier sculptures that were made before
their brain size.

study of the "Turkana boy" skeleton (also on
display in the Hall of

Human

Biology and

—

who

live in that part

live out in the

of Africa today.

open under the

They

tropic sun

and

would have a big problem with overheating,
but their linear build maximizes the body's
area available to lose heat." R. M.

Here we have a couple of
on

creatures, only four-feet-high, out there

the African savanna three
lion years

ago

—

and a half mil-

a very dangerous envi-

ronment. They have

this rather

apprehen-

sive look on their faces, and they're

looking

in different directions; clearly,

they're not happy out there in this almost

vegetation-free environment. Very
cover,

nowhere

to

go

if

they're

little

ambushed

by a leopard or other predator."
When Holmes began his work on the H.
ergaster couple, Tattersall supplied him
with photos, documentation, and casts of
fossils believed to represent a

male and

fe-

male of the species. Holmes based the dimensions of his original clay models on
these, transferring

calipers

"Each

from

measurements with

fossil cast to sculpture.

figure required

more than twenty

separate rubber molds before
cast in plastic resin.

separately to

make

And

I

it

could be

did the heads

the casting process a

The new

Homo ergaster diorama

in tlie

J.

Museum's Hall of Human Biology and Evolution

Beckett; Denis Finnjn;

AMNH

bit easier."
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A MA^ER OF TASTE

OQ
Old-time cowboys relished

—now there's a bull market for cabrito

it

by Robb Walsh
Goats are a touchy subject among cow-

cowboy a "goat roper"

boys. Calling a

only implies that he lacks basic job

way

not

skills

punched

costs

and low beef

prices, raising goats is

starting to look like easy

The new

money.

meat," Kensing explains.

growing up

interest in goats hasn't hurt the

fifty

years ago,

"When I was
we ate a lot of

Mexican ranch hands cooked

goat."

in

fortunes of Robert Kensing, the vice pres-

cabrito (baby goat) on an open

You never

members, while his mom just baked it in
the oven. He and his wife agree: there is
nothing in the world that can compare

open

American Meat Goat Association. I visited Kensing at his Bowie
Springs Ranch, in Menard, Texas, where
he and his wife, Doris, have been breeding

ranges of south Texas and northern Mexico

Spanish goats since 1973. Today, goat

ate goat more often than any other meat.
While cowboy movie cliches like hitching
posts and cattle drives are scarce in Texas

ranchers from

The beef stew is delicious and I go for
thirds on Doris Kensing 's fresh green

breeding stock.

and cowboys cooking on open

these days, the goats are here to stay.

had this vision of a bigger, better
goat," he says as we admire his herd.
"When 1 was a kid, um, 1 mean a child, the

gotten to me.

mature Spanish goats on our family ranch

common meat

weighed about 80 pounds. We've done

hard to

but

also an easy

is

no

the nose. Goats get

see

them

in

to get

respect.

Westems, despite

the leading

role they played in the real history of the

Old West. The

first

cowboys on

the

ident of the

coming

to

all

over the country are

Kensing 's ranch

buy

to

their

"I

Columbus introduced goats to the New
World on his second voyage in 1493. At
the time, goat was the most common meat
of the poor in MediteiTanean Europe and

much

se-

with the flavor of crispy goat

beans. But

all this talk

fire,

he

re-

ribs.

of crunchy goat ribs
fires

has

As I drive away, I am dream-

ing of goat.
It's

what was once the most

ironic that

in these parts has

You

find.

become

don't often see goat meat

of the rest of the world. The English
word "butcher" comes from the French
word hoiichier, which means "one who
kills male goats." Goats were introduced
into Texas and northern Mexico in the

ranch

market. If you want to cook some, you

weigh up to 140 pounds."
We wander back to the shade of the
porch where Doris Kensing invites me to

generally have to buy a whole goat, which

nately,

1600s, and have thrived in the Southwest

stay for dinner. "It's just beef stew," she

made an awful mess of

apologizes.

dering

ever since with

human

little

or no attention from

Now

"Sorry,

beings.

Over

lective breeding for
tions.

the last

pork, and poultry

hundred years, as beef,

became more affordable

North America, the consumption of
goat meat declined. Until recently, Texas
in

produced enough goat meat for the entire

twenty-two genera-

the mature goats

we

goats," Robert

on

this

don't often eat our

own

Kensing explains. "They're

too valuable." Kensing 's goats are sold exclusively as breeders and

much

as

command

as

$500 a head.

Although the menu doesn't feature goat,

in neat little plastic

I

packages in the super-

once did for a family barbecue. UnfortuI

had no idea what

if there's

I

it.

anywhere

recipe for old-fashioned

was doing and
I'm won-

Now
I

could get the

cowboy

cabrito.

I

ask in a couple of restaurants that serve

stewed cabrito

in

Austin and San Antonio.

They tell me that if you want to leam how
to cook goat the way the old-time cow-

1991 sales have increased dramatically.

cording to range ecologists, a managed

to go to Mexico.
which runs through my
hometown of Austin to the border at
Laredo, follows the path of the old
Chishohn Trail. South of San Antonio, I

This year, more than 150,000 of the ani-

herd of goats will actually improve the

pull off at a rest stop

mals

quality of the rangeland they graze by

In between the mesquite thickets, the

eliminating brush and weeds that other

golden grasslands fade off

United States, with plenty

left

over to ex-

the conversation does.

Even when goat

port to Mexico. Then, about five years

meat was cheap, goats were valuable

ago, the goat meat market went loco; since

ranchers on the scrubby Texas range. Ac-

will

have

to

be imported to satisfy

nationwide demand.
Surprisingly, the
tan area

sumption

is

now

in the

New

York metropoli-

the center of goat con-

United States. There, new

immigrants from the Caribbean, Africa,
and Middle Eastern countries are buying
nearly two-thirds of

all

domestic and 15

Once upon
goat because it was

percent of imported goat meat.
a time, people ate

cheap; today goat meat sells for up to five

times the price of hamburger. Suddenly,
there's a bull

Texas
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market for goats.

cattle ranchers,
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And

to

pinched by high

12/95

livestock can't digest.

to

The Mexican cow-

boys passed on the old Spanish shepherds'
traditions of goat eating,

Kensing

says.

boys

did,

you have

Interstate 35,

as far as the eye can see.

But

But

There

aren't

many

in the eighteenth centuiy, this land

was home

Old West was the
small size of the carcass. A few cowboys
out on the open range couldn't eat a whole
cow, but a fifteen-pound kid was just the
right amount for dinner.
"Before refrigeration, you couldn't kill
a cow out on a little Texas Hill Country
ranch either. There was no way to store the

goats,

tradition in the

flat,

in all directions

goats or sheep out here anymore.

according to him, the real reason goat meat

became a

and take a look around.

to tens of

thousands of sheep,

and cows. In the days before fences,

the pastores, or shepherds, stayed with
their flocks

As

and kept the predators

the herds

at bay.

and distances increased, they

to do their work on horseback. The
mounted shepherds were known as vaqueros, the word we translated to buckaroos

began

or cowboys.

The switch from walking

to riding re-

quired changes in the clothing and tools of
the shepherd's trade. Pedestrian footwear

was replaced by boots designed to fit into
stirrups. Large-brimmed hats to ward off
the sun became de rigeiir. Nowadays,
you'll still see the cowboy boots and cowboy hats the vaqiiews invented on West

who

Texas ranchers

ride herd in heli-

copters.

There's a big difference between the
quiet streets of Laredo and the riotous

room, a circular brick

open

pit

holds a simple

After a kid has been lightly spiced with

a simple

salt

and pepper rub, the whole

cabhto is skewered on a long metal rod,
which is rotated just close enough to the
fire to

cook the meat and

That

known

is

has an acrid,
juicy meat

fire.

crisp the skin

as cabrito al pastor, "kid in

gamy aroma,

The cabrito has all the strong character of
meat cooked on an open flame crispy
outside, juicy, flavorful meat inside, and
the smoky taste and aroma of the wood
fire. The rinonada is fabulous. The white
loin meat along the spine pulls away in

—

the style of the shepherd." In the heart of

long, tender pieces. Attached to the

Mexico, goat

are several ribs;

is

usually steamed in aro-

matic leaves or stewed

in

a sauce. Short on

water and lacking the leaves used for cook-

enjoy the

tidbits

the thin, crispy

1

bone

them apart and

pull

of meat in between and

meat

that covers

Nuevo

squalor of

although the

tender and surprisingly mild.

is

them.

way

a long

It's

to

Laredo just across
the border. But beyond the city, I reenter the same scrubby
rangeland I left on

go for a perfect goat

the other side. Driv-

York means

rib.

Unfortunately,

if

you're hoping that
the increased sales

of goat meat in

New

that fab-

down

the road

ulous goat ribs like

dusk,

passing

these will soon be

women leading don-

available at upscale

keys,

eateries,

ing
at

see

I

tiny

plumes of smoke
rising here

I'm afraid

you'reoutof luck.

A

few fancy restaurants have experimented with goat

and there

the enormous
open spaces between the mountains. If I want to
taste authentic cowboy goat, 1 figure 1
in

meat, but the vast
majority of goats ex-

ported from Texas

car on the shoulder

and elsewhere to
New York are being
bought by new im-

and hike toward one

migrants for

of those campfires.

goat

my

should just park

I

try to think

what

1

of

with tradition. Cur-

would say

stance,

Yoimg Spanish goats are penned awaiting sale at

through the desert.

my

not intruding."
fortunately,

word

Unremember

for "intruding," so

push on
It's

not

much

It's

decide I'd better

of a challenge to get a

Monterrey resident
you.

1

to Monterrey.

to talk

like getting a

New

cabhto with
Yorker started

Spanish shepherds of Northern

ing, the

Mexico and South Texas came up with a
method better suited to the desert: roasting
the kid

The

on a spit over an open mesquite
trick to cabrito a!

the spitted kid close

find

my cowboy

cabrito at

The pierna

tion; the paleta. the

a hillside

dry and crispy shoul-

rounded by prickly pear fences. Someone

is

points out

the juicy thigh por-

kidney.

1

ask for a

little bit

When

the dish

comes

notice

is

the

above the highway, 1 watch a man on
horseback ride through a tiny village's
dusty dirt roads. The houses are sur-

The waiter

waiter

1

Mexican
nostalgic

rifwnada, the lower loin portion near the

thing

home across
am feeling a

my own culture. On

der blade; and his personal favorite, the

first

(Abra-

ham).

for a part of

bones

my barrage of questions, the
escorts me to the open-air kitchen

brick courtyard in the outdoor dining

in the fi'adition

made by Ibrahim

little

El Tio's Restaurant on Hidalgo Street. In

middle of the

of the sacrifice

I

response to

for a demonstration. In the

al'Adha by sacrificing goats

Driving

the cuts.

I

and

ranchlands,

After consulting with a few bartenders and
taxi drivers,

sacrificed

to turn

is

crisp the outside, while charring the

as Uttle as possible.

fire.

is

then consumed; and Muslims celebrate Id-

to the fire to

pastor

enough

on pizza or listening to a San Franciscan
rant about sourdough
a civic obsession.

—

reli-

gious ceremonies,
goat

the Spanish

popular

some Haitian

Robb Walsh

can't

I

is

with Jamaicans. In

Junction, Texas, livestock auction.

fa-

Hope I'm

vorite!

for in-

ried goat,

after a five-mile trek

''Cabrito,

whom

bound up

is

of each

to the table, the

the smell.

Goat meat

is sitting

tina.
1

on the steps

imagine you can

here

in front

There are no hehcopters
still

when you need

of the can-

in sight.

And

find a hitching post

one.

D
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I

Viewed from the

hilltop

Photographs by Russell

Ciochon
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L.
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above Longgupo Cave, cultivated fields spread out toward the village ofMiao-yu.
12/95

—

Dragon

Hill Cave^

Cave, whose excavation by Chinese scien-

The Earliest
Asians Yet
trip up the Yangtze brings news
of unanticipated fossil disco\ 'eries

Ciechon

The diesel-powered packet

boat pushed

against the sediment-charged current of
the Jinsha Jiang (Yangtze River),

which

flowed swiftly through narrow gorges.

Perched above the river's high-water
marlc, small villages nestled along ridges
at the

base of limestone towers or in niches

along the steep walls. Archeologist

Roy

November

were following

mammals

that inhabited

begun

We

had

our river journey at the port of

Yichang, accompanied by Chinese paleoanthropologists

Huang Wanpo and Gu

Yumin, who had invited us

to

undertake

who
member of

of

plored this region as a

the

American Museum's Central Asiatic Expeditions from 1921 to 1926. But Granger's first trip up this river was considerably more perilous than our own. Not only
was the river's course swifter and more
dangerous at that time, owing to the lack
of dams and locks, but Granger had also
steamed into the middle of an interprovin-

The Sichuanese army, which had

the Yangtze Gorges.

region millions of years ago.

1991).

in the footsteps

ex-

caves containing deposits with the fossil

this

pri-

paleontologist Walter Granger,

cial war.

remains of extinct

invaded Hubei Province, was trying to

below
At Yichang, the river
more than a half mile wide, and

seize the river port at Yichang, just

is

—

surrounded by Amerand Japanese gunboats

Granger's steamer
ican, British,

was anchored

offshore.

When

fighting

broke out. Granger was able to watch the
Sichuanese swoop

down on

the

Hubei de-

archeological and geochronological sur-

fenders from limestone pinnacles and

veys of their

cliffs

sites.

After a ten-hour jour-

we reached Wushan.

ney upstream,

in

eastern Sichuan, the jumping-off point for

our expedition.

:;-^»^^-->-;i^|^^

tiral History.

Chas Yonge, and I (a
paleoanthropologist) were in this comer of
central China in March of 1992 to explore
Larick, geochemist

re-

teeth of

mate ever to roam the earth (see "The Ape
That Was," by Russell L. Ciochon, Nat-

We

L

some

artifacts,

Gigantopithecus blacki, the largest

A

by Russell

had yielded stone

tists

mains of early humans, and the

As our

vessel coasted to

the dock, throngs of porters

crowded

aboard, competing for the job of carrying

our bags ashore.

Owing

to the

—

time of year
late spring

low water

prior to the

and summer

level at this

heavy rains of

—we had

to cross

four gangplanics and then climb a long seines

up the

stairs,

above the

The defenders who had been holding

Some

of them
between the
pinnacles and reach the water's edge by
steep trails, but many were actually pushed
over the sheer face of the slope and rolled
down to the water's edge, either killed by
the fall or drowned as they plunged into the

ven off

it

managed

river. ...

before our eyes.

to get into ravines

I

remember observing

slaught through

my

the

first

on-

porthole while shaving

were continued through the saloon windows
while at breakfast and later from the upper
deck of the steamboat. (The New Conquest
of Central Asia, 1932)

him were three
somber men carrying a cloth-wrapped
corpse on a bamboo litter. Close behind,
five women, their arms linked, wailed and
gesticulated. Traveling with the body of
had made the river

Just as

Yichang was about

After a week's stay in Wushan,

we

crossed the river by ferry and headed
south in a four-wheel-drive vehicle, pass-

eral

the city

was

spared.

a half hours after leaving

Wushan, we pulled into Miao-yu, a village
of 500 that would be our base of operations. Dating from the Ming dynasty, the

ing through blooming, golden-hued fields

village sits at the

rimmed by limestone

Our deswas Longgupo (Dragon Hill)
oil in its seeds.

by Gen-

Wu Peifu arrived from the capital, and

of rape, an early Chinese domesticate

still

to fall to the

invaders, reinforcements headed

Two and

journey.

tination

this

ridge opposite Ichang [Yichang] were dri-

shortly after daybreak, and the observations

ing firecrackers. Following

harvested for the

river:

A

dangling a string of explod-

their relative, they, too,

feet

boat with us ran

of stone steps to reach the town.

man who had been on the

500

end of a karst valley
peaks.

Once we had

greeted and thanked our local hosts,

headed off on foot

we

to the south, following
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well-worn paths through a checkerboard
of green and gold

fields.

Curious children

followed, sometimes darting close enough
to get a

good look

their field

could
in the

at the

foreigners and

equipment. In the distance

make out the

we

large opening to a cave

limestone hillside

—but

this

wasn't

Longgupo Cave, which doesn't look like a
cave because

it is

filled

from

floor to ceil-

Unexpected Company
Originally identified by Chinese scientists as

is at

erectus (a

African species. Finally, another hominid

from Asia), a fragment of lower jaw discov-

specimen recovered from Longgupo, an

ered
tures

Longgupo Cave, Sichuan, shares feawith two East African hominids, H.

at

and H.

As

H.

hahilis

empty cave, we finally saw the entrance to
Longgupo. A white-washed wall sur-

two principal cusps of the premolar

site

discouraged unautho-

Longgupo Cave, which passes 140
yards through a limestone fonnation,

came

to the attention of

searchers in 1978, thanks to

first

Chinese rea report from

a local farmer. Farmers along the Yangtze

River Gorge sometimes mine fossils and
sell

them

to

in

wholesale merchants

who

up and down the river. The merchants, in turn, supply Chinese pharmacists who have long used such fossils,
fi-avel

call

the lower

upper

incisor, is indistinguishable in both

its

shape and size from specimens of//, habilis.

hahilis, the

(the

smaller tooth at right) are found at the front

of the tooth, and there

is

a large basin behind

two cusps

placed in the center of the tooth, with

are

little

or

no basin behind them. Another feature of the
Longgupo premolar is that it is doublerooted.
it

While

from H.

this feature also distinguishes

erectus,

it

ergaster, rather than

molar has
ergaster,

which they

ergaster.

the cusps. In H. erectus, these

rized access.

below the range for H. erectus but
end of the range for the two

new subspecies of Homo
human ancestor already known

ing with accumulated deposits. Nearby the

rounding the

teeth falls

belonging to a

is

H.

characteristic of

habilis.

H.

The adjacent

H. habilis and H.

five cusps, as in

whereas the molars of H. erectus

from Zhoukoudian and Java have
and a wrinkled enamel. The

six cusps

size of these

Rachel Nador; Image Analysis

University of Iowa

Facility,

dragon teeth and dragon

bones, as ingredients in potions intended
to cure ailments ranging

sexual impotence.

from backache

Longgupo had

to

largely

the cave after

was surveyed

it

formed.

When Longgupo

1984 by the

in

Institute

of

of the giant panda that

still

survives in the

mountains of eastern Sichuan.

escaped dragon-bone mining, however,

Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthro-

In four years, researchers unearthed

because the limestone ceiling and uppermost walls at its entrance and exit had col-

pology

and the Chongqing Mu-

more than 10,000 specimens of fossil
mammals, mostly teeth, as well as about
750 limb bones (usually fragments but

lapsed

many

scuring

The
clays,

its

thousands of years ago, ob-

nature.

fossils are

contained in the sandy

mudstones, and gravels that

filled

in Beijing

seum of Natural
sil

History, a

mammals were

number of fos-

recovered, including

Among them were

Gigantopithecus, a giant herbivorous ape

sometimes complete).

and Aihiropoda
microta (micropanda), the ancestral form

the extinct mastodont elephant Sino-

related to the orangutan,

I

mastodon and an early species of horse,

Some of these fossils
may have accumulated when unsuspect-

Eciiais yunnanensis.

ing animals accidentally
cal passages, or

fell

through

verti-

"chimneys," in the cave.

Others were probably dragged in by large
carnivores, such as saber-toothed cats or,

more
cuta,

likely, the large

whose

fossils are

hyena Pachycroat Long-

common

gupo. Fossilized droppings (coprolites)
this hyena suggest the cave may have

from

occasionally served as a

Some

lair.

fragments of long bones show

puncture marks and splitting typical of the
jaw action of a large camivore. Many of
the bones and teeth were also gnawed by
porcupines and smaller rodents (porcupines need the calcium found in bones for
their quills). Broken and dispersed, the

Because Longgupo Cave

is

completely

filled with fossil-bearing deposits, the outlines

of its entrance (behind the wall) barely contrast with the limestone
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hillside.

bones were most likely interred in deposits from a stream that flowed down the
valley and through the cave.
But the most exciting anthropological

1

Dragon
two

discoveries were
(a

member

mans and

fossils

Hill Cave^

of a hominid

of the group that includes hu-

One was

their close relatives).

an upper incisor: the other a fragment of

lower jaw with a premolar and adjacent

Hominid remains of any kind

molar.

up

rarely turn

cave

in

cient animal species.

sites

with such an-

The excavators con-

new

cluded they had discovered a

Homo

species of

known
whose

to

sub-

hominid
and among

erectus. a

have lived in Asia,

representatives are Peking

man

from Zhoukoudian, dated about 600.000
years ago. and the earlier Java man from
Modjokerto, and Sangiran.

Trinil,

removed

Carefully examining stones

during the excavation, the Chinese scien-

found two specimens

tists

—

a spherical

cobble hammerstone and a large battered
flake

—

that

appeared

or worn through

made

to

human

have been shaped

They were

action.

of porphyritic andesite. a type of

rock not found elsewhere in the excava-

These stones could not have been
washed into the cave because they probably came from rock outcrops downstream from the site. The most likely explanation is that these were tools carried to

tion.

by hominids.

the cave

The first objective of our expedition to
Longgupo was to reconfirm the antiquity
of the animal fossils from the

whether the human

establish
artifacts

were equally

site

and

fossils

to

nese had recorded twenty excavation levels for all the fossils,

and they had sampled

you plan

Peking

man

be

to

site is in

near Beijing, the

in or

Zhoukoudian, a village

about thirty miles southwest of the

and

The Chi-

ancient.

If

Voyage to Wushan
Longgupo Cave
scientists with

inaccessible to

is

all

government permits. But

trepid travelers

may

be interested

but
in-

in retrac-

"apeman cave"

is

on a

hill

logical sites are nearby.

city.

The

and other archeo-

A

fossil exhibition

prehuman history, the
and times of Peking man, and recent an-

hall at the site features

each level for residual paleomagnetism.

ing the route of the authors' fossil-seeking

life

Because the

expedition, which passed through spectacu-

thropological research finds.

On

ceramic models, stone

and skeletons.

earth's

magnetic

field

has re-

versed direction (from north pole to south
pole and vice versa) periodically through-

out

history,

its

and the dates of these

events are known, the measurement of
residual paleomagnetism provides a series

of reference dates for the

levels.

Using

lar

gorges along the Jinsha Jiang (Yangtze

River),

this

that the

hominid remains and the battered flake,
which were discovered in levels 7 and 8,
were between 1.78 million and 1.96 million years old.

We

were able

second-class passenger boat or

Cave, and well worth

der of the

river.

Wushan's winding

feet

above levels 7 and 8 (unfortunately,

invasion of Beijing.
In general, visitors to

China are advised

to

make

prior arrangements through a travel

agent.

China International Travel Service

(CITS) or China Travel Service (CTS) tours
to the

Zhoukoudian

site

are available but

An

just behind the town.

and the adventurous, independent traveler

(Even houses a short

ships

about ten

of the original fossil

1941 during the Japanese

cellent reference guide for both the tourist

of the gorge and river

4,

many

lost in

stone hillside that rises to a vertical slope

electron spin resonance (ESR). For this

rounding sediment from level

streets

bones were

should be booked well in advance.

through an independent dating technique,
a deer tooth and sur-

bustling

Unfortunately,

exhibit are

and alleyways crisscross the terraced lime-

distance from the river

we collected

A

Wushan crowds

to support this finding

purpose

visiting,

community of about 30,000 people,
the north shore on a mean-

river

method, the Chinese determined

By

by cruise ship, you can embark at the port of
Yichang and take a ten-hour journey upriver
to Wushan, the town closest to Longgupo

tools,

bound

for

may have fine views
below.) Some cruise

Chongqing stop

in

Wushan

only to connect with a motorized sampan
that

makes day

trips

up the Daning River

through the Three Little Gorges.

China:

A

ex-

is

Travel Swvival Kit, 4th edition,

Lonely Planet Publications, 1994. For more
about hominids

in

China, see The Stoiy of

Peking Man: From Archeology

by

Jia

to Mysteiy,

Lanpo and Huang Weiwen (New

York: Oxford University Press, 1990).

those two levels were too deeply buried
for us to

sample without major excava-
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The town of Wushan has occupied

Over

tion).

Its

position on the not th bank of the Yangtze }oi at least 3, 000 \eais

the hundreds of thousands of

years that the deer tooth rested in the cave,
it

was bombarded by electrons emitted by

the traces of radioactive elements present

The

in the sediment.

electrons

became

trapped in crystals of apatite, a mineral

component of

Henry Schwarcz and

teeth.

Cave,

Hill

Mc-

not their only intriguing aspect.
that the

We

found

specimens share features with two

East African early hominids. These are H.

—known from
Kenya— and H.
hahilis

Olduvai Gorge,

Tanzania, and east of Lake Turkana,
ergastei;

sites

known from

around Lake Turkana. Both date

more.

Its skeletal

found

to those

in

proportions were similar

modem

humans, except

for a narrowing of the pelvis. Relative to

body

hominid

larger

Longgupo

to arrive in

one of these species or a close

lated the radiation dose level given off

China

tentatively

from the sediments. In this way, Schwarcz
and Rink were able to date the tooth at

"Oldowan" technology of East Africa described by Mary Leakey (no stone tools at

issue of

its

1.02 million years, the expected result for

all

level 4. This absolute date helps corrobo-

tus sites in Asia).

Master University
the

in Ontario,

at

measured

number of trapped electrons and calcu-

sequence of paleomagnetic dates

rate the
in the

cave and thus an age for the hominid

milhon years.
The only other Asian hominid sites

remains of about

1

.9

are close to this age are

vanese

Homo

two of

erectus localities,

that

1

The two African

—

this early

H. habilis

species that

was a small species with females

Modjo-

reaching a height of perhaps three

body

size, its

long, like an ape's, and

its

teeth

feet.

arms were
were large.

possibihty

is

may have

evolved in Asia from the

species represented at Longgupo.
dispersal
is

from Africa

one of several new finds
our understanding of

males reaching four and one-half feet or

the
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Human

Europe and Asia

proving more ancient and more com-

H. ergaster was larger overall, with fe-

1

to

plex than previously thought.

million years ago. But

and

One

solely an Asian species. If so, this lin-

eage

Longgupo hominids is

.8

in

the

that

.6

1

^raises

relationship to H. erectus.
is

the early date of the

to about

hominid

—

paleoanthropologists argue that H. erectus

Homo

began about 2.6 million years ago, perhaps in response to climatic change. H.

its

The existence of

species arose from a

habilis

million years old and recently redated

and

relative,

possessed a stone-based technology.

it

H. erec-

at the earliest

diversification of early

Relative to

that the

H. habilis and H. erectus
were sister species that spread out of
Africa in successive migrations. But some

the Ja-

kerto and Sangiran, previously thought to

be

have been found

that

is

Asia belonged to

from roughly 2.2 million to 1.5 million
years ago {see "Unexpected Company,"
page 52). We also realized that the two
Longgupo artifacts resemble the

Jack Rink, isotope geochemists

and the

H. habiUs. The impli-

cation of the finds at
first

was

size, the brain

teeth smaller than in

Old World.

Longgupo is

that are rewriting

human

evolution in

1

9Z
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ers

Wombals
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is

index of the fauna of Australia.

in Australia
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is

gion of Austraha, from the Murraylands

Nalural-born Nolhers
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(Stoiy page 30)

its trib-

For more information on why we
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Common wombats live in the forested regions of New South Wales and throughout
Tasmania.
In the Murraylands, Brookfield Conser-

vation Park, a reserve established especially for the hairy-nosed

wombat,

best area for sighting the species.

modations

in the

is

the

Accom-

immediate area are

avail-

mammals mammals,

(New
a

York: Macmillan, 1981), the

number of recent books

first

of

to call into ques-

tion the concept of "maternal instinct."
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and
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Vilimea Canyon to Alakai Swamp,
Kauai, Hawaii
by Robert H. Nohlenbroeii
The Hawaiian Archipelago

consists of

down

to small, rocky pinnacles, include

Gardner Pinnacles and the French
The largest landmasses lie

132 islands of various sizes distributed

the tiny

over a 1,500-mile-long swath of the Pa-

Frigate Shoals.

cific

Ocean. The islands were created by a

volcanic "hot spot" that

became

active

seventy million years ago. Because the

ocean floor has crept gradually northwest-

to the southeast, with the big island of

Hawaii

still

growing with each new vol-

canic eruption.

Because the plants and animals

that

ward over the hot spot, the earliest islands
to form lie at the northwest end of the

originally colonized these volcanic islands

archipelago, while the youngest

tion, the majority

lie to

the

down

to evolve in relative isola-

of the native species are

Through millions of years of
the oldest islands have been worn

unlike those found anywhere else in the

and shoals. These include

ning with the arrival of Polynesians some

southeast.
erosion,

were long able

to atolls

Kure, Midway, Peari, Hermes, Lisianski,

and Laysan. Those next

in line,

worn

world. But with

human

settlement, begin-

1,600 years ago, habitats have been

larger islands,

is

also the oldest, created

about five million years ago.

Iliaii

blooms, below, in

Waimea Canyon.

Right: Puiio Kila Lookout ajfords a

vim' ofKalalau

Valley.

al-

tered. Kauai, the best preserved of the

retains

It

more undisturbed areas and unique flora,
eaming its nickname, the Garden Island.
Kauai has a large central volcanic
dome Mount Waialeale and a few sec-

—

—

ondary domes,

all

deeply cut by lush green

At 5,080

valleys and colorful canyons.
feet, the

top of

Mount Waialeale

always enshrouded
the wettest places
rainfall

in clouds.

on

is

almost

It is

one of

earth, with

an annual

of 400 to 600 inches. The moun-

tain's eastern,

windward

side,

which

re-

more

rain than the lee side, has

been carved

into spectacular green cliffs

ceives

and vaUeys.

Cloud

forest covers the highest

moun-

tain tops, with several extensive highmountain boggy areas. Below the cloud

montane rain forest, while valbottoms contain a lowland forest.
Marshes once occupied the lowlands of
the north coast, but for the most pail these
forest is the

ley

have been converted into taro
the drier, western side of

arid

fields.

On

Kauai are deep,

canyons with grassy slopes and

For a quick overview of Kauai, nothing

Bose headsets, which blocked out

operates

tour

my

Vangelis, which

me

and

cliffs

wife

and vol-

valleys, sharing his love for Kauai, de-

12/95

art

Chuck DiPiazza, who owns and

canic mountains and deep into the island s

Natural History

We

history and features.

noise of the helicopter.

over and around the coastal
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its

beats a one-hour helicopter ride with

Air Kauai. DiPiazza flew

Greg Vaughn

scribing

lis-

tened to his commentary over state-of-the-

sparse, shrubby vegetation.

to a

was

all

The

choreographed

to the

would swell

mountain crest and then

the

spectacular

music of

we came
wane as we
as

gently descended on the other side.

A

day

trip

across the

westem

side of

This Land
Jon Ogata; Phc!- P

Mount Waialeale, through Waimea
Canyon

State

Park and Kokee

with a sampling of Alakai

State Park,

Swamp,

pro-

more down-to-earth sampling of
Kauai's landscape. An excellent highway
wends its way up from the southern communities of Waimea and Kekaha and fol-

vides a

lows the westem edge of Waimea Canyon.
From several places, one can peer into the

canyon,

as the Grand Canyon of
Roughly ten miles long, one

known

the Pacific.

mile wide, and up to 3,600 feet deep, it
gleams with ever changing reddish hues as
the sun passes overhead.

Not

far into

Waimea Canyon

the road comes

an easy, short
look

at

to the Iliau
trail that

some of

State Park

Nature Loop,

provides a brief

the canyon's vegetation.

Growing near

the beginning of this

the iliau plant, for

—an

named

which the

trail is

trail is

unusual-looking shrub con-

sisting of a rather spindly

woody stem

topped off with a cluster of a dozen or so
sword-shaped leaves. The stem itself is
ringed with the scars

previous years.

When

left

by leaves from

the plant

is

several

years old, cream-colored flower heads de-
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An apapane perches in an ohia lehua
tree, which may grow close to the ground
or more than 100 feet

tall,

depending

on local conditions.

velop

at the

top in a two- to three-foot-

As many
flowers are crowded
long spray.

500 individual

as

into each flower

head.

There are only two kinds of

iliau in the

world, both found only on Kauai (a
smaller, rarer

dwarf iUau

is

found on the

northwest coast). Iliau belongs to the
or sunflower, family and

is

aster,

closely related

to the equally strange-looking, but better

known, silverswords, which grow on
Maui. The genus is Wilkesia, named for
Captain Charles Wilkes,

who commanded

the United States' Exploring Expedition to

Hawaii

A

in the

little

Loop

are

midnineteenth century.

farther along the Iliau Nature

some slender shrubs with

heart-

the road passes the Kalalau

Lookout bePuuo Kila Lookout. This

water from the heavy rains on the moun-

fore ending at

taintop drains only slowly, forming very

clouds cooperate, af-

and the

boggy and muddy terrain. Hummocks of
dense sedges and mosses are scattered in
the swamp. The sedges include a beaked

terrain is so

rush [Rhynchospora), a caric {Care.x), and

shaped leaves clustered near the ends of

last overlook,'if the

the branches. These are true violets, giving

fords an unexcelled view of Kalalau Val-

rise to typically

shaped, purple-tinged

white flowers.

There are occasional small examples of

two of the most characteristic native trees
of the Hawaiian Islands, koa and ohia
lehua.

Koa, a type of acacia, has beautiful

ley, the

tops of the coastal

Pacific

Ocean beyond. The
no

steep that there are

trails

cliffs,

connecting the

an unusual mound-forming sedge

simply as Oreobolus. Peat from these and

by a

other plants has accumulated because the

cess to the valley

hiking

wood that can be fashioned into art objects

trail

is

from

the coast,

from the northeast or by

Puuo Kila Lookout

offers a

boat.

chance

to

waterlogged

prevents the breakdown

soil

of dead vegetation.

and furnishings. Ohia lehua (Metrosideros
polymorphus of the eucalyptus family) is

observe the small native birds that

incessantly in and out of thirty-foot-tall

feet tall at the

barely fifteen feet

along the dry Iliau

ohia lehua trees. Sure to be seen are the

pets the ground with

may

crimson and black apapane and the green-

and red

Trail but

tall

under optimal conditions

grow more than one hundred feet tall,
making it valuable as a source of lumber.
Its leathery, smooth-edged leaves come in
so many shapes that botanists once
thought that there were actually several

ish amakihi.

Less

common are the

flitter

vermil-

ion and black iiwi and the less colorful ele-

These birds are drawn

paio.

The ohia lehua

tufts

leathery leaves

may be

Two

other low-growing

nearby

—one

a type of

to the ohia

flowers.
is the head of the
which winds through the area

Off the parking area

Farther along the ridge road, between

Pihea

Trail,

mileposts ten and eleven, the state has pro-

for several miles.

vided access to a marvelous overlook of

it

Waimea Canyon. From

the junction with the Alakai

this

vantage point

I

recommend following

Swamp

Trail,

and then proceeding into the swamp. For

flows through the bottom of the gorge.

provided part

After leaving the rim of the canyon, the

Waimea Canyon
Kokee

State Park,

State Park,

and Alakai Swamp

along the rim of the Kalalau Valley to

you can see three spectacular side canyons
that come down from the Alakai Swamp.
The water that drains down these side
canyons forms the Waimea River, which

their

own

safety

—and

to the fragile plant life

to prevent

—

damage

visitors are cau-

tioned not to stray off the boardwalk that

Alakai

way

Swamp

into the
is thirty

is

swamp.

For further information write:
Division of State Parks
State Building

3060 Eiwa Street
Lihue. Hawaii 96766
1-800-245-4444

square miles of

road continues north into Kokee State

boggy

terrain nestled in a depression of

Division of Forestry

mu-

Mount

Waialeale. Here lava has accumu-

(Address as above)

Park. After passing the restaurant and
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its

thirty

Trail, car-

of flowers in parts of the

Alakai Swamp.

shrubs

which grows

tree,

head of the Pihea

lehua trees by powder-puff clusters of red

species of ohia lehua.

seum, which contain

known

overlook to Kalalau Valley. The only ac-

gift

Natural History

and book shops.
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lated in layers that erode very slowly, so

1-800-245-4433
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blueberry; the other, called pukiawe, a
plant with

crowded leaves and red or pink

None of

fleshy fruits.

these three

woody

species grows taller than four inches under

boggy conditions.

these

Two

along the

trail.

with leaves and

that

its

brown, woolly flower

weed

a

is

species appear

Mokihana
fruits that

is

a small tree

smell of anise.

and the Waialeale

States;

lily,

tree, lapalapa,

honeycreeper). Unfortunately, diseases

has leaflets borne in clusters of three,

from imported domestic fowl and gradual

with a slightly curved
akikiki, or

bill;

loss of native habitat

have caused the ex-

tinction of one species

and brought several

related to devil's walk-

"SHELFISH LITTLE CRITTERS"

Limited Edition handcast bronze sculpture crafted with
love & care by California artist Joseph Vaca, Elephant

Bookends shown above
$172

others near the brink. Very rare are the

pr.

plus shipping

in the

eastern

A lobelia, pue, that grows in the swamp
has a

up

woody stem up

to three feet tall

and

to three inches in diameter, in contrast

to lobelias

Kauai o-o, a sooty black, eight-inch-long

honey

United States.
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High Tides
by Joe Rao

its

with winds blowing water onshore.

13-14.

be invis-

will

ible to us, lost in the blinding rays of the

sun,

its

effects in

December should be

for

If,

Under a

the night of

five "shooting stars" per

occur along the East Coast of the United

be seen. Unfortunately,

December

22, wide-

obscure

cially in low-lying areas.

best time to

come

The Planets in December
Mercury becomes a naked-eye

hour can usually
year the bright

this

from a waning gibbous moon

light

spread flooding could take place, espe-

ev-

December

dark sky, seventy-

clear,

example, strong east-to-northeast winds
States on or near

Although the new moon

maximum on

they happen to be accompanied by a storm

will

The

but the brightest meteors.

all

watch the show

will probably

before local moonrise at approxi-

of the

1 1 :00 PM. The meteors are called
Geminids because they appear to emanate from Castor in Gemini, which will

moon

month, creeping back onto the evening

be rising out of the northeast sky during

makes its closest approach to the earth
and some of the highest and lowest tides of

stage in easy view for northemers and set-

the early evening hours.

ident to those living in coastal areas. Be-

new moon

cause of its timing, this month's
(on the 21st

at

9:22

EST)

p.m.,

— when

cides with perigee

nearly coin-

the

the year are expected. Less than eight

hours after

new moon,

on the 22d, the

at

moon

221,800 miles from the
than

at

any other time

EST

5:00 a.m.,

about

will be

earth: closer to us

this year,

and within

some 400 miles of its

closest possible ap-

proach. (Because the

moon

elliptical orbit

around the

travels in

earth,

much

tance from us can vary by as

31,000 miles

—enough

an

dis-

its

as

to noticeably alter

day-to-day influence on the tides.)

its

During new and

phase, the

full

and sun align with the

moon
com-

44 percent as strong as those of
the moon, when the two are added toare only

produce significantly higher

tides, called spring tides (a

term that has

the

The Winter

more than one and a half hours after
the sun at year's end. Mercury will be
nearly two magnitudes brighter than Mars
on the 23d, when these two planets pass

A.M.,

about a degree from each other very low in

rays are shining farthest south of the celes-

ting

the west-southwest sky after

sundown.

rapidly higher in the southwest.

end of December

lingers for

it

and a half hours

By

the

above

the

moon

On

moon

EST. At

equator, namely, on the Tropic of

Capricorn (latitude 23.5° south). While
lie

now begin

longer.

to

grow
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tarium.
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all

the binomial system, thereby bringing

phenomena

one grand arrangeThe Natural History of

into

ment. Thus, in

Mendes da Costa

tuous bodies," includes three genera
boles (Bolus), clays (Argilla), and marles

(Marga). Chapter 2 ("naturally dry or

presents a Lin-

harsh, rough to the touch

and of a looser

such as Arthropoda and Chordata);

naean classification of earths and stones

texture") encompasses

two genera

smaller units as branches attached to the

into species, genera,

large

boughs attached

boughs

to the trunk (phyla

Mammalia and Aves

(classes like

joined to the chordate bough); and,

finally,

basic units as twigs attached to branches
(species like

Homo

sapiens and Gorilla

gorilla attached to the primate branch of

mammalian bough of

the

trunk). This topology

the animal

works splendidly for

Fossils,

now used

and other categories

only for organisms. His great

treatise has a

wonderfully archaic ring

today because he seems to treat objects of
the mineral

kingdom

ganisms, and he

as a collection of or-

sets, as his

highest goal

for this part of geology, a grouping of

rocks to match a listing of beetles.

Mendes da

am

I

objects produced in a system of branching

particularly fond of

evolution with continuous divergence and

Natural History of Fossils because this
treatise, more than any other work written

no

later joining of separately

formed

branches. Since the history of life operates

by

this

geometry, the Linnaean system

in English, records a short

Costa's

episode ex-

is

ideal for classifying organisms.

Second, basic units must be discrete

and constantly joining. Since organic speand stable units

brief geological

moment of

I

(after the

am no Freudian,

But the same reasons

,eral

organisms

kingdom

that

Mendes da

Costa's age

—minerals and

in

horizontal bedding planes ver-

grit

and homogeneous

same

(di-

basically lime-

modem parlance

—by

criterion of massive versus thinly

for their importance to

human

much

arts as for

any other reason), and (4) crystalline
by the size of mineral grains into basalts and other finely
crystalline rocks, granites, and porphyries.
Mendes da Costa presents an interestrocks, divided largely

ing

rocks.

not genealogical, and their order

many

stones and slates in

—although

nale for

chemical formulas and aggregate by simties are

re-

mark for wrong reasons. The four chapters
cover (1) stratified rocks made of grit (basically sandstones, divided by Mendes da
Costa into two genera for finely stratified

the

Minerals and their crystals have definite
ple physical rules. Their relative similari-

we would now

gard as partly superficial and partly on the

—

Costa's attitude
towards Linnaeus.

two categories of the min-

also called "fossils"

teresting criteria that

vided into two genera

Mendes do

that allow the Lin-

so well also guarantee an inapplicability in
principle to the

series of stones includes

bedded), (3) marbles (separated as

feelings

to classify fossil

The second

nine genera in four chapters, based on in-

rocks without

for complex, sexually

reproducing organisms.

naean system

(Humus).

sus massive and blocky), (2) stratified

but one certainly
glimpses Oedipal

their branch-

ing origin), the Linnaean system also

works splendidly

Chapter 3 ("naturally and essentially
compound, and never found in the state of
pure earth") also includes two genera
loams (Terra miscella) and moulds
nally,

with

and definable, not smoothly intergrading
cies are discrete

chalks (Creta) and ochres (Ochra). Fi-

why

ultimately flawed

—

ratio-

a system that has worked so

well for organisms should render equal
pressing one of the grand false starts in the

service to inorganic geology. "It has been

history of natural science

by pursuing such natural and simple meth-

—and nothing

cannot therefore be expressed by a treelike

can be quite so informative and instructive

ods as these, that botany has so eminently

geometry. Moreover, mineral "species"

as a truly juicy mistake

raised her head above her sister sciences,"

are not discrete entities

composed of ge-

nealogically related individuals in historical continuity.

Cambrian

quartz, at half a

does not differ from

billion years of age,

Pleistocene quartz separately

made

in a

geological yesterday.

Rocks and

soils,

.

Consider Mendes da Costa's

and

tion of earths
all

classifica-

He does

stones.

not use

of Linnaeus's names for categories, but

his basic

procedure does not

differ.

naeus's hierarchy included four levels

have since added several more):

composed of mineral

Lin-

(we

class,

Mendes da Costa

a broad continuum of fully intergrading

series: earths

species of granites, marbles, or chalks.

quartz,

composed of

two kinds of feldspar and a dark

mineral like biotite or hornblende
all

these constituents can be

matched

like

—

and
mixed and

housepaint into any desired

composition.

species.

At

and stones. Following the

Mendes da

Costa, as a

object of nature

62 Natural History 12/95

cite

pearances: "I have been very cautious not

to Aristotle),

he

forming

to indulge a speculative fancy in

on afiindamentum

hypotheses or systems, the bodies being

divisionis. Earths are

"fossils not inflammable, but divisible

diffusible, tho' not soluble in

and

water"

whereas stones have the same properties,

He

separates earths into seven genera

which have a smoothness

1,

like that

simply described, according to the appearances which they exhibit to the senses."

Mendes da Costa then proclaims
manages to balance,

cess because he

as "naairally moist, of a firm texture

make every

when we

provides a diagnosis of differences based

within three chapters. Chapter

to

causality cease to matter

Western thought traceable

struggled to do as the master Linnaeus had

—

nonetheless suffice for

only the pristine factuality of objective ap-

devotee of the classical passion for order,
enjoined

com-

scientific conceit in thinking that a

Linnaean principle (and a long history of

but are not divisible and diffusible.

Nonetheless,

inorganic objects, but he follows a

mon

not in fanciful theorizing. Differences in

member, and

Granites, for example, are

the differ-

the highest level,

Linnaean requirements for an even more
fundamental reason. Rocks and soils form
identify discrete

Mendes da Costa recognizes

ences in formation between organic and

he divides his geological objects into two

uses six: series, chapter, genus, section,

We cannot

greatest success.

uniform system of classification will
all: he will engage
only in humble and accurate description,

order, genus, species.

grains and their erosion products, fail the

compositions.

he writes, acknowledging Linnaeus's

defined

and

of unc-

single system of compromises,

all

sucin

a

the

competing schemes of his contemporaries. Such a "golden mean" must yield
optimality. Mendes da Costa argues that

——

a

he has achieved two great balances

—

system

first,

in his

by finding the "right" num-

ber of basic species as a compromise be-

tween

"splitters,"

distinctions,

who

love to

make

who

and "lumpers."

fine

search

for essences and tend to unite objects in

fundamental properties
and lumping are later terms and

continuity and current interaction and un-

tions often require the humbler, superfi-

Mendes da Costa

timately,

sure formula for endless bickering

no two

ters,

two

great

ing too few species in the genus

pervaded the history of taxonomy). Mendes da Costa writes: "I have endeavored to

(marbles):

this study, hitherto deficient in re-

spect of method, to a regular science, and
in the attempt

have been careful neither

to

num-

multiply the species, nor lessen their
ber, unnecessarily."

second balance, Mendes da Costa

In a
tries to

bring together the two disparate

used to form systems for
rocks and minerals: the efforts of his
British compatriot John Woodward to

criteria then

base distinctions on observation of overt
properties, both exterior

and

interior ("a

method of arrangement founded on

the

growth, structure, and texture of fossils");

and continental systems based on "essential" properties discovered by chemical
experiment (for example, a threefold division according to various changes pro-

duced by

fire into calcarii.

for rocks cal-

cined, or turned to lime (limestones and

marbles, for example),

apyh

for those un-

affected (asbestos and others),

and

vitrifi-

centes for those vitrified to glass (quartz

and other

silicates).

to bring all

Mendes da Costa

tries

systems together by basing

pri-

on observable properties
(Woodward's system), and then applying

mary

divisions

experimental results for refinements:

rately distinguished; whereas, to attempt

it

by any one system hitherto followed, must
occasion a strange confusion.

But Mendes da Costa's

doomed

efforts

to failure in principle

were

because the

mas-

Marmor

Systema Naturae, are extremely con-

in his

cially less noble,

fused in regard to this genus of fossils: the
former had divided all the marbles into only
three species; viz. of uniform, variegated,

and what he calls figured marbles ... the latter has even made them all only varieties of
one species; on which I cannot but make

ferent

it is a pity the learned
should apply their smdies rather to perplex
science, than to elucidate it, and instruct

generality

out feet

am

no Freudian, but one certainly
glimpses Oepidal feelings in Mendes da
Costa's complex attitude toward Lin-

—basing

his Ufe's

work on

the taxo-

nomic system of his intellectual father, but
then losing no opportunity to razz the master for moral turpitude on a range of issues
from the terminology of clams

to the

num-

Mendes da

But Mendes da Costa cannot claim
certainty for his

and with-

the genus Argilla.

Costa, following Linnaeus,

one grand sys-

tem of classification, but principles appropriate for the branching of organisms do
not suit the continuities of rocks and

How

earths.

ironic, ultimately, that a sys-

tem doomed by too much togetherness
should be constructed by Emmanuel

Mendes da Costa,
ist

a

the only Jewish natural-

note in eighteenth-century Britain

of

man from

a culture then defined by sep-

from a majority committed

aration

to the

sents the one, true, and only way.

To heap irony upon

whereby rocks must be classified differfrom organisms. I omitted one line in

ently

his critique of Linnaeus's sexual terminol-

ogy

for bivalves (as indicated

and clearly

different colors

and

human

utility

patterns, not because

erable "basic kinds."

Mendes da Costa

naeus's bivalve

now re-

line,

rejects Lin-

names "not only

for their

licentiousness, but also that they are in

ways

the parts expressed."

how

and

correct!

How

The top of a clam

bottom of a person

no

simple,
is

—and supposed

not
vi-

sual similarities can only be misleading.

and

frustration attended

Costa's effort to establish the

higher divisions of rocks and earths

—

his genera as often as tolerable

separation. For example, he frankly states
his difficulty in dividing boles

Different terms should be used, lest people

be lulled into false suppositions about

for

he encountered complete intergradation

finally admitting that

moral argument

then under discussion. In this

the
difficulty

by the three

a technical ob-

of

nature has fabricated discrete and discov-

Mendes da

cite

jection, rather than the

for any other genus of rocks,
to recognize

words

final

own divisions of Marmor.

end

to

Mendes da

Costa did understand the general principle

designates eighty-one species, far

more than

and

irony,

with a retirm to the beginning,

stored,

between

build toward

substrate,

composed of

dots), for these

ber of species of marbles.)

He

on a firmer

parochial notion that their theology repre-

mankind.

naeus

we

For only then can

tion.

this oijservation, that

(I

and effectively opposite

making proper divisions into difcategories of meaning and causa-

task of

tried to bring all nature into

Wallerius, in his Mineralogy, and Linnaeus,

Equal

have attentively examined the Woodwardian and Wallerian [continental] systems,
and, finding them defective, have presumed
to form a new one from the principles of
both. I have endeavored to arrange fossils,
not only according to their growth, texture,
and structure, but also their principles and
qualities, as discovered by fire, and acid
menstma, etc. And in this way, I am confident that all the known fossils may be accuI

For

Linnaeus and Wallerius, for designat-

struggle between joiners and dividers has

reduce

—

among

will ever agree.

(splitting

is

just joined

specimens that looked "enough alike"

example, he castigates his

dichotomy

our theological

cies" are nondiscrete and intergrading. Ul-

specialists, for

the

in

than our scientific endeavors. But solu-

their quest for

overly simple, but this

more often encountered

"spe-

Rock

able to interbreed with others.

from clays,

only convention dic-

meaningful or causal likeness. Similarly,
rocks and organisms require different sys-

tems of classification
disparate
less

to

acknowledge

modes of production

—by

their

time-

chemistry versus singular genealogy,

by laws of nature and contingencies of his-

tates the separation:
tory.

Several authors do not make a distinct genus
of the boles, but rank them among the clays;
indeed very essential characteristics are

wanting to make them different genera, for
only the extreme fineness of the particles of
the boles is the cause of their being not so

insomuch

that

But

all

people form a single, fragile spe-

cies, a biological unity too

by the worst emotional

mon

much

traits

nature. Separate the stones

snakes, but

let

divided

of our com-

from the

Emmanuel Mendes da

Costa, a Jewish stranger in a strange land,

causes and properties of rocks violate the

ductile or viscid as the clays,

requirements of Linnaean geometry. Fol-

speaking with propriety, they are only to be
accounted very fine clays; I have, however,
made them separate genera, as custom hath

shake hands with his

authorized

no doubt, of the genus Granita, from the

lowing the two central fallacies discussed
earlier in this essay,

Mendes da Costa

could neither identify clear species nor
form distinct categories in a world of complete intergradation. Biological species are

natural populations, distinct

by

historical

it.

Mad King George

and then, perhaps, "they shall not hurt nor
made,
destroy in all my holy mountain"

—

both arrogance and

Italian for "grain," to signify all the bits

fragility, loves to construct grand and
a fault perhaps
overarching theories

and pieces of diverse minerals that come
together to form this hard rock of unity. D

The human mind,

in

—
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Even

scientists are superstitious

by Roger LWelsch
The popular meaning of the word folklore

—

faulty thinking, silly superstition,

—

make him realize
human experience or
I

ture,

that they are seen,

way we folklorists use it in our studies. As (ahem) academicians, scholars, scientists, we try to

technology and science, has

be more objective about the belief systems

munity?"

of others. So, folklorists label traditionally

members of the

held ideas beliefs rather than superstitions.

is

baseless tradition

There
there

is,

is

after all,

not the

some reason

to suspect

accumulated wisdom, even empir-

knowledge,

ical

is

in

a

lot

of those venerable

example, a

in ghosts, for

phenomenon common

behef within the

ally held

without obvious scientific basis

to a lot of people

"Sounds

lot

of time.

(If

"I

Michiko Iwasaka and Barre

Toelken's Ghosts and the Japanese:
[are] a
at all

One

concept found

times of which

in all cul-

we have any

of the reasons

consider

I

folklore studies a paragon of the sciences
is

that folklorists consider

we

."

don't

know, Fye heard you say

word

call.
it

in class a

superstition

folklorists use the

is

a

term

such things as

"So

how

then,

He

about something like

in that entire science building be-

Do

you believe
there are ghosts. Professor Welsch?"
lieves there are ghosts.

"I don't

know."

Back when

I

was

teaching,

I

had

my

"I

may have

but I'm

But you

don't have to go into that for this assign-

fieldwork projects,

ment. Just find out

possible within

own cultural milieus, or subcultures.
One young man came to my office after I

their

And

turned to

umphant.

and couldn't

imagine that there would be

way

much

in the

of folklore he might find in science.

"Scientists don't have superstitions," he
insisted.

me

—and

man posed

opportunity

—

a special prob-

for

nice enough guy, but he had

more or less."
what the smdent did. He
office a few weeks later,

that's

my

"I told you,"

his report.

he

said,

know what

it

is?

Obviously, scientific truth

in

this

no home

wonder,"
countiy

if

I

problem of proving a negative, but

amazed himself when he came
on

clusion,

or even

in that

any department, believes

its spirit.

"Yes,

let's

.

.

in

like ... su-

out like an

trying to comfort the

give scientists the benefit of

grapher would extend to any resource in

any fieldwork problem. They may.
all,

you round up a couple of

someone

who

to

There

may be

at all

but our imagi-

Or some

other natural

nothing

that

we do

not yet underit

superstition,

okay?"
"Yeah,

know," he said with resigna-

I

"Belief Scientists have

tion.

choke)

.

.

.

.

.

.

(gasp,

folk beliefs."
this survey,

do

you now believe there are such things as
ghosts?"

He

I

asked.

got his

A for the project because he

answered without hesitation,
know; I'm a
Folklorist

farm

not

after

be right in their rejection of ghosts.

All around the world, in culture after cul-

12/95

In fact, he said, wringing

is," I said,

it

"But

ghosts but believe they have seen them.

Natural History

was
method of science

.

only believe there are such things as

66

con-

that this rejection

mock pain, "It's almost like
perstition!" He spit the word
epithet. Or an admission.

know

could

own,

"And having conducted

in science."

said, pointing out that in

succumbed

How

his

stand. So, let's not call

death row, and yet there are tens of thou-

all.

And he

to the

hands and screwing up his brow

the minor error of thinking science can

knows

was curious

it

rejected the idea of ghosts.

sands, hundreds of thousands

ing science already

is

my

quickly and strongly his faculty had

tri-

eyewitnesses, you can send

but also the maxigoof of believ-

not a mat-

is

the

the arrogance of "omni-science": not just

all

don't

of taking a popular vote, and there

phenomenon

there are such things as ghosts. Superstition has

we

ter

re-

me. He was a
to

going on, but that

nations at work.

handing

"Not a single person

huge building,

"I

This young

lem

your scientist friends

ghosts, nothing

studying science, loved science, believed
in science, trusted science,

if

believe there might be such things as

gave that assignment in class, baffled
about where to tum. He told me he was

plenty of evidence

is

the doubt or at least the courtesy an ethno-

not sure.

second-year folklore students do limited
if at all

is

something

lad.

"Have you ever seen one?"

ghosts.

I

position that there

tic

his

snorted in disbelief "Not a single

person

to have,

not exactly based on the

ghosts?"

we

wondered aloud, before
science would assume the rational, agnos-

have

how

.

.

"
in his introduc-

sometimes on a regular
eyewitnesses would

student friend had to admit

"Well, yes, except

belief instead.'

and

me," he

like superstition to

Huiford goes even further

of cultures over a

record.")

—some-

nation rather than empirical knowledge."

we

tures

that

How many

basis.

thing based on personal, emotional incli-

pejorative, so

"Ghosts

have

scientific faculty

you think I'm stretching the notion, David
tion to

com-

scientific

asked him. "Perhaps an idea

I

'the

lot

traditions?

about working with a tradition-

dozen times:

and a

its

said suspiciously.

belief systems.

Take beUef

"How

people believe there are ghosts and

that every area of

endeavor, including

in

"I don't

scientist, after all."

Roger L. Welsch lives on a
Dannebrog. Nebraska.

tree

_
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Natural Prostate Relief
It's

The most modem

a natural fact. If you are a

male over 40 and don't already

suf-

Prostsafe

Labs.

tate

the years pass, mild dis-

shown

Sur-

!

It is

a mixture of

amino acids, bee pollen and vitamins A, B-6 and E. Working as a
team, these ingredients have been

the sec-

over age 65

them.

tain

ond most commonly performed

men

the nutritional

zinc, serenoa seiTulata. ginseng, cer-

comforts can become disabling.

surgery in

is

men with benign prosproblems, and those who wish

to prevent

is

found

"tool kit" for

larged prostates.

Today, prostate surgery

is

from Whitewing

in Prostsafe^'^'

from a prostate gland disorder,
the odds are 2 to 1 that you will
before you are 59. By the age of
65, most American men have en-

fer

As

application

of these healthy ingredients

to shrink a swollen prostate.

gical complications can include to-

of bladder control and

tal loss

Our customers have

sexual dysfunction.

Prostsafe helps to:

Prescription drugs

may

halt

Halt the endless trips to the

the swelling, but rarely end the suffering.

drugs

weak

many

Also,

may have

bathroom during the

prescription

Stop that burning sensation

doctors feel that pros-

tate disorders

during or after urination!

can be treated or pre-

vented by giving the prostate gland
the nutrition

Recent

shown how

Prevent uncontrollable

lacks.

it

wetting!
Dr. Michael Rosenbaum. M.D. says

scientific research has

to

remedy

"Prostsafe supplies essential vitamins,

the underly-

Improve bladder control!

ing problems associated with prostate

These

Empty bladder completely!

have been

results

For as

published in the British Journal of

Sit

Clinical Pharmacology, the Ameri-

can Journal of Gerontology, and
papers from the National Cancer
Institute.

They

minerals and herbs needed to nourish

and maintain a healthy prostate.

disorders— safely and effec-

tively.

night!

side-effects, like

erections and low sex drive.

Many

said

through an entire sports
event

as a dollar a day,

like inexpensive insur-

ance against prostate disorders. If
for

some reason you

are not satis-

unused portion

fied, just return the

Eliminate burning feeling!

reveal that several

seems

that

little

within 30 days for a full refund.

vitamins, minerals and natural

The reasons why men over 40 use Prostsafe

herbs can dramatically shrink the

you are looking

are clear. If

for relief, order Prostsafe today.

prostate and improve urinary per-

formance

in older
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"Now

I get

a good nigln's

previously encountered

discomforts such as bladder

sleep without getting up

urgency.

every two hours to urinate.

now

-

These problems are

completely absent.

- Mr.

Mr. C. Hussy
Cleburne,

TX

"Prostsafe has stopped the
"

burning after urination.
- Mr. C.E. Black
Barboursville,

Whitewing Labs, Dept 1161
17939 Chatsworth St., Suite 408, Granada

men.

WV

B. Doser

Holland.

MI

Now

"

I

do not have any.
- Mr. A. Simon

MI
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"Before I used to have several

bladder infections a year.
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en Galaxies
by
There are few things more elegant

Milky Way is one.
system of similar

And

so

de Grasse Tyson

the part that is farther. Galaxies respond to
this difference in pull

by

Be-

stretching.

as arcs, bridges, loops, rings,

cause the two galaxies are in motion, the

with which the phenomenon could be

evolving appearance can be rich with dis-

ically studied.

torted features.

In the early 1970s, digital computers
were successfully used to model various
encounters between galaxies. Yes, astrophysicists became mergers and acquisi-

As

taxonomy of galaxy shapes has been a cot-

early as 1941, before the digital

tronomers as Edwin Hubble of Caltech,

computer was invented, the Swedish astronomer Erik Holmberg performed a

who

the father of galaxy classification

clever experiment that explored the effect

tions specialists long before

schemes; Alan Sandage, of the Carnegie

of a close encounter between two galaxies

fashion on Wall Street.

tage industry that has attracted such as-

Washington, a student of

Institution of

Hubble's

who carried on the tradition

with

Hubble Atlas of
Galaxies; and the late Gerard deVauthe publication of the

couleurs, of the University of Texas,

expanded the

scheme

details

way

in a

who

of Hubble's original

would have made

that

Linnaeus proud.

on obfuscation, and the basics of our
galaxy classification scheme is no excepSpiral-shaped galaxies are called spi-

Elhptical-shaped galaxies are

ral galaxies.

of equal mass.

Knowing

it was the
Computer models

of stars in colliding galaxies typically re-

same

veal a graceful ballet on a cosmic scale,

as the does intensity of light, he

with motions choreographed by the forces

performed a tabletop simulation of collid-

of gravity. Moment-by-moment changes

manner

ing galaxies with light bulbs and light

Holmberg noted

ters.

The

difficulty

at

me-

Of [computing] the

upon

a certain point of time

ments are represented by

total grav-

a certain element

solved by

is

placing gravitation by light.

The mass

in the force of gravity

galaxies

in his Abstract:

and

light bulbs, the

candle power being proportional to mass,
and the total light is measured by a photo-

fro

show how

on every part of the
can be flung to

stars

and how powerful

tidal forces

Models are now run routinely on superall manner of colhsions

computers, where

are simulated. Interesting variations in-

clude

fast,

moving

face-on collisions and slow-

side-swipes. Because of their re-

cell.

And

those

siUent shape, elliptical galaxies

unclassifiable, peculiar-looking galaxies

are called,

you guessed

it,

peculiar.

sometimes the absence of a
pattern

is,

a pattern.

itself,

early 1970s

wrecks"

—

more

what they

really are:

galaxies.

become a

just as a

to

measured

intensities of

Holmberg successfully simulated

light,

the basics of galactic dynamics.

Holmberg went on

to

show

that tidal

forces produced features like elongated

ply puff up.
ever,

For example, recent measurements of rotation velocities by Vera Rubin, of the
Carnegie Instimtion, show that in some

up

spirals,

to half of the stars revolve

but they are very likely to be the conse-

theorist Fritz

quence of two oppositely rotating merged

arms

in

galaxies look as though they are being

drawn

in tidally

other galaxies."

induced patterns from

And by

1966, the Caltech

systems.

The primary advantage of using a sulies in the number of pieces

percomputer

refers to systems that pass

other student, prepared a large photo-

you can use to assemble your galaxy. Ideally, your computer galaxy should contain

each other for gravity to

graphic atias of peculiar-looking galaxies

more than 100

Palomar Sky Survey, a famous
photographic study of the sky. As you

piece representing a single

might expect, Arp

this task, so

in their shapes,

intersect.
is

The primary

the tidal force that

astronomer Halton Arp, Hubble's only

from

the

titled his collection the

of striking images triggered an entirely

things.

nearest the other galaxy will experi-

new vocabulary of galaxy

cially

much stronger force of gravity than

such as elbows, fingers, and

Natural History
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descriptors,
tails,

as well

ies

ies

star.

fast

enough for

approximations of real galax-

Holmberg used

made

each

But even

have many fewer pieces than the

Atlas of Peculiar Galaxies.

galaxies are large, the part of one galaxy

The hundreds

billion pieces, with

supercomputers are not

each galaxy exerts upon the other. Since

68

how-

origin of such galaxies remains uncertain,

whether or not they

is

spiral galaxies,

that anything is possible.

Swiss-bom Caltech
Zwicky noted that "some

cause of distortion

ence a

Among

seems

it

process. In 1955, the

induce visible changes

that

less

galaxies can capture each other in the

wrecked car has not become a dif-

enough

close

chunks of each galaxy, as dictated by

the individually

make

interesting collision candidates; they sim-

DeVaucouleurs empha-

different variety of galaxy,

commonly

representa-

encounter between two

In the study of galaxies, the term collision

moving

around the system backward. The detailed

make of car.

ferent

tive

incrementally

such encounters, and that two

however, that a wrecked galaxy has

sized,

not

until the

the consequence of a vio-

lent gravitational

or

classifiable

Not

were most peculiar galaxies

fully appreciated for

"train

But

By

can

elongate and contort spiral arms.

re-

ele-

called elliptical galaxies. Irregular-looking

galaxies are called irregular.

crit-

that the force of

gravity drops off with distance in the

itational force acting

Astrophysicists are typically not bent

tion.

shells.

the nearest

galaxy. In the history of astronomy, the

is

and

Astrophysicists finally had a data base

Andromeda

is

size, the

in

Our

the universe than a spiral galaxy.

Neil

Callide

light bulbs.

real

thirty-seven spe-

Nowadays, galax-

with up to 10 million stars are simu-

lated. Fortunately, the salient features

of a

galaxy collision are well captured by simulations with fewer than the total

number

of stars in a real galaxy. But what you miss
is

the ability to follow the evolution of

all,

ratty-looking dwarf galaxies are flot-

sam from

the collision between

two large

But even when galaxies do not

Way would

of a nearby galaxy and

his round-the-world

its

associated grav-

within star clusters, and other detailed fea-

neighbors are up to ten times more likely

officially

tures within the galaxies themselves.

than isolated galaxies to have unusual ac-

pected

when super-duper

that

can be

irritating.

Galaxies that have

tivity in their central regions,

such as ex-

computers are available, every aspect of a

cessive emission in X-rays, the infrared, or

selected collision will be deduced from a

radio-waves.

ual stars easily pass
interstellar space

mostly empty,
look.

some big

If

cannibalism

Way

is

common, perhaps

had more than

the

just

with velocities unlike other stars in their

neighborhood. Subsequent models of

as galactic cannibals, these galax-

galactic capture supported Ibathas con-

galaxies that

ters within the

Known

the Large Magellanic Cloud.

same gigantic galaxy.

The smoking guns

just four

you might have susCloud and

ered a set of stars near the galactic center

close.

were

as

wandered too

because galaxies are
there

—

named

the Small Magellanic

are multiple cen-

little

if

—

galaxies have recently cap-

tured

of how packed they

as persistent

two satellites in its past. In 1994, R. Ibatha and colleagues at Cambridge University uncov-

by each other through

in spite

For example,

that

voyage

"clouds" in the sky. In his honor they are

Milky

Other compelling evidence suggests

single simulation.

During the cosmic acrobatics, individ-

latitudes.

have a close encounter, the mere presence
ity

have no doubt

from southern

These galaxies, a small one and a larger
one, were described by Magellan during

galaxies.

small-scale star formation, the fate of stars

I

include two fuzzy satellites

that are visible

among

snails running loose in the continental

ies are

United States for a billion years, then two

verse and tend to be found lurking in the

tially

of them would be more likely to acciden-

busy centers of rich clusters of galaxies.

that

had been swallowed by the Milky

tally

bump into each other than would two

Indeed, the lessons of the universe some-

Way

within the past billion years.

stars

during a galactic collision.

times match the lessons of

the Sagittarius Dwarf,

While

stars

plunge

in

and out of the sys-

the big get bigger

marshmallows

and trigger intense bursts of
tion.

star

forma-

Some have suggested that most, if not

most massive

life

in the uni-

on Earth:

and the small get eaten.

Large galaxies, including the Milky

tem, the fluffy clouds of interstellar gas
often stick together like hot

the

Way

and Andromeda, commonly have an

assortment of dwarf galaxies in orbit
around them.

A family photo of the Milky

viction that the group of stars

is

the par-

digested remains of a dwarf galaxy

much

had

it

Dubbed

been eaten

longer ago, the individual stars

would have thoroughly mixed with the
surrounding stars and the dwarf would
have never been discovered. The search is
on to find more such systems.
When a colleague of mine who specializes in mathematical models of complex
dynamical systems was invited to give a
seminar

in Italy,

catching

title

he submitted an eye-

for his talk:

"Mathematical

Models of Mayhem." The word mayhem
is

commonly used

as a

synonym

for disor-

der or pandemonium. The Italians, however,

were not familiar with the colloquial
When they looked it up in

use of the term.

a dictionary, they found only the formal
definition: the act of intentionally mutilat-

ing a person's

body so as

to cause dis-

memberment or damage to
gans. The host queried over
"Are you sure you wish

Of

course,

word

my

essential or-

the Internet,

to use this title?"

colleague had used the

informally, but a brief look at

some

of his disturbed, sorry-looking galaxies

would

indicate that

the precise

word

mayhem may

just

be

that describes the scene.

Neil de Grasse Tyson

is

an astrophysicist

with a joint appointment at the

Hayden

Planetarium and Princeton University.
Five galaxy pairs, with their spiral arms severely distorted, are shown in various
stages of collision. The images are arranged in order of increasing disorder
In the lower row, both galaxy pairs have almost completely merged.
J.

E. Hibbard, Ph.D. thesis.

His recent book Universe

Down

to Earth

{Columbia University Press, 1994) has
just been released in paperback.

Columbia University
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Airborne Archeology
by Craig Morris

A 2, 600-foot-Ion^ chain
70
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of ancient iionc lined pits

makes

its

\\a^

up a mountainiid^e

in

Pent' s Pisco Valley.

Think of archeology and what usually
comes to mind? Men and women probing

photographs

excavations with trowels and dental picks

aerial

or searching for ancient sites on foot,

flew over part of Peru to document An-

horseback, or behind the wheel of a

dean landforms, archeological

rugged four-wheel-drive vehicle. But im-

ancient terracing and irrigation systems.

done

The Special Collections Department of the

portant archeological research

from airplanes, and even

The work of
lyn Bridges

is

is

also

a case in point. Bridges has

spent almost two decades photographing

ally

every kind of

aircraft.

Incas conquered the area in about 1475.

According to sixteenth-century Spanish
documents, the Chincha traders sailed
north in large balsa boats to the warm waters of what is now Ecuador, where they

in Peru. In

photographer George R. Johnson

sites,

from

virtu-

Her work com-

Library (see Natural Histon:
September 1995) acquired hundreds of
negatives and prints from this expedition.
This was the first time flight was recog-

new way to observe the
way people had changed

nized as offering a

Andes and

the

bines an exquisite sense of composition

them, a tradition continued by

and form with an appreciation of the cul-

satellites

tural significance

tographs.

An

of the subjects she pho-

exhibition of her works

December

Museum.

opens

in early

Many

of her most intriguing photographs

show archeological

at the

document

sites that

December Events
The Museum's

first

The

29, the

fifteen-foot tree will be deco-

cluding insects and dinosaurs, created by
origami enthusiasts from around the world.
at the

Mu-

7:30 P.M. in
the Planetarium's Sky Theater, Richard
Gott, professor of astrophysics at Princeton
University, will give a talk, '"Predictions for
the Longevity of the

4, at

Human

the principal

coast.

A wealthy kingdom

had flourished there before the

Throughout

On Monday, December

some of

archeological sites of the Chincha Valley

on Peru's south

Species:

A

Application of the Copernican

the da)

Museum

on Friday, December

will observe the African

American holiday Kwanzaa (Swahili
"first fruits

for

of the harvest"). Customarily

marked by week-long feasting and the exchange of gifts from December 26 through
January

1,

Kwanzaa

festivities at the

Mu-

Kwanzaa

crafts,

1995, until February

for spondylus shells.

1.

1996.

These beautiful red
were considered

shells of the spiny oyster

peared only during the rare El Nifio years,

when warm

Pacific waters displaced the

colder waters of the Humboldt current

oft'

Peru, bringing rain to the coastal desert.

Spondylus

shells thus

comina of

the

rain

came

to symbolize

and agricultural

fertil-

and the Gang on Saturday, December 2, at
11:00.^.m. and 1:00 rm.
Storyteller Michael Kusugak will tell
tales from the Arctic Circle and demonstrate
string games for children (ages 5 and older)
and adults on Wednesday, December 6, at
2:30 and 4:00 p.m.

subject of a talk by archeologist Jean

rock

groups of evolutionary theorists: geneticists
and paleontologists.
Families will be able to sing Hanukkah
and Christmas songs with David Grover

art studies at the

French Ministry of

Culture. His lecture will take place

on Tues-

December 12, at 7:00 p.m.
Bob Brown Puppet Productions

will per-

day,

form

venting Dai-win: The Great Debate at the
High Table of Evolutionaiy Theoiy, which
presents the often conflicting views of two

events, call (212) 769-5100.

1,

Clottes, scientific adviser for prehistoric

part of the

discuss his recently published book. Rein-

Planetarium's sixty-year history and other

be in the Akeley Gallery from December

Department's year-long series, "Multicultural Mosaic: Traditions of a Diverse Society." The program is free with admission to
the Museum. For further information, call
(212)769-5315.

is

p.m.,

phony Orchestra playing "planet-inspired"
music by Mozart. Gustav Hoist, and others.
Tickets are $22 ($18 for members). For information about the exhibition of Hayden

Aerial

Education

market.

Sym-

7:30

An

Journey Through a Timeless Land." will

France, Cosquer and Chauvet, will be the

and sales of African

on Thursday, December

14, at

by Marilyn

re-creation of a traditional African village

strations

demon-

Membership Programs
On Friday, December 1, at 7:00 p.m.. Museum paleontologist Niles Eldredge will

will feature the sixty-piece Elysian

exhibition of photographs

Bridges, entitled "Planet Peru:

The recent discoveries of extensive Ice
Age paindngs in two caves in southeastern

will include performances,

physics" series, are $8 ($6 for members).
The Planetarium's annual holiday concert,

Astronomy and Astro-

An

and other goods

fine textiles

and the

seum

Principle." Tickets for the lecture, part of

the "Frontiers in

exchanged

sacred in the Peruvian region. They ap-

to earth.

son, photographed

annual

twenty-fifth

For information about origami
seum, call(212) 769-5635.

modem

that relay digital

Bridges, as well as Shippee and John-

traders

rated with 1,500 folded-paper animals, in-

Modem

images back

to take aerial

Origami Holiday Tree will be on display in
the Roosevelt Memorial Hall until early
January.

and spacecraft

of farmers, fisherfolk, and maritime

Peru's rich pre-Columbian past.

Bridaes was not the

and

Museum

satellites.

artist-photographer Mari-

culturally modified landscapes

1931, geologist

Robert Shippee and ex-Navy pilot and

music of Camille Saint-Saens's
Carnival of the Animals on Friday, December 29, at 1 1 :30 a.m. and 1 :00 p.m., in a program for children ages 5 and older
For details about membership programs,
call (212) 769-5606.
to the

The American Museum of Natural History
is located on Central Park West at 79th
Street in New York City. For more information regarding the Museum's hours and admission fees,

call

(212) 769-5100.
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were regarded as
food for the gods, and people also wore
them as adornments. The shells were also
ground into a powder that was strewn beity.

Spondylus

shells

Shippee-Johnson team, and

we

to refer to then- photographs.

The excavacoming sea-

tions

son

we

are planning for the

at the site

of

continue

Tambo de Mora,

for ex-

ley,

these buildings

would have been

quite

Given these clues from aerial
photographs, we hope our excavations
turn up spondylus shells or other items of
the reported Chincha maritime trade.
We have leamed that the site was bullsubstantial.

fore the path of important personages dur-

ample, will focus on a sector of the

ing rituals and ceremonies.

that

Recently a group of Peruvian colleagues and I have been conducting field
research in the Chincha Valley, searching
for evidence relating to the spondylus

surface. This area

dozed, probably in the 1950s, in the rush

field

to clear agricultural land.

trade

and looking closely

at

how the Chin-

is

site

no longer visible on the cultivated

was already an empty
by the time Bridges took her pictures

artifacts

in 1989.

But a Shippee-Johnson photograph of
the

same

sector reveals architectural re-

perhaps used by mer-

Even if we find
and can trace some building

walls, the original positions of the buried

materials have been disturbed, and our

may not be rehable. Nevertheless,

cha kingdom was incorporated into the

mains of

empire of the Incas. This research has involved careful surveying on foot and in

chants in the Chincha Valley. Unlike the

these photographic records from the air

monumental truncated pyramids that we
think were used for religious purposes by

provide important evidence of the

also in-

volved three seasons of intensive excava-

the ruling authorities, the platforms and

various kinds of vehicles.

It

has

tion at several sites, including

which served as the
Chincha kingdom.
tinela,

La Cen-

capital of the

facilities

enclosures

may

well have provided the

storage, sorting, packing, and record-

keeping areas that would have been part of

But our work has also involved the

a trading facility.

Compared with the small

study of several sets of aerial photographs,

reed structures that probably housed the

including those taken by Bridges and the

common residents and workers

The remains of a prehistoric

72
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irrigation system in Pisco Valley

of the val-

have disappeared since

findings

way

things used to be.

Craig Morris, dean of science and curator
of South American archeology at the

American Museum of Natural History, has
written about the Chincha Valley excavations in his book The Inka Empire and Its
Andean Origins.

this

1931 aerial photograph was

talcen.

.
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$2,490

Man:

South Africa

May

From $6,480

Weekend

City

April 25-29, 1996

From $3,002
'Round Britain

1996

1,

&

Botswana

3-19. 1996

$5,625
National Parks of the West

Patagonia to Peru
March 19 -April 4, 1996

Bridging the Bering Strait

May

June 29

From $3,990

-

July

11

,

1996

19-28, 1996

From $4,745

Cornwall Walk
6-15. 1996

May

$3 ,650 from

New

York

Royal Scotsman:

From $6,670
Wonders of the Amazon

Wildlife of the Galapagos:

England and Scotland

A

May 20 -June 1,1996

April 11-22, 1996

Family Adventure
July 2-12. 1996

From $3,625

From

Ancient Coast of Turkey
9,

1996

Scandinavia

and the

children.

FIELD TRIPS

$8,380

Winter Wildlife

$3, 970 for adults

and fi-om $2,840 for

From $4,895

March 21 -April 3, 1996
$4,551 from Miami

July 20 -August
From: $11,980

Alaska's Coastal Wilderness

From $3,002

May 27 -June

Natural Wonders and

The Northwest Passage

June 23-30, 1996
12,

York

April 14

Lands of the Pharaohs and

March

New

Islands of Indonesia

June 6-18, 1996
From $4,980 fi-om

Angeles

-

$7,990 from

Wildlife of Venezuela

February 3-10, 1996

Jordan
Feb. 29

Eternal India

February 9-28. 1996

&

Geology

The Amber Route of Europe

of Yellowstone

May 24 -June 3, 1996

Februaiy 19-26, 1996

$7,990

$1,725

Baltic Sea

Moscow

July 14-27, 1996

Beijing to

From $4,195

June 13-28, 1996

From $6,980

LAND PROGRAMS

Archeology, Rock Art

&

Geology of
San Juan River
May 10-15, 1996
$945
the

Digging for Dinosaur

Guatemala: Heartland of the

Fossils in the Rockies

Maya

July 6-13, 1996

Januaiy 14-28, 1996

$1,195

$3,580

Burma and Thailand
February 3-15. 1996

For a complete

$5,995 from Los Angeles

Discoveij Tours

listing

of

destinations, contact the

American Museum of Natural History/Discovery Tours Central Park West at 79th St. New York,
(212) 769-5700 in New York or Toll-free (800) 462-8687

NY

office.

10024-5192

NATURAL MOMEN"

r

I

e

At
in

first

glance, this stand of forest

Yosemite National Park looks

pristine;

sunbeams bathe a fallen tree
and illuminate a mist
through the grove. But the

in dappled light
floating

mist

is

smoke, and the forest

understory has just bumed.

The

fire,

which was still smoldering around
John Sexton as he took this
photograph, had reduced small trees,
fallen branches, and needles to a thick
layer of powdery gray ash, while
sparing trees with a diameter of five

inches or more. (The charred tree in

had fallen long before
Such fires, ignited by
lightning or by foresters in carefully
managed bums, reduce the chances
the foreground
the

fire.)

that a

much hotter

conflagration,

fueled by accumulated

wood and

brush, will engulf the entire forest.
Fire can

renew

destroy them.

It

forests as well as

can be seen as an

extremely rapid form of decay,
transforming organic material into
elemental components. Nitrogen
released as gas and goes

up

in

its

is

smoke,

but large amounts of other nufiients,

such as phosphorus, potassium, and
calcium, are retumed to the

soil.

To

take advantage of the newly fertilized
soil

and the open space cleared by the

fire,

many

plants drop seeds that

require the heat of a

fire to initiate

germination. Plants colonizing these
rich ashbeds are

more vigorous than

those growing outside them.

Sexton retumed
years

later,

When

to this spot several

new growth abounded.
Robert Anderson

Photograph
John Se>don
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INTRODUCING THE ALL-NEW MERCURY SABLE VVAGON
It

used to be some stretch of the imagination to think a station wagon could ever dehver the

a sedan. But

now it's as simple as imagining yourself in

common v/ith Sable sedan

—

the all-ne^w 1996

ride,

handhng and comfort of

Mercury Sable wagon. Sable wagon has a lot in

the incredible feeling of solidity, the rewarding

and precise road manners and an engine

that

goes 100,000 miles between scheduled tune-ups.* But Sable wagon adds a few twists of its own, like an available rear-facing

Imaginatid

Mercury Sable LS Wagon

third seat, a lockable storage area

considered owning a

and

81,8 cubic feet of cargo

room within

One

test

the all-new

1

drive

handsomely styled shape

wagon but you always find yourself in need of more space,

S3LHe.'Wcigon{orcn\:crh[tp://www.Mercuryi'ehiiie.ycom forlntemet access).

dealer

its

and you might find

Mercury Sable wagon.

it

easier than you
think to
^

call

1

800 446-8888

OrvisitaMercury

imagine yourself
^

in

^

'Undamrmldrmngcmdmomwnh mmiflmd'filuichjngi,

If

you've never

to learn

]\Af*y'r"'l 1

more about

Y\/
„

^.,. ^
^
IMAGINE
YOURSELF

IN A MERCURY
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in

the world. "It's the premier
place to study

how volcanoes

work," he said.
Dr. Garcia has been

gathering data on Kilauea
since 1978.

When he is

not in the lab conducting

chemical analyses of
Garcia is in the field,
measuring intervals between
lava,

fire-fountain pulses

Eruption of Kilauea volcano on Hawaii

and

plucking samples from lava

**When you^re working
on a volcano, your equipment
you/*
and wits can^t fail
—

rivers.

He

believes that a

keener understanding of
the volcano and

its

structure can help

Dr. Michael Garcia

internal

scientists

Earthquakes rock the black, rippled
terrain. Fire fountains explode from the
mountain's side. Iridescent orange lava, as
hot as 2100° F, sweeps down the volcano's
flanks in thin sheets and swift

The air

is filled

rivers.

rock slamming against a crater wall.
It

Magma conduits

with the roar of molten

is

Working
which ascends

Kilauea,

majestically

from the
Pacific

stream of lava
that can
large
Dr. Michael Garcia

less

fill

than a day.

Professor Michael Garcia

has devoted his career
to exploring the
teries

a

stadium in

mys-

of volcanoes,

particularly Kilauea,

"

in such a hostile

environment, Garcia must rely

on

his experience, instinct

equipment,

and disgorges

a continuous

^

^^^

floor of the

Kilauea

better anticipate eruptions.

rains pumice.

This

inside

Kilauea's

and

"^u have to respect

might— especially when

you feel it rumbling beneath
your feet," he said. Demanding
the highest standards firom his

instruments, Dr. Garcia insists

be rugged and reliable.
little wonder that he has

that they
It's

chosen a Rolex Oyster
Perpetual as
his timepiece.

^ ,

*^ii/

^

ROLEX

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date Chronometer in stainless steel with matching Oyster bracelet.
Write for brochure. Rolex Watch U.S.A., Inc.. Dept. RLX. Rolex Building. 665 Fifth Avenue New York, N.Y. 10022-5383.
Rolex, #, Oyster Perpetual and Oyster are trademarks.
.
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